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ALCO
Motor Trucks

364 Per Cent Increase in Selling

Agencies in a Year

WITHIN a year

the Alco selling

agencies have in

creased in number 364 per

cent.

The gain since January

1 was more than 600 per

cent over the same period

in 1911.

This is a record greater

than of any other motor

truck.

Just as the Alco truck

leads in numbers being

produced and sold, and in

increase in business, it leads

in the expansion of selling

agencies.

With a few exceptions

Alco trucks today are

distributed in leading cities

in America, in Canada, the

Philippine Islands, Porto

Rico, the Hawaiian Islands.

No dealer now considers

handling a motor truck

without investigating the

Alco, and the proposition

offered by the American

Locomotive Company.

64 page catalogue sent

on request.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY, 1894 Broadway, NEW YORK

Builders of Alco 6-eylindVr and 4-cylinder Motor Cars and Alco Taxicabs

Chicago Branch: 3501 Michigan Avenue

Boston Branch : 507 Boylston Street

Mover* of the World's Goods

since 1835

 
Canadian Headquarters :

280 St. Catherine Street, West, Montreal

Capital, $50,000,000
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Firestone
Truck Tires and Removable Rims

For Every Type of Car — For Every Condition of Service

Firestone Tires are undisputed leaders

by reason of their service accomplishments

under all conditions, in all climates, on all

streets and roads. Not an off-season has

marred their record of 10 years quality-

giving history.

The highest quality rubber put into

them; the ten years of progressive tire mak

ing know-how by which they are built;

their inbuilt extra mileage ; have combined

to make them the one practical tire for

every kind of work.

Foremost truck owners everywhere have

put them to the test, and have adopted

Firestone Tires exclusively.

The Firestone is the original Quick Remov

able Rim. It is the only rim which has

passed beyond the experimental stage. The

world's greatest tire makers have put their

practical knowledge into the building of

this one practical removable rim.

The Firestone Rim has no complicated

mechanism—the truck driver can make a

change on the road. The truck continues

its money-making service—the tire alone is

laid by for repairs.

The Service-Wise Specify Firestone Equipment—Write for the Reasons

THE FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER CO, AKRON, OHIO

'America's Largest Exclusive Tire and Rim Makers" Service Stations in 100 Cities

You Get Most

Miles on the Road

We Build in Most

Miles at the Factory
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Peerless 5-Ton Truck—One of three Peerless Tracts operated by the

B. T. Babbitt Co. , of Neiv Tori, with capacity loads on heavy grades.

PEERLESSMg
3^Ton 4-Ton. 5<Ton

THE hill-climbing ability of the Peerless Motor Truck has

been ably demonstrated in the service of the B. T. Babbitt Co. ,

of New York.

Operating between the factories at Babbitt, N. J. , and NewYork

City, it makes six or seven trips daily, covering approximately

seventy-five miles, with capacity loads.

The route includes the steep hills of the Hudson Palisades—

thirteen per-cent grades in places—which teams find difficult

under half-loads.

Peerless hill-climbing efficiency is due to the reserve-power of

the long-stroke motor, together with the powerful traction

obtained by placing most of the load-weight over the rear wheels.

The Peerless sales-policy is based upon the firm determination

to sell no trucks except where the conditions surrounding the

owner's business are reasonably favorable to profitable perform

ance. Correspondence is invited with that understanding.

Truck Department

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Three Things Make
 

Cellular Truck Tires

Demountable, Quick Attachable

Preferable for Truck Equipment

Non-Skid

The non-skid cellular tread increases the traction and eliminates

undesirable slipping and friction, which always causes excessive

wearing of the tire's surface. <l It eliminates the necessity for chains.

Non-Heating

 

The holes in the tire act as a radiator, preventing ex

cessive heating and internal friction. ^ The extra

large surface of the Swinehart tread reduces the press

ure per square inch to a point well within the safe

and economical limit.

Resiliency

The wonderful elasticity, due to the combined use of

our cellular design and the highest grade of rubber,

allowing the tire to "give and take", to stand the

road shocks without damage, is the true secret of

Swinehart tire longevity.

In the hands of hundreds of owners Swinehart Cellular Truck Tires,

due to their non-skid, non-heating, resilient features, show phe

nomenal results in mileage.

Let us show you actual records and explain in detail the construc

tion of this cellular type.

We also make a full line of smooth tread single and dual solids-

Demountable Quick Attachable Tires.

Branches and dealers in all principal cities.

The Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co.

1200 North Street AKRON, OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Man Who Buys the Federal

Always Buys the Federal Again
 

This 11 the second Federal Truck that the Hupp Motor Car Company h»» bought Within the Year.

Pederal one-ton chassis, including seat, 11,800. Body type at purchaser's option. Wheel-base, optional, 110-inch or 144-inch. Motor. 4 cylinder, 30 H. P.; Mag

neto, high-tension; Clutch, 16-inch cone; Transmission, three speeds forward and reverse; Hyatt high-duty bearings; Tires, solid, 36x3}-inch front and

36x4-mch rear.

The best customers of the Federal are motor car manufacturers,

designers and engineers. Do you grasp the significance of that?

THE FEDERAL
The Best Advertisement in the World is the Act of the Man who Repeats His Order.

ONE-TON

$18

The Abbot Motor Car Co. got their

first Federal truck Sept. 20, 1911,

and their second Federal Truck

March 30, 1912.

The Detroit City Gas Company

bought their first Federal truck

June 23, 1911; their second July 6 and their third August 29.

The Gemmer Mfg. Co. bought their first Federal truck August 22

and their second March 12, 1912.

Beecher, Peck & Lewis got their first Federal truck Jan. 12, 1912,

and the second March 14, 1912.

These are all firms operating in Detroit, Mich. They have figures re

cording in dollars and cents the durability, the reliability, the

efficiency and the economy of the Federal. That is the reason

they bought a second and a third Federal truck to reduce the

cost of their deliveries. Write for those figures.

Those cold, convincing figures brought these manufacturers, mer

chants and engineers to the logical conclusion that the Federal

at $1800 is preeminently the cheapest as well as preeminently

the best Standard One-Ton-Truck on the market.

TRUCK

00

And here is a partial list of the Manu

facturers, jobbers and distributers

in various parts of the country

that have repeated their initial

orders for the Federal truck.

The Portland Railway, Light & Power Co. of Portland, Ore., has

Eight Federals.

The Star Carriage Co., of Seattle, Wash., has Four Federals.

The Witherbee, Sherman Co., of Mineville, N. Y., has two Federals;

Haggard & Marcusson, Chicago, three Federals; Walther-Will-

iams Hardware, the Dalles, Ore., two Federals; J. Cunning

ham, Rochester, N. Y., two Federals; Emmons Draying Co.,

San Francisco, two Federals; Motor Bus Transit Co., Gary,

Ind., four Federals; Marshall Field Co., Chicago, two Feder

als; American Bank Note Co., New York City, two Federals;

J. F. Grantham & F. M. Stultz, Gary, Ind., two Federals; Lemp

Brewing Co., St. Louis, two Federals.

We can offer no better selling argument than the names of these scientific men, these close-buying men, these

hard-headed business men who have tested, accepted and endorsed the Federal and come back for more- '

FEDERAL MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

New Factory, Dept. C, Leavitt and Campbell Avenues, Detroit, Mich.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Cut Your Cost of

Assembling

Covert Unit Transmission Plants are so simple in construction

that the expense of assembling is greatly reduced. This feature

alone means much to you, but in addition to this the simplicity

lowers cost of manufacture. You get the benefit of this.

While these are important factors, we have worked for and

secured the highest possible efficiency in Covert Unit Transmission

Plants.

They give more nearly a straight line drive in actual service ;

they eliminate one universal joint—the gears shift more easily be

cause the long shifting rods give an end thrust instead of a side

thrust, and any distortion of the frame does not affect the align

ment of the shafts in the transmissions.

May we give you more particulars about this proposition?

Covert Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office: Ford Building, Detroit, Mich.

Factory: Lockport, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The many re-orders for Detroit Electric Commercial Vehicles are

the most convincing proof that they are real money-savers. One

large newspaper using a fleet of Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles, states that it cannot afford any other form of transporta

tion because of the Detroit Electric's reliability and economy

of operation

/^ity deliveries mean

^* many stops. It is readily

apparent that a commercial vehic

le electrically driven is the most

practical for city and suburban

uses, just as naturally as electric

street railways, electric elevated

railways and electric locomotives

for steam railroad terminals are

taking the place of all other forms

of locomotion.

Did you ever stop to think that

wherever electr'city has solved any

problem, it has done so better than any

ether form of p'iwer?

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles "get away" instantly in con

gested traffic. All speeds are controlled

with one lever. Any ordinary driver

can learn to operate a Detroit Electiic.

No expert care is necessary'- There is

nj complex mechanism to be put out of

order by abuse or carelessness. When

the car stops, the power stops—and

the expense for power.

THE

 

ELECTRIC

Commercial Vehicles

are noiseless, odorless, trim in appearance and

are particularly appreciated by customers in all

residential districts. They are admitted at al

wharves and freight terminals. Fire hazard is

reduced to a minimum. All body space is avail

able except the driver's seat. They occupy only

their own space in a garage.

Detroit Electric Commercial Vehicles

are built exclusively for the Edison nickel and

steel battery. This battery of itself is about 300

pounds lighter in a Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicle than a lead battery equipment. This

admits of an all metal chassis and lightei con

struction throughout the car. Lighter weight

means more mileage, less wear on bearings and

tires and less cost for power to move the car

and its load.

The saving which would be effected by the use

of the cheapest and most readily adapted form of

power In existence Is made possible for you through

the use of Detroit Electric Commercial Vehicles.

48-page illustrated- catalog with full information

will be sent upon request. Specific Information

regarding your Individual requirements will be

Kindly furnished.

ANDERSON ELECTRIC CAR COMPANY

Brooklyn

Buffalo

Cleveland

455 Clay Avenue Detioit, U. S. A.

Branches:

New York—Broadway at 80th St.

Chicago—2416 Michigan Avenue

{Also Branch al Evanston, 111.)

Selling representatives in most

leading cities.

Kansas City

Minneapolis

St. Louis

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Pre-eminence of the

" Cleveland " is Indisputable

 

Small work or large, odd shaped parts or neat little regular pieces, straight ahead work or three-or-

four-operation jobs—it's all one to the Cleveland. Our machines have the widest range, simplest

mechanism, greatest tool capacity and are more easily adjusted to new conditions than any others on

the market.

Capacities J" to 7}". Operating Expense, One Mill a Minute. Your overhead charges added to this will

give you the exact cost per piece.

44Z>
 

Piece No. 449. Material. Chrome Nickel Steel, made on a 6" Cleveland Automatic Turret Machine; time 45 minutes

each. Mail us samples or drawings; we will send you complete specifications explaining outputs, cost of machines,

tools, etc.

Cleveland Automatic Machine Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

Eastern Representative—J . B. Anderson, 2450 North 30th Street. Philadelphia.

Western Representative—Herbert E. Nunn. 562 Washington Boulevard , Chicago.

Foreign Representatives—'Jhas. Churchill & Co., London, Manchester. Birmingham. Newcastlc-on-Tyne and Glasgow. Alfred H. Schutte. Berlin, Cologne,

Brussels, Paris, Milan and Bilbao. Donauwerk Ernst Kraus2&Co., St. Petersburg. S.ockholm. Cop;nhagen, Austria-Hungary and the Balkan States. Andrews

& George, P. O. Box 66, 242 Yokohama Japan.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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foEHLER COMcMaRrAL

CARRYING CAPACITY 1600
LBS.

n>

PRICE I

Comparisons Prove This Wagon

To Be the Best and Most Economical Delivery Vehicle in

the World, Barring None

This is not a mere advertising claim. The statement is easily proven. Note the design, consider

the capacity and price. Read the specifications—the facts are self-evident, gj , j£2d
 

OPEN FLARE-BOARD TYPE

Large and roomy. Inside measurements, 44 inches wide, 84 Inches back of driver's seat to rear. Flare-boards, 17 Inches

above floor. Strongly Ironed throughout, also Ironed to receive four-post canvas top, which can be had from stock at $40

additional. CAPACITY. 1 600 lbs. PRICE, $750.

Prices of various types of bodies range from $40 to $150 extra.

Various types of bodies are obtainable. The Panel Type B is an unusually handsome

job. Price $150 extra. Inside measurements 42 inches wide, 53 inches from floor to

top, 84 inches back of driver's seat to rear. Canvas side body similar in appearance to

Panel Type B—$50 extra.

SPECIFICATIONS

MOTOR—2 cylinder opposed, 22-24 H. P. Lubrication

mechanical and Integral with motor; 300 miles one

supply of oil.

COOLINO.—Thermo-Syphon system.

IGNITION—Bosch High-tension Magneto.

CONTROL—Left hand, throttle lever on steering

column .

DRIVE—Direct line with Jack shaft. Final drive from

Jack abaft to rear wheel sprocket through double side

chains.

TRANSMISSION—Planetary type. All gears genuine

chrome nickel steel, hardened throughout.

This wagon, because of its ca

pacity and price, delivers mer

chandise at less expense than

any other wagon or truck on

the market.

The capacity is remarkable.

The price is phenomenal. The

finish and material have never

been duplicated in a commei-

cial vehicle selling for less

than §150 0. Fool-pioof de

sign. Solid tires. Ample lu

brication and simplicity in

constiuction make this the

peer of all delivery wagons.

THE KOEHLER COMMER

CIAL CAR is America's fore

most wagon. A comparison

—especially in capacity and

price—proves this claim beyond

the shadow of a doubt.

BRAKES—Service brakes on Jack shaft. Emergency

brakes simple In design, extraordinarily powerful,

operated Independently.

TIRES—2 In. solid rubber.

TREAD—58 In.

WHEELS—J6" front. 48* rear.

CAPACITY— 1 COO lbs.

WHEEL BASE—»5 In.

SPEED—I to 16 miles per hour.

PRICE—$750 to $!>00, depending on body equipment.

OIL TIOHTCASE—In which transmission, dlflerentlal.

bevel gears and metal to metal clutch run In a

CONSTANT OIL BATH. 1.000 miles with one supply

of oil.

Built

equipped

large modern factory, splendidly

Designed by L. E. Schlotterback.

America's foremost commercial car engineer.

Sales department under supervision of H. J.

Koehler. Pros, and Treas., the largest distributor

of automobiles.

DEALERS : Write Today for Agency Terms

and Full Particulars

Address all correspondence to

 

II I / l#fT\ClJI IT'D "Built in Newark, N. J."

H- J- llYJJtr LtK S. G. CO., 1709 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TRADE. MARK

The B.F.GOODRICH CO.,

AKRON, 0.

Largest in the World

Branches in the Wholesale Tire

Principal Cities Depots Ererywhere

On to stay
A big item of truck tire cost—(often not realized when

buying tires)—is the delay and "dead time" due to tire

slipping off rim, or other misplacement, while in service.

In the Goodrich Wireless Truck Tire, the tire and rim are

a perfect unit The tire proper is built on a dovetailed

steel base into which the hard rubber sub-base is keyed—

making sidewise movement impossible. A transverse

key on the outer side prevents circumferential movement

or "creeping." (See cut above.)

This is one of the logical reasons why the Goodrich

Wireless stays on and gives 1 0,000 miles and upward of

uninterrupted service. There are other reasons:

1: The Goodrich Wireless method of fastening tire to rim. This absolutely

prevents the tire from giving 'way at the base before full wear on the tread

has been obtained.

2: The tire was scientifically patterned so that it would assume, under load,

the shape that gives it the greatest traction and resiliency, without damaging

distortion. [Normal and load contours shown in outlins illustration above.)

3: The rubber compound of the tread is so tough that you can hardly stick

a pin into it. Full wear on this tread means far more than "full wear" on the

ordinary tire tread. It is a perfect combination of extreme toughness with

resiliency.

Many imitations of the Goodrich Wireless are now

springing up. But remember we were the first to bring

out the steel base tire in America. The Goodrich is the

only wireless tire that has been perfected to meet

American conditions. The shape, quality of rubber, and

the distinctive wave-line of contact between soft and hard

rubber are Goodrich features. Buy the original.

GOODRICH WIRELESS
Built on Steel TDITpIf TIDEC Wear like Steel

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Police Patrol

 

Why the extra low cost of

KisselKar Truck maintenance?

Because, in the first place, KisselKar

Trucks are built more substantially in

every part than is considered necessary

in general practice.

This gives them excess capacity—every

KisselKar Truck operates with a capac

ity margin which forestalls breakages of

consequence. A capacity load is an

easy load for a KisselKar Truck, and it

is well equal to the occasions when

stress of business necessitates over

loading.

The fourth geared-up speed is another

cost-saving feature. The best utility of

a truck is served by making time when

empty on return trips, and this fourth

geared-up speed permits fast running

without racing the engine.

Add to these features the 15% to 20%

lower fuel cost, and the ready accessibil

ity of every part, and the advantage of

the KisselKar service organization, and

you can see why KisselKar Trucks are

economical in maintenance and operation.

KisselKarTrucks
1 1-2 to 2, 3, 4, 5 ton Trucks, Delivery Wagons,

Fire Department Apparatus, etc. All type bodies.

Write for catalog showing complete KisselKar line, giving comparative costs between truck and horse

haulage, and showing the way to apply power haulage to different conditions.

Kissel Motor Car Co., 158 Kissel Avenue, Hartford, Wisconsin

Boston New York Chicago Milwaukee Kansas City Los Angeles

Minneapolis St. Paul St. Louis Dallas

 

 

Philadelphia, Cleveland. Detroit. El Paso, San Antonio, New Orleans, Baltimore, Omaha, Butte, Denver, San Francisco,

Portland, Duluth, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Hartford, Conn., New Haven, Albany, Troy, Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Winnipeg,

and 200 other principal points throughout the United States.

2-Ton Express Bodv

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TIRE TIPS

 

Summer is on its way and in purchasing tire equipment HEAT is the Factor

to be considered.

The heat generated by a tire is the greatest Factor in its destruction. Con

tinued Heat is Death to rubber.

Get rid of the heat by using a sectional tire.

Kelly ■ Springfield Sectionals

are " Air-Cooled " between sections.

They are ideal on hot asphalt roads ; each section works for an instant—rests

until its turn comes again.

They have plenty of room to expand lengthwise as well as laterally, thus giving

double the resiliency.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD Sectionals mean Economy in Tire Costs.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.

NEW YORK, N. Y., and AKRON, O.

BRANCHES— Boston, Mass.

Atlanta, Ga.

Chicago, III. Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. Detroit, Mich.

Cincinnati, O. San Francisco, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cleveland, O. Baltimore, Md. Seattle, Wash.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CAR CO/MPANV

The True Value of a Motor Wagon

Depends on its Freedom from

Interruption of Service

The TTureU&n is built on that idea

Tested in many lines of business—Strongly endorsed by users in every section

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY OF DESIGN AND APPEARANCE

 

P««*.»~U*r 1000-1300 Lbs

Capacity 1500-2000 Lbs
Chassis, $1200

Chassis, $1600

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Dealers of highest standing are invited to inquire

for territory, giving sales and service facilities.

W r it « for catalog

The Bowling Green Motor Car Company

Bowling Green, Ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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OlBNEY Wireless

The Three-Years-Aiiead Tire

 

EXPERIENCE is often a dear

teacher, but always a good

one. We have three years' ex

perience in building the GIBNEY

type of tire, which most other

makers are now imitating. We

have learned a lot in the three

years, and we presume these other

tire makers will, in time, profit by

experience. The thing which con

cerns you most, however, is that

you do not have to pay to learn by

experience, or that you have to do

the experimenting. You are pro

tected against such a catastrophe

if you use

GIBNEY TIRES

This is one of many. May we send

you copies of others? Unbiased

opinions are worth having.

Extract from letter dated Nov. 11,1911:

" .... We wish to take this

opportunity of thanking you for

your kindness and promptness in

your dealings with us .... As

for the lasting quality ofyour tires,

we are satisfied that they will stand

up under very hard usage. We

have tried numerous concerns upon

this very point, and up to date

have found that your house has

been the only one to give us what

we want." (Signed)

THE ARNHOLT & SCHAEFER

BREWING CO.,

Philadelphia.

IF YOU are a user of solid

tires, why not write and

tell us the type and capac

ity of your commercial cars

and your experience with

tires? In turn we will give

youquotations,valuable in

formation and some facts

to show you that we can re

duce your tire expense, for

GIBNEY TIRE

users get greater mileage at

less cost than any others.

Why not write us today?

James L. Gibney & Bro.

217 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia 248-52 W. 54th Street, New York

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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'MOTOR

TRUCKS

2, 4 and 6 TON CAPACITIES

Why a Speedwell Motor Truck, at full price, is the

best possible truck investment

In the first place. Speedwell Trucks of 2. 4 and 6 ton capacities are

built in the best possible way, of the best possible materials

and designed in the best possible manner for efficient con

tinuous service—the truck itself is verification of this.

To the cost of such a truck is added a sufficient margin to cover

a fair and equitable profit and to provide for future exigen

cies to co-operate with truck owners in giving continuous

service.

It is a fixed and inviolable Speedwell policy never to discount

prices and it is to the interest of the truck owner that this

policy is absolutely maintained.

When a truck manufacturer or dealer discounts prices, the truck

buyer suffers in one of two ways and probably in both.

Either the original price discounted is based on a false stand

ard of value, or there is no margin left to provide future ser

vice to the user which is of greatest possible importance if his

investment is to be a profitable one.

In the first case, either the original price is inflated above real

value or the quality standard of the trucks has been lowered

to make the lowered price possible—an undesirable condition

to the buyer in either event.

In the second case, by discounting the price there is no margin

left to render future service and keep the truck running—a

disadvantage to the buyer that concerns the most vital factor

of the entire field of motor trucking.

The whole matter resolves itself to this:—It costs money to build

a good machine product like a truck and it costs money to

keep it running, to give attention and service to the buyer.

If you pay the price you'll get all this, but if you do not pay

the price obviously you won't.

In the Speedwell, you get a good product and you get service

which cannot be obtained at anything less than Speedwell

fixed prices.

Consider this carefully before you buy any truck.

Literature Upon Request

THE SPEEDWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

655 ESSEX AVENUE, DAYTON, OHIO
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LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

FOR

TOURING

AND

COMMERCIAL

CARS

 

LEFEVER

PLANETARY

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

FOR

COMMERCIAL

CARS

Compare a LEFEVER Transmission or Jack Shaft with the LEFEVER $1000.00

Grade Gun. You will find at every point the fine construction that has made

the name LEFEVER famous

LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

with ONE ROD

CONTROL LEVER

But one point of registra

tion, this in the transmis

sion case. Bolt the shift

lever to the frame and

the assembling is com

plete. This special con

struction eliminates all

trouble arising from

binding of shift levers

caused by any uneven-

ness in road bed.

 

GEARS

OF

LASTING

FAME

CLAIRE L.

BARNES & CO.

Direct Factory RepreMntatWe

CHICAGO

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

LEFEVER-ARMS CO.,r3 Maitbie St., Syracuse, N.Y.,U.S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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INDIANA

1 to 1 1-2 Ton

Truck

Made in Marion. Indiana, by a Long-Established Company

of Ample Resources.

Built for Hard-Duty Service

MORE POWER—MORE STRENGTH IN EVERY STRAIN-BEARING

PART—GREATER SIMPLICITY OF CONSTRUCTIO N—AND

GREATER GENERAL SERVICEABILITY THAN YOU'LL FIND IN

OTHER TRUCKS OF SIMILAR HAULING CAPACITY AND PRICE.

Compare the Extraordinary Value of the INDIANA With

Any Other One and One-half-ton Truck Built

—Compare the Specifications.

SPECIFICATIONS.

Engine—30 H. P. Rutenber, ignition

Bosch DU 4. No' 2 fixed magneto

Clutch—Multiple disc, 61 steel plates

running in oil bath.

Transmission—Sliding gear selective

type, 3 speeds forward, 1 reverse.

Steering dear — Irreversible

with 16-inch hand wheel

type

Jack Shaft — Semi - floating type,

shaft 11 inches nickel steel.

Frame—5-inch channel steel.

Axles—Front. I-beam, ljx2J inches,

lf-inch spindle; rear, rectangular

2x2} inches, 2} inch spindle.

Tires — Solid rubber; front 34x3,

rear 34x4.

Weight of chassis 2,850 pounds.

w
E BELIEVE you automobile dealers

and builders will appreciate the

money-making possibilities of the

INDIANA Truck.

It is in a class by itself as to value and

its extraordinary price practically eliminates

competition.

With the agency for the INDIANA in

your territory you can walk away with all

the ton to ton-and-a-half business in sight.

There is nothing in the market that can

compare with it either in quality or price.

Thi-ik of it! A 30 H. P., 4x4, truck-

type Rutenber motor that has been tried and

tested under every known road and load con

dition for years, and found to more than

"stand the gaff"; a 60 H. P. disc clutch con

taining sixty-one steel plates running in a bath

of oil; axles forged in one piece, made under a

chemical analysis at Pittsburgh, the home of

good things made of steel; great roomy bodies

built for any and every purpose, and all done

in a factory at Marion, Indiana—the home of

the Rutenber motor—by men who have been

in the manufacturing business for generations

and who have learned that the safest, most eco

nomical policy is to "build well or not at all."

If you want to earn an extra profit this

year, if you want to make some "quick-

money," set down and write us for more

information about this remarkable truck—

the 1 to lj ton truck that you can rely on to

meet all the claims made for it.

We'll tell you all about the many mechani

cal features that make it a reliable, serviceable

truck as well as an easy, quick seller. And

we'll make you an agency proposition for your

territory—if it hasn't already been snapped

up—that cannot fail to interest you. Our

output is limited (as it must be if we build as

well as we should) and inquiries are coming

in every day. So write today for territory.

HARWOOD-BARLEY MFG. CO

200 HENDERSON AVE., MARION. INDIANA. U. S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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G. V. ELECTRIC TRUCKS

THE NUMBER of G. V. electrics in the service of De

partment Stores and other Retailers is steadily increasing.

Among those who have recently ordered are—Arnold

Constable & Co., Frederick Loeser & Co., The Fair (9),

Acker, Merrall & Condit Co. (4).

•J Arnold Constable & Co. have 10 G. V. electrics which are

9 years old. Many of the firms who bought electrics years ago

and disposed of them to buy other types have now begun to

buy electrics again. They recognize that the electric has its own

field and that the high grade 1912 electric is in a class by itself.

•jj G. V. electrics have age, experience and prestige behind

them—but better than that they have the best that money can

buy in them, tj Sold only where they will make good, too.

 

Catalog 72 on Request

GENERAL VEHICLE COMPANY

Principal Office and Factory Long Island City, N. Y.

NEW YORK

505-5th Ave.

CHICAQO

Otis Building.

BOSTON

84 State St.

PHILADELPHIA

Witherspoon Bldg.

ST. LOUIS

Wainwright Bldg.
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Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Motor Buses in New York.

A Service Which Would Be Highly Profitable With American Machines.

Introduction.—Although the motor bus

Service In New York, according to the book

keeping flgures of the operating company.

?hows a small deficit for the year 1911. an

examination of the statistics herewith pre

sented proves that this deficit is more ap

parent than real. "With receipts at 47.08

cents per bus mile, all other precedents in

motor bus operation prove that there should

V a nandsome profit on the undertaking.

The d?prec!ation charge of 33 1-3 per cent

on the buses and motors is not justified by

any other known example of public motor

vehicle operation on such a scale under

similar conditions. This depreciation charge,

which is a purely arbitrary book account,

amounts to the enormous sum of S112.5S3.2S

for the year 1911. A reduction of this charge

to 20 per cent—still a very high figure—would

convert a nominal book loss of $38,820.89 into

a profit of $6,212.42. The figures given are

not complete enough to permit of a correct

cost accounting of the service, but It is quite

certain that the deficit is only a book logs.

There are some other points it is well to add

here. The machines are imported, and thus

subject to a high import tax. All spares

must be imported, and the loss of time

which must necessarily accrue in many cases

is undoubtedly one of the reasons why only

an average of 54 out of So buses are in con

stant service. There is no good reason why

at least 70 machines should not be always

available for the road. If this were the case.

the presumed Increase in revenue would be

nearly $180,000, against which there would be

only a comparatively small increase in work

ing expenses, as depreciation, fixed and ad

ministrative costs would remain practically

the same as before. It Is worthy of note

that De Dion-Bouton buses of Identical de

sign are giving a profitable account of them

selves in London and Paris, where they are

employed in greater numbers than In New

York. No reflection is intended here on the

proved abilities of President Meade. Proba

bly the chief reason for the deficit, as point

ed out by Mr. Jennings In his article, is that

the company is a subsidiary of the Metropoli

tan Street Railway Company, and "does not

care to appear too prosperous."—The Editor.

By P. C.

OF THE THREE methods of surface transporta

tion in New York City, street railways, cabs and

motor buses, the street railways are so far ahead

in numbers carried that no comparison is possible with

the other methods. The cab service is second in numbers

carried and the motor buses third, though not greatly

inferior to the cab

service. The motor

buses are thus by

no means as pro

portionately popu

lar as in London,

and they do not

cut a very impor

tant figure in the

city transportation,

although their an

nual haul amounts

to over six million

passengers.

Various reasons

are ascribed for

the failure of the

motor buses to

JENNINGS.

carry a larger amount of traffic, among them being the

difficulties of securing franchises, opposition of the public

to having the streets filled with vehicles so large and un

gainly, veritable camels of transportation, and the fact

that as a business proposition bus transportation under the

methods employed in New York is far from being as profit

able a means of

conveyance as

street cars and

cabs. The surface

car carries a great

er number of pas

sengers over far

greater distances

at greater speed

and with less ex

pense, while the

cab derives a great

er revenue per pas

senger and gives a

higher value in

transportation than

the bus.

In New York

 

A typical scene In New York City.
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"The prospective passenger has to summon a good deal of moral

courage to stop a Fifth Avenue bus."

City there is but one company of any consequence. It is

now known as the Fifth Avenue Coach Company. This

company showed a deficit for the year 191 1 of $38,820.89,

and this in spite of the fact that heavy traffic was carried

largely under a three minute headway.

The company operates several lines of buses, mostly

from Washington Square up Fifth Avenue and branching

off in a number of directions. The various routes are

given in full later in this article. The mileage of the

longest route, from Washington Square to 135th Street

and Broadway, is between seven and eight miles, and the

total mileage of the routes covered is slightly over 19 miles.

The buses carry 35 passengers, and make an average

.-.peed of 7.2 miles an hour, including stops, which is about

the speed of a trotting horse driven to a buggy at a good

clip without stopping. The average time lost in making

stops is about half a minute, although considerable time

is lost by traffic delays, particularly along the central

portion of Fifth Avenue from Twenty-third to Fifty-ninth

Streets.

The buses are very popular with visitors and sight

seers because the principal routes of travel are up Fifth

Avenue, past the houses of the wealthy, including the

residences of the Astors, Vanderbilts, Carnegie and others,

and along "Millionaire's Row" on the east side of Central

Park and also up Riverside Drive on the west side, past

the Soldiers and Sailors' Monument. Grant's Tomb and

Riverside Viaduct.

The buses are mostly double-deckers, and the upper

deck offers unexcelled facilities for sightseeing, superior

even to the special sightseeing or "rubberneck" buses de

voted to that particular purpose and operated by private

owners and small corporations. Riding on the upper

decks of the Fifth Avenue buses is a sort of exercise in

itself, since any small inequality in the street is magni

fied, and the sensation is not unlike that of riding on a

camel or an elephant.

As will be seen from the illustrations, access to the

upper deck is gained by an exterior stairway at the rear,

a rather dangerous looking climb, but one which on that

account perhaps does not prove particularly so. as pas

sengers are put on their guard and exercise greater cau

tion that would ordinarily be the case. During rainy

weather the upper decks are exposed so that travel is

considerably cut down at such times.

There is a large traffic carried by the bus lines of resi

dents of New York who ride simply to take the air, as

the ride is undoubtedly one of the most interesting and

enjoyable that it is possible to take in the city. On Sun

day there is always a great rush of business, the bus line

forming the principal route to the Metropolitan Museum

of Art in Central Park.

The buses were formerly horse drawn, and were at

that time most primitive looking affairs with small seating-

capacity. The passenger was compelled to deposit his own-

fare in a small box at the front of the coach, receiving-

change from the driver through a small hand hole from

the front. The present buses, while considerably larger,,

are by no means all that could be desired. They have,,

however, conductors to whom the fares are paid. The

coins are dropped into a small metallic box attached to-

their persons, a tiny bell being rung at the same time.

The change from horse drawn to gasoline motor buses

was made about twelve years ago, and the fare was at

the same time increased from five to ten cents. . The traffic

increased slightly in spite of the added fare.

The horse drawn buses carried advertisements on the

exterior, and the motor buses have attempted to do so,,

and recently another effort was made to display adver

tisements on the exterior, as was also done by the re

ceiver of the Second Avenue Street Railway, which runs

the blue lines of street cars, but these efforts were promptly

discouraged by the city authorities.

A few years ago the motor bus operators experienced

considerable difficulty retaining their Riverside Drive

route, because the trees along that thoroughfare inter

fered with the cars, but after a while the trees were pruned

and the traffic was allowed to continue, although a de

termined effort was made by the wealthy residents of the

drive to prevent the continuance of the bus line. The

buses are not, however, allowed to invade the parks.

A considerable part of the objection raised to them

is due to their inartistic and clumsy outlines, as they are

heavy and ungainly in appearance and look stuffy and

crowded. They appear to be a sort of traffic juggernaut,

but as a matter of fact they do not prove in operation to

be particularly dangerous, as compared with other methods

of street transportation. During 191 1 five persons were

struck by the buses, of whom three were killed, while 25

persons were injured in other ways, mostly passengers

hoarding and alighting from the cars. Damages paid

during the year 1910 for injuries to persons amounted

to $35,996.44, while damages to property amounted to

$3,999.59, mostly in collisions with other vehicles. Dur

ing the year 191 1 there were filed 51 damage suits, while

there were 23 suits for claims and damages against the

company up to June 20, 191 1. Forty-four of these were

settled subsequent to June 20, and 30 remained unsettled.

It will be seen from these figures that the operation

of the buses is carried on in as safe a manner as can well

be asked, especially considering the great weight of the
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vehicles, the crowded condition of the streets and the

heavy traffic carried. The appearance of the buses them

selves is one of the causes for the safety with which they

are operated. They are large green monsters which ap

proach with considerable noise, and are well calculated to

strike terror to all other occupants of the highways. They

appear far more dangerous than a street car or even an

automobile going at a high speed, and the pedestrian holds

;hem in no little respect, exercising good care to dodge

them, which is, indeed, a wise precaution, for while few

persons are struck, the killing of three out of five of those

that were struck during the year shows that it is no chance

to be taken lightly.

It would appear that the buses would do well to be

fitted with fenders or cowcatchers, after the manner of a

new type of street car that is being tried out in New York.

In this form of street car the entrance is through a door

at the middle of the side of the car and the main floor

is but one short step above the level of the street.

There is no good reason why the present motor buses

could not be similarly arranged, as at present the first

passenger floor is as high as, if not higher, than that of

ihe ordinary street car, while the upper deck towers above

evenihing on the street. A lowering of at least two feet

could be easily accomplished. This would greatly lessen

the weight of the vehicles, which now amounts to 9,500

pounds. The lessening of weight would make their opera

tion much more economical through lessened fuel consump

tion, since the mere hauling around of so much lumber

amounts to a large sum annually. Their handling would

be facilitated and their speed increased without an in

crease in the size of the motors.

Wear and tear would also be greatly reduced and a

great saving made in tire expense. This at present amounts

to $2.21 per day per bus. This is figuring the total num

ber of buses in service, 80 in all, but as an average of only

34 buses are in service, the remainder being in reserve

or under repair, the daily tire cost for actual service is

$3.43 per bus. The tire cost for the year amounts to

$67,563.96, or $844.55 f°r eacn of the 80 buses. Any

appreciable saving in this respect would be an important

 

 

Washing gear cases with gasoline.

View In the repair shop.

item, for as the gross receipts of a bus average $30.59 per

day it will be seen that the tire expense is more than 10

per cent of the gross receipts.

A considerable saving should result in this department

with a lighter and better designed bus. A low, rakish,

roomy, easily accessible bus, with a prow or fender such

as is used on the form of street car mentioned above ; one

of a design that would please the eye and give an appear

ance of speediness and style, would not only thus be highly

desirable from an economical point of view, but would

increase the patronage of the lines, its psychological effect

inviting greater traffic. At the present time, the lines of

pleasure cars are highly developed and have reached a

point from which nothing further can very well be ex

pected, but such is not yet the case with motor buses and

trucks, which appear unnecessarily heavy and cumbersome.

The prospective passenger has to summon a good deal of

moral courage to stop a Fifth Avenue bus. It becomes

almost an event in his life. It is as if a mountain were

rolling up and an entire reorganization of the surface of

the earth were necessary to get him aboard and started

on his way again. This of course is much more apparent

than real, as the buses can stop within ten feet if neces

sary and are quickly under way, but the appearance of a

great operation is there, and the passenger, once on board,

is considerably relieved ; but when the time for alighting

comes his nervous tension increases and he begins to make

preparations several blocks in advance, and is much wor-

1 ied for fear he will never get safely on the ground again.

All this has a great effect on traffic, since the average

person would rather walk half a dozen blocks than go

through the process of hailing a bus and getting off again.

A speedier looking bus, stopping and starting more

gracefully, and built on better lines, would undoubtedly

change the operations of the company from loss to profit

and perhaps considerable profit, while being a great benefit

to the city in every way.

The present buses have a life of only three years.

Their cost is $5,400, so that the depreciation charge is

quite high. This is one of the principal causes why the

lines do not show a profit. With lighter vehicles, the de-
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Taking the records.

preciation and garage expenses would be very much less.

During 191 1 the buses made some 153,609 round trips,

carrying 6,305,175 passengers, so that there was an aver

age of 41 passengers carried per round trip. The average

receipts of the buses in service amounted to $30.59 per

day, while 26 buses on the average were idle, being in

reserve and undergoing repairs and renovation.

The gross receipts amounted to 47.08 cents per bus

mile, or 1.36 cents per bus seat per mile. As the blocks

in New York run 20 to the mile along most of the route

this means that a new passenger was taken on about once

every three blocks.

The daily earnings of the line amounted to $1,652.54.

The 54 buses in active service make each 2,844 round trips

a year, or j.j round trips per day. The average number

of hours a bus is in service during the year is 2,222, or 6.1

hours per day. This applies to the whole 80 buses. Each

bus in active service, that is, each of the 54, averages 23,-

716 miles in a year, which is 64.9 miles a day, or 7.2 miles

an hour. The average number of hours that the 54 buses

in active service travel in a year is 3,293, or 9.01 hours

per day, making 64.9 miles, or the average of 7.2 miles

per hour in service.

The number of passengers carried in each bus is lim

ited to the seating capacity and no one is allowed to stand

in aisles or on platforms, except where a passenger has

been deprived of his seat after paying his fare. Children

in the arms of adults are carried free. Hand baggage is

also carried free, but the company assumes no responsi

bility for the safety of baggage or other property.

The company employs 277 men, of which 80 are con

ductors, 80 are drivers and 115 are in the garages. The

wages amounted to $218,326.03 last year. Any material

saving in this department would result in turning the

balance sheet well toward a profit.

Two repair shops are maintained by the company, the

principal one being located at the main garage, Eighty-

eighth to Eighty-ninth Street, between Park and Lex

ington Avenues. This main shop is ecpiipped with three

lathes, two grinding machines, two planers, a milling ma

chine, a shaper and two drill presses, besides other small

machinery necessary in making repairs.

Of the 115 men employed outside of the men conduct

ing the traffic, 12 are cleaners. A large number of the

men are engaged in overhauling the buses, as thev are re

painted and gone over thoroughly once a year.

The location of the main shop and garage is placed

at a favorable point, about midway of the routes of traffic.

The smaller repair shop is near the lower end of the line.

The routes of the company are mainly up Fifth Avenue

branching off into four great stems, and penetrating the

most desirable and interesting residential parts of the city,

furnishing a means of travel between the shopping and

residential districts.

There are ten routes at present, no new ones being

added during the past year. The routes are as follows :

(1) From Washington Square up Fifth Avenue to

Ninetieth Street. This is a direct line up Fifth Avenue

and passes along "Millionaires' Row." that is. the east

side of Fifth Avenue from Fifty-ninth Street to Ninetieth

Street, adjoining Central Park. At Fiftieth Street is St.

Patrick's Cathedral and on either side of the avenue are

noted residences, the Plaza and Gotham and St. Regis

Hotels, to Fifty-ninth Street, where the park begins.

(2) From Washington Square up Fifth Avenue to

Fifty-seventh Street, where the line crosses to Broadway,

goes up Broadway to Seventy-second Street, thence across

to Riverside Drive, past the Soldiers and Sailors' Monu

ment, Grant's Tomb, over the Riverside Drive viaduct

to 135th Street, crossing to Broadway. This route af

fords a splendid view of the west side of the city and

runs for several miles along the Hudson River.

(3) From Washington Square up Fifth Avenue to

1 10th Street, being an extension of route No. 1 ; west

ward on 110th Street, which is the northern boundary

of Central Park, to Riverside Drive and thence to 135th

Street and Broadway along the route of No. 2. This

route adjoins the east and north sides of Central Park

and the south side of Morningside Park, with a splendid

view of the new cathedral of St. John on Morningside

Heights and Columbia University.

(4) A limited portion of route No. 2, up Fifth Ave

nue from Washington Square to Fifty-seventh Street,

thence over to Broadway, up Broadway to Seventy-second

Street and thence across to a terminal point at Seventy-

second Street and Riverside Drive, the lower end of the

drive. Many leave the bus at this point to walk up the

drive.

(5) From Washington Square up Fifth Avenue to

1 20th Street, thence westward a short distance and up

Mount Morris Park west to 124th Street, back to Fifth

Avenue and up Fifth Avenue to 135th Street. This route

circles three sides of Mt. Morris Park, but is not as

interesting as the west side routes.

(6) From Washington Square up Fifth Avenue to

Seventy-second Street and eastward to First Avenue.

(7) From Washington Square up Fifth Avenue to

noth Street, west to Seventh Avenue, up Seventh Ave

nue to 153rd Street to Central Bridge over the Harlem

River, via Macomb's Dam Road.

(8) From Washington Square up Fifth Avenue to

1 10th Street, thence via Manhattan Avenue, St. Nicholas

Avenue, St. Nicholas Place, 155th Street Viaduct to Cen
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tral Bridge. This is a route somewhat more westerly

'.ban Xo. 7. and affords a good view of the Harlem River,

lumel mansion, speedway and polo grounds, as well as

the University of the City of New York.

(9) From Washington Square up Fifth Avenue to

Fifty-seventh street, thence via Broadway to Central

!!ridge.

i 10) From Washington Square south along South

Fifth Avenue, now known as West Broadway, to Bleecker

Street. This is a short route in a tenement and manufac

turing district.

The routes all follow Fifth Avenue, since that is the

inly longitudinal avenue in the city without railway trans

udation, street, elevated or subway. In addition, there

is a short spur to the Queensboro Bridge at Fifty-ninth

Street and Kast River. An excellent knowledge of the

middle and upper portions of the city is gained from

traveling the bus routes.

The following table gives the principal statistics of

the various lines :

The first column is the Fifth Ave. and East Side routes.

The second column gives the Fifth Ave. and West Side

routes.

The third column gives the Queensboro Bridge route.

The fourth column the other small routes.

The fifth column, the total of all the routes.

The figures are for the year 1911.

Passengers carried.

1985,175 2.707.664 549,954 62,382 6.305,175

Amount of passenger fares.

£98.517.50 $270,766.40 $27,497.70 $6,238.20 $603,019.80

Average number of buses per day.

23 21 9 1 54

Round trips during the year.

70,132 65,018 15.904 2.555 153,609

Bus miles during year.

557.316 646.565 56,185 20,598 1,280,664

Bus seat miles.

18.948744 21,983,210 1,910.290 700,332 43,542,576

Bus hours traveled.

82,624 85.164 7.041 3.003 177,832

The number of bus seat miles taken in consideration

with the number of passengers carried indicates that it

was necessary to carry a seat 6.9 miles for the accommo

dation of a passenger, the proportion of vacant seats be

ing indicated by the difference between this figure and

whatever length of the ride the passengers actually

averaged, which, of course, is not ascertainable.

The amount charged to depreciation of vehicle service

was $101,511.53. Wages were $218,326.03, cost of tire

 

 

Painting shop of the Fifth Avenue Coach Company.

The carpenters' shop for bodies. '

renewals, $67,563.96, and maintenance and equipment,

£99,809.62. There was a net loss of $38,820.89 for the

year 191 1.

An itemized statement of the operating expenses for

1910 shows, in an interesting way, the division of costs

among the various departments.

Maintenance.

Superintendence 3,424.32

Repairs of bodies 14.387.98

Repairs of running gear 13,462.75

Repairs of transmission 24.105.94

Repairs of motors 18.083.86

Repairs of buildings and factories 4,288.91

Repairs of shop tools and machinery 883.52

Tires 55,125.76

Other expenses 574.91

Depreciation of vehicle equipment 112,583.28

Total (maintenance) $246,921.23

Conducting Transportation.

Superintendence and clerks $ 4.731.17

Starters, receivers and inspectors 8,819.51

Oilers and washers 7.395.92

Shifters and other garage laborers 6,256.96

Drivers and conductors 115,263.23

Gasoline 37.360.61

Oil and waste 6,744.58

Water 378.90

Light for buses 4.587.82

Light, heat and power 3,006.51

Other garage expenses and supplies 1.393.88

Rent of buildings and other property 14,086.12

Damage to property 3,999.59'

Damages to persons 35.996.44

Other expenses 14,651.46

General expenses 21.179.71

Total salaries of officers and clerks 6.197.88

Insurance 3,490.89

Stationery and printing 783.69

Legal expenses 7,576.37

Other expenses 2,697.54

Total operating expenses $532,773.64

The buses are equipped with 35-horsepower DeDion-

Bouton motors, four cylinder, vertical, no and 130 milli
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meters bore and stroke, respectively. The life of the

motors is taken as three years. Some of the buses are

chain driven, while the others employ different forms of

transmission. Various types of tires and wheels are used.

Charges for depreciation appear high, and the life of

the buses and motors short, but this may be more a mat

ter of bookkeeping than a true index of the cost, so that

the company may in reality be in better condition than its

books seem to indicate.

The officers of the company are Richard W. Meade,

president and general manager ; Samuel E. Morrow, audi

tor and assistant secretary, and George L. Willems, as

sistant treasurer. Arthur H. Kink is the company's

attorney.

The company has a legislative franchise which was

issued on June 2, 1886, to the New York Transportation

Company. This franchise was confirmed in 1900 by legis

lative action, Chapter 657, of the laws of 1900.

A license fee of five per cent of the gross receipts is

paid to the city for its franchise rights. The company

is capitalized at $50,000 and was incorporated in 1886. It

has no bonds outstanding and its franchise is perpetual.

The lines are now operated by the Fifth Avenue Coach

Company, which has outstanding 30,000 shares of stock

$100 par value amounting to $3,000,000. On June 10,

1910, all the stock was held by the Metropolitan Street

Railway Company, except the director's classified shares.

The lines thus are supplementary to the surface railway

system. The total voting power of all the members of

the company is 300. The stockholders number ten and all

reside in New York state.

No dividends were declared during the year 191 1,

owing to the deficit above noted. It would seem likely,

however, that the deficit is more apparent than real, as

the company, being a subsidiary of the surface lines and

charging ten cents fare over a route that was formerly

five cents with horse drawn vehicles, probably does not

care to appear too prosperous, lest a demand arise for a

reduction of the fare to the former figure.

STRICT AUTOMOBILE REGULATIONS.

The Galveston (Tex.) commission has passed an ordi

nance amending the former ordinance regulating the use

of automobiles and motor-driven vehicles in Galveston,

and providing new regulations. Chief among the amend

ments are features providing that under no circumstances

shall the muffler be cut out ; that on approaching a street

car which has been stopped to permit passengers to alight

the automobile must reduce to a speed of four miles an

hour ; that no vehicle, horse or motor-driven, shall stop at

the intersection of streets, and that a vehicle being loaded

at the curb must have the horses alined in the direction

of traffic on that side of the street, parallel with the curb.

Specific instructions were also given for turning corners,

in accordance with the regularly recognized rules of

driving.

Detroit is using power wagons for spreading hot

CO-OPERATIVE DELIVERY IN SOUTH BEND.

Under date of June 11, 1912, the following advices

were received from South Bend, Ind. :

"The new co-operative plan of delivery was tried out

Saturday and Monday by several of the grocers of the

city and was found successful. The plan is to have each

of the grocers subscribe a certain amount towards the

purchase of a motor delivery truck and it could then be

used by the subscribers and a driver employed to make

the rounds of the different stores and make the deliveries.

The plan was proposed at a meeting held last winter, but

it was not until the Service Motor Truck Company, of

Wabash, sent a machine here to demonstrate that the plan

was tried out.

"The same plan is used in many other cities and works

with much success, and it is probable that the plan will be

adopted by the local dealers if a sufficient number will

favor the buying of the truck."

A PLEA FOR CLEANLINESS.

"It is quite often observed that large companies using

both power wagons and horses, allow their machines

to become very dirty and ill-kept in appearance, while the

horse wagons always look spick and span," says W. A

Rutz, New Haven (Conn.) manager for the White Com

pany. "Of course, there is good reason for one being-

dirtier than the other but there is no good reason for

allowing this dirt to remain on a machine. Power wagons

cover many more miles a day than horses and at a much

greater speed, and naturally accumulate much more dirt

and mud in a day, but there is no reason why they should

not be washed every night in any well-kept garage.

"Another reason may perhaps be the lack of time, as

many establishments do not feel that they can afford to

delay the machine, even for a minute, by such useless

operations as washing. But it seems reasonable to sup

pose that this could be done by a separate set of men at

night, and thus not take the machine out of service.

"This being the case, the only other reason that can be

assumed for this lack of cleanliness is the cost. The horses

are carefully groomed and cared for each night, and al

though the wagons are not washed each day, their slower

speed and low mileage do not cause them to become suf

ficiently dirty to require it. If the same amount of at

tention and time were given to the washing and care of

the ordinary power wagon each night as is required to

care for the horses, there would be fewer motor wagons

which in looks are a discredit to the owner."

C. A. T. A. FALL OPENING.

The Chicago Automobile Trade Association will fea

ture power wagons during one or two days of the annual

Fall Opening, which will be held September 14 to 21,

inclusive, excepting Sunday, the 15th.

San Bernardino, Cal., is preparing an ordinance limit

ing the weights of power wagons to 15 tons gross, in

asphalt in road making. order to protect the bridges.
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A MOTOR SPRAYER.

The power wagon is the latest

recruit to the forester and horti

culturist who is bringing science

and invention to his aid in the

preservation of nature's harvest

from the devastating effect of the

insect and fungus world. The

State Forester Department of

Massachusetts has in its employ

a power-driven spraying outfit,

mounted on a motor truck, for

use in ridding the forests of

the eastern commonwealth from

moths, etc. Several years ago the

Bay State successfully fought the

measuring worm by means of the

English sparrow, but the homely

little bird has multiplied to such

an extent that it is considered al

most as bad a nuisance as the plague it eradicated. With

;he power sprayer there is no such danger, for if the motor

truck does such efficient work as to render its continued

service no longer necessary, it can be used for other

equally useful purposes.

 

 

Fower sprayer mounted on motor truck, as used In Massachusetts.

The function of the power sprayer is to project a

solid stream of fluid fungicides into the air with sufficient

force to break up the stream into a fine mist which thor

oughly coats the leaves and boughs of the trees and pene

trates into their innermost crevices. Pressures up to 350

pounds per scjuare inch are used.

The apparatus illustrated herewith delivers 33 gallons

a minute at this maximum pressure, this being sufficient

to provide an efficient stream from a 34 -inch tip at the

end of 1,500 feet of hose.

The tank is a U-shaped pine receptacle of 400 gal

lons capacity. The pump is operated by a 4-cylinder, 4-

cycle, 10 to 14 h. p. gasoline engine with Bosch magneto

and mechanical oiler. The engine is cooled by a coil sub

merged in the solution tank. The power sprayer is made

by the Fitzhenry-Guptill Co., 49 North Washington street,

Boston, Mass.

HOW TO SELL TO FARMERS.

News of a novel method of selling automobiles is told

by Horace DeLisser, vice-president, and Alfred Reeves,

general sales manager, of the United States Motor Com

pany, who have just returned from a western trip among

the branch houses and dealers in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Missouri, Iowa and Nebraska.

As farmers have been too busy plowing to talk cars,

the salesmen of the United States Motor Company are

traveling with extra farm hands, who do the plowing and

other work while the farmers listen to the salesmen or take

demonstrations.

John A. Corry, of Leeds, Yorkshire, England, has pat

ented a motor car for polar exploration purposes. He in

tends that it shall be used for climbing ice cliffs. The

car will be propelled by corrugated steel threads fixed on

an endless chain, which will give a firm grip on the ice

surface. It is purposed to cross crevasses by a system of

expanding trelises and telescopic rods of tough steel oper

ated from the car.
Power sprayer In use.
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Anticipating the Future.

The Power Wagon Industry Will Not Be Advanced by Hysterical Methods.

THE UNITED STATES had the advantage of the

older countries of Europe in the planning of her

cities and towns. Except in a few cases, such

as Boston, for instance, the principal American municipal

ities have wide, straight thoroughfares, designed primarily

to accommodate a maximum of traffic with little difficulty

and for all time. But even in America no one anticipated

the giant skyscraper which is the product of the last decade

or so, and thus it has happened that our downtown streets,

which were designed for the traffic requirements of the

2, 3 and 4 story buildings, have now to furnish transporta

tion facilities for structures of ten times that size and

capacity.

Not even the most radical reformer has suggested the

widening of the downtown streets. It would be too ex

pensive. The advent of the electric street car, the elevated

railway and the subway, has fortunately increased the pas

senger-carrying capacity of the streets at about the same

time and to nearly the same extent as the enlargement

of our business buildings. There is every reason to be

lieve that the one movement has helped the other, and

that to all intents and purposes the progressive spirit of

the times is the underlying reason for this simultaneous

and mutual case of cause and effect.

There was no anticipation about this. A new set of

conditions on the one hand produced an equivalent expan

sion to meet it on the other.

The same thing will be true of freight transportation

by road. Horse wagons now carry the bulk of the burden.

Roads and bridges were designed for them. Terminal

facilities at railroad depots, loading and unloading ar

rangements in business buildings, traffic regulations on

the streets, and a thousand and one other matters pertain

ing to road transportation were evolved for the accommo

dation of horse drawn vehicles and their requirements.

Within the last ten or twelve years, imperceptibly at

first and now with noticeable acceleration, the power

wagon has been making itself evident on our streets and

highways. At the very inception of this movement the

clear-thinking and far-seeing men of the industry were

.aware that horse methods must give way to ''machine-'

administration if the mechanically propelled vehicle were

to afford its maximum economy as an investment. That

the power wagon has achieved a success is because it is

superior to the horse vehicle even under the methods per

taining to horse transportation, in the great majority of

cases. But it ft'i// not show its full worth until horse tradi

tions are only a memory of the past.

To hasten this desirable consummation by revolution

ary methods is against all precedent. The horse cannot

be legislated out of business. lie must go because he

cannot survive against the competition of his superior rival.

When the "survival of the fittest" produces the all-

motor era, or when the horse is deposed from his present

ascendency, the power wagon will make its own condi

tions, and the process of evolution of* terminal facilities,

loading and unloading devices, etc., will in turn have its

effect on the motor truck. It will simply be another case

of simultaneous and mutual cause and effect.

No business argument has point unless it considers

the dollars-and-cents angle. Exact figures in this case

are, of course, impossible, but enough evidence can be

adduced to establish the foregoing contentions.

In Chicago, on June 13 last, there were 1.622 motor

trucks and over 50,000 horsedrawn wagons. The pro

portion is about 30 to 1, in numbers, in favor of the horse.

Chicago has 142 office and apartment buildings listed in

the telephone directory. For the sake, then, of less than

one-thirtieth of the total number of vehicles, or, to be

more exact, about one-tenth of the traffic hauling facilities,

would it be profitable at present for the owners of 142

buildings to install new loading and unloading devices

and to widen the alleys between the buildings in order

to facilitate road transportation and to improve the econ

omy of the road wagon?

The answer is decidedly in the negative. The change

would be extremely costly and it would not benefit the

horses one iota, for animals must have time to rest and

recuperate between hauls, and improved loading and un

loading facilities would not increase the mileage of the

horse drawn vehicles as much as 1 per cent.

This is not theory. It has been conclusively proved

in practice in several particular cases. The power wagon,

of course, would receive a wonderful impetus if this were

done, but even if it were, it would be a long time before

the tremendous investment necessary to effect the trans

formation would begin to produce adequate returns. The

slower and more conservative method of evolution is what

will actually take place, and no amount of agitation, such

as has been attempted in some quarters, will cause things

to move one whit faster. If the same amount of energy

that is now being wasted on futile publicity and "educa

tion" were to be expended in exploring and expanding

the market for power wagons, in improving sales and

operating methods, and the like, the coming of the all-

motor era would be appreciably hastened, and the other

improvements would then take place as a matter of course.

An English "provincial'' motor bus service, according

to the "Commercial Motor," shows expenses of 18 cents

per mile and 26 cents per mile income. Surely New York's

motor busses, with 47.08 cents per mile income, should

show a profit, in spite of some unproductive routes and

high overhead expenses!

Reports that the Great Western Power Company had

abandoned the use of motor wagons for hauling material

to the Nevis dam in California have been emphatically

denied. Six machines are hauling from 30 to 36 tons a

day over a distance of 28 miles through the mountains.
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Speeds and Other Things.

A Caustic Criticism* on Methods of Motor Wagon Standardization.

By "KURT."

AX EPIDEMIC rages in the motor wagon world.

Take up any paper having even a remote interest

in the industry, and you will' find that such and

such a society is going to standardize some part of the

mechanism. Further on you will find that another body of

"experts" is going to standardize the vehicle as a whole ;

and still further on, a powerful association is going to

"bring about uniformity in construction of the vehicles,

and the business of selling them." In the heavier reviews,

you may, if you delve deep enough, find that the Society

of Eugenics or Vocational Experts has formed a commit

tee to standardize the heavy motor vehicle. We read : "No

driver over 150 pounds weight shall be permitted to com

mand a truck of less than 1,500 pounds' capacity." Then

follows a series of weights varying by 5 pounds approxi

mately per 500 pounds, until we note that for a 3-ton

truck a driver of some 195 pounds is required. The 5-ton

class represents a most astonishing variation, however ;

the weight of a driver allowable is given as 500 pounds.

These conclusions were first of all distributed in pam

phlet form and being of an investigative turn of mind, I

probed into this mysterious 500 pounds. What system of

inbreeding had produced the Brobdingnagian chauffeur, I

wondered ? In my perplexity, I wrote the learned society

and gleaned the following interesting reply from their sec

retary :

"By courtesy of the Governor of New York State, we

obtained the applications for chauffeurs' licences and as

sorted these into a number of groups according to the ca

pacity of the truck to be driven. We then summed up the

personal weights of the applicants and divided the total by

the number of trucks of each capacity in use. This, there

fore, gave the average weight of the driver. We have very

carefully checked over our figures, and find no loophole

by which an error could creep in. We therefore rest con

fident that our weight of 500 pounds is justified by the

facts."

This letter was interesting, but enlightened ine 110

further. I then determined upon an investigation of my

own. Close observation soon showed me that the majority

of 5-ton trucks were owned by breweries. I was also

struck with the picture of stout, ruddy health made by the

drivers, and then it suddenly occurred to me that every

one of these brewery wagons had two men on it. A talk

with one of these men solved the whole matter. Brewery

companies, he told me, select strong men because the

work of lifting barrels is heavy, and the Teamsters' Union

requires that a helper shall accompany every driver. The

helper usually trains himself to be a driver, to relieve his

mate or help out in an emergency. Thus was simply ex-

"Note.—This article came to 'The Power Wagon " unsolicited. The

satire is aimed at the method employed in arriving at the N. A. A. M.

speeds. See "The Power Wagon'' for June, 1912, page 41.—The

Editor.

plained why the average weights of drivers was so high

in the 5-ton class.

I explained this very carefully to the society in ques

tion, and was favored, the other day, writh a revised copy

of the aforesaid pamphlet with a footnote added: "If one

driver of weight 500 pounds cannot be obtained, two driv

ers, whose united weights agree with his, may be substi

tuted." .

The Society of Eugenics confines itself to the problems

affecting the status of mankind, and it is curious to find

its methods so much akin to those of its automobile breth

ren.

As is well known, the whole scheme of eugenics is

based on taking averages, and the statistics thus obtained

are used to estimate the progress or otherwise of the hu

man race. These averages are not used to state what is

best, as it is conceivable that in the slum district, the

status of human life would be exceedingly low ; and in the

wealthier and healthier districts, the average would be

much higher. In neither case does the average represent

what is best.

The foregoing is merely a preamble. My real subject

is the present craze for standardization of motor trucks in

all their branches. Why, I ask myself, the motor truck?

Why not the horse, the pleasure automobile, the loco

motive, the step on the street car, or the thousand and one

other things that surround us?

Why, first of all, should it be demanded that a 5-ton

truck run slower than a i-ton? There is no precedent in

nature or mechanics for the heaviest being the slowest.

In nature, the horse is one of the fleetest of animals, and

naturalists tell us of the enormous speed of a bull elephant,

both animals being among the heaviest of the brute crea

tion.

In the bird kingdom, a similar fact is observed, while

turning to the realm of engineering, the largest ships are

practically the swiftest, and by a definite law of naval

architecture it is impossible to get the same speed from a

very small vessel as from a larger one. In railway prac

tice, heavy locomotives and heavy trains are among the

speediest. In automobile work, the speediest cars are al

ways heavy. Why then should it be decreed otherwise in

a motor truck ?

A pleasure car weighing two tons can travel in perfect

safety and comfort at 40 miles per hour. According to the

mv2 law of proportionate energy, a truck of to tons gross

weight can travel in equal safety and comfort at 18 miles

per hour. It can. too. for I have tried it to my own satis

faction. What, then, is the reason for cutting the speed

of a 5-ton capacity truck down to 9 miles per hour?

One w:ell known maker with ample experience builds a

5-ton truck to run at 14 miles per hour, maximum gov

erned speed. The most recent recruit to the ranks of the

5-tonners is governed to a maximum of 8j/2 miles per
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hour. This latter truck has an engine about the same

power as the former, but as both motors govern at about

the same speed—950 revolutions per minute—the trans

mission gearing must be considerably greater in the case

of the latter. The gasoline consumption per ton-mile,

other things being equal, is therefore all in favor of the

former. The tire consumption in each case will be about

the same. The former truck has shown, during hard

service, that the mileage guarantee is constantly exceeded,

and that the repair bill is very low. There have been no

accidents due to its speed, and in this case it must be

remembered that it is just as easy, and indeed easier, to

steer a 5-ton truck in traffic at 14 miles per hour, than a

runabout at 25 miles an hour.

Now let us consider the viewpoint of the user. Here

are two trucks made by firms of equal standing. The

initial cost is the same. The cost of running on a time

basis, i. e., per hour, is the same. Their cost of upkeep is

the same, BUT : one runs 14 miles per hour and the other

Syi. Is it not obvious that the progressive user will choose

the former?

It is idle to talk of deterioration to the road—that is

mainly a matter of pressure per inch width of tires, and

by fitting on large-width and large-diameter tires, this

pressure can be held at any desired figure. Shocks to the

vehicle itself can be guarded against by the use of proper

springs.

There is one thing being constantly lost sight of in

this vaporing about standardized this and standardized

that, and that is the factor of adolescence. I think many

of us would be astounded at the progress made in only

two years if we would only give ourselves the time to

think what it was like so long ago. In another two years

there will be just as great a change.

Those low on the scale drop out or advance. The most

successful trucks are copied, unconsciously in many cases,

deliberately in others. Oftentimes the copy is better than

the original, and the act of copying is changed over.

Whether it be speeds or width of platform or length

of platform or length of springs or depth of channels or

what not, the time is not ripe to standardize these debat

able points of design and mechanism. By all means, let

us standardize the minor details—unions, cotter pins, lock-

washers, etc. Let us do it in an intelligent manner, how

ever. There is a scientific reason for everything, if it can

only be found. Let our societies and associations aid in

seeking out these fundamental truths by patient investiga

tion—not by taking averages. Let it be clearly understood

that it is equally right to say that, instead of the average

representing the best practice, it represents poor practice,

or, in brief, the average is exactly the same distance from

the best practice as it is from the worst.

The motor truck industry is touching only the fringe

of a vast market. Conservatism in advancing is not at all

what is wanted. Success comes to him who presses for

ward boldly, experimenting as he goes and profiting bv

results. The more we know of the motor truck and the

quicker we know it, the better it will be for the whole

Let us remember that Darwin's Doctrine of Evolution

also applies to the development of mechanical devices and

let the industry develop along natural, not legislative, lines.

Surely it is the height of absurdity, worthy of a Gilbert

& Sullivan Operatic Comedy, to have a society of manu

facturers and their engineers formulate means to protect

the motor wagon user. From what? From the Society

itself !

COST OF 3-TON STEAM WAGON.

Percy Allen, director of Bean's Express, Ltd., an

English concern, has supplied the following cost account

ing of a 3-ton Foden steam wagon on rubber tires, a

type of machine now allowed by the English law to run

at 12 miles an hour:

£ s.

Depreciation, 15 per cent on £440 (cost of wagon,

less tires ) 66 o

Interest, 5 per cent 22 o

Insurance 17 o

Driver at 36s. per week 93 12

Repairs 23 o

Repairs and painting to body 5 o

Fuel, steam coal 42 o

Lubricating oil and waste 19 o

Tires at i^d. per mile (contract) 87 10

Rent charges 10 o

Total 395 2

Per vehicle-mile, 5-9d.

This works out to 11.4 cents per vehicle mile, or 7.6

cents per ton-mile, assuming the machine to carry full

load over half its total mileage. The company has had

two of these rubber-tired steam wagons in use for two

years and "they are still running as well as when first

new,'* according to Mr. Allen. .

THE VERSATILE POWER WAGON.

Henry Brankman, a Kansas farmer, made the purchase

of a large motor truck to be used for delivering vegetables

among his customers in the city, says the Pittsburg (Kan

sas) "Headlight," and concluded to make use of it in

other ways about the farm. A short time ago his wind

mill was blown over by a heavy wind storm that passed

over his farm, and as a starter he hitched the motor truck-

to it and raised the mill and placed it in position without

much trouble.

"It is just the thing for heavy pulling," said Mr.

Brinkman, "and it will pull as much as four horses and is

more steady about it, too. After I got the windmill up,

I had 110 trouble in getting it adjusted so it would work

asfain.''

Vienna is educating her police to gain a practical

knowledge of driving and caring for the motor car. Lec

tures are given on the automobile, and the police are

visiting the factories to witness the manufacture of auto

industry. mobiles.
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Post-Hole Digger and Derrick.

An Ingenious Application of the Power Wagon in Electric Construction Work.

THERE HAS just been put

on the market by the Inter

national Motor Company a

post hole digger and derrick which

is one of the most interesting ap

plications yet made of the power

wagon outside of its most obvious

function of hauling. This ap

paratus is supported on a 3-ton

Mack chassis which is backed up

to the curb or wherever the tele

phone, telegraph or electric trans

mission line is to be constructed,

and in ten minutes or less, with the

use of its engine and specially

devised derrick and drilling appa

ratus, digs a hole seven feet deep,

and then, with the power of the

engine, hoists the largest and

heaviest pole and lowers it into

the hole.

The platform at the rear is reinforced with a

heavy beam and over the rear end of the truck is erected

a boom. This boom supports the drilling apparatus which

is a modified carpenter's expansion drill. The drill is

about one foot long and has a disk-shaped plate with a

toothed cutting edge which throws up the earth as the

drill bores into it. This disk also supports the core of loose

earth, and, at a signal to the driver of the truck, the drill

can be raised and drawn from hole by a cable attached to

a standard and operated by the truck motor.

After the hole has been drilled and the dirt removed,

the chain is fastened about the pole to be set, and in

almost a jiflfy the pole is hoisted and dropped into the

hole.

 

Shows

 

Pole being gradually lifted with Its butt over the hole.

the power winch being used for drilling a hole.

Recently a test was made by the Bell Telephone Com

pany of Philadelphia of its Mack Post Hole Digger No.

l. The test was carried out at Glassboro, N. J.

The machine left the Bell Telephone Company's of

fices, 17th and Filbert streets, Philadelphia, with a driver

and operator of the drill, at 7:10 Tuesday morning, May

21, arriving at the scene of operation at 8:45. The dis

tance traversed was 25 miles.

The first hole was dug and the pole set in place in 27

minutes ; the second hole was dug and pole set in position

in 30 minutes ; the third hole was dug and pole set in 45

minutes; the fourth hole in the same time. The time of

placing the third and fourth poles was a little longer on

account of getting the derrick and the pole in position

under a string of thirty wires. The poles were 35 feet in

height, and even this time was ex

tremely wonderful owing to the

fact that it was not necessary to

take the wires down to place the

new pole in position. The fifth and

sixth holes were dug and the poles

set in position in 25 minutes.

The gang for drilling the holes

consisted of two men and the op

erator of the truck, and five men

in all were used to set the pole in

position. Under the old plan it re

quired one man one hour to dig the

hole, and a gang of nine men and

a foreman to raise the pole in posi

tion and set it. This, however,

takes from fifteen minutes to a half

hour longer, which makes a total of

nine men one and a half hours to

dig a hole and set the pole in place.
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The foreman of the gang informed the writer that

one man can dig about ten holes a day ; consequently ten

poles per day can be set under ordinary conditions. With

Mack Post Hole Digger No. I, two holes can be dug and

two holes placed in position in one hour, making a total of

20 poles per day. These holes are 6 feet 6 inches in depth,

which requires practically six raisings of the drill to bring

the dirt out of the holes and make ready for the poles.

Mr. Speh, supervisor of supplies for the Bell Tele

phone Company, advised the writer that at the present

time, with the gang already on the ground, in the old way,

nine men and a foreman would cost approximatelv $42.00

per day to dig and set ten poles. In the new way the Tele

phone Company figures that it will cost, including the

operating charges of the pole digger and the gang of

men, about $18.00 a day to set 20 poles a day. In other

words, 4% times as much work can be done for the same

money by using the machine instead of hand labor.

2,500 TRUCKS FOR STANDARD OIL CO.

By a recent resolution of its directors the Standard Oil

Company intends motorizing its entire service of delivery,

an operation that will call for 2,500 motor trucks, with

tank attachment.

But before taking this step the giant corporation pro

poses to learn everything it can relative to every style of

power wagon made on earth. That is a way it has of go

ing into detail.

Nelson S. Gotshall of the Lozier Company recites

some interesting facts concerning the manner of this, the

severest known grueling, as observed by himself during a

visit to Kansas City. He said in a recent interview :

"For one full year the Standard Oil Company will put

its present battery of motor trucks through the paces at

Kansas City, believing that if the vehicles have ability and

endurance to stand up under the terrific hills and grades

of the Missouri town, they can hold their own anywhere

else on this green earth.

"To this end some 30 trucks of different build have

been equipped with tanks and are being sent on their

rounds for full 20 hours each day. A board of expert

engineers is always at hand ready to make note of every

minute of operation, nothing whatever being left to

chance.

"Immensely valuable, too, is the fact that in Kansas

City are being driven, by a single firm, 22 trucks of the

electric style. So excellently are these wagons holding

up that on a single charge they are achieving the big rec

ord of 60 miles daily, and replacing 38 horse-drawn

vehicles.

"And as a result of the improved facilities it was told

me that it now was wholly unnecessary to run deliveries

into the night, as formerly, the hour of 5 :30 every day

finding the trucks in the stable."'

FERRY CATERS TO TRUCKS.

The bridge leading from the Rye dock on to the ferry

for automobiles across Long Island Sound to Sea Cliff

has been enlarged so that now there is ample space for

the widest double-wheeled motor truck. When the line

was started only pleasure vehicles were provided for, but

the heavier traffic of moving vans, brewery and other

commercial power wagons has necessitated rebuilding the

ferry approaches at both terminals.

SPRING AND TIRE INVENTIONS.

Consul General James A. Smith, of Genoa, has trans

mitted descriptions and blue prints of a recent Italian in

vention covering (1) a spring axle for heavy motor trucks

and omnibuses; and (2) elastic plates for use on lighter

motor vehicles. The first is intended to do away with the

costly solid tires on heavy vehicles ; the second, to replace

pneumatic tires on lighter cars. The documents mentioned

will be loaned to interested firms by the Bureau of Manu

factures, Washington, D. C.

TRUCK STOPS RUNAWAY.

New use was found for a motor truck recently in

Pasadena, Cal., when the driver of one of these machines

employed it to good advantage in stopping a runaway

horse on East Colorado street, near Lake avenue. The

horse was attached to a carriage and was running wild

along the street. The truck driver drove his car diagon

ally across the street, forcing the animal against the curb

and so heading it off that it was compelled to stop.

PLAN A COMMISSION YARD.

A central yard for the receipt and distribution of vege

tables and table commodities that will relieve South Water

street, Chicago, of its present congestion, was indorsed

at a dinner of the Chicago Produce Trade and Credit As

sociation in the Hotel Sherman on the evening of June

11 last.

The matter has been under consideration by the asso

ciation for some time, and at its last meeting a commit

tee was chosen to investigate the proposed "central yard"

rnd the feasibility of its creation, and at the dinner a fav

orable report was made on the proposition.

"A central yard such as we contemplate," said J. B.

Mitchell, president of the association, "can be established

in the vicinity of Thirty-fifth street and the railroad yards

there, which will relieve our present congested condition

in South Water street and be of material help to shippers

to Chicago markets.

"Of course the distance from the central yard to the

street market will call for a slight additional expense, but

we figure that power wagons can bring the products down

town even sooner than is now done by the railroads.''

The committee was instructed to inspect adequate sites

and to canvass the market street for signers to the project

and to report at an early meeting of the association.

Motor wagons broke the attempted recent dock strike

in England.

The Paris (Franca) automobile show will be held

December 7 to 22, next, inclusive. Eighty per cent of the

profits will be shared by the exhibitors.
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Sales Methods.

Accurate Information and Honesty of Purpose Are Necessary in This Business.

By "DICKY SAM."

THERE ARE two ways of conducting a power

wagon demonstration made with the object of

showing a potential purchaser how motor vehicles

will perform under his transportation requirements. These

are best illustrated by the methods of two salesmen who,

for obvious reasons* W'ill be designated simply as Sharp

and Wright, respectively. Both of these men have sold

motor wagons. It will be left to the reader to decide which

of the two will achieve a substantial and lasting success in

this business.

Sharp was formerlv a salesman for a power wagon

company of national reputation. He is not with this con

cern now. The fact is significant. He is a keen man, a

fairly good thinker, a logical reasoner. But he made some

mistakes at the very beginning. He was not sufficiently

informed of the business conditions he was seeking to

revolutionize. For instance, he arbitrarily assumed that a

2-horse wagon costs $6.oo a day to operate, and thought

himself very conservative on this point. As a matter of

fact, many of the business men to whom he tried to sell

motor wagons were hiring teams from a big professional

horse operator at a contract price of $5.25 per day.

Since this particular horseman has been in business for

many years and is by no means a philanthropist, it follows

that the cost of operating a team in the city to which ref

erence is made is certainly less than $5.25. Perhaps it is

a? low as $4.75. This figure, it must be borne in mind, is

for ordinary teaming, and not for such special work as

brewery transportation or express service, in which the

£rade of horses used is much above the average.

In many cases this mistake of Sharp was fatal. It de

stroyed all confidence in the reliability of his other figures.

But occasionally, as has already been said, Sharp sold a

motor wagon. He did it by the wonderful performance

of his machines in demonstrations. This is the way it was

done:

Sharp had a driver who could get the maximum pos

sible work out of any motor vehicle. His instructions to

the driver were to do this, by hook or by crook, in any and

every case. If the normal road speed of the vehicle were

12 miles an hour for sane and safe operation, the driver

would always exceed this speed to the limit. It was quite

the usual thing to average 18 miles an hour on a demon

stration, and 25 miles an hour was nothing extraordinary.

Taking the corners on high speed, jamming down the

brakes to stop suddenly instead of slowing down grad

ually, and other unwise practices were encouraged in order

to obtain the greatest mileage possible in a given number

of hours of actual running time. Regardless of the wear

on the tires and of the evil effects of running an engine

at twice its normal speed, every expedient was adopted

that would make a good showing on the results of the

demonstration.

After Sharp had sold a number of motor wagons by

these means, he made a new connection. He explained

that although his company's machines were well designed,

and constructed of the finest materials, they did not give

a good performance in actual service. His customers com

plained that their repair bills were excessive. Usually they

did not buy any more power wagons. The few that ven

tured to invest further in motor equipment did not buy

again from Sharp or from the company he represented.

They went elsewhere, where saner methods were adopted.

Sharp had led them to expect too much from his machines.

They were overspeeded and overloaded. No wonder, then,

that the repair bills were excessive. Confirmation of this

came direct from the users themselves.

Wright, on the other hand, is a man who has a view-

to the future. He is fast building up a deserved reputation,

and when he makes a statement or a promise he unfail

ingly lives up to his word. Wrhen he sends a driver out

on a demonstration, he gives his man the following in

structions :

"Drive that machine as carefully as if you were regu

larly employed in the prospective purchaser's business.

Don't go fast on bad roads. Don't exceed the speed limit

on the good roads. Slow down before putting on the

brakes. Try and get past traffic obstructions on the slow

speed, without stopping, if you can. Slow down at the

street crossings. Avoid the very bad roads. Make a de

tour, if necessary, and pick out the best roads as far as

possible. And don't allow anyone to overload your ma

chine."

Occasionally Wright lost a customer by adopting these

methods in demonstrating his motor wagons. But he

never lost his self-respect or injured his reputation. And

he always was able to sell another machine to any of his

customers when they were ready to buy again. For he

impressed his methods on his clients, and when they fol

lowed his instructions their repair and tire bills were low.

When they overloaded or overspeeded their machines, in

cases of business necessity, they were ready to admit their

culpability if the bills were high or if something broke

down.

Wright has the confidence of his customers. They be

lieve in him. At least once his very honesty of purpose

resulted in an unexpected sale. It happened in this wise.

A certain business man decided to investigate motor

wagons for use in his transportation service. Dealers and

salesmen were consulted. Demonstrations were made. But

no sale resulted. Wright happened to hear about it and

went along to investigate. The prospective purchaser

asked for a demonstration of a 3-ton motor wagon. Wright

shook his head and told him flatly he wrould not sell him a

3-ton machine. A 2-ton truck was what he needed. The

prospect tried to insist. Wright was obdurate and took his

leave.

A few days afterwards a telephone call came for
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Wright to send out a 2-ton demonstrator. On his arrival

with the machine, Wright superintended the loading and

was given the route. He again showed his independence

by refusing to take his truck over the roads indicated. In

stead, he submitted another route which he had made

cut beforehand and brought with him. After some little

discussion, he carried his point, and made the demonstra

tion. The business man and Wright then went into con

ference over the use of the machine, and a sale was made

the same day.

Wright was the only salesman who had objected to the

route assigned. He was the only man to specify a 2-ton

truck and he showed that this was the load rating needed

for the most economical operation. The business man

said afterwards that he never intended to use the short

route he gave to the demonstrating truck men because

the roads were too bad. And Wright will sell that man

some more machines when he is ready to purchase again.

These are not hypothetical cases. They happened in a

city not a thousand miles from Chicago. Wright is still

in business. He is one of those who are helping to build

up this industry.

POLICE VIGILANCE IN CHICAGO.

Police Chief McWeeny, of Chicago, has made public

figures on arrests for violations of automobile laws, made

between Jan. i last and May 20. The figures were pre

sented by the chief to show that the police have been vigi

lant in trying to curb automobile violations and that con

victions are few when compared to the number brought

into court. None of the arrests cited was for speeding,

but involved those who carried no license tag, who did

not have rear lights lighted, carried no automobile license,

allowed the machine to smoke or cut out the muffler.

In the period named 1.328 were arrested; 927 were

discharged in court and 358 fined. Classification of those

arrests shows 311 arrested for not having a license, 244

discharged, and 87 fined amounts from $1 to $25. For

having no rear light 284 were arrested, 198 discharged,

?nd 86 fined. For not displaying an auto license number

281 were held, 213 discharged and 76 fined. Four chauf

feurs were arrested for not having licenses and 1 fined ;

47 operators of passenger trucks were held for not having

passed examinations and only 7 fined. For smoking auto

mobiles 134 were held and "jj discharged, and cutting out

mufflers 52 were arrested and 28 discharged.

"I am sorry that the Municipal Court judges do not

look upon the auto violations as the police do," was Chief

McWeeny's comment on the figures. "In spite of this

showing of discharges, the police have never relaxed their

vigilance and will not do so."

TAXICAB CONSOLIDATION IN NEW YORK.

Special meetings of the stockholders of the Cab &

Taxi Company and of the Yellow Taxicab Company,

which took over the taxicab business of the New York

Transportation Company, were recently held, at which was

ratified an agreement for the consolidation of the Cab &

Taxi Company with the Yellow Taxicab Company under

The consolidated company furnishes the transporta

tion service for clubs, hotels and restaurants in the city,

and in addition it furnishes the taxicab service for the

patrons of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the Central

Railroad of New Jersey. The company's capital is as

follows: First mortgage bonds, $500,000; second mort

gage bonds, $200,000; preferred stock, $850,000; common

stock, $4,000,000. The officers and directors of the com

pany are: President, A. F. Rockwell, Bristol, Conn.; vice-

president and treasurer, H. R. Swartz, New York city ;

secretary, P. J. Holdsworth, New York city. Directors—

William M. Lybrand, Robert C. Watson, Charles F. Pope,

William J. Moran, Allan Lexow, all of New York city,

and Charles T. Treadway, Bristol. Conn.

MOTOR GARBAGE TEST IN NEW YORK.

Street Cleaning Commissioner Edwards of New York

city has been given an appropriation of $10,000, to be used

in making tests of motor trucks in carting away the city's

waste. The test will start July 1 and continue until the

last day of December.

The commissioner has figured that the cost of the test,

using six trucks a day, would be $10.30 a day for each

truck or $61.80 for the six trucks a day. He estimates

that these trucks will each carry 45 tons a day at a cost

cf 23 cents a ton. The present carting cost is 75 cents

a ton.

Commissioner Edwards has investigated the matter,

and he believes that there are certain types of 3-ton and

5-ton trucks which could be used in this work with great

efficiency and economy.

RUNABOUTS FOR SALESMEN.

Three specially designed Alco runabouts have been

placed in service by the New York office of the American

Locomotive Company for the use of its motor truck sales

men. These cars are finished in dark green and are dis

tinguished by a broad white line about the body. They are

also used to convey business men to the salesroom of the

company.

HORSES DISAPPEARING IN 'FRISCO.

Many striking examples are furnished by local cor

porations of the inroads which the automobile has made

into commercial life, says the San Francisco "Post," but

none is more emphatic than that which is supplied by the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

This concern six months ago had in its equipment 72

teams. Gradually the power wagon was substituted until

today the company uses only 36 teams and speaking of

the situation a few days ago one of the department man

agers stated that in six month's time there would not be a

team or horse-drawn vehicle in its service.

The National Gas Engine Association held its semi

annual convention in Milwaukee, June 17 to 22.

Power wagons have proved invaluable for delivery of

paper and newspapers during the recent strike of news

the name of Yellow Taxicab Company. paper teamsters in Chicago.
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Comparative Operating Costs.

A Paper Read at the Detroit Meeting of the Society of Automobile Engineers.

By LOUIS RUFRECHT.

THE GRAPHIC charts of actual costs of operation,

and cost per ton-mile of work of motor trucks,

presented herewith, are merely a tabulation, for

convenient reference and study, of trucking economy

under varying conditions of loads and mileage.

They are intended more as a comparative study than

u discussion of specific costs, but it is nevertheless in order

to review the detailed figures used in arriving at the total

costs for plotting curves.

Depreciation is figured at from io to 15 per cent, vary

ing according to mileage and the size of the units, the tire

value being deducted from the cost of the complete

vehicles. One of the highest-priced types of truck is

assumed in each case. The depreciation figures are based

on experience with hundreds of this type of truck in use

over a long period of years, in many instances longer than

ten years. It is only fair to say that the depreciation of

the newer, more flexible models will be less than that of

the older ones.

Drivers' Wages on 1,000-lb. delivery wagons are taken

at S2.75 per day, and on trucks $3.00 to $4.00 per day ac

cording to size and length of day's work. Helper on trail

er $1.00 per day. These figures in the case of a very

large day's work might conservatively be figured a trifle

higher.

Garage charges include only washing and storing of

the vehicle : $240 to $300 per year according to size.

 

50 to 30

Cost per Ton-Mile - Ceota

Tire cost is based on prices to user and 8,000 miles

life as guaranteed by makers. The sizes figured are all

in accordance with the makers' specifications based on

weights of vehicles and loads, and therefore this large

item of expense is figured conservatively.

Gasoline cost is taken at 1 1 cents per gallon. The price

at this writing is a little higher, but only 3 to 6lA miles

per gallon is assumed as the performance according to

size of vehicle.

Oil cost is taken at 30 cents per gallon; 50 to 125 miles

per gallon according to size of vehicle.

Insurance: $100 to $250 per year according to size.

Repairs and Replacements have been figured up to 3

cents per mile in the case of heavy trucks. This is based

on extensive records.

Operating Days per year have been taken uniformly at

300. This figure is a trifle high, particularly in cases

where large daily mileages are made, although it leaves

65 working days and holidays for the upkeep of the

equipment.

Attention is now called to the first set of curves show

ing the actual costs of hauling, expressed in dollars per

year, for different sizes of units for varying average

daily mileage. The ordinates indicate the average daily

mileage from 10 to 100, and the abscissas the total cost per

300-day year, all charges included. It so happens that on

the basis of the assumed figures the plotted costs are

straight lines in every case. This indicates that the total

costs increase in constant ratio with the daily mileage.

These straight lines if continued to zero miles should indi

cate theoretically therefore the fixed and other charges

against the equipments when idle, and in fact this is ap

proximately the case; for it will be found that costs thus

indicated at zero miles are practically the sum total of

Depreciation, Interest, Part-Time Wages, Dead Stoiage,

Insurance, Tire Depreciation, etc., actually chargeable

against a vehicle temporarily out of commission.

This situation has suggested to me a convenient thumb-

rule for figuring costs of operation, making unnecessary

the use of this chart, as follows :

Cost per Day = "Fixed Charges" + (Miles per Day

X Dailv Increment in Cost.) Increment

Size Fixed Charges Per Mile.

1 .ooo-lb. 5.07 .0686

3-ton 5.33 .0860

5-ton 5.60 -1253

6-ton 6.00 -1540

7-ton 6.15 .1718

123/2-ton train 7.40 .2070

For example, the cost of operating a 6-ton truck, all

charges included. 45 miles per day, will be $6.00 + (.1540

X45) = $12-93-

Costs per ton-mile can of course be derived similarly

without reference to the second set of curves which I
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present herewith ; for these edsts have been derived from

the first set of curves.

In computing costs per ton-mile it is assumed that

vehicles are fully loaded half the total daily distance trav

eled, or what is equivalent, that vehicles carry half their

rated capacity load the full distance. If they carry more

than this the costs per ton-mile would be correspondingly

reduced below the figures of the curves. For instance,

with full load the entire distance, the cost per unit of

work would be reduced almost one-half. I say "almost"

because depreciation, repairs and renewals and fuel per

loaded mile are somewhat greater than per dead mile.

A study of these curves reveals the large reduction in

cost per unit of rvork by increasing daily performance as

follows :

Increasing

Daily M leage. Reduction in C:ost, Per Cent.

1 2 ]/2 -ton

From To 3-ton 5-ton 7-ton train.

id 20 44 44 44 44

20 30 25 20 21 20

30 4<> '7 '7
12 11

40 50 14 14 10 10

50 60 10 8 8 9

6b 70 7 6 4 5

7" 100 12 8 1 1 10

40 100 38 32 30 30

In other words, increasing the daily work from 10

miles daily average to 20 reduces the cost per ton-mile,

cr per unit of work, 44 per cent in all cases. Then

increasing the daily work to 30 miles another reduction

of 20 to 25 per cent in cost per unit of work is effected.

And increasing from 30 to 40 miles per day 11 to 17 per

cent reduction in cost is effected. Substantial gains in

economy are made by further increase in daily mileage ;

increasing from 40 to 100 miles per day, for instance,

effects a reduction of 30 to 38 per cent in cost per unit

of work.

These curves are impressive as indicating the econo

mies to be effected by proper routing of vehicles for max

imum daily work. The costs, as above mentioned (being

based on loads one way only), can be very materially re

duced if merchandise or material can also be carried over

some of the "dead-mileage" assumed in these computa

tions.

The approximate parallelism of the curves indicates

that whether light trucks, heavy trucks, or trucks and

trailers are employed, economy increases with increased

daily mileage at about the same rate with all these sizes

of units.

These curves are also of interest and assistance in

studying the question of sizes of units to be used for any

particular class of work. They show, for instance, that a

i2,'/2-ton train (7-ton truck with 5J^-ton trailer), operat

ing 70 miles per day and loaded only one way, will carry

one ton of load one mile for 5" cents, whereas the same

cne ton carried one mile in smaller units operating 70

miles per day would cost 10% cents on 3-ton, 8 cents on

5-ton and fYz cents on 7-ton units ; thus indicating the
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tremendous advantage of using large capacity units and

frequently trailers wherever large tonnage is available.

They show also, for instance, that the same economy,

viz., 10 cents per ton-mile, is obtained by operating a 3-ton

truck 84 miles, a 5-ton truck 44 miles, a 7-ton truck 35

miles, or a 12^-ton train only 18 miles per day.

The proper routing of heavy transfer units and of

lighter distributing units, the adoption of correct sizes of

units for such service, or for pure straight haul service,

the proper load handling facilities, are all problems which

frequently require careful study, always with an eye to the

practical conditions of each particular service, to obtain

maximum efficiency and economy. Many an installation in

the past might have been saved from economic and me

chanical failure with more careful study of these condi

tions, and to bring out the glaring differences in costs per

unit of work and to show the possibilities of efficiency

study have been the purpose of this paper.

THE HORSELESS CITY.

The first horseless city in the world, according to

"Motor Age," is Speedway, which is being constructed

just outside of Indianapolis. Speedway will be devoted

entirely to the automobile industry, and no draft animals

of any kind will be allowed to enter. All hauling will be

done by power wagons. The fire department will be on

an all-motor basis. The police will be supplied with motor

patrols. Even the very factories will be restricted to prod

ucts more or less directly identified with the automobile

trade.

Chile has reduced its import tax on complete automo

biles from 60 to 15 per cent ad valorem.

Motor wagons are restricted to a speed 0/ 4 miles an

hour on certain bridges in Providence, R. I.
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Motor Trucks That Save Money

 

 

 

Are the only ones that will ever be firmly established in the commercial field.

The Garford power wagons have built up an enviable reputation solely because

they have proven a money saving means of localized transportation. The

twin ideas of Economy and Efficiency have directed every operation in their

design and construction.

Economy of Time—because they are able to live up to their full speed and load specifications

and give a continuity of service unusually free from interruptions for repairs. Every day

Garford trucks are replacing from two to five horse drawn vehicles.

Economy of Space—because the power plant is so located as to provide for a minimum amount

of loading space for a given wheel base allowing shorter turns in crowded yards and streets

and requiring less space at the loading platform and in the garage.

Economy of Operation—because the well proportioned design and short overall length materi

ally reduces the gross weight, with a resultant saving of fuel, oil, tires and general wear.

Economy of Upkeep—because only the best materials enter into the construction of these

machines. Each separate part is of the material best suited to its respective purpose and

not until mechanically perfect are they allowed to leave the factory. Every truck is built

to give service and not to "meet a price."

Garford Motor Trucks are built with capacities of from one to five tons. Our Body Book

showing 88 body styles will be sent on application. For detailed information address

The Willys-Garford Sales Co.

Toledo, Ohio

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Delivery Cars

 

Panel Body - $1800

Express Body

with top - $1775

Open Box Body $1775

Police Patrol $2325

Ambulance - $2325

Hotel Bus - $2325

Panel Body, $1800—Other body styles i suit all needs of purchasers

Capacity, 1500 pounds

TO DEALERS

It Pays to Sell Lippard-Stewart Delivery Cars

MANY dealers are beginning to realize the benefits of

handling commercial cars, and the truck is replacing the

pleasure car as the most important end of their business.

Read these reasons carefully and your business instinct will

show you why it pays to handle Lippard-Stewart delivery cars:

1 Lippard-Stewart delivery cars know no "seasons." Fashion

and pleasure seeking have nothing to do with the purchase

or use of commercial vehicles. They are always needed,

always ready for use, and they sell just as readily in winter

as in summer.

2 You don't have to make "trades" which tie up money and

often result in loss. A commercial car is never a "last year's

design." As long as a merchant's delivery car is serviceable

and a profit to him, he does not want to replace his old one.

Rather will he buy new cars to increase his equipment as

his business expands.

3 Fancy showrooms are unnecessary to sell Lippard-Stewart

delivery cars. When a man is thinking of buying a com

mercial car he is looking for service and utility. He buys it

because it ir a good business investment. You don't need

an expensively equipped show room to attract him. The

plain business proposition is sufficient to sell him.

4 It is easy to show mei chants how delivery cars will pay for

themselves out of the savings they effect over horse delivery.

There is plenty of definite proof that motor deliveiy is

cheaper than horse delivery and the wise business man is

quick to take advantage of such a means of saving money

and increasing business.

5 It is no trouble to locate prospects for commercial vehicles.

Any merchant who has any other than motor delivery is a

prospective buyer; and even if he has motor car service he

is always a future buyer of other cars as his business in-

increases. Every merchant has a transportation problem

and his interest in motor trucks is easily aroused.

You may sell several cars at once by the same effort that

would sell one pleasure cai. Satisfactory service of one

economical vehicle makes repeat orders easy.

Lippard-Stewart cars are the first light delivery cars to

embody all the latest and best features, such as:—

Four-Cylinder Monobloc Motor.

Long stroke, slow speed, 22

h. p., five to one gear ratio In

rear axle.

Selective Transmission.

Vanadium steel heat - treated

gears. l-ineface.

Multiple Disc Clutch.

Steel and Raybestos discs.

Clutch case integral with

transmission.

Special Timken Rear Axle.

Full floating type; 17-inch

brakes, 34-inch wheels.

Left-hand Steering.

Levers in center at driver's

right hand.

Bosch Magneto Single Ignition.

No batteries^ timer, coil, etc.

Thermo Syphon Cooling.

No water pump and connections.

Special Spring Suspension.

Full elliptic in front ; long seml-

elliptic and auxiliary coil

springs in rear.

Every Part Accessible.

Each unit can be removed, if

necessary, without disturbing

any other unit or the load.

Handsome Lines—Beautiful Finish.

A Lippard - Stewart car is a

constant advertisement for the

owner. It shows that he is

progressive and up-to-date.

An Opportunity for You

We still have some choice territory open for dealers. Per

haps your city is one where we are not yet represented. If so,

do not overlook this opportunity. Fill out and mail the

attached coupon for our dealers proposition. Let us help you

make this the most pi ofitable year you have had.

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co , Buffalo, N. Y.

Please send catalogue and dealers' proposition.

Name

Street

City , State

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Company,

August Becker, Pres. I '.. J. Barcalo, Treas J. C. Millar, Sec. C. S. Dahlquist, Chief En*.

Buffalo, N. Y.

W. F. Reynolds, Sale. M'n'g'r.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Model H. 3' j tons CMC Gasoline Truck

owned by Win. Spink. Philadelphia.

Price, chassis only, $3500.

Buying the right truck from the right manufacturer is as necessary as

right capacity and right power. Each is of vital importance in installing

motor transportation and must be given deep consideration if service

and satisfaction plus economy is to be expected.

You should fully understand the broad scope of the General MotorsTruck

Company; you should know that it not only, builds both gasoline and

electric motor trucks, but in such standard capacities, from 1 000 lbs. to

6 tons, that "there's a GM C truck to fit every business."

To install such a highly standardized line as the

GMC has many advantages. Your problem maybe

comparatively small today, but very large within a

year or so. The engineering and mechanical resources

of the Company are so great as to meet the most

exacting demands at any time.

Again, your equipment may call for both gasoline and

electric trucks, because each serves best in its own

field. GMC trucks are built for both powers. Thus,

your entire installation is under a single centre of

responsibility. Weigh this well as against an un-

standardized fleet of trucks !

Behind every GMC truck stands GMC "service"—as

strong, as complete, as helpful after-sale as before-sate.

The vast resources of General Motors Truck Company

must appeal to business with very great problems.

It is important you should read our gasoline or electric

catalogs—or both ! Sent free on request.

Correspondence from prospective purchasers and dealers is invited.

General Motors Truck Company
PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Branches : New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Detroit

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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MORE PROFITS

from your motor

delivery system

is simply a question of getting more service and better service from your motor

trucks—of eliminating such needless delays and losses as those occasioned by tire

troubles.

 

A COMPLETE TIRE CHANGE WITHOUT REMOVING THE WHEEL

Business men and motor truck experts everywhere are rapidly coming to realize

the tremendous advantages to be gained by equipping their trucks with

THE NEW

UNITED STATES STANDARD

MOTOR TRUCK TIRE (Demountable)

and thereby positively insuring them against the necessity of ever losing a single

hour's service on account of tire troubles and tire replacements.

They are learning that this long-lived tire,

with its 10,000 mile guarantee, has not only

made tire replacements few and far between,

but has made them a matter of a few moments'

work on the part of the driver instead of a few

days' layup for the truck.

The simplicity and convenience of the

demountable equipment makes this tire an

absolutely dependable part of your motor truck,

enabling your driver to make a tire change any

where in fifteen minutes' time; a change that

would heretofore have required the laying up

of your truck from two days to two weeks.

With the services of each truck you operate, worth from $15 to $25 per day, the money-saving

possibilities of the new UNITED STATES TIRE are obvious.

If you ha-ve not yet seen our illustrated booklet.

"■A "Resolution in Tires for American Motor

TrucKs." you ought to ■write for a copy today.

United States Tire Company

NEW YORK

BRANCHES. AGENCIES OR DEALERS EVERYWHERE

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TRUCK MAKERS AND DEALERS

The tires on your trucks will

help or hinder their sale

There is no denying the influence that tires have on the sale of motor trucks. Whether you are

figuring on the sale of a "fleet" or a single machine, you are bound to encounter the^questions of tire

mileage and tire up-keep cost.
 

ROSS SECTION VIEW OF UNITED STATES STANDARD TWIN TIRE AND DEMOUNTABLE RIM

A—Tough Rubber Tread D—Inside Flange Wedge Ring

B—Hard Rubber Base E—-Center Wedge Ring

C—Metal Base F—Outside Flange Wedge Ring

The man of big business who uses dozens of trucks demands the

lowest tire cost per mile, and installs an accurate system of tire cost

accounting to see that he gets what he wants.

Tire cost to the man trying out his first installation is second

only to his demand for continuous truck service. To tie up his

delivery system for days at a time when a tire needs repairs or

replacing, may cause him to decide against the use of motor trucks

for his delivery work.

Both these tire problems are solved by

THE NEW

UNITED STATES STANDARD

MOTOR TRUCK TIRE (Demountable)

This tire has an absolute guarantee for 10,000 miles Equally important is the fact that this tire can be

—a lower guaranteed tire cost per mile than any other changed anywhere by the driver himself in fifteen

tire maker offers today minutes' time.

Can you imagine a more powerful argument in favor of your make of truck than to be able to

absolutely assure your buyer that he will be guaranteed the lowest possible tire cost on his truck

equipment (whether it be a single machine or a "fleet"), and that it will never be out of commission a

single hour on account of tire replacements?

United States Tire Company

NEW YORK

BRANCHES, AGENCIES OR DEALERS EVERYWHERE

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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This truck has been in continuous service over

2 years without any cost for repairs

Bums Bros have 20 of our 3- to 10-ton trucks

in service

 

The Scully Steel and Iron Co. of Chicago is using ==

one of our heavy duty trucks with great success :

in transporting structural material

Mack SaurerSHewitt
"Leading gasoline trucks of the world"

Proved by

1 z years of

real service

Proved by

I o years of

real service

1

Every business man with a transportation problem wants |

to know : §|

1 . Can I save money by replacing horse-drawn vehicles with motor trucks? §f

The International Motor Company offers you full data and informa- |

tion on this subject as applied to every line of business. 1

2. What is the most reliable truck ?

The International Motor Company's trucks have absolute proof of g

long life and reliable service — Mack, 1 2 years of proof ; Saurer, 1 7 W

years of proof; Hewitt, 10 years of proof. Long life means slow g

wear and slow wear means reliability. j|

3. What ton-capacity and style of body can I use most profitably ? §§

The International Motor Company's trucks are built in all load y

capacities — 1, i]/2 , 2, 3, 4, 4^, 5, 6l/2 , 7^ and 10 tons — with every g

style of body built in their own plant. They are therefore in a position f§

to give you free and unbiased advice as to what size or sizes and styles 9

are suitable to your requirements. This is not true of manufacturers jj

who make only one or two sizes.

The full facilities of our Engineering Department are at the ■

disposal of any business concern interested in good truck service, i

To Dealers: |

We offer our representatives the best business opportunities in the motor- §

vehicle field. Write for our dealer's proposition.

International Motor Company

General Offices Works

57th and Broadway New York Allentown Pa; Plainfield N J

Sales and Service Stations

New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Buffalo, Baltimore, Newark, St Louis

Atlanta, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and other large cities
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Service Requirements.

Some Suggestions for Increasing the Utility and Scope of Motor Wagons.

By EUGENE P. BATZELL.

A PROSPECTIVE power wagon user is at liberty

to select a vehicle for his service from a number

of different types, and manufacturers have a bet

ter selling chance when their product approaches closest

to the requirements established by considerations of maxi

mum service efficiency in his particular case. The most

successful manufacturers will develop and introduce a

\ariety of machines, the efficiency and adaptability of

which could be proved against those of his competitors.

The improvements can be concentrated in the chassis it

self and in its component parts. In this case they will

apply to the whole line of vehicles manufactured, regard

less of their prospective service, but the matter of prov

ing one's superiority on these general points is very in

definite. P>etter results will he derived from the special

features of a vehicle, which would indicate that the antici

pated conditions of the future service have been considered

and properly taken care of constructively.

A great field for such improvement is offered by the

vehicle body, in which certain modifications might better

considerably the service efficiency. Moreover, special

requirements are easily met in the building of this particu

lar part of a power wagon because the body is usually

handled separately from the manufacturing of the chassis

proper. The vehicle manufacturers generally indorse the

making of bodies to order, whereas they usually offer only

a chassis of standard type.

It is in the development of the chassis and in the proper

adaptation of it to meet special service requirements, where

a big step toward reaching better service efficiency can be

expected. The specialization of a chassis for a given

service might be carried out in any and all of its com

ponent parts—from the power plant to the wheel and tire

equipment. Such a radical departure from present condi

tions cannot be anticipated to take place at once, and con

sequently the necessary alterations would start in the minor

chassis parts, and thus not greatly interfere with the

modern principles of quantity production. The main

chassis parts, such as the power plant, drive, transmission,

etc., could be furnished in different sizes and types for

%ehicles of the same carrying capacity. In this way the

manufacturer would be able to cover with his product

a wide field of service application, building vehicles of

different prices, for high duty service and for service of

less rigid requirements (in which latter case the initial

expenses should be kept low).

Chassis features which can be altered without great

inconvenience but which nevertheless are apt to increase

materially the service efficiency when the alterations arc

properly carried out, include the wheelbase, the vehicle

speed, the wheel and tire equipment, springs, motor, cool

ing plant, location of the load and the driver, supple

mentary accessories, etc.

A chassis built so that it would be suitable for hauling

lumber cannot possibly give satisfaction when used for

a truck which has to transport goods between warehouses

accessible only through narrow congested streets, where

ease of maneuvering is essential. The best truck for the

latter kind of service should have a short wheelbase and

large loading space, and consequently it is preferably of a

type with the motor under the driver's seat and with the

load moved well forward. On the other hand, the truck

for hauling lumber in the shape of logs, boards, beams,

etc., gains by a longer wheelbase, because it brings the

rear axle well under the load, and thus decreasing the

overhang. Long lumber carried by a truck of short wheel-

base is apt to have its center of gravity placed back of the

rear axle, which would tend to lift the front axle from

the ground and thus interfere with the steering—this

being mentioned as the smallest of the possible in

conveniences.

The under-the-hood type of motor would be favored

for motor wagons which are used on services necessitating

frequent stops. This location would be essential also when

the total height of the vehicle must be kept within a certain

iow limit, as when the machine must pass under or through

low bridges, tunnels, doorways, etc. With the present

stage of development in the power plant, the placing of

the motor in front does not cause sufficient gain in acces

sibility to offset the service disadvantage of having an

excessively long wheelbase.

In some cases it is desirable to have a vehicle speed

which is different from the standard one adopted for a

motor wagon of given capacity. The writer remembers

a case in New York when an electric line repair truck of

3 tons capacity was able to give efficient service only after

considerably increasing its normal speed. Such instances

might happen also in other kinds of service, especially in

the case of fire apparatus. Long-distance interurban bus

lines represent another example, because the service effi

ciency could be well increased by running the buses at

higher speed than their normal standard.

The power plants of present-day motor wagons are

usually of much larger size than their operation requires

at normal speed with the rated load. Therefore the re

quired increase of speed could be obtained very simply by

changing the drive ratio. This change should preferably

take place not only through alteration of the final drive,

represented by the sprockets when chains are used, or by

the worm and wheel in worm drives, etc., but it should

include the intermediate transmission ratios as well. At

least it is well to provide a somewhat greater ratio at low

speed when the change in the drive ratio is obtained by

altering the final drive, because this low speed ought to be

sufficient for any emergency. Other probable and desir

able changes in the chassis built for high speed would be

in the brake mechanism, increasing the braking capacity

in accordance with the greater speed. Solid tires could
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not be used with advantage after a certain speed limit is

surpassed. The appearance on the market of extra large

pneumatic truck tires removes the formerly existing ob

stacle against increase of speed in vehicles of large carry

ing capacity, when dual pneumatic tires, although prac

tical for the rear wheels, could not be used in front on

account of difficulty in steering.

Change in the tire equipment means also special wheel

equipment. On the other hand, there might be instances

when the question of special wheel equipment arises inde

pendently as a solution for greater service efficiency re

quirements. The change can affect the type of wheels

and their size. The type of wheels might be changed,

as when tractor wheels are required for work on soft

ground. Vehicles which must be built with a low loading

platform should have small rear wheels', because the clear

ance between the body and their outside is the factor ulti

mately determining the height of the platform above the

ground. Passenger-carrying vehicles, like buses, are also

preferably built low. though the sightseeing or "rubber

neck'' wagons can use a chassis of regular height. The

lowering of the chassis might require also other changes,

depending on the construction. Underslung springs would

be needed in some cases, especiallv when the springs are

located under the main frame, not at its side. One could

reply that if the low chassis is necessary in some instances,

why not build thus all the chasses? The fact is, that the

extremely low platform is not suitable in the majority

uf service cases when, moreover, at the same time the

larger wheels would give some additional advantages,

especially in the chain-driven vehicles, by leaving greater

ground clearance.

The spring arrangement used on a certain line of

vehicles might require changes according to service pur

poses. For instance, regular stiff springs calculated for

carrying the normal load with a possible overload would

be very harmful for the whole chassis when the machine

is run empty at maximum speed. In passenger vehicles

this would cause great discomfort to the patrons.2 Special

spring arrangements are desirable here, permitting a pro

gressively decreasing flexibility with the increase of the

knd. A sufficiently practical solution is obtained by the

use of auxiliary springs, which by the way, can be found

as standard construction on many different makes of power

wagons.

The climatic conditions and altitude of the place of

future vehicle service should be taken into consideration

with respect to the adequacy of the cooling system for

the motor and the proper carburetion of the mixture. It

is obvious that larger radiator water capacitv and cooling

surface are required for the work in a hot climate. The

same holds true for high altitudes, because rarified air has

less cooling effect than the denser air of the low-lying

country. Though the carburetor can be adjusted for dif

ferent altitudes, the motor loses considerablv in power

with the altitude, a fact which must be considered before

pronouncing a motor of given size as being sufficient for

the service.

Very frequently supplementary apparatus and attach

ments are required by the service conditions. It is well

to have a general chassis arrangement in which the differ

ent additions have room provided for them in the funda

mental design, because this might save a great deal of

worry and trouble in the future after the vehicle is being

manufactured. The supplementary apparatus might be

rower driven winches, water pumps, air pumps and com

pressors, dumping mechanism, etc. Almost all of them

require not only space but also controlling means and pro

vision for driving them from the motor.

There are a great many points requiring attention with

the view of increasing the scope of the vehicle. These can

be disclosed only by a close study of the subject on the

spot. Among other special points might be noted the

following. Passenger vehicles or those carrying perish

able goods should have their gas escape located well to

the rear to prevent the exhaust from penetrating into the

body compartments. Bright road lamps are absolutelv

necessary for vehicles doing extensive night duty. And

collapsible tops for the driver can be used for open plat

form vehicles only when no bulky loads are to be

transported.

MOTOR TRUCK CLUB MEETING.

The June meeting of the Motor Truck Club was held

on the evening of Wednesday, the 19th inst. at the Motel

Cumberland, New York City, and was attended by mem

bers from New York, Philadelphia, Bridgeport and Bos

ton. Changes in the club by-laws came up for adoption

and one of the most important of these was framed so

as to permit commercial motor vehicle owners and users

to join the club as associate members. It is expected that

such members will greatly add to the excellence of the

work being done by the organization and will bring the

manufacturer and sales force in closer touch with the

consumer, resulting in great benefit to the industry. Dur

ing the month quite a few new members were admitted,

bringing the number close to a hundred. The secretary

reports that inquiries have been received from other cities

relative to the workings of the club and from these it is

evident that similar organizations may be looked for. In

view of the excellent work of the traffic department of

the New York police force, a suggestion was offered

and referred to a committee that a gold medal to be known

as the Motor Truck Club Medal be offered annually to

the traffic squad.

During the meeting Charles E. Stone read a paper en

titled "Demonstrations." which aroused a great deal of

discussion and the feeling that certain general rules should

be formed to care for such work.

There are no macadam roads in the city of London.

1Front drive with large rear wheels and cranked rear axle would

perhaps be a better alternative.—Editor.

'Drivers of some heavy duty power wagons also complain greatly

on this score— Editor.

Operating expenses for London's motor busses, in

clusive of administration, now amount to 15.2 cents per

mile.
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MECHANICAL ASH ELEVATOR.

The use of mechanical loading and unloading devices

in connection with road transportation will hasten the dis

appearance of the horse in many special cases, for it is

a proved fact that if the "waiting" time of a horse be

cut down, his "moving" time cannot be appreciably in

creased except at the cost of an early breakdown of the

animal. It is therefore a step in the right direction, from

:he power wagon man's point of view, when big buildings

are equipped with labor-saving devices which decrease the

time of waiting of a road vehicle for loading or unloading.

In Fig. I is shown a Jeffrey telescopic ash elevator

which is installed at the Astor Hotel, New York city. The

photograph shows the elevator raised above the sidewalk,

also the method of discharging the ashes into the ash

wagon drawn up at the curbing. This elevator has a ca

pacity of 7 tons per hour. Fig. 2 shows details of the

elevator which contains i6q feet of chain used in two

equal strands, and 46 malleable-iron buckets each 6 by 10

inches in size.

HeadShot) r

 

Fig. 2. Ash elevator In detaM.

When ashes are to be taken from the boiler room,

which in this instance is by means of an overhead trolley,

they are discharged into a hopper which is located at the

lower portion of Fig. 2. The ashes are brought down

through a passageway and are then elevated by the buck

ets to the ash-discharge chute and carted away!

When the elevator is not in use the buckets and chain

are drawn to the horizontal position shown in Fig. 2, but

when ashes are to be elevated, which is usually done late

at night or early in the morning, the head of the elevator

is hoisted to its extended position from the point shown

by the dotted circle just below the street level. The hori

zontal chain and buckets are drawn into the shaft until

the compensating pulley assumes the position shown by

the dotted circle between the horizontal buckets. The il

lustration indicates the two extreme positions of the ele-

 

Flg. 1. Chute In position to deliver ashes.

vator when in and out of use. When the chute is not in

use, it is dropped beside the elevator casing.

For both the description and illustrations of this de

vice, we are indebted to "Power."

SMALL UPKEEP FOR FIRE MOTOR.

The big $10,000 electric ladder truck of the Spring

field, Mass., fire department, has passed its first annivers

ary, says the "Springfield Republican." It was put into

commission March 25, 191 1, and since that time has been

in constant service. It is no mistake to say that the fire

commission and the officials of the department are well

pleased with the work it is doing. The truck has answered

118 alarms since it went into commission, and its use has

cost the city less than $60. It apparently will be in condi

tion for use for many years to come without much greater

annual expense. The old truck, drawn by three horses,

was maintained at an annual expense of about $100, the

largest part of which was spent on the horses. The chief

item of cost of maintaining the electric truck is the replac

ing of the batteries, and how long these will last without

being replaced remains to be seen. They are about two

years old now, as they were manufactured nearlv a year

before the machine went into commission.

WIRE BASKETS FOR FIRE

The motor fire trucks of Asheville,

equipped with metal baskets, which are

storage of rubber coats and boots for

baskets are just to the rear of the dri

placed above the hose compartment,

getting on a wagon, a fireman can take

and put them on as the truck nears

alarm.

MOTORS.

X. C, have been

being used for the

the firemen. The

ver's seat and are

Immediately after

his boots and coat

the scene of the

A steam wagon in England recently made a trial run

on 0.925 pound of coal per (long) ton-mile, or 0.826

pound per ton-mile as we measure it in this country.
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Charging Storage Batteries.

Practical Instructions for Keeping Down Electric Garage Costs.

By J. F. LINCOLN.'

THE EFFICIENT charging of electric batteries

for automobile purposes in the usual garage is

very much complicated because of the following

reasons :

First : The batteries in the cars which are now in

actual operation require a voltage which on the small

est number of cells is 30 and on the largest number of

cells about 120. Practically all the intermediate voltages

are needed.

Second : The rates at which these batteries are to

be charged on the usual passenger or pleasure vehicle

will vary from 15 to 60 amperes.

The usual method of taking care of these different

voltages is to get a single voltage, usually 125, which

will certainly be high enough to charge any of the bat

teries, and then by the use of a rheostat reduce this

voltage to the voltage that the battery requires. The

great drawbacks to this scheme arc the fact that there

is a loss in the rheostat varying from 5 per cent to 80

per cent and there is also no chance for the battery to

get a tapering charge unless closely watched by the

operator, and since the tapering charge on the lead

batteries is indispensable for the best operation of the

battery it usually means that the life of the battery

and its mileage are very rapidly decreased.

The problem then of the garage operator is to elim

inate as much as possible the loss which is found in

this class of work with the single voltage system men

tioned above, and also, if possible, arrange so that a

tapering charge can be gotten.

* * *

One of the most usual methods of increasing the

efficiency is to charge two or more batteries in series

on the 125-volt system. This will certainly increase

the efficiency, as it charges twice as many cars with

the same power expenditure as would be the case if but

one car was charged on the same circuit. The difficulty

with this scheme, however, is the fact that it is almost

impossible in actual practice to get two cars of equal

size of battery and of equal state of discharge that can

be put on at the same time. It naturally follows, then.

that the garage operator will take any two cars that

happen to come in at the same time and put them on in

series. One car of these two will have had a greater

discharge than the other, and, therefore, this car should

be charged at a higher rate than the one which has been

discharged to a less degree. Of course this is impos

sible, and the car which has had the greatest discharge

generally decides the rate at which the new charge will

be put in. This results in a very rapid charge for the

car already partially charged and also does not give it

•A p»ner rend hefore the Electric Vehicle Association of America

•t Its monthly meeting. New York City. March :.'6. lsMJ.

the tapering charge at the end which is so important

for mileage and life. These two difficulties are so pro

nounced that in every high-class garage at the present

time series charging for lead batteries is never used

and it would not be done in any garage if the owner

of the car knew how harmful such charging is as it is

usually carried out.

* * *

With the mercury arc rectifier it is necessary, of

course, to charge cars in series, this series sometimes

being as high as five cars on a line. This system, of

course, is just that much more destructive than having

two in series, since it is commercially impossible to

get five cars which are like enough in their discharg-e

so that the charging rate on all five cars can be made

the same without harm to one or more of them. The

cost of tube breakage is apt to be excessive in the usual

garage, partly on account of inexperienced labor and

partly on account of the frail nature of the tube itself.

There is also added to this the annoyance and possible

expense of a shut-down, necessitated by the tube

breakage.

* * *

Let us now consider what would be the ideal charg

ing system in the garages similar to those to be found

in large cities where electric passenger or pleasure cars

are found.

On account of the wide diversity of voltages re

quired it will be necessary for the ideal charging system

to deliver a multiplicity of voltages, these voltages to

be but very little higher than the maximum charging

voltage for the battery. In series with the battery

there should be placed a small ohmic resistance which

will automatically cause the charging rate to decrease

as the charge goes on, consequent on the rising voltage

of the battery. It will also be necessary to have this

rheostat so arranged that any rate can be given the

battery from 5 to 60 amperes without danger to the

rheostat. It would also be necessary for the best prac

tical operation to be able to read at one or more cen

tral panels the state of charge and rate of charge of

each battery in circuit. With an outfit such as this, the

smallest possible amount of power will be wasted, thus

giving the largest possible efficiency. There would also

be no necessity for many operators, since there would

be no shifting of cars to be done, since all readings

could be taken- from a central panel.

* * *

To fulfill these requirements, the company repre

sented by the author of this paper has devised numerous

special pieces of apparatus especially adapted to this

work. They are. primarily, when the supply is alter

nating, a motor generator set. the generator giving two
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voltages, one of them being 105 and the other 70. Direct

connected to this generator is a small double commu

tator booster whose fields are excited from the 105-volt

generator, thus giving it a constant excitation, two

windings on the armature being so arranged that when

turning at the speed of the motor generator set they

will deliver 5 volts. With this outfit it will be possible

to add to or substract from the voltage of the main gen

erator this 5 volts. In this way the voltages actually

given will be 65, 70, 75 and 80, also 100, 105, 110 and 115.

Another feature of importance is the fact that positive

or negative boost from this small booster will be taken

from opposite sides, that is, from one side in the case

of the 105-volt commutator, and from the other side in

the case of the 70-volt commutator, so that the size of

the small booster can be made very small in comparison

with the size of the main generator.

* * *

The majority of cars in operation at the present

time have the following batteries : 24, 26, 28, 30, 38, 40

and 42 cell lead, and 24, 40 and 60 cell Edison. Ninety-

five per cent of all cars in operation at the present time

have one of these combinations of batteries in them.

The only other ones in use are a few old type machines

which have 12, 14 and 16 cells. The number of these,

however, is so small that they can be practically elim

inated. The voltages necessary to charge the batteries

named above are as follows :

24 cell lead, 62l/2 volts

26 " " 67^ "

28 " " 72]/, "

30 " " 78

38 " " 99

40 " " 104

42 " ■< 109

40 " Edison 74

60 " " 110

It will therefore be plain that with this charging

outfit mentioned, all of the usual batteries now in opera

tion can be charged direct from this multiple voltage

system without a loss which will exceed a maximum of

5 volts and which in actual practice will have an aver

age of considerably less than 2 volts. This means a

saving of from 2 to 50 per cent over the single voltage

system which is so often used. This also will allow

all batteries to be charged in parallel, which is a very

important feature. Another thing, which is of especial

importance, is the fact that since there is a very small

resistance in series with the battery, as the charge of

the battery increases the charging rate will automat

ically taper off on account of the increasing of the bat

tery voltage, thus giving automatically an ideal charge

to the battery. Another feature is the fact that on ac

count of the very small loss in the rheostat, the size

and cost of the charging rheostats can be made very

small, very much smaller and cheaper than is possible

to make a rheostat which must take care of voltage

drops of from 40 to 50 volts, which would be absolutely

necessary in the case of the single voltage system.

Let us now consider the relative cost of installation

of the single voltage system and of the multiple voltage

system comparatively. The kilowatt capacity of the

multiple system to do a certain amount of charging is

a great deal less than the kilowatt capacity necessary

on a single voltage system. The reason for this is

plain, since on a multiple voltage system practically all

the power generated is used as useful charging current

and put into the battery, while in the case of the single

voltage system a great part of the power generated

is dissipated in heat in the charging rheostats. As an

example of this we cite the following:

The kilowatt capacity necessary to charge ten 24-

cell and ten 40-cell cars at one time at their full ampere

rate is on the "Lincoln double voltage system" 26 k.w.,

while on the single voltage system the power necessary

would be approximately 40 k.w., which, in other words,

means that the 14 k.w. out of this 40 k.w. is dissipated

in heat in the rheostats, while but 26 k.w. is used in

useful charging current. If in this example we had

used a larger percentage of low voltage cars the dif

ference would have been even greater in favor of the

multiple voltage system, or, taking a concrete example,

if two of the cars are 40-cell and eighteen of them 24-

cell, the capacity to charge them on the multiple voltage

system is 26 k.w., while on the single voltage system it

would be 50 k.w., meaning that 24 k.w out of the 50

k.w generated would be dissipated in heat in the charg

ing rheostats. Another feature which reduces the cost

in the multiple voltage system is the fact that since

there is but a very small amount of heat to be dis

sipated in the charging rheostats, therefore this rheo

stat can be very small and have a much lower cost

than if a large amount of power was dissipated.

* * *

The cost of charging in the usual garage is a very

large item in the actual cost of operation. It is evident,

therefore, why it is that a great many garages insist

that it is impossible to make an electric garage a paying

proposition.

It might be well to take an example of a certain

garage to show just what the power and installation

saving would be. It is already seen that the first cost

of installation on account of the smaller kilowatt capac

ity necessary would be less than the single voltage sys

tem. Now let us consider what the cost of operation

would be.

There is a garage in one of the large Western cities

which has the following cars which are charged everv

night : 55 28-cell ; 22 24-cell ; 6 40-cell ; 18 24-cell ; 3 40-

cell.

The capacity necessary to charge these batteries at

their full rate, providing they are all put on at one time,

would be with the single voltage system 260 k.w., and

the cost of putting in a charge, providing the batteries

of all these cars were exhausted, would be at a rate

of 3 cents per kilowatt hour, approximately $58. The
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capacity necessary with the douhle voltage system will

be 153 k.w., and the cost of putting a charge into these

cars with the "Lincoln multiple voltage system" would

be $34. The cost of installation of these two systems

would be as follows, including distributing panels, rheo

stats, wiring, etc.: "Lincoln double voltage system"

would be approximately $6,500, while on the single

voltage system the cost would be $9,000, so that the

operator would not only save 30 per cent on his first

investment, but he would also save approximately 40

per cent in his charging cost. At the same time he

would be able to handle his garage with less help and

would be able to take readings and taper his charges

with less than half the attention which would be neces

sary with the single voltage system.

If the supply current is direct instead of alternating

the problem is changed to a great extent. Almost all

direct-current supply, if from the central station, is

three wire, giving 115 and 230 volts. The usual method

of charging from this system is to either charge three

cars in series on 230 volts, with the resulting harm of

series charging, or to charge all cars in parallel at 115

volts, which means a large loss of power in the charging

rheostat. It therefore becomes plain that there is a

considerable chance not only for more efficient charg

ing, but also for more efficient charging by getting the

actual voltage, which will be necessary for each particu

lar battery. It is more easily taken care of, however,

than it would be if the supply were alternating. The

best possible scheme to do this would be to put in a

three-machine balancer, cutting up the voltage into the

following voltages : 75, 80 and 80. Then direct-connect

to this the booster so that the positive and negative

boost can be given to any circuit. In this way it will

be possible to get the following voltages : 60, 65, 70,

75 and 80. The 115-volt current can be gotten directly

from the circuit from the neutral outside supply line.

In this way extremely efficient working can be gotten

and also parallel charging. This means, in the usual

garage, a saving of from 20 to 30 per cent over the

method which is usually used for this work and you

also have the advantage of having a small and cheap

rheostat and the added advantage that the batt-rry will

automatically taper its charge.

* * *

In the case of the single car charging in the private

garage, there are at the present time a great many

rectifiers used for this work. The reason for the use

of these rectifiers, as a general thing, is the fact of their

very high electrical efficiency. There is not the slightest

doubt that they are, electrically, a great deal more

efficient than a motor generator set. In some cases this

will be as much as 15 per cent. However, the cost of

tubes for the usual private garage is so high that the

small difference in electrical efficiency is more than

overbalanced by the necessity for changing of tubes

and by the inconvenience of shutdown. Another thing

is that the rectifier can never be relied on to cut off

at the proper time, unless the line voltage happens to

be constant, which it never is in the usual outlying

district when supplied with central station power. The

cost of replacement of a 50-ampere tube is approxi

mately $30.00. This includes the expressage on the tube

and the electrician's time in replacing it. It is guar

anteed by the company to last 600 hours ; therefore

the cost of operation per hour of the tube is 5 cents.

The total power going through the tube on the usual

lead battery is 2 k.w., which at a 5 cent rate costs 10

cents or, with the addition of the 5 cent depreciation

of the tube, the net cost of charging is approximately

15 cents per hour. The cost of the motor generator set

to deliver the same amount of power would be 12 cents

for this, taking into consideration also a difference of

20 per cent in electrical efficiency, which is considerably

more than the actual difference in electrical efficiency.

The usual owner of a passenger or pleasure car is not

nearly as much interested in a possible saving of a few

cents one way or the other as he is in the ability of

the car to keep in operation. The occasional shutdown

owing to the breaking of a tube means the loss of one

or more days' use to him, which costs him considerablv

more than the few pennies difference in the cost of

charging.

SHOW CIRCUIT FOR N. A. A. M.

The X. A. A. M. has definitely decided to organize,

with the assistance of the show managers in various parts

of the country, a local show circuit comprising the fol

lowing towns, the dates for next year's shows being given

parenthetically :

Cleveland (Jan. 6-u). New York (Jan. 11-18), Phil

adelphia (Jan. 20-25). Detroit (Jan. 27-Feb. 1). Chicago

(Feb. 1-8), Minneapolis (Feb. 10-15), Kansas City (Feb.

17-22). St. Louis (Feb. 24-March 1). Pittsburgh (March

3-8), Boston (March 8-15), Buffalo (March 17-22),

Indianapolis (March 24-29).

The net profit on London (Eng.) motor busses is now

10 cents a mile run.

 

A Lacre motor bus used In Toklo. Japan, for the past two years.
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Demonstrations.

Words of Real Wisdom on a Short-Sighted Selling Policy.

By CHARLES E. STONE.'

"Demonstration," according to the dictionary, "is a

showing or pointing out ; an indication, manifestation or

exhibition." According to the power wagon salesman, it

is "something necessary to do in order to make up for

one's own lack of ability or experience." According to

the prospective purchaser, it appears to be "an easy method

of securing free delivery of merchandise, without incur

ring any expense or trouble." According to the expert

accountant, it is "one of the greatest sources of loss con

nected with the sale of motor wagons."

With the introduction of any new system, method or

device, it has generally been found necessary to show or

prove in some practical manner the feasibility of the idea,

and this necessity is likely to increase with the higher

priced commodities. With expansion and time, however,

the necessity for continuing the practice diminishes until

at last the proposition is accepted by all as thoroughly

practical, accepted as a matter of course.

Just how far the motor truck industry has advanced

toward this desired goal is a question ; certainly there is

no longer necessity to do what we had to in every case

back in 1906 and 1907. Every one would like to market

his product as we do staples, and it seems to me that the

manufacturers, dealers and salesmen can do much toward

reaching such a condition if they will but study the sub

ject more carefully than they have in the past. From an

infant in 1905 the commercial motor vehicle industry has

grown till now the number of vehicles in use in this coun

try exceeds 30,000. There is hardly a line of business

where motor trucks can be used that we do not find them,

nor a town where they have not been seen upon the street.

New York state, from a report covering the period

from February 1 to June 1 of this year, issued over 7,000

licenses for motor wagons, and 5,000 of this number at

the New York city office of the Secretary of State. The

parade of this club on April 13 stretched about three miles

and included over 500 machines. Are not these facts,

known to all buyers, sufficient ground for us in the busi

ness to eliminate a portion of our demonstrations ? The

buying public is willing to take for granted that motor

trucks are of value, economic or otherwise, when they

read of or see every day new installations, some of them

wiping out entirely horse equipments. This being so, why

do we not cease to cater to the purchaser's curiosity 01

cupidity, and argue the merits of our machines, our com

panies, our facilities for taking care of the interests of

our purchasers? These, it strikes me, are the sales fac

tors, not the doing of what every one of the 5,000 trucks

are doing daily in New York. Broadway for five minutes

between the hours of nine and six should be demonstra

tion conclusive that no one need have fear in purchasing

•Abstract of a paper read before a meeting of the New York

Motor Truck Club. June 19. 1912. Jlr. Stone is the secretary of the

club.

machines ; there are two trucks every minute and a half

passing, and some of them date back many years.

The ever-changing condition in the sales offices along

automobile row has some effect upon the demonstration

situation. Every month or two a new face appears, and

it is but natural for the newcomer to feel that upon his

shoulders rests a great deal of necessary "show me" work.

Possibly his machine is new to the industry or locality,

and there again is his incentive to plead for an opportunity

to haul goods. While all this is so to an extent, I believe

that the newcomer can safely take advantage of the work

of the pioneer, there is no reason why new machines

should not prove of as much value as those which have

passed through years of service, if the designing engineer

has taken advantage of the experience of others. Some

of the older companies are producing nothing today which

represents a great improvement over their early models,

and a number of new trucks would be among the "sea

son's best sellers" if the manufacturer appreciated the

wide distinction between the automobile and motor truck

and employed men accordingly.

Passenger car salesmen have not proved themselves in

the commercial field any more than the truck man could

be expected to make a reputation in the other line. New

ness of a product should offer no great detriment toward

sales. I can probably mention 50 or more trucks dating

back five or six years that were never heard of in this

section which are doing good work, and should require

no demonstration if marketed here, unless the representa

tive personally felt the necessity of doing so. Is not the

faith of the particular truck representative, or rather the

lack of faith, the great cause of much of the unlimited

demonstration work now going on? If we ourselves real

ly believed in the machines would we not so impress our

prospective purchasers with such belief as to not necessi

tate demonstrations? I become more and more convinced

that the man who masters his machine, absorbs the ideals

of the factory and can see the hundred-and-one possibili

ties for application, can to a large extent travel free of

demonstration trucks.

While I am not a believer in demonstrations, it is often

a very excellent thing to run a truck about and show it,

but in this work I wish to make a distinction from demon

stration work. Often a merchant is too busy or indifferent

to call at the truck sales room to inspect the vehicle and

the next best thing is to take the machine to him. In this

manner an inspection may be made or some enthusiasm

aroused. During such inspection tours, it may be advis

able to take a load or two for the prospect, but this does

not come under the head of demonstrating work. Under

certain circumstances, I believe that demonstrations are

advisable and should be given to determine :

First, if capable of being manuevered readily at load

ing or discharging point, or through narrow streets.
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Second, if capable of being fitted with a certain type

or size body.

Third, if capable of hauling its load up exceptional

grades or over road conditions of a trying nature.

Fourth, to determine whether or not the delay at fer

ries and docks or other terminals is so great as to offset

the truck's advantages.

Fifth, to determine whether or not the spring action

is too severe for the character of the load to be hauled.

Sixth, and often in laying out new work for the truck,

where such work has never before been attempted, to de

termine the possibilities.

Under no circumstances should long demonstrations

be granted ; a day or two is quite enough to definitely de

termine anything we wish to bring forward ; the rest is

largely a matter of mathematics. The old view that a

demonstration will indicate the operating cost of motor

trucks has long since been exploded, the only thing it

shows is the ease with which the machine can be operated,

I>ower and spring action ; absolutely nothing else. The

majority of demonstrations as given today could more

economically and quickly be made with a pencil and paper.

We are inconsistent in another very vital particular,

namely, the personal appearance of our salesman. Our

human sales force goes forth well dressed, but the silent

salesman, the truck, often barely has enough paint left on

it to cover half the metal, with a body much the wrose

for wear, and perhaps festooned with coils of old rope and

string. When it comes chugging and snorting up to the

door of the intended purchaser, is it any wonder that he

is loath to go near the thing. If it is thought desirable for

salesmen to dress well, why not our demonstrating trucks,

in keeping with the standing and reputation of the com

panies behind them?

Last, but far from least, let me plead for the employ

ment of a different class of men to drive these demon

strating vehicles. More often than otherwise the drivers

are not accompanied by salesmen and it devolves upon

them to explain the workings of the machine and its de

tails of construction. It is important that we employ men

capable of so doing in an intelligent and interesting man

ner. The demonstrating driver should likewise be capable

of operating the truck as an expert, motors should be

started without the mighty roar we so frequently hear

and when the gears are shifted, the fact should hardly

be apparent as far as sound is concerned. No matter how

experienced the operator should always endeavor to make

the prospective purchaser realize that it is the truck and

not the driver who is performing miracles.

In conclusion, let me say that about a year ago I wrote

a paper which was read before this club on this same sub

ject of demonstrations and at that time advocated the

idea of making a charge' for all such work. My views

have not changed a particle on this point and I am glad

that the National Association of Automobile Manufac

turers recently approved a scale of charges for such work

and it is to he hoped that they will see to it that some

means is provided to persuade representatives to abide by

it. While it is often advisable to demonstrate in order to

ascertain certain facts, the majority of .demonstrations are

given without any regard to such necessity, and the adop

tion of a reasonable charge for work performed by the

truck is just. I have watched with interest one concern in

this city which will not so much as give one day free and

they have lost no business by such a method. I believe

it has saved them a large amount of money and has only

served to establish themselves on a better footing with

those whose business they have solicited. If every club

member put into operation some slight modification of that

attitude, it would result in immense benefit to us all. I

trust that within a short time the club and other associa

tions will see fit to adopt rules and standards to govern

future demonstrations.

TIRE SIZES PER WEIGHT CARRIED.

The following item has been received from the United

States Tire Company. Presumably it was gotten up for

the pleasure car trade, but as it possesses interest to a

certain class of motor wagon operators, it is reproduced

herewith :

"In spite of the fact that overloading is one of the

most destructive influences to which tires can be subjected,

it is a question whether one automobile owner in ten has

any idea of the weight his tires were designed to carry.

"Experiments have proved that the life of overbur

dened tires is considerably shorter than it is where the

designated carrying capacity is not exceeded. Therefore,

the direct effect of overloading is to increase tire expense.

"In order that motorists may know exactly how much

of a load they have a right to expect their tires to carry,

the Service Bureau of the United States Tire Company

recommends the following table of weights in relation to

tire sizes :

Rear Weight Front Weight

per Wheel. per Wheel.

Lbs. Lbs.

28 x 2% 225 275

28x3 350 425

30 x 3 375 ' 450

32 x 3 375 450

!Sx!« 425 500

30x3% 450 550

31x3% 475 575

32 x 3% 500 600

33 x 3% 525 825

34 x 3% 550 650

36 x 3% '. 600 700

30 x 4 625 750

31 x 4 615 775

32 x 4 650 800

33 x 4 675 S50

34 x 4 700 875

35 x 4 735 885

36x4 750 900

40 x 4 S50 1.000

42 X 4 900 1,050

32x4% 750 950

34 x 4% 900 1,125

35 x 4% 935 1.175

36 X 4% 975 1,225

37 x 4% 1,010 1,260

38 x 4% 1.050 1,300

42 x 4% 1,200 1.450

34 x 5 950 1.200

35 x 5 1.000 1.250

36 x 5 1 .050 1,300

37 x 5 1.100 1,350

39 X 5 1.200 1,450

43 X 5 1,400 1,550

37x5% 1,150 1,400

38 x 5% 1,200 1,450

"The pertinent fact about overloading is that it breaks

down the side walls of the casing, laying the foundation

for a blowout which is bound eventually to occur. By the

time this happens the casing is so badly damaged that it

is beyond repair.7'
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N.A.A.M. Activities.

Caution Plates, Power Wagon Statistics, and Other Matters.

FOLLOWING a one-day meeting of power wagon

manufacturers held June 4. in New York, the Ex

ecutive Committee of the National Association of

Automobile Manufacturers, Inc., passed resolutions adopt

ing unanimously the recommendations of the convention

for a standard motor truck warranty and a standard form

of caution plate. The warranty is the same in intent as the

form recommended by the first convention of the trade

held last March, but has been rearranged and altered

somewhat in phraseology to make it acceptable to the

largest possible number of truck makers. Copies of the

form adopted will be printed in the minutes of the conven

tion which have been ordered published and mailed to all

manufacturers of power wagons.

The wording of the recommended caution plate is as

follows :

CAUTION.

Overloading or Overspeeding

Will Void Your Warranty.

Ton Truck.

No Speed Miles per Hour.

Standard. Actual.

Weight of Chassis lbs lbs.

Body Weight Allowance lbs lbs.

Useful Load Capacity lbs. lbs.

Total weigh', chassis, body and load

not to exceed lbs. lbs.

Name of Manufacturer.

The size and style of this plate are yet to be deter

mined by the Commercial Motor Vehicle Committee of

the X". A. A. M. It is intended that this plate shall sup

plement the name plate on the dash and be attached to the

back of the driver's seat or in some other place where it

will confront the man who loads the vehicle. It has a

three-fold purpose, viz., to warn against the most com

mon abuses, to exert a moral effect upon the body builder

to keep the weight of the body down as nearly as he can

to the standard body weight allowance, and to have a

record on the machine of the total weight with load so

that a "scout" for the truck maker can, when he observes

' a flagrant case of overloading, have the truck driven to

the scales and check up the actual weight with the figures

en the caution plate.

* * *

Power Wagon Statistics.

Reports were made to the meeting of motor truck men

on June 4 by Chairman S. D. Waldon, of the X. A. A. M.

Commercial Motor Vehicle Committee, regarding work-

that had been done along various lines recommended by

the March convention. Of the most general interest was

the report on the statistics of production, which showed

that report blanks filled out and returned by 82 com

panies gave a total of more than 18,700 power wagons

built and sold up to the beginning of 191 2. These repre

sented a total valuation of more than $36,000,000. Calcu

lated from the reports received, the production last year

exceeded in value by 40 per cent, the manufacture and

sale of such machines during all the previous years in

America. Doubtless this remarkable showing is due, how

ever, to the difficulty of getting records dating back a

decade or more in a number of cases, particularly where

companies have been merged, reorganized or gone out of

business.

It is important to note that the work of collecting

these statistics is far from complete, as less than half of

the companies circularized sent in the reports requested,

notwithstanding care was taken in the method adopted for

prosecuting the work to safeguard the privacy of the in

dividual information given. At least a score of well

established companies, including some of the largest man

ufacturers, made no returns, from which it is believed

that the figures given do not represent more than between

two-thirds and three-quarters of the actual output. As

the figures are of a confidential nature and some objection

has been raised against their publication, it has been de

cided to furnish the compilation privately to those com

panies that assisted the work by supplying reports from

their own factories.

* * *

No Progress on Standardization.

Progress made in the investigations into heights of

frames and platforms from ground, wheel diameters and

tire sizes, and proportion of useful load to chassis weight,

it was reported, had not yet developed any conclusions on

which recommendations for standardization seemed ad

visable.

In order that there might be no confusion or duplication

of the work of standardization, there was a meeting of

the Commercial Motor Vehicle Committee and President

H. F. Donaldson, General Manager C. F. Clarkson, and

W. P. Kennedy, (Chairman of the Truck Standards Com

mittee) of the Society of Automobile Engineers, on June

3, preceding the convention, at which a clear understand

ing was reached regarding the lines along which the two

organizations would work. It was decided that the N. A.

A. M. should take up such subjects as pertain especially

to or affect the selling of trucks and their use by the pur

chaser, such as speed ratings, body weight allowance, uni

form widths and lengths of frames back of seat to provide

for interchangeability of bodies, standard warranty, stand

ard caution plate, and so forth, while the S. A. E., work

ing in harmony with the N. A. A. M., shall give attention

to the structure of the vehicle and its units with a view to

more economical production, improvement in design and

construction and so forth.

* * *

The subject of insurance on motor trucks was intro

duced as one that seemed to call for the attention of the

manufacturers, as the rates appeared to be too high and

illogical. The same rates for fire, theft and collision in

surance apply both to motor wagons and pleasure cars,

and are increased uniformly according to the age of the
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machine. Property damage and personal liability insur

ance, which are written by casualty companies, are based

on horsepower and on occupation. A statement prepared

by an insurance man showed that a motor truck listed in

the catalog at $1,500 takes a charge of $60 for fire and

collision insurance under the rates made by the Automo

bile Underwriter's Conference, while the premium for

property damage and liability is $115, making a total of

$175. The whole subject of insurance, including a pro

posal by an independent company that writes policies cov

ering all these classes of insurance at rates one-quarter

lower than those quoted, was referred to J. S. Marvin,

assistant general manager of the N. A. A. M.

After a half-day session, the convention adjourned to

November 7.

Those in attendance were S. D. Waldon, Chairman.

Packard Motor Car Co. ; Alb. F. Mais, Studebaker Cor

poration ; Wm. H. Brown, Mais Motor Truck Co. ; Ed

ward R. Hewitt, International Motor Co. ; C. A. Neracher,

Gramm Motor Truck Co. ; F. R. White, Baker Motor

Vehicle Co. ; F. I. Harding, Peerless Motor Car Co. ; A.

M. Chase, Chase Motor Truck Co. ; E. W. Curtis, Jr..

General Vehicle Co. ; Alfred Reeves, U. S. Motor Co. :

Arthur W. Robinson, Locomobile Co. of America; C. P.

Morton, Packard Motor Car Co. ; O. S. Coan, Alden

Sampson Mfg. Co. ; H. S. Stebbins, General Motors Truck

Co. ; Walter C. White, The White Co. ; C. H. McCausland,

Kissel Motor Car Co. ; M. L. Pulcher, Federal Motor

Truck Co.; Harold L. Pope, Pope Mfg. Co.; H. Kerr

Thomas. Pierce Arrow Motor Car Co. ; Morris R. Machol,

Hydraulic Truck Sales Co. ; J. S. Marvin, N. A. A. M.

STANDARD N. A. A. M. WARRANTY.

The National Association of Automobile Manufac

turers, Inc., through H. W. Perry, secretary of its com

mercial motor vehicle committee, is distributing to the

power wagon trade the following letter, accompanied by

a copy of the N. A. A. M. standard motor wagon war

ranty, which is also given herewith :

"The motor truck warranty of which a copy is in

closed has been definitely adopted as a standard form of

warranty by the National Association of Automobile

Manufacturers, Inc.

"Its use is recommended to all manufacturers of com

mercial motor vehicles. It should be printed in catalogs

and made a part of all contracts of sale, by printing it

on the face or back of the contract or by a specific refer

ence in the contract to the warranty as published in the

catalog of the company or to the warranty 'known as the

standard motor truck warranty of the National Associa

tion of Automobile Manufacturers, Inc.'

"This warranty differs in important particulars in

form but not in intent from all previous forms submitted

to the March and June conventions of the commercial

motor vehicle manufacturers and it supersedes them.

"The present form was adopted by the Executive

Committee of the N. A. A. M. at its June meeting follow

ing the convention of June 4."

Motor Truck Warranty.

"We warrant the new motor trucks manufactured by

us to be free from defects in material and workmanship,

this warranty being limited to making good at our factory

any part or parts thereof which shall, within ninety (90)

days after delivery of the truck to the original purchaser,

be returned to us with transportation charges prepaid, and

which our examination shall disclose to our satisfaction

to have been thus defective.

"This warranty shall not apply to any truck which

shall have been repaired or altered outside of our factory

in any way, so as, in our judgment, to affect its stability

or reliability, nor to any truck which has been operated

at a speed exceeding the factory rated speed, or loaded

beyond the factory rated load capacity, or which has been

the subject of other misuse, negligence or accident.

"We make no warranty whatever in respect to tires,

rims, ignition apparatus, lamps, gas tanks, signaling de

vices, generators, batteries or other trade accessories, in

asmuch as they are usually warranted separately by their

respective manufacturers.

"The foregoing obligation to make good any defective

parts returned as herein provided is in lieu of all other

warranties expressed or implied, and of all other obliga

tions or liabilities on our part, and we neither assume nor

authorize any other person to assume for us any other

liability in connection with the sale of our trucks."

M. Gemier's ambitious scheme of a peripatetic motor

theater recently came to an inglorious end in an auction

sale at Aubervilliers, near Paris, when his eight steam

tractors, electric lighting plant, special coaches, and

rarious material were disposed of to the highest bid

ders; but, far from being discouraged, M. Gemier says

he will try again next year.—The Commercial Motor.

There are 9 rural mail routes out of Brazil, Ind., and

on 5 of them the carrier uses motor cycles and on another

an automobile.

 

Rear view of a motor wagon, with roller bed, used for hauling lumber.
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A Bit of History.

Any New Concern Trying to Corral the Market Should Note This Carefully

By K. NELSON CARLE.

THE FARMER who wishes to plow a big sod field

will often run his first furrow through the middle

of the field and then work toward the two sides.

He will pace off the proper starting point, and that decided

upon, fix his eye on a tree or corner of the old rail fence

and guide horses and plow to that point.

Then you'll see him look back over the first furrow

to see if it is straight. If it is crooked all the other fur

rows will be crooked. He can make improvements only

by cutting wide or thin furrows, a makeshift job in which

he takes no pride.

Our friend's grandfather probably found the land in

the condition of virgin forest and put in many a year of

hard work before he got much sod land. Everything has

to have a beginning and upon the thoroughness of the

pioneer work depend future results.

Lots of industries follow as it were the first crooked

furrow. Let us look back a bit and see what was the

starting point of the first electric truck and see how near

it hit the tree.

We can begin, so far as this country is concerned, in

Hartford, Conn., about 1897. Electric pleasure cars were

made as early as 1893-4, but commercial electrics (elimi

nating runabouts) were built before 1897, and these were

put in operation early in 1898 and 1899. Several of the

1899 1.000-pound wagons are still on the job. Newark,

N. J., Brooklyn, N. Y.. and the Middle West then fell into

line, and models of various types were tried out in 1901-2-3.

It is doubtful if the pioneer makers of electric trucks

fixed their eye on any particular tree at first, and if they

did they took their eyes off it many times. Certain it is

that their field had stumps and stones and clumps of

bushes in it. and both the first and succeeding short fur

rows were far from straight. But they looked back before

they got far and tried to preserve a straight line from then

on. Anyway, they got the field plowed, eliminating most

of the stumps, and 1912 gives a promise of a wonderful

crop.

Men identified with the parent Connecticut company

formed another company which in turn was absorbed by

other interests. They retained their hold on the plow,

however, and I am going to give you a typical experience

of one of the ultimately successful pioneer builders of the

now popular electric truck.

* * *

Pioneering Usually a Thankless Task. •

The man who comes along and suggests a newer and

better way of doing a given task is not always hailed as

a benefactor. If the method he seeks to improve has been

in vogue for eight or ten centuries then he certainly has

trouble ahead of him. The first power loom was misun

derstood and the inventor had to flee for his life. The

first motor truck, and especially the electric truck, was

misunderstood, and while there were no riots attending its

introduction, there was an indifference, an incredulous

opposition,- that was if anything worse than riots, for

riots have a certain publicity value.

The world will always be indebted to the handful of

men who developed the electric truck, for they bore the

brunt of the early trials of the whole power wagon indus

try. Hear me through before you dispute this. Does

anyone question that anything than courage, persistence

and self-sacrifice would have produced the efficient electric

of today? How much help has it had from the pleasure

car industry? The motor truck was long regarded as a

.vide line—something to be taken up and developed after

the pleasure car market became fully sold.

* * *

Electric Truck Evolution.

So the electric truck had to make good, unaided, in

order to live. And its hard knocks have been its salvation.

Misjudged, maligned, beset first by criticisms and later by

the fiercest competition, it has still steadily forged ahead.

It is the oak which grows on the mountain side, exposed

to all the elements, which develops the toughest fiber, and

the early tribulations of the electric truck are responsible

for its present efficiency.

If the types of 1902 had been more successful from

the standpoint of simplicity, ease of operation and greater

mileage, the electric would probably have gone along in

a desultory fashion and never amounted to much for an

other decade. But because it was crude, because people

couldn't or wouldn't understand how it should be cared

for—because it had to stand the acid test, even when un

fairly treated, of paying dividends on the investment, it

has grown into a thoroughly efficient machine. The dis

credited early types were wonderful for their time. They

were clumsy, but this was in their favor, for it showed

bow much a well built truck could stand. Some of them

have already borne the brunt of from 7 to 1 1 years hard

work. And I want to impress upon you this fact: That

it is these same old veterans of 1902-oj running side by

side with the smart, standardized product of 1912 that is

convincing the business man of the dependability of the

electric. He can see with his own eyes the evolution. The

improvements in design, constructions, mileage, etc., are

tangible. He grasps what the past ten years have

produced.

* * *

Early Selling Problems.

Long before T905 the electric truck had dissipated the

idea that one can sell motor wagons by pleasure car

methods. Its pioneers soon gave up the plan of making

money the first few years. What they wanted to do was

to get something on the street and be able to prove its

strong points and limitations. They certainly succeeded

in discovering "limitations," because everyone was eager

to prove what a "damphool" idea the whole thing was.
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You can probably remember adding a few "I told you

so's" to the general verdict yourself.

But, if you have ever noticed it, a recognized universal

l'eed and an invention to supply that need usually strike

town about the same time. People began after a while

to believe there must be something in the electric truck

after all, and the shortcomings of horse drawn service,

and above all else the increasing cost of such service,

almost compelled them to at least consider the electric

truck. The result was a few scattering orders, but orders

with ironclad specifications of singular originality. The

manufacturers' blue prints were not merely modified, they

were used as something to keep away from. Each vehicle

was a separate and distinct engineering undertaking and

the finished product pronounced it as such. There were

4j/$-ton trucks and %-ton trucks, unique hotel busses,

modified coaches, 48-seat sightseeing cars, ambulances,

patrol wagons, and other creations worthy of the times.

In other words, electric truck manufacturers built what

the customer thought he wanted and sent it to Buffalo or

Peru, as the case might be. Also they nearly always

wished they had gone without the business. The experi

ence was about all they had by way of consolation. Of

course there were exceptions.

About the time the factory overhead emphasized the

importance of sticking to one real truck and wagon design,

and orders from department stores, brewers and a few

wholesalers gave promise of a long deferred dividend,

other electric truck companies were organized, and the

industry went through a stock jobbing era, with the in

evitable result. The promoters got all the money and the

pioneers the black eye. Those were cheerful days. Orders

on the books had no influences with the banks ; they classed

the whole thing as a gamble and would have none of it.

Read your back issues of The Power Wagon and you

will see that the promotion danger to the industry was

appreciated.

The panic of 1907-8 also left its scars, but still the

industry survived. It began to make real progress in

1909, and 191 1 put it on its feet. Real progress has been

made since then.

Let those who think they are blazing a path for the

motor truck consider the evolution of the electric. Who

set the example of building one-design vehicles and why?

Who first began to sell trucks as they should be sold ?

The pioneer makers of the electric. If today you find

some of them "stiff" in the matter of cutting prices or

building special vehicles, give them credit for learning

their lesson—credit for having backbone enough to decline

the order rather than build what they know isn't adapted

for the work. They are keeping their eyes on the tree,

rot on a dollar today at the expense of two tomorrow.

* •+ *

Proper Sales Methods Vindicated.

We are just beginning to realize, in the motor truck-

industry, that there is much about marketing pleasure

cars that we have to forget before we can rightly sell

trucks ; that letting the pleasure car end of the plant carry

all the overhead for the truck division isn't good business ;

that selling trucks at any price and at the same time giving

reckless guarantees, all to get a distribution, makes one's

working capital melt like snow in the sun ; that the race

is not to the swift; that the square deal and the long look

ahead offer the only assurance as to re-orders, and they are

what count.

There are two men in one organization who have put

twelve of the best years of their lives into the electric

truck. One had sane ideas of manufacturing, the other

of selling, and both had the patience to wait. They had

to wait for years. I have no doubt there were times when

they saw neither salary nor expense account for three

months at a time. Still they had faith in the proposition

and were willing to pay the price of success. Today one

heads the engineering force of the largest business of its

kind in the world, and the other last year lacked but

$19,000 of selling, single handed, $1,000,000 worth of

electric trucks. There's romance for you, but behind it

all is hard work, and hard work with the right objective

point always in mind. Behind it, too, was a good product

—one built with that infinite capacity for taking pains.

Behind it were proper selling methods, the kind that per

petuate sales.

The experience I have cited may not apply, as a whole,

to all who -have done their part in preparing the ground

for the electric truck, but those who know the facts know

it is not overdrawn. The industry has reached the sodded

ground now, but there is still that crooked furrow to watch.

I said near the first of the article that the electric

truck has had to bear the brunt of power wagon develop

ment, which is true. Dig up any new method of sales

promotion, any unique co-operative service plan, and I

will show you its predecessor as tried out by electric truck

pioneers. To divorce the motor truck from the pleasure

car in manufacture, sales and co-operative service was

recognized as imperative by electric truck makers years

ago. To sell a man what his work required and not what

he thought he wanted or what you had ready to deliver,

was a plan o. k.'d only after years of following the line

of least resistance. To give the best possible co-opera

tion that the business could stand was recognized as neces

sary to real expansion, but there is a limit to such work,

and free bodies, new tires and machines rebuilt gratis can

not be included if you plan to stay in business. You can't

get the 'crop without tilling the ground properly but you

must keep your eye on the tree or it may cost you more

for seed and labor than you can get out of it.

* * *

Room For All Good Trucks.

The industry is young yet and there is room for all

good trucks. It will be recognized by those who have

watched the evolution of other labor saving devices, how

ever, that not all those who sow will reap. Also that

the industry as a whole may be greatly hurt by the faults

of a few. Eventually there will be more of a get-together

spirit among manufacturers and many of the present day

weaknesses will be remedied. This is essential, for in

stead of belittling each other's product, we should present

a solid front to the present indifference of the average

business man. It is imperative that we convince the pos

sible buyer, but equally important that we not onlv win
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his confidence but retain it. So good trucks of all kinds

are necessary, and quality will eventually command its

price.

* * *

Speed and Mileage.

The slow speed of the electric truck has been used

igainst it by many, but not by those who appreciate the

importance of low maintenance costs and a truck that will

stand up under from six to ten years of constant service.

It is possible to drive an electric power wagon at 50 miles

an hour, but who wants to pay the bills?

I like to compare a heavy duty motor truck with a

iramp steamer. The tramp, as you probably know, gets

the greatest possible mileage out of a ton of coal. It goes

along at about twice the speed of a sailing ship—reaches

port in about half the time and with twice the load. A

iramp averages about 8 or 9 knots an hour, and ex

perience has demonstrated that this speed earns the

biggest dividends.

All of which brings me to what I believe will some

clay be an accepted axiom: "The nearer you can keep a

heavy duty truck dozm to tivice the walking speed of a

heavy pair of horses the better for your pocketbook."

The express steamer carrying perishable fruits is more

like your 150-mile-a-day-gasoline truck, and of course the

"Lusitania" is your touring car. The 25-knot boat con

sumes twice the coal per day that a 20-knot boat does,

and your tramp steamer built to carry the maximum cargo

it a minimum coal consumption would be a total failure

as a dividend producer at 18 knots. You can put Krupp

wheels on your freight cars and haul them 50 miles an

hour too, but you must cut down your train and use twice

the coal. Passenger business is often a loss. The real

money is made in freight hauled at a speed which has been

proved economical.

The law of diminishing returns will solve this ques

tion of motor truck speed. I am convinced that a speed

cf over 10 miles an hour for a 5-ton truck will be war

ranted only in a small percentage of trucking and delivery.

The 5-ton electric truck will not exceed 7 or 8 miles an

hour, a speed maintained by one large manufacturer since

1907. The pioneer makers of electrics have been through

this problem also, and the recent action of the N. A. A. M.

in the matter of speeds is significant. Evidently the cus

tomers' pocketbook is quite a barometer in the motor truck

trade just as it is in many others.

Electric truck mileage has received jolts enough to sat

isfy most anyone, but the big firms who use large electric

fleets are better judges than outside critics of what con

stitutes the necessary mileage for a good day's work. It's

the story of the tramp steamer over again. If you are

after economy don't put into port too often for coal.

If 40 miles a day is all that you need to make the round

trip why carry about unnecessary battery weight? Take

a boost at noon in the busy season or get an extra battery.

Battery mileages have increased about 40 per cent in the

last five years anyway, and already the electric can handle

75 per cent of average city transfers. If you want to

haul strawberries 50 miles to market twice a day that's a

horse of another color. The electric has its own field and

its real friends would rather have it stay on the asphalt.

* * *

What of '1922?

The motor truck industry is still in its infancy and

without question will surprise the world in the next decade.

T have tried to show why the electric has fairly won its

place and I look for it to get its share of the nation's

patronage. The ground is being rapidly cultivated and

cultivated in most cases as it should be. The older manu

facturers of electrics plan nothing spectacular but rather

a steady persistent development. They realize that their's

will be no walkover even in the territory which they feel

is rightly theirs.

They keep before them certain standards of manu

facture and most of them strive through their sales organi

zation to build well as they go. That's all anyone can do.

A man told me the other day that for the lighter

classes of delivery the coming machine would be a cheap

vehicle built in large quantities and often sold in lots of

50 and 100 to a customer. He said it would be cheaper

to pay $500 for a light delivery wagon, work it hard for

two years and then scrap it than to pay three times that

for a quality wagon. I can't see it. For one thing, a

power wagon doesn't go to pieces all at once like the "one

horse shay"—it has to have daily care. Your cheap car

is going to be in the repair shop so often that the ensuing

delays will make necessary a relay fleet that will more

than offset the higher price of a real wagon or truck. We

can sell shoddy to the foreigner and dollar watches to the

multitude, but we can't put junk into a motor truck and

get away with it, for very long. The customer's ledger

will show us up every time. Let's keep our eye on the tree.

STANLEY FIELD ON THE POWER WAGON.

Stanley Field, of the great dry goods house of Mar

shall Field & Co., one of the largest users of power

wagons, recently consented to be interviewed. This is

what he said :

"The advent of the motor wagon has opened for us

a new field. That field is the 'long haul.' Today we

have machines running regularly to Lake Bluff and sim

ilar points at which we made no delivery before we in

stituted the power wagons. In our garages there are

60 motor wagons. They are more than an economy.

They are a new profit, for they enable us to do business

where we did none before.

"When we first put them in I was curious to see

whether such a thing would ever come about as the total

disappearance of the horse. So at first the horse and

the machine were run in competition. But it was soon

seen that whatever superiority the machine had over

the horse in average haul, it had a far greater one in

the long-distance pulls. So we gradually put the power

wagon on deliveries to the most distant points. New

districts were opened for the firm and now the power

wagon is as indispensable for its purposes as is the horse

for his.

"Transportation represents one of the big items in
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the firm's business and during the experimental stage,

following the inauguration of the power wagon, a close

scrutiny was kept of the merits of the invader. It costs

from $6 to $6.50 per day to keep a wagon and one team

of horses going. This includes whatever salary there is,

the ultimate deterioration of the animals, etc. A power

ivagon costs from $12 to $13 a day. The difference in

maintenance is so radical as to be almost forbidding at

first. But a conservative statement, comparing the

amount of work one machine can do a day and the

amount of work a team of horses can perform in a simi

lar time, gives the machine a decided superiority. .It

does $18 worth of horse work for $12 or $13.

"The motor wagon, however, can be run at a total

loss if one does not exercise caution as well as intelli

gence. To run a motor wagon from our wholesale

house at Adams street and Fifth avenue to the North

western depot and keep it running between these two

points all day, would be folly. A team of horses could

do the work just as well and in almost as little time.

The motor wagon has to stop at crossings ; it can not

go much faster than the horses in the downtown

crowds that pack the streets. When it gets to the

freight depot it has to line up and wait in the same

manner that the horses do. So it can be seen that such

conditions as cited would not be favorable. It will be

a long time before the power wagon gets the better of

the horse for short hauling.

"The electric wagon, which costs from $7 to $8 a

day to maintain, conies nearer to beating the horse at

the short-distance game. But there is still a difference

and the difference is in favor of the animals.

"I can look ahead, say, ten or fifteen years, and see

the machines being used for every sort of hauling. This

would be possible if the congestion were lessened, the

streets made more even and several other prevailing

conditions blotted out. I can't prophesy that Chicago

will have a subway in ten years, or that it will have

evenly paved streets. If it does, though, the horse will

be cast aside, almost completely, I should say.

"All the year round, winter and summer, the power

wagon bucks the road and carries our goods into far

and out-of-the-way places. It would be impossible to

ship to these points by horses. We used to try, but the

labor was too wearing on the animals and there was a

loss with each journey. So we gave it up and used the

railroad until the power wagon came.

"One of the problems connected with the power

wagons, both gasoline and electric, is keeping them in

repair. In no other case is the old saying about 'a few

cracks in time will oft save nine' so well illustrated.

Every month each of our machines gets an overhauling,

whether it needs it or not. The engine is looked to,

any worn-out parts are .replaced, and the works are

cleaned. Every five months each power wagon is taken

completely apart, the bearings oiled and overhauled and

the entire machine given a rigid inspection.

"This makes the average life of a power wagon twice

that which it would be if allowed to go along and not be

looked after until something collapsed within. We

learned that the mechanism of an engine is just as deli

cate and temperamental as the organism of a horse, and

that it requires equal care to keep both well. In the

main, the loss from breakdowns has been eliminated

with the power wagon. This was not the case at first.

We used to let the gas wagons run along in a sort of

blind faith and desperate hope that nothing would hap

pen. Things would go well, and thinking to let well

enough alone, we'd keep our hands off the motors and

engines. Then one day there would be a series of

breakdowns. About fifteen to twenty machines would

be reported as disabled. Examination in most cases

would prove that the reason for disablement was

neglect and not original weakness."

Steel-studded (pneumatic) tire covers are- compulsory

in Buenos Aires, S. America.

Dallas, Tex., has 14 motor vehicles—including power

wagons—in municipal service.

 

Rambler chemical apparatus In use by the South Bend, Ind., fire department.
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Paraffin As a Fuel.

English Experiments Do Not Give Encouragement for the Use of Kerosene.

By W. MORGAN and E. B. WOOD.*

TO USE paraffin on the road successfully in the

ordinary type of engine, a mean effective pressure

and a b.h.p. hour consumption approaching that

reached with gasoline must be attained. Many claim to

have succeeded in doing this ; the writers themselves have

had their expansive moments, but sooner or later the re

sults have fallen off or certain troubles have asserted them

selves, with consequent disappointment.

The problem then is to run an ordinary motor-car en

gine on paraffin with sensibly the same ease, flexibility,

economy and power as on gasoline, and to determine the

paraffin of highest boiling point usable. The difficulties

to be overcome group themselves under two heads:

(a) The ordinary carburetor difficulties due to varia

tion in mixture quality.

(b) The difficulties in vaporizing the paraffin and

holding it up as an explosive mixture.

After consideration and some preliminary experiment

ing, the writers laid down the following principles to be

followed in attempting to make a paraffin carburetor :

i. All fuel should be completely evaporated before

entering the engine, although partial condensation might

occur after evaporation.

2. The fuel should be evaporated in the presence of

some to to 20 per cent of the total air required, and then

mixed with the remaining air.

3. The evaporated fuel, before mixture with the main

air, should be superheated, with the objects—

(a) of producing a fog of extremely fine texture on

dilution ;

(b) of producing a fixed gas.

The necessity of observing the first principle is obvious

merely on account of lubrication, particularlv in the case

of sleeve, piston and rotary valve engines. Further, liquid

paraffin on a highly heated surface, such as that of a valve,

readily cracks, while the vapor of the same may safely

be heated to a much higher temperature without decom

position, and when cracking occurs, will form products

in such a state of division that combustion is easy and

deposition rarely occurs. Although evaporation may be

complete in the vaporizer, yet on mixing such a charge

with extra air a mixture of a fog-like character is formed.

The paraffin condensed in this form has practically no

netting properties, and differs entirely from the coarser

particles of liquid formed by spraying the fuel. High

thermal efficiency cannot be obtained unless the fuel is

atomized as finely as possible ; a completelv-vaporized

condition, if possible, is the best. Fuel particles of any

size take an appreciable time in burning, and hence burn

inefficiently. The burning may easily be incomplete and

Rive rise to further inefficiency, and cause cracking, with

deposit or foul exhaust. This action can take place in

•Abstract of a paper read before the Institution of Automobile En

gineers (London. Eng.). "Paraffin" is a somewhat ambiguous term

■n England. b,,t may be taken as the equivalent of "kerosene" In

America.— [Ed.]

the case of gasoline, as may readily be observed. A quartz

glass window was inserted in the cylinder wall of a four-

stroke engine in order to observe the nature of the com

bustion. The color of the flame varied from a pale blue

to a dazzling white flash, according to the density and

dilution of the charge. With a well-heated carburetor the

flame appeared homogeneous, but, when cold, bright

streaks of flame could be seen, indicating flaming spots of

gasoline being projected across the cylinder.

With the paraffin in the fog condition, it is probable

that on compression the fuel is evaporated, for the ob

servers have failed to note, in the case of engines running

on such mixtures, any evidence in the indicator diagrams

of want of sharpness in explosion, or signs of delayed

burning beyond those observable with gasoline.

The second principle depends on the necessity of keep

ing the charge temperature as low as possible, in order

to maintain a high charge density and to prevent pre-

ignition. If evaporation of the paraffin in the presence

of the whole air be attempted, it is necessary to raise the

temperature of the whole charge to a temperature ap

proaching that of the boiling points of the heavier frac

tions. (A "fraction" is any of the several products which

will result from distilling a substance at various tempera

tures—the "light" fractions boil off first, and the "heavy"

fractions last.—Ed.) This temperature is difficult to gov

ern, and. as will be shown, it is quite possible for some

form of ignition to be set up in the overheated evaporating

charge. The troubles and losses caused by this action will

be proportionally greater when the whole of the air is con

cerned than when a fraction is involved. The 10 to 20

per cent of air used in evaporation acts as a carrier in

much the same way as steam or nitrogen when employed

in the distillation of organic compounds somewhat un

stable with heat. It lessens the tendency to cracking, with

the accompanying deposit of tar and coke. In addition,

this carrying air exercises a useful function in assisting

the mixing of the evaporated charge with the main air

with minimum deposition.

Later work has shown that the third principle is very

much open to question. There is no evidence that a finer

fog results from mixing a rich charge at, say, 550 degrees

C. with air than from mixing a charge at 300 degrees C. ;

but there is evidence that where high superheat has been

employed a dense, readily depositing fraction occurs which

causes the highly superheated charge to deposit in greater

quantities than the cooler charge. The quantity of fixed

gas producing is disappointing, and its character is such

that its production is undesirable.

In spite of this, the first attempts at making a paraffin

carburetor were encouraging. The device was placed on

the exhaust side of the engine, with main and carrying air

throttles connected. The fuel, with its fraction of air,

was fed tangentially into a cylindrical chamber and deliv

ered axially, passing directly through the superheater pipe
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This machine is In service In Sydney, N. S. W., Australia. It Is a char-a-bancs with torpedo-type body, scuttle dash, two wind screens

(one In the center of the vehicle) and front wheels shod with 7-Inch Palmer Cord Tires. The seating capacity

Is 20. The machine was made by the Lacre Motor Car Co., London, England.

down the center of the exhaust pipe. The object of the

circular vaporizer was to trap all unevaporated paraffin,

and prevent it entering the more highly-heated super

heater and either escaping unevaporated or cracking on

the hot walls. The circular evaporator was quite a suc

cess, and after considerable use no trace of deposit was

observed in the superheater.

The highly heated charge, now mixed with the main

air, was discharged straight along the induction pipe so

as not to impinge on any surface. The temperature of

the mixture entering the cylinders varied from 6o degrees

C. to 8o degrees C.

Other modifications of these parts were used, but it

was noted that for slow running the most successful re

sults were obtained with the evaporator on the engine side

of the throttle. This form of carburetor was tried on the

road and on the bench.

The chief points noted in running were :

i. The exhaust was generally clean and odorless.

2. The engine showed no signs of deposit other than

those due to lubricating oil, except on two occasions, one

when an attempt was made to start the engine from cold

on a mixture of gasoline and paraffin, and another when

an attempt was made to run the engine on crude oil.

3. The highest mean effective pressure was 70 pounds

per square inch.

4. The plugs were clean, but showed signs of high

temperature. In one case the electrode was found to be

fused away. It should be noted that the engine was then

running at 1,600 revolutions per minute under four-fifths

load.

5. The engine was capable of high speeds, and yet

could pull down to quite low speeds.

6. Carburetors evaporating on the engine side of .the

throttle were much more successful at low speeds than

those evaporating outside the throttle.

7. The exhaust was observed from time to time sud

denly to rise in temperature, the pipe becoming red-hot.

This was accompanied by a tendency of the engine to

knock, together with a loss of power. The engine would

become unsteady, and sometimes lose its power, giving

the impression that the brake had been steadily loaded

up. The effect on the exhaust valve was marked and

destructive.

8. After such overheating, a curious kind of popping,

differing from that due to weakness of mixture, was ob

served in the carburetor.

In conclusion, it would appear that there is a sharply-

('efined limit to the grade of paraffin which may be burnt

in an ordinary gasoline engine, as the oil must be heated

to the bo;ling point of its heaviest fractions, and yet this

temperature should be below the ignition temperature

jr a fraction of the air is burnt wastefully. The evapora

tion should be carried out in the presence of some 20 per

cent of the air necessary for combustion, and the mixture

li'i-ted afterwards to the necessary degree.
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Power Wagon Insurance.

A Frank Expression of Opinion from An Insurance Man of Experience.

ONE OF THE most valuable contributions to the

vexed question of power wagon insurance ap

peared in the June, 191 2, issue of the Bulletin of

the General Contractors' Association. This was furnished

by James L. Freeborn, of L. A. Wight & Co., insurance

brokers, New York city. As Mr. Freeborn has placed in

surance on hundreds of power wagons in the great eastern

city, his remarks carry the weight of authority. He says :

"A motor truck is supposed to do the work of from

ihree to four 2-horse teams ; therefore comparison should

be made on this basis.

"On considering liability insurance in $5,ooo/$io,ooo

limits, the tariff rate per team is $26, or $78 for three

teams, while the tariff rate for motor trucks in Greater

Xew York is $75, making approximately the same rate,

due to the fact that the mileage covered is approximately

the same.

"When 3-horse teams are used, the comparison would

favor the horse, as the rate would be $52 for two teams,

fince two such teams are equal to one truck.

"The rate for property damage to the amount of $1,000

is S40 per truck, and $5.20 per team. Three teams would

cost $15.60, or writh the two 3-horse teams, $10.40, but

policies are so rarely written for property damage by

teams that this charge might be disregarded. In the case

of motor trucks, however, it is essential, as experience has

shown they are more liable to damage property than

are teams, undoubtedly because of their great weight and

the force of their impact.

"When we reach this point a comparative cost ceases,

except that the rate for fire insurance in ordinary stables

is high, while we can cover motor trucks at from 2 to

2,'4 per cent of the cost of the vehicle, against fire, theft

and transportation hazards. Therefore, when the value

of the vehicle is taken into consideration, the cost of the

insurance would not be very much greater than the amount

on three teams, except that the value of a motor is so

much greater.

"Thus the premiums on a $5,500 car would amount to

S225 at the least for the three contingencies just men

tioned. In addition, there is a fourth risk which may be

carried, the injury of a collision sustained by the truck

itself. The premium for this risk amounts to $155; and

for all four risks $380, or 7 per cent of the price of the

truck.

"This last-named risk, collision sustained, is so rarely

met that the high rate exacted by the insurance companies

is out of all proportion to the hazard. In all my experi

ence in motor truck insurance I have never known of a

single instance in which the truck itself was seriously in

jured by a collision. When there is a collision it's the

other fellow that's damaged. Just imagine one of those

yYi or 10-ton trucks running amuck and anything being

left of what it hit ! About the only thing that can damage

 

Motor hearse sold by H. L. Keats Auto Company, Portland. Oregon, to J. P. Findlay & Son of that city. The body Is mounted on a

Chalmers "36" chassis lengthened to 130 Inches. The body was built by Belmore, McDougall & Moores.

The exterior finish Is a beautiful egg-shell gray.
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A portion of the Packard motor patrol squadron which is a powerful factor in the efficiency of the Detroit police department.

cne of those bier fellows is another just as big, or a loco

motive, and then the smash-up would be mutual. As a

matter of fact, some underwriters report the major part

of losses under this head as occurring in railroad yards."

In consequence of the exorbitant rate and the improba

bility of any damage on that score, Mr. Freeborn is advis

ing his clients not to insure for the item of "collision

sustained'" unless the companies will make a very substan

tial reduction in the rate.

NEW LOADING DEVICE.

A new device in the form of a "loading nest" for

motor wagons has recently been installed by W. B.

Moses and Sons, a large furniture concern of Wash

ington.

The "nest" is simply a big wagon box which fits ex

actly into the large motor trucks used by the firm. It

is 13 feet long, 7 feet wide and over 6 feet high. When

properly loaded, it holds 6,000 pounds. The nest is

set on a track on the running gear of a truck. When

the idea was first shown to an engineer he said that it

was not practical, but a contract was let to a concern

in Hanover, Pa., and the two nests now in use by this

furniture house have proved so satisfactory that others

will be built as soon as needed.

It is claimed that a half day is saved for each deliv

ery day by this new idea. Formerly when the big mo

tor vans arrived at the store at 8 o'clock in the morn

ing it took from 2 to 2]/2 hours to load them properly

and carefully. The load can now leave the store a few

minutes after eight, as it takes but a few minutes to

run the nest into the van. It is just the size of the

inside of the van and so no room is lost. The packing

is done the night before and when the van arrives in

the morning all that has to be done is to back it to the

curb and the nest is slid in place.

The idea of applying the "nest" system to the load

ing of furniture on the big automobile vans of the

Moses company originated with Arthur C. Moses of

that firm, and was carried into practice largely through

the efforts of C. F. Woltz, who has charge of the motor

delivery wagons in the establishment.

This concern has just within the last year used

motor wagons for delivery purposes, and now uses ten

machines in the place of 23 double horses and wagons

which were formerlv in their service.

The average prices of imported automobiles sold in

England for the last four years were as follows : In 1908,

$1,815: 1909. $1,665: 1910. $r,595 : 191 1, $1,265.

 

Part of fleet of 46 Alco trucks of the American Express Company. The tenth order has just been placed. It specifies five of 9/g tons

capacity.
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GARBAGE MOTORS IN ATLANTA.

Atlanta, Ga., now has three motor garbage wagons in

operation. Concerning the efficiency of the first machine

after a prolonged trial, John Jentzen, chief inspector of

the sanitary department, said recently: "This one truck

does the work of 19 carts, which made one load each every

morning on the route now followed by the truck, and of

lour regular carts making six to seven loads each during

the day. We have recently added two more of these

trucks to our equipment, and it is my wish and intention

to supplant the great majority of our 152 carts and 25

wagons with motor trucks, as I regard the latter as a more

economical and efficient vehicle for handling garbage and

rubbish, and except in unpaved, inaccessible sections of

the city the power wagon is much preferable to either the

cart or the wagon."

MOTOR WAGONS FROM CABS.

It is said that one of London's big motor cab com

panies cannot make ends meet under the recent decision

on the contentions between men and master, and that the

cabs will be converted into light motor wagons for goods

transport.

 

INTERNATIONAL SHOW FOR LONDON.

According to "The Commercial Motor," London is to

have an international motor vehicle show, in November

next, at the Royal Agricultural Hall, and power wagons

'will dominate the occasion."

Rear view of Alco fire tractor for Schenectady, showing fifth-wheel

principle,

THE COST OF CURRENT.

The series of articles entitled "The Cost of Current," which com

menced In the June, 1912, Issue of THE POWER WAGON, will be

continued In our August issue. The Commonwealth Edison Com

pany, of Chicago, is very much Interested In our form of tabulation,

and promises an enlightening article and table for the next Issue of

this Journal. Other big central stations will contribute to the series

In our later issues.

On a recent public holiday over 3,000,000 Londoners

traveled in motor passenger vehicles—mostly busses and

taxies.

DEALERS RECENTLY APPOINTED.

Town and State. Agent. Make of Truck.

Bessemer, Ala L. J. Jordan Knox

Los Angeles, Cal John A. Meeks Adams

Oakland, Cal Delhi & Teichner Adams

San F-ranclsco, Cal S. Hables Marathon

San Francisco. Cal Pan-American Co Moon & Mich.

Alton, III John Casella Moon

Chicago, III Chase Motor Truck Agency Chase

Joliet, III Stelnhart & Jensen Co Chase

Indianapolis, Ind Carl G. Fisher & Co Packard

Baltimore, Md A. M. Pearson Alco

Boston, Mass Lansden Electric Vehicle Co Lansden

Salem, Mass Wm. H. Church & John J. Donovan .. Bulck

Worcester, Mass Worcester Elec. Vehicle Co. ..Detroit Elec.

Minneapolis, Minn Pence Auto Co Federal

Kansas C.ty, Mo Standard Engineering Co Sandusky

St. Joseph, Mo Leslie Motor Car Co Hatfield

Manchester, N. H Brodle Electric & Auto Co Indiana

Nashua. N. H City Garage Co International

Brooklyn, N. Y R. & L. Co Garford

Syracuse, N. Y W. H. Bissell International

Syracuse, N. Y T. A. Young Peerless

Akron, Ohio H. F. M. Mfg. Co Velle

Cleveland, Ohio Standard Top & Equipment Co Service

Hamilton, Ohio Central Motor Co Velie

Mansfield, Ohio C. H. Voegele Velle

Springfield, Ohio Kelly Motor Truck Co Kelly

Philadelphia, Pa D. Earl Brackett Grand Rapids

Philadelphia, Pa A. M. Pearson Alco

Pittsburg, Pa Union Motor Car Co Federal

Spokane, Wash B. E. Tlltz G. M. C.

 

New Alco tractor for Schenectady (N. Y.) fire department.
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Section of Bosch parts manufacturing plant, Springfield, Mass.

NEW BOSCH FACTORY.

The Bosch Magneto Company's manu

factory at Springfield, Mass., is said to

express concretely the spirit that has

always been uppermost in the business

policy of the company, namely, the un

ceasing effort to produce the best and

to maintain such shop conditions that

only the best can be produced.

In the buildings now constructed one

thousand workers will be surrounded

with conditions such as to enable them

to give their skill its best expression

and to produce only such work as will

be in keeping with Bosch standards.

Carefully prepared schemes for heating,

ventilating, sanitation and general effi

ciency have been worked out by those

who planned the structures so that ab

solute order and cleanliness will auto

matically prevail. Nor were the arrange

ments limited to present needs, but, on

the contrary, the buildings now in use

are but the nucleus for a prospective

group that will house more than three

thousand workers.

The site is on North Main street in

the city of Springfield, the home of sev

eral active automobile enterprises, and

is so located that the factory has direct

rail connection, by me?ns of a side track

of the Boston & Maine Railroad, with

the railroads of the country.

In addition to the main or manufactur

ing building the buildings now erected

include a power house and boiler house,

besides a number of small, temporary

ones. The manufacturing building is of

a cross-shape plan with four stories,

each 13 feet 6 inches high, and contains

the shops and factory offices. It is 315

feet long and 66 feet deep, with the

length extending north and south on

Main street.

The east or front section, setting at

right angles to the length of the build

ing, houses the main entrance, main

stairway and toilets, while the west or

rear section contains the wash rooms

and locker rooms. The intention is to

add one wing, extending from east to

west, on each end of the main building,

and to complete the square with a build

ing similar to that now erected. In that

way the buildings will form a large

block with two light courts.

It was the desire to provide the best

possible conditions for the workmen, re

garding both their health and their

working facilities. The buildings are of

reinforced concrete construction, having

been laid out to give the workmen safe

ty, large working space and natural

light. The wash and toilet rooms have

been provided with the most sanitary

fixtures that could be obtained. Special

care has been taken to insure perfect

ventilation of work rooms.

As the buildings are located along one

of the frequently used state highways,

the architectural appearance has been

given more attention than is done with

usual factory buildings. Tapestry brick

has been used for the panels or spandrel

walls, while the concrete work is paint

ed a light buff color.

All shop room floors are of 2% inches

maple with a subfloor laid on sleepers;

these are embedded in concrete.

The main stairs and the stairs at each

end of the main building are of concrete

construction, and, like the rest of the

building, fireproof. The stair landings

of the main stairs are laid with terazzo,

the steps with safety treads.

There is an electrically operated ele

vator of 3,000 pounds carrying capacity

at each end of the main building. An

electric dumb waiter, with push button

control, connects the stock rooms on the

upper stories with the main stock rooin

on the ground floor. A hydraulic lift

near the loading platform facilitates the

loading and unloading of railroad cars.

The windows, the numbers and size

of which are well worth noticing, have

three sashes, the top and bottom being:

pivoted, the center sash being stationary.

The pivoted sashes are fitted with tabor

strips to insure tightness and are oper

ated by worm and gear drives, which al

lows from 12 to 20 sashes to be moved

at the same time. All windows are dou

ble glazed, to give as good insulation as.

possible.

The city water used in the factory can:

be taken from two different sources, the

factory being located on the line that

divides Chicopee and Springfield. The

city water, which is exceptionally clear,

is used for drinking fountains, office lav

atories, the hydraulic lift on the loading

platform and for fire protection. Well

water pumped from an artesian well in

the rear of the building is used for the

wash rooms, toilet and general purposes.

The yard is provided with sillcocks for

sprinkling purposes.

The Springfield water supply system

has a pressure of about 140 pounds per

square inch, the Chicopee system about

110 pounds, gauged at North Main street

opposite the factory, so that the water of

either system could be used for fire

protection.

Special attention has been given the

heating arrangements, which may be

termed an indirect system. It uses air

as the convecting medium, but it differs

from the ordinary system of indirect

heating in that instead of one large heat

er through which the air is forced with

great velocity, there are a great number

of ordinary radiators using low-pressure

steam along the outside walls, around"

which the air travels rather slowly. The

smoke gases from the heater fires pass

through economizers, where a part of

their heat is taken off and the gases are

then led to the smokestacks, which are

erected within the main buildings. In-

this way a great part of the heat from'

smoke gases is utilized. An enclosure

about 9 feet high on each floor protects

the workmen against the direct radiation

of heat from the smoke stacks.

The radiators are cast iron pipes with,

radiating fins to increase the heating

surface. The radiator is separated from

the outside wall by a partition of sheet

metal which extends from the window

sill to the lower part of the radiator.

It is also separated from the interior of

the room by a partition running from

the window sill to the floor. The two

partitions, together with the outside

wall, form a casing with two separate

spaces covered on top by a grating of

expanded metal. When the radiator is

heated the surrounding air will rise inr

the inner space and will draw cold air
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through the space next to the wall. The

cold air, coming through the wall and

window drops, passes through the outer

space and rises in the inner space of the

radiator casings. The warm air leaving

the casing is drawn away by the draft

which is caused by exhaust fans located

in the main stair tower.

This arrangement of the radiators has

a number of advantages over the old

method of setting them directly against

the wall. The losses of heat through the

walls and windows are reduced to a min

imum, the lower part of the wall is pro

tected against direct radiation and the

•cold air that constantly drops from the

windows and walls forms an insulating

layer in itself. The work benches can

be set directly against the radiator cas

ings, as the rising warm air protects

the workmen from draft and cold and

the inner walls of the casings keep off

the direct radiation.

Still another advantage of this ar

rangement of heating and the unique

system of mechanical draft is that it

prevents from rising the dust that ne

cessarily collects on the floors from the

shuffling of the workmen's feet, and con

sequently neither the working of fine

materials nor the workmen's breathing

is hampered by the circulation of dush

through the air.

All air entering the work rooms drops

from the vicinity of the ceiling and

leaves by the lower louvers, the floor

dust being thereby kept down and car

ried out with the warmer air draft along

the floor.

This unusual arrangement also re

moves the possibility of having the

workmen experience uncomfortable and

cool drafts about their feet.

The method of ventilation has been

commended by authorities and is accom

plished by mechanical draft. The stair

wells are used as ventilating flues, each

having an immense exhaust fan placed

at its top. There are two disk fans at

the top of the main stairway, each of

which has a capacity of 100.000 cubic feet

per minute. The discharging capacity of

these fans together can be varied from

50.000 to 200.000 cubic feet a minute. A

Blower fan of 30.0000 cubic' feet capac

ity is placed over each of the other two

stairways, on the north and south ends

nf the building. The direction and in

tensity of the flow of air through the

work rooms to the exhaust fans are

regulated by louvers which are placed in

the partitions that divide the working

rooms of the main building. These par

titions divide each floor into two parts,

forming a passageway between, running

from the main stairs to the wash rooms.

Louvers are also provided in the walls

of the stairways on the north and south

•ends.

The ventilation of the forge room on

the first floor and the hardening room

on the second floor and the men's toilet

rooms is entirely separate from the gen

eral ventilation, and thus the fumes and

gases are kept out of the general work

rooms. Two blower fans draw the air

from these rooms and carry it through

a chimney flue into the open air at the

roof.

The operation of the general ventilat

ing system can be varied according to

weather conditions. In winter the disk

fans in the main stair tower are used

only for producing a change of air twice

every hour. Fresh air is brought into

the building from the open through the

outside walls by galvanized iron pipes

of 6-inch diameter which run along the

ceiling.

The cold air enters the room through

a number of thin slots in the pipes, and

in dropping in, mixes with the warm air

that is constantly rising. The tempera

ture of the rooms is therefore kept very

uniform, and the heat is used to the best

advantage.

The air is drawn toward the center

partitions and escapes through the bot

tom louvers into the stairwell, from

whence it is drawn out by the fans lo

cated on the roof. This foul air is con

tinually being drawn away and the

workmen breathe only the pure, fresh

air of the country.

During very hot weather an ordinary

change of air would not be of any ad

vantage, the temperature of the outside

air being so high that it would offer no

relief to draw it into the building. When

such conditions prevail it is intended to

close all windows and to bring the fresh

air in through the two stairwells at the

north and south ends of the building,

and to cool this air before it enters the

work room. For the purpose, two air-

cooling machines are installed, one on

top of each stairwell. The cooling ma

chines are of the water-spray type. The

air is taken in through an opening in the

tower or pent house, enters the cooling

machine, is drawn through the water

spray, continues through the fan into

the stairwell and passes from there

through the louvers into the work

rooms. After it has circulated through

the work rooms it leaves through the

upper louvers in the center partitions

and is drawn into the main stairwell and

exhausted. The water for the air-cooling

machines is taken from the well at the

rate of about sixty gallons per minute

for each machine and at a temperature

. of about 54 degrees Fahrenheit. It is

calculated that the cooling effect thus

obtained will be most refreshing and as

sist in making the working hours pleas

ant.

The machine tools are arranged for

group drive. The mainshafts are about

CO feet long, each being driven by an

induction motor of 10, 15 or 20 horse

power. The power for the motors is

transmitted by a 2-phase, 4-wire, 60-

cycle. 440-volt system. Located in the

power house is a private power plant in

course of erection, consisting of a 280-

horsepower Diesel engine connected to

a 200-kw. Westinghouse generator

which will furnish current for both pow

er and light. When this plant is com

pleted it is intended to use the present

outside supply as a reserve.

Portland, Ore., has purchased two 5-

ton power wagons for the street clean

ing department, one an Avery at $4,000,

and the other a Peerless at $4,700.

 

Section of Bosch assembling department, Springfield, Mass.
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A concrete pavement that reduces the pulling power on a grade.

THE NEW HIGHWAY.

By J. P. BECK.

The winding stretch of country road

with its shade trees, its picturesque

beauty, its mudholes, and its ruts, has

been tried and found wanting. The dis

covery that this kind of road costs the

United States $263,000,000 a year, has cre

ated a sentiment all over the country for

roads that will reduce the cost of trans

portation from the existing 23 cents per

ton per mile, to a rate of 7 cents to 8

cents a ton per mile, which is the aver

age cost of hauling in Europe.

Even the better class of these non-

permanent roads have failed absolutely

to meet the present day traffic condi

tions. The macadam roads of New Jer

sey, long looked upon as the ideal type

of road construction, both in Europe and

the United States, and whicli had given

excellent service under the wear of

horse-drawn vehicles, gave way entirely

before the rubber tires of the high speed

motor vehicle. J. B. R. Smith, State

Commissioner of Motor Vehicles of New-

Jersey, has gone on record as stating

that New Jersey's present road prob

lems had their origin in the advent of

the automobile. From $600,000 for road

repairs in 1907, the cost of road main

tenance jumped to $800,000 in 1908, $1.-

421,000 in 190?, and in 1911, with returns

still incomplete, to $1,565,000. If the

present rate of repair charges for the

next five years be maintained, the

amount to be expended on repairs alone

will amount to $25,000,000.

From the foregoing it is only too evi

dent that there is a new factor to be con

sidered in the construction of roads.

That factor is the automobile. The use

of motor cars in agricultural districts has

spread very rapidly and these serve to

create a still greater demand for roads

of a new type of construction.

But a still newer factor, and perhaps

the one to be most considered in the

building of roads, is the motor truck.

Already motor vans are in use in the

French mail service. This postal work

consists of the handling of mails be

tween the central offices and the various

railway stations, from the suboffices to

the central office and vice versa. Over

170 vans are in use, replacing the horse-

drawn vehicles formerly used.

In the United States the motor truck

seems certain to oust the historic army

mule. After the long 1500-mile test trip

for motor cars which began on Febru

ary 8, 1912. and ended on March 8. 1912,

Captain Alexander E. Williams of the

Infantry Branch of the U. S. Army, who

conducted the tests, writes:

''I realize the deep-rooted sympathy

which surrounds the army mule and it

will not be any easy task to substitute

the motor truck, but why should the

United States go to war with an anti

quated means of transportation?"

So it is only too evident that in the

building of roads, the motor truck, which

is finding its way into governmental

service as well as into all city transpor

tation and will inevitably find its way to

the farm, must be considered seriously.

The farmer is quite as keen as the city

man for profit, and it is only a matter

of time when the motor truck will take

its place on the farm, along side of the

tractor, the gasoline engine and the

newer labor-saving machines. Then the

problem of building roads will be still

more serious.

In a recent magazine contribution,

Logan Waller Page, Director of the Of

fice of Public Roads, U. S. Department

of Agriculture. Washington, D. C,

stated that in 1911 no less than $142,000,-

000 was expended on roads throughout

the United States. Of this amount, he

estimated that $102,000,000 was spent for

road repair and that only $40,000,000 for

construction of new highways. This

retrogressive condition in road building

is due largely to the destruction of roads

by the automobile. These figures show

conclusively the necessity of a more per

manent type of road construction to

meet both present and future traffic de

mands.

"Why not concrete?" That is a ques

tion that the Wayne County, Michigan,

Road Commissioners ask of all the dele

gates from various states, of State En

gineers, of County Road Commission

ers, and of Commercial Club men who

visit Detroit to inspect the already

famous roadways of Wayne County.

Both the farmers of Wayne County

 

Concrete pavement leading to Detroit. It Is open for traffic all the year round.
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and the citizens of Detroit frankly ask

the same question. They believe that the

Wayne County Road Commissioners

have solved the road problem by means

of the concrete roads that already cover

33 miles of highway in the county.

These roads, indeed, seem to have met

successfully all the traffic requirements.

They have given satisfactory service for

three years. Concrete pavements of sim

ilar construction have given service in

various towns in Ohio for 18 or 19 years,

and in all likelihood these Wayne

County pavements will serve a period

of usefulness of at least 30 years more.

They are clean and sanitary and require

almost no care. Upon the subject of

maintenance, in their Fifth Annual Re

port, the Road Commissioners of Wayne

County, speak as follows:

"The macadam roads needed the prin

cipal repairs and were given consider-

 

A road that retards both automobile and 'horse traffic.

 

A permanent improvement requiring practically no upkeep cost.

able attention by our patrol repair crew.

In fact, the macadam mileage on the

trunk roads (such as Grand River, Gra

tiot, Mack, Van Dyke, River and Fort)

practically needed resurfacing, which

fact, in a large measure, justified the

abandonment entirely of this type of

construction, and the adoption of the

more durable and less expensive to main

tain concrete roads, which we have sub

stituted. The cost of resurfacing and

maintenance of roads is $14,554.11.

"Of the above sum, approximately $200

was spent on our 33 miles of concrete

roads and this amount was almost en

tirely used on the ditches and shoulders.

We feel that our policy is a wise one,

and that the above sum is money well

spent."

The annual expenditure of $200 upon

33 miles of concrete pavement means an

annual expenditure of only approxi

mately S6.00 per mile.

The numerous road experts—and the

best in the country have investigated the

roads—declared them to be among the

finest roads to be found anywhere in

the United States. Comparing the main

tenance charges of these roads, where the

upkeep averages from $800 to $1,000 per

mile per year, it may be concluded that

Wayne County, at least, has reached the

proper ratio of expenditure for new road

construction and for road repairs. The

one possible objection to these roads

that is occasionally voiced is their pos

sible lack of permanency. And the

Wayne County Road Commissioners

have guarded against even this. In case

the roads fail after 15 or 20 years of

service, the commissioners plan to use

the present road foundation for brick

or other surfacing material.

These roads are only a 7-inch layer

of Portland cement concrete, composed

of cement, sand and mortar—almost the

identical construction as is used in the

building of houses and sidewalks, and

the identical construction that is used in

:-±:
 

Two standards of Wayne County constructions—the concrete culvert and the concrete road.
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the foundations for brick or wood block

street pavements. These roads cost

Wayne County only $9,000 per mile,

which is but little in excess of the cost

of macadam. Their low cost of upkeep

enables the county to proceed with the

building of new roads instead of ex

pending its road fund upon maintenance.

Altogether, the roads are looked upon

by the residents of the county as the

best in the world. The automobile own

ers of Detroit are enabled to enjoy mo

toring without the accompanying jars

and dust that usually diminish the pleas

ure of a motor jaunt. The farmers of

the county are able to haul loads four

or five times greater than can be hauled

over the ordinary country road. These

farmers look upon the County Road

Commissioners as the greatest men in

the United States.

The Wayne County concrete roads

have certainly proven successful and

have attracted attention all Qver the

United States and Canada. From Van

couver, B. C.i on the west to Montreal,

P. Q., on the east, and from nearly every

state in the Union, delegations have in

spected these roads, and have gone way

convinced. Wayne County is the Mecca

fur all who have road problems to solve.

TRANSCONTINENTAL DELIVERY.

With banners flying and bands play

ing, the transcontinental Alco truck of

Charles W. Young & Co., with a three

ton cargo, departed from Philadelphia

on its 4,000 mile trip to the Pacific.

It was a gala occasion, the start of

this first coast to coast delivery of goods

by motor truck from manufacturer to a

customer. Never before has a motor

truck been accorded such a demonstra

tion. From the time it took its position,

heading a parade of some hundreds of

motor wagons, until it left for • New

York, there was a continuous round of

enthusiasm.

Then it was that Charles W. Young

turned over letters of greetings from

Gov. Tener of Pennsylvania to Gov.

Johnson of California and from Mayor

Blankenburg of Philadelphia to Mayor

Rolph of San Francisco and Mayor Alex

ander of Los Angeles.

E. L. Ferguson, secretary of the first

contest committee of the American Au

tomobile Association and an executive

in Glidden tours, will accompany the

truck and carry the greetings to the

coast officials.

The truck is hauling three tons of Par

rot brand Olive Silk soap consigned to

the Carlson Currier Co., silk mi)ls at

Fetaluma, Cal., near San Francisco. All

told, 12 states will be passed through

and some roads in the far west will be

traveled for the first time by a motor

truck.

From Philadelphia the main route is

through New York. Albany. Syracuse.

 

The Morton tractor.

Buffalo, Cleveland, Toledo, South Bend,

Chicago, Des Moines, Omaha, Denver.

Cheyenne, Salt Lake City, Reno, Sacra

mento and San Francisco.

Two drivers are piloting the truck on

its journey. They are Frank Morin and

Walter Dick, the former a hero of the

world's record non-stop run when an

Alco truck of 3'A tons' capacity ran for

336 hours without the stopping of its

motor.

Across either side the truck flies this

slogan: "First transcontinental deliver}'

of merchandise by motor truck."

Records will be kept of the operating

cost with a view to showing the relative

economy of motor trucks and railroads

for interurban hauling in various parts

of the country.

Telegrams of congratulation were re

ceived by officials of the American Lo

comotive Company and Charles W.

Young & Co., for undertaking this dem

onstration, declared to be the greatest

national test to which a motor truck has

ever been put.

MORTON TRACTOR.

The Morton Motor Tractor Company,

Harrisburg, Pa., has designed a new

tractor for road contractors, farming and

heavy contract work. It has motive

power on all four wheels and an adjust

able chain drive. It has a 50 hp. engine

of the 4-cylinder T-head type, equipped

with Bosch magneto and Stromberg car

buretor. The tractor has pulley attach

ment for operating other machinery, and

having three speeds a farmer can plow

his land, harrow and seed it, cut his

grain with binder, thresh it and haul to

market with train of wagons. The speed

on the road varies from 2'/2 miles to 11

miles an hour. Open faced wheels, like

on a pulverizer, prevent the ground from

packing, and yet on a muddy road it is

impossible to stick, as this method per

mits the wheels to sink in to get good

traction. The tractor has a large truck

body with a capacity of about 8,00;;

pounds.

BESSEMER FORGING AHEAD.

Business is improving rapidly with

the Bessemer Motor Truck Company,

Grove City, Pa., and the output has ac

cordingly been increased to three cars a

week, with every prospect of still fur

ther increase.

Bessemer trucks are made in three

models—1,000, 2,000 and 4,000 pounds,

respectively. Simplicity and accessibil

ity are their chief features. The engine,

clutch or jackshaft can be removed in

less than 10 minutes. The up-to-date

ness of Bessemer trucks is evidenced

by the fact that gas-operated self-start

ers are provided as part of their stand

ard equipment.

MACK FIRE MOTORS FOR N. Y.

The International Motor Company's

New York branch has been awarded the

New York City contract for five 2-ton

chassis, mounted combination hose and

pumping engine bodies, for the subur

ban service of the New York Fire De

partment.

These combination hose and chemical

wagons will be of the Mack type and

will make 10 pieces of motor fire ap

paratus supplied by this organization to

New York City within the past eight

months.

The International Motor Company has

only been concerning itself for eight

months with motor fire business and

these repeat orders prove that the com

pany has met the demands of fire de

partments in an efficient manner.
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Among the Makers.

Concrete Evidence of the Boom in the Power Wagon Industry.

Long Beach, Cal.—The Co-operative

Motors Company, recently formed here,

will erect a $20,000 building on a $22,000

site on American avenue. The company

will make a four-wheel-drive motor

wagon under patents held by M. S.

Walton. of Chicago. J. J. Mottell

(president), William Hibbard and E. J.

Stenike are financing the project.

* * *

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Hydraulic

Auto Truck Corporation, capital $500,-

UOO, has been incorporated by T. L.

McFadden, C. E. McFadden, H. W.

Whitford, M. B. Jacobs, J. J. Kineham

and T. Wiesendanger.

* * *

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Los Angeles

Motor Truck Company, capital $1,000,-

000. has been incorporated by W. B.

Joslyn, W. M. Spears and E. D. Mar-

tindale.

* * *

Wilmington, Del.—The Universal Car

Co..' capital $3,000,000, has been incor

porated to manufacture motor cars and

appliances. The Amplex Motor Car Co.,

capital $1,000,000, has also been incor

porated here for a similar purpose.

* * *

Chicago, 111.—The Universal Motor

Truck Company has broken ground on

South Park avenue, between 24th and

25th streets, where it is going to erect

a $75,000 maintenance garage and sales

room. The new building will be ready

for occupancy about August 1. Charles

Fisher, Chicago manager, has been ad

vised by F. K. Parke, general manager,

that the Universal company is going to

build maintenance garages of the same

kind in St. Louis. Kansas City, Minne

apolis. San Francisco, New York and

Boston.

* * *

Chicago, 111.—I. B. Lipson, 105 West

Monroe street. Chicago, has incorpo

rated the Randolph Motor Truck Com

pany of Delaware, a Delaware corpora

tion, capital $100,000, to manufacture

automobiles and motor trucks.

* * *

Chicago, 111.—William M. Simpson, of

this city, and James K. Risk, of Lafay

ette. Ind., are said to be organizing a

S500.000 company, to be known as the

Universal Motor Truck Co., to market

the output of the J. W. Parsons Mfg.

Co., of Newton, la.

-» * *

Joliet, 111.—The Joliet Auto Tire Co.

has begun the manufacture of "syn

thetic" rubber (a vegetable composition)

in the factory of the Champion Ma

chinery Company. A sales company for

handling the Joliet tire filler will main

tain offices in Chicago and will estab

lish branches in all important cities.

Thomas Donovan is the president of the

Joliet company.

* * *

Elkhart, Ind.—The Bucklen Auto

Truck Company has located in the old

wrench factory on West Crawford street,

and has already begun manufacture.

* * *

Evansville, Ind.—The Fellwock Auto

mobile Company, maker of automobile

supplies and accessories, has added mo

tor vehicle dashes to its line.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—The General Indus

trial & Manufacturing Company has for

$350,000 purchased the Laycock Indus

trial Building. Gasoline motor wagons

will be manufactured.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—C. H. Martin, pat

entee of the Martin tractor now made

under license by the Knox Automobile

Company, Springfield, Mass., is said to

be planning the erection of a factory in

Indianapolis to manufacture his own

machines.

* % *

Lafayette, Ind.—The Ross Gear &

Tool Company will build a new factory

here for the production of motor wagon

gears.

* * *

Marion, Ind.—The Harwood- Barley

Mfg. Company will add a 2 and a 3-ton

truck to its present line. The new types

will be equipped with the Rutenber

long-stroke motor (4% by 5J4 and Ay?

by 6 inches, bore and stroke, respective

ly), Bosch magneto, Schebler carburetor,

Hele-Shaw clutch, Brown Lipe trans

mission and Liggett springs.

* * *

Muncie, Ind.—The Muncie Gear

Works is building a new factory for the

manufacture of transmissions, steering

gears, differentials, jackshafts, sprockets

and other parts.

* * *

Redkey, Ind.—The Seamless Pressed

Steel Co., already manufacturing motor

wagons in a small way, will move to

Hartford City. Ind., if the business men

of that place will purchase $25,000 worth

of stock in the company.

* * *

Syracuse, Ind.—H. J. Donahoe has ac

quired the factory and plant of the old

Advance Radiator Company, and will

completely remodel it for quantity pro

duction of steel wheels for power wag

ons, motor cars, agricultural tractors and

other vehicles. Mr. Donahoe is the pat

entee of a new type of steel truss wheel

which recently underwent a severe test

at the Armour Institute of Technology,

with perfectly satisfactory results. A

company to manufacture these wheels is.

now in progress of organization.

* * *

Davenport, la.—The East Davenport

Machine Company, 408 Mound street,

has entered into the manufacture of

automobile trucks, its first product hav

ing appeared on the streets of Daven

port. The firm will continue the manu

facture of the machines, but its output

the first year will necessarily be small

on account of limited facilities.

* * *

Grinnell, la.—The Spaulding Mfg. Co.,

which makes horse vehicles, is trying

out a light motor wagon with a view

to manufacture. The company has for

some time been making pleasure cars

in a small way.

* * *

Leavenworth, Kas.—C. W. Parker is

building an experimental motor wagon

in his factory here, and. if it proves suc

cessful, will manufacture for the farmer

market.

* * *

Covington, Ky.—The . Stewart Iron

Works will build a 1-ton motor wagon.

Plans call for a monthly output of 25

machines. G. Taylor is in charge of

this department. The first years' output

is put at 300, with plans to increase to

1,000 the following year.

* * *

Kittery, Maine.—The V. C. Motor

Truck Co., capital $100,000, has been or

ganized. The officers are: Horace Mitch

ell, president, and C. E. Smothers, treas

urer, both of this city.

* * *

Baltimore, Md.—The Detroiter-Balti-

more Company, capital $50,000, has been

formed to manufacture motor wagons

and pleasure cars. Incorporators: R. H.

Croxton, G. A. Jarman, J. O. Stermer,

Clara L. Croxton and F. Howard Smith.

* * *

Springfield, Mass.—The BrightwoocI

Company, a merger of the Springfield

Metal Body Company and the Bright-

wood Manufacturing Company, has ac

quired the manufacturing rights of the

Italian S. P. A. machine, and will build

motor wagons and pleasure cars.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—Extensive additions of

machinery are being made at the plant

of the Universal Motor Truck Company.

This would seem to remove the impres

sion that the Universal company might

move its plant to Milwaukee, as has been

stated in some quarters, or to Jefferson

City, Mo., as recently requested by that

enterprising municipality.
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Detroit, Mich.—The General Aluminum

& Brass Castings Co., promoted by

Frank C. Root and capitalists of Detroit

and Cleveland, will erect a huge factory

at Grand boulevard and St. Aubun ave

nue.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—Robert M. Lockwood.

foreign representative of manufacturing

interests in this country, recently closed

in this city for the Federal motor

wagon. He will handle this machine in

South America, Porto Rico and the

greater portion of Europe. Mr. Lock-

wood placed an order for 30 trucks.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Packard Motor

Car Co. has added a 5 ton truck to its

line of 2 ton and 3 ton motor wagons.

Further particulars are given elsewhere

in this issue.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Parish Mfg. Co.,

of Reading, Pa., motor vehicle frame

manufacturers, will open up a Detroit

branch factory. The plant of the Seam

less Steel Bathtub Co., at Mt. Elliott

and Harper avenues, has been purchased

and is being remodeled for this purpose.

The Parish company is already supply

ing several Detroit concerns with

frames.

* * *

Pontiac, Mich.—The main offices of

General Motors Truck Company were

moved here on June 17.

* * *

Pontiac, Mich.—Charles Van Auken

and George Jacobs, of this city, have

designed an electric wagon which will

soon he placed on the market. Th>:

Westinghouse Electric Company is said

to have approved of the machine at a

recent demonstration.

* * *

Saginaw, Mich.—The American Steam

Truck Company, promoted by Lansing

men. will locate in this city. T. R.

Lyons and B. E. Gleason were recently

here with a machine for exhibition pur

poses.

* * *

Mankato, Minn.—This city has been

asked what inducements it can offer the

Hatfield Auto Truck Company, of El-

mira. N. Y., to locate here. The com

pany claims to employ 150 skilled me

chanics, to have a payroll of $2,500 a

week, and an output of three motor

wagons a day. The same offer has also

been made to Hartford. Ind.

* » *

St. Paul, Minn.—The election of L. E.

Roberts to the presidency of the Ware

Motor Vehicle Company, which manu

factures a four-wheel-drive motor wagon,

is said to presage greatly increased fac

tory facilities and output.

* * *

St. Louis, Mo.—It is reported that the

Webh Motor Fire Apparatus Co. will

move to Newark. N. J., in the fall. It

is said that Mack interests have invested

in the company. Milton A. Strauss has

been appointed sales manager.

* * *

Bloomfield, N. J.—C. G. Stoddard and

H. J. Edwards have acquired the plant

of the Simms Magneto Company and

will manufacture magnetos on a large

scale. They have also acquired the

American rights for the English S-U

carburetors.

* * *

Newark, N. J.—The Newark Auto

Truck Mfg. Co., capital $500,000, has

been incorporated by L. \V. Babbage,

H. H. Poole (Newark) and J. T. Walsh

(East Orange).

* * *

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Stewart Motor

Corporation, capital $350,000, organized

"to manufacture automobiles of all

types," has been incorporated by Charles

J. Bork, Bernhard L. Fisher, and Wil

liam F. Strasmer.

* * *

Dunkirk, N. Y.—The Niagara Gaso

line Motor Company, capitalized at $50,-

000, will erect a factory here.

* * *

New York, N. Y.—The Knickerbocker

Commercial Vehicle Company, capital

$300,000, has been incorporated by E. A.

Dillenbeck, Jr., J. B. Williams and E. A.

Smith, all of New York city.

* * *

New York, N. Y.—The Robert Stock

Auto Spring Wheel Co., capital $300,-

000, has been incorporated by Robert

Stock and Augusta M. Stock, both of

Tuckahoe, and Joseph F. Bokelmann,

of Yonkers, to manufacture automobile

wheels.

* * *

New York, N. Y.—It has been an

nounced that the Stewart Automobile

Company has been appointed general

agent for the Lambert quick detachable

and demountable rim by the American

Rim Company, of Detroit, for New

York, New Jersey and New England,

with general headquarters at 231 West

54th street.

* * *

New York, N. Y.—The Veitch Motor

Manufacturing Company, capital $200,-

000, has been incorporated by James S.

Harris, P. J. Mcintosh and Charles H.

Toy, to manufacture motor wagons,

pleasure cars, motors, etc.

* * *

Akron, Ohio.—The Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co. will increase its output of

power wagon tires to 1,000 a day. Ad

ditional machinery is being installed.

* * *

Akron, Ohio.—The Ideal Commercial

Car Co.. capital $200,000. has been in

corporated by II. C. Gates, Anna

Tschantz. A. J. Dettoff, Baynard Stump

and E. E. Quirk, to manufacture motor

wagons, engines, etc.

* * *

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Cincinnati Mo

tors Co., which will make the Alter

motor wagon, has elected the following

officers: President, Franklin Alter; vice-

president and general manager, H. T.

Alter; treasurer, H. P. Doan.

* * *

Cleveland, Ohio.—The B. M. O. Mo

tor Truck ComPany nas changed its

name to The Standard Motor Truck

Company.

* * *

Cleveland, Ohio.—A large new addi

tion to the offices of the F. B. Stearns

Co., Cleveland, is just now being com

pleted, and plans to give the factory ad

ditional facilities are also under way.

* * *

Dayton, Ohio.—The Dayton Body

Company will erect a new (96 by 428

ft.) factory on a site at the corner of

Miami Chapel road and the Big Four

R. R.

* * *

Fremont, Ohio.—The Lauth-Juergens

Motor Car Company will build a new-

factory, 60 by 200 feet.

* * *

Lima, Ohio.—The Gramm Motor

Truck Company, which has been com

pletely reorganized, is planning to build

2,000 power wagons in 1913. Sales will

be handled by the Willys-Overland Com

pany, of Toledo. The new officers are:

John N. Willys, president and general

manager; G. W. Bennett, vice president:

J. E. Kepperly, secretary; Walter Stew

art, treasurer; and H. L. Hooke, assist

ant general and factory manager. Cari

A. Neracher, Toledo, consulting engi

neer of the Willys interests, has general

supervision of the designing, with Fred

Biszants as the resident engineer.

* * *

Toledo, Ohio.—John N. Willys has

made public announcement of his plan

of capitalizing the wonderful growth and

inarvelously increased assets of the

Willys-Overland Company by raising the

capital to $15,000,000, made up of $10.-

000,000 common stock to be retained by

Willys, Bennett and the other insiders,

and $5,000,000 of 7 per cent preferred

stock, which will be offered at public

sale. This $15,000,000 represent Willys'

winnings in the automobile industry

since he started less than four years

ago to build motor cars with a cash cap

ital of $17,000, backed by his own pluck

and the confidence the parts and mate

rial men had in him.

* * *

Toledo, Ohio.—W. DeArnold has with

drawn from the Rassel Motor Car Co.

to promote the DeArnold Mfg. Co. on

a larger scale for the manufacture of

motor wagons.

Toledo, Ohio.—The Dennis Motor
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Company has been organized by C. H.

Dennis. C. W. Close, A. E. Reid and

R. S. Woodrow, to make motors and

automobiles. Capital $25,000.

* * *

Oklahoma City, Okla —Tlie Electric

Elevating Platform Truck Co., capital

$12,000, has been organized by F. L.

Mclnnis, president, Thomas S. Chesnult,

vice-president and treasurer, and M. B.

Mclnnis, secretary. The office address

js 128J4 W. Grand avenue. The location

of the plant is not yet determined.

* * *

Tulsa, Okla.—The Oklahoma Motor

Truck Company, capital $10,000 has been

incorporated by P. E. Haworth, P. W.

Herman and I. Spencer Cox, all of

Tulsa.

t * *

Allentown, Pa.—The Penn Unit Man

ufacturing Co.. capital $500,000, has been

incorporated by James K. Bowen, to

manufacture power wagons. A demon

strating truck recently underwent a suc

cessful long-distance test. The machine

has a removable power plant.

* * *

Pittsburg, Pa.—The Pitt Motor Truck

Company, capital $200,000, has been in

corporated by J. E. Douglass, E. P.

Douglass, W. S. Phillips, F. O. Brandt

and J. E. McCalmont, to manufacture

power wagons and automobiles.

* * *

Auburn, R. I.—The Auburn Wheel &

Mfg. Co., capital $60,000, has been incor

porated to manufacture automobile

wheels and parts.

* * *

Salt Lake City, Utah.—P. C. Dykes

has interested the Commercial Club of

this city to the extent of appointing a

committee to investigate his plans for

the formation of a motor wagon com

pany. Mr. Dykes has designs of a ma

chine specially adapted for use on the

desert and mountain roads of Utah.

* * *

Richmond, Va.—The Richmond Ve

hicle Construction Co. has been organ

ized to manufacture automobile bodies.

Officers: J. A. Self, president; Thomas

H. Marsh, vice-president; John H.

Smith, secretary and treasurer.

* * *

Glenova, W. Va.—The Merchant &

Evans Co., of Philadelphia, has pur

chased 15 acres of land near here, as

well as some coal lands. Part of the

company's manufacturing business will

be moved here, and the machine shops

of the Philadelphia piant will be en

larged to cope with the increasing de

mand for the Hele-Shaw clutches and

other well known products of the Mer

chant & Evans Co.

* * *

Superior, Wis.—The Continental Mo

tor Truck Co. has been organized here

by E. M. Anderson and Dr. J. G. Barn

stable. One type of chassis only will

be made for the present.

* * *

Amherstburg, Ont.—The town au

thorities have voted a loan of $10,000 in

cash to the Two-in-One Auto Co. to

induce it to locate here. The company

will build a convertible car.

* * *

Toronto, Ont.—The Baker Motor Ve

hicle Co., capital $100,000, has been in

corporated by L. H. Walker and W. H.

C. Burnett.

* * *

Windsor, Ont.—The National Auto

Body Company is building a factory

here and will soon begin manufacture

on a large scale.

"THE POACHER."

By ROLLIN W. HUTCHINSON, JR.

The poacher in the motor truck trade

is comparable to what the legal profes

sion is pleased to term the "ambulance

chaser.-' There is no consideration of

business interests in either case—honor,

courtesy, truth, and the struggling vic

tim, all are forgotten in personal self-

interest.

A manufacturer or dealer who will al

low its representatives deliberately to

undermine the permanent foundations of

a business to a point where the struc

ture will fall, is not only digging his own

grave but is threatening the foundations

of society, business industry and general

prosperity. The poacher recognizes no

fixed business rules, principles or policy.

He will sell trucks at cost or less than

cost, give an agreement to maintain the

same regular guaranteed daily service,

for five years at cost or less than cost;

give seven year guarantees or offer

other inducements without any idea of

carrying them out just to say that he is

doing business. In other words, he is

always fooling himself, and it has been

my experience that a poacher has never

made a success.

This would not be so disastrous if the

unfortunate results were confined only

to the poacher, but while he is experi

menting to see how much business he

can do without any idea as to cost or

profit, he is doing a great deal of harm

to the general trade. Concerns who are

operating on a basis of fair dealing, and

who expect to stay in business, pay 100

cents on the dollar and earn a fair divi

dend for stockholders, are hampered and

hindered in their efforts to maintain a

proper business standard, which, after

all is said and done, is the only basis

on which general prosperity can be built.

There is no doubt but that the poach

ers' activity is selfish, disastrous, and

demoralizing. Fortunately there are not

very many of them and sooner or later

they become converted or "go broke."

It seems necessary every year to kill

off a bunch of these poachers but there

always seems to be some one willing and

anxious to try the same experiment in

place of the "dear departed." In all

probability they will have to learn their

lesson by bitter experience and those of

us who have learned the lesson, been

cured, or brought up amid proper busi

ness surroundings, must help to pay the

cost of their education.

The remedy lies in hands of the motor

truck builders. Proper organizations to

weed out and eliminate the unbusiness

like and unprofitable methods that are

creeping in, would go a long way toward

clearing the atmosphere and giving each

dealer and manufacturer a chance to

make a fair profit. Until such associa

tion is formed there will be "wailing and

gnashing of teeth" as a result of the

poacher methods.

NEW PRESSED STEEL AXLES.

The Weston-Mott Company of Flint,

Mich., has designed two new pressed

steel axles. These axles are made with

the split in the vertical plane. The ends

of the tube are turned up into a flange.

The brake flange which is itself made

of pressed steel, is spot welded to the

flange on the housing. In the ends of

the housing are inserted and fastened

two tubes which act as reinforcement and

carry bearings upon which the hub re

volves. The shafts are made so that

they are least liable to crystallize, shafts

being made large near the hubs and

tapering down toward the inner end.

These shafts are very carefully heat-

treated. New Departure bearings are

used throughout and are very ample in

size. Gears are special cut 14^ type.

The axle is susceptible to very easy ad

justment. The hubs are single-bearing

type.

AD. MGR. OF U. S. MOTORS.

Announcement has been made of the

appointment of Berry Rockwell as gen

eral advertising manager of the United

States Motor Company to succeed Grid-

ley Adams, resigned.

Mr. Rockwell is one of the pioneer

advertising men in the automobile field,

having been advertising manager of the

Maxwell-Briscoe Motor Company before

the formation of the United States Mo

tor Company. Since then he has been

advertising manager of the Maxwell di

vision.

In his new capacity, Mr. Rockwell will

have general supervision of all advertis

ing of the Maxwell, Columbia, Stoddard-

Dayton, Brush and Courier motor cars

and Sampson motor trucks.

The Maine Transportati n Company

has been organized at Augusta, Me.,

to do a motor passenger and freipht

carrying business between Augusta a"d

Rockland. President and treasurer, E.

M. T.eavitt of Winthrop.
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A Juno power wagon

LOZIER WILL BUILD TRUCKS.

Reports that the Lozier Motor Com

pany has abandoned its intention of en

tering the motor truck field, published

in recent issues of several trade mag

azines and newspapers, are declared ab

solutely without foundation by H. A.

Lozier. president of the Lozier company.

In an interview, Mr. Lozier stated that

the increase of his company's touring

car business has made necessary the

•concentration of all facilities of the plant

on the manufacture of the pleasure ve

hicles. He predicts, however, the start

of truck manufacturing some time next

fall.

"We have never actively engaged in

the manufacture of motor trucks." said

Mr. Lozier, "but for the past three years

we have been doing extensive experi

menting in this line and have developed

a S-ton truck which was exhibited at the

larger shows last winter. At the time

this truck was shown to the public it

was our plan to manufacture 200 ve

hicles of this type, the first to be de

livered about May 15. The remarkable

increase in our touring car business,

however, taxed our factory to the ut

most and we found it would be impos

sible to begin the manufacture of trucks

on the date scheduled.

"Our dealers everywhere were anxi

ous for definite delivery dates, and be

cause of the demand made upon our

factory by the increased touring car

which Is giving a good account of itself In arduous daily service.

business we were compelled to announce

to our dealers on March 28 that it would

be impossible to make delivery of trucks

before next winter. This was naturally

a great disappointment to the dealers as

well as to ourselves, because we had at

that time just finished a non-stop run

in which the Lozier 5-ton truck had

shown a wonderful performance. With

an average overload of 30 per cent the

truck was run continuously for 488

hours. After this and many other se

vere tests the only change decided upon

was to enlarge the diameter of the rear

wheels.

"The continued increase in our tour

ing car business makes it doubtful as to

exactly what date we will actively take

up the manufacture of motor trucks, but

we hope to be in a position to do so in

the near future."

PEARSON'S NEW CONNECTION.

Preparatory to placing its new 5-tor

truck on the market, the Locomobile

Company of America has closed ar

rangements with A. M. Pearson, who

will take charge of its truck business in

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washing

ton. ,

Mr. Pearson is well known in the mo

tor truck world, having been connected

for two years with the Packard company

in Philadelphia, as the head of its truck

department, and also with the White

and Gramm companies.

JUNO POWER WAGONS.

At first blush it might be thought that

the newcomer in the motor wagon busi

ness is at a disadvantage compared with

those older concerns who have weath

ered the storms and overcome the diffi

culties that beset the pioneer in any un

dertaking which from its very nature

must revolutionize an old-established in

dustry. But there is another angle to

the question.

Experience is costly. The first motor

wagon was an experiment. The pioneers

made many mistakes before they built

machines that were good enough to

stand up in the rough service of road

transportation. The "little fellows'' fell

by the wayside. Only the men with

brains, commercial experience and capi

tal, succeeded. The "big fellows" are

still in business, and have made the

power wagon what it is today, the great

est infant prodigy in the history of mod

ern progress, and destined to become the

biggest giant of all the mechanical in

dustries.

What chance, then, has the newcomer

in such a business as that of motor truck

manufacture? ' It depends on the men

behind the new concern. If they have

plenty of capital, if they have the en

gineering talent, and the proper kind of

business and sales organizations, they

are really in a very strong position, fur

the pioneers have made the market for

power wagons and all that remains for
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Flan of chassis of Juno power

for some years past has given his best

work to the automobile industry. It has

an absolutely new and modern plant.

The machinery is of the very latest.

The money that in the old days would

have been spent on experimental models,

has been put into new patterns, jigs,

dies, fixtures, and special tools, for the

Juno trucks are manufactured, not

merely assembled. Thus the new con

cern has everything in its favor from the

start, and the present indications are

that the machines should prove as good

as the business in

stinct which up to

date has directed the

Juno company in the

policy it is pursuing.

Already 80 Juno

power wagons have

been built, although

the company is new

in the business. The

present manufactur

ing facilities are suf

ficient for a produc

tion of over 300 ma

chines a year. Next

year the output will

be doubled and it is

expected that the

yearly production of

machines will soon

be increased to well

over the 1,000 mark.

A t present t h c

J u n o company is

specializing on 2-ton

and 3-ton motor

wagons. Among the

best mechanical fea

tures of these machines is the radius

rod, which has a hinged joint on the

brake anchor so as to take up the side

sway of the body when the truck is in

motion, and thus relieve the strain on

the spring connections and adjacent

parts. The power plant and its con

nected mechanisms are mounted on a

substantial subframe, in accordance with

the best modern practice. The radiator

is spring-suspended. The motor is

placed under the seat, as in the major

ity of heavy-duty trucks, but is readily

 

the new manufac

turer is to estab

lish his own repu-

His apparent

weakness is really

his strength, if he

converts it to his

ivantage in the

proper way. He

has no overhead

expense for e x-

[•erimentation—the

xperimental stage

in this industry

•vas passed five or

six years ago. He has no obsolescent

or out-of-date plant and equipment. He

"ced not worry about the performance

i old machines which, while vastly

more economical than the horse, are

icvertheless inferior to the later models.

If his engineers are trained to the busi

ness, and familiar with the most suc-

essful of up-to-date power wagon prac

tice, the new manufacturer should, with

■ ittle or no experimentation, be able to

produce a machine that will compare

with the best on the market. Then if

%w«*JL^
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A section of the Juno tool department, showing a tew of the patterns

jigs and templates used in making Juno power wagons.

his business and sales organizations are

what they should be, and if the capital

is sufficient to guarantee manufacture on

a scale to meet all demands for quick

delivery, the newcomer will soon be in

a relatively strong position.

The Juno Motor Truck Company, of

Juneau, Wis., is a recent organization. It

is backed by ample capital. It possesses

a designer and general superintendent

who had made his reputation as an en

gineer long before the motor wagon was

tvtn in its swaddling clothes, and who

wagon,

accessible by opening up the side boards

or lifting the footboard, without remov

ing any of the working parts. Short

wheel-base and large diameter wheels

permit of easy manipulation in street

traffic and insure good driving qualities.

Of the parts which even many of the

largest manufacturers purchase from

specialists, in order to reduce their in

vestment in special plant, that of neces

sity can be operated but a small per

ccntage of the working hours per day.

the Juno company has selected only

those which have achieved a deserved

reputation in the motor truck industry.

Among these may be mentioned the

Wisconsin motor, Stromberg carburetor.

Remy magneto, Cotta transmission,

Sheldon axles, and Ross steering gear.

The springs are semi-elliptic in front

and platform in rear.

Altogether, without burdening the nar

rative with a detailed list of specifica

tions, it may be mentioned that Juno

trucks are designed from the ground up

for heavy duty service, and seem des

tined to a good future in the motor

wagon industry.

REYNOLDS' NEW WORK.

Wilbur F. Reynolds, sales manager of

the Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Com

pany of Buffalo, has assumed the duties

of advertising manager in connection

with the supervision <>f the sales de

partment. Mr. Reynolds now has the

title of sales and advertising manager

and will have charge of the marketing

of l.ippard-Stewart cars.

The sales of these cars within the last

few months have shown rapid increase

and the Buffalo factory is now kept rush

ing to the limit to fill orders.

Radius rod of Juno truck, showing hinged,

joint on brake anchor.
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WORM DRIVE NOT BARRED.

We have received the following com

munication from the Picrce-Arrow Mo

tor Car Company:

"Reports published in this country to

the effect that the British War Office,

in asking for proposals for motor trucks

for use by the army, had specified that

the worm drive is not to be used, prove

to be out of line with the facts. The

British War Office intends to subsidize

certain motor trucks in much the same

manner as other European countries

have done, and because of this subsidy

it holds to its right to insist on points

in construction that it believes to be

best. A part of the erroneous statement

published in the United States (but not

in The Power Wagon) regarding the

British motor truck specifications says:

'These specifications provide for higher

engine power and larger driving wheels

than is followed in regular practice and

prohibit the employment of worm

drives.'

"Copies of the army specifications

have been received in this country and

they show that it is the chain drive and

not the worm type of drive that is pro

hibited. The clause in the specifications

covering this point says: '17. Hind

axle.—The final transmission of power

to the rear wheels is to be by means of

a live axle in which a bevel drive o!

approved design should be employed.

Chain drive to hind axle will not he

permitted.'

"The worm drive for motor trucks of

heavy capacity was introduced in this

country by the Pierce-Arrow Motor Car

Company of Buffalo, and one of the

causes that led to its adoption was the

fact that it had been in successful use

in England by several manufacturers for

a number of years. Advocates of the

worm drive on this side of the Atlantic

thought it queer, therefore, that the Eng

lish army officials should bar it in army

trucks. The specifications set the mat

ter right and now it is seen that but one

form of final drive is barred completely,

worm drives being permissible on

trucks of all capacities for army use."

SAVES $25 A DAY.

Probably as good an example of mo

tor truck efficiency and economy as one

could ask for is proven by the work

being done in Detroit by a 3-ton G-M-C

truck.

W. G. Thomas, a local contractor, is

compelled to draw brick 7.9 miles. He

tried it first by the horse-drawn method,

but after a little while became discour

aged, for he found that each team could

deliver but one load a day, carrying

four tons each at a cost of $7.50 per

trip.

This proved to be an expensive, slow

and cumbersome way, and he was per

suaded to try the motor truck over the

same route. This resulted in a pleasant

surprise, for the truck carried to the

premises 25 tons of brick each day, or

the equivalent of the work formerly done

by six teams. Further comparison was

naturally astonishing to him, for he

learned that the expense of the horse-

drawn equipment, doing the same

amount of work in a much slower way,

was more than double the cost of the

single truck. The expense of six teams

a day, carrying a single load, was $45,

while the motor truck for the same time

cost below $20, so the contractor is sav

ing $25 each day by this new and better

method.

ELBERT HUBBARD ESSAY.

Elbert Hubbard, the sage of East Au

rora, has compiled a list of the world's

20 greatest men, about which he has

built an essay.

Mr. Hubbard's essay is done into book

form by the Roycrofters and the title

is "Joseph Dixon, One of the World

Makers."

LEFEVER SPECIALTIES.

For nearly 50 years the Lefever Arms

Company, Syracuse, N. Y., has manu

factured the well-known Lefever shot

guns. This company placed on the mar

ket the first automatic shell-ejecting

guns made in the United States. It in

vented and perfected the famous system

of taper boring gun barrels. The com

pany, during this long period, has always

specialized in the handling and treat

ment of the highest grades of steel in

the world.

About three years ago it started in a

very small way manufacturing selective

transmissions for touring cars, and

shortly afterward, foreseeing the great

future of the motor wagon industry, it

brought out a selective transmission in

unit with a jackshaft for commercial

motor cars up to 30 horsepower.

Not satisfied with the marked advance

it had achieved in so short a period, the

Lefever concern invented and placed on

the market a one rod control shifting

lever. This special construction necessi

 

Lefever selective transmission and Jackshaft with one rod shift lever

and emergency brake lever.

Mr. Hubbard refers to Joseph Dixon

as "a man whose work has profoundly

influenced civilization, yet strangely

enough, a man of whom the world at

large knows little."

This tribute to the founder of the Jo

seph Dixon Crucible Company is well

worth reading, especially by those who

wish to learn more of the character of

this truly great genius or by those who

admire Mr. Hubbard's vigorous pen.

Owing to t he limited edition of this

booklet, copies cannot be distributed ex

cept by request. The Joseph Dixon

Crucible Company. Jersey City. N. J.,

will be pleased to honor such requests.

tates but one point of registration, which

is contained entirely in the transmission

case, absolutely eliminating all other

registration points. This design abso

lutely eliminates all trouble arising from

binding of the shifting levers caused by

any unevenness in the road beds. Sim

ply bolt the shift levers to the frame

and the assembly is complete, thus elim

inating all the other special construction

necessary to connect the ordinary two-

rod control transmission with the shift

ing levers. The invention is one of the

most unique ideas for shifting arrange

ment that has been offered the automo

bile world for some time, and should
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Lefever selective transmission.

commend itself to every motor wagon

manufacturer.

The company also manufactures plane

tary transmissions and jacksbafts for

commercial motor vehicles of from 12

to 30 horsepower. The wearing of the

brake bands in the ordinary planetary

transmissions has hitherto caused a lot

of trouble. The Lefever Arms Com

pany guarantees that its bands will last

twice as long as the bands in any plane

tary transmission on the market to-day.

There is nothing experimental in

the adoption of Lefever transmissions

and jackshafts. The many now in use

give evidence of their satisfactory serv

ice.

Claire L. Barnes & Co., Chicago, De

troit and Cleveland, are the direct fac

tory representatives of Lefever Arms

Company.

FIVE FOR ICE CREAM FIRM.

An important sale of motor delivery

cars has just been made by the Lippard-

Stewart Motor Car Company of Buf

falo, to the Hoefler Ice Cream Company

of that city. This concern, which does

a large ice cream business, has bought

5 Lippard-Stcvvart delivery cars.

These cars are unusually striking in

appearance. They arc painted a vivid

orange with fine purple striping. On the

side of the panel body appears a large

reproduction of the Hoefler trade-mark

in white and purple. Inside the bodies

are painted cream color. The bottom is

lined with zinc and is covered with an

oak false bottom, on which ice cream

freezers are set. The zinc lining below

protects the mechanism of the car from

leakage of salt water. At the rear of

the body is a specially designed tail gate,

very convenient for loading and unload

ing ice cream freezers.

Upon receipt of the cars the Hoefler

Company had a parade through the

streets of Buffalo. The parade included

the 5 new Lippard-Stewart delivery cars,

together with three heavy trucks and a

number of horse-drawn wagons belong

ing to the company.

 

SAVES $4,200 ANNUALLY.

The officials of the Staf-O-Life Feed

& Milling Company, New Orleans, are

not only firm believers in the advantages

of the motor truck, but estimate that

their S-ton General Motors truck saves

the company annually about $4,200. The

truck is used for delivering goods to

railroad and city customers. It carries

loads of 100 sacks, containing 10,000

pounds, and covers a distance daily aver

aging between 40 and 50 miles, consum

ing seven to eight gallons of gasoline

per day. The manager of the company

states, "The truck is doing hauling at a

cost of a little less than 50 per cent of

the drayage by teams. Taking 70.000

pounds as the daily haul and multiply

ing it by 300 working days, the result

is 21,000,000 pounds yearly. This equals

10,500 tons, and figuring the drayage by

teams at 70 cents per ton, means a year

ly expenditure of $7,350. Taking the

10,500 tons and multiplying it by 30

cents per ton as the cost of hauling by

motor truck, and the result is $3,150

yearly. The motor truck, therefore,

saves $4,200 yearly for the company."

Lefever planetary transmission and jackshaft.

F. H. JONES WITH MUNCIE.

Frank H. Jones, who for ten years

has been general superintendent for the

Warner Gear Co., has severed his con

nections with that company to become

interested in and associated with the

Muncie Gear Works as general super

intendent and mechanical engineer,

where he will add to their present pro

duction a full line of sliding gear trans

missions, control levers and steering de

vices of the latest possible construction

and especially adapted for both pleasure

cars and motor wagons.

His long experience in these lines

will certainly mean success for both Mr.

Jones and his new company.
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Knox hand-operated dump truck.

BALL-BEARING CHAMFERS.

The New Departure Manufacturing

Company, Bristol. Conn., is sending to

members of the S. A. E. the following

letter, together with a copy of the table

referred to. All others interested in

the subject would do well to make in

quiries:

'"Various truck and axle manufactur

ers have proposed that New Departure

ball bearings be furnished with larger

chamfers than the present recognized

S. A. E. standard. They claim that the

need for this chamfer has been devel

oped by the desirability of larger fillets

on overhanging spindles than is allowed

at present. This applies particularly to

front wheel spindles on pleasure cars

and front and rear axle spindles on

trucks.

"The enlarged chamfer is particularly

desired on double row combined radial

and thrust bearings. We realize that to

increase the chamfers on both sides of

the bearing to so great an extent as is

proposed in the appended table would

seriously inconvenience the transmission

manufacturer. Hence, if we find a con

siderable demand for larger chamfers

among automobile engineers, we propose

to supply a chamfer on one side of the

double row bearing that will be double

the chamfer on the other side, the small

er of the two to be according to our

present standard as given in the table

attached, and the larger as noted also

in the same table.

"This is an important matter and we

would greatly appreciate your very

frank expressions upon this proposition,

to the end that we may satisfy the great

est number while producing a standard

article for the needs of all. Therefore,

we would urgently request that you fa

vor us with your valued opinion at your

earliest convenience."

Motor fire trucks are being success

fully used to fight forest fires in Cali

fornia.

 

KNOX DUMP TRUCK.

The new type of coal-dumping truck

recently built by the Knox Automobile

Company for the Fall River Iron Works,

Fall River, Mass., although of 7 tons'

capacity, can be readily dumped by hand

by one man in a few minutes. The

dumping mechanism was designed and

built by the Knox company in its own.

shops especially for this heavy duty work

and is of the windlass type, affording

very powerful leverage with minimum

friction. The chassis has a short wheel-

base so that the pivot on the dumping

body permits a satisfactory balance of

the load, thereby facilitating delivery.

The body is made of heavy oak panels,

strongly reinforced with sheet metal

sides on the interior and flared toward

the rear to prevent the coal from pack

ing when being dumped.

WESTFIELD MOTOR WAGONS.

There is in Westfield, Mass., a com

pany by the name of the Westfield Mo

tor Truck Company, that gives evidence

of becoming a formidable factor in

American power wagon markets. Con

servatively capitalized at $150,000, the

company is feeling its way gradually,

but is making sure and substantial

progress. The output at present is four

trucks a week. In a few weeks from the

time of writing, the output will be in

creased to eight weekly, of which six

will be 1,500-pound models and two will

be 2,000-pound trucks.

The Westfield company has a bushel

of reasons why its product is achiev

ing success. Here are three of them:

1. Because the machine is so accessi

ble that the entire power plant can be

dropped in less time than it takes to

unhitch one's horse; that ordinary ad

justments, as of the carburetor, mag

neto, spark plugs, etc., can quickly be

made through a door on the side; that

by simply turning a knob on the hand-

hole plate of the motor crankcase, ad

justments to connecting rods or push

rods can be made without removing

even a bolt.

2. Because radiators are protected

from shock and vibrations by the use of

suspensions.

3. Because Westfield trucks are thor

oughly tested, and when they leave the

factory they are covered with an iron

clad guarantee.

W. S. Magill is president of the com

pany, and J. A. Graham—who needs no

introduction to the automobile world—

is chief engineer and designer.

The company has agencies at present

in Boston and New York, and will soon

have one in Chicago.

G-M-C 3y'2-ton truck used by Wm. Spink, Manayunk, Philadelphia, Pa.

Baltimore's fire chief has installed a

semaphore signal station which indicates

when his automobile will turn a corner.
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$60,000 GARAGE FOR KISSEL.

J. J. Lynch, manager of the St. Paul

branch of the Kissel Kar Company, has

announced that work has started on one

of the best service garages in the North

west, for the exclusive use of the Kissel

Kar.

The new building will be constructed

at 237 West Ninth street, St. Paul, Minn.,

and more than $60,000 will be spent on

the structure alone. It will be ready for

occupancy in about three months.

The building will be of brick and con

crete, and will be fireproof. It will have

two stories and a basement and offices

and rest rooms for women patrons will

be provided. Ninth street is to be

graded through to Summit avenue by

the city, and by the time the new gar

age is finished the street will be one of

the principal routes to the Hill district.

The Kissel company's business has

grown so rapidly in the last few months

that the present quarters have become

too small. With the completion of the

new building a service system will be

established that will give Kissel truck

owners absolutely perfect service.

"Many truck users hesitate about sell

ing their horses, fearing that something

may happen to their trucks," explained

Manager Lynch in a recent interview.

"'Our service will be such that nothing

can happen. We will have a daily in

spection, the cars will be washed and

kept in repair, and every owner will

know that his driver will be able to

drive his truck out in the morning.

"If something should happen to the

truck we will have service trucks on

hand which will be loaned to the owner

until his own truck can be repaired.

There already are a large number of

Kissel truck owners in St. Paul, but the

number will be increased with the com

pletion of the new garage."

The new building will contain 30,000

square feet of floor space.

A. V. Manning's Sons, Trenton, N. J.,

have run 5,000 miles on a set of Nobby

Tread tires. Their largest trucks are

equipped with these tires, and they are

•giving good service.

What one Sampson power wagon displaced.

NEW ICE-CREAM BODY.

The Los Angeles Creamery Company,

which does a large wholesale ice cream

business, owns a Sampson 2-ton truck

with a refrigerator body of novel, con

struction. It is built in three compart

ments. In the rear section there is a

vault which carries \l/i tons of cracked

ice, which is loaded or unloaded from

the rear, while the forward compart

ment carries 70 gallons of ice cream

loaded through double side doors, and

also has a separate bin for the carrying

of empties.

The body is built of ash and three-ply

veneer. There is a cork lining between

the wood and a galvanized iron interior

The combination renders the load im

mune from temperature changes and

gives the desired refrigeration that .5

necessary in this line of business.

In London. England, the number of

horses has fallen off from 450,000 to

100,000 in the past six years.

SUPPLANTS 12 HORSES.

Novel methods of emphasizing success

and economy in the use of motor trucks

were adopted by the Hecker-Jones-Jew-

ell Milling Company in New York a few

days ago when twelve horses and six

men, supplanted by a Sampson 5-ton

truck, were paraded behind the truck

through the downtown business section

of the city.

This firm recently took delivery of its

third Sampson truck, which was the sec

ond repeat order in less than a year.

The trucks are employed in both city

delivery and transfer work.

Boston celebrated Memorial Day with

a street parade of 150 eiectric vehicles.

In six months a Philadelphia dealer

has sold 27 Wilcox Trux, and expects

to sell 50 more by the end of the sea

son. Lee J. Eastman, general manager

of the Eastman Motor Truck Company,

is this live Quaker.

 

Sampson truck with refrigerator body for wholesale Ice-cream delivery.
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New Detroit plant of Continental Motor Mfg. Co., In nearly completed state.

COLVER JOINS LOCOMOBILE.

The Locomobile Cc. of America has

secured Fred Colver to take charge of

the new truck department at the New

York branch. Mr. Colver will have

charge of all truck business, not only in

the New York district, but also in the

surrounding territory.

Mr. Colver is well known in New

York, having been in the automobile

business there for about eight years. He

was connected with the Pope Mfg. Co.,

was manager of the Brooklyn branch of

the Buick company, and until taking up

his new work, was assistant sales man

ager of the Studebaker Corporation's

New York branch.

WORM GEAR RECORDS.

Totals of 58,000 and 124,000 miles are

recorded for two worm gears used in the

final driving mechanism of two motor

trucks in England. This type of final

drive was not formally introduced in

this country until the early part of 1911,

when the Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Com

pany of Buffalo announced its adoption

for its S-ton truck. By reason of this

no American trucks can show such a

mileage at this time as those used in

England. Competent engineers, how

ever, believe that there is nothing in

American service that should prove a bar

to similar records in this country. If

this proves true, the next few years

should see some high mileage records

for worm gears on this side of the At

lantic.

The truck that has 58,000 miles to its

credit in England is used by a promi

nent firm of biscuit manufacturers, while

the one whose worm gear has driven it

124,000 miles is owned by the London

General Omnibus Company.

The Pierce-Arrow company knows

several of its trucks that have been in

use for approximately a year and which

have a mileage of 10,000 miles, whose

worm gears show no appreciable signs

of wear. One of the points of the worm

gear on which its makers lay stress is

that no matter how long it may run its

efficiency remains the same as when it

was new until the time it becomes

completely worn out.

BARNES ADDS THREE MORE.

Claire L. Barnes & Co., one of the

most successful and best known of the

direct factory representatives in the au

tomobile industry, have recently added

three more companies to their list, in

order to increase the scope of their

service to a growing and well satisfied

clientele. This concern was incorporated

in 1910 with a fully paid-in capital of

$30,000, and started in business selling

the outputs of two factories. The new

connections comprise:

The Union Drop Forge Company of

Chicago, which has been in business

over 30 years, and has the largest drop-

 

forging plant in the country. This com

pany makes finished crankshafts and

drop forgings of all kinds, as well as

carrying a complete stock line of dies

for turning out drop forgings for crank

shafts, connecting rods, valves, etc., in

any amount for almost immediate deliv

ery.

The Lefever Arms Company of Syra

cuse, N. Y., which has been manufactur

ing the famous Lefever guns for about

50 years and which is now making a

specialty of selective transmissions for

touring cars, also selective and plane

tary transmissions and jackshafts (com

plete) for motor wagons, and other parts

involving high-class gears.

The Federal Pressed Steel Company

of Milwaukee, Wis., which manufacture^

seamless drawn-steel pressure tanks for

air, gas and liquid, also brake drums and

other heavy seamless drawn-steel spe

cialties.

The other two concerns represented

by Claire L. Barnes & Company are the

Fort Pitt Steel Casting Company, Mc-

Keesport, Pa., makers of small ste%l

castings by the direct steel process, and

the Simmons Manufacturing Company

of Kenosha, Wis., which is noted for its

wire cushion upholstery springs.

Claire L. Barnes & Company have of

fices in Detroit and Cleveland.

The direct factory representative

makes it his business to keep in touch

with all the concerns that handle work

along the line of his particular specialty,

and his success absolutely depends on

his making connections only with the

very best factories in that line. The nat

ural consequence is a mutual indorse

ment which should instill confidence in

the purchaser and in the ultimate con

sumer, so that all four patties to the

transaction are directly benefited.

Claire L. Barnes, president of Claire

L. Barnes & Company, is one of the

best known and most popular men in the

automobile world, and his long expe

rience in this industry admirably fits him

for the specialized business in which he

is now engaged. His all-around knowl

edge and wide training, and the un

doubted standing of the companies he

represents, are ample assurances for his

Transmission of the Locomobile 5-ton truck.
continued success.
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PACKARD 5-TON TRUCK.

To round out its line of heavy-duty

vehicles, the Packard Motor Car Com

pany is announcing a S-ton truck. This

model is being placed on the market

alter ten thousand miles of testing which

follows eight years of experience with

trucks of similar design. The new truck

has been tried out under conditions

more severe than those encountered in

actual service.

The 5-ton model is like the well es

tablished 3-ton Packard except that it

has a more powerful motor and more

massive construction. To insure the

longevity of the vehicle, there is an au

tomatic governor limiting the speed to

&'/2 miles an hour. The motor is 40

horsepower, A. L. A. M. rating, with a

bore of 4}A inches and a stroke of S'A

inches.

The wheelbase of the standard chas

sis is 14 feet long, but there are optional

sizes, giving frame lengths behind the

driver's seat from 12 to 16 feet. There

are standard and optional bodies adapt

ed to meet a wide range of require

ments. The motor is equipped with an

automatic centrifugal governor, adjusted

to cut out the throttle at an engine

speed of 1,000 revolutions per minute

(8"2 miles an hour, road speed). Tires

are 36 by 6 inch in front, and 40 by 6

inch. dual, in rear, both solid. The

height of the body floor at the rear,

when light, is 42 inches." The S-ton

model will open a vast amount of new

business to Packard trucks, which are

now being used in 157 lines of trade.

SCHMIDT WITH BALDWIN.

The Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co. has

appointed Chas. D. Schmidt to be its

local representative in New York City.

He has established an office and stock-

 

The Packard truck

rooms at 416 Broadway, and intends to

give his attention to the prompt deliv

ery of orders for the local trade.

The Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co. makes

sprockets as well as chains, and Mr.

Schmidt is prepared to give special at

tention to furnishing sprockets and

chains for replacements for standard

motor wagons.

KINGMAN RETURNS TO U. S.

John A. Kingman, advertising man

ager of the Locomobile Company of

America, who has been in Euroupe since

the first of February, sailed from Havre

for New York on the steamer La Prov

ence, Saturday, June 15.

assembly room.

Mr. Kingman has been connected with

the Locomobile Company since 1899,

when it was organized, and during this

connection has made a host of friends

who will be pleased to learn that he has

fully recovered his health.

Arthur Gibbons recently accepted a

position with the Chicago branch of the

Velie Motor Vehicle Company, in the

truck sales department.

The County Court at Independence,

Mo., has made an order limiting the

speed for county motor trucks to 10

miles an hour, both in the city and on

the country roads.

 

The new Packard 5-ton power wagon is a bigger edition of Its 3-ton brother.
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"Father Knickerbocker" in a K

New York Motor

NEW ELECTRIC TIRE.

Building pneumatic tires for electric

ally propelled vehicles long lias been

regarded as one of the really knotty

problems confronting tire manufacturers.

It has been necessary to meet two de

cidedly important conditions: first, a tire

that will give high mileage, and second,

a tire sufficiently resilient to keep the

current consumption down to the lowest

point and the radius action up to the

highest.

The United States Tire Company has

issued an announcement indicating that

both of these problems have been solved

in a new special electric tire just placed

on the market. This tire is guaranteed

for 5,000 miles, which in itself is un

usual, and furthermore, it has proved in

actual tests that it exerts a saving in

fluence on current consumption of from

20 to 25 per cent.

When a wheel equipped with a gas-

car tire strikes an obstruction, however

small, the wheel is lifted slightly as it

passes over, valuable power being ex

pended as a result. On the other hand,

a tire that is thoroughly resilient gives

in to the obstruction—absorbs it for the

moment, so to speak—while the wheel

remains on the same level.

The real problem in electric tire con

struction was to secure increased resili

ency without sacrificing durability. The

fact that the United States Tire Com

pany's new special electric tire carries

a guarantee of 5,000 miles indicates that

the problem has been solved.

nlckerbocker truck, In the recent

Truck Club's parade.

pany is prepared to furnish almost any

part ever used in a Pierce-Arrow car

as far back as 1901, at a moment's no

tice.

A REAL MANUFACTURER.

In the tool room of the Pierce-Arrow

factory at Buffalo are 68,000 tools and

fixtures and 23,000 jigs. These are used

in the making of parts for current mod

els and for those of the past seasons.

So complete is the stock of tools and

jigs on former models that the com-

RODGERS LEAVES B. G. CO.

Clarence M. Rodgers has resigned

from his position as sales manager of

the Bowling Green (Ohio) Motor Car

Co. He has -not yet announced his

future plans.

NEW TIRE FACTORY.

Although the United States Rubber

Company, through the United States

Tire Company, is operating four im

mense tire plants at the present time,

plans are under way for the erection of

still another plant, which, when com

pleted, will have the greatest output of

any factory of its kind in the world.

Announcement to this effect has been

made by President Samuel P. Colt of

the United States Rubber Company in

connection with a plan to increase the

capital stock of the company from $75,-

000.000 to $120,000,000. It is expected

that details regarding the new tire plant

will be forthcoming within a short time.

The factories operated 'by the United

States Tire Company at present are lo

cated at Hartford, Conn.; Detroit, Mich.:

Providence, R. I., and Indianapolis, Ind.

These big plants have a daily output

of tires running into the thousands, yet

the demand has. been found to be so

great that additional production facilities

are deemed a necessity.

"The proposed new factory," says J.

M. Gilbert, general manager of the

United States Tire Company, "will in

crease our output about 5,000 tires daily.

At the present time, by working three

8-hour shifts in all of our plants and

utilizing every available bit of our equip

ment, we are barely able to take care

of the trade. The number of cars in

operation is increasing every year, con

sequently the demand for tires is bound

to be greater. To meet this demand it

is necessary that we should increase our

output, hence the proposed new factory.

All I can say at this time is that this

plant will be the largest of its kind in

the world and that it will be equipped

with the most modern machinery known

to the industry.

TIMKEN CONFERENCE.

The sales and advertising forces of

the Timken Roller Bearing Company

and the Timken-Detroit Axle Company

met at the Detroit offices on June 4 for

their third quarterly conference.

After an all day's business session the

Timken men came from labor to refresh

ment at Ardussi's.

The gathering of the clans wound up

with a "night of vaudeville" and a the

ater supper at the Griswold house.

One of the pleasing incidents of the

evening was the naming of Salesman C.

E. Gordon's infant daughter "June" and

the presentation to her of a show-er of

useful articles of wearing apparel. Sec

retary and Treasurer E. W. Lewis of

the Timken-Detroit Company introduced

the master of ceremonies, Vice President

A. R. Demory, who "charged" the

"proud papa" with the eloquence of a

Demosthenes and the grace of a Ches

terfield. The "boys" chipped in and gave

the Timken "baby" a start in life in the

shape of a well filled purse.

Among those who accepted of the

Timken hospitality were E. W. Lewis,

Heman Ely, H. W. Aldcn, F. C. Gilbert,

A. R. Demory, C. E. Gordon, P. W.

Hood, E. B. Lausier, P. W. Doyle,

Harry J. Porter, R. D. Weaver, C. W.

Dickerson, E. A. Walton, John Hanlon,

Geo. Beadell, F. G. McClurg, W. A.

Sharon and Myron Townsend.

ALCO N. Y. MANAGER.

The appointment has been announced

of George H. Duck as manager of the

New York branch of the American Lo

comotive Company's automobile depart

ment at 1886 Broadway. Mr. Duck will

have charge of the local sales of Alco

motor trucks and cars, and will supervise

the service department in Long Island

City. He was formerly manager of the

New York branch of the Matheson Au

tomobile Company. Before entering the

automobile industry Mr. Duck was con

nected with the Public Service Corpora

tion of New Jersey Street Railway De

partment in the capacity of Division Su

perintendent.

In England, a worm has turned a

million times or so. It is the worm on

a worm-driven power wagon which, up

to date, has run 124,000 miles. The

worm is still turning.
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A BUSY POWER WAGON.

Seldom is it considered feasible to

keep an accurate record of work done

by a motor truck day in and day out,

but it has been found possible in the

instance of a Pierce-Arrow, worm

driven, of 5 tons capacity, that is owned

by Towar's Wayne County Creamery of

Detroit, Mich. The routes taken by this

truck every day and the loads carried

do not vary materially and because of

this condition it is possible to show just

what the truck does, how many wagons

it has replaced and the daily mileage,

which is kept down owing to the numer

ous stops made. Two shifts of men are

employed to operate the truck, owing to

the long hours of service.

The truck leaves the garage at 3:00

a. m. and does not return until 12 mid

night, making 21 hours' service daily

through the week and 12 hours on Sun

day.

It leaves the Towar factory every

morning with a load of wholesale bottled

milk and cream which it distributes to

the grocery stores and factory dinihg

rooms on the east side of Detroit. It

takes from 3:00 a. m. to 1:00 p. m. to

peddle this load and make collections.

etc. The truck, of course, brings back

einpty bottles and crates which weigh

about three tons. It formerly took three

teams and one single wagon to do this

work.

On the truck's return to the plant at

1 o'clock it makes two trips to the rail

road stations for milk, loaded with five

tons each trip. The second driver takes

the truck at this time, 2 o'clock.

The truck now makes a trip to the

north end branch, a distance of four

miles, with a full load of bottled goods

to be delivered the following day by the

wagons stationed at this branch. On the

 

return trip it has a full load of empty

bottles weighing 4 tons. The truck then

makes another trip to this branch with

the same load. Upon its return at about

6 o'clock, the crew has lunch. Two trips

to the railroad depots for supplies fol

low lunch, then one trip to the east side

branch, a round trip of 10 miles. Upon

the return from the east side there is

usually another trip to the railroad sta

tion.

The afternoon and evening loads are

all 5-ton loads with an overload of one-

half ton occasionally. Mr. Towar esti

mates that it would take five large teams

to handle this afternoon and evening

work, while now it is done with two

men on a Pierce-Arrow truck.

The morning load consists of:

Case Milk— Lbs.

648 qts. milk, 54 cases at 59 lbs... 3,186

1.800 pts. milk, 90 cases at 55 lbs.. 4.950

100 Yi pts. cream. 5 cases at 41 lbs. 205

cream, 2 cases at 55 lbs. . .

This Pierce-Arrow works 21 hours a day.

60 qts. buttermilk, 5 cases at 59 lbs. 295

'Bulk Milk—

5 cans milk (10 gals, each), 110 lbs.

each 550

6 cans milk (5 gals, each) 54 lbs.

each • • 324

5 cans milk (3 gals, each) 29 lbs.

each 145

10 cans milk (2 gals, each) 21 lbs.

each 210

5 cans cream (2 gals, each) 20 lbs.

Total load 10,075

Ninety-five 10-gallon cans of milk is

a load for depot hauling, a total of 10.450

pounds. The daily mileage of this truck

is between 50 and 60 miles.

T. A. Durgan should use the perform

ance of this machine in his "nothing to

do until tomorrow" series.

 

CHIEF ENGINEER OF L-S.

Charles H. Dahlquist has recently been

"appointed chief engineer of the Lippard-

Stewart Motor Car Company, of Buf

falo, with w:hich firm he has been con

nected for some time as assistant chief

engineer.

Before his connection with the I-ip-

pard-Stewart Company, Mr. Dahlquist

was for two years chief automobile en

gineer of the International Harvester

Company at Akron, Ohio. Previous to

that he was connected in turn with the

Thomas-Detroit and Chalmers Motor

companies, and was chief engineer of the

Velie company for one year. He is an

automobile engineer of exceptional abil

ity and experience.

Bringing In a 12-ton load of wool from the Z. E. Simpson ranch,

Orland, Calif. The truck Is an Avery.

MACKENZIE JOINS KELLY.

R. J. Mackenzie, formerly assistant

manager for the Alden Sampson Mfg.

Co., and for some years previous the

purchasing agent for the E. R. Thomas

Mfg. Co., has joined the Kelly Motor

Truck Company, of Springfield, Ohio,

which has been acquiring some of the

"livest wires" in the power wagon in

dustry with a view to a great develop

ment in the immediate future.
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and returning with food for those in

distress, had to plow through the bad

country roads, up to its hubs in mud.

"At the time I left the machine had

been working 124 hours without its mo

tor once stopping and with no sign of a

let-up. There was no time to stop. And

every bit of the service was performed

under terrific conditions that few trucks

encounter."

Chassis of the Atlantic 2-ton electric truck. Eight of this model

were recently sold to the Adams Express Company.

NEW ELECTRIC MODELS.

The Atlantic Vehicle Company of

Newark, N. J., with offices and show

room in the Mecca Building. 1600

Broadway, New York city, has, after a

•year and a half of preliminary work,

now settled down to a producing basis.

and recently sold eight 2-ton electric

wagons to the Adams Express Com

pany for use in Philadelphia.

Arthur J. Slade, chief engineer of the

company, needs no introduction to the

power wagon industry. As the designer

of the complete line of motor trucks

of the Peerless Motor Car Company he

has achieved a wide reputation, and his

practical experience thus acquired is

sufficient guarantee of his fitness for

the new work in which he is now en

gaged.

McKinley Boyle is the president and

Ralph Sanger the vice-president of the

Atlantic Vehicle Company.

The company has been provided with

ample capital, both for its present and

future needs, as well as excellent manu

facturing, sales, engineering and service

facilities.

The directors of the company are Mc

Kinley Boyle, president of the Conti

nental Car & Equipment Company,

Louisville, Ky.; Ralph Sanger, formerly

of Wonham. Sanger & Bates (Railway

supplies); Arthur J. Slade, consulting

engineer; Harold S. Vanderbilt of the

New York Central Lines, and John R.

Turner of the Corporation Trust Com

pany, Jersey City. Hon. Herbert L.

Satterlee is the general counsel of the

company.

For the present the activity of the

company will be limited to the East,

but inquiries from some of the biggest

corporations in the Middle West portend

the establishment of a branch or agency

in Chicago in the near future, with a

subsequent development all over the

country.

The Atlantic Vehicle Company offers

a complete line of electric wagons, rang

ing from 1 ton to 5 tons in load capac

ity, including 1-ton. 2-ton, 3j^-ton and

5-ton models. The general lines of these

machines will be evident from the illus

tration shown herewith. Details of de

sign will be given in a later issue of

this journal.

TRUCK STEMS FLOODS.

A vivid account of distress among

flood sufferers in the South was given

by H. J. Wirkus, an eye witness, on his

return from Baton Rouge. He told of

the work in life saving performed by

an Alco motor truck which was forced

into five weeks of day and night service

WAVERLEY 5-TON TRUCK.

A new addition to the Waverley line

of power wagons is the 5-ton truck

shown in the accompanying picture.

Two of these giant cars have recently

been delivered to brewing companies in

New York and Chicago.

The truck is 17 feet 8 inches long and

has a carrying space of 14 feet long by

6 feet 6 inches wide. It weighs 11,200

pounds, the battery alone accounting for

2,540 pounds of weight.

The battery consists of 42 cells each

containing 25 plates and has a capacity

of 324 ampere hours.

One 85-volt, 60-ampere motor is lo

cated at the extreme rear end, with the

motor shaft operating heavy chain

drives.

The substantial weight of the truck,

 

Chassis of the Waverley

by its owners in that city. It has since

been appropriated in the emergency by

the government authorities.

"Every known duty has been de

manded of the truck," says Mr. Wirkus.

"It has hauled men, women and chil

dren to safety out of places from which

they otherwise might not escape. Loaded

with sand bags it has been rushed to

the scene of weak spots in the levees,

has kept hundreds from starvation by

supplying provisions.

"The work the truck did for its own

ers was noted by the war department of

ficials in Baton Rouge. They arranged

a week ago to press it into their own

service. Since then it has made trips

many miles up the river, returning to

Baton Rouge loaded with persons who

had been rescued along the way.

"The usual transportation facilities

were put out of commission on account

of the flood. This meant that the truck,

transporting loads of sand for the levees

electric 5-ton truck.

10j<2 tons loaded, is supported on solid

tire 36 by 7 inch front, and 36 by 5

inches dual rear.

Massiveness and strength are the chief

notes of the design. The machine has a

rated mileage of 35 miles per charge on

level roads.

CHICAGO SERVICE STATION.

The Foraker-Dayton Motor Truck Co.

on Saturday, June 22, opened what is

probably the most extensive service sta

tion in Chicago. Besides having an am

ple sales and show room, the new home

of the Durable Dayton, at 1700 Wabash

avenue, has garage facilities for 30 large

power wagons. General Manager For-

aker entertained a large number of vis

itors at the opening, assisted by officials

of the Dayton company.

A new composite power wagon tire

has alternate blocks of wood and steel.
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SERVICE.

A motor truck manufacturer can give

four kinds of service to a business man

who comes to him for advice on trans

portation problems.

1. Long Life: He can sell him a

truck that has proved profitable long life

by years of consistent good service.

2. Right Sizes: He can help him

choose the right size of truck and style

of body for each different requirement

of his business.

3. Operating Instructions: He can in

struct the man who is going to run the

truck in how to operate it most eco

nomically and how to give it every-day

care.

4. Keeping in Order: He can provide

the "service stations" where the owner

will be sure of getting materials and

workmanship of factory standard with

the same personal attention after he has

bought his truck as when he was only a

"prospect."

The International Motor Company is

establishing at all its branches an in

spection system for trucks, which is

helpful in the following ways to holders

of International Motor Company vehi

cles:

1. Inspectors keep in close personal

contact with drivers and instruct them

in regard to proper operation and care

of trucks.

2. Inspectors instruct the drivers in re

gard to the details of the mechanism of

the truck, emphasizing and constantly

impressing on them the fact that good

care means efficiency in operation.

3. Inspectors suggest the necessary re

pairs, anticipate the breaking down of

trucks before this trouble actually oc

curs, and impress upon the driver and

owner the necessity of making small re

pairs before anything serious happens.

4. The inspectors impress upon the

man at the wheel that if he will take

this kind of care of International trucks

the company will do all it can to help

him advance himself and give an incen

tive to the man who shows a conscien

tious interest in the truck he drives to

help him earn more money through the

increased earning power of the truck,

gained by this personal attention.

For the customer, the International

Motor Company is doing a great deal

 

Peerless dump truck owned by Manchester, N. H.

to bring about that education in the use

of motor trucks which is so badly lack

ing and which causes nine-tenths of all

the complaints from motor truck trans

portation. By tactful reminder and con

crete example this company is endeavor

ing to advise him when his truck is over

loaded and trying to have him see that

it is not to his advantage to do this,

nor to run the truck at too high a speed.

Again, the Internationa! Motor Com

pany is making a determined but tactful

effort to have its customers know wheth

er they have the right man as a driver

for their trucks and by concrete illus

trations impress upon the customer the

fact that a large business tool as vaju-

able as a motor truck must be properly

taken care of and that the man who

drives it or takes charge of it must have

proper consideration in order to arouse

an enthusiasm and to secure the proper

results.

In many instances the Internationa!

Motor Company sends out one of its

skilled drivers or trouble men to take

charge of the truck when a fault has

developed from overloading or over-

speeding, and sometimes the company

goes as far as to take the load off and

actually deliver it to a customer. In

other words, the International Motor

Company is trying to establish the same

service, but not agreeing or promising

to do things that from their very nature

of the conditions are unreasonable and

impossible, merely for the sake of put

ting the truck in service. The keynote

of this service policy is the proper edu

cation of the customer primarily, with

the end in view of winning his confi

dence and to demonstrate how he can

secure the proper return from his in

vestment.

HARWOOD-BARLEY PROGRESS.

During the last week in May, the

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co. sold 30 of

its Indiana motor wagons, following up

its good work of the previous week

when a number of other good sales were

made. The company has just brought

out a new catalog for distribution to the

trade.

 

White 3-ton truck hauling 87-ft., 5-ton flagpole, from Newark to Mendham, N. J.
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TRUCK LAYS ASPHALT.

The motor truck has found another

field in which it has not only proved its

usefulness, but its adoption will increase

the efficiency to such an extent, that

it will be only a short time before every

city of any importance will adopt it for

the work intended.

The experiments being made by the

city of Detroit in the laying of asphalt.

# with the aid of a S-ton G-M-C truck,

equipped with mechanical dumping

body, warrants the above statement,

for, its use not only expedites the un

loading of this material, but enables the

workmen to spread it while hot. thereby

improving the surface of the pavement,

for, if asphalt is laid while it is of the

right temperature, it packs much

smoother.

During a week under which the truck's

performance was noted, work was done

3.2 miles from the asphalt plant. The

machine made a trip every 55 minutes,

carrying five tons of asphalt which will

spread over an area of 70 square yards.

In all. eight trips were made each day,

delivering a total of 84,000 pounds, or

42 tons. The distance covered by the

truck was over 50 miles a day. In com

parison with horse-drawn teams—aside

from the disadvantages—each team

could only make the trip three times a

day. delivering a total of 9 tons of as

phalt.

It will be seen from this that the

truck is doing the work of five teams.

This comparison, although obvious, is not

the important one, for, it is in the sav

ing of considerable labor and the advan

tage of laying the asphalt while it is hot,

that the use of the truck will be favored.

Each load, as it leaves the asphalt plant,

is protected by a canvas covering which

keeps in the heat and the quick deliv

ery and mechanical dumping saves re

heating and rehandling.

It takes one wagon two hours and

forty minutes to make the same trip in

which time the motor truck has deliv

ered five loads, and it is evident from

this that the motor truck is bound to

revolutionize this important municipal

work. These trials have been most

gratifying to the officials, for here is a

phase of city work which is very im

portant, especially when it is being done

in congested districts. It is figured that

this work can be done in one-fifth of

the time with the use of mechanically

operated motor trucks.

TIRES AID ON LONG TRIPS.

That tire manufacturers have done

their share toward solving the many

complexities attending the development

of the motor truck is shown by condi

tions which make it possible for a mer

chant in Philadelphia to make delivery

of goods to a customer in California in

In the early days of the motor truck,

in fact up to a few months ago, it was

necessary to operate trucks in a radius

convenient to a base of supplies. This

was due to the fact that solid tires were

applied by pressure. Special tools and

machinery were required and even if an

extra wheel were carried to obviate these

difficulties tire changes could not be made

without removing the old wheel from

the truck. Unless this work was per

formed by an expert there was always

the chance of the hub mechanism being

damaged or disarranged.

The result has been that up to this

time the motor truck as a utility has

been limited to more or less short hauls.

Demountable solid tires, however, have

wrought a decided change and with the

difficulties of making tire replacements

removed, it is being demonstrated that

motor trucks can be sent everywhere.

It no longer is necessary to consider the

base of supplies in so far as tires are

concerned.

An instance of the broadening scope

of trucks is found in the delivery by

Charles W. Young & Co., of Philadel

phia, of three tons of merchandise to

one of their customers located in Pe-

taluma, Cal. An Alco truck is being

used and it is equipped with United

States demountable tires. Practically

5,000 miles will be traveled.

The tires with which this truck is

equipped possess demountable features

which make changes possible anywhere

in 15 minutes time or less. An ordinary

workman can make replacements and

the only tools he needs are a wrench and

a hammer.

On a trip such as the one in question

this is a decidedly important matter as

there are times when the truck will be

hundreds of miles from a tire station

and in case of accident to one of the

tires, would suffer a serious handicap,

if old methods of fastening were em

ployed.

ORDER AND REPEAT ORDER.

"Efficiency is certainly the watchword

of the present age," says Gleason Mur

phy, Vice President of General Motors

Truck Company, "and right now mer

cantile houses seem to vie with each

other in bringing their delivery sys

tems up to a high standard of service.

We had no more than booked the order

for ten trucks given us by Shepard-

Norwell Company of Boston, when our

branch at that point wired in an order

for five more from the same concern.

We were elated with this added business,

especially because the competition for

the order had been quite keen."

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

MOTOR TRUCK makers who desire

their product marketed in a way which

will individualize it and result in a strong

and enduring business are invited to

write to the address below. No proposi

tion will be considered unless trucks are

of advanced design, and the backers ap

preciate the value of specialized experi

ence. Will also consider proposition to

act as general manager. Address P. S.

F., % The Power Wagon.

BARGAINS in high-grade panel-top de

livery bodies with doors in rear. We

have a quantity to close out, $70 to $100.

Write for prints and particulars. The

Barndt & Johnston Company, Columbus,

Ohio.

SIGNIFICANT SIGN.

That the days of the horse in busi

ness are numbered, is evidenced by an

advertisement which appeared in all of

the New York papers one Sunday last

month. This was inserted by James

Butler, Inc., operating 200 retail grocery

stores in and about New York City.

Sixty horses were offered for sale. This

is the first instance where a corporation,

by a single stroke, has wiped out its

entire horse-drawn equipment. To quote

from the advertisement, "To insure the

greatest satisfaction to customers by the

quickest daily distribution of fresh food

supplies to these stores, a change has

been made gradually from horse trucks

to motor transportation, with its big

ger loads and rapid runs. A large fleet

of motor trucks are now in commission.

The splendid service given by the trucks

of General Motors Company lias made

this change possible."

Although this action wipes out the en

tire horse equipment of the company, it

must not be inferred that this decision

was reached hurriedly. As a matter of

fact the Butler house has used G-M-C

trucks for a period of over two years,

and so efficient and uniform has been

the service that they felt no chances

were taken in the disposal of the entire

horse equipment.

Fire Commissioner Cole of Boston

has started an automobile school for

drivers of motor fire apparatus.

Gus Hanna, street cleaning superin

tendent of Cleveland, is asking the city

to provide him with 15 motor trucks for

ash collecting, to supersede 90 horse

wagons now in use.

Oil and grease may be removed from

floors by the use of a very hot solution

of common washing soda, applied with a

Mechanical Engineer
With exceptional experience,

manufacturing and selling

Commercial Automobiles

is looking for suitable connection

Address R. C. M. - Power Wagon

CHICAGO, ILL.

a ponderous rubber-tired vehicle. stiff brush.
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We suggest the following as especially worthy of your

consideration when investigating THE LOCOMOBILE:

Quality of Material

In building the Locomobile Truck, the knowledge of best materials, gained from fourteen years' experience in

building the highest grade Motor Vehicles, has been of great advantage. Only the best materials are used. For

example: The frame is pressed alloy steel, heat treated, instead of structural steel, as commonly used. The

pressed alloy steel frame costs about four times as much as a structural steel frame and is about four times as

strong, its elastic limit being approximately one hundred and ten thousand pounds to the square inch, whereas

the elastic limit of structural steel is approximately twenty-five to thirty thousand pounds.

The use of high tensile strength bronze forthe transmission case and motor base is another example of the

quality of the material.

Interchangeable Demountable Tires.

Large Front Wheels.

Strongest obtainable Driving Chains.

Chain Cases.

Differential Lock.

Steel Wheels.

Dry Disc Clutch.

Sprag.

Accessibility of Units,

subject to Driver's control.

Experience and standing of manufacturer.

Every part designed for Heavy Duty Truck.

Standards of Workmanship.

Powerful Motor.

Five Bearing Crank Shaft.

Liberal Tire Equipment.

Four Speed Transmission.

Wide Faced Gears.

Governor Control.

Ignition and Oiling System not

 

The Locomobile Company of America

Executive Offices and Works:

Bridgeport, Connecticut

Service and Sales Branches:

New York

Atlanta

Chicago

Oakland

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

San Francisco

Minneapolis

Boston

Baltimore

Washington

Los Angeles

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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MOTOR TRAIN FOR FARM PRODUCTS.

A system new in Menominee county, Michigan, and

probably in the entire state, is to be put into operation

when C. I. Cook will start a motor train which will oper

ate between Menominee and outlying towns for the pur

pose of conveying to the city fruits and vegetables to be

consumed by the Michigan Refining and Preserving com

pany. A 5-ton power wagon and four or five large trail

ers are to compose the train. The system is an experiment

and if found successful the service probably will be made

more elaborate another year. The machine has already

arrived. The trailers are on the way. The wheels are

in two sets, making a total width ec]ual to that of a traction

engine.

MOTOR FREIGHT LINE IN ARIZONA.

A concern in Tucson, Ariz., has just entered the field

for the purpose of handling freight across country to this

section. It is proposed to operate a line of motor trucks

in this service and thereby accomplish a considerable sav

ing of time over shipments moving by rail through Mari

copa and the Salt River Valley. The first machine has

been put in service.

MOTOR WAGONS FOR HAULING BORAX.

Advices from Lancaster. Cal., state that Max P. Fries,

president of the United States Borax Company, believes

he has solved his transportation question by the purchase

of five motor trucks for hauling borax to the railroad at

Lancaster, whence it is shipped to market, most of it going

to European countries. These are 6j^-ton trucks. They

were constructed especially for mountain work. Three

more are to arrive in November.

The mines are located 60 miles west of Lancaster and

Mr. Fries intends to make the round trip every 24 hours.

There are 15 men now at work at the mine which number

Subscription Agents Wanted

In cities and territory where we

have no agents we desire to

obtain the services of active

representatives for our subscrip

tion department. Apply to

THE POWER WAGON

CHICAGO

LIBERAL TERMS.

will be increased to 40 or 50 after the new transportation

facilities get in action.

The company's directorate is composed of the follow

ing: L. J. Merritt, of Pasadena; J. E. Cowles, M. D., Los

Angeles; B. C. Kennedy, of San Francisco; B. P. Ehr-

lick, of Los Angeles, and Max P. Fries, of Los Angeles.

MOTOR TRUCK OWNERS

Are You Equipped with a

GasoleneStorageOutfit?

We manufacture Self-Measuring, Non-Measuring,

Isolated, Inside Discharge and Multiple System

Gasolene Storage Outfits.

Air Tight Tanks are constructed of 3-16 inch, or

heavier, Open Hearth Steel with all seams and joints

BRAZED. Every AIR TIGHT seam and joint is

guaranteed to be as strong as the steel the tank is

constructed of. A 100% tank.

Air Tight Outfits are listed by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters

The Highest Quality Gasolene Storage Outfits

on the Market at the Most Reasonable Prices

Good territory open for experienced Tank Salesmen

Writ* today _for catalog and pricrj

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHICAGO

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

No. 180 N. Dt.rt.orn St.

BALTIMORE

PEACE & PEACE

7 Coigreti St.

NEW YORK

EMPIRE TANK AND PUMP CO.

30 Church St.

UPLEV
EXTERNAL- ^V

RAKE8/V

□■&=* "-' E= l& ACT INSTANTLY

BXRAKNEA8A Forward or Backward

How are your brakes r

—A new set would make your truck or delivery wagon

more efficient and safe. Get a set of Du

plex brakes. Inexpensive, easily installed,

do away with all troubles. Be safe and

sure about your brakes above all things.

Write to us today. We'll be pleased to

quote prices and give full particulars.

We also make the Raymond Brake, Ray-

bestos Brake Lining and Gyrex Mixer.

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

482 Housotonic Ave. - Bridgeport, Conn.

 

TITANIC SPRINGS
Toucher than Vanadium—Cheaper than Vanadium

We make all styles of AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

The Titanic Springs shown in the cut have neither NIB nor HOLE in

center to hasten a break. Thirty years' experience enables us to make the

best springs made. Let us be of service to yon.

 

See that hump!

TUTHILL SPRING CO., 764 Polk St., Chicago

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Uninterrupted Service

Are the rwo big problems in connection with

heavy motor trucks that are solved by

Diagonal BlocRTires

THE TIRES

 

Showing Block Removed
Trucks equipped with Diagonal Block Tires are always ready for service. A

block can be replaced right on the spot in less than 10 minutes without even

jacking up the wheel. A new block makes a new tire. <J A saving of at least one cent over your present

tire mile cost is insured by the use of Diagonal Block Tires. All heat is eliminated and rubber displacement

provided for by the independent block feature. This means greater mileage and less tire expense. <I Diagonal

blocks have an added advantage in that they grip the road more securely, resulting in greater traction,

prevent skidding and do away with the necessity for chains. Built to S. A. E. Dimensions—Fit Any Wheel.

Live proposition for live agents.—Write today for booklet.

THE DIAGONAL BLOCK TIRE CO., urbaina, ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CLASSIFIED BUYERS GUIDE

Prepared for the convenience of buyers of

motor wagons, parts and equipment. All the

concerns listed under the various headings

advertise regularly in the "Power Wagon."

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

Cleveland Auto Machine Co., Cleveland, O.

AXLES.

Drlggs-Seabury Ordnance Co., Sharon, Pa.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Tlmken-Detrolt Axle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Torbensen Gear & Axle Co., Bloomfleld, N. J.

Weston-Mott Co., Flint. Mich.

BEARINGS (Ball).

Barthel, Daly & Miller, New York City, N. Y.

Bretz., J. S., Co., New York City.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.

R. I. V. Co., New York City, N. Y.

BEARINGS (Roller).

Bower Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich.

Tlmken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio.

BRAKE LINING.

Johns-Manville Co., New York City, N. Y.

Woven Steel Hose & Rubber Co., Trenton,

N. J.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport. Conn.

CARBURETORS.

Zenith Carburetor Co., Detroit, Mich.

CA8TINGS.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wetherlll Finished Castings Co., Philadelphia.

Pa.

CHAINS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Culver-Taylor Chain Works, Detroit, Mich.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Sarco Engineering Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

CLUTCHES.

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CONTROL LEVERS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

DIFFERENTIALS.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago, 111.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

DROP FORGINGS.

Park Drop Forge Co., Cleveland, O.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marlon. Ind.

J H. Williams Co., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Billings & Spencer, Hartford, Conn.

ELECTRIC CURRENT.

Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.. Pitts

burgh, Pa.

ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Anderson ICIectric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap

ids, Mich.

General Motors Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

FOOT PEDALS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

GASOLINE ENGINES.

Bergdoll Machine Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co., Muskegon, Mich.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Palmer-Moore Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.

Western Motor Co., Marion, Ind.

Wisconsin Motor Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Waukesha Motor Co., Waukesha. Wis.

GAS-ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap-

Ids, Mich.

GASOLINE STORAGE OUTFITS.

Air Tight Steel Tank Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

GASOLINE WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Adams Bros. Co., Flndlay, Ohio.

Alden Sampson Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

American Locomotive Co., New York City.

Available Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111.

Avery Company, Peoria, 111.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., BowlingGreen,

Ohio.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y

Commerce Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Dart Mfg. Co., Waterloo, la.

Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

General Motors Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gramm Motor Truck Co., Lima, Ohio.

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co., Marlon, Ind.

Henry Lee Power Co., Chicago.

Ideal Auto Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

International Motor Co., New York City, N.

Y.

Jarvis Huntington Automobile Co., Hunting

ton, W. Va.

Juno Motor Truck Co., Juneau, Wis.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.

Koehler S. G., Co., New York City, N. Y.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co., New

York City, N. Y.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont, O.

Llppard-Stewart Motor Car Co., Buffalo.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn.

W. H. Mclntyre Co., Auburn, Ind.

Mercury Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Motor Wagon Co. of Detroit, Detroit, Mich.

National Motor Truck Co., Bay City, Mich.

New Haven Truck & Auto Works, New Hav

en, Conn.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Pierce Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Plggins Motor Car Co., Racine. Wis.

Sanford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Universal Machinery Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co., Moline, 111.

Victor Motor Truck Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Willys-Garford Sales Co., Toledo, Ohio.

JACKSHAFTS.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

New York Gear Works, New York City,

N. Y-

Sheldon Axle Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

LAMPS.

Castle Lamp Co., Amesbury, Mass.

LOCK WASHERS.

Positive Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J.

LUBRICANTS.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Standard Oil Co., New York City, N. Y.

LUBRICATORS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City. N. Y.

Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.

MAGNETOS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City, N. Y.

J. S. Bretz Co., New York City. N. Y.

Remy Electric Co.. Anderson, Ind

Splitdorf Electric Co., New York City, N. Y.

NON-SKID DEVICES.

Atlas Chain Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.

Drlggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co., Cleveland, O.

A. O. Smith Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

RADIATORS.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Fedders Mfg. Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

W. J. Kells Mfg. Co., New York City, N. Y.

Livingston Radiator Co.. New York City.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS.

Veeder Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn

SCREW MACHINE PARTS.

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich.

SIGNAL HORNS.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. T.

SPARK PLUGS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City. N. Y.

Progressive Mfg. Co., Torrington, Conn.

SPRINGS.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa-

Spring Perch Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

TuthiTl Spring Co., Chicago.

SPROCKETS.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago.

STARTING CRANKS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

8TEERING GEARS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mas*.

Lavigne Gear Co., Corliss, Wis.

Muncie Gear Co., Muncle, Ind.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

STEEL TANKS.

Air-Tight Steel Tank Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Janney-Steinmetz Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marion, Ind.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York City.

TIRES (Solid).

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Jas. L. Gibney & Bro., Philadelphia, Pa-

Diagonal Block Tire Co., Urbana, Ohio.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Kelly-Sprinefleld Tire Co.. Akron. Ohio.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Polack Tyre Co., New York City, N. Y.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

IT. S. Tire Co., New York City, N. Y.

Victor Rubber Co.. Springfield, Ohio.

TRANSMISSIONS.

Covert Motor Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Driggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Lefuver Arms Co., Syracuse. N. Y.

Muncie Gear Co.. Muncie, Ind.

New York Gear Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.

UNIT POWER PLANTS.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS.

Blood Bros. Machine Co.. Kalamazoo, Mich.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plalnfield, N. J.

WHEELS.

Hayes Wheel Co., Jackson. Mich.

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

WHEEL MAKING MACHINERY.

Defiance Machine Works. Defiance. O.
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When Hayes Wheels Are Fitted to

Motor Trucks They Are As Near

Perfect As Skill Can Make Them

And they remain in that condition indefinitely provided they are given proper attention and

care. They will succesfully withstand the strains and stresses of skidding and the severe

blows occasioned by bumps and other obstacles in the road. They are decidedly supe

rior to anything on the market.

The department in which Hayes Motor Truck Wheels are made is a complete factory

in itself, plentifully provided with modern and specially designed machinery. It is oper

ated by an organization which is unusually familiar with the problems encountered in mak

ing equipment for power wagons of all load ratings. There is no riddle concerned with the

application of wheels for heavy duty which this organization cannot read. Its services

are at your command.

Don't be content with good metal chassis parts. Insure the running gear by mounting it on reliable

wheels. By doing so you will decrease repair and operating expense, minimize liability and accident, and

spare yourself and your driver a lot of needless worry.

Hayes Wheels cost more than others. But, as they represent the highest standard of material, design and

process workmanship, they are well worth the difference.

S. A. E. bands of all sizes carried in stock.

HAYES WHEEL COMPANY

Jackson .... Michigan

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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WHY Is the

Schwarz Wheel
Used on all the leading Motor Trucks ?

Because it is the Strongest, Safest and most

Ja^a. Economical, and

will stand up where

every other fails.

The special fea

tures of construc

tion—the interlock

ing spokes, the

tight immovable

center assemblage,

insure the wheel

■3 under the most se-

!jL\ vere strain. Spokes

cannot work loose,

' and it will always

run true.

You want the

best for it is the

cheapest in the

Schwarz Patent Spokes end.

Write for Information. Consult Us on Design and Proportion.

The Schwarz Wheel Co.

FRANKFORD - - PHILADELPHIA

 

 

Better Service — Longer Life

from

J-M Dry Batteries

J-M Dry Batteries are unqualifiedly guaran

teed to give satisfaction under any and all

conditions. Should they fail to do this, we

will furnish new batteries or refund the pur

chase price.

Take three J-M Dry Batteries and three

of the make you are now using, connect

them in series, and from results obtained we

feel convinced a new SATISFIED customer

will be added to our rapidly growing list.

Three capacities: 20, 30 and 35 amperes;

1 J volts per cell.

Ask your dealer fcr J-M Dry Batteries, if

he cannot supply you, order from our nearest

branch.

Send order for trial barrel ol 125.

H. W. Johns- Manville Co.

 

45KS7DS
ASBESTOS ROOFINGS

PACKINGS. ELECTRI

CAL SUPPLIES. ETC.

New York San Francisco

Omaha Seattle

Philadelphia St. Loula

Pittsburgh Syracuse 1671

For Canada:—THE CANADIAN H. TV. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.. LIMITED.

Toronto. Ont. Montreal. Que. Winnipeg, Man. Vancouver, B. C.

MANUFACTURERS OF

ASBESTOS AND

MAGNESIA PRODUCTS

Albany Chicago Detroit Louisville

Baltimore Cincinnati Indianapolis Milwaukee

Boston Cleveland Kansas City Minneapolis

Buffalo Dallas Los Angeles New Orleans

AUT0BE5TINE

Partial List of

AUTOBESTINE

users:

Speedwell Thomas

Kelly Autocar

Alden-Sam pson

Cole &c, &c.

Who is more competent to judge the merit of brake lining than the man

ufacturer of rear axles?

The Timken-Dctroit Axle Co., Standard Roller Bearing Co., and other axle

manufacturers use Autobestine Brake Lining.

If you manufacture a truck, car or rear axle, we will be pleased to send you

a sufficient quantity of Autobestine for test.

Woven Steel Hose «St Rubber Co.

TRENTON, N. J.

NATIONAL SALES CORP., Factory Sales Manager.

ZSO W. 54th St., New York—844 Woodward Ave, Detroit.

Hyatt Roller Bearings

Will be used in almost

all American built cars

this year because of

their efficiency.

Are they being used in

yours ?

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

Detroit, Mich.

 

Magneto Bargains

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. & H. High Tension Magnetos

Less Than Import Cost

Circular and Price Lists Free

J. S. BRETZ COMPANY, 250 W. 54th St., New York

 

THE PARTICULAR TRUCK

FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN

Investigate the VICTOR before you buy.

You may find a truck that is just as good—

but you cannot get any better.

Write for catalog.

Victor Motor

Truck Co.

1008 Ontario St.

Buffalo, N. Y.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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That the worm gear drive is the least waste

ful and most durable pathway for power has

been proved during ten years of successful

use in England—is being proved every day in

America by the Pierce-Arrow Truck—and

this unqualified guarantee is behind it.

The worm wheel and worm shaft, generally known as worm gear con

struction, employed in the Pierce-Arrow Truck, are warranted to fulfill

their functions for one year from date of shipment, under normal service.

 

5-TON MOTOR TRUCKS
THE PIERCK-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Pleaw mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Western Drop Forge Company

Manufacturers of

Drop Forgings, Steel Tanks, Heaters, Smoke Stacks

and Sheet, Plate and Structural Iron Work of

Every Description

Special attention to quality and first-class service at all times.

Largely increased facilities enable us to insure prompt deliveries.

Send us blue prints and let us figure on your rcqu:rements.

Western Drop Forge Company

Marion, Indiana

Livingston Radiators

The greatest and most rapid coo'ing ability with the

least pounds of weight.

An average of one-half the wind resistance of any

radiator made.

The maximum of strength wi1 h the min-mum of

weight.

The only radiators in the world which may be frozen

with no danger of splitting the t ubes.

Livingston Radiator & Mfg. Co.

150 W. 52nd Street NEW YORK CITY

Bower Roller Bearing Company

Detroit, Mich.

Manufacturers of high

grade roller bearings for

all purposes.

Our Consulting Engineer

ing Department is always

at your service.

Send for catalog, price-

list and specification sheets of sizes.

 

 

 

pet ra o*ssr
With Chassis and

agneto Equipment

$6IO
A cheap, reliable and efficient Motor-Wnpon Tor delivery purposes.

Will do the work of a two-horse-and-waeon outfit ;ind at less cost.

Simple to operate and 's repair proof.

Reliable agents should write for unoccupied territory.

The Motor-Wagon Company of i etroit, Mich., Dept. M

 

SPROCKETS
FOR- =

MOTOR TRUCKS

in Stock and to Order.

CULLMAN DIFFERENTIALS

Send for Complete Catalog.

CULLMAN WHEEL COMPANY

1017 Greenwood Terrace CHICAGO

Honeycomb Truck

Radiators

MADE BY

BRISCOE MFG. COMPANY,

Detroit. Mich.

Write for Catalogue, Quotations and Testimonials

of Users.

GrandRapidsMotorTruckCo.

Manufacturer* of the

HOOSIER LIMITED

1| TON TRUCK

Formerly made by Decatur Motor Car Co., Decatur,

Indiana. Some choice territory still open. Address

GrandRapidsMotorTruck Co.

North Street GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Progress
Motor Trucks

I i and 3 Tons

Capacity

 

There models are as

near fool-proof as it is

possible to make them.

We build them, in

their entirety in our

own plant. They are not assembled from parts purchased on the

market. They represent high class engineering and manufactuiing

experience. We have territory for responsible dealers.

Wrtte for Catalog and Proposition.

Universal Machinery Co.,
MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE BESSEMER

The Truck that Made Good at the Chicago Show.

THREE MODELS

1,000 lbs. 2,000 lbs. 4,000 lbs.

BESSEMER MOTOR TRUCK CO.

GROVE CITY. PA.

 

SJl Saleable!

S Purchasable!

Interchangeable!

ALL OVER THE

WORLD

R.I.V. COMPANY

1771 Broadwav.NewYork

LAMBERT

The Truck of a Thousand Speeds

The Friction Drive Car; no change

of gears; simple, direct transmission;

fewest parts ; most power at least cost.

Get the facts. Interesting to agents too.

The Buckeye Mfg. Co.

164 Columbus Ave. Anderson, Indiana

 

Practically our entire capacity is devoted to the

production of Steel Castings for Motor Trucks.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, IN V.

 

MOTOR

TRUCKS

 

T

O

N

^ae^

^ii^ta m^^^^1

~T

w -^
- «

w&mWS^-i

T

O

N

Write for Catalog, Operation Costs and Service Plan.

VELIE MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, :: MOLINE, ILL.

Commercial Car Springs

 

The Perfection Spring Co.* Cleveland, Ohio

MOtO

 

Made in

1-2-3-5 Ton

Sizes

Send for our large

miCkS clalom.

Lutl Juergens

Motor (or (o.

Fremont, O.

 

Speed, Capacity and

Reliability

Record low-cost ton mile

maintained for thousands ot

miles actual haulage. That is

your standard to buy a motor

truck by—that is the proof of

speed, loading capacity and

reliability. Let us show you

the records of the

Old Reliable
m 3i-5 ten Motor Truek—strong

>ur own big, exclusive featuresin chassis, brake, guaranteed-

old without overloading restrictions.

 

in every detail—

for-life springs, e

Let us tell you about a score of such

superiorities in this truck. Write for the

"OLD RELIABLE'* Book and records

from actual users. Dealers—a few ter

ritories still open. Closing fast. Write

for attractive proposition.

HENRY LEE POWER CO., 5233 Evanston Ave., CHICAGO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE ROSS

Steering Gear

for Commercial Trucks

Made in four sizes—for trucks

from 600 lbs. to 12,000 lbs. in

capacity.

Write for Blue Prints

Ross Gear & Tool Co.

549 Main St Lafayette, Ind.

HAZARD!

Sampson Truc^s

for all businesses

UNITED gTATES MOTOR COMPANY.

47 W. 61st St., New York City

Sampson Division

 

Republic Motor Truck Tires
will make your motor delivery service more efficient and more economica

BECAUSE

They are easier to manipu

late.

They are more simple in

construction.

They have fewer parts.

They arc more positive in

adjustment.

They have no steel bands or

parts to be returned for

credit, thereby eliminat

ing express charges and

loss of time in shipping.

Let us figure on your re

quirements.

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO.

YOUNGS! OWN. OHIO

Dealers ard Agencies In the

Principal Cities

 

Motor Truck Tanks

JfefiJ;

Strong,

Sturdy,

Safe and

Leakless

GASOLINE TANKS—ALL SIZES IN STOCK. Compressed

Air Tanks—for Motor Starters. New Catalogue Now Ready.

—WRITE US

 

Janney, Steinmetz, Philadelphia

UNIT POWER PLANT

Motor, Clutch, Transmission and Geai Shift Control all in

One Compact Outfit.

Center Control, Three Point Suspension, Oil Tight, Dirt Proof

NoTime Limit to Our Guarantee

Full Descriptive Cttalog

on Request

HAZARD MOTOR

MFG. CO.

587 Coates Street

ROCHESTER N. Y.

 

Your Motor Trucks are not limited to

well paved streets, but will go anywhere

—and come back—if your tires are

Diamond Wire Mesh Base (Spliceless)

Motor Truck Tires.

The one successful type of solid rub

ber motor truck tires.

TheDiamondlibber (ompamj of N. Y.

Akron, Ohio

ChaseMotorTrucks

Make good under all conditions of road,

grade and climate.

They will save you money if you use one or

more horses for commercial purposes.

Send for catalogue for facts and figures on

Motor Delivery Costs.

Chase Motor Truck Company

200 W. Jefferson Street, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

 

The Quality

That Gives

Service ::

Capacity 1500 Lbs.

Let us quote prices

with a body built to fit *-^~-:-^* -

your business. Price $975.00 with 2\ inch Tires.

u-gp

AVAILABLE TRUCK COMPANY

2334 Hamilton Court. « Chicago, Illinois

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
FOR TRUCKS

A. O. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

WETHERILL FINISHED CASTINGS GO.
BABBITT—ALUMINUM-BRASS

DIE C ASTINQ8

including all well known Babbitts, Aluminum Alloys, Brass and

Bronze Compositions as well as all Zinc and Tin Base Metals.

SAND CASTINGS

of any material, including Cast Iron, Bronze, Brass, rough or

finished. Manufacturers of Automobile Parts, Water Pumps,

Oil Pumps, Carburetors, Etc., Dies and Light Machinery.

^*^ WETHERILL FINISHED CASTINGS GO. ^^

j£ Erli A»i. lid Rlchmoad St. PHILADELPHIA, PI. j£

cfy£sconsi?u

Long vStrolie

Motors

i
 

Real masterplMYs or enRlneerlntc

skill. Note their special features—

examine their perfect construction.

Urn Bearing!!. Large Valves. Per-

fect Lubrication. Ample Water Jack

et. Double Ignition. Perfect Workmanship. Heavy Crank Shaft. Long Stroke.

ALL FOUR CYCLE IN 5 TYPES
3J in. bore, 5 In. stroke, A cyl. 4} In. bore. .r>) In. stroke, i cyl.

i] In. bore. 5 In. stroke. 4 cyl. 5} in. bore, 7 in. stroke. 4 cyl.

4» In. bore. 5 In. stroke. 6 cyl.

Write us and we will tell you where a Wisconsin Motorraaybcseen.

WISCONSIN MOTOR MFQ. CO., DEPT. 31, MILWAUKEE. WIS.

W. H. Mclntyre Co.

Vehicle Builders Slav 1869

AUBURN, INDIANA

McINTYRE

All Steel

Chassis

Road91U CUP WINNER
100%

Technical Score

First Annual Commercial Car Contest of Chicago

Motor Club, September, 1911.

Capacity—600 lbs. to 6,000 lbs.

NEARLY HALF A CENTURY OF VEHICLE BUILDING

Write for Agency TODAY a'uburMdiana

"EVANS" MODEL "HELE- SHAW" CLUTCHES

Multiple Di«c— Pre.ted Steel Caiea

ELIMINATE ALL CLUTCH TROUBLES

THE WORLD'S STANDARD—ON 100.000 CARS

including the following;

CI no HerscheJI Planche et Morel

Cleveland Huber Rainier

Club Klnnear Reliance

Amer, La France Dayton Kelly Sheffield

Alden Sampson Decatur Lewis Slzer

Babcock Devon Mack Sternberg

Barker Darling Moeller Teel

Bettendort Eagle Mogul U. S. Motor

Enger Morgan Victor

Carbartt Harders New Haven Wells

Chase Hart-Kraft Packers Western

 

c

Send for Our Booklet and Price*

MERCHANT & EVANS COMPANY

PHILADELPHIA

New York Chicago Brooklyn Kantaa City

Baltimore Denver

 

©

BALL PATENT PLANETARY

TRANSMISSION

and

JACK SHAFTS
 

 

Send for Catalogue

New York Gear Works

58 Greenpoint Arcnue

Brooklyn, N. Y.

One large user wrote

 

"We carry these grips on our

machines at all times and in a

number of cases have found use for

them. On any of these occasions we

would have been seriously delayed

if we had not had your grips, and

we consider these grips have already

paid for themselves."

A set on your car insures you

against traction troubles.

Catalogue on request

ATLAS CHAIN COMPANY

Bu»h Terminal Brooklyn, N. Y.

Truck

Satisfaction

depends upon the perform

ance of the motor. For

heavy traffic or light, high

speed or low,

RutenbeR
m"3T3~r

 

is the most dependable. Simple in construction, silent, powerful

and speedy, the RUTENBER is the most economical and efficient

engine for commercial cars. It is found in half a dozen of the

best trucks on the market today. It should be in yours.

Write for booklet.

The Western Motor Co. Marlon, Ind.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TRUCK-SPRINGS
Auto-Trucks, Fire Apparatus and Commercial Vehicle Springs

combining

MAXIMUM OF ENDURANCE with MINIMUM OF VIBRATION

Made to order of Special Heat-Treated Alloy Steel

SPRING PERCH CO. Bridgeport, Conn.

.

MOELLER Motor Trucks
"A BUSINESS PROPOSITION"

■ IB «U - IBM tm>» «ua» — ■"» Jl

Write for catalogue and literature today

showing cost of operation and maintenance

■ ^1. rvt4.ee> 1

Not a Better Built Truck in America

Manufactured and Guaranteed By

THE MOELLER TRUCK

THE NEW HAVEN TRUCK & AUTO WORKS, New Haven, C#nn.

Size, 1500 lbs. to

3 tons.

 

Size, 1500 lbs. to

3 tons.

Torbensen Internal Gear Truck Axle

Torbensen Gear & Axle Company

Bloomfield, N. J.

 

BLOOD BROS'.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS

Style A, made for all sizes of shafts up

to 3 inches.

Strongest and most durable joint for

motor trucks. Used for years as a regu

lar equipment on many of the best makes

of trucks.

BLOOD BROS. MACH. CO., Manufacture

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Please mention the "Pow u Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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H Is the 1912 Sensation of

the Motor World
 

Panel Body; Four Cylinder, 20 H. P. Motor; Bosch High-Tension

Magneto; Pneumatic Tires, 32x3* Inches—Price Complete, $850.00.

Solid 2J Inch Truck Tires—Price Complete, $800.00.

 

Designed for the delivery of 1,000 pound loads at

minimum operating cost and low initial investment

Bad roads and steep hills have no terrors

for the "Commerce"

WE HAVE SOME CHOICE TERRITORY

LEFT FOR GOOD, ACTIVE DEALERS

Write for Catalog

The Commerce Motor Car Company

General Office: 634-640 Penobscot Bldg. Detroit, Michigan

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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[pIONEER!

'.Nm.wc^AREHOI SI.S

S VaultS'-Valuables.,

COMMER

 

 

GARFORD

 

SAURER

^,'^^
ji «

"♦ i

p i .

S3

GENERAL VEHICLE

Use them on your Elec

tric Truck and increase

its battery efficiency and

thereby the radius of

operation.

10,000 MILES

CONTINUOUS SERVICE

POLAGK TYRES give a

greater continuous mileage

than any other truck, tyre

manufactured.

POLACK TYRES have the

maximum resiliency and will

reduce your expense for me

chanical repairs.

Send for booklet and latest

price lists.

POLACK TYRE &

RUBBER COMPANY

Main Offices:

Ehret BIdg., Broadway and 59th St.,

New York City

BRANCHES:

146 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

1004 Michigan Ave, Chicago, 111.

247 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

512 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

516 Parkway Building. Philadelphia, Pa.

505 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

917 First Ave., South Minneapolis, Minn.

930 South Main St., Los Angeles. Cal.

 

GRAMM

 

Use them on your Gaso

line Truck and keep it on

the road earning money

instead of in the repaii

shop losing money.

 

PIERCE-ARROW COMMER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Natco One-Ton Delivery Truck
Chassis Price, $2150. Seat, Tank and Equipment Included.

The Reason for the existence of motor trucks, as compared with

other means of merchandise transportation, is one of efficiency

and economy, both of which are materially influenced by design.

Natco Features Which Excel:

The Natco Chassis weighs ten to fifteen per cent less than the average one-ton chassis on the market.

The Weight is Properly Disposed in relation to wheel base, so as to eliminate the rear overhang feature

which is detrimental to tires, bearings and springs.

Less Power is required, owing to comparative light weight, high efficiency of power transmission, due to

protected chains and sprockets, and the use of the highest type anti-friction bearings.

The Overall Length of the NATCO is twenty to thirty per cent less than the average truck of same

capacity with motor in front, which facilitates operation in congested traffic, turning corners, approaching

loading platform in close quarters, etc.

The Driver's Seat is extremely accessible, deck being only thirty-seven inches from ground. No wheels to

climb over. Loading platform thirty-four inches from ground. Easy lift for the average man.

The NATCO requires twenty to thirty per cent less storage space.

BUY THE TRUCK WITH THE GREATEST EARNING POWER.

Many other important features described at length in catalog.

Desirable territory open for responsible agents with adequate service facilities.

NATIONAL MOTOR TRUCK CO.
Under tame management as National Cycle & Mfg. Co. BAY CITY, MICH.

Real Square Tube Radiators

*J Commercial cars require radiators

that will stand many shocks and

much hard usage. This was one

of the weak parts of the commercial

car but the test of time has proved

that FEDDERS radiators render

efficient service.

 

<fl We want to figure with you your

requirements for the coming season.

If you haven't used Fedders radia

tors you probably have had a great

deal of radiator trouble and you may think

that their isn't a radiator built that will give

you satisfaction. If this is the case we would

like to have an opportunity of demonstrating

that the Fedders radiator will stand the wear

and tear and shocks of the commercial car and

that manufacturers who equip their commercial

cars with the Fedders have practically no

radiator trouble. We can convince you.

Will you give us the opportunity ?

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS

BUFFALO NEW YORK

The "DART" $750
after

May 1.

It's because we are making the new 1912 DART

so much better. It's because we are using Parson's

white brass and Hyatt bearings in the wearing parts.

Because we are using heavier jack shafts, heavier

springs, stronger tortion rods, and larger tires.

It's because of these and other improvements

that we must increase the price of DART trucks to

$750 after May 1, 1912.

From our agents everywhere are coming letters of com

mendation on our action. Quality tells in time and we're

looking out for the future.

Write today for a free booklet. Better

yet, write for our agency proposition.

The Dart Manufacturing Co.
Dept P. W. WATERLOO. IOWA

STALES

$790

doors $830

wood panels and rear doors $850

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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See the Newest Goodyear Creations

in Motor Truck Tires

The choosing of tires involves entirely too much to be passed upon without a full inves

tigation. There's not only initial tire cost to consider, but cost of tire upkeep, efficiency,

ease of tire replacement and protection to the delicate mechanical parts of the car.

Here are four tires, each of which is as good for its specific use as the famous Good

year "No-Rim-Cut" pneumatic tire.

They are the best our tire experts can build; the culmination of 13 years' progress

in tire making. And, as we now make more tires than anybody else, our experience

should count for much.

Look at our Demountable Truck Tire—ideal equipment for

slow-speed, heavy-duty trucks. Easy on, easy off. Your man

in your garage, can remove these tires during spare time, with

out special tools—and with each set we give you our signed

10,000-mile guaranty.

For heavy trucks that require utmost traction and non-skid

properties, on rear wheels we recommend our Individual Block

Tire. Its advantages over other block tires is, your driver can

replace a damaged block in almost no time and without loosening

a half dozen or even ONE other block. No extra tires or repair

equipment need be carried, only a few blocks—no tools needed

except wrench and thumb clamp.

 

Goodyear Demountable 10,000-

Mile Tire, for Heavy Trucks.

 

Goodyear Individual Block Tire

for Heavy Trucks. (Rear Wheels)

 

Goodyear-Motz Tire, for

Light Commercial Cars.

 

Goodyear No-Rim-Cut Solid Tire,

for High-Speed Commercial Cars

 

AKRON. OHIO

A TIRE FOR EVERY SERVICE "

Perhaps you own a high-wheel, package-delivery car equipped

with solid tires. Then note the Goodyear-Motz Tire. Observe

its physical construction, which gives you a solid tire of extraor

dinary liveliness and yet the utmost in mileage. No expert help

required to apply it, no tools except one simple hand tool which

wc furnish. Fits. any single piece or demountable clincher rim.

You who operate light cars ought to investigate at once the

Goodyear "No-Rim-Cut" Solid Tires. Creeping or cutting out

at the base is impossible. Very easy tire to apply. Hundreds

of sets of these tires are now rendering satisfactory service. Ap

plies on same rim as "No-Rim-Cut" Pneumatic Tire.

WRITE!

Write us the make and model of your car and the road condi

tions, and our tire experts will tell you what tires will best serve

your needs.

You will also receive our latest 12-page (12x18) Motor Truck

Tire Circular, which contains large photographic reproductions,

and descriptions of the entire 1912 line of Goodyear Motor Truck

Tires.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

AKRON, OHIO

Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities

More Service Stations Than Any Other Tire

We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires, Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits

Main Canadian Office: Toronto, Ont. Canadian Factory: Bowmonvillf, On!

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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t>lU Four Teams? Or One JUNO?

Cartage costs will shrink, delivery service become

prompt, cheap and sure, as soon as any house quits

horse-haulage and installs the JUNO Motor Truck

The JUNO is a Motor Truck in dead earnest—not

merely a truck body mounted on a pleasure car chassis.

It is designed and built by specialists in motor truck

technics. It settles the question of efficiency plus econ

omy in commercial heavy-duty hauling. In the

severest weather of last winter, when city streets were

choked with snow, these motor trucks kept steadily

"on the job" and made good our slogan that the

JUNO
"DELIVERS THE GOODS"

,©*£**>

Hc«-

10*255**

CO

You do not want the technical details here. Perhaps

you do not want them at all. But you do want to know

of a motor truck that can be absolutely depended

on to do its hard work day in, day out, cheaply

and without nursing. That motor truck is the

JUNO, and its makers are eager for a hint that you

will let them prove it to you. For facts, write to

 

,^°'
,»«*••

«!?-* JUNO
MOTOR

T R U O K

COMPANY

-tfW>W

, "iV.>^

.1 **

y-4s, •<•«

ST-**

Dept A

Juneau, Wisconsin

Members of the Motor or

Vehicle Trades write an

inquiring letter to us

I *2

This Is The Truck That Easily

Did Two Motor Trucks' Work

When Streets Were Snow-

Clogged. Read The Letter. (1) '*m

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Break All Records on Low

Cost of Hauling

Motz Cushion Tires in Tests

of Efficiency Eclipse Both

Pneumatic and Solid Tires

 

They have double, notched treads,

which prevent skidding, and distribute

weight to the side. The undercut .sides

allow free actlun or bridges. The slant

wise elastic bridges yield like air In

pneumatic tires.

<A> Shows double, notched treads.

(B) Shows undercut sides.

(C) Shows slantwise bridges.

(D) Shows absorbing means when

passing over an obstruction.

You know Motz

Cushion Tires are

trouble-proof.

You know they are

easy-riding.

' But do you realize

that any motor car, on

a given charge of fuel,

will travel farther and

faster equipped with

Motz Cushion Tires

than with pneumatic

or solid tires ?

It's a fact.

Makes no differ

ence whether your car

is electric driven or

gas driven—or what make it is—or what kind of light

delivery duty it performs—or what kind of streets it is

driven on—or what kind of tires you are now using.

Equip your car with Motz Cushion Tires and

you will get more miles' service per battery charge

or per gallon of gasoline than you ever got before.

You'll get more miles of tire service, too!

You'll get a guarantee of 10,000 miles—two years.

And you won't ever be bothered by punctures,

blow-outs or rim-cuts.

You won't have to carry an extra tire, either.

And the mechanical parts of your car will get the

same protection from bumps and jolts as pneumatic

tires give.

For Motz Cushion Tires are every whit as easy-

riding as properly inflated pneumatic tires.

Note, too, that Motz Cushion Tires fit any stand

ard clincher, universal-quick-detachable, or demount

able rim. » • *

You have asked for an economical tire, here it is.

Economical in every sense.

Gives utmost service with no repair expense—easy-

riding and protects your car—gives low cost of hauling

—is easy to apply.

What more could one ask or want ?

Write for our Booklet 92, mentioning make and

model of your car and we will be pleased to give you

the name of our nearest agent.

The MOTZ TIRE & RUBBER CO.

Factories and Executive Offices: AKRON, OHIOBRANCHES

1737 Broadway, New York

999 Woodward Avenue, Detroit

409 East 1 5th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Standard Tire & Rubber Co.,

2023 Michigan Ave. Chicago

2352 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

1409 Race Street, Philadelphia

104-6 Portland St., Boston, Mass.

Distributors for New England States.

For heavy trucks, where load, not speed, is the principal

factor, we recommend Motz Solid Tires

on Demountable Rims.

WestonMOTT((j

The S I li n of Surety

Automobile

Manufacturers

p\0 YOU KNOW that we have a

*~* large engineering staff that de

signs axles for many of the most par

ticular concerns in the country?

WE HAVE

T\0 YOU KNOW these experts

^"^ are anxious and willing to go

over your plans and figure out with

you just what is the best type of axle

to use? THEY ARE

r\0 YOU KNOW that we are

*"^ the largest makers of axles, hubs

and rims in the world? WE ARE

Send for catalogue "E."

WESTOnTVI OTT(CJ

FLINT, MICH.

R. S. V. P.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Perfect Resiliency Without Air

Dayton Airless Tires
Ride Easier Than Pneumatics

Wear Longer Than Solid Tires

 

Have proved records ol 15,000 Miles -h.°- single repair

ROAD DELAYS IMPOSSIBLE

The best tire for municipal machines which must respond speedily to

alarms. Owners of motor wagons equipped with pneumatic and solid

tires will obtain Greater Tire Mileage and Economy by using

DAYTON AIRLESS TIRES

The great speed at which solid-tire equipped, light capacity motor wagons

are run, causes destructive vibration to motor, transmission and other mov

ing parts, thereby increasing repair bills, shortening the life of the

vehicle, which means high depreciation, and makes a motor wagon

ess attractive as an investment.

The Test of Fire-Engine Wear and Strain

has triumphantly proved The Dayton Airless Tire supreme in every feature—most

efficient for every motoring requirement. The American-La France Fire Engine Co.,

manufacturers of 75% of all fire engines used in the United States, have adopted Day

ton Airless Tires for all their Auto Fire Fighting Apparatus. This was the result of

most exhaustive and critical tests by their own and other expert engineers and practical

fire-fighters. To get to destination without ever the possibility of a moment's delay;

to stand the wear and tear of going at terrific speed; for highest degree of protection to

sensitive and complicated machinery; for lowest upkeep cost; for best service in every

particular—the Dayton Airless Tires scored in these all-embracing tests far above every

other tire known.

Insist on Dayton Airless Tires for Your Car

Do your own thinking and put the proof up to us. You will no longer waste your

money on makeshifts, tire extras—and bearing all the other burdens thrown on you by

tire troubles. Investigate these absolutely trouble-proof Airless tires—and you will

find that they give you every desirable tire-quality.

Dayton Airless Tires are made in Special for Electrics—also for any kind of Motor

Truck service. Fit all Standard Clincher and Universal Q. D. rims.

COP*
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THE DAYTON RUBBER MFG. CO.
103 KISER STREET - - . DAYTON, OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Jarvis-Huntington Motor Trucks
Not alone up-to-date, but actually ahead of date

U;:,, $2750.00 fe, $3500.00 !£* $4400.00

The Strongest and Most Compact Truck on the Market.

Jarvis-Huntington Exclusive Features:

I. Motor:—After three years of testing out, we offer the most economical and sturdy

power plant in the market. Bore 4" x Stroke 6". 4 Cylinders cast separately.

4 Cycle. Valves in the head with overhead cams. Fitted with self starter.

II. Clutch:—Hele-Shaw, the best there is.

III. Jarvis-Huntington selective transmission. Chrome-vanadium gears, specially

toughened.

IV. A special brake system that positively will stop the truck within its own length

even at maximum speed.

V. Inspection of raw material and of finished parts carried to extreme.

VI. A guarantee of 10,000 miles service—no frills about it.

VII. Complete equipment:—Electric light, electric horn, tools, and a liberal supply

of spare parts.

VIII. Above all—a square deal to agents and users.

We want the co-operation of some live dealers. We have an extremely attractive agency prop

osition. NOW is the time to write to

Jarvis-Huntington Automobile Co., Huntington, W.Va.

Bergdoll Standard Motors for Pleasure and Commercial Cars

4x6 Long Stroke, 40 Horse Power, 2

bearing Crank Shaft. Large size

Annular Ball Bearings. Transmission

4 Speeds forward, direct on third, and

one reverse. Gears and Transmission

Shafts of Chrome Nickel Steel. The

long stroke Bergdoll Motors give

greater Horse Power than any other

motor now on the market of the same

class. Unit construction combining

the Transmission and Motor. This

absolutely assures positive alignment.

We have one of the most up-to-date

Shops in America, devoted to the

manufacture of Automobile . Motors

and Transmissions.

We can supply the Motor separately,

or the Power Unit, in any quantity

to suit your requirements.

Write ui before you close for

TOUT 1913 requirements

BERGDOLL MACHINE COMPANY, 31st and Dauphin Stree s

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Standard Parts

For Motor Truck Builders

•J With the exception of springs and wookwork, we manufacture

a complete line of standard parts for motor trucks of 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 ton rating.

fl We will gladly furnish prints of chassis of models which can be

built up from parts we make.

*I Firms engaged in the production of motor wagons should not

overlook the importance of investment entailed by providing

both factory space and facilities for assembling. Money must

be freely spent for this purpose for a number of years to come,

while throughout the period the models produced will be gradu

ally assuming final form. Whatever this minimum investment

may be, it must be apparent at the outset that the only way

to keep it low, and at the same time maintain factory output,

is to draw upon the engineering skill and resources of the parts

maker, who in order to exist must provide unusual facilities for

quantity production and anticipate every change in a very

sensitive market.

<S We have the reputation for doing big things in a big way. Our

large plant and our talented engineering force are wholly at

your service in order to simplify your problems of production.

<I If you need advice from a firm which has acquired experience

in the making of motor truck parts—and knows the arduous

duty to which they are subjected in commercial practice—

consult us.

Blue Prints on Application.

Driggs - Seabury Ordnance Corporation

SHARON, PENNA.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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For Maximum Service

Equip Your Trucks With

Westinghouse Motors

GET the full benefit of the good fea

tures of your trucks by driving them

with motors of proven reliability and

thus obtain maximum service.

The Westinghouse Electric and Man

ufacturing Company was the first large

electrical manufacturer to build vehicle

motors and has always been the leader

in the field of electric transportation.

The results of this long experience are

embodied in the design of

Westinghouse Motors

They meet the actual service requirements, as is

proved by the successful operation of the thou

sands of trucks equipped with them.

The proper application ot motors to trucks

is a problem In transportation engineering.

The Westinghouse engineers will gladly solve

your problems. Write Dept. 56 today.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Saloi offices in 45 American cities

WESTINGHOUSE

the MOTOR you

never have to think about

 

TRUCK FRAMES

\ TON TO 10 TON

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooooooq

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TVbfe These Facts

Get Lubrication, which is the Service a good oil renders

in Eliminating Friction.

The oil for motor cars and motor boats that reduces the cost of main

tenance, and adds to the zest of these pleasures, is

to

pine
A FROST AND CARBON PROOF OIL

The Standard Oil for Motor

[•IVi IMW«*:KW

and "the oil with a clean record."

Motorists are demanding this oil at the rate of

5,000,000 Gallons ThisYear

—good evidence that it has given satisfaction. Carbon

—-»> proof—insures easy motoring in

tropical and zero weather. Try it.

For Sale EVERYWHERE

By All Reputable Dealers

Try MATCHLESS LIQUID GLOSS

For PoitMning

The -Tool Box'- Can With Automobile Bodies, Wind Shields, Windows, Etc.

Standard Patent Spout *^^■•■"■'«^————^

Standard Oil Company
(An Indiana Corporation*

The Saving in Barrels

Those who usually buy oil in

small amounts can save a neat sum

buying by the barrel or half-barrel.

It is economy for everyone who owns

a gasoline car to buy this way.

Polarine Lubricants

Prepared in consistencies to meet

individual preference—and mechan

ical conditions of transmissions, dif

ferentials, universal joints, ball and

roller bearings, timing gears, etc.

"A" grade . . Semi-Fluid Oil

"B" grade . Semi-Fluid Grease

"BB" grade . Semi-Solid Grease

Also include Cup Grease and

Fibre Grease of high melting point.

All are called POLARINE and are

the recognized standard greases for

Motor Car and Motor Boat lubrica

tion.

Each grade has superior merit in

durability and cushioning properties.

Write for free Booklet "Motoring in Zero or Tropical Weather"
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A SEVERE TEST FOR

DIAMONND CHAINS

This Dayton Truck delivered

its 3-ton load into New York

twelve days after leaving Chi

cago, and at a time when the

roads were unusually bad. It is

obvious that the chain equip

ment selected by any manufac

turer, risking the reputation of

his product on such a hazardous

journey, would be absolutely the

best.

That the confidence manifest

ed in Diamond Chains by their

use in this instance and on Day

ton Trucks for years, is not mis

placed, was shown by the splen

did chain preformance on this

1141 mile trip. In spite of the

constant heavy tension and the

bad stretches of roadway—some

deep in mud—the chains per

formed their work perfectly. The

conditions throughout were more

severe than those of ordinary ser

vice, so that the demonstration

of reliability was thorough.

Diamond Chains have always enjoyed an enviable

reputation for reliability, long life and absence from

repair troubles, even under adverse conditions.

Their position as favorites of America's most promi

nent motor truck manufacturers has been obtained

through real superiority—up-to-the-minute improve

ments in design, steel, and manufacturing methods.

Our engineers will advise without charge on de

signing problems.

 

TRADE MARK

DIAMOND CHAIN & MFG. GO.

243 W. Georgia Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPACITY, 8,000,000 FEET PER YEAR

 

We don't recommend overloading, but you can cam' an

overload with an Avery Truck.

This picture shows an Avery 3-Ton Truck hauling 265 bales

of twine out of a mud road at the railroad yards—Toad weigh

ing 13,750 lbs., or more than twice the rated capacity of the

truck.

The Polar Ice & Fuel Co., of Indianapol's, averaged an over

load of 902 lbs. all last season.

Get All the Facts About the

AVERY
"The truck that Does the Most Work"

Carries full capacity and overloads on its own bed. Pulls

trailers behind. Can be equipped with either hard rubber

tiies or cast steel rim wheels.

Write for complete catalog with operating facts, working

scenes and full details. Address:

Avery Company 94«JSEI5rt

 

We make several types of cone clutches up to 60 H. P.

Also control lever sets, foot pedals and starting cranks.

We are prepared to furnish these parts in any quantity.

Write us regarding your requirements.

10 Years Building Parts

The Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co.

CLEVELAND

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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AMERICAN

MADE

FOR

AMERICAN

TRADE

NEW DEPARTURE

GUARANTEED

BALL BEARINGS

GUARANTEED

FOR

COMMERCIAL

TRUCK

WORK

 

In the application shown on this page, the

double row is mounted within the spoke or

load center of the wheels on a truck axle in

such a way as to carry radial and all direc

tion thrust and to take the major portion of

the load. The outer single row bearing is

floated to carry radial loads only and to

steady the wheel.

The bearing equipment of the

modern motor vehicle of any

type or load rating is vital to

the efficiency of the car.

New Departure ball bearings are preferred to any

other type because of the following qualities:

The double row type has two rows of balls, thereby

increasing the load carrying capacity and providing

ample safety margins for the inevitable overloading

of the trucks.

The double row bearing is equally efficient for thrust

or radial loads. This bearing carries maximum

stresses from any direction simultaneously and with

out friction or cramping of the balls.

The double row embodies a safe ball bearing unit in

which the adjustment and alignment are absolutely

maintained under all conditions.

The double row ball bearing economizes space, materials, time and labor of mount

ing and cost.

This bearing is, therefore, superior for heavy duty required in motor trucks because

of its excessive strength, double service, double efficiency and guaranteed durability.

We maintain an engineering service department in which highly special

ized consideration of your bearing problems is at your command.

Write us today.

The New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol Conn., E'" forTbu.ld.ng. detro.t.

\

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Be Careful

In Buying Batteries!

Don't let any salesman entice you into paying triple

prict for a storage battery because of long time guaran

tee and premised capacity increase. As you may have

learned from bitter experience, some makes of batteries

are still too young to prove the ratio of real to guar

anteed life, and capacity increase does not always ma

terialize.

Salesman's arguments to customers may be theoretic

ally splendid, but here is how the battery maker may talk

to his salesman: "This battery is good for one year and

worth $10. Sell it for $30 -with three years' guarantee.

When the customer kicks, hand him another of the batteries

he has already paid for. Might as well collect for three

batteries at once and keep competitors out. Maybe your

man won't come back for the other batteries; if he does he

will think we are white on replacements."

N'ow Gould batteries are not sold that way. Their

price each is for ONE honest, efficient long-lived battery,

consistently guaranteed for a reasonable life. The buyer

is left free to purchase any make without loss at renewal

time, but every battery user is ready and glad to duplicate

his Gould Battery voluntarily when that time comes. He

has found the Gould capable of delivering rated capacity

from beginning to end of a long life—throughout a period

easily equal to or greater than tha guaranteed life.

The Gould Battery has years of service records to

prove it tried and true. If you wish to base your next

battery purchase on facts, on close personal investigation

and tests, on intoresting performance figures, tell us your

requirements 29

Gould .Storage Battery Ca.
General Offices: 341 Fifth Ave., New York City

Work*: Depew, New York

Bo.ton, 89 State Street San Francisco. 904 Rialto Bide

Chicago. The Rookery Cleveland, Amer. Trust Bldg.

AGENTS IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

Victor

Sectional

Truck Tires

operated during the past winter with

out chains. Have you had chain

troubles with your Tires? Why not

investigate the Victor? Simple to

renew. Simple to repair. Can be

used single or dual. Perfect traction.

More resilient than endless.

Write for quotation and guarantee.

 

Oil Tank Motor Truck equipped with

Victor Sectional Truck Tires.

Weight with load, 16,000 lbs.

The Victor Rubber Co.

Springfield. Ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Timken-Detroit Housing

is built like a bridge

The weight of car and load presses down on the spring-

seats just as the weight of bridge and train presses

down on the girder.

The supports are the wheels at the ends of the housing—

they are like the masonry at the ends of the bridge.

The housing is shaped like the truss of a bridge and the purpose of the

shape is the same—to combine utmost strength and rigidity with the

least possible weight. See how this is done in the Timken Housing.

First it is pressed steel—all one piece. Its central portion is shaped

for greatest strength.

From the ends clear through to the central opening it is reinforced by

a seamless steel tube riveted to the housing itself.

The spiders at the end are riveted through both housing and tube.

It is the Timken policy of extra strength and extra safety in every detail

of construction that gives Timken-Detroit Axles their wide favorable

reputation.

The Timken-Detroit Axle Company

Detroit, Michigan, U.S.A.

10

The only axle manufacturer licensed to make axles

equipped with the famous Timken Roller Bearinos

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Unfortunately there Is but one

competitor to Sanford Trucks

$1600

 

Stake or

Express

Body

91750

We're sorry about this in a way, for it narrows down

our possible comparisons. But it makes it pretty easy for

our representatives. There never has been a selling proposi

tion in the field that can compare with the Sanford.

Nine long years' work on a one-ton truck gives you to

day this proposition, the success of which there is no gain

saying. There isn't a thing about this truck that's strange

or freakish. Its success is not remarkable because of any

thing unusual.

The Sanford truck is remarkable only because it is. so

certain to do more than you'll claim for it that your repeat

orders will be more or less automatic.

The Sanford Motor Truck Co.

SYRACUSE. Park and Wolf Streets. NEW YORK

Makers Always and Exclusively of One-Ton Trucks

rjaar^

 

AT LA S T The Perfect Two"Cycle Mo,or
With Variable Port -Areas

The essential feature of Moore Motors is the in

creasing or decreasing of all the port-areas simulta

neously (fully patented), giving flexibility of control

and fuel economy.

Fixed ports, as in regular two-cycle design, mean

lack of flexibility and high fuel consumption.

The result is a power plant combining two-cycle

simplicity and low upkeep cost with four-cycle

flexibility of control and fuel economy.

Moore Motors are backed by years of engineering

experience. Send for descriptive circular.

PALMER-MOORE COMPANY

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

At Last!

"Agrippa"

a

drop-

forged

master

clamp

which will compensate with every

application and in every line of trade.

Customarily you are offered Clamps

of Cast Iron or Cast Steel.

"Agrippa" Clamps

are guaranteed to perform any ser

vice possible with the strongest

cast steel product, and are

Much Lighter, Stronger

Greatly Less Cumbersome,

Superior In Utility,

Same Price

 

Sevm Sizes

Capacity

4 to 18 I ac he.

We assure that free (just out)

1912 Catalogue is in line with

"Power Wagon" readers' needs.

J. H. Williams & Co.

Superior Drop-Forgings

69 Richards St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

/*

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Experience - - RightDesign

Facilities — AXLES ~" Rkht Steel

"Mtiemthe LargestAxlelaetqyin thelMci
 

fe-j.

 

Axle Talk—No. 1

SHELDON axles take precedence in the commercial car field in

quantity of production—at least seventy-five per cent of the trucks on

the market being SHELDON-equipped.

If "quality" were not inherent, then the quantity output would

necessarily be much smaller than it is.

A cheap axle is a mighty poor investment for the car manufac

turer—and a mighty poor advertisement for the concern that makes it.

In a nut-shell, then, it stands that truck manufacturers base a very

large percentage of car efficiency on axles and springs—they must use

the best or take long chances.

You can safely judge SHELDON axles by good design, experience,

the manufacturer and responsibility.

We will explain in later advertising why these factors have made

the name SHELDON synonymous with quality production.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Chicago Office:

68 East 12th Street

Detroit Office:

1215 Woodward Ave.

I
1

■ %4

-\
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How Much Do You Waste In

Making Deliveries?

By using Electric Trucks, you can save 20% to 50% of your present haulage cost. You can

move loads faster and easier—hence you can reduce the number of wagons now in operation.

Electric Trucks do not balk at weather conditions—the hottest summer day does not affect them.

In the Philippine Islands, where the intense heat renders horses unfit for hauling heavy loads, Electric Commercial Vehicles

are working efficiently and economically every day for the U. S. Government. Right here at home they are doing the same

for the Government and thousands of others.

Electric Trucks will make money for you because they will save you money,

needless expense, when Electric Trucks will serve you so well?

Why continue to run your business at

Electric Commercial Vehicles are Inexpensive to Maintain

With Electric Commercial Vehicles, there are no heavy incidental

expenses of operation. Power is far cheaper than for other types of

delivery—and it is gradually decreasing. The mechanical simplicity

of an Electric reduces repair expense to a minimum.

Because it is so simple, any of your present employes can quickly

learn to drive an Electric. Because it is built so strong, an Electric

will outlast any other type of vehicle, if given only reasonable care.

What the Electric Truck has done for others, it will do for you. Why

not investigate now?

The Information Bureau of this Association will gladly send you interesting literature about Electric Vehicles. Write today.

Public Interest and Private Advantage Both Favor the Electric.

Electric Vehicle Association of America
BOSTON NEW YORK: 124 W. 42nd Street (21A) CHICAGO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A Sure Thing

from a strictly practical point of view—is the

Veeder Hub Odometer. There is no fooling it—

it will check distance traveled backward as well

as forward.

You can, at any time, compare the work done

by your pleasure or commercial vehicle—upkeep

Cost is tallied to a detail.

Neat, durable and compact,* c% f* r|/\

it can be easily attached. w£!^'W

Price complete

At your dealers', direct from our factory

or at the following agencies:

T. H. Cranston A Co., 56 E. Randolph Strict

Chicago. III.

L. H. & B. I. Bill. 543 Golden Gate Avenue

Sen Francisco, Cal.

The Robber Tire Wheel Company, Montreal,

Quebec, Toronto, Winnepeg and Vancouver

The Veeder Manufacturing Company

C. H. VEEDER, President D. J. POST, Treasurer

H. W. LESTER, Secretary

HARTFORD, CONN.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Tachodometers,

Counters and Small Die Castings

 

Schafer Ball Bearings
(Made In Germany)

Before you decide on your ball bearing requirements why not

consider SCHAFER?

This is not a new bearing and therefore you will not be experi

menting. The merits of SCHAFER ball bearings have been

attained by actual service and not merely by "talk."

 

They have been adopted by prominent manufacturers here

and abroad.^iThia fact should convince you of the quality and

efficiency o^SCHAFER ball bearings.

Write for catalog and price*

BARTHEL, DALY & MILLER
Sole Importers

42 Broadway NEW YORK

 

Detroit Oilers Have
|^T ^J 11 -f^l 1 ■ There are no check

INo ball Checks it^L01^
in Detroit Mechanical Force Feed Oilers to give trouble and

cause failures. Every drop of oil must go to the place where

it is needed.

A separate pump for each feed measures the oil and insures

a rate of feed that is exactly right at all times. Once properly

regulated there is no chance for faulty lubrication and dry bear

ings, carbonized cylinders, smoke at the exhaust and waste 1 oil

are entirely eliminated.

Detroit Oilers are made with from

one to thirty feeds in capacities of

two pints to five-gallons — pulley,

sprocket, ratchet or gear drive.

Made also with two compart

ments for feeding one kind of oil

to cylinders and another to the

bearings.

Write today tor catalog P-68 and full Information

Detroit Lubricator Company.

DETROIT, U. S. A.

Largest manufacturers of Lubricating devices in the world.

 

=}

STANDARD IGNITION
 

Remy Magneto

is the choice of the leading truck and tractor

manufacturers for standard equipment, because

its strength, simplicity and efficiency have been

proved to be unequaled.

Remy Electric Company/

Factories—ANDERSON, IND.—Cenl Offices

Service Stations in Every

Important City

  

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE "SPICER"

universal joint was the pioneer for

shaft driven automobiles—either

pleasure or commercial cars.

 

=sj^ri

Consult Our Representatives:

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON,

122 So. Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago

THOS. J. WETZEL,

17 West 42d Street.

New York

L. D. BOLTON,

1810 Ford Building.

Detroit

Special Foreign Representative :

BENJ. WHITTAKER. 21 State Street. New/York

THE P1GGINS MOTOR CAR CO.

of Racine, Wisconsin, manufacture a com

plete line of motor trucks from 1 to 10 tons

capacity.

Simplicity and accessibility are the dominant

features of our long stroke truck motor.

Also there are no chains to break and no

sprockets to wear out, as our trucks have a

double rear axle and are all gear driven.

 

Two-ton model of Plains Motor Car Co., Racine, Wit.

Send for catalog showing complete line of models.

Choice territory open to responsible dealers.

PIGGINS MOTOR TRUCK CO.

RACINE :: WISCONSIN

 

The Highest Standard ot Efficiency

in magneto, camshaft, and pump drives is

reached by the application of the economical,

reliable and silent

COVENTRY

NOISELESS CHAINS

The precision, automatic retention of pitch

and long life are a few of the facts taken into

consideration by many manufacturers of the

most silent, reliable, and fashionable cars]who

fit these chains exclusively.

The services of our experts are at your dis

posal.

WRITE TODAY.

United States Representatives:

SARCO ENGINEERING CO.

114 Broad St., New York

 

** DIXON'S 55T

CHAIN

G RAPHITE
No.676

Lubricates

WithoutWcl

Because it" possesses

all of the well known

lubricating] qualities j of

Dixon's celebrated , flake

graphite. Flake 'graphite stays

where it is placed, can't drip or grow

sticky, lessens noise, stops wear and is

! cleanly because it has no tendency to

collect dust, dirt, grit or other injurious

matter to clog and wear out chains.

Dixon's Chain Graphite is readily car

ried about and easily applied at any time

by rubbing the bar against the sprocket

side of the chain. Dixon's Chain Graph

ite is cleanly, convenient, economical

and durable. The cylindrical shaped

bar, 2x8 inches, just fits the hand. Each

bar weighs about one pound and is

neatly encased in acardboard carton.

JOSEPH

DIXON

CRUCIBLE

COMPANY

JERSEY-CITY

NEW. JERSEY

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"KELLS"
The most Durable and Efficient

RADIATORS for Commercial Cars

 

"••••••• W.V.V.Y.V.V.V.V&XvX

W. J. KELLS MFG Co

M* TORK. My

Positively guaranteed not to leak for two years.

Used on all the Leading Gasolene Trucks of America.

Ten Years Test Has Proven the Best.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

W. J. KELLS MFG. CO.

521-25 W. 45th Street, NEW YORK CITY

Our newly designed 1500 lb.—2000

lb.—3000 lb. capacity motor trucks are

now ready for prompt delivery to mer

chants, buyers and dealers.

 

These models are of the most modern design, be

ing equipped with long stroke four cylinder motors

especially designed for truck service. The trans

mission is 50% more than ordinary rating, and its

parts are exceedingly heavy and rugged.

Write for illustrated catalog

Ideal Auto Truck Company

Fort Wayne, Indiana

 

The Greatest Value Ever Offered

IS THE

"Black Eagle" Spark Plug

at 50c

Efficiency and Quality Without Extravagance

50c now buys the

best spark plug

service to be had.

The Spark Plug

with the ' 'patent

ed" universal

spring cap that

permits the use

of ANY style terminal.

The Plug with a riveted central

Electrode, and two contact wires

sparking on rounded surfaces, thus

avoiding pitting of the wires.

Manufactured and sold by people

with whom you will be pleased to

do business.

Especially efficient in Motor Trucks.

The Progressive Manufacturing Co.

TORRINGTON, CONN.

 
 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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WHITE MOTOR TRUCKS

A RE. without doubt, the best known motor

rA trucks in the United States today. Among

the prominent users of motor trucks in this

country, the owners of White trucks are by far

in the majority.

White trucks are made in capacities of V,, l/2, 3

and 5 tons, making them suitable for practically

every line of business.

White trucks are designed and built in the best

possible manner for the service they are to per

form. They have passed through the real test—

the test of service—and have made good. There

is nothing experimental about White motor trucks.

White trucks are manufactured by a company

which has had the confidence and respect of the

industrial world for over fifty years. The name

of the White Company is the best guarantee in

the world of the sterling quality of White trucks.

The WhiiafcJCompjtnv

CLEVELAND

Gaaoine Motor Cors,

Trucks and Taucabs

 

 

■

 

 

Small Manufacturers

Don't tie your capital up in Screw ma

chines—turn this class of work over to us.

We can do it quicker and cheaper for

you and guarantee accuracy.

We are also prepared to do all kinds of

machine work, hardening, tempering,

grinding, polishing, plating and enameling.

Send blue prints for estimate.

National Cycle Mfg. Co.

Bay City, Mich.

Is Your Motor Truck

Reliable Beyond

Question?

It Must be Bosch -Equipped

TjERFECT ignition is the main

*■ essential in establishing the re

liability of a motor truck. Most

trucks employ the Bosch Magneto and

plugs, so that argument when selling

or worry when driving is unnecessary.

Be Satisfied —Specify Bosch

Bosch Magneto Company, New York City

Chicago Detroit San Francisco Toronto

THE COAST LINE

SACKINA&

DETROIT «S$V3gf TOLEDO

CLEVELAND ^&&^ PT. HURON

BUFFALO ^T GODERICH

NIAGARA FALLS ALPENA ST.IGNACE

>>**>>XXXXXXXXXXXXX*X^

THE CHARMS OF SUMMER SEAS

SpendyourvacationontheGreatLakesthemost

economical and enjoyable outing in America

Dai y service is operated between Detroit and

Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo; four trips weekly

between Toledo. Detroit, Mackinac Island and

way ports; daily service between Toledo.

Cleveland and Put-in-Bay.

A Cleveland to Mackinac special steamer will

be operated two trips weekly from June 15th to

September 10th stopping only at Detroit every

tripand Goderich.Ont., every other trip.- Special

Day Trips Between Detroit and Cleveland. During

July and August.—Railroad Tickets Available on

Steamers.

Send 2 cent stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet

and Ureal Lakes Map.

PkitFu'ihSf, Le£is' G- R A't Detoit. Mich.

Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Company

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CASTLE LAMPS FOR

MOTOR TRUCKS

 

Model No. 234.—New design for Motor Trucks.

Can be supplied in oil or in combination, oil and

electric, as desired. •

The Castle Lamp Co.

Amesbury, Mass.

NEW

"CONTINENTAL"

COMMERCIAL MOTORS

Designed (or Heavy Work.

Manufactured In one-ton to seven-ton capacity.

They contain all

the important, up-to-

date features, such as

long stroke, large

valves, heavy bear

ings, perfect lubricat

ing system, enclosed

valve mechanism, etc.

Furnished as inde

pendent motors or in

complete Unit Power

Plants.

Let this noted motor make a reputation

for your truck.

Write for specifications, prices and terms.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO.

 

MUSKEGON. MICH.

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES:

K. F. Peterson. L. D. Bolton,

122 S. Michigan Blvd.. 1810 Ford Bulldlnrf.

Chicago, III. Detroit. Mich.

I ACCESSIBILITY OF

I ADAMS MOTOR

V -^ . Look at This Picture

"^^ A This one feature alone

means a big saving of

time as well as expense

when making adjust

ments. It encourages

the driver to give his

motor the attention

it deserves.

These and many other

good features combine

to make the Adams

Truck a good proposi

tion for dealer and

user.

Write for Agency Details

The Adams Bros. Co.

FINDLAY, OHIO

AdamsTruckC
f\ "Deli-ver the Goods" A

 

MEROJKVTRUCKS

 

When the mercury is up, the Mercury runs.

When the mercury is down, the Mercury runs.

Heat, cold, rain, snow, sleet, ice, the Mercury

never changes.

The Commercial Motor Wagon that never

varies.

Manufactured—not assembled.

The Mercury Manufacturing Co.

4108 S. HALSTED ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE POWER BEHIND THE MACHINE

DEFIANCE
Is the name to remember when buying

Heavy Auto-Truck Wheel Machines

THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION

They have been the recognized world's standard since the

birth of the industry. Only perfect wheels aTe produced

by them in size, shape and finish. Every wheel turned out

on a set of DEFIANCE machines must be uniform in

every respect. We build

our tools in accordance with

our 62 years of practical

experience.

150 Ton Hydraulic Auto-Truck Wheel Tire Press

Nothing bat Perfect Running Tools Leave our Testing Room

Our customers are always assured of the best the world affords, with cost as a

secondary problem. Let us send you our literature and quote you in detail

on your requirements.

The Defiance Machine Works

 

433 Perry Street, DEFIANCE, OHIO No. 66 Fly Wheel Balancer

 

Baldwin chains are made both riveted and detachable in all sizes, and great variety, for com

mercial cars. Our detachable chain is especially desirable. The high quality of Baldwin chains is demonstrated

by its patrons. Long experience has enabled us to develop high quality of chains by careful attention to the

selection of stock, and to the design. We make the strongest and lightest chains on the market. These features

are desirable to conserve the chains in the thrashing and the wear and tear they get over rough pavements

and roads. Send for circulars and samples.

SPROCKETS

We are prepared to quote you interesting prices on special sets of sprockets, or sprock

ets in large quantities.

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.

WORCESTER. MASS.

1 H. V. GREENWOOD, 150 Michigan Are. Chicago, III.

AGENTS \ C. J. IVEN, Rochester, N. Y.

' M. A. BRYTE, 788 Mission St., San Francisco Cal.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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QUILT in Two and Three Axle

equipments. 3-j to 10 ton capacities.

Especially adapted for long hauls and diffi

cult road problems.

Let us send you literature

and full information

Couple - Gear Freight-Wheel

/^_ 550 Buchanan Street,

company, Grand Rapids, Michigan

 

H COMPANY

DESIGNERS $

ILLUS1W0RS

BY ALL PROCESSES

542 S. DEARBORN ST.

I PONTIAC k BLDG.

 

\

THE

Positive

 

POSITIVE^ \

Lock Washer

Made in all sizes and weights for Automobile pur

poses and Trucks or Power Wagons. Can be used

thinner than any other lock washer—effective, no

matter how thin. One lock under the nut and head

can be used if so desired. Exhaustive tests, cover

ing a period of nearly 20 years on railroad track,

drop presses, Automobiles and machinery subject

to vibration, have proven its superiority over every

nut lock manufactured. Writefor samples and prices.

The original and genuine Positive Lock Washers

are made only by the

POSITIVE LOCK WASHER CO.

NEWARK, N. J.

A CARBURETOR

Absolutely Fool -Proof

THE Zenith Car

buretor Company

offers truck manu

facturers and owners

a carburetor proved

by five years experi

ence in Europe —

absolutely fool-proof

and without a single

adjustment.

A trial will j con

vince you of its power, its economy and its

remarkable efficiency.

Zenith Carburetor Co.

 

270 Jefferson Avenue DETROIT, MICH.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Commercial

Vehicles

The Faithful Servants of Industrial

Transportation .

"Recognized as America's Highest Standard Ever

Since the Beginning of the Industry."

Send for Catalog of Commercial or Fire Vehicles.

 

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

NEW YORK Branches: CHICAGO

Knickerbocker

Trucks
 

Any mechanical part may be removed on

the road in a half hour or less without

unloading or dismantling the truck.

Write for Catalogue.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co.

151st Street and River Avenue

NEW YORK

Twelve Years of Pioneering

Have Been Built Into

The Gramm

The Gramm represents more years of success

than any other commercial car here or abroad

can show. The product of the largest motor

truck factory in the world, it is the safest truck

to buy because of the stability of the organiza

tion behind it. It now serves more than two

hundred different kinds of business enterprises

better and more economically than is possible

by horse drawn vehicles.

Built in 1, 2, 3 and S-ton Models

With Any Style of Body Desired

The Gramm Motor Truck Co.

1 1 1 So. Lima Street LIMA, OHIO

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"Always There"

SPLITDORF SERVICE goes arm in arm with

SPLITDORF IGNITION—and has been a contin

uous SPLITDORF POLICY for more than two

decades.

From the earliest days of coils and plugs and

through every stage of ignition device, SPLIT

DORF has been synonymous with SERVICE.

If YOU DO NOT BENEFIT from this SERVICE

the fault is your own. Our experts are at your

call—our branches, which are miniature factories

in equipment, are scattered throughout the

country and our inflexible rule is—"SATISFY

THE CUSTOMER."

Come to us with your ignition troubles—we will

gladly shoulder all responsibilities for changes

and adjustments and guarantee the greatest

satisfaction.

HYjfe for Catalog

Splitdorf Electrical Co.

Walton Ave. aud 138th St.

Bruch, 1679 Broadway

CHICAGO BOSTON

DETROIT KANSAS CITY

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

wwimximmmwm

Culver-Taylor Detachable Chain
 

PATENTED

Designed Especially

for

MOTOR TRUCKS
The Notch Does It

A Detachable Chain with links that will not

work loose. TRY THEM. The result

will surprise you.

Culver -Taylor Chain Works

142 Madison Avenue, DETROIT, MICH.

^NEWTONE^

/ The Mile Away Electric \

MOTOR HORN
 

Torpedo

Type

Pat. Sept. 5, 1911

PRICE

$20.°?

Including

Button and

Cable

The Most "Perfect Warning Tie-Oice on the Market

The increased demand for the Newtone Motor Horn is due to

its absolute efficiency in warning, and economy in operation.

The motor with Hess-Bright Ball Bearings and imported self-

lubricating brushes, eliminate all oiling and cleaning.

The chief engineers of three leading American

automobile manufacturers after a "1ireaK?dohon"

test, state that, in their opinion, the fiebutone

Horn is the best booming signal made.

Let Us Send One On Approval

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.

220 Taaffe Place, Near Dekalb Avenue, Brooklyn

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Steering Gears
for

Trucks—Delivery Wagons

'T* • PL Made in 4 sizes—% to 1 Ton. 1% to 2 Tons.

1 aXl V/ODS 2h to 3 Tons. 4 to 5 Tons.

The Reliable Gear for Hard Service

Write for Blue Prints

No ball bearings or thrust collars

Self adjusting for wear, and

Positively Irreversible

Lavigne Gear Co.

Corliss, Wis.

 

TH [ AM t RICAN

.Review,

Reviews
.©

MORE

jNECESSARY

THAN EVER

Gentlemen:

We are interested in a Motor that will be the kind for

our particular deliver}'. We collect and deliver at the

same time, necessitating many stops in same block; we

have in the spring heavy but level streets, very muddy in the outskirts, loads never amount to

more than 600 lbs without driver. Never have been able to get actual figures from any one who

handles same line of business, nor have we been able to find out which is the best, chain or shaft

drive, hard tires or pneumatic, whether a good size power plant with speed or small with say 20

miles per hour, a two cycle or four, etc. We run five wagons with 8 horses; in a short time all

will have to be renewed and want to get posted before that time.

Thanking you for any information or suggestions, we are

Yours truly

We gladly give information free of charge.

The Review of Reviews Magazine

13 Astor Place, New York City

TH C AM EM CAN

8REVIEW8

REVIEWS

: MORE

I NECESSARY

THAN EVER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The addition of this truck to the

Packard line gives the purchaser his

choice of 2, 3 or 5-ton vehicles* ac

cording to hauling requirements* or

allows a complete traffic equipment

with Packards of different capacity

When you standardize your garage with

Packard trucks you know that a perma

nent institution is back of the vehicles.

The Packard 5-ton truck is a massive carrier

with a 40-horsepower motor and an auto

matic governor which limits the speed to

8 1-2 miles per hour.

One length of wheelbase

Three lengths of frame

Bodies of any type

Packard trucks are used in 156 lines of trade and in

227 different cities. Prompt technical and shop ser

vice by Packard dealers throughout the country.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit Mich 

|umu>umnjMMMMUirjkJr.iii,'i..':.':.'".irT7-T-, !j'.-MU..':.".":'7'j:-"-—r
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The Greatest Mileage

can only be obtained by the use of materials properly hardened which will

resist the most wear. Through our untiring efforts to produce nothing but

the best and our years of experience in chain making "Whitney" Chains

have gained a remarkable reputation for their strength, accuracy, wearing

qualities and ease of repair. The "Whitney" Cotter Detachable Chain is

the most practical chain for motor trucks because it can be taken apart at

any link without the use of any special tool. When making replacements

insist on a "Whitney" and get acquainted with its merits.

Look For the Cotter Pins

THE WHITNEY MFG. COMPANY

Hartford, Connecticut

 

killings & Spencer

Improved Steering Connections

Adopted as the Standard by the

Society of Automobile Engineers

READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

These steering connections are drop-forged

of 25 to 30 Carbon 0. H. Steel.

Always in stock.

Manufacturers of pleasure and commercial

vehicles can save both time and expense by

taking advantage of this fact.

Blue prints and price list

mailed on request.

The Billings & Spencer Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.

 

<":'.v:.'::^
V ■;
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Baker Remarkably Low Cost of Package

Ctectocs Delivery by 8 Baker Electric Trucks

Six months' actual figures furnished by Halle Bros. Co., Cleveland,

show an average cost per package for the half year of less than

4c, which dropped to 2.7c during December—the strain and stress period of holi

day rush. Former cost was 10c a package.

Over the steep hills of Spokane, Washington, Baker Electrics are delivering pack

ages for the Crescent Department Store, at a cost of little more than 4c apiece,

including all operating charges, maintenance, interest and depreciation.

In the face of these figures, what can be said for horse draft, gasoline cars, or

less efficient electrics? Baker installations succeed; the chassis is right; the

service is backed up by an efficient, resourceful factory organization.

THE BAKER MOTOR-VEHICLE m, Commercial Car Department

63 West 80th Street, Cleveland, Ohio Dealers in Leading Cities

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electric Vehicles in the World
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ALCO
Motor Trucks

 

A Motor Truck is No Stronger than the

Organization Building It

IT is a business axiom that any product is only as good

as the organization that produces it. This is particu

larly true of motor trucks—and especially of the Alco.

For back of the Alco are these factors :

Factory—the most completely equipped motor truck shops in America.

Experience—movers of the world's goods since 1835—77 years.

Capital—*50, (too, ooo.

And these have caused this extraordinary record :

Sales—increase in one year 205 per cent.

Agencies—increase in one year 3(i+ per cent.

Engineering—line now includes eVij-ton, 5-ton, 3Vfc-ton, 2-ton trucks.

Manufacturing—production increase in one year 205 per cent.

Service—now able to reach any point in America in twenty-four hours.

Transportation—Transportation Cost Bureau supplies expert trans

portation engineering advice to prospects and customers.

Thus it is clear why sixty-two per cent of all Alco trucks

were purchased on re-orders—the measure of merit.

64-Page Book Sent On Request

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY, 1894 Broadway, NEW YORK

 

Builders of Alco Motor Cars and Alco Taxicabs

Chicago Branch: 2501 Michigan Avenue

Boston Branch: 567 Boylston Street

Movers of the World's Goods

since 1835

Canadian Headquarters :

42S0 St. Catherine Street, West, Montreal

Capital, $50,000,000

Ifm.'!!,!!11!,;
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Anheuser-Busch Truck:

Equipped With

Firestone Tires

 

IT'S their economy for extra mileage, extra traction and car protection,

1 that explains the universal choice of

Firestone^
For Every Road, Load and Condition of Service

The Anheuser-Busch Brewing Company, as well as foremost truck owners everywhere, have

proved their worth, and use Firestone Tires for every style of vehicle.

Resiliency, absorbing all vibration—design to fit every need—quality of rubber, of workmanship,

of inspection — all enter in supreme form, into the building, to give their supreme load results.

Specify Firestone Tires for ease and continuous service.

Most Miles Per

Dollar of Cost
 

 

Most Miles Per

Gallon oi Gasoline

Extra

Resilient

Notched Tread

oiny and Mileage

The Firestone Tire & Robber Co.

"America's I-urges! Exclusive

Tire and Kim Makers"

 

Hard

aae. Channel

Type for Heavy

Service. Service Station* Everywhere Akron, Ohio

Hard

Base,

European Type

Heavy Service

=
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These fii<e Peerless Trucks lire in the ser-cic: of Baugh & Sons Company, manufacturing

chemists of Philadelphia.

PEERLESS TRUCKS
THK four Closed-Body Trucks in collecting raw

material throughout Philadelphia and delivering

it at the Baugh plant, have yielded every important

advantage that is claimed for motor truck service.

They cover a larger territory than the teams they displaced.

As they make the trips quicker, they deliver the stock in

hetter condition and materially increase its value. Service is

continuous even in the worst winter weather; snow, slush and

slippery hills cause no delay. Very hot weather does not impair

their efficiency. The system is elastic, for the trucks can work

overtime without fatigue. Several less men are employed.

The daily average run is 35 to 40 miles.

The Open-Body Truck makes quick deliveries of freight to

railroads and steamships, within five miles of the factory, and

runs daily about 30 miles. On several occasions it has done

work that could not have been accomplished by horses.

Correspondence is invited.

Truck Department

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Three Things Make
 

Cellular Truck Tires

Demountable, Quick Attachable

Preferable for Truck Equipment

Non-Skid

The non-skid cellular tread increases the traction and eliminates

undesirable slipping and friction, which always causes excessive

wearing of the tire's surface. ^ It eliminates the necessity for chains.

Non-Heating

 

The holes in the tire act as a radiator, preventing ex

cessive heating and internal friction. <J The extra

large surface of the Swinehart tread reduces the press

ure per square inch to a point well within the safe

and economical limit

Resiliency

The wonderful elasticity, due to the combined use of

our cellular design and the highest grade of rubber,

allowing the tire to "give and take", to stand the

road shocks without damage, is the true secret of

Swinehart tire longevity.

In the hands of hundreds of owners Swinehart Cellular Truck Tires,

due to their non-skid, non-heating, resilient features, show phe

nomenal results in mileage.

Let us show you actual records and explain in detail the construc

tion of this cellular type.

We also make a full line of smooth tread single and dual solids—

Demountable Quick Attachable Tires.

Branches and dealers in all principal cities.

The Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co.

1200 North Street AKRON, OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Man Who Buys the Federal

Always Buys the Federal Again
 

This U the second Federal Truck that the Hupp Motor Car Company hat bought Within the Year.

Federal one-ton chassis, including seat. SI,800. Body type at purchaser's option. Wheel-base, optional, 110-inch or 144-inch. Motor, 4 cylinder, 30 H. P.; Mag

neto, high-tension; Clutch. 16-inch cone; Transmission, three speeds forward and reverse; Hyatt high-duty bearings; Tires, solid, 36x3J-inch front and

36x4-incn rear.

The best customers of the Federal are motor car manufacturers,

designers and engineers. Do you grasp the significance of that?

THE FEDERAL
The Best Advertisement in the World it the Act of the Man who Repeats His Order

ONE-TON TRUCK

$1800

The Abbot Motor Car Co. got the;r

first Federal truck Sept. 20, 191 1,

and their second Federtsl Truck

March 30, 1912.

The Detroit City Gas Company

bought their first Federal truck

June 23, 1911; their second July 6 and their third August 29.

The Gernmer Mfg. Co. bought their first Federal truck August 22

and their second March 12, 1912.

Beecher, Peck & Lewis got their first Federal truck Jan. 12, 1912,

and the second March 14, 1912.

These are all firms operating in Detroit, Mich. They have figures re

cording in dollars and cents the durability, the reliability, the

efficiency and the economy of the Federal. That is the reason

they bought a second and a third Federal truck to reduce the

cost of their deliveries. Write for those figures.

Those cold, convincing figures brought these manufacturers, mer

chants and engineers to the logical conclusion that the Federal

at $1800 is preeminently the cheapest as well as preeminently

the best Standard One-Ton-Truck on the market.

And here is a partial list of the Manu

facturers, jobbers and distributers

in various parts- of the country

that have repeated their initial

orders for the Federal truck.

The Portland Railway, Light & Power Co. of Portland, Ore., has

Eight Federals.

The Star Carriage Co., of Seattle, Wash., has Four Federals.

The Witherbee, Sherman Co., of Mineville, N. Y., has two Federals;

Haggnrd & Marcusson, Chicago, three Federals; Walther-Will-

iams Hardware, the Dalles, Ore., two Federals; J. Cunning

ham, Rochester, N. Y., two Federals; Emmons Draying Co.,

San Francisco, jwo Federals; Motor Bus Transit Co., Gary,

Ind., four Federals: Marshall Field Co., Chicago, two Feder

als; American Bank Note Co., New York City, two Federals;

J. F. Grantham & F. M. Stultz, Gary, Ind., two Federals; Lemp

Brewing Co., St. Louis, two Federals.

We can offer no better selling argument than the names ofthese scientific men, these close-buying m^n, these

hard-headed business men who have tested, accepted and endorsed the Federal and come back for more-

FEDERAL MO^OR TRUCK COMPANY

New Factory, Dept. C, Leavitt and Campbell Avenues, Detroit, Mich.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Used in 54 Lines of Business
 

pjETROIT Electric Com-

*~* mercial Vehicles are now

in daily use in fifty-six (56) of

the largest American and for

eign cities. Fifty-four (54)

different lines of business are

represented.

In nearly every instance where

these cais have been in ser

vice for any length of time, we

have received re-orders.

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles are noiseless, odor

less, trim in appearance and

particularly appreciated by

customers in all residential

districts. They are admitted

at all wharves and freight

terminals.

It has been proven that elec-

Agricultural College

Baggage and Trucking

Bakery

Breweries

Casket Manufacturing

Catering

Cemeteries

China (Wholesale)

Cigar Manufacturing

Club Bus

Cold Storage

Confectionery

Creamery

Department Stores

Distilleries

Drugs and Drug Mfg.

Dry Goods (Wholesale)

Dry Goods (Recail)

Commercial

Electric Light & Power Co.

Electric Railways

Electric Sign Companies

Express Companies

Fish Markets

Florists

Flour Mills

Furniture

Furriers

Gent's Furnishings

Glass Manufacturing

Groceries (Retail)

Groceries (Wholesale)

Hardware Manufacturing

Heavy Chemicals

Hospitals

Hotel Bus

Ice Cream Manufacturing

 

Jewelry

Knitting Mills

Leather Goods

Mail Service

Mattress Manufacturing

Mineral Water Co.

Music Stores

Newspapers

Paint and Glass

Packing Co.

Paper

Plows

Posting Service

Poultry

Silk Dying Co.

Tobacco Factory

U. S. Arsenal

Restaurant

Ve hides

trically-driven commercial ve

hicles are the only ideal mode

of delivery for city and sub

urban use.

Wherever electricity has

solved any problem, it has

done so better than any other

form of power.

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles "get away" instantly

in congested traffic. All speeds

are controlled with one lever.

Any ordinary driver can learn

to operate a Detroit Electric.

No expert care is necessary.

There is no complex mechan

ism to be put out of order by

abuse or carelessness. When

the car stops, the power stops

—and the expense for power.

Detroit Electric Commercial Vehicles are in use in

56 of the largest foreign and American cities-

Akron, Ohio

Boston, Mass.

Bridgeport. Conn.

Brockton, Mass.

Brooklyn. N. Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Calgary. AIta.,Can.

Cedar Rapids, la.

Chicago, 111.

Davenport, la.

Denver, Colo

Des Moines, la.

Detroit. Mich

Elmira. X. Y.

Green Bay, Wis.

Hartford, Conn.

Holyokc, Mass.

Houston, Tex.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Kansas City, Mo.

Los Angeles. Gal,

LaCrosse, Wis.

Lansing, Mich.

London, Eng.

Lowell. Mass.

Memphis. Tenn.

Middletown, Conn.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Montreal. Que.

Mancle, Ind.

Muskogee. Okla.

Newark, N. J.

New Haven, Conn.

New York. N. Y.

Norwich, Conn.

Oakland. Cal.

Ottawa, Can.

Paris. France

Paterson. N. J.

Peoria, III.

Portland, Ore.

Richmond, Va.

Sacramento, Cal.

San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle, Wash.

Shamokin, Pa.

Springfield, Mass.

Stockton, Cal.

Tacoma, Wash.

Toronto, Can.

Victoria, B. C.

Washington, D. C.

Watsonville, Cal.

Winnipeg, Man.

Worcester. Mass.

ELECTRIC

Detroit Electric Commeicial

Vehicles are Edison- Battery-

equipped, which is your in

surance against high deprecia

tion and annoyances in main

taining the source of power.

The saving which would be

effected by the use of the

cheapest and most readily

adapted form of power in ex

istence is made possible for

you through the use of De

troit Electric Commercial Ve

hicles.

48-page catalog with full in

formation sent upon request.

Specific information regard

ing your individual require

ments gladly furnished.

Anderson Electric Car Company

455 Clay Ave., Detroit. U. S. A.

BRANCHES:

BROOKLYN NEW YORK: Broadway at 80th St. KANSAS CITY

BUFFALO CHICAGO: 2416 Michigan Avenue MINNEAPOLIS

CLEVELAND (Also Branch at Evanston) ST. LOUIS

Selling representatives in most leading cities.
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The "Cleveland" is an Adaptable Automatic

While automatics, as a class, are regarded adaptable largely

to the manufacture of parts from bars, we furnish magazines

for each "Cleveland" Automatic for the working of castings

or for the purpose of performing second operations. This

makes possible the finishing of many parts on the "Cleveland"

that it has heretofore been considered an impossibility for any

automatic to handle.

 

The Pre-eminence of the

Cleveland is Indisputable

Piece No. 548: Material, machine steel; made on a VA" Cleve

land Automatic Turret Machine; 20 minutes for all operations.

Send in samples or drawings; we will send you complete speci

fications, explaining outputs, cost of machines, tools, etc.

Capacities of the "Cleveland" are from H" to

Operating expense—One Mill a Minute.

VA\

Cleveland Automatic Machine Company

CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.

Eastern Representative—J. B. Anderson, 2450 North 30th Street, Philadelphia.

Western Representative—Herbert E. Nunn, 562 Washington Boulevard Chicago.

Foreign Representatives—Chas. Churchill & Co., London, Manch ■ster. Birmingham. Newcastle-on-Tyne and Glasgow. Alfred H. Schutte, Berlin. Cologne,

Brussels, Paris. Milar.oand Bilbao. Donauwerk Ernst Kraus^&Co.. Berlin, St. Petersburg, Stockholm, Copenhagen, Austria-Hungary and the Balkan States.

Andrews & George, P. O Box 63, 242 Yokohama Japan.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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WHITE MOTOR TRUCKS

Have More Than a Guarantee Behind Them

HPHE purchaser of a motor truck, to be secure in

his investment, must consider not only the con

struction of the truck and its adaptability to his

business conditions, but also the financial responsi

bility and the integrity of the truck manufacturer

behind it.

The guarantees and service inducements under

which so many trucks are offered for sale, are no

better than the reputation and responsibility of the

manufacturers who make them.

White Trucks are manufactured by a company

which has had the confidence and respect of the

industrial world for over fifty years. The name of

the White Company is the best guarantee in the

world of the sterling quality of White Trucks.

M'

hjfe&i

>-''.

The WhiteHjgj^Company

CLEVELAND
Manufacturers of

Gasoline Motor Cars,

Trucks and Taxicabs.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TRADE MARK

The B.F.GOODRICH CO.,

AKRON, 0.

Largest in the World

Brenchei in the Wholesale Tire

Pnocip.l Citie. Depot* Erery where

On to stay
A big item of truck tire cost—(often not realized when

buying tires)—is the delay and "dead time" due to tire

slipping off rim, or other misplacement, while in service.

In the Goodrich Wireless Truck Tire, the tire and rim are

a perfect unit The tire proper is built on a dovetailed

steel base into which the hard rubber sub-base is keyed—

making sidewise movement impossible. A transverse

key on the outer side prevents circumferential movement

or "creeping." (See cut above.)

This is one of the logical reasons why the Goodrich

Wireless stays on and gives 1 0,000 miles and upward of

uninterrupted service. There are other reasons:

1: The Goodrich Wireless method of fastening tire to rim. This absolutely

Erevents the tire from giving 'way at the base before full wear on the tread

as been obtained.

2: The tire was scientifically patterned so that it would assume, under load,

the shape that gives it the greatest traction and resiliency, without damaging

distortion. {Normal and load contours shown in outline illustration above.)

3: The rubber compound of the tread is so tough that you can hardly stick

a pin into it. Full wear on this tread means far more than "full wear" on the

ordinary tire tread. It is a perfect combination of extreme toughness with

resiliency.

Many imitations of the Goodrich Wireless are now

springing up. But remember we were the first to bring

out the steel base tire in America. The Goodrich is the

only wireless tire that has been perfected to meet

American conditions. The shape, quality of rubber, and

the distinctive wave-line of contact between soft and hard

rubber are Goodrich features. Buy the original.

GOODRICH WIRELES?
Built on Steel TDITpIf TID17Q Wear like Steel

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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KisselKarTTrucks

 

Saved $1546.12 First Year

The purchase price of this four-ton truck,

owned and operated by the Howard Company,

of New Haven, Conn., plus interest, depreciation,

overhauling, fuel and driver's salary for one year,

amounted to $5921.88.

It replaced three double trucking teams. The

cost of the horses, wagons and harnesses, plus

interest, maintenance and drivers' salaries for

one year, amounted to $7468.00. A balance

in favor of the truck of $1546.12—the first

year.

A KisselKar Truck is your logical selection

because it is the truck of surest economy and

slowest depreciation. It is strong, simple and

silent. It carries 50% overload without harm.

It rides easiest. It consumes the least fuel.

Note these striking KisselKar merits: Its

wonderful engine — its lock on the differential

which equalizes power between rear wheels,

when, without it, a slipping wheel would absorb

all the power— its fourth geared up speed which

saves* the engine when driving empty and makes

fast time judicious when haste is necessary.

At the disposal of KisselKar owners is the

unrivaled KisselKar service, consisting of com

pletely equipped service buildings at leading

centers, where the mechanical end of motor

trucks is taken off your hands.

1500 lb.-l-l^ to 2-3-4-5 Ton Trucks, Delivery Wagons, Etc.

Write and tell us how many horses you use,

how many trips they make per day, single or in

teams, the average number of stops per load,

carrying capacity of your equipment, average

daily distance covered, cost of drivers and aids,

general nature of the highways traveled.

Do this and we will tell you how motor haul

age may be most advantageously used in your

business.

Your copy of the new catalog is ready,

for it.

Send

Kissel Motor Car Co., 158 Kissel Ave., Hartford, Wis.

Boston New York Chicago Milwaukee Kansas City Los Angeles

Minneapolis St. Paul St. Louis Dallas

Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, El Paso, San Antonio, New Orleans, Baltimore, Omaha, Butte, Denver,

San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Duluth, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Hartford, Conn., New Haven, Albany,

Troy, Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Winnipeg, and 200 othei principal points throughout America.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TIRE TIPS

 

Summer is on its way and in purchasing tire equipment HEAT is the Factor

to be considered.

The heat generated by a tire is the greatest Factor in its destruction. Con

tinued Heat is Death to rubber.

*

Get rid of the heat by using a sectional tire.

Kelly ■ Springfield Sectionals

are " Air-Cooled " between sections.

They are ideal on hot asphalt roads ; each section worl:s for an instant—rests

until its turn comes again.

They have plenty of room to expand lengthwise as well as laterally, thus giving

double the resiliency.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD Sectionals mean Economy in Tire Costs.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.

BRANCHES— Boston, Mass.

Atlanta, Ga.

NEW YORK, N. Y., and AKRON, O.

Chicago, III. Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. Detroit, Mich.

Cincinnati, O. San Francisco, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cleveland, O. Baltimore, Md. Seattle, Wash.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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electrics Baker Trucks Chosen to

Increase Efficiency and Raise

Equipment Standards

These Baker Trucks recently installed by the

Heinz Company are attracting marked attention by reason

of their striking appearance—apple green chassis, body of

white enamel and trimmings of black and gold. They have

proved the unusual advertising value of high grade motor

truck equipment.

The Heinz Company has always maintained a very high

standard for all its equipment. In view of this fact, its choice

of Baker Electric Trucks is significant.

Low cost of upkeep, increased mileage, greater efficiency,

and superior construction of the Baker were features which

accorded with the ideas of the company's experts as to the

essential requirements of an electric truck and led to their

decision in favor of the Baker.

The Baker Bureau will furnish you reliable cost

figures covering electric truck equipment suitable

for your business.

THE BAKER MOTOR-VEHICLE GO. Commercial Car Department

69 West 80th Street, Cleveland, Ohio Dealers in Leading Cities

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electric Vehicles in the World

 

Please mention the "Pcwer Wagon' when writing to advertisers.
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OlBNEY Wireless

The Three-Years-Ahead Tire

T7R0M WHOM DO YO

*■ WANT TO BUY THE MOST

popular type of tire?—from

the manufacturer who has

had, or has to get experi

ence? Which would you

rather pay for?—your own

or the manufacturer's ex

perience? This ought not

to be a difficult question

for you to decide, and this

is another reason why

GIBNEY TIRES

represent to you the best

value.

This column does not con

tain any of our own reasons

why you should buy

GIBNEY TIRES

The following is a letter

which we received from an

enthusiastic user:

Extract from letter dated June 7th, ' 1 2 :

" We have tried four or

five other make tires but find that

Gihney Tire* give us the most

mileage and satisfaction. Our

business is principally out of town

work, and we meet with all kinds

of road conditions and therefore

have replaced all other make tires

with the Gibney Tires."

Respectfully yours,

L. CURTH & SONS

Moving and Storage

Brooklyn, N. Y.

TIRE SERVICE

THE number of miles—

which means maximum

life—is the main factor to

be considered in the pur

chase of solid tires. The

fact that Gibney Wireless

Tires have been able to

show a muchbetter average

mileage than other makes

is the reason why

GIBNEY TIRES

have been popular with the

user and copied by other

tire makers. This is pretty

good tire insurance. Let us

know your requirements,

so that we may quote you

prices.

James L. Gibney & Bro.

217 N. Broad Street, Philadelphia 248-52 W. 54th Street, New York

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Panel Body, $1800. Capacity, ISOO Pounds

Other Bodies to Suit All Business

Panel Body

$1800

Express Body

with top

$1775

Open Box Body

$1775

Stake Body

$1775

Police Patrol

$2325

Ambulance

$2326

Hotel Bus

$2325

MAKE MONEY SELLING LIPPARD-STEWART

MOTOR DELIVERY CARS

SCORES of live dealers through

out the country have realized

the big money-making possi

bilities of handling Lippard-Stewart

delivery cars.

They have discovered that this car

—the first high-grade commercial car

at a low price—is just what mer

chants have been looking for.

They have found that the many

up-to-date, exclusive features of the

Lippard-Stewart make it a quick and

easy seller. Everywhere this car ~

appears it immediately attracts favorable attention.

Big Field for Business

The commercial car field affords the biggest

opportunities nowadays. In this field the light de

livery car offers the widest market; and among

light commercial cars none is such an attractive

selling proposition as the Lippard-Stewart.

Note the special Lippard-Stewart features listed

above. Consider the following reasons why this car

proves a profitable line to handle:

1. Lippard-Stewart cars know no "seasons." They

are always needed, always ready for use and sell

just as readily in winter as in summer.

2. They are never "a last year's design." Trades

are not asked for, as is often the case in selling

pleasure cars.

Special Llppard 'Stewart

Features, Latest a ad Best

l. Four-Cylinder Monob|-»c Motor.

I. Selective Transmission.

(. Multiple Disc Clutch.

I. Shaft Drive.

i. Special Tlmhen Rear Axle.

5. Lert-Hand Steering.

r. Bosch Magneto, single Ignition.

*. Thermn-Syphnn Coollnv.

I. Special Spr.n1: Suspension.

I. Hai.dsnme Lines— H'nutdul Finish

3. Fancy showrooms unnecessary

to sell Lippard-Stewart deliv

ery cars. Service and utility

looked for as a good business

investment.

4. It is easy to show merchants

how Lippard - Stewart delivery

cars will pay for themselves

out of the savings they effect

over horse delivery.

5. No trouble to locate prospects

for L i p p a r d-S t e w a r t cars.

Every merchant with a delivery

problem is a prospective buyer.

6. You may sell several cars at once by the same

effort that would sell one pleasure car. Satis

factory service of one economical vehicle makes

repeat orders easy.

An Opportunity for You

We still have some choice territory open for dealers.

Perhaps your city is one where we are not yet rep

resented. If so, do not overlook this opportunity.

Send in the attached coupon for our dealers' proposi

tion. Let us help you make this the most profitable

vear vou have had.

LIPPAKU.STEWAKT MOTOK CAK CO.

Please send catalogue and dealers' proposition.

Name

Street ,

City state .

rVullolo. N. Y.

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

AUGUST BECKER, President E. J. B/ RCALO. Treasurer J. C. MILLAR, Secretary

C. S. DAHLQUIST, Chief Engiaecr W. F. REYNOLDS. Sales Manager

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

FOR

TOURING

AND

COMMERCIAL

CARS

 

LEFEVER

PLANETARY

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

FOR

COMMERCIAL

CARS

Compare a LEFEVER Transmission or Jack Shaft with the LEFEVER $1000.00

Grade Gun. You will find at every point the fine construction that has made

the name LEFEVER famous

LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

with ONE ROD

CONTROL LEVER

But one point of registra

tion, this in the transmis

sion case. Bolt the shift

lever to the frame and

the assembling is com

plete. This special con

struction eliminates all

trouble arising from

binding of shift levers

caused by any uneven-

ness in road bed.

 

GEARS

OF

LASTING

FAME

CLAIRE L.

BARNES & CO.

Direct Factory Representative

CHICAGO

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

LEFEVER-ARMS CO., 3 Maitbie St., Syracuse, N.Y.,U.S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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For Prompt and Clean Deliveries

Chase Model D Truck
(With Panel Top Body)

 

Capacity 1,000 Lbs. Price $1,050

Efficiency in every movement. Grace in every line

The best known 1 ,000 lb. light delivery motor truck

Note the handsome lines of Model D Panel Top. It is just as good—just as

well built, and just as easy running as it looks. Absolute protection to goods

in transit.

Model D Panel Top is a prime favorite with leading department stores,

florists, caterers, bakers, grocers and telephone companies. Has all the great

CHASE features of economy, efficiency and ease of handling that have made

the name CHASE the best known in the field of motor service.

Chase Trucks Are Supreme in Their Line

The Acknowledged Leaders in the Light Delivery Field

5 models—1,000 to 4,000 lbs. capacity

Standard express and panel top bodies. Special bodies to order.

Write for catalogue and particulars concerning open territory.

CHASE MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

90 Wyoming Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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UNCLE SAM USES 40 G. V. ELECTRICS

'THE U. S. Government has been a consistent buyer of G. V. trucks

A and in common with many other customers has purchased them

after a test covering a period of years.

The Quartermaster's Department at Philadelphia put in a 5-ton

G. V. truck in May, 1907. Since then the War Department, Buieauof

Insular Affairs and the Navy Department have all ordeied.

 

19 of the 40 G. V. Electrics referred to are in service in the

Philippines and that means they must be unusually simple and efficient,

for they are operated by native drivers. We also have 12 in Rio de

Janeiro, and a number in Montreal, where they have hills, deep snows

and below zero weather. A good electiic will make good in about any

city you can mention.

Write for catalog 72 and other data

GENERAL VEHICLE COMPANY

Principal Office and Factory Long Island City, N. Y.

N3W Y3RK CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS

l? '^rJ$ 'J2 'JZ'A? 'A? 'J? ?±S !A? 'A? 'Jt'J?'A> 'ASU?lJsSaV'^S"jS *A? 'A$ 'j±utAtj£'A$zA$u$'j£u5'A$ 'J$- 'J-'J
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Great Chance for Capital.

Horse Transportation Companies Should Be Provided with Capital to Enable Them to Motorize.

EXPANSION in the use and application of power

wagons in this country will take a wonderful im

petus when ample outside capital is forthcoming

to assist in the conversion of existing horse wagon instal

lations into motor equipment.

There are thousands of big professional horse wagon

operators who are willing and anxious to turn to motors,

but they simply lack the financial assistance to make the

change. Meanwhile the business, of most of them is mak

ing slow progress; some of them are making no progress

at all: and others are actually threatened with extinction

by the competition of the more fortunate concerns in their

vicinity who are already operating large fleets of power

wagons.

That any business connected with road transportation

should be in danger of extinction is a menace to capital

and to industry at large, and the fact should be viewed

with apprehension not only by the financial world but

by the power wagon factors as well. Business to be in a

healthy condition should expand at least normally with

the times. Standpatism and retrogression in any one

great industry conduce directly to a general depression,

and cause a disagreeable reflection on all other business.

* * *

Horse Professionals Need Assistance to Convert Investment.

Here is a great chance for shrewd bankers and capi

talists to help these wavering horse operators to get on

their feet by assisting them in the conversion of their

horse installations into power wagon equipment. There

are very few cases in which the motor equipment could

not be completely paid for in from three to five years

simply out of the increased profits due to the adoption of

motor haulage and delivery. And in many cases the ad

ditional business created by the greater speed and in

creased radius of action of the power wagons would soon

justify the expenditure for the new equipment.

* * *

Power Wagon Advance Too Rapid for Horse Professionals.

The advance of the power wagon industry in the last

two years has been phenomenal. Yearly increases of ioo

per cent and upwards in the numbers of machines in use

are reported from important business centers all over the

country—indeed throughout the world. This tremendous

increase in motor road transportation has come about so

suddenly that most horse operators find themselves unable

to cope with the situation, and by reason of the diminish

ing returns from their own business, on account of the

relentless competition of the vastly superior machine, many

of them are becoming less and less able to convert their

horse and wagon investment to motors without financial

assistance from outside.

* * *

Better to Help Horsemen Than to Put Them Out of Business.

It would be difficult to find at present a more profitable

investment or one that will produce quicker and more sub

stantial returns than will accrue from the conversion of

the horse wagon operator to the big power wagon profes

sional, for it is in the mass application of machines that

the greatest economy obtains. It would be far better to

help the present horse wagon operator than to threaten

him with extinction by outside competition. For the

horseman knows the transportation industry and he has

the big advantage of his existing business and trade con

nections. All he needs is the co-operation of the motor

wagon specialist—and of the investor, through the banker.

*

With

*

BankersSuggested Co-operation With Bankers Who Desire It.

Many of the prominent bankers, capitalists and big

business houses are familiar with the trend of power

"Do not lot urn gotpeevish every time o man mention* motor trucks. If they are a good thing let us

get them. Team owners are not In business tor the benefit of the horse. We are In It to make money,

and If the motor truck Is preferable for making money, lot us send our horses to pasture, while wo are

operating the motor truck. "—From an editorial In the July Issue of the Team Owners' Review.
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wagon development. The very fact of the increase in size

and numbers of the larger motor wagon installations is

sufficient evidence of this, for the 50 or more fleets of

power wagons of from 50 fo 400 machines each were cer

tainly not brought into existence without the aid of much

outside capital.

For those who have not come into intimate contact

with the power wagon idea it is suggested that opportunity

be sought whereby representative men in the industry

could meet those bankers who may desire enlightenment.

Such a meeting might be convened by the National Asso

ciation 'of • Automobile Manufacturers, but in any case it

should be made up of the strong men cf the industry who

are already favorably known to the business and banking

world. This committee would be in a position. to confer

with bankers and business men and furnish convincing evi

dence of the power wagon's successful performances and

future possibilities. This first-hand acquaintanceship

would be mutually helpful when the question came up of

financing any particular proposition, and the whole indus

try would gain directly from the understanding thus made

possible.

^i :fc *

Plan for An Interchange of Conferences.

There are many advantages to be gained from such

association of the really big men in banking and power

wagon circles, and the plan might later be extended for

an interchange of road transportation conferences between

these parties and the railroad companies, associations of

commerce, boards of trade, municipal authorities and the

big horse interests themselves. A friendly discussion on

how to convert fixed investment will often break down

prejudice if the parties to the conference are financially

and socially on terms of comparable equality. A few words

from a recognized captain of industry will do more than

years of importunate solicitation from even the best in

formed power wagon salesman.

* * *

About 8, COO,COO Road Wagons to Be Superseded.

It is generally known that upwards of 90 per cent of

the total freight transportation of this country is handled

first or last by road vehicles, now mainly horse drawn.

There are approximately 8.000,000 horse wagons now in

use. Practically all of these will eventually be superseded

by power wagons, just as the modern textile power mill

has put the hand loom out of business, as the steam rail

road has displaced the stage coach and the prairie schooner,

and as the steamship has made the sailing vessel a small

tiling in ocean transportation, in spite of the fact that coal

is a very dear commodity, while the winds of the air are

free to all.

* * *

Power Wagons Have Greater Field Than Horse Vehicles.

The replacement of 8,000,000 horse wagons implies an

investment in motor driven vehicles of from three to four

billions of dollars, but of course the conversion will take

years of accomplishment. In the meantime, however, road

transportation is increasing faster than the population, and

the ultimate application of motor wagons will not be lim

ited by the present, use found for horse wagons. The

wonderful adaptability of the machine for many purposes

other than mere haulage is opening up for it a field of de

velopment that is absolutely new ; while the motor wagon's

speed and great radius of action in a day's work afford it

possibilities of competing in lines that are physically, hu

manely and financially impossible with the horse. Any

one who imagines that the power wagon will merely re

place the horse is far indeed from the whole truth. Its

real future is so full of possibilities that the prophesies of

even its most enthusiastic devotees will fall far short of

the mark.

* * *

The Horse Has Reached the Zenith of His Possibilities.

This is not idle digression. It is but a faint index of

what will unfailingly come to pass. The horse has reached

the zenith of his possibilities and in competition with the

power wagon has proved his utter hopelessness as a seri

ous contender for the business of road transportation.

Just when he is most wanted he fails. In the heat of sum

mer and in the depth of winter his performance is below

par, and at all times he is uneconomical in comparison with

even the 10-year-old motor wagon veterans which are still

in service, inferior as these machines are when compared

with the splendid and efficient product of today.

* * *

The Brilliant Future of Power Wagon Transportation.

Xo well informed person can deny that the power

wagon will ultimately supersede the horse. The far-see

ing student knows more than this. He sees in the power

wagon the beginnings of an industry that will have to

deal eventually writh a gross traffic greater than that of the

steam railroads and one that will have the co-operation of

the custodians of millions of miles of public roads. Those

who want to partake of the benefits of the future will do

well to get in on the ground floor. And there seems to be

no better way than to furnish the capital to put the big

horse operators on a professional all-motor basis at the

present time,' in order to take advantage of their knowl

edge of transportation problems and their present business

connections, and then to expand with the industry. The

longer the delay the more money will be required to do

this. The time for waiting, Micawber-like. has gone, for

the power wagon is now a thing accomplished and its de

velopment is moving so fast that the slow thinkers will

be crowded out by the quick actors—the men who rec

ognize their opportunity and seize the chance.

Withal there is the necessity for improving acquaint

anceship. Whether or not the initiative comes from the

bankers or from the power wagon factors, is a matter of

small consequence. The main thing is to get together.

Who will take the first step?

Butte, Mont., has given an order for motor fire appa

ratus contingent upon the fact that the maker can prove

his factory is run by union labor.

Washington, D. C, will have a street parade of motor

wagons on September 2 next, under the auspices of the

Washington "Post."
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Motors for Public Service Companies.

An Account of the Activity of Louisville Companies in the Power Wagon Movement.

By G. D. CRAIN, JR.

X Tf J ITHOUT QUESTION the largest field for

\ / \ / use of motor trucks is that occupied by the

» * public service corporation. Institutions of

this kind require prompt, efficient and economical trans

portation service, and at the same time so much of it that

it would appear that the horse and wagon should have

been driven out in favor of the power-driven vehicle a

long time ago.

Corporations are notably conservative, and public cor

porations sometimes painfully so. This is entirely logical,

however, for the reason that they have many stockhold

ers and are constantly impressed with the necessity for

careful handling of their resources. Everything that is

done must necessarily be looked at from the standpoint

of its probable result on dividends, and nothing may be

undertaken which seems likely to affect them unfavorably.

* * *

The Development Period—They All Do It.

Thus in most cases the adoption of trucks by electric,

gas, water and traction companies has been comparatively

slow. This does not mean that the question has not been

given attention, but simply that the companies have insist

ed upon knowing all about the proposition before they

have gone into it. As a rule one or two trucks have been

bought, their work carefully watched, and the cost of op

eration and the rapidity of depreciation determined as ac

curately as possible. Comparison of efficiency with the

horse-drawn equipment has of course been a part of the

plan, and results as to improvement in service have been

quickly noted, for such an improvement has a definite

 

"Hurry-up" wagon employed by Louisville Ltg. Co.

dollar-and-cents value to a public service company, espe

cially where it has competition.

After all these things have been determined by records

covering a period sufficiently long to be of value, the com

pany has acted. If it has come to the conclusion that in

vestment in power wagons would pay, from all the stand

points which must be considered, then the matter of sup

planting the old outfit has been undertaken at once. When

it has actually been convinced that by holding on to the

old type of transportation machinery it is losing either

directly because of excessive cost of maintenace or indi

rectly through impaired service, it loses -no time about

making a change for the better. It has the resources to

make the change, and the only question is whether it will

be advantageous to bring it about.

* if *

Public Service Endorsement Good for Trucks.

The fact that so many companies of this character

have come to a conclusion favorable to the motor truck is

 

Electric wagon used by Louisville Lighting Company.

the best possible indorsement that could be secured, and is

at once valuable from the standpoint of present business

and with reference to its future effect on general trade.

The company which has tried the power wagon and not

found it wanting is in the market for more trucks, of

course ; and its adoption of equipment of this kind is and

ought to be a logical argument in favor of similar action

by consumers in other lines. •

This feature is also of importance to the service com

pany itself. The consumption of electric current by

vehicles of this type is getting to be an important factor

in the business of a central station located in any city of

size, and the stimulation of this business through the

adoption of motor trucks is an obvious opportunity. The

electric companies have recognized the inconsistency of

urging others to use electric cars unless they themselves

have put equipment of this kind into use. Thus the in

vestigation of the serviceability of motor trucks, particu

larly those electrically operated, has been of more than

ordinary importance to the central stations, and has been

regarded by them as a precedent to the development of as

large a business from owners of electric vehicles as they

believe conditions warrant.

♦ ♦ ♦

A Good Example from Louisville, Ky.

A splendid example of the trend of ouinio'n in the

public service world is furnished in the experience of the

Louisville Lighting Company and the Louisville Gas Com

pany, corporations of the Kentucky metropolis which are

jointly owned and operated. They began some time ago

to investigate the question of using motor-driven vehicles

instead of horses and wagons, and their investigation has
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been entirely favorable to the new type of transportation

medium.

They have now begun the work of converting their

system, and have already in use n power trucks, with the

probabilities favoring the use of from 25 to 30 by the

time that the conversion is completed. This will be done

gradually, for the work is still experimental to some extent.

That is to say, motor trucks are going into service in de

partments where they have not yet been used, and while

the experience in other parts of the service has been such

as to indicate that they will '"work'' in the new connec

tions, each truck will stand on its own bottom, and use

will depend entirely on the showing made. But, as stated,

the outlook thus far is entirely favorable to the general

adoption of the machine.

* * *

Equipment at Present In Service.

The two companies at present have the following

equipment :

Waverley electric runabouts 6

Waverley electric wagons, model 83 z

Walker electric trucks 1

Urban electric truck 1

Cadillac touring-cars, 1912 model 2

Overland touring-cars, 191 2 model 2

Stoddard-Dayton service wagon 1

Motorcycles, various makes 4

All of these vehicles are provided for the commercial

usages of the company. All of them have been purchased

or ordered for quick delivery, and most of them are al

ready in commission and are doing yeoman duty.

To begin with, there are the six Waverley electric

runabouts which are just being put into service, constitut

ing the most important item in the list. These cars are

used by the electric company in lamp inspection work after

nightfall. The Louisville Lighting Company supplies the

current for hundreds of street lamps in Louisville, all of

which must be kept burning from dusk to dawn, accord

ing to the terms of a city ordinance which specifies ade

quate lighting for all portions of the municipality. It is

a part of the duty of every policeman to see that all of

the street lights in his beat are burning and are in good

condition, and in the event of the slightest trouble the

officer is instructed to report to the lighting plant for im

mediate repairs.

* * *

The Field for the Light Power Wagons.

This is where the light power wagons come in. It

used to be that a single horse-and-sulky outfit was pro

vided for each route. Over a dozen of these equipages

were demanded for the duties to be performed, and for

years the abbreviated little vehicle drawn by a good mover

has been a familiar sight about Louisville's streets. The

entire city has been laid out in routes for each lamp in

spector to cover, but nowadays a silent and sure electric

is the medium of transportation.

When the entire equipment of Waverleys has been de

livered, the lighting company expects to do away with its

horse-and-wagon outfits altogether. It is estimated by

present proofs that one light power wagon will replace

two horses and a sulky. Tn former times two horses to a

wagon were required daily, for the wearing labor de

manded of the animals would not permit of them working

more than 12 hours at a stretch and even then the faithful

trotter was about done for, having covered 20 or 25 miles.

The Waverley trucks are now being delivered to the

company and a 2,000-pound Urban electric is being made

at the plant of the Kentucky Wagon Manufacturing Com

pany in Louisville and will be ready for service before

long. The Waverleys, incidentally, are to be of 1,300

pounds capacity. The 3,000-pound Walker truck, the

heaviest vehicle which the company has in commission, has

been working for several months, and is pronounced to be

one of the most valuable pieces of equipment ever pro

vided for the outside work which the Louisville lighting

force is called upon to accomplish.

* * *

Power Wagons Useful In Meter Department.

The Waverley trucks are to be used in the meter de

partment of the central station. That is, their crews will

cover the entire city, inspecting and reading the meters-

which are now installed, installing new ones and taking

out old ones and making repairs when called upon. The

Urban truck is to be used for delivery purposes solely and

will be the property of the gas interests, for service in de

livering gas stoves and ranges to purchasers, in carrying

tools and repairmen to residences wherever there is a

ieaky gas pipe or a faulty meter.

The 3,000-pound Walker vehicle which has claimed

its fame and has been largely instrumental in paving the

way for further equipment of its class, has been used by

the company for manifold purposes during the winter. It

has been kept so busy that the company has never had

the necessary time to have a name stenciled on the car.

More than once during the cold months just passed it ha.^

been called upon to pull horse-drawn outfits out of the

snow and consequently it is valued as a versatile improve

ment for the central station.

Two trucks, according to the data of the Louisville

company, have proved capable of supplanting three com

plete horse-drawn sets of equipment, that is, three wagons

and six horses. In this department, also, it is expected

that the power wagon will completely replace the old line,

for the electric has proved itself efficient in handling all

the heavy haulage that the central station could require

of it.

The Louisville Lighting Company has inclined so-

strongly toward electric commercial wagons because it is

an electric company and because it is its purpose to ex

ploit everything and anything consuming current.

"We have found that the electric vehicle is easily ca

pable of handling any haulage that we may impose upon

it and we are doing all that we can to further its usage

for general business purposes in Louisville." said J. J.

Humphrey, general manager of the Louisville Gas Com

pany, to a representative of The Power Wagon.

The figures of Mr. Humphrey place the work done by

the light service wagons of the company at 65 to 75 miles

per day. a single charge sufficing to carry the batteries

through this schedule. The runabouts aid materially in

covering ground, being capable of a maximum speed of

25 miles per hour. The trucks, having greater capacities.
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do not cover as much ground and, indeed, are not required

to do so. Either of the Waverleys, or the Walker or the

Urban truck employed by the company, is capable of

45 to 55 miles per day on a single charge, and their speed

limit is 15 miles per hour.

For the really strenuous outside work which the Louis

ville Gas and Louisville Lighting companies are called

upon to perform, gasoline cars have been provided. The

gasoline power vehicles of the twin companies extend all

the way from a big Stoddard-Dayton emergency wagon,

which has come to be regarded as an essential by the

Louisville Fire Department, to motorcycles for the lamp

replacement men.

The "Hurry-up" Wagon a Useful Member.

The emergency wagon of the Louisville Lighting Com

pany is a Stoddard-Dayton equipped with a specially built

body and supplied with a power plant capable of driving

it through the streets at better than 40 miles per hour.

This vehicle possesses all the rights-of-way accorded en

gine companies or other members of the Louisville Fire

Department, and is called to every fire or serious accident

of any kind occurring where there are Louisville Gas or

Louisville Lighting properties to be protected.

The "hurry-up" wagon, as it is familiarly known to

the Louisvillian, is equipped with all appurtenances for

disconnecting or removing electrical or gas connections.

It oftens beats the Fire Department to the scene of trouble

and its crew of four men is instructed to have all danger

ous electrical or gas connections disposed of by the time

the firemen arrive, or at least before the conflagration

has assumed threatening proportions.

Another feature of the gasoline-driven equipment is

the cars which are used by officials of the two companies

in handling their business affairs expeditiously. J. J.

Humphrey, general manager of the Louisville Gas Com

pany, drives a 1912 Overland, while P. T. Glidden, gen

eral manager of the Louisville Lighting Company, and

Walter Smith, superintendent of construction for that

company, have 1912 Cadillacs. While they are passenger

cars, they may be regarded as essential units in the com

mercial vehicle equipment of the companies.

* * *

The Pulmotor, Motor Drawn, Savei Many Live*.

An interesting point of the "hurry-up" wagon and its

usages, to return to that institution, is the pulmotor with

which it is equipped. Gen. George H. Harris, president

of the Louisville Lighting Company, has purchased a pul

motor, the latest scientific device designed for the resusci

tation of persons who have been nearly drowned or as

phyxiated, and has placed it at the fire headquarters of

the company. The life-saving mechanism may be used

without charge in any suitable emergency and it is rushed

to the scene of disaster in the Stoddard-Dayton. The first

case to prove the efficacy of the instrument occurred only

a short time ago. when the wagon responded to a call from

the United States Life Saving Station on the river front,

where a supposedly dead body lay. The efficiency of the

pulmotor. combined with the speed with which it was

rushed into service, resulted in a life being saved.

The final point in the motor service department of the

Gateway City central station is its complement of four

motorcycles. The corps which replaces carbons in street

lamps and which furnishes subscribers of the company

with new incandescents for their homes is equipped with

the two-wheelers—and they are proving as invaluable as

their bigger brethren in the campaign tor better service.

* * *

"Better Service" the Whole Keynote.

"That's the keynote of the entire proposition, simply

better service," said General .Manager Humphrey. "We

expect to replace our horse-drawn outfits with motor-

driven vehicles just aa rapidly as the necessity for such

action becomes apparent. Where the man must wait on

the horse, the horse must go. That h, whenever we find

that Old Dobbin is too slow, or that lie will not stand the

work, we propose to put in machines which are both

speedy and efficient. The economy of the plan is estab

lished through the experience of dozens of owners of

fleets of power wagons who have entirely dispensed with

horse-drawn equipment. We are just getting into that

feature of the case.

"Furthermore, we hope that considerable missionary

work will result from our usage of the power-driven

vehicle. For instance, the stable which the company now

maintains at Sixth and Green streets is to be converted

into a garage. We will put the best battery man in Louis

ville in charge of that garage and will enlarge it so that

we can take care of new vehicles which are just being in

troduced by other users. In that way, as well as along

the line of the general campaign, interest in the power

wagon should be awakened all over the city."

INTERESTING ROAD EXPERIMENT.

With a view of accumulating data in regard to the most

satisfactory paving material for use on the streets of .Man

hattan, the bureau of highways of New York City is about

to inaugurate an interesting experiment. Second avenue

from Houston street to Twenty-third street is paved with

a total of 22 different kinds of variations of surfacing.

Two kinds of block asphalt, two kinds of sheet asphalt,

rock asphalt, and other variations of this material will be

used, beside Medina sandstone, vitrified brick, two kinds

of pine blocks, treated with different kinds of oil and dif

ferent amounts of oil, and Australian wood block and a

stretch of improved granite. This thoroughfare was se

lected because the traffic is nearly uniform, which will

allow accurate deductions to be drawn. Most of the con

tracts have been let and work is even now under way. The

bureau of highways expects to obtain some definite and

interesting results before the summer is over.

A test of this sort should prove very useful in deter

mining the most available material with which to repave

New York's streets on a permanent basis. While the prac

tice in foreign cities may furnish an excellent object lesson,

it does not necessarily follow that a paving which has

proven entirely satisfactory, for instance, in Berlin, is

going to be exactly suited to New York. Climatic condi

tions vary and the character of the traffic may in one city

break up a pavement that in the other will outlast any

other sort of material.
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"Machine" Transportation.

The Coming Type of Salesman Will Have to Solve Terminal Engineering Problems.

>"~|"^HE PICTURES on the opposite page give one a

I splendid idea of transportation under "machine"

-*~ methods. They show a number of views of White

heavy service dump trucks with power-driven dump screw

mechanism. The machines themselves are described in a

pamphlet issued by The White Company, of Cleveland,

Ohio. The illustrations shown herewith are selected from

this pamphlet, and are given here not to advertise a par

ticular make of machine, but to point a moral.

* * *

It is this. The real problem of selling power wagons

to supersede horse haulage is not the mere substitution of

one type of vehicle by another with a different means of

traction. In its fullest extent it means the replacing of

an antiquated system of handling goods by modern "ma

chine" methods, which, if carried out to their logical and

ultimate conclusion, involve not only the carrying of mer

chandise on the road, but also the manner of loading and

unloading it to and from the vehicles, and the other proc

esses that are related to this end of the business, including

a scientific system of checking and accountancy in con

nection with the vehicles and the goods they handle. In'

other words, it means in its final analysis a complete re

organization of the whole business, with corresponding

economies in every department pertaining to the trans

portation.

* * *

Fortunately, however, the power wagon is not depend

ent upon loading and unloading specialties to make an

economic showing in comparison with the horse. It has

proved its efficiency in by far the majority of cases simply

as a hauling and carrying vehicle, operated under the pres

ent unscientific horse conditions. So that its future is all

the brighter when one considers that it is peculiarly

adapted to "machine" administration methods and will

show vastly increased profits by their use.

This consideration foreshadows the replacement at an

early date of the ordinary type of salesman by the sales

man-engineer who can criticize a transportation and ter

minal problem and devise special methods for obtaining

the maximum benefits out of a power wagon installation

in any particular case. Especially will this be the case in

contracting work, coal delivery and the like, although there

are many internal problems to be solved in connection with

ordinary drayage, department store deliveries, and other

cases which may not appear so obvious at first blush.

* * *

These things have long been recognized by a few—a

very few—of the far-sighted pioneers in this business, but

it is only comparatively recently that practical work has

been done to any great extent in this connection. And

recent indications go to show that in the very near future

there will be more work for the power wagon engineer in

COAL DELIVERY IN CHICAGO.

The City ruel Company, of Chicago, recently ordered

25 power wagons for use in delivering coal, as alreaay

noted in The Power Wagon.

"There has been no sentiment attached to our adoption

of the motor driven vehicle for our coal deliveries, said

Thomas H. Mclnerney, the vice-president and treasurer

under whose authority the trucks have been purchased,

"but we found that by fixing up our loading conditions so

that we can get a load on quickly we can deliver 40 to 50

tons per day with each machine and irrespective of

weather conditions. This means the work of about 2yi

teams, two or three horse. When the weather is the worst

we need our delivery service the most and we have found

that the motor truck furnishes it. On some days we have

delivered 70 tons with one motor truck, but this was ex

ceptional.

"Sixty teams will be displaced by this installation. The

trucks will be used for the so-called steam business de

livery, to plants using quantities of coal under steam boil

ers, such as miscellaneous manufacturing plants, hotels,

office buildings, etc. .Most of these are in the loop dis

trict, a territory a mile and a half long, and half a mile

wide, in which area the greater part of the business

of Chicago is transacted.

"Into this district each year go 1,750,000 tons of coal,

and this the motor trucks in part will handle. The horse

teams supplanted would make a line in the loop over a

third of a mile long, the trucks taking their place will oc

cupy space only a block long and not so wide as a three-

horse team.

"To serve the trucks at the yards loaders of the bucket

type, link-belt order of movable hopper mechanism will

be employed, the type of mechanism being a point not yet

settled. Cars will be taken care of in the company's own

garage. Drivers will be chosen from the present team

sters and trained to the new duties. Five-ton units are be

ing used as being more flexible than larger equipment for

congested streets. The dump bodies are to be made to the

designs of the company's own engineers and will dump

either side or renr."

FERRY HELPS TRUCK SERVICE.

The business of shipping goods by motor truck from

points in New York to the North Shore of Long Island

and the reverse has been simplified by the automobile ferry

service from Rye Beach to Sea Cliff. There is no other

direct connection between Westchester or Connecticut and

Long Island for miles on either side of this ferry line.

Xight deliveries are possible now, as the ferry is on full

summer schedule.

Nearly 20 per cent of New York city's automobiles

are motor trucks. In the country at large the proportion

the field than there will be in the factory. is 3 per cent.
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Radical Move in Boston.

Local Electric Interests Decide to Establish a Big Professional Motor Haulage Company.

BOSTON WILL SOON have a big fleet of electric

motor wagons owned by electric vehicle and affili

ated interests, and operated in competition with ex

isting professional teaming contractors and expressmen,—

if the plan formulated and indorsed by the Electric Ve

hicle Club of Boston can be brought to successful accom

plishment.

* * *

For a long time the electric factors of Boston, sup

ported generously by the local Edison Company, have been

trying to expedite the purchase and application of electric

vehicles, but up to the present the results, although sub

stantial, have not been in keeping with the excellence of

the proposition they had to offer, considering the record

of the electric wagon and the amount of money thai has

been spent for advertising and educational purposes in this

connection.

* * *

This state of affairs is all the more surprising when

one considers the enormous strides the electric wagon is

making in territory so near by as New York city, where

one single manufacturer (the General Vehicle Company)

has sold over 1,000 machines, mostly in large fleets, to

many substantial concerns in the great eastern metropolis.

* * *

The slowness with which Boston is taking up the elec

tric wagon is attributed to the entire absence of any big

fleet of electric motor wagons in that city. So with an

enterprise that would be remarkable for even the most

go-ahead western community, the electric wagon interests

in Boston, in conjunction with the local Edison Company

and the tire and accessory representatives, propose to

raise $100,000 to put on the streets a big fleet of electric

wagons in order to show the horse operators of Boston

what machines really can do under local operating condi

tions. Incidentally the threat of competition is expected

to do by force majeure what more gentle means have

hitherto failed to accomplish.

* * *

Since much of the inspiration for this radical move

seems to have been aroused by the article on "Professional

Haulage," which appeared in the May, 1912, issue of "The

I'ower Wagon" (see the official report of the Electric

Vehicle Club of Boston, appended herewith), it will not

be presumptuous for this journal to discuss critically

the proposed move, and to make some pertinent sugges

tions in connection with it.

* * *

Assuming, for the sake of argument, that there will be

no difficulty in raising the money, the first question that

will naturally arise is : "Where will the business come

from to keep a fleet of 50 motor wagons constantly em

ployed?"

Most business houses which hire horse wagons in

quantity from the professional operators make long-time

contracts in order to secure the lowest price for the serv

ice. It goes without saying that the new venture, in order

to be a noteworthy success from the start, should be sup

ported liberally by substantial business men who will con

tract for electric wagon service ahead of time and in suf

ficient quantity to assure that the big fleet of motors will

be kept busy from the moment it is put into operation.

•^ * *

The next question that arises is: "Who can be found

with sufficient road transportation experience to look after

the administration questions, apart entirely from the me

chanical problems which, it is naturally presumed, can

be solved intelligently by the promoters?"

* * *

To both of these queries there is a single answer giv

ing the complete solution. It is this: Instead of raising

$100,000 let a separate company be incorporated for $200,-

000, and then expend a part of the money in the purchase

of an existing professional horse wagon business, using

a portion of the rest of the money to motorize the entire

establishment, the remainder of the capital being set aside

for operating purposes.

In this way the men who know transportation can be

taken over with the old company, including also the drivers

who know the routes ; the existing connections can be used

as a sure nucleus for an expanding trade; and the object

lesson to the rest of the horse wagon professionals will

be far more emphatic and profitable than if bitterness were

to be aroused by a complete set of outsiders entering into

direct and obvious competition with their own potential

and intended customers. And, by the way, the outright

purchase of a horse business will give the electric wagon

company a chance to secure attested horse wagon operat

ing figures for comparison with the new service.

* * *

There is one other big point to consider, and in many

ways it is the most important, both in its effect at this time

and in the future.

Taking for granted the proved capacity of the electric

wagon for performing profitably a large percentage of city

drayage, there are many cases that will arise in connection

with a professional haulage and delivery business that will

call for the services of the gasoline machine. If the motor

wagon factors understand this question aright they will

perceive that this is no time to begin a battle of the types

among the various classes of machines, when the horse

wagon is still very much in the ascendant as far as num

bers are concerned.

* * *

The object lesson of, say. 35 electrics in a mixed fleet

of 50 to 80 machines would be quite as apparent to the

enlightened horse wagon professional as if these machines

were being operated by an all-electric concern. And there

is this advantage, that the electrics in a mixed fleet could

have picked out for them just the kind of service for
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which they are best suited, instead of having to handle

any kind of traffic that happened to come along in the

course of a day's work. It is to be presumed, of course,

that the new concern would be in business to make money

and to show the best machine economy possible, and this

could be accomplished far better with a mixed fleet than

with an all-electric or all-gasoline installation.

Furthermore, the mixed fleet idea would be acceptable

to the gasoline wagon factors, and instead of putting them

into a state of armed neutrality it would invite their ac

tive co-operation and support.

The electric wagon manufacturers are fast coming

over to this way of thinking. They realize that the prob

lem is not to sell one type of machine in competition with

another, but to supply power wagons for any and all kinds

of road transportation in competition with the horse. Thus

the General Motors Company makes both gasoline and

electric wagons ; and the General Vehicle Company, with

an enviable record of many years of successful manufac

ture in the electric wagon field exclusively, is preparing to

put a line of gasoline machines on the market.

* * *

Any attempt to put through so large and important a

project as that contemplated by the Electric Vehicle Club

of Boston should be a get-together movement, in which

both electric and gasoline interests might co-operate har

moniously. And in any case it would be unwise to antag

onize the horse wagon interests, whose greatest problem

just now is to raise capital to convert their equipment from

horses to motors.

In the following is given verbatim the complete report

presented to the Electric Vehicle Club of Boston by W. E.

Eldridge, chairman of the club's committee which was

appointed to devise ways and means for the promotion of

the electric wagon in Boston :

There are nine agencies in Boston selling electric commercial

vehicles, representing nine large manufacturers.

There are six makers of storage batteries represented here.

Nearly a dozen tire companies have local branch houses.

These interested concerns are all trying to promote the sale

of electrics in a more or less scientific and energetic fashion.

* * *

The Boston Edison Company, about a year ago started its

famous campaign, and has since, along the lines mapped out. freely

spent its money and energy in a generous and notable effort to

get results.

A well planned advertising campaign has been on foot, sup

ported in the main by the Edison Company, by the dealers to the

extent of their limited financial ability, and by the manufacturers

in a few instances.

The local press has fallen into line, and about every Boston

daily conducts an electric page—or two pages—where our story

is well and profusely placed before the public.

* * *

And the results of all this?

There is no doubt that in the pleasure vehicle field, a pleasing

stimulation has been felt, that business has been bettered and

that big business is in sight for the near future.

In the commercial end, we might as well admit, among our

selves, that headway is being made, but slowly—altogether too

slowly.

We are selling an occasional sample, and we ought to be

placing fleets.

In certain lines of hauling where conditions of loading and

unloading, absence of street congestion, and other factors tend

to favor the electric truck, there are indications that the horse

is about to pass.

The heart of the problem is to find the way to supersede the

great bulk of the city horses, employed on hauls favorable to

horses, operating under our abominable street and terminal con

ditions, and hauling loads which arc put on and off the trucks

piece by piece, by hand.

* * *

It is estimated that two-third of the horses operating in and

around Boston are owned by profesional teaming contractors and

expressmen. The reason for this is that the service required in

the transportation departments of many of the merchants and

manufacturers having hauling to do, is intermittent. They need

several trucks today—and perhaps only one tomorrow. More

service must be had during busy seasons than dull.

It, therefore, would not seem that the coming of the electric

truck is likely to make much change in the percentage of the

total hauling now done by the professional contractors.

The merchants or manufacturers who will buy the electric

trucks and wagons will be only those who have steady work for

them. The bulk of the work in Boston will continue to be done

by vehicles kept for hire. When the complete change from horses

to motor vehicles has been made, the majority of the equipment is

likely to be owned by those of the now existing teamsters whose

foresight and finances admit of the adoption of the new ways,

or more likely by large motor trucking service corporations

financed from entirely new sources.

* * *

If these are the conditions—how shall we confront them?

So far—our results have been confined to occasional sales to

users who own their own horse equipment.

One of the stock arguments brought against our claims for

electrics is "If they are cheaper than horses—why don't the team

sters adopt them?" Well—why don't they?

There are several reasons :

One is that it requires in city hauling at least double the in

vestment in motor vehicles to do a given amount of work, that

it does with horses. The majority of the horse teamsters are

having hard sledding as it is, and have no means of raising as

much more capital as they now have in their business. Their

bad condition is chiefly due to lack of knowledge concerning

operating costs, with too low a scale of prices as the natural

result.

* * *

Some of the larger teamsters might be able to put on some

electrics, but without a complete overturning of organization and

the entire dropping of methods formulated for the benefit of

the horse—a small mechanical installation would probably spell

failure. Many of the better established teamsters are well along

in years and really hope that the horses will last as long as they do.

It would seem then that there is not a local teaming concern

that has the money, knowledge, experience or inclination to do

away with horses and install the first fleet of electric trucks. Such

a fleet should be on the streets now, giving better service, help

ing to cut down congestion in the streets, reducing disease and

the cost of living, and doing its part to make Boston a better city

in which to live and work.

* * *

So we travel in a circle.

The man who could buy and use electrics in his business fights

shy because the teamster does, and the teamster isn't up to the

proposition at all.

There is another factor that works against us, which we are

perhaps prone to charge with too large a proportion of our diffi

culties. It is called "Inertia." A local name for it is "Con

servatism." Out West they have various names for it, but

very little of the doleful thing itself.

Barring a few daring spirits, the New England business man

does not adopt innovation recklessly. "Who else in our line has
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been using it several years?" they say. Unlike the Western busi

ness man who will slam down his desk, put on his hat and take a

train for a hundred miles, to get something new before the other

fellow hears of it, we are apt to enter into a backing contest to

see who will be the last to take on the new thing.

But when the new device has been proven up long enough (no

body having been "stung" meanwhile) business comes with a rush

in New England and there is plenty of money with which to buy.

* * *

No doubt, in due course of time, without special effort on our

part, the change from hcrses to electrics will come because the

thing will have been done in other cities. The campaign going

on here stimulates interest, but if we want to hasten results we

must do more than just advertise and solicit orders. We must

do the thing that the merchants, manufacturers and particularly

the teamsters cannot—or will not—do. We must get the electrics

on the streets in quantity, beating the horses and their owners at

their own game.

* * +

For this we need an Exhibit A.

Exhibit A would be an electric motor trucking and local ex

press company, owning and operating scientifically and profitably

at least $lno,i)cO worth of electric trucks and wagons.

The records of performances and costs, attested by the Re

search Departmert of the Mass. Inst, of Technology, should be

open to all. As the company would operate various sizes of elec

trics, it would be possible to prove efficiency, costs and savings to

be effected on almost any class of work.

This is something that we have difficulty in doing now because

scarcely any local truck or horse owners keep figures from which

scientific comparisons may be made, and those who do keep even

approximate figures are loath to give strangers or competitors

access to them.

* * *

Then, again, while we are installing trucks one at a time, there

is usually difficulty in making the showing against the horse as

favorable as it must be to produce the reorders. We must have a

fleet of electrics employed in Boston's everyday work before we

can produce scientific records of economics that will convince the

average Bostcnian with a hauling problem—that his horse must go.

Rut Exhibit A would be something more than a bureau of in

formation. It would successfully invade the field of the existing

horse teamsters and expressmen, and prove even to timid capital

that there is" an unfilled field for safe and profitable investment on

a very large scale.

While we may ourselves realize that the bulk of the horses and

the teamsters are to be superseded by electrics owned and rper-

ated by professional trucking and express companies our local

capitalists don't know it yet, and we must have a working exhibit

with which to make them sit up and take notice.

* * *

The May issue of the Power Wagon has a powerful article on

this very subject—with gasoline illumination.

The article indicates that the desire of motor wagen manu

facturers to provide a wider and more substantial market for their

product is resulting in the persuasion of business men and capital

ists to seek a profitable and expanding field for their brains and

dollars by the formation of motor wagon haulage and delivery

companies. Already there are no less than 3(1 such companies in

this country, and about 40 in Great Britain. Reference is made

to the rapid motorization of the Adams, American, Wells-Fargo

and other express companies.

The article tells of two big horse teamsters in Chicago. It

says that naturally these concerns would have to sink a lot of

money at first in mctor equipment. But it would be cheaper for

them to do it now than to be literally put out of business later

by the merciless competition of big motor wagon professionals. In

all probability, however, these teamsters will awake to the true

state of affairs only when it is too late to hold their business

together.

It is shown in this article that the makers of gasoline trucks

are alive to this situation, are not only preparing to take advantage

of it, but are doing it right now.

A significant instance is that of the Star Motor Delivery Com

pany, of Chicago, which will install a fleet of 50 gasoline machines

of various sizes, all marketed by the International Motor

Company.

* * *

The question that confronts us here in Boston is this:

Shall the electric interests inaugurate and control Exhibit

A—or

Shall we let gasoline do it?

There seems but one answer to that.

Your committee therefore recommends a plan as follows:

That an electric motor trucking, express and parcel delivery

company be organized under the auspices of the Electric Vehick'

Club Commercial .Section, to have a paid-in capital of $100.0(10.

That at least one-half of this amount be subscribed or raised

by the truck, tire, battery and other Interested concerns.

That subscriptions may be payable in money or suitable equip

ment.

That all local members bring all possible pressure to bear on

their factory people, and that a meeting of special factory repre

sentatives be called to be held in Boston.

That ail local members hustle for cash subscriptions, and that

all money raised by each be used for the purchase of the particular

equipment sold by the man who gets in the cash.

That the Fdison Company he not asked to do what it cannot—

that is subscribe to take stock in the new company, but that It be

invited to consider the advisability and propriety of diverting pari

of its proposed campaign expenditure to the payment of promotion

expenses, chief of which might be the hiring of a live promotor,

whose business It would be to laise part of the needed capital.

Details of management and operation of the proposed com

pany need not be gone into at this time. Once let us get our

equipment and we can make short work of such details.

It is believed that after a year of successful operation that

Exhibit A can be sold out to strrng financial interests that would

enlarge it and cause it to finally become the largest factor in

local street transportation.

Your committee hopes that this plan will meet with the ap

proval of the club and that the Edison Company will see fit to co

operate along the lines indicated.

With such approval and co-operation the committee is ready to

go on and get a prospectus ready.

(Signed! Day Baker, representing General Vehicle Company.

W. E. Eldridge, representing Couple Gear Com.

party.

J. Walter Emery, representing Walker Vehicle

Company.

B. A. Tirrill, representing Commercial Truck

Company.

N. Rommel fenger, representing Detroit Electrics.

R. F. Ketchum, representing General Motors

Truck Company.

J. W. Bowman, representing Waverley Company.

H. E. Tavlor, representing Lansden Electric Ve

hicle Company.

Frank N. Phelps, representing Baker Company.

Mr. Stone said that he was sure his company would

respond to this idea, as it was the one thing that the

vehicle industry in Boston needed, ;md would not only

arouse the interest here, but all over the country.

Mr. Marsh said he considered that it was the strongest

thing that the club could promulgate. In his opinion Bos

ton is not as conservative as many people think, as many

of the greatest industries of the West were started by

Boston men's money.

Colonel Hewins said he had often thought that Boston

needed some one thing to stir up the interests in the elec

tric vehicle industry, and in his opinion the committee had

struck upon the very thing.

Mr. Illood said he considered that the idea was right in

the main, but in his opinion he should leave the plans and

details to the corporation after it had been formed, and

that after the report had been put in prospectus form he
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would be very glad to do everything in his power to help

it succeed.

Mr. Baker called attention to the way in which the cab

people had refused to enter into the motor vehicle field

and as a result taxicab companies. had been formed which

quickly drove the horse out of business. He heard it was

the same in this case, as the horse owners were too old to

change their business over and that a brand-new company

was necessary to make it a success.

Mr. Mansfield moved that this report be accepted and

that it be included in its entirety in the minutes of the

meeting. This motion was carried.

BIG GARAGE FOR PITTSBURGH.

A motor wagon and automobile garage with a capacity

for 300 machines, and an option for as much more space,

have been acquired by the Motor Service Corporation, of

Pittsburgh, by the renting of a large building on First

avenue and West street. The consideration is $75,000

for a term of five years.

The Motor Service Corporation is a new local concern

of which A. X. Phelan is president ; Eugene S. Reilly,

vice president and treasurer, and Paul Azbill, secretary

and manager. The company has been organized to provide

a downtown storage place for motor trucks of mercantile

concerns, and also for the daily storage of automobiles be

longing to individuals, the purpose being to free the streets

of such vehicles. As it is now, auto owners leave their

cars on the streets—sometimes all day—because there has

been no centrally located garage for them. Motor trucks

are kept in stables and hardly one of the buildings is fire-

iroof. Before leasing, the Motor Service Corporation

looked at other buildings and chose the O'Hara warehouse

because of its convenient location. The corporation will

equip the building with a repair shop ind everything neces

sary to meet requirements in the handling and care of

trucks and autos. The need of such a downtown estab

lishment has been long felt. and it is believed will prove a

source of saving to owners of motor vehicles as well as a

great convenience.

PERFECTLY HORRIBLE!

Complaint has been made, says the Freehold (X. J.)

"Inquirer," of the carting of the different teams and trucks

for Brakelev's factory on Main street. Freehold. If this

carting could be done on some other street besides Main

street it would make that thoroughfare less crowded and

less dangerous. For one of the big trucks to come along

and block the street in the business hours of the day, when

that thoroughfare is lined with automobiles and wagons

on both sides, is the matter complained of. ( )ne of the

big trucks frightened a horse recently and a runaway was

narrowly averted. We hope the matter will be taken up

by Mr. Brakeley and other streets used, finally concludes

the editor of this eastern newspaper. How perfectly hor

rible!

GASOLINE GOING UP.

According to the Philadelphia "Item" of July 7 last:

"The effect of the advance in price of gasoline whole

sale had its reflex yesterday in an increase of cost to the

consumer. Beginning yesterday a number of the garages

in the city added a cent or two to their regular charges for

the fuel. Some of them, to get the advantage of the extra

supply that most motorists take for their Sunday touring,

made the increase effective on June 30. Others, however,

knowing that the addad charge would be unpopular

enough, made it go into effect July 1 instead. Although

gasoline wholesale has been going up steadily the retail

price has stood still hitherto.

"In a great many garages where the scale has been 20

cents a gallon the charge is now 22 cents. Small as the

margin of increase is it will help the garage keepers to

come out more nearly even on their current expenses. It

won't mean such a great deal to the average automobile

user, even in the course of several months, but if the

wholesale price of gasoline continues to go up, as it may

very well, in the course of time, consumers will be paying

as high as 30 cents a gallon for their fuel.

"In England, where there is complaint over the high

cost of gasoline, the price is about t,j cents a gallon. It

can be seen that Americans, compared with this scale, are

in fairly good luck. However, the sources of supply are

right in this country, and the conditions of shipping and

loading that are alleged to affect the cost in England are

not present here at all."

MORE FIRE MOTORS FOR PITTSBURGH.

Director Morin of the Department of Public Safety

of Pittsburgh, Pa., at a recent conference to discuss the

bond issue that will be submitted to the voters at the

November election, renewed his contentions that Pitts

burgh is badly in need of additional motor fire and police

apparatus.

Present also at the bond conference were Directors

Armstrong and Walters of the Public Works and Health

Departments, Councilmen Garland and Goehring, the

Mayor and some of the bureau superintendents. For fire

apparatus Director Morin explained that he would like to

have an item of $700,000 inserted in the bond issue.

It is pretty well understood now that Director Morin

at any rate will ask the Council to allow him $20,000 from

the contingent fund for motor police patrols. There are

now being delivered 7 motor patrol wagons and the di

rector would like to increase the number to 12 by the early

part of next winter.

Mrs. A. J. Parrott Payson of San Mateo. Cab. has

bought a i-ton motor truck for use as a camping wagon

in a tour of the Sierra Mountains.

Six-wheeled motor buses will soon be placed in service

by the General Omnibus Company of Paris, France.

The Civil Service Co-operative Society of London,

England, delivers goods by motor wagon up to a radius

of 50 miles. Considerably over half a million parcels are

delivered yearly.
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The Cost of Current.

The Commonwealth Edison Company of Chicago Supplies Some Interesting Figures.

CONTINUING the series of articles on the cost of

current for electric wagons, which began in the

June, 1912. issue of "The Power Wagon," the

tables given herewith, furnished by the Commonwealth

Edison Company of Chicago, furnish an interesting ex

ample of careful rate-making.

The rates have been figured out on the basis of a

331/; per cent load factor, which is equivalent to 8 hours

daily use of the maximum load.

There are two schedules in force, one the ordinary

schedule, and the other the "off-peak" schedule, which is

cheaper than the other, and which comes into force when

the consumption of current exceeds 6,ooo kilowatt-hours

—or thereabout—per month.

It must be borne in mind, of course, that these rates

are cheapened still further if current is used for other

purposes in the off-peak parts of the day

Pittsburgh has passed an anti-cut-out law.

The Michigan National Guard will use motor wagons

in this vear's maneuvers.

CONSUMPTION AM) COST OF CURRENT IN CHICAGO FOR ELECTRIC WAGONS IN I'NITS OK FLEETS—SCHEDULE D.

Miles

No. per

Trucks. dny..

1 40

1 SO

1 25

1 20

1 15

3 4f>

5 30

5 25

3 -.'0

5 15

10 40

10 :iil

10 25

in 20

10 15

20 10

20 30

20 25

20 20

20 15

50 40

50 30

50 25

50 20

50 15

100 40

ion ;;o

100.: 25

100 211

100 15

, Vi Ton ,

Month Cents

Cons.

K.W.H.

437

331)

286

245

21S

2,1X5

1,550

1,430

1,225

1,090

4,370

3,300

2,680

2.450

2,180

S.740

6.600

5.380

4,900

4,360

21.850

16,500

14,31)0

12.250

10,900

43.700

33,000

26.800

24,500

21.800

, One Ton ,

Month Cents

-—Two Ton-

per

K.W.H.

4.12

4.u;

4.12

1.12

1.12

1.06

4.12

4.12

4.12

3.60

3.70

3.73

3.75

3.78

3,32

3.37

3.48

3.56

3.60

2.89

2.9'.)

3. in

3.'16

3.22

2.6S

2.70

2.81

2. SI

2.89

Cons.

K.W.H.

515

3SX

33X

286

258

2,580

1,940

1.690

1,430

1,290

5.150

3,880

3.380

2.860

2,5X0

10,300

7,760

6,760

5.720

5,160

25,800

19,400

16,900

14,300

12,900

51,500

3X.S00

33,800

28,6011

25.800

per

K.W.H.

4.12

4.12

1.12

4.12

1.12

3.74

3.80

3.94

4.12

4.12

3.5 5

3.65

3.69

3.72

3.74

3.24

3.36

3.42

3.4'.)

3.67

2. XI

2.92

2.9S

3.10

3.15

2.6S

2.6X

2.70

2.73

2. 78

Month

Cons.

K.W.H.

685

520

4 43

'.77

354

3,130

2,610

2,220

1,81)0

1,770

6,850

5.200

4,430

3.370

2,540

13.700

10.400

S.S60

6.740

6.0S0

34.300

26,100

22,200

18,900

17.700

68.500

52,000

44.300

33,700

25,400

Cents

per

K.W.H.

4.12

4.12

4.12

1.12

4.12

3.69

3.73

3.78

3.81

3. S3

3.41

3.54

3.59

3.69

3.74

3.10

3.25

3.31

3.42

3.44

2.70

2.S4

2.88

2.94

2.96

Month

Cons.

K.W.H.

856

650

56.1

482

130

4.280

3,250

2,800

2,410

2,150

8.560

6,500

5,600

4,820

4,300

17.120

13,000

11,200

9,640

S.600

42,800

32.500

28,000

24,100

21,500

X5.60O

65,000

56,000

48,200

43.0HD

Ton-

Cents

per

K.W.H.

4.12

4.12

4.12

4.12

4.12

3.62

3. SI

3.87

3.90

3.92

3.32

3.45

3.52

3.56

3.59

2.98

3.13

3.21

3.2S

3.32

2.68

2.71

2.77

2.84

2.S9

 

520

-Five Ton ->

Month Cents

per

K.W.H.

4.12

4.12

4.12

1.12

4.12

3.51

3.63

3.69

3.71

3.73

3.25

3.35

3.42

3.50

3.54

5.140

3,900

3,380

2.S60

2,600

10,280

7,800

6,750

5,720

5,200

20,520

15,600

13.500

11,440

10,400

51,400

39,000

33,800

28,600

26,000

102,800

78,000

67,500

57.200

52.000

COXSIMFTIOX AND COST OF CURRENT IN CHICAGO FOR ELECTRIC WAGONS IN I'NITS OR

Miles Month

No. pel' Cons.

-V= Ton-

Cents

per

, One

Month

Cons.

K.W.H.

Ton-

Cents

per

, Two Ton ,

Month Cents

Cons.

K.W.H.

685

520

, 3V4

Month

Cons.

K.W.H.

856

650

560

4X2

1311

FLEETS—OFF-PEAK SCHEDULE.

T<Ion ~>

Cents

per

Trucks. day. K.W.H.

1 40 437

1 30 330

1 25 286

1 20 245

1 15 218

5 40 2,185

5 30 1,550

5 25 1.430

5 20 1,225

5 15 1.090

10 40 4,370

10 30 3.300

10 25 2.680

10 20 2.450

'ii 15 2.180

20 4D 8.740

20 30 6,600

20 25 5,360

20 20 4,900

20 15 4.360

50 40 21,850

50 30 16,500

50 25 14,300

50 20 12,250

50 15 10,900

100 40 43.700

100 30 33.000

100 25 26.800

100 20 24.500

K.W.H.

3.08

3.47

J. 'IS

2.4 2

2.3 7

2.50

2.82

1.95

2,07

2.13

2.17

515

3 ,88

338

2X6

258

2,5X0

1.940

1,690

1.430

1,290

5,150

3,8.80

3,3X0

2,860

2,580

10.300

7,760

6.760

5,720

5.160

25,800

19.400

16.900

14,300

12.900

51,500

3S.S00

33,800

28.600

K.W.H.

3.26

3.18

2.13

2.32

2.42

2.56

2.68

1.83

1.93

2.01

2.09

443

377

354

3,430

2,610

2.220

1.890

1,770

6.850

5.200

4.430

3.370

2.540

13,700

10,400

8,860

li.710

6,080

34,300

26,100

22,200

18.900

17.700

68,500

52,000

44.300

33.700

per

K.W.H.

2.65

3.07

3.18

1.99

2.13

2.25

2.32

2.36

1.72

1.X2

1.87

2.01

4.280

3.25H

2,800

2,410

2.150

8,560

6.5 IK)

5.600

4.820

4,30n

17.120

13,000

11.200

9,640

8,600

42,800

32,500

28,000

24.100

21.500

85,600

65,000

56.000

48.200

K.W.H.

2.94

3.50

3.79

2.36

2.65

2.S2

2.96

3.10

1.89

2.02

2.10

2.19

2.25

1.67

1.73

1.79

1.85

 

100 15 21,800 1.882.25 43,00025,800 2.152.15 25,400
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Motors in the Far North.

A Limited But Highly Profitable Field for Motor Transportation in Alaska and Yukon Territory.

By J. C. MANNING.

ALASKA and the Yukon territory offer an interest

ing field for some enterprising power wagon man

ufacturer who can devise a machine that will be

suitable to the peculiar requirements of this northerly re

gion. With hay at $ioo a ton and gasoline at the com

paratively insignificant price of 30 to 40 cents a gallon,

the economy of the motor vehicle is simply enormous in

comparison with the horse, and the rigorous nature of the

climate still further conduces to the absolute and imme

diate supercession of the horse when once the proper type

of motor wagon is introduced.

Present requirements call for the use of about 100

machines to supplant the 1 ,000 or so horses now employed

in the vast regions of this northwesterly corner of the

American conti-

nent. And this

number could

easily be in

creased to 500

in a very few

years, to help in

the development

of the rich min-

i n g properties

scattered all

over the coun

try.

At present the

greatest draw

back to the in-

t r od uction of

the power wa

gon into Alaska

and the Yukon

territory is the

state of the

trails—for they

•cannot, by any stretch of the imagination, be called roads.

Those that have been improved by the government are

fairly passable, but the others are in a very bad state.

Still, it is cheaper to build wagon roads than railroads,

and as the country will never support a big population,

it is quite probable that much of the future development

of this region will depend on the introduction of the

power wagon for transportation purposes.

During the latter part of April, in the present year,

the writer was busily engaged in collecting paraphernalia

for a long contemplated vacation in the mountains, when

he was requested to proceed to southern Alaska and the

Yukon territory for the purpose of investigating present

motor conditions and their future possibilities in this

rugged section.

At Skagvvay, in southern Alaska, the first leg of an

invigorating journey is completed. One has then tra-

 

The Holt caterpillar on the Yukon river In the dead of Winter. It is pulling five heavy trailers

The auto and sleigh road appears it the left.

versed 1,000 miles of the popular Inside Passage, which

for scenic grandeur is scarcely to be surpassed in any

part of the world. Going ashore, immediate connection

is to be had with the White Pass & Yukon Route for

White Horse, m miles inland, the northern terminus of

the rail division. It is from this center that all motor

experimental work in the Yukon territory is now pro

ceeding. l

At first blush, the mere idea of profitable use and

successful maintenance of motor-driven machines in this

country appears far removed from the possible. But after

a close scrutiny of existing conditions, and considering the

results of unusual and valuable experiments, this seem

ingly good judgment receives a distinct shock, and a com

plete reversal

of opinion is in

order.

To assist in a

more ready

c o m prehension

of the situation,

a n abbreviated

history of the

White Pass &

Yukon Route,

the Dawson

Trail, and a

short descrip

tion of the to

pography of the

country covered

will be given.

However, it is

with this com-

pany — the

White Pass &

Yukon Route-

that the success or failure of the gasoline motor lies in this

territory.

With its southern terminus at Skagway, the White

Pass & Yukon Route operates 1 1 1 miles of railway

through the mountains to White Horse, the northern ter

minus of the rail division and southern terminus of the

stage and river division.

Continuing the system to Dawson, it is necessary to

employ several methods of transportation, so during the

open season of navigation magnificently equipped boats

are in commission between White Horse and Dawson on

the Yukon River, a distance of 460 miles.

At the close of navigation in the fall, and continuing

through the entire winter, a tri-weekly service is substi

tuted by bringing horse-drawn coaches, wagons and sleighs

into use over the 330 miles of the old Dawson trail, now

a Government road, over which in "the early days" deter-
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The Wlnton on the trail In Winter.

mined men in great numbers "mushed" their weary way

to the new Eldorado of the North, in search of the elusive

precious metal.

The Dawson trail was originally surveyed and con

structed by the Canadian Government in the year 1902,

though then it was little more than a ten-foot path, blazed

through the mountain underbrush and lowlands, dotted

every twenty miles of the route with "road houses" or

"posts," wherein were stationed detachments of the North

west Mounted Police for the better protection of travelers,

and thereby materially assisting in the quicker develop

ment of a land wonderfully .rich in natural resources.

Vast sums have been expended in improvements. Last

year $65,000 was appropriated by the Canadian Govern

ment, while the White Pass & Yukon Route contributed

with equipment, teams, etc., and supervised the disburse

ment of the fund, as the company is in a better position

to know where work is most needed. Another appropria

tion is looked for this season, and this will go far toward

the betterment of this trail.

Beginning at White Horse in the Yukon Valley, the

road is very good, though of a heavy, sandy loam. A great

many swampy stretches or "tundras" are encountered

from time to time, and it is here that "corduroy" is brought

into use, covered with an extra layer of soil as an anchor

age to allow of smoother riding. To obviate the heavy

grades, the trail skirts along low-lying foothills of the

inner ranges, where glaciers and mountain streams abound

in great numbers. In the early spring break-ups, these

streams are" swollen to overflowing, and, assisted by num

erous snow, rock and land slides, they often wash out the

road foundations and improvements, sometimes necessitat

ing the relocation of portions of the route. Constant at

tention is required to keep the trail clear of obstructions.

Contrary to popular opinion, the snowfall is compara

tively light inside of the coast range, considering the lati

tude, and there is very little wind. And. while drifts are

frequent, those using the trail have rarely found them im

passable. The river route for winter service is being grad

ually abandoned, due to the numerous accidents caused by

air pockets in the ice. Through these hidden dangers "

many valuable horses have been lost. Night travel is

prohibited, both on the trail and river route, because of

the perils incident thereto.

The situation as it now stands has resolved itself into

a transportation problem of considerable proportions.

With the maintenance of road houses, where fresh horses

are at all times in readiness, together with the general

equipment of coaches and sleighs, one readily appreciates

the enormous cost of operation sustained by the White

Pass & Yukon Route. The outlay in feed for animals is

a large item in itself, the price of hay, f. o. b. White Horse,

usually averaging about $100 per ton. The total cost of

upkeep and operation on this division amounts in round

figures to an even $200,000 per annum. Consequently it

takes little figuring to show a decided saving if the gaso

line motor can be successfully adopted. But, as an official

of the company more tritely expresses it—"It is a big-

undertaking to place motor cars up here, but there is also

a big amount of money to shoot at."

* * *

Machines Now in Use.

The present motor equipment of the White Pass &

Yukon Route consists of one Winton Six, one Knox two-

ton truck, one Holt caterpillar, and one caterpillar of

English design, though the latter has proven of little value.

The Winton is of the 1909 type. It was rebuilt and

placed in operation in the fall of 1910. The equipment

is as follows : 34 by 43/2-inch front, 35 by 5 rear ; Good

rich quick-detachable tires, with four steel knob treads :

full set of chains of the largest standard size ; dual ignition

(Bosch magneto and batteries); electric lights; wind

shield, and top. It is impossible to use a car here without

wind shield. Polarine oil is satisfactorily used in all cars,

the fuel being high-grade gasoline. The tire cost has been

absolutely nothing in the two years' service, aside from one

set of treads. These tires today look as good, practically,

as the day they were put on. None of the casings have

been removed, for they have had neither blowouts nor

punctures. The chains were soon discovered to be entirely

too light, and a heavier chain of a different link was ap

plied with satisfactory results. No trouble has been ex

perienced with the ignition or lighting system. The car

buretor required slight adjustment, but since this was

made it has worked perfectly through greatly varying tem

peratures.

After the initial try-outs, it became apparent that sev

eral minor changes were needed. Thus, the vents were

closed, and a flap was placed over the radiator. The

springs gave way more frequently than was in keeping

with good service, though this was quickly remedied by

 

Foothills on the Dawson in Summer.
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attaching four shock absorbers. A worm and gear capstan

was bolted to the frame just in front of the radiator, con

necting with the crankshaft of the engine by means of a

universal joint. It was then a very simple operation to

negotiate a steep, slippery grade as steep as 18 per cent,

by attaching a cable to a tree or boulder and using the

power of the engine to pull the machine out of bad places.

* * *

Kinks for Operating in Low Temperatures.

The driver of this car has instituted two unique fea

tures. One is a foot spark cut-off, enabling him to descend

grades on compression, thereby saving both fuel and brake

lining. The other is a flap of heavy duck, which fits

.snugly around the inner hood and extends well back over

the occupants of the front seat. This retains the heat

produced from the exhaust, which opens directly to the

left of the pedals, and insures comfortable driving in ex

treme temperatures, sometimes as low as 6o or 70 below

zero.

In operating over the trail in winter, a half-and-half

mixture of water and alcohol was first used in the ra

diator. However, it was later found that plain water could

 

"Eight Mile Hill" on the Dawson trail.

be employed to better advantage. Their method is to drain

the radiator when the car is housed at night, refilling with

hot water just before starting. During the day the engine

is kept running and is. of course, sufficiently warm at all

times. This car is operated both over the trail and river

with a degree of success, though it is not. by any means,

the type of machine desired for this work. Being a tour

ing car, it will not carry the required number of passen

gers and allow room for express and mail. Still, it has

been in almost daily use. When working on the trail, it

meets with general approval of the traveling public.

 

Winter service with horse sleigh on the Yukon river.

The Knox 2-ton Truck Will Probably Be a Success.

The Knox two-ton truck is of the 19 12 type, purchased

for the purpose of carrying passengers over the trail and

making short runs in the vicinity of White Horse to the

different mines now in course of development. It is

water cooled. 4-cylinder, 45-horsepower, dual ignition,

electrically lighted, equipped with 34 by 5-inch front, 34

by 4 rear, dual Kelly Springfield block tires, inclosed

chains, seat over hood. This truck has not been in service

long enough to demonstrate its ability, consequently little

can be said as to its future use in this region. It is the

writer's belief, however, that the machine will assist

greatly in the solution of this very interesting transporta

tion problem. The block tire is not looked upon by those

interested with any great degree of favor, many claiming

that it will not hold on the ice or steep grades without

being assisted by chains, and that the blocks will chip badly

in contact with the stones, rough and broken ice.

* * *

The Holt Caterpillar Has Already Paid for Itself.

The Holt caterpillar was purchased in the spring of

191 1, equipped with a 60-horsepower engine, capable of

using distillate or gasoline fuel. It has 2,000 square inches

of ground bearing surface, each shoe of the tread being

made of corrugated steel. The approximate weight is nine

tons. This caterpillar has proved quite a success and is

reported to have more than repaid the owners its initial

cost of $4,000. Apparently, this machine has no limit to

its pulling capacity if a firm footing can be obtained. The

average speed is between two and four miles per hour

when loaded, depending upon the nature of the roadway.

The speed of the lighter cars will average between six

and twelve miles per hour, as against the four to six

miles per hour made by the sleighs and coaches. The low

speed of the car is occasioned by the unevenness of the

roadway and the many little hills and tundras encountered.

The English caterpillar proved a failure, as it was en

tirely too unwieldy a piece of machinery to cope with the

situation. It is now being prepared for return shipment.

The particular trouble with this caterpillar, aside from

its weight and general construction, was its inability to

remain on its own tracks, and even under favorable sur

roundings the motive power seemed deficient.

* * *

The Ideal Machine for the Service.

The writer's idea of a car for this service would be a

short-wheelbase of 50 to 60 horsepower, with either four
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or six-cylinder engine, inclosed chains, 40-inch wheels,

front and rear; demountable tires, and very heavy chains.

All motor wagons for this service should be equipped with

capstan in front and rear. Such a machine, with the usual

refinements, should by all means perform satisfactorily.

Mr. Wheeler, superintendent of the Stage and River

Division, states that he believes the heavy transportation

of the future will be worked out with a slight modification

of the caterpillar idea. This, in conjunction with the

motor truck built to fit the conditions, equipped for the

carrying of passengers and light express, will eventually

displace the horse and insure a greater development of

the country, for, with a few main roadways, and cars with

a capacity of handling supplies both winter and summer,

a great domain heretofore untouched can be opened up

with the cost of transportation held within reasonable

bounds.

DATES OF NEW YORK SHOWS.

At one of the best attended meetings of the year, the

Automobile Board of Trade at its quarterly gathering in

New York city listened to the report of the show com

mittee, covering plans for the exhibition of next January,

which will be conducted in two buildings, the new Grand

Central Palace and Madison Square Garden, with a single

admission covering both buildings.

It was definitely decided to open the show on the

evening of January 11, 1913, with an exhibition of pleas

ure cars in both buildings, continuing until the 18th. The

motor wagon division, which will be held in both build

ings, will open on the evening of Monday, January 20,

closing on Saturday evening, January 25.

Resolutions were passed on the death of Alfred N.

Mayo of the Knox Automobile Company, one of the oldest

members of the Automobile Board of Trade and a leader

in the industry since its inception. It was also voted to

begin compilation of data for the publication of the 1913

handbook.

CLEVELAND HAS AN IDEA.

A motor delivery service has been put in operation by

the suburban committee of the Cleveland Chamber of

Commerce, and it will now be possible for suburban trad

ers to have their goods delivered to their doors. The

service is an experiment. It will be given first to the

people living west of Cleveland, and if it proves a suc

cess, it will be tried on the east side. As arranged now

the service contemplates delivery on four roads between

Rocky River and Elyria, two roads between Elyria and

Lorain, and returning on the Lake road from Lorain to

Rocky River. The motor wagon will leave on its trips

every morning at 6:20 o'clock.

Motor fire trucks of Decatur, 111., will be provided

with license tags, according to law.

CO-OPERATION ONLY FOR SMALL CITIES.

Plans for the installation of a co-operative motor de

livery system for South Bend (Ind.) grocers have been

abandoned. L. H. Rulo, chairman of the committee which

has just completed an exhaustive study of the scheme, re

ported at a meeting of the Retail Grocers' & Butchers'

Association that the size of the city was too large to make

its successful operation possible. Success has been

achieved only in cities of 10.000 population, or less, he de

clared.

Investigations of the committee covered a period of

several months. Demonstrations were given of various

trucks and systems in other cities inspected.

RUSSIAN ARMY MOTOR TEST.

According to advices received by the American Manu

facturers' Export Association, the Russian War Depart

ment is planning a notable test for motor trucks for army

service to be conducted in September, and in which it is

especially anxious to have American truck manufacturers

represented. The program of the contest presents many

interesting features. It is not meant to be a race, but a

trial run of 2,000 kilometers, from St. Petersburg to Yladi-

myr and return, via Novgorod, Kresty. Tver. Kleen and

Moscow.

German and English trucks will be in the field bright

and early, and Americans are strongly urged to partici

pate in this contest, failure on the part of American man

ufacturers to do so may be construed as recognition of the

superiority of the English and German trucks. A mil

lion dollars will be spent by the Russian army alone in

equipping the intendancy service with trucks next year,

an appropriation for that purpose having already been

passed.

A Dayton undertaker has been refused permission to

enter both Woodland and Calvary cemeteries with his

POOR R. R. SERVICE GOOD FOR TRUCKS.

At a recent hearing to investigate complaints against

freight rates and poor service afforded New England busi

ness men by several leading eastern railroads. Alfred C.

Loriand. president of the Worcester Board of Trade and

purchasing agent of the Wright Wire Company of

Worcester, Mass., said the service in January last was so

bad between Worcester and Clinton that several companies

established a power wagon service.

So bad was the railroad service, he said, that a petition

was drawn up in protest by the transportation committee

of the Board of Trade and presented to the president

and directors of the Boston & Maine. Sometimes cars

were allowed to lie around in the yard from 24 hours to

a week or 10 days before they were set so that they could

be unloaded. In November, 191 1, he said, cars that had

been loaded and ready to be taken out were allowed to

stay around four or five days before they were sent along.

He knew of a car it took five days to get from South

Vernon to Belchertown, a distance of no miles.

A car arrived in Worcester and remained on the siding

five days before it was set up.

Lack of facilities and insufficient help was the cause of

motor hearse. all this delay, he thought.
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IN THE MID-SUMMER SEASON the Manufacturer, the Contractor, the

Brewer, the Merchant, and all men in similar industries who have not yet

abandoned the horse and wagon find their hauling expenses greatly-

increased. The excessive heat has a two-fold effect—the actual loss of horses

is heavy and the stable and veterinary expense necessary to keep the survivors

working is greatly increased. And despite the greater outlay of time and

money the service is less efficient.

A Garford Motor Truck, on the other hand, will run as consistently in

August as in April or October. It will carry as heavy a load the tenth hour of

a hot day as it will the fiist, and move it as rapidly. It does not stop for rest,

and with two crews it may be operated 18 or 20 hours out of the 24.

The position of the motor, which is under the hood directly at the driver's

feet, gives the Garford an advantage found in no other heavy duty truck. It

allows for less overall length and consequently less loading and storage space

and facilitates ease of operation in congested streets. Garford heavy duty

trucks weigh less than any other trucks of similar capacity on the market,

which means less expense for maintenance, fuel, oil and tires.

Garford Motor Trucks are built with capacities of from one to five tons. Our Body Book

showing 88 body styles will be sent on application. For detailed information address

The Willys-Garford Sales Co.

Toledo, Ohio

 
 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Delivery Cars

Chasm, $1650

Stock bodies

Pud Body, $150

Ezpreu Body with top, $125

OptD Box Body with cape top, $125

Special Express Body with wire grating, $150

Undertaker's Car Body, $550

 

ANNOUNCEMENT

A New High Grade Delivery Car Built by Experienced Makers

and Selling at a Moderate Price.

We announce the new STEWART delivery car—big, roomy,

up-to-date, high grade in construction and with more durable stand

ard features than any other ever offered at the price. A car manufac

tured by a well organized, amply financed, thoroughly experienced

company.

Note these striking features of this new car, every one of well

proven merit:

Continental Motor—Long stroke, 30 h. p., 3|" bore and

5|" stroke, three-bearing crank shaft, cylinders en bloc.

Brown & Lipe Transmission—Selective sliding gear type,

recognized everywhere as standard.

Timken Axle (front and rear)—Timken roller bearings are

used throughout running gear and transmission, every

where but in the motor.

Big Tires—34"x4" front, 35"x4^" rear.

Bodies of new design, larger than usual, 7-ft. loading space.

Wheel base—126 inches.

Complications eliminated —Single ignition (magneto).

No spark lever, no batteries, timer, coil, etc. No belt-driven

fan. Radiator at dash.

All other mechanical features of equally recognized

quality.

The Men Behind

This splendid car is built by men experienced in the delivery

car business. T. R. Lippard, president and manager of the Stewart

Motor Corporation, was formerly Vice-President and Manager of the

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co. He has had exceptional experience

in the manufacturing and selling of motor cars—both pleasure and

commercial. He is also well equipped with thorough training in

other lines of manufacturing.

R. G. Stewart, designer of the Stewart delivery car and vice

president of the corporation, is an engineer of widely recognized

ability. He was the designer of the Lippard-Stewart car. Prior to

this he was connected for years with such concerns as the Olds

Motor Works, the Franklin Automobile Company and others. The

STEWART car, his latest achievement, represents the climax of his

wide experience.

Messrs. Lippard and Stewart were the first to put on the

market a thoroughly high grade, scientifically perfected light de

livery car at a medium price—-in fact, at any price. They have

organized the new company to manufacture such cars—greatly im

proved—on an extensive scale.

The Stewart Motor Corporation, though newly organized, is

manned in every department by well trained, competent men—men

who know the automobile business, men who know what dealers want

and how to assist them. This company has ample factory equip

ment and facilities for turning out a large output. Shipments to

start in September.

Dealers Wanted

Big successes are being made and will continue to be made in

the commercial car field. It offers the greatest money-making

possibilities in the motor car business. No seasons. No trading.

No yearly models. No expensive establishment. You can sell

merchants from three to ten delivery cars with no more effort than

it takes to sell one touring car.

Here is a delivery car—the STEWART—that offers unequalled

selling possibilities for live dealers. Never before has there been

such a demand on the part of merchants for a high grade, scientifi

cally designed delivery car.

They are through experimenting with converted touring cars.

They have learned that only well-made, high grade delivery cars

will stand up. They are already convinced of the value of motor

delivery. Now they want to find the right car.

The STEWART ideally fills this waiting demand.

We want live dealers — lots of them. We have a proposition

that will make money for you. Our terms are most attractive.

Our cars are easy to sell.

Write for our catalog and dealership proposition. Send in the

coupon today before someone else gets the desirable territories.

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.

Please send your catalog and dealership proposition.

Name

Street

City State

P. W.

gtewopt TTtotoi* Corporation. TVuffiilo. H.y.

T. R. Lippard, Pret. and Mgr. R. G. Stewart, Vice-Pret. and Chief Eng. R. P. Lentz, Sec'y and Trees. Robt. W. Ingenoll, Sales Mgr.

Separata From and Having No Connection With the Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Company

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Trucks for Every Haulage Purpose
 

Two Ton

GMC

Electric Truck

ANALYZING delivery problems and installing types of motor trucks

with capacities that afford the utmost in economy—that solve your

problem—is the big, central idea of General Motors Truck Company.

Your business may only need a small equipment of trucks—or a fleet of

trucks, combining big and small, gasoline and electrics. Our experts

determine that. Our factories manufacture both gasoline and electric

trucks that have the widest range of capacities—1000 lbs. to 6 tons.

No matter what your needs may be, understand that

successful and economical motor transportation is more

readily secured through the installation of a single line

of highly standardized trucks than buying different sizes

and power from different manufacturers. It means you

can look to and depend upon a single centre of respon

sibility and service!

Business with both great and small transportation prob

lems are standardizing because, with farsightedness, they

realize its advantages. Business that buys a single truck

today must study this important fact, too, for tomorrow

it may need another, and so on until it has acquired

a number. It is important that you deal with the manu

facturer who can supply your needs !

General Motors Truck Company has a vast equipment,

with the mechanical resources, engineering ability and

financial prestige of General Motors Company behind

it Today it stands ready to help you solve your haulage

problems whether they be great or small ; to show you

why it is good business to install GMC trucks.

Let us analyze your transportation, tell you what you need

and supply trucks that exactly fit your requirements.

Correspondence from prospective purchasers and dealers is invited. Write for gasoline and electric catalogs.

General Motors Truck Company
27 Cadillac Ave., PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Branches: New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Detroit

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The tires that have made

efficient long-distance motor

truck haulage possible

UNITED STATES STANDARD TIRES

For years old-fashioned solid tires kept the motor ttuck tied down close to a

base of supplies or a tire repair station.

Tire repairs meant a delivery tie-up of a day at least, perhaps a week.

The United States Standard Motor Truck Tire (demountable), placed on the

market early this season, changed this condition entirely.

Here is a tire that can be changed anywhere—at the roadside—in the garage—in

fifteen minutes' time.

Here is a tire that requires no special tools to manipulate it. All you need is a

hammer, a wrench and your two hands.

And it is absolutely guaranteed for

ten thousand miles of service.

Authorities agree that this tire has been the means of opening up to the motor

truck a future that without it would have been impossible.

Inter -city—inter-state—even trans-continental motor truck haulage has already

become a reality by the use of this remarkable tire.

UNITED STATES TIRE COMPANY

Broadway at 58th Street NEW YORK

iL- Jl
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The trans - continental Alco

truck equipped with

UNITED STATES STANDARD TIRES

The American Locomotive Company, when fitting out the trans-continental Alco

truck, chose United States Tire equipment as a matter of course.

A spare tire is carried on the truck, absolutely insuring it against delays on

account of tiie troubles, even though they should occur in the middle of the great

American desert. ,

Manufacturers in all parts of the country are adopting United States Tires as

standard equipment, for they recognize these facts:

—that demountable tires are absolutely necessary to the

most economical operation of a motor truck;

—that the manufacturer or dealer who delivers a truck

without demountable equipment is placing a serious

handicap on its ability to make good, no matter how

efficient it may otherwise be.

By all means investigate United States Standard Tires before selecting your

tire equipment.

UNITED STATES TIRE COMPANY

Broadway at 58th Street NEW YORK

i£L
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G. V. to Build Gas Wagons.

This Important Move Shows the Futility of Quarreling Over Machine Types at This Time

ALTHOUGH THE General Vehicle Company has

achieved a phenomenal success in the manufac

ture of electric power wagons, no thorough stu

dent of the motor truck industry will be surprised to learn

that the Long Island City company has at last decided to

extend the field of its activities and add to its line a num

ber of gasoline models.

* * *

This is emphatically not an admission of weakness of

the General Vehicle electric wagons, for the performances

of many huge fleets of these machines are proving be

yond the shadow of a doubt the wonderful economy of

the electric in services for which it is peculiarly suited.

Rather, it shows a keen perception of the fact that power

wagon manufacturers are in business mainly because they

can provide improved and more economical service condi

tions for their customers.

* * *

This is sound business policy, for many reasons. There

are few large concerns who will find it most economical

to operate one type of power wagon to the exclusion of all

other types. Even those companies which have made the

most notable successes with large fleets of electric wagons,

especially in express, brewery and department store work,

find it advisable to use gasoline machines for certain kinds

of haulage, particularly on long-distance work and straight

away hauls with few stops.

It will be apparent that it is to the interest of both

manufacturer and purchaser to confine each of these big

fleets to as few makers as possible, and if one company

can supply all types of gasoline and electric wagons to suit

every requirement of a particular customer, so much the

better for all concerned. It is easier and cheaper for the

user to deal with one big manufacturer than with a num

ber, for he can obtain better prices, better service, and

better all-round efficiency in his garage. Furthermore, in

dealing with one house that can supply all his possible

needs, the purchaser can rest assured that he will be ad

vised to purchase just the right type and load rating of

machine that is best suited for each of his particular trans

portation services.

* * *

Following is the official announcement by P. D.

Wagoner, president of the General Vehicle Company,

Long Island City, N. Y., concerning the acquisition by

his company of the American rights of the Mercedes

gasoline trucks manufactured by the Daimler Motoren

Gesellschaft, of Germany.

By P. D. WAGONER.

As the largest builders of electric power wagons in the world,

the General Vehicle Company has had an opportunity, in its

tw:elve years' experience, of studying deeply, not only problems of

truck manufacturing and vending but of service adaptability as

well. The wide distribution of its product has shown that well-

built electric trucks can care for from 80 per cent to 85 per cent

of all average urban trucking and delivery ; that is, in relatively-

short haul work, especially where stops are necessary, the electric

is the most economical, as well as the most dependable machine.

For longer-haul cross-country work, where higher speed and

greater radius of action are essential, the gasoline truck is un

questionably superior. The General Vehicle Company, while

recognizing this situation in the past, has held strictly to the elec

tric field, and where the service conditions warranted it cheerfully

recommended gasoline trucks to its own customers.

* * *

Financial strength and the ability to supply a complete power

wagon equipment for any line of business have now become two

of the requisites necessary to the successful manufacture of motor

trucks. We have ample capital and the development of the art

has reached a point where it has seemed wise for the General

Vehicle Company to be in a position to supply purchasers requiring

long and short-haul service with their entire motor truck equip

ment, particularly as many of them, after using G. V. trucks for

years, have made this suggestion. Many of its customers seemed

disposed to realize the advantage to them of dealing with one large

strong manufacturer, rather than with several.

* * *

In studying the problem, investigation revealed the fact that

a large number of American-made long-distance trucks seem to

have been designed for city rather than cross-country service. In

stead of being constructed for years of hard work under variable

conditions, they seemed designed more to compete in the spherr

of the electric, which is not, and cannot be, the sphere of the

gasoline machine.

* * *

After thoroughly analyzing the situation in America, 1 turned

to Europe in our search for the ideal, spending three months in

continuously studying European conditions and designs, accom

panied by our factory manager and our engineer. We investigated

all motor trucks of European manufacture and interviewed hun

dreds of users. Our investigation developed the fact that while

there were good trucks in England, France and Germany, giving

good results under their conditions of road operation, there was

only one truck which was unquestionably fitted for service under

American conditions, namely the Mercedes. We were surprised to

find that not only was this truck giving excellent results over a

long period of years, where road conditions were favorable for

heavy haulage, but in certain mountainous and rural districts where

we found road conditions fully as unfavorable as we have here,

this truck was giving from 6 to 10 and even 12 years' exceptional

service. Its record in cross-country work compared very favor

ably writh shorter hauls on perfect roads. This was a revelation,

and our investigation convinced us that the Mercedes was the best

truck in the world for long-haul work in America.

* * *

After considerable difficulty we succeeded in securing the right

to import German manufactured Mercedes power wagons, and the

exclusive manufacturing rights for the same in the United States.

This places the General Vehicle Company in the enviable position

of offering the public the oldest and best electric truck in the

world and the oldest and best gasoline truck. The American built

Mercedes truck will be a replica of that of German manufacture,

and will be manufactured from the original drawings of the Daim
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ler Motorcn Gesellschaft, who will also furnish material, tools,

jigs and fixtures.

* * *

Pending the completion of manufacturing arrangements we

will import Mercedes trucks to supply immediate demand, and

we feel confident that the patronage which we have long en

joyed for our electric trucks will be extended to the new line.

The electric truck and the gasoline truck each has its particu

lar field, and the General Vehicle Company is now prepared to

cover the entire field of power wagon service. The company will

continue its past practice of recommending and selling the proper

vehicles for each class of service.

NEW YORK MOTOR TRUCK CLUB.

The chief topic of discussion at the meeting of the

New York Motor Truck Club on July 17 last was the

advisability of holding an out-door motor truck show at

some time other than the usual national show in Madison

Square Garden and the Grand Central Palace. The ques

tion has arisen at the suggestion of the Automobile Board

of Trade, which requested the club to canvass the opinion

of members and indicate what the club would recommend.

The discussion was naturally very broad and elastic,

there being no tangible proposition to be discussed, where

fore the talk resolved itself into little more than an opinion

of local agents and dealers as to whether such an event—

either a show or a parade or a contest—would aid in boom

ing the activity of the industry. It appears that the Board

of Trade has had in mind a great summer truck show at

some available center—Detroit and Indianapolis have been

suggested—but has some apprehension whether or not it

would interfere with the interest and effectiveness of the

big January show in New York.

One suggestion which came up was holding an open-

air local truck show on certain designated streets in New

York city, if the police permits could be secured, at which

all the local dealers and branches would be invited to ex

hibit. Everything would be done to make it an effective

showing for the sake of buyers of all the leading makes

of trucks. It was proposed in this connection that the

show would be organized each morning of the show time

and the trucks would go home at night. There appeared

many difficulties in a practical way of securing proper

policing on a street and to secure opportunities for demon

strating without great confusion. The idea was proposed

of holding such a show on some arena, but such locations

are nor conveniently suited to the prospective buyer.

The matter of the annual -parade was much discussed

and the opinion was expressed that such parades are of

value. It was voted to recommend to the national manu

facturers and their committee that an effort be made to

hold truck parades on some designated day simultaneously

in various large centers, the belief being that such a unified

and concentrated showing would provoke more enthusiasm

than a single show. It was also proposed that such a

parade might conclude with a parking of machines for a

co-operative display, or possibly a series of truck contests.

Just when such an event might be held was not a sub

ject on which all agreed. Tt was apparently uniformly

believed that the big show in January should be continued

and that any other show, national or local, should be so

planned as to interfere with the effectiveness of the big

show as little as possible. Midsummer did not appear

popular, inasmuch as it is in the midst of the busiest sell

ing season, but there was considerable sentiment in favor

of a spring show, or even a show of some sort in Septem

ber.

It was finally voted as the sense of the meeting that

there should be no national truck show except in January,

but that uniformity in a truck parade be urged and that

local truck shows were commended. A committee was

chosen to consider the feasibility of holding a local truck

show, probably next spring, preferably in some out-of-

door location.

The club voted to hold its next meeting as an outdoor

session at some place within a few miles of the city, the

members being taken to the meeting in large motor trucks

or buses. This meeting will occur on August 21 and ar

rangements were referred to the publicity committee with

power. Several conveyances were donated for the meeting

and special efforts will be made to make it a large and en

thusiastic gathering, preceded, as usual, by a dinner.

NEW TRUCKING SYSTEMS.

There was organized recently in New York City in

connection with the proposal to remove the wholesale gro

cery trade to some point outside Manhattan Borough—

though not necessarily dependent upon it—a trucking and

transportation company with a scope which offers food for

thought among motor truck users. As yet the chief pro

moter declines to say much about it—its personnel, capital

stock and detailed plans—but enough is admitted to indi

cate that it has possibilities which may well concern truck

ing interests.

The company, it is understood, will take over the busi

ness and equipment of a trucking contractor already in

business, doing hauling for certain well known West Side

houses—a matter of 20 or 25 trucks—and has recently

added four 5-ton trucks to its equipment. But the chief

interest in it lies in its intention to connect the motor

truck facilities with certain lighterage equipment and tow

boats, and thereby, through co-operated effort, to contract

for a widespread distribution over all Xew York at rates

which, it is claimed, can be profitable to the contractor,

yet will materially reduce costs as compared with horse-

drawn vehicle or individual truck equipment.

For the present the company's plans depend somewhat

for their development on the attitude of the grocery trade

toward the centralized warehouse idea. If that does not

materialize it is possible that it will be changed to carry

on general trucking contract work, with radiating lines

from a shore warehouse in each borough arranged in

zones, each maintaining routes of motor trucks within its

zone and each in turn acting as a collecting station for

goods to be shipped from that zone to other zones. It is

claimed that by this plan practically a co-operative truck

ing proposition—motor trucks and tow boats with lighters

will accomplish great results in efficiency. The evolution

of the plan from the truck standpoint will be watched

with interest.
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THE HELE-SHAW TRANSMISSION.

Dr. Henry Sorbon Hele-Shaw, a well-known English

automobile engineer and inventor of the multiple disk

clutch bearing his name, has perfected a new hydraulic

drive system for power wagons. In recent experimental

trials, a machine fitted with this device gave a very good

account of itself, and developed an efficiency of 85 per

cent on full stroke.

The design is on the same general principles as other

types of hydraulic transmission previously described in

this journal. The pump is a 7-cylinder plunger type with

variable stroke to give all speed ratios from nothing to

full speed. The motors are mounted within the rear

wheels of the truck, and are similar in design to the pump,

except that the stroke is fixed and the speed is somewhat

slower. Various refinements of mechanical design are

apparent in this new transmission.

MAYOR RECOMMENDS COAL TRUCK.

The Mayor of Waltham, Mass., has recommended the

purchase of a motor coal truck by the city in the follow

ing noteworthy letter:

"To the Board of Aldermen :

"Gentlemen : The situation in the so-called 'hard coal'

market here at Waltham and the neighboring localities is

such that in my judgment justifies the taking of unusual

steps to meet it. I have this day, in behalf of the city,

contracted with the New England Coal & Coke Company

for 1,800 long tons of soft coal, thereby making a sub

stantial saving to the city, when estimated by the bids sub

mitted recently by the local coal dealers.

"But with regard to the hard coal, the situation is

somewhat different, and I hereby make the unusual request

of your honorable board that you consider the advisability

of purchasing an auto truck to be used for coal trans

portation. I have within my possession figures justifying

the conclusion that a three-ton truck of standard make can

be purchased for $3,500, and I recommend to your honor

able board that you appropriate said sum and place it at

my disposal, to the end that if we cannot get coal within

reasonable distance delivered to us in the usual way,

we so fortify ourselves that we may be able to get it wher

ever it can he found.
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End view of chassis of 3-ton truck using the new Hele-Shaw

hydraulic transmission. Note the unusual rear-axle equipment.

"It is my wish and hope that it shall not be necessary

to purchase said auto truck, but in view of the fact that

this board will shortly adjourn for the summer, and be

cause of our coal problem, 1 make the unusual request that

you start the initial proceedings toward appropriating said

sum for said purpose, even though we might all ultimately

agree it may not be necessary.

"Respectfully, Patrick J. Duane, Mayor."

The communication was referred to the Committee on

Public Works.

BIG GARAGE FOR LOS ANGELES.

Architects are preparing plans for a brick and concrete

motor wagon garage for Los Angeles, Cal. It will be

erected on Flower street between Tenth and Eleventh

streets for Ralph C. Hamlin.

It will be 85 by 155 feet. The front portion to a depth

of 40 feet will be two stories and the remainder one story.

There will be a mezzanine story in the sales room for of

fices and an eight-foot balcony around the storage room.

It will have concrete foundation, brick walls, pressed brick

facing and will cost about $16,000.

A Chicago to Milwaukee "good road" is being made

by the Chicago- Milwaukee Good Roads Association.

The Costa Rican treasury officials have ordered that

duty be charged on motor trucks at the rate of 6 centimos

per kilo. [Colon = 100 centimos = 46.5 cents. Kilo =

2.2046 pounds.]

 

showing connections from pump Hele-Shaw transmission.
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Scientific Methods Wanted.

Mileage, Speed and Other Recording Devices—Scientific Accounting and Bookkeeping.

ONE OF THE most surprising things in connection

with the use of motor wagons in this country is

the almost criminal lack of scientific measurement

in recording the performance of the machines. Nearly

all of the big companies in any line of business keep a

check on their office and factory costs by the use of card

index systems, time clocks, and careful records of work

performances. Yet many of these same concerns permit

their motor delivery wagons to operate from one year's

end to another with only the vaguest kind of record of the

work of the machines and their drivers. And in many of

the largest garages the bookkeeping systems are so loose

that the avoidable losses in a single week would more than

pay for the installation of an efficient system of account

ing that with very little change from time to time would

keep up with the most rapidly expanding business.

Motor Wagon "Machine" Practice Will Correct Abuses.

The motor wagon itself is not to blame for this surpris

ing state of affairs. Indeed, it will eventually be the means

of correcting abuse in administration methods in many a

business when once it is accorded the treatment which, as

a machine, it has the right to demand in the way of exact

scientific measurement. That it has succeeded in demon

strating its economy and utility in spite of its heritage of

horse maladministration is proof of the wonderful pos

sibilities in store for the power wagon in time to come,

when manual and animal lack of precision will give way

to the unvarying and exact methods of scientific applica

tion and measurement accorded to machinery and mechan

ical appliances in other branches of industry.

* * *

Mileage Recorders and Mileage Guarantees.

One of the most obvious reforms in motor wagon prac

tice is for each manufacturer to furnish a mileage recorder

as part of the standard equipment of every machine that

is placed in service, and to guarantee his motor trucks

against defective material and workmanship for so many

hundreds or thousands of miles, instead of for a given

number of months or years.

A time guarantee is obviously an injustice both to the

user and maker. If the time limit is one year, a motor

wagon running at an average speed of 12 miles an hour

for about four hours a day will have a yearly mileage in

the neighborhood of 15,000 miles, while an identical ma

chine used on a day-and-night service would perhaps run

as much as 60.000 miles in a year. The unfairness of the

time guarantee is obvious when the case is stated in this

way.

Tire Guarantees on Mileage Basis.

There are other and more important reasons why all

motor wagons should be furnished with mileage recorders.

One of these is the matter of tire guarantees. Mileage

and tonnage are the factors which determine the life of

tires under given service and road conditions. Tonnage

is governed by the skill with which a machine is chosen

for a given service and by the efficiency of the adminis

tration methods in vogue. Mileage is also dependent upon

these factors, but its exact measurement is impossible

without the recording instrument.

Suppose a concern employing motor wagons imagines

that each of its machines runs 50 miles a day when the

actual distance is 45 miles. When the supposed aggregate

mileage amounts to 10,000 miles the actual distance cov

ered is only 9,000 miles. Here is a possible loss against

the user of 1,000 miles in a io,ooo-mi!e guarantee on each

set of tires, and this, at 4 cents a mile, represents a mone

tary loss of $40 per machine in 8 months, or $60 in a year.

For a fleet of 50 machines this single item amounts to

$3,000. If the mistake were to be made the other way,

the tire maker might be obliged to stand for the loss.

* * *

Guessing Records Is Fatal to Bookkeeping System.

In any case—and here is where the rub comes in—the

guessing of mileage records invalidates practically any

bookkeeping system on which the economy of the service

might be shown. Tires, gasoline and oil consumption, de

preciation or amortization, repairs and replacements—

these are all based on mileage in any correct system of

accounting, and a variation of as little as 5 per cent from

the correct mileage will produce an appreciable differ

ence in the economy of the motor installation as shown

on the books of the concern owning the machines. Hence

the importance of the speed recorder.

A speed indicator is also an important adjunct to a

motor wagon, as well as for its moral effect on the driver

as for its actual use.

* * *

Autographic Recorders Are Recommended.

It is advisable that both mileage and speed recorders

be of the autographic recording type, so that a permanent

log of each machine may be available for the office records.

With these and a record of the loads, the worth of a driver

may correctly be estimated in the majority of cases, and

his wage can then be fixed according to his effectiveness

and not by some arbitrary scale that lias no bearing on the

performance of machine and man.

* * *

Garages Need Services of Business Expert.

Coming now to the garage, the use of a perfect check

on gasoline, oil, electric current, spares, repairs, and other

items entering into cost computation, will often result in

unexpected economies. In a big garage in Chicago a

firm of accountants recently installed a system which re

sulted in a saving of $20 a week on the gasoline item alone,

the previous system permitting several leaks between the

initial purchase and the final distribution of fuel to the

machines. Counter-checking of the new records showed

up the leaks in every case and made it impossible for dis

honest employes to act in collusion to cheat the company.
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Needed Reforms in Electric Wagon Practice.

In the case of electric wagons, there are several check

ing systems that may advantageously be installed. For

instance, a separate meter should be used in connection

with the charging of each battery lo show the current

taken in every case ; and autographic records, showing also

the time of charging and the maximum demand, should

be taken. With this system it will be possible to obtain

very advantageous rates for electricity from the electric

generating company from which the current is bought.

This is such an obvious arrangement that most people will

think it exists already, but instead of being the rule it is

very much the exception.

* * *

Current Meters Economical on Electric Wagons.

Then on the motor wagons themselves a recording

meter should be used to show the current used for the

mileage on each and every trip. Besides being valuable

for the office records this would serve as a check on the

efficiency of the driver. Such a plan has been used for

two or three years in Great Britain in connection with the

street railway systems, and some wonderful increases in

efficiency have been reported. As there are 50 or more

large fleets of motor wagons in this country, an appre

ciable saving should result from the use of a similar sys

tem in big electric power wagon installations.

* * *

Correct Measurement of Loads Is Difficult.

The correct measurement of loads is a much more diffi

cult matter, and many companies operating motor wagons

would rebel against any device designed to prevent over

loading. There is a certain 2-ton gasoline machine which

has a cross beam that bears down and locks the rear

wheels when a load of 2^ tons is put on the platform. A

Chicago owner of one of these excellent machines soon

put this safeguard out of action by simply sawing out the

parts of the beam that interfered with the wheels.

Perhaps the spring suspension of a motor wagon could

be modified for use as a platform scale. It would not be

impossible to connect some kind of a recording device

with the springs and the road wheels to show the total

load carried at any part of the run and at any time of the

day. A record of this, together with the mileage log,

would then give a complete ton-mile record of the daily

performance of a motor wagon—and this seems to be

the only way in which it could accurately be done. Such

records would be invaluable for judging the economy of

a power wagon in any particular service and in deter

mining correct routes, drivers' efficiencies and transporta

tion costs.

* * *

Instrument Maker and Accountant Badly Needed.

Altogether, the advent of the motor wagon must be

made the turning point at which the go-as-you-please ad

ministration of the horse wagon shall give way to the

exact cut-and-dried method of the scientist and account

ant. The scientific instrument maker must be a co-worker

with the power wagon manufacturer, and the user will de

rive great profit from the services of the skilled account

ant. Up to date there are few, if any, motor wagon in

stallations that are administered with maximum efficiency.

But no one need despair. For the steam railroads, with

over 50 years of experience, and the electric central sta

tions, with 30 years of scientific development, are com

parably in a much worse condition. If the power wagon

can show such excellent results as it does with the lament

able administration methods now in use, how incom

parably better will be its economy, especially in the massed

installations, when "machine" methods supersede the

horse mismanagement of the present clay.
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How they move houses In Chicago.

MOVING HOUSES BY MOTOR TRUCK.

The manner in which houses are sometimes moved

bodily in Chicago is shown in the accompanying illustra

tions. The Krueger House Moving Co., where conditions

permit, mount the houses upon three heavy 4-wheel trucks

(with 3-point suspension), and then tow the entire outfit

with a 6-ton Mogul motor truck. The truck is loaded to

afford the necessary traction, and it is quite easy to pull

the house in this way over ordinary roads. Much better

speed is obtained than with the old-fashioned horse and

windlass arrangement.
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Motors Reduce Congestion.

Some Interesting Remarks From One of the Best Posted Traffic Authorities in America.

By CAPT. CHARLES C. HEALT, of the Chicago Mounted Police.

^T"^AKE THE HORSES off the streets. Replace them

1 with motor driven vehicles. Then you will have

-*■ gone a long way toward solving the problem of

constantly increasing traffic congestion in Chicago.

I made this answer the other day when a man asked

me, with much concern, if there was any immediate prac

tical remedy for the crowded conditions that prevail in

the loop district.

I don't want to be understood as saying that you can

prevent congestion altogether. We have conditions in the

mile square that comprises our heaviest commercial center

that are unparalleled in any other city in the world. I

won't except London, for London turns back its tram cars

at the outer edge of the business heart of the great metrop

olis. But I have always maintained that replacing slower,

more cumbersome, horse drawn vehicles with faster, more

readily managed motor cars, will go far toward eliminating

the vehicular tangle that makes the mounted police and

the street crossing police earn their pay.

* * *

London and continental cities learned the lesson that

motor cars would expedite the movement of vehicular

traffic long before Chicago, but at last, I am pleased to

say, our people fully are awake to the possibilities in this

direction. Manufacturers, coal dealers and business men

generally who are obliged to transport large quantities of

freight and merchandise in short time are ordering more

power vehicles each year, until at the present time there

are operated in this city a total of nearly 2,000 motor

trucks, most of them huge affairs that are able to transport

many tons, while occupying much less space in the streets

than horse drawn vehicles. You may gather how the

motor truck idea has grown in Chicago when I tell you

that a year ago there were only 800 of these vehicles in

the city.

* * *

For the first time in Chicago we shall see coal delivered

by motor cars next winter. One of the largest of our coal

companies has ordered 25 trucks, each of 5 tons capacity.

A coal firm in New York has been using 20 10-ton motor

trucks for the last two years, and the experience has been

there that they are great economizers of time and do much

to relieve the burdens of the traffic squadron.

The local firm of coal dealers that has ordered the 25

trucks sent out 5,000 letters to local merchants and man

ufacturers asking if they would not consent to their coal

being delivered at night. It was at my suggestion that

they made a test several months ago when it was found

possible to deliver 104,800 pounds of coal in 7 hours and

35 minutes, including the time for loading and delivery,

which was by hand. The truck body on this occasion was

simply a boarded box.

* * *

A motor truck delivery company has just been organ

ized with 50 vehicles and is prepared to deliver anything

from a piano to a box of matches.

Our big State street stores were the first to realize the

possibilities of rapid delivery and relief of traffic conges

tion by installing motor trucks. They all have their de

livery stations in remote parts of the city and convey pack

ages to these depots from whence they are transferred

either in small motor cars or in horse-drawn vehicles to

the residences of purchases. One of the largest State

street stores has jy motor trucks, 44 being of the heaviest

gasoline type, 30 horsepower and carrying up to three tons,

and 33 electric vehicles which are employed in the lighter

delivery.

* * *

The packing companies at the stock yards also have

become impressed with the .value of motor-driven vehicles

in making their deliveries, one of them employing 20

double and 16 single motor trucks.

You don't have to be a traffic expert to realize that a

compactly built motor vehicle is going to cut down the

congestion that is the bane of the manufacturer and busi

ness man who wants to get his products to the railroad

freight house or anywhere through the loop or the crowded

districts contiguous to it, having for their great thorough

fares North Clark street, Wentworth avenue, Lake street,

Blue Island avenue and Milwaukee avenue. Compare the

length of the horse drawn truck with the length of the

motor truck. A little reflection will convince you that fig

ured upon this basis alone you can get twice as many motor

cars in the loop as horse drawn vehicles.

* * *

Furthermore, the motor truck, being more easily man

aged, will get away twice as quickly as the horse truck.

There is no geeing and hawing and backing and sidestep

ping. You turn on your power and away you go, regu

lating your speed to meet conditions. I went into a good

many of these details when I was called into conference

with the Chicago plan commission, in connection with the

so-called "link" or driveway connecting Michigan boule

vard with the north side.

* * *

Chicago business men and manufacturers are continu

ally alive to the importance of the traffic problem, for with

them time is money. I believe the delivery of coal in motor

trucks will be a long step in the right direction and the

general delivery of heavier articles will reduce crowded

loop conditions in exact ratio to the number of power

vehicles placed in operation. The use of motor vehicles

is especially advantageous during severe winter conditions,

for horses frequently slip and cannot readily resume their

footing, and as a result we see long lines of street cars and

thousands of impatient passengers.

I was much impressed, during the trip I made abroad to

study traffic conditions, at the extent to which the motor
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Transporting voting booths by power wagon.

vehicles have replaced the horse drawn type in all Euro

pean cities. In London the horse is fast being replaced by

the motor both for the transportation of passengers and

for commercial uses. Traffic officials there say that the

use of motor drawn vehicles greatly simplifies the traffic

problem, and that bad traffic congestion is a thing of the

past.

* * *

The daily average of vehicles passing the Mansion

House in London last year was 19,459, which included

7,201 motor and horse buses. In 1907 there were 4,143

horse buses and cabs and only 1,043 power vehicles. By

191 1 this condition was reversed, for the figures furnished

by London's traffic department show there were but 486

horse cabs and 4.300 motor cabs and buses. Of course

this does not include the thousands of motor trucks used

for commercial purposes, but it will indicate how the

motor car is replacing horses in the greatest city in the

world.

* * *

The number of commercial motor vehicles entering

London City over four bridges and eight chief points of

entry, during a twelve hour period in 1911 was 18,915,

an increase of 38 per cent over the same number the year

before. In the year 1910 the increase in motor trucks

used purely for commercial purposes in London was

106.66 per cent over those that were in operation in 1909.

♦ ♦ ♦

Fleet street is one of the busiest thoroughfares in Lon

don, but compared with Michigan boulevard it does not

make a remarkable showing of motor vehicles. During a

twelve hour period 4,481 motor driven vehicles passed

through a certain section of Fleet street. My men have

counted 5,153 motor vehicles passing Michigan avenue

and Washington street in eleven hours.

So you see that Chicago is waking up to the possibilities

of motor cars not only for pleasure but for commercial

purposes, and the time may come when horses will be

almost as rare as some of the animals that you see in the

zoo at Lincoln Park.

TRUCK HAULS VOTING BOOTHS.

Still another use for power wagons was found in Co

lumbus, Ohio, where a Blair truck was used for hauling

voting booths. We are indebted to the Adamson Auto

mobile Company, 35-41 West Mound street, Columbus,

Ohio, for the illustration and following description :

Beginning the 6th of May, this machine successfully

hauled 160 voting booths from the vacant lots in different

sections of the city to their respective places in the wards

and precincts. This work has been done previously by

teams, and has taken two teams from 8 to 9 days, whereas

the truck accomplished the same work in 7 days.

These booths weigh 3,000 pounds and are mounted on

three wheels. To move them it is necessary to jack the

front wheel up and attach a two-wheeled cart to a V-

shaped sill, lifting the swingle of the booth clear of the

ground. This cart is fastened to the sill by means of a

pin, which allows the booth to be turned easily. A swivel

joint was fastened to the rear cross section of the frame

of the truck to attach it to the cart.

The distances the voting booths were moved varied,

some being as far as 4 miles and others as short as l/2 mile.

The average was about 4 miles to the round trip. Gaso

line consumption was 10 miles to gallon, and 100 miles to

a quart of oil. This truck was a regular stock model, 2j^-

ton, and was run directly from the factory at Newark,

Ohio, to Columbus, and put to work without any regular

factory test.

All during the week of moving these booths it rained

heavily, which made truck work very hard, as all the

booths were located on vacant lots, many of them being

filled with soft earth. Also, many of these booths were

taken to unimproved streets, which were not in the best

of conditions, but through it all the truck did the work

successfully.

Warwood, Ya.. has a motor street scraper.

Nantucket Island permits only one automobile the

privilege of its roads. It is a motor chemical.
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Another example of machine methods in transportation—a gasoline truck and an electric loader.

USEFUL LOADING DEVICE.

The illustration shown herewith contains all kinds of

suggestions for the real, live, up-to-date power wagon

dealer or salesman. It depicts a Velie truck and mechan

ical loading device used by J. E. Pawson & Co. of Yonkers,

N. Y.

This loading device is operated by an electric motor,

from which the power is transmitted by chain to the chain

of buckets which elevate the sand and crushed rock to the

truck. With this device a cubic yard of sand, gravel or

crushed rock can be loaded per minute.

The dumping body is of simple construction, being

mounted on an inclined track running on rollers, fastened

forward by two pins with link. To dump the load, these

pins are removed and, by the aid of a short pinch bar, the

driver starts the load along the track, and when it reaches

that point where it will balance over the rear end of the

truck, two or three substantial hooks stop further travel

of the body and it swivels, dumping the load to the rear.

The body is so evenly balanced at this point that the

driver can easily lift the tail end of it and shove it back

into position on the rollers, where the pins are replaced and

the operation completed.

This body is particularly well adapted to general con

tracting work, road building, and brick, sand and cement.

BIG MEN FOR DRIVERS.

Power wagons have created a demand for a new type

of chauffeur, according to the officials of the automobile

school of the West Side Young Men's Christian Associa

tion, New York city. It is the heavy man. with well de

veloped muscles, who can drive and care for his car and

also load and unload, that will find himself much in de

mand.

This fact is emphasized by the present enrolment at

the association's automobile school, where a great many

of the students are men who have been sent there by busi

ness concerns that are using motor trucks. Almost with

out exception the companies have picked big, muscular

men. A. W. Robinson, of the truck department of the

Locomobile Company of America, in a letter to Edward L.

Wertheim, educational director of the West Side Young

Men's Christian Association, voices the same opinion. Mr.

Robinson says :

"I do not think the average chauffeur for pleasure cars

makes the proper driver for a truck. One of the diffi

culties is going to be in getting men who will be able to

operate and take care of the mechanical feature of the

truck and who are willing to load and unload. For these

men, however, there is going to be a big demand."

Inquiries were made by Mr. Wertheim to ascertain the

average wages paid to motor truck drivers. Investigation

showed the following average of wages : Drivers of one-

ton trucks, $18 a week; drivers of three-ton trucks, $21

to $22 a week ; drivers of five to seven-ton trucks, $25 a

week.

The employment department at the West Side Young

Men's Christian Association also shows this tendency for

big and muscular men to drive motor trucks. Many busi

ness houses secure their employes through the bureau.

"Send us a driver for a motor truck—but he must be a

big man," is the tenor of many of the letters received.

MOTORS HANDLE PEA CROP.

Three big motor wagons recently arrived in Tipton,

Ind., to be used by the Fame Canning Company in hauling

peas from the viners that they have stationed in several

localities. Farmers in the vicinity of the viners take their

peas there and the motor truck goes and gets them and

takes them to the factory. The Royal Canning Factory,

at Windfall, also has several viners and they are using

the motor wagon as well.

Joy rides for the ladies were provided on motor fire

trucks at the recent convention of the Massachusetts Fire

Chiefs' Association.
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MOTOR SPRINKLER IN ST. LOUIS.

St. Louis is the first city in the United States to use

the approved type of motor street sprinkler, according to

Street Commissioner J. C. Travilla. The machine has

been purchased by the William R. Bush Constructing Com

pany, a sprinkling contractor.

Mr. Travilla explained that water from the sprinkler

is forced out by a pressure that can be regulated. The

pressure is applied as the water is leaving the 1,403-gallon

tank and easily covers a 6o-foot street.

''The machine will revolutionize street sprinkling," said

Mr. Travilla. "and I predict several more of the same

type will be purchased.'' The street commissioner called

attention to the fact that St. Louis was the first city to

adopt the "squeegee" type of street cleaner several years

ago.

The new sprinkler may be seen in operation daily in

the district bounded by Grand avenue, Gravois road, Ar

senal street and city limits.

LONDON TO HAVE 4,000 BUSES.

Enormous developments of London's motor omnibus

services, which already carry half the business people of

the city to and from their work, were foreshadowed by

Captain Domble, manager of the London General Omni

bus Company, in a recent interview.

"We shall continue to enlarge our fleet of motor om

nibuses," he said, "until 'Red Generals' are running on

every road where an omnibus service is possible. There

are now 1,700 'Generals' running, and we are building new

ones at the rate of 30 a week in our own workshops."

It is understood that the omnibus company intends to

increase its fleet from 1,700 to 4,000 omnibuses.

 

Chemung County (including Elmira), New York, at

a recent census had 31 motor wagons and 493 automobiles.

Rear view of St. Louis motor street sprinkler.

THE BOSTON AUTOMOBILE SHO^r

The eleventh anual automobile show will be held next

year in the Mechanics' Building, Boston, Mass., as fol

lows: Pleasure cars, March 8 to 15, 1913; motor wagons,

March 19 to 26, 1913. Chester I. Campbell, 5 Park square.

Boston, will again be general manager.

Washington, D. C, is extending its motor mail service.

 

The city of St. Louis, Mo., enjoys the distinction of being the pioneer American municipality to use pressure regulated power wagon

sprinklers. The European Idea of nozzles working from the front Instead of the rear has been utilized. This machine Is operated by

the Wm. R. Bish Construction Co., and has displaced four horse drawn "water wagons." It was furnished by the International Motor

Company. A picture of this machine in action appears on p. 61 of this Issue.
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Dealers Recently Appointed.

* Asterisk indicates a branch house.

Town and State. Agent. Make of Truck.

Melbourne, Australia Ryan Lewis Co Kelly

Los Angeles, Cal John A. Meeks Adams

1719 Oxford Ave.

Oakland, Cal Peter Callender Franklin

Oakland, Cal Delhi & Tlchnor Adams

339 11th St.

Oakland, Cal Osen 4 Hunter Auto Co. . Lippard-Stewart

Front and Jackson Sts.

Redlands, Cal W. H. Pettlbone Dart

Sacramento, Cal Stanley Bias Franklin

San Diego, Cal H. W. Stone Dart

San Francisco, Cal A. E. Hunter Motor Car Co

Lippard-Stewart

San Francisco, Cal Pan-American Motor Co Dayton

•San Francisco, Cal Chas. B. Shanks Kelly

Calgary, Alberta, Can . . Giddes & Sheffield Alco

707 1st St., East.

Edmonton, Alberta, Can. Taylor & Musson Alco

Montreal, Que., Can Jones & Glassco Foden

Montreal, Que., Can Legare-Gadbois Auto Co., Ltd Kelly

Ottawa, Ont., Can Ottawa Transfer & Taxlcab Co Kelly

Ottawa, Ont., Can Wylie, Ltd Kelly

Quebec, Que., Can P. T. Legare Co., Ltd Kelly

St. John, N. B., Can Page Wire Fence Co Kelly

Victoria, B. C, Can Wm. Mable Kelly

Winnipeg, Man., Can Walter Jackson G. M. C.

Winnipeg, Man., Can Joseph Maw & Co., Ltd Argo

Winnipeg, Man., Can Rumely Products Co Dart

Colorado Springs, C0I0..C. S. Emmert Argo

Denver Colo Dart Delivery Car Co Dart

Denver, Colo Shaffer Auto Supply Co Blair

Hartford, Conn Edred W. Clark...

12-14 Wells St.

Hartford, Conn H. W. Yeager

.Modern

...Velle

Washington, D. C Chapman & Moss G. M. C.

Washington, D. C Empire Automobile Repair Co Federal

Washington, D. C Motor Truck Co Atterbury

Washington, D. C Motor Truck Co Ford

Washington, D. C Motor Truck Co Hatfield

Washington, D. C Peerless Motor Transfer Co Kelly

I

Jacksonville, Fla Southern Steel & Iron Works Kelly

Anderson, Ind Anderson Auto Co Anderson

Columbus. Ind Klrnsey Garage .Avery

Hammond, Ind A. O. Merrill Mercury

601 Michigan Ave.

Lafayette, Ind D. N. Foster & Co Decatur

Lafayette, Ind G. S. Patterson Poss

Rushvllle, Ind Sanitary House Cleaning Co Franklin

Burlington, la Frlck Auto Co Anderson

Waterloo, la Waterloo Auto & Supply Co Dayton

Topeka, Kans J-A-R Motor Co Lincoln

932 Kansas Ave.

Wichita, Kans Baldwin Smith Motor Truck Co Lincoln

115 E. Second St.

Louisville, Ky Lcyman Motor Car Co. .International

Auburn, Maine Auburn Garage Lippard-Stewart

Portland, Me Maine Power Wagon Co Dart

Portland, Me Universal Motor Truck Co Universal

Baltimore, Md.

Frederick, Md.

. Sq. Deal Auto Co Board

Frederick City Garage Dart

Boston. Mass W. L. Russell & Co Veerac

11-12 Park Square.

Boston, Mass F. L. Pratt Mercury

Bristol County, Mass. ... Harris Bros Plgglns

Brockton, Mass W. H. Marble Auto Co Lippard-Stewart

Gloucester, Mass Percy W. Wheeler Mercury

Greenfield, Mass M. Cutler, Jr Mercury

Springfield, Mass Morse- Readlo Modern

Bay City, Mich Howard NlcklesS Mercury

Detroit, Mich R. c. Kimball Cleveland-Galion

Eaton Rapids, Mich A. M. Smith & Co G. M. C,

Menominee, Mich Henes & Keller Co Anderson

St. Joseph, Mich J. W. Isbell Posts

Argusvllle. Minn Jacob Piatt Veerac

Austin, Mln Alex. Campbell Veerac

Cannon Falls, Minn G. O. Miller Co Dart

Cannon Falls, Minn Wm. Thlermon Veerac

Champlln, Minn W. L. Trussell Veerac

Dulutli, Minn Elec. Service & Repair Co Adams

Faribault, Minn Mutual Auto Co Veerac

Minneapolis, Minn Waverley Elec. Vehicle Co Waverley

Osseo, Minn W. J. Evans Veerac

Kansas City, Mo Indiana Garage & Sales Co Lincoln

Kansas City, Mo E. P. Morlarlty & Co Regal

34th St. and Broadway.

Kansas City, Mo Nolan Bros. Auto Co Wilcox

Kansas City, Mo Stand. Engineering Co Sandusky

St. Joseph, Mo Leslie Motor Car Co Hatfield

St. Louis, Mo Benoist & Aull Common

St. Louis, Mo M. W. Cochrane Gramm

"St Louis, Mo General Motors Co G. M. C.

Atlanta, Ga Cole Motor Co Federal

Atlanta, Ga M. Neighbors & R. M Northcutt Alco

Atlanta, Ga M. Neighbors & R. M. Northcutt. .. Federal

Aurora, III J. M. Frey Dart

Champaign, III T. H. Craig Avery

Chicago, III Commercial Motor Vehicle Co Piggins

Chicago, III Metzger Herrlngton Co Argo

•Chicago, Hi Universal Motor Truck Co Universal

1814 Michigan Ave.

DeKalb, III Chas. Wedberg Alco

Evanston, III Geo. G. Foster & Co Mercury

510 Davis St.

Jollet, III L. Stern & Son Dart

Peoria, III E. M. Luce Modern

Rochelle, III Geo. E. Stocking Alco

So. Chicago, III LeRoy P. Brown Mercury

Springfield, III Glen D. Smith Argo

Sterling, III L. A. Blttdorf Anderson

Taylorvllle, III E. Hoover Anderson

Waukegan, III White & Proosser Blair

Wllmette, III S. M. Foster & Co Mercury

Great Falls, Mont N. W. Auto «. Engine Co Kelly

Lincoln, Neb Capitol Cartercar Co Poss

Omaha, Neb T. G. Northwall Poas

St. Johns, Neb Page Wire Fence Co Kelly

Berlin. N. H

Manchester, N. H.

.City Garage Co G. M. C.

.Horace L. Putney G. M. C.

Paterson. N. J Daniel Griggs Anderson

Summit, N. J H. S. Johnson & Co Mercury

Trenton, N. J John L. Brock Alco

Binghamton. N. Y.

Brooklyn, N. Y

Brooklyn. N. Y

Buffalo, N. Y

. H. T. Rogers Alco

..Braband & Son Ideal

. . R. A L. Co Garford

..E. E. Grlmmel .Ideal

New Berlin, N. Y T. H. Dakln & Son Modern

New York City, N. Y. . .Adams Bros. Co Adams

•New York City, N. Y. .. Kearns Motor Car Co Kearns

1779 Broadway.

New York City, N. Y. .. Knickerbocker Motor Sales Co

611 Railroad St. Knickerbocker
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New York City, N. Y C.has. E. Reiss & Co Stegeman

1776 Broadway.

New York City, N. Y....J. J. Sullivan &. Son Mercury

457 W. 164th St.

Peekskill. N. Y W. H. Ash Alco

224 Washington St.

Poughkeepsle, N. Y Cleveland Garage Co Modern

Rochester, N. Y John Grape Dart

Wellsville, N. Y Clem J. Fuhes Llppard-Stewart

Aberdeen, N. D McArthur Machine Co Veerac

Dickenson, N. D Grant A. Palmer Veorac

Jamestown, N. D Anderson Motor & Machine Co Veerac

Akron, O M. C. Burge Blair

Akron, O M. O'Nell Anderson

Canton, O N. J. Cummins Modern

Centervllle, O F. R. Potter Dart

Cincinnati, O Commercial Motor Sales Co

Llppard-Stewart

Cincinnati, O Jungleas Auto Co Dayton

Cleveland, O H. E. Johnson Ideal

Columbus, O M. P. Murnam Alco

Covington, O Crampton & Ulery Modern

Dayton, O E. E. Tate Ideal

Hamilton, O J. F. & H. E. Bender Blair

Lima, O C. E. Miller Dart

Mansfield, O G. W. Haas G. M. C.

Mlddletown, O T. Van Sickles & W. T. Nlckols Chase

Newark, O Adams Automobile Co Blair

Youngstown, O J. Ralph Seldner Mora

Braddock, Pa H. S. Lelghton Co Lippard-Stewart

Leetsdale, Pa Geo. B. Wright Dart

Lykens, Pa H. E. Bufflngton Ideal

Philadelphia, Pa Chase Motor Sales Co Chase

Philadelphia, Pa Merchants Motor Serv. Corp Dayton

Philadelphia, Pa Peerless Motor Car Co Peerless

Pittsburgh, Pa Union Motor Car Co Federal

Pittsburgh, Pa West Pennsylvania Auto Co Modern

Reading, Pa J. B. Hoffer & Sons Llppard-Stewart

6th and Washington Sts.

Slatington, Pa C. P. Snyder Dart

Warren, Pa Remp & Orr Alco

Washington, Pa Mansfield Auto Co Modern

Welsport, Pa A. F. Snyder Dart

Wllkes-Barre, Pa Chas. D. Legrand Dart

Providence, R. I Harris Bros Plgglns

Providence, R. I Motor Service Co Veerac

Providence, R. I Frank Riley Mercury

509 Manton Ave.

Columbus, S. C Glbbes Machinery Co Federal

Memphis, Tenn Nolan Bros. Auto Co Wilcox

Memphis, Tenn Six Thirty-Eight Tire & Vulcanizing

Co Alco

Corsicana. Tex L. H. Lee Kelly

Dallas, Tex Dallas Transfer Co Kelly

Houston, Tex Texas Wagon Works G. M. C.

San Antonio, Tex Kuntz-Albaugh Lumber Co Dayton

Salt Lake City, Utah Salt Lake Auto Co Anderson

Lynchburg, Va Monte H. Dengee Kelly

Burlington, Vt.

Randolph, Vt...

.Van Ness Garage G. M. C.

.Harold F. Tatro Decatur

Milwaukee, Wis Skuott A Schauer G. M. C.

Northwestern, Wis ..Theo. Brockman Mercury

Racine County, Wis Miller Motor Car Co Plgglns

Racine, Wis Slgward Nelson Mercury

New York city's anti-cut-out law went into effect in

Tulv.

Chino ranch, near Pasadena, Cal.. has a road on which

only automobiles are permitted.

THAT WELLS-FARGO ORDER.

A few weeks ago the Wells-Fargo Express Com

pany announced that it was in the market for 50 two-ton

and 50 three-ton gasoline power wagons and 50 electric

trucks. July 12 was set as the date for announcing the

result of the bids submitted by those manufacturers who

were able to comply with the very strict requirements

stipulated by the company.

July 12 arrived and went without the announcement

forthcoming, and various guesses have been hazarded why

the deal was held up. One reason advanced was that the

recent decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission

threatened the express company with a probable reduction

in revenue and so made it timid about investing some hun

dreds of thousands of dollars at this time in power wagon

equipment.

If this is so it would seem that the Interstate Commerce

Commission's action should have had just the opposite

effect, providing there would be no difficulty in finding the

money. For anything that causes a reduction in revenue

should make the company more keenly desirous of cutting

its operating costs, which can be done most effectively by

substituting the power wagon for the horse in its delivery

system.

Even though the order has not yet come through, the

announcement that Wells-Fargo is seriously considering

the installation of machines in such quantity is still an

other sign that the power wagon idea is making effective

progress.

SHOWROOM ON A MOTOR TRUCK.

The American Sanitary Works has a 1500-pound

White truck, which has started on a transcontinental jour

ney from New York to Honolulu. This truck is known

as the "B. O. T." automobile show room, and will travel

to every city and town from New York to Boston, and

from Boston the itinerary turns west and will continue

until snow stops it. The car will then be shipped south,

where it will work until weather conditions permit its

finishing the central west.

This show room will visit architects and plumbers in

all parts of the country in the interests of the representa

tives of the American Sanitary Works and its 300 sales

men. On the car will be an experienced mechanic and

driver, a sanitary expert and the salesmen of the organi

zation, who will be picked up one at a time and taken over

his individual territory.

GASOLINE AT MARKET PRICES ONLY.

The Paterson, X. J., Fire and Police Commission was

recently informed by gasoline supply houses that no more

long-time contracts would be entered into, on account of

the uncertain state of the market. Gasoline would be sup

plied in any desired quantities, but only at current market

prices.

New Haven's motor squadron wagon—a 40-mile-an-

hour machine— has been restricted to a speed of 25 miles

an hour, on account of a recent accident.

The 1,800 or so motor buses in London, England, con

sume nearly 1,000 tons of gasoline a week.
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The following ci

during the past few

Selina, Ala.

Little Rock, Ark.

Alhambra, Cal.

Anaheim, Cal.

Eureka, Cal.

Lodi, Cal.

Modesta, Cal.

San Bernadina, Cal.

Santa Clara. Cal.

Tulare, Cal.

Denver, Colo.

Pueblo, Colo.

Naugatuck, Conn.

Washington, D. C.

Tampa, Fla.

Atlanta, Ga.

Savannah, Ga.

Champaign, 111.

East St. Louis, 111.

Kankakee, 111.

ties and towns have notified their intention,

weeks, of buying motor lire apparatus:

Rockford, 111.

Council Bluffs, la.

Shrcveport, La.

Chelsea, Mass.

Dedham, Mass.

Hingham, Mass.

Southbridge. Mass.

Webster, Mass.

Winchester, Mass.

Adrian, Mich.

Calumet, Mich.

Flint, Mich.

Jackson, Mich.

Petoskey, Mich.

Windsor, Mich.

Clarksdale, Miss.

Antictam, Mo.

Tekamah. Neb.

Newark, N. J.

Amsterdam, N. Y.

Niagara Falls, N. \

Utica. N. Y.

Langdon. N. D.

Cleveland, Ohio.

Dayton, Ohio.

Mansfield, Ohio.

Tiffin, Ohio.

Portland. Ore.

Gettysburg, Pa.

Petersburg, Pa.

Westchester, Pa.

Gaffney, S. C.

Jackson, Tenn.

Xewport, Va.

Bellingham. Wash.

McMechcn. W. Va.

Madison, Wis.

Oshkosh, Wis.

Racine, Wis.

Superior, Wis.

Alabama.

Birmingham's 10 fire stations all are equipped with one or more

pieces of motor apparatus. Talladega has purchased a Seagrave

motor fire truck.

* * *

Arkansas.

Little Rock has a new American La France motor aerial

truck.

ladder

California.

Alameda is considering bids for a motor lire truck.

Fresno has a new motor chemical.

Long Branch has purchased a $3,950 tractor to pull a hook and

ladder truck.

Oakland has purchased a $6,000 American La France motor

chemical combination truck.

Monrovia's motor fire truck made a great hit in a recent car

nival here.

Petaluma has ordered a motor triple combination lire truck.

Pasadena has a $0,000 motor hose and chemical.

Porterville's fire motor drivers have struck for increased pay.

Riverside has two new motor chemicals from the Seagrave

factory at Columbus, Ohio. They cost $11,250.

San Francisco has ordered from the Pope-Hartford Company

one motor hose tender at $7,611. and $10,062.60 worth of runabouts

for the battalion chiefs. Many more fire motors will soon be

ordered.

San Mateo has a new motor chemical.

Tulare will invest $10,000 in motor fire apparatus.

Colorado.

Bessemer has a motor fire engine.

Cripple Creek has received a $5,500 motor hose and chemical

from the White Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Pueblo has acquired its third motor fire truck this one from

the Victor Company.

* * *

Connecticut.

Bridgeport has received a $10,000 motor tire engine from the

Waterous Fire Engine Co., of St. Paul, Minn.

Hartford has acquired another battalion chief's car, of Pope-

Hartford make, and has awarded a contract to the Seagrave Co.,

of Columbus, Ohio, for two motor fire trucks at $5,475 each.

Manchester has ordered a motor hose and chemical and a motor

hook and ladder truck, of Seagrave make.

New Britain has ordered two motor chemicals, at $5,475 each,

from the Seagrave Co., of Columbus, O.

Waterbury limits the speed of fire motors to 25 miles an hour

within a radius of a quarter of a mile from Exchange Place.

* * *

Delaware.

Wilmington has installed a new motor fire truck.

* * »

District of Columbia.

Washington has added another motor fire engine to its fire

department. More motor apparatus will be purchased shortly.

* * *

Florida.

Jacksonville has installed a motor aerial truck.

Tampa has bought a Premier motor hose and chemical and a

Seagrave truck of the same types. The prices were $4,925 and

$4,975. respectively.

* * *

Georgia.

Dawson has received an American La France motor chemical

costing $5,700. Dawson is the smallest city in Georgia with motor

fire apparatus.

Athens has received a similar machine.

Macon has a new motor hook and ladder truck, its ninth piece

of motor fire apparatus.

Quitman will purchase motor fire apparatus in order to reduce

insurance rates.

* * *

Illinois.

Beardstown has installed a Howe motor fire truck.

De Kalb has received a Webb motor fire truck.

Kankakee will motorize an old hose and chemical truck.

Moline has purchased a $3,348 Velie motor fire truck, for

delivery Aug. 5.

Rockford will receive its second motor pumping engine in two-

months. It has been purchased from the Ahrens-Fox Company

of Cincinnati at a cost of $9,000.

Sterling expects a reduction in insurance rates when the motor

hose and chemical is received on October 1.
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Indiana.

Bluffton has received a $4,000 motor tire truck.

Decatur has a motor fire truck.

Evansville has bought a $5,000 motor hose and chemical of

American La France make.

Gary has installed a $4,500 motor hose and chemical, built by

'the Garford Company of Elyria, Ohio. This makes the fifth motor

truck in the fire department.

Lafayette has received a motor fire truck from the Webb

Company of St. Louis.

South Bend has a new fire chief's automobile—a Studebaker.

* * *

Iowa.

Davenport will purchase three Seagrave motor fire trucks.

Grinnell*s fire department has tested out a snap coupler in con

nection with a Spaulding motor truck. The test was successful.

Sioux City has a new motor fire engine.

Waterloo has bought a Seagrave motor chemical for $5,400.

Its other machine cost $5,280.

* * *

Kansas.

Coffeyville has a $5,000 motor fire truck.

Hutchinson has a 90 hp. Webb motor fire engine, costing $8,500.

Salina has installed a $5,000 motor fire truck.

Topeka has placed a new motor hose and chemical in service.

* * *

Kentucky.

Maysville has a motor fire truck.

* * *

Louisiana.

New Orleans has shipped an aerial truck to the Seagrave

Company, Columbus, Ohio, to repair, rebuild and motorize it at

a cost of $6,000.

* * *

Maryland.

Catonsville has placed its motor fire engine in service.

* * *

Massachusetts.

Andover has installed a motor hose and chemical of American

La France make.

Attleboro has a $5,500 motor fire truck.

Beverly has ordered a $5,800 motor fire truck of American La

Prance make.

Boston has ordered three motor combination ladder trucks,

■costing $17,250. from the American La France Company, Elmira.

N. Y. Mayor Fitzgerald signed contracts on July 21 calling for

-delivery within 60 days.

Fairhaven has purchased a Pope-Hartford motor chemical,

■costing $5,750.

Gardner is still considering the purchase of $12,000 worth of

motor fire apparatus.

Lynn has issued $28,500 in bonds for the purchase of a Knox

motor hose and chemical, a Seagrave motor hose and chemical, a

Pope-Hartford motor chemical, a Webb motor pumping engine,

and a police patrol and ambulance.

Marblehead has bought an $8,000 motor fire truck of American

La France make.

Medford has bought for $5,500 a fire truck used as a

demonstrator by the American La France Company, and a $3,500

chassis for a chemical engine.

Middleboro has purchased a $5,700 Knox motor chemical.

Nantucket has installed a Knox motor chemical, the first auto

mobile allowed on the island.

Northampton has a $5,200 Pope-Hartford motor fire truck.

Pittsfield has purchased for $11,000 a motor aerial truck of

American La France make, for delivery November 15.

Quincy has ordered a motor chemical.

Rockland has acquired a motor fire truck of American La

France make.

Salem has ordered an American La France motor hose and

chemical.

Somerville has built a motor chemical.

Stoneham has ordered a motor fire truck.

Wakefield has installed a $5,900 motor fire truck.

West Springfield has received a Packard motor fire truck with

full equipment of ladders, hose, chemical engine, etc.

Wilmington is contemplating purchasing a motor fire truck

from Howe of Indianapolis.

Michigan.

Battle Creek has a triple combination motor fire truck.

Detroit has ordered four motor fire engines from the Ahrens

Fire Engine Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Dowagiac has bought an American La France motor fire

truck.

Grand Rapids has bought a White motor hose wagon. The

chassis co*t $3,700. Bids have been advertised for more motor

apparatus.

* * *

Minnesota.

Minneapolis has installed three new pieces of motor fire ap

paratus—an auxiliary wagon of American La France make, a

home-made combination hose cart, and a triple combination truck.

Pequot will purchase a motor fire truck.

Winona is considering bids for motor fire apparatus.

 

New Kissel Kar 2-ton chemical truck in the Salina, Kan., fire department.
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Montana.

Anaconda has a motor hose and chemical.

Butte is considering bids on motor fire apparatus.

Nebraska.

Grand Island is considering bids for a

truck.

GO-hp. motor fire

New Hampshire.

Portsmouth has a motor chemical of Pope-Hartford make,

costing $5,000.

* * *

New Jersey.

Bayonne has purchased two fire chief's motors.

Camden has received two motor hose and chemical trucks and

a fire chief's automobile.

Hoboken has a fire chief's motor.

Millburn has a $6,000 motor hose and chemical.

Montclair has two new motor fire trucks.

Ocean Grove has a $6,000 American La France motor hook

and ladder truck.

Orange has ordered a $5,500 motor hose and chemical.

Paterson has ordered a $7,000 motor combination truck.

Phillipsburg has awarded a contract for a $4,850 motor hose

and chemical to the United States Fire Apparatus Company.

Plainfield has motorized its horse-drawn chemical, at a cost

of $3,800, the work being done by the International Motor Com

pany at its Allentown shops. The old wagon was hauled to

Allentown by a Saurer truck used as a tractor.

Princeton has a Webb motor fire truck.

Ridgefield Park has installed a motor fire truck.

Summit has received an American La France motor hose and

chemical.

Ventnor City has acquired a Roberts motor fire engine.

West Hoboken has purchased a $5,150 motor fire truck.

* * *

New York.

Albany has bought a !)0-hp. fire chief's automobile for $3,500.

Amsterdam has installed a 40-hp. White motor hose and

chemical.

Binghampton has shipped its chemical engine to the Knox

Automobile Company to be motorized.

Herkimer has installed an American La France motor fire

truck.

New Rochelle has ordered a $5,000 combination motor chem

ical engine and a $1,810 motor patrol wagon from the Knox

Automobile Company.

New York lias installed two 75- ft. gas-electric aerial ladders.

converted from horse-drawn apparatus by the Couple-Gear

Freight-Wheel Co. A contract has been placed with the Inter

national Motor Company for five 2-ton chasses with combination

hose and pumping engine bodies.

Penn Yan has ordered a Seagrave motor fire truck, cost $2,400.

Rochester has four Selden fire chief's cars.

Schenectady has a motorized fire truck.

Tarrytown and Washington are raising funds for motor fire

apparatus by collecting and selling old papers.

Watertown has an American La France triple combination

motor fire truck.

* * *

North Carolina.

Asheville's fire motors have been equipped with siren whistles.

The two motor fire trucks purchased last Fall have been ac

cepted.

Durham has a motor hose and chemical.

Greenwood has installed a Seagrave motor fire truck.

Wilmington has ordered two American I^a France motor hose

and chemicals, to cost $5,500 each.

* * *

Ohio.

Akron has ordered a Webb motor fire truck.

Canton is considering bids on a large quantity of motor fire

apparatus.

Cleveland is considering bids for a motor pumping engine

and hose wagon.

Columbus has placed an order for $47,800 worth of motor

fire apparatus with the Seagrave Company of that city. This

big order includes six tractors and four combination wagons.

Mansfield has invited 22 manufacturers of motor fire apparatus

to submit bids for a motor hose and chemical.

Marietta has installed a Robinson motor fire engine.

Marion has received a Seagrave motor hose and chemical.

Massillon is having a 12-year-old combination horse-drawn

chemical converted into a motor apparatus by the Robinson com

pany, of St. Louis, for $4,000.

Newport has installed a motor fire truck.

Norwalk has received a motor fire engine of American La

France make.

Ottawa has ordered a $5,500 American La France motor hose

and chemical.

Richwood has ordered a $0,800 American La France motor

fire engine.

Springfield will buy two motor fire trucks and a motor patrol,

probably from' the Kelly Motor Truck Co. of that city.

Steubenville has provided $8,500 for the purchase of a motor

fire truck.

 

Motor chemical supplied by International Motor Company to New York City.
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Youngstown has $70,000 to spend on additional motor fire

equipment.

* * *

Oklahoma.

Enid's fire motor did yeoman work here in two fires in one

night in remotely separated districts.

» * *

Oregon.

Portland is considering bids on eight motor hose and chem

icals, a motor fire engine and a motor aerial truck.

Salem has installed a motor hose and chemical.

* * *

Pennsylvania.

Allentown has ordered a $9,000 Ahrens-Fox motor fire engine.

Altoona expects its motor fire truck about the first week in

October.

Connellsville has installed a motor fire truck.

Easton has ordered a $4,850 motor hose and chemical from

the United States Fire Apparatus Co., Wilmington, Del. It will

be equipped with a special tire pump.

Freedom has installed an American La France motor fire

truck.

Greenville's fire chief, according to the Sharon (Pa.) "Her

ald," has acquired for fire department service a somewhat non

descript type of motor car "propelled by 39>4 cylinders and

painted a beautiful shade.*'

Johnstown is considering bids on a motor fire truck.

Kittanning has installed a motor fire truck.

Lewistown is raising a fund to buy a motor fire truck.

Meadville h-'s installed a $9,000 American La France triple

combination motor pumping engine, chemical and hose truck.

Nanticoke has installed a motor hose and chemical.

New Brighton lias purchased a $5,800 motor fire truck.

Philadelphia has installed a $4,750 motor hose and ladder

truck from the International Motor Company and two motor

hose and chemicals, at $4,993 each, from James Boyd & Brothers,

of Philadelphia. The city has $35,000 available for the purchase

of motor fire apparatus, and is considering bids on: (1) One

4-wheel-drive tractor for a water tower; (2) one motor-raised

hook and ladder truck; (3) one automobile for the chief engineer;

(4) one automobile for the assistant to the chief engineer; (5)

five automobiles for district engineers; (ti) six runabouts for

district engineers. The bids in the various sections range as

follows: (t) $4,700 to $.5.1)07; (2) $9,30n to $12,000; (3) $2,300

to $5,500; (4) $2,500 to $5,500; (5) $2,300 to $2,98(1; (6) $615

to $2,100.

Reading has purchased two Knox motor combination fire

wagons, one for the Junior Fire Company at $0,025, and the other

for the Reading Hose Company at $0,275.

Scranton has ordered three American La France motor hose

and chemicals, at $5,250 each.

* * *

Rhode Island.

Iidgewood has a motor fire truck.

* * *

South Carolina.

Greenwood has a Seagrave motor hose and chemical, which

is also equipped for use as a tractor.

* * *

Tennessee.

Jackson has voted to buy a $9,00(1 motor combination fire

engine, hose and chemical wagon.

Nashville has ordered three American La France triple com

bination motor chemicals, hose and fire engine wagons—$25,800

in all.

* * *

Texas.

Dallas has a new motor fire truck.

Fort Worth has ordered for September delivery two American

La France motor fire engines at a cost of $7,500 each. The

city already has a similar machine in service.

Houston has installed a motor pump and hose wagon, a mo

tor aerial truck and a motor fire service truck. The city had

previously two fire chief's automobiles and a motor chemical in

service.

Yoakum has received a $7,000 motor fire engine.

* * *

Utah.

Ogden has ordered a motor hose and chemical, to cost $5,600,

from the American La France Company, Elmira, N. Y. The list

price of the machine is $6,000, the reduction being secured by

allowing the makers* to exhibit it at the national convention of

fire chiefs in Denver, Sept. 17-21.

* * *

Virginia.

Richmond has installed a motor fire engine and three motor

cars, at a total cost of $12,000.

* * *

Washington.

Everett will purchase additional motor fire apparatus.

* * *

Wisconsin.

Kenosha has installed a motor fire truck made by the Thomas

B. Jeffery Company.

Madison has ordered a $5,570 Seagrave motor chemical and

ladder truck.

Milwaukee has purchased six Cartercars for the use of its fire

chiefs.

Oshkosh will provide in its next budget for the purchase of a

fire chief's automobile and two motor hose wagons, according

to Mayor Mulva.

NO MORE FIRE HORSES IN MALDEN.

No arrangements for the employment of horses on

the fire apparatus to be stationed in the proposed new

central fire station in Maiden, Mass., are made in the plans

drawn by Inspector of Buildings Conner, which were re

cently on exhibition in the mayor's office. With the ex

ception of a single stall for a wire department horse there

are no accommodations for horses. It is planned to erect

the buildings two stories high, on Irving street at a cost

of $40,000. It will accommodate a motor engine, motor

combination and chemical truck and motor aerial truck.

There also will be a place for the chief's automobile run

about. The main building will be 45 by 75 feet in dimen

sions with two front doors. Besides the apparatus the

building will house the storage room and machine shop,

battery and fire-alarm quarters. There will be 20 bed

rooms for men and a large reading room, also a roof

garden in the rear.

TRUCK RIDE A SOCIAL EVENT.

Says the New Orleans "Picayune" of July 1 last:

"One of the social events of the past week was the motor

truck ride given on Saturday evening by Miss Katherine

Lucich. Refreshments were served by the young ladies

during the ride and a most enjoyable evening was spent.

The ride was the first of a series to be given by Miss

Lucich."

Secretary of State Lazansky, of New York, reports

that 58,732 automobile owners and 30,470 chauffeurs have

been licensed in New York state for the fiscal year be

ginning February 1. The state has received a total of

$609,073 in fees, $539,054.50 from owners and $70,019

from chauffeurs.
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Among the Makers.

Evidence of Continued Activity in the Power Wagon Industry.

Los Angeles, Cal.—The Co-operative

Motors Company has been formed to

manufacture motor wagons. The con

cern will manufacture a four-wheel-drive

model.

* * *

Richmond, Cal.—The Veerac Motor

Truck Company of Anoka, Minn., is ne

gotiating with a local real estate com

pany for a site to manufacture motor

wagons in this city, and move the fac

tory equipment from Anoka.

* * *

San Francisco, Cal.—The Ford Motor

Company of Detroit has purchased a

factory site on which to erect a plant

to assemble Ford cars on the Pacific

Coast.

* * *

San Leandro, Cal.—The Beaver Motor

Truck Co., of Portland, Ore., has merged

■with the motor truck department of the

Best Manufacturing Co., of this city.

Gasoline and electric motor wagons in

several sizes will be built.

* * *

Hartford, Conn.—Smith Brothers of

this city have constructed a six-ton

motor truck.

* * *

Bridgeport, Conn.—The Locomobile

Co. of America has increased its cap

italization from $5,000,000 to $6,500,000

in order to tnke care of real estate and

new service stations in several cities,

notably New York, Chicago and Phila

delphia. The company contemplates ad

ditional construction to its present

blacksmith shop at the factory.

* * *

Dover, De).—The Auto Signal & Mfg.

Co. has been formed with $100,000 capi

tal to manufacture motor devices.

* » *

Wilmington, Del.—The Gray Motor

Co., capital $550,000, has been formed

to manufacture motor vehicles. The in

corporators are E. E. McWhiney, W. J.

Maloney and N. P. Coffin.

* * *

Wilmington, Del.—The Standard Auto

Coach Burial Co. has been formed with

$500,000 capital to manufacture motor

vehicles. The incorporators are: I.

Ncuberger, F. C. Cothran, S. Lewen-

stein, W. Litzenberg and C. H. Tebbctts.

* * »

Gainsville, Fla.—The Kelly Self-Start-

er Co. has been formed with $200,000

capital to manufacture motor starters.

The incorporators are: W. R. Thomas,

M. H. DePass, P. Miller, G. H. Kelly

and others.

* * *

Alton, 111.—St. Louis capitalists are ■

negotiating with the board of trade of

this city relative to engaging in the

manufacture of motor trucks.

# * * *

Chicago, 111.—The Chicago General

Motor Bus Co., capital stock $1,000, has

been formed to manufacture and deal

in motor vehicles and operate a bus and

express business in this city. The incor

porators are: Henry W. Berg, W. C.

Norton and John Reckinger.

* * *

Moline, 111.—The Velie Motor Vehicle

Co. will add a 1,500 pound motor wagon

to its line of 1913 models. It will sell

for $1,600.

* * *

Oak Park, 111.—The U. S. Ball Bear

ing Mfg. Co. has declared a 7 per cent

annual dividend on preferred stock for

the year ending June 30, 1912.

* * *

Anderson, Ind.—The Nyberg Automo

bile Works is contemplating the manu

facture of motor wagons on a large

scale. The concern will make machines

of 3,000 pounds capacity to sell for

$2,000. Vincennes has made the com

pany an offer to move the factory there.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Martin Trac

tor Company has been formed with a

capitalization of $350,000 to manufac

ture the well-known Martin tractor.

Chas. H. Martin, Hugh R. Richards,

F. B. Davenport, Edward D. Moon and

George D. Thornton are directors.

* * *

Marion, Ind.—The Harwood-Barley

Company has completed and tested its

new two-ton model.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Jenney Elec

tric Starter Co., capital $100,000, has

been incorporated to manufacture elec

tric engine starters. The directors are:

C. D. Jenney, R. Wilson and W. L.

Taylor.

* * *

Marion, Ind.—The Western Motor

Company, manufacturers of the well-

known Rutenber motor, has been incor

porated as the Rutenber Motor Com

pany and capitalized for $1,350,000.

* * *

Peru, Ind.—Will H. Brown and C. H.

Wallcrich of Indianapolis have formed

the Brown Commercial Power Co., and

have interested several Peru capitalists

in their enterprise. The new company

will occupy the former plant of the Otis

Elevator Company, which will be amply-

equipped to take care of a large pro

duction of motor wagons. The con

cern will build a light delivery wagon

to sell for $1,600.

Pratt, Kans.—L. H. Elder & Co. are

building a mctor truck to convey picnic

parties. It is designed to carry 40 peo

ple.

* * *

Louisville, Ky.—The Edwards Motor

Car Co., with which C. G. Stoddard is

identified, has begun to build motor

trucks in a small plant here. The con

cern has a license to use Knight pat

ents and it is understood that this type

of valveless motor is to be used in the

new trucks.

* * *

Hallowell, Maine.—The Auto-Cart Co.

has been organized to manufacture

motor wagons in this city auu pioduc-

tion will start shortly.

* * *

Portland, Maine.—The Universal Mo

tor Truck Company, capital $10,000, has

been formed to deal in motor wagons.

» * *

Baltimore, Md.—The Enterprise Mo

tor Truck Co. has been incorporated

with G. H. Nachman and others.

* * *

Boston, Mass.—Gray & Davis, Inc.,

are about to produce their new electric

engine-startir.g system in quantities.

Full announcement of the system will

be made shortly.

* * *

Westfield, Mass.—The Westfield Mo

tor Truck Co. has been formed with

$100,000 capital to manufacture and deal

in motor wagons. The incorporators

are: E. L. Hull, H. W. Haltebourg and

W. F. Mogill.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Universal Mo

tor Truck Co. will increase its capital

stock to $1,000,000, and unlimited capital

will be available to make the concern

the biggest power wagon manufacturer

in the world, according to the plans of

the Schlitz people and F. K. Parke. The

Studebaker option on the Universal

plant has been cancelled. The company

is developing a 1-ton worm-drive motor

wagon which will soon be placed on the

market. Production of the other models

is going on continuously.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Knop Battery Co.

and the American Ignition Co., both of

Detroit, have consolidated under the

name of the Electrolamp Co. The con

cern will manufacture batteries, spark

plugs and motorcycle lamps.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Pratt-Carter-

Sigsbee Co., manufacturers of the Wol

verine-Detroit light delivery wagon, is

seriously considering moving their plant

to Indianapolis.
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Detroit, Mich.—The Briggs Mfg. Co.

is erecting an additional building look

ing to a doubling of its capacity for

body trimming, accessories and painting.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Ford Motor Com

pany contemplates, it is said, the manu

facturing of 250.000 cars in 1913. A later

report says 150,000. This season Ford

has built about 85,000 machines

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The General Casting

Co. has been formed with $2,000 capital

to operate a foundry.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Poss Motor Co.

has moved to its new factory building at

Euclid avenue and the Grand Trunk

Railroad. The new plant was secured

to take care ot increased production, the

company being behind on orders.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Power Truck Co.

has been incorporated with $2,500 cap

ital to manufacture motor trucks.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The T. C. Radiator

Company, capital $2,000, has been

formed to manufacture radiators. The

incorporators are: Thomas Coffelder,

A. E. Sherman and C. V. Jones.

* * *

Jackson, Mich.—The Buick plant

equipment at Jackson will be trans

ferred to the main plant at Flint.

* * *

Jackson, Mich.—The Lewis Spring &

Axle Co. is experimenting with a five-

ton truck, gear driven. Frank O'Brien

is the designer.

» * *

Jackson, Mich.—It is rumored that The

Mott Wheel Works of Utica, N. Y.,

will establish a branch factory at Jack

son, Mich., to turn out 200.000 demount

able rims yearly. R. S. Abbott will con

tinue as sales representative.

* * *

Saginaw, Mich.—The American Steam

Truck Co.. caiptalized at $500,0007 has

located in this city and is seeking a suit

able manufacturing site. The truck is

steam propelled and has received favor

able consideration wherever exhibited.

* » *

Saginaw, Mich.—The Jackson-Church-

Wilcox Co. is manufacturing steering

gears for motor trucks of from 1,000

pounds to 5 tons capacity. A feature

is an adjustment that permits of taking

up wear.

* * *

Traverse, Mich.—Guy Hamilton of

Gaylord, Mich., has been demonstrating

a touring car that may be converted to

a motor wagon by removing the rear

seat. The machine is of his own design.

* » *

Minneapolis, Minn.—The Todd Mfg.

Co., of Minneapolis. Minn., of which

Frank Todd, former president of the

Long Mfg. Co., Chicago, is the promoter,

is manufacturing hoods, fenders, drip

pans, tanks and other metal specialties.

* * *

Franklin, N. H.—The Herbert Mfg.

Co. has been formed with $50,000 capital

to manufacture piston rings and other

parts.

* * * ,

Camden, N. J.—The International Mo

tor Co., capitalized at $10,000,000, a Dela

ware corporation, has been admitted to

do business in New Jersey with a prin

cipal office in Jersey City.

* * *

Newark, N. J.—The Torbensen Gear

& Axle Co. is moving from Bloomfield,

N. J., to this city, and is installing a

complete plant containing new high

speed special machinery. Axles for 1,-

500 pound, 1 ton to \l/i tons, and 2 ton

motor wagons will be made.

» * *

Newark, N. J.—The W. S. Motor

Truck Co. has been incorporated with

$300,000 capital to manufacture motor

wagons. The incorporators are: J. M.

Woods, C. H. Tebbetts and L. T. Fetzer.

* * *

New Brunswick, N. J.—It is reported

that the Simplex Automobile Company

will begin the manufacture of motor

wagons, and engineers are now working

on designs.

* * *

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Buffalo Electric

Vehicle Co. has secured the plant for

merly occupied by the Denniston Co. at

1312 Main street.

* * *

Buffalo, N. Y—The Stewart Motor

Corporation, capital $250,000, has been

formed and financed by T. R. Lippard

and R. G. Stewart, formerly connected

with the Lippard-Stewart .Motor Car

Company. The new concern will manu

facture the Stewart truck, a 3.000 pound

model, to sell at $1,650, without body.

Messrs. Stewart and Lippard resigned

from the Lippard-Stewart Motor Car

Co. on June 1. Their new company is

not related to the Lippard-Stewart Mo

tor Car Co. in any way.

* * *

Brooklyn, N. Y.—Willard J. Wood

cock, 102 Gates avenue, is the inventor

of a pneumatic tire that is resilient with

out air. Air in the inner chamber is

pumped out, leaving a vacuum which is

resisted by atmospheric pressure exert

ed en the outside of the tire.

* * *

Dunkirk, N. Y.—The Niagara Gaso

line Motor Co. has decided to locate

in Dunkirk. Local citizens subscribed

to $50,000 worth of stock and secured

the enterprise for their city.

* * *

Elmira, N. Y.—The International Re-

silio Co. has been incorporated under

New York laws to manufacture a tire

filler. The incorporators are: P. E.

Lonagan, H. B. Collins, S. L. Welch, D.

L. Thorpe and R. F. Nichols.

* * *

Goshen, N. Y.—The Coates Commer

cial Car Co., capital $250,000, has been

formed to manufacture motor wagons.

The incorporators are: R. Gibson, Jr.,

L. B. Case, P. Crichton and G. P.

Morgan.

* * *

Glens Falls, N. Y—The Empire Auto

mobile Company has commenced to

make motor wagons of 1J4 tons capac

ity.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The Munsing

Tractor Company, capital $300,000, has

been formed to manufacture and deal

in automobiles. The incorporators are:

Basil Mager, Robert H. Allen and Her

man C. Klusc.

* * *

New York City, N. Y—The Edwards

Motor Car Co. has been incorporated

with $2,000,000 capital. C. G. Stoddard

is president, H. J. Edwards vice-presi

dent and general manager, and John F.

Campbell secretary and treasurer. The

company plans to manufacture motor

wagons equipped with Knight engines.

It is understood the plant will be located

near New York City and that motor

wagons will be ready for fall delivery.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—During its

fiscal twelve months to end the last of

July, 1912, General Motors Co. is ex

pected to produce a gross turnover of

between $50,000,000 and $55,000,000, and

to sell about 40,000 cars. The company

is very much encouraged by the outlook

in the motor wagon industry and has

marketed about 3.000 trucks up to date.

* * *

Long Island City, N. Y.—The General

Vehicle Co. has acquired the manufac

turing rights for the Mercedes gasoline

motor wagons. An official statement by

President Wagoner appears in another

part of this issue.

* * *

New York City, N. Y—John N.

Willys, president of the Gramm Motor

Truck Co., Lima, Ohio, has been elected

vice-president of the Hexter Motor

Truck Co., which handles Gramm trucks

in this territory.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The Knight-

Davidson Motor Company, capital $100,-

000, has been incorporated to manufac

ture motors. The incorporators are:

Margaret E. Knight, Anna F. Davidson

and Beatrice M. Davidson.

* * *

New York, N. Y.—The Munsing Trac

tor Co. has been incorporated lor $600.-

000 to make a 3-wheeled tractor lor

motorizing horse trucks. M. E. Grey,

120 Liberty street, is said to be the of
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ficial spokesman of the company, but

to be too busy just now to answer in

quiries.

* * *

New York, N. Y.—The Republic .Mo

tor Co., capital $500,000, has been formed

to manufacture motor trucks.

* * *

New York, N. Y —The Resilient Punc-

tureless Tire Co. has been formed with

$200,000 capital to manufacture tires.

* * *

New York, N. Y.—The Service Re

corder Co. has been incorporated with

$10,000 capital to manufacture automo

bile devices.

* * *

New York, N. Y.—Refinancing plans

for the United States Motor Co. call for

the issuance of $4,000,000 of five-year

serial bonds convertible into common

stock at par bearing 6 per cent interest.

The debentures are part of the $6,500,-

000 still in the company's treasury, be

ing the remainder of the $12,500,000 au

thorized a year ago.

* * *

New York, N. Y.—The Universal Mo

tor Truck Co., of Detroit, has leased a

three-story garage at 146 West Sixty-

Third street, to serve as a sales room

and service department.

* * *

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—The A. B. Man

ufacturing Co. has been formed with

$200,000 capital to manufacture automo

bile devices.

* * *

Syracuse, N. Y.—The Brennan Mfg.

Co., pioneer motor manufacturers, have

started to manufacture motor trucks of

2, 3 and 5 tons capacity.

* * *

Syracuse, N. Y.—Xew York Motors,

Inc., has been formed with $10,000 capi

tal to manufacture motors. The incor

porators are: E. W. Lawton, Theodore

Young and C. S. Lawton.

* * *

Akron, Ohio.—The Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co. reports that their motor

truck tire plant will produce 1,000 tires

a day.

* * *

Akron, Ohio.—The Firestone Tire &

Rubber Co., and the Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Co. emphatically deny that a

merger of their companies is about to

occur.

* * *

Akron, Ohio.—The B. F. Goodrich Co.

of New York, which was incorporated

recently to take over the business of the

B. 1". Goodrich Co. of Akron, Ohio, and

the stock of the Diamond Rubber Co.,

has certified to the secretary of state

that $45,000,000 of its capital has been

paid in. The large company is incor

porated with $90,000,000.

* * *

Akron, Ohio.—The Goodyear Tire &

Rubber Company has begun work on an

other new building to be added to its

present group. It will be 400 feet long,

80 feet wide and six stories high, and

of brick and stone construction. The

company has let contracts for two-story

additions to two of its present large

buildings. When completed the Good

year company will have a plant contain

ing 266,000 square feet of floor space.

The enlarged factory will have a capac

ity of 8,000 tires a day and will give

employment to 2,000 additional men.

* * *

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Clutch Com

pany of Cleveland, capital $200,000, has

been formed to manufacture and sell

friction clutches and lubricating devices.

The incorporators are: J. W. Thorman,

O. W. Carpenter, H. F. Meyer, C. C.

Clelland and B. W. TenEyck.

* * *

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Willard Stor

age Battery Co. has completed additions

to its factory to take care of increased

business.

* * *

Columbus, Ohio.—The Ideal Motor

Car Co., capital $200,000, has been

formed to manufacture light delivery

wagons. The incorporators are: C. G.

Amendt, J. O. Reichart, D. N. Postle-

waite, T. J. Shaffer and E.' Braugnier.

* * *

Fremont, Ohio.—The Lauth-Juergens

Motor Car Co. has started to increase

its plant.

* * *

Lima, Ohio.—The Gramm-Bernstein

"Company has been formed with capital

of $500,000, of which $200,000 is 7 per

cent preferred stock and $300,000 com

mon stock. The company will manufac

ture 2 and 3yi ton models and will mar

ket its product in October.

* * *

Toledo, Ohio.—The Rubbernix Mfg.

Co., capital $10,000, has been formed to

manufacture a tire filler.

* * »

Toledo, Ohio.—Fred L. Siebert, car

riage manufacturer, is preparing to

make motor wagons on a larger scale

than formerly.

* * *

Toledo, Ohio.—The Rassel Motor Car

Co. has been rechristened the Toledo

Motor Truck Co. The concern's capital

has been increased from $95,000 to $150.-

000.

* * *

Toledo, Ohio.—The Walker Tire Chain

Company was recently incorporated

with a capital stock of $150,000 for the

purpose of manufacturing an anti-skid

chain for automobiles and motor trucks.

The incorporators are: H. F. Rohrman,

C. A. Newman, C. P. Eger. A. M. Ed

wards and Geo. C. Rryce.

* * *

Toledo, Ohio.—John N. Willys, head

of the Willys-Overland Co., has acquired

control of the Garford Co., of Elyria,

Ohio. In the transaction the preferred

shares of the new $15,000,000 Willys-

Overland Co. will be used for acquiring

shares of Garford stockholders. This

absorption enables Mr. Willys to market

the well-known Garford trucks and, with

the Gramm product which he now con

trols, his agents will be well provided

with a complete line of gasoline motor

wagons.

* * *

Youngstown, Ohio.—It is reported

that the directors of the Republic Rub

ber Co. have just authorized the calling

of a stockholders' meeting for the pur

pose of increasing the authorized cap

ital of the company from $4,000,000 to

$10,000,000. The company will enlarge

its manufacturing' facilities.

* * *

Allentown, Pa.—John M. Mack, for

mer president of the Mack Bros. Motor

Car Co., is negotiating a deal by which

the Webb Automobile Fire Engine Co.,

St. Louis, Mo., will be brought to Al

lentown and occupy the plant of the

Allentown Foundry & Machine Co. The

transaction involves $600,000.

* * *

Coatesville, Pa.—The Rowe Motor

Manufacturing Co. is now building 3 and

5 ton gasoline motor trucks. The com

pany expects to locate a branch in Phila

delphia shortly.

* * *

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The Duquesne Motor

Car Co., incorporated for the manufac

ture of pleasure cars and motor trucks,

has established a plant at the corner

of Thirtieth and Liberty streets.

* * *

Nashville, Tenn.—The Seaton Wheel

Co., with $130,000 capital, has been in

corporated to manufacture automobile

wheels. The incorporators are: G.

Jackson, S. S. Lord, B. C. Seaton, J. T.

Landis and J. R. Boone.

* * *

Clintonville, Wis.—The Four Wheel

Drive Auto Co. has rejected all offers

to move elsewhere and will immediately

enlarge its plant at Clintonville.

* * *

Hartford, Wis.—The Kissel Motor Car

Co. has started construction of a new

body building shop. This factory en

largement is necessary because of a 40

per cent increase in business.

* * *

Milwaukee, Wis.—The Milwaukee

Auto Specialty Co., manufacturers of ig

nition devices and accessories, has

started construction on a new plant to

cost $25,000.

* * *

Milwaukee, Wis.—-The Stegeman Mo

tor Truck Co. is planning to erect a new

factory to take care of increased pro

duction.
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Ten Baker

BAKER BUSINESS GOOD.

The 10 Baker electric trucks in this

picture were part of a line of 15 Bakers

participating in Cleveland's Sane Fourth

of July parade. Twelve Baker 2-ton

trucks have been shipped to Washing

ton, D. C, where they will be put in

service by the American Express Com

pany. The Baker company at the pres

ent time holds orders equally as large

as the Washington installation for

17 other cities in the United States.

These orders are additional to the ear

lier installations of Baker electric trucks

which amounted to about a hundred ma

chines in New York, Boston and other

cities.

The mammoth orders for express

trucks which the Baker company has

received up to date are the result of

superior economy and efficiency in di

rect competition for a period of several

years.

The policy of using the electric truck

for general city transportation purposes

which the express companies have

adopted is developing a wonderful field

in other lines of city trade. The Heinz

Company recently put in service rive

Baker trucks, the big Sulzberger Pack

ing House of Chicago, large department

stores, a large bread making concern,

dairy people and others who maintain

extensive city delivery a,re some of the

concerns to whom the Baker company

has recently sold fleets.

Seventy per cent of the business re

ceived by the Baker company during the

past year was based on re-orders from

satisfied users.

The price of the one-ton Gram in truck

has been reduced $250.

Two Alco trucks recently purchased

by the A. E. Staley Starch Works of

Decatur, III., are so large that the plans

for the company's garage have to be

revised to provide higher doors.

trucks for American Express Company's Cleve

THE CARE OF A TRUCK.

"Do not neglect a motor truck any

more than you would a horse," says

Gleeson Murphy, vice-president of Gen

eral Motors Truck Company. "Its life

and usefulness depend on the care it

receives. You would not think of doing

manual labor for four or five days at a

time without any nourishment, and. on

the same principle, you must not let a

truck work for a week without attention

on your part. Have the caretaker go

over the machinery periodically. Get

him in the habit of doing this. It is

work that he will neglect, if you let him,

but he must be impressed with the im

portance of it, for the work of the truck

depends on the care it receives.

"Giant locomotives are inspected after

each run and why shouldn't a motor

truck, a much finer piece of mechanism,

receive the same consideration?

"Lubricate the parts that require it.

It is better to have a little too much

lubricant than not enough, so do not

wait until everything is dry and all the

parts are talking to each other. You

must remember, also, that friction not

only causes a reduction of power, but

the constant wear of one part working

against another will cause a breakage.

Avoid these things by keeping all of the

frictional parts well oiled.

"I know of a truck that has been in

use over six years and is doing good

service today. Proper care has brought

about this long record. This also belies

the statement that a truck's period of

usefulness is limited.

"It all depends on the care given and

if owners would realize the importance

of this point they would find that mo

tor trucks would not depreciate so rap

idly, and would prove a surprise in the

daily work. Next to picking the right

truck, I think choosing the driver is the

most important matter and should re

ceive earnest attention, for, on him de

pends, to a certain extent, the efficiency

of the truck."

and service.

WHITE SUCCEEDS ABROAD.

The White Company has received the

following cablegrams from its office in

St. Petersburg, concerning six White

cars which were entered in the Russian

army trials:

"Russian war office trials started St.

Petersburg June 6, arrived Moscow June

19 after most severe road test in history.

Motoring covered about 1,540 miles,

sometimes across sand hills where no

roads existed. Route followed necessi

tated advance detachment of bridge

builders. Forty-five cars started, 35 ar

rived Moscow. Among competitors

Mercedes, Benz, Xapier, Saurer, Adler,

Charron, Laurrin, Clement, Burre, Lan

cia, Vauxball, Berliet. White team con

sisted of 2 GAD torpedoes, 2 GB am

bulances, one GTB gasoline tank wagon.

Thus far White team perfect score, de

feating all competitors. About 420 miles

remain back to St. Petersburg. White

leads all foreigners for gasoline and oil

consumption performances. Tank

wagon watched by entire Russian army.

Has excited enthusiastic admiration of

everybody."

"All five Whites finished war office

trials in splendid condition. His Impe

rial Majesty personally inspected cars

today. White fleet particularly honored

by lion's share Emperor's interest. Cars

will now be completely dismantled

marked for wear and tear. Last three

days run high speed over hard rough

roads. Terrible grilling."

A garage will be built in Kansas City

for the use of a motor ambulance of

the health board.

A motor wagon has been ordered for

the use of the county sealer in the ter

ritory surrounding Pittsburgh.

A motor wagon carrying a pipe organ

played a conspicuous part in the Four

States Tour which started from Indi

anapolis on July 9.
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POWER WAGON PROGRESS.

"It is much easier to get the ear of

the merchant today on the question of

motor trucks than it was even as late

as six months ago," says Gleeson Mur

phy, vice-president of General Motors

Truck Company. "The reason for this

is that he has been doing a little study

ing on his own account. He has been

watching the development of the indus

try and has conducted, in a quiet way,

an investigation into the merits and ad

vantages of the motor truck. However,

these are not the vital reasons for his

conversion. What has made the deep

impression is the example set by his

competitors, for he has closely watched

the introduction of trucks in the deliv

ery systems of the largest corporations.

It must not be thought that this move

was made because the firms were weal

thy and could afford to try, what might

be termed an 'experiment,' for this is

not so. The delivery end of a business

is watched just as closely as any other

branch, for it is an expense pure and

simple and the department is conducted

on economical lines.

"Take, for example, the large express

companies. The motor truck has revo

lutionized their entire system. Do you

think that they would have adopted this

new method of conveyance and spent

hundreds of thousands of dollars, if

they were not satisfied that the truck

would not only prove more efficient, but,

by its high standard of service prove

just as economical, if not more so, than

the horse and wagon system?

"What is true of the large user ap

plies equally to the firm needing one or

two trucks. The efficiency and expense

are in proportion and the great increase

in business since the first of the year,

tends to prove that these deductions

are correct and that the businessman is

finding out for himself the advantages

of the motor truck."

ALCO APPOINTMENT.

The appointment is announced of Fred

A. Crooks, well known in the New York

automobile field, as Alco city sales man

ager for the New York branch. Mr.

Crooks has been identified with the in

dustry for five years. He was formerly

associated with the Darracq Motor Com

pany and the Palmer Singer Company.

He is also well known in army and so

ciety circles.

Mr. Crooks, previous to his appoint

ment, was connected with the New York

sales department for Alco trucks and

cars.

PACKARD IN CADILLAQUA.

The big Packard float that led the

Cadillaqua industrial parade in Detroit

was too large to enter any elevator or

pass through any door in the Packard

factory.

On the day of the parade workmen

with crowbars and picks chopped out a

wide entrance in the final inspection

department, through which the big white

and gold creation appeared, like a but

terfly from its cocoon.

A Packard "48" phaeton, of the 1913

model, mounted on a 3-ton Packard

truck, was the basis of the design.

The float was occupied by a statuesque

beauty with a gown and hat of pure

white, in modern style. She was es

corted by pages, flunkeys and drivers

in court costumes of the Louis XIV

period, all white and gold. The float

was precede! by the Packard band.

Detroit-made trucks have been loaned

for use in demonstration at the encamp

ment of the National Guard to be held

at Ludington in August.

BIG EXTRA SAVING.

Owing to its ability to carry heavy

loads over sleep grades in much less

time than horses, the S-ton Peerless

truck operated by the Howell Con

densed Milk & Cream Company of Jer

sey City, N. J., is saving its owners ovef

$3,000 a year in ferry tolls alone, in addi

tion to all the usual savings that result

from successful motor truck operation.

The company hauls every night a

large quantity of milk from Jersey City

to a point two miles in the interior of

Staten Island. The truck makes two

trips with one hundred 40-quart cans,

each weighing 110 pounds.

The present route covers a run of 8

miles from the distributing station at

144 Provost street, Jersey City, to the

Bergen Point ferry, and a run of two

miles after reaching Staten Island. The

ferry tolls are 35 cents for each passage,

or $1.40 per night.

It was impossible for the teams which

formerly did the work to take this route

because they could not cover the ten

miles over steep grades fast enough to

deliver the milk on time. Two teams

used to leave the distributing station

and proceed via the Erie Railroad ferry-

to New York.

. The toll for this trip was $1.00 for

each team. Across Manhattan it was

one mile to South Ferry, and the ferry

toll from South Ferry to Staten Island

was $1.50 for each team. This amounted

to $10 per night for two round trips for

two teams as against $1.40 for the truck.

As the truck works every night in the

year, the saving is $3,139.

The Howell company has recently put

the truck into double service, working

it night and day.

A motor truck race was a feature of

the auto meet at Montreal, Can.. July 12.
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BAKER CONTINUES ACTIVITY.

Five 2-ton Baker trucks were shipped

to different depots of the Heinz Com

pany in Philadelphia. New York, Pitts

burgh and Chicago the first week of last

month. The trucks are very striking in

appearance. The running gear is apple-

green, the bodies are painted white.

Quite a sensation was caused the day

before shipment of the trucks by putting

them in a parade through Cleveland

streets. A great din was created by

keeping the bells in constant clangor

while the trucks, stretched out in a line

of about SO yards, presented a very bril

liant appearance. To test the interest

in trucks among business men of the

■wholesale district the line of march in

cluded all that section of the city. As

the trucks gave warning of their ap

proach there was a general flocking to

doorways and windows, work for the

moment coming to a standstill.

In spite of the fact that horses are

growing more and more conspicuous

by their absence in the streets of the

sixth city, the unusual appearance of

these Baker trucks was so catchy and

eye-compelling that worker and passer

by alike could not resist the temptation

to stop and take a look.

A convincing test of the strength and

power of the trucks was given to the

manager of the Cleveland branch of the

Heinz Company when he was permitted

to load one of them far beyond its rated

capacity and a short delivery made. His

only comment was:

"If a requisition would do it, I would

have a half dozen tomorrow."

FIRE MOTORS FOR RACINE.

Racine. Wis., July 20.—After the city

council had agreed to vacate the ends

of two small streets adjacent to the

Jeffery Automobile Works, and also an

alley running through the works, the

president of the concern announced that

the company would present the city with

three motor fire trucks, fully equipped,

and a runabout for each of the chiefs

of the fire and police departments, a

total value of $11,000.

Five Baker trucks for the Heinz Company.

SAVING MONEY IN SEATTLE.

Seattle, the city of hills, furnishes an

interesting example in motor truck ef

ficiency and economy. This particular

test was made with a 2-ton General Mo

tors truck in the service of the Schwa-

bacher Bros. Company, wholesale gro

cers. This firm was one of the first in

the city to adopt the motor truck, al

though it was done with considerable

misgiving, for it was their impression

that the truck would not be practical for

wholesale grocery delivery on account

of there being so many stops for each

load of goods, claiming that the truck

could not be kept in continuous opera

tion enough hours each day to make

any saving over the old-style horse de

livery.

After a six months' trial, however, it

has been found that the motor truck did

not only increase the efficiency of the

service but effected a saving. For the

six months the expenses averaged $150

a month. This included driver's wages,

garage expense, oil, gas, tire replace

ments and til other incidentals. During

this period the truck carried 1,950,000

pounds of goods. The total cost of de

livery per ton was 93 cents and the av

erage price for team deliveries as

charged by the transfer companies for

making deliveries for the wholesale gro

cers in the same territory covered by

this particular truck is from $1.00 to

$2.00 per ton. The shipping clerk ad

vises that the average cost per ton for

the territory covered by the truck would,

by teams, be $1.60 per ton, which is

most conservative. This would give the

truck credit for a saving of 67 cents per

ton, making a total saving for the six

months' service of' $633.25.

The original cost of this machine was

$3,000. which proves that a motor truck,

in almost any kind of service where road

conditions are practical, will show a net

profit of over 40 per cent per annum in

its saving over the old-fashioned horse

delivery.

DEFIANCE COMPANY'S PICNIC.

The employees of the Defiance Ma

chine Works, Defiance, Ohio, their fam

ilies and sweethearts, held their first an

nual picnic, July Fourth, at beautiful

Island Park in the Maumee. Weather

conditions being ideal, considerably over

a thousand people enjoyed to the ut

most the hospitality of the firm. A reg

ular program was carried out, which

consisted of a ceremonial opening in the

spacious auditorium and various inter

esting contests for the men, women and

children. The address of welcome by

C. H. Kettenring. treasurer and general

manager of the firm, and address, "The

Brotherhood of Man," by Charles Sey

mour, were received with much pleas

ure. Music was furnished during the

entire day by the Sixth Regiment Band,

which added materially to the complete

ness of the occasion.

It is the intention of this firm to make

these family picnics an annual event,

thereby bringing the employees and

their families in closer touch with each

other to the end that a full spirit of har

mony might prevail at all times.

Seven-inch pneumatic tires are used

on the rear wheels of the two Packard

patrols in Detroit.

A FRIEND IN NEED.

A clever demonstration of the real

use of the motor truck was brought out

recently in San Francisco, when the

L. J. Hopkins Company had a very large

shipment of fresh fruit to be delivered

to one of the Pacific steamers and which

had to be loaded on the steamer sailing

that day.

Hopkins called up the Speedwell Mo

tor Car Company 45 minutes before the

sailing of the vessel and stated that he

had about 13.000 pounds in the ship

ment. Unfortunately at the time he

called the Speedwell Company had noth

ing but one of its standard four-ton

trucks available and for a few moments

Manager Croninger hesitated about put

ting this much tonnage on a four-ton

truck, especially since it was to be car

ried over the rough city streets. But

since there was no time to be lost, the

four-ton truck was loaded with 13,000

pounds of fresh fruit and delivered to

the vessel :n ample time for loading.
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TRUCKS IN "4 STATES TOUR."

By H. NYBERG,

Pres. Nyberg Automobile Works.

The Indiana "four states tour" started

from Indianapolis July 10, and is to

run through Indiana, Ohio, West Vir

ginia, Kentucky and back to Indianapo

lis, a run of approximately 1,500 miles.

The tourists consist of Indiana-made

cars sent out from the different facto

ries in Indiana and numbering, when

they left Indianapolis, 47. The Nyberg

Automobile Works is represented in this

endurance run with two touring cars

and one lj^-ton truck. One of the

touring cars is Chattanooga-made, the

other one made at the factory in Ander

son, Ind.

The truck is built in Anderson and is

one of the first turned out from that fac

tory and was put in the tour so that we

may satisfy ourselves as to the stability

and proper construction of this truck.

In other words, we want to test the ma

terial and want to test it far away from

home so the drivers and mechanics have

no chance of securing adjustments and

repairs without our knowledge. Fur

thermore, it puts the truck, as well as

other cars in the tour, where they have

to cover from 125 to 150 miles every

day, day in and day out.

Every breakage or adjustment made

by the driver is reported to the commit

tee and we thereby get a very complete

record of the behavior of our cars dur

ing this strenuous run. I have had re

ports today that the tourists arrived in

Akron, O., after covering nearly 400

miles of the tour. The schedule calls

for the tourists to stay over in Akron

Saturday and Sunday, leaving Monday

morning at 7 o'clock for West Virginia.

We made every effort possible before

the start of this tour to induce the

manufacturers to go south, passing

through Chattanooga, but failed to suc

ceed. However, we are in hopes that

next year's "Indiana four states tour"

will pass through Chattanooga. In fact

we have almost a positive promise from

the officers on the tour and we feel

sure that it will be a paying proposition,

both for Chattanooga and the tourists.

If they do we would want to make prep

arations here at our plant to receive and

entertain them and probably' follow

along from here with some Xyberg cars

for the balance of the tour.

The object of this tour is, you might

say, a double one: it is to give the man

ufacturers the opportunity to test out

the next yei;r models and receive re

ports from the inspectors on the be

havior of their cars during the run.

thereby not trusting at all to their me

chanics, besides, of course, making the

drivers and mechanics run on schedule

and report into the controls every noon

and evening.

this tour to test out some new contri

vance or improvement that goes on the

car and by running on schedule and by

being watched we get rather a com

plete report of the behavior of the cars.

The second object is the advertising;

by all the automobile manufacturers in

the state of Indiana joining hands and

going together they of course stir up

quite a little interest.

The automobile dealers of the differ

ent cars of the towns we go through

get together in clubs and go outside the

city to meet the tourists and escort them

into the town, generally in the shadow

of a brass band. Dinners and banquets

are given the tourists, and they are en

tertained by the local clubs, and it stirs

up automobile interest in general. You

might say that it is a traveling automo

bile show, as every manufacturer ca'r-

ries a sample car of next year's pattern:

it gives the dealers* of the local towns

the opportunity to show prospective

customers what the next year's car is

going to look like, and probably get an

order from them, besides proving to

some of the people the fact that they

should purchase an automobile for their

convenience and pleasure.

The "Nyberg" cars were one of the

winners in ltst year's tour, and so far

none of the cars have lost in points. We

have all reasons to believe that they will

get through with a clean score and do

honor to their makers. The "Nyberg"

truck especially is drawing a big crowd.

It travels with the touring cars on the

same schedule carrying a load pf 3.000

pounds, consisting of luggage, trunks,

printed matter and sand bags. We feel

confident that should this truck go

through the 1,500 miles with a clean

score we would not hesitate a minute to

turn our efforts to manufacturing these

in large quantities and sell them to the

public, as you can readily realize this

is a far harder test than the truck would

be put to in general use.

In order to make the tour a little more

interesting to the crew and probably

make the truck a little better liked, the

Xyberg Automobile Works has fitted

this truck out with a musical instrument

something on the order of an organ, op

erated by the player from the driver's

seat and gets its power from the motor.

Newspapers throughout the route so far

covered by the tourists claim that it is

real fun to watch »the tourists pass

through the towns, covered with mud

and dust as they are and with the Ny

berg truck organ playing the "Merry

Widow" waltz or some other popular

piece of m isic. making all the drivers

smile and feel happy.

ENTHUSIASTIC, ANYWAY.

C. K. Kennedy, of the National Ice

Company of San Francisco, who has

just purchased a 5-ton Kissel Kar truck,

is responsible for the following:

Good-Bye, Dobbin, Good-Bye.

Good-bye to our old friend, the horses.

Farewell to the asses and mules,

Lay them away with the "has-beens,"

Their work's done with new-fangled

tools.

The stable with its horsey odors.

No longer we have to endure.

For now it's a neat painted garage,

With everything wholesome and

pure.

And one Kissel Kar, a tive-tonner,

That runs just as smooth as a clock.

Cuts out four big lumbering wagons,

And twelve head at least of live

stock.

And Kelley's fine team—four blacK.

horses.

As prize winners known near and

far,

Got jealous and highly excited

When they saw that superb Kissel

Kar.

For their instinct unfailingly told them

Their usefulness now would soon

end,

And to the boneyard or museum.

All horses their owners would send.

Don't let Kissel prices alarm you.

Though expensive they first may ap

pear,

It will be all O. K. on the ledger.

Before you have finished the year.

For delivery, the autos are faultless.

No complaints for not being on

time,

For with Kissel Kars there is no trouble

About distance or hills they must

climb.

On space used for horses and wagons,

You save quite an item in rent.

If in Kissel Kars you will invest it.

It is certainly money well spent.

A last fond good-bye to old Dobbin,

To all asses and mules bid ta-ta.

The battle's been fought and they're

vanquished

By that peerless and strong Kissel

Kar.

The Garford motor patrols of New

York City's police department are

equipped with Motz High Efficiency

TIMKEN PUBLICATIONS.

The Timken Roller Bearing Co. and

the Timken-Detroit Axle Company, both

of Detroit, have just published two com

prehensive booklets, one on "The Care

and Character of Bearings." and the

other on "The Anatomy of . Automobile

We generally get the opportunity in Axles."Cushion Tires.
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VACATION ON A TRUCK.

One of the most notable vacation

stunts reported this summer was that

of Frank M. Miller of the Buick truck

department, who has proved that the

two-cylinder Buick truck is a pleasure

car of the first magnitude. Taking Mrs.

Miller, his small daughter Dorothy and

another family of three members, Mr.

Miller hit the trail with a complete

camping outfit. For eight days this

land cruising of the Buick with its party

of six, flags fluttering in the breezes,

and camping outfit indicating its plan,

surprised and pleased the populace in

the cities, country side and resorts of

Northern Indiana. In spite of rain, heat

and bad roads, the trip was continued,

and only twice were hotels sought for

refuge. Everybody was delighted and

wanted another week in this modern

prairie schooner.

"Our trip proves," said Mr. Miller,

"that the day of the general purpose

farm truck is at hand. We saw farmers

on all sides with touring cars. They

should have bought trucks, which are

entirely as satisfactory as pleasure cars

and, like the old farm horse, will haul

produce on week days and take the

family to church or pleasure riding on

Sunday. I expect to see the Buick truck

used more and more for summer out

ings, especially the gypsy-like camping

trip, which is more of a real vacation

than almost any other trip."

MTNTYRE AS A TRACTOR.

Mr. Herman of Bluffton, Ind., has for

the past two years been using a Mc-

Intyre 1-ton truck, which has been quite

successful not only for ordinary haulage

but also as a tractor to pull a good sized

load of furniture on a trailer. This

movement was from Bluffton to Hunt

ington, a distance of about 20 miles.

POST HOLE DIGGER.

The designer of the Mack post hole

digger and derrick truck described in

our last issue is James Cunningham, Su

pervisor of Construction, Bell Telephone

Company of Pennsylvania, and not Mr.

Mueller as erroneously stated in the ar

ticle referred to.

RUTENBER MOTOR COMPANY.

Under date of July 24, the Rutenber

Motor Company, Marion, Ind., makes

the following announcement to its pa

trons:

"We are pleased to inform you that

the Rutenber Motor Company, capital

ized at $1,350,000, has been incorporated

and has this date taken over the entire

business of the Western Motor Com

pany.

"The new capital put into the business

represents a large investment by George

W. Bowen, of the Bowen Mfg. Co., of

Auburn, N. \., who is president of the

new organization. The business man

agement, as well as the heads of the

various departments, will remain sub

stantially in the same hands as in the

past and, with the additional capital

available for new buildings and new

equipment, the efficiency of the old or

ganization will be greatly increased and,

within a very short time, our output will

be more than doubled, putting us in

shape to take excellent care of our cus

tomer's requirements."

 

Street scene in St. Louis showing the Saurer street sprinkler In action. A description and some other pictures appear on page 47

of this issue.
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Mr. Kelly cast his bread upon the waters bjt It soon returned with Interest. See the story below. This Is Mr. Kelly's lucky

machine.

LUCKY FOR E. S. KELLY.

By one of the queer kinks of fate, the

first use to which the motor tire truck

loaned to he Springfield (Ohio) lire

department by E. S. Kelly was put, after

it had been installed at Engine House

No. 2, was to extinguish a tire at White

hall, the country home of its owner.

Early one recent morning, Chief S.

F. Hunter received a call from White

hall, stating that a fire had broken out

in the Kelly residence, and asking as

sistance from the local department. He

immediately ordered the motor truck at

No. 1 and the Kelly truck to go to

Whitehall and take care of the situa

tion.

The run to Whitehall was made in

14 minutes, and upon their arrival there

the firemen found that a fire had broken

out underneath the staircase in the resi

dence, burning through the floor, and

threatening the entire house. A volun

teer fire department, made up of mem

bers of the household and neighbors,

had fought the flames valiantly and pre

vented the fire from spreading, until

the arrival of the fire fighting apparatus,

when short work was made of the trou

ble.

Chief Hunter said he was informed

that the amount of the loss was ap

proximately $500. As to the origin of

the fire, he said he had no information,

further than that defective wiring was

suspected of being the cause.

The lire was first discovered by Oliver

Kelly, who Lurried to the room of his

mother and was obliged to carry her

down a ladder from a balcony as the

fire beneath the staircase made egress

by that way impossible.

E. S. Kelly was not at home, having

left a few days ago upon a business trip

1,037 G. V.'S IN N. Y. CITY.

A clever and effective piece of adver

tising is being distributed by the General

Vehicle Company, Long Island City, N.

Y.

It is in the form of a folder showing

the 750-ft. Woolworth Building, con

trasted with a column of General Ve

hicle electric trucks, one on top of each

other, used in New York City.

The height of the column is 9,000 feet,

or 12 times the height of the greatest

skyscraper in the world. The total num

ber of machines is 1,037, which is nearly

one-quarter of all the power wagons

used in New York City.

Beginning at the bottom, the electric

truck columns includes the following:

Adams Express Company (87 G. V. elec

trics), Jacob Ruppert (72), American

Express Company (62), Peter Doelger

(54), George Ehret (53), U. S. Govern

ment (39), United Dressed Beef Com

pany (26), Fred Loeser & Co. (24), N.

Y. Edison Co. (22), Siegel-Cooper Co.

(17), H. B. Claflin Co. (15), Beadleston

& Woerz (12), General Baking Co. (10),

miscellaneous (549).

WILCOX DOING FINE.

Minneapolis. July 20.—To cap the

climax over last week, when the H. E.

Wilcox Motor Car Co. closed up deals

for 12 trucks—Igo Express Co., 10;

Skellet Transfer Co., 1, and Hennepin

Brewing Co., 1—this week shows the

sale of 20 trucks—Whitted, florist. 1;

Congressional Garage Co., 16; F. H.

Woodman, St. Paul, 3 trucks.

Mr. Woodman has become greatly en

thused over the Wilcox proposition. He

came to the plant, had a long talk with

J. H. Shields, sales manager, and after

a thorough investigation, has taken on

the line of Wilcox Trux for the north

ern part of California, where he will

cisco. He will establish depots at Oak

land, Fresno and other towns to insure

perfect service for Wilcox Trux.

The H. E. Wilcox Motor Car Co. is

now getting out a carload of trucks

for Mr. Woodman, which will be

shipped in the near future. He leaves

the first part of August for San Fran

cisco and expects to have his garage

open for business by the first of Sep

tember.

NEW MOTZ BRANCHES.

The rapidly increasing business of

the Motz Tire & Rubber Co. has neces

sitated the installation of a branch in

Philadelphia. It is located at 1409 Race

street and is in charge of William M.

Stubbs.

The Motz Tire & Rubber Co. has also

opened a direct factory branch fit 2352

Euclid avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, the busi

ness being in charge of Charles Serfass.

The Motz cushion tire has become

one of the most popular tires on the

market and the installation of these

branches was made necessary through

the increasing demand in these localities.

The success of this tire is largely due

to the fact that while it is extremely

easy riding and resilient, it is not af

fected by punctures and blow-outs.

The Motz Tire & Rubber Co. has also

made a strong guarantee feature on

this tire. Each set of Motz tires is

guaranteed to the user for 10,000 miles

—two years. While this seems like an

unusually long period of service, the

facts are that records compiled in Cleve

land, Detroit, Chicago, New York and

other cities show that in nearly every

case the Motz cushion tire far outlasts

its guarantee. One set of Motz tires in

Detroit has given over 24,000 miles serv

to New York. ice.open up a branch house in San Fran
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THE EFFICIENT BLOCK TIRE.

"The question as to the relative merits

of the continuous tread and sectional

tires," said a representative of the Kelly-

Springfield Tire Co., in an interview the

other day, "has always been one of con

siderable speculation among the users

of heavy trucks."

"Perhaps," he continued, "the most

forcible arguments in favor of the Kelly-

Springfield sectional tires from the

standpoints of efficiency and cost of

maintenance, are shown by comparing

its performance with that of the con

tinuous tread tire when operating under

similar load conditions.

"It will be found that any form of

continuous tread tire when running un

der pressure forms a wave or bulge of

rubber just forward of the traction sur

face. When this bulge of rubber is com

pressed hard enough the wheel is forced

to jump or skip and allow it to slip

back, otherwise the tire would have to

creep on the rim.

"This constant kneading of the rubber

riot only causes heat which is detrimen

tal to the tire, but causes excessive wear

on the base which lessens the life of the

tire by depriving it of its resilient quali

ties.

"These objectionable features are en

tirely eliminated when the sectional tire

is used, as the space between the sec

tions allows for all lateral expansion.

Each block or section of rubber being

separate and independent, excessive heat

ing is avoided and the tires are in a

measure air-cooled.

"Another important feature offered by

sectional tires is that because of their

irregular traction surface they do not

skid and cai'. be used for heavy duty in

the twin form, thereby assuring greater

traction power than any other type of

tire.

"Owing to the fact that these tires are

made up of independent blocks, any one

of which can be taken off and replaced

without interfering with the other blocks

composing the tire, the cost of repairs

is reduced to a minimum. Thus a per

manent repair may be made on the road

by anyone, even if mechanically un

skilled. This, of course, is impossible

when a continuous tread tire becomes

damaged or worn.

"It is because the sectional tire has

reduced the cost of maintenance to a

minimum thnt makes it appeal strongly

to the users of heavy trucks when the

item of tire expense runs into a consid

erable amount of money."

ANOTHER WORM DRIVE TRUCK.

Several manufacturers are experiment

ing with worm driven models. The lat

est announcement comes from Will H.

Brown, whose new company at Peru,

Ind., will make a worm-driven light de

livery car. Other details of this model

include a long-stroke motor, left side

drive, center control, unit power plant

and pneumatic or cushion tires, at buy

er's option.

The Federal Motor Truck Company

reports a monthly output of 90 trucks.

ABANDONS YEARLY MODEL.

The White Company has given up en

tirely the idea of announcing and bring

ing out new models at a certain specified,

time each year. Hereafter the various-

cars will be known by their model let

ters, without reference to date, and a

model will continue, irrespective of the

year, until it is found advisable to

change it. At that time the current

model designation will be dropped, and

a new one used to differentiate between

the old and the new cars.

Any change in models that is found

advisable will be made as soon as it is

apparent that such a change will be a

real improvement to the car, instead of

waiting and holding all changes until

the end of the season, so that the pur

chaser of a White car will at all times

be sure of getting the latest and most

highly developed car that the White

Company can produce at the time that

he makes his purchase.

This policy has been decided upon by

the White Company because it seems to

be the logical and common-sense meth

od. The practice of making changes in

a car, oftentimes so unimportant as to

be absurd, at a certain time each year,

for the mere sake of bringing out some

thing different, places a false deprecia

tion on a car of last year's design, and

creates an artificial demand for the so-

called new models, which practice does

not seem to be in accord with sound

business principles. For these reasons

there will be no "1913 announcement"

made by the White Company.
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A 3-ton Four-Wheel-Drive truck towing aw ay debris of a wrecked bridge In Cllntonvllle. Wis., after a recent storm. The

great traction of the machine enabled it to co this with ease.
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"VULCAN" POWER WAGONS.

An event oi more than passing inter

est is the announcement that the Driggs-

Seahury Ordnance Corporataion, of

Sharon, F'a., will place on the market a

complete line of power wagons. This

concern has for many years enjoyed an

enviable reputation in the making of

parts, and in undertaking the manufac

ture of the complete machines the com

pany is particularly well fitted in experi

ence, talent and mechanical equipment

to produce motor wagons of the highest

possible grade. A large plant, a thor-

ouhgly capable engineering staff and

years of practical manufacturing expe

rience arc in themselves sufficient assur

ance that the new product will rank

among the best in the business.

"Vulcan" 7-ton motor wagon.

One point worthy of special mention

is the fact tiiat most of the parts will

be made right in the company's own

shops. Indeed, so far is this policy fol

lowed, that many parts such as engine,

radiator, carburetor, transmission, steer

ing gear and axles, ordinarily pur

chased from the parts makers, are de

signed and produced in their entirety

within the four walls of the Driggs-Sea-

bury plant.

The line of machines as at present

announced is a very comprehensive one,

embracing 1, 2. 3, 4, 4'/i, 5, 6, 7 and 8-ton

load ratings. In all models the mo

tor is of the four-cycle, long-stroke

type, with fhree-point suspension, and

located under a hood in front. The cyl

inders, four in number, are cast in pairs.

 

Front view "Vulcan" chasiii.

the valves being located all on one side.

The engines of the 3 to S-ton machines

are rated at 30 horsepower, and those of

the 6, 7 and 8-ton models at 36 horse

power.

The cooling system in all models ex

cept the 3, 4 and 5-ton sizes comprises

a water circulation pump, the thermo-

siphon system being used in the others.

The radiator, of the vertical tube or

cellular variety, is enclosed in a cast

aluminum frame and suspended by trun

nions from the fore part of the frame.

Lubrication is of the usual splash and

pump type. Ignition is by Bosch high-

tension magneto, affording a dual sys

tem. Control is effected by suitable

levers located to the right of the driver.

Steering gear is of the worm and sector

type.

A cone clutch connects the power

plant with (he transmission, which in

the small models up to three tons is of

the usual sliding gear type, giving three

speeds forward. In the other models.

use is made of the individual clutch

transmission actuated by sliding dogs

providing three speeds in all models up

to 7 tons and four speeds in the 6, 7 and

8-tonners.

Final drive is by chain to the rear

wheels, which carry dual tires, varying

in size from 36 by 4 inches on the 3-ton

model to 42 by 6 inches on the 8-tonner.

The corresponding sizes for the front

tires are 36 by 4 and 36 by 6, respec

tively. Wheels of artillery type are

used. These are equipped with detach

able rims conforming to S. A. E. stand

ards.

The axles are deserving of special no

tice owing to the ample proportions

given them. The front axle is of I-sec-

tion, measuring in the 3-ton wagon 2f:j

by 2J4 inches, and in the 6-tonner 3 by

2^. The real axle of models up to 3-

tons is rectangular in form, of 2% by

314 inches section; in all other models

it is round. 2% inches to 4 inches in
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Drop-forged front axle

the very foremost rank in the automo

bile industry.

The past year has been the most suc

cessful in the history of the Buick busi

ness. The plant has produced and act

ually sold upwards of 20,(XX) automo

biles, the factory and branch warehouses

being completely sold out. This is a

record unprecedented in Buick history,

and the factory is now well along with

the 1913 product. As a consequence of

this showing, the output in 1913 will

very likely be fully fifty per cent greater

than any preceding year.

To Mr. Nash belongs the credit for

the popularity and success of Buick cars,

and it is not unreasonable to expect that

through his manufacturing ability exten

sive enlargements to the present mam

moth plant must soon follow. The rec

ognition of Mr. Xash by General Mo

tors Company in electing him to a vice-

presidency is in line with that corn-

diameter. All springs are semi-elliptic

in form and of unusual length.

Ample braking facilities are provided.

The service brake is located on the jack-

shaft; the e nergency brake is applied to

the rear wheels through drums of large

size.

The frames on all models arc ot

pressed steel. On the 7 and 8-ton mod

els the frame sections are 9 by 2\/i by

5/16 inches in size, similar excess

strength being provided on all other

models. The machines are designed for

an overload capacity varying from 25

per cent in the one-ton to 10 per com

in the heavy wagons.

The differential is integral with the

transmission and is provided with a

lock.

One point worthy of mention is the

normal road speeds recommended by

the makers. For the 3-ton model 18

miles per hour is advised: on the 4 and

4J4-tonners 16 miles per hour, while the

6, 7 and 8-tonners are allowed 14, 12 and

10 miles per hour, respectively. It will

be seen that these are much higher

than the speeds recommended by the

N. A. A. M.

The Driggs-Seabury machines will be

sold under the trade name of "Vulcan"

trucks. The 3. 4, 4'/^. 5 and 7-ton mod

els are already being produced. The

others will be ready shortly.

NASH VICE-PRES. OF G. M. C.

C. VV. Nash, for the past two years

vice-president and general manager of

the Buick Motor Company of Flint, has

been appointed vice-president of Gen

eral Motors Company. The Buick com

pany is one of the subsidiaries of Gen

eral Motors, and this recognition of Mr.

Nash docs not mean that he will in any

measure relinquish the management of

the big plant at Flint, which has been so

successfully operated under his adminis

tration. He will, as heretofore, concen

trate his attention and efforts upon the

operation and further expansion of the

Buick business, which, under his man

agement, has attained and maintained

used In "Vulcan" truckt.

pany's policy in rewarding merit and

ability. In his new capacity, Mr. Nash's

capabilities, coupled with his excellent

judgment, cannot help but be of great

benefit to President Xeal in carrying for

ward to a still greater success the poli

cies of this gi eat enterprise.

ADAMS PROGRESSING.

Orders for 20 motor trucks were

brought home to the Adams Brothers'

automobile factory at Findlay, Ohio, by

James T. Adams. Jr.. who recently re

turned from a four weeks' business trip

to eastern cities. The Adams plant is

working full time with an increased

force of workmen and managers of the

concern report that business was never

better than now.

Seventy-three Little Giant trucks have

been sold in Los Angeles during the

past year.

 

■Vulcan" 4-ton motor wagon.
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The 3,000- pound

UNION lV<-TON MODEL.

That the Union Motor Truck Com

pany of San Francisco, although a new-

concern in the field, intends to till a long-

felt western want is indicated by the fact

that it is specializing on one product,

a gasoline motor truck of 3,000 pounds

normal load capacity. The standard

chassis has 120 inch wheelbase and the

long chassis 144 inch wheelbase. Tread

of wheels is 56 inches.

The truck is double chain driven, and

is designed :.nd constructed to comply

with the rather unfavorable western

road conditions. It has, consequently,

particularly heavy axle and jackshaft

equipments. The rear axle is rectangu

lar, 2}i by 1J4 inches, with 2% inch

spindles: the front axle, I-beam section,

with integral spring seats, is 3 by 2

inches, with 1 31/32 inch spindles, and

heavy steering knuckles. All axles are

equipped with high duty Rower roller

bearings, of most liberal size. The axle

shafts of the jackshaft are 3J4 per cent

nickel steel: they are l'/2 inches diam

eter, tapered to l^Sj inches. Jackshaft

axle tubes are made of the finest grade

of seamless cold drawn steel tubing.

The jackshaft axles at the sprocket ends

are supported on large size Empire ball

bearings. The differential is mounted

on high duty Hyatt bearings. King

gear, pinion, differential gears and

spiders are all made of nickel steel and

heat treated.

Two sets of brakes are located on the

rear axle. The service brakes, operated

by foot pedal, external contracting, are

14 by 2'/i inches: the emergency brakes, ■

internal expanding, 13.% by 2f4, operat

ed by hand lever from the control set.

The brake drums are pressed steel.

The power plant, which is mounted

on a subfra:ne, is in one unit with the

clutch and transmission, and in one cas

ing, absolutely dirt and fool-proof. The

long-stroke engine—under hood—has

four vertical cylinders, cast en bloc. The

Union truck.

motor develops 30 hp. at 1.000 r. p. m.

The clutch is of the multiple disk type,

having 13 steel raybestos faced disks.

The transmission, of the sliding gear

type, has three speeds forward and re

verse. It is designed for center control.

Shaft, countershaft and gears are made

of 3l/i per cent nickel steel. All shafts

operate on annular ball bearings.

Connection between jackshaft. pro

peller shaft and unit power plant is ef

fected by a very strong double universal

joint.

The water cooling system includes a

vertical tube radiator of the best make,

and centrifugal pump. The radiator is

suspended on coiled springs.

The truck is equipped with right hand

steering gear of the "Ross" type. Force

feed constant level lubrication system is

used, effected by means of plunger

pumps driven by an eccentric from the

cam shaft. Dual ignition system, with

Rosch magneto and coil, is used. The

truck is equipped with Kayfield carbur

etor, float feed type.

The wheel and tire equipment is very

liberally dimensioned. The wheels are

of the artillery type; they have twelve

spokes 2 inches square, and 34 by 3'/i

inches solid, demountable tires in front,

and fourteen spokes 2 inches square, and

36 by 5 inches solid, demountable tires

in rear; all S. A. E. standard. Wheels

and hubs are detachable.

The springs are semi-elliptic, of va

nadium steel, 40 by 2'/2 inches in front,

and 48 by 2s/i inches in rear, all with

hard steel bushings in eyes.

The frame is of 4 inch standard steel

channel, uniformly dimensioned from

front to rear, with four cross members

of same dimensions and heavy gusset

plates at the top and bottom. The front

cross member of the frame serves as a

bumper and protection for the radiator.

The gasoline capacity is 23 gallons.

The normal road speed is 15 miles per

hour.

When loaded, 70 per cent of the total

weight of the truck and load is on the

rear axle, thus assuring excellent trac

tion and easy riding and steering of the

front axle. The height of the body plat

form when truck is loaded is 35 inches

with express or panel body equipment,

and 43 inches with stake body equip

ment.

The truck ranks among the four

strongest trucks of the I'A ton class on

the American market; it is built for

heavy duty. It is a truck built in the

West for Western customers.

LOCOMOBILE NEWS.

The Los Angeles Branch of The Lo

comobile Co. of America, which was

temporarily located at 942 So. Grand av

enue, is now occupying new permanent

headquarters at Pico and Grand avenues.

The new building was secured as it is

considerably larger and offers more fa

cilities for giving customers prompt and

efficient service.

H. W. Evans, who has been connected

with the San Francisco Branch of The

Locomobile Company for the past two

years, has been put in charge of the

truck business for the company for the

Pacific Coast.

Although Mr. Evans was not identi

fied with the automobile industry before

his connection with the Locomobile

Company, his extensive acquaintance on

the coast and his broad knowledge of

transportation conditions there make

him particularly suited for the position.

George A. Crane, who has been se

cured by the Locomobile Company to

take charge of the truck business in the

terrtiory controlled by the Chicago

Branch, is well known in the trade, hav

ing been in the automobile business for

about eight years.

Mr. Crane is best known through his

long connection with the Knox Automo

bile Co., but was also with the United

States Motor Co. before going with the

Locomobile Co.

26 WHITES FOR GIMBEL.

Gimbel Bros, have just increased

their fleet of White trucks from 20 to

26 at their New York store. For sev

eral months this company has had 20

White 1,500-pound trucks in operation,

and the present purchase of six more

of this model is attributed to the suc

cessful operation of the original 20.

The Post Office Department of To

ronto, Out., has purchased three Ford

cars for mail collection.

Four 6-ton Speedwells have been sold

to the Calaveras Mining Company of

Copperopolis, Cal., in whose service

they have reduced the cost of haulinK

from $3.50 to 80 cents a ton over a dis

tance of 16 miles.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR.

Morris R. Machol Writes on the Load

Rating of a Chassis Used for Various

Bodies of Different Weights.

Of more importance to power wagon

makers and users than many of the

matters which are now being consid

ered in reference to standardization is

the point raised in the following "Let

ter to the Editor" by Morris R. Machol,

general manager of the Hydraulic Truck

Sales Co., distributor of the La France

gasoline-hydraulic trucks, 1777 Broad

way, New York City:

"To the Editor:

"There is a practice among automo

bile manufacturers to label their chasses

with a certain carrying capacity and

then sell and guarantee these chasses

to carry that particular load, regardless

of what kin 1 of a body is placed upon

the chasses.

"Now if 'i chassis is designed and

built to carry a certain load, there is a

very great difference whether or not the

load is carried in a stake body or in a

dumping body with its consequent ma

chinery. This comment applies espe

cially to machines of large sizes, partic

ularly 5 or 6 ton trucks.

"If a chassis is built to carry S tons,

it should not be used to carry over 5

tons. On the other hand, if the chassis

is built to carry 6 tons, it should be

sold as a 6-ton chassis, not as a 5-ton

chassis. •

"The practice which the writer be

lieves to be wrong is to build a chassis,

call it 5 tons, and guarantee it to carry

a 5-ton load, whether the body which is

to be placed on this chassis is an open

one weighing 150 to 200 pounds, or

whether it is a dumping body which will

weigh over 2 tons. If a dumping body

weighs 2,000 pounds, then such a body

put on a 5-ton chassis cuts down the

load carrying capacity of that truck to 4

tons, and it is an injustice to somebody

if this is sold as a 5-ton truck when its

real carrying capacity is only 4 tons, be

cause of the fact that the body weighs

a ton.

"If the machine really is a 5-ton

•ruck, then the purchaser who buys it

and is induced to put on a dumping

body weighing 1 ton and capable of car

rying 5 tons is being induced to over

load his truck, and such practice is bad.

On the other hand, if the chassis is

really built to carry 6 tons then the

purchaser who buys this truck with an

open body is paying more money for it

than he should pay because he is buying

a 6-ton truck instead of a 5. This prac

tice is all wrong. The chassis should

be labeled with the actual load that it is

built and designed for, and the weight

of the body should be subtracted from

this capacity when the actual load carry

ing capacity is figured.

"In other words, it is a question of

net and gross load carrying capacity,

and purchasers are being misled every

day in this connection.

"We believe that it would be a good

thing for the industry if you would

start a discussion along these lines.

"MORRIS R. MACHOL."

Note.—The Power Wagon invites dis

cussion on the important point raised

by Mr. Machol. "Letters to the Editor"

will be printed in the September issue.

PENBERTHY SPECIALTIES.

There has just been designed and per

fected a dust-proof ratchet grease cup

on which the cap is locked to the body

of the shank by means of a cylindrical

dust-proof shell having projections on

 

Penberthy grease cup.

the inside of same which lit into the

grooves in the cover. The projections

in the shell are so placed as to allow a

very fine adjustment of forcing the

grease. This positive lock is a neces

sary adjunct to a perfectly regulated lu

brication, and the cover cannot be re

moved by jarring or vibration, and al

ways remains in the exact position

where left, thereby assuring that the

grease is forced into the bearing at ev-

 

Another Penberthy grease cup.

ery turn of the cup. The shell is also

utilized as a drip cup which fits around

the cover and makes a dust-proof joint.

The dust-proof cup is of plain design,

having no projections or coil springs on

the bottom whatever and the free open

length of the cup is claimed to be con

siderably less than that of other ratchet

cups of the same capacity. The cap can

be screwed in and out easily as the lugs

pass over the grooves in the cover with

very little pressure, yet they make a

positive lock. It is impossible for the

cap to work loose or fall off through vi

bration.

This style of cup is especially adapted

for use on automobiles, where a large

capacity dust-proof cup is desired in a

minimum space. An important feature

is that the cup can be used on the under

side of a clutch bearing, spring, worm

and gear housings, or any place where

it is impracticable to bring the grease to

the cup as one can take the cup to the

grease.

The construction of the grease cup is

such that it is practically indestructible;

also it makes a serviceable and orna

mental grease cup on an automobile.

The same cup is designed with a ball

check in the shank of the grease cup

and this ball check is especially adapted

in warm places as on automobile mo

tors, power boats, and gasoline engines.

This feature is obtained simply by means

of a ball which is held on the seat by a

spring: when the cap is turned it does

not resist the flow of grease but when

the force is stopped, the ball prevents

any further discharge of grease. The

cup is easy to be kept clean and no

grease will squeeze on the outside

through the joints.

There is also made another style of

grease cup which is similar to the one

described, except the shank of the cup

is integral with the cap and the former

shank is extended into a handle. The

dust-proof and ratchet features are the

same as on this cup. This style of cup

has the same features as the other cup,

except that it necessitates the bringing

the grease to the cup which makes it

especially adapted on automobile steer

ing gear connections, spring and spring

shackle bolts, operating levers, brakes,

etc., where an ornamental as well as ser

viceable grease cup is desired. Another

advantage is that the handle can be

made to suit conditions at a slight addi

tional cost so that the parts may be

greased from the driver's seat without

taking up the floor board and the parts

of the car may be greased from the out

side of same.

These grease cups are made by the

Penberthy Injector Company, Detroit,

Mich.

GARBAGE MOTORS WANTED.

St. Joseph, Mo., is thoroughly investi

gating the question of garbage disposal,

and it is stated on good authority that

power wagons will be bought for haul

ing the garbage.

Capt. Alexander E. Williams, in

charge of the Quartermaster Depart

ment's motor truck tests, reports that

the motor method of transporting sup

plies is far superior to the mule method.
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Sampson 5-ton truck with 1,100-gallon tank. This machine does the work of 16 mules

for the A. F. Gilmore Oil Company.

SUPPLANTS SIXTEEN MULES.

Typical of Southern California ami

seldom if ever seen in other parts of the

United States is a live or six-mule team

drawing a huge tank of crude oil on the

city streets and over the country roads.

This method of transporting oil will

soon be a relic of the past. The motor

truck is fast superseding the slower and

more picturesque manner of hauling and

it will be a matter of a short time when

the more modern methods will 'have

been everywhere adopted.

One of tlie latest concerns to dis

pense with its mule-driven transporta

tion system is the A. F. Gilmore Oil

Company, which supplies oil for road

work from their wells in the Santa Mon

ica district. The Gilmore company has

recently purchased a tive-ton Sampson

truck and has fitted it with a huge tank

of 1.100 gallons' capacity.

The truck is making three round trips

daily from the lields to the beach cities,

covering a total mileage of 60 miles a

day and displacing from 16 to IK ani

mals. Figuring the upkeep of the truck

against the cost of feed, harness and

care of the mules necessary for the

same amount of work, the difference will

amount to several thousand dollars year

ly in favor of the machine.

The Sampson that is in use has not

only demonstrated its economy but has

disproved the contention that heavy

trucks are not feasible for use in the

fields themselves where there are poor,

if any, road-. The Gilmore truck has

shown its ability to get its load from

the well out to the paved roads and no

expense has been incurred in building

roadways in the tield for it.

Duplicates of this truck are engaged

in identical work for the county com

missioners of Jackson County, Mo., and

the Standard Oil Company in Kansas

City. San Francisco. Boston and Now

GOOD FOR KNOX.

The City of Springtield, Mass., has re

ceived worldwide fame on account of its

early and rapid adoption of motor-driven

lire apparatus, it now having 18 Knox

machines in service, embracing all forms

of apparatus from chiefs' and chemical

cars to special life-saving cars and a

water tower with Knox Martin tractor,

as well as two electric hook and ladder

trucks and an electric chemical machine.

The efficiency of this splendid motor

department was put to a severe test on

the fourth and fifth of July just passed

and in the opinion of Chief Daggett it

unquestionably saved the city from a

serious conflagration.

"On the Fourth we had a total of 18

alarms." says Chief Daggett, "which

were scattered all over the city, while

on the 5th 12 alarms were rung in. of

which half were received in rapid suc

cession between noon and 4 o'clock in

the afternoon, necessitating such rapid

response on the part of the department

that the apparatus on several occasions

did not have time to return to the en

gine houses between calls."

"The total mileage for the two days'

fires from the main tire headquarters

was over 50 and with the thermometer

hovering around the 90s on both days,

one can readily imagine what would

have become of Springfield if it had been

dependent upon horses to pull its ap

paratus."

"Although several of the fires were

situated in dangerous localities, each one

was reached and put out before it had

time to assume serious proportions and

so promptly were they handled that no

second alarm was necessary throughout

the two days of strenuous work and

practically al! of them were put out with

chemicals, without the assistance of a

drop of water."

"This result, in my opinion, is a strong

ing apparatus and particularly of the ef

fectiveness of the auto chemical on ac

count of its great speed and ability to

choke a blaze in its incipiency with the

smallest possible property loss and

damage."

INSTRUCTION FOR DRIVERS.

The successful installation of power

wagons and their subsequent proper

handling and care depend very largely

upon the methods adopted by the manu

facturers in properly instructing the

men who are to drive them.

As one of the first companies to manu

facture motor wagons, the Knox Auto

mobile Company, of Springfield, Mass.,

early appreciated the importance of care

fully training the men who were to op

erate the vehicles, and for this purpose

adopted a thorough system which has

been productive of excellent results from

the standpoint of both the company and

its patrons.

The length of the course given de

pends upon the amount of time permit

ted the men by their respective com

panies or cities, as the case may be, but

the most satisfactory arrangement is for

the men to follow the assembly of their

cars right through the factory, begin

ning with the motor and ending with

driving instruction during the rough test

of the chassis.

This course enables the men to be

come familiar with the various parts of

the cars in minute detail, as well as

teaching them practically all of the es

sential adjustments, etc., necessary for

satisfactory results, so that they feel a

larger measure of confidence and can

give intelligent thought to the care and

maintenance of the expensive machin

ery.

Xo business concern or city can af

ford to spend from $3,000 to $10,000 for

a modern motor truck and put it in the

hands of an ignorant half-trained driver

to abuse and ruin in a short time.

Although a systematic method of in

struction, such as that in use at the

Knox factory, is an item of considerable

expense to the company and oftentimes

a source of much hindrance to the regu

lar employees, it is of immeasurable

benefit to the purchaser of a motor truck

and brings a gratifying confidence be

tween the company and its prospective

customers as well as helping to put the

whole truck industry upon a firm foun

dation.

A Whitesidcs truck acted as baggage

carrier in the recent Four States Tour

of the I. A. M. A..

A 5-ton Garford truck was used to

transport 40 members of Co. F. Seventh

Regiment, to the Eastlake rifle range in

York. California.testimonial of the automobile lire-fight
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BEAN JOINS CLAIRE BARNES.

The business of Claire L. Barnes &

Co. is expanding so rapidly that it has

been necessary to obtain a new official

who had a large experience in the mar

keting of automobile parts. The com

pany has, in R. M. Bean, secured the

man with just the right kind of previous

training. Mr. Bean for several years

past has been general sales agent of

the Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Corpora

tion, and resigns that position on Au

gust 1 to become secretary of Claire L.

Barnes & Co.. who have offices in Chi

cago, Detroit and Cleveland, and who

handle the output of several large com

panies making automobile and motor

truck parts.

MOTOR OIL SPRINKLER.

Prominent road engineers have now

agreed that the most effective method

at present discovered for preserving the

roads against the disintegrating action

of horses and vehicles is by spraying

them with crude oil.

The first method of accomplishing this

was by means of the ordinary sprinkler

carts, such as used for watering the

streets, merely substituting oil in place

of water in the tanks.

As crude oil is more viscid than water,

however, it does not flow readily from

the ordinary water spraying nozzles un

der simple gravity pressure and does not

spread effectively when thus used, tend

ing to accumulate in pools and distrib

ute unevenly.

To insure the best results from oil

treatment it has been found necessary

that the upper surface of the road bed

be uniformly saturated with the oil and

the only satisfactory way of accomplish

ing this is by means of the power-op

erated pump which sprays the oil under

pressure equally over the entire road

bed.

The first motor truck ever built in

this country equipped with this system

 

"Detroit Electric" am

of oil-spraying device for road work was

made by the Knox Automobile Com

pany of Springfield, Mass., for the Amer

ican Car Sprinkler Company of Worces

ter, Mass., and has now been in service

over a year.

It is equipped with a tank holding

about 1,200 gallons of oil and has a pow

erful circulating pump driven directly

from the transmission shaft, forcing the

oil under pressure through a series of

small nozzles so arranged as to secure

a very uniform distribution. The pump

can be readily thrown in or out of ac

tion instantly by the driver and the noz

zles also regulated without leaving the

seat.

The lire truck employed by the Janes-

ville. Wis., authorities was recently used

to stop a runaway.

A Juno truck recently carried 7,000

pounds of Dodge county. Wis., super

visors on a road inspection tour.

 

bulance In Washington.

ELECTRIC AMBULANCE.

The first automobile ambulance to be

used in Washington, D. C, aside from

government machines, started its serv

ice recently at the Emergency Hospital.

It is a Detroit Electric and a gift to the

hospital by Mrs. E. T. Stotesbury.

The machine is said to be one of the

finest ambulances in service anywhere.

It is finished in battleship gray with

nickle trimmings, red upholstery, and

birds' eye maple. The body of the ma

chine is roomy and will accommodate

three patients at a time. Two stretchers

are provided, one to be pulled out from

the rear and the other a folding one. It

is also fitted out with first aid appliances.

The ambulance, with all of the equip

ment of the latest hospital facilities,

cost $3,300, has a 60-celf A-4 Edison

battery in it, capable of going from 50

to 60 miles on a charge and attaining a

speed of from 20 to 25 miles per hour.

Motz cushion tires have been used and

it is further equipped with platform

springs. It will be arranged so that it

can run for the 24 hours. The machine

was built by the Anderson Electric Car

Company, of Detroit, Mich., the order

being obtained through the local agents

of the company, Emerson & Orme.

Owing to the fine streets and easy rid

ing of automobiles in this city other hos

pitals are watching this machine with

interest and it is probable that all of

them will install machines in the place

of the present horse-drawn vehicles. A

picture of this ambulance is shown here

with.

The Pennsylvania health department

will purchase two trucks for hauling

supplies.

F. W. Horn, an automobile dealer of

Yokohama, has been given figures on

100 Little Giant trucks.
Knox motor oil sprinkler.
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NEW KELLY GARAGE.

The Kelly Motor Truck Company set

a new pace in San Francisco when it

recently moved into its new immense

fireproof garage and sales rooms at the

corner of Fourth and Harrison streets.

There is room for 80 trucks in the

garage, to say nothing of the service

quarters and large stock room, all of

which give the Kelly an unusually well

appointed establishment in the Pacific

Coast metropolis.

Chas. B. Shanks, manager in the west

for the Kelly Motor Truck Lompany,

intends to command the best equipment

for service co-operation between factory

and truck owner that money and experi

ence will make possible. Mr. Shanks'

territory, which includes 9 states and

the Hawaiian Islands, is regarded as one

of the most important on the North

American continent. The far west has

been a bit slower than the east in the

adoption of the motor truck, but now

that the practical value of power trans

portation has been demonstrated to the

westerner's entire satisfaction, the de

mand is strong. The Kelly Company

proposes to not only meet the demand

but give the best of service to pur

chasers of its equipment.

Frank G. Miner, at one time northern

California agent for Stearns and Loco

mobile cars, has recently been added to

Mr. Shanks' selling organization. He

has been given charge of sales in the

San Francisco district. Shanks pro

poses to devote much of his time to

the promotion of Kelly motor truck in

terests in his outside territory.

USES OWN MEDICINE.

Under the caption "We Use Our Own

Medicine," the following item appeared

in the July issue of "Graphite," the

house organ of the Joseph Dixon Cru

cible Co., Jersey City, N. J.:

"On June 1, 1912, our Pierce-Arrow

truck left 54th street and Broadway for

New Kelly garage In San Francisco,

a trip to our mines at Ticonderoga, X.

Y. The truck was driven by Thomas

Meehan.

"Our assistant secretary and treasurer,

J. H. Schermerhorn, who accompanied

the truck, reports on his return that the

entire run was about 250 miles and was

made without any mechanical trouble

whatever. The roads were in good con

dition and in one day over 135 miles

were covered between Poughkeepsie

and Corinth, N. Y. This day's run was

remarkable in view of the fact that the

maximum speed of the truck is 13 miles

per hour.

"The route was via 130th street ferry,

Fort Lee Hill, Leonia, Bogota, Hacken-

sack, Maywood, Areola, Hohokus, Wald-

wick, Allendale, Mahwah, Suffern, Ram-

apo, Sloatsburg, Tuxedo, Southfields,

Central Valley, Highland Mills, Wood

bury, Mountainville, Orr's Mills, Vails

Gate, Newburgh, then by ferry to Fish-

skill Landing, on through Hughsonville,

Wappinger's Falls, Poughkeepsie, Hyde

Park, Rhinebeck, Red Hook, Xevis,

Claremont, Blue Store, Livingston, Hud

son, Stuyvesant Falls, Kinderhook, Scho-

dack Center, Albany, Loudenville, Xew-

tonville, Latha Corners. Cohoes, Water-

ford, Mech.inicsville, Maltaville, Malta,

Saratoga, Milton, South Glen Falls, Cor

inth, Lake George, Warrensburg, Ches

terton, Ticonderoga, Hague, arriving at

Graphite, N. Y., on June third.

"They were indebted to the Automo

bile Club of America, Xew York City,

for the route description.

"This Pierce-Arrow truck has run

over 7,000 miles in eleven months, with

out any mechanical trouble, and the

parts and bearings are apparently in as

good condition as when the truck was

purchased. Dixon's Graphite Grease

Xo. 677 is used in the worm drive, and

there apparently is no sign of wear.

Graphite Grease Xo. 677 is also used in

the transmission gears and wheel spin

dles and all grease cups are filled with

Dixon's Graphite Cup Grease XTo. 4.

"The work of this automobile has

been particularly severe for the reason

that all last summer the truck was used

for hauling coal from Hague, X. Y., to

Graphite, X. Y., a distance of four miles

with a rise of about 1,400 feet, and the

truck was loaded with from four to five

tons of coal on each trip up the hills.

The road is an ordinary country road,

mostly sand, but in sections clay and in

bad weather very slippery.

"Last fall this truck was brought from

Ticonderoga to the factory at Jersey

City, to be used in our regular delivery

service. Frequent trips were made as

far as Xew Haven, Conn., a distance of

178 miles for the round trip."

"GREAT" EXPERIENCES.

Out of all possible communication

with the world, and without food for 27

hours, were experiences of the Alco

crew when a break in the huge irriga

tion canal near Sterling, Colo., engulfed

the Transcontinental truck in a sea of

alkali mud.

On account of the severe conditions

on terrific reads and trackless prairies,

the vehicle was able to cover only 121

miles, a climax to the hardship of pilot

ing the motor freighter from Philadel

phia to Petaluma, Cal.

The vehicle was located in Ft. Mor

gan, after being marooned in the heart

of the flood and famine stricken district.

At this point it had piled up a distance

of 2,305 miles.

A telegram from E. L. Ferguson, cap

tain of the expedition, states that the

disastrous cloudburst about Denver

washed away bridges and road ahead.

This enforced a detour that added many

a mile to the route of the truck.

A second-hand Pope-Hartford ma

chine will be used by the Hartford.

Conn., authorities in training new

drivers.
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BURKE JOINS KELLY.

Another well-known representative of

the motor truck industry in the east,

who has recently joined the Kelly Motor

Truck Company's western department,

headquarters San Francisco, is F. T.

Burke. He has been connected with the

Kelly interests in New York, Philadel

phia and the Springfield, Ohio, factory

during the past S years. Mr. Burke will

give his attention to the development of

the Service Department which is to

look after the entire Pacific Coast ter

ritory, which includes 9 states and the

Hawaiian Islands. His training equips

him particularly well for this important

branch of the service.

NEW GOODYEAR FACTORY.

Excavations are being made for an

other monster building at the Goodyear

Tire & Rubber Company's plant, Akron,

Ohio. This addition to the present great

factory group will be 400 feet long and

80 feet wide. It will be six stories high,

with basement, and will be made as

nearly fireproof as possible. The Good

year company is also adding two stories

to two of the present buildings. Each

of these buildings is 450 feet long and

60 feet wide. The new buildings and

the two new stories will give the plant

additional floor space of 266,000 feet,

making in all a total floor space of

1,266,000 square feet.

The additions and the new building

are being erected for the purpose of

taking care of the increase of the auto

mobile tire business, and the enormous

output of Goodyear "No-Rim-Cut" tires,

and other popular lines. At the present

time the Goodyear Tire and Rubber

Company is turning out 5,000 tires a

day; the new buildings will enable the

company to turn out 8,000 a day.

The company employs 5,000 men, but

when the new buildings are completed,

employment will be found for 2,000 addi

tional hands.

 

Federal combination

FEDERAL FIRE TRUCK.

The illustration shows a Federal com

bination chemical and hose truck.

After several months of earnest in

vestigations and experiments, the Fed

eral Motor Truck Co., of Detroit, Mich.,

has perfected a truck that fulfills this

demand perfectly. The body is mounted

on a standard Model "D" chassis and

is completely and handily equipped with

all the latest and most improved fire

apparatus obtainable.

The car is equipped with side seats

and brass "grab" rails running around

the entire edge of body to rear step

boards. The body can easily accommo

date 1,000 feet of regulation 2j4-inch

fire hose some of which is on reels thus

enabling an instant delivery of 300 or

400 feet of hose. Two 25-ft. extension

ladders are placed one on each si.de of

the body where they can be hurriedly

swung off and hoisted. A 35-gaIlon

"Badger" chemical tank with connection

for hose from hydrant, and 200 feet of

Ji-inch chemical hose with a brass noz

zle, are placed "out of the road" just

behind the driver's seat. Two 5-galIon

hand fire extinguishers in brass recep

tacles are securely fastened on the right-

hand running board. Two 5-foot crow-

 

chemical and horse truck.

bars, one "Detroit" door opener, two

fire axes, two 10-foot plaster hooks or

pike poles and four "Tine" hooks are

handily distributed throughout the car.

On the left-hand running board is the

tool box, and in the rear are two spin

dles for holding the hose nozzles up

right.

Elevated several feet above the truck

bed is a wire basket for holding several

hundred feet of extra hose, and to which

are fastened two "Dietz" hand lanterns,

one on each side. A powerful pivot

search lamp is mounted on the center

of the dash board in convenient reach

of the operators; there are also as usual

two side oil lamps.

The average speed of this outfit, which

can also carry eight men beside the two

operators, is 22 miles per hour or about

twice as fast as a team-drawn wagon.

The equipment is complete and every

thing is arranged that operators may

have the quickest action possible.

Painting is furnished as desired, gold

leaf being used on all scroll work. Tires

are the Swinehart cellular.

The company believes it has the most

thorough serviceable and "down to the

point" chemical and hose wagon on the

market, and shortly these trucks will be

seen in many cities. Already the fire

commissioners of Pawtucket and Provi

dence, R. I., have been investigating and

trying out this truck and they recom

mend it and are thinking seriously of

doing away with their teams and in

stalling Federal chemical and hose

wagons.
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Motor disinfecting vans will be used

in Bradford, England, to displace the

present horse-drawn equipment.

London, England, has sold two horse-

drawn fire engines displaced by the pur

chase of motor vehicles.

A small Brush truck carrying an aver

age load of 700 pounds made the round

trip of 32 miles between Milwaukee and

Nemahbin lakes in three hours on one

New Ccodyear factory.
gallon of easoline.
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Llppard-Stewart delivery wagon used by the A. Loeffler Sausage &. Provision Co.,

Washington, D. C.

THE SMALL USER.

BY CHARLES H. SPENCEU,

of The Autocar Company.

It is not only the large business con

cerns who can profitably use motor

trucks. Abundant evidence of this is

seen in the experiences of small houses

who are expanding their business and

covering new territory by the purchase

of power vehicles and the turning of

their wagon drivers into chauffeurs.

How rapidly the small but progres

sive merchants are adopting motor de

livery and transportation is shown by

the increasing number of cars sold to

these men. Among the list of users

there are now scores of business con

cerns of moderate resources—laundries,

groceries, bakeries, butchers and the

like—whose purchase of one car has re

sulted in immediate business growth. In

many cases, as these men state, this

growth has exceeded their highest ex

pectations.

The motor truck used to be consid

ered out of the reach of the small mer

chants. "It is all right for the big fel

lows to install trucks," these men de

clared. "They have to do things on a

big scale. They have large plants, they

get skilled men to care for their cars,

they build their own garages, buy gaso

line at reduced rates, and profit all along

the line by the cost reductions that are

possible to transactions in volume.

"Hence, they can operate each vehicle

so cheaply that it is good business for

them, to have trucks. I can't do that,

and, besides, I don't have much more

than enough work to keep two horses

and a team busy. I don't need a truck.

I couldn't keep it busy."

There seems plausibility and business

discretion in this argument until it is

analyzed and examined, then it will be

found that like nearly every proposition

which is opposed to progress it is based

on unsound reasoning.

Some more enterprising rival, who is

on the alert to grasp opportunities and

who is unwilling to limit his field of ac

tion to the small radius permitted by

horse and wagon, is going to get out

and land the business. The city mer

chant not equipped with the motor

wagon is now finding himself compelled

either to abandon the efforts to do big

business in the suburbs or to expend a

sum of money on horses that consumes

his profits and makes his venture un

profitable.

This condition of affairs is forcing the

adoption of the motor truck, which

knows no fatigue and is impervious to

the dangers of slippery streets in Win

ter, or hot sun in Summer.

One fact too seldom considered by

the man who is weighing the cost of

motor trucks with that of horses, is that

the truck costs money only while it is

working. The horse costs always. It

must be fed and maintained at all times,

in dull seasons as well. As it ages its

usefulness constantly lessens, whether

it is being worked hard or kept in ab

solute idleness. The reverse is true of

the truck. It is only subject to wear

and tear when actually doing the work

for which it was purchased.

Left in the garage for months during

a season of poor business, it is not suf

fering depreciation.

Many business men are deterred from

buying motor trucks by the fear that

their wagon drivers cannot learn to be

chauffeurs. There is no more intelli

gence required to operate and take care

of a car than to take proper care of a

horse. The Autocar Company conducts

schools for drivers at its service build

ings, Philadelphia, New York and Bos

ton, and it is our experience that the

average teamster can readily be edu

cated to operate a car.

New York has more power vehicles

than any city in the country. A great

percentage of the chauffeurs are men

who drove horses before the truck be

gan to take its commanding place. In

the congested streets of the metropolis

chauffeurs deal with conditions more

difficult than anywhere else. Yet, statis

tics of violent deaths in Xew York city

show that a greater percentage are re

sultant from horse-drawn vehicles than

motor trucks.

Of course, there arc degrees of skill,

one man is going to get better results

than another, and it is essential that be

fore the truck- be intrusted to the hands

of the former driver of the horse-drawn

team he be properly drilled into some

vital truths regarding his obligation to

care properly for the machine.

TESTING ELECTRICS.

"Testing an electric chassis which is

to be used in commercial work, is no

small task," says J. M. Lansden, man

ager of the Electric Division of General

Motors Truck Company. "After the

truck is assembled it is given a prelimi

nary road test. This is done for the pur

pose of noticing the relationship of one

part to another, and to see if the truck

runs smoothly and is otherwise correct

mechanically. After this comes the

more important test, that of ascertain

ing the power capacity. To make sure

of this we overload our trucks 50 per

cent. and. with this extra weight, the

truck negotiates 75 miles. During this

period, tests are also made as to the

amount of power consumed. This is ac

complished with precision instruments.

"The country adjacent to Pontiac is

especially suitable for testing purposes.

Here you find all sorts of roads and vary

ing grades. The hills in some places

are miniature mountains: so. taking it as

a whole, the conditions are ideal for

strenuous, all-around tests. What we do

is to work the truck under harder con

ditions than would exist if it were in

actual use by an owner, and, by the

time the various road and other tests

are completed, we are satisfied that the

machine will give a good account of it

self in every-day work."

In England, the Acton Urban Dis

trict Council is considering the adoption

of a motor tractor for refuse collection.

An annual saving of nearly $2,500 is

anticipated.

What is probably the first trackless

trolley 'bus to be equipped with an alter

nating current motor was recently

shown at the Electrical Exhibition in

Leipzig. Germany.
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Grand Rapids Motor Truck Company's service station In Boston

since early in 1911.

drop-hammers which

ing full capacity.

PATHFINDING WITH ELECTRIC.

In accordance with its announced in

tention, the committee in charge of the

pathtinding tor the A. A. A. National

Reliability Tour met on July 16 and

awarded the privilege to the Flanders

Manufacturing Company of Pontiac.

Mich. The method of doing this most

important work will be unique, in that

a Flanders electric will be utilized. The

car will probably start on its trip within

a week and special arrangements are

being made for recharging the car along

the entire route.

The greatest interest will attend the

performance of the pathfinder through

out the journey from Detroit to New

Orleans, and the Flanders Company has

certainly displayed tremendous enter

prise in its efforts to secure this priv

ilege, which will undoubtedly prove of

enormous value to it.

The details of the route will not be

known until the return of the pathfind-

ing car, which will probably be on the

road all of two weeks, and possibly

longer. Some of the intermediate por

tions between the starting and finishing

The drop-hammer is readily packed in a

hand grip,

points have not been definitely decided

upon and are now the subject of con

siderable correspondence and discussion.

After all reports have been most thor

oughly considered, the tentative route

will be adopted throughout.

BIG ORDER FOR GARFORDS.

The United States Mail Company,

which has the contract for handling all

the mail in New York City and vicinity,

has placed an order with the R. & L.

Company as Eastern agents for the Gar-

iord Company, for 11 3-ton Garford

trucks. This concern, after experiment

ing with motor trucks for the past two

years, and having tried some dozen dif

ferent makes, has finally come to the

conclusion that superiority of the motor

over the horse has been so thoroughly

established that it is warranted in re

placing its entire horse equipment. A

great many of the large concerns in

N'ew York are awakening to this fact

and one after another are falling in line.

A one-ton Federal truck recently

climbed Mt. Wilson in California to an

altitude of 5,700 feet, negotiating grades

as high as 20 per cent.

A NOVEL SALES-METHOD.

Modern salesmanship, which is noth

ing less than the elimination of "claims"

and the substitution of actual visible

proof, is no better exemplified than by

the manner in which one of the Billings

& Spencer Co. (Hartford, Conn.) sales

men, L. M. Scofield, is soliciting orders

for the Patent Improved Model C. Drop

Hammer.

Aside from the fact that his method

is new and interesting and leaves a good

impression on the mind of the prospect

upon whom he calls, it achieves another

purpose the value of which is reflected

by his success in the making of sales.

In the selling of a drop-hammer it is

difficult to make one fully appreciate

all its good points by describing it or

by showing a photograph of it.

A knowledge of this, the result of

many years of experience as a sales

man of drop-hammers, prompted Mr.

Scofield to have the Billings & Spencer

Co. perfect a miniature working model—

an exact duplicate of their big 3,000-

pound hammer.

1 bis miniature drop-hammer weighs

but 16 pounds and is readily portable,

whereas the big B. & S. drop-hammer

stands approximately 10 feet high, has

a base weighing approximately 5.000

pounds, and a hammer weighing 3,000

pounds, which drops by gravity, deliver

ing a terrific blow upon the base.

To every prospective purchaser called

upon, this perfectly working model is

shown and its innumerable advantages

demonstrated.

There is no necessity for the pros

pect taking the salesman's word for any

thing. The miniature drop-hammer

shows just where and how the B. & S.

excels.

The Billings & Spencer Co. uses one

of these models in its own big plant

at Hartford for the purpose of instruct

ing new workmen in the proper opera

tion of drop-hammers.

It saves time and money because it

makes unnecessary the devotion to this

educational work of one of the large

It has been operated

are always work-

BUSY MOTOR PATROL.

The work of a General Motors patrol

which has been used by the City of

Philadelphia in the outlying districts has

aroused the interest of the city officials

by the splendid record made. During

one week last month the patrol made

47 trips, with 146 stops, and carried 48

prisoners, three persons to hospitals,

one to the morgue, handled one motor

cycle accident case and one automobile

case, and made two trips for supplies.

In the matter of expense for the week,

the amount has been exceptionally low,

for during the period the light truck-

used but 24 gallons of gasoline and 14

quarts of oil, although the distance cov

ered was over 277 miles.

 

Mlnlafire working model of 3,000-lb. drop-

hammer, carried around by Billings A

Spencer salesman for demonstrating pur

poses.
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MACK TAKES OVER WEBB.

According to one of the officials of

the Webb Fire Engine Company, the

concern organized after a recent confer

ence in St. Louis by a party of capital

ists who purchased the Webb plant, is

a go. John M. Mack, who invested in

the Webb plant, said that he is not

ready as yet to give details but will be

ready to do so in a few days. At the

present time he is busy preparing the

plant of the Allentown Foundry and

Machine Works at Third and Walnut

streets for the reception of the machin

ery from the St. Louis plant. Some of

the machinery in the plant can be used

but the greater part to be used in the

manufacture of the motor fire engines

will come from St. Louis. A brass foun

dry will be brought from Philadelphia

and the manufactured product will be

ready for the market by September 1.

About 40 or 50 mechanics from the St.

Louis plant will be brought to Allen-

town and it is expected that 200 first-

class mechanics will be employed, in

cluding many local people.

"The Webb name will stand," said Mr.

Mack, "as that is a by-word all over

the country in motor fire apparatus cir

cles. Mr. Webb unqualifiedly holds the

highest position in the manufacture of

this type of motor engine. He will re

main with the firm, taking care of the

selling end, and will probably be located

in New York city."

"When I first came to Allentown from

New York city," continued Mr. Mack,

"I brought with me about forty me

chanics and the manufacture of motor

trucks in theory only. It was up-hill

work. We manufactured horse trucks,

too, and I was afraid to offer motor

trucks to any but old customers of

mine. The present works in the Twelfth

Ward speak for themselves. Today 28,-

300 men are supporting themselves and

their families on the success of that

theory of mine on 'Mack' motor truck

manufacture.

"By September 1 we will have motor

fire engines ready, made completely in

Allentown. This will be engine No. 1,

and 1 want to give a local demonstration

to show its splendid qualities."

There are at present 127 pieces of

Webb motor fire apparatus in use. On

May 20 last there were 20 unfilled or

ders on hand and since then 12 orders

have been received, making a grand to

tal of 159 Webb apparatus in use or on

order, distributed in 30 states.

WINTER WITH UNIVERSAL.

H. L. Winter has resigned his posi

tion as sales manager of the Federal

Motor Truck Company and entered the

employ of the Universal Motor Truck

Company as general sales manager. He

left recently on a trip covering all the

branches and agencies of the company

to enable him to become acquainted with

the desires of the agents and the possi

bilities to be found in the sections of

the country for future trade.

DISCARDING THE HORSES.

To M. Groh's Sons, 238 West 38th

street, New York, belongs the honor of

having the first horseless delivery sys

tem for brewers. They have sold in all

36 horses, the last four being disposed

of June 17th.

Six G. V. electric trucks are doing the

work of the 36 horses displaced and

much more, as the business of M. Groh's

Sons has largely increased within the

past year. G. V. trucks are used ex

clusively, and all six have been deliv

ered since June 30, 1911.

Another brewer has sold 169 horses

since buying 54 G. V. trucks. He has

about five horses left.

The first central station to discard all

horses is the United Electric Light &

Power Company, also of New York.

This company uses 22 electrics (16 of

them G. V.'s) and not a single horse—

owned or hired.

The Pacific Hardware and Steel Com

pany has purchased 14 Oakland road

sters for salesmen and quick delivery

service.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

Advertisements under this head are charged

for at the rate of three cents a word, in

cluding address; minimum cluirge $1.00 for

each insertion; no illustrations; cash must

accompany order.

WANTED—General manager, who has

demonstrated his ability, and is in a posi

tion to buy controlling interest in $50,000.00

motor truck company. This company has

been manufacturing for three years, and

has good agents. The trucks are giving en

tire satisfaction. The present manager

compelled to give his attention to another

interest.

BARGAINS in high-grade panel-top de

livery bodies with doors in rear. We

have a quantity to close out, $70 to $100.

Write for prints and particulars. The

Barndt & Johnston Company, Columbus.

Ohio.

ROSS' BUSINESS BOOMING.

Swamped with orders for a product

that has made good during six years of

successful manufacture, and with the ca

pacity of the present plant sold out for

over a year, the Ross Gear & Tool Co.,

of Lafayette, Ind., has literally been

forced to secure extra factory facilities

in order to increase the output of its

well known steering gears and differen

tials for motor wagons.

The new plant, illustrated herewith,

has a floor space of 50,000 square feet

and is ideally planned for the manufac

ture of the product of the Ross Gear &

Tool Company. The construction is ab

solutely fireproof. The floors are con

crete, side walls brick, the roof supports

and columns are steel, and the roof is

tile. The window frames are steel. The

plant is strictly modern in every respect

and will enable the Ross Gear & Tool

Company to produce steering gears and

differentials in sufficient quantity to take

care of a greatly increased business. The

company will be located in its new plant

very shortly. In addition to the present

machinery in the old plant, orders have

been placed for a large amount of new

equipment and machinery, which will

enable the present output to be doubled.

 

New building for Ross Gear &. Tool Company, Lafayette, Ind.
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Standards of Workmanship

Locomobile shop practice is illustrated by the following examples:

The crank shaft is balanced for running balance on a running balance machine; the

connecting rods for each engine are selected and weighed; the pistons for each engine are

selected and weighed—these operations insure the reciprocating parts of the engine having a

perfect running balance.

The compression space in each cylinder is calibrated.

Pistons and cylinders ate ground; all other wearing surfaces are hardened and ground.

The tolerance on crank shaft bearings and pins is one-thousandth of an inch; on gears,

one-thousandth of an inch; on pistons and cylinders, one-half of one-thousandth of an inch.

Every part designed for Heavy Duty Truck

Standards of Workmanship

Quality of Material

Powerful Motor

Five Bearing Crank Shaft

Liberal Tire Equipment

Four Speed Transmission

Wide Faced Gears

Governor Control

Ignition and Oiling System not

Interchangeable Demountable Tires

Large Front Wheels

Strongest obtainable Driving Chains

Chain Cases

Differential Lock

Steel Wheels

Dry Disc Clutch

Sprag

Accessibility of Units

subject to Driver's control

This advertisement is

No. 2 in a series de

scriptive of

Locomobile Design

and Construction

The Locomobile Company of America

Executive Offices and Works

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

Service and Sales Branches

New York- Chicago Philadelphia San Francisco

Boston Pi ttsburgh Minneapolis Baltimore

Oakland Atlanta Los Angeles Washington

This advertisement is

No. 2 in a series de

scriptive of

Locomobile Design

and Construction

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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ALL-YEAR-ROUND TIRES
Arc what owners of heavy trucks are looking for—tires that will not bum

up on the hot streets and roads in summer and will not require chains to pre

vent skidding in fall and winter. These two-fold features are possessed by

Diagonal BlockTires
THE TIRES

Heat is eliminated by the independent block feature. This means

greater mileage.

Diagonal blocks have -\r\ added advantage in that they grip the road more

securely, resulting in greater traction.

END LONG ROAD DELAYS

You cannot afford to have your service interrupted on account of road delays occasioned by tire troubles.

Each Diagonal block is independently removable and can be replaced, right on the spot, in less than 10 minutes,

without even jacking up the wheel.

DURABLE — CONVENIENT — RELIABLE Built to S. A. E. dimensions — Fit any wheel.

■ Write for booklet.

THE DIAGONAL BLOCK TIRE CO., urbana, omo

 

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES:

HARRY D. CUE. 1733 Broadway. New York City

PETTY TIRE & RUBBER CO., St. Louis. Mo.

O. FENSTERMACHER. Minneapolis. Minn.

J. W. WOZENCRAFT & CO., Cincinnati, Ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CLASSIFIED BUYERS' GUIDE

Prepared for the convenience of buyers of

motor wagons, parts and equipment. All the

concerns listed under the various headings

advertise regularly in the "Power Wagon."

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

Cleveland Auto Machine Co., Cleveland, O.

AXLES.

Drlggs-Seabury Ordnance Co., Sharon, Pa.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wllkes-Barre, Pa.

Tlmken-Detroit Axle Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Torbensen Gear & Axle Co.. Bloom field, N. J.

Weston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich.

BEARINGS (Ball).

Barthel. Daly & Miller, New York City, N. T.

Bretz J. S.. Co., New York City.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.

R. I. V. Co., New York City, N. Y.

BEARINGS (Roller).

Bower Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich.

Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio.

BRAKE LINING.

Johns-Manville Co., New York City N Y

Woven Steel Hose & Rubber Co.,' Trenton,

N. J.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport. Conn.

CARBURETORS.

Zenith Carburetor Co., Detroit, Mich.

CASTINGS.

i£^in ?Je£] & Malleable Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Wetherill Finished Castings Co., Philadelphia.

CHAINS.

Baldwin Chain ft Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Culver- Taylor Chain Works, Detroit, Mich.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind

Sarco Engineering Co., New York City, N Y

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford. Conn.

CLUTCHES.

Merchant ft Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa

Otto Konlgslow Mfg. Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.

CONTROL LEVERS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

DIFFERENTIALS.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago, 111

Ross Gear ft Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

DROP FORGINGS.

?^te,r„n,„Drop Forge Co., Marion. Ind.

' H. Williams Co., Brooklyn. N. Y

BillingB & Spencer, Hartford, Conn.

ELECTRIC CURRENT.

Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co Pitts

burgh, Pa.

ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap

ids, Mich.

Genera] Motors Truck Co., Detroit. Mich

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

FOOT PEDALS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

GASOLINE ENGINES.

Bergdoll Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co., Muskegon, Mich.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Palmer-Moore Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.

Rutenher Motor Co.. Marion. Ind.

Wisconsin Motor Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Waukesha Motor Co., Waukesha. Wis.

GAS-ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap-

Ids. Mich.

GASOLINE STORAGE OUTFITS.

Air Tight Steel Tank Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

GASOLINE WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Adams Bros. Co., Findlay, Ohio.

Alden Sampson Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

American Locomotive Co., New York City.

Available Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111

Avery Company, Peoria, 111.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., BowlingGreen.

Ohio.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y

Commerce Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

General Motors Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Geneva Automobile Co., Geneva, N. Y.

Gramm Motor Truck Co., Lima, Ohio.

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co., Marion, Ind.

Henry Lee Power Co., Chicago.

Ideal Auto Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

International Motor Co., New York City, N.

Jarvis Huntington Automobile Co., Hunting

ton, W. Va.

Juno Motor Truck Co., Juneau, Wis.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.

Koehler. S. G., Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co., New

York City, N. Y.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont, O.

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co., Buffalo.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport.

Conn.

W. H. Mclntyre Co., Auburn, Ind.

Mercury Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.

Motor Wagon Co. of Detroit, Detroit, Mich.

National Motor Truck Co., Bay City, Mich

New Haven Truck & Auto Works, New Hav

en, Conn.

Packard Motor Car Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Packers Motor Truck Co.. Wheeling, W. Va

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

Pierce Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pigglns Motor Car Co.. Racine. Wis.

Randolph Motor Car Co.. Flint, Mich

Sanford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse. N Y

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo. N*. Y.

Universal Machinery Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co., Mollne, III.

Victor Motor Truck Co.. Buffalo, N. Y

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Willys-Garford Sales Co., Toledo. Ohio.

JACKSHAFTS.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

New York Gear Works. New York Citv,

N. Y.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wilkesbarre. Pa.

LAMPS.

Castle Lamp Co., Amesbury, Mass.

LOCK WASHERS.

Positive Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J.

LUBRICANTS.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersev City, N J

Standard Oil Co., New York City, N. Y.

LUBRICATORS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York Citv N. Y

Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.

MAGNETOS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City, N. Y

I. S. Bretz Co.. New York City N. Y.

Remy Electric Co.. Anderson, Ind

Splitdorf Electric Co.. New York City, N. Y.

NON-SKID DEVICES.

Atlas Chain Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.

Drlggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co., Cleveland. O.

A. O. Smith Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

RADIATORS.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Fedders Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

W. J. Kells Mfg. Co., New York City, N. Y.

Livingston Radiator Co.. New York City.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS.

Veeder Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn.

SCREW MACHINE PARTS.

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich.

SIGNAL HORNS.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SPARK PLUGS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City. N. Y.

Progressive Mfg. Co., Torrington, Conn.

SPRINGS.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Spring Perch Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Tuthill Spring Co., Chicago.

SPROCKETS.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago.

STARTING CRANKS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

STEERING GEARS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester. Mass.

Lavigne Gear Co., Corliss, Wis.

Muncle Gear Co., Muncle, Ind.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

STEEL TANKS.

Air-Tight Steel Tank Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Janney-Steinmetz Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marion, Ind.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Gould Storage Battery Co.. New York Citv

I". S. Light & Heating Co., Niagara Falls,

N. Y.

TIRES (Solid).

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Jas. L. Gibney & Bro., Philadelphia. Pa,

Diagonal Block Tire Co., Urbana, Ohio.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron. O.

Kelly-Sprlnefield Tire Co.. Akron. Ohio.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Polack Tyre Co., New York City, N. Y.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

Swlnehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

IT. S. Tire Co., New York City, N. Y.

Victor Rubber Co., Springfield. Ohio.

TRANSMISSIONS.

Covert Motor Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Drlggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Lefever Arms Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.

Muncie Gear Co.. Muncle. Ind.

New York Gear Works, Brooklyn, N. Y.

UNIT POWER PLANTS.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS.

Blood Bros. Machine Co.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plainfleld, N. J.

WHEELS.

Hayes Wheel Co.. Jackson. Mich.

Phineas Jones & Co.. Newark, N. J.

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

WHEEL MAKING MACHINERY.

Defiance Machine Works, Defiance. O.
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Trucks

Are Guaranteed For Life

WHAT MORE CAN WE SAY?

Made in 1, 2, 3 and 5- Ton Sizes

Send for Catalogue

The Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.

FREMONT. OHIO

 

Use a Lining

That Lasts!
Wood, leather, rubber, cotton, camel's

hair or any other organic brake lining cannot

withstand the intense frictional heat gene

rated in stopping ycur car.

All organic brake linings char, burn, be

come smooth and soon go to pieces.

J-M Su0?; Brake Lining

is made from the long, tough fibres of the fireproof rock—

Asbestos, interwoven with brass wires. It is absolutely imper

vious to heat and is not affected in the slightest by the disinte

grating action of oils or any other liquids.

Equip your brakes with J-M Non-Burn and save the expense

and bother of frequent renewals.

Write our nearest branch for free Samples and Booklet.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

 

Manufacturers of Asbestos

and Magnesia Products AS&ESFOS
Asbestos Roofings, Packings

Electrical Supplies, Etc.

Albany Chicago Detroit Louisville New York San Francisco

Baltimore Cincinnati Indianapolis Milwaukee Omaha Seattle

Boston Cleveland Kansas City Minneapolis Philadelphia St. Louis

Buffalo Dallas Los Angeles New Orleans Pittsburgh Syracuse

For Canada:—THE CANADIAN H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO., LIMITED.

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

1288

owerful INDIANA

1 to H-Ton

Chassis . . . $2000
Immediate delivery

2-Ton

Chassis $2500
15 days delivery

3-Ton

Chassis

40 days delivery

INDI

 

$3200

LIBERAL PROPOSITION

TO DEALERS!

Choice territory open to the right

men. INDIANA represents the

biggest opportunity that has come

the agent's way in years. The

INDIANA construction is mechan

ically strong, the price is low and

these trucks are easy to sell because

their strength, power and economy

are so apparent to every prospec

tive buyer.

rucks Mean SERVIC

Indiana Trucks arc built for hard duty service every day in the year — have more power — more

strength in every strain bearing part — greater simplicity of construction and greater serviceability than

you will find in anv other trucks of similar capacitv and price. The almost unprecedented sales cf

INDIANA Trucks are because of their strength, power, economy, LOW PRICE and BIG VALUE.

Shrewd business men everywhere realize they can save from $500 to $1000 in the price of the

INDIANA.

DO NOT BUY a truck from ANYONE, at ANY PRICE, until you see the INDIANA and can better

appreciate the big values and saving we offer you in these cars over any other motor trucks built in

America.

TWO CENTS is all it will cost you to get our handsome new catalog and inviting offer to represent

us in your city or locality. Do not wait — look into the INDIANA proposition immediately. Write us

TODAY.

HARWOOD-BARLEY MFG. CO.
201 HENDERSON AVENUE MARION, INDIANA, U. S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Natco One-Ton Delivery Truck
Chassis Price, $2150. Seat, Tank and Equipment Included.

The Reason for the existence of motor trucks, as compared with

other means of merchandise transportation, is one of efficiency

and economy, both of which are materially influenced by design.

Natco Features Which Excel:

The Natco Chassis weighs ten to fifteen per cent less than the average one-ton chassis on the market.

The Weight is Properly Disposed in relation to wheel base, so as to eliminate the rear overhang feature

which is detrimental to tires, bearings and springs.

Less Power is required, owing to comparative light weight, high efficiency of power transmission, due to

protected chains and sprockets, and the use of the highest type anti-friction bearings.

The Overall Length of the NATCO is twenty to thirty per cent less than the average truck of same

capacity with motor in front, which facilitates operation in congested traffic, turning corners, approaching

loading platform in close quarters, etc.

The Driver's Seat is extremely accessible, deck being only thirty-seven inches from ground. No wheels to

climb over. Loading platform thirty-four inches from ground. Easy lift for the average man.

The NATCO requires twenty to thirty per cent less storage space.

BUY THE TRUCK WITH THE GREATEST EARNING POWER.

Many other important features described at length in catalog.

Desirable territory open for responsible agents with adequate service facilities.

NATIONAL MOTOR TRUCK CO.
Under same management as National Cycle & Mfg. Co. BAY CITY, MICH.

We Make Heavy Truck Wheels
 

Shipment of 5-inch Dual Truck Wheels

MADE BY

PHINEAS JONES & CO.

301-313 Market Street, NEWARK, N. J.

Established 18SS BRANCH FACTORY: Twelfth Ave. and 55th St.. New York City

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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There Is Nothing Better

Than a Good Wood Wheel

But it must be good—sound in design, exceptional in workmanship and superlative

in material.

The material of a wood wheel is very important. You can form an accurate opinion

of the quality of the timber in Hayes wheels by closely examining the picture presented

above. Observe the long splines of the fractured specimens at the upper right hand

corner. These ate typical examples of fractured high-class second growth hickory. The

fracture of poor hickory and poor oak would show about alike—with no length in the

splinters to prevent complete collapse of the wheel.

All of the specimens shown above, which are typical of the run of Hayes wheel stock,

if bent under maximum stress would reveal the same characteristics as the specimens in

the upper right hand corner of the picture, clearly indicating that the timber in Hayes

wheels has the quality necessary for the best wheels. The seasoning of our timber

matches its quality.

If you are fond of listening to trade gossip you may hear that wire wheels will super

sede wood wheels. If gossip were gospel truth 99 per cent of the concerns in the automobile

industry would be wrecked. The wire wheel is virtually untiied in automobile practice.

Its antecedent, the wire wheel in bicycles, gave more trouble than any other individual

feature of design, a statement which few experienced bicycle repair men will deny.

The excellence of Hayes wheels is based upon the

perfection and refinement of orthodox methods.

S. A. E. bands of all sizes carried in stock.

HAYES WHEEL COMPANY

Jackson ... - Michigan

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Saving In Hauling Cost Is

Not The Only Advantage

In Motor Truck Operation

Operated under proper conditions a motor truck will undoubtedly

accomplish a great saving over horse hauling.

Other truck advantages fully as important are:

Advertising value to a business of up-to-date motcr

truck equipment.

The ability to go with trucks where horse drawn

vehicles cannot go.

Better service by quicker deliveries.

Extension of business radius.

Avoidance of congestion in shipping departments.

All of these latter advantages and many others mean increased

business profits that cannot be measured by the saving in delivery costs.

The maximum of all advantages is attained in

a strong, dependable, properly designed truck—

THE SPEEDWELL 2 ton, 4 ton and 6 ton backed

by adequate SERVICE SPEEDWELL FACTORY

AND DEALER SERVICE.

Literature Upon Request

The Speedwell

Motor Car

Company

DaytoD, Ohio

J

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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All-Steel Body Construction

 

In this age of progress the great railroad systems are

adopting ALL-STEEL passenger cars from the

strictly utilitarian standpoints of safety, durability

and hygiene.

Auto truck construction is following the same trend.

Patent leveled steel is rolled and wrought by our

scientific methods into bodies of handsome designs

and of comparative indestructibility, insuring the

railroad qualities of safety, durability and hygiene.

Our machinery and entire manufacturing plant is

designed solely for the creation of steel bodies of

high-grade steel in which all rivets are hot-driven.

Sharp corners are avoided to facilitate cleaning and

prevent rust. All ribs are pressed or drawn. Autog

enous or electric welding is employed wherever

practical. All surfaces are coated with a rust inhibi-

tive primer baked to the surface to guarantee against

peeling. If desired, we can finish the bodies, interior

and exterior, in any color of enamel, baked on, to a

wonderful degree of perfection for endurance and

cleanliness.

We are prepared to manufacture ALL-STEEL

BODIES in any quantity and according to any de

sign. We will furnish designs from your chassis

blue prints or submit original designs for any style or

capacity of motor chassis in single lot or in quantities.

ALL-STEEL BODIES for PLEASURE CARS are

likewise a feature of our manufacturing capacity and

we are prepared to supply them in any quantity of

any design.

Estimates for ALL-STEEL BODIES for both commercial and pleasure chassis will

be cheerfully furnished, or a representative will call upon written application to

Makers of

Difficult Shapes

in Sheet Metal

Edward G. Budd Mfg.

807 North American Bldrf.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Co.
Workers

of

Sheet Metal

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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WANTED—AGENTS FOR THE

PACKERS MOTOR TRUCK

Never heard of the Packers?

That's possible.

Would have been folly—don't you

think—to have spent our money on

big advertising before we had the

country covered with agents ready

to take care of the demand?

If you're a business man that's obvious.

If not, this ad is not for you.

NOW — We want agents for the

Packers Truck.

Our argument to an agent is the same we

would make to a* prospective user— the

quality of the Packers Truck. You may

compare it critically with any truck on the

market; or with the best one you know of.

Most other motor trucks were designed by men

familiar only with level country conditions.

The Packers was designed, built and stood all its

tests in the hilly country of Pittsburgh and Wheel

ing. It made good under' conditions much more

trying than the most severe conditions of actual use.

Built in the hills, built for the

hills, the Packers is a wonder

for endurance, for climbing and

carrying capacity.

If you can sell a truck of superior merit, you can

sell the Packers against any fair competition.

We're closing up with agents as fast as we cam find

the right men. If you want the Packers for your

territory, write to us at once.

PACKERS MOTOR TRUCK CO.

WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

(South Warwood Station)

New York Branch: 1114 U. S. Rubber Building

You Want Money

We Want Agents

Let's Get Together

The new 2-ton Randolph Motor Truck retails

for $1050.00 less than any other truck

in the same class. $1950 is the price to the

consumer with a good margin allowed for the

agent who sells the truck.

And as for the quality—Continental Engine—

Bosch Magneto — Stromberg Carburetor —

Pressed Nickel Steel Frame — Timken Axles

and Bearings, etc., speak for themselves.

This truck is outselling everything else in its

class. Now is the time to secure your territory.

Write Chicago office for details using your

letterhead.

Randolph Motor Truck Co.

Executive Offices: 1532 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO

Factory at Flint, Michigan

(gSMEST
TRANSMISSIONS

can be designed to meet

the requirements of any

car. They are made in four sizes—20 H. P.—

30 H. P. — 40 H. P. capacity. They can be

built for rear axle,

engine, or independent

mounting. May we

figure on your transmis

sion problem?

Covert Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office: Ford Bldg., Detroit, Mich. u^SSfKv.

 

 

MOTOR

TRUCKS

 

 

T

O

N

Write for Catalog, Operation Costs and Service Plan.

VELIE MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, :: MOLINE, ILL.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Western Drop Forge Company

Manufacturers of

Drop Forgings, Steel Tanks, Heaters, Smoke Stacks

and Sheet, Plate and Structural Iron Work of

Every Description

Special attention to quality and first-class service at all times.

Largely increased facilities enable us to insure prompt deliveries.

Send us blue prints and let us figure on your requirements.

Western Drop Forge Company

Marion, Indiana

Livingston Radiators

The greatest and most rapid cooking ability with the

least pounds of weight.

An average of one-half the wind resistance of any

radiator made.

The maximum of strength wil h the minimum of

weight.

The only radiators in the world which may be frozen

with no danger of splitting the tubes.

Livingston Radiator & Mfg. Co.

150 W. 52nd Street NEW YORK CITY

Bower Roller Bearing Company

Detroit, Mich.

Manufacturers of high

grade roller bearings for

all purposes.

Our Consulting Engineer

ing Department is always

at your service.

Send for catalog, price-

list and specification sheets of sizes.

 

 

 
With C hauli and

eto EquipmentTAT- TAT I ^

P E T 1^

A cheap, reliable and efficient Motor-Wagon for delivery purports.

Will do the work of a two-horse-and-waeon outfit and at leaa cc aft.

Simple to operate and ib repair proof.

Reliable agents should write for unoccupied territory.

The Motor-Wagon Company of Detroit, Mich., Dept. M

 

SPROCKETS
FOR=

MOTOR TRUCKS

in Stock and to Order.

CULLMAN DIFFERENTIALS

Send for Complete Catalog.

CULLMAN WHEEL COMPANY

1017 Greenwood Terrace CHICAGO

Honeycomb Truck

Radiators

MADE BY

BRISCOE MFG. COMPANY,

Detroit. Mich.

Write for Catalogue, Quotations and Testimonials

of Users.

DECATUR VA TON TRUCK

ECONOMY. EFFICIENCY. DURABILITY and Low Operating Cost

THE TRUCK WITH A

REPUTATION FOR —

 

Our Truck? are used in 61 different lines of Business. Write for catalog and

complete specifications lellin« WHY DECATUR TRUCKS ARE BEST.

GRAND RAPIDS MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, Grand Rapid., Michigan

 

Hyatt Roller Bearings

Will be used in almost

all American built cars

this year because of

their efficiency.

Are they being used in

yours ?

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

Detroit, Mich.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE BESSEMER

The Truck that Made Good at the Chicago Show.

THREE MODELS

1,000 lbs. 2,000 lbs. 4,000 lbs.

BESSEMER MOTOR TRUCK CO.

GROVE CITY. PA.

 

Practically our entire capacity is devoted to the

production of Steel Castings for Motor Trucks.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, M. Y.

 

Saleable!

S Purchasable!

Interchangeable!

ALL OVER THE

WORLD

R.I.V. COMPANY

1771 Broadway.NewYork

AUT0BE5TINE

Partial List of

AUTOttESTINE

users :

Speedwell Thomas

Kelly Autocar

Alden-Sampson

Cole &c, &c.

Who is more competent to judge the merit of brake lining than the man

ufacturer of rear axles?

The Timken-Detroit Axle Co., Standard Roller Bearing Co., and other axle

manufacturers use Autobestine Brake Lining.

If you manufacture a truck, car or rear axle, we will be pleased to send you

a sufficient quantity of Autobestine for test.

Woven Steel Hose 6k Rubber Co.

TRENTON, N. J.

NATIONAL SALES CORP., Factory Sales Manager.

250 W. 54th St., Now York—844 Woodward Ave, Detroit.

LAMBERT

The Truck of a Thousand Speeds

The Friction Drive Car; no change

of gears; simple, direct transmission;

fewest parts ; most power at least cost.

Get the facts. Interesting to agents too.

The Buckeye Mfg. Co.

164 Columbus Ave. Anderson, Indiana

 

 

THE PARTICULAR TRUCK

FOR THE PARTICULAR MAN

Investigate the VICTOR before you buy.

You may find a truck that is just as good—

but you cannot get any better.

Write for catalog.

Victor Motor

Truck Co.

1008 Ontario St.

Buffalo, N. Y.

 

Speed, Capacity and

Reliability

Record low-cost ton mile

maintained for thousands ot

miles actual haulage. That is

your standard to buy a motor

truck by—that is the proof of

speed, loading capacity and

reliability. Let us show you

^_ the records of the

Old Reliable

3J-«5 ton Motor Truek—itrong

—witn our own big, exclusive featuresin chassis, brake, guaranteed-

, etc. Sold without overloading restrictions.

 

Let us tell you about a score of such

superiorities in this truck. Write for the

"OLD RELIABLE" Book and records

from actual users. Dealers—a few ter

ritories still open. Closing fast. Write

for attractive proposition.

HENRY LEE POWER CO., 5233 Eranston Ave., CHICAGO

?leaat mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE ROSS

Steering Gear

for Commercial Trucks

Made in four sizes—for trucks

from 600 lbs. to 12,000 lbs. in

capacity.

Write for Blue Prints

Ross Gear

549 Main St

& Tool Co.

Lafayette, Ind.

HAZARD
UNIT POWER PLANT

Motor, Clutch, Transmission and Gear Shift Control all in

One Compact Outfit. ^ Center Control, Three Point Suspension,

Oil Tight. Dirt Proof. <| Gear Reduction Integral with Unit

Power Plant permits straight line shaft drive, live rear axle.

Automatic inclosed Governor.

NoTime Limit to Oar Giirwtee

Pull Descriptive Catalog

on Request

HAZARD MOTOR

MFG. CO.

S«H Coutes Str.et

ROCHESTER N. Y.

 

Sampson Trucks

for all businesses

UNITED gTATES MOTOR COMPANY.

47 W. 61»t St, New York City

Sampson Division

 

Your Motor Trucks are not limited to

well paved streets, but will go anywhere

—and come back—if your tires are

Diamond Wire Mesh Base (Spliceless)

Motor Truck Tires.

The one successful type of solid rub

ber motor truck tires.

TheJMainond jobber (ontpamj of N. Y.

Akron, Ohio

Republic Motor Truck Tires
will make your motor delivery service more efficient and more economica

BECAUSE

They are easier to manipu

late.

They are more simple in

construction.

They have fewer parts.

They are more positive in

adjustment.

They have no steel bands or

parts to be returned for

credit, thereby eliminat

ing express charges and

loss of time in shipping.

Let ua figure on your re

quirements.

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO.

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Dealers and agencies In the

Principal Cities

 

"Progress"
Motor Trucks

1 1 and 3 Tons

Capacity

 

Thepe models are as

near fool-proof as it is

possible to make them .

We build them in

their entirety in our

own plant. They are not assembled from parts purchased on the

market. They represent high class engineering and manufacturing

experience. We have territory for responsible dealers.

Write for Catalog and Proposition.

Universal Machinery Co.,
MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Motor Truck Tanks

Strong,

Sturdy,

Safe and

Leakless

 

GASOLINE TANKS—ALL SIZES IN STOCK. Compressed

Air Tanks—for Motor Starters. New Catalogue Now Ready.

—WRITE US

Janney, Steinmetz, Philadelphia

The Quality

That Gives

Service ::

Capacity 1500 Lbs^

Let us quote prices

with a body built to fit

your business.

 

Price $975.00 with 2\ inch Tires.

AVAILABLE TRUCK COMPANY

:: Chicago, Illinois2334 Hamilton Court,

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
FOR TRUCKS

A. O. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

WETHERILL FINISHED CASTINGS CO,
BABBITT—ALUMINUM—BRASS

DIE CASTINGS

including all well known Babbitts, Aluminum Alloys, Brass and

Bronze Compositions as well as all Zinc and Tin Base Metals.

SAND CASTIN08

of any material, including Cast Iron, Bronze, Brass, rough or

finished. Manufacturers of Automobile Parts, Water Pumps,

Oil Pumps, Carburetors, Etc., Dies and Light Machinery.

T
WETHERILL FINISHED CASTIN6S CO

Erie Ave. and Richmond St. PHILADELPHIA,

10. ^p7
PA. X

Crankshaft Is of

larttc diameter—self-contained

olllne systen. supplied by a pear pump

thrnuirh the hollow crankshaft provides perfect

olll ne. Their extra lame hs-arlnf,s, ri,ul'<'<¥ rr'cVop ,n

a minimum. Increasing durability and efficiency.

<Wk

Long >Strol$.e

Motor®

 

All 4 Cycle—5 Types

3 3-4 in. bore, 5 in. *troke. 4 cvl. 4 1-4 In. bore, 5 in. stroke, 6cy1.

4 1-4 in. bore, 5 in. stroke, 4 cvl. 4 3-4 in. bore, 5 1-2 in. stroke, 4 cyl.

5 1-4 in. bore, 7 in stroke, 4 cvl.
 

"EVANS" MODED

"HELE SHAW" CLUTCH

Multiple disc running in oil. Patented. The

illustration shows wedge shaped annular grooved

plates which engage smoothly, h«Te a grip like iron,

vet in ilippable indefinitely. Phosphor Bronze vs.

Mild Steel. In nie on over 100,000 Can.

Send for Catalog No. 9 today.

Giving Bore and Stroke of Motor,

MERCHANT & EVANS COMPANY

The Premier Metal House In America

 

 

PHILADELPHIA

New York

Baltimore

Brooklyn

Wheelins

Chicago

Cleveland

Kansas City

Denver

W. H. Mclntyre Co.

Vehicle Builders Since 1869

AUBURN, INDIANA

McINTYRE

All Steel

Chassis

Road

100%

d&o CUP WINNER
100%

Technical Score

First Annual Commercial Car Contest of Chicago

Motor Club, September, 1911.

Capacity—600 lbs. to 6,000 lbs.

NEARLY HALF A CENTURY OF VEHICLE BUILDING

1101 Wot 7th Street

AUBURN, INDIANAWrite for Agency TODAY

BALL PATENT PLANETARY

TRANSMISSION

and

JACK SHAFTS
 

 

Send for Catalogue

New York Gear Works

58 Greenpoint Arenac

Brooklyn, N. Y.

A Prominent Truck Manufacturer said :

"We are using several of your 'Gaylor' truck grips here at

our factory and have distributed a

number of them among truck

owners in this vicinity. We be

lieve it is a good grip and it cer

tainly served its purpose during

the very bad weather existing ii

the past."

Don't wait until yor.r car is stalled before

ordering a set — get them now and insure

your delivery record. The tool box will

carry them.

Catalogue on requeet

ATLAS CHAIN COMPANY

Bush Terminal No. 4. Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

Cut Your Motor

Expenses

in Two!

Economy of operation and up

keep is quite as important as pow

er and speed.

RUJENBER

delivers the utmost power at the lowest unit cost. It has speed, endur

ance and silent efficiency. For economy of operation and repairs it

has a record unequaled by anv other commercial motor. Write for

literature and list of truck (carrying the RUTENBER Motor.

RUTENBER MOTOR CO.. - Marlon. Ind.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TRUCK-SPRINGS
Auto-Trucks, Fire Apparatus and Commercial Vehicle Springs

combining

MAXIMUM OF ENDURANCE with MINIMUM OF VIBRATION

Made to order of Special Heat-Treated Alloy Steel

SPRING PERCH CO. Bridgeport, Conn.

 

MOELLER Motor Trucks
"A BUSINESS PROPOSITION"

Write for catalogue and literature today

showing cost of operation and maintenance

Not a Better Built Truck in America

Manufactured and Guaranteed By

THE NEW HAVEN TRUCK & AUTO WORKS, New Haven, Cwn.

^|j BLOOD BROS'.

_>aJpp|lJBI^^| UNIVERSAL JOINTS
^ ^^fl f Jl^fa^al Style A, made for all sizes of shafts up

m W to 3 inches.

^■^^^^ Strongest, and most durable joint for

motor trucks. Used for years as a regu-

V^£ ^ lar equipment on many of the best makes

\ M ^^^^H J^^^ M trucks.

^W BLOOD BROS. MACH. CO., Manufacturer,

^^P ^^^ Kalamazoo, Mich.

LE POIDS LOURD

The only French journal devoted

to motor buses, motoi cabs and

industrial motor road transporta

tion of all kinds.

Published by PIERRE SOUVESTRE

TRUCKS AND DELIVERY WAGONS

REQUIRE

The most exacting brake equipment. Hard service, many stops,

quick action provide a heavy task for inefficient brakes.

D
UPLEV
EXTERNAL A\

BRAKES/V

Act instantly whether car goes forward or backward

Slight pressure does it. We make brakes to YOUR

specifications. WRITE US.

The Royal Equipment Company
Yearly Subscription $3.60 1 Rue Tardieu

Single Copy 30c. PARIS, FRANCE
482 Housatonic Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

We also manufacture Raymond Brakes. Raybsstos

friction Facing and Gyrex, The Mixer.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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foEHLER^A^

CARRYING CAPACITY 1600
LBS.

PRICE

There are 300 Less Parts in the KOEHLER CAR than in

Any Other Delivery Wagon

This fact alone proves remarkable simplicity. We have anticipated the inexperience of

the average driver. We have made this wagon so simple that anyone can run it.

There is nothing compli

cated in the KOEHLER

design. Everything is ac

cessible. The motor is

the simplest we have

ever seen The gears,

transmission and differ

entia' run in a constant

oil bath—a splendid fea

ture. The car is as near

fool-proof as skill can

make it.

The construction is based

on strength—yet resilient

and easy riding. The fin

ish is exceptional—every

detail is most carefully

attended to.

The KOEHLER actually has

no competitor. It is handsome,

simple, strong, and carries the

maximum load (1600 lbs.) for

the minimum price (S750).

You can see that no other de

livery wagon compares with

it in actual intrinsic value.

 

OPEN FLARE-BOARD TYPE

Large and roomy. Irslde measurements. 44 Inches wide. 81 Inches back of driver's seat to rear. Flare-boards, 17 Inches

above floor. Strongly Ironed throughout, also Ironed to receive four-post canvas top. which can be had from stock at $40

additional. CAPACITY, 1600 lbs. PRICE, $7n0.

Prices of various types of bodies range from $40 to $1.50 extra.

Various types of bodies are obtainable. The Panel Type B is an unusually handsome

job. Price $150 extra. Inside measurements 42 inches wide, 53 inches from floor to

top, 84 inches back of driver's seat to rear. Canvas side body similar in appearance to

Panel Type B—$50 extra.

SPECIFICATIONS

MOTOR—2 cylinder opposed. 23-24 H. P. Lubrication

mechanical and Integral with motor; 300 miles one

supply of oil.

COOLINO.—Thermo-Syphon system.

IONITION—Bosch High-tension Magneto. No batter-

Ifs or coll needed.

CONTROL—Left hand, throttle lever on steering

column .

DRIVE—Direct line double universal joint with Jack

shaft. Final drA'e rrom Jack shaft to rear wheel

sprocket through double side chains.

TRANSMISSION—I'linetary type. All gears genuine

chrome nickel steel, hardened throughout, running

Id constant oil bath.

BRAKES—Service brakes on Jack shaft. Emergency

brakes simple In design, extraordinarily powerful,

operated Independently.

TIRES—2 In. solid rubber.

TREAD—r>8 In.

CAPACITY— I COO lbs.

WHEEL BASE—85 In.

WHEELS—»6- front, 48- rear.

SPEED—4 to 16 miles per hour.

PRICE—$7f0 to $900. depending on body equipment.

OIL TIGHT CASE—In which transmission, differential,

bevel gears ard metal to metal clutch run In a

CONSTANT OIL BATH. LOCO miles with one supplv

of oil.

THIS IS THE FACTORY

"Built in Newark, N. J."

DEALERS: Write Today for Agency Terms

and Full Particulars

\ddress all correspondence to

 

H- J« CKPEHLER S. G. CO., 1709 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Standard Parts

For Motor Truck Builders

•J With the exception of springs and wookwork, we manufacture

a complete line of standard parts for motor trucks of 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 ton rating.

*3 We will gladly furnish prints of chassis of models which can be

built up from parts we make.

•I Firms engaged in the production of motor wagons should not

overlook the importance of investment entailed by providing

both factory space and facilities for assembling. Money must

be freely spent for this purpose for a number of years to come,

while throughout the period the models produced will be gradu

ally assuming final form. Whatever this minimum investment

may be, it must be apparent at the outset that the only way

to keep it low, and at the same time maintain factory output,

is to draw upon the engineering skill and resources of the parts

maker, who in order to exist must provide unusual facilities for

quantity production and anticipate every change in a very

sensitive market.

<5 We have the reputation for doing big.things in a big way. Our

large plant and our talented engineering force are wholly at

your service in order to simplify your problems of production.

<J If you need advice from a firm which has acquired experience

in the making of motor truck parts—and knows the arduous

duty to which they are subjected in commercial practice—

consult us.

Blue Prints on Application.

Driggs - Seabury Ordnance Corporation

SHARON, PENNA.

Please mention the "Powri Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Here Is the 1912 Sensation of

the Motor Wagon Industry
 

Model B—Four cylinder, 20 h. p motor; Bosch magneto. Pneumatic tires, Model H—Four cylinder, 20 h. p. motor; Bosch magneto. Price com -

32x3 J inches. Price complete, $850. Solid 2 j inch truck tires — Price plete with solid tires, $825. Pneumatic tires, $875.

complete, $800.

Designed for the delivery of 1,000 pound loads at

minimum operating cost and low initial investment.

 

One day's shipment to Boston of Commerce Motor Wagons

Bad roads and sleep hills have no terrors for

the "Commerce."

We have some choice territory left for good,

active dealers.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

The Commerce Motor Car Company

General Office: 634-640 Penobscot Building

DETROIT

_ 3^

fl ~ " C0MMERr

X \»^

miKmi! zt*

««• 1 • Model A—Open express body. Four cylinder motor; Bosch magneto.

IVlICnigan Solid l\ inch truck tires; Price $750. Pneumatic tires—Price $800.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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fS^^^^^^ff^R9^W

Si.««^ARBHOl'Sl'S i

=■= Vaults—Valuables., 1

ligj

COMMER

MACK

1 j^iiir-lriMS ■*

k H^B'£^ ^L WlKfl*' Sim

 

GARFORD

 

SAURER

 

GENERAL VEHICLE

Use them on your Elec

tric Truck and increase

its battery efficiency and

thereby the radius of

operation.

10,000 MILES

CONTINUOUS SERVICE

POLACK TYRES give a

greater continuous mileage

than any other truck, tyre

manufactured.

POLACK TYRES have the

maximum resiliency and will

reduce your expense for me

chanical repairs.

Send for booklet and latest

price lists.

POLACK TYRE &

RUBBER COMPANY

Main Offices:

Ehret BIdg., Broadway and 59th St.,

New York City

BRANCHES:

146 Summer St.. Boston, Mass.

1114 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

247 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

915 E. 15th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Petty Tire & Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.

512 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

516 Parkway Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

505 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

917 First Ave., South Minneapolis, Minn.

930 South Main St., Los Angeles. Cal.

 

ALCO

BB
PACKARD

 

GRAMM

 

Use them on your Gaso

line Truck and keep it on

the road earning money

instead of in the repair

shop losing money.

 

PIERCE-ARROW COMMER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CAR CO/nPANV

ITMlTvl

The True Value of a Motor Wagon

Depends on its Freedom from

Interruption of Service

The jlUkn is built on that idea

Tested in many lines of business—Strongly endorsed by users in every section

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY OF DESIGN AND APPEARANCE

 

fV»*^:*,r 1000-1300 Lbs.

v^apaciiy 1500-2000 Lbs.
Chassis, $1200

Chassis, $1600

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Dealers of highest standing are invited to inquire

for territory, giving sales and service facilities.

Write for catalog

The Bowling Green Motor Car Company

Bowling Green, Ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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WHlfF

 

THE Bearing that will not wear has never been made.

If you could make a motor-car bearing that would not

wear you could get most any price that you asked for it.

One that would stand up under the weight and the load—that would

meet the tremendous side pressure called "end-thrust" which comes when

corners are turned—

One that would stand all the shocks from the bumps and the ruts—

yet never show wear.

Have Greatest Resistance to Wear

 

The Timken Bearing is made of special Timken

analysis steel. The steel is carbonized and heat-

treated to make its surface glass hard but not brittle.

Underneath the surface the steel is left tough and

elastic to cushion the shocks.

The Load is Distributed

Load, on the Timken Bearing, is distributed over

the entire length of its rollers, not concentrated at

points as is the case in a ball-bearing.

This wide distribution of load keeps pressure, and

hence wear, down to the minimum.

The Timken principle of tapered rollers revolving

about a tapered cone with two ribs—makes a bearing

that takes end-thrust at the same time it is carrying

vertical load.

And the end-thrust, too, is distributed along the

length of the rollers.

So, in material and its treatment—in principles

of design—and in actual practice in thousands of

pleasure and commercial cars—it is theory proved

true, that—

Timken Tapered Roller Bearings offer the greatest

possible resistance to the inevitable wear—

And, when wear does come it can, in the Timken,

be entirely taken up by adjustment without the least

impairment of efficiency.

The Test of Actual Service

Timken Tapered Roller Bearings are used in pleas

ure and commercial cars made by the great majority

of American builders and are being adopted by the

leading foreign builders as well.

The list of Timken users reads like a blue book of

car builders. Almost every car you know is named

in it.

You'll be interested to have a copy of that list.

It is printed in a booklet, "The Companies Timken

Keeps." Send for a copy today.

10S

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton, Ohio, U. S. A.

The only axle manufacturer licensed to make automobile axles equipped

with Timken Roller Bearings is the Timken-Dctroit Axle Company

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Dependable I
Because it is designed, built and maintained after

sale by specialists in Motor Truck efficiency, whose

factory makes Motor Trucks only, the JUNO

"delivers the goods" when horse-drawn vehicles

are hopeless and ordinary motor trucks helpless.

This letter suggests

one instance of JUNO

dependablcness. That

sudden March storm

was a savage test — and

the JUNO met it!

Four two-horse teams

could barely equal the

everyday ton-moving ca

pacity of a single JUNO.

In ton-mile cost, the

horse is outclassed.

Your cartage and delivery system

will cost less and become abso

lutely dependable when you own a

JUNO
Our modern plant produces only HEAVY DUTY TRUCKS,

which embody every value a heavy duty truck should have

to keep YOU satisfied. The technical details and more data

than can well be given here await your request for them.

The possible buyer of a Motor Truck, or the dealer who

seeks a line that will land the big business men of his

section, can not well overlook the JUNO proposition.

Write an inquiring letter

and get facts you want from
(3)

Juno Motor Truck Company
 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Experience-50EUJQN - RightDesign

Facilities — AXLES — Rkht Steel

TJaflemtlie LargestAxIelactogrinthelfecM
 

n

 

Axle Talk—No. 1

SHELDON axles take precedence in the commercial car field in

quantity of production—at least seventy-five per cent of the trucks on

the market being SHELDON-equipped.

If "quality" were not inherent, then the quantity output would

necessarily be much smaller than it is.

A cheap axle is a mighty poor investment for the car manufac

turer—and a mighty poor advertisement for the concern that makes it.

In a nut-shell, then, it stands that truck manufacturers base a very

large percentage of car efficiency on axles and springs—they must use

the best or take long chances.

You can safely judge SHELDON axles by good design, experience,

the manufacturer and responsibility.

We will explain in later advertising why these factors have made

the name SHELDON synonymous with quality production.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

[Chicago Office:

68 East 12th Street

Detroit Office:

1215 Woodward Ave.

 

k

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Get wise to this
We have most desirable territory open for reliable agencies to

handle the GENEVA MOTOR TRUCK. We have a truck containing

more remarkable and attractive feaiures than any other commercial

vehicle on the market. We have paid particular attention to simplicity

of construction, convenience of accessibility to all the operating parts,

to sturdy wearing quality, and efficiency coupled with economy. These

are some of the features which are making the GENEVA TRUCK

one of the best sellers in the commercial vehicle world.

No motor on any gasoline-driven vehicle i.; as compact and sub

stantial as that of the GENEVA TRUCK. It is especially designed

for truck work, has bearings of exceptional length, and is most accessi

ble to the operator who desires to regulate or repair.

Our type C car is suited to a variety of uses and sells readily to a

great number of business men in every branch of trade who desire

satisfactory delivery. In the GENEVA TRUCK we are presenting a

product of the greatest excellence without the prohibitive price so

common in the motor world to-day.

 

We have testimonials to prove that dealers

who handle this ti uck have an immense amount

of satisfied customers because our trucks are

made right and scld right.

Our agency list is limited and the dealer who

wants to handle a truck that is rapidly coming

into univeisal use, one that sells on sight, should

write us for information. No more attractive

proposition has ever been offered than that which

we now present to dealers who will communicate

with us. Don't hesitate. Every day means the

less of possible sales. Write now.

THE GENEVA AUTOMOBILE CO.

145 Castle Street GENEVA, IN. Y.
 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Jarvis-Huntington Motor Trucks
Not alone up-to-date, but actually ahead of date

£„ $2750.00 g* $3500.00 c£*, $4400.00

The Strongest and Most Compact Truck on the Market.

Jarvis-Huntington Exclusive Features:

I. Motor:—After three years of testing out, we offer the most economical and sturdy

power plant in the market. Bore 4" x Stroke 6™. 4 Cylinders cast separately.

4 Cycle. Valves in the head with overhead cams. Fitted with self starter.

II. Clutch:—Hele-Shaw, the best there is.

III. Jarvis-Huntington selective transmission. Chrome-vanadium gears, specially

toughened.

IV. A special brake system that positively will stop the truck within its own length

even at maximum speed.

V. Inspection of raw material and of finished parts carried to extreme.

VI. A guarantee of 10,000 miles service—no frills about it.

VII. Complete equipment:—Electric light, electric horn, tools, and a liberal supply

of spare parts.

VIII. Above all—a square deal to agents and users.

We want the co-operation of some live dealers. We have an extremely attractive agency prop

osition. NOW is the time to write to

Jarvis-Huntington Automobile Co., Huntington, W.Va.

Bergdoll Standard Motors for Pleasure and Commercial Cars

 

4x6 Long Stroke, 40 Horse Power, 2

bearing Crank Shaft. Large size

Annular Ball Bearings. Transmission

4 Speeds forward, direct on third, and

one reverse. Gears and Transmission

Shafts of Chrome Nickel Steel. The

long stroke Bergdoll Motors give

greater Horse Power than any other

motor now on the market of the same

class. Unit construction combining

the Transmission and Motor. This

absolutely assures positive alignment.

We have one of the most up-to-date

Shops in America, devoted to the

manufacture of Automobile Motors

and Transmissions.

We can supply the Motor separately,

or the Power Unit, in any quantity

to suit your requirements.

Write us before you close for

your 1913 requirements

BERGDOLL MACHINE COMPANY. 31st and Dauphin Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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of the

Prophecy

Wizard

 

Thomas A. Edison says:

"Vehicle transportation in cities and suburbs will ultimately

be done by electric storage battery vehicles. There is no escape

from the fact that an electric motor has but one moving part, and

that rotating, whereas all other motors have hundreds of parts,

mostly reciprocating. * *

WHEN Edison says something about mechanics it is worth listening to.

Edison knows—and when he voices the opinion that Electric vehicles will supersede other

typesof vehicles for making citydeliveries, it will paybusiness meneverywhereto give him strict attention.

The Electric Commercial Vehicle has no engine, magneto, spark plugs, carburetor, pump,

radiator, clutch or transmission gears. There is no complicated mechanism to cause expense and

worry and waste of time. The only lubricant required for an Electric need cost no higher, mile for mile, than for a horse-drawn wagon.

The Electric has long ago proved itself cheaper and more effi- An Electric is so easy to run that any experienced horsedriver

cient than horses for making deliveries. It is now time for can quickly learn its simple operation. The cost of power is

, t. ., . ,. r .4 tji . . decidedly low—and, best of all, even that is decreasing. Tire and
every business man to realize the superiority of the Ulectnc repa}r expense is reduced to a minimum. Efficiency is gained; economy

to every type of vehicle for city service. is effertei, wh:n E!s;tri; Drliirjry iervi;s is installed.

Interesting literature about Electric Commercial Vehicles sent gladly. Write today.

Public interest and private advantage both favor the Electric

 

Electric Vehicle Association of America

BOSTON NEW YORK: 124 W. 42nd Street (29) CHICAGO

Please merrion the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A Prominent

Automobile Manufacturer

Says:

"We have

used Diamond

C h a Ins for

years. We are

pioneers of

solid tired vehi

cles and Dia

mond Chains

have pleased

our customers.

I do not hesitate

to tell you that

they are our

sole stan bys."

This is what

the sales mana

ger of a large

automobile

m anufacturer

wrote an inter

ested engineer

on the above

subject.

Twenty-two

years of pro

gressive devel

opment and

constant suprem

acy in the man

ufacture of ma

chined chains

enable us to offer to Diamond Chain users a

chain of long life and absolute reliability.

Diamond Chains must test up to a fixed high

standard before leaving our factory, and this

test invariably involves a duty greater than that

for which the chains are designed and sold. Our

engineering department will advise freely on

design problems. Write for our treatise "Power

Chains and Sprockets."

 

TRADE<^>MARK

DIAMOND CHAIN & MFG. CO.

243 W. Georgia Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPACITY. 8,000,000 FEET PER YEAR

 

One of

1912's Sensations

We dislike to show favoritism among our

several truck tires, but when a tire creates

a country-wide sensation in a half year we

deem that tire entitled to special mention.

This, then, is the Goodyear Individual

Block Tire.

It differs radically from other block tires

in that each block has its own fastening.

Instead of loosening a half dozen blocks to

remove one block, one now loosens but one

block,— the block to be removed.

A rectangular metal plate fits over the ex

tended base of each block.

To release the block, simply loosen 2 bolts,

lift the plate and slide it off. Easy. Quick.

No tools needed, save clamp and wrench.

Think what a tremendous saving of time and

bother it means to be able to replace a block

instantly without disturbing any other block.

This one economy— the INDIVIDUAL fasten

ing — is what has made the Goodyear individual

Block Tire the sensation ot 1912.

 

AKRON. OHIO

INDIVIDUAL BLOCK TIRE

Call at any of our branches and see this labor-

saving, time-saving tire. Let our agent demon

strate it. You will be amazed at the utter simplic

ity of our block fastening.

And when you have looked at the ''Goodyear

Individual Block," ask to see our new Demount

able, 10,000-mile Tire.

If you've a light, high-speed truck, inspect the

Goodyear "Solid Detachable" and "Goodyear-

Motz" Tires.

Postal brings latest Tire Book. Write for it.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

AKRON, OHIO

Branches and Agencies in 103 Priacipal Cities

More Service Stations Than Any Other Tire

We make all kinds of Rubber Tires, Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits

Main Canadian Office, Canadian Factory,

Toronto Ont. Bowmanville, Oat.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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USL USL USL USL

Photo of Fire Apparatus in Sprinefield.

Mass., driven by U-S-L Batteries.

 

Where the Test is Severest

Storage

 

Battery

(Formerly National)

The demand for speed and power, for sustained voltage dependability and gen

eral high efficiency has led to the selection of the U-S-L Storage Battery for every

important installation of electrically-driven fire equipment in the United States.

In Springfield, Mass., four pieces of apparatus—weighing from 7% to 10 tons—are

propelled from 23 to 36 miles an hour by U-S-L Batteries. Endorsing their service,

Chief Engineer W. H. Daggett, says: "The apparatus has not been an hour out of

service on account of battery trouble since installation, and after two years of service

the plates show scarcely any sign of . deterioration. I can say that our experience

with U-S-L Batteries has thus far been very pleasing and altogether satisfactory."

If you use or contemplate purchasing an electric truck or pleasure car, and luanl fire De-

partment dependability, insist on the installation of the U-S-L Battery. It is made in the largest

plant in the world devoted exclusively to specialized electrical products; it is backed by 14 years'

experience and an organization of eminent engineers.

On every point of merit and performance, the U-S-L challenges comparison with any other

storage battery in the world, regardless of name or type.

It has repeatedly proved itself to require less charging current for a given energy output than

any other hattery, which means greater mileage at less expense. In voltage maintenance under

severe service, it stands out as a signal achievement in storage battery engineering.

A car equipped with a U-S-L is lively and responsive as the limit of discharge approaches.

Many batteries become loggy and heavy. On hills, sandy stretches, and under heavy overload,

this unique characteristic of the U-S-L Battery most asserts its value.

U-S-L Service

Operating from our service stations located in ei^ht large cities, we

maintain an active corps of experts and inspectors who are at the disposal of

U-S-L users. U-S-L Service means continuous attention toward the end

of maximum efficiency. All stations carry extra parts.

Write for Information

The U. S. Light & Heating Co.

Genera/ Offices; 30 Church Street, New York

Factory: Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Branch Offices and Service Stations: Chicago, New York,

Boiton, Cleveland, Buffalo, San Francisco, Detroit, St. Louis

 

U-S-L Battery-Driven Apparatus In

New York Fire Department.

 

Manufacturers also of the U-S-L Electric Starter and

Lighter for Gasoline Automobiles.

U-S-L Battery-Driven Apparatus in

Springfield, Mass., Fire Department.

USL USL USL USL

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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We don't recommend overloading, but you can carry an

overload with an Avery Truck.

This picture shows an Avery 3-Ton Truck hauling 265 bales

of twine out of a mud road at the railroad yards—load weigh

ing 13,750 lbs., or more than twice the rated capacity of the

truck.

The Polar Ice & Fuel Co., of Indianapohs, averaged an over

load of 902 lbs. all last season.

Get All the Facts About the

AVERY
'The Truck that Does the Most Work0

Carries full capacity and overloads on its own bed. Pulls

trailers behind. Can be equipped with either hard rubber

tiies or cast steel rim wheels.

Write for complete catalog with operating facts, working

scenes and full details. Address:

Avery Company 'i.SS*

WHY Is the

Schwarz Wheel
Used on all the leading Motor Trucks ?

Because it is the Strongest, Safest and most

Economical, and

will stand up where

every other fails.

The special fea

tures of construc

tion—the interlock

ing spokes, the

tight immovable

center assemblage,

insure the wheel

under the most se

vere strain. Spokes

cannot work loose,

and it will always

run true.

You want the

best for it is the

cheapest in the

Schwarz Patent Spokes end.

Write for Information. Consult Us on Design and Proportion.

The Schwarz Wheel Co.

FRANKFORD - - PHILADELPHIA

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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This is a Typical

Gould Storage

Battery Stunt

A large brewing company in New York, having trouble

with gasoline cars continually breaking down, recently

decided to try out electric vehicles, some equipped with

Gould Stoiagc Batteries. An electric truck delivered a 5

ton load to Great Neck, L. I., and returned with a load

of empties—distance 45 J miles. Two days later this

performance was repeated. It was noted that on trips

where electric vehicles equipped with other batteries were

used, those with Gould Batteries came back two hours

ahead of the others.

This is not unusual for Gould Battery-propelled cars.

45$ miles 's a short distance—an every-day matter. But

the point is th;s: Gould cells invariably do their work at

a year-in-year-out cost far lower than shown by other

batteries.

If you use electric vehicles propelled by batteries other

than Goulds, or are figuring on an electric pleasure or

commercial vehicle, equip with Gould Batteries and keep

tab on first cost, frequency of renewals, cost of renewals,

mileage per charge, total mileage, efficiency, etc. Do so

and you will eventually equip all your cars with Gould

Batteries.

There's no question about electric propulsion being

best—it is. There's no question about batteiies either:

Gould's are best. Look into this matter. Facts, figures,

and literature await your inquiry. Ask for our free book

"Care of Storage Batteries."

Gould .Storage Battery Co.
General Office* 341 Fifth At*., New York City

Works: Oepew, New York

Boston, 89 Stale Street San Francisco, 904 Rialto Bids.

Chicago. The Rookery Cleveland, Arncr. Trust Bldg.

Adssrs in all L\*ae cines.

Victor

Sectional

Truck Tires

operated during the past winter with

out chains. Have you had chain

troubles with your Tires? Why not

investigate the Victor? Simple to

renew. Simple to repair. Can be

used single or dual. Perfect traction.

More resilient than endless.

Write for quotation and guarantee.

 

Oil Tank Motor Truck equipped with

Victor Sectional Truck Tires.

Weight with load, 16,000 lbs.

The Victor Rubber Co.

Springfield, Ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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^WestonMott(q!

The S I i o of Surety

Automobile

Manufacturers

rvO YOU KNOW that we have a

large engineering staff that de

signs axles for many of the most par

ticular concerns in the country?

WE HAVE

Y\0 YOU KNOW these experts

*""^ are anxious and willing to go

over your plans and figure out with

you just what is the best type of axle

to use? THEY ARE

r\0 YOU KNOW that we are

the largest makers of axles, hubs

and rims in the world? WE ARE

Send for catalogue "E."

WESTONlVi OTT((j

FLINT, MICH.

R. S. V. P.

MOTOR TRUCK OWNERS

Are You Equipped with a

Gasolene StorageOutfit?

We manufacture Self-Measuring, Non-Measuring,

Isolated, Inside Discharge and Multiple System

Gasolene Storage Outfits.

Air Tight Tanks are constructed of 3-16 inch, or

heavier, Open Hearth Steel with all seams and joints

BRAZED. Every AIR TIGHT seam and joint is

guaranteed to be as strong as the steel the tank is

constructed of. A 100% tank.

Air Tight Outfits are listed by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters

The Highest Quality Gasolene Storage Outfits

on the Market at the Most Reasonable Prices

Good territory open for experienced Tank Salesmen

Writt today for catalog and prices

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHICAGO

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

No. ISO N. Dearborn St.

BALTIMORE

PEACE k PEACE

7 Coofreti St.

NEW YORK

EMPIRE TANK AND PUMP CO.

30 Ckurch St.

 

We make several types of cone clutches up to 60 H. P.

Also control lever sets, foot pedals and starting cranks.

We are prepared to furnish tnese parts in any quantity.

Write us regarding your requirements.

10 Years Building Parts

The Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co.

CLEVELAND

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Climate—Sold Everywhere, is

rine

 

The Standard Oil for Motors

Meets

cycle types.

Stands any heat that any motor will ever develop, lubri

cating perfectly in summer as well as in winter tempera

tures, flowing freely at zero.

—Always dependable—always the same.

All because we begin to perfect it at the point where

most oils are deemed finished.

And because we bring to bear all our vast resources and

forty years of experience.

Motorists know it's the "Cream of Motor Oils." It is "The Univer

sal Motor Oil." It has been tested for you •- in all makes of can. We

stand behind it. Try it.

For sale everywhere by all reputable dealers.

The tin seal intact under the screw-cap

v shows that the can was filled at the plant

\ and that the oil is genuine Polarine. This

\ protects the user, also the dealer who wants

\) to give his customers the right oil every time.

Write for free booklet, "Motoring in

Zero or Tropical Weather." It tells all

about motor oils—Polarine in particular.

Try MATCHLESS LIQUID GLOSS for Polishing

I Automobile Bodies, Wind Shields, Windows, etc. I

 

The Saving in Barrels

Those who usually buy oil in

small amounts can save a neat sum

buying by the barrel or half-barrel.

It's economy for everyone who owns

a gasoline car to buy this way.

Polarine Lubricants

Prepared in consistencies to meet

individual preference— and mechan

ical conditions of transmissions, dif

ferentials, universal joints, ball and

roller bearings, timing gears, etc.

"A" trade . . Semi-Fluid Oil

"B" grade Semi-Fluid Great

"BB" trade . Semi-Soud Creaae

Also' include Cup Grease and

Fibre Grease of high melting point.

All are called POLARINE and are

the recognized standard greases for

Motor Car and Motor Boat lubrica

tion.

Each grade has superior merit in

durability and cushioning properties

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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HAVE YOU STOPPED TO REALIZE

THE REAL COMMERCIAL VALUE OF THE

DEFIANCE
Heavy Auto-Truck Wheel Machines?

 

No. 102 Auto Truck Wheel Sectional Felloe Shaper

THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION

They contain every important feature necessary /

for the economical and accurate production of

Auto-Truck wheels, from the lightest to the

very heaviest.

Wherever time is worth money a DEFIANCE

machine will soon pay for itself. Not only that, but the use of experienced operators is un

necessary and high priced hand labor is done away with.

We aim at all times to give DEFIANCE users unusual

value for their money and to guarantee that when

they once standardize with our tools, repair bills cease

and a higher grade of work is produced.

LET US SEND YOU FULL

INFORMATION AND PRICES

 

No. 200 Heavy Auto-Truck Wheel Assembler

The Defiance Machine Works

435 Perry Street DEFIANCE, OHIO

ALDWIN CHAINS
 

Baldwin chains are made both riveted and detachable in all sizes, and great variety, for com

mercial cars. Our detachable chain is especially desirable. The high quality of Baldwin chains is demonstrated

by its patrons. Long experience has enabled us to develop high quality of chains by careful attention to the

selection of stock, and to the design. We make the strongest and lightest chains on the market. These features

are desirable to conserve the chains in the thrashing and the wear and tear they get over rough pavements

and roads. Send for circulars and samples.

SPROCKETS

We are prepared to quote you interesting prices on special sets of sprockets, or sprock

ets in large quantities.

BALDWIN CHAIN & MFG. CO.

WORCESTER. MASS.

H. V. GREENWOOD, 150 Michigan A«.. Chicago, 111.

 

AGENTS

(H.V.

\C. J.

(M. A.

IVEN, Rochester, N. Y.

BRYTE, 788 Minion St., San Francisco Cal.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Perfect Resiliency Without Air

Dayton Airless Tires
Ride Easier Than Pneumatics

Wear Longer Than Solid Tires

 

Have proved records of 15,000 Miles- 1- single repair

ROAD DELAYS IMPOSSIBLE

The best tire for municipal machines which must respond speedily to

alarms. Owners of motor wagons equipped with pneumatic and solid

tires will obtain Greater Tire Mileage and Economy by using

DAYTON AIRLESS TIRES

The great speed at which solid-tire equipped, light capacity motor wagons

are run, causes destructive vibration to motor, transmission and other mov

ing parts, thereby increasing repair bills, shortening the life of the

vehicle, which means high depreciation, and makes a motor wagon

less attractive as an investment.

The Test of Fire-Engine Wear and Strain

has triumphantly proved The Dayton Airless Tire supreme in every feature—most

efficient for every motoring requirement. The American-La France Fire Engine Co.t

manufacturers of 75% of all fire engines used in the United States, have adopted Day

ton Airless Tires for all their Auto Fire Fighting Apparatus. This was the result of

most exhaustive and critical tests by their own and other expert engineers and practical

fire-fighters. To get to destination without ever the possibility of a moment's delay;

to stand the wear and tear of going at terrific speed; for highest degree of protection to

sensitive and complicated machinery; for lowest upkeep cost; for best service in every

particular—the Dayton Airless Tires scored in these all-embracing tests far above every

other tire known.

Insist on Dayton Airless Tires for Your Car

Do your own thinking and put the proof up to us. You will no longer waste your

money on makeshifts, tire extras—and bearing alt the other burdens thrown on you by

tire troubles. Investigate these absolutely trouble-proof Airless tires—and you will

find that they give you every desirable tire-quality.

Dayton Airless Tires are made in Special for Electrics—also for any kind of Motor

Truck service. Fit all Standard Clincher and Universal Q. D. rims.

AMCT1CA" LA nUHC I TIKI WO INS CO.

.'.!•! rm , I. f.

f't>. r.iir.

I*/i5n Rubber «fg. Co. ,

Da/ton, Oftlo,

ImiUnmi

It ■»* be of interest Tor you to bios that

eftar easing |,«HM of preotloal turn, of your Mrleee

Tires, w have adopted sane ■■ the standard equipment Tor

our power driven apparatus.

■> fool noh gratified ever Uto teeto «o Mr-

■ads so •• believe we have nam nlna ttio tiro problea

for flro apparatus.

Ihs special tlrs, anion you aro building for us

on our specification in two sins; one for our ♦-cylinder

•Ad tits othsr for our hsavlsr sli-cyl lnn«r apparatus,

allow nuring our oars at amilaua speeds of 90 or aers

alios psr hour wltno.it Ins ssrlous hold-«p of puncture or

the positively dangerous result of blow-out, especially If

It oooura tn the front ehssls.

>o find these tires aro as resilient as pneuaatl:

and In so far ao thess aars have been In aetual operation

In tn« hands or our sue towers, froa all reports, we believe

tnolr eaarlng oualltlee sill be superior to either pneuaatir

or solid.

1* an Idaal ana for flro

(0 0 P I.)

om ■ SAVAMHAH.

Off loo Fire . Departaant.

Corner Oglethape Ave. 4 Abeream St.

■•"■11*11, 0a. , April 6m,
in-

Mr. i. a. aacalllan,

Oan. sgr. , The Day to

Dayton, Ohio.

Rubber ■(>. Oo. ,

Dear Sin

ur favor of April Srd to hand. In reply, 1
*M

to »•/ that In ay eplnlon, the Dayton Airless Tire la the

bast Tiro m tne aarhst for Fire Apparalua. It has given

the vary be t aatlsfaet on In '.mi department.

Voura trily,

Thoa, Ballantyna,

Ohlaf engineer.

THE DAYTON RUBBER MFG. CO.
103 RISER STREET DAYTON, OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Unfortunately there Is but one

competitor to Sanford Trucks

Chassis

$1600

D

JL

 

Stake or

Express

Body

$1750

V

We're sorry about this in a way, for it narrows down

our possible comparisons. But it makes it pretty easy for

our representatives. There never has been a selling proposi

tion in the field that can compare with the Sanford.

Nine long years' work on a one-ton truck gives you to

day this proposition, the success of which there is no gain

saying. There isn't a thing about this truck that's strange

or freakish. Its success is not remarkable because of any

thing unusual.

The Sanford truck is remarkable only because it is. so

certain to do more than you'll claim for it that your repeat

orders will be more or less automatic.

The Sanford Motor Truck Co.

SYRACUSE. Park and Wolf Streets. NEW YORK

Makers Always and Exclusively of One- Ton Tracks

T

53C3C

V

2=B

 

AT LAST
The Perfect Two-Cycle Motor

With Variable Port -Areas

The essential feature of Moore Motors is the in

creasing or decreasing of all the port-areas simulta

neously (fully patented), giving flexibility of control

and fuel economy.

Fixed ports, as in regular two-cycle design, mean

lack of flexibility and high fuel consumption.

The result is a power plant combining two-cycle

simplicity and low upkeep cost with four-cycle

flexibility of control and fuel economy.

Moore Motors are backed by years of engineering

experience. Send for descriptive circular.

PALMER-MOORE COMPAHV

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

At Last!

"Agrippa"
 

a

drop-

forged

master

clamp

which will compensate with every

application and in every line of trade.

Customarily you are offered Clamps

of Cast Iron or Cast Steel.

"Agrippa" Clamps

are guaranteed to perform any ser

vice possible with the strongest

cast steel product, and are

Much Lighter, Stronger

Greatly Less Cumbersome.

Superior In Utility,

Same Price

We assure that free (just out)

1912 Catalogue is in line with

"Power Wagon" readers' needs.

J. H. Williams & Co.

Superior Drop-Forgings

69 Richards St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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<S<S Electric Delivery Wagons with Westinghouse Motors for Qimbel Bros., New York.

Electric Delivery Marks the Efficient Store

The most ably managed stores use electric delivery wagons because experience

has proved them to be more rapid, economical and reliable than any other kind

of vehicle for delivery purposes.

Westinghouse Motors Mark the Most Reliable Electric Vehicles

The builders of the best electric vehicles use Westinghouse vehicle equipment because its long

record of satisfactory operation proves its high efficiency and thorough reliability.

See that your electrics have Westinghouse Equipment

 

Westinghouse Electric

Sales Office* in Forty-Five American Cities

& Manufacturing Co.

East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Real Square Tube Radiators

tj Commercial cars require radiators

that will stand many shocks and

much hard usage. This was one

of the weak parts of the commercial

car but the test of time has proved

that FEDDERS radiators render

efficient service.

 

•J We want to figure with you your

requirements for the coming season.

If you haven't used' Fedders radia

tors you probably have had a great

deal of radiator trouble and you may think

that their isn't a radiator built that will give

you satisfaction. If this is the case we would

like to have an opportunity of demonstrating

that the Fedders radiator will stand the wear

and tear and shocks of the commercial car and

that manufacturers who equip their commercial

cars with the Fedders have practically no

radiator trouble. We can convince you.

Will you give us the opportunity ?

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS

BUFFALO NEW YORK

TITANIC SPRINGS
Tougher than Vanadium—Cheaper than Vanadium

We make all styles of AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

The Titanic Springs shown in the cut have neither NIB nor HOLE in

center to hasten a break. Thirty years* experience enables us to make th

best springs made. Let us be of service to you.

 

See that hump !

TUTHILL SPRING CO., 764 Polk St., Chicago

"American made for the American trade"

New Departure Guaranteed Ball Bearings

Contracts for 1912 cover 80(< of the entire output of American automobile manufacturers next year.

New Departure Ball Bearings have no superior. HAVE YOU HAD OUR 1912 CATALOG?

The New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.,

are In 60% of

the 1912 cars

Reason —

WESTERN BRANCH:

1016-17 Ford Blotf.. Detroit

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writiTg to advertisers.
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THE "SPICER"

universal joint was the pioneer for

shaft driven automobiles—either

pleasure or commercial cars.

=333^2$

Consult Our Representatives:

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON,

122 So. Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago

THOS. J. WETZEL, L. D. BOLTON,

1 7 Weil 42d Street. 1810 Ford Building.

New York Detroit

Special Foreign Representative :

BENJ. WHITTAKER. 21 State Street, New York

 

The Highest Standard ot Efficiency

in magneto, camshaft, and pump drives is

reached by the application of the economical,

reliable and silent

COVENTRY

NOISELESS CHAINS

The precision, automatic retention of pitch

and long life are a few of the facts taken into

consideration by many manufacturers of the

most silent, reliable, and fashionable cars who

fit these chains exclusively.

The services of our experts are at your dis

posal.

WRITE TODAY.

United States Representatives:

SARCO ENGINEERING CO.

114 Broad St., New York

THE P1GG1NS MOTOR CAR CO.

of Racine, Wisconsin, manufacture a com

plete line of motor trucks from 1 to 10 tons

capacity. ^^^^^

Simplicity and accessibility are the dominant

features of our long stroke truck motor-

Also there are no chains to break and no

sprockets to wear out, as our trucks have a

double rear axle and are all gear driven.

 

Two-ton model of Plggfns Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.

Send for catalog showing complete line of models.

Choice territory open to responsible dealers.

PIGGINS MOTOR TRUCK CO.

RACINE WISCONSIN

 

^DIXON'S *ssg

CHAIN

G RAPHITE
Nu.678

■■■..•*:•.' •'.'■•V

 

Lubricates/

WithoutWa^ste

 

JOSEPH

DIXON

CRUCIBLE

COMPANY

JERSEY-CITY

N E W . J E R S E Y

Because it possesses

all of the well known

lubricating qualities of

Dixon's celebrated flake

graphite. Flake graphite stays

where it is placed, can't drip or grow

sticky, lessens noise, stops wear and is

cleanly because it has no tendency to

collect dust, dirt, grit or other injurious

matter to clog and wear out chains.

Dixon's Chain Graphite is readily car

ried about and easily applied at any time

by rubbing the bar against the sprocket

side of the chain. Dixon's Chain Graph

ite is cleanly, convenient, economical

and 'durable. The cylindrical shaped

bar, 2x8 inches, just fits the hand. Bach

bar weighs about, one pound and is

neatly encased in a cardboard carton.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"KELLS"
The most Durable and Efficient

RADIATORS for Commercial Cars

 

Positively guaranteed not to leak for two years.

Used on all the Leading Gasolene Trucks of America.

Ten Years Test Has Proven the Best.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

W. J. KELLS MFG. CO.

521-25 W.45th Street, NEW YORK CITY

Our newly designed 1500 lb—2000

lb.—3000 lb. capacity motor trucks are

now ready for prompt delivery to mer

chants, buyers and dealers.

 

These models are of the most modern design, be

ing equipped with long stroke four cylinder motors

especially designed for truck service. The trans

mission is 50% more than ordinary rating, and its

parts are exceedingly heavy and rugged.

Write for illustrated catalog

Ideal Auto Truck Company

Fort Wayne, Indiana

Characteristics of the

TORBENSEN AXLE

1—High and uniform mechanical efficiency.

2—Highest commercial efficiency of any

"final" truck drive.

3—Compactness, noiselessness, cleanliness.

4—Large road clearance.

5—Great strength and durability with com

parative low dead weight.

6—Small cost of upkeep.

7—Freedom from adjustments and repairs.

8—It admits of the use of large wheel

diameter.

9—Being a complete unit it lessens cost of

Chassis Assembling.

10—It is built by people with ample facili

ties and experience.

11—It has the endorsement of the foremost

engineers at home and abroad.

Type R Axle for Delivery Wagons.

Type S Axle for I to I ) Ton Trucks.

Type T Axle for 2 to 2 j Ton Trucks.

Specifications and prices upon application.

Torbensen Gear and Axle Company

216-224 High Street

NEWARK. NEW JERSEY

Formerly

Bloomfi.ld, N. J.

The Greatest Value Ever Offered

IS THE

"Black Eagle" Spark Plug

at 50c

Efficiency and Quality Without Extravagance

50c now buys the

best spark plug

service to be had.

The Spark Plug

with the ' 'patent

ed" universal

spring cap that

permits the use

of ANY style terminal.

The Plug with a riveted central

Electrode, and two contact wires

sparking on rounded surfaces, thus

avoiding pitting of the wires.

Manufactured and sold by people

with whom you will be pleased to

do business.

Especially efficient in Motor Trucks.

The Progressive Manufacturing Co.

TORRINGTON, CONN.

 
 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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No OTHER Tire

Offers These Economies

Motz Cushion Tires not only wipe out tire repair bills, but each

set is guaranteed for 10,000 miles—two years.

Moreover, Motz Cushion Tires give the same protection to the

delicate mechanical parts of a light commercial car as pneumatic tires.

And t*u-»(. ttres are amazing power savers, ^^^^b^m^h^^^^bm^^^m^^^^^

For repeated icsfs show that a motor car, on a

?iven charge of fuel, travels farthest when

lotz equipped.

Motz Cushion Tires mean ECONOMY

in every sense.

Motz Cushion Tires
have double, notched treads (A in picture) which prevent ski'lding and

distribute the weight to the sides. The undercut sides (see B) allow free

action of the bridges. The slantwise, elastic bridges (see C) give and yield

like the air in pneumatic tires.

They fit any standard clincher, universal quick detachable or demount

able rim.

Postal brings latest Tire Book, 92. /'lease mention make and mode

of your truck.

The Motz Tire & Rubber Company

Factories and Executive Offices AKRON, OHIO

BRANCHES:

1T37 Broadway. - - New York

2023 Michigan Avenue. - - Chicago

999 Woodward Avenue. - Detroit

23*2 Kuclld Avenue. - Cleveland

409 K. 15th St.. Kansas. City. Mo.

U09 Race Street, Philadelphia

Standard Tire & Rubber O.

104-6 Portland St., liosto

Distributors for New

KngJand States

 

 

Small Manufacturers

Don't tie your capital up in Screw ma

chines—turn this class of work over to us.

We can do it quicker and cheaper for

you and guarantee accuracy.

We are also prepared to do all -kinds of

machine work, hardening, tempering,

grinding, polishing, plating and enameling.

Send blue prints for estimate.

National Cycle Mfg. Co.

Bay City, Mich.

1,100,000

Bosch Magnetos

in actual use

THE universal use of Bosch is due to the

unceasing reliability of the machine.

There is no truck too small or too

large to be reliable, there is no prospect

who when selecting his truck should not

insist on a dependable ignition system; there

is but one rule, an easy one to remember—

Follow the Majority's Selection !

Be Satisfied — Specify Bosch

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City

Chicago Detroit San Francisco Toronto

THE COAST LINE

^^

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

BUFFALO

NIAGARA FALLS

JOvXXiOO

TOLEDO

PT. HURON

G0DERICH

ALPENA ST.IGNACE

THE CHARMS OF SUMMER SEAS

SpendyourvacationontheGreat Lakesthemost

economical and enjoyable outing in America.

Daily service is operated between Detroit and

Cleveland, Detroit and Buffalo; four trips weekly

between Toledo, Detroit, Mackinac Island and

way ports; daily service between Toledo.

Cleveland and Put-in-Bay.

A Cleveland to Mackinac special steamer will

be operated two trips weekly from June 15th to

September 10th. stopping only at Detroit every

trip and Goderich, Ont,, every other trip.— Special

Day Trips Between Detroit and Cleveland. During

July and August.—Railroad Tickets Available on

Steamers.

Send 2 cent stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet

and Great Lakes Map.

Address: L. G. Lewis. G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.

Philip H.McMillan. Pro. A.A.Schantz, Gen7Mgr.

Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Company

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CASTLE LAMPS FOR

MOTOR TRUCKS

 

Model No. 234.—New design for Motor Trucks.

Can be supplied in oil or in combination, oil and

electric, as desired.

The Castle Lamp Co.

Amesbury, Mass.

NEW

"CONTINENTAL"

COMMERCIAL MOTORS

Designed for Heavy Work.

Manufactured In one-ton to seven-ton capacity.

They contain all

the important, up-to-

date features, such as

long stroke, large

valves, heavy bear

ings, perfect lubricat

ing system, enclosed

valve mechanism, etc.

Furnished as inde

pendent motors or in

complete Unit Power

Plants.

Let this noted motor make a reputation

for your truck.

Write for specifications, prices and terms.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO.

 

MLSKEGOIN. MICH.

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES:

K. F. Peterson. L. D. Bolton,

122 S. Michiiiun Blvd.. 1810 Ford Building.

Chicago, III. Detroit, Mich.

 

Adams Truck Motors

Embody the latest foreign engineering practice. Simply and clean-

cut throughout. Four cylinders, 3| by 5, cast en bloc, developing

30 H. P. Schebler Carburetor. "Dual System of Ignition.

Force Feed and Splash System of Lubrication. Three Crank Shaft Bearings

of liberal diameter. Fan in Fly Wheel. A remarkably quiet running Motor.

Write for Agency Details:

THE ADAMS BROS. CO., Findlay, Ohio

AdamsTruckC
*-% "Deliver the Goods" J

MEROJRyTRUCKS

 

When the mercury is up, the Mercury runs.

When the mercury is down, the Mercury runs.

Heat, cold, rain, snow, sleet, ice, the Mercury

never changes.

The Commercial Motor Wagon that never

varies.

Manufactured—not assembled.

The Mercury Manufacturing Co.

4108 S. HALSTED ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Losses Can Be Stopped

by the Veedcr Hub Odometer. Fuel, lubrica

tion, tire consumption and depreciation can

all be accurately accounted for by fitting

every machine with a Veeder Hub Odometer

—an instrument which will unfailingly check

distance travelled backward as well as forward

—and cannot be tampered with.

Neat, durable and compact, d» n r** f\(\

it can be easily attached. V /. J*

Price complete

At your dealers', direct from our factory

or at the following agencies:

T. H Cranatoo * Co., 56 E. Randolph Street

Chicajo. III.

L. H. & B. I. Bill. 543 Golden Gate Avenue

S«B Francisco, Cal.

The Robber Tire Wheel Company. Montreal,

Quebec, Toronto, Winnepes and Vancouver

The Veeder Manufacturing Company

C. H. VEEDER. Preaident D. J. POST. Treasurer

H. W. LESTER, Secretary

HARTFORD, CONN.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers. Tachometers, Tachodometers

Counters and Small Die Castings

 

 

Detroit Oilers Have
T^T r% 11 ^^1 i There are no check

INo Ball Checks va,ver °v u,e-
m ' ^^ "••*»'•«» «r*a,ww«v complicated parts

in Detroit Mechanical Force Feed Oilers to give trouble and

cause failures. Every drop of oil must go to the place wheie

it is needed.

A separate pump for ef ch feed measures the oil and insures

a rate of feed that is exactly right at all times. Once properly

regulated there is no chance for faulty lubrication and dry bear

ings, carbonized cylinders, smoke at the exhaust and waste o'l

are entirely eliminated.

Detroit Oilers are made with from

one to thirty feeds in capacities of

two pints to five-gallons — pulley,

sprocket, ratchet or gear drive.

Made also with two compart

ments for feeding one kind of oil

to cylinders and another to the

bearings.

Write today for catalog P-68 and full Information

Detroit Lubricator Company.

DETROIT, U. S. A.

Largest manufacturers of Lubricating devices in the world.

Schafer Ball Bearings I
(Made In Germany)

Before you decide on your ball bearing requirements why not

consider SCHAFER?

This is not a new bearing and therefore you will not be experi

menting. The merits of SCHAFER ball bearings have been

attained by actual service and not merely by "talk."

 

They have been adopted by prominent manufacturers here

and abroad. This fact should convince you of the quality and

efficiency of SCHAFER ball bearings.

Write for catalog and price*

BARTHEL, DALY & MILLER

Sole Importers

42 Broadway NEW YORK

Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no more than what

A you will be forced to pay out for constant re

pairs on your present ignition system. A new

Remy will give your car new life,

exchange proposition:

Here is our

2-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. .

4=Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. .

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. .

List Price Allowance Net to Vou

$46 00 $ 9 20 $36 80

50 00 10 00 40 00

52 00 10 40 4160

Allowance made for any make of Magneto

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES:—New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

SERVICE STATIONS: Albuquerque, Augusta, Baltimore, Charlotte. Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Denver, Dallas, El Paso, Houston, Jacksonville, Louisville, Memphis,

Minneapolis. New Orleans, Nashville, Norfolk (Va.), Omaha. Los Angeles, Phila

delphia, Pittsburg, Portland (Me.), Portland (Ore.), Rochester, San Antonio,

Seattle, Spokane, St. Louis, Syracuse, Ltica, Washington (D. C.)

CANADA:—Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Hamilton, Vancouver, Montreal.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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QUILT in Two and Three Axle

equipments. 3^ to 10 ton capacities.

Especially adapted for long hauls and diffi

cult road problems.

Let us send you literature

and full information

Couple - Gear Freight-Wheel

f^" _____ 550 Buchanan Street,

^Ompany. Grand Rapids, Michigan

©JfFMC

COMPANY

DESIGNERS $

ILLUSTRATORS

Bf ALL PROCESSES

i*r-^54Z S. DEARBORN ST.

"* *'-*fi P0N11AC g BLDG.

 

 

/
 

THE

ti_ POSITIVE

 

Plain

Lock Washer

Made in all sizes and weights for Automobile pur

poses and Trucks or Power Wagons. Can be used

thinner than any other lock washer—effective, no

matter how thin. One lock under the nut and head

can be used if so desired. Exhaustive tests, cover

ing a period of nearly 20 years on railroad track,

drop presses, Automobiles and machinery subject

to vibration, have proven its superiority over every

nut lock manufactured. Write for samples and prices.

The original and genuine Positive Lock Washers

are made only by the

POSITIVE LOCK WASHER CO.

NEWARK, N. J.

A CARBURETOR

Absolutely Fool -Proof

THE Zenith Car

buretor Company-

offers truck manu

facturers and owners

a carburetor proved

by five years experi

ence in Europe —

absolutely fool-proof

and without a single

adjustment.

A trial will con

vince you of its power, its economy and its

remarkable efficiency.

Zenith Carburetor Co.

270 Jefferson Avenue DETROIT, MICH.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Commercial

Vehicles

The Faithful Servants of Industrial

Transportation .

"Recognized as America's Highest Standard Ever

Since the Beginning of the Industry."

Send for Catalog of Commercial or Fire Vehicles.

 

KNOX AUTOMOBILE CO.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

NEW YORK Branches: CHICAGO

Twelve Years of Pioneering

Have Been Built Into

The Gramm

The Gramm represents more years of success

than any other commercial car here or abroad

can show. The product of the largest motor

truck factory in the world, it is the safest truck

to buy because of the stability of the organiza

tion behind it. It now serves more than two

hundred different kinds of business enterprises

better and more economically than is possible

by horse drawn vehicles.

Built in 1, 2, 3 and 5-ton Models

With Any Style of Body Desired

The Gramm Motor Truck Co.

1 1 1 So. Lima Street LIMA, OHIO

Knickerbocker

Trucks
 

Any mechanical part may be removed on

the road in a half hour or less without

unloading or dismantling the truck.

Write for Catalogue.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co.

151st Street and River Avenue

NEW YORK

YOU wouldn't expect a race horse to do draft horse work.

Then why expect satisfactory Truck service with a

Pleasure-car motor?

Truck work requires a motor with a capacity Tor con-

rinuous hard work. That Is efficiency—and Is exactly what

you get In the Waukesha Long Stroke Truck Motor. It's a

"make good" motor that gives the truck manufacturer full

tonndencethat his truck will do all he claims.

■ '■ ' 'I '■ ..'i.'H 'I, I |l||.l1.ti |.l, ''ii.ll.H'l i, '■ i|,'l|!lliiii.llU UIMIEIi llllli;! , ,i' |,1' i,i

WkUKESMA
4%*M"Long Stroke Truck Motor.

Strength—long wear—economy of Tuel—the ability to

work under all conditions—those are what you get In every

Waukesha Motor. The crankshaft has a tensile strength of

70 tors. The bearings have three tlmrs the wearing quality

of ordinary bearings. Let us prove the Waukesha Motor's

supremacy. Ask us In the next outgoing mall.

WAUKESHA MOTOR CO., Dept. IS. Waukesha, Wis.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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^SiSNE^

"Always There"

Louis Disbrow of motor racing renown, and an anient SPLIT

DORF IGNITION enthusiast, wired the following significant

message from Kansas City, Mo., on June 15th.—

"SPLITDORF equipment on Simplex Cyclone

enabled me to break all local records, track race

meet here, today. Tour equipment has made

the Simplex seven miles an hour faster. My

congratulations. ' '

Just as surely as SPLITDORF IGNITION demonstrated its reli

ability for Disbrow so surely is SPLITDORF SERVICE to be

counted upon for SUPERIOR RESULTS .

If YOU DO NOT BENEFIT from this SERVICE the fault is your

own. Our experts are at your call—our branches, which are

miniature factories in equipment, are scattered throughout the

country and our inflexible rule is— " SATISFY the CUSTOMER . ' '

Come to us with your ignition troubles—we will gladly shoulder

yout responsibilities for changes and adjustments and guarantee

the greatest satisfaction .

Write for our "Racing Record"

Splitdorf Electrical Co.

Walton Ave. and 138th St.

Branch, 1679 Broadway

CHICAGO

DETROIT

BOSTON

KANSAS CITY

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

MfllHlIWl

Culver-Taylor Detachable Chain
 

PATENTED

Designed Especially

for

MOTOR TRUCKS
The Notch Does It

A Detachable Chain with links that will not

work loose. TRY THEM. The result

will surprise you.

Culver -Taylor Chain Works

142 Madison Avenue, DETROIT. MICH.

NEWTONE
■^^^^■^^■^^^^■^^^^^^■^^■■■^■^■^■■■■■^■^■^■^■■sMiS^S^S^sWBieBBiBaBJBj

The Mile Away Electric

MOTOR HORN

 
\

Torpedo

Type

Pat. Sept. 5. 1911

PRICE

$20.B

Including

Button and

Cable

The Most Perfect Warning Device on the Market

The increased demand for the Newtone Motor Horn is due to

its absolute efficiency in warning, and economy in operation.

The motor with Hess-Bright Ball Bearings and imported self-

lubricating brushes, eliminate all oiling and cleaning.

The chief engineers of three leading American

automobile manufacturers after a ""BreaKrdoivn"

test, state that, in their opinion, the fietutone

Horn is the best teaming signal made.

Let l/s Send One On Appro-Val

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.

220 Taaffe Place. Near Dekalb Avenue, Brooklyn

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Steering Gears
for

Trucks—Delivery Wagons

*T* • f^ — !-« Made in 4 sizes—% to 1 Ton. 1% to 2 Tons.

1 aXl LaDS 2% to 3 Tons. 4 to 5 Tons.

The Reliable Gear for Hard Service

Write for Blue Prints

No ball bearings or thrust collars

Self adjusting for wear, and

Positively Irreversible

Lavigne Gear Co.

Corliss, Wis.

 

i
!

r 'I l AMERICAN

•
REVIEW*

RevTews

MORE

NECESSARY

THAN EVER I

Gentlemen :

In making deliveries during the summer months, we

use two one horse wagons, hauling as high as two and two and a half tons of sand or cement at

times. We would like your opinion as to whether one motor truck would do as much as the

two horses at a less expense. Also, where could we get the right kind of a truck to do our work

at the lowest price, and what would or should be the requirements? We use a wagon very hard

and the sand and grit soon cuts them out, the lest we can do. We have a great many small de

liveries to make but would want to haul two and a half, or perhaps three ton if necessary, or

would it pay better to have a lighter truck and make two trips.

Thanking you for any information you can give us in regard to this matter, we are

Yours truly.

We gladly give information free of charge.

The Review of Reviews Magazine

30 Irving Place, New York City

th \ amiric

^REVIEWg

REVIEWS

MORE

NECESSARY

THAN EVER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Some of the critical big buyers who have

placed "repeat" orders for Packard trucks

Acme Tea Company, Philadelphia

Adams Express Company, New York

American Druggists Syndicate, New

York

American Express Company, New York

American Radiator Company, Detroit

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association,

St. Louis

Arbuckles & Company, Pittsburgh

Armour & Company, Chicago

Bell Telephone Company of Canada, Toronto,

Ont.

Canadian Transfer Company, Ltd., Montreal

and Toronto

Cape Pond Ice Company, Gloucester, Mass.

Crane Company, Chicago

Crystal Park Company, Manitou, Col.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Field & Company, Marshall, Chicago

Fleischmann Company, The, New York

Goodrich Company, B. F., Akron, Ohio

Hebard Express & Van Company, Chicago

Hudson Motor Car Company, Detroit

Jersey City Dairy Company, Jersey City, N. J.

Kaufmann Brothers, Pittsburgh

 

Lemp Brewing Company, Wm.

J., St. Louis

Libby, McNeill & Libby, Chicago

Loose Wiles Biscuit Company, Boston

and Kansas City

Lyon & Healy Chicago

Mandel Brothers, Chicago

Mosler Safe Company, New York

National Cash Register Company, Dayton, O.

Passaic Metal Ware Company, Passaic, N. J.

Parmelee Transfer Company, Chicago

Park Commissioner, Detroit

St. Paul & Tacoma Lumber Company,

Tacoma, Wash.

Standard Oil Company, San Francisco

Standard Varnish Works, New York

Swift & Company, Chicago

U. S. Army, Quartermaster's Department,

San Francisco

United Cigar Stores Company, Chicago

Victor Talking Machine Company, Camden,

New Jersey

Wanamaker, John, Philadelphia and New

York

Yawman & Erbe, Rochester, N. Y.

THIS RECOGNITION OF THE PACKARD AS THE

STANDARD VEHICLE OF HEAVY TRAFFIC IS DUE TO

Our own ability to deliver the trucks

Our dealers* ability to deliver the service

The trucks* ability to deliver the goods

Packard Motor Car Company, Detroit

 

^.ii.u;::,". .:. i :..:;-::: ..■:,.:..::■■'.'; "-■■ ■: •: ■v:.::.:!,u-'.j.y.iv:i;:,M.jr,!i.:i,;Mi,.n^^^^
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"Whitney"

Are Used By The Leaders

Look for the Cotter Pins

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO.

HARTFORD, CONN.

  

 

BILLINGS <& SPENCER
Improved Model C

DROP HAMMER

An improved board clamp makes unnecessary

latch and connection at the side for holding ram sus

pended. Located at extreme top of machine—above

the friction rolls of lifting device, it is impossible for

oil to get between clamps and board.

 

These uprights arc of special design and

greatly reduce the possibility of breakage. They iC-

main solid throughout their lengths—no weakening

perforations being necessary in the placing of attach

ments. Full particulars sent on request.

Send today for catalogue

The Billings £h Spencer Co.
Hartford, Conn.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advrrtjsers.



 

In addition to saving power and wear with

every revolution, the worm gear drive of the

Pierce-Arrow Truck eliminates the necessity

for the almost daily adjustments, repairs and

lubrication required by other drives—and is

backed by the makers with this guarantee:

The worm wheel and worm shaft, generally known as

worm gear construction, employed in the Pierce-Arrow

Truck, are warranted to fulfill their functions for one

year from date of shipment under normal service.

 

5-TON MOTOR TRUCKS
THE PIEECE-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY, BUFFALO, N. Y.



 

Il'llf

I

Superior Manufacturing Tells

in a Motor Truck

With a motor truck, as with any other

labor saving, time saving, and money

saving' device, superior production

readily tells. The- way a motor truck

is built is an indication of its quality.

The materials that go

into the truck, the

tests administered in

the building and sub

sequently in road

trials, the workman

ship are capitalized in

service, efficiency and

long life.

The Alco factory

possesses the most complete equipment

of any motor truck shops in America

—gigantic machines, superhuman ap

paratus, powerful devices that expend

many thousands of pounds of pressure

—tests more severe than ever are re

ceived in actual service.

Here also are heat treating ovens

that increase the strength of the su-

ALCO
Motor Trucks

e'^ton 5 ton 3'jton 2 ton

perior materials in the Alco. For in

stance, by draw bar pull the metals are

rendered (SO per cent, stronger.

In the Alco shops are physics

and chemistry laboratories with instru

ments as delicate as

those of a surgeon,

measuring to certain

accurate standards.

 

Per pound in the

raw no metals cost as

much as those in

the Alco—materials

minus cracks, flaws,

seams, of high tensile

strength.

Yet while possessing abnormal

strength the weight is reduced far

below that of the truck built by the

less scientific manufacturer.

The way the Alco truck is built

is largely responsible for the extra

ordinary sides record of the Alco—

62 per cent, on repeat orders.

64-Page Catalog On Request

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY, 1894 Broadway, NEW YORK

Builders of Alco Motor Cars and Alco Taxicabs

Chicago Branch: 2501 Michigan Avenue

Boston Branch: 567 Boylston Street

Movers of the World's Goods since 1835.

Canadian Headquarters:

4280 St. Catherine Street, West, Montrea

Capital, $50,000,000
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If Mileage Were The

Only Thing—All Tires

Should be Made of Steel

Mad! D'
kON'T buy Firestone Tires just because they

offer you "Most miles per dollar of cost"

It is true that they do this—True that in

test after test—in race and tour and the actual road experience of thou

sands of owners—Firestones have demonstrated their superior wear.

But that is only one feature. It should not be your only consideration.

Buy Firestone Tires because their durability is not at the cost of the car.

Buy them because of their wonderful resiliency—their "life" even

with tires pumped to capacity.

Buy them because they protect the costly mechanism of your car,

minimize adjustments and repairs. And all this means real comfort in

riding, too.

firestone
TIRES

Most Miles Per Dollar of Cost—And Most Car Protect!

Resilience—this yield-and-spring—give-an</-take—which

protects your car—means quality of rubber, quality of fabric,

quality of workmanship— all unstinted measure.

Every element in the tire is chosen for quality of service, regard

less of cost all handled and developed by experts under a rigid

system of inspection that watches every movement of every man

that rejects everything but perfection. This is why you practice true

tire and car economy only when you specify—"Firestone" Tires.

Built in all Typos to Fit all

Standard 1 tints

Regarding Rims: All high grade cars are equipped with

quick-detachable demountable rims. Don't experiment. Insist

on Firestone—the only rims that have stood the test of time

and are universally acknowledged correct in principle and service.

THE FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO.

"Ampririi'N Largest Kxclusive Tire and It i m Makers

Akron, Ohio - Dealers Kvcrywhcre

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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This 5-ton Peerless Truck has enabled the Hoivell Condensed Milk and Creatn Company

to re-route its deliveries ivitfi a saving of over $3,CCO a rear in firry tolls alone.

PEERLESS TRUCKS
LOADED with one hundred 40-quart cans aggre

gating 11,000 pounds, this 5-ton Peerless Truck

■* has been making two twenty-mile trips every

night (including Sundays), between Jersey City and

Staten Island.

By covering a route that horses couldn't follow

on account of the excessive mileage and steep grades,

it saves $8.60 a night in ferry tolls alone, or $3,096

per year.

Since July 1st it has been operated in two shifts of

10 hours each, day and night, and hasn't missed a trip

since it was delivered to the Howell Condensed Milk

and Cream Company.

Truck Department

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland

Please mention ine "Fower Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Three Things Make
 

Cellular Truck Tires

Demountable, Quick Attachable

Preferable for Truck Equipment

Non-Skid

The non-skid cellular tread increases the traction and eliminates

undesirable slipping and friction, which always causes excessive

wearing of the tire's surface. (^ It eliminates the necessity for chains.

Non-Heating

 

The holes in the tire act as a radiator, preventing ex

cessive heating and internal friction. ^ The extra

large surface of the Swinehart tread reduces the press

ure per square inch to a point well within the safe

and economical limit.

Resiliency

The wonderful elasticity, due to the combined use of

our cellular design and the highest grade of rubber,

allowing the tire to "give and take", to stand the

road shocks without damage, is the true secret of

Swinehart tire longevity.

In the hands of hundreds of owners Swinehart Cellular Truck Tires,

due to their non-skid, non-heating, resilient features, show phe

nomenal results in mileage.

Let us show you actual records and explain in detail the construc

tion of this cellular type.

We also make a full line of smooth tread single and dual solids—

Demountable Quick Attachable Tires.

Branches and dealers in all principal cities.

The Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co.

1200 North Street AKRON, OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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One of the fleet of Federal One-Ton Trucks operated by Marshall Field & Company

Federal one-ton chassis, including seat, S1800. Body type at purchaser's option. Wheelbase optional. 110-inch or 144-inch. Motor 4

Cylinders. 30 horse power. Magneto, high tension. Clutch, 16 inch cone. Transmission, three speeds forward and reverse. Tires solid,

36x3>£ inch front and 36x4 inch rear. Timken bearings.

These enormous companies own and

operate Federal One-Ton Trucks

Armour & Company

Lemp Brewing Company

Detroit Stove Works

Anheuser-Busch Company

Ward Bread Company

Portland Railway, Light & Power Co.

These firms are all old users of one-ton trucks.

They have each tried a dozen makes and models.

They all settled on the Federal.

FEDERAL MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

New Factory Dept. C, Leavitt and Campbell Avenues, DETROIT, MICH.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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10,000 MILES

CONTINUOUS SERVICE

 

GARFORD

 

KNOX

 

GENERAL VEHICLE

Use them on your Elec

tric Truck and increase

its battery efficiency and

thereby the radius of

operation.

POLACK TYRES give a

greater continuous mileage

than any other truck, tyre

manufactured.

POLACK TYRES have the

maximum resiliency and will

reduce your expense for me

chanical repairs.

Send for booklet and latest

price lists.

POLACK TYRE &

RUBBER COMPANY

Main Offices:

Ehret Bldg., Broadway and 59th St.,

New York City

BRANCHES:

146 Summer Si., Boston, Mass.

1 1 14 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

247 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

915 I-:. 15th Street, Kansas City, Mb.

Petty Tire & Rubber Co., SI. Louis, Mo.

512 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

516 Parkway Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

505 Liberty Ave , Pittsburgh, Pa.

917 First Ave., South Minneapolis, Minn.

930 South Main St., Los Angeles. Cal.

 

 

Use them on your Gaso

line Truck and keep it on

the road earning money

instead of in the repair

shop losing money.

4j' TlTpp-

PIERCE-ARROW COMMER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Used in 54 Lines of Business
 

FAETROIT Electric Com-

mercial Vehicles are now

in daily use in fifty-six (56) of

the largest American and for

eign cities. Fifty-four (54)

different lines of business are

represented.

In nearly every instance where

these cais have been in ser

vice for any length of time, we

have received re-orders.

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles are noiseless, odor

less, trim in appearance and

particularly appreciated by

customers in all residential

districts. They are admitted

at all wharves and freight

terminals.

It has been proven that elec-

Agricultural College

Baggage and Trucking

Bakery

Breweries

Casket Manufacturing

Catering

Cemeteries

China (Wholesale)

Cigar Manufacturing

Club Bus

Cold Storage

Confectionery

Creamery

Department Stores

Distilleries

Drugs and Drug Mfg.

Dry Goods (Wholesale)

Dry Goods (Retail)

Commercial

Electric Light & Power Co.

Electric Railways

Electric Sign Companies

Express Companies

Fish Markets

Florists

Flour Mills

Furniture

Furriers

Gent's Furnishings

Glass Manufacturing

Groceries (Retail)

Groceries (Wholesale)

Hardware Manufacturing

Heavy Chemicals

Hospitals

Hotel Bus

Ice Cream Manufacturing

 

Jewelry

Knitting Mills

Leather Goods

Mail Service

Mattress Manufacturing

Mineral Water Co.

Music Stores

Newspapers

Paint and Glass

Packing Co.

Paper

Plows

Posting Service

Poultry

Silk Dying Co.

Tobacco Factory

U. S. Arsenal

Restaurant

Vehicles

trically-driven commercial ve

hicles are the only ideal mode

of delivery for city and sub

urban use.

Wherever electricity has

solved any problem, it has

done so better than any other

form of power.

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles "get away" instantly

in congested traffic. All speeds

are controlled with one lever.

Any ordinary driver can learn

to operate a Detroit Electric.

No expert care is necessary.

There is no complex mechan

ism to be put out of order by

abuse or carelessness. When

the car stops, the power stops

—and the expense for power.

ELECTRIC

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles are Edison-Battery-

equipped, which is your in

surance against high deprecia

tion and annoyances in main

taining the source of power.

The saving which would be

effected by the use of the

cheapest and most readily

adapted form of power in ex

istence is made possible for

you through the use of De

troit Electric Commercial Ve

hicles.

48-page catalog with full in

formation sent upon request.

Specific information regard

ing your individual require

ments gladly furnished.

Detroit Electric Commercial Vehicles are in u*e in

56 of the largest foreign and American cities.

Akron, Ohio

Boston, Mass.

Bridgeport. Conn.

Brockton, Mass.

Brooklyn, N. Y

Buffalo, N. Y. -

Calgary, Alta., Can.

Cedar Rapids, la.

Chicago. 111.

Davenport, la.

Den i*er. Colo.

Des Moines, la.

Detroit, Mich.

Elmira, X. Y.

Green Bay. Wis.

Hartford, Conn.

Holyoke, Mass.

Houston, Tex.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Kansas City, Mo.

Los Angeles. Cal.

LaCrosse, Wis.

Lans'ng, Mich.

London. Eng.

Lowell, Mass.

Memphis. Tenn.

Middletown, Conn.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Montreal, Que.

Mancle, Ind.

Muskogee, Okla.

Newark, X. J.

New Haven, Conn.

New York, N. Y.

Norwich, Conn.

Oakland. Cal.

Ottawa, Can.

Paris. France

Paterson, N. J.

Peoria, 111.

Portland. Ore.

Richmond, Va.

Sacramento, Cal.

San Francisco, Cal.

Seattle. Wash.

Shamokin. Pa.

Springfield. Mass.

Stockton. Cal.

Tacoma, Wash.

Toronto. Can.

Victoria. B. C.

Washington. D. C.

Watsonville, Cal.

Winnipeg, Man.

Worcester, Mass.

Anderson Electric Car Company

455 Clay Ave., Detroit, U. S. A.

BRANCHES:

BROOKLYN NEW YORK: Broadway at 80th St.

BUFFALO CHICAGO: 2+16 Michigan Avenue

CLEVELAND (Also Branch at Evanston)

Selling representatives in most leading cities.

KANSAS CITY

MINNEAPOLIS

 

Please mention trie "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Cleveland Automatics

Operating Expense One Mill a Minute

Your Overhead Charges Added to This Will Give You the Exact Cost per Piece.

No other Automatic in existence

produces such remarkable savings

as the "Cleveland." And no

other is made in such a wide

variety of patterns and sizes.

Cleveland Automatics stand in

a c'ass by themselves. Write

for catalog.

43/ 4&S

 
 

 

Piece No. 481.

Piece No. 482.

Piece No. 483.

Piece No. 484.

Piece No. 485.

Material, Cold Rolled Steel; time, 6 minutes each.

40 per hour.

70 "

13 minutes each.

26

Send in samples or drawings; we will send you complete specifications explaining cost of

machines and tools, etc., etc; capacities of our machines, \" to 7i".

Cleveland Automatic Machine Company
Eastern Representative Western Rep'-sentative

J.B Anderson 2450 North 30th Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A. Herbert E. Nunn 562 Washington

Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ' Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

Foreign Representatives—Chas. Churchill & Co., London, Manchester, Newcastle-on-Tyne an.l Glasgow. Messrs. Schuchardt &

Schutte, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Stockholm and Copenhagen. Alfred H. Schutte, Cologne, Brussels, Liege, Paris, Milan and Bilbao.

Donauwerk Ernst Krause & Co., Austria, Hungary and the Balkan States.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Repeat Orders Tell the Story of

White Superiority

During the month ofJuly four of the largest and most representative department stores

on the North American continent placed repeat orders with The White Company for

additional motor trucks for their delivery service. In each case the original trucks

have been in service for periods of from eighteen months to two years.

 

Gimbel Brothers, of New York City, have just

purchased six more White Motor Trucks,

making twenty-six White Trucks operated by

this company.

Gimbel Brothers— 26 White Trucks

Joseph Home Company, of Pittsburgh, have just

purchased nine more White Motor Trucks, mak

ing twenty-two White Trucks operated by this

company.

Joseph Home Co. — 22 White Trucks

 

 

Marshall Field & Company, of Chicago, have just

purchased one more White Motor Truck, making

seventeen White Trucks operated by this

company.

Marshall Field & Co.,— 17 White Trucks

The T. Eaton Company, Ltd., cf Toronto and

Winnipeg, have just purchased three more White

Motor Trucks, making thirteen White Trucks

operated by this company.

The T. Eaton Co., Ltd.—13 White Trucks

There are more than three hundred White Motor Trucks in the Delivery Service of dry goods and

department stores. Over two-thirds of this number are repeat orders, after the initial purchase

had been thoroughly tried out. Can we offer you any more conclusive evidence than this of the

sterling qualities of White Motor Trucks?

Our Motor Truck Delivery Department 'will Gladly Furnish Literature and Detailed Information.

 

The White

 

L«U Company

CLEVELAND

MANUFACTURERS OF GASOLINE MOTOR CARS, TRUCKS AND TAXICABS

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A Tire for Every Da.y

A Type for Every Service

A 50% Increase

in the iwimber of contracts

with truck manufacturers acrid

A 115% Increase

in the number of tires changed from other

makes to Goodrich Wireless during July

over the number changed 6 months before

Necessitate the do\iblirvg of factory

equipment for tKe manufacture of

GOODRICH

Wireless Motor Truck Tires

(Pressed-Or\=Demo\mtable=Block=Electric)

 

The B. F. Goodrich Company

AKRON. OHIO

LARGEST IN THE WORLD

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The truck of excess

capacity and reserve

•it

 

»wer.
KisselKar truck design and construction take

into consideration the occasions when stress of busi

ness will necessitate loading in excess of rated capacity.

The wide power and capacity margin above ratings

meet the needs of a growing business, and furnish a

greater reserve strength which decreases up-keep costs.

Competitive tests have demonstrated KisselKar

Trucks to be from 15% to 20% more economical of fuel

than other trucks of same ratings.

These two factors—excess capacity and fuel

economy, which are big items of annual saving, give

KisselKar Trucks a wide service margin over trucks

of average standard.

KISSELKAR SERVICE maintains every Kis

selKar at best working efficiency. This service is

supplied by a national service organization maintained

by the manufacturers. Specially constructed and

equipped buildings at principal points of America are

service-centers cooperating with sales agents in sup

plying a service that lowers operating costs, retards

depreciation and insures uninterrupted service.

KisselKarTrucks
1500 LBS. 1,2,3,4,5 TONS

 

A Fleet of four KisselKar Trucks that supplanted 40 Horses—Owoed b/ Alexander H.

Revell & Co., Chicago.

Write for special KisselKar Truck Catalog, illustrating KisselKar Trucks now in use in every kind of haul

age and delivery service. All type bodies — special bodies designed to meet special needs. Write for truck

catalog.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR CO., 158 Kissel Ave., Hartford, Wis-

LOS ANGELESBOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MILWAUKEE KANSAS CITY

MINNEAPOLIS ST. PAUL ST. LOUIS DALLAS

Philadelphia Cleveland Detroit El Paso San Antonio New Orleans Baltimore Omaha Butte Denver San Francisco Seattle

Portland Duluth Buffalo Pittsburg Hartford, Conn. New Haven Albany Troy Montreal Quebec Toronto Winnipeg

and 200 other principal points throughout America

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TIRE Tl

Summer is here and in purchasing tire equipment HEAT is a factor to be

consideied.

The heat generated by a tire is the greatest Factor in its destruction. Con

tinued Heat is Death to rubber.

Get rid of the heat by using a sectional tire.

Kelly ■ Springfield Sectionals

are " Air-Cooled " between sections.

They are ideal on hot asphalt roads ; each section works for an instant—rests

until its turn comes again.

They have plenty of room to expand lengthwise as well as laterally, thus giving

double the resiliency.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD Sectionals mean Economy in Tire Costs.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.

NEW YORK, N. Y., and AKRON, O

BRANCHES— Boston, Mass.

Atlanta, Ga.

 

Chicago, III. Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. Detroit, Mich,

Cincinnati, O. San Francisco, Cal. Los Angeles, Cal. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cleveland, 0. Baltimore, Md. Seattle, Wash.

 

Pleas* mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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In addition to saving power and wear with

every revolution, the worm gear drive of the

Pierce-Arrow Truck eliminates the necessity

for the almost daily adjustments, repairs and

lubrication required by other drives—and is

backed by the makers with this guarantee:

The worm wheel and worm shaft, generally known as

worm gear construction, employed in the Pierce-Arrow

Truck, are warranted to fulfill their functions for one

year from date of shipment under normal service.

 

5-TON MOTOR TRUCKS
THK PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Two Tires Which Quickly Won Truck Owners

 

 

Goodyear Individual

Block Tire

OMETIMES one single feature

quickly gives a product leader

ship over all rivals.

It was so with the Good

year Individual Block Tire.

In six short months it came to

lead all block tires.

Curiously enough, it is not so much

the tire itself, but the method of attaching

the blocks that brought this tire into favor.

Instead of the fastening holding several

blocks as on other tires, each block has its

own individual fastening.

Thus, when one removes a damaged

block, he does not loosen a long row of

blocks, but only the block to be replaced.

You simply loosen 2 bolts, lift the

rectangular plate that rests over the ex

tended block-base and the trick is done. No

delay. No trouble. No tools required save

clamp and wrench.

Needless to say, this tire received extensive

and thorough tests before its invention was an

nounced last January. It has taken its place as a

seasoned tire. We regard it as one of our greatest

successes.

You can see the "Goodyear Individual Block"

demonstrated at any Goodyear Branch, or, by

sending a postal today, you can get our latest

Truck Tire Book. Write for it.

 

Goodyear Demountable

10,000 Mile Tire

 

OODYEAR Demountable Tires just

G about double the earning capacity of

the average truck.

For being demountable, these tires

end sending tires to repair stations.

And they end countless delays and

trouble.

For when the time comes to remove a

tire, your driver simply jacks up the wheel,

unbolts the rim, pulls off the rings and off

comes Mr. Tire. Easily done, quickly done,

inexpensively done. Yet neither expert help

nor special tools are required. Jack, chisel

and wrench suffice.

Remember, too, that these are guaranteed tires.

Guaranteed for 10,000 miles.

You certainly realize that this is a tire of amaz

ing vitality, else we should not guarantee it for 10,-

000 miles.

We furnish this tire in twin or single form.

It is standard in all parts. Fits the standard

S. A. E. wheel.

Drop us a line today, stating make, model, and

duty of your truck, and our tire experts will tell you

more specifically about the Goodyear type of tire

that meets vour needs.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

AKRON, OHIO

Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities. More Service Stations Than Any Other Tire

We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires, Tire Accesssories and Repair Outfits

Main Canadian Office, TORONTO, ONT. Canadian Factory, BOWMANVILLE, ONT.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Lauth-Juergens Trucks

1-2-3 and 5 Ton

 

Lauth-Juergens One Ton Truck.

Lauth-Juergens' trucks have proven they are in a class by themselves. They have shown their

efficiency in almost every line of trade. They are not only made of the best materials and

workmanship, but they are backed by a corporation who will not put their name to a guarantee

they cannot or will not fulfill. The purchaser of a Lauth-Juergens truck is insured prompt and

efficient service, either direct from the factory, or through our agents. Responsible agents who

desire to handle a first class truck should communicate with us at once regarding territory for

1913. Send for a large complete catalogue. Address,

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.

Fremont, Ohio

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES:

Boston. Mass.. Meyer Abrams & Co.

Chicago. III.. Lauth-Jr.ergens Motor Car Co.

Newark. N. J.. Merchants MoLor Car Co.

Bridgeport. Conn.. Jennings Sherwood Carriage Co.

Barre, Vt.. Perry Auto Co.

Washington. D. C. Bowles Motor Sales Co.

Danville, Va. West End Motor Car Co.

South Boston. Va.. Franklin & Fowlkes.

Dr.luth, Minn., Mutual Auto Co.

Memphis. Tenn., W. R. McDonald & Co.

Detroit, Mich., Bleil Motor Truck Sales Agency

Toledo, Ohio. Grosser Motor Car Co.

Charleston. W. Va.. Hugh Nicholson.

Los Angeles, Cal., P. A. Brink.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

FOR

TOURING

AND

COMMERCIAL

CARS

 

LEFEVER

PLANETARY

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

FOR

COMMERCIAL

CARS

Compare a LEFEVER Transmission or Jack Shaft with the LEFEVER $1000.00

Grade Gun. You will find at every point the fine construction that has made

the name LEFEVER famous

LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

with ONE ROD

CONTROL LEVER

But one point of registra

tion, this in the transmis

sion case. Bolt the shift

lever to the frame and

the assembling is com

plete. This special con

struction eliminates all

trouble arising from

binding of shift levers

caused by any uneven-

ness in road bed.

 

GEARS

OF

LASTING

FAME

CLAIRE L.

BARNES & CO.

Direct Factory Representative

CHICAGO

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

LEFEVER-ARMS CO., 3 Maitbie St., Syracuse, N.Y.,U.S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"It is cheaper in the end to pay a higher price

for service or goods when you know that

character is behind them."

The Speedwell policy of first producing an ideal product and then backing it

up by ideal service from factory and dealer is maintained by requiring fair

fixed prices for the product.

This policy works out to the greatest advantage both to truck owner and

truck dealer.

Four-Ton—$3,850 Six-Ton—$4,500

(With Standard Bodies)

Two-Ton—$2,950

Truck Users— Write for literature.

Truck Dealers—Write for our co-operative sales-plan. We do local advertising

and get prospects for you.

The Speedwell Motor Car Co., 90 E»»x Ayc, Dayton, Ohio
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REORDERS AND REORDERS FOR

G.V.ELECTRICTRUCKS

We are now building G. V. Tracks and Wagons for eight different

deu -iiment stores in one city. That shows what reorder business can

mean in one line of trade. G. V. trucks are used in 103 lines of business.

The first Pureoxia 2-ton G. V. Truck was ordered September 9, 1911,

the next two February 6, and the fourth one August 9, 1912.

 

The Jacob Ruppert Brewing Company ordered this way:

4-3-35-2-1-35-3, or 83 to date, and more coming. The American Express

Company: 2-1-31-23-8, or 65 to date. The Adams Express Company:

1-19-26-15-25-1-5-12-25, or 129 to date, and so on.

25 Customers have already purchased 793 G. V.

Electrics or an average of almost 32 per customer.

Who sells the fleets?

Catalog 72 on request.

GENERAL VEHICLE COMPANY

Principal Office and Factory Long Island City, N. Y.

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Cost of Living.

The Power Wagon Can Save a Billion Dollars Yearly in Food Transportation.

THE COST of living will be reduced by $1.00 per

week to each family of six persons in the United

States when the present methods of horse delivery

are replaced by motor wagon systems. A further reduc

tion of $0.50 will take place when the motor wagon is

employed instead of the railroads for hauling food prod

ucts direct from the truck farming districts to the centers

of food consumption.

♦ ♦ ♦

Yearly Saving Over One Billion Dollars.

For the whole country, the aggregate yearly saving

in the cost of handling products alone would amount to

the enormous sum of $1,200,000,000 at the present time, if

power wagon haulage were to be substituted as far as

possible for the wasteful methods now in use. And this

would be just about enough to pay for all the machines

that would be necessary to take care of this kind of

traffic.

Wastefulness of Rail Transport.

The railroads of this country carry about 100,000.000

tons of food produce yearly at the present time. Of

course this represents only a part of the total food con

sumed, the remainder being hauled direct by horse wag

ons from the farms to the markets in the neighboring

cities and towns, or by barges and canal boats.

Every ton of food carried by rail has to be handled a

number of times. It must be loaded onto horse wagons at

the farm and placed on the freight cars at the depot, often

having to be unloaded onto a platform and reloaded onto

the railroad cars. At the end of the train journey, the

food must be unloaded from the cars to horse wagons—

sometimes with another unloading and loading process at

a platform—and then it is taken to the wholesale market.

Here again it is unloaded, only to be loaded a few hours

later on to the horse wagons or carts of the retailer to be

taken to his store. Then comes the final distribution to

the consumer, usually by the grocer's delivery wagons.

Ideal Plan to Use Power Wagons.

All of this itemized loading, unloading and handling

adds money to the cost of the food, besides depreciating

its value. The ideal plan in the majority of cases would

be to haul the food direct from the farm to the markets.

If the distance is not more than 100 miles, and if the roads

are passable, power wagons can be economically used for

this purpose. Only two handlings of the food are neces

sary—one loading at the farm and one unloading at the

market. And in most cases many hours would be saved

in the time of transit.

* * *

Release Valuable Market Land.

Further tremendous savings would accrue, at least in

the case of large cities like New York and Chicago, in the

cost of land for markets, if power wagons were to be

substituted for horses. Anyone familiar with large city

markets knows the congestion caused by horse wagons and

the great room they occupy as compared with the amount

of produce they carry. Motor wagons will haul two or

three times as much as horse vehicles and take up much

less space.

Significant Figures From New York.

Some official figures and facts which bear out these

contentions in every particular were disclosed recently by

the New York State Food Investigating Commission.

According to estimates of this committee, New Y'ork

pays $150,000,000 a year for handling its food supply.

After its investigations, hearings, and study of statistics,

the committee estimated that the food supply of New

York costs at the transportation terminals $350,000,000,

and that it costs in the kitchens of the consumers $500,-

000,000. This great difference is charged chiefly to
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handling, and not to profits of middlemen. It developed

that practically 8o per cent of the total food deliveries in

New York City for consumption in the metropolitan dis

trict are subject to double trucking charges.

* * *

Corroboration by U. S. Department of Agriculture.

As showing the feasibility of directly transporting

farm produce to market by power wagons, the 191 1 Year

book of the U. S. Department of Agriculture publishes a

table giving the distance of the market in relation to the

frequency of marketing eggs on 90 Kansas farms. For

26 of these farms the average distance is 2.48 miles, and

produce is moved twice a week. For 61 farms the aver

age distance is 4.12 miles, and produce is moved once a

week. For the remaining 3 farms the average distance is

8.5 miles, and produce is moved once in two weeks.

Thus the greater the distance the less frequently is

the produce taken to market. The loss by deterioration,

therefore, must be in direct proportion at least to the dis

tance. Motor wagons would make light of these distances,

and it is obvious that the number of trips could be in

creased many times if machines were used, especially if

some kind of a co-operative system were employed.

* * * •

Real Bed Rock on Cost.

Of course power wagons are not the only things neces

sary to the reduction of needless expense in conveying

food from the farm to the consumer. There are the numer

ous middlemen and small shopkeepers to eliminate if we

would get down to real bed rock on the cost question.

Municipal markets and co-operative stores will do much

to solve the problem wherever they can be operated. But

these are minor considerations compared with the great

immediate savings that can be effected in the cost of food

transportation by the use of power wagons.

NEW MOTOR EXPRESS SERVICE.

A modern motor express service has been established

by the Motor Express Company between Hamilton and

Dayton, Ohio. W. H. Probst, a retired manufacturer of

Dayton, and Mr. Howell, a West Carrollton business

man, are backing the new venture.

Express is being hauled between the two terminals by

power wagons. Service will be afforded West Carrollton,

Miamisburg, Germantown and all other intermediate

towns, as well as individual farmers living along the

route.

Four trips a day can be made between Hamilton and

Dayton in one of the motor wagons being used by the

Motor Express Company. Rates will be made according

to fixed national standards.

GOOD FOR INDIANAPOLIS.

More motor vehicle licenses were issued by the city

controller of Indianapolis, Ind., during the first six months

of this year than during the entire preceding twelve

months. Of the 3.307 licenses granted. 316, or nearly 10

per cent, were for power wagons. This is an increase

U. S. STIPULATES MAIL MOTORS.

The United States postal authorities in the awarding

of new contracts for hauling mail are stipulating power

wagons in every case where the motor will give better ser

vice than the horse. For instance, the new contracts for

Parkersburg, W. Va., which will be let in July, 191 3, for

four years, will call for the use of screened motor wag

ons such as have proved very successful in other cities in

this country. This is stated on the authority of A. D.

McGinnis, assistant superintendent of mails at Washing

ton, D. C, who recently visited Parkersburg for the pur

pose of making up the new schedules. Several persons in

the city will submit bids for hauling the mail in motor

vehicles.

MOTORS TO CARRY ST. LOUIS MAIL.

P>ecause the present contract for moving the mails in

St. Louis amounted to $22,925 a year for 18 wagons, As

sistant Postmaster-General Joseph Stewart has asked for

bids on transporting the mails with power wagons. The

enormous expense of collecting and moving the mails

with horse equipment has simply forced the postoffice de

partment to consider a more economical means. It is

easy to anticipate the elimination of the horse from trans

portation circles when the operating expense is so great.

REDUCTION IN NEW YORK FERRY RATES.

Reductions in rates charged for power wagons and

other vehicles on New York's municipal ferries to Staten

Island and Brooklyn have been ordered by the sinking

fund commission.

The new rates are effective September 1. for a year.

If the deficit on August 31, 1913, is larger than on the

same date this year, the old rates are to be re-established.

The new rate on motor wagons is 70 cents to Staten

Island and 40 cents to Brooklyn.

CHANGE IN INSURANCE RATES LIKELY.

According to facts brought out at the recent conference

of the Automobile Underwriters, the insurance people

have found that the fire hazard on power wagons is great

er when they are on the road than when they are in the

garage. As a result, the underwriters are planning a re

classification of the insurance rates on a basis of the num

ber of hours a machine is on the road in different lines of

business.

MAIL MOTORS FOR THE PHILIPPINES.

Seven electric power wagons, to cost $17,500, will be

purchased for the Bureau of Posts to aid in the collection

and distribution of mails in Manila. An allotment of

funds has also been made to provide a charging plant for

the machines.

Automobile owners in Texarkana. Ark., have formed

a co-operative societv for the purchase of gasoline and

oil at lower rates than those charged by local retailers. A

saving of several cents on every gallon of gasoline will be

over 191 1 of more than 240 per cent. effected.
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Chicago's Motor Buses.

Unbusinesslike Methods and Disregard of Precedents Result in Unsatisfactory Operation.

WHEN ONE takes into account the fact that

industrial road motors are increasing at the

rate of over ico per cent annually in this

country, and that a big percentage of this gain is re-order

business, even the most skeptical person will admit the

economy and utility of the motor truck idea. Yet in even

the most successful lines of endeavor there are failures to

record.

Ordinarily an occasional failure is not worth notice in

the midst of hundreds and thousands of noteworthy suc

cesses. But when a public service corporation deliberate

ly or ignorantly disregards years of the most successful

practice, and flounders about in a haphazard experimenta

tion on its own account, the resulting unfortunate experi

ence is bound to attract public attention and give the im

pression of a general instead of a small particular failure

in an otherwise sue-

cessful industry.

When such a state

of affairs exists, it be

comes the duty of the

constructive journalist

to analyze the situa

tion, point out the de

fects, and suggest the

obvious remedies for

improvement — not

from any sense of sen

sational disclosure or

feeling of personal

malice, but from a

sense of justice to the

industry and a friendly

desire to assist the mis

guided operating company itself, and also to correct any

false impression to the trade in question and to the public

at large.

One of the worst cases of poor initial judgment, worse

administration, and woeful neglect of the first principles

of accounting that has ever come to light in road motor

practice, has been revealed by an examination of Chicago's

motor bus service after 1 1 months of unsatisfactory

operation.

The Chicago Motor Transfer Company, which start

ed business in September of last year, operates 16 motor

buses. Twelve of these are 17-passenger gasoline ma

chines, on chasses of 3,000 pounds rated load capacity.

The bodies weigh 1,300 pounds each. With 17 passen

gers and a driver, averaging 160 pounds apiece, the full

load carried is 4.180 pounds, or 1,180 pounds overload.

In the "rush'' times it is quite a common occurrence to

pile 10 extra passengers into the aisles, thus making the

total load 5.780 pounds, or nearly twice as much as the

machines were designed to carry. Mechanical troubles

naturally developed. Steering gears broke down. Spring

suspensions had to be altered. The bodies shook to pieces.

All this and more resulted from the overloading.

This, then, was the first mistake. The load rating of

the chasses should have been 5,000 pounds for the style

of body they had to carry, although the body design now

in use is not at all suitable for the service.

The next misjudgment was the price charged for the

service, but this has since been rectified, as appears later.

The old horse buses which used to ply between Marshall

Field & Company's department store and the Northwest

ern depot charged 5 cents per passenger per trip each way.

The machines were put in service to compete with the

horse buses at the same price. This might have been good

judgment if the motor buses had had a chance to make

use of their superior speed, but owing to the crowded

traffic of the Chicago loop district through which they had

to pass, the motor

buses were able to

make very little better

time than the horses.

Now there is a con

siderable difference be

tween the cost of op-

crating a new $5,000

motor bus and that of

running a ramshackle

horse bus that was

nearly ready for the

vcrap pile. Therefore

a premium should have

been charged for the

superior machine ser

vice, and the class of

One of the four Field electric Duses used in cnicayu. passengers is SO high

that 10 cents could have been obtained just as easily as the

humble nickel. To have done this from the first would

have been a wise policy, in view of the fact that the ma

chines could not take advantage of their greater speed.

Making the change now after nearly a year of operation

is bound to cause some loss of patronage and a certain

amount of public feeling against the motor bus company.

The next obvious criticism is against the small seating

capacity of the machines compared with their high initial

cost. For $5,000 one should obtain a motor bus with a

greater seating capacity than 17 passengers. If the ca

pacity were increased to 35 passengers (with no one al

lowed to stand), and a 33^-ton chassis provided, the cost

per bus need not have been more than $6,000 at the very

highest. Perhaps a suitable machine could be bought for

as low as $5,500. And this would have made a corre

sponding difference in the bookkeeping records. A 35-

passenger motor bus in London costs about $4,500, and

the London General Omnibus Company, which has 1,800

machines, builds its own buses for very much less than

this figure. Whoever was responsible for the load rating
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Seating plan of Field electric bus.

of chassis and the expensive style of body chosen for

the Chicago motor bus service, made a grievous and ex

pensive mistake. But with the fare at io cents even the

present machines will show handsome profits, if the pat

ronage holds out, while with a correct system of account

ing, as will presently be shown, the machines have been

operating at a small profit even with the fare at 5 cents,

in spite of statements to the contrary by the company's of

ficials.

* * *

London's Experience In Motor Buses.

Before proceeding with a record of the Chicago motor

bus service, as reported by a "Power Wagon" repre

sentative, a brief digression will be made to call attention

to a few significant facts in connection with the operation

nf motor buses elsewhere.

London. England, furnished the most conspicuous ex

ample. The British capital began experimentation with

motor buses about 10 years ago, and by the end of 1903

there were 13 machines in operation; but it was not until

1905 that real progress began to be made. The record of

machines in service from that time up to date forms a

wonderful study.

Beginning with 30 machines in January. 1905, Lon

don's motor buses increased rapidly in numbers for a

period of 2^ years. There were 200 in use in January

of the next year, and 800 by the end of the year. The

zenith for this first period of development was reached in

July of 1907. Then came the reconstruction period, when

financial troubles caused the companies considerable wor

ry. Between July, 1907, and October, 1910. the number

of machines in service fluctuated like the prices on the

stock exchange. The high mark of this period was at

tained in October of 1908, when 1,100 machines were in

use. Since October, 19 10, when the number had fallen

to 1,030, the motor bus has made phenomenal strides in

London, as the following figures will show: January.

1911, 1. 100 machines; June, 1911, 1,400 machines; Octo-

iier, 191 1, 1,600 machines; July, 1912, 2,155 machines.

* * *

Wonderful Operating Records In London.

The London motor bus companies learned their les

sons, and learnt them well, during the years 1907 to 1910.

They had more to contend with than any American bus

concern could have. Gasoline in England costs more than

Iwice as much as in the United States, and taxes are also

higher. Wages are lower, it is true, but so are the fares

'barged, the basis being the 2-cent ride. Yet even as

far back as 1909, a record of 68 weeks of daily perform

ance of a certain type of motor bus in London service

showed an operating cost of 16.212 cents per mile per

machine. During this time one of the machines ran 47,-

1^04 miles, averaging 703 miles per week. This was a 36-

passenger bus on a 7,000-pound chassis.

The detailed cost per mile worked out as follows :

Cents.

Running 1.800

Maintenance 462

Lubricants 132

Grease 126

Kerosene 090

Vehicle lighting 258

Body upkeep 632

Drivers 2.48+

Tires 3.306

Conductors 1.812

Gasoline 2.512

Traffic expenses 484-

Depreciation, insurance, rent, rates, taxes, water, gas,

garage lighting, supervision, establishment, etc 2.114

16.212

-k * *

Poor Records of Chicago Motor Buses.

Compared with such a record, dating back to 1908.

bear in mind, it is truly pathetic to examine the farcical

attempt at motor bus operation shown in the abbreviated

table of results, presented herewith, of the Chicago Motor

Transfer Company.

These w:ere the only records available at the time of

1911-1912

Average Number

of
Number

of

RECEIPTS EXPENDITURES

Month

Buses in 'Trios

Dailv During
Passengers

Depot

Servi :e

Special

Service

Charter

Service

Total

Re eipts

Cleaning

Storage

Gasoline or C'urr'nt Oil

Servi . e Month
Carried Labor

Quantity Cost Quantity Cost

12

10

10

IO

12

12

3.874

3.2S 1

2.542

2.983

2,536

3.561

70,297

57.549

46.224

50.512

42.139

59.894

J 3.5 14.85

2.877.45

2.311.20

2.525.60

2.474.45

2,295.90

$ 16.50 $ 515.84

376.00

J4.047.19

3.253.45

2,398.70

3.384.60

2,729.20

3.883.20

S 797.60

653.85

524.50

663.70

$ 460.00

440.00

48').00

480.00

2.201} ft 1QR.1 1 ! 349 $ 17.45

February 87.50

859.00

2.071, 186.411

1.551} 1 139.63)

1.852 166.68

385

216

24.79f

12.91 V

18.41}

April 189.75

1 222 30

6.5.00

365 00  

332

EXPENDITURES—Continued

Grease Repairs t0 Chassis Repairs to Body Lighting

Routine

System

Accident

TireS i Total

Quantity ' Cost Routine A?cident Routine Accident Mileage

Cof-t per

Mile

Credit Expense

Renewal?

1

De ember

28 $ 1.06

S 49.49J * 1.21

2.!0

f 7.84 J

178.40} 3.I8J

14.04 3.60

5.11 31.75

* 7.624 $ 23.08 J

10.30(

2.70ft

2.75}

11.466i

9.513}

7.239

9,328

January 81. ni )

April

 42.2H

151.15}

!

1

1

Reccrds of Chicago motor bis operation from December, 1911, to May. 1912.
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1

Chassis of »he Field electric

going; to press, and the officials of the company are still

wasting much valuable time on an attempt to obtain the

complete statement, when the job should be turned over

to a reputable firm of accountants ivith some experience

in automobile cost systems.

* * *

Depreciation at 33/3 Per Cent.

The company states it will figure depreciation on the

basis of 333/3 per cent per year. On the first four months'

showing, the machines are averaging about 11,000 miles a

}ear each. This means that their cost will be written off

the books when they have run 33,000 miles. And yet there

are motor buses in London that have over 130.000 miles

to their credit and many thousands of miles of "life'' still

left in them. These, by the way, are all old models Mod-

trn motor buses correctly chosen for the service should

run at least 200,000 miles before they wear out, so that

at the rate of 11.000 miles a year they should run for 18

years or more, which would brine the depreciation charge

omnibus as used In Chicago.

below 6 per cent. Taking the depreciation as high as 10

per cent, and reducing the garage charge to $20 per

month per machine instead of the ridiculous $40 as

sessed by the I'armelee Transfer Company against its

subsidiary, the Chicago Motor Transfer Company, the

12 gasoline machines would show a profit of $3,000 a

year by the company's other figures as shown in the table.

5i" * *

How Could They Pay!

As a final example of the total ignorance of operation

shown by the Chicago Motor Transfer Company, it may

be stated that the garage superintendent has absolutely

no knowledge of the mileage he is getting out of his tires!

Of the four electric buses there seems to be no records

at all.

And with such an appendage of sheer incompetence,

the officials of the Chicago Motor Transfer Company

throw up their hands in holv horror when anyone asks

them if motor buses pay in Chicago!

 

c*c view of chr33i3 of Tleld electric omnilzus.
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Chicago's Bis System Will Expand, Nevertheless.

In spite of all this, the Chicago Motor Transfer Com

pany is planning to extend its field of operation to outly

ing districts with a view to giving the public a compre

hensive motor bus service. New routes are being laid

out, a site for a large garage has been selected, and all

indications point to a big expansion in Chicago motor

transportation before the snow flies.

The history of the development of the motor bus in

Chicago is both interesting and instructive.

About a year ago Marshall Field & Company decided

to install a line of motor buses to displace the antiquated

horse bus service that had for years been maintained be

tween its retail store and the Northwestern depot. Four

White chasses of \l/i tons load rating were ordered, and

body designs prepared by H. McFarlane & Company. The

specifications called for the most up-to-date design in

structural details, while the bodies were to represent the

most advanced ideas in modern coach building.

* * *

Trade Rivalry Booms Motor Bus System.

Though Marshall Field & Company took particular

pains to keep the plan secret, the idea leaked out. The

fact that Chicago was at last to have a motor bus line soon

became known, and other State street department stores

were not slow to recognize the advertising value of such

a service. Carson Pirie Scott & Company, however, were

the first to act. Four Field electrics were ordered from

the Flectric Omnibus Corporation of New York and Troy

(now the Field Flectric Bus Co. of New York City), with

instructions to have the bodies built in the east where se

crecy would be assured. Yet Marshall Field's eastern

representative seems to have heard of this new move,

for the Chicago office was at once notified.

A keen rivalry immediately developed, with the result

that each concern put forward its best efforts in an at

tempt to be the first to have buses in actual operation.

The race was a close one, and until Marshall Field & Com

pany offered McFarlane a bonus of $150 on each body

for early delivery, it was impossible to forecast the ulti

mate result. At last, however, on September 25, Marshall

Field's four buses made their appearance on the streets.

Carson Pirie's electrics were not in operation until Janu

ary 20. * * *

Enter the Chicago Motor Transfer Company.

In the meantime the Chicago Motor Transportation

Company, which later changed its name to the Chicago

Motor Transfer Company, came into existence and took

over Marshall Field's buses. This new concern, having

planned to supply Chicago with a complete motor bus

service and being well equipped financially for such an

undertaking, placed orders for more buses of the same

type. A service between the retail store of Mandel Broth

ers and the Northwestern depot was started with two

buses on October 16, and on March 15 of this year one

machine was put in operation between the same depot

and "The Hub," another store which is situated at South

State street and Jackson boulevard.

Of the 16 machines now in operation, 12 are gaso

line and four electric. The gasoline fleet is composed en

tirely of White regular i^-ton truck chasses, provided

with extra long wheelbases. The bodies have a seating

capacity of 17 (not 19 as at first announced). Full de

tails of these machines were given in the Septembr, 191 1,

issue of the "Power Wagon."

* * 4

The Field Electric Buses.

The electric buses, as already noted, were supplied by

the Electric Omnibus Corporation from designs prepared

by C. J. Field, the company's engineer. Current is de

rived from Edison batteries placed under the hood in front

and under the passengers' seats. The motor, a 60-volt.

series-wound General Electric machine, drives through

cardan shaft, jackshaft and side chains, giving a maxi-
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The 12 gasoline motor buses of the

mum speed of 12 miles an hour. The average mileage on

a charge varies from 40 to 60. A double braking system is

provided, the service brake acting on the jackshaft and

the emergency on the rear wheels. The latter carry dual

solid tires 34 by y/2 inches, while the front wheels are

equipped with 32 by 3^-inch single tires. Unlike the

gasoline machines, the driver sits at the left and collects

the fares as the passenger enter at the front end.

* * *

Fares Raised From 5 to 10 Cents.

Until recently the buses made regular trips between

the depot and the various department stores, charging a

live-cent fare. On the 12th of last month the routing

was completely changed, so that now the entire fleet of

buses operates in a circuit, running south on State street

as far as Congress street, taking on and leaving off pas

sengers at the different stores in passing. At the same

time the fare was increased to ten cents. Although this

latter step was taken with much misgiving, the adverse

conditions under which the buses had been operating fully

justified it, and up to this writing it has caused no ap

preciable falling off in patronage—possibly because the

general public is not yet fully aware of the raise in price.

# :'-: ?:

Special Service Proves Profitable.

When not in use on the regular day run, some of the

machines are put in special kinds of service, such as base

ball, picnic and theater parties. The Chicago Yacht Club,

for example, has the exclusive use of one bus and pays

S20 a day for this privilege. In May of this year a single

bus earned more than $700 in special service in Evanston,

one of the city's suburbs. There are any number of simi

lar fields awaiting development, and in many the oppor

tunities for highly profitable operation are even greater.

* * *

System of Keeping Records.

The illustrations show the various record forms used

by the Chicago Motor Transfer Company. On the ''Daily

Bus Record" the driver enters the number of the bus, the

time of arrival or departure, and the number of passen

gers carried. Starters stationed at both ends of a given

route keep a similar record, while each machine carries a

register showing the fares collected. In this way three

Chicago Motor Transfer Company.

losses in receipt records reduced to a minimum. The large

form is practically a recapitulation sheet, as it purposes to

show the daily receipts, mileage, maintenance and op

erating figures for one machine, and is a summary of all

garage and bus records.

The form marked "Bus Inspection Report" is used in

the garage. Once a month each machine is inspected by

the garage foreman, who makes a note of the condition of

the different parts, in the spaces provided for that pur

pose. Any adjustments found necessary are immediately

made, and in many cases parts are replaced even though

they bear no evidence of damage or wear.

* * *

Troubles From Overloading.

Eor a time the bodies occasioned some annoyance as a

result of excessive vibration obviously caused by over

loading. As originally designed, the bodies were built with

a single panel on each side so that whenever a new one

was found necessary the machine affected had to be

taken out of service for some considerable time while re

pairs were being made. The bodies are now provided with

separate panels, one under each window, and in case of

damage new ones can be substituted in a very short time.

Radical changes have also been made in the spring

suspension, again on account of overloading. Four leaves

have been removed from the rear springs and two from

the front springs on each machine, and auxiliary coil

springs have been added. Tire diameters have been in

creased from 34 to 36 inches. Swinehart cellular tires are

now used, with dual equipment on the rear wheels.

It is to be hoped that this record of motor bus service

in Chicago will prove an object lesson, not only to the

Chicago Motor Transfer Company, but also to other con

cerns which desire to partake of the great profits to be

derived from proper motor bus operation in America.

The records of experience in London, Paris, Berlin and

other cities abroad are available, and an examination of

these and the foreign practice which is now well set and

standardized, should prevent anyone from falling into the

errors made by practically all the early pioneers in motor

bus operation. There is plenty of money to be made in

the business if people will only go about it in the right

checks on the driver's figures are provided, and errors and way.
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Motor Bus vs. Street Car.

London's Motor Buses Now Have Bigger Passenger Earnings Than the Street Cars.

FOREIGN TRANSPORTATION experts, especial

ly those who have the habit of viewing the future

in the light of past experience, are predicting the

ultimate elimination of the street car from London's trac

tion system. This is. in itself, nothing new, as news items

are usually rated, for prophecies equally emphatic have

been quite rampant in English power wagon circles for a

number of years.

* # *

Early Prophecies Borne Out by Later Statistics.

At present, however, the statement merits thoughtful

consideration inasmuch as cold and colorless statistics,

recently disclosed, are bearing it out to a surprising extent.

The wonderful strides made by the London motor bus

service in late years have ceased to occasion comment

from foreign power wagon enthusiasts, who seem to

view its progress in a sort of "I told you so" spirit. Yet,

to those unfamiliar with the situation abroad, the actual

figures are really amazing.

* * *

London's Buses Earn More Than Street Cars.

Since 1903, when 13 machines were in operation, Lon

don's motor bus service has expanded by leaps and

bounds, until there are now more than 2100 buses in actual

use. In the last year or more it has been encroaching

upon the held heretofore practically monopolized by the

tramways, with results that yre causing great alarm among

the tramway officials. As a matter of fact, they are wit

nessing a constantly increasing rate of reduction in their

receipts, while the motor bus service continues to expand

both physically and financially.

The following figures, compiled from official statistics

of the London County Council and the London General

Omnibus Company, serve to show the change brought

about in the last year:

Earnings.

11)11. 1H12. Difference.

L. C. C. Tramways J6.463.S61. SO J6.42S.2S7.03 —$ 3o,o74.7j

L. G. O. C. Motor Buses. 5,315,342.95 7,307,402.85 + l,0LI2.0.".9.9u

From this it will be seen that while the motor bus

earnings have increased more than 35 per cent, those of

the tramways show an actual decrease of no less than

$35,000. Not only that, but the motor bus earnings have

exceeded those of the L. C. C. tram cars by nearly $1,-

000,000.

* * *

London's Street Car Earnings Decreasing Rapidly.

Later figures are even more startling. The earnings

for the first week in August of this year show an in

crease on the part of the motor buses of nearly 50 per

cent over the corresponding week of 191 1. On the other

hand, the rate of decrease in tramway earnings has risen

to the point where the actual decrease for one week is

nearly a third of that during the whole preceding year.

It should be further noted that the I^ondon General Omni

bus Company operates only 1800 of the 2155 motor buses

now used on the streets of London, so that the street cars

will make even a worse showing against all of the buses.

In view of these conditions it is not surprising that

English power wagon supporters are enthusiastic and

the tramway officials somewhat pessimistic. Lamentable

as it is to see the earning power of a huge investment,

such as is tied up in London's tramways, losing ground

day by day at an ever-increasing rate, there is some grati

fication to be derived from watching the healthy growth

of. the power wagon idea as evidenced in motor bus

expansion.

It is to be hoped that our own communities will see

the trend of modern progress, and take heed before it is

too late. Our bankers, too, will do well to watch the

situation with at least one eye, lest they be suddenly

brought face to face with an unforeseen, yet admittedly

inevitable, state of affairs.

MOTOR BUSES IN SOUTH DAKOTA.

"July 26 marked the first anniversary of the Wilcox

motor truck on the Belle Fourche to Camp Crook stage

line," says the Belle Fourche (S. D.) "Bee." "The car..

have given good satisfaction during the year, despite the

fact that they have been subject to as hard usage as any

motor trucks could be, and have always given a good ac

count of themselves. During the severe weather of last

winter, when it was almost impossible for a saddle horse

to get over the country, the trucks were laid up, but as

soon as the roads were open for travel of rigs and wag

ons, the motors were put in service. Speaking of the

wear and tear on the machines. Mechanic Claude Moore

informs us that so far as pulling and carrying abi'itv is

concerned the motors will do as much work todav as they

would the day they were put into service. They have male

a total of 22,080 miles, a portion of the time over roads

that a wagon would have difficulty in traveling, and the

expense of upkeep has been small, when it is considered

the class of work encountered."

MOTHERS WANT MOTOR DELIVERY.

In connection with the proposed extension of Cleve

land's farmer markets the advisability of inaugurating a

co-operative motor delivery service has been considered.

"A motor truck service would be just grand." declared

Mrs. C. W. Stage of the Mothers' Club and Congress of

Women. "I go to the market three times a week and

enjoy it. Mr. Stage goes, too."

"The city ought to start a municipal motor delivery,"

said Mrs. Stella M. Jacobi, club worker. "It could make

money at four cents a basket."

A 5-ton truck carrying six persons was hauled about

Cleveland's streets recently by a powerful touring car.

using a Kelly-Springfield inner tube as a towline. On

removal, the inner tube was found to be in perfect con

dition.
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The Four Wheel Drive Truck.

A Machine That Has Made a Noteworthy Showing in the U. S. Army Transportation Trials.

By DAVID HARTSHORN, M. E.

HEN IT IS remembered that, of the 2,000,000 testing machines to haul victuals and camp equipment

\/\/ miles of public roads in this country, 1,600,000

~ ™ miles, or 80 per cent, are practically impassable

seven months of the year, it is not surprising that the four-

wheel drive truck has appealed to those who desire to

carry the power wagon idea to the country and farm as

well as to the well-paved streets of the city.

The condition of our public highways is of vital im

portance, especially as 90 per cent of our merchandise is

hauled first or last over the 400,000 miles of roads that are

open to average traffic. To produce a mechanism capable

of successfully negotiating the remaining 1.600.000 miles

under any and all conditions has been the aim of four-

wheel drive inventors.

Such a me

chanism should

be able, among

other things, to

pull itself out

of any hole into

which the ful-

fillment of its

regular duties

might lead it.

It shoul d be

proof against

skidding a 11 d

side - slip, and

should hold the

road when run

ning at its max

imum speed. It

should have am

ple power where

power is need

ed, and its hill-

climbing ability

should be above

t h e ordinary.

Yet withal it

should be rea

sonably simple

and as nearly

"tool-proof" as it is possible to make it.

Severe as these requirements are. they seem to have

been fully met in the truck made by the Four Wheel Drive

Auto Company, of Gintonville, Wis. This concern re

cently entered the contests held by the United States gov

ernment, and in these trials the feasibility of the four-

wheel drive principle was clearly demonstrated.

The trial held by the Quartermaster's Department of

the United States Army, from June 12 to July 6, was

'WttKS*

if* *-""WSV

over 750 miles of the worst roads in the State of Wis

consin, and at a time of the year when even the best are

well-nigh impassable.

Starting at Dubuque. la., the route led through Min

eral Point, Madison, Prairie du Sac, Reedsburg, Elroy

and Xorwalk to McCoy, the government's military reserve

near Sparta.

The Four Wheel Drive scout car, which left Washing

ton. D. C, on February 8, ran to Atlanta, Ga., thence to

Indianapolis, on to Dubuque, continuing from there to

Sparta, a total distance of 7,000 miles.

• All kinds of roads were encountered—deep mud, sand

above the axles, bottomless mire, and in some places no

roads at all.

Of the eleven

B makes repre-

senied in the

contests, the

F 0 u r W heel

Drive moto r

wagons were the

only machines to

travel the whole

distance under

their own pow

er and without

assistance, a 1 1

other makes be

ing compelled to

retire long be

fore the end of

the trip was

reached; the

only two others

to enter Sparta

were two Gov

ernment owned

trucks. These

came in loaded

lightly, and

were only con

tinued because

they were Government property. The Four Wheel Drive

trucks, therefore, won out easily and completely on ac

count of having proper power and traction to negotiate all

of the roads. They not only made a strong showing, in

comparison with all other makes of trucks entered, but in

many instances were even called upon to help out the army

mules which accompanied the machines and troops in or

der to establish comparisons.

Captain A. E. Williams, of the Quartermaster's De-

without doubt the most gruelling test to which power partment. after an exhaustive test of practically all mod-

wagons were ever subjected. The rules required the con- els during a period of two years, pronounced the Four

 

 

The Four Wheel Drive car, without chains, made light of this feat—climbing

cent grade In soft clay with mud over the axles.

40 per
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Plan of Four W

Wheel Drive truck entirely satisfactory for army use.

"The Four Wheel Drive truck used on this trip," said

Captain Williams in discussing the Washington to In

dianapolis trip, "was a touring car chassis, purchased of

the Four Wheel Drive Auto Company of Clintonville,

Wisconsin, for the purpose of trying out the four-wheel

drive principle. A wagon body was built onto it, and it

carried a load of 2,000 pounds. The principle of drive in

all wheels, as applied in this truck, is entirely feasible, as

was demonstrated on this 1,500-mile trip from Washing

ton to Indianapolis. In this truck can be carried out my

idea for an army field wagon, that the weight should be

equally distributed on the four wheels. Such distribution

is not advisable, of course, in a machine with the drive in

the rear wheels only.''

As a result of the performance of three Four

Wheel Drive trucks entered in the trials, the army offi

cials have recommended the purchase of a number of these

 

heel Drive chassis.

machines of the ton and a half size, in addition to the one

now owned by the government.

The Four Wheel Drive Auto Company's line embraces

two classes—a iJ<2-ton wagon and a 3-ton truck.

The motor of the 1 54-ton machine is rated at 29 horse

power, and that of the 3-tonner at 36 horsepower. The

Wisconsin engines used in both models are of the usual

four-cycle, four-cylinder type. Water cooling, with cen

trifugal pump circulation, is used. Ignition is by Bosch

magneto, dual system. Force feed lubrication is em

ployed, with a sight feed on the dash. Control is effected

through hand throttle and foot accelerator. Right-hand

drive, with a Ross steering gear of the worm and nut

type, is used.

The multiple disk clutch of the Hele-Shaw pattern is

mounted with the motor on a subframe. The transmission

is of the individual jaw-clutch variety, with gears always

in mesh. This was made by the Cotta Transmission

Company, of Rockford, 111. Three speeds forward and

a reverse are provided, giving speeds of two to 16 miles

an hour in the iJ/>-ton model and two to 18 miles an hour

in the 3-tonner.

A sub-transmission, back of the change gear box,

transfers the power to the left side of the chassis, whence,

through a center differential and two longitudinal cardan

shafts, it is transmitted to the two differentials carried,

one on each axle A lock in the center differential enables

 

Top view of main transmiss on. Roite of the recent army test.
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THE FOUR WHEEL DRIVE TRUCK IN TYPICAL SCENES.
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1. Hauling 3 tens of lumber up a 30 per cent grade.

2. Pulling other motor trucks across a stream.

3. Negotiating "bottomless" roads at Appleton, Wis.

4. A road broken by the Four Wheel Drive truck.

5. Fording a stream on Washington- Atlanta trip.

6. Climhirq 30 per cent grade with 4;/2 tons on trailer.
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Four Wheel Drive truck which made a splend d showing, even In rnrnparlson with the mule teams, In the recent army transportation

contests.

 

View of stripped 1' 2-ton chassis.
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Hi-ton Four Wheel Drive

the machines to be run with either front or rear wheels

if necessary.

Both axles are full floating, and carry 36-inch wheels.

Single solid rubber tires are used throughout. They meas

ure 36 by 4 inches on the 1 y2-ton model and 36 by 5 inches

on the 3-tonner. A dual braking system is provided.

The service brake, operated by a foot lever, is attached to

the transmission shaft and applies to all four wheels. Ap

plication of the foot brake automatically disengages the

clutch.

The frame is of pressed steel, five inch channel. It is

supported on semi-elliptic springs in front and platform

in the rear. The wheelbase is 124 inches in the ij/2-ton

truck and 120 inches in the 3-ton machine. The tread is

56 inches in both models.

With a standard platform stake body a loading space

1 1 feet 4 inches long is provided. The makers can fur

nish special bodies to meet individual requirements.

The four-wheel-drive construction is novel and de

serves special mention. Immediately in back of the main

transmission is a center differential driven by a Morse

silent chain. Two longitudinal shafts lead from this dif

ferential, one to the front axle and one to the rear. These

shafts drive the two axles through bevel gears and differ

entials of the usual type. In this way. both axles are

truck used In army trials.

driving members, and the power is transmitted to all four

wheels.

In order to use the front wheels for steering as well as

for driving, some form of flexible coupling had to be

devised. The construction used is verv clearlv shown in

 

Sectional view of front-wheel connection, showing dustproof casing.

the illustrations. Each end of the front axle carries a uni

versal joint. Connection is made with each front wheel

so that the power is transmitted to the wheels, regardless

of their position. The ball and socket constitute a dust

 
 

Sub-transmission with cover removed. Differential disassembled.
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Three-quarter front view of chassis.

and dirt-proof case which completely incloses and protects

the universal joint within. The pivots are provided with

bushings which can be renewed in case of wear. Bearings

on all four wheels are interchangeable.

The manufacturers claim many advantages for the

four-wheel-drive construction as embodied in their prod

uct. By using all four wheels for driving, the truck can

be more easily guided in bad places, as the front wheels

are ''alive" and pull themselves into place. The load is

equally distributed on the four wheels, and tire expenses

are thus considerably reduced. A very material saving in

gasoline, oil and repairs is also claimed. At the same

time the weight is said to be no greater than that of the

average power wagon of equal load capacity.

Accessibility of working parts and simplicity and

sturdiness of construction have been the chief aims of the

builders. All parts of the mechanism, such as motor,

transmission, clutch, driving shafts, etc., are readily ac

cessible, so that any adjustment that may be found

necessary can be easily and quickly made. The enthusias

tic indorsement of Captains Williams and Hegeman. of

the U. S. Army, forms excellent evidence that the makers*

claims are well borne out in practice.

To the power wagon dealer in hilly or rural districts,

the four-wheel-drive proposition comes as a regular god

send. "How does your truck take the hills?'" is the ques

tion asked every day of the dealer in Pittsburgh, Cincin

nati, Seattle and other hilly cities. The two-wheel-drive

truck man is apt to be a little backward in replying unless-

his machine has an unusually powerful motor. The four-

wheel-drive man simply grabs at the chance to demon

strate his machine's superior hill-climbing abilities.

A motor truck used by the Pioneer Smelting Company

in Pinal County, Arizona, hauls 40 tons of ore a day.

The motor buses operating on the Rue du Faubourg

St. Honore, in Paris, are disturbing the wine and art col

lections of Baron Henri de Rothschild, who claims that

the vibration set up by the buses shakes up the wine and

disintegrates the pictures. If he succeeds in having them

barred from the avenue they may have to run on a street

where there is more traffic and less wine.

 

Undaunted by loose drifted sand. Where 200 other machines have tried and failed. Both the 1:/i>-ton and 3-ton Four Wheel Drive

models have made light of this test, just as the Army scout car chassis is shown doing In this picture.
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MOTOR FIRE APPARATUS SIGNAL.

All the apparatus of the Baltimore (Md.) fire depart

ment is to be equipped with a new signal device, recently

invented by one of the department engineers. The appa

ratus, as shown in the accompanying picture, is in effect

a semaphore, and is used to announce the direction in

which the apparatus is going.

In congested sections of the city the police of the

traffic squad have experienced considerable difficulty in

keeping a clear way for the fire apparatus, for it has been

impossible to determine, on sighting the fire engines,

whether they would continue straight ahead on a street

or turn out at any particular crossing.

This signal, which is being tried out on one of the

high-pressure motor hose wagons, consists of a large red

and white striped paddle and is operated by the man who

sits beside the driver of the machine and who also sounds

the alarm bell. If the machine is going straight across

 

Signal device used on Baltimore's fire apparatus.

any intersecting street, then the paddle remains upright,

but if it is proposed to turn either to left or right, the

paddle is lowered to the side to which the turn will be

made.

As this is said to be the only signal apparatus of its

kind in the country, it is probable that other cities will

adopt it.

 

Demountable body used with Packard truck.

DEMOUNTABLE BODIES SAVE MONEY.

The illustration shows a demountable body used by

Haworth & Dewhurst of Pittsburgh on their Packard

trucks.

Loading for this concern was a serious problem until

Haworth designed the body pictured. He has shown

that he can remove the empty body from the truck and

deposit it in the warehouse and replace it with a loaded

body in seven minutes.

On the chassis frame are laid angle irons, inverted so

as to form a wedge. Corresponding irons are set in the

longitudinal bolsters of each body. As the body swings

into position from above, the angle is wide enough to over

come any slight variation in the position of the chassis.

The body is lowered by means of an electric crane and a

positive locking device prevents it coming loose from the

chassis. The crane, motor and three interchangeable

bodies represent an investment of $2,500. which returns a

saving of over $800 a year.

WHAT ONE MACHINE IS DOING.

D. J. Sweeney of Schenectady, N. Y., is getting about

the maximum of usefulness out of a 4-ton power wagon.

In the daytime it is used for the delivery of ice. while at

night it is kept busy collecting street dirt at $10 a night.

Mr. Sweeney is now bidding for a contract to haul coal

from the Schenectady County Coal Company's pockets to

different public buildings throughout the city.

MOTORS FOR HEALTH BOARD.

The Pennsylvania State Health Department has de

cided to purchase two large power wagons for use be

tween Mount Alto Station, and the State Tuberculosis

Sanitarium. The motors will haul coal and other supplies.

Detroit's disabled horses are to ride in a motor ambu

lance donated by a wealthy woman of that city.

Ouincy. 111., is considering the purchase of a motor

The fire department of Berlin, Germany, now possesses

50 pieces of motor-driven apparatus. It is estimated that

145 will be needed when all the horses are finallv super

patrol. ceded.
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TEST OF POWER WAGON EFFICIENCY.

The efficiency and reliability of the power wagon will

be put to a test in the second annual motor wagon dem

onstration of the Chicago Motor Club, scheduled for Sep

tember 9 to 12, inclusive.

Entirely new rules have been formulated and a num

ber of innovations have been introduced. As in 191 1.

drivers will be penalized for work on the road and for

arriving late at the various controls. On the first two

days short runs will be made, while on the third day, night

and day runs will be held.

The following schedule has been sent to Chairman

Schimpf of the A. A. A. contest board for his approval :

TRUCKS UNDER ONE-TON CAPACITY.

First Day—Distance. 50 miles; stops, 150; time per stop, 1

minute: running time, 10 miles per hour.

Second Day—Distance. 85 miles; stops. 5: time per stop.

1 minute: running time. 11 miles per hour.

Third Day. Day Run—Distance, 100 miles (from Chicago

to Elgin to Aurora to Chicago); no stops; running time, 12

miles per hour.

Night Run—Distance, 24 miles (Wilmette and return); no

stops; running time, 12 miles per hour.

TRUCKS FROM ONE TO TWO TONS' CAPACITY.

First Day—Distance, 54 miles: stops, 40; time per stop, 3

minutes; running time, 9 miles per hour.

Second Day—Distance, 70 miles; stops, 20: time per stop,

3 minutes: running time, 10 miles per hour.

Third Day, Day Run—Distance. 90 miles: no stops: run

ning time. 11 1-4 miles per hour.

Night Run—Distance, 20 miles; no stops; running time,

10 miles per hour.

TRUCKS OF THREE-TON CAPACITY AND OVER.

First Day—Distance, 45 miles; stops. 20: time per stop.

4 minutes; running time, 6}4 miles per hour.

Second Day—Distance, 49 miles; stops, 15; time per stop,

4 minutes; running time, 7 miles per hour.

Third Day, Day Run—Distance, 64 miles (Chicago to Elgin

or Aurora and return); no stops; running time, 8 miles per

hour.

Night Run—Distance, 17 miles (Chicago to Grand Cross

ing and return); no stops; running time, 9>y2 miles per hour.

MOTOR TRUCK CLUB DINNER.

The Motor Truck Club gave a shore dinner on August

21 at Reisenweber's Brighton Beach Casino, New York.

The regular meeting followed the dinner, and illustrated

talks on "Pioneer Days in Motor Truck Selling"' were

given. R. D. McA. Lloyd, Charles E. Stone, D. C. Fenner

and R. T. Allcut were among the speakers.

MOTOR FESTIVAL FOR CHICAGO.

An ''all-motor carnival" on a greater scale than has

ever before been attempted in this country is being planned

by the Chicago Automobile Trade Association, for the

week of September 14 to 21. All of the members of the

association, which is composed entirely of Chicago dealers,

are lending their co-operation in the work of preparation,

r-.nd an unusual motor display is expected.

According to the plans of the committee in charge, the

feature of the opening day will be a monster parade of

power wagons. The machines will come direct from the

Chicago Motor Club's truck demonstration.

On Monday it is planned to have a parade of electric

\ehicles, and all of the newest models will be seen. Tues

day will be "fire prevention day," with the apparatus used

in the city departments on parade. Wednesday it is pro

posed to feature a parade of old models built prior to 1904.

All of the parades will take place on Michigan boulevard,

from Jackson boulevard to Twenty-eighth street. The

committee is working on novel features for Friday and

Saturday, the closing days. The entire boulevard will

be lavishly decorated, and there will be music and new

carnival ideas galore.

The committee in charge is composed of Henry Paul-

man, chairman ; N. H. Van Sicklen. Thomas Hay and

H. C. Tillotson. The committee is at present negotiating

with a local scenic studio for uniform columns to be erect

ed the entire length of "automobile row."

TRACTION COMMISSION FOR CHICAGO.

I he advisability of a traction commission for Chicago

will be discussed with Mayor Harrison by representatives

of the Association of Commerce and several team own

ers and automobile organizations.

The Mayor was told that traffic conditions in Chi

cago streets have reached a stage of congestion not ap

proached by those of any other city in the world and that

experts were required to regulate them. The automobile

representatives on the delegation told the Mayor they

thought accidents in which motor cars figure would be

tewcr if a traffic bureau had charge of the enforcement

of speed laws and other regulations.

It was suggested to the city executive that he give the

proposition a trial by appointing a number of experts and

the representatives of organizations whose members use

the streets to act with the judiciary committee of the

Council in its present consideration of ordinances dealing

with automobiles and other vehicles.

Among the organizations whose representatives called

on the Mayor were the Chicago Association of Commerce,

the Chicago Team Owners' Association, the Chicago Coal

ream Owners' Association, the Chicago Motor Club, the

Chicago Automobile Club, the Chicago Automobile Trade

Association, the Calumet Motor Club, and the Chicagro

Motorcycle Club.

EXPESS COMPANY«WILL USE MOTORS.

The American Express Company is making a decided

effort to eliminate completely the horse from its Milwau

kee, Wis., service. According to officials of the company,

all business in the outskirts after the first of this month

will be done by three large power wagons.

More than a dozen motor trucks were used in the Con

necticut military maneuvers last month.

New York City's proposed motor carnival which was

to have been held during the second week in July has been

postponed until the week of September 9 to 14.

The Huntington Beach (Cal.) Union High School

district has authorized the purchase of a power wagon to

convey pupils of the district to and from the school.
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TRUCKS
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I
kHE U. S. Mail Company, the largest indi- j

1 vidual haulers of mail in the world, have \j

-*=■ given us what is probably one of the largest 1(

individual orders for commercial cars ever j

placed. The first order called for 1 1 trucks; the |j

following for 20 trucks, making a total of 31 Gar- i

ford trucks in all. This is very significant of the jj

practical efficiency of this most advanced com- 1

mercial car. *

This concern experimented for two years J

with practically every truck made. They tried |

not only all of the leading American trucks but J

the foreign trucks as well. The test resulted in |

the Garford being awarded first honors. The J

Garford proved to be the most practical truck |

under all conditions. i

If your business requires a delivery depart- |

ment we can give you some very interesting |

facts and figures on hauling economy. |

The Garford Company

Elyria, Ohio

I
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Five Reasons Why

Stewart Delivery Cars Are Money-Makers for Dealers

There are big money-making possibilities for dealers in handling Stewart Deliv

ery Cars. Thousands of merchants arc already convinced of the value of motor

delivery. They are now looking for the right car; one that is scientifically de

signed for delivery service. Read these five reasons. They will convince you

that sales will be easy and profit sure:

1.—No Seasons

The dealer can sell Stewart Delivery Cars every month in the year. There are

new models t'» appear while your rent and expense pile up. Every month's sa»c

the previous month. Your sales force can be kept busy every day.

no seasons—no hold-ups for

should be an advance over

2.—No Trading

Merchants buy delivery cars to use. not to look at. They are never out of style. So long as the car runs,

the merchant will u*e it. and the longer it run« the better he is pleased. Instead of having to take old cars

in trade, every car you sell it a help toward selling additional ones to the same buyer.

3.—Small Expenses

Selling commercial cars your operating expenses are only about half what they are in selling pleasure cars

Fan:y salesrooms unnecessary; no joy riding; no expensive entertainment; no second-hand cars in storage

running up your investment. Selling commercial carsis a business proposition, to be handled i n a business

like way.

4.—Easy Sales

It is easy to find prospects for Stewart Delivery Cars. Every merchant u^ing two or more horse-drawn

vehirles is a prospect. Merchants are coming to realize the convenience and saving of motor delivery. It

isn't a question of getting them to adopt motor delivery, but to show them the right car. Wc have it. If

their competitor buy.-* them, they must buy to keep up with the race.

5.—Repeat orders insure a steady and growing business

The sale of one car to any merchant with several delivery vehicles is sure to lead to other sales. The dealer

who gets started now is going to get the cream of the business, besides laying the foundation for a permanent

future business that will increase year after year.

Stewart Delivery Cars are made by a live and amply financed company, having facilities for

turning out a large output. Every department head is a thoroughly experienced automobile

man with years of experience in this business. They know what dealers want and how to assist

them in securing business.

Write for our literature and liberal proposition to live dealers,

gtewort TTtotot* (bVporQtiort. Buflhk, DJi

T. R. LIPPARD. Pre*, and Mgr.; R. G. STEWART. Vi-.-e-Pres. and Chief Eng.; R. P. LENTZ. Sec. and Treas •

ROBT. W. INGERSOLL. Sales Mgr.

Separate Fran aad Hariaf No Couectioo With the Lipjard-Stswart Motor Car Company.

Features Which Make the

Stewart an Ideal Delivery Car

Continental Motor

Long stroke. 30 h. p., 42" bore r. 5{" stroke,

three-bearing crank shaft . cylinders en blcx:.

Centrifugal water pump, force feed constant

level lubrication.

Brown & Lipe Transmission

Sole live sliding gear type, recognized

everywhere as standard.

Timken Axles front and rear

Timken roller bearings are used through

out running gear and transmission, every

where but in the motor.

Multiple Disc Clutch

Dry plate type .with 5 Raybestos and 6

steel plates.

Big Tires

34" x 4" front. 35" x A\" rear.

Wheel Base

126 inches.

Bodies of new design

Larger than usual, 7-fl. loading space.

Radiator at Dash

Out cf harm's way—the popular construc

tion abroad.

Complications Eliminated

Single ignition (magneto). No spark lever,

no batteries, timer, coil, et*. No belt-

driven fan. Every unit easily removable.

AH or her mechanical features of equally recog

nized ability.

Stewart Delivery Cars are built under

the personal supervision of T. R. Lip-

pard and R. G. Stewart, the originators

of the first high-grade and scientifically

designed delivery car.

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N.Y.

Please send catalog and dealer's proposition

Name

Street

City State

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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3*>2 tons

trucks fill the demand and fill it right! Users become

enthusiastic over the stability and reliability of these

thoroughly good motor trucks. The following letter is only one of

many that prove the confidence, based on actual experience, big business

concerns have in GMC trucks and General Motors Truck Company:

F. N. DU BOIS & CO.

Manufacturers and Jobbers FINE PLUMBING MATERIALS

243-247 Ninth Ave. and 400-404 West 25th St.

New York, July 10th, 1912.

General Motors Truck Co., 240 W. 59th St., New York City.

Gentlemen:—

The 31-ton GMC truck which we purchased from you about 10 months ago has been so satisfactory and given us such splendid

service, we have decided to increase our motor equipment.

Enclosed we hand you our order for two more three and one-half ton GMC trucks.

We find we can do the work with one of these trucks that we formerly did with two doable trucks with horses, and can also give

much better service to our customers, without any additional expense to ourselves.

Hoping you may be able to make us a prompt delivery, wc remain.

Yours very truly,

F. N. DU BOIS & CO.

Such enthusiasm is born of experience. It should tell

you just what a G M C truck can be made to mean to

your business.

General Motors Truck Company alone foresaw the

logical necessity for a complete line of gasoline and

electric trucks standardized under a single name and

organization. It is the first truck manufacturer to pro

duce such a line, and to give "service" through its

branches that is really truck insurance.

Behind General Motors Truck Co. is General Motors

Company—your guarantee of vast engineering ability,

mechanical resources and financial prestige. You should

know the company that builds your truck!

Correspondence from prospective purchasers and dealers is invited. Write for gasoline and electric catalogs.

General Motors Truck Company
30 Cadillac Ave., PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Branches : New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Detroit, St. Louis.
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ESTIMATES OHEERFULLY SUBMITTED ON MOTOR TRUCK CARTAGE OF ALL KINDS

PMON« HARRISON 2288 Automatic 51908 RESIDENCE PHONE AUSTIN 11813

WILLIAM BLAIR

Bonded Cartage Contractor
MOTOR TRUCK EQUIPMENT ExStUSIVELY

OFFICII

UNITED STATES APPRAISER'S STORE

158 West Harrison Street

CHICAGO July 15, 1912.

 

Mr. William MoDougall,

Oeneral Sales Manager,

Juno Motor Truck Co.,

Juneau, Wis.

Dear Mr. McDougall:-

WHY JUNO

The party who was figuring with me, when you were here

two weeks ago, for the purchase of my three ton Packard Truck has

finally bought it, and he has made me an offer that I may decide

to accept, for the two ton Randolph Truck.

'.Vith the Packard gone , and the Randolph going, probably

tomorrow, I will be in a bad way, unless you can ship me a three

ton Juno, quicker than you promised. Get another three ton into

work for me, and let it follow just as quickly as the paint is

dry enough to ship.

Use exactly the same body construction, the same let

tering and the same white enamel finish, for I want all of my

trucks to lock exaotly alike. I also want the same tire equip

ment throughout.

If your three ton trucks stand up in my service like

the two ton JUNO, that I have used here during the past year, you

can rest aesured that no other maker will ever succeed in selling

me any trucks, for I have had enough experience with different

makes to satisfy my curiosity.

I have found from experience thnt the cost of operating

motor trucks in Chicago is. very materially determined by the cost

of repair parts, for it is impossible to evoid an occasional acci

dent in the loop district. Your policy in selling parts on a pro

rated basis is absolutely the only policy that will win out.

I told my driver the day you left here, that you wanted

the two ton JUNO back at the factory, to give it a general over

hauling, as soon as the new ones were put into service, but he

tells me it is entirely unnecessary. The only thing he wants is

a hub cap for the left rear wheel, so probably we better defer

sending it for the prenent.

<

Yours very truly,

j^UCUvc^T^c
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The mechanical details of the 2-ton and 3-ton are exactly alike.

TRUCKS REPEAT WHERE

JUNO TRUCKS are built in a modern fac

tory. The JUNO factory is equipped for the

manufacture of 2-Ton and 3-Ton JUNO TRUCKS

exclusively.

Our replacement department is not burdened with the expense

of a miscellaneous collection of odd-size parts.

THE POLICY that

governs our replace

ment department, is

the policy that per

meates the JUNO

organization, and it

points a moral.

It distinguishes be

tween following an

unwise precedent

and building a per

manent foundation

that will stand the

test of time.

A JUNO TRUCK can be bought

from our replacement department

in separate parts, at exactly the same

price as a finished chassis.

JUNO parts are all interchangeable.

JUNO parts are all made from jigs.

Duplicate parts can be made

from jigs at a moderate

cost.

r

i

i

JUNO MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

CHICAGO Dept. A., JUNEAU, WISCONSIN NEW YORK
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The tires that have made

efficient long-distance motor

truck haulage possible

UNITED STATES STANDARD TIRES

For years old-fashioned solid tires kept the motor truck tied down close to a

base of supplies or a tire repair station.

Tire repairs meant a delivery tie-up of a day at least, perhaps a week.

The United States Standard Motor Truck Tire (demountable), placed on the

market early this season, changed this condition entirely.

Here is a tire that can be changed anywhere—at the roadside—in the garage—in

fifteen minutes' time.

Here is a tire that requires no special tools to manipulate it. All you need is a

hammer, a wrench and your two hands.

And it is absolutely guaranteed for

ten thousand miles of service.

Authorities agree that this tire has been the means of opening up to the motor

truck a future that without it would have been impossible.

Inter-city—inter-state—even tians-continental motor truck haulage has already

become a reality by the use of this remarkable tire.

UNITED STATES TIRE COMPANY

Broadway at 58th Street NEW YORK
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The trans - continental Alco

truck equipped with

UNITED STATES STANDARD TIRES

The American Locomotive Company, when fitting out the trans-continental Alco

truck, chose United States Tire equipment as a matter of course.

A spare tire is carried on the truck, absolutely insuring it against delays on

account of tiie troubles, even though they should occur in the middle of the great

American desert.

Manufacturers in all parts of the country are adopting United States Tires as

standard equipment, for they recognize these facts:

—that demountable tires are absolutely necessary to the

most economical operation of a motor truck ;

—that the manufacturer or dealer who delivers a truck

without demountable equipment is placing a serious

handicap on its ability to make good, no matter how

efficient it may otherwise be.

By all means investigate United States Standard Tires before selecting your

tire equipment.

UNITED STATES TIRE COMPANY

Broadway at 58th Street NEW YORK
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More than 6ooo of our trucks are in daily use, in all parts of the world

"M /■" 1 Proved hy £~S Proved by T T * A A

Mack:;i-: Saurer:u:± Hewitt
Proved by

io years of

real service =

"Leading gasoline trucks of the world"

Reliability is the first requirement in a motor-truck.

Right size and style for its purpose is the second.

Our trucks have the longest records of consistent good service

of any in the world. Macks, 12 years; Saurers, 17 years;

Hewitts, 10 years.

Such long life means slow wear and that means steady,

economical service.

Our trucks are built in ten sizes—a size for any transportation

need—with every type of body (built in our own plant). Special

bodies on order.

Capacities: 1, V/i, 2, 3, 4, i'A, 5, dlA, ll/2 and 10 tons

Business Managers : Bring your transportation problems to our Engineering Department.

It has accurate truck data on practically every line of business.

Ask for that about yours.

Dealers : Write for our proposition — the best opportunity in the motor-truck field for the

right man in any place of 10,000 or more people.

International Motor Company

General Offices Works

Broadway and 57th Street New York Allentown Pa; Plainfield N J

Sales and Service Stations : New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Buffalo, Baltimore

Newark, Pittsburgh, St Louis, Atlanta, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco

Los Angeles, and other large cities
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Dyer Transmission Patents.

The Automobile Board of Trade Secures License Privileges for All Its Members.

BY A CONTRACT dated August 15, 1912, the

Automobile Board of Trade has secured for its

present and future members the right to use the

speed changing devices covered by patents granted to

Leonard H. Dyer during the last 12 years.

Although the details of the agreement have not yet

been given out, it is generally understood that the Enter-

prize Automobile Company, of Hoboken, X. J., which

controls the Dyer patents, has granted to the Automobile

Hoard of Trade the right to apply for licenses for its

memberships up to a certain number without cost, any

license thus obtained remaining in force only so long as

the licensee remains a member of the Hoard of Trade and

is engaged in actual manufacture.

For the privileges secured the Board of Trade agrees

to pay a lump sum to the Enterprize company, and as a

further consideration is to convey to that company all

right, title and interest in and to the five Dyer patents

covering the H-change plate, removable rigid motor

frame, planetary gear and other transmission devices,

which the Board has for six years controlled under exclu

sive license. These privileges have all been transferred to

the Enterprize Automobile Company, which is free to

license other manufacturers on a royalty basis. The

licensees will place license plates on their machines, the

contract providing for 75 licenses at $1,000 each. Fur

ther licenses at $2,500 each will be available for all mem

bers of the Board of Trade and the N. A. A. M.

* * *

Pending Suits to be Withdrawn.

As a result of the new arrangement all suits of the

Automobile Board of Trade will, of course, be with

drawn. Four such actions were commenced last year to

determine what royalty should be charged pending the

determination of the main infringement cases. The suits

now pending against the .Maxwell Briscoe Motor Com

pany, the Locomobile Company of America, the Winton

Motor Carriage Company and the Saurer manufacturers

will be dropped as soon as licenses have been granted to

the different defendants.

* * *

Scope of the Patents.

William A. Redding, associated with Frederick 1'. Fish

in representing the patent interests of the Board of Trade,

claims that the Dyer transmission patent is broader in

'scope and more closely related to the automobile industry

than the Selden patent was ever thought to be.

"The suits have been in the United States District

Court. Southern District of New York, for about a year,"

said Mr. Redding in discussing the situation. "Even be

fore the filing of the formal actions we had begun a sys

tematic search of the prior art.

"At a cost of thousands of dollars the United States

Patent 1 )ffice, and the similar institutions of Switzerland,

Germany. France. Belgium, Italy and Great Britain, were

thoroughly examined. Time and money were spent freely

to make the search radical and comprehensive, and I can

say that in the 38 years during which I have handled

patent matters, none has come under my notice in which

more care was used or more pains exerted.

"The patent is imposing, in its breadth and has been a

threatening element in the industry up to this time. Our

search disclosed a mass of data, but the industry can draw

its own conclusions from the fact that my clients were

strongly advised by me. as early as last winter, to take out

licenses and avoid the possible danger and expense that

inevitably would have followed a complete and favorable

adjudication of the patents in question.

"Since that period, numerous conferences have been

held between the interested parties and an option was

given by the tmterprize Automobile Company to take out

licenses. This option would have expired August 15. I

am not at liberty to detail the terms of the instrument nor

the particulars of the agreement we have just made.

There were some changes in the original proposition sub

mitted on behalf of the Enterprize company and some

changes in the counter-proposition made by my clients to

the Fmterprize company, but I can say that the agreement

is satisfactory to both sides. It raises the shadow cast

by the likelihood of suits against makers and users of

automobiles produced by the Automobile Board of Trade

members and gives them certain valuable rights under the

patents and at the same time the acknowledgment of the

validity of the patents by the act of taking licenses under

them must prove agreeable to the patentee and his

assigns."

Possible

The Automobile Board

present members the follow

Autocar Co.

Buick Motor Co.

Cadillac Motor Car Co.

Cartercar Co.

Chalmers Motors Co.

Jas. Cunningham Sons & Co.

Elmore Mfg. Co.

H. H. Franklin Mfg. Co.

Garford Co.

Hayncs Automobile Co.

I [udson Motor Car Co.

International Motor Co.

Jackson Automobile Co.

Knox Automobile Co.

Locomobile Co. of America.

Lozier Motor Co.

Marquclte Motor Co.

Matheson Automobile Co.

Mercer Automobile Co.

Metzger Motor Car Co.

Mitcbeli-Lewis Motor Co.

Moline Automobile Co.

Moon Motor Car Co.

Licensees.

of Trade includes among its

ing:

National Motor Vehicle Co.

Xnrdylce & Marmon Co.

Oakland Motor Car Co.

Olds Motor Works.

Packard Motor Car Co.

Peerless Motor Car Co.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.

Pope Mfg. Co

Premier Motor Mfg. Co.

Pullman Motor Car Co.

Rapid Motor Vehicle Co.

Reliance Motor Truck Co.

Reo Motor Car Co.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co.

F. B. Stearns Co.

S. G. V. Co.

Stevens-Duryea Co.

E. R. Thomas Motor Co.

United States Motor Co.

Warren Motor Car Co.

White Co.

Willys-Overland Co.

Winton Motor Carriage Co.
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The present members of the N. A. A. M., who are not

represented in the A. R. T. are as follows :

Ideal Motor Car Co.

Imperial Automobile Co.

International Motor Car Mfg.

Co.

Inter-State Automobile Co.

Jackson Automobile Co.

Jeffrey, Thos. B., Co.

Kelly Motor Truck Co.

Kissel Motor Car Co.

Krit Mctor Car Co.

Ohio Electric Car Co.

Pierce Motor Co.

R. C. H. Corporation.

Rauch 5: Lang Carriage Co.

Regal Motor Car Co.

Royal Tourist Car Co.

Simplex Motor Car Co.

Staver Carriage Co.

Studeoaker Corporation.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co.

Walter Motor Truck Co.

Waverky Co.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co.

Auburn Automobile Co.

Abbott Motor Co.

American Locomotive Co.

American Motors Co.

Anderson Electric Car Co.

Apperson Bros. Automobile Co.

Austin Automobile Co.

Babcock Electric Carriage Co.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co.

Bartholomew Co.

Clarke-Carter Automobile Co.

Cole Motor Car Co.

Columbus Buggy Co.

Corbin Motor Vehicle Corpo

ration.

De Tamble Co.

Duryea Automobile Co.

Federal Motor Truck Co.

Fiat Automobile Co.

Ford Motor Co.

Grabowsky Power Wagon Co.

Gramrn Motor Truck Co.

Great Western Automobile Co.

Hupp Motor Car Co.

From this it appears that there are about seventy-five

makers who will benefit by the arrangement in the event

of a merger of the A. L>. T. and the N. A. A. M. as at

present contemplated. Some firms, such as the Studebaker

Corporation, International Motor Co. and United States

Motor Co.. will require several licenses for their subsidiary

tt
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Fig. 2.

concerns, while others manufacturing electric cars ex

clusively must be left out in considering future possibilities.

* * *

The Principal Patents.

The patents involved in the present litigation, with

date of issue, are as follows :

643.595—February 13, 1900.

657,650—September II, 1900.

662,400—November 27, 1900.

662,401—November 27, 1900.

676,223—June 11, 1901.

885,986—April 28, 1908.

921,963—May 18, 1909.

The main patents are numbered 885,986 and 921.963.

The former, though issued in 1908. in effect dates back

to February 3, 1900, when the application, of which it

novv forms but a division, was first filed in the Patent

( )ffice. This patent is very broad in scope and according

to Mr. Redding covers the majority of selective type

transmissions at present in general use. The other patent

is for a motor vehicle and covers improvements in

frame, driving gear and speed changing and reversing

mechanisms.

* * *

Dyer's Claims in Full.

Dyer's main patent, number 885.986, was issued April

28, 1908. and covers improvements in automobile trans

mission mechanism. Figures 1. 2 and 3, taken from the

I'atent Office drawings show the construction. The al

leged points of novelty are pointed out in the claims,

which are here reprinted in full :

1 —In a transmission for motor vehicles.

the combination of a driving member, a

driven member, a driving gear for the for

mer, a plurality of intermediate gears. In

cluding a reversing gear and means, includ

ing mechanism shlftable as an entirety, for

driving said driven member through any one

of said intermediate gears.

2—In a transmission gear for motor cars.

the combination of a driving member, a

driven member, a driving gear for the for

mer, a plurality of intermediate gears in

cluding a reversing gear and means, includ

ing mechanism shiftable as an entirety, for

coupling said driving member to said driven

member and for also driving said driven

member through any one of the said inter

mediate gears.

3—Transmission mechanism for motor ve

hicles, the same comprising a driving mem

ber, a driven member, moans to couple said

driven member to said driving member to

lie driven by the latter* and means compris

ing mechanism shlftable as an entirety to

drive said driven member at a different

speed for said driving member and to drive

said driven member in reverse direction

from said driving member-.

1—Transmission mechanism for motor ve

hicles, the same comprising a driving mem

ber, a driven shaft axially alined therewith,

nreans to couple said member and shaft, one

to the otlrer for direct drive of the latter by

the former, a plurality of gears arranged

out of line with the axis of said shaft and

driven by said member, and a shif'able

transmission device on said shaft and adapt

ed to engage the said plurality of gears to

drive said shaft in the same, and also in a

reverse direction.

5—In a transmission gear for a motor ve

hicle, the combination of driving member,

a driven member, and means comprising

mechanism shlftable as an entirety coupling

said driving member* to said driven member

to drive the latter from the former and for

varying the speed and direction of move

ment transmitted from said driving member

to said driven member.

'I—Transmission mechanism for motor ve

hicles, the same comprising a driving shaft,

a plurality of fixed intermediate gears, In

cluding a reversing gear, nreans for support

ing said gears, a driven shaft and means

comprising a longitudinal, shlftablo trans

mission device to rotate tilt latter from the

cliivlng shaft to any one of said interme

diate gears.

7—Transmission mechanism for motor

cars, same comprising a driving siraft. gear

supporting nreans driven therefrom at a re

duced speed, a plurality of fixed interme

diate gears, including a reversing gear, a

driven shaft and means comprising a longi

tudinal, shlftable transmission device to ro1

tate the latter from the driving shaft

through any one of said intermediate gears.

S—Transmission mechanism for motor ve

hicles, comprising a driving member, a

driven member, a shiftable transmission

member, means co-ordinate therewith to

couple said driven member to sard driving

member, orre or more stationary intermediate

gears driven by said driving member and

means to bring said transmission member

into separate engagement and disengage

ment witli said one or more intermediate

gears.

9—Transmission mechanism comprising :i

driving member and a driven member

adapated to Ire driven one by the other at

the same speed, at different speeds, or in 'i

reverse direction and mechanism longitud-
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inally shiftable as an entirety for obtain

ing sucn changes in speed ana direction.

10. Transmission mechanism for motor-

vehicles comprising a driving member, a

driven shaft axiany alined therewith, a

sluftaole transmission device on said shaft,

means lor coupling said driving member and

said driven shaft, one to the other for the

direct drive of the latter by the former, one

or more stationary gears arranged at one

aide the axis of said shaft and driven by

said driving member, and means to shift

said transmission device into engagement

with the said one or more gears.

11—In a motor vehicle, a motor, clutch,

driving gear and driven shaft, all axlally

alined, intermediate gears between said

driven shaft and driving gear, mechanism

shiftuble as an entirety to couple said driv

en sliaft to said driving gear and to drive

said shaft from said driving gear through

any one of said intermediate gears, a jack-

shaft arranged at an angle with said driven

shaft and driven therefrom and vehicle driv

ing wheels connected with and driven from

said jackshaft.

12—In a motor vehicle, a motor, clutch,

driving shaft and driven shaft, all axlally

alined, means comprising mechanism shift-

able as an entirety for varying the speed

and direction of movement transmitted Ironi

said driving shaft to said driven shaft, a

jackshaft arranged at an angle Willi said

driven shaft and driven therefrom and ve

hicle driving wheels connected with and

driven from said jackshaft.

13—In a transmission gear for motor ve

hicles the combination of a driving member.

a driven member, axially alined therewith

and means comprising mechanism shiftable

as an entirety to couple said driving and

driven members together and to vary the

speed and direction of movements trans

mitted from said driving member to said

driven member.

H—In a speed changing gear for motor ve

hicles, the combination with a motor shaft,

a driven shaft, means for connecting the

two together to secure high speed, a low

speed gearing consisting of a plurality ot

gear wheels caused to engage by longitud

inal shifting movements and means for pro

ducing reverse rotation of the driven shaft.

15—Jn a motor vehicle the combination

with tile motor and driving wheels, of .l

gearing connecting the driving wheels and

motors, the said gearing comprising a longi

tudinal shaft and a clutch connecting the

shaft to the motor, and by means of which

it will be driven, of means for rotating the

wheels and a portion of the shaft at a dif-

lerent speed ratio, the said means Includtns

a jaw-clutch and longitudinally sliding

gears, a single lever for sliding the gears

and engaging and disengaging the jaw-

clutch and a reverse gearing, and means

operated by the said lever for engaging the

reverse gearing.

16—In a motor vehicle the combination

with a driving motor and driving wheels,

of a gearing connecting the two, the said

gearing comprising longitudinally alined

driving and driven shafts and a clutch con

necting the driving shaft to the motor, and

by mean^ of which it will be driven, con

nections between the driven shaft and the

driving wheels, gearing countering the

longitudinal shaft to positively drive the

driven shaft at low or high speed, and com

prising longitudinally sliding gears and a

second clutch, and a single manually oper

ated sliding device for sliding gears, and

far engaging the second clutch.

11—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with a driving motor and driving wheels, ol

a gearing connecting the two. said gearing

comprising longitudinally alined driving

and driven shafts and a clutch connecting

the driving shaft to the motor and by means

of wh'ah It will be driven, connections be

tween ^^ie driven shaft and the driving

wheels, gearing connecting the longitudinal

shafts to positively drive the driven shaft

at low 'w high speeds, and comprising

longitudinally sliding gears and a second

clutch, and a single actuating lever for slid

ing the genre and for engaging and disen

gaging the second clutch.

lg in a motor vehicle, the combination

with the motor and driving wheels, of a

Bearing connecting the two. the said gear

ing comprising longitudinally alined driv

ing and driven shafts and a clutch for con

necting the two, for driving the driven shaft

at high speed, and reduced speed gearing

for positively driving the driven shaft at a

reduced speed and means for engaging tin-

said reduced speed gearing, the said reduced

speed gearing being entirely disconnected

when not in use, and being introduced and

disengaged by a longitudinally sliding move

ment.

19 in a motor vehicle the combination

■with the motor nnd driving wheels of a

Bearing connecting the two. the said gearing

compiislng longitudinally alined driving

and driven shaus and a clutch for connect

ing the two for driving the. driven shaft at

high speed, and reduced speed gearing and

reverse gearing for positively driving the

shaft at a reduced speed, or In the reverse

direction, and means for engaging the said

reduced gearing and reverse gearing, the said

reduced speed gearing and reverse gearing

being entirely disconnected when not in use,

and being introduced and disengaged by a

longitudinally sliding movement.

20—In a motor vehicle the combination

with the motor and driving wheels, of a

gearing connecting the two, the said gear

ing comprising a longitudinal shaft, a clutch

connecting the shaft to the motor and by

means of which it is driven, connections

between the shaft and the driving wheels,

and a change speed device for rotating a

portion of the shaft at a less speed than the

motor, the said change speed device com

prising an auxiliary shaft and gears on the

longitudinal shaft, and means for inter-

meshing the gears by a sliding movement.

21—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with the motor and driving wheels of a

gearing connecting the two. the said gear

ing comprising a longitudinal shaft, a clutch

connecting the shaft to the motor, and by

means of which it is driven, connections be

tween the shaft and the driving wheels and

a change speed device for rotating a por

tion of the shaft at a less speed than the

motor, the said change speed device com

prising an auxiliary shalt, and gears on

the longitudinal shaft and means for inter-

nieshing the gears by a sliding movement,

the said means comprising a single man

ually operated lever.

Tl—In a motor vehicle the combination

with the motor and driving wheels, of a

gearing connecting the two, the said gearing

comprising a longitudinal shaft, a clutch

connecting the shaft to the motor, and by

means of which it is driven, connections be

tween the shaft and the driving wheels and

a change speed device for rotating a por

tion of the shaft at a less speed than the

motor, the said change speed device com

prising an auxiliary shaft, mounted in rigid

bearings, gears rigidly mounted on the aux

iliary shaft and gears on the longitudinal

shaft, and means for intermeshing the gears

by a sliding movement.

23—In a motor vehicle the combination

with a driving shaft made in two parts, of

a clutch made in two parts and connecting

the shaft parts, one of the clutch parts slid

ing upon its supporting shaft part, a gear

connected to the sliding clutch part and

sliding with it. an auxiliary shaft, gears

thereon and means for sliding the moving

clutch part and its companion gear to dis

engage the two shaft parts and engage the

gear with a gear on the auxiliary shaft, to

cause the two shall parts to rotate at a dif

ferent speed relation.

24—In n motor vehicle the combination

with a driving shaft in two parts, of a clutch

made in iwo parts and connecting the shaft

parts, one of the clutch parts sliding upon

its supporting shaft part, a gear connected

to the sliding clutch part and sliding with it.

a gear on the other shaft part and rotating

with it. an auxiliary sliaft gear thereon, the

said shaft being mounted on rigid bearings

and means for sliding the moving clutch

part and its companion gear to disengage

the two shaft parts and engage the gear with

a gear on the auxiliary shaft, to cause the

two shaft parts to rotate in a different rela

tion.

25—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with a driving shaft made In two parts, ot

a clutch made in two parts and connecting

the two shaft parts, one of the clutch parts

sliding upon its supporting shaft part, a

gear connected to the sliding clutch pari

and sliding with it. a gear on the other

sliaft part and rotating with it. and auxil

iary shaft, gears thereon, the gears being

rigidly mounted on the shaft and means for

sliding the moving clutch part and its com

panion gear to disengage the two shaft parts

and engage the gear with a gear on the

auxiliary shaft to cause the two shaft parts

to rotate in a different speed relation.

23—In a motor vehicle the combination

with a driving shaft made In two parts, of

a gear case, a clutch made in two parts and

connecting the two shaft parts, one of the

clutch parts sliding upon its supporting

shaft part, a gear connected to the sliding

clutch part and sliding with it. a gear on

the other shaft part and rotating with it.

an auxiliary shaft, mounted In rigid bear

ings, ariied by the gear case, gears mov

able in a fixed plane with respect to said

shaft, on the auxiliary shaft and means for

longitudinally sliding the moving clutch part

and its companion gear to disengage the

two shaft parts and engage the gear with a

s-ea-- on the auxiliary shaft to c-iuse the two

shnft narts to rotate in a different speed

relation.

37—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with a driving suaIt made in two parts, of

a gear case, i.euiing on tne gear case ior

the shaft parts, a clutch made in two parts

and connecting ine two shalt parts, one of

the clutch parts sliding upon it supporting

shaft part, a gear connected to the sliding

clutch part and sliding with It, a gear on

tne Qther shaft part and rotating with it,

an auxiliary shalt, mounted in rigid bear

ings, carried by the gear case, gears on the

auxiliary shaft, the said gears being rigidly

mounted on the shaft and means for slid

ing the m»ying clutch part and Its com

panion gear to disengage the two shaft parts

and engage the gear with a gear on the

auxiliary shaft to cause the two shaft parts

to rotate in a different speed relation.

28—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with a shaft made in two purts of a gear

case, bearings on the gear case for the

shaft parts, a clutch made in two parts and

connecting the two shaft parts, one of the

clutch parts sliding upon its supnorting

shaft part, a gear connected to the "sliding

clutch part and sliding with it. a gear upon

the otner shaft part and rotating with it,

and auxiliary shaft, mounted in rigid bear

ings carried by the gear case, gears on the

auxiliary shaft, and means carried within

the gear case for sliding the moving clutch

part and its companion gear to disengage

the two shaft parts and engage the gear

with a gear on the auxiliary sliaft to cause

the two shaft parts to rotate in a different

speed relation.

29—In a motor vehicle the combination

with a driving shaft made in two parts, of

a gear case, bearings on the gear case for

the shaft parts, a clutch made in two parts

and connecting the two shaft parts, one of

the clutch parts sliding upon its supporting

shalt part, a gear connected to the sliding

clutch part and sliding with it, a gear on

the other shaft part and rotating with it,

an auxiliary shaft mounted in rigid bear

ings carried by the gear case, gears on the

auxiliary shaft, the said gears being rig

idly mounted on the shaft, and means car

ried within the gear case for sliding the

moving clutch part and its companion to

disengage the two shaft parts and engage

the gear with a gear on the auxiliary shaft

to cause the two shaft parts to rotate in a

different speed relation.

3D—A motor vehicle having driving wheels,

a motor, a shaft in line with the motor

shaft, a clutch connecting with the two to

cause the shaft to rotate at the same speed

as the motor, the shaft being longitudinally

arranged between the driving wheels and

divided into two sections, a device for con

necting and disconnecting the two sections

for causing them to rotate as an entirety or

to permit independent rotation, means for

rotating the rear section of the shaft at a

lesser speed than the motor or in a reverse

direction, said means including sliding

gears, longitudinally movable In a fixed

plane with respect to said shaft and mech

anism for so moving said gears.

31—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with a shaft formed of two parts, a con

necting clutch and a gear on each shaft

part, of a second shaft and gears thereon,

and a single lever lor shifting the gears on

the first shaft and actuating the clutch.

32—Transmission for a motor vehicle,

having a shaft formed of two parts, one

telescoping within the other, connecting a

clutch, a gear carried by one clutch mem

ber, a second gear connected to the first

gear but freely rotatable w-ith respect there

to, a second shaft, and gears thereon and a

single lever for shifting said first gears, and

actuating the clutch.

33—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with a shaft formed of two parts, of a

clutch connecting the two parts, a sleeve

surrounding the abutting ends of the two

parts, a gear formed integral with the

clutch connecting the two parts, a sleeve

and gear formed integral with the sleeve

and engaging with the other part, an auxil

iary shaft, gears thereon disengaged at the

high speed, intermediate gears interposed

between the gears on the second shaft, and

means for moving the sleeve, clutch and

gears to disengage the two shaft parts and

intennesh the gears whereby the two parts

of the shaft may be caused to rotate in dif

ferent speed relation.

lit—Transmission gearing for a motor ve

hicle, having a shaft formed of two parts,

one telescoping within the other, a connect

ing clutch, a gear integrally formed upon

one clutch member, a second gear, a sleeve

thereon, connecting with, but freely rotat

able with respect to the first gear, a sec

ond shaft with sears thereon and a single

shifting lever for sliding first gears and dis

engaging the clutch.

35—In a motor vehicle, a gearcase there

for, having a cover and supporting brackets,

with a set of common securing bolts.

36—In a motor vehicle, a combination of

a shaft therefor, formed In two parts, a
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fixed clutch member on one part, a movable

clutch member on the other, gears connected

to said movable member, a plurality of aux

iliary shafts, sears thereon, and means for

sliding said movable clutch member and

connected gears along the shaft to disen

gage the clutch and intermesh the gears
seriatim. ' •

37—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with the shaft, formed in two parts of a

clutch for connecting parts together to cause

the shaft to rotate as an entirety, slidable

gears on the shaft's parts, connecting to
•and working with one clutch member, aux

iliary shafts with gears thereon, and means,

which being moved, will first disengage the

clutch and move the gears to a position to

engage with the gears on one auxiliary shaft

to cause the shaft's parts to partake of the

different speed relations, and the continua

tion of the movement will cause the gears

to engage with the gears on the other aux

iliary shaft and cause the shaft's parts to

rotate in opposite directions.

3S—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with an operating motor, of connections be

tween the motor and driving wheels, com

prising a two-piece shaft connected thereto,

connections to said shaft and driving wheels,

a clutch connecting the two parts of the

shaft, a, gear carried by one part of the

shaft, a second gear carried by the other

part, connections between the gears and

the clutch for moving altogether, an auxil

iary shaft, two gears -secured thereto, out

of mesh with the other two gears at the

high speed, a second auxiliary shaft, two

gears secured thereto, normally out of

mesh with the first two gears, intermediate

gearing interposed between the two gears

on the second auxiliary shaft, and means

for disengaging the clutch and intermeshing

the different gears, whereby the two parts

of the shaft may be caused to rotate in dif

ferent speed relations.

39—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with the driving shaft made in two parts,

of the clutch connecting the two parts, a

sleeve surrounding the abutting ends of the

two parts, a gear formed integral with the

clutch, a second gear formed integral with

the sleeve and engaging with the other part,

and an auxiliary shaft, gears thereon, dis

engaged at the high speed, and means for

moving the sleeve, clutch and gears to dis

engage the two shaft parts and intermesh

the gears, whereby the two parts of the

shaft may he caused to rotate In different

speed relations.

40—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with the driving shaft made in two parts, of

a clutch connecting the two parts, a sleeve

surrounding the abutting ends of the two

parts, a gear formed integral with the

clutch, a second gear formed integral with

the sleeve and engaging with the other part,

an auxiliary shaft, gears thereon, disen

gaged at the high speed, a second auxiliary

shaft gears thereon disengaged at the high

speed and means for moving the sleeve,

gears and clutch to disengage the two shaft

parts and intermesh the gears, whereby the

two parts of the shaft may be caused to ro

tate at different speeds.

41—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with the driving shaft made in two parts.

of a clutch connecting the two parts, a

sleeve surrounding the abutting ends of the

two parts, a gear formed integral with the

clutch and engaging with one part, a sec

ond gear formed integral with the sleeve

and engaging with the other part, and an

auxiliary shaft. gears thereon, disengaged

at the high speed, intermediate gearing in

terposed between the gears, means for mov

ing the sleeve clutch and gears to disen

gage the two shaft parts and intermesh the

gears.

Patent number 921.963 underlies its immediate prede- changing device itself. The three claims, taken in connec-

cessor, and covers the application of the transmission tion with Figure 4, will serve to indicate the breadth of

mechanism to a motor vehicle rather than the speed the patent. The claims are as follows:

42—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with a motor and driving wheels, of con

nections between said motor and the driv

ing wheels, Including a two-piece shaft, a

clutch connecting tne two shaft pieces,

gears upon the shaft pieces and auxiliary

shaft with gears thereon, said gears being

so arranged as to be out of mesh when

the clutch is engaged, an element longitud

inally shiftable as an entirety for actuating

said clutch and intermeshing said gears,

substantially as set forth.

43—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with the shaft formed in two parts, one

telescoping within the other, of a connect

ing clutch, a gear integrally formed upon

one clutch member, a second gear connected

to the first gear but freely rotatable with

respect thereto, a second shaft, and gears

thereon, and a single lever for shifting said

first gears and actuating the clutch, sub

stantially as described.

44—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with the driving shaft formed in two parts.

of a fixed clutch member on one part, a

sliding clutch member on the other part, a

gear rigidly connected to said slidable mem

ber, a gear rotatably connected to said slid

able member, and auxiliary shaft, gears

thereon and means for moving said slidable

clutch member and connected gears along

the shaft to disengage the clutch and inter

mesh the gears.

45—In a motor vehicle, the combination

with an operating motor, of connections be

tween the motor and the driving wheels,

comprising a two-piece shaft connected

thereto, the connections between said shaft

and driving wheels, a clutch connecting the

two parts of the shaft, a gear carried by

one part of the shaft, a second gear car

ried by the other part, connections between

the gears and clutch for moving all togeth

er, an auxiliary shaft, two gears secured to

gether, out of mesh with the other two

gears at high speed, a second auxiliary

shaft, two gears secured thereto out ol

mesh with the first two gears at the high

speed, and means for disengaging the clutch

and intermeshing the gears, whereby the two

parts of the shaft may be caused to rotate

in different speed relations.

46—In a motor vehicle, the combination of

the driving wheels, the motor, the driving

shaft between the motor and driving wheels,

made of two longitudinally alined sections.

a clutch arranged to couple the sections so

that the driving shaft may turn as an en

tirety and longitudinally sliding speed re

ducing gearing arranged to connect the

shaft sections, and so co-ordinated with

said clutch that the engagement of said

gearing will effect the prior disengagement

of said clutch and vice versa.

47—In combination in a change-speed

mechanism, a driving shaft, a driven shaft,

gears mounted upon said driving shaft and

driven shaft, intermediate gears on an axis

In fixed relation with the axis of said driv

ing and driven shafts, means for transmit

ting power from said driving shaft to said

driven shaft through said intermediate gears,

and means movable on the driven shaft for

dlreetlv connecting the driving and driven

shafts with all intermediate gears at rest.

48—In combination in a change-speed

mechanism, a driving and a driven shaft ar

ranged in the same axial line and adapted

to have independent movement, change

gears carried upon the driving and driven

shafts, means for varying the position of

said gears, power transmitting means adapt

ed to connect a gear on said driving shaft

and on said driven shaft and a clutch mech

anism for directly connecting said driving

and driven shafts.

49—In combination in a change-speed

mechanism, a driving shaft, a gear borne

upon said shaft, a countershaft, a gear

borne upon the countershaft and meshing

with the gear upon the driving shaft, a driv

en shaft operatively arranged with relation

to the driving shaft and provided with a.

clutch mechanism adapted to clutch it di

rectly to said shaft, and intermediate gears

borne upon the driven shaft and counter

shaft, whereby the speed of the former may

be varied with relation to the speed of the

latter.

50—In combination in a change-speed

mechanism, a driving shaft and driven

shaft, a driving gear for the former, u

plurality of intermediate gears including a.

reversing gear and means for driving said

driven shaft through any one of said inter

mediate gears.

51—In combination in a change-speed

mechanism, a driving shaft, a driven shaft,

a plurality of transmission gears mounted

to slide thereon, a plurality of intermediate

gears arranged to engage and drive re

spectively, but singly, the said transmis

sion gears, and means to couple said driven

shaft directly to said driving shaft.

52—In a motor vehicle, the motor, clutch,

driving gear and driven shaft, all axially

alined, means to drive said driven shaft

from said driving gear at the same and also

at different speeds, a jackshaft arranged

at an angle with said driven shaft and driv

en therefrom, and vehicle driving wheels

connected with and driven from said jack-

shaft.

53—In combination in a change-speed

mechanism, a driving shaft, a driven shaft,

a countershaft in fixed relation to said

driving and driven shafts, and operative

gearing on said shafts, and inclosing casing,

a bearing in said casing for one end of the

driven shaft, the other bearing for said driv

en shaft being in the driving shaft.

54—In combination in a change-speed

mechanism, a driving shaft and a driven

shaft, operatively arranged, an inclosing

casing, a bearing in said casing for one end

of one of said shafts, the other end of said

shaft having a bearing in the other shaft,

a countershaft in fixed relation to said

driving and driven shafts and a plurality of

gears connecting said counter driving and

driven shafts.

55—In combination in a change-speed

mechanism, a driving shaft and a driven

shaft, the driven shaft having a bearing in

the driving shaft, and means movable on

the driven shaft to engage the surrounding

end of the driving shaft to rotate the two

shafts at the same speed, a countershaft

in operative fixed relation to said driving

and driven shafts and a plurality of gears

connecting said counter, driving and driven

shafts.

56—In combination In a change-speed

mechanism, a driving shaft and a driven

shaft axially alined, a countershaft in

fixed relation to said driving and driven

shafts, a plurality of gears connecting said

counter, driving and driven shafts, and in

closing casing, a bearing In said casing for

one end of the driven shaft.

57—In a transmission mechanism for mo

tor vehicles, a casing, a driving shaft or

shaft section projecting into said casing at

one side, a bearing therefor in the wall of

said casing, a gear and clutch part fixedly

secured on or Integral with said shaft sec

tion, and entirely on one side of said hear

ing within said casing, a driven shaft In

said casing having a movable complementary

clutch part, a countershaft in fixed rela

tion to said driving and driven shaft, and a

plurality of gears on said shaft whereby-

varying speeds are transmitted to a shaft

projecting from said casing.

1 —The combination in a vehicle of a

spring-supported frame, driving and steer

ing wheels, a motor mounted upon the front

of the frame, a shaft driven by such motor

and in line with the shaft of the motor,

the said shaft being longitudinally arranged

substantially at an enual distance between

the wheels and substantially parallel with

the ground, a friction clutch connecting the

shaft to the motor, a second shaft in line

with the first shaft, means for directly con

necting the two shafts for driving the sec

ond shaft without reduction in speed, means

for breaking the connection between the

two shafts and for connecting them together

through power transmitting mechanism,

affording a reduced speed, a differential

gear between the second shaft and the

wheels of the vehicle, and a reversing gear

for reversing the direction of travel of the

vehicle.

2—The combination in a vehicle of a

spring-supported frame, driving and steer

ing wheels, a motor mounted upon the front

of the frame, a shaft driven by such motor

and In line with the shaft of such motor,

the said shaft being longitudinally arranged

between the wheels, a friction clutch con

necting the shaft to the motor, a second

shaft In line with the first shaft, means for

directly connecting the two shafts for driv

ing the second shaft without reduction in

speed, and means for breaking the connec

tion between the two shafts and for connect

ing them together through power-transmit

ting mechanism, affording a reduced speed.

3—The combination in a vehicle, of a

spring-supported frame, driving and steer

ing wheels, a motor mounted upon the

front of the frame, a shaft driven by such

motor and in line witli the shaft of the mo

tor, the said shaft being longitudinally ar

ranged between the wheels, a friction clutch

connecting the shaft with the motor, a sec

ond shaft in line with the first shaft, means

for directly connecting the two shafts for

driving the second shaft without reduction

of speed, means for breaking the connection

letween the two shafts and for connecting

them together through power-transmitting

rrechanism. affording a reduced speed, and

a reversing gtar for reversing the direction

of travel of the vehicle.
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As Mr. Dyer is himself a patent attorney of wide

experience and has been intimately related to the motor

\ehicle industry for some years, his opinion of the.patents

granted him is interesting. In speaking of the present

situation, and referring particularly to patents 885,986 and

921,963, Mr. Dyer said recently:

"When Mr. Redding said that a comprehensive re

search of the prior art developed nothing sound upon

which a defense against the patents could be based, he

confirmed my. opinion. Any such search as he prose

cuted is bound to turn up a mass of data, but in this in

stance none- of it could be applied by the defense. This

is demonstrated by the fact that Mr. Redding's clients

have agreed to take out manufacturing licenses.

"There has been a widely circulated opinion that the

Dyer patents were allowed to sleep in the Patent Office

and after the industry had grown up around them were

issued. This is not true. The exact fact in the case is

that through interference proceeding with the Renault

patent, application for which was pending coincidentally

with my own, the dates and claims of my patent were

revealed and the industry appropriated my idea and in

corporated it into the modern automobile.

"Imagine, if possible, the elimination of my idea

from modern construction and then the importance of my

device will be obvious.

"As to the prior art, there is none. Of course there

can be found a record of a vast amount of ineffectual

endeavor, but there is a difference between ineffectual

endeavor and desire to attain a certain result and the

actual accomplishment of such a result.

"The American situation is embodied in the Dyer pat

ents, 1900, Renault patent 1901. Law, Leonard and Riker

1903. These records are all available to searchers and

if any of them antedated my patents, Mr. Redding surely

would have discovered them. In the foreign art there is

nothing effective, despite the large quantity of abortive

and ineffectual material revealed by a careful search.

"I demanded interference proceedings in the Patent

Office when the Renault patent was issued and the whole

record of the proceedings is available. The fact that

despite the proceedings, my patent was issued as antedating

that of Renault ought to be conclusive. The French

Renault patent was issued in 1904.

"As a firm believer in the permanent usefulness of

the automobile. I will say that I am on the constructive

side. I do not wish to tear down ; I wish to aid in build

ing up."

nluba

 

 

Fig. 4.

Dealers Recently Appointed.

Town and State. Agent. Make of Truck.

Melbourne, Australia. ... American Truck & Auto Co Federal

Phoenix, Ariz F. E. Huffer and C. H. Smith. . .Moreland

Hartford, Conn Fred W. Dart Waverley

Hartford, Conn H. Y. Yeager Velle

Marion, Conn Hlller Bros Velie

Plttsfield, Conn Bryon Chase Velie

Winsted, Conn Roscoe Benjamin Adams

Montreal, Can Standard Electric Garage G. 1... C.

Reg in,-1. Sask.. Can D. L. Boureau Kissel

Washington, D. C Edward H. Bauer Kissel

Washington, D. C Detlow Marthlngton, 1520 14th St. .Federal

Washington, D. C Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co. .Pierce-Arrow

Atlanta, Ga M. Noborst & R. M. Northcutt Alco

Atlanta, Ga M. Noborst & R. M. Northcutt Federal

Indianapolis, Ind Finch & Freeman Nyberg

Dubuque, la Llppert- Bishop Auto Co Kissel

Sioux City, la Interstate Auto & Supply Co Federal

Tokio, Japan Futabaya & Co Federal

Baltimore, Md Rlttenhouse-Winterson Co Seitz

Holyoke, Mass Hagna Auto Co Adams

Battle Creek, Mich B. C. Kirkland Kissel

Kalamazoo, Mich Wm. C. Grace Kissel

Tecumseh, Mich L. C. Hayden Federal

Minneapolis, Minn Minneapolis Trading Co Commerce

St. Louis, Mo Detroit Electric Car Agency . .Detroit Elec.

New York City, N. Y American Marlon Sales Co Stegeman

New York City, N. Y Commercial Truck Co Commercial

New York City, N. Y Rockwell Motor Transportation Co. Lincoln

Syracuse, N. Y A. E. Wheeler Grand

Cincinnati, O Payne Bros Universal

Cleveland, O Eckenroth Sales Co Federal

Cleveland, O W. H. Atkinson Sanford

Cleveland, O A. W. Hall Auto Co Hatfield

Cleveland, O Park Motor Mfg. Co Poss

Cleveland, O Windermere Garage Sanford

Harrlsburg, Pa Andrew Redmond Autocar

Philadelphia, Pa Keystone Kommercial Kar Co.Mot. Wag. Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa Sherriff- Lawrence Co Mclntyre

Nashville, Tenn Howard Douglas Kissel

Dallas, Tex Fife & Miller Lincoln

Dallas, Tex Halff Co International Motor Co

Dallas, Tex Halff Co Flarders

LaCrosse, Wis Foxl Bros ,..-.» - Kissel

>

A motor bus service between Poughkeepsie and Hud-

.-•on, N. y., was started with a 40-passenger Packard ma

chine on August \2. The run is 40 miles each way and

the fare $1.25.

According to a complaint recently filed with City. En

gineer Hurlburt of Portland. Ore., steel-tired motor

trucks are causing much damage to asphalt pavements

these warm days.
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A 3-ton power wagon pulling heavily loaded trailers.

GOOD WORK BY AN AVERY.

The illustrations show a 3-ton Avery truck used by the

Purcell Coal and Feed Company of Cincinnati for haul

ing heavy cast iron sewer pipe. The pipe sections weigh

approximately 1400 pounds each, and on account of

their awkward shape present a number of difficulties in

handling.

Mr. Purcell recently contracted to haul pipe for the

city of Cincinnati on some of its water works extensions,

the average haul being about a mile and a half. He

erected a small derrick at the car, and arranged his

tackle so that by the use of the "nigger-head" pulley

mounted on the extended engine shaft he could load the

truck and two trailers quickly and easily. He loaded 4

tons on the truck platform and 3I-2 tons on the trailers.

One man attaches the hook to the pipe and swings the

derrick beam, while another standing on the truck or

wagon swings the load over and removes the hook. With

these two men and a driver he was able to load and haul

50 tons of pipe to the car in six hours, for which he re

ceived $1.50 a ton. That makes $75 a day—not bad for

one machine.

As the engine was used for loading and unloading as

well as hauling, it was kept running steadily ten hours a

day, being idle only while the workmen took their meals.

 

■

The truck ran eight months without a cent being spent

for repairs, and was used in the hardest kind of service.

The total repairs for the first year, exclusive of tires,

amounted to a few cents more than $39.00, which the mak

ers consider a very good record under the circumstances.

The truck is doing the work of from three to six

teams and as many men, and up to date has proved a

highly profitable investment.

TESTING DAYTON'S LICENSE LAW.

Claiming that the power wagon tax license ordinance

in Dayton, Ohio, is unlawful, the Heintz & Sons Coffee

Company of Cincinnati has employed attorneys and is

putting Dayton's law to a test.

The driver for this firm was arrested by Chief of

Police Ortlieb on the charge of failing to display a Day

ton motor license tag. The truck had an Ohio license tag

Upon it. The local authorities claim they have a right to

pass a truck license ordinance and stated recently that all

persons refusing to take out a tag would be arrested. The

attorneys for the company contend that inasmuch as their

clients have secured a state license tag it is unnecessary

to secure a city license.

MOTOR PATROLS FOR PITTSBURGH.

Contracts have been awarded by the city of Pittsburg,

Pa., for six additional motor patrol wagons. The city

now has five such machines in use. The 1 1 motor patrols

will supplant 26 horse-drawn patrol wagons. Fewer ma

chines will be needed because one can handle all the trips

necessary for three police stations where three wagons and

changes of horses have been required heretofore.

Avery truck and trailers, showing "nlgger-head" in use.

In order to show the inhabitants of Trotwood, Ohio,

how electric street lighting looks, the local light company

called into use one of its electric trucks. A sample electric

lamp was hung at a street intersection and current sup

plied by the machine's batteries. So successful was the

demonstration, that the company at once received a 25-

year franchise, a 10-year street lighting contract, and a

pumping contract.
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CHASSIS RATING AND BODY WEIGHT.

The following letter to the editor, from H. W. Perry,

secretary of the motor wagon section of the N. A. A. M.,

is self-explanatory (this closes the discussion.—Editor) :

To the Editor :

"The letter from Morris R. Machol, published in your

last issue, in which he makes objection to the rating of

truck chassis by tonnage capacity without regard to the

weight of the body, deals with a subject that has been

discussed by the Commercial Vehicle Committee of the

N. A. A. M. in connection with the allied subjects of body

weight allowances, overload and standard caution plates.

"Mr. Machol's criticisms of chassis ratings irrespective

of body weights are well taken, as it is obvious that the

weight of the body has a great deal to do with the safe

useful load capacity. The difficulties in the way of rating

trucks any other way are equally plain, however ; the

chassis cannot be rated by net load carrying capacity,

because the chassis is often sold without body and the

maker does not know what style or weight of body is to

be fitted.

"Under the conditions, it seems as if the fair way

is to rate the chassis by gross capacity, including body,

as 'capacity, five tons with body." This leaves the buyer

no excuse for assuming that the maker guarantees the

chassis to carry five tons in addition to the hody, whether

it is an open stake body or a heavy closed van body

weighing a ton or two.

"It is to bring about a better understanding of just

such points as this that the Commercial Vehicle Commit

tee of the N. A. A. M. has been giving much attention

to truck ratings, warranty, body weight allowances, aau-

tion plates, and so on.

"It is directly to the point in this connection to call

attention to the form of caution plate recommended at

the June 4 convention of motor wagon makers, copy of

which is shown on page 3 of the minutes of the meeting.

You will note that provision is made for stamping in

with dies the standard and the actual weights of the

chassis, the body, the net load capacity and the total

weight on the scales.

"General use of this plate will allow of no misunder

standing of the load rating of the chassis, as all the stand

ard weights (which will be the same for all standard

chasses of the same model) will be stamped on the plate

before the chassis is offered for sale, and it will be ap

parent from the figures that the body weight allowance

has been deducted from the tonnage rating to arrive at

the net load capacity. The actual weight of body, useful

load and total weight will be stamped in by the local

dealer after the body has been built and fitted.

"This plate meets the requirement pointed out by Mr.

Machol when he writes : 'The chassis should be labeled

with the actual load that it is built and designed for, and

the w:eight of the body should be subtracted from this

capacity when the actual load carrying capacity is

figured."

"When this plate is used in conjunction with the

standard warranty recommended bv the N. A. A. M.,

the manufacturer is relieved of any erroneous assumption

by the purchaser that the chassis is guaranteed to carry

its full rated capacity plus the weight of any type of

body the buyer elects to mount on it. (As a matter of

fact, guarantees as now printed in catalogs do not guar

antee the carrying capacity of trucks but warrant the

mechanism against defects in materials and workmanship.

If purchasers are misled with regard to load capacity,

it is by verbal statement of salesmen or by their own

inferences.)

"In personal correspondence on this subject with the

undersigned, Mr. Machol writes:

" 'We believe what should be done is to rate the

chassis according to its gross load capacity and make the

purchaser realize that the weight of his body is a consid

erable feature or factor." Precisely what is contemplated

by the caution plate."'

A HOT TIME IN BUCK TOWN.

Old Buck Town, or simple and sedate Buchanan as

the cartographers know it, is in high spirits. It has not

yet recovered from the festivities and general revelry that

accompanied the establishment of a motor bus line last

month.

 

Buchanan's first motor bus.

Buchanan is quite a progressive place, as small towns

go, but it has no railroad connection. The Michigan Cen

tral passes through one corner, and occasionally a train

stops for water or a little sand. That accounts for the

recent merry-making and general carousing that has

stirred southern Michigan.

Through the efforts of E. B. Clark of the Celfor Tool

Company the dream of modern transportation facilities

has been realized. The present motor bus line is the direct

outcome of a conference he had recently with the railroad

officials.

Leaving Buchanan at 5 :20 in the morning, the bus

makes connections with the first interurban at Niles. Trips

between the two places are made every two hours, the last

trip each day starting at 1 1 45 at night from Niles.

Through tickets are now sold by the Southern Michigan,

so that with the aid of the motor bus Buchanan has been

put into direct communication with South Bend, Ind.

The experience of Buchanan, while not remarkable in

any sense, shows what can be done with the motor bus,

and should point a moral to all communities similarly sit

uated.

Toledo, Ohio, has authorized the purchase of two pow

er wagons, to cost $9,000, for the garbage department.
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STANDARDIZATION WORK BEARING FRUIT.

There are numerous indications that the motor wagon

recommended this year by the X. A. A. M. will be freely

adopted by manufacturers, both members and non-mem

bers of the association. Already some of the leading com

panies have given the word that the new models shall

conform to the speed ratings, and frame widths and

lengths recommended, and information is now at hand

that 30 companies have adopted the standard truck war

ranty approved by the association June 5, or have ex

pressed their intention of doing so, and will incorporate

it in their new catalogs to be prepared this fall.

The warranty has been the subject of careful study

on the part of practically all the makers since it was pub

lished, and it is evident that it meets with general ap

proval, as many manufacturers have expressed the hope

that it will be adopted universally without change. Only

two criticisms have so far been offered—one being that

for electric vehicles the reference to ignition apparatus,

gas tanks and generators is superfluous, which objection

has been overcome simply by omitting these words ; and

the other the limitation of the warranty to 90 days.

The latter point has developed an interesting feature

that illustrates plainly how the work of standardization

can give stability to the industry. Up to the present it

has been the practice of different makers to warrant their

vehicles for different periods—some for 90 days, some

for 6 months, others for one year and several for longer

periods, up to 7 years. "We have made it a practice,''

says one manufcturer, "to warrant against defects in ma

terial and workmanship for one year and would prefer

to stand back of our output in the broadest possible man

ner, as we are using, and expect to use, only the best of

material and workmanship in the construction of our

trucks. If, however, a large majority of the association

feel that a 90-day warranty is better for all concerned, we

will join in the matter."

The general manager of another well-known company

says : "At the present time our guarantee reads for one

year, but we believe this is entirely too long and that the

90-day guarantee is all right. We are not members of

the X. A. A. M., but we shall be only too glad to co-oper

ate with it in establishing a standard guarantee covering

motor trucks."

Here are some of the comments on the warranty as

expressed by officers of different companies:

"We think it covers the ground thoroughly and are

going to adopt it."

"We are very much in favor of the warranty as

drawn up, and will be glad to confine ourselves to this

particular form."

"Our company has adopted it just as written."

"We believe this standard warranty an excellent idea."

"We have adopted the standard warranty approved at

the meeting of June 5. It will appear in our catalog, on

all sales contracts, and in any other literature where a

warranty would naturally appear."

"It covers, in our opinion, everything of importance

to manufacturers and will avoid much trouble."

"We believe that this is along business lines, and one

of the things that the manufacturers should get together

on, and if the motor truck manufacturers generally adopt

this, we would be very glad to join."

"We have not only adopted the standard warranty

for motor trucks, but we have adopted every standard

up to date in our new designs, so that no doubt we will

manufacture and exhibit the very latest approved designs."

"It will continue to constitute our only warranty so

long as we are assured that the majority of truck manu

facturers are using it as their only warranty. We hope

it will be universally adopted."

"We think the guarantee an unusually good one and

have adopted it. It will be incorporated in our catalog,

which is now going to press."

"It meets with our approval and we will adopt the

warranty as soon as our new literature is issued."

DEATH OF H. F. DONALDSON.

Henry F. Donaldson, president of the Society of Auto

mobile Engineers, died suddenly at his home in Xew

York City on August 13. Through his intimate relation

with the automobile industry during the last ten years he

became universally well known and well liked by those

connected with the trade, and his sudden demise came as

a shock and a sorrow to his many friends and business

associates. ■

Donaldson was born in Dublin, Ireland, of Scotch-

Irish parentage, on January 31, 1867. His early edu

cation, acquired, in private schools in Glasgow, Scotland,

seems to have aroused his mechanical tendencies, for his

first work was in. a Glasgow shipyard. Although a man

of powerful physique in later years, he was delicate as a

youth and the constant exposure to which his work sub

jected him undermined his strength, causing him to seek

relief in the United States.

After arriving in this country, he spent some years

in editorial work, chiefly with "Marine Engineering" and

"The Automobile." In 1906 he helped found the "Com

mercial Vehicle," of which he was editor and general

manager until the end of 191 1. when he disposed of his

interest. Subsequently he went into partnership with

loseph Tracy, under the firm name of Donaldson & Tracy,

and achieved considerable prominence as a consulting

automobile engineer of marked ability.

Personally, Donaldson was a man of pleasing dispo

sition, broad sympathies and warm friendships. His

editorial qualifications were noteworthy, while his elec

tion to the presidency of the S. A. E. shows clearly the

respect he commanded among men of his own profession.

He always took an active part in the affairs of the society.

and was largely responsible for the recent excursions

taken by the members.

The Council of the Society of Automobile Engineers

has passed the following resolutions on the death of Pres

ident Henry F. Donaldson :

"Resolved, That the Society of Automobile Engineers,

through its council, greatly deplores the death of its pres

ident, Mr. Henry I'". Donaldson, whose capable and ener
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getic work for the society during the past year is widely

recognized and who was respected and beloved by all of

his associates for those brilliant attainments of mind and

sterling qualities of manhood that raised him above the

ordinary level of mankind, making him a natural leader

and an unwavering advocate of that which was right and

noble and generous ; and be it further

"Resolved, That the society extends its deepest sym

pathy to his immediate family and other relatives in their

grief over their great and irreparable loss."

DENATURED ALCOHOL AS A FUEL.

If the promises given by the Standard Alcohol Co. arc

made good, there is a prospect of gasoline having a com

petitor in the field as a fuel for internal combustion

engines.

This company has a process for making alcohol from

sawdust and other wood waste, and has progressed to the

point where it is about to start in operation a plant at

Fullerton. La., which will have an initial capacity of 6,ooo

gallons daily of i8S proof alcohol, and the units in which

the plant is built are so constructed that an ultimate pro

duction of 30,000 gallons dailyr is possible.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the process, a plant

was installed at Georgetown, S. C, with a capacity of

2.000 gallons a day, and its entire production is used by

the DuPont Powder Co. in the manufacture of smoke

less powder. While the DuPont Company gives out no

figures as to the cost of manufacture, the very fact that

the size of its alcohol plant is now being doubled makes

it evident that a saving is effected over the expense of

making alcohol from grain.

As the alcohol is made from wood, the natural de

duction is that the product is wood alcohol ; but by a

new process an ethyl alcohol is produced, the method

of making it being similar in many respects to the con

version of corn into glucose.

Speaking of the process, one of its sponsors says,

"The constituent parts of wood consist of about 50 per

cent of fiber and 50 per cent of cellulose. This cellulose

is of a starchy nature, and when brought into contact

with sulphuric acid, under a steam pressure, is changed

to sugar. This sugar is washed away from the fibrous

matter and after the acid in it has been neutralized by

lime a syrup is obtained similar to glucose made from

corn. This syrup is fermented by yeast in the same man

ner as would be a mash of grain, and then put through

a still. The product is an ethyl alcohol free from fusel

nil which experts declare to be superior to any spirit made

from grain or potatoes. There is no tax upon the product

when denatured, but unless denatured it is subject to

the government tax of one dollar per gallon."

The officers of the company do not make public any

figures as to the cost of manufacture, but expert chem

ists say that a ton of sawdust or wood waste should pro

duce 25 gallons of alcohol. Based upon this yield, the

total cost of manufacture upon a large scale should not

exceed five cents per gallon.

sists of an issue of three million tio'.Ia.s of preferred stock

and ten niillion dollars of common stock. The financing

of the company was accomplished in London by the Baron

Hirsch Syndicate. The American directors are Major

Higginson of Lee Higginson & Co. of Huston, Chas. Hay-

den of Hayden Stone & Co., T. P>. Wagner of the Corn

Products Co., J. J. Carty. vice president of the American

Telephone & Telegraph Co. : Victor Dul'ont ofthe DuPont

Powder Co., J. D. Lacey of Chicago, and Theodore Gross,

American representative of the Hirsch Syndicate.

It is the purpose of the company to build several

plants in the L'nited States and Canada at once, and as

soon as the construction engineers can be spared, plants

will be erected in Russia, Japan, Xorway and other for

eign countries.

It is a debatable question as to whether alcohol can

ever compete with oil as a fuel. ( )n the Island of Cuba

alcohol made from black strap molasses sells for about

15 cents per gallon (being free from all revenue tax), and

is largely used in internal combustion engines ; a special

carburetor is required and the results seem to be sat

isfactory.

Before the product can come in very active competi

tion with oil. the demand from other industries which

will pay a much higher price than would the user of

gasoline, will have to be satisfied ; but a few' plants, each

turning out ten million gallons of alcohol a year, will

scon supply the demand as it exists at present, and in

looking for other markets the field of the internal com

bustion engine presents itself as one of limitless possi-

bilties. And while it may never be commercially possible

for alcohol to compete with oil as a fuel, the fact that

there L a .'ubsi.kute tor oil may act as a curl) upon the

exactions of producers of that article should they put an

unreasonable price upon their wares, presuming upon the

monopoly which they have always enjoyed in their par

ticular field.

ADVERTISING VALUE OF MOTORS.

That the study of the motor truck from the standpoint

of economy alone does not do the subject justice is assert

ed by C. L. Ross, of the Pacific Car Companv, agent for

the state for Federal and Little Giant power wagons.

Owners of Federal trucks from various parts of the coun

try declare that their investment has paid handsome divi

dends in advertising alone. It is claimed that money spent

in the local newspapers setting forth the advantages in

the prompt and certain delivery made possible through

motor service has proved very profitable.

"It has caused many customers to ask whether their

purchases are to be sent by horse or by motor, and they

govern their patronage accordingly," said Mr. Ross.

One person in 65 in Massachusetts owns an automobile

or motor wagon.

A motor bus service, employing three machines, has

been inaugurated between Columbia and Campbellsville,

The capital stock of the Standard Alcohol Co. con Kentucky.
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Motor Wagon Distribution.

The N. A. A. M. Publishes Some Official Statistics and Analyses on This Subject.

THE National Association of Automobile Manu

facturers, through its motor wagon department,

has been collecting statistics which will interest

not only the makers of finished vehicles but also the

parts makers in the power wagon industry.

The N. A. A. M., in putting out this information,

analyzes its data in part as follows:

"The controlling factors in the geographical distribu

tion of motor trucks are somewhat complex. Interesting

results have been obtained in an effort to trace soirre of

the principal factors, as shown in the accompanying tables.

"It has been said that the motor truck is essentially

;. good roads proposition and consequently an attempt was

first made to show a direct relation between the number

of motor wagons in each of the states and the total mileage

of good roads in the states. The result indicated that

some other factor had a greater influence on distribution.

It was assumed that this must be population, and therefore

the total population of the states and the population of

each state per sf uarc mile were compared with the num

ber of trucks in each state. The result was better this

time but still not up to expectations. Hence the con

clusion was reached that, as large cities are known to be

the centers of motor trucking, there must be a closer

i elation between the number of trucks in a state and the

number of people living in large cities in the state.

"This was found to be the case, but an even closer

relation is shown between the number of trucks and the

number of miles of paved streets in such cities, so the

conclusion is that at the present stage of development

the use of trucks is' dependent in greatest degree upon

the number of people living in large cities and the condi

tion of the streets in such cities. It is evident, however,

that there are still other influences having important

effects, such as the temperament and occupations of the

people and the degree of prosperity of the communities.

"Referring to Table Xo. i, the figures relating to the

vehicles in use were compiled from three principal sources

of information—production as reported directly by manu

facturers to March i, 1912, state and city registrations of

motor vehicles, and reports of trucks in use in the prin

cipal cities by reliable observers and well-informed per-
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sons. These figures show a total of nearly 30,000 com

mercial vehicles in use.

"The population figures and percentages were taken

from the United States census report of 1910. The mile

ages of improved roads and the percentage of improved

roads to total miles of roads in the various states are

from a report for the year 1909 by the United States

Office of Public Roads and relate solely to country roads

that have been graded, drained and hard-surfaced or

treated with some preparation. The mileages of paved

streets in cities of 30,000 population and upward are from

the census report of 1907, the figures for 1909 being now

ir course of preparation and not yet available.

"In order to render comparison easier, Table No. 2

has been prepared. This shows the rank or standing of

each state in each of the factors mentioned and it is neces

sary only to follow across the line after each state to

determine whether it has its full quota of trucks in pro

portion to population and good roads and streets. Ex

amination will show, as already stated, that the most

direct relation is found between the rank in actual num

ber of trucks and the rank in population in cities and

the paved streets in the cities ; that is, between columns

1. 4 and 6.

"Thus, it appears that those states having a normal

quota of trucks, or in which the distribution is about uni

form with city population and street paving, are New

York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Massachusetts, Ohio, Michi

gan, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Texas, Georgia, Maine,

South Carolina, Montana, New Mexico, Nevada, Wash

ington and Delaware.

''Those- states having an excess of trucks above normal

are California, Indiana, Nebraska, Utah, Iowa, Oregon,

Kansas, Arkansas and Florida. - ■

"Those having deficiencies are New Jersey, Missouri,

Washington, Maryland, Kentucky, Virginia, West Vir

ginia, Tennessee, Alabama, New Hampshire, Ixmisiana

and Oklahoma.

"The percentages in Table No. 3 show almost the

same results as the relative standing of the states on the

basis of actual numbers in Table No. 2. In explanation

of this table, California has 92^ Per cent OI one motor

truck to each 1,000 inhabitants, giving it the largest num

ber of trucks to population. Forty-seven per cent of her

people live in cities of 25,000 and up, giving her fifth

place in this respect. Of her total road mileage, nearly

18 per cent has been improved, and just half of the street

mileage in cities of 30,000 and up had been paved up to

the year 1907. Louisiana has an average of less than

one truck to 37,000 inhabitants, as compared with nearly

one truck to 1,000 in California."

Table No. 3—Percentages Showing Relation of

Population and Good Roads.
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MORE FIRE MOTORS FOR NEW YORK.

Fire Commissioner Johnson of New York City, has

planned a big extension of the Fire Department and ex

pects that it will be completed inside of a year. He in

tends to add 60 new companies to the organization, and

to man these companies more than 700 more men will be

required.

The Commissioner decided that in expanding the ser

vice he would install motor apparatus instead of machines

drawn by horses, so he has invited proposals for the con

struction of 28 motor fire engines of the second class. The

machines are to have steam pumps instead of gasoline

pumps. It has been found that the engines provided with

pumps that work by gasoline instead of steam are not suit

able for tttfs city, especially in winter. The steam is re

quired to thaw out frozen hydrants and a pipe is carried

for that purpose on every engine.

It is expected that the gasoline propelled engine will

prove an advantage in districts where the fire runs are

over a considerable distance. The motor engines required

are to have a pumping capacity of 850 gallons of water a

minute. A first class engine would beat the second class

by only about too gallons a minute.

The Rochester Taxicab Company and the Zitnbrich

Taxicab Company, both of Rochester, N. Y., have agreed

to post cards in all their machines, bearing information

regarding their rates, as requested by the Chamber of

Commerce. The rates for the two companies are the same :

$3 an hour for country touring, $2.50 an hour for city,

$2 an hour for shopping, and by the mile, 50 cents a

mile.
Arizona 10.3 .... 4.56
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The following cities and towns have expressed their

intention, during the past month, of buying motor tire appa

ratus:

Selma, Ala.

Tuscaloosa. Alii

Bakersfield. Cal.

Oakland, Cal.

Wallingford, Conn.

Brgh. of Shelton, Conn. Belmont, Mass

Gainesville, Fla. Indian Orchard, Mass

Ft. Dodge. Iowa. Leicester, Mass.

Grinnell, Iowa. Lowell, Mass.

Muscatine, Iowa. New Bedford. Mass.

Oskaloosa, Iowa. N. Attleboro, Mass.

Cairo, 111.

.lanesville, III.

I'rbana, III.

Owensboro, Ky.

Hagerstown, Md.

Woonsoeket, Mass.

Mazeppa, N. Y.

Akron, O.

Warren, Pa.

Waynesboro, Pa.

Woonsoeket, R. I.

Ft. Worth, Tex.

Portsmouth, Va.

Centralia, Wash.

Wheeling, W. Va.

Janesville, Wis.

Arkansas.

Hot Springs has purchased a motor fire truck.

Little Rock has converted an E. M. F. touring car into a lire

wagon for use in hurry calls.

* * *

California.

Berkeley will purchase $10,000 worth of motor fire apparatus.

Corona has purchased a $.5,750 motor hose and chemical.

Los Angeles has ordered two Gorham motor engine and

hose wagons, to cost $19,2-50.

Modesto is considering bids for a motor hose and chemical.

Oakland's fire department recently tested out a Gorham motor

fire engine. The test was successful.

Oroville has ordered a $6,000 motor hose and chemical of

American La France make.

Sacramento has ordered two motor chemicals.

San Diego will have seven more motor fire engines by

November 1. Two of them will be equipped with Gorham turbine

pumping engines.

San Francisco has called for bids on one or more 80-gallon

motor chemicals.

* * *

Colorado. ,'

Denver has a new motor fire engine. It cost $4,925.

Durango has ordered a $0,300 American La France motor

fire truck. . - '' .

* * *

Connecticut.

Ansonia has received demonstrations of a motor hose and

chemical.

Fair Haven has a new motor fire truck:

Hartford has ordered two more motor chemicals of Seagrave

make.

Meriden will purchase another motor fire truck.

New Britain has purchased two Seagrave motor chemicals.

Seymour has received a new motor chemical.

Southinjfton has a new Knox motor chemical.

Wallingford has purchased a Knox motor fire truck.

* * *

District of Columbia.

Washington now has its first completely equipped motor fire

house. The equipment consists of a motor, fire engine and a com

Illinois.

Beardstown has purchased a new motor fire truck.

Champaign has issued bonds for th.; purchase of a motor

fire truck.

Decatur has ordered a motor combination hose and chemical

to cost $4,700.

Dc Kalb's new motor fire engine has arrived.

* * *

Indiana.

Fort Wayne has been testing a Pope-Hartford hose and

chemical.

Richmond has installed a motor chemical.

* * *

Iowa.

Council Bluffs has ordered a $5,500 Webb motor lire truck.

Davenport has a new motor fire truck.

Dubuque has decided to purchase a Robinson motor fire

engine to cost $9,000.

Iowa City has purchased a $5,40o motor hose and chemical.

* * *

• Kansas.

Atchison's two motor fire trucks In the year just ended

showed a saving of $780 over the horse-drawn equipment they

displaced.

Hutchison has received its new motor fire truck.

Topeka has installed a new motor chemical. It cost $4,950.

* * *

Kentucky.

Covington has installed a new motor chemical.

Maysville has ordered a motor hose and chemical from the

Schacht Motor Car Company.

* * *

Louisiana.

New Orleans has ordered two runabouts for the use of

assistant engineers.

Shreveport has purchased a $11,25(1 Martin tractor.

* * *

Maryland.

Arlington has ordered a motor fire engine.

Lutherville will purchase a motor tire truck.

Pikesville has ordered a motor fire engine.

* * *

Massachusetts.

' Attleboro has another motor hose and chemical. It cost

$5,500.

Boston has installed three motor ladder trucks which cost

$18,000. The fire commissioner wants four motor chemicals and

seven runabouts for the chiefs.

Framingham has ordered a Pope-Hartford combination fire

truck to cost $5,500.

Gardner has installed two Knox fire motors.

Lynn has ordered the following motor fire apparatus : Knox

combination hose and chemical, $6,000; Pope-Hartford chemical.

$5,800 : Seagrave combination hose and chemical. $5,775 ; Webb

bination hose and chemical. pumping engine, $8,400.
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Marblehead has purchased an American La France motcr lire

engine. It is the city's first piece of motor apparatus.

New Bedford has built its own motor combination hose and

chemical at a cost of $3,000.

Newton has received a $5,500 motor combination hose and

chemical.

Springfield has a new motor aerial ladder truck.

Stoughton has a new motor fire truck.

Wakefield has installed a new motor fire truck at a cost of

$5,90o.

Watertown has ordered a Locomobile motor fire truck.

Wellesley has installed a motor combination hose and

chemical.

Winchendon has purchased a motor hose and chemical for

$650.

Winchester has a new motor hose and chemical.

Winthrop has installed a Buick runabout for the fire chief.

* * *

Michigan.

Grand Rapids has purchased a motor ladder truck from the

Harder Auto Truck Company, of Chicago, at a cost of $3,282.50.

A White motor hose wagon has been installed, and a Jackson

machine for the marshall is on order.

Jackson has installed a Jackson touring car for the fire chief.

* * *

Minnesota.

Minneapolis has received its second Seagrave combination

hose and chemical.

* * *

Mississippi.

Jackson has installed a new Seagrave motor hose and chem

ical truck. It cost $5,150.

* * *

Missouri.

Jefferson City has installed a Seagrave combination hose

and chemical.

* * *

New Hampshire.

Milford is considering the purchase of a Webb motor fire

truck to cost $5,500.

* * *

New Jersey.

Bayonne City has purchased a motor combination hose and

chemical.

Camden has purchased three Studebaker roadsters and will

equip them with chemical apparatus.

Elizabeth has installed its first piece of motor fire apparatus

—a triple combination motor truck of American La France make.

Glen Ridge has installed a new motor fire engine.

Newark has called for bids on a motor driven combination

wage n and aerial ladder truck.

New Brunswick has ordered a motor ladder truck from the

Robinson Fire Apparatus Company, of St. Louis, Mo. It will

cost $5,675.

Ocean Grove has installed an $8,500 American La France

motor fire engine.

Perth Amhoy has received bids on a motor fire truck.

* * *

New York.

Albion has installed a combination motor chemical and ladder

truck built by the Thomas Company, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo is considering the purchase of a motor hose and

chemical.

Mount Vernon has ordered another White motor fire truck.

New York has ordered 28 fire engines with two-wheel gaso

line tractors from the American La France Fire Engine Company,

of Elmira, N. Y.

Niagara Falls has installed a $5,500 Knox hose and chemical.

Rochester has ordered a motor hose and chemical.

Rockaway has built a motor hose and chemical, using an old

touring car chassis.

Roslyn has installed a motor hook-and-ladder truck.

* * *

North Carolina.

Fayetteville has installed a motor fire truck.

Raleigh has decided to spend $30,000 for motor fire apparatus.

Winston-Salem has purchased a triple combination motor

engine costing $9,000.

* * *

Ohio.

Canton has ordered a triple combination motor truck.

Cincinnati has ordered two motor combination pumping

engines from the Ahrens-Fox Company, at a cost of $18,000.

Cleveland has purchased its first motor fire engine—a Nott

machine.

Dayton is considering bids for motor fire apparatus.

Mansfield has purchased a Seagrave motor hose and chemical.

Norwalk has ordered another American La France motor

fire engine.

Zanesville has installed an American La France motor fire

engine.

* * *

Oklahoma.

Tulsa has accepted the $8,000 motor fire engine recently

purchased.

* * *

Oregon.

Ki'.gerc has installed a $7,500 Nott motor fire engine.

 

The 75-ft. aerial hose and ladder truck supplied to New York City by the Webb Motor Fire Apparatus Company.
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Pennsylvania.

Altoona's new motor fire truck is expected by the middle of

this month.

Butler has installed another Pope-Hartford motor fire truck.

Chester has ordered a motor hose and chemical.

Connellsville has a new motor lire truck.

Easton expects its motor hose and chemical about the middle

of this month.

Kittanning has installed a $3,500 motor hose and chemical.

The firemen contributed $2,500 toward the purchase price.

Philadelphia has ordered a $4,000 White touring car for the

chief ; five machines for district engineers at $2,500 each ; and six

Ford runabouts for assistant engineers at $015 each.

Pottstown expects its new motor hose and chemical on

October 5.

Shenandoah has installed a motor chemical.

Warren is considering the purchase of a motor hose and

chemical.

Wildwood has installed a motor aerial ladder truck.

* * *

Rhode Island.

Auburn has purchased a Fiat touring car to be converted into

a fire truck.

Woonsocket has appropriated $15,000 for the purchase of

motor fire apparatus.

* * *

South Carolina.

Charleston has installed a motor combination hose, chemical

and ladder truck. A $7,000 motor hose, chemical and tractor has

also been received.

Orangeburg has received a new motor hose and chemical.

* * *

Tennessee.

Memphis expects its new motor fire engine on October 1.

It cost $8,500.

* * *

Texas.

Dallas has installed a new motor fire truck.

Fort Worth has purchased two motor fire engines of Amer

ican La France make.

Houston has installed a new motor fire truck.

Vernon has received a new $5,500 motor hose and chemical.

Waco is planning additions to its present motor fire apparatus.

* * *

Utah.

Logan is considering the purchase of an $8,000 motor hose

and chemical.

* * *

Vermont.

Montpelier has ordered a motor fire truck of American La

France make.

St. Johnsbury has installed an American La France triple

combination motor fire truck.

* * *

Washington.

Tacoma recently had a demonstration of a White motor hose

and chemical.

* * *

Wisconsin.

Milwaukee is considering a $50,000 bond issue for the pur

chase of motor lire apparatus.

A display of Cincinnati-made power wagons was held

in Fountain Square in that city during the Home Products

Exhibition, Aug. ig to 24.

EXIT FIRE HORSE IN MACON.

Macon, Ga., will have an all-motor fire department. As

a result of action taken by the city council at a recent

meeting, the last piece of horse-drawn apparatus must go,

and a thoroughly modern motor equipment will take its

place.

Since Mayor Moore went into office the city has pur

chased eight pieces of motor-driven apparatus, exclusive

of an automobile for the chief, as follows :

December 7, 1909, combination fire engine and hose

wagon, $8,500.

November 2, 1910, combination fire engine and hose

wagon, $8,500.

November 23, 1910, combination chemical and hose

wagon, $5,000.

June 20, 191 1, city service truck, $5,250.

November 12, iyio, combination chemical and hose

wagon, $5,000.

March 27, 1912, city service hook and ladder truck.

$6,400.

March 27, 191 2, two fire engines and hose wagons.

$17,000.

Making a total of $55,650, every cent of which has

been paid.

SPEED OF MOTOR FIRE APPARATUS.

The efforts of Fire Marshall Lemon of Grand Rapids,

Mich., to reduce reckless driving by the chauffeurs of the

motor fire apparatus has met with the disapproval of Al

derman Eugene Smith.

"The idea of trying to make the men pay for damage

to the motor apparatus in case of collisions and accidents

is foolish," said the alderman. "Here we bought a lot of

high speed apparatus and now the chief wants to put a

premium on slow driving. The rule adopted by the board

of police and tire commissioners will not bold in case of an

accident."

Alderman Smith believes that it is time enough to take

these precautions when some one gets hurt. He points out

that the only way the fire insurance rates can be lowered

is to demonstrate that the mechanically driven apparatus

can get to the fires in a hurrv.

PUEBLO'S GOOD FIRE RECORD.

With a record of 363 fires and an insurance loss of

less than 820,000 for a period of one year, Chief Samuel

Christy of the Pueblo (Colo.) fire department claims to

lead all other cities of a population of 60,000. No city

of its size in the United States, it is claimed, can show a

record including as many fires and yet so small a loss.

Chief Christy believes in "getting the jump" on the

blaze, and has motorized the department to such an extent

that speed is its chief asset. A few horse-drawn vehicles

remain in service, but the chief's ambitions will never be

fully realized until everyone is displaced by modern motor

apparatus.

The Merchants' Motor Service Corporation, capital

$100,000, has been organized in Philadelphia to operate

a motor delivery service.

London's big motor bus company has its own factory

which worked overtime during the recent transport strike

■—making wagon bodies !
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STEWART DELIVERY CAR.

Characterized by the practical sim

plicity which has marked all the cars

built by T. R. Lippard and R. G. Stewart,

the new Stewart delivery wagon has

just been placed on the market.

Tins new motor wagon is being manu-

factured r>y the Stewart Motor Corpora

tion, ol which Mr. Lippard is president

and general manager, a'nd Mr. Stewart

vice-president and chief engineer. The.;:?

two men were the organizers of the I.ip-

pard-Stewart Motor Car Company, but

they recently severed their connection

with that concern in order to form the

new corporation. They are now manu

facturing in a well equipped factory in

Buffalo. N. Y., and their product is al

ready receiving considerable attention

from dealers and engineers.

The Stewart car is built in one chassis

size only. It has a normal load rating

of 1,500 pounds (not 3,000 as announced

in our last issue), and sells for»$1.650.

Six different types of bodies are fur

nished, ranging in price from $125 to

$550. The styles include panel body, ex

press body with top. open box body

with cape top. special express body with

top and wire grating, stake platform

body and undertaker's car.

The Stewart motor is of Continental

make. Tt is a long-stroke design, of the

usual 4-cycle. 4-cylinder vertical "L"

head type, with a bore of 3j^ inches

and a stroke of 5>4. The cylinders

are cast en bloc with separate head,

all parts being ground to a mirror fin

ish. The valves are inclosed and arc

driven from a single camshaft supported

on extra long bearings. All gears used

on crankshaft, camshaft and pumpshaft

are helical in form, to insure silence,

and are completely housed in. Connect

ing rod and shaft bearings are plain

and of liberal size.

Cooling is by water circulated by a

large centrifugal pump. The radiator

is of the fiat tube variety and is placed at

the dash, where it is supported on coil

springs attached to the main frame. Ig

nition is by high tension magneto with

fixed spark.

Lubrication of the motor is effected

by a combination splash and force feed

system. Two plunger pumps supply the

liming gears and the flywheel bearing.

the surplus oil from these points drain

ing into the crankcase, where it is used

to lubricate the pistons, connecting rods

and crankshaft bearings. Brakes, coun

tershafts and spring bolts are equipped

with large grease cups conveniently

placed.

The transmission and clutch case are

integral, forming one unit. The clutch

is of the multiple-disk, dry-plate type,

and is immediately accessible by the

simple removal of the front cover. The

transmission, of the sliding gear variety,

provides three speeds forward and a re

verse, the reverse lever having a safety

 

Stewart delivery car with express body and top—capacity 1,500 pounds.

catch. Right-hand steering of the worm

and gear type is provided, the brake and

gear-shaft levers being located in the

center directly above the transmission.

Final drive is through cardan shaft

Spicer universal points, and bevel gears

to a full-floating rear axle of Timken

make. Two sets of brakes—expanding

and contracting—are used. Both are ap

plied to the rear wheels through drums

of large size. The front axle, also a

Timken. is of I-beam section, with

kni'ckles and steering arm of gener >;:s

proportions. The steering cross arm i

located behind the axle.

The frame is liberal in size and is of

high carbon steel, heat treated. A sub-

frame is used, on which are mounted

the mot' r and transmission and clntc'i

unit, the supports of these parts bein-'

so derrmed that they can be quickly and

easily remove!.

The v.Lcell.ase of the chassis is 12')

inches. Artillery wheels arc used, car

rying pneumatic tires. 34 by 4 inehe <

front and 35 by 5)A inches rear.

The aims ri the designers of the

Stewart have been, first, simplicity, and

second, support of units, so that they

are qi'iikly accessible and easily remov

able, v. ith the idea of greatly reducing

the time required in making yearly over

hauls or any necessary repairs. The

makers have kept constantly in mind

the needs of the delivery car user, and

believe the present model to be as near

ly '"fool-proof" as possible.

CONTRACTORS USE MOTORS.

The two Pierce-Arrow trucks sold by

the Tennessee Auto Company to T.

Ti.wles & Co. and C. H. Walker & Co.,

of Xashvillc. Term., are giving re

markable service. These two trucks are

running 24 hours regularly and they are

using two crews to each machine.

T. lov.Ies & Co. and C. 1L Walker £;

Lc. are tv\o of the largest railroad con

tractors in the Sor.th. They have a

ir.a.ority o." the c ntract work for the

1 cw si i.rg - Northern Railrtad. The

drivers of these trucks claim that they

are making from 90 to 120 miles per day.

They are hauling at least 10 to 15 car

loads daily.

The Aut 'ce.r Company has a school

for drivers.

An Avery gas tractor, pulling five 14-

inch plows, i; drawing big crowds in

demonstrations at Hutchinson, Kan.

 

Rear axle used on the Stewart delivery car.

A k.
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The Lacth-Juergens 5-ton truck, equipped with tilting cab to give access to motor

(see picture below).

Amercan rights under a scries of U. S.

patents for the manufacture of the fa

mous "Sharpe" silencer or muffler for au

tomobiles.

This device is known all over Europe

The device is strongly patented in

Germany and throughout Europe, and is

being used in many of the high-class

cars. Mr. Steinmetz will redesign this

so as to bring it out in seamless steel.

He is a member of the well-known firm

of Janney, Steinmetz & Co.. of Phila

delphia and New York City.

A motor truck used as a Gospel wagon

is drawing large crowds in Jacksonville,

Fla.

 

GOOD FOR WOOD.

W. F. Wood, sales manager of the

Packard truck department, was the win

ner of the two months' efficiency con

tests begun by the California Motor

Company in May. The award is made

on the basis of increase of sales over

the corresponding period of the previous

year. An increase of 50 per cent a

month is counted as 100-point efficiency,

and with the sale of 11 trucks in the past

two months Mr. Wood was credited with

an efficiency record of 137 per cent. A

handsome watch fob of solid gold in

the shape of the Packard radiator bears

witness to this in the inscription on its

back.

These contests are in line with the

Packard policy of keeping the closest pos

sible watch upon the efficiency of sales

men. At the Packard factory is kept an

accurate record of every salesman in all

branches, and his exact efficiency is

known at all times. The method of

grading is the same as is used in the lo

cal contests and the exact grade of all

the company's salesmen is always

known.

THOUGHTFUL OF EMPLOYES.

The Goodyear Tire and Rubber Com

pany, Akron, Ohio, by the installation of

S3 fountains, through which is continual

ly bubbling a supplj- of fresh, cool spring

water, has solved the problem of the

summer drinking water supply for 5,000

workmen, both from a sanitary stand

point and that of efficiency.

A contract has been let recently to

install a circulating system of galvanized

iron piping to all parts of the factory,

and at convenient spots throughout the

plant the bubbling fountains will be lo

cated. The piping will be covered with

cork to the thickness of over half an

inch to insure a reasonable amount of

coolness for the water, but if this is not

satisfactory, a refrigerator plant will be

erected, through which the water will

run and arrive at the bubbling fountain

ice cold.

The old arrangement has been a sys

tem of water tubs and pails carried and

wheeled from hydrants to various parts

of the factory, but the new system will

net only be more efficient, but also more

sanitary and convenient to the employes.

It is understood that the Goodyear

Tire and Rubber Company is the first

organization to adopt this form of sup

ply of drinking water to factory em

ployes in this part of the country.

The company also maintains a private

reservoir and bathhouses, which em

ployes take advantage of daily. These

are situated east of the main plant and

at a convenient distance.

INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS.

Joseph A. Steinmctz. member of the

Society of Automobile Engineers, has

become associated with R. W. A.

Brewer of London, in a consulting ca-

pacity in view of an exchange of opin- and won the first, second and third

ions relating to American inventions and awards at the official Autocycle Club

devices that may be used to advantage tests relating to gas engine mufflers.

in Europe.

Mr. Brewer in turn will advise Mr

Steinmetz as to such foreign improve

ments and inventions as may be ap

plied to advantage to the American auto

mobile output.

Mr. Brewer, under the title of ''Effi

ciency Limited." London, is well known

as a consulting and designing engineer

of wide experience and international

reputation.

Mr. Steinmetz has just purchased the

-
- ■

Lauth-Juergens 5-ton truck, with cab tilted to afford complete access to power plant.

A power wagon is used in Muncie,

lnd.. to carry mail from the postoffice

to the trains.



These 8 pages contain the most important

 

announcement ever made to dealers in

the 12 years of power wagon history.

 

No machine other than the Four Wheel

Drive could surmount these awful "road"

conditions.

The Four Wheel Drive truck, without chains, easily climbed

this 40 per cent grade through soft red clay.

Out of 2,000,000 miles of public roads in this country, no less than

1,600,000 are in similar condition 7 months of the year.

The Four Wheel Drive Truck will travel any and all of the

2,000,000 miles at any time of the year.

Four Wheel Drive Auto Co., Clintonville, Wis.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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This is the chassis of the 1^ ton

Four Wheel Drive truck specially

constructed for the United States

Army.

The winner in competition against a field of leading

makes of power wagons which participated in the recent

government motor wagon trials.

What higher indorsement can be found than that of the

United States Government?

Four Wheel Drive Auto Company

Clintonville, Wisconsin

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Uncle Sam's Problems Are

the Same as Yours or Mine

TTIS biggest army problem — biggest be-

A ■"• cause it occurs 99% of the time — is

the transportation of supplies over ordinary

roads in times of peace.

Probably any old motor wagon would do

this part of his work in fair weather times

and under fair weather conditions—admit

ting that machines, properly applied, can

always beat the horse in point of economy.

But when the foul weather times come,

when war is on and the roads are bad,

Uncle Sam wants something he can rely upon.

He chose the Four Wheel Drive. '

How are you fixed to make deliveries

during the rush season before Christmas,

say, when the snows lie thick? Do you

have to wait for the other fellow to break

the road or to give you a tow?

How are you fixed when the rains turn

the roads into a bottomless mire? If you,

like Uncle Sam, have taken the precaution

to buy Four Wheel Drive trucks, the roads

will not bother you and you can make

money when the other fellows' trucks per

force are standing idle.

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE AUTO CO., Clintonville, Wis.

U S ARMY

 

The Four Wheel Drive In Army Service

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Captain Williams of the Quartermasters' Department of

the United States Army, after 2 years of the most ex

haustive tests of practically all models, pronounced the

Four Wheel Drive truck as the best for Army Use.

 

U. S. Army's Four Wheel Drive Scout Car, with Capt. A. E. Williams at the Wheel

From June 12 to July 6, 1912, the U. S. government conducted a motor

wagon trial from Dubuque, la. to Sparta, Wis., and called upon the

machines to haul victuals and camp equipment over 750 miles of the

worst roads that could be selected in the State of Wisconsin.

Fourteen different standard makes of motor trucks entered the contest.

The Four Wheel Drive motor wagons were the only machines to finish this

strenuous journey with full load under their own power and without

assistance.

In a previous government motor wagon trial run from Washington, D. C. (via Atlanta,

Ga.) to Indianapolis, the Four Wheel Drive outclassed, outclimbed , and clearly demon

strated its superiority over the two wheel driven truck.

Four Wheel Drive Auto Co., Clintonville, Wis.

J
Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Reason for the Success of the Four

Wheel Drive Truck is that it has LOAD and

POWER on ALL FOUR WHEELS.

1. The load and traction are equally 6

divided on all four wheels.

2. The front and rear wheels are con- 7

stantly helping each other.

3. Will not skid.
Q

4. The center differential acts as an

equalizer to divide the power between

the front and rear wheels.

5. No front wheels have to be pushed.

The Four Wheel Drive will climb the

steepest grades on the poorest roads.

7. No undue strain or bunting of the rear

wheels against the front wheels.

8. Saving in fuel, oil and tires.

9. More easily guided in bad places.

10. Four years proven record of superiority

over two-wheel-driven trucks.

 

This ploture shows one of many applications of the Four Wheel Drive truk In ordinary oommerce.

The Four Wheel Drive truck travels as easily over a field as any

other motor wagon over the best road in the country.

IT'S CHEAPER TO BUY TRUCKS THAT WILL RUN OVER

THE PRESENT ROADS THAN TO BUILD COUNTRY ROADS

FOR MACHINES THAT ARE DESIGNED ONLY FOR PAVED

CITY STREETS.

NINETY PER CENT of the merchandise of this country is hauled FIRST or LAST

over 400,000 miles of roads. The other 1,600,000 miles of roads can be traversed by

ordinary vehicles only 7 months of the year. There is no motor wagon other than the

Four Wheel Drive that can negotiate these 1,600,000 miles 12 months of the year.

Four Wheel Drive Auto Co., Clintonville, Wi«.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Specifications of the

Four Wheel Drive Trucks

1J> and 3 tons capacity

 

11-2 TON

Motor—29 H. P., four cylinder, bore 4$", stroke 5".

Ball governor.

Cooling System—Water, centrifugal pump.

Carburetor—Stromberg.

Ignition—Bosch Magneto, Dual system.

Lubrication—Force feed to all bearings.

Control—Hand throttle and foot accelerator.

Gasoline Tank—70 gallon? capacity.

Clutch—Hele-Shaw multiple disc.

Universals—Full universals between clutch and trans

mission and subtransmission, and one on each end

of both drive shafts.

Transmission—Jaw clutches, gears always in mesh,

with sub-transmission back of change gear box,

transferring power to left side of car. Ins'de of the

last driven gear is differential from which shafts

extend :o both axles.

Speed—Three speeds forward and reverse. Two to

16 miles per hour.

Differentials—Bevel gear type, chrome nickel steel.

3 T ON 1

Motor—36 H. P., four cylinder, bore 4 3-4 in., srroke

5 1-2 in. Ball governor,

Cooling System—Water, centrifugal p.imp.

Carburetor— Stromberg.

Ignition—Bosch Magneto. Dual system.

Lubrication—Positive force feed to all bearings-

Control—Hand throttle and foot accelerator.

Gasoline Tank—20 gallons capacity.

Clutch—Hele-Shaw multipie disc.

Universal?—Full universal** between clutch and trans

mission and subtransmission, and one on each end

of both drive shaft?.

Transmission—Jaw clutches, gears always in mesh, sub-

transmission consisiing of Morse silent link chain

and gears embodied in same housing with change

speed gears. Inside of driven gear is differential

from which shafts extend to both axles.

Differencial Lock—Lock in center differential, enabling

car to be run with either front or rear wheels, if

necessary.

Springs—Half elliptic front; platform type rear.

TRUCK

Springs—Half elliptic front; platform rear.

Rear Axle—Full floating. Two truss rods on top side

and one on bottom side.

Front Axle—Full floating.

Wheels—36 inches dia.

Tires—36 by 4 cushion front and rear, single.

Brakes—Contracting emergency brakes on rear wheels

operated by hand lever. Contracting brakes at

tached to drive shafts applying to all four whee's,

operated by foot lever. Clutch automatically

released when foot brake is applied.

Steering Gear—Worm and nut type irreversible.

Frame—Pressed steel, 5 inch channel heat treated.

Chassis—Wheelbase. 124 inches; tread, 56 inches;,

length back of seat, 11 ft. 4 in.; overall length, 16

ft. 8 in.

Bodies—Standard platform stake body. Special bodies

to suit requirements.

Equipment—Two dash oil lamps, one oil tail lamp.

ja:-k. ful! kit of tools and horn.

Chassis — ?3.o00 00

RVCK

Speed—Two to 18 mile* an ho*;r. Three speeds forward

and reverse.

Rear Axle—Full floating. Two truss rods on topside

and one on bottom side.

Front Axle—Full rloa:ing.

Wi.eels—36 inches dia.

Tires—36 by 5 solid front and rear, single.

Brakes—Contracting emergency brake on rear wheels

operated by hand lever. Contracting brakes attach

ed to drive shafts applying to all four wheels, op

erated by foot lever. C'utch automatically re

leased when foot brake is applied.

Steering Gear—Worm and nut type Irreversible.

Frame— Pressed steel. .5 inch channel heal treated.

Chassis—Wheolbase, 120 Ins.; tread. 56 Ina ; length buck of
seat, 11 ft. 4 Ins.; overall length, lfi ft. 8 Ins.

Bodies—Standard platform stake body. Special bodies to

suit requirements.

Equipment—Two dash oil lamps, onp oil tail lamp, jack,

full kit of tools and horn.

Chassis—S4.ti00.00

Four Wheel Drive Auto Company, Clintonville, Wisconsin

C
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Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Dealers—Attention

The Four Wheel Drive in

Commercial Service

Do you want a motor truck officially indorsed by the United

States government ?

This is a different proposition to all others. The truck we make

is not a fair weather machine. It has traveled over roads that

stalled even the time-honored army mules.

There is not another automobile made that will follow our truck

over the roads we cr you can pick out for it—and this includes

hundreds of miles of roads in your territory during at least ,5

months of the year. On paved streets our four-wheel -drive con

struction shows from 20 to 30% economy in tires, fuel and oil

over all other motor trucks.

Our trucks are just as much at home on the prairie, through the

deserts, or over plowed fields, as they are on the paved streets of

the city or the state-made pike roads. You can load them to

capacity and then pull a couple of loaded wagons behind them, or

a plow or a harrow or any other farm implement. You can run

our truck into an excavation and it will pull out with a load

under its own power

What other truck will do that?

You have probably seen in the papers some reference to the recent

United States Army transportation contests. In these trials there

was one motor truck which traveled over roads that no other ma

chine was able to pull through, although all the other standard

makes were represented.

This truck was the Four Wheel Drive. It traveled over thousands

of miles of the worst roads in the country, without once being

stalled. Many times it had to assist the other motor trucks over

bad stretches of roads, and on several occasions it was used to help

even the "old reliable" army mules to pull their wagons through

the mire.

The Army has bought some of these trucks, and has expressed

the intention of buying more.

If you want something the "other fellow" hasn't got, write us at

once for our agency proposition, for exclusive representation in

your territory.

Four Wheel Drive Auto Co.

Clintonville, Wisconsin

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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It is a common

performance for

the Four Wheel

Drive to travel

these kinds of

"roads, "

For inter-city haulage over any kind of roads at

all seasons of the year, for work on the farm,

either in straight haulage or for drawing trailers,

there is no other machine like the

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE

War Department

Expert testing

and trying to

stall the Four

Wheel Drive

Truck at Clin-

tonville, Wis,

 

THE FOUR WHEEL DRIVE AUTO CO.

eiintonville, Wisconsin

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Among the Makers.

Evidence of Continued Activity in the Power Wagon Industry.

Wilmington, Del.—The Fletcheritc

Metal Company has been formed with

§150,000 capital, to manufacture bearing

metals. The incorporators are E. E.

McWhiney, W. J. Maloney and X. P.

Coffin.

* * *

Chicago, 111.—E. C. Kadow & Com

pany, capitalized at $25,000, has been or

ganized to manufacture power wagons,

automobiles, etc. The incorporators are

Benjamin Gerber, Bertha Speyer and

Simon La Grou.

* * *

Chicago, 111.—The Tesla Auto Light

Company has been formed, with $6,000

capital, to manufacture motor car de

vices. Charles B. Stafford, Harry C.

Lovinson and Albert Jacobs are the in

corporators.

* * *

Frankfort, Ind.—John I. Hoke has in

vented and built a motor plow which

will plow eight acres of level land in a

10 hour day.

* * *

Goshen, Ind.-—The Kelly Foundry &

Machine Company is building its own

motor truck. The truck will be very

strongly made to handle the heavy loads

required by this company's manufactured

goods. A special motor made by the

Oswald Motor Company will be used.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—A clutch operated

on a hydraulic principle, for motor cars,

will be manufactured by the Hydraulic

Transmission Co., which has just been

organized by W. K. Millholland, Paul

Millholland and Ernest Millholland, who

conduct the W. K. Millholland Machine

Co. The Millholland company is a con

tractor and manufacturer of motor car

parts and will be closely allied with the

new concern, which is incorporated with

an authorized capitalization of $200,000.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Indianapolis

Tire Company has been formed with

$300,000 capital to manufacture tires.

The incorporators are A. A. McKain, E.

J. Halliday and D. M. Parry.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—The R. J. Irvin

Manufacturing Company, makers of

motor car tops and bodies, has awarded

a contract for the erection of a new

two story factory building at Morris and

Divisions streets, to cost approximately

$50,000. Excavations upon the building

were begun recently and it is hoped that

the plant may be occupied by Sept. 1.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—The property of

the Mais Motor Truck Co. has been

sold to a number of Indianapolis, Rush-

ville and Huntingburg, Ind., capitalists,

and a new $1,000,000 concern will be or

ganized at once under the name of the

old company.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Martin Trac

tor Company, capitalized at $350,000,

has been organized. Hugh R. Richards,

president of the Xoelke-Richards Iron

Works, is at the head of the new

concern.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Xordyke &

Marmon Company has announced its in

tention of entering the power wagon

held. The concern will manufacture a

light delivery truck of 1,200 to 1,500

pounds capacity.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—The Motor Car

Manufacturing Company will build a

light delivery wagon in addition to its

line of Pathfinder pleasure cars. The

new model, a 1,500-pound delivery

wagon, is built on the company's regu

lar touring car chassis.

* * *

Indianapolis, Ind.—Contrary to reports

recently circulated, the $1,350,000 Ruten-

ber Motor Co., which recently took over

the Western Motor Co., of Marion and

Logansport, Ind., will continue to op

erate both plants. The foundry and the

aluminum and brass works will remain

at Logansport, and the manufacture of

the other parts which go to make up

the Rutenber engine will be performed

at Marion, as at present. Xew machinery

will be added and outputs of both plants

considerably enlarged. George W. Bowen

of the Bowen Mfg. Co., of Utica, X. Y.,

has assumed the presidency of the Ruten

ber company, in which he has acquired

a large interest. J. W. Stepenson is

treasurer and A. C. Barley is secretary

of the new corporation.

* * *

South Bend, Ind.—The South Bend

Auto Body Company, capitalized at $20.-

(XK), has been formed for the manufac

ture of motor vehicles. S. W. Xicholson

and V. E. Paxon are among the incor

porators.

* * *

West Lafayette, Ind.—One-half of the

capital of the Esterline Co. has been

bought by Carl G. Fisher and James A.

Allison, owners of the Prest-O-Lite Co.,

Indianapolis. The West Lafayette plant

will be moved to Speedway, the horse

less city, near Indianapolis, when the

new Prest-O-Lite plant is complete. The

Esterline Co. has a capital stock of

$200,000, and manufactures electrical de

vices, including the Berdon system of

electric lighting for automobiles and a

graphic registering meter. J. Walter

Esterline is president of the concern.

* * *

Des Moines, la.—The Iowa Mutual

Automobile Insurance Association has

been incorporated by II. H. Turner, T.

O. Bailey, H. W. Wilhelm and others,

to insure motor vehicles against damage

by fire or accident.

* * »

Hutchinson, Kan.—The Durgin Auto

Wheel Company, recently incorporated,

will build a factory here to continue the

manufacture of a spring wheel begun at

Lawrence some months ago. F. H. Dur

gin is president, J. B. Wilson secretary,

and John Westfall vice-president of the

company.

* * *

Covington, Ky.—The Stewart Iron

Works, which recently undertook the

manufacture of a one-ton truck and

whose plant was destroyed by lire, will

leconstruct its factory in such a manner

that the manufacture of the truck will be

greatly facilitated. A separate three-

story building. 100 by 450 feet, of brick

and steel construction, will be erected

for the purpose.

* * *

Lexington, Ky.—The Commercial Auto

Company, capitalized at $1,500, has been

formed by J. X. Gibbons, W. B. Williams

and E. X. Williams.

* * *

New Orleans, La.—The Automobile

Maintenance Co. has been organized with

J. Rayaud as president. Its immediate

purpose is the maintenance of all kinds

of motor vehicles, but it is possible that

later the manufacture of motor wagons

will be taken up.

* * *

Kennebec, Me.—C. H. O'Brien, who

was vice-president and general manager

of the Kennebec Mfg. Co., of Hollowell,

Me., is forming a company for the manu

facture of motor wagons. He has pur

chased the buildings previously occupied

by the Kennebec Company.

* * *

Portland, Me.—The Anti-Friction Bear

ing Company, with a capital stock of

$500,000, has been formed for the manu

facture of bearings for motor vehicles,

machinery, etc. Charles W. Chapman,

Elmer Perry and Stephen C. Perry are

the incorporators.

* * *

Alexandria, Me.—The Check Spring

Motor Company has been formed with

a capital stock of $100,000. The incor

porators are C. E. Hooper, C. L. Lamber

and A. S. Check.

* * *

Boston, Mass.—The Elliott Motor En
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gine Company has been incorporated for

$300,000 by Gilbert R. Elliott, Frank P.

Harris and Henry X. Schwarz.

* * *

Boston, Mass.—The New England

branch of the Universal Motor Truck

Company, which has heretofore been do

ing business at 883 Roylston street, will

on August 1 combine its business and

service departments under the same roof

in its new finely appointed service build

ing, 183 to 193 Pleasant street, near

Park square.

* * *

Worcester, Mass.—Charles B. Foster,

for the past 10 years president of the

Foster & Richardson Bedstead Company

of Westboro, Mass., has acquired an in

terest in the Morgan Motor Truck Com

pany of this city. He becomes presi

dent of the Morgan company on Sep

tember 1.

» * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Detroit Battery &

Ignition Company has been formed, with

a capital of $200,000, to manufacture

storage batteries and ignition devices.

The incorporators are Charles R. Bax

ter. Lewis C. Knop and Charles L. Tom-

linson.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Durham Easy

Truck Company has been incorporated

for $50,(XX1 by j. M. Mackey. The con

cern will manufacture power wagons.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—Walter E. Flanders

will put in' the field this year a line of

motor trucks, models of which have been

under severe tests for a long time. The

four cylinder, worm drive one ton model

will list at from $1,700 to $2,000, accord;

ing to the style of body.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Kenyon Search

light Company, capital $75,000, has been

formed to manufacture searchlights and

other motor vehicle accessories. The

incorporators are H. B. Kenyon, H. E.

Bloomingdale and C. F. Bloomingdale.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Michigan Motor

Specialties Company, capital $20,000, has

been organized to manufacture motor

vehicle accessories. Nellie M. Beck.

Charles W. Beck and Charles Wright.

Jr.. are the incorporators.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Mote Demount

able & Detachable Rim Company, has

been formed with $30,000 capital. The

incorporators are Herman Mote, H. I..

Beck and W. M. Elliott.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The capital stock of

the Wolverine Motor Supplies Company

has been increased from $25,000 to $50,-

000.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The Standard Motor

Truck Company has been incorporated

tor $50,000. Howard Wilcox, who has

been connected with the Kelsey Wheel

Company, and W. K. Ackerman, assist

ant manager and purchasing agent of the

Reliance Motor Truck Company, are the

leaders in the new concern. The Stand

ard company has secured a factory at 973

Bellevue avenue, 35 by 140 feet in size,

and of modern cement construction. The

truck to be manufactured will be of three

tons capacity.

* * »

Detroit, Mich.—The Studcbaker Cor

poration lias sent notice to its dealers all

over the country that, in the future, all

the motor cars built at its Detroit plants

will be known as "Studebaker'' cars.

* * *

Detroit, Mich.—The T. C. Radiator

Company, capital $2,000, has been formed

to manufacture and deal in accessories.

Thomas Coffelder, A. E. Sherman and

C. V. Jones are the incorporators.

* * *

Flint, Mich.—The Buick company re

cently disposed of an old building ai

Jackson, Mich., formerly occupied by a

portion of their truck department, to the

Imperial company, moving that part oi

their truck factory to Flint, there tt>

combine with their immense $13,000,001'

plant. The demand for Buick trucks has

been increasing so rapidly the company

has been obliged to double its outpir

for 1913.

* * ■+

Flint, Mich.—It is announced that thr

Chevrolet Motor Company has pui-

chased the plant of the Imperial Wheel

Works and will open a factory in Flini

about September 1. The Chevrolet com

pany is one of the organizations ownen

by the Republic Motor Company, re

cently capitalized in Delaware at $65

000,000.

* * *

Flint, Mich.—The Marvel Carbureter

Co., which heretofore has manufactured

Marvel carburetors in Indianapolis, Ind .

is preparing to remove bodily to this

city. A three-story factory building 50

by 150 feet, on Mill street, has been

acquired, and the operation of moving

the machinery and stock of the companv

will be completed in time to permit the

commencement of manufacturing in lh*

new plant by September 1. A. G. Schon

acker, who is general manager of the

company, will remain in charge.

* * *

Flint, Mich.—The Randolph Motor

Truck Company has been incorporated

with $2<X).000, to manufacture and deal

in power wagons.

* * *

Menominee, Mich.—A nourishing in

dustry is being built up here by D. F.

Poyer & Co.. manufacturers of the Mr-

nominee motor trucks. The plant repre

sents an investment of $100,000.

Vicksburg, Mich.—The Spade Manu

facturing Company has been formed,

with $50,000 capital, to manufacture mo

tor vehicle supplies.

* * *

Minneapolis, Minn.—The Todd Mfg.

Co. has been organized for the purpose

of manufacturing radiators, hoods, fend

ers, drip pans and other motor vehicle

specialties, and has opened a factory at

820 Mary place. Frank Todd, G. A.

Wolf and M. C. Wood are the men be

hind the enterprise.

* * *

St. Paul, Minn.—Work has been com

menced on the new KisselKar service

garage at 237 West Ninth street. When

the building is completed it will contain

30,000 square feet of floor space. It will

be three stories high and will have an

eight-ton elevator. Three alley entrances

will lead to the rear, in addition to the

front entrance. The cost will be $60,000.

* * *

Willmar, Minn.—A movement has been

started to secure for this city the manu

facturing plant of the Wallof Motor

Truck Company of Minneapolis. Edward

Wallof, president of the company, was

in this city looking over the territory

and was favorably impressed.

* * *

St. Louis, Mo.—The Pugh Auto Chain

Company has been formed, with $5,000

capital, to manufacture non-skid chains.

The incorporators are John Schulz, Web

ster Groves and A. A. Van Clcve.

* * *

Bloomfield, N. J.—The reorganization

of the Simms Magneto Co., the control

of which recently changed hands, has

been effected after several months o:

planning. All the new officers have nor

yet been elected. C. G. Stoddard, for

merly of the Dayton Motor Car Co. and

the United States Motor Co., and at pres

ent with the Edwards Motor Car Co.,

has been made president. F. R.- Simms

has resigned the presidency but remains

as a director and has as his associate*

on the board H. J. Edwards, A. A. Fish

er, Campbell Carrington and H. M. Kil-

born. Fisher is acting as treasurer, a

position he holds with the Assets Reali

zation Co. of New York, which company

is financing the project. Carrington is

also connected with the finance company

Kilborn is vice-president of the National

City Bank. The company will be op

erated under its old name and has $1,-

750.000 capital stock, of which $1,000,000

is represented by the old stock of the

company, all of which is common; the

remaining $750,000 is preferred. All the

new preferred has been subscribed for.

* * *

Camden, N. J.—The Garrison Gasoline

Engine Specialties Company, capitalized

at $125,000, has been formed to manu

facture engine devices. F. A. Kuntz. F.
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S. Saurman and F. S. Muzzey are the

incorporators.

* * *

Camden, N. J.—The Service Motor

Truck Company, capital stock $50,000,

has been incorporated by R. L. Smith,

C. D. Hackett and E. J. Eldridge.

* * *

Albany, N. Y.—Edgar S. Fassett, for

mer general manager of the United Trac

tion Company, has been elected vice-

president of the Trolley Electric Vehicle

Company of America. The truck which

his company will manufacture is of a

new type and may be operated either

with a trolley on the tracks of an elec

tric car line, or without by using storage

batteries.

* * *

Brooklyn, N. Y.—The International

Auto Lamps Manufacturing Company

has been incorporated for $300,000 by

Hyman Agar and Thomas Cunningham.

* * *

Brooklyn, N. Y.—A factory is to be

established by Jos. VV. Jones, maker of

the Jones speedometer, New Rochelle,

X. Y., at the Bush Terminal, Brooklyn,

in the near future. The new plant will

more than treble the manufacturing fa

cilities and provide much larger floor

space than the one at New Rochelle. The

New Rochelle factory is to be continued

at its full capacity, but the general of

fices and shipping department will, on

October 1, next, be moved to the Bush

Terminal, where with ideal shipping fa

cilities, loading directly to freight cars

at the factory door, four to eight days

wil' be saved on shipments to all West

ern points. On the same date the in

strument shipping department, now at

Canal place, New York City factory,

where the recorders, hub odometers and

truck speedometers are made, will be

moved to and consolidated with the

speedometer service station in the Speed

ometer Building, Broadway and Sev

enty-sixth street, New Y'ork.

» * *

Euffalo, N. Y.—The William Guillett

Manufacturing Company has been formed

to deal in motor vehicle frames and

stampings. The incorporators are Wil

liam Guillett. Anna G. Guillett and Ed

ward B. Reynolds.

* * *

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Hall Automobile

Coupler Company, capital $250,000, will

manufacture u patent hose coupling.

John W. Blackman, Lucius M. Hall and

Edward S. Hall are the incorporators.

* * *

Buffalo, N. Y.—The Mutual Motor Car

Company has been formed with $125,000

capital, to manufacture motors. The in

corporators are A. Poppenberg, F. C.

Urter and O. E. Yeager.

* * *

Goshen, N. Y.—The Coates Commer

cial Car Company has been incorporated

to manufacture power wagons. The

capital stock of the new concern is $250,-

000 and the incorporators are: Robert

Gibson, Jr., L. Barton Case, Powell

Crichtou and George P. Morgan.

* * *

Groton, N. Y.—J. Grave Brown, for

merly chief engineer of the Monarch

Roller Company, has designed a motor

truck especially adapted for contractor's

service.

* * *

Homer, N. Y.—William N. Brockway,

who has been engaged in the carriage

building industry since 1851 and who

claims to operate one of the largest car

riage plants in the world, has organized

the Brockway Motor Truck Co.. capital

ized at $250,000. Three types of motor

trucks will be produced, of the follow

ing capacities: 1,000 to 1,500 pounds,

2,000 to 2,500 pounds, and 3,000 to 3,500

pounds. An air-cooled, two-cycle motor

will be used.

* * *

Jamesburg, N. Y.—The Ex-Cel Motor

Truck Company has been formed with a

capital stock of $250,000. The incor

porators are L. C. Corwin, A. Englchardt,

both of New York City, and A. A

Kelly of Montclair, N. J.

* '* *

Middletown, N. Y.—The Industrial Mo

tor Car Company, capitalized at $35,000,

has been formed to manufacture and

deal in power wagons. The incorpor

ators are William A. Courtland, Cuth-

bert W. Jewell, M. G. Crawford, 2 Rec

tor street, New York City; Harris H.

Rayl, Wheelock Mansions, 156th street

and Hudson river; Montecello A. Bonne-

ford, 65 Central Park West, New York

City.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The Curran

Patent Company has been incorporated

for $10,000 by Harry L. Curran, Clara

D. Curran, Coney Island, and Charles N.

Wilson, 2 Rector street. The concern

will manufacture motor car devices.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The Duffy

Lubricants Manufacturing Company has

been formed, with $25,000 capital, to

manufacture lubricants. James F. Duffy,

32 McComb place; Henry W. Conklin,

Morsemerc, N. J., and Harris K. Halik-

man, 135 West Sixty-seventh street, are

the incorporators.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The Electric

Spark .Appliance Company has been or

ganized with $5,000 capital, to manufac

ture motor car devices. The incorpor

ators are Michael M. Lint, Peter Ross,

Alexander Miller, all of 5 Beekman

street.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The Hurlburt

Motor Truck Co. has been formed with

a capital of $150,000. The incorporators

are J. P. Carroll, New York City; W. B.

Carswell, Brooklyn; F. D. Peale, Sum

mit, N. J.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The Maxi

Company, capitalized at $200,OCO, wili

manufacture carburetors. The incor

porators are Edward A. McCoy, 112

Washington street, East Orange, N. J.;

Ernest Hopkinson, 110 Washington

street, East Orange; F. V. Richardson,

251 West 123rd street, New York; John

C. McCoy, 158 Broadway, Paterson, N. J.

* * *•

New York City, N. Y.—To provide

working capital for an increasing busi

ness, the Newmastic Tire Cowipany has

incorporated as the Newmastic Company

and at the same time has substituted

a capitalization of $250,000 for one of

$150,000. With the change in name goes

an additional line of business, for the

company now plans to manufacture and

market a demountable and quick detach

able rim adapted especially for use with

"filled" tires, the feature of which is

that it locks up more closely at the bot

tom and is claimed to increase the

resiliency of the tire. The personnel of

the company remains the same, and in

cludes Orrel A. Parker. Robert Weld

and Oliver H. Bartine.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The Rubberine

Tire Filling & Sales Company has been

formed with $500,000 capital, to manu

facture and deal in tire filler. The in

corporators are James D. Bridges, James

Curtis Clarke, 233 West Fiftieth street;

George H. Davis, 146 East Thirty-sec

ond street.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The Silvex

Company has been formed, with $100,-

000 capital, to manufacture automobile

polish. The incorporators are Edward

E. Schwab. 44 Afterglow Way, Mont

clair. N. J.; James H. Ward, 485 Eighth

street, Brooklyn; Charles M. Schwab, 21

Riverside drive.

* * *

New York City, N. Y.—The new-

United States Rubber Building. Broad

way and Fifty-eighth street, the tallest

structure north of Forty-second street,

is now the home of the general offices

of the United States Tire Company,

which were recently removed from the

Hearst Building. The other subsidiary

companies of the United States Rubber

Company will also make their headquar

ters in the building, which is 20 stories

high. The United States Tire Company

will occupy the basement and sub-base

ment as a stock room, the ground floor

for its New York branch, and the fif

teenth, sixteenth and seventeenth floors

as general offices.

* * *

Akron, Ohio.—The Akron Airless Tire

Company has been organized with $50,
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000 capital, to manufacture motor car

tires. William S. Brookes, Joseph J.

Surney, Ira N. Thompson, Frank H.

Hetes and H. Lane Cole are the incor

porators.

* * *

Ashland, Ohio.—The Faultless Rubber

Company has increased its capital stock

from $325,000 to $1,000,000.

* * *

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Schacht Motor

Car Company will soon place on the

market a one-ton worm-drive truck.

* * *

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Swing Wheel

Co., capital stock $50,000, will manufac

ture motor car wheels. A. J. Swing,

Richard E- Werner, Rupert H. Landale,

C. A. Bickett and Richard A. Bickett

are the incorporators.

* * *

Cincinnati, Ohio.—The Victor Auto

Parts Company has been formed with

$20,000 capital, to manufacture motor

parts. The incorporators are William

J. Corcoran, Harvey B. Corcoran and

Edward S. Corcoran.

* * *

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Arter Auto Car

riage Company, capital stock $20,000, has

been organized, to sell and repair motor

cars and trucks, operate a garage, and

deal in parts and accessories. J. G

Arter. B. Hexter, J. B. Ruhl, C. A. Chap

man and C. M. Lemmon are the incor

porators.

* * *

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Cleveland Auto

Starter Company has increased its capi

tal stock from $25,000 to $50,000.

* * *

Cleveland, Ohio.—The Mutual Oil &

Auto Supply Company has been formed,

with $10,000 capital, to deal in lubricants

and motor car accessories. Stouer H. C.

Killiman, Herbert House, C. F. Franke

and A. S. Krause are the incorporators.

* * *

Dayton, Ohio.—The Automobile Lamp

Control Company, capital $15,000, will

manufacture automatic lamp control de

vices for motor vehicles. The incor

porators are Henry Ehler, Ernest A.

Eastman and William B. Meeker.

* * *

Elyria, Ohio.—The Willys-Overland

Company is erecting at its Garford fac

tory a two-story brick and concrete ad

dition, which, when completed, will be

used as a general warehouse. The entire

plant is being rearranged with a view-

to utilizing it to the fullest capacity

in order to meet the largely increased

output in Garford trucks decided upon

for the coming year.

* * *

Fremont, Ohio.—Building operations

at the Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Com

pany's nlant are nearing completion. It

is estimated that in the neighborhood of

$10,000 worth of new machinery will be

added to the equipment.

* * *

Hamilton, Ohio.—The Ideal Steel

Wheel Co., capital stock $500,000, will

manufacture and deal in spring wheels.

J. E. Strietelmeier, A. F. Parker, D. E.

Kirean, W. C. Taylor and James B.

O'Donnell are the incorporators.

* * *

Lima, Ohio.—The rumor recently cir

culated that the plant of the Gramm Mo

tor Truck Company would close was

branded as false by H. L. Hooke, the

company's assistant general manager.

* * *

Lima, Ohio.—The Leech Automobile

Company, which was incorporated three

years ago for the purpose of carrying

on experiments with a new style of gaso

line engine, is now ready to erect a

plant for the manufacture of the engine.

In the past three years the concern has

secured patents on 15 different devices.

The capitalization has been fixed at

$100,000. The officers of the company

are Charles M. Leech, president; H. II.

Hughes, vice-president; Frank Leech,

secretary; A. M. Kelchner. treasurer,

and H. W. Allen, general manager. In

addition to manufacturing engines, the

company may also make motor car parts.

* * *

Toledo, Ohio.—The Goodyear Tire and

Rubber Company, of Akron, Ohio, has

executed a lease for a building which

will be erected for its use at 909 Jeffer

son avenue, Toledo, and which will be

operated as a factory branch. The build

ing, which will be a three-story pressed

brick structure, 30 by 100 feet, will be

ready for occupancy about November 1.

* * *

Toledo, Ohio.—The Kinsey Manufac

turing Company has changed its capi

talization from $1,000,000 to $3,000,000.

* * *

Toledo, Ohio.—The Willys-Overland

Company has increased its capital stock

from $6,000,000 to $16,000,000.

* * *

Youngstown, Ohio.—The Folberth Car

buretter Company lias been formed, with

$70,000 capital, to manufacture motor car

accessories. The incorporators are E.

A. Hegg, N. A. Emery, E. A. Tobey,

Joseph F. Williams and Thomas L.

Morgan.

* * *

Youngstown, Ohio.—If the plans which

at present are brewing come to a definite

head, it is altogether likely that the

Pressed Steel Products Company, which

at present manufactures automobile

bodies in Cleveland. Ohio, will remove

bodily from that city to Youngstown.

Already plans have been drawn for two

factory buildings and an office building,

and efforts are being exerted to influence

the removal of the body factory to where

it is claimed the center of the sheet steel

district is located and where, for this

reason, deliveries of bodies would be ex

pedited.

* * *

Youngstown, Ohio.—At a special meet

ing of the stockholders of the Republic

Rubber Company, on the third of last

month, the recommendation of the di

rectors that the capital stock be in

creased from $4,000,000 to $10,000,000 was

ratified. At a subsequent meeting of the

directors a special dividend of 35 per

cent, payable in common stock, was

declared, as was the usual quarterly divi

dend of 2]4 per cent. The new capitali

zation will be $6,000,000 common and

$4,000,000 preferred, as against $2,000,000

each, common and preferred, under the

previous order of things. To permit of

projected improvements, it is understood

that a block of the new preferred stock

shortly will be offered at par to the

public. * * *

Allentown, Pa.—The International Mo

tor Company is erecting a storehouse

100 by 40 feet as a warehouse for rough

material at its upper plant.

* * *

Philadelphia, Pa.—On August 19, the

Atwater-Kent Manufacturing Works

moved into the large new plant which

has been erected for it at the corner of

East Logan street and Stanton avenue,

near Wayne Junction. The building is

one story high, and affords 21,000 square

feet of floor space.

* * #

Philadelphia, Pa.—A rumor to the ef

fect that the Baldwin Locomotive Works

will soon engage in the manufacture of

power wagons has been denied by the

officers of the company. There is every

likelihood, however, that the Baldwin

Company will follow the Alco lead

eventually.

* * *

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Jackson Pe

troleum Motor Company, capital stock

$500,000, will manufacture engines and

motors. G. B. Jackson is the incor

porator.

* * *

Philadelphia, Pa.—The Keystone Kom-

mercial Kar Company, capital stock

$5,000. has been formed by W. C. Weth-

erill, A. W. Morriss and William W.

McKim.

* * #

Spokane, Wash.—The Fox Spring Tire

Company has been organized with $1,-

000,000 capital to manufacture motor car

tires. Porter C. Fox, D. D. Woolsley and

W. E. Allen are the incorporators.

* * *

Racine, Wis.—The Faultless Starter

Company has been organized by Dr. C

I. Shoop. J. L. Barker and M. E.

Walker.

* * *

Superior, Wis.—The Continental Motor

Truck Company has been organized by

E. M. Anderson and Dr. J. Barnsdale to

manufacture power wagons.
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ALCO TRANSCONTINENTAL.

Piloting a motor truck across the con

tinent is no "joy ride" in any sense of

the word, as Captain E. L. Ferguson, di

rector of the Transcontinental Alco

truck, is glad to testify.

Not only is he responsible for main

taining the truck's schedule—a strenu

ous task in itself—but he has also to

keep a detailed record of the trip. The

large number of instruments with which

he is equipped for this purpose would

do credit to a scientist's laboratory or

('■e expedition of an arctic explorer.

On the truck itself are attached a

Sears-Cross speed indicator, operating

on a flexible shaft and registering rate

"f speed and total mileage; a Veeder

odometer, fastened on the axle; and a

Coronet hubodometer built into the

hub cap of the front wheel, thus giving

a triple check on the mileage of the

car.

On the wooden canopy frame of the

truck, just above the driver's seat, is

attached a Servis recorder, a device

which, without being in any way con

nected with the running gear, shows

every period of travel and stops during

the day. The Servis recorder charts at

the end of the trip will be proof of the

actual running time of the truck and will

be one of the most valuable and inter

esting parts of the travel data.

Besides these instruments attached to

the truck itself. Ferguson carries his

famous "bet-winning" watch, a time

piece of remarkable accuracy. At the

end of its present Transcontinental hike

it will have been on practically every

important automobile tour in the coun

try and in all but two of the states of

the Union. This watch is worn after

the European fashion in a wrist case.

The equipment also includes a United

States army compass, specially cali

brated against magnetism—an important

item on account of the practically all-

steel construction of the truck; an

aneroid barometer to record height

above sea-level and humidity; a United

States army thermometer in a special

case to prevent breakage, and other in

struments to test accuracy of the data

obtained.

The results of the trip when tabulated

at the finish, will furnish the most com

plete data ever compiled on the longest

distance delivery yet to be undertaken

by motor truck. They will show the

exact mileage of Charles W. Young &

Co.'s Alco, and just how many

hours of actual travel were required to

make the journey, both day by day and

for the entire distance. The proportion

of time in motion to time on the road

will be indicated. Every stop will show

on the record charts. a"s well as the

cause for each stop—whether for bridge

inspection, impassable roads, or fuel.

"RED HEAD" MAGNETO PLUG.

After nearly one year of experiment at

the hands of ignition experts, the "Red

Head" platinum point magneto plug is

at the service of spark plug users.

For the information of those whose

curiosity has been aroused by the unique

card which was mailed to the trade to

announce its birth on July 4. and by the

memory-teasing bullet-shaped advertise

ments which have since been scattered

throughout the advertising pages of

trade journals, it may be stated that the

latest addition to the family of "Red

Heads" bears a striking physical re

semblance to its older brothers. To

avoid confusion, the platinum point plug

has been marketed with a double-dipped

and highly polished nickel-plated shell,

bushing and cap. This finish harmon

izes with the nickel-plated trim of high-

powered motors, for which services the

 

"Red Head" magneto plug.

platinum point plug is destined by the

Emil Grossman Company.

Of course, the plug bases its middle

name upon the fact that the center elec

trode has a solid platinum point. One

of the reasons why this plug has been so

long in making its appearance is that it

took months to perfect the process for

welding the platinum cup to the Center

electrode. The platinum used is 1/32

inch thick and flows back 1/32 inch. The

modern super-high-tension magneto,

which is the equipment of powerful 1913

cars, delivers a spark sufficiently hot to

fuse any ordinary metal except platinum

100 per cent pure. As the liberal use of

of this grade of platinum (which is more

costly than the purest gold) indicates,

no expense has been spared to bring the

"Red Head" platinum point plug up to

the high state of efficiency developed

through a rich racing experience.

Another innovation is a combination

screw top and magneto type terminal.

This terminal will accommodate snap,

ring or slip cable connections of all sizes

and designs.

So successful has the simple and sub

stantial "Red Head" construction proven

in racing cars ranging from 30 to 210

hp. and showing compression as high

as 90 pounds, that well enough has been

let alone and consequently no change is

apparent in the design of the shell or

bushing. And the "Red Head" porcelain

has given such splendid evidence of its

stamina, in heated racing and pleasure

cars, that no room for improvement in

quality or design was possible.

To give further individuality to the

"Red Head" platinum plug, a torpedo-

shaped telescopic box with silver and

black label and red top, has been

adopted. The plug threads into a cavity

in the base of the container, thus pro

tecting the points and preventing any

disarrangement of the spark gap.

WILLIAMS IS PROMOTED.

I.. W. Williams, for some time con

nected with the advertising department

of the Locomobile Company of America,

has recently entered the truck sales de

partment of the same company.

Mr. Williams is a veteran in the Loco

mobile organization, his association hav

ing extended over a long period, during

which time he has held several im

portant positions.

He first joined the Locomobile staff

at the Philadelphia branch and later was

transferred to the San Francisco branch.

After serving there as assistant manager

for the Pacific Coast. Mr. Williams was

made manager of the Oakland branch,

and since 1911 has been connected with

the advertising department at the execu

tive offices. Bridgeport. Conn.

PACKERS' SERVICE.

W. M. Roberts, sales manager of the

Packers' Motor Truck Company, who is

at present in charge of the Xew York

branch, located at 1784 Broadway, in

the United States Rubber building, has

closed a contract with Carter M. Ba

con, formerly inspector of Alco cars at

the factory in Providence. R. I. Mr.

Bacon was also connected with the

Berkshire Automobile Company at

Pittsfield, Mass., for over two years. His

duties with the Packers Motor Truck

Company will be to look after their ser

vice department in Xew York City and

make a weekly inspection of packers'

trucks throughout the territory operated

by the New York branch.

The Madison Motor Bus Company,

capitalized at $5,000, has been incorpo

rated at Madison, Wis.
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LI ppard- Stewart delivery car in the service of the Hoefler Ice Cream Company, Buf

falo, N. Y.

A TRAIN LOAD OF TRUCKS.

This remarkable picture represents a

recent partial shipment of Raker elec

tric trucks to the American Express

Company.

The complete order placed by this

company is the largest ever placed with

any one manufacturer for one kind of

truck.

The satisfactory service which the

American Express Company has with

Baker trucks in its service is responsible

for the large purchase it is making from

this company.

When the cars now on order are

shipped, the American Express Com

pany will have Raker electric trucks in

service in 18 cities as follows:

New York. Kansas City,

Chicago. Memphis.

Roston, Worcester.

Dallas. Syracuse,

Portland. Rochester,

Springfield, St. Louis,

Ruffalo. Cleveland,

Milwaukee. Cincinnati.

Lawrence. Mass., Los Angeles.

TIRES AND CAR LIFE.

New light is thrown on the prolong

ing of the life of the quick-delivery

truck by a series of tests just completed

by the engineers of the Motz Tire and

Rubber Company of Akron, Ohio. Data

were gathered during the test on the

action of the rubber in protecting the

mechanical parts of the car under con

stant pounding. The problem is one

peculiar to the delivery car in that no

other type of motor car is subjected

to deterioration to any great extent from

the causes shown by the tests.

The tests were made with quick-

delivery trucks in the service of a num

ber of large retail houses in several

cities. The cars were identical in con

struction and capacity. They were op

erated over rough city streets and sub

urban roads under like service.

The cars tested were grouped in re

lays. Each relay was fitted respectively

with solid rubber, pneumatic and cushion

tires. The cushion tires used were the

double notched tread Motz tires with

undercut sides and slantwise bridge sup

port.

The light delivery truck was selected

for the tests by the engineers because

they found no other motor vehicle op

erated under conditions so destructive

to the life of a car. The load of this

vehicle is consistently heavy, and its

springs are strong and rigidly adjusted

The mission of the car is quick delivery,

and on this account the shock upon its

mechanism is greater and more constant

than that of the heavy, slow-moving

truck. The tests showed that the vibra

tion of the mechanism of this car under

average service greatly exceeded that of

any other.

The most common cause of breakage

during the tests was found to be due to

the crystallization of the steel parts

through vibration. One of the tests of

the ductility of the steel from which the

parts were made was that of the num

ber of vibrations which the material

would stand before it crystallized and

broke. The maximum vibration was

found on the cars equipped with solid

rubber tires.

This the engineers declared to be due

to the virtually non-compressible na

ture of rubber in solid form. The cush

ioning effect of the solid tire for this

service was found to be almost nil. It

was found that the mechanism of the

truck was greatly conserved from de

terioration through the use of tires so

constructed that the "flow" of elasticity

was comparatively free. The tires which

met this condition best at the least av

erage cost were the double notched tread

Motz cushion tires.

Throughout the tests the Motz tires

remained virtually as lively as the pneu

matic tires. No punctures or blowouts,

with their resulting costly delays, were

charged against them. This, the engi

neers declare, gives a double victory to

the Motz cushion tire. The firm whose

cars were tested under Motz tires have

adopted them for their light delivery

trucks.

A motor bus line is in operation he-

tween Hardinshurg and Louisville in

Kentucky.

 

Part of a shipment of Baker electric trucks for the American Express Company.
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Power wagons which have made a fine record in the lumber trade.

GOOD WORK BY MACKS.

One of the largest operators of the

Pacific Coast has recently tested the ef

ficiency of motor transportation as com

pared with horse equipment for deliver

ing lumber from San Diego to Miramar,

a distance of about 20 miles, the lum

ber hauled being used in the construc

tion of a private residence costing up

ward of $150,000. The Western Lumber

Company is using two Mack trucks of

5 and 7-tons capacity each, and these

trucks are equipped with a derrick for

quick unloading, so that it is possible to

put the full load on the machine in about

5 minutes. One of these trucks equipped

with a derrick has transported in 10

hours to a distance of two miles from

the docks. 40.000 feet of lumber. The

lumber arrived so rapidly that the com

pany had to use its entire force in order

to prevent the congestion of the ter

minals, so efficient was the transporta

tion by motor trucks. The best work

that the company could do in a day's

time with a team of horses and driver

was three loads of about 1,500 feet per

load. The service would not have shown

up so well without the use of the der

rick device to facilitate the keeping of

trucks in constant motion, in which the

highest dividend earning possibilities of

motor transportation are always ob

tained.

GENERAL VEHICLE NEWS.

Day Baker, New England manager of

the General Vehicle Company, writes

that the Consolidated Gas Company of

New York has just purchased an initial

order of five 2,000-pound and three 750-

pound vehicles.

The Kingan Packing Company has

ordered two more 3^-ton trucks for

use at Richmond, Va., and the Aeolian

Company has added another General

Vehicle 2-ton truck to its present elec

tric fleet. The .Milwaukee Railway ft

Light Company has ordered two tower

wagons for repairs on overhead wire?

and lines. The Hartford Electric Light

Company has ordered four more light

wagons for a large grocery store in that

vicinity.

At the present time the General Ve

hicle Company is building delivery

wagons for nine different department

stores, including the B. Altaian Com

pany, Black, Star & Frost. Arnold Con

stable Company and James A. Hern

Company.

A few days ago there arrived in Bos

ton another 5-ton truck for the Jcnney

Manufacturing Company, to use for the

delivery of gasoline throughout the city.

This machine is equipped with the Good

year block tires on the rear—an innova

tion in this city. The sections of the

tires are so arranged that any one block

can be removed without disturbing any

others in the wheels.

Another great 5-ton truck to arrive in

this city is one for the D. J. Cutter Coal

Company, which is already using electric

trucks for the delivery of coal through

out the Savin Hill district. Milton and

Wollaston. These great machines climb

the hills with ease and have performed

their duties both summer and winter

without trouble to the operator.

Seventeen more trucks are now on

the floor of the General Vehicle factory

for the Adams Express Company, and

this, taken in connection with the 26

machines, which have recently been de

livered for the Baltimore service, indi

cates that the large transportation cor

porations of the country are fully

aroused to the fact that the electric is

the economical machine wherever the

work comes within its scope.

London's double-decked 34-passenger

motor buses are being operated at a cost

of 15.2 cents a mile, including administra

tion, as against 22.6 cents for the London

County Council's electric street cars.

 

The 1-ton model made by the Monitor Auto Works, Janesvllle, Wis. This concern

also makes 1' 2-ton and 2-ton motor wagons.
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experience dates back to the very in

ception of the industry.

Factory of the Gramm-Bernsteln Company, Lima, Ohio.

GRAMM-BERNSTEIN PLANT.

Under date of July 31. the following

letter was received from the Gramm-

Bcrnstein Company, of Lima, Ohio.

"We are herewith enclosing photo of

our new plant, which is almost com

pleted. We believe we are going to

have one of the most convenient and

best designed plants, devoted to the ex

clusive manufacture of motor trucks.

that has been, up to the present time,

erected in this country. The roofs are

of tile, making a very pretty appearance:

the lighting facilities arc extraordinarily

good, both natural and artificial; the

comfort of the men has been looked

after, the floors being of wood and spe

cial attention given to sanitary condi

tions and the handling of materials. The

plant, with the exception of one build

ing, is one story. The ceilings are high,

the supports being structural steel, and

are from 50 to 63 feet wide. No posts

are to be found in any part of the plant.

The buildings run 316 feet long. The

stack is of brick. 125 feet high. The

factory is located along the main lines

of the Pennsylvania and D. T. & I., side

tracks running in for the convenience

of quick shipments. The plant is also

nicely situated, being within four blocks

of the main part of the city, the real

estate itself being very valuable. The

machinery will be installed the coming

month, and the factory will be in full

operation by October 1.

"A great deal will, of course, be ex

pected of the design and product of this

plant, it being the result of over 12

years' experience of men who have done

nothing but design and build both trucks

and plants for their manufacture."

The letter is signed by B. A. Gramm.

who is well known as one of the early

and successful pioneers in the power

wagon industry in America.

ABANDONS YEARLY MODEL.

The Baker Motor Vehicle Company

has abandoned the idea of the yearly

announcement of new models. The com

pany has found it a better policy to give

continuously to the purchaser the bene

fit of the best and latest improvements,

and this, according to the officials of the

company, is the idea back of the change.

"Continuity of development is our

watchword." says O. B. Henderson,

sales manager of the Baker company.

"Instead of once a year giving the

purchaser the benefit of added refine

ments we have found it more satisfac

tory to all concerned to incorporate con

tinuously in the manufacture of the

Baker electric all the improvements

created up to date, so that each car we

produce is the best possible car we can

make embodying everything of merit

which we can put into it.

"It has been my observation that the

frequent announcements of new models

for this or that year are often grossly

exaggerated reports of very immaterial

improvements which the manufacturer

hopes will win new sales by virtue of

the extensive publicity. In other words

the manufacturer is helping to lead peo

ple to the belief that there is no sta

bility in the automobile business and

that the mere announcement of some

thing new should at once throw the car

of last year, still perfectly good, into

the discard as something worthless."

LLOYD GOES TO I. M. CO.

Robert McAllister I.loyd has resigned

from his position as vice-president of

the General Vehicle Company to go with

the International Motor Company in a

high capacity. It is said he will be as

sistant to President Coleman. Mr.

Lloyd is one of the best informed power

wagon engineers in the business and his

FREE LUBRICATING BOOK.

The Detroit Lubricator Company, De

troit, Mich., is mailing to the trade its

new general catalog, which is just off

the press. This book contains 232 pages

crowded with information regarding De

troit products of all kinds—a most com

prehensive line.

This catalog is a very handsome piece

of printed matter; but more than that

it is a complete text book and reference

work in the fields it covers. It is a mine

of information.

Readers of this journal will be par

ticularly interested in the mechanical

force feed oilers illustrated and de

scribed on pages 53-66: the feed oil cups

and grease cups on pages 67-80; the

ground key work, such as air cocks,

drain cocks, priming cups, etc., on pages

81-101, as well as many other miscel

laneous devices.

QUICK WORK BY A KELLY.

The Boston Branch of the Kelly Mo

tor Truck Company recently sent the

following interesting piece of news to

the Kelly factory at Springfield, Ohio:

"The manner in which motor trucks

eat up space is marvelous. The other

day one left Boston at 4 o'clock in the

morning and arrived in Port Henry.

N. Y., distance of about 285 miles, by

noon the next day. A business man in

that city while in Boston purchased a

\]/i ton Kelly truck from the Eastern

Motor Truck Company, Shoe and

Leather Building, Cambridge. The new

owner was in a hurry to get the truck

up to Port Henry so Manager Aultman

of the Eastern Company had it driven

over the road. The truck reached Port

Henry before the owner arrived there.

The driver of the Kelly truck reached

Albany at 7 o'clock in the evening, cov

ering about 215 miles in fifteen hours."

PACKARD BUSINESS GOOD.

That presidential uncertainties are not

affecting general prosperity to any great

extent is shown by the remarkable de

mand for the best grade of motor car

riages and also for commercial trucks.

The Packard Motor Car Company in

the two weeks ending July 31, shipped

255 cars, whose total value was $1,275.-

000. cars leaving the factory at the rate

of 20 a day. Fifty-six trucks were sent

out in the same time, their value be

ing $196,000.

Because of this urgent demand for

vehicles, officers of the Packard Motor

Car Company are convinced that the

general situation is sound and are pro

viding for an increased output in the

early fall.

England has produced a new 1-ton,

worm-driven model—a Commer car.
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Cartercar motor wagons In the service of B. Slegel Company.

CARTERCARS "MAKE GOOD."

All doubt about the motor vehicle be

ing much more reliable and serviceable

than the horse for delivery purposes has

long since been removed. Now it has

been found by many concerns that with

the automobile delivery that they are

able to take care of a much larger busi

ness than was even possible with any

number of horses. This is because of

the much greater loading space required

by the horse delivery vehicles.

In the case of the B. Siegel Company.

it has been found that that firm does not

have enough room to accommodate the

15 horse-wagons which would be re

quired to distribute the goods now be

ing taken care of nicely by the five Car-

tercars shown in the picture. Located

as this firm is. right in the very heart

of the most congested business district,

it could not possibly go back to the old

style delivery system without sacrificing

considerable business.

That Mr. Siegel has been able to en

large his scope of trade by the adoption

of the motor delivery speaks well for

his business judgment, and the splen

did service which the friction-driven

Cartercars has given has made him one

of the most enthusiastic users of the

automobile delivery cars. The friction

transmission of the Cartercar which is

a feature perfected only in this car.

makes it exceptionally good for carrying

delicate goods, as there are no jars or

jerks. This transmission also affords

an unlimited number of speeds with a

one-lever control, which adapts the Car

tercar especially to crowded streets. The

simple control and absolute reliability

are the reasons why the Cartercar is

so nearly fool-proof. It will give good

service for any driver.

Mr. Siegel says: ''Of course T would

not want to go back to the horse sys

tem, but anyway it would be impossible

the way our business has grown. The

Cartercars which we have been using

for years have given perfect service, and

I do not see how any up-to-date firm

can continue to use the old horse de

livery wagons."

NEW DEPARTURE ACTIVITY.

One of the busiest plants in the au

tomobile industry is that of the New-

Departure Manufacturing Company, at

Bristol, Conn., manufacturer of the well

known American made New Departure

ball bearings. Orders for these goods

have literally poured in upon this con

cern and its big plant is working 127

hours a week in all departments and

152 hours a week in some departments,

with day and night shifts of skilled

mechanics. This remarkable condition

is assured for months to come by

actual contracts for 1912 and 1913 de

livery.

Further increased business has been

provided for by factory additions now

in process of construction. These addi

tions will give nearly 75.000 square feet

of floor space, which will be available

late in the fall of the present year. Three

outside machine building plants and the

company's own extensive manufactur

ing machine shop are busy on special

mechanical equipment for the new build

ings.

De Witt Page, secretary of the com

pany, in an interview with a "Power

Wagon" representative, said at Detroit

recently:

"Our fiscal year closed on the first of

July and was the busiest we ever ex

perienced. American manufacturers are

coming to learn that it is possible to

secure an American made ball bearing

which in every respect is equal to those

of foreign manufacture. Last year nu

merous leading automobile manufactur

ers gave our bearings a very severe

test and as a result we have signed up

contracts which will triple last year's

output in the next twelve months. This,

of course, is very gratifying to us and

should be also a source of pride to all

who are interested in the supremacy of

American product in the home market."

Ohio's militia will use motor trucks

in this year's maneuvers.

Chicago will add two more motor

dog catchers' wagons to its present

equipment.

 

The Kelly Motor Truck Company has

booked -an order for 190 motor trucks

Hauling supplies and baggage for the Fourth Brigade headquarters during the

recent army maneuvers. The Plerce-Arrow 5-ton truck. This truck hauled the

Fourth Brigade baggage and supplies from Buffalo to New Haven, Conn., then par

ticipated in the army maneuvers and returned overland to Buffalo with its original

for export to Australia. load.
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TRUCK IN NEW SERVICE.

That the motor truck is coining into

more and more general use every day

is evidenced by the introduction of me

chanical transportation into many lines

of business that have heretofore held

strictly to horse haulage. Although De

troit. Mich., is famous the country over

as a city of automobiles, there are many

lines of business that have been slow

in adopting the motor truck. The

latest field to be invaded in Detroit is

the wholesale fruit and vegetable busi

ness, and It is said that the work being

done by the 3-ton G-M-C truck illu-

trated herewith has more than justified

the change from horse-drawn methods.

H. J. Purse, car-lot distributor of

fruits and vegetables, is the man re

sponsible for starting something new in

the wholesale produce trade in Detroit.

At first Mr. Purse was somewhat skepti

cal as to the adaptability of a motor

truck to his service, but now. after giv

ing the vehicle a thorough try-out, he

is more than enthusiastic.

The truck leaves the garage every

morning between 1 :00 and 1 :30 and de

livers several carloads of fresh fruits

and vegetables to the markets before

9:00 in the morning. During the re

mainder of the day the truck is used in

retail service, making deliveries to gro

ceries and markets all over the city.

Each day the truck is in service from

14 to 17 hours.

When it is borne in mind that two

double teams and three single rigs are

required to do the same work that the

motor truck is doing every day. there

can be very little doubt as to the eco

nomic value of the motor truck in

wholesale produce delivery. But it is

not alone from the standpoint of cost

that the motor truck makes a good

showing—the ability to make speedy oc-

liveries is also an advantage. Berries,

peaches, apples, vegetables, etc., come

to Detroit from the south and west in

 

A Baker electric with an enviable hlll-cllmblng record.

refrigerator cars and it is desirable to

get the cars unloaded and deliveries

made as fast as possible on account of

the perishable nature of the goods.

The picture shows the truck loaded

with 75 barrels of potatoes, lettuce and

•arden truck which were all delivered

to one man on the Eastern market. The

".eight of the load was in the neighbor

hood of 4'./l tons.

ivIOCRE WITH B. A. GRAMM.

W. H. Moore, who was manager of

the sales department oi the Gramm

Motor Truck Company, has resigned

from that position to go with the

Gramm-Bernstein Company as its gen

eral sales manager.

Mr. Moore has grown up in the sales

end of the motor truck business, and is.

undoubtedly, one of the best sales man

agers in the truck business in the coun

try.

BAKER CONQUERS HILLS.

Many times daily this Baker 1-ton

truck carries from the loading platform

of a large marble manufacturer in Akron,

Ohio, scores of heavy cases containing

glass eyes, cornelians and just plain

"kibbies," to the freight depot a couple

of miles away. Included in its daily

routine is the steep North hill of Akron.

with a grade somewhat in excess of 11

per cent, which the truck climbs heavily

loaded with a draft on the batteries

which the ampere needle never registers

in excess of 70 amperes.

M. F. Christensen. the owner of the

truck and marble factory, did not antici

pate that he would get more than 40

miles on one charge of the batteries, but

ever since the truck has been in service

he says that it has never failed to do

less than 65 or 70 miles on one charge,

which is considered a remarkable record

for an electric truck in so hilly a city

as Akron.

 

SAVING DEMURRAGE CHARGES.

A Rochester contractor had a carload

of cement to unload (52 tons), and it

had to be unloaded in four hours' time

or he would have to pay demurrage.

The round trip to the place where the

cement was to be delivered was four

miles.

A Kissel 3-ton truck started at 5

o'clock in the afternoon to deliver the

cement and at 8:10 o'clock it was all

delivered. The total distance traveled

was 33 miles, more than 6'/2 tons being

carried on each load. This figures out

at 115 per cent overload on every trip.

Meeker, Colo., is about to have a thor

oughly equipped power wagon freight line

to connect it with the railroad over 45

miles of mountain road between that city

G-M-C 3-ton truck used by a Detroit produce merchant. and Rifle.
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HOW'S THIS FOR WORK?

By the use of a new screw-power-hoist

dumping body designed by the Peerless

Motor Car Company, the Southern Fuel

& Material Company of Mobile, Ala

bama, has accomplished with its 5-ton

truck the transportation of the unpre

cedented volume of 150 tons every 24

hours. The truck in a night and a day

covers 100 miles.

It is replacing 12 mules. It makes

ten trips in a working day over a dis

tance of 5 miles. In the truck body

is carried from 5 to 6 tons of gravel

and in wagons formerly drawn by mules.

which are used as trailers, 25 tons more

are handled. Recently the truck has

worked night and day. doubling that

mileage and tonnage.

The performance is in part due to the

use of the power dumping body built to

meet the problems of coal dealers and

contractors, which will unload 5 tons of

coal, sand and gravel or any loose ma

terial in 30 seconds

The truck is backed into position. The

lever that unlatches the tail gate is

 

Actuating mechanism of the Peerless screw

power hoist dumping body.

tripped. Another lever turns the power

of the truck motor into the dumping

mechanism. The front end of the body

rises rapidly. In 30 seconds the entire

load is off the platform.

Instantly the truck may be started on

its return. A touch upon the controlling

lever starts the body downward and it

can continue to descend while the truck

is in motion. When the body reaches

its normal position the mechanism is

automatically disengaged. The entire

process is accomplished without special

effort on the driver's part.

 

Peerless trick that works on the farm.

PEERLESS ON THE FARM.

That the motor truck can successfully

replace the horse for work in the fields

and upon the soft ground has been dem

onstrated by J. Sercomb of Toronto.

Can., a landscape gardener, who has

employed a 3-ton Peerless truck at such

work with large profit to himself for

several months.

The truck is used to haul sodding

from the fields and pastures outside of

Toronto to the lawns and gardens of

the city. It is work almost similar to

that of a farmer gathering in his harvest.

The flexibility of the truck, its large

power and low gearing, and the design

which places 80 per cent of the paying

load on the rear wheels, so that the trac

tion is good even in soft going, have

made this work easy for the Peerless.

Upkeep expense has been almost noth

ing and the truck has never given rise

to any inconvenience through stalling.

In this far nothern climate there is

frost in the ground a much larger por

tion of the year than in the United

States so that soft ground conditions

have to be met a much larger part of

the time.

In spite of the high import duty

which greatly increased the cost of the

truck to him, Mr. Sercomb did so well

with it that after a few months' trial

he ordered a second and similar truck.

KISSEL IN JAMAICA.

The tropical climates generally offer the

the greatest difficulties to motor trucks

on account of the soft soil. It is there

fore gratifying to hear that an Ameri

can truck, the KisselKar, is performing

a highly satisfactory service in Jamaica.

It is a 3-ton model and is used by Goffe

Bros., exporters of bananas.

This firm writes that the truck is fre

quently called upon to negotiate 20 per

cent grades and make a route that no

other truck in the island will attempt.

A White truck owned by the Good

rich Rubber Company has a record of

51.000 miles to its credit and is still in

good condition.

 

Five-ton Peerless truck with new screw power hoist dumping body.
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Side view of Universal 1-ton worm-drive chassis.

NEW KISSEL BRANCHES.

"Make the best car and back it with

the best service," is the winning slogan

of George A. Kissel, president of the

Kissel Motor Car Company.

Service is a hobby with the head of

this concern that manufactures the Kis-

selKar, and work is now under way

which will considerably amplify the al

ready fine chain of service buildings

maintained by this company.

In Chicago, in Boston and in St.

Paul new buildings will be completed

early in the fall, said to be the finest

and most commodious of any automo

bile concern represented in those cities.

The Chicago building will be located at

Wabash avenue and 26th street, the Bos

ton building in Commonwealth avenue,

and the St. Paul building at 237 West

9th street. The Chicago building will be

195 by 125 and four stories high.

NEW SMITH MODELS.

Dealers who have been privileged to

inspect the Smith-Milwaukee motor

truck designs for 1913 seem to be

unanimous in the opinion that this giant

powered truck will be the sensation of

the coming year. The A. O. Smith Com

pany, whose North Milwaukee plant

alone covers more than eight acres un

der roof, is planning the production of

three models—a 2-ton. a 3/i-ton and

a 6-ton—for the 1913 season.

As our readers are doubtless aware,

the Smith-Milwaukee truck utilizes the

worm gear drive and is designed upon

a basis of an excess factor of safety in

every detail. Withal, there is no excess

of. weight in the Smith-Milwaukee mod

els; and so economy of upkeep and ef

ficiency of operation are reasonably as

sured.

1-TON WORM-DRIVE TRUCK.

One of the most promising of the

new models this season is the 1-ton

worm-driven motor wagon just put on the

market by the Universal Motor Truck

Company, Detroit. Mich. The most ap

proved features of power wagon con

struction are incorporated in this busi

ness-like machine, and the company pro

ducing it is so strong financially that

it is safe to predict the new model will

soon become a formidable factor in its

class.

The motor is a true long-stroke type,

3^-inch bore by 5-inch stroke, 30-hp..

and running at a maximum speed of

1,100 revolutions a minute. The maxi

mum road speed of the vehicle is 15

miles an hour. Constant level splash

lubrication is used, with circulation by

gear pump. Ignition is on the dual high

tension system, and hand and foot throt

tle control is employed. The curburetor

is of the universal float feed type.

Up-to-date practice is to be noted in

connection with the cooling system, a

vertical tube radiator with removable

heads being employed.

A single-disk, dry-plate clutch is used.

It is 14 inches in diameter, thus insur

ing efficiency with the simplest possible

mechanical construction.

The transmission, in unit with the

motor, is suspended at three points. It

has three speeds forward and one re

verse.

Drive is by universal shaft to the

worm gear at the rear axle, which is

At one time the London General Omni

bus Co., London, England, had 17,800

horses. Now it has none, thanks to the

 

motor bus. Front of Universal 1-ton chassis.
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of the full floating type. The front axle

is a 2 by 2}4-inch I-beam.

The frame is of exceptionally strong

construction. It is made of pressed

steel, 3/16-inch stock, with 6-inch side

rails, well braced. The wheelbase is

124 inches and the tread 56 inches. The

tires measure 34 by 3}4-inch front, and

34 by S-inch rear. The wheels are of

the artillery type, with 2 by lf^-inch

spokes.

The springs are 2l/2 inches wide, of

semi-elliptic form. They are 38 inches

in length in the front and 48 inches in

the rear.

The braking system is unusually pow

erful, as appears from the illustrations.

Both service and emergency brakes are

of the expanding type, and are located

in the rear wheel drums. They are

fully inclosed, measure 16 inches diame

ter by 2 inches wide, and are inter

changeable.

An irreversible steering gear is used

with 18-inch handwheel on the left hand

side. Center control is employed.

The gasoline tank has a capacity of

22 gallons, which anticipates a big daily

mileage. The standard loading space is

9 by 5 feet in the standard model, and

12 by S in the special.

A NEW CHASE MODEL.

The Chase Motor Truck Company of

Syracuse, X. Y., has just announced a

500-pound delivery wagon to sell for

$500.

The motor is of the two-cycle, air-

cooled type, with two cylinders having a

bore and stroke of 4% inches and 4

inches respectively. The motor is rated

at 12 horsepower, and will, it is claimed,

drive the machine 15 miles to the gal

lon of gasoline. Ignition is by high-ten

sion magneto with fixed spark. For lu

brication, the oil is mixed with the gaso

line, and after mixture in the vaporizer

is distributed to all main bearing sur

faces as it passes through the crankcase

and combustion chamber. With this

system no special lubricating devices are

necessary.

The transmission is of the planetary

variety and provides two speeds forward

and reverse. The different speeds are

controlled by foot pedals and a single

hand lever. Final drive is by double

chain to the rear wheels. These are of

wood. 34 inches in diameter in the front

and 36 inches in the rear. The wheel-

base is 84 inches and the tread 58 inches.

Two-inch solid rubber tires are used.

Axles are of steel of square section 1J4

inches in front and ljfj inches rear. A

dual braking system is provided. Full

elliptic springs are used in front, while

a single transverse spring of liberal size

supports the frame at the rear.

Standard equipment includes open ex

press body, three oil lamps and horn.

The actual loading space measures 4

 

Rear view of Universal

feet 10 inches by 3 feet 4 inches. The

total weight is 1,500 pounds.

JUNO FORGING AHEAD.

As the result of a personally conduct

ed campaign by William McDougall,

vice-president and general sales manager

of the Juno Motor Truck Company, of

Juneau, Wis., no less than 30 Juno

trucks have been sold to actual users

during the past month. Twelve of these

were disposed of in the week ending

August 24. These figures do not include

agency demonstrators.

Five new agencies have been appoint

ed by the Juno company during the past

few weeks, and applications for over a

hundred others are being considered.

One man, writing from California, says:

"I am building two trucks myself right

now, but the Juno truck looks better to

me than anything I have seen in San

Jose or San Francisco."

The Juno Motor Truck Company spe

cializes on 2-ton and 3-ton models.

A motor freight service, employing

six power wagons, has been established

between Keddie and the Canyon Dam of

the Great Western Power Company in

California.

1-ton worm-drive chassis.

MOTZ BRANCH AT PITTSBURG.

A factory branch of the Motz Tire and

Rubber Company of Akron, Ohio, has

just been opened at 300 North Craig

street, Pittsburg, Pa. The new branch

has been made necessary by a large

increase in the use of the Motz double-

notched tread cushion tire in this dis

trict. It is equipped to give a com

plete service to the users of these tires,

and is now operating with a full corps

of workmen and tire experts.

S. H. Fronsdorf is in charge of the

new factory branch. Mr. Fronsdorf

was associated with the Boston branch

of the Diamond Rubber Company be

fore his connection with the Motz Tire

and Rubber Company.

Mr. Fronsdorf saw the future of the

Motz tire when electrics first became

popular. Later he sought a connection

with the makers of the tire. He at

tributes his success in the tire business

today to his foresight in picking out a

winner. He declares it as his belief that

it is only a question of time when the

Motz tire is adopted by all makers of

utility cars.

There are 150 Atterbury trucks in use

in Buffalo, N. Y.
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THE EGYPTIAN MIXER.

The R. D. Loose Mixing Chamber

Company, of Springfield, 111., is market

ing a fuel economizer known as the

Egyptian mixer. This device, attached

to a gasoline engine, will, it is claimed.

effect a saving of from 10 to 25 per cent

in the fuel used.

The simplicity of the mixer is very

 

The Egyptian Mixer.

clearly shown in the pictures. The de

vice is installed between the carburetor

and the intake manifold and may be

applied to any type of motor. To at

tach, the carburetor is removed and the

mixer inserted in the intake pipe or

manifold. The carburetor is then re

placed, and the bolts or screws drawn

up tight. Suitable gaskets are provided

at the points where leakage would be

likely to occur.

As the gasoline vapor from the car

buretor comes in contact with the

spirally disposed blades of the mixer, it

HAWSE ok
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Shows the position of the Egyptian Mixer hi

relation to the intake and carburetor.

is thrown into a state of rapid revolu

tion, forming in effect a vortex. This

whirling motion serves to mix the gaso

line and air more perfectly than could

be done otherwise, and supplies the

motor with a thoroughly homogeneous

mixture.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

Advertisements under this head are clwrged

for at the rate of three cents a word, in

cluding address; minimum charge $1.00 for

each insertion; no illustrations; cash must

accompany order.

WANTED—General manager, who has

demonstrated his ability, and is in a posi

tion to buy controlling interest in $50,000.00

motor truck company. This company has

been manufacturing for three years, and

has good agents. The trucks are giving en

tire satisfaction. The present manager

compelled to give his attention to another

interest. Address W„ care of The Power

Wagon, Chicago.

BARGAINS in high-grade panel-top de

livery bodies with doors in rear. We

have a quantity to close out, $70 to $100.

Write for prints and particulars. The

Rarndt & Johnston Company, Columbus,

Ohio.

IF YOU contemplate putting a truck on

the market, let me aid you in the pre

liminary work. Have a complete modern

machine and pattern shop at my disposal

and over ten years' practical experience

Can help you in buying, as well as in the

design and construction of your product

and tools for making same. Charges for

actual work onlv—none for office consulta

tion. G. W. Bulley, 4110 S. Halsted St.,

Chicago.

$500 TAKES a brand new 20-h.p. light de

livery wagon; regular price $800; act

quick. 4818 Washington Blvd., Chicago.

Bound Volumes of

The "Power Wagon"

For Sale

These records of the progress of the industry

are as valuable as they are scarce.

Cash must accompany order.

No more for sale at any price.

4 Copies Vol. Mar. 1 906-Aug. 1906 $10.00 each

5 Copies Vol. Sept. 1906-Aug. 1907 7.50 each

5 Copies Vol. Sept. 1907-Aug. 1908 7 50 each

3 Copies Vol. Sept. 1908-Aug. 1909 6.00 each

3 Copies Vol, Sept. 1910-Aug. 191 1 6.00 each

5 Copies Vol. Sept. 191 I -Dec. 1911 3.00 each

10 Copies Vol. Jan. 1912-June 1912 3.50each

THE POWER WAGON, McCormick Building, Chicago

&£* Suppose Your Brake

in a Case

ike This?

 

And your brake was absolutely necessary because your engine or trans

mission had failed also?

And down at the bottom of a steep hill was a deep ditch? What then?

You can't afford to take chances with ordinary organic brake linings. They

slip, rof, burn, char and go to pieces when least expected. Xone of these

defects are possible with

MM r.- BRAKE LINING
J-M Non-Burn is made of pure asbestos, with strong brass wires interwoven

in each strand, and is therefore not affected by frictional heat, oil. gasoline,

water, etc. It locks wheels almost instantly. It is the safest, surest, Icngest-

wearing brake lining nade. Is used by the majority of leading automobile

manufacturers.

Sold by moat dealers. Look for the name stamped on lining.

Write our nearest branch TO-DAY for Sample and Booklet "Practical

Pointers on the Care of Brakes."

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

Albany

Baltimore

Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

Cincinnati

For Canada :-

Toronto

Cleveland

Dallas

Detroit

Indianapolis

Kansas City

Los Angeles

Louisville

Milwaukee

Minneapolis

New Orleans

New York

Omaha

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

San Francisco

Seattle

St. Louis

Syracuse

-The Canadian H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. Limited.

Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver

(1395)

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Xocomobilejrucks
 

Locomobile Five Ton Truck Hauling Grain.*

Accessibility of Units

The Locomobile Truck was designed to make all parts easily accessible.

The engine, clutch, and transmission can all be removed individually without

disturbing other units.

The crankshaft, transmission and clutch are accessible from below, doing

away with the necessity of removing either the body or the load when making

such inspections as proper maintenance may require.

The front seat can be tilted so as to swing out of the way, or it can be

readily removed.

The whole seat superstructure can be taken off by removing eight bolts.

Every part designed for Heavy Duty Truck

Standards of Workmanship

Quality of Material

Powerful Motor

Five Bearing Crank Shaft

Liberal Tire Equipment

Four Speed Transmission

Wide Faced Gears

Governor Control

Ignition and Oiling System not

Interchangeable Demountable Tires

Large Front Wheels

Strongest obtainable Driving Chains

Chain Cases

Differential Lock

Steel Wheels

Dry Disc Clutch

Sprag

Accessibility of Units

subject to Driver's control

This advertisement is

No. 3 in a series de

scriptive of

Locomobile Design

and Construction

The Locomobile Company of America

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

Service and Seles Branches

New York Chicago Philadelphia San Francisco

Boston Pittsburgh Minneapolis Baltimore

Oakland Atlanta Los Angeles Washington

This adveriisemtnt is

No 3 in a series de

scriptive or

Locomobile Design

and Construction

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Page.

Adams Bros. Co 109

Air Tight Steel Tank Co S2

American Locomotive Cc Cover

Anderson Electric Car Co 5

Atlas Chain Co 96

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co 136

Available Truck Co 94

Avery Co Ill

Baker Motor Vehicle Co 11

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co 115

Barthel Daly & Miller 123

Bergdoll Machine Co 107

Bessemer Motor Truck Co 93

Billings & Spencer Co Cover

Blood Bros. Machine Co 113

Bosch Magneto Co 121

Bowling Green Motor Car Co 101

Bretz & Co., J. S 95

Briscoe Mfg. Co 92

Buckeye M.g. Co S3

Budd Mfg. Cc 113

Castle Lamp Co 122

Chase Motor Truck Co 92

Cleveland Automatic Machine Co 6

Commerce Motor Car Co 99

Commonwealth Ediscn Co 103

Continental Motcr Mfg. Co 128

Cotta Transmission Co

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co 124

Covert Motor Vehicle Co 95

Cullman Wheel Co 92

Culver-Taylor Chain Wcrks 128

Dayton Rubber Mfg. Co 03

Defiance Machine Works 115

Detroit Lubricator Co 123

Diagonal Block Tire Co 80

Diamcnd Chain & Mfg. Co 109

Diamond Rubber Co 94

Dixon. Jos.. Crucible Co 119

Driggs-Seabury Ordinance Co 98

Electric Vehicle Association cf America 103

Fedders Mfg. Co Ill

Federal Motor Truck Co 3

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co Cover

Four Wheel Drive Auto Co 57-64

Garford Company 33

General Motors Truck Co 36

General Vehicle Co lu

Gibney. James L.. & Bro 11"

Goodrich. B. F.. tc Co 8

Pago.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co 12

Gould Storage Battery Co 112

Gramm Motor Truck Co 126

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Cc 92

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co 84

Hayes Wheel Co 90

Hazard Motcr Mfg. Co 94

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co 114

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co Ill

Ideal Auto Co 120

International Motor Co 40

Janney. Steinmetz 94

Jarvis Huntington Auto Co 107

Jewell Steel As Malleable Co 93

Johns-Manville Co 78

Jones, Phineas & Cc 91

Juno Meter Truck Co 36-37

Kells. W. J., Mfg. Co 121"

Kellv-Springfleld Tire Co 10

Kinsler-Bennett Co 9*

Kissel Motor Car Co 9

Koehler. S. G. , Co 89

Konigslow Mfg. Co., Otto 82

Knickerbocker Mctor Truck Mfg. Co 125

Kncx Automobile Co 125

Lauth-Juergens Meter Car Co 13

Lavigne Gear Co 127

Lefever Arms Co 14

Lippard-Stewart Mctor Car Co 88

Livingston Radiator Co 92

Locomobile Cc. of America 79

Locs^j, R. D., Mixing Chamber Co 10;)

Mclntyre, W. H. Cc 95

Merchant & Evans Co 95

Mercury Mfg. Co 122

Motor Wagcn Co 92

Mctz Tire & Rubber Co 86

Muncie Gear Co 126

National Cycle Mfg. Co 121

National Motor Truck Co 91

New Departure M'g. Co Ill

New Haven Truck and Auto Wc:ks 113

Norma Cc. of Amer'ca 117

Old Reliable Mctor Truck Co 83

Packard Motor Car Co 1S>"

Packers Motor Truck Co 82

Palmer-Mcore Co 117

Peerless Motor Car Co 1

Porfecticn Spring Co 93

Page.

Fierce-ArTow Motor Car Co 11

Piggins Motor Car Co 84

Pclack Tyre Co 4

Positive Lock Washer Co 124

Pontiac Engraving Co 124

Poyer. D. F.. & Co 97

Progressive Mfg. Co 120

R. I. V. Co HI

Remy Electric Co \;

Republic Rubber Co 94

Ross Gear & Tool Co 1)0

Royal Equipment Co 88

Rutenber Motor Co 95

Sanford Mctor Truck Co 117

Sarco Engineering Co 119

Schwarz Wheel Co 86

Sheldon Axle Co 104

Smith, A. O., & Co 95

Smith. A. O., Co. (Motor Trucks) 87

Speedwell Motor Car Co 15

Spicer Mfg. Co 119

Splitdorf Electrical Co 126

Spring Perch Co 113

Standard Oil Co 121

Stewart Motor Corporation . 34

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co 8

Timken Roller Bearing Co 103

Torbensen Gear and Axle Co 120

Tuthill Spring Co 118

V. S. Light Ic Heating Co 125

U. S. Motor Co 94

U. S. Tire Co 38-3<>

Universal Machinery Co 94

Veeder Mfg. Co 123

Velie Motor Vehicle Co 94

Victor Motor Truck Co 93

Victor Rubber Co li.

Waukesha Motor Co 100

Western Drop Forge Co 92

Weston-Mott Co 122

Wetherill Finish Castings Co 96

White Company 7

Whitney Mfg. Co Cover

Williams. J. H.. Co 116

WiBccnsin Motor Mfg. Co 195

Woven Steel Hose & Rubber Co 93

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co 118

Zenith Carbureter Co 124

PRACTICAL TIRE FOR HEAVY TRUCKS!

One that is serviceable and dependable for all seasons—as good

in summer as in winter—that will not burn up on the hot streets

and will not require chains to prevent skidding in wet and slippery

weather. These features are possessed by

Diagonal BlocRTires
THE TIRES

aiiagH

The problem of tire wear and uninterrupted mileage has been solved by

DIAGONAL Block Tires. You can keep your truck in continual service by

using DIAGONAL Blocks. Each block demountable in less than 10 minutes,

without even jacking up the wheel.

DURABLE — CONVENIENT — RELIABLE Built to S. A. E. dimensions

 

Fit anv wheel.

Write for booklet.

THE DIAGONAL BLOCK TIRE CO., urbana, omo
BRANCHES AND AGENCIES:

HARRY D. GUE, 1733 Broadway, New York City

PETTY TIRE & RUBBER CO., St. Louis. Mo.

O. FENSTERMACHER. Minneapolis. Minn.

J. W. WOZENCRAFT & CO. Cincinnati, Ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CLASSIFIED BUYERS' GUIDE

Prepared for the convenience of buyers of

motor wagons, parts and equipment. All the

concerns listed under the various headings

advertise regularly in the "Power Wagon."

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

Cleveland Auto Machine Co., Cleveland, O.

AXLES.

Drlggs-Seabury Ordnance Co., Sharon, Pa.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wllkes-Barre, Pa.

Tlmken-Detrolt Axle Co., Detroit, Mich. '

Torbensen Gear & Axle Co., Bloomfleld, N. J.

Weston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich.

BEARINGS (Ball).

Barthel, Daly & Miller, New York City. N. Y.

Bretz.. J. S., Co., New York City.

New Departure Mfg. Co.. Bristol, Conn.

R. I. V. Co., New York City, N. Y.

BEARINGS (Roller).

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.. Detroit. Mich.

Norma Co. of America, New York City. N. Y.

Ttmken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio.

BRAKE LINING.

Johns-Manville Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Woven Steel Hose & Rubber Co., Trenton,

N. J.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

CARBURETORS.

Zenith Carburetor Co., Detroit, Mich.

CASTINGS.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

vVetherlll Finished Castings Co., Philadelphia.

Pa.

CHAINS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Culver-Taylor Chain Works, Detroit, Mich.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Sarco Engineering Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

CLUTCHES.

Merchant & Evans Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Otto Konlgslow Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.

CONTROL LEVERS.

Otto Konlgslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

DIFFERENTIALS.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago, 111.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

DROP FORGINGS.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marion, Ind.

J H. Williams Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Billings & Spencer, Hartford, Conn.

ELECTRIC CURRENT.

•Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, III.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.. Pitts

burgh, Pa.

ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap

ids, Mich.

General Motors Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.
■General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

FOOT PEDALS.

Otto Konlgslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

GASOLINE ENGINES.

Bergdoll Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co., Muskegon, Mich.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Palmer-Moore Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.

Rutenber Motor Co., Marion, Ind.

Wisconsin Motor Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

"Waukesha Motor Co.. Waukesha, Wis.

GAS-ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap-

Ida, Mich.

GASOLINE MIXING CHAMBER.

Loose, R. D. Mixing Chamber Co., Spring-

neiu, ill.

GASOLINE STORAGE OUTFITS.

Air Tight Steel Tank Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

GASOLINE WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Adams Bros. Co., Flndlay, Ohio.

Alden Sampson Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

American Locomotive Co., New York City.

Available Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111.

Avery Company, Peoria. 111.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., BowlingGreen,

Ohio.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y

Commerce Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Four Wheel Drive Co., Clintonville, Wise.

Garford Company, Elyrla, Ohio.

General Motors Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gramm Motor Truck Co., Lima, Ohio.

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co., Marion, Ind.

Ideal Auto Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

International Motor Co., New York City, N.

Y.

Jarvis Huntington Automobile Co., Hunting

ton, W. Va.

Juno Motor Truck Co., Juneau, Wis.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.

Koehler S. G., Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co., New

York City, N. Y.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont, O.

Llppard-Stewart Motor Car Co., Buffalo.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn.

W. H. Mclntyre Co., Auburn, Ind.

Mercury Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

Motor Wagon Co. of Detroit, Detroit, Mich.

National Motor Truck Co., Bay City, Mich.

New Haven Truck & Auto Works, New Hav

en, Conn.

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111.

Packard Motor Car Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Packers Motor Truck Co., Wheeling, W. Va.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Pierce Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pigglns Motor Car Co.. Racine, Wis.

Poyer, D. F. & Co., Menominee, Mich.

Sanford Motor Truck Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.

Smith, A. O.. Co.. Milwaukee, Wise.

Speedwell Motor Car Co.. Dayton, Ohio.

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.

Universal Machinery Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co., Mollne, 111.

Victor Motor Truck Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

JACKSHAFTS.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wllkesbarre, Pa.

LAMPS.

Castle Lamp Co., Amesbury, Mass.

LOCK WASHERS.

Positive Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J.

LUBRICANTS.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Standard Oil Co.. New York City, N. Y.

LUBRICATORS.

Bosch Magneto Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Detroit Lubricator Co.. Detroit, Mich.

MAGNETOS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City, N. Y.

J. S. Bretz Co., New York City. N. Y.

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind

Splitdorf Electric Co., New York City, N. Y.

NON-SKID DEVICES.

Atlas Chain Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.

Drlggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co., Cleveland, O.

A. O. Smith Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.

RADIATORS.

Rrlscoe Mfg. Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Fedders Mfg. Co.. Buffalo. N. Y.

W. J. Kells Mfg. Co., New York City, N. Y.

Livingston Radiator Co., New Y'ork City.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS.

Veeder Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn

SCREW MACHINE PARTS.

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich.

SIGNAL HORNS.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SPARK PLUGS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City. N. Y.

Progressive Mfg. Co., Torrington, Conn.

SPRINGS.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wllkesbarre, Pa.

Spring Perch Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Tuthill Spring Co., Chicago.

SPROCKETS.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago.

STARTING CRANKS.

Otto Konlgslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

STEERING GEARS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mas..

Lavlgne Gear Co., Corliss, Wis.

Muncie Gear Co., Muncie, Ind.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

STEEL TANKS.

Air-Tight Steel Tank Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

Janney-Steinmetz Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marion, Ind.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Gould Storage Battery Co.. New York City

U. S. Light & Heating Co., Niagara Falls,

N. Y.

TIRES (Solid).

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Jas. L. Gibney & Bro., Philadelphia, Pa.

Diagonal Block Tire Co., Urbana, Ohio.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Kelly-Sprinefield Tire Co.. Akron. Ohio.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Polack Tyre Co., New York City, N. Y.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

Swlnehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

U. S. Tire Co., New York City, N. Y.

Victor Rubber Co., Springfield, Ohio.

TRANSMISSIONS.

Cotta Transmission Co.. Rockford, 111.

Covert Motor Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Driggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, P».

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Muncie Gear Co., Muncie, Ind.

UNIT POWER PLANTS.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS.

Blood Bros. Machine Co.. Kalamazoo. Mich

Kinsler-Bennett Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plalnfield, N. J.

WHEELS.

Hayes Wheel Co., Jackson, Mich.

Phineas Jones & Co.. Newark, N. J.

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

WHEEL MAKING MACHINERY.

Defiance Machine Works. Defiance. O.
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WANTED—AGENTS FOR THE

PACKERS MOTOR TRUCK

Never heard of the Packers?

That's possible.

Would have been folly—don't you

think—to have spent our money on

big advertising before we had the

country covered with agents ready

to take care of the demand?

If you're a business man that's obvious.

If not. this ad is not for you.

NOW— We want agents for the

Packers Truck.

Our argument to an agent is the same we

would make to a prospective user— the

quality of the Packers Truck. You may

compare it critically with any truck on the

market; or with the best one you know of.

Most other motor trucks were designed by men

familiar only with level country conditions.

The Packers was designed, built and stood all its

tests in the hilly country of Pittsburgh and Wheel

ing. It made good under cond:tions much more

trying than the most severe conditions of actual use.

Built in the hills, built for the

hills, the Packers is a wonder

for endurance, for climbing and

carrying capacity.

If you can sell a truck of superior merit, you can

sell the Packers aga:nst any fair competition.

We're closing up with agents as fast as we can find

the right men. If you want the Packers for your

territory, write to us at once.

PACKERS MOTOR TRUCK CO.

WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

(South Warwood Station)

New York Branch: 1114 U. S. Rubber Building

MOTOR TRUCK OWNERS

Are You Equipped with a

Gasolene StorageOutfit?

We manufacture Self-Measuring, Non-Measuring,

Isolated, Inside Discharge and Multiple System

Gasolene Storage Outfits.

Air Tight Tanks are constructed of 3-16 inch, or

heavier, Open Hearth Steel with all seams and joints

BRAZED. Every AIR TIGHT seam and joint is

guaranteed to be as strong as the steel the tank is

constructed of. A 100% tank.

Air Tight Outfits are listed by the

National Board of Fire Underwriter*

The Highest Quality Gasolene Storage Outfits

on the Market at the Most Reasonable Prices

Good territory open for experienced Tank Salesmen

Writ* todayfor catalog and prices

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHICAGO

A1RTICHI »1 EEL TANK CO.

No. 180 N. Dearborn St.

BXLTIMOrte

PFAC F. & PEACE

7 Coagres* St.

NEW Y RK

EMPIRE TaNK AND PUMP CO.

30 Cburch St.

 

We make several types of cone clutches up to 60 H. P.

Also control lever sets, foot pedals and starting cranks.

We are prepared to furnish these parts in any quantity.

Write us regarding your requirements.

10 Years Building Parts

The Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co.

CLEVELAND

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Panel Body SISOO Capacity, 1S00 Pnund

Other Bodies to Suit All Bustnese

Panel Body

$1800

Express Body

with top

$1775

Open Box Body

$1775

Stake Body

$1775

Police Patrol

$2325

Ambulance

$2326

Hotel Bus

$2325

MAKE MONEY SELLING LIPPARD-STEWART

MOTOR DELIVERY CARS

SCORES of live dealer-; through

out the country have realized

the big money-making possi

bilities of handling Lippard-Stewart

delivery cars.

Tbey have discovered that this ear

—the first high-grade commercial car

at a low price—is just what mer

chants have been looking for.

They have found that the many

up-to-date, exclusive features of th^

Lippard-Stewart make it a quick and

iasy seller. Everywhere this car

appears it immediately attracts favorable attention.

Big Field for Business

The commercial car field affords the biggest

opportunities nowadays. In this field the light de

livery car offers the widest market; and among

light commercial cars none is such an attractive

selling proposition as the Lippard-Stewart.

Note the special Lippard-Stewart features listed

above. Consider the following reasons why this car

proves a profitable line to handle:

1. Lippard-Stewart cars know no "seasons." They

are always needed, always ready for use and sell

just as readily in winter as in summer.

2. They are never "a last year's design." Trades

are not asked for, as is often the case in selling

pleasure cars

Special Lippard Stewart

Feuture.t, Latest and Best

. Four-Cylinder Monobl.-»c Molor.

'. Selective Transmission.

i. Multiple Disc Clutch.

I. Shaft Drive.

'. Special Tlmken Rear Axle.

i. Lett-Hand stecrlusr.

Bosch Marnoto, s ngle Ignition.

t. Thermn-Syphon Cooling.

I. Spec al Spring Suspension.

i. Handsome Lines—Beautiful Finish 5.

Fancy showrooms unnecessary

to sell Lippard-Stewart deliv

ery cars. Service and utility

looked for as a good business

investment.

It is easy to show merchants

how Lippard - Stewart delivery

cars will pay for themselves

out of the savings they effect

over horse delivery.

No trouble to locate prospects

for L i p p a r d-S t c w a r t cars.

Every merchant with a delivery

problem is a prospective buyer.

6. You may sell several cars at once by the same

effort that would sell one pleasure car. Satis

factory service of one economical vehicle makes

repeat orders easy.

An Opportunity for You

We still have some choice territory open for dealers.

Perhaps your city is one where we are not yet rep

resented. If so, do not overlook this opportunity.

Send in the attached coupon for our dealers' proposi

tion. Let us help you make this the most profitable

vcar vou have had

l.ll-I'VKII-SI H» \KI MIITOR CAR CO.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Please send catalogue and dealers' proposition.

Name

Street

City State

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

AUGUST BECKER. President E. J. BARCALO. Treasurer J. C. MILLAR. Secretary

C. S. DAHLQUIST. Chief Engineer W. F. REYNOLDS. Sales Manager

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Piggins Motor Trucks ™f£$fJS&%Si^£^

The most advanced type of power wagon built in America Two years ahead of them all.

External spur gear drive—all gears enclosed. Wear and depreciation reduced to a minimum.

 

SILENT—CHAINLESS- FRICTIONLESS

For efficiency, durability and economy our models have no equals.

Write for details of design and prices.

PIGGINS MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, Racine, Wisconsin

Powerful INDIANA

1 to 1^-Ton

Chassis . . . $2000
Immediate delivery

2-Ton

Chassis $2500
15 days delivery

3-Ton

Chassis .

40 days delivery

IIMDI

 

$3200

Mean SERVIC

LIBERAL PROPOSITION

TO DEALERS!

Choice territory open to the right

men. INDIANA represents the

biggest opportunity that has come

the agent's way in years. The

INDIANA construction is mechan

ically strong, the price is low and

these trucks are easy to sell because

their strength, power and economy

are so apparent to every prospec

tive b'lyer.

Indiana Trucks are built for hard duty service every day in the year — have more power — more

strength in every strain hearing part —greater simplicity of construction and greater serviceability than

you will find in any other trucks of similar capacity and price. The almost unprecedented sales of

INDIANA Trucks are because of their strength, power, economy, LOW PRICE and BIG VALUE.

Shrewd business men everywhere reahze thev can save from S500 to SI 000 in the price of the

INDIANA.

DO NOT BUY a truck from ANYONE, at ANY PRICE, until you see the INDIANA and can better

appreciate the big values and saving we offer you in these cars over any other motor trucks built in

America.

TWO CENTS is all it will cost you to get our handsome new catalog and inviting offer to tepresent

us in vour city or locality. Do not wait — look into the INDIANA proposition immediately. Write us

TODAY.

HARWOOD-BARLEY MFG. CO.
201 HENDERSON AVENUE MARION, INDIANA, (J. S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Motz Cushion Tires

Win in Government Test

THE car that won in the recent Power

Wagon Contest, conducted by Uncle

Sam, was equipped with Motz

Cushion Tires—the only tires that are both

shock-absorbing and trouble proof.

How could the winning truck ever have

hoped to climb 40% grades on sticky, soft

red clay country roads had it carried pneu

matic tires ? What chance would that car

have had to go the route without a single

mishap had the tires been the kind that

puncture and blow out ?

Hard-riding, solid rubber tires would have

been worse even than pneumat

ics. For such tires offer little

or no protection from shocks,

jars and bumps. And without

protection, the mechanical parts

of any car are ruined and thou

sands of dollars lost.

The non-skid properties of

the Motz Cushion Tire were

demonstrated in this contest. Not

did the driver use tire chains !

 

The 10,000 Mile Guarantee

Motz Cushion Tires not only end all

puncture and blowout trouble and expense,

but each set is guaranteed for 10,000 miles

—two years.

And these tires fit any standard clincher,

universal quick detachable or demountable

rim.

What other tire, pneumatic or solid, offers

such economy, such dependability, such

convenience ?

The King of Utility Tires

Wherever men are demand

ing profit from motor car in

vestment you find Motz Cushion

Tires—on government trucks,

on commercial cars, town cars,

taxicabs, business runabouts,

police patrols, ambulances, etc.

You, too, will have Motz

Cushion Tires on your motor

once wagon once you know them.

Easy Riding As Pneumatics

Motz Cushion Tires are as easy riding—

shock absorbing—resilient—as any properly

inflated pneumatic. The double, notched

treads (A in picture) prevent skidding and

distribute the weight to the sides. The sides

are undercut (see B) which allows free action

of slantwise bridges (see C). These bridges

are elastic. They give and yield like the air

in a pneumatic tire. Note D in the picture,

showing shock absorbing qualities when tire

runs over a stone.

Coupon Brings Latest Catalog

Send us today the coupon below and receive by

next mail our latest Tire Book. It's the first step

toward cutting down tire costs and ending tire trouble.

The next step is to call on our local agent (whose

name we will send) and see these tires.

CATALOG COUPON

J THE MOTZ TIRE & RUBBER CO., !

a AKRON. OHIO J

w Please send me booklet 92 on Motz Cushion Tires and letters ■

■ from users. ■

■ I

■ My truck is a model g

■ ■
■ Size and style of rims ■

■ Name . .

■

I Address

The Motz Tire & Rubber Company

Factories and Executive Offices : Akron, Ohio

BRANCHES:

1737 Broadway, New York; 2023 Michigan Avenue, Chicago; 999 Woodward Avenue, Detroit; 2352 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland;

300 N. Craig Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.; 409 East 15th Street, Kansas City, Mo.; 1409 Race Street, Philadelphia.

Standard Tire & Rubber Co., 104-6 Poitland Street, Boston, Mass., Distributors for New England States.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A SEVERE TEST

The FOUR WHEEL DRIVE TRUCK, successful in the

competitive tests by the United States Government, was

equipped with SCHWARZ WHEELS. The road conditions

were the worst possible, and the stress put on the wheels

excessive. No ordinary wheels could have stood the strain.

Schwarz Wheels

are made to stand up under all conditions. The

interlocking spokes — the tight, immovable hub

assemblage, which cannot lecsen — and the quality

of material and workmanship insure this result.

The wheels of a commer

cial car are the burden

bearers and must stand

the most abuse. They

should always be the

They are never cheap

if their low price is secured at the expense

of quality and construction.

 
 

Schwarz Patent Spokes

best obtainable.

 

SCHWARZ WHEELS

are known everywhere as the Strongest,

Safest and Most Economical. They are

used on all leading Motor Trucks.

Consult Us on Design and Proportion

THE SCHWARZ WHEEL COMPANY

FRANKFORD PHILADELPHIA

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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This Three Ton Heavy Duty SMITH-MILWAUKEE MOTOR TRUCK, now

in daily service at St. Paul, Minnesota, lias been endorsed by a repeat order.

 

This is the Motor Truck of

Absolute Efficiency

In the SMITH -MILWAUKEE MOTOR TRUCK

the evolution of the heavy duty commercial vehicle attains a

perfection that must fulfill any and every requirement of the

exacting buyer. Detail by detail the SMITH-MILWAU

KEE MOTOR TRUCK is surpassingly strong, positively

simple of operation, and designed and built with a full understanding of

the uses to which such a truck must be put and the stresses every

motor truck should be—but which few are—able to withstand.

Like all motor truck advertisements, this announcement deals in

assertion. These assertions will prove to be fully justified when any

prospective buyer examines the truck or has it demonstrated for him.

The members of the motor trades who are interested in representing

and profiting by a motor truck that will thoroughly satisfy both

buyer and dealer, are invited to correspond with us immediately.

Notice these unique and importa?it Smith-Milwaukee features:

Worm Drive Gear—utilizes every possible power impulse. Transmission Gears of the herringbone type.

Operative Mechanism fully protected from Grit, Dust and Moisture.

Springs guaranteed for life of car. Gear Shafts provided with extra centre bearing.

Frames of gigantic excess strength without excess weight, and no cross members on rear frame body.

Unit assembly construction throughout—therefore easily inspected, adjusted and repaired at minimum cost.

Steady running and easy riding because low centre of gravity due to springs being suspended at

side of frame instead of below frame.

For 1913 the SMITH-MILWAUKEE Motor Truck will be made in THREE MODELS, respectively of 2-Ton,

3J-Ton and 6-Ton capacity.

The most desirable selling territory throughout the country is

available for live and adequate representation of the Smith-

Milwaukee Motor Truck. But prompt inquiry is advised.

A. O. Smith Company
FACTORIES AT MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, U. S. A.

Address M Communications to GENERAL SALES OFFICE. 2328-30 MICHIGAN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Four Wheel Drive Truck Specially

Constructed for the

UNITED STATES ARMY

Winner in competition against a field of lead

ing makes of power wagons,

was equipped with

 

UPLiE
EXTERNAL

BRAKES

 

This is the highest possible testimony we can offer

regarding the remarkable efficiency of DUPLEX

Brakes lined with RAYBESTOS. DUPLEX Brakes

lead the field in design, material and workmanship.

This contest proves the claim.

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT CO.

482 Housatonic Avenue

Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Raymond Brakes, Raybestos Friction

Facing and Gyrex, the Mixer.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Will CD COMMERCIAL

itftnLbH CAR

CARRYING CAPACITY IE0D
LBS.

PRICE I

Where can you get so

much for your invest

ment? Compare the cost

of an ordinary truck of

1-ton capacity with the

KOEHLER — and com

pare the price. No other

delivery wagon on the

market can or will give

vou the service that the

KOEHLER gives, at

a n v w h e r e near the

KOEHLER price. It

leads ALL delivery

vvagons. Read the speci

fications—note the value.

Various types of bodies

are obtainable. The Panel

Type B is an unusually

handsome job. Price $150

extra. Inside measure

ments 42 inches wide,

53 inches from floor to

top, 84 inches back of

driver's seat to rear.

Canvas side body similar

in appearance to Panel

Type B—$50 extra.

CARRYING CAPACITY IS

PRACTICALLY A TON

(A Ton Being 2000 Pounds)

 

OPEN FLARE-ROARD TYPE

I^reeo' d roomy. Wide measurements, 44 leches wide, 84 Inches back of driver's seat to rear. Flare

above door. Strongly Ironed throughout, also Ironed to receive four-post canvas top. which can be had

additional. CAPACITY, 1600 lbs. PRICE. $750. ...*.«

Prices of various types of bodies range from $40 to $150 extra.

<boards. 17 Inches

from stock at $40

MOTOR—2 cylinder opposed. 22-24 H. P. Lubrlcitio i

mechanical and Integral with motor: 300 miles one

supply of oil.

THIS IS THE FACTORY

"Built in Newark, N. J."

 

SPECIFICATIONS

COOL1NO—Thermo-Syphon system.

IGNITION—Bosch High-tension Magneto. No batter

ies or coll needed.

CONTROL—Left hand, throttle lever on steering

column.

DRIVE—Direct line double universal Joint with lack

shaft. Final drive from Jack shaft to rear wheel

sprocket through double side chains.

TRANSMISSION—Planetary type. All gears genuine

chrome nickel steel, hardened throughout.

BRAKES—Service brakes on Jack shaft. Emergency

brakes simple In design, extraordinarily powerful,

operated Independently.

TIRES—2 In. solid rubber.

TREAD—58 In.

CAPACITY—IG00 lbs.

WHEEL BASE—85 In.

WHEELS—o6' front. 48- rear.

SPEED—4 to 16 miles per hour.

PRICE—$750 to $900, depending on body equipment.

OIL TIOHT CASE—In which transmission, dIBerentlal.

bevel gears ard metal to metal clutch run In a

CONSTANT OIL BATH. 1.000 miles with one supply

of oil.

DEALERS:
B Write TODAY for Agency

Terms and Full Particulars

Address all correspondence to

'EHLER S. G. CO., 1709 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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There Is Nothing Better

Than a Good Wood Wheel

But it must be good—sound in design, exceptional in workmanship and superlative

in material.

The material of a wood wheel is very important. You can form an accurate opinion

of the quality of the timber in Hayes wheels by closely examining the picture presented

above. Observe the long splines of the fractured specimens at the upper right hand

corner. These aie typical examples of fractured high-class second growth hickory. The

fracture of poor hickoj y and poor oak would show about alike—with no length in the

splinters to prevent complete collapse of the wheel.

All of the specimens shown above, which are typical of the run of Hayes wheel stock,

if bent under maximum stress would reveal the same characteristics as the specimens in

the upper right hand corner of the picture, clearly indicating that the timber in Hayes

wheels has the quality necessary for the best wheels. The seasoning of our timber

matches its quality.

If you are fond of listening to trade gossip you may hear that wire wheels will super

sede wood wheels. If gossip were gospel truth 99 per cent of the concerns in the automobile

industry would be wrecked. The wire wheel is virtually untiied in automobile practice.

Its antecedent, the wire wheel in bicycles, gave more trouble than any other individual

feature of design, a statement which few experienced bicycle repair men will deny.

The excellence of Hayes wheels is based upon the

perfection and refinement of orthodox methods.

S. A. E. bands of all sizes carried in stock.

HAYES WHEEL COMPANY

Jackson Michigan

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Natco One-Ton Delivery Truck
Chassis Price, $2150. Seat, Tank and Equipment Included.

The Reason for the existence of motor trucks, as compared with

other means of merchandise transportation, is one of efficiency

and economy, both of which are materially influenced by design.

Natco Features Which Excel:

The Natco Chassis weighs ten to fifteen per cent less than the average one-ton chassis on the market.

The Weight is Properly Disposed in relation to wheel base, so as to eliminate the rear overhang feature

which is detrimental to tires, bearings and springs.

Less Power is required, owing to comparative light weight, high efficiency of power transmission, due to

protected chains and sprockets, and the use of the highest type anti-friction bearings.

The Overall Length of the NATCO is twenty to thirty per cent less than the average truck of same

- capacity with motor in front, which facilitates operation in congested traffic, turning corners, approaching

loading platform in close quarters, etc. .

The Driver's Seat is extremely accessible, deck being only thirty-seven inches from ground. No wheels to

climb over. Loading platform thirty-four inches from ground. Easy lift for the average man.

The NATCO requires twenty to thirty per cent less storage space.

BUY THE TRUCK WITH THE GREATEST EARNING POWER.

Many other important features described at length in catalog.

Desirable territory open for responsible agents with adequate service facilities.

NATIONAL MOTOR TRUCK CO.
Under same management as National Cycle A Mfg. Co. BAY CITY, MICH.

We Make Heavy Truck Wheels
 

Shipment of 5-inch Dual Tru 1, WI»« cIb

MADE BY

PHINEAS JONES & CO.

Established 1855

301-313 Market Street, NEWARK, N. J.

BRANCH FACTORY: Twelfth Ave. and 55th St.. New York City

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Western Drop Forge Company

Manufacturers of

Drop Forgings, Steel Tanks, Heaters, Smoke Stacks

and Sheet, Plate and Structural Iron Work of

Every Description

Special attention to quality and first-class service at all times.

Largely increased facilities enable us to insure prompt deliveries.

Send us blue prints and let us figure on your requirements.

Western Drop Forge Company

Marion, Indiana •

Livingston Radiators

The greatest and most rapid cooking ability with the

least pounds of weight.

An average of one-half the wind resistance of any

radiator made.

The maximum of strength wi1 h the minimum of

weight.

The only radiators in the world which may be frozen

with no danger of splitting the 1 ubes.

Livingston Radiator & Mfg. Co.

150 W. 52nd Street NEW YORK CITY

ChaseMotorTrucks

Make good under all conditions of road,

grade and climate.

They will save you money if you use one or

more horses for commercial purposes."

Send for catalogue for facts and figures on

Motor Delivery Costs.

Chase Motor Truck Company

200 W. Jefferson Street, SYRACUSE, N. Y.

DECATUR IX TON TRUCK WW&flSih

ECONOMY, EFFICIENCY, DURABILITY and Low Operating Co.t.

 

Our Truck* are used in 61 different lines of Business. Write for catalog and

complete specifications telling WHY DECATUR TRUCKS ARE BEST.

GRAND RAPIDS MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, Grand Rapids, MichiStn

 

 

/rar>T-Ti/>
DETRO

«£§0NSWith Chassis and

agneto Equipment

$«3IO
A cheap, reliable and efficient Motor-Wajron for delivery purport*.

Will do the work of a two-horae-and-wason outfit and at leas coat.

Simple to operate and >s repair proof.

Reliable agents should writ* for unoccupied territory.

Tit Motor.Wagon Campany •! Detroit, mob.. Dipt. M

 

SPROCKETS
FOR- i =

MOTOR TRUCKS

• in Stock and to Order.

CULLMAN DIFFERENTIALS

Send for Complete Catalog.

CULLMAN WHEEL COMPANY

1017 Greenwood Terrace CHICAGO

Honeycomb Truck

Radiators

MADE BY

BRISCOE MFG. COMPANY,

Detroit. Mich.

Write for Catalogue, Quotations and Testimonials

of Users.

Subscription Agents Wanted

In cities and territory where we

have no agents we desire to

obtain the services of active

representatives for our subscrip

tion department. Apply to

THE POWER WAGON

CHICAQO

LIBERAL TERMS.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE BESSEMER

The Truck that Made Good at the Chicago Show.

THREE MODELS

1,000 lbs. 2,000 lbs. 4,000 lbs.

BESSEMER MOTOR TRUCK CO.

GROVE CITY. PA.

 

Practically our entire capacity is devoted to the

production of Steel Castings for Motor Trucks.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, IM. V.

nnnnnnnnnnnnnDDDnannnn

For Speed, Capacity and Results—

Reduce Your Haulage Costs

Write today for the "Old Reliable" Test-of-Service

Proposition and learn how and why this husky 31

and 5-ton truck sells itself to men and firms who

demand results. Commercial concerns or dealers

are urged to send for special descriptive literature.

OLD RELIABLE MOTOR TRUCK CO.

5235 Evanston Avenue, CHICAGO

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnDnaQDD

LAMBERT

The Truck of a Thousand Speeds

The Friction Drive Car; no change

of gears; simple, direct transmission;

fewest parts ; most power at least cost.

Get the facts. Interesting to agents too.

The Buckeye Mfg. Co.

164 Columbui Ave, Anderson, Indiana

AUT0BESTINE

Partial List of

AUTOiiESTIlNE

users:

Speedwell Thomas

Kelly Autocar

Alden-Sampson

Cole &c, &c.

Who is more competent to judge the merit of brake lining than the man

ufacturer of rear axles?

The Timken-Detroit Axle Co., Standard Roller Bearing Co., and other axle

manufacturers use Autobestine Broke Lining.

If you manufacture a truck, car or rear axle, we will be pleased to send you

a sufficient quantity of Autobestine for test.

Woven Steel Hose 8k Rubber Go.

TRENTON, N. J.

NATIONAL SALES CORP., Factory Sales Manager.

250 W. S4th St., New York—844 Woodward Ave, Detroit.

Commercial Car Springs
 

The Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio

f^ Buy A Motor Truck On

Its Past Record

%&

It's dependable service at minimum cost you're- after. Make

sure of this before buying—you can if you investigate the Victor.

In mountainous Colorado, bustling New York—everywhere, Vic

tor Motor Trucks are giving gratifying service.

Freedom from repair shop—accessibility

of motor, dependability—

these characterize theVictor.

Send for catalogue today—

now. It's interesting.

Victor Motor Truck Co.

1008 Ontario St., Buffalo, N.Y.

 

"K-B"
UNIVERSAL

JOINTS
KANT-BREAK

BEST FOR COMMERCIAL CARS

lOOO-LB. TO IO-TON TRUCK

All our Universals are made from Drop Porginp and

are case-hardened throughout.

Unequalled for workmanship and finish

Deliveries within ttno weeks from receipt

of specification*.

The KINSLER-BENNETT CO., SteJ.°„Sl.r Hartford, Conn.

American Dutributinf Co., Jacluon, Mich., Weatarn Sale. Agents.

Please mention the "Powti Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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MOTOR

TRUCKS
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Write for Catalog, Operation Costs and Service Plan.

VELIE MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, :: MOLINE, ILL.

HAZARD
UNIT POWER PLANT

Motor, Clutch, Transmission and Gear Shift Control all in

One Compact Outfit. <I Center Control, Three Point Suspension,

Oil Tight. Dirt Proof. <1 Gear Reduction Integral with Unit

Power Plant permits straight line shaft drive, live rear axle.

Automatic inclosed Governor.

NoTime Limit to Our Guarantee

Hull Descriptive Catalog

on Request

HAZARD MOTOR

MFG. CO.

589 Coates Street

ROCHESTER N. Y.

 

§ampson Trucks

for all businesses

United states motor company.

47 W. 61st St, New York City

Sampson Division

 

Your Motor Trucks are not limited to

well paved streets, but will go anywhere

—and come back—if your tires are

Diamond Wire Mesh Base (Spliceless)

Motor Truck Tires.

The one successful type of solid rub

ber motor truck tires.

ThcDiantond jabber (ompanij of N. Y.

Akron, Ohio

Republic Motor Truck Tires
will make your motor delivery service more efficient and more economica

They arc ea^i-r to manipu

late.

They arc more simple in

i'onstrjctiun

They have few -r part*

They arc more pisitive n

adjustment.

They have no steel band-* or

par's to hi.- returned for

credit, thereby eliminat

ing" express '.'harges ;ind

loss of time in shipping

Let \xi figure on your re

quirements.

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO

Dealers and accnclcs in thi*

Principal C. tie

 

 

There models are as

near fool-proof as it Is

possible to make them.

We build them in

their entirety in our

own plant. They are not assembled from parts purchased on the

market. They represent high class engineering and manufacturing

experience. We have territory for responsible dealers.

Write for Catalog and Proposition.

Universal Machinery Co.
MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Motor Truck Tanks

Strong,

Sturdy,

Safe and

Leakless

 

GASOLINE TANKS—ALL SIZES IN STOCK. Compressed

Air Tanks—for Motor Starters. New Catalogue Now Ready.

—WRITE US

Janney, Steinmetz, Philadelphia

 

The Quality

That Gives

Service ::

Capacity 1500 Lbs.

Let us quote prices

with a body built to fit

your business.

AVAILABLE TRUCK COMPANY

Price $975.00 with V. inch Tires.

2334 Hamilton Court, Chicago, Illinois

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
FOR TRUCKS

A. O. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

WETHERILL FINISHED CASTINGS GO.
BABBITT-ALUMINUM—BRASS

DIE CASTINGS

including all well known Babbitts, Aluminum Alloys, Brass and

Bronze Compositions as well as all Zinc and Tin Base Metals.

SAND CASTINGS

of any material, including Cast Iron, Bronze, Brass, rough or

finished. Manufacturers of Automobile Parts, Water Pumps,

Oil Pumps, Carburetors, Etc., Dies and Light Machinery.

^V? WETHERILL FINISHED CASTINGS CO. ^\?

Erie Ave. and Richmond St. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

(giSQisir
TRANSMISSIONS

can be designed to meet

the requirements of any

car. They are made in four sizes—20 H. P.—

30 H. P.— 40 H P. capacity. They can be

built for rear axle,

engine, or independent

mounting May we.

figure on your transmis

sion problem ?

Cover: Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office: Ford Bldg., Detroit, Mich. l<J£,Tn. v.

 

a

=" EVANS" MODEL=

HELE SHAW" CLUTCH

Mult'ple disc runn'ng in oil. Patented. The

illustration shows wedge shaped annular grooved

plates wh'ch engage smoothly, bare a grip like iron,

vet are flippable ind. finitely. Plio>phor Bronze vs.

Mild Steel In use on over 100,000 Can.

Send for Catalog No.'9 today.

Civing Bore and Stroke of Motor,

MERCHANT & EVANS COMPANY

The Premier Metal House In America

 

 

PHILADELPHIA

New York

Baltimore

Brooklyn

Wheeling

Chicago

Cleveland

Kansas City

Denver

W. H. Mclntyre Co.

Vehicle Builder* Since 1869

AUBURN. INDIANA

McINTYRE

All Steel

Chassis

Road3%« CUP WINNER
100*

Technical Score

First Annual Commercial Car Contest of Chicago

Motor Club, September, 1911.

Capacity—600 lbs. to 6,000 lbs.

NEARLY HALF A CENTURY OF VEHICLE BUILDING

Mr •«. C A TAn A V HO* Wert 7th Street

Write for Agency I O L> A Y auburn, Indiana

MAGNETO MONEY

SAVED BY BUYING NOW

$30.00 for a $105.00 6 cylinder

$20.00 for a $93.00 4 cylinder

$18.00 for a $65.00 2 cylinder

$16.00 for a $60.00 1 cylinder

Imported U. & H. Hi^h Tension Magnetos Less

than Import Cost.

Circular and Price Lists Free

J. S. Breiz Co., 250 W. 54th St.. New York

A Prominent Truck Manufacturer said :

"We are using several of your 'Gaylor' truck grips here at

our factory and have distributed a

number of them among truck

owners in this viem'ty. We be-

l'eve it is a good grip and it cer

tainly served its purpose during

the very bad weather existing i i

the past."

Don't wait until your car is stalled before

ordering a set — get them now and insure

your delivery record. The tool box will

carry them.

Catalogue on request

ATLAS CHAIN COMPANY

Buih Temirjal No. 4. Brooklyn, N. Y.

 

All Roads Are Level

to the truck that places its reliance upon

 

KLTEIVBEK MO I OR CO.

RujenbeR
MoJor

This is the motor that is built for

service, speed and silent perform

ance. It cuts your motor costs in

half and doubles your efficiency.

Write for the record of this motor

and for list of power trucks car-

ry:ng the RUTENBER.

• Marion, Ind.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Perfect Resiliency Without Air

Dayton Airless Tires
Ride Easier Than Pneumatics

Wear Longer Than Solid Tires

 

Have proved records of 15,000 Miles -.°- single repair

ROAD DELAYS IMPOSSIBLE

The best tire for municipal machines which must respond speedily to

alarms. Owners of motor wagons equipped with pneumatic and solid

tires will obtain Greater Tire Mileage and Economy by using

DAYTON AIRLESS TIRES

The great speed at which solid-tire equipped, light capacity motor wagons

are run, causes destructive vibration to motor, transmission and other mov

ing parts, thereby increasing repair bills, shortening the life of the

vehicle, which means high depreciation, and makes a motor wagon

less attractive as an investment.

The Test of Fire-Engine Wear and Strain

has triumphantly proved The Dayton Airless Tire supreme in every feature—most

efficient for every motoring requirement. The American-La France Fire Engine Co.,

manufacturers of 75% of all fire engines used in the United States, have adopted Day

ton Airless Tires for all their Auto Fire Fighting Apparatus. This was the result of

most exhaustive and critical tests by their own and other expert engineers and practical

fire-fighters. To get to destination without ever the possibility of a moment's delay;

to stand the wear and tear of going at terrific speed; for highest degree of protection to

sensitive and complicated machinery; for lowest upkeep cost; for best service in every

particular—the Dayton Airless Tires scored in these all-embracing tests far above every

other tire known.

Insist on Dayton Airless Tires for Your Car

Do your own thinking and put the proof up to us. You will no longer waste your

money on makeshifts, tire extras—and bearing all the other burdens thrown on you by

tire troubles. Investigate these absolutely trouble-proof Airless tires—and you will

find that they give you every desirable tire-quality.

Dayton Airless Tires are made in Special for Electrics—also for any kind of Motor

Truck service. Fit all Standard Clincher and Universal Q. D. rims.

THE DAYTON RUBBER
103 RISER STREET

aaKRlOAN LA nUMI FIRE RMOIRS CJ.

■lair*, I. I.

Fab, tt.ltU(

Da/ton aMbbar Utg. Co. ,

IHrtan, .Jul,.

It Mf a* of intaraat for r« W ..t. ih»t

arter Bating ■ aarlaa of practical taata of your Alrlsaa

Tlraa, aa hava adapted um aa the elondard equipment for

oar poaer driven apparatus,

la aa ■• believe «■

far fir* apparatoia.

Tho apodal tlra, ehieh jrou aro building for na

en our epeclflcatlon In tee itnii on« for our a-eyllnder

and tna other for oar heavier eli-c/lnvnr apparatus,

alia* running our ear* at amileua epeed* of M or acre

■llaa par hwu- eitn^jt the aerloua hold-up of puncture or

tho poaltlvely dangerous result of bli.-ui, ti-?elall, ir

It Mour* In In* front rtiaala.

•• rind Iheee tlraa aro aa raiiliant ai pnsuaatle

and In ao far aa theae oare have baan In aetwal opereUoa

In the nande of our euatoaare, froai all reports, *e believe

their veering quallttaa will a* superior n althar pneusatlci

or aolld,

i ldaal ana for fir*

loj" very truly,

J. R. Olarka,

(0 0 F X.)

01TT OF UVAMUM.

OfTloa rira . Departaent,

Comer Oglslnope Ave. A Abei-corn gt.

Savannah, i». , aprll '■-..
ltlt

■r. J. A. aaeaillan,

Oan. mgr. , Tha Dayvin Rubber Ufa. Oo. ,

Dayton, Ohio.

Daar Sin

Your fa»or of April 3rd to hand. In reply, I -**
to aaj that In mr opinion, tho Dayton Alrlaaa Tlra la

the

Km t rtra on the aarkat for rira Apparatus. It haa ilran

u>a ran baot aatlaraetlen In tMa department.

Toura tm ly .

Tho a. Ballantyna,
Ohlaf Big! ■-«-.

MFG. CO.
DAYTON. OHIO
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The Menominee

Motor Truck

 

1500 lbs. Carrying Capacity, $1200.00

2000 lbs. Carrying Capacity, $1500.00

The Motor Wagon You Will Eventually Sell

DEALERS-ATTENTION
"MENOMINEE" motor wagons are built in two sizes, to carry 1500 lbs. and 2000 lbs'

respectively, and of the very best material and workmanship; equipped with a

4-cylinder long-stroke motor, sliding gear transmission and reduction gear in unit with

motor; shaft-driven (no chain to bother with or gather dirt), and all working parts

absolutely enclosed and bathing in oil.

"THE MENOMINEE" stands forth as the most practical motor wagon for delivering

and light trucking.

Regardless of your present stand on the motor truck proposition, you will eventually

sell a medium-sized motor delivery wagon which is shaft driven, strongly and neatly

constructed. THE TRADE DEMANDS IT.

"THE MENOMINEE" is a beauty in design and meets the exact demand of the

consumer. Write for free illustrated catalogue and agency proposition.

D. F. POYER & CO., Menominee, Michigan

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Standard Parts

For Motor Truck Builders

^ With the exception of springs and wookwork, we manufacture

a complete line of standard parts for motor trucks of 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 ton rating.

<J We will gladly furnish prints of chassis of mode's which can be

built up from parts we make.

tj Firms engaged in the production of motor wagons should not

overlook the importance of investment entailed by providing

both factory space and facilities for assembling. Money must

be freely spent for this purpose for a number of years to come,

while throughout the period the models produced will be gradu

ally assuming final form. Whatever this minimum investment

may be, it must be apparent at the outset that the only way

to keep it low, and at the same time maintain factory output,

is to draw upon the engineering skill and resources of the parts

maker, who in order to exist must provide unusual facilities for

quantity production and anticipate every change in a very

sensitive market.

<J We have the reputation for doing big things in a big way. Our

large plant and our talented engineering force are wholly at

your service in order to simplify your problems of production.

<J If you need advice from a firm which has acquired experience

in the making of motor truck parts—and knows the arduous

duty to which they are subjected in commercial practice—

consult us.

IMue Prints on Application.

Driggs - Seabury Ordnance Corporation

SHARON. PENNA.

Please mention the "Pow n Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Here Is the 1912 Sensation of

the Motor Wagon Industry
 

Model B—Four cylinder, 20 h. p. motor; Bosch magneto. Pneumatic tires. Model H—Four cylinder, 20 h. p. motor; Bosch magneto. Price com -

32x3', inches. Price complete, $850. Solid 2 J inch truck tires — Price plete with solid tires, $825. Pneumatic tires, $875.

complete, $800.

Designed for the delivery of 1.000 pound loads at

minimum operating cost and low initial investment.
 

One day's shipment to Boston of Commerce Motor Wagons

Bad roads and s!eep hills have no terrors for

the "Commerce."

We have some choice territory left for good,

active dealers.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

The Commerce Motor Car Company

General Office: 634-640 Penobscot Building

DETROIT

 

Kjf* ■ • Model A—Open express body. Four cylinder motor; Bosch magneto.

MlCUIgan Solid l\ inch truck tires; Price $750. Pneumatic tires—Price $800.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THEBUILDEROFMOTORTRUCKSCANNOTAFFORD TOEXPERIMENTWITHUNKNOWN—UNTRIEDMOTORS

WEMANUFACTUREANDAREEQUIPPEDTO

MAKEREASONABLYPROMPTDELIVERIESOF

THEFOLLOWINGSIZESTRUCKMOTORS

ANDUNITPOWERPLANTS:

3|"x5|"—30-35h.p.unitpowerplantfor2-tontrucks.

4"x4" —25-30h.p.singleandunitpowerplant. 4|"x4f"—35-40h.p.singleandunitpowerplant.

4£"x5|"—40-45h.p.unitpowerplant.

5"x6"—50-55h.p.motor. A\"x6|"—40-45h.p.motor.

/

WATJK£5!

-J

Ournewi\"x6f"^0-45h.p.longstroke

truckmotor.

U"x6f"—45-50h.p.motor.

FOURTEENoftheChicagoFireDepartmentbigchemicaltrucksandthe chief'scarareequippedwithWAUKESHAlongstroke,heavychromenickel

steeltruckmotors.

Wemanufacturefreightmotorsdesigned tohaulloadsfrom1to8tons.

WRITEFORCATALOG.

WaukeshaMotorCo.,Waukesha,Wisconsin

n
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TttE. BOWLING GREEN /MOTOR CAR COMPANY

ITMlTvJ

The True Value of a Motor Wagon

Depends on its Freedom from

Interruption of Service

The jjWajj is built on that idea

Tested in many lines of business—Strongly endorsed by users in every section

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY OF DESIGN AND APPEARANCE

 

^nJI 'feJ hI /w* ■

■jpp^^FSi?
»\jMh&"W'

C~~*~:i*T 1000-1300 Lbs. - - - Chassis, $1200

Chassis, $1600

--■

capacity 1500-2000 Lbs. - - -

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Dealers of highest standing are invited

for territory, giving sales and service

to inquire

facilities.

Writ* for catalog

The Bowling Green Motor Car Com

Bowling Green, Ohio

pany

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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C-QXXA TRANSMISSIONS

are used by U. S. ARMY motor wagons. The Four

Wheel Drive truck which outclassed and outclimbed all

motor wagons which competed in the recent government

j | trials was fitted

with our specially

^ • constructed trans

mission :: ::

 

Transmission specially constructed for Four Wheel Drive Government

truck by Cotta Transmission Co.

One to 1 0 tons ca

pacity for TRUCKS

and TRACTORS.

What we have done

for others we can do

for you. Let us con

sult with you on your

special requirements.

SELECTIVE TYPE, DENTAL CLUTCH SYSTEM

GEARS ALWAYS IN MESH

No Plain Bearings—Mainshaft gears being mounted on Roller Bearings.

*jf\iir DEAFW Special Equipment Designed to Attach to

NUW KcAlil Timken Detroit or Sheldon Jackshaft Outfits

For complete information write

COTTA TRANSMISSION CO.
814 S. MAIN STREET ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Axles must have strength

without too much weight
 

STRENGTH, an axle must have. Safety demands it. Satis

factory driving for days, months and years is not possible

without it.

Lightness you need for economy's sake. To get long life from tires

and most miles from gasoline, your car must not be too heavy.

nnFniEiiFi°iDE^iE©nir

Combine Strength with Lightness

The first principle of Timken-Detroit construction is

strength—lots of strength—and nothing sacrificed for

strength.

The next principle is no useless weight.

That principle is second—and strictly secondary too.

We never let it interfere with strength.

How Strength and Lightness are Obtained

Take the housing for example. It is made from pressed

steel, welded along its neutral line by oxy-acetylene flame.

It is reinforced by a pressed steel sleeve from the ends

which support the bearings and wheels clear through to

the spring-seats which support the car and its load.

Pressed steel spiders are riveted through both housing

and sleeve. They carry the dirt shields and make positive

and secure anchorage for internal and external brakes.

Thus the brake anchorage is on the weight supporting

member of the axle just as it should be.

Pressed steel used wherever feasible in place of malle

able iron gives greatest strength with least possible weight.

Flexibility Helps by Preventing Strains

In many places if the parts were rigidly attached to

each other there would be strains that are entirely lacking

when the parts have "play."

There is a tendency, for instance, for the housing to

rock slightly as the wheel resistance varies in travel over

rough roads. Therefore the spring-seats are made so they

can oscillate freely by grinding them and the parts of the

housing on which they ride to very fine limits of accuracy.

The extra large spring-seats are held laterally by

machined collars riveted through both housing and rein

forcing sleeves.

The Timken-Detroit Axle, so strong and graceful and

light, is the concrete result of long years of experience and

study on just one thing—the designing and building of

axles that have maximum strength with no useless weight.

The Timken-Detroit Axle Company

Detroit, Michigan, U. S. A.

The only axle manufacturer licensed to make axles

equipped with the famous Timken Roller Bearings

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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ExPHOEHCE -50ELDQN - RightDesign

Facilities — AXLES ~ Rkht Steel

TtoflemtlLe LargestAxlelaetojyinXWfoM
 

M :

 

3£-

 

Axle Talk—No. 1

SHELDON axles take precedence in the commercial car field in

quantity of production—at least seventy-five per cent of the tracks on

the market being SHELDON-equipped.

If "quality" were not inherent, then the quantity output would

necessarily be much smaller than it is.

A cheap axle is a mighty poor inv£stment for the car manufac

turer—and a mighty poor advertisement for the concern that makes it.

In a nut-shell, then, it stands that truck manufacturers base a vary

large percentage of car efficiency on axles and springs—they must use

the best or take long chances.

You can safely juJge SHELDON axles by good design, experience,

the manufacturer and responsibility.

We will explain in later advertising why these factors have made

the name SHELDON synonymous with quality production.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Chicago Office:

68 East 12th Street

Detroit Office:

1215 Woodward Ave.

Ui

£ 1L

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Long Stroke Motors

are now used in

U. S. GOVERNMENT

army wagons
 

Type "A" 4J " x 5" Wisconsin motor used in the

Four Wheel Drive government army wagons.

From June 12 to July

6, 1912, the U. S.

Government conduct

ed a motor wagon

trial from Dubuque,

la., to Sparta, Wis.,

and called upon the

machines to haul vict

uals and camp equip

ment over 750 miles

of the worst roads that

could be selected in

the State of Wisconsin.

Fourteen different stand

ard makes of motor trucks

entered the contest.

The FOUR WHEEL DRIVE motor wagons equipped with

WISCONSIN motors were the only machines to finish this strenuous

journey under their own power and without assistance.

Cfy£seonsi?U LongStroke Motors

'~^~— have large diameter crank shafts

—self contained oiling system supplied by gear pump through the hollow crank shaft provides perfect oiling.

Extra large bearings reduce friction to a minimum, increasing durability and efficiency.

ALL 4 CYCLE— 5 TYPES

3f" x 5"—4 cyhnders 4J" x 5 "—6 cylinders

4i" x 5"—4 cylinders 4-$" x 5j"—4 cylinders

5±" x 7"—4 cylinders

WISCONSIN MOTOR MFG. CO.,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Jarvis-Huntington Motor Trucks
Not alone up-to-date, but actually ahead of date

Capacity $2750.00 Capacity $3500.00 &, $4400.00

The Strongest and Most Compact Truck on the Market.

Jarvis-Huntington Exclusive Features:

I. Mote, r:—After three years of testing out, we offer the most economical and sturdy

power plant in the market. Bore 4" x Stroke 6". 4 Cylinders cast separately.

4 Cycle. Valves in the head with overhead cams. Fitted with self starter.

II. Clutch:—Hele-Shaw, the best there is.

III. Jarvis-Huntington selective transmission. Chrome-vanadium gears, specially

toughened.

IV. A special brake system that positively will stop the truck within its own length

even at maximum speed.

V. Inspection of raw material and of finished parts carried to extreme.

VI. A guarantee of 10,000 miles service—no frills about it.

VII. Complete equipment:—Electric light, electric horn, tools, and a liberal supply

of spare parts.

VIII. Above all—a square deal to agents and users.

We want the co-operation of some live dealers. We have an extremely attractive agency prop

osition. NOW is the time to write to

Jarvis-Huntington Automobile Co., Huntington, W.Va.

Bergdoll Standard Motors for Pleasure and Commercial Cars

4x6 Long Stroke, 40 Horse Power, 2

bearing Crank Shaft. Large size

Annular Ball Bearings. Transmission

4 Speeds forward, direct on third, and

one reverse. Gears and Transmission

Shafts of Chrome Nickel Steel. The

long stroke Bergdoll Motors give

greater Horse Power than any other

motor now on the market of the same

class. Unit construction combining

the Transmission and Motor. This

absolutely assures positive alignment.

We have one of the most up-to-date

Shops in America, devoted to the

manufacture of Automobile Motors

and Transmissions.

We can supply the Motor separately,

or the Power Unit, in any quantity

to suit your requirements.

V rite UB before you close for

your 1913 requirements

BERGDOLL MACHINE COMPANY, 31st and Dauphin Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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An Electric Truck Saves

Its Cost in One Year

Think of that Mr. Business Man I The money SA VED by an Electric Truck

in one year approximately equals the money paid for it originally. And it gives the

most efficient, dependable service besides.

One 5-ton Electric Truck will do the work of 3 horse-drawn teams. It will save

$12.00 a day or $3,600.00 a year on an average— about what it costs to buy the truck.

Proportionate savings may be effected with all sizes of Electric Commercial Vehicles. Of coarse,

the operation of an Electric costs something—but, that is where the economy comes in—in the

reduction of the operating cost of horse haulage.

Where Can You Make

A Better Business Investment?

With Electric Commercial Vehicles, there is no risk of sickness or death; of fire or explosion;

of highly expensive repairs; of any of the evils common to other forms of delivery.

Electric Commercial Vehicles are DEPENDABLE— they will work efficiently every day in

the year, if necessary—in all sorts of weather. Stable space is saved— stable help and stable worry

are reduced to a minimum.

Each Electric Commercial Vehicle is rated to carry

a certain load — to go at a certain speed. The driver

cannot ran the machine beyond that speed — hence,

tires are saved, unnecessary wear on mechanism is

eliminated, longer life of the Electric is assured.

Electric Commercial Vehicles are simple in construc

tion — easy to operate. Any ordinary man can quickly

learn to run an Electric. Power costs very little — and its

cost is steadily decreasing. You really should investigate

Electric Delivery Service, NOW.

 

Interesting literature about Electric Commercial Vehicles sent gladly. Write today.

Public interest and private advantage both favor the Electric

Electric Vehicle Association of America
BOSTON NEW YORK: 124 W. 42nd Street (37) CHICAGO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Diamond Chains Must be Good

Our Tests Prove This

Thi« picture shows a finished

Diamond Chain receiving the final

tensile tests to assure that the rivets

and bushings are properly set, that

the pitch is right at every link, that

there are no material defects—in

short that the chain is exactly what

we claim—the best that modern

methods can produce. This final

test goes to just below the limit of

fatigue of the metal, which is well

above the economic working loads

for which the chain is sold.

Individual parts of Diamond Chains receive many

tests before being assembled and any parts which by

micrometer gauging are found imperfect are destroyed.

All holes in side linW are reamed to exact size and

pitch—not punched as is the usual practice. This

reaming of holes insures an even and perfect bearing

throughout entire thickness of side links, which is not

possible with simply a punched hole.

The extra precaution which we take in the gauging

of the millions of parts entering into our product is a

large factor in our costs, but we prefer to assume this

rather than put onto the market any chains of doubtful

accuracy or uniformity.

 

 

High grade steels and our advanced methods of heat treatment are

further factors that enable Diamond Chains to maintain their supremacy.

Let our engineers help you on your transmission problems. Send

for our treatise "Power Chains and Sprockets." You will find it an

interesting and valuable book of reference.

TRADE<^^MARK

DIAMOND CHAIN & MFG. GO.

243 W. Georgia Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPACITY, 8,000,000 FECT PER YEAR

 

10% Saving Guaranteed

In Gasoline Consumption

THE EGYPTIAN MIXER is GUARANTEED to save 10% cf the pasoline you are now using,

thereby cheapening your truck operating costs. Works with all carburetors, slipping into the intake

manifold or ahead of the carburetor. Owing to the perfect combustion when using the EGYPTIAN

MIXER, spark plug and carburetor trouble is practically eliminated. All sizes, } inch up to and in

cluding 2 inches. Price S3. 00. In ordering give size of carburetor and make of truck.

Further information on request.

The R. D. Loose Mixing Chamber Co., 110! N. 5th., Springfield, Illinois, U. S. A.

PATENT APPLIED FOR

AdamsTruckC TRUCK TESTS

A-t "Deliver tHe Goods" |

/ H Ah. J

Every Adams Truck is built for service test—the test of

actual usage by its uitimate owner. Every part of every

truck sent

out is as carefully constructed and as thoroughly efficient as if it were

built for a competitive run. This enviably high standard of produc

tion means thorough satisfaction to the owner, and quick sales for the agent

If you are not posted on the ADAMS TRUCK send for descriptive circular.

We want live Agents in Unassigned Territories.

THE ADAMS BROS. CO., Findlay, Ohio

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Ross Steering Gears

Win Approval of United States

Army Experts

The motor trucks built by the Four Wheel Drive Auto

Company, of Clintonville, Wis., which recently triumphed

over 1 4 other trucks in the recent United States Army

trials, were equipped with ROSS STEERING GEARS.

The Clintonville Company is one of 102 satisfied customers.

Ross Steering and Differential Gears have grown so in popularity

during the past year that the Ross Gear & Tool Company have been forced

to build a new factory to enable them to take care of their business.

The factory will be completed in September. It is worthy of the

Steering and Differential Gears that will be manufactured in it. The con

struction is fire-proof—ensuring continuous deliveries. The floor space is

three times that of the present plant. The company has purchased addi

tional machinery to triple their output. Now is the time to place orders for

next year, as the additional capacity of the Ross factory is rapidly filling up.

The list of 102 customers among the truck manufacturers is growing daily.

Ross Gear & Tool Co.

Heath and Eighth Streets Lafayette, Indiana

 

New building for R ss Gear &. Tool Company, Lafayette, Ind.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Make Your Own

Battery Tests

Also read this testimony of a man who did.

Wide awake electric vehicle users

who keep tab on battery first cost, fre

quency and cost of renewals, mileage per

charge, total mileage, attention required

and efficiency of service, are invariably

well pleased with Gould Battel ies.

Here's a typical example: Unbeknown to

us, a prospective battery user wrote for

advice to the manager of a large mill

which uses Gould Batteries on their deliv

ery trucks. Here is the answer he

received :

"We have for many years used aU

makes of storage batteries to determine

the best for our purpose and by actual

experience and practical tests have come

to the conclusion that the Gould is the

best lead battery in the market. We

now use same exclusively in all our cars

built for lead batteries. We have found

the Gould people straightforward and

honest and should you enter into busi

ness relations with this concern, we

believe you will be treated in the same

spirit."

This letter has fallen into our hands.

You can have names on request. We

wish all Gould Battery users made their

own tests. It's a good habit that would

save money for the users and give us

more customers — more performance

figures.

The fairest thing we can suggest is

—"investigate." Learn the facts for

yourself. We are prepared to give you

abundant information on this subject.

Tell us your needs.

Gould .Storage Battery Co.
General Offices: 341 Fifth Atc, New York City

Work*: Depew, New York

Boston, 89 State Strset San Francisco, 904 Rialto Bld«.

Chicago. The Rookery Cleveland, Amer. Trust Bide.

AGENTS IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

Victor

Sectional

Truck Tires

operated during the past winter with

out chains. Have you had chain

troubles with your Tires? Why not

investigate the Victor? Simple to

renew. Simple to repair. Can be

used single or dual. Perfect traction.

More resilient than endless.

Write for quotation and guarantee.

 

Oil Tank Motor Truck equipped with

Victor Sectional Truck Tires.

Weight with load, 16,000 lbs.

The Victor Rubber Co.

Springfield. Ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TRUCK-SPRINGS
Auto-Trucks, Fire Apparatus and Commercial Vehicle Springs

combining

MAXIMUM OF ENDURANCE with MINIMUM OF VIBRATION

Made to order of Special Heat-Treated Alloy Steel

SPRING PERCH CO. Bridgeport, Conn.

MOELLER Motor Trucks
"A BUSINESS PROPOSITION"

I| — •———---- 1

Write for catalogue and literature today

showing cost of operation and maintenance

Not a Better Built Truck in America

Manufactured and Guaranteed By

THE MOELLER TRUCK

THE NEW HAVEN TRUCK & AUTO WORKS, New Haven, CW

 

BLOOD BROS'.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS

Style A, made for all sizes of shafts up

to 3 inches.

Strongest and most durable joint for

motor trucks. Used for years as a regu

lar equipment on many of the best makes

of trucks.

BLOOD BROS. MACH. CO., M.nnfact«r.r,

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gibney Wireless

"The Three-Years-Ahead Tire"

Manufactured by

JAMES L. GIBNEY & BRO.

215-17 N. Broad Street

PHILADELPHIA

248-52 W. 54th Street

NEW YORK CITY

ALL STEEL BODIES

Light in Weight—Comparatively

Indestructible —- Paint Guaranteed

Against Peeling—In Any Style or

Capacity — Your Own or Our

Designs.

Estimates Freely given upon application.

EDWARD G. BUDD MFG. CO.

Office and Factory, Aramingo Avenue and Tioga Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Makers of difficult shapes in sheet steel.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Treatment of Steel

STEEL LACKS THE GRAY MAT

TER necessary to back up physical weak

ness with a mental strength. Failure to

measure up to required standards means

a real deficiency and one which must be

eliminated by intelligent handling.

SCIENTIFIC DOCTORING, or the

treating of metals scientifically by the

application of heat at known tempera

tures, is a recent discovery. The very

"pyrometer" necessary to measure high

temperatures is of no long standing in

its present accurate form, and only within

the past couple of years has the "sclero-

scope" made possible the measuring by

the average user of the results (or hard

ness) obtained.

STEEL CONTAINING CARBON in

sufficient quantity and alloyed with cer

tain other elements can be made doubly

strong by successive heating and cooling

at two or three different temperatures.

For example, one analysis permits an in

crease in strength from 100,000 lbs. to

200,000 lbs. per square inch.

STEEL WITHOUT CARBON beyond

a certain low percentage can have carbon

added to its surface and soaked in to a

certain definite depth. This is possible,

provided all the conditions surrounding

the operation are accurately known. The

carbonized surface then treated gives the

necessary hardness for roller or ball bear

ing races.

SULPHUR CAUSES BRITTLENESS

in steel. Yet, to know that the amount

of sulphur in every shipment received is

below the specified figure requires con

stant chemical analysis. The Laboratory,

therefore, is an essential part of every

complete heat-treating equipment.

CONTROL IS THE SECRET of that

real success which can only insure uni

form results. Chemical analysis, physi

cal characteristics, methods, carbonizing

mixtures, time and temperatures must all

be known and accurately maintained. Re

peated tests with detailed reports and the

use of recording instruments cannot be

avoided.

ALL THE APPARATUS, as well as the

methods necessary to give to the con

sumer a product which he may accept

with every confidence in its superior

qualities, are found in the plant of the

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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BOUGHT BY THOSE WHO KNOW WHAT'S BEST

DEFIANCE

LIGHT and HEAVY AUTO-TRUCK WHEEL MACHINERY

 

 

■THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION"

No machine has yet left our plant but what

gave absolute satisfaction, that solved the problem ~_ "Ul-**^.

of economy, that proved itself 100% efficiency. Automobile Spoke Lathe

The first Defiance Machine is still giving satisfaction.

So are the thousands of machines which we have shipped to every

part of the world during the sixty-two years we have been in business.

Thus it is with our commercial motor vehicle wheel machines. They

are designed and built along the same mechanical principle that have al

ways characterized DEFIANCE tools and cannot be equaled in any respect.

THEY ARE HERE BY REASON OF SERVICE

and we propose to keep up their reputation for the benefit of our customers.

If you are not already equipped now is the time to write us for

catalog and prices.

The Defiance Machine Works

ISO Ton Hydraulic Auto-Truck Wheel Tire Press
435 Perry Street, DEFIANCE, OHIO

 

Baldwin Chains and Sprockets

Run Well Together

Our product is backed by years of experience.

The material is carefully selected, and hardened

by men especially trained in the art. This guar

antees the highest degree of efficiency and

durability.

Our sprockets are made of high quality steel,

suitable for the purpose. We can produce

sprockets in large quantities at favorable prices.

Do not place your 1913 business without giving

us an opportunity to send you samples and quote

on your sprocket blue prints.

.AGENTS-

H. V. Greenwood, 122 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicajo, III.

Chat. D. Schmidt, 416 Broadway, New York City.

C. J. Iven, Rochester, N. Y. M. A. Bryte, 788 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

F. Shirley Boyd, 893 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Eyes of the Oven!
 

Looking out from the Ovens (Heat Treating Compartments

at temperature of 1500° Fahrenheit.

Work

wondrously well done requires fore

sight, constant care and pyrometers.

^^^ Heat-Treatment

is the climax of such attention and assures

Superior Drop-forgings

If you are interested in a valuable line of stock

Crank Shafts,

Connecting Rods,

Valve Stems,

Igniter Levers,

Rod and Yoke Ends,

Mechanics and

Engineering Tools, etc.,

send for pocket edition of (just out) 1912 catalogue, 01

for forgings to order send your blue prints for estimate.

J. H. WILLIAMS & COMPANY

Superior Drop-forgings

No. 69 Richards St.,

 
 

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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XT

0

Unfortunately there is but one

competitor to Sanford Trucks

V

Chassis

$1600

 

Stake or

Express

Body

$1750

We're sorry about this in a way, for it narrows down

our possible comparisons. But it makes it pretty easy for

our representatives. There never has been a selling proposi

tion in the field that can compare with the Sanford.

Nine long years' work on a one-ton truck gives you to

day this proposition, the success of which there is no gain

saying. There isn't a thing about this truck that's strange

or freakish. Its success is not remarkable because of any

thing unusual.

The Sanford truck is remarkable only because it is. so

certain to do more than you'll claim for it that your repeat

orders will be more or less automatic.

The Sanford Motor Truck Co.

SYRACUSE, Park and Wolf Streets, NEW YORK

Makers Always and Exclusively of One-Ton Trucks

:£jc=ic£

V

 

AT A ^ T The Per,ect Two"Cycle Motor
With Variable Port -Areas

The essential feature of Moore Motors is the in

creasing or decreasing of all the port-areas simulta

neously (fully patented), giving flexibility of control

and fuel economy.

Fixed ports, as in regular two-cycle design, mean

lack of flexibility and high fuel consumption.

The result is a power plant combining two-cycle

simplicity and low upkeep cost with four-cycle

flexibility of control and fuel economy.

Moore Motors are backed by years of engineering

experience. Send for descriptive circular.

PALMER-MOORE COMPANY

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

Bearing

Troubles ?
You know what they are—rapid

wear and loss of adjustment,

noise, weakness, break-

downs. If you have such

troubles, try

 

NORMA

ROLLER BEARINGS

The "trouble-proof" bear

ings—the bearings that,

size for size, will carry

heavier loads and stand

harder service than any

others.

They have double the load ca

pacity of any ball bearing

of equal size—and then some

—with a temporary overload

capacity of 50 per cent or

more. And they have a

flexibility permitting slight

errors of alignment without

injury.

Norma Roller Bearings are bearings of

splendid quality and high sus

tained precision. A test will

prove their superiority. Will you

make it?

At least, send for the Norma Bulletins.

The Norma Company
OF AMERICA

26 Vesey Street :: New York City

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Merchants Who Use the Electric

Delivery Wagon Give the Best Service

'TpHEY can make the quickest deliveries because

*■ the electric, being so easily controlled, can run

through city streets more rapidly than any other

kind of vehicle, and is not delayed for cranking at

every stop.

Its perfect cleanliness, freedom from noise, smoke, odor,

and dripping grease, please the customer.

Merchants who use electric vehicles with Westing-

house equipment GET the best service.

Westinghouse vehicle motors and controllers give thor

oughly satisfactory service because long experience has taught

the Westinghouse Company how to de

sign and build vehicle equipment to meet

the actual working requirements.

 

One of the 1 00 Ward Delivery Wagons Equipped

with Westinghouse Motors.

The builders of the best electric commercial cars use

Westinghouse equipment. Write Dept. 56 for a list. See that

your electrics have Westinghouse equipment.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.

Sales Offices in 45 American Cities EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.

CJD)D>C
Real Square Tube Radiators

tj Commercial cars require radiators

that will stand many shocks and

much hard usage. This was one

of the weak parts of the commercial

car but the test of time has proved

that FEDDERS radiators render

efficient service.

 

 

 

•J We want to figure with you your

requirements for the coming season.

If you haven't used Fedders radia

tors you probably have had a great

deal of radiator trouble and you may think

that their isn't a radiator built that will give

you satisfaction. If this is the case we would

like to have an opportunity of demonstrating

that the Fedders radiator will stand the wear

and tear and shocks of the commercial car and

that manufacturers who equip their commercial

cars with the Fedders have practically no

radiator trouble. We can convince you.

Will you give us the opportunity ?

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS

BUFFALO NEW YORK

TITANIC SPRINGS
Toucher than Vanadium—Cheaper than Vanadium

We make alt styles ot AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

The Titanic Sprlotfs shown in the cut have neither NIB nor HOLE in

center to hasten a break. Thirty years' experience enables us to make th

best springs made. Let us be of service to you.

 

See that hump!

TLTHILL SPRING CO., 764 Polk St., Chicago

"American made for the American trade"

New Departure Guaranteed Ball Bearings JJJ '"ofa car*i

Contracts for 1912 cover 80% of the entire output of American automobile manufacturers next year. Reason —

New Departure Ball Bearings have no superior. H WE YOU HAD OUR 1912 CATALOG?

The New Departure Mfg., Co., Bristol, Conn., loieTzTo^BM^. D«iroit

A

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE "SPICER"

universal joint was the pioneer for

shaft driven automobiles—either

pleasure or commercial cars.

 
 

Consult Our Representatives:

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON,

122 So. Michigan Boulevard.

Chicago

THOS. J. WETZEL. L. D. BOLTON,

17 WhI 42d Street. 1810 Ford Building.

New York Detroit

Special Foreign Representative :

BENJ. WHITTAKER. 2 1 State Street. New York

LE POIDS LOURD

The only French journal devoted

to motor buses, motoi cabs and

industrial motor road transporta

tion of all kinds.

Published by PIERRE SOUVESTRE

Yearly Subscription $3.60 1 Rue Tardieu

Single Copy 30c. PARIS, FRANCE

[▼■U 1 UlV'tSSSSK-.

V TRACTION

The leading journal, published in Gt. Britain, dealing

with industrial motor vehicles.

Acknowledged as the first authority

on matters relating to the use of

motors for industrial, agricultural,

municipal and other utility

purposes!.

Published Weekly.

Subscription Rate 10/10 per annum {Canada 8/8)

Specimen copy sent post free

ILIFFE and SONS, Ltd., 20 Tudor St., London, E. C Eng.

Invaluable to those who desire to

keep in touch with the progress

and development of this important

branch of the British motor

industry.

Well Illustrated

 

The Highest Standard ot Efficiency

in magneto, camshaft, and pump drives is

reached by the application of the economical,

reliable and silent

COVEN IRY

NOISELESS CHAINS

The precision, automatic retention of pitch

and long life are a few of the facts taken into

consideration by many manufacturers of tht

most silent, reliable, and fashionable cars who

fit these chains exclusively.

The services of our experts are at your dis

posal.

WRITE TODAY

United States Representatives:

SARCO ENGINEERING CO.

114 Broad St., New York

*S* DIXON'S *^

CHAIN

G RAPHITE
No.67 6

Lubricate^

WithoutWa%te

JOSEPH

DIXON

CRUCIBLE

COMPANY

JERSEY-CITY

NEW -JERSEY

Because it possesses

all of the well known

lubricating qualities of

Dixon's celebrated flake

graphite. Flake graphite stays

where it is placed, can't drip or grow

sticky, lessens noise, stops wear and is

•cleanly because it has no tendency to

collect dust, dirt, grit or other i njurious

i matter to clog and wear out chains.

I Dixon's Chain Graphite is readily car-

' ried about and easily applied at any time

I by rubbing the bar against the sprocket

: side of the chain. Dixon's Chain Graph

ite is cleanly, convenient, economical

• and durable. The cylindrical shap >

bar, 2x8 inches, just fits the hand. Each

bar weighs about one pound and is

neatly encased in a cardboard canon.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"KELLS
9 9

The most Durable and Efficient

RADIATORS for Commercial Cars

 

xSS&SUb

. '.'-;;.";;■■ .-■:'.::-■:'.■■

W. J. KELLS Mfg CO

Positively guaranteed not to leak for two years.

Used on all the Leading Gasolene Trucks of Act erica.

Ten Years Test Has Proven the Best.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

W. J. KELLS MFG. CO.

521-25 W. 45th Street, NEW YORK CITY

Characteristics of the

TORBENSEN AXLE

1—High and uniform mechanical efficiency.

2—Highest commercial efficiency of any

"final" truck drive.

3—Compactness, noiselessness, cleanliness.

4—Large road clearance.

5—Great strength and durability with com

parative low dead weight.

6—Small cost of upkeep.

7—Freedom from adjustments and repairs.

8—It admits of the use of large wheel

diameter.

9—Being a complete unit it lessens cost of

Chassis Assembling.

10—It is built by people with ample facili

ties and experience.

1 1—It has the endorsement of the foremost

engineers at home and abroad.

Type R Axle for Delivery Wagons.

Type S Axle for I to II Ton Trucks.

Type T Axle for 2 to 21 Ton Trucks.

Specifications and prices upon application.

Torbensen Gear and Axle Company

Formerly

Bloomfield, N. J.

216-224 High Street

NEWARK. NEW JERSEY

Agents Wanted

4 Cylinders, Long Stroke, Sliding Gears

1500 pounds - - - $1500

2000 pounds - - - - 1750

3000 pounds - - - 2250

 

A comparison of our specifications with those of other

makers will show that we have rated our cars very conserva

tively.

We use tires larger than the makers require.

Send for Catalogue and Agents Terms

Ideal Auto Company

Fort Wayne, Indiana

The Greatest Value Ever Offered

IS THE

ii

Black Eagle" Spark Plug

at 50c

Efficiency and Quality Without Extravagance

50c now buys the

best spark plug

service to be had.

The Spark Plug

with the ' 'patent

ed" universal

spring cap that

permits the use

of ANY style terminal.

The Plug with a riveted central

Electrode, and two contact wires

sparking on rounded surfaces, thus

avoiding pitting of the wires.

Manufactured and sold by people

with whom you will be pleased to

do business.

Especially efficient in Motor Trucks.

The Progressive Manufacturing Co.

TORRINGTON, CONN.

 
 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Oil for Every Motor -for Every

Climate—Sold Everywhere, is

ine

 

IJ:I.U»1'I.BJ.|!I:I.I.'1J=I.I.IJ

The Standard Oil for Motors

Meets every gasoline motor need—both four and two

cycle types. Stands any heat that any motor will ever

develop, lubricating perfectly in summer as well as in

winter temperatures—flowing freely at zero.

—Always dependable—always the same.

All because we begin to perfect it at the point where-

most oils are deemed finished. And because we bring to bear

all our vast resources and forty years of experience.

Motorists know it's the "Cream of Motor Oils." It's

"The Universal Motor Oil." It has

been tested for you—in all makes of

cars. We stand behind it. Try it.

For sale everywhere by all reputable

dealers

Write for free booklet. "Motoring in Zero

or Tropical Weattier." It tells all about

Motor Oils—Polarine in particular.

Standard Oil Company
(AN INDIANA CORPORATION)

 

 

Small Manufacturers

Don't tie your capital up in Screw ma

chines—turn this class of work over to us.

We can do it quicker and cheaper for

you and guarantee accuracy.

We are also prepared to do all kinds of

machine work, hardening, tempering,

grinding, polishing, plating and enameling.

Send blue prints for estimate.

National Cycle Mfg. Co.

Bay City, Mich.

The Cross Continent

Alco

TN the test that is making

the commercial car famous

throughout the entire world,

that is proving its accessories'

worth by trying ordeals, is

Bosch

Equipped

Be Satisfied

Of Course

Specify Bosch

Write for the September Bosch News

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223-225 West 46th Street, New York

THE COAST LINE

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

BUFFALO

NIAGARA FALLS

TOLEDO

PT. HURON

GODERICH

ALPENA ST.IGNACE

3333333335533533:

THE CHARMS OF SUMMER SEAS

Spend yourvacation on theGreatLakesthemoat

economical and enjoyable outing in America,

/-i V "frv'ce ■• operated between Detroit and

Cleveland. Detroit and Buffalo; (our trips weekly

between Toledo. Detroit, Mackinac Island and

w°y ports; daily service between Toledo,

Cleveland and Put-in-Bay.

A Cleveland to Mackinac special steamer will

be operated two trips weekly from June 15th to

September I Oth. stopping only at Detroit every

trip and Goderich.Ont., every other trip.— Special

Day Trips Between Detroit and Cleveland. During

July and August.—Railroad Tickets Available on

Steamers.

vf"d 2 cent stamp for Illustrated Pamphlet

and Great Lakes Map.

Address: L. G. Lewis. G. P. A.. Detroit. Mich.

Philip H.McMillan.Pra. A.A.Schanlz, Gcn'IMgr.

Detroit & Cleveland Navigation Company

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CASTLE LAMPS FOR

MOTOR TRUCKS

 

Model No. 234.—New design for Motor Trucks.

Can be supplied in oil or in combination, oil and

electric, as desired.

The Castle Lamp Co.

Amesbury. Mass.

NEW

"CONTINENTAL"

COMMERCIAL MOTORS

Designed (or Heavy Work.

Manufactured In one-ton to seven-ton capacity.

They contain all

the important, up-to-

date features, such as

long stroke, large

valves, heavy bear

ings, perfect lubricat

ing system, enclosed

valve mechanism, etc.

Furnished as inde

pendent motors or in

complete Unit Power

Plants.

Let this noted motor make a reputation

for your truck.

Write for specifications, prices and terms.

CONTINENTAL MOTOR MFG. CO.

MUSKEGON. MICH.

 

FACTOHY HEPRESENTAT1VES:

K. F. Peterson. 1" •>• Bolton.

122 S. Michigan Blvd.. . 1810 Ford Biilldlni,

Chicago. III. Detroit, Mich.

W^ESTON[VlOTT(0i

FLINT, MICH.

Axles. Hubs

Rims
OF HIGHEST QUALITY

Strength and durability are

factors of the utmost im

portance and our products

are made to meet the

severest tests.

MEROJRVTRUCK^

 

When the mercury is up, the Mercury runs.

When the mercury is down, the Mercury runs.

Heat, cold, rain, snow, sleet, ice, the Mercury

never changes.

The Commercial Motor Wagon that never

varies.

Manufactured—not assembled.

The Mercury Manufacturing Co.

4108 S. HALSTED ST , CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Losses Can Be Stopped

by the Veeder Hub Odometer. Fuel, lubrica

tion, tire consumption and depreciation can

all be accurately accounted for by fitting

every machine with a Veeder Hub Odometer

—an instrument which will unfailingly check

distance travelled backward as well as forward

—and cannot be tampered with.

$25^22
Neat, durable and compact,!

it can be easily attached.

Price complete . . . . .

At your dealers', direct from our factory

or at the following agencies:

T. H Craniton & Co.. 56 E. Randolph Street

Chic.io. III.

L. H. & B. I. Bill. 543 Gulden Gate Avenue

Sao Francisco, Cal.

Tbe Robber Tire Wheel Company, Montreal,

Quebec, Toronto, Winaepeg and Vancouver

The Veeder Manufacturing Company

C. H. VEEDER, Pre.id.nl D. J. POST. Treasurer

H. W. LESTER. Secretary

HARTFORD, CONN.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Tachodometers

Counters and Small Die Castings

 

 

Detroit Oilers Have
TWT 1^ 11 ^^1 1 There are no check

INo Ball Checks i%?^otX

in Detroit Mechanical Force Feed OileTS to give trouble and

cause failures. Every drop of oil must go to the place wheie

it is needed.

A separate pump for each feed measures the oil and insures

a rate of feed that is exactly right at all times. Once properly

regulated there is no chance for faulty lubrication and dry bear

ings, carbonized cylinders, smoke at the exhaust and waste oil

are entirely eliminated.

Detroit Oilers are made with from

one to thirty feeds in capacities of

two pints to five-gallons — pulley,

sprocket, ratchet or gear drive.

Made also with two compart

ments for feeding one kind of oil

to cylinders and -another to the

bearings.

Write today for catalog P*68 and full Information

Detroit Lubricator Company.

DETROIT, U. S. A.

Largest manufacturers of Lubricating devices in the world.

Schafer Ball Bearings
(Made In Germany)

Before you decide on your ball bearing requirements why not

consider SCHAFER?

This is not a new bearing and therefore you will not be experi

menting. The merits of SCHAFER ball bearings have been

attained by actual service and not merely by "talk."

 

They have been adopted by prominent manufacturers here

and abroad. This fact should convince you of the quality and

efficiency of SCHAFER ball bearings.

Write for catalog and price*

BARTHEL, DALY & MILLER
Sole Importers

43 Broadway NEW YORK

Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

IT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant re

pairs on your present ignition system. A new

Remy will give your car new life. Here is our

exchange proposition:

2-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete $46 00 $9 20 $36 80

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. . 50 00 10 00 40 00

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete . 52 00 10 40 41 60

Allowance ma e for any make of Magneto

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES:—New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

SERVICE: STATIONS:—Albuquerque, Augusta, Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Denver, Dallas, El Paso, Houston, Jacksonville, Louisville, Memphis,

Minneapolis. New Orleans, Nashville, Norfolk \ a. . Omaha, Los AnReles, Phila

delphia, Pittsburg, Portland (Me.), Portland (Ore.), Rochester, San Antonio,

Seattle, Spokane, St. Louis, Syracuse, Utica, Washington {D. C.)

CANADA:—Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Hamilton, Vancouver, Montreal.

List Price Allowance Net to You

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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QUILT in Two and Three Axle

equipments. 3^ to 10 ton capacities.

Especially adapted for long hauls and diffi

cult road problems.

Let us send you literature

and full information

Couple - Gear Freight-Wheel

f* 1V1 „ 550 Buchanan Street,

COmpany, Grand Rapids, Michigan

 

©MWf

COMPANY

DESIGNERS $

k ILLUSTRATORS

|7 ENGI^VEI^S

f RfALL PROCESSES

T42 S. DEARBORN ST.

NTIAC ({ BLDG.

• fJ ,

f \
 

THE

 

A CARBURETOR

Absolutely Fool -Proof

'J/HE Zenith Car

buretor Company

offers truck manu

facturers and owners

a carburetor proved

by five years experi

ence in Europe —

absolutely fool-proof

and without a single

adjustment.

A trial will con

vince you of its power, its economy and its

remarkable efficiency.

Zenith Carburetor Co.

270 Jefferson Avenue DETROIT, MICH.

 

p- POSITIVE - \

Lock Washer

Made in all sizes and weights for Automobile pur

poses and Trucks or Power Wagons. Can be used

thinner than any other lock washer—effective, no

matter how thin. One lock under the nut and head

can be used if so desired. Exhaustive tests, cover

ing a period of nearly 20 years on railroad track,

drop presses, Automobiles and machinery subject

to vibration, have proven its superiority over every

nut lock manufactured. Writejor samples and prices.

The original and genuine Positive Lock Washers

are made only by the

POSITIVE LOCK WASHER CO.

NEWARK, N. J.

>

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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COMMERCIAL

VEHICLES

 

SPRINGniELD, MASS.

3RANC AGO

erbocker

Trucks
 

Any mechanical part may be removed on

the road in a half hour or less without

unloading or dismantling the truck.

Write for Catalogue.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co.

151st Street and River Avenue

NEW YORK

Twelve Years of Pioneering

Have Been Built Into

The Gramm

The Gramm represents more years of success

than any other commercial car here or abroad

can show. The product of the largest motor

truck factory in the world, it is the safest truck

to buy because of the stability of the organiza

tion behind it. It now serves more than two

hundred different kinds of business enterprises

better and more economically than is possible

by horse drawn vehicles.

Built in 1, 2, 3 and 5-ton Models

With Any Style of Body Desired

The Gramm Motor Truck Co.

1 1 1 So. Lima Street LIMA, OHIO

POWER DEPENDABILITY

 

STORAGE BATTERY
The U-S-L is powerful when power is

needed most. When the hill is steep—when

the road is muddy, sandy or covered with

snow—when the load is heavy—when the run

is long—then is when the U-S-L asserts its

power dependability. Power aplenty regard

less of how heavy the going. Power aplenty

to bring your electric spinning in at the end

of a hard day's work still strong at the finish.

When you specify U-S-L you specify power

dependability.

The U.S. Light & Heating Co.

General Offices: 30 Church St., New York

Factory: Niagara Falls, N. Y.

BRANCH OFFICES AND SERVICE STATIONS:

New York Boston Buffalo Cleveland Detroit

Chicago St. Louis San Francisco

J

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TRANSMISSION JACK SHAFTS

WHEEL BRAKES

BRAKE DRUMS

AND

SPROCKETS, f

«i

DIFFERENTIALS

AND

PLANETARY

TRANSMISSION

GEARS

&&

 

 

ToCS6

HEAVY BUILT

SUDING GEAR

TRANSMISSIONS

3 SPEEDS FORWARD.

ONE REVERSE

FOR 20 TO 60

HORSE POWER. FOR

TRUCKS CARRYING

1 TO 4 TONS

THIS IS OUTFIT NO. 358

Suitable for 1 To 2 Ton Trucks d.

20 TO 40 HORSE POWER

sample outfit for $140.00

With Sliding Gear Transmission

threespeed foward onereverse

40 OT 60 HORSE POWER

SAMPLE OUTFIT FOR StSS.OO

A WHfXL MAKE Ik* rata. iK. »Um *i

1* A R.i.- Had. ^^

tad A Tsnaw IU-
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SEND 10 CTl. |N STAMPS FOR LARM CATALOGUE

MUNCIE GEAR WORKS. MUNCIE. IND.

"Alway* Therm" ^S

Louis Disbrow of motor racing renown . and an ardent SPLIT- *«2^

DORF IGNITION enthusiast, wired the following significant V >

message from Kansas City, Mo., on June 15th.— J^>

"SPLITDORPfqulpnieiit on Simplex Cyclone VV'

enabled me to break all local records, track race

meet here, today. Tour equipment has made

the Simplex seven miles an hour faster. My

congratulations . ' '

Just as surely as SPLITDORP IGNITION demonstrated its reli

ability for Disbrow so surely is SPLITDORF SERVICE to be

counted upon for SUPERIOR RESULTS.

If YOU DO NOT BENEFIT from this SBRVICB the fault is your

own. Our experts are at your call —our tranches, which are

miniature factories in equipment, are scattered throughout the

country and our inflexible rule is—"SATISFY the CUSTOM E R . ' '

Come to us with your ignition troubles—we will gladly shoulder

your responsibilities for changes and adjustments and guarantee

the greatest satisfaction .

Write for our "Racing Record"

Splitdorf Electrical Co.

Walton Ave. aud 138th St.

Branch, 1679 Broadway

CHICAGO

DETROIT

BOSTON

KANSAS CITY

NEW YORK

LOS ANGELES

SAN FRANCISCO

ififfliniasi

Culver-Taylor Detachable Chain
 

PATENTED

Designed Especially

for

MOTOR TRUCKS
The Notch Does It

A Detachable Chain with links that will not

work loose. TRY THEM. The result

will surprise you.

Culver-Taylor Chain Works

142 Madison Avenue. DETROIT MICH.

^NEWTONE.

I The Mile Away Electric \

MOTOR HORN

Torpedo

Type

Pat. Sept. 5, 1911

PRICE

$20.«2

Including

Button and

Cable

The Most "Perfect Warning "De-vice on the Market

The increased demand for the Newtone Motor Horn is due to

its absolute efficiency in warning, and economy in operation.

The motor with Hess-Bright Ball Bearings and imported self-

lubricating brushes, eliminate all oiling and cleaning.

The chief engineers of three leading American

automobile manufacturers after a "Ureafi-dotvn"

test, state that, in their opinion, the JVehotone

Horn is the best teaming signal made.

Let Us Send One On A.pproOal

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.

220 Taaffe Place. Near Dekalb Avenue, Brooklyn

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Steering Gears
for

Trucks—Delivery Wagons

T * /^aVfce Made in 4 size*— % to 1 Ton. 1% to 2 Tons.

I aXl VdDS 2% to 3 Tons. 4 to 5 Tons.

The Reliable Gear for Hard Service

Write for Blue Prints

No ball bearings or thrust collars

Self adjusting for wear, and

Post tive lylrreversibie

Lavigne Gear Co.

Corliss, Wis.

 

kai is YOUR^

Delivery Problem /^pd

Consult Our Service Bureau.

Motor Service Bureau,

Review of Reviews Co.

New York City.

Pennsylvania

MORE

i NECESSARY

j THAN EVER

Gentlemen:

In making deliveries during the summer months, we

use two one horse wagons, hauling as high as two and two and a half tons of sand or cement at

times. We would like your opinion as to whether one motor truck would do as much as the

two horses at a less expense. Also, where could we get the right kind of a truck to do our work

at the lowest price, and what would or should be the requirements? We use a wagon very hard

and the sand and grit soon cuts them out, the best we can do. We have a great many small de

liveries to make but would want to haul two and a half, or perhaps three ton if necessary, or

would it pay better to have a lighter truck and make two trips.

Thanking you for any information you can give us in regard to this matter, we are

Yours truly.

We gladly give information free of charge.

The Review of Reviews Magazine

30 Irving Place, New York City

 

THE AMERICAN

*REVIEWS

MORE

I NECESSARY

j THAN EVER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The addition of this truck to the

Packard line gives the purchaser his

choice of 2, 3 or 5-ton vehicles* ac

cording to hauling requirements, or

allows a complete traffic equipment

with Packards of different capacity

When you standardize your garage with

Packard trucks you know that a perma

nent institution is back of the vehicles.

The Packard 5-ton truck is a massive carrier

with a 40-horsepower motor and an auto

matic governor which limits the speed to

8 1-2 miles per hour.

Bodies of any type

Optional lengths of frame to

meet your requirements

Packard trucks are used in 162 lines of trade and in

235 different cities. Prompt technical and shop ser

vice by Packard dealers throughout the country.

Packard Motor Car Co.* Detroit Mich.
 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.



 

"Whitney" Chains

The Most Practical for Motor Trucks

Because the "Whitney" Cotter Detachable Chain can

l)e easily separated at any link and lengthened, short

ened, or repaired without the use of any special tool.

This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

and drivers.

"Whitney" Chains are used by the leader? because

they are strong, accurate, dependable, and, above all, long

lived. They are made right anil they're made from the

right kind of material, thus giving highest efficiency.

When making replacements insist on a "Whitney" De

tachable.

"Whitney" Chains

Are Built for Strains

The Whitney Mfg. Co.

Hartford, Conn.

 

BILLINGS <& SPENCER
Improved Model C

DROP HAMMER

 

jved board clamp makes unnecessary

connection at the side for holding ram sus-

Located at extreme top of machine—above

oils of lifting device, it is impossible for

i get between clamps and board.

These uprights arc of special design and

greatly reduce the possibility of breakage. They ie-

main solid throughout their lengths—no weakening

jerforations being necessary in the placing of attach

ments. Full particulars sent on request.

Send today for catalogue

The Billings Zj* Spencer Co.

Hartford, Conn.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.



 

Packing House Delivery Service

With Baker Electric Trucks

Other Records of Economy and Service

Packers, Meat and Fish Dealers, of Chicago, recognize in the Baker Electric-

Truck practical solution for the rapid, economical handling of city delivery work

with frequent stops. The Truck of the Sulzberger 6\: Sons Company shown in

the above illustration is in service on Chicago streets, making an average of 50

miles daily, and never in the shop.

Baker Trucks Prevail Where

Efficiency Counts

It is significant of the superior efficiency

of Baker Electric Trucks that so many of

them are purchased in fleets by Express

and Public Service Companies, whose transpor

tation experience has taught them the economy

of paying a little more for unusual construc

tion and of saving a good deal more in cost of

upkeep. The Express Companies have to

date installed fleets of Baker Trucks in 20

leading cities of the United States.

Cost of Parcel DeliveryReduced

Over 50% by Baker Cars.

Baker Trucks have reduced the cost of

parcel delivery for several department

and dry goods stores more than 50%.

During December, 191 1 , eight Baker Electric

delivery wagons each made an average daily

mileage of 35 miles, an average daily delivery

of 247 packages at a total cost of 2.7 cents per

package. They are equally effective during

a slack season, since a portion of the fleet

may be temporarily idle at no expense.

Baker installations succeed; the chassis is right; the service is backed up by an

efficient, resourceful factory organization. The Baker Bureau will furnish you

reliable cost figures covering electric truck equipment suitable for your business.

THE BAKER MOTOR-VEHICLE CO. Truck Department

69 West 80th Street, Cleveland, Ohio Dealers in Leading Cities

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electric Vehicles in the World

Also manufacturers of Baker Electric Broughams, Coupes, Victorias, Etc.
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The Service That Alco

Owners Get

Within twenty-four hours reach

of. any point in America Alco

service, mechanical and personal,

is of the brand that relieves Alco

owners of worry, of petty details.

The service fa

cilities at the

command of Alco

owners are such as

may be expected

from a. responsible

company like the

American Loco

motive Company ;

formulated from long experi

ence in the problems of trans

portation, from 77 years of

locomotive building, from taking

care of these locomotives.

Alco service is administered

by a force of expert inspectors

who make scheduled inspections,

keep a watchful eye on all Alco

ALCO
Motor Trucks

6l2 ton 5 ton 3' •> ton 2 ton

 

trucks in service, instruct Alco

drivers in the proper care of their

trucks,—how to secure the

greatest mileage out of a gallon

of gasolene—who, in short, make

the drivers not

only Alco enthu

siasts but motor

truck experts.

To a consider

able extent Alco

service accounts

for a repeat order

record uncommon

among motor trucks, and

for the record of Alco trucks

in the service of companies

rated in Bradstreets at $1,000-

000 or over.

It is the proot of satisfied

ownership.

Write for the new (54 page

book about the Alco.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY, 1894 Broadway, NEW YORK

Builders of Alco Motor Cars and Alco Taxicabs

Chicago Branch: 2501 Michigan Avent

Boston Branch: 567 Boylston Street

Movers of the World's Goods since 1835.

wm

Canadian Headquarters:

4180 St. Catherine Street, West, Montreal

Capital, $50,000,000
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Don't Go

 

Mad!

If Mileage Were the Only

Thing — All Truck Tires

Should Be Made of Steel

DON'T buy Firestone Truck Tires just because they

offer you "Most Miles per Dollar of Cost." It is

true they do this—true that in test after test—in

the actual experience of truck owners everywhere—

Firestone Tires have demonstrated their extra mileage.

But that is only one feature. It should not be

your only consideration.

Buy Firestone Truck Tires because their durability is not at the cost of truck.

Buy them because of their wonderful resiliency—because of their absorption of all

vibration, whether it be lateral, vertical or forward and backward vibration. Buy

them because they protect the costly mechanism of your truck, minimize adjustments

and repairs. Buy them because this resiliency lasts till the tire wears down practically to

the rim.

Firestone
Truck Tires

A Type for Every Car, Load and Condition of Service

Resilience—this yield and spring— give and take—which protects the truck means quality of rubber—

quality of compound—quality of design—quality of workmanship—all ill unstinted measure. Since the Fire

stone Famous Side-Wire Tires were first put out, years ago, Firestone Tires have held an unchallenged leader

ship for all kinds of service on every kind of road, under all weather conditions.

 

This leadership has been now added to by the Firestone Notched Tread Tire, preventing creeping at the

base—giving greater resiliency—radiating the heat—increasing traction—giving most miles per galli

gasoline.

Whatever your load, whatever your service requirements, there's

tire and car economy in Firestone Tires for you. Get the book.

Regarding

Removable Rims

Firestone Rims have passed

the experimental stage.

Their quick removable fea

ture enables sure, quick tire changes. When tire

trouble does occur, the tire alone is laid up for repairs

—the truck goes ahead with its profit-making work.

Don't experiment—demand these rims which alone

are acknowledged correct in principle, dependable in

service.

The Firestone Tire

& Rubber Company

'America's Largest Exclusive

Tire and Rim Makers"

Service .Stations

Everywhere Akron. Ohio

One of the Firestone Line

 

The Roll-Preventing Notched Tread

For Mileage and Economy

/

ng at the jA

lion of Ar
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PEERLESS Power Dumping Truck

for Contractors and Coal Dealers

FIVE tons of loose material can

be unloaded by the driver alone

in thirty seconds. One lever

trips the tail gate, another turns the

power of the truck motor into the

hoisting screw. The shut-off is auto

matic. The truck can proceed as soon

as the load is dumped, as a touch on

the control-lever will lower the body

while the truck is in motion. Again

the shut-off is automatic.

 
 

T
THE hoisting screw docs not extend above the

body top—it telescopes, saving space, and

protecting the screw threads when the body is

down. Operation is by bevel gears driven by

chain and sprocket. Full control of tail gate and

np-an-down motions from driver's seat. An

automatic trip stops the movement at the right

point.

We will submit blue prints and determine exact specifications according to the requirements of the service.

HE Peerless Power Dumping Body with

screw hoist has been especially designed and

constructed by Peerless engineers. Width 4-feet;

length approximately 12 feet; height depends on

material carried. Suitable for ashes, cement,

earth, gravel, sand, crushed stone, mortar, asphalt,

common bricks, and other similar building ma

terials, and for coke and coal.

Truck Department

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland

Builders also oj Peerless Passenger Cars
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Three Things Make
 

Cellular Truck Tires

Demountable, Quick Attachable

Preferable for Truck Equipment

Non-Skid

The non-skid cellular tread increases the traction and eliminates

undesirable slipping and friction, which always causes excessive

wearing of the tire's surface. ^ It eliminates the necessity for chains.

Non-Heating

 

The holes in the tire act as a radiator, preventing ex

cessive heating and internal friction. *J The extra

large surface of the Swinehart tread reduces the press

ure per square inch to a point well within the safe

and economical limit.

Resiliency

The wonderful elasticity, due to the combined use of

our cellular design and the highest grade of rubber,

allowing the tire to "give and take", to stand the

road shocks without damage, is the true secret of

Swinehart tire longevity.

In the hands of hundreds of owners Swinehart Cellular Truck Tires,

due to their non-skid, non-heating, resilient features, show phe

nomenal results in mileage.

Let us show you actual records and explain in detail the construc

tion of this cellular type.

We also make a full line of smooth tread single and dual solids—

Demountable Quick Attachable Tires.

Branches and dealers in all principal cities.

The Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co.

1200 North Street AKRON, OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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This is one of the eight Federal Trucks (stand ird one-ton) kept in continuous service by the Portland

Railway, Light and Power Company of Portland, Oregon.

Federal one-ton chassis, including scat. $1800. Body type at purchaser's option. Wheelbase optional. 1 10-inch or 144-inch. Motor 4

Cylinders. 30 horse power. Magneto, high tension. Clutch. 16 inch cone. Transmission, three speeds forward and reverse. Tires solid,

36x3M inch front and 36x4 inch rear. Timken bearings.

The Federal Family is large and loyal which merely means

that The FEDERAL once established means many FEDERALS.

When a great manufacturer or merchant or

corporation follows the purchase of one Fed

eral Truck~with repeat orders, for two and

five and ten Federal Trucks, that means that

not only has the Federal been tested and found

good, but tested and found to be the best

standard one-ton truck on the market.

Corporations who have bought one Federal are

now buying fleets of Federals. They have re

organized and reconstructed their delivery de

partments with the' Federal as the prime factor

of economy, reliability and efficiency.

Just for example :

The Motor Bus Transit Company of Garv,

Ind., has Five FEDERALS.

The City of Portland, Ore., has One FED

ERAL in service in its Fire Department and

Four FEDERALS in its Water Department.

Since last January Marshall Field & Co. of

Chicago, have purchased Eight FEDERALS.

Meier & Frank, the largest department store

in Oregon, are operating Four FEDERALS

in their deliveries.

The Emmons Draying Company of San Fran

cisco, have bought Four FEDERAL Trucks

since January, and are using them for inter-

urban delivery.

Brcuner's (the huge furniture house of San

Francisco) are operating a fleet of FED

ERALS, not only in 'Frisco but in their

branches in Oakland and Sacramento.

The Ward Bread Company of New York in

1911 and 1912 bought Ten FEDERAL Trucks

and are now operating all of them in their

huge deliveries.

The man who investigates an investment and then comes back to multiply his first

investment ten times must be pretty well satisfied with the investment—mustn't he ?

That is where the FEDERAL TRUCK is strongest today—with FEDERAL owners.

FEDERAL MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

New Factory Dept. C, Leavitt and Campbell Avenues

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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COMMER

 

MACK

 

GARFORD

 

KNOX

 

10,000 MILES

CONTINUOUS SERVICE

POLACK TYRES give a

greater continuous mileage

than any other truck tyre

manufactured.

POLACK TYRES have the

maximum resiliency and will

reduce your expense for me

chanical repairs.

Send for booklet and latest

price lists.

POLACK TYRE &

RUBBER COMPANY

Main Offices:

Ehret Bldg., Broadway and 59th St.,

New York City

GENERAL VEHICLE

Use them on your Elec

tric Truck and increase

its battery efficiency and

thereby the radius of

operation.

BRANXHES:

146 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

1114 Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

247 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

915 E. 15th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Petty Tire & Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.

512 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

516 Parkway Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

505 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

917 First Ave , South Minneapolis, Minn.

930 South Main St., Los Angeles. Cal.

 

 

GRAMM

Use them on your Gaso

line Truck and keep it on

the road earning money

instead of in the repair

shop losing money.

 

PIERCE-ARROW COMMER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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ELECTRIC

Commercial

Vehicles

Make Money—Save Money

With a Detroit Electric Commercial Vehicle you make

money and save money. You make money by increasing your de

livery radius and the number of deliveries.

You save money because electricity is not only the cheapest

form of power, but the simplest to keep in operation.

There is no complex mechanism

about a Detroit Electric Commer

cial Vehicle. Frequent stops can be

made quickly and noiselessly. When

the car stops the power stops—and

the cost.

The average mileage is high be

cause of the quick "get-away" in

congested traffic and stops.

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles are now used in fifty-four

(54) lines of business in fifty-six (56)

of the largest foreign and American

cities. In nearly every instance

where Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles have been in use for any

length of time, we receive re=

orders.

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles reduce fire hazard. They are

admitted at all wharves and freight

terminals. We have a 48-page cata

log which will be sent upon request.

We are always glad to give specific

information regarding individual re

quirements.

We believe an investigation will

be the means of saving you money

and thereby making money for you.

Commercial Vehicles of the

character illustrated herein will be

exhibited at the Boston Electiical

Show, September 28th to October

26th, and also at the New York

Electrical Show, October 9th to 19th

inclusive.

Anderson Electric Car Company

455 Clay Ave., Detroit, Mich.

BOSTON NEW YORK: Broadway at 80th St. CLEVELAND

BROOKLYN CHICAGO: 2416 Michigan Avenue KANSAS CITY

BUFFALO (Also Branch at Evanston) MINNEAPOLIS

Selling representatives in most leading cities.
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A MILL A MINUTE IS WHAT IT COSTS

TO OPERATE THE "CLEVELAND"

And there is satisfaction in knowing what the cost is as well as

how fast a machine can produce. The "Cleveland" is preemi

nent in both respects. It has a wider range than other auto

matics, tools are changed easily, feeds are independent for each

tool, and adjustments are made while the machine is running;

work is accurate and is turned out at an extremely low labor cost.

The piece shown here is an 18-minute job on the "Cleveland"

---will your present equipment equal this?

 

Piece No. 552. Materia), machine steel; made on a 3V Cleveland Automatic Turret

Machine. 18 minutes for all operations. Send in samples or drawings and we will

send you complete specifications, explaining outputs, cost of machines, tools, etc.

Capacities of "Cleveland" machines 1-4" to 7 1-4".

Cleveland Automatic Machine Company
Eastern Representative

J. B. Anderson, 2450 North 30th

Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

Western Representative

Herbert E. Nunn, 562 Washington

Boulevard. Chicago, III.

Foreign Representatives—Chas. Churchill & Co., London. Manchester. N*ewcast1e-on-Tvne and Glasgow. Messrs. Schuchardt & Scbutte, Berlin. St. Petersburg, Stock

holm and Copenhagen. Alfred JI. Schutte, Cologne, Brussels, Liege, Paris, Milan and Bilbao. Donauwerk Ernst Krause & Co., Austria, Hungary and the Balkan State.*.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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One of the Squadron oj Twenty-Foul White Moto/ Truiii Owned by Armwt and Company,

Chicago, and Operated hy them in the Pnmtfxti Citiei of the United Stare*
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WHITE MOTOR TRUCKS

The predominant use of White Motor Trucks by the foremost

mercantile and manufacturing firms, not only in the United States, but

throughout the world, is the most convincing proof of their superior

merit in practically every line of service.

A Few Well-Known Owners of White Squadrons

American Can Company

American Chicle Company

American Steel and Wire Company

Armour and Company

Berghoff Brewing Association

Booth Fisheries Company

Brazilian Government

Coca-Cola Company

Cudahy Packing Company

Diamond Rubber Company

T. Eaton and Company, Ltd.

Marshall Field and Company

Gimbel Brothers

R F. Goodrich Company

Gulf Refining Company

Joseph Home Company

Hudson's Bay Company

Illinois Steel Company

McCreery and Company

National Cash Register Company

Pabst Brewing Company

Philippine Islands Government

Postum Cereal Company, Ltd.

Remington Typewriter Company

Russian Government

W. and J. Sloane

Standard Oil Company

United Cigar Stores Company

United States Government

Winchester Repeating Arms Company

White Motor Trucks are built in capacities of 3-4, 1 1-2, 3 and 5 tons,

and all models are uniform throughout in parts and design, thus making

them the most practical for the standardization of delivery or transpor

tation service. Literature and detailed information furnished on request.

Gasoline Motor Cars, Trucks and Taxicabs
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GOODRICH

Wireless Motor Truck Tires

[Pressed-on — Demountable — Block — Electric]

t«TAeu5"(0 f ■■: I
■-rr-t-t^-'! c iBM

©wars T&t^xit <&»wty (Bwrnnert)

73-73-77 BAGUV AVE.

DETROIT

fJ TOWAB *M «c UN EDGA* T TOWU Wr P»l» ;

W-J ««I*10Y ItPuiUtM

AugUBt 9th, 1912.

The B. T. Goodrich Co.,

Detroit Mich.

o-entlemen:-

In reply to your letter of thai 7th lnet.,

we are pleased to advise you that the set of tires

you have Just replaced on our Pieroe Truok iave run

12660 miles. Ire are very muoh pleased with* the service

they have gives. In faot your Goodrich wireless Tires

have given us such excellent service that we are going

to replace all tires of other makes with Ooodrioh wireless

Tires as soon as the other tires wear out.

Yours truly,

 

TOWARS TfAYKE COUNTY CREAMERY

Vice Pres.

12,660 Miles O/gL

)

A

Tire

for

Every

Day

A

Type

for

Every

Service

 

TRADE MARK

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY

AKRON. OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Test of Service

is the test that tells
 

 

 

The new KisselKar Truck portfolio—just off the press—illustrates a wide range of Kissel-

Kar Trucks in actual use.

Back of the "tried-in-service" trucks illustrated in this portfolio is the testimony of busi

ness concerns in nearly every commercial and industrial line.

Write for this portfolio. Find out why the KisselKar Truck would be a wise choice for

your delivery needs.

Find out why KisselKar Trucks stand up under the most severe tests—why weather or

road conditions will not affect them—how they reduce the cost of haulage and wherein they

are superior to other trucks in economy and endurance.

1500 Lb., 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 Tons

The extraordinary serviceability of KisselKar Trucks is emphasized by the following points of superiority—

simple engine—easy to operate—reserve power—excess capacity—differential lock preventing one drive wheel

absorbing all the power on slippery places, and stalling the truck—four speed transmission-geared up fourth

speed permitting speed when desired without racing engine; 15 to 20% lower fuel consumption than average

trucks—light spring suspension for power plant, heavy spring suspension for load—gauge that weighs load—

greatest accessibility—easy control—larger brake drums, and extra powerful brakes—special bodies designed to

meet every need.

What KisselKar Service Means

Back of KisselKar Trucks is the reliable KisselKar Service. KisselKar Service is a broad and com

prehensive arrangement between manufacturer and owners that cares for the car, maintains efficiency, retards

depreciation and minimizes upkeep.

This new KisselKar Truck portfolio is sent free upon request.

KiSSel Motor Car Co., 158 Kissel Avenue, Hartford, Wis.

Boston New York Chicago Milwaukee Kansas City Los AngelesNew York

Minneapolis

Chicago Milwaukee Kansas City

St. Paul St. Louis Da'llas

Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, El Paso, San Antonio, New Orleans, Baltimore, Omaha, Butte, Denver,

San Francisco, S?altle, Portland, Duhith, Buffalo, Pittsburg, Hartford, Conn., New Haven, Albany,

Troy, Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Winnspeg, and 200 other principal points throughout America.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TIRE Tl

Summer is here and in purchasing tire equipment HEAT is a factor to be

consideied.

The heat generated by a tire is the greatest Factor in its destruction. Con

tinued Heat is Death to rubber.

Get rid of the heat by using a sectional tire.

Kelly ■ Springfield Sectionals

are " Air-Cooled " between sections.

They are ideal on hot asphalt roads ; each section works for an instant—rests

until its turn comes again.

They have plenty of room to expand lengthwise as well as laterally, thus giving

double the resiliency.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD Sectionals mean Economy in Tire Costs.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE CO.

BRANCHES— Boston, Mass.

Atlanta, Ga.

NEW YORK, N. Y., and AKRON, O

 

Chicago, III. Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. Detroit, Mich.

Cincinnati, O. San Francisco, Cal, Los Angeles, Cal. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cleveland, O. Baltimore, Md. Seattle, Wash.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to tdrertieers.
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"NATCO" ONE TON DELIVERY TRUCK

Wheel Base—KM in. Motor—4 cylinder. 31 2 in. bore. 5 in. stroke. Change Gear—Selec

tive Type, three forward speeds. Pow^r Transmission—Side chain drive, chains encased.

Left side drive. Central control. Tires—Quick detachable. 36 in. by 3' ,2 in., front and

rear. Weight of chassis—2600 pounds. Length over all—14 ft., with 8 ft. pay load body.

Transmission and Counter Shaft mounted on F. & S. heavy duty type annulare. Axle

Bearings—Timken.

Chassis Price: S 1925.00, seat, tank and equipment included.

To the Buyer:

Features of design are usually a ma ze of technicalities which you have not the

time ?ior inclination to analyze. In motor trucks, you are interested only in pro

curing the machine which will produce the greatest number of ton miles per

dollar, and, at the same time, combined symmetry and pleasing appearance.

However, there are some things which so materially influence service, economy

and efficiency, and are so obvious even to the uninitiated that they should be

kept in mind continuously when considering power wagon installation. Write

us for detailed description aud further information.

To the Dealer:

Tour success as a local distributor depends largely upon the stability and reputation

of the manufacturer. Few dealers realize the importance of careful discrimina

tion in a matter which so vitally affects their future. You cannot afford to

become a party to a selling agreement which may be terminated at the expiration of one, two or

three years on account of dissatisfaction with the producer. Loss of time, money, reputation and

prestige is inevitable. If you do not receive on or before the 10th of October our dealer s monthly series,

Seven Reasons Why the National Agency is a Desirable One" , do not fail to write for it.

National Motor Truck Co.
UnJer same Management as National Cycle & Mfg. Co.

BAY CITY, MICHIGAN

Please mention the "Pcwer Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Here are four reasons why

UNITED STATES TIRES

should be used as exclusive

equipment on your trucks

 

FIRST REASON": United States Tires bear a guarantee for 10,000 miles

of service conditional upon its being used within one year—a guarantee unheard

of before the advent of this remarkable tire.

SECOND REASON: 15 minutes' time is all that is required to replace a

United States Demountable Tire—even a dual tire. A hammer, a wrench and

your two hands arc all the tools necessary. The change can be made in the

garage after working hours or even at the roadside.

THIRD REASON: United States Tires have forever done away with de-

live' y tie-ups and actual loss occasioned by sending wheels fitted with the old

style tires to some distant repair shop for tire renewals. The driver is now the

tire repair man.

FOURTH REASON: United States Tires have given to the motor truck

practically an unlimited radius of action. Instead of being tied down to a' tire

repair shop, a truck carrying a spare United States Tire may now go anywhere

that gasoline can be bought.

Possessing these distinct points of superiority makes the selection of United

States Tires absolutely imperative to every truck owner who is bent on getting

operating costs down to rock bottom.

AMERICA'S PREDOMINANT TIRES

UNITED STATES TIRE COMPANY

NEW YORK

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Lauth-Juergens Trucks

1-2-3 and 5 Ton

 

Lauth-Juergens One Ton Truck.

Lauth-Juergens' trucks have proven they are in a class by themselves. They have shown their

efficiency in almost every line of trade. They are not only made of the best materials and

workmanship, but they are backed by a corporation who will not put their name to a guarantee

they cannot or will not fulfill. The purchaser of a Lauth-Juergens truck is insured prompt and

efficient service, cither direct from the factory, or through our agents. Responsible agents who

desire to handle a first class truck should communicate w'th us at once regarding territory for

1913. Send for a large complete catalogue. Address,

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.

Fremont, Ohio

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES:

Boston, Mass., Meyer Abrams & Co,

Chicago. 111.. Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.

Newark , N. J., Merchants Motor Car Co.

Bridgeport, Conn., Jennings Sherwood Carriage Co.

Barre, Vt., Perry Auto Co.

Washington. D. C, Bowies Motor Sales Co.

Danville, Va. West End Motor Car Co.

South Boston. Va., Franklin & Fowlkes.

Dvluth, Minn., Mutual Auto Co.

Memphis, Term., W. R- McDonald & Co.

Detroit, Mich.. Bleil Motor Truck Sales Agency

Toledo, Ohio, Crasser Motor Car Co.

Charleston, W. Va., Hugh Nicholson

Los Angeles, Cal., P. A. Brink.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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SHADBOLT
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Flushing Avenue and Cumberland Street, Brooklyn, New York

DUMPING BODIES

Trailers, Semi-Trailers and Bodies

FOR ALL SPECIAL PURPOSES

The sale of a commercial truck very often depends

on the prospective customer being convinced that a body

can and will be furnished that will suit all of his require

ments, and in many cases these are of a varied nature

on the one vehicle.

It is our business to meet just such conditions and

we are doing it very successfully with practically all of

the larger Automobile Makers, and can say without

boasting that we have helped make many sales that

otherwise might have dragged along indefinitely.

For over forty years we have been making bodies

for special purposes for horse-drawn vehicles, and the

experience so gained is of great value to us and our

patrons in meeting the conditions that are constantly

coming up in the Automobile Truck industry.

We are willing to send a representative anywhere

to show a prospective buyer what can be furnished in

the body line, taking all the risk of its successful opera

tion.

Of course, we hold in Strictest Confidence any in

formation we may receive, and make it a rule never to

recommend any particular make of car, and will be

pleased to send photos of what we have done, or sketches

of what we think will meet any special need on appli

cation.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Does Your Haulage Equipment Show Like Efficiency?

If you are still using horse haulage equipment the following facts of Speedwell Truck performance in Chicago

cannot fail to impress you with the loss of your present system in contrast to what you co iH accomplish with

Speedwell Truck? bu:lt in 2 ton, 4 ton and 6 ton capacities.

If you are at present a user of trucks we believe yot will sse in th3s^ figures a record of truck efficiency that will

enforce an investigation of the Speedwell in the event of your adding to your present equipment

loads of 1 i miles round trip which would have consumed 3 days

by teams.

MONTGOMERY WARD 5c CO., who operate two Speedwell 2-

ton trucks, displaced two single wagons and one two-horse truck

with each Speedwell Truck.

THE PREBLE MACHINE WORKS, who operate a 4-ton Speed

well Truck, during a three month period hauled an average of 101

tons per day, made 25 stops per day, travelled an average of 41

miles a day on an average daily consumption of 3} gallons of

gasoline and one pint of oil.

If space permitted we could cite instance after instance similar to

these.

ADLER and OBERDORF operating a 4-ton Speedwell truck arc

replacing three teams with this truck.

One route— overed in one day is to East Chicago, Indiana Harbor.

Hammond. Gary. Aetna, and return.—84 miles with 24 siops in 12J

hours Fuel consumption, gasoline 14 gals., oil 1 quart.

Another route—covered in one day is Fullersburg, Elmhurst. Lom

bard. Glen Ellyn. Lyle, Downers Grove. Western Springs. Hins

dale, Brookfield. La Grange. Lyons, Berwyn, Riverside, La Verne,

Clyde, Hawthorn and return—86 miles with 54 stops in 141 hours.

Fuel consumption, gasoline 16 gallons, oil 1 quart.

On short hauls this tru:k has delivered 52 tons of lard in ticr:es a

distance of three-quarters of a mile in 8J hours. This requires 1 1

Write for Literature

The Speedwell Motor Car Co., 655 Essex Street, Dayton, Ohio

m
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Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Electric Truck

Stability

An oak tree will apparently cease to grow for

years, but this is because so much sap is going

into the roots.

The General Vehicle Company didn't set the

world afire in the early years of its existence, but

it was building a foundation based on more than

money alone.

Today the motor truck industry is expanding

rapidly, but it is in its infancy for all that. It

will "shake down" some yet too. The more sap

that goes into the roots now the more rapid and

sure the growth later.

Incidentally if less "automobile" and more

"transportation" were injected into truck manu

facture and distribution, the buying public would

gne us its ear more readily.

General Vehicle Company

Principal Office and Factory:

LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

New York Chicago Boston Philadelphia St. Louis

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Falling Into Line.

Wells Fargo & Company Order 100 Gasoline Motor Wagons at a Cost of $286,750.

THE best piece of news that has been given to the

power wagon industry for some time is the an

nouncement that Wells Fargo & Company have

bought 100 gasoline trucks and are considering the imme

diate purchase of as many electric wagons. The cost of

these too gasoline machines is $286,750.

Big Moral Effect on Others.

More important than the amount of money involved is

the fact that a company which makes its living solely out

of transportation, rail and road, has decided to adopt road

motors on such a mammoth scale. The moral effect on

other large horse wagon operators will be tremendous.

* # *

Four Big Express Companies Use Motors.

This makes the fourth of the really big express com

panies to adopt the machine on a scale involving hundreds

of thousands of dollars in expenditure. The Adams Ex

press Company, the American Express Company, the

United States Express Company, and Wells Fargo & Com

pany, the biggest of the express companies and among the

largest of the horse wagon operators, are now well to the

fore in the list of owners of large fleets of motor wagons.

* * *

Proves the Worth of the Power Wagon.

When such firms, experts in transportation and making

their living out of it, discard their horses by the thousand

in favor of power wagons, it is foolish for anyone to deny

the economic and utilitarian supremacy of the machine. It

is a sure sign, too. that other large operators of horse

wagons must also fall in line and adopt motors, if they do

not want to be literally extinguished in the merciless com

petition of the business world.

* * *

Others Will Fall in Line.

And. like in every revolutionary movement, the masses

follow the big leaders. The example set by these four big

express companies will force the others in the same or

similar business to buy motors, and the effect in other non

competitive lines will be almost as great.

* * *

Packard Lands the Big Order.

To the Packard Motor Car Company, of Detroit, fell

the big Wells Fargo order, for which all the leading man

ufacturers in the country were competing. And to the

credit of the Packard company it must be recorded that

this was a straight business deal. There was no price-

cutting or profit-sharing other than the limited discount

which the Packard concern allows on big orders according

to its well known sliding scale of prices.

* * *

Fifty 2-ton and Fifty 3-ton Machines.

The order calls for 50 machines of 2 tons load rating

at $2,800 each, and 50 of 3 tons rating at $3,400 each, less

the Packard discount on quantity orders, which brings

the total bill down to $286,750.

* * *

Installed Motors to Cut Costs.

The sale is the outcome of the express company's decis

ion to 'motorize a large part of its delivery service all over

the country. Bids were called for over four months ago.

and July 12 was set as the date for awarding the contract.

The decision was deferred, however, pending discussion

on a recent Interstate Commerce Commission ruling that

would cause a material reduction in the company's reve

nue. Evidently it was decided that this made it all the

more imperative to cut delivery costs by installing power

wagons in place of horse drawn trucks, in spite of the

tremendous investment necessary. Further details will be

announced later.

TRAMWAY BUYS 300 MOTOR BUSES.

The Daimler Company, Ltd., of Coventry, England, has

just received one of the largest individual orders ever re

corded in the power wagon industry. The Metropolitan

Electric Tramways Company, of London. Eng.. has pur
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chased 300 motor buses to be used in connection with the

existing tram lines in South London.

The buses are double-deckers, seating- 34 passengers,

and embody the most advanced ideas in motor bus prac

tice. The power is supplied by a 4-cylinder, 40-horsepower

motor of the Knight sleeve-valve type. A silent chain,

individual-clutch transmission, giving speeds of 5.6, 10.5

and 18 miles per hour, is used. Final drive is by Lan-

chester worm. The wheels are of cast steel and carry solid

tires. Other unusual features are the three-quarter elliptic

front springs, the armored wood frame, and the drip pans

under motor and transmission. The machines cost about

$4,000 each, without body.

Apart from the financial importance of the sale—more

than $1,200,000 was involved—the transaction has a pe

culiar significance as indicating the possible future trend

of motor bus ownership. The healthy and rapid expan

sion of London's motor bus service during the last four

years has been the cause of considerable anxiety among

tramway officials, who have been obliged to sit idly by and

watch the daily encroachments of the bus on a field which

they had, up to a year or two ago, practically monopolized.

The astounding decrease observed during the past twelve

months in tramway earnings is a matter of grave impor

tance to the street car officials, who may, in a few years,

be threatened with business extinction.

Traffic conditions in some of our larger cities are in

many ways similar to those in London, and it is even

probable that British experience may be repeated over

here. Under the circumstances, it is to be hoped that

American street railway interests will not overlook this

opportunity at least to keep in touch with the situation

abroad, especially since the motor bus has been adopted on

a large scale by a corporation in their own line of business.

MANUFACTURERS TO CARRY INSURANCE.

Because of the high accident insurance rates which

grew out of the passage of a drastic employers' liability

and workmen's compensation act enacted by the Michi

gan legislature, 13 of Detroit's most prominent manufac

turers, nearly all of them identified with the motor vehicle

industry, practically have decided to pool interests and

carry their own insurance. For that purpose, they have

organized the Michigan Workmen's Compensation Mutual

Insurance Company, incorporated under the laws of the

State of Michigan.

The officers are : President, Charles H. Gifford, treas

urer of the American Blower Company; vice-president,

Roy D. Chapin, president of the Hudson Motor Car Com

pany ; secretary and general manager, Elmer H. Dorth ;

treasurer, Hamilton Dey, secretary of the Detroit Clear

ing House Association.

But 11 of 15 directors provided for have been selected ;

the remainder will be drawn from the other companies

which are expected to join the insurance corporation.

The 11 directors named are: President Gifford and

Vice-President Chapin of the officers, and F. E. Ranney,

president of the Ranney Refrigerator Company ; C. Haines

Wilson, of the Wilson Body Company ; J. D. Dort, of the

Company; A. R. Demory, vice-president of the Timken-

Detroit Axle Company; Wilson Critzer, of the Anderson

Electric Car Company; A. H. Zimmerman, president of

the Continental Motor Mfg. Company; E. E. Hartwick,

of the Hartwick Lumber Company ; W. R. Farrand, presi

dent and treasurer of the Farrand company.

Elmer H. Dorth, secretary and manager, was former!)

insurance commissioner of Minnesota, and is well in

formed on insurance matters.

NO "NATIONAL SHOW CIRCUIT."

Samuel A. Miles, general manager of the National

Association of Automobile Manufacturers, writes us as

follows in a recent communication :

"I believe you will be rendering a service to the trade

by giving publicity to the fact that there is to be no such

a thing as a 'National Show Circuit' this coming winter.

No sanction has been granted by the N. A. A. M., nor will

any be granted for any national show except those at New

York and Chicago. There will be, in addition, a circuit

of local shows so arranged as to avoid unnecessarily long

journeys and consequent cost of transportation of cars and

men. At these shows no manufacturer, as such, may ex

hibit. Under the National Association rules the exhibit

must be made by the local dealer or branch house, but

the manufacturer is permitted to send a chassis or other

show vehicle and may, of course, be represented by sales

men.

"It was originally intended that St. Louis should be

included in the circuit but at the request of the St. Louis

Automobile Manufacturers and Dealers' Association,

which prefers to hold its show in October, the date has

been withdrawn, leaving the circuit of local shows as fol

lows:

"Cleveland, January 6-1 1.

"Philadelphia, January 20-25.

"Detroit, January 27-February 1.

"Minneapolis, February 10-15.

"Kansas City, February 17-22.

"Pittsburg, March 3-8.

"Boston, March 8-15.

"Buffalo, March 17-22.

"The week of February 24 to March 1 will shortly be

assigned, thus closing the circuit."

AMERICAN TRUCKS FOR FRANCE.

The Grand Rapids Motor Truck Company, of Grand

Rapids, Mich., has just closed a contract with Albert

Neigo, of Paris, France, for 40 machines, the deliveries

to extend over a year. Mr. Neigo conducts a large im

porting house in Paris with branches in London and Brus

sels and has been in this country for some time investi

gating the motor truck situation. The first shipment under

the contract will be made this month to Constantinople.

The machine will be used in demonstration work and in

establishing agencies in the east.

The Standard Oil Company is making use of power

wagons in fulfilling its street-oiling contract in New York

Durant-Dort Company: H. Jay Hayes, of the Hayes Mfg. City.
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Dump Bodies.

A Review of the Leading Types of Dumping Bodies Designed for Power Wagons.

W"ITII THE introduction of the power wagon

as the solution of modern delivery prob

lems, has come a demand for more scientific

management in every branch of commercial activity. The

up-to-date business man is no longer satisfied with the

methods of yesterday, but is continually searching for

something more efficient and more economical. Especial

ly is this true of merchandise handling.

Some motor wagon users, of course, continue to reck

on machine capacity in terms of the horse, and the most

ordinary performance is all they apparently expect. On

the other hand, the progressive power wagon operator,

who watches his motor equipment as closely as the other

departments of his organization, is making what seem to

be greater demands on his

machines every day. By fol

lowing the daily operation of

each machine he is enabled

to estimate, with reasonable

certainty, the maximum

work capacity of each unit,

and of his entire installation

as a whole.

To users of that type—

men who are anxious to get

operating costs down to a

known and minimum quan

tity—the economy and ef

ficiency of the power wagon

stand out in glaring contrast

with the expense and inef

ficiency inherent in horse

transportation methods. Sys

tems heretofore accepted as

meeting all requirements

 

Rear view of Longest side dump body.

now appear tedious and burdensome in their application

to motor wagon practice. Conventional methods of hand

ling merchandise are being looked upon as obsolete, and

the demand for time and labor-saving unloading devices

is accordingly increasing.

Thus, the dumping body, although in no sense a new

departure, is coming more and more into use, and has

been wonderfully developed in the last two years. Where

the expense of haulage enters largely into the cost of the

merchandise carried, the power wagon user is quickly

learning to appreciate the pecuniary importance of scien

tific handling. The saving effected increases his profits

materially, for he has the option of either underselling his

competitors (who may not be so favorably situated as re

gards haulage facilities) or of selling at the old prices, but

on a wider margin.

While the forms of dumping bodies now in use exhibit

considerable variety, both in principle and construction,

the chief desideratum, quick discharge of contents, is the

same in all. For the sake of convenience, the manv dif-

lerent types may be grouped under two heads : side dump

and rear dump bodies. These classes could, of course, be

again divided into manual and power dump bodies, and

further classified by method of operation and kind of pow

er used. The two groups first named will, however, suf

fice for the present article.

As rapid unloading is the primary consideration, the

side dump body would seem to ofifer peculiar advantages.

With this type of body no turning or backing is necessary,

and consequently there is no obstruction of other traffic.

The truck is simply driven up alongside the curb or bin,

as the case may be, and the contents discharged. The

advantages are even greater where delivery is at times

made in narrow alleys and turning is impossible.

"" The accompanying pic

tures of a unit compartment

side dump body, designed

and built by the Longest

Bros. Company, of Louis

ville, Ky., for use on its

trucks, illustrates these

points very clearly. This

mechanism is hand operated,

but, as the load is perfectly

balanced, little efTort is re

quired. The side doors, with

which each compartment is

provided, have side flanges,

so that, in dumping, the load

is deposited out of the path

of the wheels. To tip any

particular compartment, the

operator releases two sup

porting clamps placed at op

posite sides under the body.

A slight push upward serves to unbalance the weight and

the load is discharged. After dumping, the compartment

can be returned to its normal position, when the supports

automatically snap into place.

The White Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, supplies a

side dump body, driven by power from the engine. As is

shown in the illustration, the dumping mechanism is ef

fective yet quite simple in construction. It consists of a

power dump screw operated from a power transmission,

made by extending the main shaft of the change-gear

box. On this extended main shaft, which terminates in

a universal joint connecting it with the drive-shaft, is

placed a loose sprocket wheel for driving the chain run

ning to the dump screw. In this way the main shaft is

free to revolve independently of the sprocket or universal.

A positive steel clutch, slidably mounted on the main shaft

and revolving with it, is placed between the sprocket and

the universal joint. Thus, by operating a lever at the

side of the driver, the clutch can be thrown into mesh with

the universal and so drive the truck, or it can be shifted
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White side dump body.
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Rear view of White side dump model.

forward to engage the sprocket, and in that way operate

the dumping mechanism. This mechanism being once

the side dump body is practically

unknown. In some lines of work,

of course, the rear dump is the only

satisfactory form, as the load is

tipped on to the ground and the

truck driven from under it. This

is true of lumber, pipe and all kinds

of merchandise that is, on account

of its awkward length, laid the long

way of the chassis.

Then, too. a power wagon

equipped with a side dump body is

apt to have a greater overall height than one carrying a

body of the rear dump type. In the latter case the dis

tance of the body from the ground is dependent merely

on the height of the chassis frame, while in the former

the body must be high enough to clear the vehicle wheels

when tipped at its greatest angle.

This may seem a minor point, but where the truck is

to be tilled from overhanging hoppers the height of the

top of the body may become a very important factor.

Especially is this true where the truck is to be used around

coal pockets or bottom-discharging hoppers designed for

use with horse vehicles. The latter are often two or even

three feet lower than some of the big motor wagons in

service today, and in that event the low overhanging ob

structions may prove quite an annoyance.

Be that as it may, there is a legitimate held for the

tear dump body in practically all kinds of heavy service.

As for the dumping mechanism itself, the winch, screw,

rack and pinion, chain hoist, etc., have all been used, and,

it may be said, with equal success. The question of the

engaged, the driver has full control of it, through the regu- principle to be employed is mostly a matter of taste, but

lar clutch and change-gear lever, without leaving his seat.

The operation is so simple that complete discharge of con

tents can be effected in 20 seconds.

If one is to judge by numbers, the rear dump body

seems to be the favorite type, among both body builders

may at the same time be governed to a large extent by

the user"s individual requirements.

The Lally Commercial Body Company, of South Bos

ton, Mass., is manufacturing an extensive line of both side

and rear dump bodies. Five of its different types are

and power wagon manufacturers. The reasons for this shown in the accompanying pictures. The side dump body

preference are not at once apparent, unless the evolution illustrated is made to work on a turntable and can be

of the present types is traced back to horse practice, where dumped on either side, held at any angle, or released, and

 

Longest Brothers' unit-compartment side dump body.
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Side and rear views of Lally rear dump model

the rear end allowed to drop to the sidewalk to give the

load a free discharge. This body may be operated by

hand or power, and, like all side dump bodies, does not

obstruct traffic when unloading.

In another style made by this concern a longitudinally

placed screw, driven from the engine shaft, is used. A

lever at the driver's side controls the hoisting mechanism,

and, as the screw revolves, the body is elevated to the

desired angle. An automatic stop prevents overrunning

when the body is going up or down. With this device a

6^2-ton load can be discharged in two minutes. The same

principle is used in the body designed for soft coal or

garbage. In this model the front end of the body is ele

vated and the rear end lowered to a point near the ground.

By attaching two rear end-irons the body can be used to

take the place of the "Keystone'' wagon which elevates at

both ends.

The company also builds a chain lift body in which

the hoisting mechanism is placed below the chassis frame.

When the body is in its normal position, the arms swing

back under the axle and can be drawn up out of the way.

With this device a 4-ton load can be dumped in four

minutes by one man. In the "Eureka" end dump model,

which is shown mounted on an Alco chassis, the lift con

sists of a sliding shaft actuated by a chain wound upon

a drum. By turning a hand crank, the front end of the

body can be elevated more than

eight feet, and in that way one man

can discharge a 4-I011 load in less

than four minutes.

The Gramm Motor Truck

Company, of Lima, Ohio, is sup

plying a rear dump body in which

a power winch is used to elevate

the front end of the body. The

construction is clearly shown in

the picture. A jackshaft, suitably

mounted in the winch frame and

driven by the transmission, carries

a drum at each end. Steel chain,

d |ij-g Erf 3 attached to brackets on the body

i proper, is run over pulleys at the

upper end of the winch frame and

wound up on the drums. Control

is by a single lever operated from the driver's seat. The

tail gate is automatic, opening or closing as the body is

raised or lowered.

The Peerless Motor Car Company, of Cleveland, Ohio,

is supplying a power-driven dump body of the screw hoist

type. A distinctive feature of the Peerless dumping

 

Lally "Eureka" end dump on Alco chassis.

mechanism is the telescoping screw. By its use the neces

sity of extending the screw above the level of the body top

is avoided. This lessens the height of the truck and makes

it possible to operate the machine under low overhanging

obstructions. The inclosing case also protects the screw

threads when the body is down. The screw is turned by

a set of bevel gears driven by chain and sprockets, which

are in turn operated by another bevel gear driven from the

transmission countershaft.

 

 

Lally chain lift body.
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Gramm chain

The operation of the mechanism is extremely simple.

To unload, the lever that unlatches the tail gate is tripped.

Another lever causes the dumping mechanism to be thrown

into gear with the transmission, and the front end of the

body rises rapidly. In 30 seconds the entire load is off

the platform. When the body reaches its uppermost posi

tion a tripping device disengages the jaw clutch which

actuates the driving chain and moves the lever in the

driver's compartment back to neutral. A reverse move

ment of this lever starts the body downward. Meanwhile,

the truck can have been started on its return trip, for

when the body returns to its normal position another trip

ping mechanism throws out the power. The entire opera

tion is controlled by the driver without leaving his seat.

An unusual application of the power winch is made

in the body manufactured by the General Motors Truck

Company of Pontiac, Mich. A countershaft, running on

plain bearings, is mounted on the chassis frame side mem

bers just back of the transmission jackshaft. It is oper

ated through spur gears by an inclosed self-locking vvorm-

and-wheel driven from a "power stub" protruding from

the transmission. On each end of the countershaft is a

.A
s \

\

 

Special Lany rear dump for soft coal or garbage.

hoist body.

drum on which is wound a length of steel cable. This

cable is carried forward over a pulley and is attached to

the front end of the raising beam or frame. To the rear

end of this lifting beam is pivotally attached the body, the

connection being such that when the winch is set in mo

tion the lifting beam, resting on two rollers as a fulcrum, is

moved backward and upward. In this way the body is not

only elevated but is pushed to the rear as well. As the

dumping device is not in any way interlocked with the

truck driving mechanism, the body may be raised or low

ered while the machine is in motion. In a later model the

company uses chains and sprockets in place of the cable

and drums. With this arrangement the body may be se

curely held in any desired position.

A very simple and effective power-driven hoisting

mechanism has been designed by the International Motor

Company of New York City for use on its Mack trucks.

In this construction, the body is raised and lowered by a

set of double chains connecting two countershafts placed

one above the other. The lower shaft is supported on

the side members of the chassis frame, and is driven by a

worm and wheel from a '"power transmission" mounted

on the change-gear box. The upper shaft is attached to

the back of the driver's compartment near the top. A

lifting arm, engaging a downwardly projecting bracket on

the body floor, is pivotally attached to a link in the rear

half of each chain. Thus, by the revolution of the lower

shaft, that part of the chain is drawn upward, taking the

front end of the body with it. Suitable stops are provided

to prevent overrunning at top or bottom, the clutch being

automatically disengaged when the body is returned to its

normal position. Connection between the second speed

gear of the transmission and the hoisting mechanism is

made by a sliding gear mounted on the worm shaft and

actuated by a lever at the driver's side. Once the connec-
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Mechanism of Peerless dump tody.

load without leaving his seat, the opera

tion requiring no more than 20 seconds.

By stopping the body at different

heights the discharge ot the contents

may be made as slowly or quickly as

desired. This feature is particularly

valuable in road work, as the machine

can distribute sand, gravel or asphalt

over the road while the truck is in

motion. The illustrations show how

this is done.

Two styles of rear dump bodies,

supplied by the American Locomotive

Company of Xew York City, on its

Alco trucks, are here pictured. Both

are hand-operated. In one, the body

is elevated by turning a windlass just

back of the driver's seat. Two cast-

iron standards support a train of cut

gears, giving a reduction of 30 to 1.

To the front end of the body are at

tached two cast steel frames provided

tion is made, the

action of the lift is

controlled by the

c 1 u t c h and the

change-speed lev

ers. The chains,

s p r o c k e t s and

shafts are protect

ed by a sheet met

al shield attached

to the front end of

the body, which in

its normal position

completely covers

the lifting mechan

ism. As the tail

gate opens and

closes automatical

ly, the driver can

dump the entire

shown loaded with bricks, discharge is effected by releas

ing a catch in back of the driver's seat, causing the body

to slide off at the rear.

An unusual form of rear dump body, and the only one

of its kind on the market, is the pneumatic dump designeil

and made by the Alden Sampson Manufacturing Com

pany of Detroit, Mich., for use on its 5-ton truck.

A small air compressor is operated from the transmis

sion and stores air in a supply tank. Between the driver's

seat and the front end of the body is placed a compressed

air lift. This hoisting mechanism consists of a long up

right cylinder mounted on a swivel base, and a plunger

designed to be raised or lowered by the pressure of the

air below or above it. This plunger carries a rod. the

upper end of which is pivotally connected to a steel yoke at

tached to the body. The flow of the air is controlled by an

air brake valve of the Westinghouse type, so that the body

may be raised, lowered or held in any position by the driver

without leaving his seat. The tail gate is automatically

opened and closed by a system of toggle levers attached

 

Five-ton Peerless truck with screw power hoist dumping body.

 

Driving mechanism of Peerless screw hoist.

with internal

curved rack 5,

which mesh with

the smallest gears

of the train. As the

h a n d crank is

turned, the gears

are made to re

volve an:l tire front

end of the body is

elevated. This lift

ing mechanism is

made by the Mon-

ahan Vehicle Com

pany of Provi

dence, R. 1.

In the other

m o d e 1. which is

to the rear of the chassis frame.

The Shadbolt Manufacturing Company, of Brooklyn.

X. Y., is making a very complete line of dumping bodies,

two different styles being illustrated in the accompanying

pictures.

In one typ-e, which is shown applied to a Pierce-Arrow

chassis, the body is pulled backward until the overhang

ing weight causes the load to tip. The dumping mechan

ism is operated by a hand crank actuating a set of drum;

on which is carried a length of chain attached to the body.

After the load has been discharged the body can be re

turned to its original position by removing the crank from

the rear shaft and applying it to the front shaft, winding

the body down and forward on the frame. When in place,

it may be locked in position by a hand lever just back of

the driver's compartment.

The other model, which is also hand-operated, uses a

system of toggle levers actuated by chains wound upon
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Sampson 5-ton motor wagon with dumping body operated by compressed air.

 

■ .- - .

G. M. C. beam hoist rear dump body.
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Lally side dump body.

turntable body on Velle chassis.

drums carried on a jackshaft. With this construction the

body is elevated and pushed backward, but does not touch

the ground in dumping. The tail gate is so arranged that

the load may be discharged slowly if desired, and spread

evenly over the road surface while the truck is in motion.

A combination side and rear dump body of Lally man

ufacture is being used by the Velre Motor Vehicle Com

pany of Moline, 111., on some of its power wagons.

The construction embodies a hoisting mechanism em

ploying a chain winch and toggle levers and a turntable

which permits of dumping at either side or at the rear.

On the chassis frame near the rear is mounted a turn

table bed, similar to the "fifth wheel'' used on the ordinary

horse truck. This bed carries a body frame, to which is

attached the lifting mechanism and on which the body

rests when in its normal position. To discharge the load.

 

Monahan rack and pinion hoist mounted on an Alco chassis.
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Wright elevating body on Saurer 6'/2-ton chassis.

the body is first revolved on the turntable to the position

desired for dumping. By turning a hand crank applied

to the winch shaft the front end of the body may be e;

vated to the angle necessary for the quick discharge of

the particular load carried. With this arrangement, three

tons of hard or soft coal can be dumped through a chute

in three minutes. The accompanying pictures show the

body in position for dumping over the right rear wheel.

The same style of body in position for side discharge was

illustrated in the February, 1912, issue of the Power

Wagon, page 95.

A vertical lift body, designed particularly for coal

service, is made by the Thomas Wright Company, of Jer

sey City, N. J. The illustration shows a body of this type

mounted on a 65^-ton Saurer chassis. In this construction, a

number of hoisting beams, actuated by a hand-operated

winch, elevate both ends of the body at once. Delivery

 

Shadbolt rear dump body.

 

Studebaker rear dump body on 3e/2-ton electric chassis.
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Mack body ready to spread stone.

is made, through gates in the sides of the body, without

tipping. The nature of the load will, of course, determine

the height to which the body must be raised. A 3-ton load

can be discharged and the body lowered to normal posi

tion in less than four minutes.

The Studebaker Corporation of Detroit, Mich., is sup

plying an all-steel dump body designed for use with its

3j/j-ton electric truck.

At the rear of the chassis is a hand-operated winch,

set crosswise of the frame. By applying a hand crank

to the winch shaft the body, mounted on a series of rollers,

may be drawn backward. At the side of the body proper

are placed a pair of rollers, arranged to engage upwardly

curved tracks or guides mounted on the chassis frame side

members. As the body rollers run up these steel guides,

the front end of the body is gradually ■elevated, while the

rear end is lowered. The load is so distributed that very

little of the lifting effort is thrown on the operator. By

using the rear set of rollers as a fulcrum, the overhang

ing weight is made to do the work, the guides serving

merely to control the tipping angle. In this way a load of

3>/> tons may be easily discharged by one man in less than

three minutes.

 

Mack tody In action—load dumped from seat.

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CLUB HOLDS MEETING.

Members of the Electric Vehicle Club of Boston to

the number of about fifty attended the first meeting of the

club for the season at Hotel Thorndike. on September 18.

President Day Haker presided and in his introductory ad

dress reviewed the work that the club has done the past

year in promoting the use of vehicles driven by electric

current for the transportation of freight and passengers.

His report showed that the club has accomplished much,

and has laid the foundation for still greater progress.

Vice-President E. S. Mansfield gave some interesting

figures as to the growth of the use of electric vehicles re

cently in Boston and in Massachusetts. In the past four

months alone there have been registered in Massachusetts

^^ electric passenger cars and 27 electric trucks, while in

the State as a whole there have been registered 212 elec

tric vehicles, of which 156 are pleasure cars and 56 trucks.

Mr. Mansfield also made several announcements of things

to come that are of much importance to the trade, and

spoke of the arrangements for the electric vehicle men at

the coming Electric Show in Mechanics Building. In ad

dition to the displays of electric vehicles of all kinds there

is to be a model garage where machines will be cared for.

 

Mack chain hoist rear dump body. Mechanism of Pierce- Arrow hydraulic dump body.
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stored and charged under ideal conditions. The other

speakers included L. D. Gibbs, Converse D. Marsh, John

Wright, Fred D. Emery and J. S. Codman.

PITTSBURGH MAY DISCARD HORSES.

A bond issue for $240,000. to be expended for sub

stituting all horse-drawn vehicles of Pittsburgh's city de

partments with motor trucks, has passed the council and

the mayor, upon the recommendation of Howard B. Ours-

ier, director of the department of supplies, and will be

submitted to the people for their approval at the next

election.

Xine motor hose and chemical wagons, costing $5,200

each, have already been put in service, and 26 horses dis

placed. In addition to the usual gas generators, tanks and

chemical hose, the machines .will carry 1,500 feet of regu

lar fire hose for connection to plugs or steam engines.

POWER WAGONS FOR BULL MOOSERS.

The Bull Moose party of New York State will make

use of six big motor trucks in the campaign which has

just been inaugurated.

One will be used in Xew York City for street corner

 

Shadbolt end dump on Plerce-Arrow chassis.

meetings, and the cart-tail spell-binders assigned to it will

be able to travel from one meeting to the next in fast time.

The five others are to be used in different sections of the

state and will cover the small cities and towns.

Each of the five trucks will carry a portable speakers'

platform, a piano-organ, a ton or more of literature and

bicycles to be used in distributing it, a small printing press

for turning out handbills, a miniature lighting plant and a

quantity of red fire. Two touring cars will accompany

each machine to carry the orators and others.

Economy will be effected by the elimination of rail

road fares and excess baggage fees, street haulage charges

between stations and the places of holding meetings, and

in hotel bills, for a camping equipment is also provided.

MOTOR WAGON USERS UNITE.

Power wagon owners and dealers of Los Angeles,

Cal.. have formed an organization known as the Motor

Truck Club of Los Angeles. Since the Commercial Truck

Harbor Highway Association was incorporated some time

ago matters of more general interest have developed, and

the members united in calling a meeting for reorganization.

It is now proposed to levy special taxes on motor

wagons to take the place of the tax imposed on fruit and

JLMHfil?*^
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Mack body spreading stone uniformly on road.

vegetable peddlers, and other restrictions are likely to be

imposed in different lines. There are now more than 1,000

motor trucks in Los Angeles and the number is rapidly

increasing.

W. F. Wood is president of the temporary organiza

tion and its directors are David L. Whitford, J. B. Livezey,

M. H. Council, Leo L. Kelley and George B. Harrison.

SALES MANAGERS' CONVENTION.

Arrangements are gradually being completed by the

Trade Committee of the Automobile Board of Trade for

the Sales Managers' Convention to be held at the head

quarters of the Automobile Board of Trade, 7 East 42d

street, Xew York, on Monday, September 30, and Tues

day, October 1.

The committee has just announced that the following

subjects will be discussed : Freight, shipping, motor car

equipment, enclosed bodies, selling and advertising, ter

ritory- and discount, annual models.

The committee having the convention in charge is com

posed of the following: H. O. Smith, Premier Motor

Mfg. Co. : E. C. Howard, Cadillac Motor Car Co. ; W. E.

Metzger, Metzger Motor Car Co. ; C. W. Churchill, Win-

ton Motor Cge. Co. ; W. T. White, The White Company.

The Postoffice Department at Washington, D. C, has

been experimenting witli motor busses to carry letter car

riers to distant points in the capital.
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Alco rear discharge body.
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Let's Start Something!

A Strong Article of Special Interest to Boston and Also to the Trade.

By W. E. ELDRIDGE. EldiidKe Mfg. Co., Boston.

I AM ASKED by the Editor of the "Power Wagon"

to discuss two articles entitled '"Great Chance for

Capital" and "Radical Move in Boston," which ap

peared in the August issue, in which was also published a

report made to the Electric Vehicle Club of Pioston. framed

by me as Committee Chairman.

As this is my pet subject, I am always glad of a chance

of this kind.

It should be understood that what follows applies in

toto to Boston conditions, and Boston people only. I do

not claim to be posted on conditions elsewhere. Also, that

when it becomes necessary to discuss the relative suitability

of gasoline and electric motors, I am unbiased. I sell both

kinds—each when it fits, and neither when it doesn't.

The problem that is being attacked is how to supplant

horses employed in professional or contract trucking ser

vice in large cities.

Boston is to be taken as an example—and it is a "hor

rible" one from this viewpoint. If the riddle can be solved

here—it should be anywhere. There is no American city

where in the business section conditions are so unfavorable

to the adoption of motor trucks, with the possible excep

tion of the lower end of New York City.

* * *

Trucking Situation In Boston.

The section of Boston in which most of the trucking is

done is on a peninsula about a mile and a half long and a

mile wide. Adjoining manufacturing and warehouse dis

tricts spread out from one to three miles on three sides of

the city, with the harbor on the fourth side.

Beyond this trucking center of the city, suburban towns

and cities, chiefly residential, but with a sprinkling of fac

tories, spread out to the north, south and west for fifty

miles or more. These outlying places have freight and

express service furnished by railroads, national and local

express companies, motor trucks and horses, but in this

article we are not to concern ourselves with that phase

of it.

In the city proper are huddled with the people and the

buildings, several thousand horses. Through the narrow

and tortuous streets engineered by Boston's famous in

ebriated cow, these animals amble or stand—mostly the

latter. Through the most congested section at the rush

hours, they stop—and—hitch—along—stop—and—hitch

along. They wait—wait—wait at the warehouses, docks

and freight sheds, standing in line for minutes, or often

hours, for a chance at the platforms. The freight yards

have the exasperating door-to-door system for unloading

instead of the single dump. Boston's city pavements are

mostly stone block, worn and torn, with a sky-line like the

chop of the "Channel." Wheel-twisting grooves parallel

all the street car tracks.

* * *

How to Make Change to Motors.

It is estimated that two-thirds of the horses now used

in and around the city proper are owned by professional

teamsters, and the same percentage of the motor trucks

which are to supplant the horses will no doubt be owned

by motor trucking service corporations. What those of

us who want to get the thing done must ask ourselves is

"How is the change to be made?''

Eirst, we must select motor trucks that can operate

under city conditions as they are, cheaper and better than

horses. Some day Eastern cities may be Haus^man-ized—

torn down and rebuilt on rectangular or finer lines, with

wide streets and smooth pavements. Some time the rail

roads will have better freight terminal facilities, but not

just now. The traffic magnates tell us that land is so ex

pensive, and those mean "muckrakers" have made it so

hard to market securities.

We are up against conditions under which motor trucks

cannot average more than twice the speed of walking

horses, or about six miles per hour. Even if more speed

could be made, the trucks could not stand up long enough

because of the rough pavements. It is not practical to

operate fine machinery with a continuous earthquake going

on under the floor. High speed for motor trucks is only

feasible on good roads.

* * *

Horse Versus Motor Truck.

The average two-horse team in Boston hauls from 8.-

ooo to 10,000 pounds pay load, over hard pavements and

light grades, on short hauls. Its average speed is three

miles per hour, and the average haul less than two miles in

length. The teams are supposed to work nine hours per

day. They average to move four hours per day, or twelve

miles in all. and they average to stand five hours.

The 5-ton motor truck, under the same conditions,

carries about 10 per cent more per load than the two-horse

team. Let us forget about the six and seven-ton trucks for

city use. Such weights are beyond the limit that can eco

nomically be carried on rubber. The rubber maker-

know it.

It is safe to assume that the motor truck will cut the

standing time of the horses 20 per cent, and that the

daily twelve miles of the horses would be made by the mo

tor truck in six hours, moving two hours and standing

four. In the remaining three hours of the work day the

motor truck would stand two hours and move one. It

would make 50 per cent more mileage than the horses,

carrying 10 per cent more per load, doing 65 per cent

more work per day. In Boston teaming it costs alxnit

$6.00 per day, including the driver's wages, to maintain and

operate a two-horse wagon. The outfit might cost Si. 100

to buy. Sixty-five per cent more than $6.00 is $9.90. which

is the amount for which the day's work of the motor truck

is now being done by horses.

That removes the gasoline truck from the hunt.

* * *

How the Electric Will Fit In.

There is no teamster in Boston proper who has enough

long haul work (five miles and over) to keep one 5-ton
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gasoline truck continuously at work. Could the teamsters

get such work? Yes—but that's another story. We are

after the city horse just now, not the railroad, the suburban

express company, or the trolley freight.

Can 5-ton electric trucks be driven 18 miles per day

for enough under $9.90 to justify an additional investment

equal to the difference between $1,100 plus 65 per cent

(or $1,815), and $3.Soo to $5,000? There are such trucks

—yes.

Five-ton electric trucks can be maintained and operated

indefinitely for $7.90 per day, running 18 miles daily, if

garaged by the owners on cheap land, provided that cur

rent is available at not over 3 cents per kilowatt-hour

and fleets of not less than six trucks can be operated.

Have I the figures to prove this? I have.

That $7.90 includes the items of operator's wages, cur

rent, tires, batteries, parts, repairs, depreciation, fire and

liability insurance, interest, floor space and supervision.

Furthermore—with current at 2 cents instead of 3

cents the cost comes down to $7.65 per day. Current may

now be had from the Boston Edison Co., in quantity, as

low as 2 cents per kilowatt hour, and under.

* ^e *

Where Is the Capital Coming From?

Having found that electric trucks can do the city work

more cheaply than horses, we come to the next step.

Are the professional teamsters willing and anxious to

turn to motors? Not hereabouts. Anybody who wants to

bring them over in these parts may have all my interest in

prospective sales for the price of the wan smile that will

decorate his countenance after trying for a year or so.

History teaches us that whenever muscle power comes

to be superseded by machine power, those who employed

the muscle power have fought improvement and passed

out as economic factors. It is pathetic, but true.

The teamsters haven't the capital to double or treble

the investment now needed to do a given amount of work,

even if the additional investment is justified by the saving.

They are sitting back and hoping that the horses will last

as long as they do, and they are telling their customers

that there is nothing to the motor truck except for very-

long hauls.

On page 17 of the August number of the "Power

Wagon" is a quotation from an editorial in the July issue

of the "Team Owner's Review" as follows: "Do not let us

get peevish every time a man mentions motor trucks. If

they are a good thing let us get them."' Will the kind edi

tor please rise and state how?

Well then—if the teamster can't—or won't—or both—

what then? Other capital, of course. From where? Capi

talists ? Now ? Go out and tackle 'em.

I once told some Boston bankers that it was time to put

some of the teaming concerns together and motorize them.

They said it looked fine on paper. They would look into it.

They did. They said they would as soon put together the

"Kilkenny cats."

One of my business associates once told mc not to talk

like this. I musn't antagonize possible customers. I said

I wasn't doing so. I have been talking like this to the Bos

ton teamsters for three years. They say : "Well, the

change may come, but we won't live to see it."

Perhaps the Western capitalists will help the horse op

erators to motorize. Ours won't.

Another difficulty is that while nearly all motor truck

owners abuse and neglect their motor trucks, the team

sters are the worst of all in this respect. They drive will

ing motors until they drop in the street.

* * *

The Bankers Waiting to Be "Shown."

If then, we conclude that capital isn't going to back the

teamsters, it means that new organizations must come in

and supplant them. Will the capitalists furnish the money ?

They tell me "No, not yet." "Produce your figures" they

say. And as the thing has never been done, there are no

figures with which to tempt capital.

Somebody must prove up the proposition—on faith.

Until it is proven up, capital will not come in.

And who must furnish the faith, the money and the

interest to make the first plunge?

Who but ourselves—the motor truck people?

If w:e are afraid—why expect timid, uninformed capi

talists to do it ?

That is why the plan known as "Exhibit A" was put up

to the Electric Vehicle Club of Boston.

In brief—the plan was that the electric truck, battery,

tire and Central Station people should raise $100,000 with

which to go into trucking for hire. The interested manu

facturers should subscribe half of the amount in money or

equipment. The Boston Edison Co. was asked to raise the

other half.

It was understood that all subscriptions were to be

tentative until contracts for the profitable use of the

trucks had been secured. Also that it was useless to seek

work for the equipment until it could be definitely stated

when the trucks would be ready to go to work.

The active supervision of the enterprise was to have

been placed in the hands of whomever among the motor

truck people had the knowledge, experience, time and the

desire to give his services.

The active superintending of the routing and loading

of the trucks was to have been handled by one of the

brightest horse teaming foremen in Boston—a. man who

ought to be a member of his firm, but who isn't—yet.

Rates were to have been made based on elapsed time—

so much per minute when the truck moves and so much

when it stands. Thus would the truck user be induced to

make money for himself by expediting the movement of

the trucks.

Recording instruments on the trucks would have done

most of the bookkeeping, and operator's earnings to some

extent computed in proportion to the earnings of each

man's truck. Good men are eager to be speeded up in that

way.

Cannot Use Existing Horse Concern.

It was not the intention to take over an existing horse

teaming concern. Negotiations along these lines showed

plenty of badly worn equipment and lots of "good-will."

all to go in at book value. Besides the initial motor truck

ing concern should pick its hauls and make the best pos

sible showing. Many existing teaming contracts are car

ried at a loss. The teamsters have no means of telling
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what a given job costs them. They guess at it. The ton-

mile as a basic unit is unknown to them.

What will the Electric Vehicle Club of Boston do

about this plan? Nothing—probably.

After the report on "Exhibit A" wras read, and adopted

with great surface enthusiasm, a meeting of the Commit

tee was called. In the good old way of committees, about

half the members appeared. Day Baker of the General

Vehicle Co., Frank J. Stone of the Electric Storage Bat

tery Co. and Manager McCreery of the Goodyear Tire

Co. were ready to peel off their coats and pitch in.

The others sat glum and silent, or wheezed petty ob

jections. Converse D. Marsh, "Business Counsel" for the

Edison Co. happened in armed with an ice pitcher. Ice

water is bad medicine for committees and causes goose-

flesh to exude copiously along putty spines.

So there you are. Those of us who see this thing and

want to be in on the doing of it, are willing to spend

time and money, but we have no energy to waste trying

to coax along those who back in their collars.

* * *

This Kind of Spirit Is Sure to Win.

Well—what next? I don't know what the others will

do, but I'm going ahead—alone, if necessary. The propo

sition is not one that should have to shoulder at the start

the burden of the stiff "rake-off'' demanded by promoters

or underwriters for financing new projects.

Boston investors are notoriously shy of new local en

terprises offering only fair returns. They like "coppers"

and other glistening possibilities from far away, where

they can't see what a thing really is. Ask any man well

posted on New England's financial flora and fauna whether

this isn't so.

Out of the needed $100,000, $20,000 can be had from

truck, tire and battery people ; $30,000 probably from peo

ple who would have the use of the trucks on contract.

As to the balance—perhaps I shall have to go out and

hold up fifty of my friends for a thousand dollars apiece.

It would be the ideal arrangement. No one would

have enough interest to come around and pester the man

agement.

If any "young Lochinvar" would like to ride "in from

the West" with that fifty thousand in his war-sack, here's

a ripe plum for the picking.

It would not surprise me in the least some day to see

Boston yawn, rub its eyes and peer over the edge of the

bed at the spectacle of its entire street freight hauling sys

tem operated and controlled by New York or Chicago

capital.

I will follow any man who has a better plan. If he

has none, let him follow mine.

LETS START SOMETHING!

NEW ELECTRIC ASSOCIATION FORMED.

The New York Electric Vehicle Association, formed

for the purpose of promoting the use of electric motor

vehicles, pleasure and commercial, was organized by the

local representatives of New York City on Thursday, Sep

tember 5, last. Arthur Williams was elected president and

William P. Kennedy, vice-president. The offices of sec

official of wide experience, to be selected by the president

or the executive committee.

The following board of directors was chosen : E. W.

Curtis, Jr., G. V. ; S. W. Menefee, Anderson ; Nathaniel

Piatt, Baker ; C. Y. Kenworthy, Ranch & Lang ; M . C. Mac-

donald, Hupp-Yeats ; W. R. Chandler, Flanders : George

H. Phelps, Studebaker ; V. A. Villar, Champion ; John H.

Kennard, Couple Gear; W. L. Case, Lansden ; Charles A.

Ward, Ward; and A. B. Roeder, Fritchlic. The executive

committee includes Nathaniel Piatt, C. Y. Kenworthy, S.

W. Menefee and V. A. Villar.

The association intends to secure a building to be

rented to the members. Suitable quarters have, it is said,

been found in a large building in the central part of the

city. The ground flour will be used as a co-operative

garage where electric machines will be cared for at mod

erate rates. The second floor will be used as a show room,

the third as a sales room, and the upper floors as offices

for the different companies represented.

GERMAN POWER WAGON REGULATIONS.

The German Imperial Home Office has made further

recommendations respecting the proposed revision of Ger

many's motor wagon regulations. The officials purpose

keeping three ends in view in modifying these regulations:

( 1 ) Unqualified utility of power wagons for the War

Office; (2) greatest possible consideration for trade and

private interests; and (3) maximum sparing of the roads

in the circumstances, with a view to the keeping down of

the expenses for road-maintenance.

The points sub judice are the following:

(a J To regulate the ration of the load-distribution upon

the two axles in such a way that at most two-thirds of the

whole weight falls upon the driving axle, and to fix the

maximum pressure on that axle at 5,500 kilograms (12,-

125 pounds).

(b) To prescribe for all wheels of a motor wagon, as

well as a trailer, rubber or some analogous elastic ma

terial.

(c) To fix the maximum weight of trailer at 5,500

kilograms (12,125 pounds).

(d) To prescribe that to every square centimeter of

rim-width not more than 150 kilograms (330 pounds)

load-weight shall fall, and to declare that, in the case of

rounded-off rubber tires, the rim-width shall be the width

of the tire's surface of contact with the roadway.

(e) To prescribe that (with a certain exception) the

maximum admissible load-weight shall be notified on each

wagon.

(f ) To make it obligatory upon the police to close pro

visionally or permanently all roads and bridges unsuited

to heavy motor traffic, provided they are called upon to

do so by those responsible for road-maintenance.

(g) To empower the police, in some cases, to prohibit

the arrangement for steering the trailer exactly in the

tracks of the motor wagon.

Hence, the Imperial Home Office purposes to make the

machines suit the roads, and not to bring the latter up to

modern requirements. The German Automobile Makers

Association has petitioned against the projected modifica

retary and treasurer will be combined and given to a paid tions.
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JAMES BUTLER, Inc., the big

New York wholesale grocer

and importer, will tell you of

the economy of Garford

trucks. Sixteen Garford

trucks carry this firm's immense

trade. Customers from the Battery

to Tarrytown are served. The James

Butler fleet consists of 5 Garford five-

ton trucks and 11 Garford one=ton

trucks. They were bought after two

years' costly experiments with other

trucks.

Garford trucks are not experi

ments. They are built by the old

est, most conservative and reputable

plant in the country. They are

machine made trucks—not assem

bled—backed by a real guarantee.

The frame of the Garford is

pressed steel, five times reinforced by

sturdy cross sections. Remember,

it is a truck's backbone. Axles and

steering knuckles are of similar

strength; springs are of Krupp steel.

The great, powerful Garford

motor is proof against tampering

drivers. The motor can not be

raced, nor can a ten-mile pace be

exceeded. An automatic governor

looks out for the owner's interests.

Straight line chain drive induces

gigantic power. A four speed trans

mission furnishes a gear ratio for

every possible traffic condition.

Excessive overhang is eliminated

on the Garford because the motor

is rightly placed- alongside and not

under the driver's seat. Motor and

driver do not take up half the frame.

With short wheel base and over

hang, Garford trucks are the handi

est in the world.

Garford trucks use least gaso

line and oil ; they operate for 30 per

cent less than others. Each tire is

guaranteed for 10,000 miles.

Write us today. Tell us your

business and delivery problems. We

will give you interesting figures.

The Garford Company, Elyria, Ohio

V
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Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Wonderful Progress.

Power Wagons More Than Doubling in Numbers Every Year in Chicago.

POWER \\ A( i( )\S in use in Chicago arc increasing

in numbers at the rate of 1 17.4 per cent per annum.

This is on the unimpeachable authority of the City

Collector, whose figures cover a period of 1 year 4^2

months—from May 1. 191 1. to September 17. 1912.

* * *

Increase of 1.295 Machines in 16y2 Months.

There were ~<t<) motor wagons of all ratings in Chi

cago on May i. 1911.

On September 17. [912, thi> number had expanded

10 2,094, showing an increase of 1.205 machines in com

mercial service. This is a gain of 162. 1 per cent in in1/,,

months, or a yearly increase of 117.4 per cent.

* * *

$3,250,000 Investment In 16> 2 Months.

The investment in motor wagons made by Chicago

merchants during this period of i(>J^ months is no less

than $3,250,000. or at the rate of about $200,000 a month,

or $7,000 a day. In round figures, Chicago is buying 3

power wagons a day at the present time, and the demand

is rising steadily.

With the great increase in buying that may confidently

Ik; expected this fall, in preparation for the heavy Christ

mas traffic, it wiW not be presumptuous to suppose that by

December 31 next the city of Chicago will have 3,000

motor trucks in operation, as predicted in the March. 1912,

issue of the Power Wagon, page t<). Orders already

placed will make an appreciable contribution to this total.

* * *

Healthy Demand for All Classes.

The demand for the heavier load ratings of power

wagons may prove surprising to those who imagine thai

the light delivery wagon is outstripping the heavier ma

chines in the popularity race. Of the 2.004 motor wagons

in service in Chicago on September 17 last, there were

881 machines rated at over 1 ton load capacity. The bal

ance of 1,213 were of 1 ton or less load rating.

On May 1. 1911, there were 430 machines rated at

1 ton or less. On September 17. 1012. there were 1.213

machines in this class. The increase in i()|j months i-

178.2 per cent, which works out to 120, per cent per annum.

The corresponding figures for machines of over 1 ton

capacity were 303 and 8X1 respectively, showing an in

crease of 142.7 ;>er cent in io'/> months, or 104 per cent

per annum.

Horse' Teams Decrease In Numbers.

The City Collector's figures show that there were <>8.-

114 horse wagons in Chicago on May 1, 191 1. This num

ber had shrunk to 53.672 on September 17. 1912. The

decrease in i6y; months is 14.442 horse wagons. The

decrease is 21.2 per cent for this period, or at the rate of

15.3 per cent per annum.

If the traffic lost by the horse wagons is assumed to

have been gained by the motor trucks, this would indicate

that 1 machine has replaced a fraction over 1 1 horse

wagons. On the face of it, however, this seems too high

by 100 per cent or more. The presumption is that the

owners of the horse wagons have been forced by the com

petition of the machines to get more work out of their

beasts than they did in the old days. Which augurs bad

for the poor old horse, for the harder one works him the

less able he is to stand the pace.

Altogether, the prospects are exceedingly bright for

the motor truck in Chicago, which will soon be the big

gest market in the world for power wagons.

TO MARK ROADS WITH COLORS.

C. Gordon Reel, state superintendent of highways o*

\'ew York, has officially designated several main high

way routes of the state by colors for the guidance of motor

ists. This has been done in accordance with the sugges

tion of Frank D. Lyon, secretary of the New York State

Automobile Association.

Five routes have been designated with colors, red, blue

yellow, green and brown respectively, and state highwa\

employes have been appointed to begin marking them at

once. Telegraph poles along the lines will be painted in

colors by local motor clubs and the state will paint the t0]>

rails of fences and bridge approaches. Colored disks will

designate routes through cities and towns and maps will

be prepared showing the color scheme and outlines. Con

necting routes will later he designated by combinations of

colors.

AN UNCOMMON RECORD.

\ total of [,688,219 miles is the record of a fleet of

28 motor wagons operated by Wm. Whiteley, Ltd., a de

partment store merchant of London. England. Each ma

chine in this service has covered an average distance of

00,293 miles, or more than two entire journeys around the

earth. The trucks were made by the Albion Motor Car

Co.. Ltd., of Glasgow. Scotland.

A. B. T. SALES MANAGERS' CONVENTION.

The Sales Managers' convention, decided upon a short

lime ago by the trade committee of the Automobile Board

of Trade, was held at its headquarters in New York on

Monday and Tuesday, September 30 and October 1

A mail carrier in Colquitt County. Georgia, uses an

automobile.

The Saskatchewan (Can.) government will spend $5,-

000.000 this vear in road construction.

Passaic, X. )., saved $4,600 last year by using motors

instead of horses in the fire department.

The Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, of Troy, N. Y,

is planning a course in motor truck design.
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Far-Seeing Motor Truck Policy

IWAtTS'g

 

A fleet of G M C trucks in the service of

Waite's Slomm- Warehouse, New York City

DEVELOPMENT of the motor truck industry and the demand of

purchasers for standardization of equipment has been marked

during the past few months.

General Motors Truck Company, from its inception, manufactured in its

own factories both gasoline and electric trucks to sell under the "G MC"

mark. It was the first to see this necessity for standardization as well

as the manufacture of models of all standard capacities, ranging from

1000 lbs. to 6 tons.

It will be remembered that General Motors Truck Company exhibited

trucks of both powers and various capacities at all the leading shows

last winter, beginning with the Madison Square Garden exhibition.

Today, the concern that installs motor trucks is

looking to the future and buys from the makers

who will be in a position to fill future require

ments, whether duplicate orders or different

types and capacities.

ization

now !

means

General Motors Truck Company's mechanical

capacity, engineering ability and financial pres

tige places itforemost among the world's greatest

manufacturers.

Investigation will prove conclusively that this

remarkable manufacturing organization has been

farsighted in its plans and broad in its provi

sions for the "service" of its customers.

It has carefully planned to meet every require

ment. Its policy and organization h've been

built upon sound, safe, permanent lines.

Correspondence from prospective purchasers and dealers is invited. Write for gasoline und electric catalogs.

General Motors Truck Company
22 Cadillac Ave., PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Branches : New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Detroit, St. Louis.

types anu capacities.

Understand just what "standard

—today and five years from nov

With "Standardization' consider {he standing

of the maker—responsibility, capacity, mechan

ical and financial resources.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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More than 6ooo of our trucks are in

daily use. in all parts of the world

 

 

1% IW \ Proved by fl Proved by T T * A A

Macks;; Saurer , --: Hewitt
Proved by

I o years ot

■ real service

"Leading gasoline trucks of the world"

The first thing to make sure of is

How long will a motor-lruck last? Will it last long enough to pay back the original

investment and the maintenance costs, with a good big profit? Or will it seem to be

making a good return on the investment for a few years and then begin to go to pieces?

You get an entirely satisfactory answer to this most important question in the

Mack with its 12 years of service; the Saurer, 17 years of service; the Hewitt, 10 years

of service.

Other trucks may or may not give such service—they certainly have not proved it by

actually doing it. You can only theorize about their probable results. B

The next thing to make sure of is

Exactly the right size, and the body adapted to your business. Too big a truck is

obviously wasteful. Too small a truck gets overloaded, strained, and quickly wears out.

In the International line is a truck of every capacity from 1 to 10 tons— 1, ij4, 2, 3, 4,

4/'2» 5> 6%> 7*2 and 10 tons. They are made in our own factories, with bodies and load-

distribution to suit every business. There is no waste; no lost motion; nothing but

business economy and money-making. M

Another thing to make sure of:

Whether motor-trucks arc right foryour business— how much they cost in proportion

to the horse, and what the results are in economies effected and extension of area in which

business is conducted.

We have valuable data on this subject, as applied to almost every business; and this

we shall be glad to place at the disposal of any business man, who will apply for it.

International Motor Company

General Offices Works

Broadway and 57th Street New York Allentown Pa; Plainfield N J

Sales and Service Stations : New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Buffalo, Baltimore

Newark, Pittsburgh, St Louis, Atlanta, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco

Los Angeles, and other large cities

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Transcontinental Alco.

An Interesting Story ol What a Well Built Power Wagon Really Can Do

SAX FRAXCISCO, CAL., Sept. 20.—The first trans

continental haulage of merchandise by motor truck

from a manufacturer to a customer ended today with

the arrival here of the Alco truck, which immediately pro

ceeded to Petaluma, 35 miles north, there to deliver its

3-ton cargo to the silk mills of the Carlson Currier

Company.

Starting from Philadelphia June 20, the truck in 66

days of actual running time has pounded off a mileage of

4,069 miles and has turned over its load of textile soap

manufactured by its owners, Charles W. Young & Com

pany, to the consignees.

As the big vehicle pulled into the city and made its way

to the city hall, where the crew presented a letter of greet

ings from May

or Blankenburg

of Philadelphia

to Mayor Rolph,

immense crowds

gathered along

the way to cheer

both truck and

drivers.

Civic associa

tions and motor

ing clubs joined

in the demon

stration, and

tendered an ova

tion which is

said to surpass

anything seen in

this city in a

year. All told,

it was a fitting

tribute to the

culmination of

 

an event that has clone much to add to motor truck history.

Miles beyOnd the city limits, a large escort party met

the Alco, and its crew consisting of E. L. Ferguson cap

tain ; Frank Morin, the original driver ; Prank Colburn,

who succeeded Walter Dick of Philadelphia at Denver;

and John Cambon, a photographer. The entire proces

sion was led into the city by gaily bedecked automobiles.

The text of the letter presented at the city hall

from the mayor of Philadelphia contained praise of the

undertaking.

Unprimed for the event, taken from the service of

its owners, and supporting the all-steel body with which

it was equipped at the time it entered duty, the truck has

carried three tons of the product of its owners over all

manner of road conditions and in all sorts of weather.

Its trip has supplied more severe tests to mechanism than

generally are given in two years of ordinary service.

The arrival of the machine in this city puts the ter

minus on a journey through everything from floods to

.sandstorms. For instance, in crossing the state of Wyom

ing it encountered ten cloudbursts in eight days.

There have been enforced climbs up steep grades, reach

ing as stiff as 20 per cent, through 2-foot deep sand, and

in the teeth of a blinding Nevada snowstorm. On good

roads and through a maze of ruts the truck has traveled.

It has succeeded in conquering gumbo and alkali mud, and

crossed a trailless waste, the Great Salt Lake Desert, that

for three days put it out of touch with civilization.

Weak bridges of Iowa, Colorado and Wyoming

trapped the truck on occasions, and administered a ter

rific racking, but the vehicle shows few sign; of the strain.

One of the things freely mentioned here is the fact that

the truck has

come through

in such remark

able condition.

An examination

shows that it is

fit to be re

turned to its du

ties for the

owners.

* * *

Details of the Trip.

The Alco

truck that has

just delivered

its cargo of mer

chandise to Cal

ifornia started

on its overland

journey June 20.

Scarcely less

dramatic than

the finish of the

run were the events on the day it put forth from Philadel

phia. To the tune of bands, the booming of guns, and

the waving of many banners it departed, after heading

a big motor truck parade in which more than 500 vehicles

participated. A feature of the day was the presentation

to the crew of a letter of greeting from Gov. Tener of

Pennsylvania to Gov. Johnson of California, as well as

messages from Mayor Blankenburg of Philadelphia and

Mayor Alexander of Los Angeles.

Leaving late in the afternoon, the truck pulled into

New York shortly after midnight. It set out the follow

ing day, checking in at Poughkeepsie that evening. The

third day's run brought it to Fonda, and the course was

continued through the state by way of Syracuse. Rochester

and Buffalo. The well paved roads of New York for

the most part allowed the machine to maintain consistently

good time.

A run of 136 miles on the seventh day brought the

Start of Transcontinental Alco from Philadelphia. June 20.
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truck into Cleveland with a total distance covered of 805

miles.

Between Cleveland and Toledo the crew had their first

experiences with bad roads. The new highway construc

tion forced the truck over trails of its own, and, armed

with shovels, the crew were forced to build their own

roads through long stretches of sand, soft earth and "rough

and ready" hummocks. Nevertheless, the truck was able

to add 123 miles in a day to its total.

Rain turned the roads into slippery stretches and heavy

clay going on the way to Edgerton, Ohio, where the truck-

arrived the following night. These conditions prevailed

most of the way to Chicago, which was reached on the

eleventh day, with the mileage record at 1,210 miles.

The trip across western Illinois was made through

roads of gumbo that wrapped around the wheels of the

truck and was thrown in huge masses for many feet. Rain

intensified the terrific condition of these roads.

Iowa roads furnished numerous thrills. It was in

this state that the truck for the first time struck roads near

Boone that were absolutely impassable. Excessive heat

reaching at times the 100 degree mark, and any amount

of steep hill climbing were also in the path of the truck.

But more thrilling were the experiences with the woe

fully weak bridges of the state. Here is an excerpt from

a report by Capt. E. L. Ferguson in this connection :

"Our experiences along the route, known as the Iowa

Official Transcontinental Route, can never be repeated by

any who may follow, because many of the bridges we

crossed will this year be replaced by concrete structures,

with few, if any, wooden affairs left by the end of next

year.

"We rebuilt, replanked and reconstructed bridges times

almost too often to count. We strengthened worn flooring

with planks, supported weak stringers with boxes of soap

from our load, and held in place rotted or washed out

header beams with 10-ton jacks or block and tackle. The

applied details of each method were as varied as the

methods.

"In the trip across the state over 500 bridges were ex

amined and no less than 100 were given some kind of

attention.

"None of this would have been necessary with a tour

ing car. But it must be remembered that we were driving

a truck under capacity load.

"There are several sections that are yet to be gravelled.

Through these, during or immediately after a rain, touring

is best postponed for at least part of a day"

"It is a peculiar quality of the natural soil that when

wet it cakes into huge masses and at the same time has

a surface that is as slippery as grease.

"It is treacherous to walk upon; even a light touring

car is likely to go crabwise rather than in a forward direc

tion. Tire chains are of little value because they imme

diately become filled and then form the Lest sort of a

toundation for huge masses of caked clay.

"Many think of Iowa as a flat state, an error soon cor

rected in crossing from the Mississippi to the Missouri

rivers. Others think of the state as rolling prairie, a

term conveying to the mind long gradual ups and downs.

Drive across it and there will be found sonic of the stiftest

of hills, with the sharpest grades that ever came within ken.

"The truck negotiated them without once removing the

load, but the low gear was mighty handy going up two

of them that varied from 14 to 17 per cent on the grado

meter. One was particularly tough climbing, inasmuch

that its surface kept crushing through under our weight."

The journey across Nebraska was a "joy ride'' by com

parison with what went before. The roads proved better,

the hills more gradual, and the bridges notably stronger.

Various road boosting associations were hosts to the crew

of the truck from one end of the state to the other; at one

point Mayor Wolz of Fremont personally heading an escort

party. Just west of Kearney the truck passed the famous

"half way across the Continent" sign. Near the western

edge of the state difficult going was encountered in the

way of a five-mile stretch of sand.

With a record of 2.184 miles in 24 days of actual run

ning time, the truck reported at Julesburg, Colo., on July

18. The rise in altitude for the day was 500 feet.

Between Julesburg and Sterling a break in the huge

irrigation canal put the truck and crew out of communica

tion with the world for two days, during which time the

vehicle was engulfed in a sea of alkali mud, and the crew

were forced to go without food for 27 hours.

Here also a bridge dropped the truck six feet into an

other canal. More evidences of the disastrous flood that

had done $2,500,000 damage in Denver were met by the

crew on the way to Fort Morgan. Colo., where bridges and

roads were washed away for many miles.

After fighting its way through one mud stretch that

even men in saddles avoided, the vehicle reported in Den

ver with a mileage rolled up of 2,417. An ovation was

accorded the transcontinental party by the Board of Com

merce of that city.

Strenuous efforts in hill climbing were the lot of the

truck upon entering Wyoming by way of Laramie. It

rose 5,140 feet in elevation in a fifty mile run, reaching

shelter just in time to escape a heavy cloudburst that trans

formed 70 miles of road ahead into veritable rivers, and

tore down bridges.

Similar experiences were the almost daily program

clear across Wyoming, which proved by far the most diffi

cult state to negotiate. In eight days there were ten cloud

bursts through one section. The roads at best when dry

were merely narrow trails of deep ruts and high centers.

Steep sided gullies were numerous, and frequently there

was the necessity of leaving the road and blazing the way

across virgin paths, often more than 150 miles from hab

itation, and encountering at other roads submerged under

two feet of water. Word from the crew was to the effect

that conditions through the state were the worst in 14 years.

On every side was devastation ; hundreds of tests in cross

ing gullies were given the truck.

Close to Point of Rocks. Wyo., the truck, with four

coast to coast touring parties and two prairie schooner

outfits, was caught in a cloudburst on a 7,000 foot plateau.

A little farther along, near Rock Springs, it was found

necessary to build a dam to keep back the ru»h of water and

enable the Alco to proceed westward. The drivers turned
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1. Prairie better than road.

2. Near Rock Springs, Wyo.

1. Near the Catskills, N. Y.

5. Gullies in Wyoming.

3. Road making at Scenet, N. Y. 6. Crew turn road builders.
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road builders and bridge constructors through this flood- away bridges, as well as in those sections of the country

visited region, ending their vivid experiences by rescuing where the crew, on account of the bad condition of tht

a touring party and a stranded motorcyclist who were highways, or repairs to the main traveled road, was com-

caught on a bottomless alkali flat near Evanston. pelled to make detours across unbeaten trails.

The journey to Salt Lake City was over mountain sum- The first complete records secured on this run are the

mits and through canyons and cliff-side roads that at times mileage figures. Though a daily log was kept on the

were only six inches wider than the tread of the truck, progress of the truck and every possible item of record

This precarious situation compelled careful driving. was entered therein, it will be a week or more before these

The truck, after reporting at Kelton, Xev., was not are figured in all their completeness,

heard from for three days, which were spent in traversing Interesting and valuable results are shown in the charts

the Great Salt Lake Desert. During this time it was far of the Servis recorder, which have been analyzed from the

from any town or telegraph station. It turned up in Elko, start of the run up to and including August 28. Recapitu-

Nev. Then, swinging to the south, it next reported in lated, the total time on the road was 595 hours, 36 minutes;

Eureka, ascending for five miles a stiff grade over the the time in motion 302 hours, 20 minutes, or a proportion

crest of the Humboldt Mountains, and battling its way of approximately 51 per cent. The average time on the

through a snowstorm, a hailstorm and two great cloud- road each day was 10 hours, 29 minutes; the average time

bursts that played havoc with the road. in motion. 5 hours, 21 minutes. The remainder of the time

Turning westward, the Alco continued its mountain each day generally was consumed in replenishing with fuel,

climbing performances, reaching Austin with a record of hi meal hours, examining and replanking weak bridges,

3.568 miles. For six miles it pulled up a 20 per cent grade, inspecting the truck, shoveling sand to give the vehicle

Outside of Fallon, Xev., the crew blasted their way traction, and pulling out of broken structures,

through a new canyon pass, making a 28-mile run over a For instance, the largest number of stops in a single

constant succession of sand patches, and 12 miles across day—100—came during the trip across Iowa, when the

an alkali flat. crew spent eight hours in the examination of bridges. The

A sand road, two feet deep in places, of the sort that total number of stops was 1,305 in 56 days, an average

changes its base with every windstorm, led into Reno. cac - ° 25-

Carson City was the next stop. Then the Alco crossed Following is the analysis up to August 28 :

the double summit of the Sierras, to Folsom City, Cal., Total Time in

, ., . . , Klapsed Time. Actual Operation. Number of

running up grades that varied from 10 to 20 per cent. Date Hrs Mln. Hrs Mln. stops.

The rest of the way to San Francisco was easy for the <j/2« 1" 20 11 45 is

truck. The roads leading through Sacramento and Stock- 0/22. ...'.'.'.'.'.'...'.'.....'.'. 13 20 9 20 23

ton were good, and the only halt was caused by the func- 6/24 12 so .. .. J

tion of delivering the message from the governor of Penn- 6/27.!!! 22 5 11 10 25
". to s 6/28 9 5 6 25 15

sylvania to the chief executive of California at Sacramento. 6/29 9 . . 4 35 :
J 6/30 19 45 13 . . 20

,k ... * 7/2 14 45 10 55 31
* 7/3 15 15 6 33 26

Valuable Records Kept. I/j! Jjj 30 | JJ |1

Many interesting features in the way of equipment were VJ% \\ 4: \ *\ ^

carried by the truck—among them the Sears-Cross speed l',]^ \% 4g 7S ^ }|

indicator, the Servis recorder, the Coronet hubodometer. j/,JJ ]$ 40 g \l J4,

and the Veeder odometer, acting as mute records of the 1^ JJj 4q I \\ ||

number of miles covered, the length of time each day the l/X^ 1I 30 5 §g \\

truck was on the road, and the time in actual motion. Z^j* \% i0 4 4§ jjj;

The Sears-Cross instrument registered speed and total vh'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.Y.'.'.'.'.'. u if, e io 51

mileage. The Coronet odometer, attached to the hub, also 7/29!!!!""!'.!!""!!" 12 55 s 50 19

gave a check on the distance covered. The Servis recorder 7/81! ;.'.'".' .".".'.'.'.'.'."!.' .'.'.' 5 8 1 41 26

registered the time in motion and the time each day on I/2'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. YYYYYYYYY. 6 is ..48 18

the road, while the Veeder odometer recorded along the s -. 4 37 3 58 §

„„„ ,• „ s/6 ::..; 12 55 7 21 20

same lines. g,7 10 24 35 34

^ . . . , ,, .,, 8/8 20 3 3 28 41

lurtner statistics were provided by the aneroid barom- s'9 11 1 3 s 42
*i /1 11 fi^l 1ft ^2

eter which showed the height above sea level and humidity, s/uYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY. 2 5 1 20 6
8/13 *> 20 3 53 14

and the United States thermometer enclosed in a special S/ u '.'.'. '.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 11 22 4 47 29
r X/l.'i 10 25 4 8 27

Case. S/16 17 26 9 5 46

8/19 7 46 5 23 21

Considerable use was made of the United States army ^p I 5jj j 20 16

compass, especially calibrated against magnetism. It proved J ^3 j< 21 2 53 5

a great convenience, particularly when the truck was far *|6 3 50 \ x\ ll

from civilization. On numerous occasions the compass *^ X2 45 \ 24 36

was the only guide from town to town. It was a valuable — — —

asS'H when heavy floods obliterated the roads and washed Tofaf8f. .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '. 594 24 302 20 nil
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1. In camp at Medicine Bow, Wyo.

2. Planking a weak bridge.

4. Captain E. L. Ferguson.

5. Road making In N. Y. state.

3. Passing a 20-horse team. 6. Inspecting a weak bridge.
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Philadelphia, Sept. 21.—The Alco truck that has first

crossed the continent in actual commercial service will be

put back into daily operation by its owners, Charles W.

Young & Company, soap manufacturers, of this city. A

statement to that effect was made by Charles W. Young, on

receipt of news that the vehicle had successfully completed

its long and arduous journey.

"I am informed that the truck weathered in good shape

the storm of terrific roads, steep mountains, floods and

every other conceivable difficulty/' said Mr. Young. "Need

less for me to say, I am happy over the result.

"We have arranged to have the machine shipped back

to our factories, where it will be returned to the daily

service performed for two months before the trip across

the continent. The truck is part of our entirely motorized

service and will be used in duty about the city and out

through the country.

"One thing that has been demonstrated to me, among

many others, is the practicability of the motor truck for

long distance hauling—say, within a radius of 50 to 100

miles. The machine is more economical than rail ; and, it

might be added, the railroads are not keen for business

of this nature. The motor truck, in my opinion, is destined

to fill a big need in this connection."

* * *

New York, Sept. 21.—That the coast to coast journey

of Charles W. Young & Company's truck will do much in

stimulating the good roads movement throughout the coun

try is the belief of Harry S. Houpt, general sales manager

of the American Locomotive Company automobile depart

ment. Mr. Houpt received with considerable satisfaction

news of the truck's success in delivering its cargo of goods

safely to the consignee.

"This was without doubt the hardest test to which any

motor truck in history has ever been put," declared Mr.

Houpt, "and the success, of course, is gratifying to us.

"Aside from the fact that this truck has done something

new in effecting the initial delivery of goods on record

from an ow-ner to a customer at opposite edges of the con

tinent, and has proved its superiority in many ways over

horses, this particular feat should result in better road

conditions.

"Every bridge the machine fell through gave sufficient

evidence of the need for a new one. Every sandy road

and every road immersed under two feet of water were

proof of the need for better roads.

"I am confident that another favorable echo of the

run will be an extension of delivery by motor trucks. 1

wouldn't go as far as to say that trucks will ever be em

ployed regularly in transcontinental hauling, but their

radius of activity certainly is destined to increase right

along. With the improvement of road and bridge condi

tions, what now is wilderness will soon be transformed into

boulevarded highways."

Mr. Houpt declared that preparations are under way

for a big reception for the crew on their return to this city.

LEONARD TRANSMISSION PATENT.

The litigation now pending between H. Ward Leonard,

of Bronxville, N. Y.. and the Lozier Motor Company has

served to renew interest in the Leonard transmission pat

ent which covers a "variable-speed and reversing gear"

for motor vehicles.

The patent, on which the suit is based, was granted to

Leonard July 31, 1906, No. 827,454, and is said to include

all constructions providing a direct drive on an inter

mediate speed. Nine well-known manufacturers are

claimed to be infringers of the patent and the Lozier case

is in the nature of a test to determine the status of Leon

ard's claims. Sometime ago Leonard brought suit against

the makers of the Rolls-Royce pleasure car in England.

Leonard's claims were sustained by the British court, and

the Rolls-Royce people are now paying" him royalty.

The Leonard transmission has "two axially sliding ele

ments," whereas the usual construction, such as covered

by the Dyer patents, embodies only one movable element.

With Leonard's arrangement, the direct drive may be

placed on any intermediate speed between high and low.

THE DISAPPEARING HORSE.

The Kansas tax commissioners have just published

some interesting statistics which indicate the extent to

which the motor is displacing the horse in the Sunflower

state.

These statistics show that within the last four years

the state of Kansas has lost 67,000 horses, and that in the

same time it has gained 16,000 motor vehicles and 1,700

traction engines that are used in farm work. There are

still 1,045,416 horses in the state, but in the last year the

number was decreased by 18,582. It is estimated that

every motor vehicle brought into the state decreases the

number of horses by at least four.

It is significant that the greatest decrease in the number

of horses has occurred in the western part of the state,

where the big wheat farms are located. Throughout the

eastern section the farms are smaller, and traction engines

are not extensively used for plowing.

There are at present about 24,000 motor vehicles of all

descriptions in the state, and the number is constantly in

creasing.

MOTOR IN ROAD WORK.

The authorities of Sumter county, Georgia, are ex

perimenting with power wagons in road work. The 200

miles of graded roads in the county are in such good

condition that they only require an occasional dressing

off with split-log drags to give them a smooth surface.

Each drag is pulled by two mules. With the motor truck,

pulling three drags, it is expected that the entire 200 mile:-

can be dressed in a week's time. The machine will dis

place six mules, three drivers and a guard.

Kansas City (Mo.) may have a two weeks' motor

wagon show next winter.

Secretary of State Lazansky of New York has esti

mated that this year's taxes on motor vehicles and chauf

feurs will amount to more than $1,000,000.
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1. Getting out of a bridge wreck.

2. The Great Salt Lake Desert.

3. Crossing a prairie.

 

4. Crashing through a bridge.

5. Building a dam in Wyoming.

6. Rough going In Nebraska.
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Training the Driver.

C. B. Hayward Contributes Some Enlightening Views to the Solution of a Hard Problem.

ONE OF THE most important and, at the same time,

perplexing problems arising in connection with

the use of power wagons is the education of the

truck driver. On the driver depends, perhaps as much

as on anything else, whether the truck will prove efficient

or burdensome. In a recent number of the B. F. Good

rich Company's house organ appears an interesting paper

on the subject of "Training the Driver," by C. B. Hay-

ward, in which he explains what is being clone to provide

schools for truck drivers.

* * *

"The problem of modernizing a delivery service by

adopting motor trucks in place of horses and wagons is

only half solved by the selection of the trucks themselves,"

says Mr. Hayward. "In fact, ever since the motor truck

became practical it has been quite as much of a problem

to provide competent drivers. Regardless of how com

pletely the control of various adjustments is taken out

of the driver's hands, or how thoroughly 'fool-proofed'

the mechanism may be, the motor truck will always be a

piece of machinery requiring intelligent attention for its

maintenance.

* * *

Driver Must Be a Teamster.

"What class of men provides the best material from

which to develop the skilled motor-truck driver is a

question that has been answered in different ways by dif

ferent authorities. It must be borne in mind that the

driver of a motor truck should not alone understand its

handling, but he must also be familiar with the duties of a

teamster. The latter is quite as important as the former.

An automobile driver may know more about the mechan

ism of his truck, but the teamster better understands

the matter of hauling and delivering goods and is more

conversant with the details of handing traffic.

* * *

Suitable Training Is Necessary.

"On the other hand, the teamster not only lacks me

chanical training at the outset, but he may also be in

capable of acquiring it in sufficient degree to make his

services of as much value behind the wheel of a big

truck as they were in charge of a team of horses. A driver

who is not able to master the routine details of a team

ster's duties in a comparatively short time would not be a

fit man to place in charge of an expensive machine. The

chief difficulty at present, however, is that mechanically

trained men are either not to be had at all, or only at a

great increase in labor charges. From what has been said,

it will be evident that a remedy is only to be found in the

systematic training of teamsters, as well as of men who

have never had any experience in handling cither horse or

machine.

* * *

Co-operation With Manufacturers.

"Strange to say, the average employer does not real

ize the importance of properly training a driver before

entrusting to him the care of a motor truck. This in spite

of the fact that few employers nowadays are now more or

less familiar with the necessity of providing skilled at

tendants for their pleasure cars. Apart from the depart

ment stores, the express companies have been the largest

users of trucks up to the present. In this field the practice

has usually been to put a number of machines into service

at once, calling upon the manufacturer to provide sev

eral expert operators to qualify their horse drivers for the

handling of the machines. The instruction does not end

with the first week or two of supervision that the factory

expert is able to give the former teamster. The new driver's

progress is followed by a local representative of the

builder. He is visited periodically and assisted with in

formation and further instruction regarding any problems

that have arisen.

* * *

Factory Training Is Desirable.

"There are doubtless few large manufacturers of mo

tor trucks who do not fully realize the great importance of

having their customers provide thoroughly competent

drivers for their machines. In fact it is to their interest to

do so, as failure through improper usage only reacts upon

the reputation of their product.

"The complete machine as delivered to the customer

does not provide sufficient equipment to enable the begin

ner to study its design and construction. All the parts are

completely assembled and in working order, so that he

cannot obtain an idea of what is back of them or the

parts they are connected with. He is naturally at a loss

regarding the remedy to be applied in case anything goes

wrong."

POWER WAGON ON THE FARM.

Edwin C. Sloat has been carting potatoes from his

farm at Ely, X. J., by power wagon. The round trip from

the farm to the Freehold freight depot is about 12 miles,

and he has carted 300 barrels per day, or six loads of

fifty barrels each. The experiment has proved so suc

cessful that other farmers in the neighborhood are con

sidering the advisability of adopting the same methods of

bringing their produce to market.

LARGE DIAMETER TIRES.

What are probably the largest tires ever shipped to

the Pacific coast are the 64-inch-diameter solids recently

received by the United States Tire Company's San Fran

cisco branch. These tires stand as high as a man's head

and it is necessary to ship them in special crates. The

two are to be used on the rear wheels of one of the city's

new motor fire trucks.

A law in Macon Ga., requires that all motor vehicle

drivers, whether owners or hired chauffeurs, shall earn

at all times a chauffeur's card issued by the city.
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Financing the Buyer.

One of the Most Urgent Problems is How to Provide the Willing Buyer with the Cash

STRANGE AS IT may seem, the American public,

which has bought 800,000 pleasure cars for cash

on delivery, balks on paying its money down for

power wagons.

Most men hesitate before taking money out of their

enterprises to improve their delivery departments by in

stalling power wagons, especially when haulage forms

only a small portion of their business. And this in spite

of the fact that money so invested is a big revenue saver

and. in most cases, also a revenue gainer.

* * *

Real Cash a Rare Commodity.

Real cash money is one of the rarest things in com

merce, probably the rarest thing. And the motor wagon

factor who has not yet discovered this is a fortunate indi

vidual indeed.

Most business men have already been educated up to

the point where they recognize the need for power wagons

in their transportation departments. But few people have

given these same men an idea how to get the money to

buy motors.

* * *

Selling Machines on Time Payments.

Although it may be news to some, it is well known in

the trade that the most conspicuously successful motor

wagon dealers have sold machines on time payments.

There is one dealer selling a light machine at somewhat

less than a thousand dollars who has over $20,000 in

paper in his safe. His case is by no means exceptional.

But this man, like others similarly situated, is tired of

"carrying the bag," and is now appealing to the manufac

turer for help in handling sales on the installment plan.

The Banks Should Carry This Business.

This is another of the cases in which the banks should,

and eventually will, come in to help the industry to the

good of everybody and their own profit as well.

One well-known power wagon maker has announced

"the most business-like and most liberal motor truck prop

osition ever offered to the trade," this being nothing less

than a cash payment down and the balance on time. The

offer is made direct to the user, and it is stated that the

time payments will hardly exceed what one would have

to pay in renting a power wagon by the day.

* * *

Installment Plan May Hurt the Banks.

Such a plan is all right for a company that has enough

money to do business in this way, but it will hardly ap

peal to those who are not the fortunate possessors of nice

healthy bank balances. y

Still the very same thing lias been done in the sewing

machine, furniture, agricultural implement, and other

trades, although even in these industries there are some

concerns which hold aloof from the installment plan

method of doing business and yet contrive to make a good

The logical method, however, is to do business through

the banks, and the bankers will probably soon come to the

rescue when they see the likelihood of a very profitable

trade slipping away from them.

DEMAND NEW ROAD.

Power wagon dealers and users of Los Angeles, Cal.,

may join forces in demanding quicker action in the com

pletion of a lx:>ulevard from the wholesale district to the

harbor. A conference between leading dealers and mem

bers of the Associated Jobbers has been considered with

that end in view.

'"The single fact that the power wagons in use in Los

Angeles have increased almost 1000 per cent in number

in the last year should be evidence enough to the city of

ficials of the urgency of the need that exists for the im

mediate and permanent improvement of the road between

here and the harbor," said W. F. Wood of the California

Motor Car Company recently.

"Large commercial firms in this city have repeatedly

demonstrated that it is possible to transport freight by

motor wagon for less than 5 cents a ton mile. In view

of this fact and the further consideration that motor

truck service is quicker and eliminates switching charges

and rehandling of freight that are two added sources of

expense in shipping freight by rail, the demand for a

good trucking road between Los Angeles and San Pedro

is becoming daily more insistent among Los Angeles busi

ness men. It is a demand that the city must meet and

the quicker that it does so, the better it will be for all its

industries.

"When the city builds the road, it should build it right.

Oil macadam roads such as compose the present boule

vard system by no means will be sufficient to stand up

under the motor truck traffic that the opening of the

Panama canal will develop between Los Angeles and the

harbor. The harbor road should be of brick and concrete

construction. There should be a concrete base from eight

to ten inches in thickness, then a layer of three inches of

sand, and vitrified brick for the surface. This is the

manner in which the Indianapolis speedway is constructed

and which the government has found most satisfactory in

experimental roads it has constructed in the East. The

initial cost of such a road would be high, it is true, but

it would be by far the cheapest in the long run."

KNIGHT-ARGYLLS DECISION.

In the action recently brought by Knight and Kil-

bourne against Argylls, Ltd., of Alexandria, Scotland, for

alleged infringement of the Knight sleeve-valve engine

patents, decision was rendered in favor of the defendants

and the suit dismissed.

A motor bus line has been started between Corydon and

living. New Albany in Kentucky.
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New Motor Freight Service.

California Man Competes With Railroad Companies for Freight Trade.

AFTER FAMILIARIZING himself with freight

rates between Los Angeles and San Bernardino,

California, a power wagon owner in the latter

place decided that he could compete, in a limited way, with

the railroad companies for freight trade. lie went to sev

eral wholesale merchants of Los Angeles and offered to

make their deliveries in San Bernardino, calling at their

Los Angeles places of business for what they would pay

the railroads in freight rates between the two cities. As a

result, he is making regular trips.

As the wholesalers save the cost of hauling their

freight to the railroad station and they can talk delivery

direct to the doors of the San Bernardino merchants, they

are well satisfied. The power wagon owner says he makes

good profits, and he will put on more machines. Other

truckmen in San Bernardino, Riverside and Redlands are

watching the growth of the idea, and they probably will

enter the field. Packages, household furniture and other

goods make up frequent loads into Los Angeles from the

San Bernardino valley, but the truck owner figures that he

is making money even if the has to haul but one way.

:fc * *

Power Wagon Will Affect Freight Rates.

Some of the wholesale merchants believe that within a

year this innovation will assume proportions large enough

to be a factor in affecting freight rates in the territory ad

jacent to Los Angeles. Rates now prevailing within a

radius of 50 to 75 miles of the city are what are known

as "compelled rates." They were not voluntarily reduced

to their present level, but were compelled to come down.

The compulsion originally was the competition of

teaming, and this is a matter of traffic history with which

every experienced traffic man in Southern California is

thoroughly familiar. The railroad rates were so high

that teamsters found hauling profitable to Pomona and

other nearby points, even as far as Lancaster. They were

able to do the hauling in and out of Jx>& Angeles in spite

of the fact that the roads were bad and without any im

provement whatever and the wooden bridges were frail

and prohibited heavy loads.

* * *

Political Wirepulling By Railroads.

When the railroads became alarmed over this competi

tion they went to the supervisors and secured adverse rul

ings ostensibly for the safety of bridges and to prevent

the roads from being cut up. The amount of a load that

could be hauled was regulated under the pretext of safety

on the wooden bridges.

In spite of these limitations the teamsters continued

to haul at reduced rates as compared with freight tariffs,

and the railroads, found it necessary to reduce rates con

siderably. In numerous instances freight rates were cut

25 and 30 per cent purely through the opportunities per

mitted by the high rates on the railroads.

The same history may be developed with local freight

rates and the competition of the motor wagons, although

at present the truck owners will have the advantages of

good roads and reduced cost, with a much wider field of

operation in their favor.

Wholesale merchants in Los Angeles are keeping close

tab on this development, and are encouraging the power

wagon manufacturers and agents to make the most of it.

ROYALTIES FAVOR ARMY MOTORS.

European rulers are devoting considerable attention to

the motor vehicle for military purposes. At the recent

army operations at the great English military camp at

Aldershot the value of the gasoline motor was demon

strated in several ways. King George and Queen Mary

were present at the maneuvers, and evinced more than

ordinary interest in the latest developments of mechanical

locomotion. After visiting the Royal Aircraft factory and

inaugurating the new Royal Flying Corps, which super

sedes the Air Battalion, as a valuable wing of the F.nglish

Army, the King and Oueen inspected the Motor Trans

port Department of the army, which is a recent addition

to the service. Transports, ambulances and motor cycles

were included in the demonstration.

During the recent spring tour of the Austrian Motor

Volunteer Corps, the Emperor. Archduke Friedrich and

several members of royalty reviewed the drivers and ve

hicles. Among those who took a keen interest in the op

eration of the motor corps were Prince Solms, Prince Elias

of Parma, Count Drascovich and Count Boos-Waldeck.

There were nearly 60 motorcyclists and a number of heavy

motor transport and hospital vehicles in the tour.

The motor vehicle is playing an important part in the

mobilization of European armies, and among the rulers

who have shown great interest in military motor transpor

tation are Emperor William of Germany, the King of

Italy, the Czar of Russia, the King of Spain, and the

President of France.

MIRRORS FOR HEAVY TRUCKS.

A county authority in England is considering the ad

visability of adopting a by-law requiring that all heavy

wagons be equipped with mirrors, so placed that the

drivers can see faster-moving vehicles approaching from

the rear. Although the need for such a device has long

been recognized, few motor wagons have, up to the pres

ent, been so equipped. The Automobile Association has,

however, been successful in inducing some owners to fit

mirrors to their machines, but it is hoped that the move

ment now on foot will have more universal results.

Secretary Sindelar of the Cleveland. Ohio, park de

partment believes the city can acquire power wagons for

every day use that can be converted into motor buses for

Sunday and Saturday park sight-seeing purposes. Under

this plan the city would charge sight-seers to or 15 cents

for rides through the parks and boulevards.
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Power Wagon Tires.

A Record of Some Interesting Efficiency Tests on Tires for Electric Trucks.

By F. E. WHITNEY.*

THE OBJECT of this paper is simply to bring out

some interesting points noted in studying the vari

ous types of truck tires on the market, the effect

of load upon them and some rather peculiar characteristics.

As my experiments have been confined to vehicles travel

ing at speeds below 20 miles per hour, we have not con

sidered pneumatic tires as entering the field.

The various makes of tires now on the market may be

divided into four distinct types as shown on Fig. t.
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Fig. 1.

Type A—Side Wire.

Uniform compound throughout attached to wheel

by means of cross wires embedded in rubber at base

and secured to wheel by side wire or side flanges.

Characteristic makes of this type—Firestone, Swine-

hart.

Type B—Wire Base.

Uniform compound having several wires embedded

in rubber at base running around wheel and secured

to wheel by press fit on band and side flanges. Char

acteristic makes of this type—Diamond. Kelly-Spring

field, Hartford.

Type C—Hard Rubber Base.

Soft rubber tread, hard rubber base vulcanized to

steel bands and secured to wheel by press fit and side

flanges or T bolts. Characteristic makes of this type

—Gibney, Goodrich, Polack, Goodyear.

•Abstract of a paper presented before the Philadelphia Branch of

the Society of Automobile Engineers. Mr. Whitney Is treasurer and

general manager of the Commercial Truck Company of America,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Type D—Block.

Separate blocks secured by cross or side wire and

metal cages over blocks bolted through felloe. Char

acteristic makes of this type—Kelly-Springfield and

others.

* * *

Factors to Be Considered.

In considering the value of different makes of tires

for use on power wagons there are a number of features

to be taken into consideration. These will depend some

what upon the type of machine on which the tires are

to be used. They are : Efficiency, durability, resiliency,

weight and cost.

In determining the value of the different characteristics

to the truck manufacturer I have arranged those in the

above order as representing the order of their importance

to the manufacturers of electric vehicles. On account of

the different nature of other types of vehicles the relative

importance of the different characteristics of the tire is

frequently placed in the following order. Durability, cost,

weight, resiliency and efficiency.

* * *

Size of Tire Tested.

In making observations a number of tests have been

made on various makes of tires, the size used being 3 in. by

36 in. This particular size was selected because of ease

in handling, loading, etc. The standard load rating of

this tire is 950 pounds, but tests were carried up to 1.500

pounds.

* * *

Efficiency.

In rolling a wheel along the road over any surface there

is a resistance to rolling depending on road surface and

type of tire, which varies all the way from 3 lb. per ton

with true steel wheels rolling on heavy clean rail, up to

200 lb. per ton in ordinary wagon wheels through sand.

The best authorities give the following figures :

Steel-tired wheels on steel rail 3 to 5 lb.

Pneumatic-tired wheels on asphalt

pavement 15 to 35 lb.

Solid-tired wheels 20 to 40 lb.

Steel-tired wheels on average road,

about 50 lb.

The most efficient rubber tire is naturally the tire that

will roll along and offer the least resistance to rolling. In

rolling over the relatively hard road surfaces the softness

of the rubber allows it to spread, giving more surface in

contact with the road ; as against this the steel tire retains

its shape, making an indentation in the road as it rolls

along. As the composition of the road is not as efficient a

spring as the rubber tire, the road resistance is naturally

higher.

In making tests on trucks with different makes of rub

ber tires results have been secured where the total resist

ance has run as low as 25 pounds per ton and as high as
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6o. all other conditions remaining the same except the f're.

This is simply clue to a variation in the compound of the

rubber, the low results being with a very high quality of

rubber, whereas the high results were due to an inferior

compound. Of this the loss in transmission amounts to

approximately 3 pounds per ton, friction and windage 5

pounds per ton, the remainder being in the tires.

* * *

Methods of Test.

In order to test for efficiency we make use of several

methods :

First—By allowing the vehicle to coast down a grade

and determine the distance it will run, this being repeated

with different makes of tires. The more efficient tire will

naturally coast further.

Second—Run the vehicle over a measured course and

with electric instrument and stop watch determine the

power consumed per mile per hour, this being repeated

with different makes of tires.
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Fig. 3.

Third—The more accurate test has been with the use

of a dynamometer on which the tire to be tested is mount

ed and rolled against a plain steel band. The resistance

to rolling is determined in pounds at various speeds and

pressures.

Fourth—The fourth and very simple method is to fol

low the system used in the Shore scleroscope for testing

steel, which simply consists in dropping a piece of hard

material on the tire from a definite height and measuring

the height it will rebound, the efficiency of various tires

comparing with the height of rebound.

* * *

Testing Apparatus.

Fig. 2 shows in plan and elevation an apparatus which

we have devised for making these efficiency tests. It con

sists of the rear construction of one of our worm-driven

light delivery wagons. By means of a special driving

shaft the differential is locked so that a wheel mounted

on one end of the axle at "A" will be driven from the

motor "B" in the same manner as the vehicle operating

on the road. This wheel is made small enough so that

a 36-inch tire mounted on its steel band will slip over

the outside. The rim of this wheel is fitted with a number

of set screws "C," so that the tire can be readily centered

and secured in position, after which it is securely wedged.

Steel-tired wheel "D," mounted on annular bearings, is

carried by frame "E" so mounted that it swings readily

on the annular bearings "F" of the axle "G." The wheel

"D" is mounted so that it can be moved in or out and it

can be pressed against the wheel to be tested by means of

the coil spring "H." The wheel "D" with its supporting

frame "E" is counterbalanced by the weight "I." It will

be seen that by revolving the wheel "A" in the direction

indicated by the arrow with no pressure between the tire

to be tested "J" and the wheel "D," there will be no ten

dency to rotate the whole apparatus about the center of the

axle "G." When, however, pressure is applied any re

sistance or drag at the surface of the tire "J" will be

resolved into a tendency of the whole system to rotate

about "G" and this is determined in pounds pull by means

of the spring balance "K." In addition to the apparatus

indicated the wheel is fitted with a speedometer so that

tests at different speeds can be made. In this manner

a range of tests has been made at varying speeds and pres

sures and the results plotted in curves as shown on Fig. 3.

* # *

Results of Test.

It will be noted that all of the curves are practically

straight lines, showing that the tire loss varies directly

with the load. By referring to curve 3 and curve 6 it will

be noted that at 1,250 pounds the drag on tire 6 is 10.3

pounds as against curve 3 showing a drag of 18 pounds,

which represents the relative efficiency of the two tires.

As a direct comparison with the above method of test,

the bounce in inches of the same tires has been plotted, as

shown at the left side of Fig. 3, from which it will be noted

that tire 6 shows a bounce of %l/2 as against ^l/2 for tire

3, showing about the same relative efficiency with the dif

ferent method of test.

As indicating the effect on the mileage secured from
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one charge of the battery in an electric truck with the

extremes as indicated by tires 3 and 6, a vehicle equipped

with tire 6 would cover, say, 50 miles on one charge of

the battery, whereas a vehicle equipped with tire 3. over

the same route, and using the same battery equipment

would be able to cover only 30 to 35 miles.

* * *

Cushion Effect.

The amount of cushion which the tire interposes be

tween the wheel and the road is an important factor in the

value of the tire as measuring the amount of injurious

vibration and shocks which are absorbed. In order to

determine this effect tires were given various loads and

observations taken of the compression of the tire; also

of the area in contact with the road. From these observa

tions curves have been plotted showing the load charac

teristics of various makes of tires and also the contact

with the road and the load per square inch of the surface

in contact.

Fig. 4 shows a series of curves in which the deflection

of the tire in sixty-fourths of an inch is plotted against

load in pounds. This test is made by pressing the tire

between two parallel surfaces and simply measuring the

compression in inches. It will be noted that on curve 3

with a load of 1,250 pounds a compression of 16/64 >s

*z *3

130* I

o
IP7, -v

shown, as against 24/64 on curve 4. In other words, on

a bump tire 4 will compress 50 per cent more than tire 3

and, consequently, absorb proportionately more vibration.

In Fig. 5 pressure is plotted against pounds.

In Fig. 6 pressure per square inch is plotted against

pounds.

It will be noted that the area in contact with the road

varies with the different makes of tires from 8.6 to 11.3

square inches. This, however, does not indicate much

unless the pressure per square inch is taken into con

sideration.

Pneumatic tires are usually worked at about "j to 90

pounds per square inch. It will be noted by Fig. 6 that

at 1,250 pounds solid tires are working at pressures of

from 115 to 145 pounds per square inch. The wear on

the solid rubber and the service it has to perform are con

siderably more severe than in the case of pneumatic tires

Referring to Fig. 4, it will be noted by curve 4 from

the direction of the curve that at even 1.500 pounds the

tire has not reached its full capacity, whereas on curve 3

the deflection is not increasing in proportion to the added

weight, and, consequently, this tire is close to its carrying

capacity. This shows that although the tires all have the

same rating there is a decided difference in the actual

carrying capacity.
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Fig. 8.

As a matter of interest along with other observations

the shape of the different makes of tires was observed as

is indicated on Fig. 7, on which are also noted the load

per square inch at contact with the road and pounds pres

sure per square inch on the tire.

There is a point of interest to which my observations

did not reach the maximum pressure at the center of the

area ir. contact with the road, the pressure indicated being

simply the pressure per square inch calculated from the

pounds load and the total area. It is reasonable to expect

that some of these indicated figures will be increased ma

terially, the result being that the tire is etched away in the

center of the tread and has a tendency to flatten out on

the surface ; this is what actually occurs in service.

Fig. 8 is made to show the shape of the tire under

extreme load. It will be noted that there is a slight wave

in the rubber at both the front and the back of the area

of contact with the ground, When the vehicle is moving

this wave is in front and of increased height.

I have shown in Fig. 9 the effect which is obtained

with block tires. It is interesting to note that usually the

first idea is that the heel of the blocks is worn out first,

but, as a matter of fact, the toe is worn more on account

of its creeping out from under the load as the wheel re

volves. The dotted line indicates the shape the blocks

assume after having been in service for some time.

* * *

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Harvey—Does the temperature have any effect on

the tires ?

F. F. Whitney—I have never tested carefully for tem

perature effect, but within rather wide limits have found

little difference.

B. B. Bachman—In your tests did you find any marked

 

difference in the performance from a standpoint of effi

ciency and durability as regards the shape of the tires ?

F. E. Whitney—Durability depends largely on the road

surface. The efficiency does not seem to be affected much

by the shape. On an old tire that has run one-half or two-

thirds of its life you will find it is trimmed off on the

edges. Some of the manufacturers are taking the rubber

out there and putting it somewhere else.

You hear a great deal about running down to the rim.

If you observe carefully you will find about -}4 in. of rub

ber after you have had as much wear as possible from

the tire. Occasionally you get down lower, but if the

truck runs in car tracks the driver will ""kick" when tires

are down y± in. depth.

A. B. Cumner—What is the comparison of efficiency

between single and dual tires of the same load carrying

capacity ?

F. F. Whitney—I have not found much difference.

A. B. Cumner—If, for instance, you were using a single

5-in. tire, what would you use for dual?

F. F. Whitney—That would depend upon conditions.

A big tire will stand bumps much better than a little tire.

A 5-in. single will stand up in some cases better than a

2^2-in. dual.

A. B. Cumner—In European practice a good many

dual tires are used.

F. E. Whitney—As the load and size increase, the tire

manufacturer cannot increase the tire rating as much as

he would like to.

B. B. Bachman—We have done a lot of experimenting

in different ways and in a great many services of power

wagons and have found that pneumatic tires give very

good results ; combining the maintenance cost of tire and

vehicle, the cost is materially lowered.

A. B. Cumner—Up to 3,000 pounds carrying capacity

the pneumatic is better as to combined cost of mainte

nance. In some cases, of course, it runs both ways. We

get tire mileage on some as high as 8.500 to <).ooo.

C. A. T. A. HAS FALL OPENING.

The Chicago Automobile Trade Association held its

annual fall opening September 14 to 21. inclusive. Dif

ferent attractions were planned for each night in the week,

and 111 different concerns were expected to participate.

The first six days were given over to parades of power

wagons, motor fire apparatus, electric pleasure vehicles,

veteran machines, Chicago Motor Club members and old

and new types. Saturday, the 21st. was devoted to the

accessory men.

The festival closed with a meeting of association of

ficials and members at the Metropole Hotel.

MOTOR CLUB RUN POSTPONED.

The Chicago Motor Club's truck demonstration, which

was to have been held September 9 to 1 1 inclusive, has

been indefinitely postponed, as many dealers did not have

sufficient time to make preparations for entering the con

test. Although no date has been fixed, it is generally

understood that the run will be held in the latter part of

( )ctober.
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ENGLISH TIRE SIZES AND MILEAGE.

The following report received from A. E. A. M.

Turner, technical press correspondent in London, gives

particulars of tire dimensions on leading British motor

truck and wagon chassis and also the average actual mile

ages obtained from the tires in everyday use, with the

average loads carried going and returning and the service

engaged in. The mileage figures as given in the accom

panying table, are in all cases the averages of three sets

of tires on each size of vehicle ; that is, "the mileage shown

as the result of using a particular size of rubber is the

figure obtained from wearing out three sets of six rub

bers, or 18 tires in all. These results are all from ve

hicles used in actual service—not from manufacturers'

demonstration machines—and have come from two or

three vehicles each of the same make and load capacity in

the different sets of results. To wear out 18 tires might

take a truck four years or more, and then even this would

not give a representative result, as, while one truck might

have an exceedingly careful driver who might get an

extra 1,000 or even 2,000 miles out of his tires, three

vehicles would be more likely to have average treatment

meted out to them.

"All mileages given are for the band type of tire.

Pressed-in or grip tires are used very little in England.

The figures are from records kept on the services of large

business concerns. (In making comparisons with Amer

ican vehicles it should be remembered that English motor

trucks are rated in long tons, equivalent to 2,240 pounds.)

"The six makes of chassis appearing in the table are

the products of the following manufacturing companies:

Chassis. Manufacturer. Location.

Karrier Clayton & Co.. Ltd. Huddersfield

Lacre Motor Car Co., Ltd.

Leyland Motors, Ltd.

Commercial Cars. Ltd.

Relsize Motors, Ltd.

J. & E. Hall

English Motor Truck Solid Tire Sizes and Mileages.

KARRIER CARS.

Lacre

Leyland

Commer

Belsize

Hall ford

Letchworth

Leyland, Lancashire

Luton

Clayton, Manchester

Dartford, Kent

"The Lacre two-ton chassis has a four-cylinder 30

hp. engine, which is exceptionally large for a British two-

ton truck, the average horsepower of seven makes of this

capacity being 20 hp. The Lacre company has no engine

between a two-cylinder 18 hp. model and its 30 hp. four-

cylinder engine.

"The remaining well known make, the Dennis, has

been purchased principally by McNamara & Co., Ltd., the

big motor haulage contractors of Finsbury, London. E. C,

but this concern will not divulge tire mileages. The Den

nis chassis are all fairly small-wheeled machines— t>2 a,1('

34 inches all around—and T have heard various complaints

of tire trouble in connection with them. I think the fact

of the matter is that if a cheap, undersized or defective

rubber has been fitted to a small wheel, it simply hastens

the collapse of the tire, but does not necessarily destroy

it. As you no doubt know, an inferior tire seldom wears

out, but it gets destroyed easily in ordinary use, collapses,

leaves the rim or band, etc.

"London motor buses, running on 4-inch singles, front,

and 4-inch twins, rear, fitted exclusively to cast steel

wheels, give about 21,000 miles per set of six rubbers on
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32x3
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32x2% 21,700 1U Ry. parcels dellv., London.

1% 32x3 32x3 19,867 1% % Liquor delivery, London.

2 32x3 & 36x3% 22,180 2W l'i Cotton transport, Provinces.

■■!<:
32x4 36x4 17,360 2%

:it
General hauling, Provinces.

3 32x4 36x4 15,841 3
9 Oil tank wagons. Provinces.

1 32x4% 36x4% 16, ISO 4% 3% Cotton transport, Provinces.

LACRE.

1 34x3 34x2% 23,200 % % Drapery and furn., London.

1% 34x3% 34x3% 16,870 1% 1 % Carpet cleaning.

•>
34x4 34x4 18,740 2 2 Carpet cleaning.

:: 34x4 34x4 15,460 3%
*

Haul, cases from docks.

4 34x4% 34x5 21,863 4
■-',

Gas, hardware and supplies.

r> 34x5 40x5% 16,910 5', 1% Building material.

*■Empty.

LEYLAND.

1 34x3 % 34x3 24,670

1% 33x4 34x4 21,721 % Mineral water, Provinces.

1' 33x4 35x4 17,102 1% % Furniture dellv., London.

2% 33x4 36x4 17,008 2 i% Bottled beer, London.

3 33x4% 37x4 15,200 3% 2 Bottled beer, London.

1 34x3 40x5 16,800 4 2% Beverages.

.". 34x5% 40x5% 15,060 >> 4% Beer and cotton.

1; 34x6 '4 40x6»4 15,780 6 \'i 2 Barreled beer.

COMMER.

1% 32x3 32x3 20,900 1% K Paper.

9 32x3 32x3 15,840 2
S4 Gas, hardware. London.

:: 34x4 34x4 16,974 3 % Provisions.

1 34x4% 34x5 15,602 1 t% Furniture.

■"> 38x5% 40x5 16,002 5 3 Building material.

6 36x6 40x5% 14,865 5% ZH Contract haulage.

7 36x6% 40x61,4 12,304 6% 3% General haulage, Pickfords.

BELSIZE.

1 32x2% 32x2% 18,885 1% '4 General haulage.

1% 32x3% 32x3 17,570 1% L% Cotton transport.

3 36x4% 36x4 16,975 3 1% Machinery transport.

;"• 36x5% 36x5 14,090 5'i 4% Cotton transport.

HALLFORD.

Ltt 34x3 36x3% 17,508 1% 1>, Laundry delivery.

2 34x3 36x3% 14,a8« 2 1 Boots and leather.

2% 34x4 40x4 16,808 2% !•% Contract haulage.

• 'i 30x4 40x4 13,962 3 2 Gen. contract haulage.

1 30X4% 40x4% 14,670 4
"

Bottled beer dellv.

.i 32x5% 40x5% 16.6S0 5 t% Barreled beer dellv.

an average. Peter Union (German) tires are mainly in

strumental in getting this big average.

"Trucks and wagons with live axle types of final drive

give, under fair treatment, a bigger mileage from tires

than chain-driven chassis, mainly owing to the nice take-up

of the drive.

"Of the few remaining cases in Britain where the

driver is seated over the engine, it is found that the life,

particularly of the front rubbers, is greatly decreased. The

weight on the front rubbers is greatly increased, and the

tendency, as the vehicle is being propelled over the road,

is for them to be driven into the road. It is therefore

most economical to have the engine under a bonnet, from

the point of view of tire economy.

"The writer would like to add that he has been fairly

actively in touch with rubber tires since 1892, and whether

in carriage or solid motor tires, he has always found

American rubber tires either distinctly better in quality,
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or at any rate as good as the best Continental tires. (With

the exception of the Dunlop Rubber Co., English solid

tire makers are behind the Continental ones.) The main

fault which I found in American tires was that there was

not enough wearing rubber in them. They were merely

shallow pads round the rim, and so we did not get a

great mileage out of them. Their rubber, however, in

variably wore with perfect evenness."

* * *

Commenting on this, report, John Younger, mechanical

engineer, truck department. Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Com

pany, writes in as follows :

To the Editor:

"There is a very interesting paragraph in the recent

report of the X. A. A. M., where A. E. A. M. Turner

states that trucks and wagons with live axle type of final

drive give, under fair treatment, a larger mileage from

the tires than do the chain driven chassis, mainly owing to

the take-up of the drive.

"This confirms the results of a number of observations

I have made in which 1 have noticed that, with the dead

type of axle, or the chain driven type, the unsprung load

on the wheels is not sufficient to keep the tires rolling

smoothly and continuously along the ground. For in

stance, suppose the truck drops into a hoie and then rides

up a sharp little crest. The first thing that happens is

that the load continues to move along horizontally while

the wheels start dropping into the hole. Owing, however,

to the lightness of the unsprung weight of the axle and the

extreme weight of the body, it is practically certain that

the tires do not roll down the side of the hole, but rather

jump across from one side to the other, meeting the far

side with added impact. This can be noticed very plainly

when driving over pot-holes, and this series of impact

blows is naturally very detrimental to the life of the tires.

"With the live axle type of truck there is a certain

amount of unsprung weight on the tires and this helps

very considerably in meeting with holes and depressions

in the road, by helping the tire to stick more closely to

the rond and giving it correspondingly less wear and tear

due to impact blows.

"This is very noticeable in another class of work. Rac

ing automobile progress along the road, not by a con

tinuously smooth rolling, but at very high speeds, by a

series of jumps. As much as anything else, it is the im

pact blow at the end of each jump which does the most

damage to the tires and necessitates so many frequent

changes. If a car with very light axles is used, this jump

ing effect is very much more noticeable, and the car is

said to be unable to hold the road at high speeds. Very

often, the addition of extra weight on the rear axle will

solve the problem of making the car hold the road.

"I do not know if this question could be or has been

worked out mathematically, but it seems to be that the

live axle type of truck has just the right weight on the

rear axle to help keep the tires running smoothly along

the road."

Alton, Til., has installed a motor patrol.

REPORT ON N. A. A. M. WARRANTY.

The following has been received from the motor wagon

section of the X. A. A. M. :

"Advices received to date show that 14 truck manu

facturing members of the association out of 33 now mak

ing [lower wagons have definitely adopted the new truck-

warranty recommended by the executive committee, and

that 14 makers who are not members have also adopted

it and will incorporate it in their new catalogs and con

tracts of sale. These companies are as follow.* :

Members X. A. A. M. Xon-Members.

Daker Motor Vehicle Co. Auglaize Motor Car Co.

Federal Motor Truck Co. Brown Commercial Car Co.

(iramm Motor Truck Co. Chase Motor Truck Co.

Kelly Motor Truck Co. Champion Wagon Co.

Knox Automobile Co. Dorris Motor Car Co.

Locomobile Co. of America. Geneva Wagon Co.

Packard Motor Car Co. Gramm-Benistein Co.

Peerless Motor Car Co. Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co.

Pope Mfg. Co. Hatfield Auto Truck Co.

Reo Motor Car Co. Kearns Motor Car Co.

Seldcn Motor Vehicle Co. Sanford Motor Truck Co.

United States Motor Co. Stewart Motor Corp.

The Waverley Co. U. S. Motor Truck Co.

The White Company. Veerac Motor Truck Co.

"In addition to these 28 companies there are four mem

bers and nine non-members who approve the warranty

just as it is written and will adopt it if a majority of truck-

makers do so. They are :

Members. Xon-Members.

Xordyke & Marmon Co. C. L. Barker.

Ohio Electric Car Co. Bowling Green Motor Car Co.

Walter Motor Truck Co. Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Willys-Overland Co. Dayton Auto Truck Co.

Marathon Motor Works.

Moreland Motor Truck Co.

Poss Motor Co.

Sandusky Auto Parts & Motor

Truck Co.

H. E. Wilcox Motor Car Co.

'"This makes 41 companies committed to the warranty.

"Three other member companies that are not yet active

ly engaged in the commercial field state that as soon as

they enter it on a sufficient scale to have need for a guar

antee they will use the standard warranty. These are the

Buick Motor Co., Columbus Buggy Co., and Jackson.

Automobile Co.

"Only five members heard from are opposed to use

of the warranty. They are the Autocar Company, Ford

Motor Co., Franklin Mfg. Co., General Motor Truck Co.,

and Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co. Their objection is that

they do not consider it sufficiently liberal, particularly as

regards its duration. They prefer a guarantee for one

year, or even, apparently, in one or two cases, one without

limitation. The Buckeye Mfg. Co., Driggs-Seabury

Ordnance Corp., Xational Motor Truck Co. and Wichita

Falls Motor Co., all non-members, are of similar opinion.

In the case of the Buckeye and Xational companies their

literature is already out, incorporating a year's guarantee:
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and they do not feel that they can recall this warranty now

and substitute the 90-day standard warranty.

"On the other hand, there are a number of manufac

turers who voluntarily took occasion particularly to com

mend the 90-day limit, holding that a guarantee for one

year was entirely too long and that if a defect does not

appear in three months of actual service it is prima facie

evidence that proper materials and workmanship were used

in the construction of the car for the purpose for which

it was built. Among these companies are the Dayton Auto

Truck Co., Marathon Motor Works, Poss Motor Co. and

the Sanduskv Auto Parts & Motor Truck Co."

DEPARTMENT STORE WILL USE MOTORS.

Another Chicago department store—Hillman's—has

discarded hordes for the more reliable and economical

power wagon. Eight machines have already been put in

service and it is expected that a fleet of 25 one-ton trucks

will be in operation by the end of the year.

''Our main purpose in installing motor wagons,'' said

George J. L. Janes, manager of the store, "is to give better

service to our customers.

"With light motor trucks and delivery wagons, we can

haul bigger loads and get them to their destination much

quicker than with horses and wagons. Greatest improve

ment will be found in the service we will give to outlying

•districts.

"Other stores have used motor trucks but never in

direct service from the store. In most cases trucks are

used to carry goods to substations, whence they are finally

delivered to the customer. With us goods will be handled

only once. Everything will be direct and it will mean

saving in time and better service all around.

"Motor wagons are vastly superior when 18 or 20

miles are to be traversed. I do not consider that motor

wagons would be especially advantageous within a radius

■of six or eight miles. Horses can make short trips with

considerable speed, and we know the average number of

packages that can be delivered in a day varies from 150

to 200.

"Hillman's will continue to use horses and wagons for

deliveries within a short radius of the store.

"We have formerly depended upon suburban express

companies. Often packages were left waiting and the cus

tomer did not get them for two and sometimes three and

four days. With the motor wagon service all packages

will be handled only once and customers living far out

will be as certain of receiving their goods early as will

the customer living comparatively near the store.

"Our only thought is better service to our customers.

That is always our slogan and we are sure motor wagons

■will give service that has never been given before in Chi

cago."

Department store delivery presents such a variety of

problems that there is a well-defined field for practically

every type of motor wagon. The small parcel car is ad

mirably adapted to light, speedy work and can make an

•excellent showing in the delivery of loads up to 400 or

^oo pounds. For neighborhood delivery, from the sub

stations to the customer, the delivery wagon with a ca

pacity of from 750 to 1500 pounds is generally found suf

ficient.

For heavy, bulky loads, such as furniture, carpets and

other household goods, the one or two-ton chassis is used,

delivery being made direct from the store. Machines of

3 to 5-ton capacity are employed to serve the substations,

and for the long hauls to the suburbs.

"The motor truck is no more of a venture than is the

horse today," said O. W. Lehman of the Fair department

store, which has been using motor wagons in every branch

of its delivery service. "When two motor parcel wagons

do the work of twelve wagons and make three trips where

the horses made two, there is nothing venturesome about it.

"I believe from now on the invasion of the motor truck

will be more rapid. Like others, we first started with

motor trucks suspiciously. After a short experiment we

figured the life of a motor truck was about three years.

That was theory. Now we have trucks that have been in

use for three years and they are in nearly as good shape

as the day we bought them.

"The mechanism of a good motor truck is so perfected

now that it costs no more to keep one in repair than it does

to keep a horse and wagon going. A horse runs down in

about three years and another must be secured to take its

place. A wagon has to be repainted, upholstered and gen

erally rejuvenated every month.

"According to our figures our investment in several of

our trucks has already paid for itself. It costs about $11.50

a day to keep a three-ton truck running. In one day a

three-ton truck can do the work of two three-horse vans or

six horses.

"The secret of making a truck pay is to make it run

far and wide and continually. There is no economy in

sending a truck to places where it has to wait long for a

load."

Marshall Field & Co. have had experience with

motor wagons, in all of their varied uses and Stanley

Field has given considerable study to their use. He says:

"While it costs from $6 to $6.50 a day to keep a wagon

and team of horses going, which includes salary and ulti

mate deterioration of the animals, it costs from $12 to $13

a day for truck maintenance. At first this looks forbid

ding. But a conservative estimate comparing the work

one truck can do in a day and the work a team can do in

a similar time, gives the truck a superiority of about 50

per cent. It does $18 worth of work for $12 or $13.

"A truck can easily be operated at a total loss. This

could only be done, however, through mismanagement.

To operate a truck from our wholesale house at Adams

street and Fifth avenue to the Northwestern depot and

keep it running between these two points would be folly.

A team of horses could do the work just as well and in

almost as short a time. The truck has to stop at crossings

and is delayed on downtown streets the same as horses.

When it reaches the freight depot it has to wait the same

as do horses.

"The electric truck, which costs from $7 to $8 a day

to operate, comes nearest to beating the horse on short

hauls.

"All the year round, through all kinds of weather, the
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motor truck carries our goods into far and out-of-the-way

places. It is impossible to ship goods to some of these

places by horses. We have tried it, but the labor was too

wearing on the horses and there was a loss with each jour

ney. So now we use the trucks and both ourselves and

customers are satisfied.

"Every month each of our trucks gets an overhauling,

whether it needs it or not. The engine is looked to, any

wonmswg parts are repaired and the works are cleaned.

Every'five months each truck is taken completely apart.

We estimate that this care on our part gives the truck

nearly twice as many years of service."

"The motor truck has made good," said Samuel Mc

Laren of Carson, Pirie, Scott & Co. "They have come

to stay, just as other great improvements.

"In ten years I believe there will be ten times as many

motor trucks in use as there are today. In twenty years

probably again as many. Eventually it will be all trucks.

The truck, being a machine, will always lend itself to de

velopment and improvement. The horse is a known quan

tity. In this case he is pitting himself against a well-nigh

hopeless game."

Y. M. C. A. SCHOOL FOR DRIVERS.

Classes devoted entirely to the training of motor truck

drivers have just been opened in the automobile school of

the West Side Young Men's Christian Association. Eighth

avenue and Fifty-seventh street, New York City.

A three-ton machine will be used to give instruction in

driving, Because of the difficulty of handling heavy

trucks, due to their large size and weight, special atten

tion will be given to this phase of instruction. Individual

driving lessons on the streets will be given to the students.

It will be the aim of the school to turn out men compe

tent not only to drive but to care for and repair the mech

anism as well. In the shop lessons they will be taught

everything about the various types of engines and how to

get the most out of them. Both day and evening classes

will be held.

MOTORS BENEFIT BY QUARANTINE.

The quarantine against horses recently established on

the government military and prison reservations at Leav

enworth, Kansas, may result in the speedy introduction

of power wagons on a large scale. All deliveries to Fort

Leavenworth are being made by motor trucks, although

many merchants not owning machines have been forced

to rent them. Nevertheless, there has been little if any

inconvenience experienced thus far. The government of

ficials plan to keep the quarantine in effect until danger

of bringing the horse epidemic in the army post is past.

offices. The entire front half of the ground floor will be

used as a salesroom, with a workroom at the rear. A

large electric elevator leads to the upper floor, which will

be completely equipped as a machine shop. The basement

will be used for the storage of fc-ucks and supplies.

LARGE SERVICE STATION FOR FRISCO.

H. A. Seller, California distributer of Mack and Saurer

power wagons, has erected in San Francisco what is prob

ably the largest building devoted exclusively to the sale

and care of motor trucks west of Chicago.

The building, which is of reinforced concrete, has a

depth of 120 feet and a width of 36 feet. It is two stories

in height, with full basement and a mezzanine floor for

MOTOR BUSES FOR MONTREAL.

The first bus for the new motor service to be installed

in Montreal, Canada, is expected to arrive by the end of

December. Since Mayor Lavalee signed the contract with

the operating company there has been a burst of activity on

the part of the bus officials.

The company promises to have 25 machines in opera

tion by June of next year. After that, additional buses

will be put in service at the rate of 25 a month until from

260 to 300 machines are working on the 14 routes already

planned. The officials are considering a bus of French

manufacture, and it is expected the machines will cost

from $7,000 to $8,000 each.

WOULD REGULATE WIDTH OF TRUCKS.

Need for regulating the width of power wagons was

discussed at a recent meeting of the Board of Works, of

Newark, N. J. The width of the machines was spoken

of as objectionable because of interference with other

vehicles in passing. The board authorized the engineer

and counsel to consider this point in drafting an ordinance

for controlling the city's traffic.

UNUSUAL SELLING PLAN.

M. S. liulkley, Los Angeles (Cal.) agent for the Auto-

..ir power wagons, has evolved an unusual method for

celling his 1913 allotment of 16 machines.

In the event that he succeeds in selling 15 of the motor

wagons before the first week in October, he plans to hold

a non-stop reliability run of 300 miles, open to the pur

chasers, with the sixteenth truck as the prize for the win

ner of the contest. The contestants will decide on the

route by vote.

Judges will be selected from among the motor vehicle

editors of the Los Angeles dailies, a skilled truck mechanic

will act as referee, and an official observer will be placed

on each car. The competing cars will all carry loads, and

it is the intention to make the conditions of the run ap

proximate those of actual service.

SUNDAY SCHOOL. USES MOTOR.

An innovation for keeping up the summer attendance

at the Sunday school has been inaugurated at the Central

Christian church of Waco, Texas, where a large motor

truck, provided with seats, is sent for the pupils of the

Sunday school on Sunday morning. S. M. Hamilton,

superintendent of the school, who is responsible for the

experiment, says it works like a charm. He says power

wagons are used to deliver loaves of bread, ice and other

things on Sunday and he estimates that it is just as im

portant that the little tots should be at Sunday school to

have their souls fed as it is that their bodies be nourished

at home.
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Army Motor Truck.

An Account of the Work of the Pierce-Arrow Truck in the Connecticut Maneuvers.

By GEORGE M. DAVIS.

UNTIL A Pierce-Arrow, 5-ton, worm drive truck

ran from Buffalo to Connecticut, took part in the

army maneuvers and returned to Buffalo overland,

nothing approaching as severe a test as this for motor

trucks in army field work had been attempted by any of

the great nations. England, Germany, France and several

other European countries, have, for years, used motor

trucks in field work during maneuvers and have been

close observers of their capabilities. They, however, have

used trucks only at the actual scene of the maneuvers. No

long overland trips have been included in the run as there

has been little necessity for them. In England, for in

stance, the field for the annual maneuvers is but 30 mile-

from Aldershot, which is the principal supply depot in

England for the army. A run of the length of that from

Buffalo to New Haven would be equivalent to a journey

ascross the entire breadth or length of almost any of the

European countries that have been at the forefront in

motor truck experimenting. Even a trip of that kind

would be made over trunk roads that would, in all prob

ability, be in excellent condition. The Pierce-Arrow

truck took the roads as they came. A goodly percentage

of the mileage was made, both coming and going, over

state roads whose condition was good, but a large portion

of the trips to and from the maneuvers was made over

country roads that could not be boasted of. During the

actual maneuvers back roads were used almost exclusively .

It was known before the truck left the factory at Buf

falo that difficulties would be met with because of the

nature of the roads that would necessarily be used, and

special provision was made for overcoming these difficul

ties. The Pierce-Arrow truck, then, may be said to have

 

 

Where a loosely covered and deceptive culvert broke through, almost

throwing the truck on Its side.

The roads between Buffalo and Connecticut averaged good. On one

day the 5-ton Pierce-Arrow truck made 147 miles.

gone into the maneuvers prepared for army field work in

so far as foresight and engineering experience could equip

it.

* * *

Special Equipment for Army Work.

Most valuable of the extra equipment of the truck

were four heavy planks 14 feet long, 12 inches wide and

two inches thick. Two of these were carried on each side

of the truck and there was not a day the truck was on the

road that they were not used. Bad culverts were crossed

with their aid and they were laid frequently across weak-

bridges to distribute the strain that would ordinarily fall

on a few floor boards and one set of stringers. On one

occasion these boards were used by the whole army train

of a dozen trucks.

On the left side of the truck a winch was mounted,

connecting with the shaft running between the clutch and

transmission. The winch was used on two occasions but

then as more of a test of its adaptability than as an actual

means of propulsion.

Mounted on the dash was a searchlight. This, it was

expected, would be employed altogether in lighting the

road for night running, but on the first day of the maneu

vers another use was found for it. During the unloading

of the truck at night on the field the men had been forced,

at other times, to work with one hand and arm, using the

other arm for holding a lantern. With the searchlight

turned around to bear on the load, however, the men could

use both arms for the work.

A spare wheel was carried under the rear of the bodv

but this was not needed and consequently remained where

it was fastened from the time the truck left Buffalo until

the return.
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Lessons From the Maneuvers.

Numerous lessons were drawn from the use of trucks

in the recent maneuvers, the most important of which was

that the efficiency of the motor truck suffers to such an

extent when compelled to remain in any army train with

mule drawn wagons to render it of little more value than

its equivalent in carrying capacity in wagons. Where en

trained with the wagons, as was considered necessary in

order to keep the entire supply train intact and under

guard, the better to resist attack by the enemy, the trucks

were forced to limit their speed to that of the mule drawn

wagons. While on the road in train formation stops were

frequent and owing to the narrow roads in the country

traversed as well as to the train formation it was imprac

ticable for one portion of the train to pass another. On

one occasion the Pierce-Arrow truck was forced to stop

more than 50 times in one day's march. These stops varied

in length of time from a few minutes to over an hour, the

Record of Plerce-Arrow, 5-Ton, Worm Drive Truck in the Army Maneuvers, August 9-19, 1912, and Its Trip From Buffalo to Connecticut

and Return,

BUFFALO TO NEW HAVEN.

Date and Place.

Aug. 4—Buffalo to Rochester...

Aug. 5—Rochester to Syracuse.

Aug. 6—Syracuse to Albany. . . .

Aug. 7—Albany to Lee. Mass...

Aug. 8—Lee to New Haven....

Total foi da\>

Aug. 9—Tyle:- City

Aug. 10—New Haven to Tyler City.

Aug. 11—Tyler City to New Haven.

Aug. 12—Tylev City to Orange Center..

Aug. 13—Orange Center to New Haven.

Aug. 14—Orange Center to White Hills..

Aug. 15—New Haven to White Hills.

Aug. 16—White Hills to Oxford

Aug. 17—White Hills

Aug. IS—White Hills to Botsford

Aug. 19—White Hills to Derby

Total for 11 days.

Aug. 20— White Hills to Springfield.

Aug. 21—Albany

Aug. 22—Utlca

Aug. 23—Auburn

Aug. 24—Rochester

Aug. 2D—Buffalo

SO

102

147

48

111

8.75

14.5

17.5

8.25

14.75

0.

9.14

7.03

8.40

5.82

7.53

4SS 63.73 ;.a

Miles per gallon, 4.63.

WAR MANEUVERS.

12

23

21

20

- -
"
-

20.5

24.

32.

24.

105.5

13.

."■OS 56. !i.n:[

Miles per gallon, 4.42.

Gasoline $19.26

Oil 1.44

V

$ 3.80

3.60

5.40

3.60

JlT.ir,

23 13. ."..nil

32 .10. 2. Oil

38 IJ. 2. 4H

30 l'l. 2. mi

11 17. 3.40

14

12. 2.40

32 89. $17.15

Miles per gallon, 2.6.

HAVEN TO BUFFALO.

79 10. 7.90 20. $ 3.00

94 11. 8.54 12.5 1.S8

97 10.25 9.46 30.5 1.73

SO 9. 8.88 16. 3.20

71 8. 8.88 18. 3.60

S7 8. 10.SS 19. 2.85

113.0 $19.26

2

in

12

$0.90

.IS

.36

$1.39

.13

$0.83

$0.72

$1.41

00 M be
o « t

be £

_ at x E

S E "2 5.

e- < j2

$ 3. SO 7,776

4.50 8.000

5.40 8,000

.88 S.000

3.96 8.000

$18.54 7,975

8,000

6,000

2.20 3,000

12,000-1

6.000 4,000-2

2,000-3

3.00 2,000

13.000-1

2.00 11,000 6.000-2

3.000-3

2.65 2.000 Slight rain

2.00 14,000

3.40 14.000

5.000 Rain

2.53 2,000 Rain

$17.78 6,633

$ 3.52 6,300

1.88 6,500

6.09 6.500

3.20 6,500

3.60 6,300

3.21 6.500

$22.50 6,500

Grease l.MI

Buffalo to New Haven.

War Maneuvers

New Haven to Buffalo.

Total $22.50

TOTAL.

488

232

508

105.5

89.

115.

$17. U.

17.15

19.26 12

$1.39 $18.54 8.000

.08 17.78 6,035

1.44 22.50 6.500

Grand Total 1.22S

Miles per gallon. 3.97

309.5 $53.56

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND NOTES.

Number of days In service 22

Average load carried (dally) 7,015 pounds

Total distance covered 1.22S miles

Average dally mileage 55.8 miles

Gasoline consumed (gallons) 309

Miles per gallon gasoline 3.97

OH consumed (27 quarts) 6.75

Miles per gallon oil 182

$3.46 $58.82 7.045
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whole day's travel being no greater distance than could

have been covered by the truck in two hours at the most

on a straightaway run.

Bridges and culverts, especially on the back roads, were

not built to withstand motor truck passage, it was soon

observed. At times it was necessary to remove all or a

part of the load before a passage could be attempted, while

on numerous occasions the planks that, were carried were

spread across the floor in order to distribute the weight.

However, even planks proved inadecpiate on one day's

march when a sunken culvert that had been covered over

with loose dirt and gravel gave way. and the truck sank

down on one side to the level of the platform body. There

had been no warning sign on the road. As soon as the

load was off a score of soldiers who had been on the truck

and in the escort ranged themselves on one side of the

vehicle and lifted it bodily so the planks could l>e placed

under the wheels and it then proceeded without further

incident. The strain undergone in this accident must

have been a tremendous one. but thanks to the flexible

frame and three-point suspension no damage was done.

Fuel Consumption.

The frequent halts, while in train formation, of course,

made the gasoline consumption much higher during the

actual maneuvers than would have been the case in unin

terrupted road work or in commercial work. One fact

that worked against fuel economy was that all of the road

halts were of indefinite length and the motor would be

kept running until it w:as seen that the delay would be

more than momentary. Another factor w;as the great

amount of low gear work on sandy and bad roads and

across fields. The difference in army and commercial

service is shown by an average mileage of 4.63 miles to

the gallon of gasoline on the way from Buffalo to the

maneuvers, 4.42 miles to the gallon on the return trip over

the roads, and of only 2.60 miles to the gallon during the

maneuvers.

Army trucks to be successful must be especially

equipped for their work, as was shown conclusively.

Planks are an absolute necessity. In addition to those

carried by the Pierce-Arrow truck there could have been

used two others four feet long, twelve inches wide and

two inches thick for bridging short spaces.

Among the other recommendations made by an ob

server were these :

A winch so situated that it may be worked through

snatch blocks in any direction.

Strong eye bolts for carrying snatch blocks for the

winch iine.

Two jacks that are quick acting and with a step that

is near the ground. An even better plan is a tripod carry

ing a long extension lever to use for prying.

A draw bar that carries an eyebolt or coupling that

would prevent wear or cutting of the cable used.

A swivel type searchlight.

Shovels and axes so placed that they are not in the

way of the load but where they are accessible for instant

use in no matter what position the truck may be thrown.

A double block and tackle with 100 feet of rope.

 

After the maneuvers were under way the Pierce-Arrow truck was

seldom without its bales of hay for the officers' horses.

Suggestions have been made at various times that

when a number of army trucks were in train a valuable

adjunct would be an engineering truck that would carry

men and tools for repairing bridges and culverts and patch

ing up bad spots in the road. The observers who were

on the Pierce-Arrow truck, however, do not approve of

this idea. They hold that each truck should carry its own

equipment for meeting such emergencies. Should reliance

be placed on an engineering truck, they hold, the chances

are, that owing to the narrow and oftentimes congested

condition of the roads it would not be able to reach the

seat of trouble or if it did the delayed truck would have

freed itself already. Another fact advanced is, that diffi

culty might be had in finding this particular truck and

that, altogether the delay occasioned by such an arrange

ment would be far greater than if each truck should take

care of its own road obstructions. If these were too great

for one truck crew' and its escort the crews of several of

the truck could be called into service by the commanding

officer.

A tabulated statement of the performance of the

Pierce-Arrow truck in the maneuvers is given herewith.

WELLS-FARGO BUYS G. V.'S.

September 27.— It has just been announced that Wells-

Fargo & Company has purchased nine (i. V. electric trucks

to be delivered within 90 days. The order calls for six

2-ton chassis and three 3-tonners. both types to be built

for 100 per cent overload. The machines will be equipped

with Edison batteries, and will have a maximum speed of

12 miles per hour. As stated in another part of this issue.

the express company had originally called for bids on 100

electric motor wagons, but for some reason the entire

number has not yet been purchased. The nine (i. V. ma

chines will be put in service in Brooklyn, X. Y,

A motor patrol has been installed in Asheville, N. C.

Some of London's motor busses have been using shock

ibsorbers since 1906—to everybody's satisfaction.
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New Exploitation Plan.

Fred Colver Suggests an "Engineers' Day" for Buyer and Seller to Get Together.

FRED COL\"ER, who has charge of the power

wagon department of the Locomobile Company

of America, has written a letter to D. C. Fenner,

president of the Motor Truck Club, in which he makes an

interesting suggestion for the exploitation of motor

wagons.

Mr. Colver favors concentration on actual potential

buyers rather than scattered appeals to the general pub

lic. In outlining his plan, he says :

"First of all the idea of concentrating our efforts en

tirely upon the actual buyer or engineer or man investi

gating is, of course, most advisable in preference to spend

ing time, money and effort appealing to a large number of

people only a small percentage of whom would be the peo

ple we actually want to reach. Therefore, my idea is to

establish, as a yearly event, a day which could be called

'engineers' day.'

"I mean by this the engineers of those firms who are

vitally interested in motor trucks and motor truck trans

portation. It does not necessarily have to be an engineer,

but the man investigating, be he engineer, official, partner

or otherwise in the company. First of all the entire affair

should be conducted by the Motor Truck Club, the ex

pense to be borne equally by the manufacturers who would

gain the benefit of the project.

"The scheme should be that all the manufacturers, who

are represented by membership in the Motor Truck Club,

would arrange their product in some suitable parking

space convenient to some good hotel at some little distance

out of the city. I have in mind the Oriental Hotel, along

side of which there would be ample room for a large dis

play of motor wagons. The machines should be arranged

in the form of an exhibit and representatives of the com

panies participating would be on hand and short demon

strations would be in order if desired.

"The date, 1 should think, should be some time late in

September, preferably on a Saturday afternoon, and the

Motor Truck Club should, through its own members, reach

as many of the engineers of these firms as is possible and

invite them down to be on the exhibit ground by say 3

o'clock. Dinner should be provided for everybody so

invited.

"The time between 3 o'clock and dinner hour, say 7

o'clock, should be spent, by the representatives of the

various companies, in showing the machines. Then would

follow the dinner, and in the evening papers could be read

and addresses made, which would tend to link together

the interests of the buyer and seller. The appeal to these

engineers should be entirely through the club, and in such

a manner as to indicate that the idea is that the club wants

to aid them in every way possible in their transportation

problems and give them such enlightenment on the entire

subject as is possible, and they naturally would be more

inclined to respond to a club's invitation than to an invi

"Also, when the men are all assembled at dinner it

would seem possible that many of them could be induced

10 become members. This would help the club in its mem

bership.

"The hard part of this plan would seem to be in reach

ing the proper men we want to invite and this detail re

quires some thought. There are, of course, many men that

our companies have done business with, or expect to do

business with, who could be furnished for the invitation

list, but we would want to reach many whom none of us

have seen or heard of. This probably would make neces

sary the insertion of some advertisement by the club, ask

ing all firms who would care to have their authorized rep

resentative attend such a conference, communicate with

the club. The response to such an advertisement, or other

solicitation by the club, should be incorporated into a list

and a copy of this list, and the final invitation list, be

given to all manufacturers represented by membership

in the Motor Truck Club.

"Summing up, this plan of exploiting would accom

plish the following:

"'First-—It would give all members represented in the

Motor Truck Club a larger number of new prospects.

Second—It would bring the club into prominence and

should gain a number of new members.

"Third—Our efforts would be concentrated entirely

upon the actual buyer or the man investigating.

"Fourth—We would have the men investigating at a

time, place and in a mood to be receptive on the subjects.

"Fifth—Assuming that a thousand guests attend, the

pro rata expense would not be great.

"Sixth—By calling the affair 'Engineers' day' or 'Motor

Truck Engineers' Convention' would make this class of

men feel that they are being specially honored.

"Seventh—We actually would reach more real buyers

than if we were exploiting to the public at large where

possibly a small percentage of the attendants would be

people we have to do business with.

"Eighth—It should induce dealers and manufacturers

to become represented in the Motor Truck Club in order

to participate.

"Xinth—Actual business could be done on the spot.

"Tenth—Cordial relations would be encouraged by the

contact of buyers and sellers' representatives."

MOTORS FOR STEAMSHIP TERMINALS.

Electric fixtures for the installation of motor baggage

crucks are now being placed in the Hay Street terminals

of the Merchants and Miners Transportation Company of

Jacksonville, Fla. The fixtures are designed to transform

the alternating current furnished by the municipal electric

plant into direct current. The motor wagon service will

be placed in operation by the Automatic Truck Company

of Ruffalo, and ten machines will be installed at an early

tation from some allied manufacturers or dealers. date.
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Among the Makers.

CALIFORNIA.

Moreland Will Expand.—The Mureland Dis

tillate Truck Company of Los Angeles lias

planned additions to its factory which will

increase the present output to CiO trucks a

month.

New Truck Company for Los Angeles.—The

Pioneer Commercial Auto Company has been

formed by C. M. Turner. Agnes X. Fuler and

John C. Stick. Capital stock, $200,000.

* * •

CANADA.

Motor Truck Company in Montreal.—The

Drednot Motor Truck Company, capitalized

at $50,000, has been formed for the manu

facture of motor wagons. The incorporators

are W. L. Haskell. H. S. Rose. John S.

Rigby. V. S. Rose. L C. Haskell. J. E. Mer-

ritt and D. S. Whittall.

To Build Knox Trucks In Canada.—The

Canadian General Electric Company of To

ronto will secure a license to build Knox

trucks in Canada. The machines will be

made in 2. 3. 4, 5 and 6-ton chassis sizes,

and will lie sold under the name "Ajax." The

company will also manufacture the Martin

tractor on a royalty basis.

* • •

DELAWARE.

New Truck Company in Wilmington.—The

L. A. W. Motor Truck Company has been

formed with a capitalization of $200,000, for

the manufacture and sale of motor wagons.

The incorporators are G. G. Rhinley, Clifford

V. Mannorlng and C. R. Midge.

* * *

ILLINOIS.

Colllnsville Will Have Truck Factory The

Universal Motor Truck & Traction Engine

Company of Trenton will move its plant to

Colllnsville. That city lias donated 20 acres

of land to tiie enterprise, will give it free

water and pay its corporation taxes for ten

years.

* * •

INDIANA.

New Transmission Company The Hy

draulic Transmission Company has been

formed in Indianapolis by William F. Ernest

and Paul Millholland. It is capitalized at

$200,000.

Increase Capital Stock.—The Motor Car

Manufacturing Company of Indianapolis has

increased Its capital stock from $75,000 to

$150,000.

Ideal Company Expands.—The Ideal Auto

Company of Fort Wayne, which manufac

tures Ideal motor wagons, has made an addi

tion to its factory. The building measures

•10 by 200 feet and will give the plant a ca

pacity of one machine a day.

New Truck Company for Muncie.—A new

motor truck company has been formed by

Muncie capitalists, and plans for a large

plant are fast nearing completion. The new-

company may also make motorcycles.

Brown Company in Peru.—The Brown

Commercial Car Company which was formed

some three months ago by Will H. Brown,

formerly president of the Mais Motor Truck

Company, has acquired the plant of the Otis

Elevator Company in Peru. The company

plans to build 500 machines the first year.

* • *

IOWA.

Tractor Factory for Waterloo.—The J. T.

Handt Tractor Company, recently organized,

lias purchased the plant of the Star Foundry

and will begin operations soon. The officers

of the company are John T. Handt, presi

dent: C. C. Butler, vice-president: H. J. Wil

KENTUCKY.

New Truck Factory in Covington.—The

Stewart Iron Company is erecting a motor

wagon plant and will soon ask for bids on

the machine tools to be installed.

Would Lease Longest Factory.—Philip S.

Longest, president of the Longest Bros.

Company of Louisville, has announced that

C. <!. Stoddard and H. J. Edwards, formerly

of the United States Motor Company, are

negotiating with him for a lease of the

longest factory. It is planned to build the

Longest truck with a Knight engine under

license owned by Stoddard.

• * •

MASSACHUSETTS.

New Motor Truck Company for Lynn.—The

V-C Motor Truck Company has been in

corporated for $100,000 to manufacture power

wagons. Frank E. Vallier Is treasurer and

general manager, and Frank S. Curlew presi

dent and sales manager. Affiliated with them

are John M. Nelson. John P. Stevens, Wil

liam T. Langmaid, J. P. Croscup, Charles M.

Alley and S. D. Rltcey. Temporary head

quarters have been established at 15 Willow

Street.

Body Factory for New Bedford.— William

E. Carroll, for the last three years with the

S. C. Pease Carriage Building Company of

Merrimac, has purchased that business and

moved it into his new factory at New Bed

ford. He will build bodies for motor hearses,

undertakers' cars, fire and patrol wagons.

Morgan Company Elects Officers.—Com

pleting the reorganization of the Morgan

Motor Truck Company of Worcester, the

presidency of which was assumed by

Charles F. Foster, the following officer and

directors have been elected: Evan F. Jones,

treasurer; Jerome R. George, John E. Brad

ley and Lancaster P. Clark, directors. The

capital stock has been reduced from $1,100,-

000 to $300,000.

• * •

MINNESOTA.

New Four-Wheel Drive Factory for Min

neapolis.—The Ware Motor Vehicle Company,

capitalized at $400,000, has been formed for

the manufacture of motor wagons with power

applied to all four wheels. L. E. Roberts is

president and J. L. Ware, chief engineer.

The company will make three chassis of

1.500-2,000. 3,000-4.000 and 6.000 pounds load

rating. A site 100 by 200 feet has been pur

chased and machines will he ready for

shipment January 1.

• » •

MONTANA.

Traction Engine Plant for Great Falls.—

The Olmstead Traction Engine Company,

which has been organized for the manufac

ture of traction engines and motor trucks,

is planning to erect two buildings. One will

be of steel and brick construction, two

stories, 50 by 200 feet, the other will be the

office building. 32 by 32 feet, of frame con

struction. It is planned to have the plant in

operation by January 1.

• * •

NEW YORK.

New Motor Company for Buffalo.—The

Continental Motors Corporation has been

formed, with $100,000 capital stock, for the

manufacture of gas-oline engines. The direct

ors are Gordon F. Matthews, Frank V. Way-

land, Allen E. Choate. Walter Schmiedlng

and Reverdy L. Hurd.

Plerce-Arrow Will Expand.—The Pierce-

Arrow Motor Car Company of Buffalo has

awarded a contract for the erection of three

additional stories to its truck assembling

building, 184 by 244 feet, and one additional

building, 60 by 402 feet and 60 by 325 feet,

respectively. The buildings will be of rein

forced concrete construction.

New Truck Company for Cortland.—The

Brockway Motor Truck Company has been

Incorporated with $100,000 capital stock and

will erect a factory for the manufacture of

motor wagons. The directors are G. A.

Brockway, C. S. Pomeroy and F. R. Thomp

son, Homer, N. Y.

New G. V. Factory for Long Island City.—

The General Vehicle Company, of Long

Island City, will erect a $600,000 building at

Borden and Starr avenues. The structure

will be six stories high.

Tricar Factory for Middletown.—The In

dustrial Motor Car Company, capitalized at

$350,000, has been formed for the manufac

ture of three-wheeled motor wagons. The

officers are William G. Richardson, presi

dent; Walte M. Cotton, vice-president; Her

bert M. Bagg, secretary and treasurer. The

company has acquired the factory of the

National Saw Company of Middletown.

Supply Company for New York City.—The

Auto Service & Supply Company has been

formed with a capital stock of $15,000. F. A.

Webb. B. I. Hothe and A. Hindle, of Wil

mington. Del., are the incorporators.

Goodyear Distributing Station for New

York City.—On a site covering 93.000 square

feet, the Goodyear Tiro & Rubber Company

has begun work on a $400,000 building. 100 by

200 feet. It will be six stories in height and

will be the distributing point for Goodyear

products in the Eastern district.

New Truck Company in New York City.—

The Hurlburt Motor Truck Company has

been Incorporated for the manufacture of

motor trucks. W. B. Hurlburt. Joseph P.

Carroll, William B. Carswell and F. D. Peale

are backing the enterprise.

New Ball Bearing Company.—The Roule-

ments E. De Bois Ball Bearing Company,

capitalized at $25,000, has been formed In

New York City to manufacture ball bearings.

The incorporators are H. T. Sherman, John

S. Sherman and W. W. Sherman.

♦ • •

OHIO.

Peerless Company Offers Stock.—To in

crease its output the Peerless Motor Car

Company of Cleveland will sell to its share

holders $1,150,000 of treasury stock. The ad

ditional capital is expected to provide means

for expansion during the next few years.

Crescent Capital Increased.—The Crescent

Motor Truck Company of Middletown has

increased its capital stock to $100,000, to

prepare for the coming season.

• * *

WEST VIRGINIA.

Kanawha Company Changes Name—The

Kanawha Auto Truck Company of Charles

ton will hereafter be known as the Elk Motor

Truck Company, and will Increase the ca

pacity of its plant to allow for the production

of one truck per week. The present officers

are: S. A. Moore, president: W. S. Roberts,

vice-president; J. L. Sydenstricker, secretary

and treasurer; and Karl Probst, formerly of

the Peerless and Lozier companies, general

manager.

* * •

WISCONSIN.

Stegeman Enlarges.—The Stegenian Motor

Car Company of Milwaukee has moved into

its new plant at COfi Linus Street. Bay View.

The new factory will Increase the present

capacity considerably, and will give the com

pany an output of 500 motor wagons per

son, secretary. year.story to each wing of Its three-story body
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The following cities and towns are considering the pur

chase of motor tire apparatus:

S. Manchester, Conn.

Waycross. Ga.

Cedar Rapids, la.

Garden City. Kans.

Hopkinton, Mass.

Swampscott, Mass.

Bayonne City. N. J.

Chatham. N. J.

Roselle. N. J.

Halcsite. \. V.

Kingston. X. V.

Lockport, N. Y.

Sidney, Ohio.

Heaver, Pa.

Boro' of Farrell, Pa.

IFarrisburg, Pa.

Aberdeen, S. D.

Sioux Falls, S. D.

Knoxville. Tenn.

Hallettsville, Tex.

Palestine. Tex.

Sherman, Tex.

Alabama.

Selma has purchased another motor fire truck.

* * *

California.

Corona has purchased a Pope-Hartford motor hose and

chemical.

Los Angeles has $77,000 worth of motor fire apparatus on

order.

Pasadena has purchased a $10,000 motor fire engine.

San Bernardino is considering bids on two more motor

fire trucks.

San Francisco has equipped all its fire motors with self-

starters.

* * *

Connecticut.

Hartford has installed three new Pope-Hartford motor

hose and chemicals.

Manchester has ordered a White motor hose and ladder

truck.

* * *

Florida.

Jacksonville has installed a motor hook and ladder truck.

Monroeville has received a motor aerial ladder truck.

* * *

Georgia.

Albany has installed a $5,500 American-Pa France motor

hose, ladder and chemical truck.

Waycross in adding to its present fire equipment will con

sider nothing but motor-driven apparatus.

* * *

Illinois.

Bloomington's motor hose and chemical has cost only

$58.95 during its first ten months of service. The 16 horses

which it displaced cost the city $2,400 last year.

DeKalb's new 5-ton motor fire truck attained a speed of

53 miles per hour in a recent test.

Moline has added a $3,450 Yelie motor fire truck to its

equipment.

Indiana.

Evansville has installed a motor hose and chemical.

Fort Wayne has purchased a $5,500 White motor hose and

chemical.

Gary has received three new Garford motor hose and

( hemical wagons.

Richmond expects to effect a saving of $500 next year by

the use of the motor fire truck recently installed.

* * *

Iowa.

Cedar Rapids will invest about $10,000 in a motor fire truck.

Davenport will purchase an 80-horsepower motor tractor,

a combination hose and ladder truck and a motor hose wagon.

Dubuque has ordered a $9,000 Robinson motor fire engine.

* * *

Kansas.

Wichita has received bids on a runabout for the chief.

* * *

Maryland.

Arlington has installed a new motor fire engine.

Baltimore has installed a new $9,500 American-La France

fire engine.

* * *

Massachusetts.

Chicopee Falls has installed a Stevcns-Duryea runabout

for the chief.

Hingham has ordered a Knox motor fire engine, a Knox

chief's wagon and a Kelly chassis.

Hopkinton has appropriated $6,000 for a motor fire truck.

Marblehead has received a new motor fire truck. The

American-La France aerial ladder truck recently purchased

has been received.

Millers Falls has ordered a motor hook and ladder truck

of American-La France make.

Wakefield has received a triple combination motor fire

truck.

Watertown has received a $7,000 combination hose and

chemical.

Worcester will purchase three runabouts for the use of

the chiefs.

* * *

Michigan.

Dowagiac has added an American-La France motor hose

and chemical to its equipment.

Grand Rapids will purchase two motor hose trucks. One

will be a White and the other a special job made by the

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Company.

* * *

Minnesota.

New London will purchase a motor chemical.

* * *

Missouri.

Webb City has installed a motor hose and chemical emer

Peoria has installed a runabout for the chief. gency wagon.
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New Jersey.

Elizabeth has installed a new motor fire truck.

Hopkins has received a motor hose and chemical.

Paterson has installed a motor fire engine.

Plainfield has installed a motor hose and chemical.

West Hoboken has received a motor hose and chemical.

* * *

New York.

Ballston held a tag day recently to obtain money for a

motor fire truck.

Elmira is considering the purchase of a motor fire truck.

Schenectady has installed a hook and ladder truck with

Alco tractor. It is illustrated below.

Tennessee.

Nashville has received three new American-La France

tiiple combination motor chemicals, hose and fire engine

wagons. They cost $25,800.

* * *

Texas.

Denison is considering bids for a combination motor hose,

chemical and fire engine truck.

Houston has received a new motor fire engine.

Palestine has installed a $9,000 motor fire engine.

Sherman will buy a motor fire engine.

Waco has purchased a $7,750 Webb motor hose and

chemical.

North Carolina.

Raleigh has purchased

hook and ladder truck of

cost $9,800.

a motor hose and chemical and a

American-La France make. They

* * *

Ohio.

Akron has ordered an $8,200 motor fire truck.

Alliance has completely motorized its fire department.

Youngstown has installed three roadsters, a seven-passen

ger squad wagon of Firestone-Columbus make, and a motor

hose and ladder truck.

* * *

Pennsylvania.

Allentown has purchased an $8,500 Webb motor fire engine.

Butler has installed a $4,600 Knox motor fire truck.

Connellsville's new $5,500 motor fire truck did yeoman

work here recently.

Easton has purchased a $4,850 motor hose and chemical

made by the United States Fire Apparatus Company, of

V. ilmington, Del.

New Castle is considering the purchase of a motor hose

and chemical.

Pittsburgh has installed a tractor and nine motor hose

and chemicals at a cost of $50,000.

Scranton will install three Knox motor fire trucks this

month.

W'arren has ordered a $5,500 motor hose and chemical.

Williamsport has authorized the purchase of a $5,500 mo

tor hose and chemical.

* * *

Rhode Island.

Cranston has purchased a 70-horsepower touring car chas-

si- which will be equipped as a hose wagon.

Woonsocket is considering the purchase of a motor hose

and chemical.

* * *

South Carolina.

Gaffney has ordered a $6,000 American-La France motor

fire truck.

Utah.

Salt Lake City will purchase a runabout for the chief.

* * *

Washington.

Seattle has $90,000 on hand for the purchase of motor fire

apparatus. Three gasoline pumping engines, three hook and

ladder trucks, three hose wagons and one squad wagon are

being considered.

Spokane has ordered a $5,500 Webb motor hose and

chemical.

* * *

Wisconsin.

Racine has voted a $25,000 bond issue for the purchase of

motor apparatus.

Superior has ordered an 80-horscpower Seagrave tractor

to cost $4,700.

INCREASE FIRE MOTOR SPEED.

The fire department officials of Springfield. Mass.,

have found it advisable to increase the speed limit of its

new Packard fire truck from 12 to 20 miles per hour. Al

though the Packard company will not now guarantee the

truck against damage while running at the higher speed,

it has been deemed best to risk the machine rather than

incur the loss of thousands of dollars worth of property by

fire. The change is the result of criticism recently aroused

because the apparatus spent 25 minutes in answering an

alarm in the Riverdale district.

Sioux City, la., has a gospel mission on a motor truck.

An hourly motor bus service has been started with

two machines between Cumberland and Mount Savage, in

Maryland.

 

Hook and ladder truck with Alco tractor supplied to the Schenectady fire department.
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Dealers Recently Appointed.

Town and State. Agent. Make of Truck.

Birmingham, Ala International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Mobile, Ala Richard Motor Car Co Speedwell

Phoenix Ariz Wesley A. Hill KIsselKar

Little Rock, Ark Westcott Motor Car Co

Sandusky & Mercury

Calexico, Cal A. M. Shenk Stearns

Los Angeles, Cal Hydraulic Auto Truck Corp LaF ranee

Redding, Cal A. Jaegel Stearns

San Francisco, Cal International Harvester Co I. H, C.

Calgary, Alberta, Can H. H. Kerr KisselKar

Edmonton, Alberta, Can.Northrup Motor Service Co

Lippard -Stewart

Montreal, Que., Can Francis Hankin & Co Sanford

Montreal, Que., Can J. D. Lapoint KIsselKar

Montreal, Que., Can Pope-Hartford Motor C.o White

Regina, Sask., Can International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Saskatoon, Sask., Can. .. International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Toronto, Ont., Can Shaw-Overland Sales Co Gramm

Vancouver, B. C, Can. .. Vancouver Isle Motor Co Federal

Victoria, B. C, Can Victoria Motor Car Co Speedwell

Weyburn, Sask., Can. ... International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Winnipeg, Man., Can. ... Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co Mack

Yorkton, Sask., Can International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Denver, Colo Wm. F. Collins Sandusky and Mercury

Longmont, Colo Tlmmons Auto Co Mclntyre

Bridgeport, Conn Jennings-Sherwood Carriage & Motor

Go Lauth-Juergens

Merlden, Conn Henry White Stearns

Norwich, Conn F. O. Cunningham Sanford

Slmsbury, Conn J. T. Curtiss & Co Detroit M. Wagon

S. Manchester, Conn Geo. Smith Stearns

Winsted, Conn Roscoe Benjamin Adams

Havana, Cuba Villamil & Miller Alco

Washington, D. C Foss-Hughes Co Plerce-Arrow

Washington, D. C Korn & Stewart Universal

Jacksonville, Fla Eugene Hankins Speedwell

Atlanta, Ga.' International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Macon, Ga S. S. Parmelee Co Stearns

Alton, III C. H. Degenhardt Stearns

Aurora, III International Harvister Co I. H. C.

Aurora, III M. G. Patterson Mercury

Chicago, III John W. Hyden Nyberg

Decatur, III G. G. Council Stearns

Joliet, III H, F. Howard Mercury

Lawrenceville, III Lawrenceville Auto Co Stearns

Monmouth, III Bruce Meek & Co Detroit M. Wagon

Monticello, III Jno. F. Hott & Co Stearns

Pawnee, III E. L. Furnam Mclntyre

Rockford, III International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Springfield, III International Harvester Co I. H. C,

Streator, III Star Garage Mclntyre

Anderson, Ind J. B. Lott Waverley

Auburn, Ind McNabb & Carter Mclntyre

Black Oak, Ind Henry Ewen Kelly

Etna Green, Ind Coar Garage Mclntyre

Lafayette, Ind Fred Reule Ideal

South Bend, Ind International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Terre Haute. Ind International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Whiting Ind Whiting Laundry... Detroit M. Wagon

Burlington, la Farmers Auto & Supply Co

Sandusky and Mercury

Davenport, la Davenport Auto Truck Co Mclntyre

Davenport, la Davenport Auto Truck Co.Velo and White

Dubuque, la Byrne Bros. Trans. & Carriage Co. Franklin

Salina, Kans International Harvester Co I. H. C

Topeka, Kans International Harvester Co I. H. C..

Wichita, Kans International Harvester Co I. H. C,.

Wichita, Kans J. E. Oldham Stearns

Louisville, Ky P. M. Andriot & Son Atterbury

New Orleans, La Louisiana Motor Car Co Stearns

Baltimore, Md RittenhOLse-Winterson Auto Co Seitz

Baltimore, Md Walter Scott Marmon

Cumberland, Md Queen City Garage Kelley

Boston, Mass Anderson Mfg. Co Detroit

Boston, Mass Ben Weston Atwcod Adams

Boston, Mass Standard Motor Truck Co Mclntyre

Boston, Mass Tyler Motor Car Co Little Giant

Boston, Mass A. T. Weatherby Anderson

Boston, Mass Westfield Motor Truck Co Westfield

Boston, Mass F. E. Wing Motor Car Co Marmon

Benton Harbor, Mich. . . . Covel Motor Car Co Atterbury

Big Rapids, Mich Big Rapids Electric Co Waverley

Detroit, Mich A. C. Applebaum, 115 E. Bronson St...

Mclntyre

Saginaw, Mich Bolton Auto Co Studebaker

Saginaw, Mich John McAvoy & Sons Speedwell

Tecumseh, Mich L. C. Hayden Federa\

Minneapolis, Minn Hume & Ragen. . .Commerce and Universal

Minneapolis, Minn C. E. Haldeman Decatur

St. Cloud, Minn International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Winona, Minn International Harvester Co I. H. C,

Gulfport, Miss Coast Auto &. Garage Co Speedwell

Kansas City, Mo Karshner Motor Car Co Speedwell

Springfield, Mo International Harvester Co I. H. C.

St. Joseph, Mo International Harvester Co I. H. C.

St. Louis, Mo International Harvester Co I. H. C.

St. Louis, Mo Tipton & Mackey Mfg. Co

Sandusky and Mercury

Jersey City, N. J B. & H. Garage KIsselKar

Newark, N. J Mac. Taggart Autocar

Albany, N. Y International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Lockport, N. Y A. Dussault Speedwell

New Rochelle, N. Y H. A. Fuller & Co KIsselKar

New York City, N. Y. ... American Marion Sales Co Stegeman

New York City, N. Y Stephen D. Barnett McKeen

New York C.lty, N. Y Federal Truck Co Federal

New York City, N. Y Rockwell Motor Trans. C.o Lincoln

Rochester, N. Y L. R. & T. L. Loughborough

Sandusky and Mercury

Rochester, N. Y Paullk & McGuidwIn Alco

Rochester, N. Y Shaw Bros Sandusky and Mercury

Salamanca, N. Y George J. Hauck Detroit M. Wagon

Syracuse, N. Y George Flnck KIsselKar

Syracuse, N. Y A. J. Jackson Federal

Syracuse, N. Y Jefferson Garage Co Alco

Syracuse, N. Y A. E. Wheeler Grand

Charlotte, N. C Charlotte Motor Car Co Atterbury

Alliance, O W. A. Miller Atterbury

Cincinnati, O Automobile Repair & Sales Co

Sandusky and Mercury

Cincinnati, O Payne Bros Universal

Cleveland, O Windermere Garage Sanford

Dayton, O Speedwell Motor Car Co Speedwell

E. Palestine, O Palestine Garage Mclntyre

Elyrla, O Edward E. Critz Sanford

Hamilton, O Frank Graf Speedwell

Pettlsvllle, O Wyset & Merster Mclntyre

Portsmouth, O Dav d Stahler Federal

Sandusky, O Chas. H. Blatz Sandusky and Mercury

Toledo, O International Harvester Co I. H. C

Toledo, O Ohio Motor Co Randolph

Toledo, O Ohio Motor Co Commerce

Toronto, O ....Gem City Garage Detroit M. Wagon

Youngstown, O McNutt Automobile Co... Detroit M. Wagon

Portland, Ore International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Portland, Ore Speedwell Motor Car Co Speedwell

Butler, Pa C. M. Hilliard Mclntyre

Chester, Pa Chester County Garage Mclntyre

Erie, Pa American Motor Sales Co Speedwell
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Hazleton, Pa H. Dryfoos, Jr Speedwell

Philadelphia, Pa Boulevard Garage & Sales Co Warren

Philadelphia, Pa G. Hilton Gantert Co Stearns

Philadelphia, Pa J. M. Harper Speedwell

Plymouth, Pa H. J. Wagner Mclntyre

Reading, Pa Park Auto Sales Co.. Detroit M. Wagon

Sharon, Pa J. S. Hoffman Speedwell

Wilcox, Pa F. R. Brown Franklin

Providence, R. I Speedwell Motor Co Speedwell

Sioux Falls, S. D International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Chattanooga, Tenn Bill Jones Auto Co Packard

Greenville, Tenn Tennessee Eastern Elec. Co. . .Couple-Gear

Memphis, Tenn F. A. Burmelster Mclntyre

Memphis, Tenn John F. Cubblns Federal

Dallas, Tex Fife & Miller Lincoln

Dallas, Tex Halff C,o Mack & Saurer

Houston, Tex Overland Automobile Co Speedwell

Houston, Tex Young & Dwlre Packard

Matador, Tex John Luckett Franklin

Salt Lake City, Utah International Harvester Co... I. H. C.

Barre, Vt Perry Automobile Co. . Lauth-Juergens

Emporia, Va Emporia Machine Co Kelly

Manassas, Va F. A. Cockrell & Co Sanford

Richmond, Va Alsop Motor Car Co Speedwell

Richmond, Va Shenandoah Motor Co Kelly

Seattle, Wash Archer Motor Car Co Speedwell

Seattle, Wash H. S. Thorpe Mclntyre

Spokane, Wash International Harvester Co I. H. C.

Wheeling, W. Va Jos. J. O'Keefe Franklin

Marinette, Wis M. R. Churchill KisselKar

Watertown, Wis Buroff-Fuller Motor Co Chase

CHICAGO E. V. A. HOLDS FIRST MEETING.

The Chicago section of the Electric Vehicle Associa

tion of America held its first meeting on September 4 at

the La Salle Hotel. George H. Jones, chairman of the

organization, presided.

About 50 members of the trade were present and, judg

ing from the interest shown, the association will not be

lacking in support and co-operation. Although quite an

elaborate program had been planned, the heat was depress

ing and the speakers confined themselves to a few pointed

remarks touching different phases of the electric vehicle

situation. John F. Gilchrist of the Commonwealth Edison

Company, Louis E. Burr, president of the Woods Motor

Vehicle Company, G. H. Atkin of the Electric Storage Bat

tery Company, and E. E. Witherby, local manager of the

General Vehicle Company were the speakers.

The officers of the Chicago section are G. H. Jones,

chairman ; G. H. Atkin, secretary-treasurer. The executive

committee includes the officers and Louis E. Burr and

H. J. Murphy. The local section was formed on May 7

last at a banquet given by the Commonwealth Edison Com

pany at the Hotel Sherman.

FEDERAL AID FOR ROADS.

The Post Office appropriation bill recently passed by

the House of Representatives carried an amendment pro

viding for the payment by the Federal Government of

sums ranging from $15 to $25 per mile for rental of

roads used by rural mail carriers. The money was to be

expended toward keeping the highways in repair. When

the bill reached the Senate the roads rental amendment

was discarded and the joint committee plan substituted.

The law as finally passed provides for a joint commit

tee of ten members, five each from the Post Office and the

Post Roads' committees of House and Senate, to look

thoroughly into federal and in road construction. The

committee includes the following: House Members: Rep

resentatives D. W. Shackleford of Missouri ; Gordon Lee

of Georgia; Daniel J. McGillicuddy of Maine; Martin B.

Madden of Illinois ; and Rochard W. Austin of Tennessee.

Senate Members : Jonathan Bourne of Oregon ; Boise Pen

rose of Pennsylvania; A. J. Gronna of North Dakota;

Lee S. Overman of Nortn Carolina ; and Claude A. Swan-

son of Virginia.

TRUCK PARADE IN WASHINGTON.

The first motor truck parade ever held in Washington

took place on Labor Day, in which over 300 power wagons

were entered, covering a distance of about 2 miles. The

parade was divided into two sections, a decorated and un

derrated division, in both of which prizes were offered.

Thousands of Washingtonians witnessed the parade

and were surprised to see the number of motor wagons

used by the Washington merchants, more especially as it

is not long since there were few of them in use here.

The five judges had considerable trouble in selecting

the winners of the prizes. A Stewart entry, however,

got the first prize in the decorated class, with a Wilcox

second and a Chanticleer third, another Wilcox fourth

and a Witt-Will fifth. The prizes in the non-decorated

division were awarded to the Ford first, the Arlington

Mills second, and a Little Giant third.

A silver loving cup was awarded the Wilcox Trux

Company for having the most cars, 37, in the parade,

the Studebaker second with 21 and the Ford third with 16.

Honorable mentions were awarded in both divisions

owing to the fewness of the prizes. They were awarded

to : Matheson, Packard, Wilcox, Speedwell, Mack, Stude

baker, Grabowsky, White and Overland.

The prizes were awarded in accord with general rules

which had been formulated before any entries were ac

cepted, the provisions applying to the decorated cars

being that:

"This division must be decorated. Flowers, flags,

bunting, etc., may be used. Floats of any description are

eligible for prizes in this division. The entrant may use

his own pleasure in embodying in the decoration schemes

which advertise his business. The judges will decide the

winners entirely upon the get-up of the decoration."

The rules controlling awards in the non-decorated cars

were :

"Cars in this division will appear just as they are

while in daily use. They may or may not be load^i.

Prizes will be awarded to the three best appearing cars.

The judges will take into consideration beauty of design,

pleasing colors, and cleanliness."

The parade went off without a hitch and was voted a

decided success by the truck dealers. It is expected that

this will be the beginning of an annual truck parade. It

was given under the auspices of the "Washington Post."
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THE FEDERAL ARMY MULE.

The Federal truck has reached its

destination after having started again

on one of its habitual cross-country

runs, this time making Ludington from

Detroit, a distance of 235 miles. It car

ried Captain Baldwin, quartermaster of

Fort Wayne, who picked out return

camp sites for the 26th infantry, now in

state camp and expecting to "hike" back

to Detroit.

The truck was loaded over its 1-ton

capacity with tents, poles and general

supplies, and made Lansing the first

day, Muskegon the second and Luding

ton the third.

Motorists who have made this run in

touring cars realize what the Federal

truck encountered in the way of roads.

In many instances it was obliged to ford

streams. No matter what the condition

of the roads, this truck hauled its ex

cess load, transported food supplies,

carried loads up and down hills that

would have impeded the teams, and did

justice to all the transportation duties

en route.

This Federal has been maneuvering

before, for the 26th Infantry at Fort

Wayne. Major Thomas J. Dickson, U.

S. A., says: "While horses and mules

will not be entirely done away with,

automobiles and trucks will be used to

the greatest possible advantage to trans

port munitions of war and carry guns

over poor roads, whereas teams would

go down under the excessive strain."

Trucks are easily housed by tarpaulins

in stormy weather and never break or

balk under fire. Automobiles and trucks

are almost noiseless, easily concealed,

and if compelled to retreat they can do

so at a high rate of speed. In time of

The Federal army mule.

peace trucks require about one-fourth

the yard space that animals do.

The Federal truck has been giving

such splendid satisfaction to the U. S.

A. that Captain Baldwin selected it for

this occasion.

TRUCK SERVICE IN DESERT.

A motor truck freight and passenger

service on the desert is not without its

rewards, particularly when that service

is in the gold fields. A year or so ago

two young men under the firm name of

Hoffman & Wilkins opened up such a

service between Johannesburg and Skid-

do—first one truck, then two, and now

they have just added their third. Mr.

Hoffman came to town several days ago

to take back with him a new three-ton

White truck that had been specially

built and fitted for desert work, and

soon afterward, left on his long over

land trip, carrying a capacity load.

This truck was equipped at the Los

Angeles White Company branch, and

the mechanical part was left to L. P.

Barlow, who had constructed a 50-gal-

lon gasoline tank for one side of the car

and a tank of similar size for water on

the other. This water system is the

newest in truck equipment for desert

use. Mr. Barlow is familiar with desert

work, and says that no car is made that

can make the long hauls necessary and

depend on the water a radiator will car

ry, so the big tank on this desert car is

an auxiliary to the radiator, and a circu

lation system has been installed where

by the total amount of water is used and

it is impossible to get the water used

for cooling the engine to the boiling

point, and with the car's present equip

ment for oil and water it could run 280

miles without stopping if called upon to

do so.

Mr. Hoffman, who is driving the big;

3-ton, 30-hp. White back, is accompa

nied by Mr. Barlow. And, as a thrifty-

business man, he loaded the car with

supplies most wanted in the mining

camps of the desert skirting Death val

ley. The biggest part of the load is

baled hay, which sells for $80 a ton ort

the desert.

It will be years before railroads reach

into the camps this stage company-

makes, and these young hustlers now

have a monopoly of the freight and pas

senger service.

KELLY IN ICE DELIVERY.

The Kelly Motor Truck Company.

Springfield, Ohio, recently received the

following from its representative in

Memphis. Tenn. :

"We are demonstrating now with a

1-ton truck for the Tennessee Ice Com

pany, and the demonstration has

been wonderful and most satisfactory.

They are trying the experiment of house

to house delivery. Yesterday the truck

went to work at 3 a. m., and worked

until 6 p. m.. made 336 stops, and the

engine was running during the entire

time except 30 minutes during lunch

hour. The delivery was earlier and bet

ter than it was possible for teams to-

make, and quicker, as it was made with

one white man and three colored men,

which took the place of three double

teams and six colored men with one

white man. At 6 o'clock the tank was

filled up, and it took just five gallons,

to fill it, and one and a half pints of oil

to replace the oil used."
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KISSEL SCORES AGAIN.

A 4-ton Kissel Kar truck in the serv

ice of the Albany Trucking and Storage

Company of Albany, N. Y., started from

home one day last week with an 8.600-

pound load. Its destination was Great

Barrington. Mass., a distance of more

than 50 miles across the most difficult

hills of the Berkshire range. The truck

made the round trip in a little less than

12 hours, which is considered an aston

ishing record.

OVERLAND REAR AXLE.

A three-quarter floating axle of unus

ual construction will be the most im

portant improvement to be incorporated

in the 1913 models of the Willys-Over

land Company of Toledo, Ohio.

In the Overland axle the load is car

ried on the axle housing, which is rein

forced by an inner steel tube riveted and

keyed to the housing proper. The rear

wheel roller bearings run on the hard

ened seamless steel tube which projects

from the axle housing on either side. As

a consequence the differential bearings

and the wheel bearings do not come in

contact with the axle drive shafts at all.

These drive shafts, which are of special

heat-treated chrome-nickel steel, merely

turn the wheels. The differential bear

ings, therefore, have to bear only their

•own stresses, for the Hyatt rear-wheel

bearings carry the rear load of the car.

The rear-wheel bearings, moreover, are

in the vertical plane of the spokes; they

receive the load straight from above, and

require no adjustment. Side thrust is

taken up by an adjustable ball thrust

bearing on either side of the differential.

In distinction to many other cars, the

Overland combines the transmission and

the differential mechanism into one unit;

in other words, the transmission is "on

the rear axle." instead of amidships. This,

it is said, results in a more rigid con

struction and a saving of much engine

power which in other cars is wasted in

passing the power from the transmission

to the differential. In the Overland

 

Four-ton Kissel-Kar truck which carried

to Grest Barrington, Mass.,

transmission the shafts are short and all

gear changes are made with short and

quick movements ot the gear-shifting

lever in the center of the car.

An important feature is the main drive

shaft. This member is encased in a steel

torsion tube which serves the double pur

pose of taking up the twisting stresses of

the rear axle and of keeping the drive

shaft and the whole driving mechanism

in perfect alinement at all times.

SOLIDS FOR FIRE MOTORS.

"The importance of marketing a suit

able solid tire for motor driven fire ap

paratus is apparent when the fact is

pointed out." says F. H. Sawyer, of the

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., "that the

effect of vibration caused by increased

weight and speed of fire apparatus over

the ordinary truck causes a big increase

of wear and tear of tires. Three times

the speed produces approximately nine

times the wear and tear.

"The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Com

pany's experimental department realizing

a type different from the ordinary solid

tire was needed, developed what is

known as the Goodyear cushion truck

tire, which has been used with eminent

success for a number of years by a large

number of power wagons throughout the

country. Its cushion properties are based

on a sound and logical solution of the

mechanical problems involved and brief-

 

an 8,000-pound load f-om Albany, N. Y.,

and returned in 12 hours.

ly described, the tire possesses a dual

tread thereby providing a pliable con

struction that is readily distorted. The

sides of the tire arc so molded as to pro

duce numerous pockets in both sides and

these pockets are separated by inclined

partitions or bridges. The latter act as

hinges, permitting of a natural displace

ment of the rubber, and the pockets pro

vide the necessary space of the hinged

action of the bridges and for the dis

placed rubber. We, therefore, see that

in this construction we have three dis

tinct features all of which contribute to

and augment the resiliency of the tire.

"The importance of employing a suit

able cushion tire on a motor driven fire

apparatus cannot be emphasized too

strongly, as these machines cost several

thousands of dollars each, and the selec

tion of suitable tires is an insurance on

a heavy investment and on the safe and

economical operation of the machines.''

PACKARD IN 7,503-MILE RUN.

"Three things that impressed us most

favorably were the performance of our

Packard roadster, the remarkable serv

ice that the Goodyear tires gave, and the

highly commendable work of the Pa

cific Highway Association."

With this comment, A. E. and E. D.

Meade drew up in front of the Good

year Tire and Rubber Company's Seat

tle branch recently after a 7.500-mile

trip from their home in Greenwich,

Conn. They left there June 4, going to

New York, thence to Philadelphia and

across the Alleghenies, via Wheeling,

W. Va., to Columbus, Ohio. The Meades

then drove direct to Indianapolis,

across Southern Illinois to St. Louis,

thence to Kansas City and on to Colo

rado Springs, making Denver as a side

trip.

Pueblo was the next stopping place.

From there through the famous Raton

Pass to Albuquerque, then on to Phoe

nix, Ariz. Here considerable difficulty

was experienced in driving through the

desert sands, but by partially deflating

the tires they managed to drive through.

Overland three-quarter floating rear axle.

Newark had a motor truck parade.

with 160 vehicles in line, on May 25 last.
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Czar Nicholas II., of Russia, Inspecting one of the White ambulances at Peterhoff, at the

finish of the trials. The Czar Is standing |ust at the right of the telegraph pole.

The third figure to the left of the pole Is General Suchomllnoff, minister of war.

WHITE SCORES IN RUSSIA.

A worthy forerunner to the American

victories in the athletic world at Stock

holm was the performance of the "White

Squadron" in the motor vehicle trials

conducted by the Russian War Office

during the month of June. To determine

the adaptability of motor vehicles for

army service in all of its branches, the

Russian government held a reliability

run which for difficult}- and exacting

conditions has never been approached.

The route covered started at St.

Petersburg, circled around through Mos

cow, and then returned over a different

course to the Russian capital, the en

tire distance traversed amounting to

about 1.960 English miles. The road con

ditions were indescribable. In many

places there were no roads at all. the

course being across sand hills, over

fields and plowed ground, and through

forest trails. The best idea of the

traveling conditions can be gained from

the fact that it was necessary to pre

cede the tour by a detachment of army

bridge-builders in order to make it pos

sible for the cars to get through at all.

Forty-five cars and trucks started

from St. Petersburg on June 6. The

flower of European motor vehicle pro

duction was represented by Mercedes,

Benz. Napier, Saurer, Adler. Clement.

Lancia. Rerliet, Charon, Laurin, LaBuire,

Vauxhall and others. The American

"White Squadron" was made up of two

S-passenger 30-hp. touring cars, two 30-

hp. field ambulances, using the regular

White three-quarter ton capacity truck

chassis, and one 1^2-ton 30-hp. truck,

fitted with tank body for carrying the

fuel supply for the tour.

The trials ended in St. Petersburg on

June 23, after 17 days of the hardest

service to which motor vehicles have

ever been subjected. The last three

days' run was made at high speed over

hard, rough roads, and was extremely

exacting. Thirty-five cars finished the

trip, among which were the five White

contestants, with the record for a lower

consumption of gasoline and oil than

any of the European cars.

All five Whites went through the en

tire trip without mechanical trouble of

any description, and created the most

enthusiastic admiration among the Rus

sian officials who supervised the trials.

At the close of the run, all of the sur

viving contestants were assembled at

Peterhoff. where they were personally

inspected by the Czar of Russia, the

Minister of War, and the high officials

of the Russian army. The "White

Squadron," on account of its magnificent

performance, came in for the lion's share

of the emperor's attention, and he in

spected all five cars in detail with the

greatest interest.

After the royal inspection, all of the

contesting cars were completely dis

mantled and every part was subjected

to the most careful scrutiny for wear

and deterioration. The commission of

experts who conducted this examination

reported that every one of the five

White cars and trucks was in absolute

ly perfect condition. This report was

followed by the report of the army of

ficials that the White cars were highly

suitable in every respect for the require

ments of the Russian army service, and

recommended that the entire five cars

be purchased by the War Department.

The next day the victorious "White

Squadron" became the property of the

government of Russia.

The result of the trials and the sub

sequent action of the Russian govern

ment is naturally very gratifying to the

White company, whose cars won out in

the most severe test ever imposed in

motor car history against the represen

tative cars of Europe. While practically

all of the European cars were handled

by factory experts, the White team was

taken care of by men from the London

office of the White Company and its

agency in St. Petersburg, no factory

representative being present.

One of the significant features brought

out by the competition is the fact that

the White car, conforming closely in

general design to European ideas and

practice, has, by the combination of

American genius and American ad

vanced methods of manufacture, reached

a degree of perfection not yet attained

by the very cars from which it was

originally designed.

EVANS "HELE SHAW" CLUTCH.

Strength and thorough dependability

are two elements which always attract

attention and arouse commendation. In

a recent undertaking the Evans model

"Hele Shaw" clutch displayed the

strength of a giant, the unerring reliabil

ity of a tried veteran, and has aroused

widespread comment.

A 3]/2 ton motor truck to which was

coupled a sugar truck was driven 397

miles from Philadelphia to Harrisburg.

bearing between them a load of sugar

weighing 45,000 pounds. Despite the

fact that the enormous load damaged the

roads in spots and broke several bridges,

the sturdy little clutch withstood the

terrific strain without a single mishap or

injury to itself.

THAT KISSEL FIRE MOTOR.

"We received a better piece of apparat

us than we bought," writes Chief Frank

Brodbeck of the Salina, Kans., fire de

partment in referring to a new KisselKar

chemical truck. "The city council had

made a contract to pay in part when the

car was accepted and the balance in six

months, but the car showed up so well

that they paid the bill in full and at

once. In a mud test it made a mile and

one-tenth through heavy gumbo in eight

minutes. The best kind of a team could

not have pulled through at all."

HOT AFTER THE JUNO.

The following telegram was recently

received by the Juno Motor Truck Co..

Juneau, Wis.:

"N . X. Y.. Sept. 4, 1912.

"Juno Motor Truck Co.,

"Juneau, Wis.

"If this territory is open can sell three-

ton Juno truck to customer of ours who

knows several Juno owners in New

York. He is very enthusiastic over policy

outlined in your September advertise

ment in "Power Wagon." Wire answer

regarding territory, agents' discounts.

Also state how quick you can ship."

"S Garage & Auto Co."

The name of the town and the prospect

are purposely omitted for business rea

sons.

The 2-ton Kelly truck to be used by

Toledo's street cleaning department will

displace three teams.
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THE KING 3^-TON TRUCK.

The A. R. King Manufacturing Com

pany, of Kingston, N. Y., is marketing a

3j^-ton truck.

The motor is of the usual four-cycle,

four-cylinder type, and has a bore of 4^

inches and a stroke of 5j4 inches. The

cylinders, four in number, are cast in

pairs, with inclosed valves, all on one

side. The motor is rated at 32.4 horse

power, A. L. A. M. rating. Ignition is

hy Bosch magneto, dual system. A com

bination force feed and splash lubrica

tion system is used. Cooling is by water.

pump circulated. The radiator, of the

vertical tube type, is supported on

springs.

A multiple disk clutch, with 21 plates.

is employed. Motor and clutch are

mounted in one unit on an independent

subframe, with three-point suspension.

and can be removed from the front with

out disturbing footboards or seat.

The transmission is of the individual

clutch variety with gears always in mesh.

Three speeds forward and a reverse are

provided. The differential is inclosed

in the same case with transmission, the

whole unit being suspended by three

points from a subframe. Final drive is

by side chains from jackshaft to rear

wheels.

A double set of brakes is used—two

external contracting, operating on 10-

inch drums on the rear wheels are act

uated by a foot lever. The emergency

brake, operated by hand lever, is ap

plied to the rear wheels through drums

18 inches in diameter. The total brak

ing surface is 470 square inches.

Springs are semi-elliptic, both front

and rear. The frame is of rolled chan

nel steel. 6 inches deep. Both axles are

of liberal dimensions. Front tires meas

ure 36 by 6 inches. Dual equipment, 36

by 4 inches, is used on the rear wheels.

The whcelbase is 120 inches. The max

imum loading space measures 13 feet by

6 feet.

The regular equipment includes up-

 

The King

holstered seat, two side oil lamps, oil

tail lamp, full set of tools, jack. Klaxon

horn and Warner truck speedometer.

ELECTRIC WAGON DATA.

A very interesting and valuable little

booklet on the subject of "The Electric

Truck,"' has been issued by the Electric

Division of the General Motors Truck

Company. Pontiac, Mich. The field of

the electric wagon is clearly defined, its

advantages pointed out and the objec

tions answered. In addition, an upkeep

cost table is included, which gives the

maintenance and fixed charges for vehi

cles of 1,000 to 12,000 pounds load rat

ing. Operating expenses are similarly

treated. Although intended primarily

for the use of power salesmen and print

ed in limited quantities, copies are

mailed free of charge on special request.

3'/2-ton truck.

BAKER NOTES.

The Baker Electric Company of Mis

souri has recently secured the services

as salesman in the commercial truck de

partment, of B. H. Bosley, who was

formerly a salesman for the Walker

Vehicle Company.

Carroll A. Haines & Company, Baker

electric distributors in Philadelphia,

moved, the 15th of September, to their

new and larger sales rooms at No. 1927

Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.

F. N. Phelps and A. F. Neale, repre

senting the Baker Motor Vehicle Com

pany in Boston and surrounding terri

tory, have taken new headquarters at (801

Boyleston street. Mr. Xeale is one of

the Baker company's oldest pleasure car

dealers. F. N. Phelps represents the

truck department of the Baker Motor Ve

hicle Company in a large part of New

Kngland.

The Akron (Ohio) city council has

authorized the purchase of a power

wagon for the water works department.

A London park has installed a motor

lawn mower.

 

Chassis of the King 3'/2-ton truck.
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Elwell-Parker electric freight

ELECTRIC BAGGAGE TRUCKS.

By L. C. BROWN.

In some old ruins recently unearthed

in Egypt, carvings on the stones showed

plainly that the early Egyptians appreci

ated the value of our present day two-

wheeled truck with which all of us are

familiar. This same two-wheeled truck

that has come down through the ages,

is today probably one of the most in

dispensable tools of our present day

transportation systems. In fact, the

freight handling end of transportation,

meaning the loading or unloading, has

been the subject of much thought by

engineers and experts along that line,

and the result brings forth our overhead

telpherage system or electric traveling

cranes, the electric conveyor and the

•electric truck.

Several years ago the Pennsylvania

Railroad, realizing the needs of improve

ment in baggage handling at its large

passenger terminals, detailed T. V. Buck-

waiter from its engineering department

to devise some method of handling that

would facilitate the service. I will not

go into the details of Mr. Buckwaltcr's

experiments, but they finally developed

into t lie Buckwaltcr electric truck now

lieing built in four different types, by

The Elwell-Parker Electric Co., of

Cleveland, Ohio. The drop frame truck,

the platform of which is only six inches

•over the baggage room floor, has a labor-

saving value which can be readily appre

ciated in terminals like the new Pennsyl

vania Station and the Grand Central

Terminal, where the floor of the baggage

car is level with the passenger platform.

The straight-frame truck is the usual

four-wheeled baggage and express truck

design. In these two trucks practically

every condition in baggage service has

been provided for. The trucks operate

from either end. the weight of the oper

ator releasing the automatic brake and

throwing in the automatic circuit break

er. These two features make an abso

lutely foolproof machine, which may be

relied upon to stop instantly when the

operator loses his head and jumps away

from the truck. This has proved to be

car truck. Elwell-Pa

a great assistance in many instances.

The steering is accomplished by all four

wheels, both sets being coupled together

to take the same radius of curve. The

advantage of this can be readily appreci

ated, as it permits negotiating very nar

row passageways and platforms, as well

as allowing increased carrying capacity

by the use of trailers, and it is interest

ing to note that the trailer truck will

hardly vary six inches from the tracks of

the motor truck.

From the baggage truck, Mr. Huckwal-

ter developed two types of freight trucks

embodying all of their features and es

sential details, except the double end

control, which was found impracticable.

. The first type is 10 feet long by 3 feet

6'/i inches wide, while the load-carrying

space is 18 inches from the floor. But

this was found too long to turn into the

end of a standard box car and too high

from the floor to lift heavy packages; so

Mr. Buckwalter, after practically six

years' experimenting, designed what is

now known as the freight car type, 7 feet

long by 3 feet 6 inches wide and the

loading space 11 inches from the floor.

This little machine can handle with ease

4,000 pounds per load and negotiate a 20

per cent grade. By the use of the four-

wheel steering arrangement it can de

liver its load into either end of any box

car or refrigerator car, thereby saving

the necessity of double handling.

Following is the performance of two

trucks of this type for a period of one

month, 26 working days, at an antiquated

pier on the New York water front:

Daily Averages.

Number of hours in service 11

Daily mileage 13.6

Per day tonnage 225

Number pieces per load 30

Time running per load, sec 59

Time per load, min., (complete

round trip loading and unload

ing and running time) 2.89

Time to load, sec 58

Per hour tonnage 20.4

N'umber of loads 230

Length of haul in feet 158.5

rker drop frame baggage truck.

Time to unload, sec 60.3

Number of men in gang 8

Wages per man. tonnage basis... $2.40

Ampere hour charge 160

Monthly Totals.

Total number of days operated. 26

Total number hours operated.. 286

Total number of miles run.... 353.6

Total number of tons handled.. 5,850

Total number of loads carried. 5,980

Total number pieces handled. . 170,000

Summary.

Cost per ton for labor $0,087

Cost per ton for power 0.0039

Cost per ton for maintenance.... 0.0033

Cost per ton for interest, depreci

ation, etc 0.0099

Total cost per ton for freight

handled $0.1041

At the Stuyvesant Docks of the Illi

nois Central Railroad in New Orleans,

some interesting things were noted. Five

bales of cotton weighing 500 pounds each

were loaded on an electric truck of the

freight car type by two men, carried a

distance of 650 feet, delivered directly

into the end of a box car, and the truck

was back at the starting point in less

than six minutes. With hand trucks do

ing the same kind of work one man

handles one bale of cotton and requires

nine minutes to make the round trip.

At the Stuyvesant Docks shiploads of

mahogany logs are handled. The logs are

24 feet long by 4 feet square, and weigh

from four to six tons. They are jacked

up and small four-wheeled dollies are

placed under each end. The little motor

truck is then attached by means of a rope

and the logs are pulled a distance of 250

feet to a point where they are loaded on

flat cars. Four men are required to jack

the logs up, after which the truck han

dles the lumber without difficulty. By

hand this requires a gang of 26 men.

In handling raw sugar the load con

sists of 15 sacks weighing approximately

4,500 pounds, while with hand trucks it

requires seven men to move this load

and twice the length of time.

At the Savanah Terminal of the Cen
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tral of Georgia Railroad, cotton is han

dled by the drop frame baggage truck.

Eight bales weighing 4,000 pounds are

carried on the electric truck, while a

trailer accommodates six bales more.

The length of the haul at this point is

4,200 feet and requires 14 minutes for the

round trip. Fourteen men would be

necessary to handle this load with hand

trucks and they would require 41 min

utes.

Within the next 60 days, 50 trucks of

the freight car type will be put in ser

vice at the Lake freight house of the Le

high Valley Railroad, and it will be inter

esting to note the results to be accom

plished with an entire equipment of elec

tric trucks. When this company as well

as the Pennsylvania Railroad, New York

Central, Illinois Central, Erie, Central of

Georgia, Oregon Short Lines, Pittsburg

and Lake Erie. American Express Co.,

and many others, have gone into this

matter seriously and after most exhaust

ive tests have adopted the Buckwalter

truck we feel that we have met the de

mand of present day railroading by giv

ing them a means of mechanically han

dling freight, not only showing a sav

ing of from 30 to 60 per cent, but adopt

ing it to conditions as they exist and not

as we would like to have them.

FEDERAL TRUCKS FOR ALASKA.

The Consolidated Development Com

pany of Nome, the largest ore mining

corporation in Alaska, sent two repre

sentatives back to the States in quest of

a one ton truck that would overcome

the difficulties encountered in these re

gions. They thoroughly investigated

every other one ton model, and then

came back to the Standard Motor Car

Company. Federal agents in San Fran

cisco, and ordered three Federals, which

they will use to haul ore from their

mines among the mountains to the ex

port stations along the coast.

The Mercury Manufacturing Compa

ny of Chicago has opened a salesroom

at 2009 Michigan avenue.

G-M-C FORESIGHT.

The coming will be a year of great

progress in the actual adaption of the

motor truck to existing business needs.

One of the most important develop

ments thus far is the demonstration that

has been given truck manufacturers gen

erally of the necessity for comprehen

siveness of their lines. As large truck

buyers have grown in experience, they

have grown in wisdom, and today the

concern that installs motor trucks, even

if only a few, is looking to the future.

and buying trucks from a maker who

will be in a position to fill their future

requirements, whether those require

ments may turn out to be for trucks

duplicating those first purchased, or for

different types and capacities, so that

their entire truck equipment may be al

ways standardized under a single maker,

and maintained with a single center of

service and responsibility.

Such standardization of truck equip

ment is only in accord with the stand

ardization that every modern commer

cial house strives for in its other bus!

ness equipment.

Today the manufacturer of trucks wno

can supply both gasoline and electric

types in all standard capacities occupies

a position of great advantage. Not only

can such a manufacturer enable the

truck installer to keep his entire equip

ment permanently standardized, but his

position as a manufacturer of both gaso

line and electric trucks removes any

possible suspicion of bias toward one

type or other that may be in the mind

of the huycr when dealing with a manu

facturer of a single type.

It seems only fair at this time that

the power wagon world should pay rec

ognition to the fact that the General

Motors Truck Company was the first to

foresee this development in the motor

truck business before the beginning of

the present year. and. in fact, the plans

of the company from its very inception

were to manufacture and sell under the

"G-M-C" mark both gasoline and elec-

tric trucks in all standard capacities.

This company was the first, and for a

long time, the only company having

such a line of trucks on the market.

The General Motors Truck Company

made exhibits of both electric and gaso

line trucks at all the leading truck shows

of the country last winter, beginning

with the Madison Square Garden expo

sition in New York in January.

The management of the General

Motors Truck Company has in this, and

in its foresighted and exceptionally

broad provision for the service of its

customers, shown that this company

has very thoroughly and carefully stud

ied the possibilities and requirements

of the motor truck in this country, and

has built its policy and organization

upon sound, safe and permanent lines.

G-M-C STAFF CHANGES.

President Thonias Xeal of General

Motors Company has announced the elec

tion of William L. Day, late general sales

manager of the Mitchell-Lewis Motor

Company of Racine. Wis., as vice-presi

dent and general manager of General

Motors Truck Company, Pontiac, Mich.

For 27 years previous to his advent in

the automobile business, Mr. Day was a

prominent figure in the implement indus

try, being associated in an official capac

ity with the Parlin & OrendorfT Plow

Company of Kansas City. Mo. He bears

the reputation of being an able and effi

cient executive and his years of market

ing and production experience will be in

valuable in his new duties as head of the

big General Motors Tiuck plant at

Pontiac.

Gleeson Murphy, who has temporarily

held the office of vice-president and gen

eral manager of General Motors Truck-

Company in connection with his other

work at the executive offices of Gcnerat

Motors Company at Detroit, will in fu

ture devote himself exclusively to his

regular duties of assistant to the presi

dent of General Motor Company.

Two motor mail wagons will soon be

put into service at Omaha. Neb.

 

Elwell-Parker straight frame baggage and express truck. Warehouse truck made by the Elwell-Parker electric company.
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WEAR AND TEAR IN TIRES.

"A topic of natural interest to all own

ers and operators of power wagons is the

discussion of methods to prevent the

wear and tear of solid rubber truck tires.

This part of the equipment is admittedly

the most serious item in the cost of truck

upkeep," says C. W. Martin, sales man

ager of the Goodyear Tire & Rubbc

Co., Akron, Ohio.

"There are many insignificant details

in the operation and care of a motor

truck that have an important bearing

upon the life and service of its rubber

tires.

"Natural or ordinary wear under nor

mal conditions, causing abrasion, is at

tributable principally to tractive effort,

starting and stopping, or skidding. When

these elements are not attended by oth

ers which will be described later on, a

solid rubber tire can be expected to give

the maximum of service and to wear out

legitimately.

"Undue abrasion may be caused by

wheels being out of alinement, resulting

in a tire wearing down smoothly and

prematurely, thus more than likely caus

ing an impression with the truck owner

that the tire is not all that it should be

in the matter of quality and workman

ship.

"Disalinement sufficient to produce

this effect in at least some degree may

be so slight as to be unnoticeable in the

absence of special attention," asserts Mr.

Martin. "Wheels out of alinement are

very frequently found, particularly front

wheels. Usually these result from strik

ing curb stones or any other obstruc

tions glancing blows, thus causing bent

axles, wrenched steering knuckles, or

dished wheels. The wear is the same as

would be obtained by holding the tread

of the tire on a swiftly moving grind

stone and revolving it slowly.

"Turning the front wheels by means

of the steering apparatus when the truck

is not in motion also has its bad effect.

"Disalinement may be detected by

measuring the distance between rims of

the two front or two rear wheels at the

extreme fore-and-aft points, care being

exercised to see that the front wheels,

when measuring them, are pointing

straight ahead or parallel with the body

of the truck. The distance at fore-and-

aft points will be found to be the same

if the wheels are in perfect alinement.

"Traveling over exceedingly rough

pavements and sharp stones, such as are

found on newly macadamized roads,

produces cuts into which sand and grit

work, slowly enlarging the gap and

eventually causing the destruction of a

solid rubber truck tire.

"Continual running in car tracks in

variably results in the destruction of a

truck tire, as the edge of the tire, or the

very small portion which runs on the

rail, is carrying the load intended for

the whole tire. Also a shearing effect is

thus produced which is very injurious to

the tire's fastening. Cutting may also be

caused by careless driving on streets in

normal condition, or by careful driving

combined with overloading, on bad

streets.

"Disintegration may be due to the tire

being allowed to stand in oil in the gar

age. Oil has a chemical action upon rub

ber which is extremely injurious.

"In this day of increasing popularity

of demountable tires and standard wheels

as adopted by the Society of Automobile

Engineers, it is important that wheels be

of proper dimensions and that all bolts

be thoroughly tightened so as to prevent

circumferential movement of the tire on

the wheel.

"A tire will fail to stand up under over

loading, which strains the fastening and

crushes the tread, causing bruises and

chafing. Speeding virtually has the same

results as overloading, producing shocks

when riding over obstacles of various

kinds which bruise and cut the rubber.

"The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.,

pioneers in the manufacture of endless

rubber truck tires, after a thorough and

scientific analysis of all conditions and

requirements by its experimental engi

neering department, has adopted and

recommends the following graduated

table of carrying weights:

M.P.

Ins Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. Lbs. H.

■>
Single* . 450 475 500 525 550 575 20

2% Singles . 670 710 750 790 830 870 20

3 Singles . 900 !I50 1000 1050 1100 1150 20

354 Singles . 1130 1190 1250 1310 1370 1430 18

4 Singles .1350 1425 1500 1575 1650 1725 16

3 Singles .1800 1 i'00 2000 2100 2200 2300 14

6 Singles .2250 2375 2500 2625 2750 2875 12

7 Singles .1700 2850 30(111 3150 3300 3450 10

2 Dual . . .1125 1188 1250 1312 1375 143S 18

2% Dual . . .1675 1775 1S75 1975 2075 2175 18

3 Dual
•"50

2375 2500 2;25 2750 2875 16

3V4 Dual . . . 2S25 2975 3125 3275 3425 357o 14

1 Dual . . .3375 3560 375H 3940 4125 4310 13

:, 4750 5000 5250 5500 5750 12

ii Dual . . .5625 5940 6250 6565 6875 7190 10

7 Dual .. .6750 7125 7500 7875 S250 S625 10

"It will be noted that tires are rated

according to their diameters as well as

their cross-sectional size, and speed has

been given proper consideration.

"A careful observation of the forego

ing will have its effect in reducing truck

tire mile cost."

THE GARFORD COMPANY.

Regarding an item which appeared on

page 68 of the September, 1912. issue of

The Power Wagon, we have received

from The Garford Company, Elyria,

Ohio, a notice that although Mr. Willys

actually owns that concern, he has de

cided to conduct this part of his business

under the firm name of The Garford Com

pany instead of associating his own name

with a product that has achieved a well

deserved reputation under the old com

pany name.

ANOTHER ELECTRIC FLEET.

The illustration shows a fleet of 20

"Silent Waverley" electric light delivery

wagons in service of the Fleischmann

Yeast Company of New York.

This fleet is only a part of the Fleisch

mann Company's Waverley electric

equipment, as there are 12 trucks from

one to three tons on order or in use in

Haltimore and other eastern cities.

Most of these cars have been in use

for the past eight months and are doing

their work consistently and economically.

 

^,

A fleet of 20 Waverley electric delivery wagons used by the Fleischmann Yeast Company.
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Three electric ambulance

NEW ELECTRIC AMBULANCES.

The Rock Falls Mfg. Co., of Sterling,

111., has recently completed and shipped

to the mills of the United States Steel

Corporation in three cities a new type

of electric ambulance for use in connec

tion with the hospital work of the steel

mills, all of which maintain private hos

pitals for the relief of their employees

who meet with accidents during their

work.

These three electric ambulances have

been delivered to the Illinois Steel Com

pany mills of the United States Steel

Corporation at Gary, Ind., South Chica

go, 111., and Milwaukee, Wis. These arc

the first ambulances of their kind show

ing side door for the driver and side

door for the attendant and patient. This

was accomplished by making the front

side door a sliding door, an expedient on

account of the short wheelbase in an

electric chassis. The ambulances are

complete in every respect. They have

facilities for taking care of three patients

at one time when necessary. The at

tendant's seat is so arranged as to be

converted into a cot when necessary.

They have a complete electric lighting

system, operated by push buttons at the

driver's seat. Special attention has been

paid to the details of hardware. The

window sashes are of an improved style

and particular attention has been given

to the elimination of rattling. The low

er half of the ambulances are finished in

a dark gray and the upper half in light

gray, both shades known as "Rock Falls"

grays.

WILLIAMS IN CHICAGO.

For the convenience of Middle West

ern customers, J. H. Williams & Co.,

makers of drop-forgings, Brooklyn, N.

Y., have opened an office and warehouse

at 40 South Clinton street, Chicago, 111.,

where a stock of their many drop-forged

specialties will be carried on hand.

Beverly, Mass., has ordered a munici

pal motor ambulance.

s supplied to the U. S. Steel Corporation by

G-M-C AT ELECTRIC SHOW.

General Motors Truck Company has

on exhibit at the Boston Electric Show,

three models: a 15-passenger omnibus of

English design, painted in Brewster

green; a three ton truck with platform

and stake body painted in royal blue;

and a 2.000 pound chassis without body.

The chassis exhibit is unusual. In

stead of being a running gear highly pol

ished or well painted, it is caked with

mud and shows signs of much service.

Inquiry reveals that it is one of the first

chassis turned out by General Motors

Truck Company and has been subjected

to a grilling test of over 10,000 miles in

which all sorts and conditions of roads

were covered.

Considerable interest centers around

this chassis, as it is of standard G-M-C

design and is typical of the entire G-M-C

offering.

The complete line includes 24 stock

models, divided into 8 load capacities,

1.000 pounds to 6 tons. Each capacity is

available in three lengths of frame and

wheelbase. This feature is worthy of

note as it is said to be contrary to the

practice of many makers in increasing

the frame length without making a cor

responding increase in wheelbase. When

this is done, a radical change in weight

distribution, both front and rear, occurs,

with ill effects both to tires and mechan

ism. Regardless of the body length re

quired, G-M-C electrics distribute the

same relative proportion of the load to

both front and rear axles.

The G-M-C electric is also conspicuous

in being the first electric truck to be

offered, which to any extent follows the

accepted gasoline truck practice in the

matter of chassis design. It has such

points as rear springs outside of the

frame, insuring maximum axle strength

and permitting narrow frames, the direct

driving of the countershaft differential

by a shaft direct from the motor (elimi

nating the usual chain reduction), in

clined steering post, double brake equip

ment, each brake locking at wheel, aux-

the Rock Falls Mfg. Co.

diary springs supplementing the rear

semi-elliptics and a controller hood

placed in front of the dash designed

along the lines of the well known Re

nault type.

In the matter of equipment the G-M-C

electric is very complete. Everything is

provided for the convenience of both the

operator and caretaker. That important

item of equipment, the battery, is given

broad consideration. It is not unusual

among builders of electric machines,

either pleasure or commercial, to find a

marked prejudice, for commercial rea

sons, in favor of one type and make of

battery. The G-M-C exhibit plainly in

dicates, however, a disinterested and im

partial position, for several well-known

makes are shown and a customer finds

that his particular preference will be ac

commodated "always providing it is right

for the service."

TIMKEN EXPANSION.

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

is adding to its Canton, Ohio, plant, the

most modern grinding shop in the world.

Dimensions of the new comer to the

factory group are 64 by 240 feet.

Saw tooth roof, steel window sash,

side walls, steel frame and solid concrete

floors feature the fireproof construction.

The new building will be heated by

the blower system, all pipes under

ground. In the summer time the heating

plant will be utilized to circulate cold air

through the grinding room. Perfect ven

tilation is provided for and the factory is

flooded with light.

New machinery to grind the Timken

cups, cones and rolls will be installed on

concrete foundations and all together

the equipment will be the most complete

and up-to-date that human ingenuity can

devise.

The building will be ready for occu

pancy November 1.

The Highway Department of Som-

merville, Mass., has purchased a motor

ash truck.
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Kissel 26-passengcr cemetery bcs.

CHASE DONG WELL.

The Chase Motor Truck Company,

of Syracuse. X. Y., is doing practically

double the amount of business it was

doing just a year ago at this time. The

various models are all enjoying an ac

tive sale, particularly the 1,000-pound

and the 1-ton trucks. The great in

crease in business at this time is some

what surprising to the management, con

sidering that it is a presidential year,

when business conditions are not always

considered to be of the brightest.

In New York City and certain por

tions of the south there has been a

marked increase in the sales of the

heavier Chase models, due in the first

instance no doubt, to the heavier traffic

demands, and in the latter instance to

the general poor conditions of the south

ern roads. Recent orders from the New

York office include one from the Wm.

J. Lemp Company for a 2-ton model J :

a third repeat order from the Dillman

Raking Company, S. & VV. Bauman, de

partment store, also several well-known

manufacturing concerns. There lias

been considerable activity in the towns

surrounding the metropolis and a repeat

order has been received from the Bruns

wick Laundry. Jersey City. In the

south the Coca Cola and the Pepsi Cola

Companies of Georgia and North Caro

lina have lately bought half a dozen

1-ton and lj/j-ton Chase trucks.

Six trucks have recently been sold to

the United Gas & Improvement Co. of

Philadelphia. These were 1-ton models

equipped with the selective type sliding

gear transmission.

Foreign orders include one for Mel

bourne, Australia: one for Varna, Bul-

garia. and three for St. Johns, New

foundland. The trucks for Newfound

land comprise one 3.000-pound express,

one standard 1-ton truck and one cov

ered 1-ton express truck.

New agencies have been established

 

at Johnstown, Pa.; Rock, Mass.; Bur

lington, la.; Albany, X. Y.; Springfield.

O.; Fremont, O., and Memphis. Tenn..

also Philadelphia, Pa.

Edward A. Kingsbury, secretary and

treasurer of the Chase Motor Truck

Company, has recently returned from a

successful trip to Philadelphia, where he

completed arrangements for the new

Chase agency under the supervision of

J. A. Rogers. This agency has chosen

a particularly fine corner location at

Broad and Wallace streets, on the main

thoroughfare of automobile travel in

Philadelphia and in the very heart of

the motor truck district. In addition to

the agency Mr. Rogers will maintain a

service station in the immediate neigh

borhood, and E. F. Howell, the Phila

delphia district manager, will make hi?

headquarters at the same location as the

agency.

Pressed steel housing department of Weston-Mott Corrpnny of Flint, Mich.

DEMAND EXCEEDS SUPPLY.

According to the opinion recently ex

pressed by Roger B. Whitman, assist

ant to the president of the Bosch Mag

neto Company, of New York, the man

ufacturers are preparing for the most

prosperous year in the history of the in

dustry. With orders far in excess of the

immediate manufacturing capacity, they

are speedily taking steps to cope with

the demand.

"The automobile industry ranks third

in the industries of this country," said

Mr. Whitman. "This is proven, when it

is realized the extent of the industries

ramifications. Automobile manufactur

ing has boomed the leather trade, the

machine tool business, the tire business,

and has brought about the manufactur

ing of numerous accessories.

"To realize the extent and effect of

the business upon the general industrial

life of the nation, one must take inta

consideration the huge army of work

men that are employed in the actual

making, and in the numerous kindred

lines of activity. And with these men

employed and the industry growing, au

tomobile manufacturing at once be

comes a prosperous factor in the daily

life of the nation.

"The motor truck is making the great

est headway of any individual line as

sociated with automobile manufacturing.

It has proven economical and durable.

It has displaced the horse because it is

cheapest and more reliable, and its use

has been extended rapidly.

"As a labor saving device the truck is

rivaled only by the tractor, which is now

playing an important part in farm life.

I recently saw three tractors, drawing 50

plows, and all operated by four men.

plow an acre in Ay2 minutes. Farmers

are beginning to see the economy in

this operation, and the demand for

tractors is growing."
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ENTERS THE FOREIGN MARKET.

The Weston-Mott Company of Flint,

Mich., large manufacturer of automo

bile axles, hubs and rims, has established

a branch at 136 Longacre, London, W.

C, England, and the building of a large

export trade will be pushed with vigor.

The number of inquiries from foreign

sources is increasing rapidly and samples

have already been shipped to several

English manufacturers. Samples of the

lightest type of axles have also been

shipped to Australia. The Weston-Mott

Company feels that the foreign demand

for automobile parts is just beginning

and this company's reputation among

the American manufacturers should en

able it to obtain a large share of the ex

port trade in axles, hubs and rims.

FLEET OF 100 AUTOCARS.

John Wanamaker, the well known de

partment store owner of Philadelphia

and New York, now owns 100 Autocar

delivery cars. This immense fleet of

power vehicles is the largest number of

gasoline trucks of any one make in the

possession of any single concern in this

country.

The first order received by the Auto

car Company from John Wanamaker

was for one truck. This was in March,

1909. A year elapsed before the experi

ment was considered thoroughly tried

out.

Then came an order for several more

Autocars. The first had made good.

Repeat orders followed steadily and at

the beginning of the present year there

were 50 Autocars in the daily delivery

service of the Wanamaker stores in

Philadelphia and New York. These ma

chines did such excellent service in the

Christmas shopping season, proving so

far superior to horses for suburban de

liveries, that it was resolved to add more

trucks. On one of the Wanawaker de

livery routes an Autocar averages 65

miles per day over steep hills and rough

roads. Formerly it required six horses

to cover this route, eight being needed

in rush seasons. The one Autocar cov

ered it in the busy days of last Decem

ber in three hours less time than the

eight horses.

During the past six months 50 Auto

cars have been purchased by John Wan

amaker, his most recent order of 20 cars

being placed early in July. This rounds

out a total of 100 cars built for him by

the Ardmore concern.

Mrs. A. J. Payson. of Oakland, Of...

is touring the Pacific coast in a Kissel

one-ton motor wagon.

Power wagons are being used in Den

ver, Colo., to haul moving vaudeville

shows about the city. The machines

stop at all busy corners, where a five-

minute performance is given.

 

A view in the front axle plant of the Weston-Mott Company, Flint, Mich.

GOOD WORK BY A PEERLESS.

By the use of a new screw-power-

hoist dumping body designed by the

Peerless Motor Car Company, the

Southern Fuel and Material Company

of Mobile, Ala., has accomplished with

its five-ton truck the transportation of

the unprecedented volume of 150 tons

every 24 hours. The truck in a night

and a day covers 100 miles.

It is replacing 12 mules. It makes ten

trips in a working day over a distance

of five miles. In the truck body arc

carried from five to six tons of gravel,

and in wagons formerly drawn by mules,

which are used as trailers, 25 tons more

are handled. Recently the truck has

worked night and day, doubling that

mileage and tonnage.

CO-OPERATIVE DELIVERY.

Now that motor delivery is a demon

strated success, merchants in several

cities are using it on the co-operative

plan. In Minneapolis three of the lead

ing concerns have a central clearing and

routing station and use six KisselKars

in making collections and deliveries. One

of these KisselKars makes five calls

daily at each of the stores, collects the

packages and takes them to the garage.

There they are sorted and assigned to

the five remaining cars, each one of

which makes three trips daily. The cars

are each manned by a neatly uniformed

driver and assistant. It is said that the

cost for delivery is about one-half that

of horse haulage.

The city of London (England) has no

macadam roads.

 

Velle 3-ton truck with 4-ton load drawing 12 tons up 7 per cent grade.
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PNEUMATIC SUSPENSION.

Theodore A. Klenke has recently in

vented a device adaptable to power wag

ons as well as pleasure cars, which is

designed to eliminate the pneumatic tire

and its attendant disadvantages. It is

known as the Klenke Suspension Device

and is a pneumatic cushion applied to

front and rear axles.

During a demonstration at the factory

of the Klenke Pneumatic Suspension

Company, Mr. Klenke, in speaking of

the device, said:

"The principle of the Klenke Sus

pension is to make all wheels on chain

cars and the front wheels on shaft cars,

movable—each independent of its axle

and the remaining wheels.

"On shaft driven cars, with the sus

pension device, the differential is re

moved from the rear axle and suspended

on the chassis, thereby giving spring

support to parts which heretofore have

had no spring support. By placing the

pneumatic cushion device between the

wheel and the body of the car—the

cushion not being in contact with the

road—all side strain is removed, the

cushion acting as a resilient factor only.

Owing to the pressure being on the top

and bottom of the cushion, a larger con

tact of working service is secured, with

desired air pressure, and the blow-out

danger is entirely eliminated.

"The air pressure necessary to carry

a load with the Klenke Suspension De

vice is about one-quarter that in an ordi

nary tire.

"Our device absorbs and dissolves the

shocks and does not transmit them to

the chassis. The invention accomplishes

this by means differing radically from

all other attempts along these lines. In

our device for the first time a pneu

matic cushion is free to expand and con

tract and no side strains of any kind are

imparted to the cushion.

"The connections between the wheels,

the axle and the chassis are nexib\jj and

yielding, and as the only connection be

tween the wheels and the chassis is

through the pneumatic cushion all

shocks received by the wheel must first

pass through the pneumatic cushion be

fore reaching the axle spring; in other

words, the Klenke pneumatic cushion

receives all road shocks in the same

manner as does a pneumatic tire.

"The device also acts as a positive

shock absorber, as the spring rests di

rectly upon the cushion, and must

therefore, on its rebound, work through

the cushion.

"This suspension on shaft-driven cars

has a gear connected with the driving

shaft of the car, and also a gear con

nected with the wheel, a pneumatic

cushion and two supports, between

which it is carried and compressed and

through which supports and the pneu

matic cushion the weight of the vehicle

and the shocks from the wheel pass;

one support connected and moving with

the wheel, and the other connected and

moving with the body and spring."

GARAGE FOR CAMBRIDGE.

L. E. Harmon, formerly of the De

catur Motor Car Co., Boston branch,

has accepted the position of New Eng

land manager for Myers Abrams & Co.,

distributors of Lauth-Jucrgens motor

trucks. This company has built a com

plete service department and a garage of

12,000 square feet at 159-161 Vassar

street, Cambridge, Mass.

 

One of a fleet of Juno motor trucks operated In Chicago by William Bla> In the service of G. W. Sheldon & Co., custom house brokers. This

3-ton machine is painted pure white, and being kept always in spick and span condition, It attracts great attention on the streets.
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MODERN DELIVERY SERVICE.

By GEORGE M. DAVIS, Pierce-Arrow Motor

Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

The demands upon the coal dealer by

his customer for prompter and cleaner

service are growing more pronounced

each day, and while at times the dealer

may feel that those requests are a little

unreasonable, they seem to be based

largely on the spirit of the times for

quick action. It is probable that the in

stallation of motor trucks by some deal

ers in each city has been responsible

for the demand for quicker service. The

possibilities of this method of trans

portation have been demonstrated and

the high standard of deliveries, judging

from a time basis, has come to be re

garded as something to be expected gen

erally. For this reason those dealers

who have not adopted motor trucks

have naturally felt themselves somewhat

handicapped. The result has been a uni

versal awakening of interest in the sub

ject of motor truck delivery and any

figures on cost and information on

availability has been seized upon by

dealers who have felt the changed con

ditions of the last year or two.

The firm of Spaulding & Spaulding of

Buffalo for some time has felt the need

of better equipment, and after making

a careful survey of their requirements

concluded that in delivery matters at

least an improvement could be made,

provided the cost was not prohibitive.

A great many dealers who have seri

ously considered the installation of a

fleet of motor trucks have been bothered

by the question of comparative costs of

delivery per ton. They have found

themselves handicapped in making a

comparison by reason of the fact that

with the motor truck they have been

enabled to keep an accurate record while

with their horse delivery system they

had no figures on which they could rely.

Spaulding & Spaulding, however, some

time before they bought their first mo

tor truck, began to keep a careful rec

ord of delivery costs and also of com

plaints on service. They found that

the latter were based principally on de

lays in delivery during the winter

months when the streets were in bad

condition an 1 in other cases when trips

were comparatively long. A matter that

entered into their examination of costs

was the gradually increasing price of

horses, feed and labor.

The use of motor trucks was also

looked into, and after thoroughly inves

tigating the field, a S-ton Pierce-Arrow

worm-driven truck was selected as the

firm's initial effort in the new way of

delivery. The truck was placed in serv

ice the first of September last year, and

a man who had been one of the team

sters was selected to drive it. His main

recommendation was the care he had

 

Factory of the Stewart Motor Corporation,

The Stewart Company makes a hlgh-

always shown with horses. He had

little knowledge of truck machinery.

The figures compiled by Spaulding &

Spaulding between September 1 and

June 1 show that the truck actually

handled 7,916 tons of all grades of coal

at a price of $0,279 per ton, this figure

including 6 per cent interest on the

investment, general insurance of all nec

essary kinds, the wages of one driver and

helper, tire expense, gasoline, lubricants,

repairs and a fair annual allowance for

overhauling, as well as an ample mar

gin for depreciation. It was found that

in tonnage the truck handled the work

of two 2-horse teams and one single, and

reduced the cost by $0.20 per ton.

Within the same period, 8,093 miles

were covered, and one phase of the ex

perience that is of interest is the tire

service. It was feared by the owners

that this item of expense might be un

duly high. Up to date this has not been

the case, although milegage allowance

was made in the computation of costs;

and the tires on June 1 were estimated

as being capable of at least 1,000 miles

more.

An important angle was the rapidity

of delivery in all kinds of weather, ir

respective of the section of the city.

Customers were not slow to show their

appreciation of the new method, and at

Randall and Superior streets, Buffalo, N. Y.

grade light delivery motor wagon.

no time has it proven to be anything

but more efficient and reliable than

horses.

The results derived by Spaulding &

Spaulding an? probably no different from

those that may be accomplished by

many others. The greatest proof of

this firm's general satisfaction is shown

by the fact that a second truck was de

livered to them by the Pierce-Arrow

Motor Car Company on June first, and

arrangements made for still additional

purchases.

VICTORY FOR FORD.

By a recent decision in the United

States District Court in Buffalo, N. Y..

the Ford Motor Company of Detroit

was granted a temporary injunction re

straining the International Automobile

League from selling Ford machines to

its members or customers. The de

fendants are also enjoined from infring

ing the Ford company's patents, and

from federating with dealers for the pur

pose of procuring Ford automobiles at

less than cost.

The Los Angeles Pressed Brick Com

pany has purchased two large motor

wagons for transporting the 6.000,000

bricks to be used in the new Standard

Oil refinery at I. as Angeles. Cal.

A v
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: taiion and the rear wheels jacked up

dear of the ground. With the motor

running, the clutch is engaged and the

driving wheels revolve. The pump draws

the oil from an underground tank, over

a heater which raises its temperature to

about 2U0 degrees Farenheit. and forces

it into the tank on the truck. Although

this tank has a capacity of 800 gallons.

the whole filling operation requires no

more than IS minutes.

The rear wheels are then let down

and the truck makes a quick journey to

the road which is to be oiled, a distance

of about 10 or 12 miles. Here again the

pump is engaged, and while the truck is

traveling along it pumps air through a

pipe into the top of the tank. The uni

form air-pressure in the tank—main

tained automatically —then forces the oil

out through the distributor system.

sh-)Oting if down in tiny streams directly

 

into the road-bed. The oil is delivered

(in the road surface at a temperature of

about 140 to 160 degrees.

Avery 2-ton truck I

ROAD OILING BY MOTOR.

The M. C. Whitmore Road Improve

ment Company, of Dayton. Ohio. is us

ing a 2-ton Avery truck for road oiling.

The machine is sen ice 12 hours

day, six days a week, and has displaced

four teams and six men. who formerly

worked day and night.

Before the installation of the truck

considerable difficulty was experienced

in keeping the oil at the proper temper

ature. It was also found advisable to

force the oil into the road-bed under

pressure instead of merely sprinkling it

on the surface, as was the custom when

using horses.

For this purpose the machine has

been equipped with a double-acting

pump placed at the rear of the chassis

frame and driven by chain from the

left rear road wheel. To fill the tank

the truck is backed up to the oil supply

Westinghouse electric tire vulcanlzer.

WESTINGHOUSE VULCANIZER.

The efforts on the part of automobile

manufacturers within the last few years

to bring their product within the reach

of a larger class of people by decreasing

the price have resulted in a larger in

crease in sales and a more general adop

tion of the automobile for every use.

However, the cost of upkeep and repair

ing is an item that is always considered,

and one that often prohibits some peo

ple from enjoying that luxury. Hence.

any article or piece of apparatus that

can be placed conveniently in the private

garage and used for lessening the repair

bill is considered advantageous to both

manufacturer and the prospective buyer.

Such a device is an electric vulcanizer,

recently placed on the market by the

\\ estinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company, which can be used on either

direct or alternating current circuits.

The vulcanizer is provided with a con

cave surface for use in vulcanizing the

casing or shoe, and a fiat surface which

is used for the inner tubes. The concave

surface is clamped to the shoe while on

the wheel, and the process finished with

out even detaching the wheel. This is a

great time and trouble saver and lessens

the actual work connected with vulcan

izing. The heating element consists of a

metal ribbon imbedded in mica and her

metically sealed in the vulcanizer casing.

This construction keeps the heater free

from contact with the air, thus prevent

ing oxidation.

The initial cost of automobile tires

compels the owner to take every pre

caution to keep them in good condition

for as long a period as possible. Unless

properly attetvded to when tirst discov

ered, a hole in the shoe soon tears out.

Often it is inconvenient to have the re

pairs made at that time, while with sucli

a vulcanizer the job can be d<me quickly

and as satisfactorily at home.

The process of vulcanizing requires

from 15 to 45 minutes, depending on the

cut and the part to be vulcanized. In

the repairing of an inner tube, the patch

is placed on the tire and then clamped

to the flat surface of the vulcanizer. It

is essential that the vulcanizer be

brought to a temperature of about 275

degrees before applying, and that this

temperature be maintained throughout

the process. The temperature is con

trolled by a rheostat and read by ther

mometer on the clamping board.

For the shoe, the heat is applied as

described above, and, except in case of

very severe blow-outs, little trouble is

experienced in the operation.

The importance of maintaining uni

form heat is readily seen. The heat must

be so evenly applied that ever>- part «'ilf

adhere to the tire. The heating element
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Company of Chicago is using 25 Saurer trucks

G. V. AT ELECTRIC SHOWS.

The General Vehicle Company will be

well represented at the great Boston

Electrical exposition, having obtained

spaces 157-158-159-160. in a most desira

ble location. The vehicles will be: A 5-

ton truck built lor the Massachusetts

Breweries, a 2-ton truck for Purcoxia

Co. (makers of ginger ale, etc. I, a 2-ton

truck for C. A. Ketchum, flour and grain

dealers of Salem, Mass., a 1-ton chassis,

and a 1-ton industrial truck built for the

Pacific Mills of Lawrence, Mass. There

will also be a 1,OKI-pound demonstrat

ing wagon with panel bedy, shown in

the Model Electrical Garage.

At the New York Electrical Show the

General Vehicle Company will occupy

spaces 45 and 46 with the following ve

hicles: One .V'.,-ton truck, built for

Arnold, Constable & Co.; one 1,000-pound

panel wagon, built for Black, Starr &

Frost, and one 2.(XH)-pound industrial

truck. In addition there will probably

be two of the lighter G. V. wagons,

shown on -the demonstration track, on

the fifth floor of the Grand Central Pal

ace. Arnold, Constable & Co. already

operate 14 G. V. machines, while the

Black, Starr & Frost wagon is one of an

order of three which that exclusive store

recently placed with the General Vehicle

Company.

A Chase motor truck is doing duty

as a switch engine in the yards of the

South Stillwater Box Company, South

Stillwater. Minn.

|The City Fuel

i- so constructed that this is cared for,

while the operator is able to note the

temperature by means of the thermome

ter and rheostat.

The complete outfit is compact, so that

it can be placed anywhere in the garage.

It consists of the vulcanizer, 15-step

rheostat attached to a clamping board,

attachment straps and thermometer, and

can be attached to any lighting circuit

of 100 to 125 volts. In case the garage

is not wired or current is not available

tor vulcanizing in the garage, the car

may be taken to the side of the house

and the vulcanizer attached to one of

the chandeliers.

WITH THE VICTOR.

Frank R. Talbott, who for several

years has been connected with prominent

Akron rubber companies, has become af

filiated with the Victor Rubber Company

of Springfield, Ohio. F. B. Patrick, a

well known newspaper man, formerly of

the advertising staff of the Chicago

Evening American, has also joined the

Victor force, and will be employed in the

advertising and sales departments.

The Victor Company is increasing its

capacity in order to take care of the

rapidly increasing business in its truck

tire department.

in coal delivery.

G-M-C REORDER.

According to reliable statistics, the an

nual tonnage of goods handled through

the streets of New York is greater than

that of any other city in the civilized

world, with one exception. Every year

an increasing amount of this tonnage is

being handled by motor trucks, and the

experience of New York merchants and

manufacturers is being noted with in

terest by business houses in leading

cities throughout the country.

An interesting example of New York

truck service is found in the experience

of F. N. Du Bois & Co., the big

plumbers' supply house, which recently

expressed itself as follows, in a letter to

Gleeson Murphy, general manager of

the General Motors Truck Company:

"The 3^2-ton G-M-C truck which we

purchased from your New York Branch

about ten months ago has been so sat

isfactory and given us such splendid

service, we have decided to increase our

motor equipment. We have already

ordered from your New York people

two more 3^-ton G-M-C 'trucks.

"We find we can do the work with

one of these motor trucks that we for

merly did with two double trucks w-ith

horses, and can also give much better

service to our customers without any

additional expense to ourselves."

The Waterbury, Conn., City Hospital

now uses a 40 hp. double-decker motor am

bulance, made by the Corbin Motor Vehicle

Corporation of New Britain. It is capable

of 45 miles per hour.

The department of supplies of Pitts

burgh, Pa., has advertised for bids on

three motor vehicles fur the asphalt

plant.

 

Part of the City Fuel Company's fleet of Saurer power wagons.
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TRUCK IN MINE SERVICE.

The Arizona Southwest Copper Com

pany, of Yucca. Arizona, has recently in

stalled a 6K>-t°n Saurer truck to haul

its concentrates from Copperville to the

Santa Fe railroad station at Yucca, a

distance of 27 miles

This truck has made a wonderful

showing in efficiency as well as econ

omy of operation. The first two months

the company used it to haul heavy mill

machinery and supplies to the mine, and

it reduced the hauling cost from $15.00

per ton to less than $5.00.

Several other makes of trucks which

the company had tried were tound to be

absolutely useless and could not be op

erated on an economical basis. lhe

Saurer truck was a revelation to the

mining men in Mohave County, as it

has been making regular trips on

schedule time between Yucca and the

mines. The first 15 miles is a contin

uous up-grade of from 2 to 4 per cent

over desert roads with a number of deep

sand washes. The truck has no trouble

whatever, when fully loaded, to cross

this sand, and the low gear is seldom

used in going through the desert. The

next seven miles is a steep climb up the

Wallapai Mountains, and it takes the

truck 2^4 hours to make this distance,

of which the grades are from 10 to 15

per cent. The low gear is used exclu

sively on this stretch.

The greatest surprise to automobile

and mining men who have seen this

truck in operation was caused by the

truck taking up its regular load without

showing a sign of overheating.

The last five miles is a down-hill

grade of from 6 to 8 per cent to the

mines. The road surface is fairly good

and the Goodrich tires, with which this

car is equipped, show very little weai

after running 3,000 miles, and will give

at least 8.000 miles service.

When the company gets its mill in

operation, conditions will be reversed,

as the truck will have only five miles

up-grade with load, and practically 22

miles down hill to the railroad.

In hauling lumber and supplies to the

mine, the round trip of 54 miles was

easily made in one day. but as the load

ing and unloading of the heavy ma

chinery had to be all done by hand, the

average time during the first month was

V/2 days for the round trip.

The company has been paying $15.00

per ton on this haul, and it took tour

days to make the round trip with horses.

The following operating figures have

been taken as an average the first month

for round trip:

Gasoline, 19 gallons @ 30c $5.70

Oil, 5 quarts @ 20c 100

Grease. 1 pound @ 12c -12

Driver. \lA days @ $4.00 per day 6.00

Total visible expense ••■ $12.82

No repairs whatever have been made

on the truck. The upkeep expense is

given at the following figures:

Interest on investment @ 6% and

insurance for l;/' days $2.11

Depreciation (a, 10% 2.67

r. • 7 25
Repairs —"

Tires 2M

$9.86

Total cost per round trip hauling 5

tons one way, $22.68; cost per ton, $4.54.

Former cost per ton, hauling with teams

by contract. $15.00. showing a saving

per ton of $10.46. The saving to the

company on each load as compared with

former hauling cost is $52.30.

Mr. Hoffman, manager of the Arizona

Southwest Copper Company, figures

that with the completion of the mill and

hauling ore to the railroad, as well as

hauling supplies back to the mill, he will

reduce his cost per ton to less than $4.00.

Five Saurer trucks will be used to take

care of the transportation problem of

this company. The Saurer truck has

proven to be really capable of standing

the terrific punishment as subjected to

in this service, over sandy roads and

climbing steep mountain grades.

Quite a number of trucks have been

tried in and around this territory, but

so far. none of them could prove by

continuous and reliable service that they

would justify their initial cost. The

Saurer truck is specially adapted to this

kind of service, on account of the high-

grade materials used in its construction,

which allows the manufacturer to re

duce the dead weight considerably and

yet produce a car which will stand un

usual strain and hard service.

The International Motor Company

has made a careful study and has adapt

ed several of its models to meet the par

ticular conditions as encountered in min

ing districts.

UNIVERSAL MOTOR TRUCK CO.

Fred K. Parke, vice-president of the

Universal Motor Truck Company, of

Detroit, Mich., was interviewed at the

Hotel Astor several days ago regarding

some recent statements in automobile

trade papers concerning the troubles of

the Universal Truck Company of New

York.

"The Universal Truck Company of

New York," Mr. Parke stated, "is a sep

arate and distinct corporation not in

any way affiliated with the Michigan

corporation which 1 represent, except as

a selling agency for Universal trucks,

[or which purpose it was organized.

Ever since 1 have taken hold of the

business here, there has been constant

squabbling among the stockholders ol

the New York company, and, although

I have made every reasonable effort to

create harmony, the trouble has passed

all forbearance. The use '>f the Uni

versal name has also caused me much

embarrassment, and for these reasons

the selling arrangement with the New

York company has been annulled, and

the New York company will probably

be dissolved by the voluntary action of

its stockholders or by receivership pro

ceedings, whichever may be easiest.

From now on, the Universal business

will be conducted in New York as a fac

tory branch of the Universal Motor

Truck Company of Detroit at our new

Service Station, display rooms and

offices. 146-148-150 West 63rd street. I

will give as much time as possible to

the personal supervision of the business,

with Howard W. Walton, as manager,

and Samuel Mann as treasurer. George

Wheeler, formerly secretary of the New

York company, is no longer connected

with the business."

FEDERAL IN OREGON.

Oregon is one of the best states in the

Union for trucks, in the opinion of Mar

tin L. Pulcher, general manager of the

Federal Motor Truck Company. The

Federal is proving very satisfactory in

every detail out in this region, and Mr.

Gerlinger, manager of the Stoddard-Day-

ton Auto Company, Federal agents in

Portland, says: "There are more Fed

eral trucks in Portland than any other

make."

While in Detroit, recently. Mr. Ger

linger spent several days with Mr. Pul

cher at the factory. They talked trucks

most of the time, and before Mr. Ger

linger left, Mr. Pulcher had an order

from him for 42 Federals to be shipped

within a month or so.

Within the last year. 85 Federal mo

tor wagons have been sold in and

around San Francisco and Los Angeles.

GOOD WORK BY AN ALCO.

A leather company in Humboldt coun

ty, California, is making excellent use

of the power wagon's possibilities. This

company drives an Alco truck from

Briceland to Shelter Cove, in Humboldt

county, a distance of 11 miles each way,

twice a day. The truck carries 15 bar

rels of oak bark extract, each weighing

800 pounds.

The road from Briceland to Shelter

Cove is in a mountain district. The last

grade has a rise of 2,800 feet in less than

three miles.

The truck is doing the work of 20

horses and five men in hauling to the

top of the mountain. The machine car

ries the extract up so fast that the 20

horses on the other side can not take it

down to the coast for shipment to Stock

ton fast enough.

As soon as the road is blasted out on

the coast side the company will put on

two trucks and discard the horses
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KNOX IN ALASKA.

"The motor truck is slowly but sure

ly finding its way into every corner ot

the civilized world," says Charles F.

Barrett, advertising manager of the

Knox Automobile Company.

"The latest section to open its eyes

to the possibilities of the commercial ve

hicle is Alaska, which only a few years

ago was considered a wilderness.

"Ever since the building of the White

Pass and Yukon Railroad a stage line

has been maintained between the north

ern terminus of the railroad and Daw

son, during the closed season along the

Yukon river. This stage line requires

from 350 to 500 horses and a large num

ber of men to operate successfully, and

believing that better and more eco

nomical service could be secured by

means of the motor truck, the W. P. &

Y. R. R. has recently bought and put

into operation a Knox 2-ton truck with

the intention of ultimately doing away

with horses entirely on the trail.

"The roughness of the route com

bined with many steep grades calls for

a vehicle of great strength and power,

but judging from present indications the

little Knox truck is fully equal to the

severe conditions and will speedily bring

about the complete motorization of the

stage line."

BUSINESS AUTOMOBILES.

"While you're talking about trucks,

don't overlook the utility of runabouts

and semi-racers in many lines of busi

ness. It's an interesting story, and a

word in point might not be without in

terest," says G. C. Frey. sales manager

of the Kissel Motor Car Company.

"Here are a few cases picked at ran

dom. A. C. Schindler of Milwaukee is

engaged in the yeast business. He writes

that his KisselKar semi-racer is doing

the work formerly done by three horses,

covering 50 miles a day on an average.

"Here is one from Louis F. Becker

of Dallas, Texas, a real estate man. Mr.

Becker says it would be impossible for

him to carry on his business if deprived

of his KisselKar. There are several

like communications from men in Mr.

Becker's line.

"And the medical man—the automo

bile is a vital part of his equipment. This

typical letter from Dr. John B. Brim-

hall of St. Paul says that if his car cov

ered no more mileage than a horse, he

still would regard it as indispensable.

"P. L. Sisson, a lumber dealer of

Potsdam, N. Y., states that the saving

of time and money in the use of the

motor is immeasurable. So it goes.

KisselKar trucks are doing fine work,

but the utility of so-called pleasure cars

seem to me to be equally as great a

boon to the business world."

WHEEL SIZING MACHINE.

The engraving shown herewith illus

trates the Defiance Machine Works No.

204 heavy motor truck wheel sizing ma

chine, the purpose of which is to dress

the tread and sides of automobile and

similar wheels, and by the use of the

company's No. 68 automobile tire meas

uring machine, which rapidly measures

the inside diameter of the steel tire, this

machine will accurately size the wheel to

receive the tire intended for it, making

proper allowance for shrinkage and for

forcing on, and doing the work with un

skilled labor and without the use of

calipers.

A substantial frame, with a wide base,

supports the working parts of this ma

chine. The main spindle, of large diam

eter, is hollow, with a mandrel which

supports the wheel fitted to it. A spe-

arate mandrel is required for each dif

ferent size of hub, and these mandrels

are held in position by a tapered key and

can be quickly changed. The opposite

end of the mandrel is supported by a

quick-acting tailstock which is fitted

with a conical-shaped bronze self-oiling

bearing.

 

A motor hearse is being used in Grove

City, Pa.

No. 204 Defiance heavy motor-truck wheel

sizing machine.

The knee, which supports the rest, is

cast with cored center and is gibbed to

the main frame, having a horizontal ad

justment with a hand-wheel and screw

for work of different diameters.

The slide rest is mounted upon the

knee, nicely fitted to it, and pivoted upon

a heavy center stud. It can be set paral

lel with the spindle or at any angle for

turning straight, tapering or crowning

work, and with a single screw can be

locked securely in any position.

The tool rest is accurately scraped and

fitted with a taper gib; it can be adjusted

to any position with the spindle.

The operator has complete control

over the machine from the working side.

The foot treadle at the base operates a

friction brake which is brought to bear

against the inner side of the cone pulley

to stop the machine promptly.

The counter is furnished as follows:

Shaft 2 3/16 inches by 5 feet 6 inches in

length. Three 2 3/16 inches slip collars;

iron cone pulley 2934 inches. 26 3/16

inches, and 21 15/16 inches by 6-inch

face. Tight and loose pulleys 16 inches

by 8 inches. Speed. 500 revolutions per

minute. Cone pulley on spindle 24%,

19 15/16 inches, and 157s inches by 6-inch

face. Horsepower to drive, 5. F!oo>-

space occupied, 54 inches by 84 inches.

This machine is one of the many spe

cialties made by the Defiance Machine

Works, of Defiance, Ohio.

A CLEVER BOOKLET.

All who are interested in power wagon

advertising literature will appreciate a

little booklet "Horse Expense or Horse

Sense," just issued by the Juno Motor

Truck Company, Juneau, Wis. Written

primarily to attract prospective dealers

to the Juno agency proposition, there

are many facts and figures in this bro

chure, presented in a readable, con

vincing and absolutely non-technical

way, that will make their appeal to the

man who is surfeited with the mechan

ical jargon that comprises still a large

percentage of motor truck catalogs.

GRAMM'S NEW TRUCKS.

Judging from the first announcements

and the line drawings sent out by the

Gramm-Bernstein Company, of Lima.

Ohio, B. A. Gramm has succeeded in

designing a workmanlike line of ma

chines which are quite in keeping with

his reputation and long experience in

the power wagon industry. The trucks

are absolutely standardized and are be

ing built in a modern plant, which has

the advantage of starting in with ripe

experience without the usual overhead

entailed by such. The outlook for

Gramm in his new venture is decidedly

encouraging.

THE ELECTRIC FARM.

The "electric farm" is the latest thing

to bring out the wonderful progress

made in the use of electricity and to

prove its diversified advantages. This

unique institution is located in the out

skirts of Boston and operated by the

Edison Electric Illuminating Company

of Boston. With the installation, the

other day. of a 2-ton G-M-C electric

truck, its title to the name, "Electric-

Farm." is indusputable.

Electricity does everything on this up-

to-the-minute establishment. It cuts the

fodder, milks the cows, washes the

dishes, pumps the water, churns the but

ter, and, finally, takes the product of the

farm to the city in an electric truck.

It is thoroughly electrified and is at

tracting considerable attention, for thou

sands of Boston people visit the farm

every week.

Germany had 6,844 motor wagons on

January 1 last.

Packard, Reliance, Gramm, Mack and

Peerless motor wagons, as well as Sea-

grave motor fire apparatus, are being

equipped with U. S. demountable tires.
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FOUR WHEEL DRIVE TRUCK.

The Four Wheel Drive Auto Co.. ol

Clintonville, Wis., has taken an order

for a specially designed truck to be de

livered to one of the largest public com

missions in the city of Chicago. The

machine was purchased after a thorough

inspection of all the best power wagons

manufactured, as the only truck that

would answer the requirements. This is

the forerunner, it is said, of a big quan

tity order for the same concern. The

machine will need some special design

ing and minor changes from the regular

commercial truck, but it will be hurried

along and delivered as soon as possible.

The Four Wheel Drive Auto Com

pany is building a big addition to its

factory. Fourteen machines are now go

ing through in one batch. All of these

have been sold and many inquiries are

pouring in from all over the country.

The machines made by this concern

were described in the September, 1912,

issue of The Power Wagon.

Says the Waupaca. Wis., "Post" of

September 12 last:

"One of the attractions Thursday after

noon was the Clintonville Four Wheel

Drive truck, which gave a demonstration

-of its power to pull a load in the sand.

Two heavy wagons were attached to the

truck tandem and passengers were invited

to pile on which was done till at one

Time 92 men and boys composed the load

■on the truck and the trailing wagons.

•In turning a sharp corner one of the

front wheels of the wagon sunk to the

hub in sand and the crowd thought this

time the truck would be stalled, but Suclf

was not the case. In fact it is difficult

to describe the power of the Four Wheel

.'Drive. To appreciate its superiority over

■other classes of gasoline drive vehicles

one must be an eye witness to what it

can do in plowing its way up hill in the

loose sand or in deep mud where other

•cars can not go through."

HESS-BRIGHT'S NEW OFFICE.

On July 5 the Hess-Bright Manufac

turing Company removed its office from

the present location at 21st and Fair-

mount avenue. Philadelphia, to its new

factory at the southeast corner of Front

street and Erie avenue, Philadelphia. Pa.

The new location affords ground and

floor space for much needed expansion,

and the company hopes that with the aid

of the new facilities thus added it will be

able to care for its customers' ball bear

ing requirements even more effectively

than in the past.

The new factory will embody the very

latest ideas on up-to-date factory con

struction and arrangements.

The city council of Des Moines, la.,

has authorized the purchase of a White

motor patrol, to cost not more than

 

ELECTRIC DELIVERY CHEAP.

"A large Cleveland department store

has eight Baker electric delivery wagons

in service, making its package deliveries

over a large area of the city's paved and

unpaved streets," says Frank \. Phelps,

Boston distributor of the Baker ma

chines. "During a normal month like

November last 164 packages were de

livered daily, at an average cost per

package of 4.03 cents, including all oper

ating expenses, depreciation, insurance,

interest on investment, etc. During the

holiday rush that occurred in Decem

ber, 247 deliveries were made daily, the

actual cost for each package delivered

being but 2.7 cents. In each instance

the total daily travel of the wagons was

about the same, 35 to 36 miles per

wagon per day." The accompanying

table shows the average performance of

the eight trucks for each day in Novem

ber and December:
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Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.
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Nov.
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THE TIMKEN WARFIELD.

"Watch the man with the musical ear

listening to a Timken roller bearing sing

a solo on a 'sound' machine.

"He listens to the music of the purling

and swirling rollers as they waltz around

the spinning cups and cones.

"When a bearing is so discordant that

it jars his auricular sensibilities he casts

it from his choir, lie likes only the still,

well modulated vi ices, the sweet singers

who hum in unison.

"Noisy bearings are not in tunc with

the automobile universe, so they can't

sing hallelujahs in the Music Master's

grand chorus.

"To guide him in the selection of those

quiet, sweet-running bearings of which

the Ad man sings, he employs a tuning

fork in the shape of a 'sample' bearing

with such soft, dulcet tones that a noisy

member is quickly spotted and pushed

on its first step towards the disassembl

ing room.

"Every bearing the Timken company

The "David Warfield" of the Timken plant.

makes is a member of the Music Mas

ter's choir for at least the fractional

part of a minute.

"The test is made under as nearly act-

aal running conditions as possible. If

the bearing doesn't behave like a per

fect lady when it does its little singing

stunt it is torn down and the parts do

penance in the grinding and gauging de

partments.

"From thence they return, in course

of time, to the Timken conservatory of

music, where they again give a demon

stration of their vocal attainments."

From the "Timken Magazine."

Covering 886 miles, hauling 182 tons,

consuming 254 gallons of gasoline and

21 gall< ns of oil—that was last month's

record of a 2-ton KisselKar truck used

by the Chester Brewing Company of

Chester. Pa. More than 70 per cent of

the p ads traversed are more or less

Nov. 22 35

Nov

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

in

37

34

32

:',"
2>;

■to

21

34

42

45

4 3

21

GOODRICH EXTENSIONS.

The extreme popularity of Goodrich

tires iias caused an era of factory expan

sion at the already extensive plant of

the B. F. Goodrich Company, Akron, O.

Although by far the largest rubber fac

tory in the world, several more acres of

floor space will be added by the time

the snow flies.

Work is already begun on a six-story

office building which, with a two-story

addition to the present quarters, it is

hoped will be adequate for handling the

rapidly growing business interests of the

concern. The structure will be of steel

and concrete, faced with brick and fin

ished in the most modern style.

A new factory building, also six stories

high, is rapidly nearing completion. This

big addition is 270 feet long by 157 feet

wide and contains 6'A acres of floor

space. Further extensions are planned.

In the meantime despite the lateness

of the season, the factory is working

day and night in order to keep up with

the demand for its product.

A 5-ton motor truck was recently de

livered to the department of supplies

of Pittsburg. Pa. Tt is expected to

'$3,750. displace six teams and as many drivers.steep.
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Locomobile Five Ton Truck used in construction work

^^^^^^^^^^^"■^"■You can save tire expense by using^^"^^^^^^^^^

Interchangeable, Demountable Tires

Because only one size need be carried in stock.

This means your investment in spare tires will be less. Your chances of loss through

rubber deterioration will also be decreased.

Because the actual wear is lessened.

As an illustration, suppose one of the dual rear tires should need replacement.

If front and rear tires are not interchangeable a new and unworn tire must replace this one.

The unworn tire will then carry all the load on that wheel.

This is a heavy overload. It means rapid deterioration.

If tires are interchangeable, a front tire may be substituted for the rear tire that needs

replacement. As all tires are worn to nearly the same size, each will take nearly the same

load and give the most service.

Other important features of the Locomobile Five Ton Truck are:

Every part designed for heavy truck duty.

Highest standards of workmanship.

Best materials used.

Motor--45 H.P. at 900 R.P.M.

Five bearing crank shaft.

Four speed transmission.

Large transmission gears.

These features

combined only

in the Locomo

bile Five Ton

Truck.

40"x6" tires, single front, dual rear.

Driving chains each stand 44,000 lbs. pull.

Differential lock.

Steel wheels.

Dry disc clutch.

Sprags.

All parts easily accessible.

Ignition and oiling system not subject to driver's control.

THE LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Bridgeport, Connecticut

New York

Atlanta

Chicago

Los Angeles

Service and Sales Branches

Philadelphia St. Louis Minneapolis Baltimore

Bridgeport San Francisco Boston Pittsburg

This advertisement is No. 4 in a aeries descriptive of Locomobile Design and Construction

Oakland

Washington

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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owned in the Kissel family, George A.

Kissel being president and general man

ager, and William L. Kissel secretary

and treasurer.

 

New plant of the Kissel Motor

KISSELS EXPAND.

The big news of the week in the auto

mobile industry is the purchase of an

additional plant by the Kissel Motor

Car Company, thus greatly multiplying

the output capacity of this concern. Fol

lowing close upon the heels of the an

nouncement that additions have been

completed adding 40,000 square feet to

the Hartford, Wisconsin, plant of the

company, this latest news causes the

keenest interest.

The new plant of the Kissel company

is in Milwaukee, corner of Center and

32nd streets. It is modern, completely

equipped and contains some 200.000

square feet of working floor space. Tt

was formerly occupied by the Romadka

Trunk Company. The new tenants will

take possession at once and expect to

Car Company at Milwaukee, Wis.

have the new plant in operation early

in November.

The Kissel company states that the

new plant is ideally designed for its

needs and that it is quite possible to

turn out 10,000 cars a year there. At

present it will be used only for assem

bling purposes, the manufacture of

parts being continued at Hartford ex

clusively. The general offices of the

company will be moved to Milwaukee.

The rapid expansion and progress of

the Kissel Motor Car Company within

the last few years has brought it into

unusual prominence. Inside of six

years it has risen from a $50,000 cor

poration into a $1,000,000 concern with a

surplus of $500,000 and subsidiary com

panies in ten states, each operating on

additional capital. The entire stock is

LUBRICATOR CATALOG.

All automobile designers should pos

sess a copy of Catalog N'o. 35 (1912) just

issued by the Detroit Lubricator Com

pany, of Detroit, Mich., and Windsor,

Ont. Excellently printed and illustrated,

with a copious index, this 232-page book

is a regular vade mecum on sight feed

lubricators, mechanical force feed oilers,

oil cups, grease cups, air cocks and other

specialties made by this Detroit concern.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

Advertisements under this head are charged

for at the rate of three cents a word, in

cluding address; minimum charge $1.00 for

each insertion; no illustrations; cash must

accompany order.

BARGAINS in high-grade panel-top de

livery bodies with doors in rear. We

have a quantity to close out, $70 to $100.

Write for prints and particulars. The

Barndt & Johnston Company, Columbus,

Ohio.

$o00 TAKES a brand new 20-h.p. light de

livery wagon; regular price $800; act

quick. 4018 Washington Blvd., Chicago.

WANTED—A prominent manufacturer

of electric pleasure and commercial

vehicles can use a few good layout and

detail draftsmen on advanced work.

Good positions and first class pay to

first-rate men. Address Box 22, The

Power Wagon, Chicago.

WANTED—A first-class man to take

the agency for the latest invention on

the market, a rubber cover for automo

bile handles, called Steerease. Write for

full particulars. Address Dept. G., Good

year Rubber Hose & Packing Co., 221

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

 

Martin tractor and 15-ton trailer.
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VICTOR SECTIONAL TIRES

have been proven by thorough tests to be espe

cially adapted for heavy duty trucks requiring

exceptional traction and non-skid features. They

have perfect traction and there is no necessity for

chains to prevent skidding.

The VICTOR fastening is the most positive

of any tire on the market. Its simplicity permits

the removal of a single block in a few minutes by

taking out two bolts, without even jacking up the

wheel.

VICTOR SECTIONAL TIRES are over size,

which is a guarantee of greater mileage, while their

wonderful resiliency adds to the life of the truck.

If you are desirous of securing the uninter

rupted service of your trucks, investigate VICTOR

SECTIONAL TIRES.

Write today for booklet

Good territory still open for live agents.

THE VICTOR RUBBER CO.

SPRINGFIELD, OHIO

 

Oil Tank Motor Truck Equipped With Victor Sectional

Truck Tires. Weight With Load, 16,000 Pounds.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CLASSIFIED BUYERS' GUIDE

Prepared for the convenience of buyers of

motor wagons, parts and equipment. All the

concerns listed under the various headings

advertise regularly in the "Power Wagon."

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

Cleveland Auto Machine Co., Cleveland, O.

AXLES.

Drlggs-Seabury Ordnance Co., Sharon, Pa.

Tlmken-Detrolt Axle Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Torhensen Gear & Axle Co., Bloomfleld, N. J.

Weston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich.

BEARINGS (Ball).

Barthel, Daly & Miller, New York City, N. Y.

Bretz.. J. S., Co., New York City.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.

R. I. V Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Rhlneland Machine Works Co., New York

City, N. Y.

BEARINGS (Roller).

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Detroit. Mich.

Norma Co. of America, New York City. N. Y.

Tlmken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio.

BRAKE LINING.

Johns-Manville Co.. New York City. N. Y.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

CARBURETORS.

Zenith Carburetor Co., Detroit, Mich.

CASTINGS.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wetherill Finished Castings Co., Philadelphia.

Pa.

CHAINS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester Mass.

Culver-Taylor Chain Works, Detroit, Mich.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Sarco Engineering Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

CLUTCHES.

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CONTROL LEVERS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.

DIFFERENTIALS.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago, 111.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

DROP FORGINGS.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marion. Ind.

J. H. Williams Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Billings & Spencer, Hartford, Conn.

DUMPING BODIES.

Laliy Commercial Body Co., S. Boston, Mass.

Shadbolt Mfg. Co., Brooklyn N. Y.

ELECTRIC CURRENT.

Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co... Pitts

burgh, Pa.

ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap-

Ids. Mich.

General Motors Truck Co.. Detroit, Mich.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

FOOT PEDALS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

GASOLINE ENGINES.

Bergdoll Machine Co.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co., Muskegon, Mich.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Palmer-Moore Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.

Rutenber Motor Co., Marlon, Ind.

Wisconsin Motor Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Waukesha Motor Co., Waukesha. Wis.

GAS-ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap

ids, Mich.

GASOLINE MIXING CHAMBER.

Loose, R. D. Mixing Chamber Co., Spring

field, 111.

GASOLINE STORAGE OUTFITS.

Air Tight Steel Tank Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

GASOLINE WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Adams Bros. Co., Findlay, Ohio.

Alden Sampson Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

American Locomotive Co., New York City.

Available Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111.

Avery Company, Peoria, 111.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., BowlingGreen,

Ohio.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y

Commerce Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit. Mich.

Four Wheel Drive Co., Clintonville, Wise.

Garford Company, Elyria, Ohio.

General Motors Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Gramm Motor Truck Co., Lima, Ohio.

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co., Marlon, Ind.

Ideal Auto Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

International Motor Co., New York City, N.

Y.

Jarvls Huntington Automobile Co., Hunting

ton, W. Va.

Juno Motor Truck Co., Juneau, Wis.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.

Koehler, S. G., Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co., New

York City. N. Y.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont, O.

Llppard- Stewart Motor Car Co., Buffalo.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn.

W. H. Mclntyre Co., Auburn, Ind.

Mais Motor Truck Co.. Indianapolis, Ind.

Mercury Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

National Motor Truck Co., Bay City, Mich.

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Packers Motor Truck Co.. Wheeling, W. Va.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Pierce Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Pigglns Motor Car Co., Racine. Wis.

Pover. D. F. & Co., Menominee, Mich.

Sahford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.

Universal Machinery Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Velle Motor Vehicle Co., Moline, III.

Victor Motor Truck Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

JACKSHAFTS.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wllkesbarre, Pa.

LAMPS.

Castle Lamp Co., Amesbury, Mass.

LOCK WASHERS.

Positive Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J.

LUBRICANTS.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Standard Oil Co., New York City, N. Y.

LUBRICATORS.

Bosch Maprneto Co., New York City. N. Y.

Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.

MAGNETOS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City, N. Y.

J. S. Bretz Co., New York City. N. Y.

Remy Electric Co.. Anderson. Ind

Splitdorf Electric Co., New York City, N. Y.

NON-SKID DEVICES.

Atlas Chain Co.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Lyon Non-Skid Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.

Driggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co., Cleveland, O.

A. O. Smith Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

RADIATORS.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Fedders Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

W. J. Kells Mfg. Co., New York City, N. Y.

Livingston Radiator Co., New York City.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS.

Veeder Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn

SCREW MACHINE PARTS.

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich.

SIGNAL HORNS.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. T.

SPARK PLUGS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City. N. Y.

Progressive Mfg. Co., Torrington, Conn.

SPRINGS.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Spring Perch Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Tuthill Spring Co., Chicago.

SPROCKETS.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago.

STARTING CRANKS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

STEERING GEARS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mas*.

Lavigne Gear Co., Corliss, Wis.

Muncle Gear Co., Muncle, Ind.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

STEEL TANKS.

Alr-Tlght Steel Tank Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Janney-Stelnmetz Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marlon, Ind.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia.

Pa.

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York City

U. S. Light & Heating Co., Niagara Falls.

N. Y.

TIRES (Solid).

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Jas. L. Gibney & Bro., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Kelly-Sprinefleld Tire Co.. Akron. Ohio.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Polack Tyre Co., New York City, N. Y.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

U. S. Tire Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Victor Rubber Co., Springfield, Ohio.

TRANSMISSIONS.

Cotta Transmission Co., Rockford, 111.

Covert Motor Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Driggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, P»v

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester. N. Y.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Muncle Gear Co., Muncle, Ind.

UNIT POWER PLANTS.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS.

Blood Bros. Machine Co., Kalamazoo. Mich.

Kinsler-Pennett Co., Hartford, Conn.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plalnfield, N. J.

WHEELS.

Hayes Wheel Co., Jackson, Mich.

Phineas Jones & Co., Newark, N. J.

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

WHEEL MAKING MACHINERY.

Defiance Machine Works. Defiance. O.

WORM GEARS.

Wm. Cramp & Sons Ship & Eng. Bldg. Co .

Philadelphia, Pa.

David Brown & Sons. Hnddersfield, England.
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The

Delivery Car

Panel Body, $1800

Express Body with

top, $1775

Open Box Body,

$1775

Stake Body, $1775

Police Patrol, $2325

Ambulance, $2325

Hotel 'Bus, $2325

Many Light Delivery Cars RESEMBLE The Lippard-

Stewart, But Not One POSSESSES ALLTHE FEATURES

That Have Made It The Ideal Light Delivery Car

Lippard-Stewart cars have made good right from the start. Wherever merchants substituted

them for a horse-drawn delivery service, they proved their efficiency and their reliability.

In appearance they are trim and attractive, and in performance, dependable and economical.

As pioneers in the building of a really high class 1500 pound delivery car selling at a mod

erate price, we naturally looked for imitators, and these have not been slow in forthcom

ing. A particular case in point is the adoption by several makes of cars of the French

type of hood, the graceful body lines and specifications SOMEWHAT SIMILAR to those

of the Lippard-Stewart. However,

The Resemblance Lies In The Price And Appearance ONLY

Special Features of Lippard-Stewart

Construction :

Continental 30 H. P. Motor

Eisemann Magneto

Brown-Lipe Selective

Transmission

Cone Clutch

Full Floating Timken Roar

Axle

Timken Roller Bearings

Throughout

Special Spring Suspension

Left-hand Drive

Every Part Easy of Access

Tires—35 x 4j Front and

Rear

The frame of the Lippard-Stewart is 5J inches de?p at the

point of maximum stress; cars that "resemble" it are 4j inches

deep. Lippard-Stewart front springs are 40 inches long; "simi

lar cars are equipped with springs 38 inches long. Rear springs

in Lippard-Stewart cars and those that "iesemble" it are 5 1 inches

and 50 inches long respectively. Our tire specifications are 35

x4t all around; others are 35 x 4$ rear, and 34 x 4 front.

The rugged cone clutch in Lippard ■ Stewart cars is designed

for a 50 h.p. ear and requ'res only casual attention. It is a vast

improvement over the multiple disc clutch. Moreover, our cars

are equipped with brake equalizer and the steering gear is de

sign"'! for a one ton commercial car—not a pleasure vehicle.

Lippard-Stewart Efficiency, Mr. Dealer, Has Not Yet Been

Successfully Imitated By Any Car Selling At The Same Price

If we are not yet represented in your territory, we will make you a proposition that will insure you rea 1

profits right from the start. We will require you only to produce proof of j— .■ ——..

your business integrity and business ability, and to invest only enough ;noncy J LipPard.STEWARTMotorcarco cpw)

to guarantee your interest and good faith. Read those specifications carefully. I buffalo, new yokk

Please s?nd citi!oa;ae and dealer's proposition

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Company, Buffalo. N. Y.

AUGUST BECKER. Pre.ident E J, BARCALO, Treasurer J. C. MILLAR, Secretary

C. S. DAHLQU1ST, Chief Engineer W. F. REYNOLDS. Sales Manager

Name. . . .

Street

City

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A Brand New Chase Truck

Chase Model M
Price, $500^2—500 lbi Capacity

Will Sell Like Hot Cakes

^>
 

Model M Express—500 lbs. Capacity. Price $500.

The Little Fellow With the Big Pull

To meet the rapidly growing demand for a motor truck of 500 pounds capacity

at a price of $500.00, we present Model M. Confident that it will satisfy the immediate

needs of a great host of business houses everywhere, we offer it to an expectant market.

Model M embodies all the great Chase features of efficiency, simplicity and

economy, which have made the name Chase stand for the best in the field of motor

delivery service. We have utilized all our thought and experience in designing and

building this car, and we are offering it at a hitherto unheard-of price.

Our foremost aim is to please business men whose activities or desires do not

warrant the expense of a heavier truck—those many thousands of prospective truck users

who have been patiently waiting the day when they could buy a truck at a price within

their reach—one built by a company with known reputation for quality—and one which

would do their delivery work more efficiently, more economically, and more promptly

than is possible with horses.

Price: Express, $500.00; Panel Top, $600.00.

Write at Once for Details of This Wonderful Utile Truck

CHASE MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

200 W. JEFFERSON ST. SYRACUSE, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Packing House Delivery Service

With Baker Electric Trucks

Other Records of Economy and Service

Packers, Meat and Fish Dealers, of Chicago, recognize in the Baker Electric

Truck practical solution for the rapid, economical handling of city delivery work

with frequent stops. The Truck of the Sulzberger & Sons Company shown in

the above illustration is in service on Chicago streets, making an average of 50

miles daily, and never in the shop.

Baker Trucks Prevail Where

Efficiency Counts

It is significant of the superior efficiency

of Baker Electric Trucks that so many of

them are purchased in fleets by Express

and Public .Service Companies, whose transpor

tation experience has taught them the economy

of paying1 a little more for unusual construc

tion and of saving a good deal more in cost of

upkeep. The Express Companies have to

date installed fleets of Baker Trucks in 20

leading cities of the United States.

Cost of ParcelDeliveryReduced

Over 50% by Baker Cars.

Baker Trucks have reduced the cost of

parcel delivery for several department

and dry goods stores more than 50%.

During December, 1911, eight Baker Electric

delivery wagons each made an average daily

mileage of 35 miles, an average daily delivery

of 247 packages at a total cost of 2.7 cents per

package. They are equally effective during

a slack season, since a portion of the fleet

may be temporarily idle at no expense.

Baker installations succeed; the chassis is right; tile service is backed up by an

efficient, resourceful factory organization. The Baker Bureau will furnish you

reliable cost figures covering electric truck equipment suitable for your business

THE BAKER MOTOR-VEHICLE CO. Truck Department

69 West 80th Street, Cleveland, Ohio Dealers in Leading Citiet

Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Electric Vehicles in the World

Also manufacturers of Baker Electric Brcu^ham:, Coupes, Victorias, Etc.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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WANTED—

a few more live, responsible agents

to sell a high class motor truck.

The kind of truck that the unvar

nished truth will sell; and that will

make good after it is sold.

Such a truck is the

 

We make nothing but commercial

cars.

Every part of the PACKERS is

built for truck service. If we built

pleasure cars, there would be an incen

tive to make some of the parts inter

changeable. But we don't.

The Packers is built among the

West Virginia hills. Long hauls and

steep climbs are its regular diet, be

cause we don't have here any of the

"easy" country so common in other

sections.

The Packers 2-Ton Truck has

three-ton Timkin axles and three-ton

springs, both of which are guaranteed

during the life of the car.

It's a good, straight, honest car,

Mr. Agent, that will bring you both

profit and prestige.

Write for particulars to

PACKERS MOTOR TRUCK CO.

WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

(South Warwood Station)

New York Branch: 1114 U. S. Rubber Building

MOTOR TRUCK OWNERS

Are You Equipped with a

Gasolene StorageOutfit?

We manufacture Self-Measuring, Non-Measuring,

Isolated, Inside Discharge and Multiple System

Gasolene Storage Outfits.

Air Tight Tanks are constructed of 3-16 inch, or

heavier. Open Hearth Steel with all seams and joints

BRAZED. Every AIR TIGHT seam and joint is

guaranteed to be as strong as the steel the tank is

constructed of. A 100% tank.

Air Tight Outfit* are listed by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters

The Highest Quality Gasolene Storage Outfits

on the Market at the Most Reasonable Prices

Good territory open for experienced Tank Salesmen

Write today _for catalog and prices

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHICAGO

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

No. INN. De.rl.niSt.

BALTIMORE

PEACE & PEACE

7 Coagreti St.

NEW YORK

EMPIRE TANK AND PUMP CO.

ItCkwcsSt.

 

o33=)

Universal Joints — Drive Shafts

Note Construction—Service Guaranteed

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG. CO.

CLEVELAND

Subscription Agents Wanted

In cities and territory where we

have no agents we desire .to

obtain the services of active

representatives for our subscrip

tion department. Apply to

THE POWER WAGON

CHICAGO

LIBERAL TERMS.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Mais Motor Truck Company

Re-Incorporated for $1,000,000

 

We have doubled the capacity of the

old plant, and are now in a position

to take on a lot of business.

The Mais Motor Truck is giving the

best of service to some of America's

largest corporations.

Some territory still open to agents.

MAIS MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

INDIANAPOLIS, U. S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Cramp's Gear Bronzes

For Rear Axle Drive

BUY YOUR BRONZE IN AMERICA

THE modern up-to-date drive for

both touring cars and trucks

is a steel worm and a bronze worm

wheel. Our gear metals long ago

passed the experimental stage.

We have been manufacturing worm

drives for nearly 100 years for all

kinds of machinery from turret

turning gear to lifting bridges,

elevators, marine railways, etc.

and we are now furnishing our

worm gearing for automobiles.

^\UR metals will better resist

^-^ wear and abrasion, have longer

life and higher efficiency than

any other gearing metals and have

the great strength necessary to

resist the heavy starting torque.

They are designed to withstand

excessive strain and shock and

this strength is given to them

without impairing thei; wearing

and antifrictional qualities.

There is no need of importing bronze wheels for worm drives

We manufacture better material and you

save DUTY, FREIGHT and TIME.

THE WILLIAM CRAMP & SONS SHIP & ENGINE BUILDING CO.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Cables: "Gearing-Hudd

Codes: ABC, Sth Ed. 4. Llebers

All Our Worm Gearing fo r Motor Work Is Cut

and Hobbed on Special Machines, Designed and

Built by Ourselves and Finished by a Patent

Process Which Gives A Higher Efficiency

and Greater M L Bearing Area.

Q

 

We are Supplying Our Worm Gears to Many of

the Leading Truck and Car Builders of the World

Particulars Required for Estimating:-^—

Normal Horse Power of Engine, Speed, Best Ratio of Reduction to Suit

Your Vehicle.

David Brown & Sons, Ltd., Huddersfield, England

—Largest Worm Gear Specialists—

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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LALLY DUMP BODIES
(Patented)

These bodies, of many different types and for every conceivable purpose, are being furnished

to a number of the leading motor truck makers, including PACKARD, PIERCE-ARROW,

ALCO, PEERLESS. WHITE, SAMPSON, LAUTH-JUERGENS, VELIE and others.

Hand or Power Operated

side dump, rear end dump, chain lift, turntable, bottom dump, garbage, grain, coal, stone

and other types of Lally bodies comprise the most comprehensive line of dumping bodies

made by any manufacturer in the world.

65 Years of Successful Experience have made

the Lally product the standard of America.

 

Some of the Lally patent motor truck dumping bodies arc illustrated and described in an

article entitled "Dump Bodies" which appears in the editorial section of this issue of

The Power Wagon.

Lally bodies can be adapted or specially designed for any make of chassis and for every

commercial purpose.

Get the Maximum Economy and Performance out of Your Trucks by

Using Lally Dump Bodies

Catalog and Further Particulars on Request.

Lally Commercial Body Company
Successors to Patrick Lally & Sons, Inventors and Manufacturers

Office and Factory: 21-23-25 W. First St., South Boston, Mass. Est. 1847

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Menominee

Motor Truck

 

1500 lbs. Carrying Capacity, $1200.00

2000 lbs. Carrying Capacity, $ 1500.00

The Motor Wagon You Will Eventually Sell

DEALERS-ATTENTION
"MENOMINEE" motor wagons are built in two sizes, to carry 1500 lbs. and 2000 lbs.

respectively, and of the very best material and workmanship; equipped with a

4-cylinder long-stroke motor, sliding gear transmission and reduction gear in unit with

motor; shaft-driven (no chain to bother with or gather dirt), and all working parts

absolutely enclosed and bathing in oil.

"THE MENOMINEE" stands forth as the most practical motor wagon for delivering

and light trucking.

Regardless of your present stand on the motor truck proposition, you will eventually

sell a medium-sized motor delivery wagon which is shaft driven, strongly and neatly

constructed. THE TRADE DEMANDS IT.

"THE MENOMINEE" is a beauty in design and meets the exact demand of the

consumer. Write for free illustrated catalogue and agency proposition.

D. F. POYER & CO., Menominee, Michigan

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Western Drop Forge Company

Manufacturers of

Drop Forgings, Steel Tanks, Heaters, Smoke Stacks

and Sheet, Plate and Structural Iron Work of

Every Description

Special attention to quality and first-class service at all times.

Largely increased facilities enable us to insure prompt deliveries.

Send us blue prints and let us figure on your requirements.

Western Drop Forge Company

Marion, Indiana

Livingston Radiators

The greatest and most rapid coo'ing ability with the

least pounds of weight.

An average of one-half the wind resistance of any

radiator made.

The maximum of strength wi1 h the minimum of

v/eight.

The only radiators in the world which may be frozen

with no danger of splitting the tubes.

Livingston Radiator & Mfg. Co.

150 W. 52nd Street NEW YORK CITY

 

Hyatt Roller Bearings

will not crack or split.

The flexibility of the

roller cushions shocks

o - strains that would break

ordinary bearings.

Write us for further

information.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.,
DETROIT,

MICH.

nJ

I
1

DECATUR IX TON TRUCK SSHSSS^SSi

ECONOMY. EFFICIENCY. DURABILITY and Low Operating Cost.

 

Our Trucks are used in 61 different lines of Business. Write for catalog and

complete specifications telling WHY DECATUR TRUCKS ARE BEST.

GRAND RAPIDS MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, Grand Ripidi, Michig

JUNO MOTOR TRUCKS

are built in a modern motor truck factory. Juno

parts arc made from jigs. Juno parts are inter

changeable. A Juno Truck can be bought from

our replacement department in separate parts at

exactly the same price as a finished chassis

 

JUNO MOTOR

TRUCK COMPANY

Fulton Street

1NEAU, WIS.

issis. ■

■ mmmm!

J

■ ■ ■ K ■

,( MOTOR TRUCKS )

DELIVERS THE GOODS "

 

 

SPROCKETS
=FOR:

MOTOR TRUCKS

in Stock and to Order.

CULLMAN DIFFERENTIALS

Send for Complete Catalog.

CULLMAN WHEEL COMPANY

1017 Greenwood Terrace CHICAGO

Honeycomb Truck

Radiators

MADE BY

BRISCOE MFG. COMPANY,

Detroit. Mich.

Write for Catalogue, Quotations and Testimonials

of Users.

Muncie Gear Works

MUINCIE, IND.

Jack Shafts

Transmission Gears (Sliding and Planetary)

Steering Devices Control Levers

Wheel Brakes and Brake Drums

Sprockets and other parts

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE BESSEMER

The Truck that Made Good at the Chicago Show.

THREE MODELS

1,000 lbs. 2,000 lbs. 4,000 lbs.

BESSEMER MOTOR TRUCK CO.

GROVE CITY. PA.

J

3D HODDDDDDDDDDLlDaaDDOn

For Speed, Capacity and Results—

Reduce Your Haulage Costs

Write today for the "Old Reliable" Test-of-Service

Proposition and learn how and why this husky 31

and 5-ton truck sells itself to men and firms who

demand results. Commercial concerns or dealers

are urged to send for special descriptive literature.

OLD RELIABLE MOTOR TRUCK CO.

5235 Evanston Avenue, CHICAGO

] □DDoonnnnoanDoainainODD

LAMBERT

= GIVES SURE CONTROL OF CAR

The Truck of a Thousand Speeds

The Friction Drive Car; no change

of gears; simple, direct transmission;

fewest parts ; most power at least cost.

Get the facts. Interesting to agents too.

The Buckeye Mfg. Co.

164 Columbus Ave. Anderson, Indiana

£$T Buy A Motor Truck On

 

Its Past Record

It's dependable service at minimum cost you're after. Make

sure of this before buying—you can if you investigate the Victor.

In mountainous Colorado, bustling New York—everywhere, Vic

tor Motor Trucks are giving gratifying service.

Freedom from repair shop—accessibility

of motor, dependability—

these characterize theVictor.

Send for catalogue today—

now. It's interesting.

Victor Motor Truck Co.

1008 Ontario St., Buffalo, N. T.

 

 

E»J

Practically our entire capacity is devoted to the

production of Steel Castings for Motor Trucks.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, rsl. V.

J -Mm. BRAKE LINING

It will lock wheels almost instantly in emergencies. Repeated impartial tests

prove this. Or, with a light pressure on brakes, it will stop car as slowly as desired.

And J-M Lining retains its exceptional gripping

power as long as there is a thread of it left, because it

is made of pure Asbestos, and nothing affects this min

eral. Friciional heat cannot char or burn it; oil, gaso

line or water cannot injure it

Write nearest branch for sample and booklet.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE GO.

 

Albany

Baltimore

Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Dallas

Detroit

Indianapolis

Kansas City

Los Angeles

Louisville

Milwaukee

Minneapolis

New Orleans

New York

Omaha

Philadelphia

Pittsburgh

San Francisco

Seattle

St. Louis

Syracuse

For Canada:-THE CANADIAN H. W JOHNS-MAN-

VILLE CO.. LIMITED.

Toronto Montrea Winnipeg Vancouver

1313

Commercial Gar Springs

 

The Perfection Spring Co.. Cleveland, Ohio

"1/ D" UNIVERSAL

IV D JOINTS
KANT-BREAK

BEST FOR COMMERCIAL CARS

lOOO-LB. TO 10-TON TRUCK

All our Universals are made from Drop Forging* and

are case-hardened throughout.

Unequalled for workmanship and finish.

■f** Dollvrltm within two wemhm from rooolpt

W^^W of •pacification*.

The KINSLERBENNETT CO., **»„., Hartford, Conn.

*■««• DUlributina Co.. Jacluon. Midi.. WMtara Salx Aceate.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Write for Catalog, Operation Costs and Service Plan.

VELIE foOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, :: MOLINE. ILL

DISTINCTLY BETTER BRAKES

large breaking surface, excellence in mau

rial. ba<k»;<i'- a d forward ujria lo.i p;»crs 

D EXTERNAL

B RAKES

 

In a quality diss by ihems lve». LVmand

DUPlIX Brakes.

We also make Raymond Brakes, Raybeslos Friction

Facing and Gyrex—the Mixer.

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

482 Housatonic Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

Sampson Trucks

for all businesses

UNITED gTATES MOTOR COMPANY.

47 W. 61st St., New York City

Sampson Division

 

Your Motor Trucks are not limited to

well paved streets, but will go anywhere

—and come back—if your tires are

Diamond Wire Mesh Base (Spliceless)

Motor Truck Tires.

The one successful type of solid rub

ber motor truck tires.

IheJManiondjobber (ompamj of N. Y.

Akron, Ohio

Republic Motor Truck Tires
will make your motor delivery service more efficient and more economica

BECAUSE

They are easier to manipu

late.

They are more simple in

consi ruction.

They have fewer parts.

They art more positive n

adjustment.

They have no steel bands or

parts to be returned for

credit, thereby eliminat

ing express charges and

loss of time in snipping.

Let us figure on your re

quirements.

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO.

YOUNGSTOWN. OHIO

Dealers and agencies In the

Principal Cities

 

 

Moior Trucks

li and 3 Tons

Capacity

There models are as

near fool-proof as it is

possible tomake them .

We build them in

their entirety in our

own plant. They are not assembled from parts purchased on the

market. They represent high class engineering and manufacturing

experience. We have territory for responsible dealers.

Write jor Catalog and Proposition.

Universal Machinery Co.,
MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

Motor Truck Tanks

Strong,

Sturdy,

Safe and

Leaklcss

GASOLINE TANKS—ALL SIZES IN STOCK. Compressed

Air Tanks—for Motor Starters. New Catalogue Now Readv.

—WRITE US

 

Janney, Steinmetz, Philadelphia

The Quality

That Gives

Service ::

Capacity 1500 Lbs.

Let us quole prices

with a body built to fit

your business.

 

Price $975.00 with 2* inch Tires.

AVAILABLE TRUCK COMPA NY

:: Chicago, Illinois2334 Hamilton Court,

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writir.g to advertisers.
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PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES

FOR TRUCKS

A. O. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

WETHERILL FINISHED CASTINGS GO.
BABBITT-ALUMINUM-BRASS

DIE C A S T I N Q 8

including all well known Babbitts, Alummum Allovs, Brass and

Bronze Compositions as well as all Z'nc and Tin Base Metals.

SAND CASTINGS

of any material, including Cast Iron, Bronze, Brass, rough or

finished. Manufacturers of Automobile Parts, Water Pumps,

Oil Pumps, Carburetors, Etc., Dies and Light Machinery.

 

^X^ WETHERILL FINISHED

Erie Ave. and Richmond St.

CASTIN6S

PHILADELPHIA,

co.^p7
,PA. j£

 

ssasiSir
TRANSMISSIONS

can be designed to meet

the requirements of any

They are made in four sizes—20 H. P.—

P. — 40 H P. capacity. They can be

built for rear axle,

engine, or independent

mounting. May we

figure on your transmis

sion problem?

Covert Motor Vehicle Company

Sales Office: Ford Bldg., Detroit, Mich, u^g^.v.

 

SHORTEST— BEST— CLEANEST
 

 

M & E GREASE CUPS
(Patent Pending)

pidly Becoming Standard of the World.

ic Top end of Sp:ral Spring acts as a pawl, catching

in corrugations in the Top of cup— See top of spring

marked "B". When rap is turned, the pawl slips from notch to

notch and prevents vibrating loose. See notches marked "A". The

i up can be freely moved with slight for. e in either direction. Used

exclusively on all Packard and Pier:e-Arrow Trucks and many

others. ... .. „. „_
lln/r/.i;' catatvyav Ao. •it now

MERCHANT & EVANS CO., Philadelphia %

(Premier Metal House in A merica) *—

New York

Chicago

Brooklyn

Baltimore

Cleveland

Denver

Wheeling

Kansas City

SELF SELLER

Get our 1913 Agency

Proposition. Write us this

minute. This is the chance you

are looking for. Nothing better

We want influential agents

W. H. Mclntyre Company

AUBURN.

INDIANA

Catalog

W

 

THE

ROSS
Differential

Gear

For Commercial

Trucks

Made in two sizes

—for trucks of

from two to five

tons capacity.

 

ROSS GEAR & TOOL CO.

749 Main Street Lafayette, Ind.

A Prominent Truck Manufacturer said:

"We are using several of your 'Gaylor' truck grips here at

our factory and have distributed a

number of them among truck

owners in this vicinity. We be

lieve it is a good grip and it cer

tainly served its purpose during

the very bad weather existing i i

the past."

Don't wait until your car is stalled before

ordering a set — get them now and insure

your delivery record. The tool box will

carry them.

Catalogue on request

ATLAS CHAIN COMPANY

Bush Terminal No. 4. Brooklyn, N. T.

 

Truck

Satisfaction

depends upon the perform

ance of the motor. For

heavy traffic or light, high

speed or low,

RUJENBER

MOJOR

 

is the most dependable. Simple in construction, silent, powerful

and speedy, the RUTENBER is the most economical and efficient

engine for commercial cars. It is found in half a dozen of the

■ best trucks on the market today. It should be in yours.

Write for booklet.

RUTENBER MOTOR CO.. Marion, Ind.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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HAYES WHEELS are Made From

Superior Second Growth Hickory

If they were made from inferior timber they would not show the re

markable long-spline fracture to be noticed in the accompanying picture

*J Hayes Wheels are

sound and eco

nomical.

*i Hayes Wheels will

withstand the se

verest stresses and

shocks of road ser

vice.

S. A. E. Bands

of All Sizes in Stock

Hayes Wheel

VrO* Jackson, Mich.

 

 

PATENT APPLIED FOR

10% Saving Guaranteed

In Gasoline Consumption

THE EGYPTIAN MIXER is GUARANTEED to save 10% cf the gasoline you are now using,

thereby cheapening your truck operating costs. Works with all carburetors, slipping into the intake

manifold or ahead of the carburetor. Owing to the perfect combustion when using the EGYPTIAN

MIXER, spark plug and carburetor trouble is practically eliminated. All sizes, f inch up to and in

cluding 2 inches. Price $3.00. In ordering give size of carburetor and make of truck.

Further information on request.

The R. D. Loose Mixing Chamber Co., 11(R N. 5th., Springfield, Illinois, U. S. A.

 

HAZARD unit POWER PLANT

Motor, Clutch, Transmission and Gear Shift Control all in one compact Outfit. <J Center Control,

Three Point Suspension, Oil Tight, Dirt Proof. 1} Gear Reduction Integral with Unit Power Plant per

mits straight line shaft drive to live rear axle. Automatic inclosed Governor. No Tine Limit to Our Caantftc

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG ON REQUEST

HAZARD MOTOR MFG CO.. - - 580 Coates Street ROCHESTER. N. Y.

THE POWER WAGON
fl It is well known that the "Power Wagon" prints more useful information pertaining to mechanical to:td haulage than can be obtained

from any other source, public or private. The accuracy and extent of this information is the result of seven years of specialized effort.

<J If you are not a subscriber to the "Power W-.igon" you are out of touch with much that would be of benefit to you.

THE POWER WAGON Established 1904 McCormick Building, Chicago

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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We Make Heavy Truck Wheels
 

Established 1855

Shipment of 5-inch Dual Truck Wheels

MADE BY

PHINEAS JONES & CO.

301-313 Market Street, NEWARK, N. J.

BRANCH FACTORY: Twelfth At., and 55th St.. New York City

Bound Volumes of

The "Power Wagon"

For Sale

These records of the progress of the industry

are as valuable as they are scarce.

Cash must accompany order.

No more for sale at any price.

4 Copies Vol. Mar. 1906-Aug. 1906 $10.00 each

5 Copies Vol. Sept. 1906-Aug. 1907 7.50 each

5 Copies Vol. Sept. 1907-Aug 1908 7 50 each

3 Copies Vol. Sept. 1908-Aug. 1909 6.00 each

3 Copies Vol, Sept. 1910-Aug. 191 1 6.00 each

5 Copies Vol. Sept. 191 1 -Dec. 1911 3.00each

10 Copies Vol. Jan. 1912-June 1912 3.50each

THE POWER WAGON, McCormick Building, Chicago

Cotta Transmissions

One to ten tons capacity for

TRUCKS and TRACTORS

Selective type Gears always in mesh

Approved by United State* Army experts

WRITE FOR CATALOG

COTTA TRANSMISSION CO.

814 S. Main St. ROCKFORD, ILL.

Long Stroke

isconsin, Motors

The crank shaft is of large diamster-

svstem supplied by a gear

pump tin ough the hollo w

(rank shaft provides perfect

oiling. The extra large bearings

reduce friction to a minimum ami

increase durability.

ALL 4 CYCLE—IN 5 TYPES

:<;" bom, "> ■ stroke. \ ryl .

' '■ bore, i " strokf , 4 cyl-

■ bore. s ' stroke. 6 cyl.

. ' bore. :>}"stroke, t cyl.

^.r»l" bore. ; " stroke, i cyL

WISCONSIN MOTOR

MFG. CO. Dept. 31

■trash**,
Wii.

elf contained oiling

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Standard Parts

For Motor Truck Builders

<J With the exception of springs and wookwork, we manufacture

a complete line of standard parts for motor trucks of 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 ton rating.

<I We will gladly furnish prints of chassis of models which can be

built up from parts we make.

fl Firms engaged in the production of motor wagons should not

overlook the importance of investment entailed by providing

both factory space and facilities for assembling. Money must

be freely spent for this purpose for a number of years to come,

while throughout the period the models produced will be gradu

ally assuming final form. Whatever this minimum investment

may be, it must be apparent at the outset that the only way

to keep it low, and at the same time maintain factory output,

is to draw upon the engineering skill and resources of the parts

maker, who in order to exist must provide unusual facilities for

quantity production and anticipate every change in a very

sensitive market.

<J We have the reputation for doing big things in a big way. Our

large plant and our talented engineering force are wholly at

your service in order to simplify your problems of production.

<J If you need advice from a firm which has acquired experience

in the making of motor truck parts—and knows the arduous

duty to which they are subjected in commercial practice—

consult us.

Blue Prints on Application.

Driggs - Seabury Ordnance Corporation

SHARON, PENNA.

Please mention the "Powm Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Here Is the 1912 Sensation of

the Motor Wagon Industry
 

 

Model B—Four cylinder, 20 h. p motor; Bosch magneto. Pneumatic tires, Model H—Four cylinder, 20 h. p. motor; Bosch magneto. Price com -

32x3' inches. Price complete, $850. Solid 1\ inch truck tires — Price plete with solid liies, $825. Pneumatic lires, $875.

complete, $800.

Designed for the delivery of 1,000 pound loads at

minimum operating cost and low initial investment.

 

One clay's shipment to Boston of Commerce Motor Wagons

Bad roads and sleep hills have no terrors for

the "Commerce."

We have some choice territory left tor good,

active dealers.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

The Commerce Motor Car Company

General Office: 634-640 Penobscot Building

DETROIT

 

JLMm L* Model A—Open express body. Four cylinder motor; Bosch magneto.

IVUCnigan Solid 2J inch truck tires; Price $750. Pneumatic tires—Price $800.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

FOR

TOURING

AND

COMMERCIAL

CARS

 

LEFEVER

PLANETARY

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

FOR

COMMERCIAL

CARS

Compare a LEFEVER Transmission or Jack Shaft with the LEFEVER $1000.00

Grade Gun. You will find at every point the fine construction that has made

the name LEFEVER famous

LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

with ONE ROD

CONTROL LEVER

But one point of registra

tion, this in the transmis

sion case. Bolt the shift

lever to the frame and

the assembling is com

plete. This special con

struction eliminates all

trouble arising from

binding of shift levers

caused by any uneven -

ness in road bed.

 

GEARS

OF

LASTING

FAME

CLAIRE L.

BARNES & CO.

Direct Factory Representative

CHICAGO

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

LEFEVER-ARMS CO., 3 Maitbie st, Syracuse, N.Y.,U.S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The True Value of a Motor Wagon

Depends on its Freedom from

Interruption of Service

The ITukLui is built on that idea

Tested in many lines of business—Strongly endorsed by users in every section

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY OF DESIGN AND APPEARANCE

 

Capacity
1000-1300 Lbs. ■ - -

1500-2000 Lbs. - - -

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Chassis, $1200

Chassis, $1600

Dealers of highest standing are invited to inquire

for territory, giving sales and service facilities.

Write for catalog

The Bowling Green Motor Car Company

Bowling Green, Ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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WHEN bearing wear comes—what can you do?

Even very slight wear in wheel bearings allows the

wheels to wobble and that brings extra wear on tires—

unnecessary expense.

Wear in the bearings of the propeller-shaft allows it to drop a trifle at

the pinion. Besides disturbing the perfect mesh of pinion with driving

gear, the propeller-shaft has to bend just a hair every time it revolves.

That takes extra power from the engine.

Any wear in transmission bearings brings the shafts slightly out of

alignment—that makes extra friction and noise.

are adjustable—perfectly—for wear

In every place where they are used, the bearings

should keep the shafts in alignment, keep gears in

correct mesh, support the loads, take the 'end-thrust"

and all the time, hold friction down to a negligible

quantity.

They must do these things when the car is new

and they should do them when the wear inevitably

comes.

There is no getting away from wear and there is no

getting away from the necessity for adjustment to

take up that wear.

The Only Perfect Adjustment

Timken Bearings, like all other bearings, will show

wear in time.

But the Timken has this distinct advantage over

all other types of anti-friction bearings—

It can be adjusted to completely take up the

minute wear—and adjusted without the least sacrifice

of its original principles of efficiency.

The two ribs on the Timken cone keep the tapered

rollers always in perfect alignment—therefore the

diminutive wear is uniform over the surfaces of cone,

rollers and cup.

When the cone is moved just a trifle farther into

the cup all the parts are brought into the same iden

tical relation to each other that existed when the

bearing was made.

No grooves can wear in the races. The rollers,

though microscopically smaller, have still the same

taper and, after adjustment, arc just as snugly in

perfect rolling contact with cup and cone as they

were at the start.

Not a single principle of its efficiency is altered by

adjustment of the Timken Tapered Roller Bearing.

You'll be interested to know the names of the

builders of pleasure and commercial cars using

Timken Bearings. A big majority of American cars

are named in our booklet, "The Companies Timken

Keeps." Write for a copy today.

109

The Timken Roller Bearing Company
Canton, Ohio, U.S.A.

The only axie manufacturer licensedto make antomohile axles equipped

ivith Timken RoiUr Bearings is the Timken-Detroit Axle Company

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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STOP! LOOK! READ!
The engine of a motor vehicle is an important factor, so too is the transmission, but what about the

WHEELS—tbc bearers of the greatest burdens, the objects of the greatest strains and abuses? DON'T

overlook the necessity for having them strong, safe and lasting. DON'T try to save a few dollars on the

cost of vour truck by putting on cheap wheels. Get the best—they arc cheapest in the end.

SCHWARZ WHEELS
are Strongest—Safest—Most Economical

The ends of the spokes,

instead of being mitred

or wedge shaped, are

grooved and mortised

and interlock, forming

a tight, immovable as

sembly, which cannot

loosen under most severe

strain. The wheels will

always run true, they

stand up where other

types fail.

 
 

Schwarz Wheels are used

on all the leading Motor

Trucks, because they are

the best to be had.

Let us design and pro

portion wheels for you.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

Schwarz Patent Spoke

THE SCHWARZ WHEEL COMPANY
FRANKFORD, PHILADELPHIA

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Better Service—Less Cost

The Exibe Batteries

For Commercial Electric Vehicles

The cost of maintaining and operating "Electrics" de

pends to a great degree upon the battery you use.

There are four different types of "l£xtt>e" vehicle batteries.

Each type of battery has been designed for a special service.

"j£xifce"

"]H2cap*Exibe"

"Zhin*j£xibc"

1Troncla&sO£xi6e"

The "£Xt&C" batteries will give you more miles at less expense, with less

attention and with greater continuity of service than any other batteries made.

They never "stall" on hills nor in starting heavy loads. They give good service in

either hot or cold weather. They require little attention to be kept in perfect

order.

A striking proof of the superiority of the " 23Xtt>C ' ' batteries is the fact that

they are used and endorsed by the following prominent Electric Vehicle makers.

No other battery carries such an endorsement.

Argo Electric Vehicle Co.

Atlantic Vehicle Co.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co.

Borland-Grannis Co.

Broc Electric Vehicle Co.

Bronx Electric Vehicle Co.

Columbus Buggy Co.

Commercial Truck Co. of America

Dayton Electric Car Co.

Grinnel Electric Car Co.

R. C. H. Corporation

Kentucky Wagon Mfg. Co.

C. P. Kimball & Co.

Ohio Electric Car Co.

Phipps Electric Auto Co.

Rauch A Lang Carriage Co.

Standard Electric Car Co

Studebaker Automobile Co.

The Waverley Co.

Walker Vehicle Co.

Ward Motor Vehicle Co.

Woods Motor Vehicle Co.

This company maintains an J£/XwC " Service Organization which is un

equalled. It has Sales Offices in 14 cities, "l£xit)C " Depots in 8 cities, Inspec

tion Departments in 5 cities, "lEXt&e" Inspectors in 14 cities and there are 863

" l£XifrC " Distributors. No matter where you are located you can always se

cure prompt and reliable service if you use the * fi5XlOC batteries.

Write our nearest office for any battery help or informa

tion you wish. Let us tell you the type of ' l£Xifc>C " battery

which is best adapted to your particular service. Get our publi

cations on vehicle batteries. We can be of service to you.

TheElectric StorageBatteryCo.
1888 PHILADELPHIA, PA. 1912

NEW YORK BOSTON CHICAGO ST. LOUIS CLEVELAND ATLANTA DENVER DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO TORONTO PORTLAND, ORE. SEATTLE LOS ANGELES

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Electric Wagon Delivery Service

Efficient—Rapid—Reliable

In summer, when horses are killed by the oppressive heat—in winter

when they are falling by hundreds on the icy pavements—Electric

Wagons go on unfailingly making their deliveries. They run not

only quickly and surely but with marked economy. The necessity

of a highly trained driver is also done away with. Almost anyone

can operate an Electric Wagon.

Progressive companies are doing away with the expense and un

certainty of horse and wagon deliveries. They have adopted the

Electric not from a humanitarian standpoint alone, but because it

will actually do its work better and more economically, and is more

dependable than any other form of delivery equipment.

For your city deliveries, light or heavy, there is no better form of

power wagon. Ask us for details as to what other companies are

doing and how your delivery expense can be lowered.

COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.
TELEPHONE RANDOLPH 1280 120 WEST ADAMS ST., CHICAGO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Jarvis-Huntington Motor Trucks

Not alone up-to-date, but actually ahead of date

?.T;.!„» $2750.00 &» $3500.00 c£* $4400.00

The Strongest and Most Compact Truck on the Market.

Jarvis-Huntington Exclusive Features:

I. Motor:—After three years of testing out, we offer the most economical and sturdy

power plant in the market. Bore 4" x Stroke 6". 4 Cylinders cast separately.

4 Cycle. Valves in the head with overhead cams. Fitted with self starter.

II. Clutch:—Hele-Shaw, the best there is.

III. Jarvis-Huntington selective transmission. Chrome-vanadium gears, specially

toughened.

IV. A special brake system that positively will stop the truck within its own length

even at maximum speed.

V. Inspection of raw material and of finished parts carried to extreme.

VI. A guarantee of 10,000 miles service—no frills about it.

VII. Complete equipment:—Electric light, electric horn, tools, and a liberal supply

of spare parts.

VIII. Above all—a square deal to agents and users.

We want the co-operation of some live dealers. We have an extremely attractive agency prop

osition. NOW is the time to write to

Jarvis-Huntington Automobile Co., Huntington, W.Va.

Bergdoll Standard Motors for Pleasure and Commercial Cars

 

4x6 Long Stroke, 40 Horse Power, 2

bearing Crank Shaft. Large size

Annular Ball Bearings. Transmission

4 Speeds forward, direct on third, and

one reverse. Gears and Transmission

Shafts of Chrome Nickel Steel. The

long stroke Bergdoll Motors give

greater Horse Power than any other

motor now on the market of the same

class. Unit construction combining

the Transmission and Motor. This

absolutely assures positive alignment.

We have one of the most up-to-date

Shops in America, devoted to the

manufacture of Automobile Motors

and Transmissions.

We can supply the Motor separately,

or the Power Unit, in any quantity

to suit your requirements.

Write us before you close for

your 1913 requirements

BERGDOLL MACHINE COMPANY, 31st and Dauphin Streets

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Reduce Your Haulage Cost

"ELECTRIC Commercial Vehicles are less expensive to operate than

*mU any other type of vehicle—and the cost is on the decrease.

The operating cost of other types of vehicles is gradually increasing.

Electric Commercial Vehicles do not consume power when not in operation —

they can be started and stopped almost instantly. There is no dangerous, time-wasting

cranking— no shifting of gears— no back-firing.

The perfect simplicity of mechanical parts

means fewer repairs, less attention—eliminates

the need for elaborate repair tools. The per

fect ease of control allows any intelligent horse

driver to run an Electric— no need to school a

chauffeur into learning new routes.

With Electric Vehicles there is no risk of fire

or explosion—you can keep them anywhere with

out affecting your insurance. You can run them

on wharves, etc., where other types of motor cars

are barred. The Electric Vehicle will do far more

for you than any other type and at less expense.

 

Interesting literature about Electric Commercial Vehicles will be sent gladly

upon request. Write today.

Public interest and private advantage both favor the Electric

Electric Vehicle Association of America

BOSTON NEW YORK: 124 W. 42nd Street (s) CHICAGO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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ONLY DIAMOND CHAINS

USED ON THESE TRUCKS

The Dayton Auto Truck Co., makers of the

3-ton truck, the chain drive of which is shown

above, have used Diamond Chains exclusively

on all their 2, 3, and 5-ton models.

The fact that such a prominent manufacturer

has used Diamond Chains throughout a long

business life and is now using more than ever,

should be sufficient evidence that Diamond

Chains are thoroughly good.

We could cite numerous similar old-exper

ienced automobile builders who have consistently

insisted upon Diamond Chain equipment be

cause of the added satisfaction to the user and

the absence of trouble for the truck builder.

That this superiority is more than mere

theory, can be easily proven by shop and

endurance tests. Constant and marked chain

improvements have characterized Diamond

Chain ever since we were the pioneer American

chain manufacturers. Our special chain steels

and methods for uniform treatment, and the

accuracy of our specially designed machines for

the finishing of every part are in themselves a

guarantee of highest quality for our product.

Write for book on chain power transmission

or ask your jobber about Diamond quality.

Look for the

TRADE-^^MARK

DIAMOND CHAIN & MFG. CO.

243 W. Georgia Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPACITY, 8,000,000 FEET PER YEAR

SAMPLES SUBMITTED.

 

You know Motz Ctishicn Tires are

i rouble-proof and easy-riding.

But do you realize that any car, on

a given charge of fuel, will travel far

ther and faster when equipped with

Motz Cushion Tires? It's a fa:t.

You'll get more miles of tireservi.e,

too

You get a guarantee of 10,000

mi'es—two years.

And the mechanical parts of your

car will get the same prote:tion from

bumps and jolts as pneumatic tires

give.

For Motz Cushion Tires have dou

ble treads, which prevent skidding

and distribute weight to the sides.

The undercut sides allow free action

of bridges. The slantwise elastic

bridges yield like air in pneumatic

tires.

These lires fit any standard clinches ,

universal quick - detachable, or de

mountable rim.

You have asked for an economical

tire. Here it is. Economical in every

sense. Gives utmost service with

no repair expense—easy-riding and

protects your car—gives low cost of

hauling—easy to apply.

Write for our booklet 91.

 

(A) shows double notched treads.

(B) shows undercut sides.

(C) shows slantwise bridges.

(D) shows absorbing means when

passing over an obstruction.

The Motz Tire & Rubber Company

Factories and Executive Offices AKRON, OHIO

New York

Detroit

Kansas City

Standard Tire & Rubber Co., Boston

The White Auto Co., Baltimore

BRANCHES

Pittsburgh

AGENTS:

Mound City Sales Co , St Louis

Imperial Motor Co., Washington, D. C.

Cbiengo

Cleveland

Philadelphia

 

BUILT BY ADAMS

^pHE ADAMS TRUCK is not an assembled

A truck. The parts are made by skilled

workmen in our own modern splendidly

equipped factory. Jigs and templates are

used throughout the work, and each truck is

submitted to a thorough detailed service test

before it leaves the factory. You can de

pend on ADAMS TRUCKS. Write for

details.

THE ADAMS BROS. CO., Findlay, Ohio

AdamsTruckC
M "Deliver the Goods" A

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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RH1NELAND R.B.F.

FAfNIR iericdn

[u^unufuSmm luff! R_..._ _, er£Us__

Universal Use & Reputation

>irikes, Fire, Flood or ^Jar Cannot Stop Deliveries

Strikes, Fire, Flood or War Cannot Stop Deliveries

A Few Users of These Bearings

Peugeot Cadillac Alden-Sampson

Panhard & Levassor Mercer American

Delahaye Peerless Daimler Co., Coventry

Delaunay-Belleville KisselKar Usines Pipe

Renault Lauth-Juergens Gebriider Stoewer

Etablis Hotchkiss Seagrave Adlerwerke

Auto-Metallurgique Michigan Buggy Co. Cie. d'Auto Fiacres

Schneider Pullman Nagant Freres

Isotta Fraschini National Calthorpe

Clement-Bayard Stoddard-Dayton Minerva Motors

RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO.

140 West 42nd Street, New York

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The World Moves Easier
When Mounted On

 

TRUCK FRAMES

i TON TO 10 TON

boooooooooooooooooeooooooeoooocoooooooooc

That's what you get in an Avery. It's well proportioned

and finely finished. And underneath the finish is a strong

construction that stands up under the work.

Get All the Facts About the

AVERY
The Truck that Does the Most Work"

Hauls full capacity loads, and pulls trailers behind. Hard

rubber tires or cast steel rim wheels for city or country

hauling. Write for complete catalog and get full informa

tion about this truck before vcu make anv contract.

Avery Company
949 Iowa Street

PEORIA. ILL.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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As Usual, the Verdict

Favored

Gould Storage Battery

A prospective customer whohad heard

how good Gould Storage Batteries were

but wanted to make sure, wrote, unbe

known to us, to the manager of a large

mill (name on application) where Gould

Batteries had seen much service in driv

ing their electric trucks. Here is part

of the answer he received.

"We have for many years used all makes

of storage batteries to determine the best

for our purpose and by actual experience

and practical tests have come to the

conclusion that the Gould is the best

lead battery in the market. We now

use same exclusively in all our cars built

for lead batteries."

Firms that have heavy material to

deliver and lots of it don't take chances.

Their batteries must develop plenty of

power, prove their durability and assure

top notch service at a low ultimate as well

as immediate cost per car mile.

Men responsible for the delivery serv

ice of large industrial organizations pick

Gould Batteries for their own protection,

so you can be pretty sure that our

pleasure vehicle types too are right.

We've plenty of evidence of how

Gould Batteries handle heavy and light

loads, how they perform on long and

short hauls and what astonishing im

provements they offer on pleasure cars.

Tell us your requirements and let us ex

plain why Gould Batteries are the logical

choice. At least, write for literature.

GouIdJStoragc Battery Ca.
General Offices: 341 Fifth Are., New York City

Work*: Depew, New York

Boston, 89 Stale Street San Francuco, 904 Rialto Bldg.

Chicago, The Rookery Cleveland, Amer. Trust Bide.

AGENTS IN ALL LARGE CITIES.

&

 

 

A Single Block with its

Individual Fastenings.

The Individual Fastening

Made It Famous

Sometimes it is the seemingly unimportant feature that

makes an article famous.

So it was with this Individual Block Tire of ours—one of

the seven types of Goodyear truck tires.

We build this tire so that

each block has its own

fastening. Others making

block tires use a fastener that

holds a series of blocks.

And here's the difference :

When the ordinary block

tire needs a new block, the

operator must remove the

bolts and phte that holds

several blocks. Moreover if the base of one of those several

blocks is a trifle thicker than the others, some of those blocks

arc not tightly held. Thus they get loose and chafe at the base.

And wear out before their time.

(lOODjSfEAR
^B O^ AKRON. OHIO

Individual Block Tire—a Non-Skid

Tire for Heavy Trucks

Now, with this individual Block Tire of ours, it is only

necessary, when a block needs replacing, to loosen that partic

ular block. And anybody can do it quickly and easily, with

no tools save a small clamp and wrench. And the Go.xlycar in

dividual fastening holds the block absolutely tight against the

tire rim. Blocks cannot work loose.

This superior method of fastening the blocks, more than

anything else, put the Goodyear Individual Block tire in the

lead, though the tire has half a score other good points.

Tires for Every Service

We now make no less than seven motor truck tires. No

matter what kind of truck you may have, how big or little, how

fast or slow it travels, what kind of work it does, what class of

roads you use it upon, THERE IS A GOODYEAR TIRE

EXACTLY ADAPTED TO THAT TRUCK.

Don't buy a new truck or new truck tires without seeing the

Goodyear line. Our engineers have built some wonderful truck

tires and you ought to know them and compare them with others.

Write us today and you will receive by next mail a large,

handsome, illustrated Folder that shows our entire line of

truck tires.

The Goodyear Tire & Robber Co.

AKRON, OHIO

Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities

We Make All Kindt of Rubber Tires, Tire

Accessories and Repair Out/its

Main Canadian Office, Toronto, Ont.; Canadian Factory, Bowmanvillf, Ont.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TRUCK-SPRINGS
Auto-Trucks, Fire Apparatus and Commercial Vehicle Springs

combining

MAXIMUM OF ENDURANCE with MINIMUM OF VIBRATION

Made to order of Special Heat-Treated Alloy Steel

SPRING PERCH CO. Bridgeport, Conn.

TORBENSEN AXLES
INTERNAL GEAR DRIVE

"IX/HEN (ons'dering gear drive in place of chains you do not want to eliminate one weakness by introducing another.

" Your ;ront axles carry but one third the load, yet to substitute a tubular built up axle for the I-Beam forging would

be a step backward. The rear axle carries three fourths the load, and a tubular axle would be three steps backward. But

c^VENTv. jflh l'K' "Torbensen" rear axle is a solid I-Beam

4*" *0 „IH forging. This is only one of the many advantages

of the "Torbensen". Ask us for particulars.

TORBENSEN GEAR & AXLE CO.

218-224 High St.. NEWARK, N. J.

(Formerly Bloomfield, N. J.)

 

 

BLOOD BROS'.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS

Style A, made for all sizes of shafts up

to 3 inches.

Strongest and most durable joint for

motor trucks. Used for years as a regu

lar equipment on many of the best makes

of trucks.

BLOOD BROS. MACH. CO., M.nufactur.r.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gibney Wireless

"The Three-Years-Ahead Tire"

Manufactured by

JAMES L. GIBNEY & BRO.

21517 N. Broad Street 248-52 W. 54th Street

PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK CITY

ALL STEEL BODIES

Light in Weight—Comparatively

Indestructible— Paint Guaranteed

Against Peeling—In Any Style or

Capacity — Your Own or Our

Designs.

Estimate* Freely given upon application.

EDWARD G. BUDD MFG. CO.

Office and Factory, Aramingo Avenue and Tioga Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Makers of difficult shapes in sheet steel.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Are The Bearings You

Use As Good As The

Rest of Your Truck?

The bearings in your truck may make— or

mar— its reputation. Are you sure you

are properly safeguarded in this respect?

You make great claims for the quality of your

product. Are you sure your bearings

come up to the standard you claim?

These are vital questions, Mr. Truck

Builder. And the way to security and confidence lies along the

lines suggested in these illustrations of

NORMA BEARINGS

In the world of anti-friction bearings, "Norma" stands for design

theoretically and practically correct— for the best obtainable

materials—for the utmost sustained precision—for a record of

uniform satisfaction naturally resulting

from the maintenance of a "quality"

standard.
 

NORMA

Roller Bearing

 

Maintain your standard of truck

adopting the Norma standard

quality.

quality by

of bearing

Various combinations of standard Norma types

afford the complete solution of every bearing

problem. It is our business to help you

select the right Norma bearings for your

truck.

SEND FOR THE BULLETINS.

THE NORMA COMPANY

OF AMERICA

26 Vesey Street NEW YORK CITY

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Don't Let a Good Opportunity Slide

Accept the present as the best time to install

(CnPFI AMAF" ^ght and Heavy Auto-

ULrlMNV/L Truck Wheel Machinery

"The Imprint of Satitfaction"

We built them for your benefit. You buy them for the benefit of your patrons. Your patrons

accept your product as the height of supremacy by reason of your method of production.

NO PRODUCT IS A BIT BETTER THAN

THE ORGANIZATION PRODUCING IT

If you were to visit our plant today you would first observe

the class of tools we have incorporated to produce the result

that has spread the word "DEFIANCE" all over the world.

You would find nothing but the best we could buy. These

high prade tools, together with skilled workmen, have placed

"DEFIANCE" machines as the acme of mechanical per

fection.

We want good customers. You want good tools. Let us

therefore get together. Our catalog and prices are yours for

the asking.

The Defiance Machine Works

435 Perry Street - - Defiance, Ohio

 

No. 102 Auto Truck Wheel Sectional Felloe Shaper

 

Baldwin Chains and Sprockets

Run Well Together

Our product is backed by years of experience.

The material is carefully selected, and hardened

by men especially trained in the art. This guar

antees the highest degree of efficiency and

durability.

Our sprockets are made of high quality steel,

suitable for the purpose. We can produce

sprockets in large quantities at favorable prices.

Do not place your 1913 business without giving

us an opportunity to send you samples and quote

on your sprocket blue prints.

. AGENTS -

H. V. Greenwood, 122 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicafo. III.

Chat. D. Schmidt, 416 Broadway, New York City.

C. J. Wen, Rochester, N. T. M. A. Bryte, 788 Minion St., San Francisco, Cil.

F. Shirley Boyd, 893 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Eyes of the Oven!

**..• »

 

Looking out from the Ovens (Heat Treating Compartments)

at temperature of 1500° Fahrenheit.

Work

wondrously well done requires fore

sight, constant care and pyrometers.

<W^ Heat-Treatment

is the climax of such attention and assures

Superior Drop-forgings

If you are interested in a valuable line of stock

Crank Shafts,

Connecting Rods,

Valve Stems,

Igniter Levers,

Rod and Yoke Ends,

Mechanics and

Engineering Tools, etc.,

send for pocket edition of (just out) 1912 catalogue, or

for forgings to order send your blue prints for estimate.

J. H. WILLIAMS & COMPANY

Superior Drop-forgings

No. 69 Richards St.,

 

 

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Unfortunately there Is but one

competitor to Sanford Trucks

Chassis

$1600

 

Stake or

Express

Body

91750

We're sorry about this in a way, for it narrows down

our possible comparisons. But it makes it pretty easy for

our representatives. There never has been a selling proposi

tion in the field that can compare with the Sanford.

Nine long years' work on a one-ton truck gives you to

day this proposition, the success of which there is no gain

saying. There isn't a thing about this truck that's strange

or freakish. Its success is not remarkable because of any

thing unusual

The Sanford truck is remarkable only because it is. so

certain to do more than you'll claim for it that your repeat

orders will be more or less automatic.

The Sanford Motor Truck Co.

SYRACUSE. Park and Wolf Streets. NEW YORK

Makers Always and Exclusively of One Ton Trucks

■?"=ICI

 

 

AT LAST
The Perfect Two-Cycle Motor

With Variable Port -Areas

The essential feature of Moore Motors is the in

creasing or decreasing of all the port-areas simulta

neously (fully patented), giving flexibility of control

and fuel economy.

Fixed ports, as in regular two-cycle design, mean

lack of flexibility and high fuel consumption.

The result is a power plant combining two-cycle

simplicity and low upkeep cost with four-cycle

flexibility of control and fuel economy.

Moore Motors are backed by years of engineering

experience. Send for descriptive circular.

PALMER-MOORE COMPANY

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

Lyon Crips in Service

ORDER NOW

And Save 10 Per Cent.

Most readers of this magazine need

no introduction to LYON GRIPS.

They have used them for at least a

season—very likely two or three—

and know their value for giving trac

tion to solid tires in mud, snow and

ice.

To reduce our winter rush, we will

give a special discount of

Ten Per Cent

on all orders for Grips which reach

us, complete with the necessary in

formation as to sizes,

before October 20th

Write at once for our Information

Blank and 1913 prices. Lyon Grips

save their price in a week when wet

weather sets in. Get them now, be

ready for the first storms, and save

money !

We Guarantee 1913 Lyon Grips for 2500 Miles

Lyon Non-Skid Company

431 N. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Piggins Motor Trucks ^^^SS^tSSt^
The most advanced type of power wagon built in America. Two years ahead of them all.

External spur gear drive—all gears enclosed. Wear and depreciation reduced to a minimum.

 

SILENT—CHAINLESS-FRICTIONLESS

For efficiency, durability and economy our models have no equals.

Write for details of design and prices.

PIGGINS MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, Racine, Wisconsin

Real Square Tube Radiators

fl Commercial cars require radiators

that will stand many shocks and

much hard usage. This was one

of the weak parts of the commercia

car but the test of time has proved

that FEDDERS radiators render

efficient service.

t
 

(J We want to figure with you your

requirements for the coming season.

If you haven't used Fedders radia

tors you probably have had a great

deal of radiator trouble and you may think

that their isn't a radiator built that will give

you satisfaction. If this is the case we would

like to have an opportunity of demonstrating

that the Fedders radiator will stand the wear

and tear and shocks of the commercial car and

that manufacturers who equip their commercial

cars with the Fedders have practically no

radiator trouble. We can convince you.

Will you give us the opportunity ?

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS

BUFFALO NEW YORK

TITANIC SPRINGS
Tougher than Vanadium—Cheaper than Vanadium

We make all styles of AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

The Titanic Sprlns).v shown in the cut have neither NIB nor HOLE in

center to hasten a break. Thirty years' experience enables us to make th

best springs made. Let us be of service to you.

 

See that hump !

TUTHILL SPRING CO., 764 Polk St., Chicago

"American made for the American trade"

New Departure Guaranteed Ball Bearings Ewi2c«£

Reason —Contracts for 1912 cover 80rr of the entire output of American automobile manufacturers next year.

New Departure Ball Bearings have no superior. HAVE YOU HAD OUR 1912 CATALOG?

__ m- _ __- . tr~\ ■> . a 1 #-t WESTERN BRANCH:

The New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol. Conn., 1016-17 Ford Bidtj.. p«troM

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertiser*.
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THE "SPICER"

universal joint was the pioneer for

shaft driven automobiles—either

pleasure or commercial cars.

 
 

Mil"

Consult Our Representatives:

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON,

122 So. Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago

THOS. J. WETZEL,

17 West 42d Street.

New York

L. D. BOLTON,

1810 Ford Building,

Detroit

Special Foreign Representative :

BENJ. WHITTAKER. 2 1 State Street. New York

LE POIDS LOURD

The only French journal devoted

to motor buses, motoi cabs and

industrial motor road transporta

tion of all kinds.

Published by PIERRE SOUVESTRE

Yearly Subscription $3.60 1 Rue Tardieu

Single Copy 30c. PARIS, FRANCE

MOTOR ?j/m/vsac3

V TRACTION

The leading journal, published in Gt. Britain, dealing

with industrial motor vehicles.

Acknowledged as the first authority

on matters relating to the use of

motors for industrial, agricultural,

municipal and other utility

purpose?.

Published Weekly

Subscription Rale 10/10 per annum {Canada 8/8)

Specimen copy sent post free

ILIFFE and SONS, Ltd., 20 Tudor St., London, E. C Eag.

Invaluable to those who desire to

keep in touch with the progress

and development of this important

branch of the British motor

industry.

Well Illustrated

 

The Highest Standard ot Efficiency

in magneto, camshaft, and pump drives is

reached by the application of the economical,

reliable and silent

COVENTRY

NOISELESS CHAINS

The precision, automatic retention of pitch

and long life are a few of the facts taken into

consideration by many manufacturers of tht

most silent, reliable, and fashionable cars who

fit these chains exclusively.

The services of our experts are at your dis-

WR1TE TODAY.

United States Representatives:

SARCO ENGINEERING CO.

114 Broad St., New York

• DIXON'S *s=

CHAIN

G RAPHITE
No.678

WithoutWaSte

JOSEPH

DIXON

CRUCIBLE

COMPANY

JERSEY-CITY

NEW .JERSEY

Because it possesses

all of the well known

lubricating qualities of

Dixon's celebrated flake

graphite. Flake graphite stays

where it is placed, can't drip or grow

sticky, lessens noise, stops wear and is

cleanly because it has no tendency to

collect dust, dirt, grit or other injurious

matter to clog and wear out chains.

Dixon's Chain Graphite is readily car

ried about and easily applied at any time

by rubbing the bar against the sprocket

side of the chain. Dixon's Chain Graph

ite is cleanly, convenient, economical

and durable. The cylindrical snap

bar, 2x8 inches, just fits the hand. Each

bar weighs about one pound and is

neatly encased in a cardboard cai ton.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"KELLS"
The most Durable and Efficient

RADIATORS for Commercial Cars

,\y.\v.%^v.y.\\v-v.v.v^^^

....... .;;■;■::; ; ;->; v-v.w ,

 

w. J Hells Mfg Co

**«W TOBK. n y

Positively guaranteed not to leak for two years.

Used on all the Leading Gasolene Trucks of America.

Ten Years Test Has Proven the Best.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

W. J. KELLS MFG. CO.

521-25 W. 45th Street, NEW YORK CITY

 

:,!■■ I i I

Ak*W LONG STROKE TRUCK MOTOR,

YlfHKX y>u equip your truck with the Waukesha

*" Long Stroke Truck Motor you take the right Mep

toward making your guarantee of efficiency good.

The Waukesha is n-»t an all-purpose motor. It is

built to give maximum efficiency in trucks only. It is not

a result of the demand for rruck motors—but che result

of years of study in truck motor reqjir-ments. Built

to give absolutely sure efficiency under ' he very heaviest

cf truck service, it successfully overcomes all ;he ob

stacles in the way of truck efficiency undei average,

everyday working conditions.

The Waukesha crankshaft has a tensile strength of

70 tons ro ihe square inch—the bearing:; have S times

the wearing qualities of ordinary bearings. You don't

absolutely need all this strength—but it's there in case

of emergencies.

Learn why the Waukesha is efficient and durable.

We'll appreciate your request for information.

Waukesha Motor Co.

Department B

Waukesha, - Wisconsin

AN £XCEP MOTOR.

Agents Wanted

4 Cylinders, Long Stroke, Sliding Gears

1500 pounds - - - $1500

2000 pounds - - - - 1750

3000 pounds - - - 2250

 

A comparison of our specificaiions with those of other

makers will show that we have rated our cars very conserva

tively.

We use tires larger than the makers require.

Send for Catalogue and Agents Terms

Ideal Auto Company

Fort Wayne, Indiana

The Greatest Value Ever Offered

IS THE

ii

Black Eagle" Spark Plug

at 50c

Efficiency and Quality Without Extravagance

50c now buys the

best spark plug

service to be had.

The Spark Plug

with the "patent

ed" universal

spring cap that

permits the use

of ANY style terminal.

The Plug with a riveted central

Electrode, and two contact wires

sparking on rounded surfaces, thus

avoiding pitting of the wires.

Manufactured and sold by people

with whom you will be pleased to

do business.

Especially efficient in Motor Trucks.

The Progressive Manufacturing Co.

TORRINGTON, CONN.

 
 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE OIL FOR EVERY MOTOR—

for Every Climate—Made by the "Pioneers in the

Perfection of Motor Oil"— it

 

■J.|.U»1'I,1JIM.I'1J.M.I

The Standard Oil for Motors

Meets every gasoline molor need —-both four and two cycle types.

Stands any heat that any motor will ever develop—lubricating per

fectly in summer as well as in winter temperatures—flowing freely

at zero.

Alwavs dependable—always the same. All because we begin to perfect It

at the point where most oils are deemed finished.

And because we bring to bear all our vast re

sources and forty years of experience.

One Grade—All Cars

Motorists know It's the "Cream of Motor Oils."

I tVThe Universal Motor Oil." It has been tpsjed

Jot you— in all makes of iart. Westind behind It.

Try It . For sale everywhere by all reputable deal

ers. Writr 'or free booklet "Motoring in Zero or

Tropical Wtathtr." It tells all about motor oils—

Pohuine In particular.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

[291 (AN INDIANA CORPORATION)

 

 

Small Manufacturers

Don't tie your capital up in Screw ma

chines—turn this class of work over to us.

We can do it quicker and cheaper for

you and guarantee accuracy.

We are also prepared to do all kinds of

machine work, hardening, tempering,

grinding, polishing, plating and enameling.

Send blue prints for estimate.

National Cycle Mfg. Co.

Bay City, Mich.

BOSCH
Equipped of Course

npHE 4 -Wheel Drive

-^ Truck which so suc

cessfully completed the U.

S. Army Transportation

Tests depended upon the

Bosch Magneto to supply

the necessary perfect

ignition.

Always Specify Bosch Mag

neto and Plugs

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223 West 46th St., New York

 

28 Years

Machinist

And this it what he says about

Billings & Spencer Tools

"The Tools that are Guaranteed"

"I've got a B & S wrench now that's had

hard knocks for 1 0 years. It's still as

good as ever.

"Fine chance of anybody's making me

change after a record like that."

James Fort.

CATALOG ON REQUEST

 

A k.

Please m*»*M«w" 'he "Power Wagon" when writing 10 advertisers
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CASTLE LAMPS FOR

MOTOR TRUCKS

 

Model No. 234.—New design for Motor Trucks.

Can be supplied in oil or in combination, oil and

electric, as desired.

The Castle Lamp Co.

Amesbury, Mass.

"CONTINENTAL"

Best Known Motor in America

 

Continental Model C.

Look for the

name "Conti

nental" on crank

case.

We have looked

after the quality

behind it.

4 and 6 cylin

ders, 20 to 60 H.

P. Write for

Booklets.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE

K. F. PETERSON, 150 South Michigan Blvd., CHICAGO

WestonIVIott(eg

FLINT, MICH.

Axles, Hubs

Rims
OF HIGHEST QUALITY

Strength and durability are

factors of the utmost im

portance and our products

are made to meet the

severest tests.

MTROJRYTRUCKS

 

When the mercury is up, the Mercury runs.

When the mercury is down, the Mercury runs.

Heat, cold, rain, snow, sleet, ice, the Mercury

never changes.

The Commercial Motor Wagon that never

varies.

Manufactured—not assembled.

The Mercury Manufacturing Co.

4108 S. HALSTED ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing io advertisers.
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To Know The Cost

of upkeep of a commercial or pleasure

vehicle—fuel, lubrication, tire con

sumption and depreciation—reliable

records of distance travelled must be

secured by a Veeder Hub Odometer.

The instrument is fool and thief

proof.

Neat, durableand compact, 0 C\ p* Oft

it can be easily attached, m ^^^'"^

Price complete *"%^

At your dealers', direct from our factory

or at the following agencies:

T. H. Craaatoa & Co., 56 E. Rudolph Street

Chicaio. III.

Bernard 1. Bill. 543 Golden Gate Avenue

San Fraoctaco, Cal.

The Robber Tire Wheel Company. Montreal,

Quebec, Toronto, Wioafpeg and Vancouver

The Veeder Manufacturing Company

C. H. VEEDER, President D. J. POST, Treasurer

H. W. LESTER, Secretary

HARTFORD, CONN.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers, Tachometers, Tachodomelers

Counters and Small Die Castings

 

 

Detroit Oilers Have
|kT r\ 11 ,«Oll I There are no check

INo Ball Checks vivf ° r,otheti
" ' *" ** * ■»»•»•«» v«»e—«»w complicated parts

in Detroit Mechanical Force Feed Oilers to give trouble and

cause failures. Every drop of oil must go to the place wheie

it is needed.

A separate pump for each feed measures the oil and insures

a rate of feed that is exactly right at all times. Once properly

regulated there is no chance for faulty lubrication and dry bear

ings, carbonized cylinders, smoke at the exhaust and waste i oil

are entirely eliminated.

Detroit Oilers are made with from

one to thirty feeds in capacities of

two pints to five-gallons — pulley,

sprocket, ratchet or gear drive.

Made also with two compart

ments for feeding one kind of oil

to cylinders and another to the

bearings.

Il'rfc today for catalog P-68 and full Information

Detroit Lubricator Company.

DETROIT, U. S. A.

Largest manufacturers of Lubricating devices in the world.

Schafer Ball Bearings
(Made In Germany)

Before you decide on your ball bearing requirements why not

consider SCHAFER?

This is not a new bearing and therefore you will not be experi

menting. The merits of SCHAFER ball bearings have been

attained by actual service and not merely by "talk."

 

They have been adopted by prominent manufacturers here

and abroad. This fact should convince you of the quality and

efficiency of SCHAFER ball bearings.

Write for catalog and price*

BARTHEL, DALY & MILLER
Sole Importers

42 Broadway NEW YORK

Remy

Magneto
Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

FT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant re

pairs on your present ignition system. A new

Remy will give your car new life. Here is our

exchange proposition:

2=Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. .

4-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. .

6-Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. .

List Price Allowance Net to You

$46 00 $ 9 20 $36 80

50 00 10 00 40 00

52 00 10 40 41 60

Allowance made for any make of Magneto

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES:—New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

SERVICE STATIONS:—Albuquerque, Augusta, Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Denver, Dallas, El Paso, Houston. Jacksonville, Louisville, Memphis,

Minneapolis. New Orleans, Nashville, Norfolk (Va.), Omaha. Los Angeles, Phila

delphia, Pittsburg, Portland (Mc. , Portland (Ore.), Rochester, San Antonio,

Seattle, Spokane, St. Louis, Syracuse, Utica, Washington (D. C.)

CANADA:—Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Hamilton, Vancouver, Montreal.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Positive POSITIVE

 

OUILT in Two and Three Axle

D equipments. 3| to 10 ton capacities.

Especially adapted for long hauls and diffi

cult road problems.

Let as send you literature

and full information

Couple -Gear Freight-Wheel

ft 550 Buchanan Street,

lOmpany, Grand Rapids, Michigan

Lock Washer

Made in all sizes and weights for Automobile pur

poses and Trucks or Power Wagons. Can be used

thinner than any other lock washer—effective, no

matter how thin. One lock under the nut and head

can be used if so desired. Exhaustive tests, cover

ing a period of nearly 20 years on railroad track,

drop presses, Automobiles and machinery subject

to vibration, have proven its superiority over every

nut lock manufactured. Writefor samples and prices.

The original and genuine Positive Lock Washers

are made only by the

POSITIVE LOCK WASHER CO.

NEWARK, N. J.

 

A CARBURETOR

Absolutely Fool - Proof

'"THE Zenith Car

buretor Company

offers truck manu

facturers and owners

a carburetor proved

by five years experi

ence in Europe —

absolutely fool-proof

and without a single

adjustment.

A trial will con

vince you of its power, its economy

remarkable efficiency.

 

and

Zenith Carburetor Co.

270 Jefferson Avenue DETROIT, MICH.

Please mention t
he 'Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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COMMERCIAL

VEHICLES

 

Knickerbocker

Trucks
 

Any mechanical part may be removed on

the road in a half hour or less without

unloading or dismantling the truck.

Write for Catalogue.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co.

151st Street and River Avenue

NEW YORK

Twelve Years of Pioneering

Have Been Built Into

The Gramm

The Gramm represents more years of success

lhan any other commercial car here or abroad

can show. The product of the largest motor

truck factory in the world, it is the safest truck

to buy because of the stability of the organiza

tion behind it. It now serves more than two

hundred different kinds of business enterprises

better and more economically than is possible

by horse drawn vehicles.

Built in 1, 2, 3 and S-ton Models

With Any Style of Body Desired

The Gramm Motor Truck Co.

1 1 1 So. Lima Street LIMA, OHIO

 

(Formerly National)

STORAGE BATTERY

It's Power That Counts

Some electrics are limited to short, easy runs because they

are not powerful enough to venture where the going is hard. In

such cases the storage batteries are of the ordinary type that

falls down when the power requirement? are heavy.

The U-S-L Battery extends the utility of an electric beyond

the smooth, hard, level roads. It is lively, responsive and

powerful, regardless of how steep the hills or how deep the sand,

mud, or snow. When the trip is long and hard, the U-S-L

Battery will bring the car spinning in still strong at the finish.

U-S-L Batteries are built in the largest and best equipped

plant of its kind in the world. Every pound of raw material is

analyzed before its use is permitted. Every battery is thoroughly

tested and inspected before shipment. We build U-S-L Batteries

right, and that's the reason for the exceptional service they give.

The U. S. Light & Heating Co.

General Offices: 30 Church St., New York

Factory: Niagara Falls, N. Y.

BRANCH OFFICES AND SERVICE STATIONS:

New York Boston Buffalo Cleveland Detroit

Chicago St. Louis San Francisco

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Panel Body — Capacity 1500 Pounds

DEALERS!

Are Yon alive to the Money in Stewart Delivery Cars?

There are big money-making possibilities for dealers in handling Stewart

Delivery Cars. Thousands of merchants are already convinced of the value of

motor delivery service. Read these five reasons. They will convince you that

sales will be easy and profits sure.

1. No Seasons. The dealer can sell Stewart Delivery Cars every month in

the year.

2. No Trading. Delivery' car are never out of style. So long as the car

runs, the merchant will use it. Instead of having to take old cars in trade,

every car you sell is a help toward selling additional ones to the same buyer.

3. Small Expenses. Fancy salesrooms unnecessary; no joy riding; no

expensive entertainment; no second-hand cars in storage running up your

investment.

4. Easy Sales. It isn't a question of getting merchants to adopt motor

delivery, but to show them the right car. We have it. If their competitor

buys them, they must buy to keep up with the race.

5. Repeat Orders Insure a Steady and (i rowing- Business. The sale

of one car to any merchant with several delivery vehicles is sure to lead to

other sales.

Write for our literature, and liberal proposition to live dealers.

gtereufr TTlotor Corporation. Buffalo. H.U

T. F. LIPPARD, Pres. and Mgr.

R. P. LENTZ. Scc'y and Trcas.

R. a. STEWART. Vice Pres and Chlet Engr.

ROBT. W. INGERSOLL. Sales Mgr.

.Separate from and having no connection with the Lippard-Slrwart Motor Car Co.

Culver-Taylor Detachable Chain
 

PATENTED

Designed Especially

for

MOTOR TRUCKS
The Notch Does It

A Detachable Chain with links that will not

work loose. TRY THEM. The result

will surprise you.

Culver -Taylor Chain Works

142 Madison Avenue. DETROIT, MICH.

 

NEWTONE

55

A

^rnm^>
"Always Then"

The establishment of SPLITDORF SERVICE

STATIONS in connection with branch house and

direct factory representation in the leading cities of

the country, is going on apace.

This is in line with the SPLITDORF EFFI

CIENCY MAXIM, a maxim responsible for the

changing around of factory facilities and a general

branching out here and re-organization there, look

ing to a more compact unit for the production of

SPLITDORF IGNITION devices and the SERV

ICE of the USERS.

Come to us with your ignition troubles—we will

gladly shoulder all responsibilities for changes

and adjustments and guarantee the greatest

satisfaction.

Write for our "Racing Record"

Splitdorf Electrical Co.

98 Warren Street, NEWARK, N. J.

Branchea—

 

San Francisco

Los Angeles

Seat lie

I

The Mile Away Electric

MOTOR HORN
"\

 

Torpedo

Type

Pat. Sept. 5. 1911

PRICE

$20.°$
Including

Button and

Cable

The Most "Perfect Warning "De-Vice on the MarKft

The increased demand for the Newtone Motor Horn is due to

its absolute efficiency in warning, and economy in operation.

The motor with Hess-Bright Ball Bearings and imported self-

lubricating brushes, eliminate all oiling and cleaning.

The chief engineers of three leading American

automobile manufacturers after a "HreaKj-dotun"

test, state that, in their opinion, the JWebutone

Horn is the best teaming signal made.

Let Us Send One On Appro-Val

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.

220 Taaffe Place, Near Dekalb Avenue, Brooklyn

Please mention the "Power Wagon when writing to advertisers.
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Steering Gears
for

Trucks—Delivery Wagons

T« • r"_L_ Made in 4 size*—% to 1 Ton. 1% to 2 Tons.

1 aXl V^ttDS 2% to 3 Tons. 4 to 5 Tons.

The Reliable Gear for Hard Service

Write for Blue Prints

No ball bearings or thrust collars

Self adjusting for wear, and

Positively Irreversible

Lavigne Gear Co.

Corliss, Wis.

 

TH E a si i r- i i a r>

.REVIEW,

Reviews
,0

MORE

NECESSARY

THAN EVER

Gentlemen:

In making deliveries during the summer months, we

use two one horse wagons, hauling as high as two and two and a half tons of sand or cement at

times. We would like your opinion as to whether one motor truck would do as much as the

two horses at a less expense. Also, where could we get the right kind of a truck to do our work

at the lowest price, and what would or should be the requirements? We use a wagon very hard

and the sand and grit soon cuts them out, the best we can do. We have a great many small de

liveries to make but would want to haul two and a half, or perhaps three ton if necessary, or

would it pay better to have a lighter truck and make two trips.

Thanking you for any information you can give us in regard to this matter, we are

Yours truly.

We gladly give information free of charge.

The Review of Reviews Magazine

30 Irving Place, New York City

III AMC R.ICAN

jREVJEWg,

REVIEWS

; MORE

i NECESSARY

j THAN EVER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Critical Big Buyers

Prefer Packard Trucks
FIVE-TON CHASSIS $4,500

THREE-TON CHASSIS $3,400

TWO-TON CHASSIS $2,800

In 1910 and 1911 the American Express Company bought eighteen

Packard trucks. Thirty have been purchased thus far in 1912.

Forty-eight Packards in the service of this one concern

Marshall Field and Company of Chicago, using seventeen Packard trucks have

revolutionized their delivery service. An equal number of Packards are

delivering goods for John Wanamaker of New York and Philadelphia

The National Cash Register Company of Dayton, Ohio, is operating thirteen

Packard trucks. Their latest order calls for $70,000 worth of Packard vehicles

Swift and Company have twenty-one Packards in service at their Chicago plant

and various branches. They have placed repeating orders sixteen times

Factory trained experts, with a complete stock of parts

at instant command, keep Packard trucks at

their high point of efficiency. When you buy a Packard

truck, Packard service is a part of your investment

ASK FOR OUR NEW TRUCK CATALOG

Packard Motor Car Company, Detroit, Michigan

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.



 

"WHITNEY" Chains

Are Used By The Leaders

Every "WHITNEY" Chain has a reputa

tion back of it, a reputation of having been

tested in the most trying service and never

failing to make good.

The "WHITNEY" Cotter Detachable

Chain has made for itself a record which

no other detachable type has approached.

The shortening, lengthening or repairing is

a simple matter, as the chain can be easily

separated at any link and parts removed

or inserted without the use of any special

tool. It is therefore the most practical

chain for Motor Vehicles.

When making replacements insist on a

"WHITNEY" Detachable.

The WHITNEY Mfg. Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.

 

TheElectric Is TheReliable Truck

C^REAT reliability results from the extreme

J simplicity of the electric's construction.

The only moving part of the power mechan

ism is a strong and rugged motor armature.

A very little attention is assurance against

trouble from any source. And if your truck

has a

 

Westinghouse Motor

you know that the power mechanism is the

most reliable that can be obtained.

Westinghouse vehicle equipment is the result of long and careful study of every phase of

electric vehicle service. The Westinghouse Company has been building the most successful

vehicle motors ever since electrics were first used, and every year has seen some improvement

—another step toward greater reliability.

Westinghouse Motors today gix)e majcimum service.

See that your trucK_ has Westinghouse equipment.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.

Sales Offices in 45 American Cities EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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In addition to saving power and wear with

every revolution, the worm gear drive of the

Pierce-Arrow Truck eliminates the necessity

for the almost daily adjustments, repairs and

lubrication required by other drives—and is

backed by the makers with this guarantee:

The worm wheel and worm shaft, generally known as

worm gear construction, employed in the Pierce-Arrow

Truck, are warranted to fulfill their functions for one

year from date of shipment under normal service.

 

5-Ton Motor Trucks

-s

THK PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY, BUFFALO, S. Y.



 

 

And it Delivered

the Goods
Over boulevarded highways in the East it sped;

through sand two feet deep in Ohio ; across track

less prairies in Illinois, with the heat of a sizzling-

sun beating down. It crashed through weak

bridges in Iowa and conquered roads of gumbo.

The alkali mud of Colorado was no barrier ; its

progress was not checked by cloudbursts in

Wyoming, by steep-sided gullies, by deep ruts,

by roads submerged.

It cut a new roadway over the broad expanse

in Utah ; it crossed the Great Salt Lake Desert,

often 1.50 miles from habitation ; battled with

ALCO
Motor Trucks

5 ton 3'^ ton 2 ton

 

hailstorms, rainstorms, and snowstorms in Ne

vada; climbed the tall peaks of the Sierras that

seemed to mount to the skies.

At last into California !

It pressed onward to San Francisco ; then 35

miles to the north. And the first load of goods

ever delivered across the continent by motor

truck had reached its destination.

. ompleted the journey of 4,140 miles in 41* hours of actual running time.

Across 15 states it hauled a 3-ton load of Parrot Krand Olive Silk Soap, the product

of its owners. Charles \\\ Young & Company, from Philadelphia to a customer in

IVtnluma. Cal. It faced the most terrific conditions ever forced upon a motor truck:

received the most gruelling tests yet supplied in business service.

Hut it delivered the Roods !

The achievement of this Alco truck simply punctuates the strongest claim we

have ever made, simply demonstrates why other Alco trucks ore scrvingand saving

for leaders in more than a hundred lines of business in America, in the tropics, in

Alaska, in Canada, in the Philippine Islands and soon.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY, 1894 Broadway, NEW YORK

Builders also of Alco Motor Cars and Alco Taxicabs

Chicago Branch: 2501 Michigan Avenue Canadian Headquarters:

Boston Branch : 567 Boylston Street 4280 St. Catherine Street, West, Montreal

Movers of tile World's Goods since 1835. Capital, $50,000,000

 



 

TUDY the illustrations!

They show how you can

double the efficiency and

profit of your heavy

service truck.

The upper cut shows the "traction" wave always

formed in the ordinary continuous tire under heavy-

load. This wave, caused by the bulging of the

rubber, works into the base and tears the tire

from its fastenings. It can't be avoided in any

ordinary way. Then, too, this wave forms a con

stant hill— the tire is always climbing, retarding

progress, reducing power efficiency.

Contrast this con

dition with the

profit-makin g

worth of—

 

Showing fraction wave in ordinary continuous tire,

(A) indicates where wave forms. (B) indicates base

where roll and tread separation occur.

 

Contlmioiis Base

—Notched Tread Truck Tires
The lower cut shows how the Firestone Notched

Tread overcomes the wave, by preventing its for

mation. This is jiof an individual block tire, with

tread-tearing, metal-retaining plates. The Firestone

continuous base is of the same tough, resilient com

pound as the tread. These tires hold the road,

increase traction, absorb all vibration.

Get the full facts. They mean Economy and

Increased Profits.

Firestone Truck Tires for Every

Type oi Gar, Every Load*

Every Road Condition

The Firestone Line of Truck Tires has in it the tire,

solid or pneumatic, you need for your particular

service. Get the books which tell the story. Ask,

as well, for Quick Removable Rim facts. They

are valuable.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

"America's Largest Exclusive

Tire and Rim Makers"

Akron, Ohio—Service Stations Everywhere

 

Showing how Firestone Notched Tires overcome

destructive traction wave. (A) indicates wave pass

ing off into space between blocks. (B) indicates

continuous base—assuring absorption of vibration in

every direction.

 

 

Cross section view of Firestone Continuous Base

Notched Tread Tire—dual tread.

Cross section view oi Firestone Notched Tread Tire

—Bingle tread.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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PEERLESS TRUCKS
Handle Big Business Promptly

SIXTEEN times a day this 5-ton Peerless Truck

was loaded at the Albany Street wharf of The

Staples Coal Company.

Sixteen times it made a round trip to the State House, carrying

each time ten thousand poinds of coal through heavily crowded

streets.

At the close of the day it had received, transported and promptly

discharged a tonnage equivalent to the capacity of two large freight

cars— a hundred and sixty thorsand pounds.

Without over-strain, it perf >rmed work that would have taxed

eight horses to the utmost.

Peerless Trucks operate satisfactorily because they are designed

and built correctly.

Truck Department

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland

Builders also of Peerless Passenger Cars
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Three Things Make
 

mm

Cellular Truck Tires

Demountable, Quick Attachable

Preferable for Truck Equipment

Non-Skid

The non-skid cellular tread increases the traction and eliminates

undesirable slipping and friction, which always causes excessive

wearing of the tire's surface. <§ It eliminates the necessity for chains.

Non-Heating

 

The holes in the tire act as a radiator, preventing ex

cessive heating and internal friction. *J The extra

large surface of the Swinehart tread reduces the press

ure per square inch to a point well within the safe

and economical limit.

Resiliency

The wonderful elasticity, due to the combined use of

our cellular design and the highest grade of rubber,

allowing the tire to "give and take", to stand the

road shocks without damage, is the true secret of

Swinehart tire longevity.

In the hands of hundreds of owners Swinehart Cellular Truck Tires,

due to their non-skid, non-heating, resilient features, show phe

nomenal results in mileage.

Let us show you actual records and explain in detail the construc

tion of this cellular type.

We also make a full line of smooth tread single and dual solids—

Demountable Quick Attachable Tires.

Branches and dealers in all principal cities.

The Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co.

1200 North Street AKRON, OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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i ^pBBBS

Federal Motor Stage which carries mail, patten-

gers and package freight from Idaho Springs to

Alice, Colorado, eleven miles over the mountains,

with a 12 per cent grade.

FEDERAL one-ton chassis, extra overload capacity to 3000 pounds guaranteed, including seat—$1800. Body type at purchaser's option. Wheel-

base optional, 110-inch or 144-inch. Motor, 4 cylinders, 30 horse-power. Magneto, high tension. Clutch, 16-inch cone. Transmission, three speeds

forward and reverse. Tires, solid, 36x3} inch front and 36x4 rear. Timken bearings.

The Federal Carries the U. S. Mail Up the Mountain Trail

This trail up the mountain side is the only road into Alice,

Colorado.

For years they have used relays of horses to haul the stage

up this grade of 2700 feet.

A half dozen gasoline buses have been tried. Few were able

to make the ascent at all. None did it in schedule time. Be

cause of the altitude every car had to stop and refill the

radiator several times. No Denver dealer of motor trucks

would sell his car fcr this route.

The first thing the Denver dealer of the Federal did when he

secured the Federal agency was to offer a Federal for that route.

We were looking for such a test That Federal stage has now

been climbing the mountain trail from Idaho Springs to Alice

at a maximum elevation of 1 1 ,000 feet, for four months.

It has carried eight passengers, package freight and U. S.

mail, without missing a trip, without one cent's worth of re

pairs, without refilling the radiator during the trip.

The U. S. mail must be delivered on time. The Federal is

the only truck that has been able to do it.

The Federal's 1000 pounds extra capacity, guaranteed, is one

reason the Federal is doing regularly and easily what, no other

truck has been able to do. But that isn't the only reason.

The explanation of unquestioned Federal supremacy lies in unequaled Federal power, capacity, economy

and general readability. The Federal is designed and built to do the thing that hasn't been done.

FEDERAL MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, Detroit, Michigan

New Factory Dept. C Leavitt and Campbell Avenues

H

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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10,000 MILES

CONTINUOUS SERVICE

 

•^-

GARFORD

 

KNOX

 

GENERAL VEHICLE

Use them on your Elec

tric Truck and increase

its battery efficiency and

thereby the radius of

operation.

POLACK TYRES give a

greater continuous mileage

than any other truck, tyre

manufactured.

POLACK TYRES have the

maximum resiliency and will

reduce your expense for me

chanical repairs.

Send for booklet and latest

price lists.

POLACK TYRE &

RUBBER COMPANY

Main Offices:

Ehret Bldg., Broadway and 59th St.,

New York City

BRANCHES:

146 Summer St., Boston, Mass.

1114 Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

247 Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

915 E. 15th Street, Kansas City, Mo.

Petty Tire & Rubber Co., St. Louis, Mo.

512 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

516 Parkway Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

505 Liberty Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

917 First Ave., South Minneapolis, Minn.

930 South Main St., Los Angeles. Cal.

 

 

GRAMM

Use them on your Gaso

line Truck and keep it on

the road earning money

instead of in the repair

shop losing money.

 

PIERCE-ARROW COMMER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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ELECTRIC

Commercial

Vehicles

If you stop to think, you will recognize the fact that wher

ever electricity has solved any problem, it has done

so better than any other form of power.

Electric delivery is the logical

delivery for city use, which re

quires many stops, just as natu

rally as electric street railways,

electric elevated railways and

electric locomotives for steam

railway terminals, are supersed

ing all other forms of locomo

tion under similar conditions.

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles "get away" instantly in

congested traffic. All speeds

are controlled by one lever. An

ordinary driver can learn to op

erate a Detroit Electric in a few-

hour . There is no complex

mechanism to be put out of

order by abuse or carelessness.

When the car stops, the power

stops and the expense for

power.

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles are noiseless, odorless,

trim in appearance, and are par

ticularly appreciated by cus

tomers in all residential dis

tricts. They are admitted at

all wharves and freight termi

nals. Fire hazard is reduced to

the minimum. All body space

is available, except the driver's

seat. They occupy only their

own space in a garage.

Detroit Electric Commercial

Vehicles arc used in sixty (60)

lines of business in fifty-six (56)

of the largest foreign and Ameri

can cities.

Detroit Electric Commcreia'

Vehicles are built exclusively for

the Edison nickel and steel bat

tery. This battery of itself is

about 300 pounds lighter in a

Detroit Electric Commercial ve

hicle than a lead battery equip

ment. This ' admits of an all-

metal chassis and lighter con

struction throughout the car.

Lighter weight moans more

mileage, less wear on bearings

and tires, and less cost for power

to move the car and its load.

48 - page illustrated catalog

with full information will be

sent on request. Specific infor

mation regarding your individ

ual requirements will be gladly

furnished.

Anderson Electric Car Co., 455 Clay Ave., Detroit, U. S. A.

Boston

Brooklyn

Buffalo

Branches

New York: Broadway at 80th Street.

Chicago: 2416 Michigan Ave.

(Also Branch at Evanston)

Selling Representatives in all leading cities

Cleveland

Kansas City

Minneapolis

Largest Manufacturers of Electric Automobiles in the World

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Pre-eminence of the Cleveland is Indisputable

Capacities Y± inch to 7)4, inch

Operating Expense One Mill a Minute

Your Overhead Charges Added To The Above Will Give You The Exact

Cost Per Piece.

Cleveland Automatics, built in many patterns, have no

equal for simplicity, rigidity, long wearing qualities and ac

cessibility to all working parts, They reduce operating ex

pense to the lowest possible cost, besides increasing output.

You ought to have our catalog. It's just as complete as our

Automatics are perfect. Write for a free copy.

 

-^£;2
 

Piece No. 462.
Material, Machine Steel Bar; made on a 6" Cleveland

Automatic Turret. Machine, time. 30 minutes each.

Send in samples or drawings; we will send you complete specifications explaining cost of

machines and tools, etc., etc; capacities of our machines, |" to 7|".

Cleveland Automatic Machine Company
Eastern Representative Western Representative

J. B.Anderson, 2450 North 30th Cleveland, OWO, U. S. A. Herbert E. Nunn, 562 Washington

Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ' ' Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

Foreign Representatives—Chas. Churchill & Co., London, Manchester, Newcastle-on-Tyne and Glasgow. Messrs. Schuchardt &

Schutte, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Stockholm and Copenhagen. Alfred H. Schutte, Cologne, Brussels, Liege, Paris, Milan and Bilbao.

Donauwerk Ernst Krause & Co., Austria, Hungary and the Balkan States.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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MaisT ke iviais i rue
Re-Built by the Re-Organized $1,000,000 Company

 

Acknowledged by the men of brains

of America's largest industries, as the

best truck by its adoption.

Ask a Mais owner using the Mais in

competition with other trucks which

gives the service.

MAIS MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

INDIANAPOLIS.

LIMITED TERRITORY OPEN TO AGENTS FACTORY CAPACITY DOUBLED

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Built on Steel

Wear like Steel

GOODRICH

Wireless Motor Truck Tires
[Pressed-on — Demountable — Block — Electric]

Special Resilient Compound for Electric Trucks

Low Current Consumption Most Liberal Guarantee

High Resiliency Greatest Mileage Least Cost

Electric Truck users should learn more about our

special electric tire before purchasing tire equipment.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY

AKRON. OHIO

A Tire for Every Day

AType for Every Service

 

 

TRADE MARK

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Excess strength—reserve power-

low cost of operation

These are the elements which make KisselKar Trucks profitable in

every line of business—which, together with special mechanical

features, the responsibility of the manufacturers, and the KisselKar

Service organization, will give KisselKar commercial vehicles the

soundest standing with careful buyers.

1500 lbs., 1, 2, 3, 4, 5-Ton Trucks, Delivery Wagons,

Omnibuses, Fire Department Apparatus, Etc.

All type bodies—special bodies designed to meet special neeeds and

specially built. Write for special truck catalog—illustrating Kissel

Kar commercial vehicles as engaged in every line of business.

KisselKar Service cares for your truck, in

sures lowest operating costs and dependa

ble efficiency. It is supplied by a national

S. service organization, maintained by the

6TV1C6 manufacturers with service-centers atprincipal points, manned by factory-

trained men, extending such service as

keeps KisselKar Trucks up to fullest capabilities at lowest cost

and slowest depreciation.

KiSSel Motor Car Co., 158 Ki8sel Ave> Hartford, Wis.

Boston New York Chicago Milwaukee Kansas City Los Angeles Minneapolis St. Pan] Dallas

Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, El Paso, San Antonio, New Orleans, Baltimore, Omaha, Butte, Denver, San Franc'sco, Seattle,

Portland, Duluth, Buffalo, Pittsburg, Hartford, Conn., New Haven, Albany, Troy, Montreal, Quebec,

Toronto, Winnipeg and 200 other principal points throughout America

KisselKar

Mechanical

Features

4 speed transmission, 4th

speed geared up for fast

running without racing

engine.

Lock on differential, lock

ing both traction wheels

together when otherwise

a slipping wheel would

absorb all power and stall

the truck.

15% to 20% more eco

nomical of fuel than

average trucks.

Simple Control,

Excess Capacity,

Reserve Power,

Accessibility

Write for Truck Catalog

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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SECTIONALS

At this season of the year with slippery pavements to contend with the

danger of accidents through tire skidding is eliminated by the use of Kelly-

Springfield Sectionals. "They can't skid" and the use of tire chains becomes

unnecessary.

Their increased adoption by experienced truck owners warrants your careful

investigation if you are seeking maximum tire efficiency at minimum tire cost.

A few of the numerous reasons in favor of Kelly-Springfield Sectionals are as

follows:

1. The wearing out of one section of a Kelly-Springfield tire does not

necessitate complete re-tiring—simply the replacement ot one

section.

2. Kelly-Springfield tires are less affected by heat than the continuous

type, because they are air cooled between sections. This is im

portant, since it is heat that burns up tires.

3. Kelly-Springfield tires have double the resiliency because they have

plenty of room to expand lengthwise as well as laterally.

Think these reasons over and then write us for further details.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE COMPAMY

New York, N. Y., and Akron, Ohio

Boston. Mass.

BRANCHES: Atlanta, Ga.

Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, O.

Cleveland. O.

Philadelphia, Pa.

San Francisco, Cal.

Baltimore, Md.

St. Louis, Mo.

Los Angeles. Cal

Seattle, Wash..

Detroit, Mich.

Buffalo. N Y

Pleas* mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"NATCO" One Ton Delivery Truck
Wheel Base—104 in. Motor—4 cylinder, 3H in. bore. 5 in. stroke. Change Gear—Selec

tive Type, three forward speeds. Power Transmission—Side chain drive, chains encased.

Left side drive. Central control. Tires—(Juick detachable, 36 in. by 3^ in., front and

rear. Weight of chassis—2700 pounds. Length over all— 14 ft., with 8 ft. pay load body.

Transmission and Counter Shaft mounted on F. & S. heavy duty type annular*. Axle

Bearings—Timken.

Chassis Price: St 925. 00, seat, tank and equipment included.

NATCO DESIGN

The chiet reasons for the greater value of motor trucks as compared with horse

drawn equipment are those of efficiency and economy, both of which are materially

influenced by design. The superiority of the motor truck over draft animal equip

ment in selected service is no longer questioned. However, the relative merits of

design as applying to specific service requirements is a matter of great importance.

Please grasp the significance of the above statements.

"NATCO ' ' means design applied correctly

to specific service requirements

We do not claim that NATCO one ton design is

fully applicable to trucks of greater tonnage, but we

do claim and prove conclusively by actual results

that NATCO one ton design is exactly suited to

the service of trucks carrying from one thousand to

three thousand pounds.

Ninety per cent of all trucks with a rated capacity

of 3,000 pounds and less are employed in package

delivery, which necessitates frequent stops, turning

in narrow streets, operating in congested traffic and

receiving loads at platforms in crowded streets,

alleys and yards. They are usually garaged in space

representing a large investment per square foot.

These conditions plainly indicate the necessity of a design having the shortest

possible wheel base and over all length for a given length of load carrying space.

DEALERS:—Send for our dealers' monthly series "NATCO DESIGN"

if you do not receive it on or before the 10th of November.

NATIONAL MOTOR TRUCK CO.

^".'"c" BAY CITY, MICHIGAN

f"

\

Please mention the "Pcwer Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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How Ab out

Emergency

Conditions?

Of course your truck is made equal, in every

part, to the heaviest anticipated loads. But

how about the unexpected conditions—the

emergency loads due to excessive loading,

shock, jar or abuse?

Take your anti-friction bearings, for instance. Even under normal

conditions they are subject to extremely heavy duty, and in

emergencies they are taxed to the very limit of their en

durance.

Is that limit, in the bearings you use, sufficiently remote to

safeguard you and your customers? For, to the truck user,

a bearing failure is a truck failure.

NORMA

ROLLER BEARINGS

Should command your entire confidence because they are con

servatively rated both as to load and overload capacity.

Their construction is such that it is impossible to bind or cramp

them, even under the stress of emergency demands. They

maintain their true anti-friction quality under all conditions

which truck service may impose upon them.

As creators of confidence, both on your part and on that of your

customer, Norma Roller Bearings will prove an extremely

profitable part of your equipment.

Write For The Bulletins

THE NORMA COMPANY
OF AMERICA

26 VESEY STREET NEW YORK CITY

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Lauth-Juergens Trucks

1-2-3 and 5 Ton

 

Lauth-Juergens One Ton Truck.

Lauth-Juergens' trucks have proven they are in a class by themselves. They have shewn their

efficiency in almost every line of trade. They are not only made of the best materials and

workmanship, but they are backed by a corporation who will not put their name to a guarantee

they cannot or wiil not fulfill. The purchaser of a Lauth-Juergens truck is insured prompt and

efficient service, either direct from the factory, or through our agents. Responsible agents who

desire to handle a first class truck should communicate w'th us at once regarding territory for

1913. Send for a large complete catalogue. Address,

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.

Fremont, Ohio

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES:

Boston, Mass., Meyer Abrams & Co.

Chicago. 111., Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.

Newark . N. j.. Merchants Motor Car Co.

Bridgeport, Conn., Jennings Sherwood Carriage Co.

Barre, Vt., Perry Auto Co.

Washington. D. C, Bowles Motor Sales Co.

Danville, Va. West End Motor Car Co.

South Boston, Va., Franklin & Fowlkes.

Dcfrith, Minn., Mutual Auto Co.

Memphis, Tcnn.. W. R. McDonald & Co.

Detroit, Mich.. Bleil Motor Truck Sales Agency,

Toledo, Ohio, Grosser Motor Car Co.

Charleston, W. Va., Hugh Nicholson.

Los Angeles, Cal., P. A. Brink.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Standard Parts

For Motor Truck Builders

<I With the exception of springs and wookwork, we manufacture

a complete line of standard parts for motor trucks of 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 ton rating.

^ We will gladly furnish prints of chassis of mode's which can be

built up from parts we make.

•J Firms engaged in the production of motor wagons should not

overlook the importance of investment entailed by providing

both factory space and facilities for assembling. Money must

be freely spent for this purpose for a number of years to come,

while throughout the period the models produced will be gradu

ally assuming final form. Whatever this minimum investment

may be, it must be apparent at the outset that the only way

to keep it low, and at the same time maintain factory output,

is to draw upon the engineering skill and resources of the parts

maker, who in order to exist must provide unusual facilities for

quantity production and anticipate every change in a very

sensitive market.

•I We have the reputation for doing big things in a big way. Our

large plant and our talented engineering force are wholly at

your service in order to simplify your problems of production.

^ If you need advice from a firm which has acquired experience

in the making of motor truck parts—and knows the arduous

duty to which they are subjected in commercial practice—

consult us.

Blue Prints on Application.

Driggs - Seabury Ordnance Corporation

SHARON, PENNA.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Six Speedwell 6-Ton Trucks Dis

place 270 Horses and 40 Drivers

Out in California, a Truck Service Company, employing six Speedwell 6-Ton Truck's,

has a contract to haul 10,000 tons of cement and supplies and 100,000,000 feet of lumber a

distance of 26 miles through the primeval mountain country not served by railroads. Previ

ously horse hauling was used. The head-line above expresses in a sentence the economy

Speedwell trucks have wrought. The illustration shows the trucks and the character of the

country.

Haulage cost has been cut from

58c. down to 9c. per ton per mile

These figures are significant of the efficiency of Speedwell Trucks. If you are inter

ested in the details of this work, send for a copy of the November Speedwell Magazine in

which is an account of the work, written by the Manager of the Truck Service Company

referred to We'll send you our Truck catalog as well.

Speedwell Trucks are built in 2-ton, 4-ton and 6-ton capacities.

THE SPEEDWELL MOTOR CAR COMPANY

655 ESSEX AVENUE DAYTON, OHIO

Please mem '.on the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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G. V. ELECTRICS

The sales of the General Vehicle Company are a pretty good criterion

of Electric Truck success.

About a year ago when the tremendous reorder business of this company began to attract

attention, its success was qualified by some in about this strain: "Oh, yes, they do pretty well with

the brewers, express companies and electric light companies, but they don't get anywhere with

really new business. They got the start by selling their (now) big customers a few years ago."

That sounds logical but it isn't exactly so.

A glance at some of the sales of the last 15 days (ending October 15th) is interesting. Just

note the various lines of trade represented and the wide distribution of the orders—

Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York City, 1,000-lb. Ambulance.

First machine placed in service June 20th, 1902.

Central Stamping Co., Newark,' N. J., 5j--ton Truck. (First order.)

Parkhill Mfg. Co. (Textile), Fitchburg, Mass., 3j-ton Truck. (First order.)

General Chemical Co., San Francisco, 2-ton Truck. (First order.)

Wall Rope Works, New York City, 5-ton Truck—winch equipped. (First order.)

New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Boston, 2,000-lb. Wagon. (First order.)

Texas Light & Power Co., Wr.co, 2,000-lb. Wagon. (First order.)

Wells Fargo Express Co., Chicago, six 2-ton Trucks. (First Chicago order.)

Wells Fargo Express Co., Chicago, three 3j-ton Trucks. (First Chicago order.)

W. H. Harrison Co., Cincinnati, 2,000-lb. Wagon.

Coffee. (Bought first wagon in 1905.)

National Express Co. New York City, four 3-J-ton Trucks. (First order.)

And many others.

Nearly all these "first order" customers can use from five to fifty G. V. Electrics, and when

the time comes we expect to get our share of the reorders. To sell progressively—as a firm adapts

its delivery and shipping facilities so as to make each truck produce a saving—is better than

"loading up" a customer with ten trucks before he is in a position to cash in on his investment.

Many a big market has been closed because some one wanted "distribution" all at once. The race

is not always to the swift.

Catalogue 72 on request.

GENERAL VEHICLE COMPANY

Principal Office and Factory: LONG ISLAND CITY, N. Y.

NEW YORK CHICAGO BOSTON PHILADELPHIA ST. LOUIS

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Wanted—Thousands of Power Wagons!

The Bourne Parcel Post Bill Opens Up a Vast Field for Motor Road Transport.

THE largest single business institution in the world

will, on January i, 10,13, open up a new field of

almost limitless possibilities /or the motor wagon

in America. On that day

the Parcel Post law goes

into effect and the Post

Office Department will be

confronted with the great

est haulage problem in the

history of transportation.

This will involve the deliv

ery of approximately 2,-

000.000.000 parcels a year

over routes covering in

the aggregate 1,435,000

miles.

What the Law Provides.

The Parcel Post law,

as framed by Senator Jon

athan Bourne, Jr.. pro

vides for the delivery by the Post Office Department of all

matter "not now embraced by law in either the first,

second or third class, and not exceeding eleven pounds

in weight, nor greater in size than ~2 inches in length

and girth combined," and which shall not endanger the

lives of employes nor be of a character r.c:"i.".h:'.l !j within

a period reasonably required for transportation and de

livery. The Parcel Post law contemplates in scope an

extension of the Government's present parcel service by

raising the fourth-class weight limit of four pounds to

eleven pounds. The Post Office Department last year

handled 185,000,000 pieces of fourth-class matter for

which it received one cent per ounce, while the new rates

will attract a large volume of new business for which

the Government cannot now compete.

Studious readers of "The Power Wagon" will re

member an article entitled "Motor and Parcels Post"

which appeared in the October, Iff11, issue of this jour

nal. The prophecies made in thai article have been ful

filled in a remarkable manner by the Bourne parcel

post bill recently passed by Congress. Those manufac

turers who are in a position to supply motor wagons

for the class of service considered in the present article

and the one previously mentioned, should make them

selves thoroughly familiar with the parcel post situa

tion both here and abroad. There are about 60.000

post offices in this country, and $0,000 express agencies.

The possibilities for motor wagons in this kind of busi

ness are thus seen to be enormous. Attention is called

to the last paragraph of the present article.—The Editor.

The Cost of Handling.

In analyzing the cost of postal transportation, two dis

tinct charges are at once apparent. One, involving the

actual handling of the

merchandise, m a y be

termed the overhead, for

it is practically fixed in all

cases where collection and

delivery are made within

the limits of the local post

office. The other, cover

ing the cost of carrying

the merchandise from one

city or post office to anoth

er, may be called the trans

portation charge, and is

directly proportional to the

distance.

Hence, it is obvious

that, as regards the over

head or cost of handling,

it is wholly immaterial whether a package collected in

Boston is to be delivered in Portland, Maine, or Port

land, Oregon. In either case the actual expense of col

lection and delivery with::! ihj 1 m!:> n" the re :,j-.-'.i. „■

rct't oficcs is the same, although there is a difference 01

-.vera! thourav.d miles in the distarce the package has to

be tarried. * * *

The Handling Charge.

This fixed charge for handling fourth-class mail mat

ter is estimated by Government officials to be a fraction

under three cents for the first pound and it is said that

"an additional cost of 20 per cent increase, or one cent for

each additional pound, is a liberal allowance for the in

creased cost due to the increased weight." Therefore (if

this statement is true), it is apparent that up to the limit
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of the carrying capacity of the vehicle used in delivery,

there is no material increase incident to carrying a two,

three or four-pound parcel as compared with the cost of

carrying a one-pound package.

For this reason, and in view of the fact that a number

of professional haulage concerns were willing to con

tract for such work on a basis of five cents for all

packages up to a 25-pound limit, the overhead or handling

charge was fixed at five cents for the first pound. As the

handling charge will, in the case of rural routes and city

delivery, involve certain items covering the cost of haul

age by a Government vehicle, a further charge of one

cent for each additional pound up to the 11 -pound limit

will be made.

The Transportation Charge.

Having decided on the handling charge, it became

necessary to devise a system of rates to cover the cost of

transportation. In the case of ordinary mail matter, where

the average weight does not exceed a few ounces, it is

obvious that the handling charge is the big item of ex

pense as compared to the actual cost of carrying from

one post office to another. Clearly the transportation cost

will not be materially affected by a difference of a few

ounces in weight.

In dealing with parcels, however, where the weights

may vary from one to eleven pounds, the situation is

entirely different, for although the handling charge re

mains practically fixed the carrying cost increases directly

as the distance. Accordingly, the flat rate plan, which

governs all ordinary mail matter, had to be dismissed as

impracticable, for under that method both handling and

transportation costs are treated as fixed charges.

* * *

The Zone System.

To provide a system of rates which would be directly-

proportional to the distance covered, the zone idea was

adopted. This involves a graded scale of "first-pound"

rates (including the handling charge), and a second scale

of "additional-pound'' rates, both varying with the length

of haul. The country is divided geographically into sec

tions or units, each measuring 30 minutes of longitude

east and west by 30 minutes of latitude north and south,

or the equivalent of a quarter-degree quadrangle. Under

this plan each quadrangle or unit becomes the center of

a rate zone, which will determine the rates for all post

offices within that particular quadrangle. Suitable guides

will, of course, be published for the use of the public and

post office officials in determining rates. The list of zones

with the corresponding "first-pound" and "additional-

pound" rates is as follows:

Each

First additional

pound. pound. IT pounds.

Itural route and city delivery $0.05 $0.01 $0.1.5

.'0-mile zone 05 .03 .35

KiO-mile zone *>6 04 .46

3110-mile zone 0' 0o .o7

'."''-mile zone "S 0o -68

1000-mile zone 09 .0; .<9

1400-mile zone 10 .09 1.00

IMiO-mlle zone 11 -10 1.11

Over 1800 miles 12 .12 1.32

* * *

How the Motor Wagon Fits In.

The overhead or handling charge, apart from the

cost of transportation by railroad or boat, involves two

items—the actual handling (including weighing, check

ing, distribution, etc.), and the collection and delivery

of parcels within the present delivery limits. In the col

lection and delivery of mail matter in large cities or on

rural routes it is obvious that the motor wagon holds

forth wonderful possibilities. At present the rural work

is clone by about 50,000 country carriers, most of whom

use horses and wagons. With motors the >ame work

could be done with fewer vehicles and deliveries and col

lections could be made in approximately one-third the

iime.

* * *

Scope of the Parcel Post.

The Post Office Department handles each year about

13000,000,000 pieces of mail, of which 185.000.000 are

parcels and come under the present fourth-class rate. The

express companies transport annually 300,000.000 pack

ages, and of these 90,000,000 weigh 11 pounds or less.

Of the two billion or more parcels shipped in various

ways by the mail-order houses and department stores,

fully 90 per cent will fall within the 11-pound limit of

the Parcel Post law.

It is clear, therefore, that the scope of the postal

service may be increased as much as 300 per cent, and

that to handle this tremendous volume of business cheap

ly and expeditiously some transportation medium, quicker

and more economical than the horse and wagon, must be

found. Xot only will motor road transportation displace

horse methods where they are at present used, but the

power wagon will find a wide field in branches of the new

work for which the horse is wholly unfitted. The result

will be the adoption of motor wagons on a mammoth

scale, and to a far greater extent than may at first glance

seem possible.

* * *

Opportunity for the Professional Carrier.

Undoubtedly, a good deal, if not the greater part, of

the Government's delivery work will be done by profes

sional haulage contractors who, being obliged to bid for

the business on a competitive basis, will naturally be

forced to make use of the cheapest and most reliable

form of transportation available.

This will mean a demand for motor wagons of prac-

tic.lly all types. There will be the heavy-duty machines

for handling large quantities of matter from the railroad

depots to the haulage concern's local distributing station,

iighte.r machines for delivery to substations, high-speed

delivery wagons for rural work, and small parcel cars

fo1" city collections.

* * *

Motor Parcel. Vans Abroad.

In England, where a parcel post service has been in

O'leriition since 1883, motor wagons, or motor parcel-vans

as they are called, are used in large numbers. For dis

tances up to 120 miles, the motor wagon has been found

much cheaper than the railroad for the conveyance of

parcels under the terms of the parcel post act. British

rates are based solely on the weight of the package,

without regard to the distance carried—England being a
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small country, compared to the United States. A four-

pound package, for example, will be carried 30 miles or

300 miles at the same rate— 12 cents. Under our pres

ent fourth-class rate the charge for a similar parcel is

16 cents. With the new parcel post rate, the charge would

be 14 cents for any distance up to 50 miles, and 22 cents

if carried 300 miles.

English conditions are, it is true, different from those'

in America, especially as regards the length of haul and

the nature of the roads. Our highways, moreover, are

worse than those in England, and the length of haul in

intercity service will average much greater. On the other

hand, our centers of population are comparable with those

of Great Britain as far as density is concerned, and it is

in such sections that the motor truck is particularly

adaptable.

Xow that the parcel post is a certainty it is to be

hoped that American manufacturers will not be taken

unawares. It behooves them, if they have not already

plans under way, to produce a new type of motor wagon,

somewhat more speedy than the ordinary machine, which

will be peculiarly fitted for the new class of service.

E. V. A. ANNUAL CONVENTION.

A great future is in store for the electric power wagon

if plans proposed at the third annual convention of the

Electric Vehicle Association of America are fully realized.

These contemplate the enlargement of the association's

functions by the inauguration of an educational campaign,

with the idea of promoting the proper management of

large and small installations of electric motor trucks. In

this connection the publication of an official organ as a

means of securing the necessary publicity has received

favorable consideration.

The electric vehicle men have evinced a desire to take

up traffic and transportation problems, involving such

questions as city street construction, the establishment of

motor ways, the enactment of favorable legislation and the

revision of unfair taxation ordinances. The committee on

records, realizing the importance of uniform and scientific

methods of cost accounting in motor wagon administra

tion, has proposed a list of items under which mainte

nance and operating costs and capital accounts can be

conveniently kept. At the same time the committee has

been studying the comparative costs of horse and machine

operation and the results of the investigations made by the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology were presented at

the convention by Professor Harold Tender and H. F.

Thompson who had charge of the work.

Reduction of insurance rates is another subject in

which the association has interested itself. Already the

fire insurance rates have been lowered 25 cents per hun

dred, while by eliminating the theft and '"valued" policy

features the differential has been increased to 50 cents per

hundred. On liability insurance a differential of 10 per

cent has been obtained for all electric motor wagons in

the country.

As a part of the proposed educational campaign, the

association i- considering a plan for training young men

for garage work, particularly as related to the care of

motors and batteries. Arrangements have been made by

the educational committee whereby the West Technical

High School, of Cleveland, the largest institution of its

kind in the United States, will establish a course in electric

vehicle practice. In addition to this, a course of lectures

on electric vehicle construction and operation is being

given to the automobile class of the Boston Young Men's

Christian Association, and plans have been made for ex

tending this instruction to other Y. M. C. A. schools

throughout the country.

The standardization committee made considerable

progress in the adoption of a standard charging plug. The

committee further recommended the standardization of

lamps using the Edison base socket, and the adoption of

a standard maximum drawbar pull or tractive effort for a

given size tire, as a means of equalizing the tire wear on

different vehicles.

The convention was held October 8 and 9 in connec

tion with the Boston Electric Show in Mechanics' Hall,

Boston. About 150 members and guests were in attend

ance and after business matters had received due attention

the visitors were entertained by sight seeing trips into the

country, theater parties and a luncheon given by the Bos

ton Edison Company.

MOTORS FOR LIGHTING COMPANY.

A motor emergency service to respond to all fire

alarms will be established by the Washington Gaslight

Company of Washington, D. C, following the approval

of the plan by the Commissioners.

The purpose will be to minimize the danger of bursting

gas mains in burning buildings. The suggestion of the

company has the approval of the District heads, and a

fire alarm will be installed at the general offices of the

company in Tenth street.

BERLIN'S FIRE DEPARTMENT.

According to the latest annual report of the Berlin

Fire Brigade there are now 50 pieces of motor fire ap

paratus in service. Eight complete sets, each made up of

four vehicles—gas-pump, tender, steam or motor-pump,

and escape—are propelled by the electric storage-bat

tery system. A practice car, which has already covered

31,250 miles, is also driven by the same system. The re

maining machines designed for carrying officers or gear,

are driven by gasoline engines. By degrees the old-

fashioned steam pump is being superseded by the electric

or engine-driven rotary pump.

Berlin's electric rotary pumps can deliver 330 gallons

a minute. At a recent inundation of the underground

electric railroad, one of the brigade's rotary pumps worked

without a breakdown, and with short interruptions only,

for 72 hours, and sucked out of the tunnel nearly 1,500,-

000 gallons of water. The brigade costs $752,500 an-

nually.

Motor truck picnics are quite the thing in Bloomington.

Illinois.
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Hurting the Export Trade.

Manila, P. I., Dealer Gets Shabby Treatment from American Manufacturer.

rX>HE unbusinesslike methods of some American

I manufacturers in dealing with foreign trade have

-*- long been the object of criticism by purchasers and

dealers in all parts of the world. It is indeed surprising

that in a country whose exports are valued at more than

a billion dollars annually, there should be any number of

concerns, of high standing in the local market, who make

a pretense of caring for export trade, yet once it is

secured, handle it in the most amateurish and slip-shod

manner imaginable.

The motor wagon industry has not been without fault

in this respect, as was clearly emphasized in an article

entitled "Foreign Agency Goes Begging" which appeared

in the April, 191 1, issue of The Power Wagon. Xor

has there been much apparent improvement, if one is

to judge from a second letter received from the corre

spondent quoted at that time.

It is almost incredible that any reputable American

manufacturer should engage in such foolish and petti

fogging practices as are described in the following letter

(names are omitted for obvious reasons):

To the Editor :

"'I did not purchase any trucks in Europe for the

reason that I accepted two agencies in America, one the

W , and the other the S . 1 am having

very good success with the W -. but the S-

which is a very good truck from all reports in the States,

1 cannot give you any report on, as the people who handle

this truck in the States are either dishonest or very negli

gent ; however, 1 do not think that it was neglect in this

case but a rank piece of dishonesty. Just let me tell you

why and then you can tell me what you think of the mat

ter.

"I purchased from these people four trucks; two were

six-ton trucks, the other two were 43/j-ton trucks. We

have just received the six-ton trucks and have also been

advised that the others are on the way. You can imagine

my surprise on opening the cases to rind that they had

shipped the chassis, but no wheels, radiator, magneto and

in fact all the other accessories were missing. After ex

changing some very expensive cables we were informed

that the wheels would come along in time with a future

shipment. We have not opened the transmission case or

the differential for fear that we will find that half of

the parts are missing.

"Now these people knew that they were shipping us

half of the trucks, still they billed ihe trucks complete

and received the payment covering same in full. Relieve

me, I can hardly express my feelings to you against such

a company. I do not want to think that the people at

the head of this concern are dishonest but there must

be something radically rotten in the administration.

Why, an act of this kind is nothing short of a fraud;

we are 1.500 miles away from them, and all that we

"If you remember my opinion about American manu

facturers you will recall that 1 have said, that to do busi

ness with an American concern where you pay cash it is

very risky business ; however, 1 am sure that they would

not dare to do an act of this kind to some one who is

near enough to sue them for damages and possible crim

inal action for an act of this kind. It simply retards bus

iness for American products in the Orient and I for one

will not have any more dealings witli this concern.

"We advertised the coming of these trucks and we

arranged for demonstrations and now we are the laugh

ing stock of our European competitors. Why do they

dare to do such tilings ? Why can't the American man

ufacturer do his business 0:1 an honest basis?

"I could have had the agency of the truck

of France, but gave it up for the S and 1 have

paid about $20,000 cash for trucks and drew a Joker,

and all that I can say is that I have been stunt/ again as

it is a second R concern.

"Don't you think it would be possible through the

columns of your influential paper to advocate honesty as

the best policy in transactions between manufacturers in

America and their customers in thesx; far away islands ?'*

Very respectfully,

E. A. Bachrach, Manila. P. I.

BIG GAIN IN MOTOR WAGONS.

According to statistics compiled by the motor vehicle

department of the Massachusetts Highway Commission

there were registered in the state up to Aug. 31, 1912.

3.560 power wagons, exclusive of the machines of manu

facturers and dealers. Last year the number was 2,189.

The figures show an increase of alwut 62l/2 per cent, while

the total number of motor vehicles of all kinds shows a

gain of only 30 per cent.

There are more than 1,000 dealers and manufacturers

holding Massachusetts registrations, and they have listed

all the way from one to forty machines each. It is there

fore a conservative estimate to place the total number of

motor vehicles at 50.000.

The registrations and licenses issued from January to

August, inclusive, of 191 1 and 1012, are shown in the fol

lowing table :

[911. 1912.

Power wagons 2.189 3-5^0

Motor vehicles (all kinds) ... . 35.782 46.206

Manufacturers 321 1.060

Owners 3.3-432 40,814

Drivers ,2.323 15,220

Fees collected $454,100.25 S572.261.50

Minnesota proposes to spend $2,000,000 on its roads.

Oakland, Cal., has had motor mail service since Octo

can do is to sweat and swear. ber 1.
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This machine can plow 35 acres a day.

Power Wagons for Farmers.

Wonderful Possibilities for Motor Trucks in Agricultural Work.

By RICX BKUESFl PUD.

s
~"A O EAR the most important single and simple

factor in the development of the United States

agriculturally has been the team and wagon.

In the year 1910 there were produced on the farms of

the I'nited States crops and live stock to the value of

$8,926,000,000. At least two-thirds of this vast produc

tion, or $5,950,000,000 worth of farm products, was mar

keted in one form or another and hauled, led or driven

over an average distance variously computed at from

three to five miles, all on country roads. Let us say that

the average distance from farm to market or shipping

point is four miles.

Then, approximately 13,000.000 tons of wheat. 60.000.-

000 tons of corn, 12,000.000 tons of oats, 6.000.000 tons

of potatoes, an equal weight of apples and other fruit,

and 60,000,000 tons of hay, 30,000,000 hogs, innumerable

chickens and eggs, and truck in general sufficient to feed

60.000,000 town and city folks for a year, all were

hauled over some four-mile stretch of the 2,151,000 miles

of country road that leads from the farms to the towns

and villages of this country. Of course, these figures are

only rough approximations of the actual weights, but they

are all set low enough.

Horse Methods Expensive.

The average cost of transporting every ton of this

stuff for each mile of the distance it was hauled was about

25 cents a ton. If it didn't cost the farmers so much in

time, money and horse flesh to haul the crops to market

there would he more to divide among the needy middle

men. So. it will he seen, the question of hauling crops

to market affects not only the farmer, but the intermedi

ate handlers as well.

Of course, no one really knows just what it does cost

to get the crops from the farms to the towns or to the

railroad. However, a good many men ha\c made guesses,

and they are pretty well agreed that it costs more to

haul the farm products from the farm to the small mar

kets and the shipping points over country roads with

teams and wagons than it does to finish the marketing

process by means of the railroads.

The Good Roads Problem.

The problems of transportation of farm products from

farm to local markets or shipping points are being worked

out from at least two angles. Secretarv Wilson. Presi

dent Taft, all the automobile owners, and several other

noted men are pushing for good roads. They will get

results, too, in time. The other side of the question is

one in which but few men seem to be interested. It is

the improvement in the methods of transportation over

the roads we now have. Already enough has been done

so that many farmers could lower the cost of marketing

their produce, and of hauling out supplies, building ma

terials, feed, fertilizers, etc.. by adopting the best methods

of transportation now in use.

Farmer Slow to Adopt Motor Wagon.

All kinds of labor saving machinery have been adopted

on the farm. Plows, tillage machinery, mowers, harvest

ers, corn planters, threshers, all have been improved won

derfully in the past 25 years. The farmer pumps water,

grinds feed, saws wood, shells corn, and does a hundred

other things that used to be hard work, all with a gaso

line engine. Already, he may. if his fields are large

enough, do his plowing with a gas tractor. When he

travels, on business or "just to be going some place." be

will probably use an automobile or a motor cycle. But

when the average farmer goes to market he goes with a

team and wagon. He or his father went that way 50

years ago. The horses are a little bigger (and a little

slower), but the wagon is the same old wagon or a new

one just like it.
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Hauling hogs by motor wagon.

However, a change is being felt. The manufacturer

as well as the big business man in the city has found that

the motor truck is doing his hauling for him at about

half what it cost him to do the same work with teams

and wagons, and what is more, is doing a better job. The

automobile paved the way for the motor truck in the city.

Now the automobile has gone "back to the land" a hun

dred thousand strong and the motor truck is again fol

lowing it.

:J: * *

Machines Must Be Built for Country Roads.

Not every motor wagon is fitted for country road

work. Trucks that would give satisfaction in some sec

tions where roads have been macadamized or otherwise

improved would fall down on the old style dirt or mud

road that is so common in most parts of the country. The

real countrv motor truck is one fitted for travel on all

kinds of roads, rough or smooth, frozen or thaw-ed. wet

or dry. and with reserve power enough to pull out of

every difficulty. There are such trucks in use today on

farms and over country roads in nearly every part of the

United States.

Not every farm can use a motor truck profitably. On

many farms the investment of so large a share of the

working capital of the farm in any machine would be

dangerous. But there are thousands of farms where the

use of the motor truck fitted for the work would mean

an immense saving in time and labor, in the cost of get

ting crops in from the field and in marketing them and

other farm produce. In addition to this there is the

added value that comes from the ability of some ma

chines to pull plows or other agricultural machinery in

the field, and their use as portable power plants for doing

miscellaneous work.

 

Where the Motor Truck Fits In.

The man who has much hauling to do and who lives

three miles or more from market can use a motor truck

with profit. The automobile is often a luxury that could

be done without. The motor truck always pays its way

where there is work for it to do. Our farmer can use

his truck when the roads are good for hauling sand, sup

plies, building materials or any of the hundred and one

things that are always waiting to be hauled to or from

the farm. When the roads are bad and hogs "go up" 25

cents because no one else can haul them to market, the

motor truck farmer with the power wagon can haul his

hogs in spite of the road and profit by the advance in

price. With the truck body mounted on springs and the

wheels equipped with solid steel tires it makes no differ

ence how rough the roads, there is no danger of a broken

leg or a dead hog at the end of the trip.

With a stock rack on the ordinary truck a dozen 300-

pound fat hogs can be hauled at a time and a five-mile

trip to town and return can be made in an hour or less.

With the machine a whole carload can be hauled in half

a day and the whole neighborhood doesn't have to be

called in "on the day we ship the hogs" to help haul them

off to the station. All kinds of stock can be hauled on

the truck equally well. .Miller Brothers of Bliss, Okla

homa, use a 3-ton truck for hauling hogs, sheep, cattle.

 

Truck used in orchard cultivation In California.

Shelling corn with a motor truck as the power plant.

and even buffalo (which is one of their specialties) every

time a small number must be marketed. J. A. Gulsteen

of Stoughton, Wisconsin, said, "My truck goes through

snow, ice and mud with a hundred bushels of corn or a

load of hogs. Eor hauling hogs it is the nicest thing in

the world. There is practically no shrinkage."

* * *

Plows Thirty Acres a Day.

James Hamilton of Wier City. Kansas, has been using

a motor truck for hauling bay. He hauls a 5 to 5J-4-ton

load, carrying three tons on the truck and the rest on a

trailer behind. He also uses his machine, which is fitted

with extension rims on the rear wheels, for pulling disks

and harrows, and even for plowing. He recently pulled

two eight-foot disks and covered 30 to 35 acres a day in

good shape. For his work in hauling and farming the

truck has displaced three teams and has cut the expense

to less than 50 per cent of the former cost when the

work was done with horses.

* * *

Truck Puts Farmer ,n Touch With Best Market.

A man with a motor truck is always sure of the high

est market price for his grain or produce. Last winter

there was three cents difference in the price paid for corn
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in the little towns of Keystone and Garrison, Iowa, though

they were only nine miles apart. Rather than make a

seven or eight mile haul many men took the lower price.

With a motor truck they could have hauled the extra

distance for half a cent per bushel and made two and a

half cents on every bushel carried. Or better, they could

have gone to the nearest elevator or dealer and said, "You

can have my grain or hogs for the same price I can get

elsewhere.'" and the dealer would have paid it.

* * *

Machine Replaces Three Teams.

With a motor truck a man can live on a comparatively

cheap farm ten or twelve miles from market and yet have

his marketing cost him no more than it does the man three

miles from town who does his hauling by team. B. E.

Baker of Duluth, .Minnesota, has a 3-ton motor wagon

on his farm at Spooner, Wisconsin. This truck makes a

round trip of 21 miles daily and occasional double trips.

It carries a load of from two to four tons each way over

hilly and sandy roads. Mr. Ilaker said last January, "The

truck is doing the work of three teams and three men at

the cost of one man and one team." This work was done

right through the hottest weather of the summer of 191-1

when hauling with horses had to be clone at night or cease

entirely because of the heat.

* * *

A Great Help to the Stockman.

A stockman whose regular market town has but one

railroad line is not at the mercy of that road when he

has a motor wagon. He can haul stock 12 to 15 miles or

more to another road if unable to get cars when he is

ready to ship, or when rates are higher or accommoda

tions poorer in one town than in the other.

The breeder of pure bred live stock finds the truck a

fine thing for making deliveries of breeding animals. It

widens his home market, and makes it possible to sell

and deliver stock without the expense and danger inherent

in shipment by rail. Delivery of stock within a radius of

30 or 4c miles is easily possible with the machine.

 

Pulling a blade grader and road drag.

Trucking and Motor Trucking.

The truck also widens the market for fruits, vege

tables, milk, etc. Deliveries of such produce can be made

to markets 25 to 40 miles distant more cheaply than the

same loads can be hauled to the railroads and shipped.

Moreover the produce arrives at the market in much bet

ter condition, as there is less handling in loading and un

loading, and very little jar in motor truck transportation.

Truck gardening when carried on, on a large scale gives

the motor wagon a good opportunity to demonstrate its

usefulness. "Trucking and motor trucking go well to

gether" as Ashton Rollins of "Three Rivers Farm." Do

ver, Xew Hampshire, put it. So do orcharding and

motor trucking or any other form of agriculture where

there is much hauling or marketing to be done.

* * *

Avoiding the Empty Return Trip.

Where there is enough work to be done, the motor

truck on the farm only a moderate distance from market

pays, but it is in the long hauls such as the ranchman has

to contend with in his freighting of supplies and crops

that the power wagon makes the best showing. G. B.

Pope, a big ranchman of Miles City, Montana, uses a

truck for hauling wool, grain, hay, etc.. from his ranch to

Miles City, a distance of 53 miles. On the return trip he

 

 

Ten miles per hour over Dakota roads with 200 bushels of wheat.
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carries out coal, supplies, building materials, etc. Mr.

Pope says. "The truck does this work at about one-half

the cost of doing it in any other way. In addition to this

I can do it more rapidly and, what is fully as important,

when I want it done." Mr. Pope has also been hauling

the wool crop for some of his neighbors.

* * *

Truck Earned $274 in 18 Days.

Hauling for other men at a handsome profit in addi

tion to doing his own work is one of the attractive possi

bilities open to the owner of a motor wagon. Win. A.

Troth, of Sanford, Montana, spent 18 days last fall haul

ing wheat for ranchmen in his neighborhood. He charged

one cent per 100 pounds per mile and made a net profit

of $274.05 in the 18 days. j. F. Wheeler of Millard, Ne

braska, uses his truck hauling milk and cream from Mil

lard to Omaha. Every day in the year, rain or shine,

snow or mud, he makes the trip of 50 miles with a load

of three tens or more. On this long haul the truck has

done the work of four teams and four men and at an

expense slightly greater than the cost of one man and

one team.

Farm Offers Wonderful Possibilities.

The manufacturers have awakened to the possibilities

of the farm as a market for the motor truck and now

there is a machine built for nearly every condition and

class of work. There are trucks fitted for hauling fruit to

market in the summer and fall, cultivating the orchard

and running the sprayer in the spring and helping with

the other farm work during the rest of the year. There

are motor trucks hauling beets to the sugar factories and

hauling ensilage from the sweet corn canneries to the

farm. There are trucks pulling plows and other farm

machinery, running corn shellers and ensilage cutters,

cutting wheat and pulling the corn harvester. There are

motor wagons pulling road graders and road drags. Some

have even run threshing outfits. There is no ordinary

use or service for which a farm wagon may be needed to

which a motor truck may not be put with equal or greater

success, unless it be breaking colts. There are hundreds

of uses for the motor truck which the team and wagon

cannot fill.

* * *

Machine Has Many Advantages.

However, as was said before, not every farm can use

a motor truck. The machine costs more to start with than

do the teams necessary for the same work. The driver of

the motor wagon must have good "machine sense" and

take care of his truck. A good truck driver must be paid

somewhat higher wages than an ordinal"}' teamster. Aver

age muddy roads have no terrors for the best trucks, but

no machine can go through clay or muck that rolls up on

the wheels. The truck cannot travel where it gets no

traction or grip as well as can teams. Teams eat and

must be cared for every day. the whole year round. The

truck costs nothing when not in actual operation and is

far less trouble to care for and keep in trim even while

running than are the horses necessary for the same work.

While in use the truck costs no more than does the feed

of the horses it displaces. It has cost at least $75 to feed

an ordinary 1.500-pound horse during the past year. The

feed for three good horses would pay for gasoline and

oil enough to run the truck almost constantly for the

same time. The risk of breakage in the truck is not so

great as the risk of death in the horses. With country

road wheels there is practically no tire expense. Repaid

cost no more than do shoeing, harness repairs and new

horses. A good truck properly maintained lasts from

eight to ten years, and may last longer. One man with

a motor wagon can do as much as three with teams. The

truck will not plow corn, nor will it reproduce itself.

Neither will it die so dead that it cannot be brought back

to life by an expert "motor doctor."

* * *

The Motor Wagon As An Investment.

The two main questions to be considered when con

templating the purchase of a truck are: First, Have I the

capital to invest in the machine? There are always many

places to put money on the farm. Some investments pay

much better than others. Many farms where a motor

truck would pay can use the money otherwise to better

advantage. But there are many farms also where the

same amount of money could not be invested to better

advantage than in a motor equipment. The second ques

tion is : Have I enough work for the machine to do to

make it pay? The truck pays best with a long haul, heavy

loads and few stops. The busier it can be kept the better

it pays. Most farms of considerable size have work

enough to make a truck pay handsomely. Even when idle

the truck has an advantage over the team in that it costs

nothing but the interest on the money invested and the

expense of storage and insurance. The teams keep on

eating whether working or idle. Nor is the labor of car

ing for them less at one time than another. The saving

in time, labor, feed and storage room, together with the

many advantages gained in marketing of products, com

fort, ami pleasure in doing the work are all in favor of

the use of the machine on the farm where there is work

for it to do.

Many Hundreds of Machines in Use.

Though the first motor truck found its way into the

country but a little over three years ago. already the

manufacturers' sales lists show that nearly 700 trucks are

owned and operated in the country and that many other--

are in use largely on country roads. The two factors that

are at work improving the transportation facilities be

tween the farm and markets work reciprocally. Better

roads encourage the use of the motor truck. The user

of the truck is always an enthusiastic booster for good

roads, while he continues to make the best use of those

available. Better roads and better methods of transpor

tation tend to lower the cost of marketing and hence save

money for both the producer and the consumer.

Detroit will use motor garbage trucks next vear.

Electric trucks in New York increased 45 per cent

in number during the year ended July 31. 191 2.
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Geological Survey "party" on t^e march—a job for the power vehicle.

Uncle Sam's Power Wagons.

U. S. Government Now Owns About 100 Machines and Will Buy More Later.

By L. Jll'RIiAY LAMM.

^~T^ HAT THE United States Government, as well as

I private business interests, is beginning to recognize

-*■ the usefulness of the motor truck is apparent from

some interesting statistics which have recently been com

piled. The fact that most of the machines in use are oper

ating in Washington is probably due to a desire to have

the officials see for themselves just what can be clone in

the way of saving in time and labor by motor delivery.

Every department visited reported favorably on the

actions of the motor wagons in spite of the fact that in

most cases very cheap labor is employed both for the driv

ing and maintenance of the machines. It is apparent,

however, that many more trucks will be put into Govern

ment service in the future.

In visiting the various departments it has been found

that in many cases the power wagon could step in and take

the place of the horse with marked economy to the Gov

ernment. One department in particular is the Geological

Survey. This branch of the Government sends out "par

ties" over the countrv all the year round. The "parties"

consist of several men and eight or more horses. One of

the accompanying illustrations shows such a party on

the march.

Quartermaster's Department.

Perhaps no other branch of the Government has done

as much experimenting with the power wagon as has the

Quartermaster's Department. It is the desire of this de

partment to do away with army mules as far as prac

ticable and to install motor wagons in their stead. Cap

tain A. E. Williams has the motors under his direct con

trol and what he thinks of them and their future use in

'.he army has been told by himself in an article which ap

peared in The Power Wagon for November, 191 1.

The trucks now in the service of this department are

being used with success and have proven their worth in

the many tests that have been held at different times. In

the near future, this will be a promising field for the

truck builder. Table I gives a complete list of the ma

chines in this service.

TABLE 1

Num Capacity Horse

ber. Make. in pounds. power. Station. Installed

19111 G. V. 10.000 ,"i Philadelphia

1 Waverley 10,000 Philadelphia 1011

1 Waveiiey 2.000 Philadelphia 1911

1 Waverley 1,500 Philadelphia 1911

1 Wilcox 3,000 30 Washington, D. C. 1911

1 Mack
■J,i10n

25 Washington. D. C. 1011

1 White 3,000 T:o Washington, I). C. 1011

1 Sampson 2,000
■>.",

Washington. D. c. 1911

1 Four Wheel Drive 1,500 :lo Fort Kiley 1012

1 White :i,000 30 Fort Riley 1912

1 White 6,000 10 Fort Hauschua 1911

1 Sampson 4.000 :',3 Fort Sam HousHon 1911

1 White 6,000 40 West Point 1911

1 White 2,000 2,-| West Point 1012

1 White 6,000 40 San Francisco 1011

2 Packard 6,0110 30 San Francisco 1011

2 White 1,500 30 Philippines 1911

:s White :i,ooo 30 Philippines 1911

2 White 6,000 40 Philippines 1911

United States Navy Yards.

While some motor trucks have been used at the dif

ferent navy yards for a few years it is only within the past

two years that they have been generally installed. That the

trucks in use were a success in 191 1 is proven by the fact

that a large order was placed this year for machines to be

used in navy yard service in different sections of the coun

try. Some of the bodies were of special design and were

built at the factories of the Studebaker and General Vehicle

companies. A complete list of all machines in this depart

ment is given in Table II.

* * *

Hospital Service.

A ?4-ton White machine with a special ambulance body

is in the service of the U. S. Xaval Hospital. It was in
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tire first cost within a year and a half from the time of

their installation.

* * *

Bureau of Printing and Engraving.

This bureau has in its service one 10,000-pound Stude

baker truck. The machine was put in service in 19 10 and

has displaced three horses formerly used to haul a heavy

van. Five men are carried on the truck in addition to the

heavy loads of paper money, stamps, etc.

* * *

Bureau of the Census.

A 1,500-pound Studebaker electric is used by thi>

bureau for hauling mail, supplies and publications. The

machine has been in service practically a year and ha?

given perfect satisfaction.

One of six electrics in the service of the naval gun factory.

Called in 191 1. A Studebaker was put in service the same

year. The Walter Reed General Hospital is also using a

^4-ton White motor wagon.

# * *

U. S. Signal Corps.

One of the latest novelties in the way of a motor truck

is the one recently installed at the Army Aviation School,

at College Park, Md. This truck was built by the White

Company. It is a 2.000-pound machine and is so con

structed that an aeroplane can be taken apart and stored

in the body. It carries extra gasoline tanks for the aero

plane. Space is also provided for tents for the "Aero

Corps," and everything necessary for the aeroplane. After

the machine has been given a thorough test more will

probably be ordered. This is only one of the many new

uses which the Government is finding for the power

wagon.

* * *

Government Printing Office.

Six Maker electrics were put in the service of the

printing office in November, 191 1, and they have run bc-

iween 25 and 35 miles a day. The aggregate mileage up

to date is approximately 4,000 miles. The bodies were

built by the Brown Automobile & Carriage Company, of

Cleveland. Ohio. The machines are said to have displaced

18 horses and seven wagons. They are used for the trans

portation of Government books. Congressional records and

other printed matter. It is estimated by the office that these

trucks have effected a >-aving which will pav for their en-

Bureau of Standards.

Two G. V. machines are used by this bureau. One is a

3^2-ton truck purchased in 1910. It is propelled by a four-

horsepower motor and has a maximum speed of eight

miles an hour. The other is a 2,000-pound truck purchased

in 1908. It is a three-horsepower machine and attains a

speed of ten miles an hour. These two machines are used

in carrying mail and express matter from the bureau into

Washington. In spite of the fact that the bureau is situ-

 

Studebaker electric in navy yard service.

;.ted some distance outside of the city and that the motors

must travel over country roads a good part of the time,

they are giving excellent service.

Bureau of Insular Affairs.

Nineteen motor wagons, all G. Y. electrics, are in ser

vice at Manila. Philippine Islands. Four machines were

 

Twelve G. V. electric trucks In the service of the U. S. Navy Yards.
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"Urban," 1.5C0-poi;nd wagon, In use at the Puget Sound Navy Yard.

installed as an experiment in 1909, five were added the fol

lowing year, and ten were installed in 1911. Although the

work asigned to them is unusually severe, the machines are

said to be doing well and have shown marked economies

<>ver the old-time horse methods.

TABLE II.

Number of Capacity In

machines. Make. pounds. Station. Installed.

1 Studebaker 1.000 Washington, D. C. 1911

1 Studebaker 1,500 Washington, O. C. 1911

1 Studebaker 2,500 Washington, D. C. 1911

1 Studebaker 4,000 Washington, D. C. 1911

1 Studebaker 7,000 Washington. D. C. 1911

1 Studebaker 10,000 Washington, O. C. 1911

1 G. V. 10,000 Portsmouth, N. H. 1912

2 G. V. 5,000 Boston, Mass. 1911

1 G. V. 5,000 New York City 1811

1 G. V. 10,000 New York City 1911

1 G. V. 10,000 Norfolk, Va. 1911

1 G. V. 5,000 Norfolk. Va. 1911

2 G. V. 5.000 Charleston, S. C. 1911

1 G. V. 5.000 Mare Island. Cal. 1911

1 G. V. 10.000 Mare Island. Cal. 1911

1 G. V. 5,000 Puget Sound, Wash. 1911

1 t'rban 1,000 Puget Sound, Wash. 1912

:): :■: :j:

District of Columbia.

For several years past the Commisioners of the District

of Columbia have had motor trucks in their service. They

are now used by the Water Department, Sewer Division,

Municipal Architects Division, Surface Division, Police

Department and the Fire Department. The machines now

in the service have proven very economical and were it not

for a lack of appropriations for the purchase of additional

equipment the installation would be much larger. The ma

chines in the Eire Department are proving so successful

that the fire chief has asked that thev be generally installed

in the place of horses and lie is working toward that end

The trucks in service are listed in Table III.

TABLE Ml.

Number of Capacity

machines. Make. In pounds. Horsepower. Installed.

2 White 1,000 30 1910

2 Cadillac 3.500 40 1911

2 Wilcox 3,000 30 1911

1 Knox 3, 0»0 30 1910

3 Franklin 3.000 30 1911

1 Franklin 1.S00 IS 1911

1 Ahrcns-Fox 8,000 40 1912
1 Wrhlte 3.000 30 1912

* * *

On the whole it is the consensus of opinion among the

officials interviewed that the motor wagon in Government

service has made a record in every respect and that the

possibilities for motor transportation in the work of the

different departments are practically unlimited. All

branches where trucks are in use reported favorably on

the operation of the machines, and it is apparent that fu

ture development of the motor wagon in this field depends

almost entirely on the generosity of Congress in making

the necessary appropriations. Once the machine's econo

mies are fully demonstrated there should he no difficulty

about money matters.

MOTOR EXPOSITION IN RUSSIA.

Among its other enlightened and progressive move

ments Russia has organized an Imperial Automobile club,

patronized by the Emperor, and of which Baron Freeder-

ichsz, General Aide-de-camp of the Czar, has been chosen

president. The Baron has issued to our diplomatic of

ficials in his country an invitation for American manufac

turers to participate in an International Automobile Ex

position, to be held next year in the Russian capita!.

The step is the result of the increasing use of motor

vehicles in that country, and on account of the wonderful

field for the power wagon in business, agricultural and

public service lines.

NEW YORK'S FIRE MOTORS.

Fire Commissioner Joseph Johnson, of the Xew York

Fire Department, includes in his tentative budget for

191 3, an item of $46,504, for maintenance of the motor

equipment of the department. He notes the fact that

the department now' has 59 motor vehicles in service and

that 87 more will be installed early in 1913.

The motorization of the Xew York department up to

date exceeds, it is said, that of any other city in the world,

and its completion to the last fire-fighting unit will ulti

mately be accomplished, according to the commissioner's

present plans.

Xew Jersey owners are protesting against a proposed

increase in motor truck taxation.

Bedford Y. M. C. A., of Brooklyn, X. Y.. has opened

a practical school for motor truck drivers.

 

Studebaker electric used in Census Bureau work.
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The Alco Aftermath.

Further Particulars of the Great Performance of the Transcontinental Alco Truck.

NOW THAT the first transcontinental delivery in Locomotive Company were also guests of honor. George

history by motor truck has been effected, further L. Sullivan acted as toastmaster.

records have come to hand of the performance of ]t was here that those of the crew narrated their ex-

the Alco truck that hauled a load of goods from 1'hila- periences in planking weak bridges, progressing through

delphia to Petaluma, Cal. cloudbursts, washed out roads, and deep sand and alkali

In last month's issue the daily travels of the truck up mud.

to the end of August were printed. Since then the work ..T]]c object o{ thjs undertaking was not t() prove the

of the remaining days of the journey, as checked by the motQr tfuck a competitor of the railroad in transcontj.

Servis recorder earned on the vehicle, have been received nenta, hauling>" said Mr Houpt ..That wou]d bc fool_

"u ' hardy from a practical standpoint, because not only arc

Elapse Time. Ti Ope^UorT' Number of roads in some actions of the country in primitive condi-

r>aie. his. Min. His. Min. stops. tion for hauling, and many bridges and culverts too weak

sept! i. '.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '.'.'. '.'.'. 10 si> r, 35 ii to hold the weight of a motor truck laden with merchnn-

Sept. 3 S 2.", 5 10 8 ,. . ., .. , . . . , ,, ,
sept. 4 4 34 2 12 16 disc, but the item ot expense also enters into the reckon-

Sept. 5 10 42 7 OS 21

Sept. 6 11 00 S 01 13 ing.

Sept. 7 13 45 9 42 20

IjjPt- * ji J9 g lo ^7 "In the first place, this was a supreme test of the dur-

gep,(- }?, ]? 'i'i !! E 2l ability of a motor truck. I feel safe in saving that never
Sept. 13 5 03 3 ^9 N - J °

||gt. 14 ^9 29 5 25 25 before has a vehicle been put through such a severe trial.

^.JJj- Jj| }{ 1.', i |2 4 Never before has one been taken out of its every day

||P{- }* 1(j jj,' J J3 ii service and sent across the continent with its rated load:

„ . . , , , . , , , a stock truck in everv wav, carrying the all-steel bodv

Recapitulated, the total time on the road from start . , ..."

- . , , , . . _ . . . . placed upon it bv its owners,

to mush was 770 hours and 4 minutes. Of this tune 412

hours and 21 minutes were occupied in actual running, "Then- of course' this was thc first time a motor tn,ck

the remaining hours being taken up with bridge build- Slivered goods from an owner to a customer at opposite

ing. road construction, filling in washouts, replenishing ends of the e°"ntry. In that respect it was a pioneering

with fuel, meal hours, and so on. Eiguring the showing effort' and tlle rcsl,lts showed it was entirely feasible."

of the truck on the basis of hours in motion, the feat is As for the after effects. Capt. Ferguson declared they

remarkable, the average speed while running during the have already begun to bc apparent, lie mentioned that

4,145-mile journey being 10 miles an hour. Reduced to manv improvements in bridges, particularly in Iowa, have

12-hour days the vehicle was on the go for 34 clays. been Pllt mider way following this journey. He declared

The data are further interesting in that they give the further that there has been an awakening in Wyoming,

truck an average working day of 10 hours and 26 minutes. Nevada and other far western states in the interests of

and an average number of day stops as 21. better roads. He told of one county alone that voted

How did the vehicle bear up under the terrific strain to $I75>000 for road improvements following the experi-

which it was subjected in encountering all kinds of road. ences of the truck in that section.

weather and bridge conditions? The technical findings "It should be borne in mind that we cut our own way

give it a record of efficiency. When it is considered that practically for half the distance." said Ferguson. "By

this trip supplied wear and shocks as severe as come from that I mean there were many sections where the trails

two years of ordinary business service, the bill for mainte- were only wide enough for horse vehicles, and therefore

nance of mechanism proves exceedingly low. At the end the wheels on one side or another had to ride outside of

of thc journey a public inspection was made and the fol- the ruts."

lowing adjustments were found necessary:

"Took up on all connecting rod bearings : dressed up

No. 2 piston ; drained out old oil ; cleaned carbon." MOTORS IN POLICE SERVICE.

The best evidence of the condition of the truck, how- Some idea of the possibilities of the motor wagon in

ever, is found in the decision of its owners, Charles W. police work may be gleaned from the statement made by

Young & Company, to put it back into service upon arrival Commissioner Croul. of the Detroit, Michigan, police de-

at Philadelphia. partment, to the effect that in the event of serious trouble

With the return of the crew to New York, a dinner lie would be able, by means of the machines now in ser-

was given to Capt. V.. L. Ferguson, Frank Morin, one of vice, to merge, in a few minutes at any one point in the

the drivers, and John Cambon. a photographer who was a city, more than 100 men. The commissioner is highlv

member of the crew. Charles W. Young, of the con- enthusiastic about motor wagons in police service and

cern that owns thc truck. Harry S. Houpt. G. M. Bas- says that the machines have already paid for themselves

ford, F. V. Nehrbas and M. H. Roberts of the American in the better protection afforded for life and property.
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THE TRANSCONTINENTAL ALCO IN TYPICAL SCENES.

 

1. Delivering the load at Petaluma, Cal.

2. The busy truck and the resting horses.

3. Mayor Rolph, of 'Frisco, gets a message.

4. Through the trackless Sierras.

5. Alco crew strengthening a bridge.

6. Triumphal reception at end of run.
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London's Motor Traffic.

Noteworthy Results Disclosed by Census of Road Vehicles on Typical Highway.

THE NUMBER of motor vehicles now in use in

London, England, far exceeds the total number of

horse-drawn conveyances of all kinds. According

to statistics recently compiled by Motor Traction, there

are 50 to 60 automobiles to every horse cab or carriage,

while among vehicles operated for business purposes the

ratio is even greater, the motor buses, for example, out

numbering the horse buses 212 to 1.

The tables presented herewith show at a glance the

results of seven yearly censuses taken at a point on Edg-

ware Road, one of the main routes leading out of London.

In the very first line it will be observed that the number of

motor buses has increased from 441 in 1906 to 2,333 nn

1912, while the number of horse buses has during the same

period dropped from 776 to 1 1. In other words, the motor

buses have shown an increase of more than 425 per cent

while the number of horse buses has decreased no less

than 94 per cent. In the same time, taxicabs have risen

in numbers from 10 to 1,162.

Power wagons seem to be increasing in size as well as

numbers, for more large motor vans were noticed than

ever before. The number of machines in this class shows

an advance of 59 per cent from 151 last year to 240 at

present. As shown in the tables, this class of traffic has

more than doubled in the last two years. Horse wagons,

although still very numerous in certain lines of business,

have decreased approximately 10 per cent during the

>ame period.

Seventh Nine Hours' Traffic Census of Vehicles Passing along Edgware

Road, London.
 

Class of Traffic. Both

9 a.m. to 6 p.m.. Monday, At 10 a.m. At 11 a.m. At Noon. At 1 p.m. At 2 p.m. At 3 p.m. At 4 p.m. At 5 p.m. At 6 p.m. Ways

1st 1 Total 6th | Total 7th Total 8th Total 9th | Total GrossTotal 3rd Total Total 5th TotalVehicles to and from Marble 2nd 4th

Arch. lour 1 hr. 2 hrs. jour 3 hrs. 4 hrs. 3 hrs. 6 hrs. liour 7 hrs. lour 8 hrs. iour,9 hrs. rtals

1.—Motor Traffic :

lour lour lour lour

From Marble Arch. i
260 140 400 136 536 !164 700 115 815 146 961 139 11 132 1232 2333124 124 136

Motor vans, lorries, etc. (in-

54 54 64 118 100 218 109 327 134 461 128 589 92 681 89 770 143 013 1747

chuttng steam tractors, etc.) 11 14 16 30 9 39 15 54 12 66 10 76 11 87 11 98 15! 113 240

Motor cycles (including side- 1 |

3 3 2 5 7 12 4 4

1

10, 34 5 30 6i 45 88

Totals, Motor Traffic . . 195 195 218 413 256 669 264 933 314 1247 257 1504 259 1763 244 2007 296 2303 4408

II.—Motor Traffic : 1

To Marble Arch.

127 127 121 248 129 377 1081 485 116 601 125 726 123 849 12.1 072 120 11 2333

Motor vans, lorries, etc. (in

82 82 91 173 81 254 93! 347 79 426 99 525 IDS 633 92 725 100 834 1747

cluding steam tractors, etc.) 12 12 12 24 21 45 91 54 12 66 12 78 20 98 12 110 17 127 240

Motor cycles (including side-

5 5

4i
0 14 51 19 sl 24 5 20 6 35 5 40 3 43 88

Totals, Motor Traffic 226 226 228 454 236 690 215! 905 212 1117 2411358 257 1615 2321847 258 2105 4408

Gross Totals, Motors

421 421 446 867 492 1359 479 1838 526 2364 498 2862 516 3378 476 3854 554 44 ( 4408

1

III.— Horse-hauled Traffic : 1 1

From Marble Arch. 1

3 2 5 1 6 3 9 1 11Omnibuses, chars-a-bancs, etc. 2 2 1 3 —

25! 87

— 5 6 — 6 —

2t:. ! 435Carriages, cabs, gigs, etc. . . 14 14 17 31 31 62 33 120 31 191 40 101 30 221 24

Vans, carts, lorries, etc. : . . . 168 1G8 180 354 21(5 570 166 736 186 922 204 1126 125 1251 157 1408 152 1560 | 2919

IV.—Horse-hauled Traffic :

184 184 204 388 247 635 193; 828 2191047 2361323 165 1448 187 1635 1791814 3365

To Marble Arch

Omnibuses, etc 1 1 — 1 — 1 - — 1 — 1 — 1 — 1 r 2 ' 11

Carriages, cans, gigs, etc. 1G 16
24j 40

22 62 lo II 19 96 22 US 22 1 1 1 24 164 26 190 435

Vans, lorries, waggons, etc. 160 160 176 336 103, 529 150 679 113 792 130 928 142 1070 130 1200 1591359 2919

177 177 200 377 215 592 165 757 132 889 158 1047 164 1211 154 1365 186 1551 3365

Gross Totals (Both Ways) 361 361 404 765 4621227 3581585 351 1936 394 2330 329 2659 341 3000 365 3365 3365

V. and VI.—Cycle Traffic.

1

All push-pedal cycles (in

cluding carriers)—

Gross Totals (Both Ways) 299 299 192 491 221 712 226 938 326 1264 2001464 133 1597 196 1793 360 2153 2153

Gross Totals (Both Ways;

All Kinds of Traffic—

2123 1175 3298 1063 4361 1203 5564 1092 6656 ] 97S 7634 1013 8647 1279 9926 99261081 1042Motor, Horsf. and Cycle 1081
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While the census was being taken the average number

of vehicles parsing the point of observation was well over

J.ooo per hour. At times this figure was greatly exceeded,

1,279 machines being counted during the last hour. Eight

of the London General Omnibus Company's routes trav

erse Edgware Road so that several times traffic was

blocked by the motor buses. In many instances more than

a dozen buses could be seen within a short distance, while

four or five would often pass in close succession.

The truly remarkable expansion in the use of motor

buses in England, particularly as evidenced in the Edgware

Road census figures given herewith, deserves thoughtful

consideration on the part of the American business man.

As remarked in the October number of The Power

Wagon, traffic conditions in some of our larger cities are

in many ways similar to those in London and local traction

officials will do well to follow the trend of English ten

dencies in that respect. The motor bus field in this coun

try, however, is by no means limited to the few cities which

might reasonably be compared with the British metropolis,

for the growth of population within the next decade is

destined to produce conditions that will call for the most

modern and comprehensive transportation system avail

able.

EDGWARE ROAD SEVENTH ANNUAL TRAFFIC (Both Ways) CENSUS

9 Hours—Monday, xtith September, 29x2—9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

SHORT STATISTICAL SYNOPSIS FOR SEVEN YEARS.

2,217 Omnibuses 1906 Horse So. 11%

2,344 Omnibuses 1912 Horse .47%

',376 / Cabs, Cars, Carriages, I 1906 Horse 87.89%

2,182 \ Gigs, etc (Private) / 1912 Horse 19.94%

Motor 19.89%

Motor 99.53%

Motor 12.21%

Motor 80.06%

Types of Traffic, Monday

1 6th

Sept.,

1912.

Monday

isth

Sept.,

191X.

Monday

26th

Sept.,

1910.

Vionday

20th

Sept.,

1909.

Monday Tuesday

24th

Sept.,

1907.

Thursd'y

20th

Sept.,

190'.

Both Ways, in Nine Hours, 2ISt

Edgware Road, Sept.,

1908.9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

2,333

XI

1.599 I, '94

43

1,140

291

868

598

763

7J2

441

1.7762E

2,344. 1,620 1,237 1,431 1,440 1.515

50.36

2,217

% Motor 9953 98.70 96.52 79.66 59-21 19.89

585

259

459 492

313

360

293

284

253

287

317

158

Horse Carriages, etc 255

(44 714 605 (63 537 (04 —

69.31 64.28 .61.11 55 13 52.89 47.51

1,162

J76

1,131

260

835

399

477 269 138

1,051802 1,177

1,338 1401 1,234 1,270 1,446 1,1(0

% Motor 86.85 81.31 67.66 3729 18.60 11.61  

Motor Cabs, Cars, etc 1.747

435

1,500

5i5

1,327

7x2

837

1.095

553

l,43<>

425

1,368

168

Horse Cabs, Carriages, etc. X,208

2,182 2,105 2,030 1,032 1,083 1,7(3 1,376

% Motor 80.06 75-53 65.08 43-32 27,89 2370

All Passenger Vehicles 4,526 3,725

8563

14.37

3.276

76-95

23.05

3.363

38.78

3,449

44-10

55-90

3.308

35-91

64.09

3.593

16.6190.14

9.86 41.22

Motor Trade Vans, etc 240

2.919

151 117

2,961

102

3,002

61 68

2.689

23

2.326Horse Trade Vans, etc 3.246 3,090

3,15* 3,307 3,078 3,104 3,161 2,757 2,349

.98% Motor 7.60 4.44 3.80 3.28 2.16 2-47

4,320

3,365

3.34°

3.782

2,638

3,7i6

2,079

4,388

1,482

5,n8.

1,256

4,809

632

5,3io

Total Vehicles 7,685

56.21

43-79

7,122 6,354 6,467 6,600 0,0(5 5,042

% Motor 46.89

53-U

41.52

58.48

32.14

67.86

22.45

77-55

20.71

79.29 89-37

1,805

348

88

1,996

292

2,035 2,353 1,194 1,663

288 257 248 227

41 24 16 4 12

O7 2 0 3 0

2,153

88

2,288

43

2,323 2,610

19

1,442

4

1,890

1224

Total All Cycles 2,241 2,331 2,347 2,620 1,440 1,902 071

4.408

3.365

3.383

3.782

2,262

3.716

2,098

4,388

1,486

5,118

f,268

4,809

641

Total Pedal Cycles

7,773

2153

7,165

2,286

5,078

2,323

6,486

2,610

6,604

1,442

6,077

1,(00

5 051

(62

Gross Total (9 Hours; 9,926 0,453 | 8,301 0,006 8,046 7,067 0,013

1,103 1,050 067 1,011 864 (85 768

MOTOR WAGONS CAUSE STRIKE.

For the first time since the introduction of power

wagons into Chicago commercial life, the adoption of

motor wagons by a local concern has precipitated a strike

among its horse wagon drivers. Thirty teamsters em

ployed by the Chicago Consolidated Bottling Company

walked out on October 4 because the company had put

into service six large motor trucks, each of which will

replace two teams. The drivers wanted each motor wagon

restricted to do the work of only one team. The trouble

arose over the fact that a motor driver made a delivery

and collection at a point on another man's route. Since

drivers are paid for the amount they sell off the wagon,

the man whose territory was invaded made objection and

was upheld by his fellow workmen.

The machines, which were built by the Consolidated

Company for its own use. are of two tons capacity and

carry 100 cases, weighing 40 pounds each, to a load. Some

of the trucks cover as much as 80 miles a day, the longest

daily run being made on a trip to Joliet and return, a dis

tance of 38 miles each way. Several of the machines make

two 40-mile trips a day.

The situation caused temporary alarm among several

local trucking concerns who are operating mixed installa

tions of horses and motors.

"This is the first instance of a strike of teamsters be

cause of the introduction of motor trucks that I have

heard of," said the president of one large haulage con

tracting concern.

"To attempt to force us to operate motor trucks at half

their capacity is an injustice which we will not tolerate for

an instant. The introduction of motor wagons is simply

the logical development of the transportation problem.

They will not throw nearly as many men out of work as

did automatic machinerv."

WANTS MOTOR BUS LINE.

A motor bus line on Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, simi

lar in scope to the Fifth avenue omnibus line in Manhat

tan, has been proposed by S. Francis Jones. Mr. Jone-

said recently that he had long had such a line in contem

plation, and that the support given to his project by a

number of Manhattan and Brooklyn business men had so

encouraged him that he has instructed his attorneys to

prepare papers applying for a franchise for the line.

According to Mr. Jones' tentative plans, a concern to

be known as the Brooklyn Transportation Company is to

be organized, with a capital of $100,000, as soon as a

franchise is secured, and the line started immediately. It

is planned to have the buses run from the Williamsburg

I'.ridge to Coney Island, with a passenger fare of 10 cents.

Grand Rapids has a motor Rescue Mission truck.

Motor bus fuel consumption in London drops 33 per

cent on Sundavs on account of reduced traffic obstruction.
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Wire grating body on

WIRE GRATING COAL BODY.

To facilitate the handling of coal in bags the Heine-

man Pearson Company of San Francisco, CaL. has de

signed the unusual type of motor wagon body shown in

the accompanying pictures. The body is mounted on a

White 3-ton chassis, in the service of J. Mullany & Com

pany, prominent local coal dealers.

By providing the body with a number of gates, several

loads consigned to different customers may be hauled at

 

White 3-ton chassis.

the same time, and anyone is readily accessible without

disturbing the others. The body has been placed very

low, so that the floor is not more than i% inches above the

chassis frame. This arrangement greatly expedites load

ing and unloading, and by reducing the time and energy

ordinarily required for these operations materially in

creases the daily work capacity of the machine.

The mechanism itself is quite simple and is very

clearly shown in the smaller picture. Each gate is hinged

on a horizontal rod attached to the side of the body floor,

so that when unfastened it hangs down and gives an un

obstructed opening. The gates are locked by means of

hand latches mounted on the side of the body and on the

metal stakes at the rear. These latches are of the screw

compression type with adjustable nuts for taking up wear.

The latches and hinge sockets are made of cast steel and

are so designed that they may be combined in various

ways for different body styles.

OUTRAGEOUS!

At a recent meeting of the city council of Olympia,

Washington, the aldermen considered an ordinance re

quiring- all owners of motor vehicles operated for public

hire to pay to the city an annual license fee of S6o. The

measure provides a penalty of not less than $25 nor more

than $ico for failure to comply by payment of the fee,

and that no license shall be granted for less than 1-'

months' time: and further that any violation of any ordi

nance regulating motor traffic shall subject the offender,

upon conviction, to revocation of license, the fee for the

unexpired term of license not to be returned by the city.

Farmers in Orleans County. X. Y., are using power

wagons almost exclusively to transport dairy produce to

market.

Tower wagons were used to transport cattle upwards

of 25 miles to the various recent "fairs" in the state of

Locking devices on coal body gates.
Xevv Jersey.
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GARFORD trucks are responsible trucks

—going out day after day to return each

night without having faltered. It is be

cause they are balanced with respect to

load. Thus wear is properly appor

tioned. No one part gives out prema

turely. Garford trucks are built like the perfect

human body— each part in proper relation to the

other.

Most important in a motor truck after effi

ciency is loading space. Qarfords give more load

ing space for the wheel base than other trucks.

Despite this advantageous short wheel base, there

is no ridiculous overhang. We provided against

this worst of truck handicaps. We ingeniously

placed the motor alongside the driver's seat—

practically under his feet. Easy to get at, econo

mizing in room, it is the one and only place for a

truck motor. Here you have the solution of the

two most vexing of motor truck problems.

Inspect a Qarford and you will concede at once

our splendid knowledge of truckconstruction. It is

protected from abuse throughout. The motor is

automatically governed. No driver may race it on

low gear; neither can he tear a Qarford to pieces

by exceeding 10 miles an hour. The governor—

inside the motor—is your representative.

Distribution of weight is the eternal reason for

longevity in any moving body. In Qarford trucks

66 per cent, of the load is properly placed on the

rear axle and 34 per cent, on the front. You can

see the advantage over trucks where 80 per cent,

is forced onto the rear axle.

Qarford frames, of pressed steel, riveted and

bolted, strengthened by five sturdy cross sections,

are practically indestructible. Theyset low between

the two durable side springs of imported Krupp

steel. A giant jack spring adds its aid underweight

of full load—stops crystallization. The strong, free

action of Qarford springs lengthens truck life.

Every tire on the Qarford is guaranteed for

10,000 miles. We asked the tire makers what type

tires were needed. We adopted that kind. Now

they stand behind them. There is no skimping in

a Qarford—just generous sturdiness everywhere.

We make Qarford axles, transmission gears,

steering knuckles, frames, torsion rods to with

stand the greatest punishment. They are of a

quality and strength we are not afraid of.

Qarford straightline drive and four-speed

transmission will take a truck through hub-deep

sand or up the steepest hill—and with least oil

and fuel cost.

There is just one way to make your transpor

tation system the standard. Buy a Qarford truck

—more than one if your business requires it. But

it will be a big business to do so. One Qarford truck

isgenerallyfoundcapableof replacing three teams.

Write us at once. Tell us your delivery prob

lems. We will astonish you with our knowledge

of aids. We have statistics to back up our state

ments. Please address department 16.

The Garford Company, Elyria, Ohio

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Sell Stewart Trucks

In Winter Months

Now is the time when touring car sales drop

off. Cold weather slows down the business

of every dealer who sells only pleasure cars.

But there are big money-making possibilities

for such dealers in handling Stewart Delivery

Trucks. Thousands of merchants are already

convinced of the value of motor delivery.

They are looking for the right car; one that

is scientifically designed for delivery service;

one that can be depended on during the

Christmas rush, which merchants dread un

less provided with efficient delivery service

s'ich as is given by

Stewart
V*XDelivcirv Carscry Cjua

Read these five reasons why Stewart Trucks

are money - makers for dealers. They will

convince you that sales will be easy and

profits sure.

1. NO SEASONS:

The dealer can sell Stewart Delivery Trucks every month

in the year. No waiting for new models to appear while

your rent and expense pile up.

2. NO TRADING:

Delivery trucks are never out of style. Every car you sell

is a help toward selling additional ones to the same buyer.

3. SMALL EXPENSES:

Your operating expenses are only about half what they are

in selling pleasure cars. Fancy salesrooms unnecessary;

no expensive entertainment; no second-hand cars on hand.

4. EASY SALES:

Every merchant using two or more horse-drawn vehicles

is a prospect.

5. REPEAT ORDERS-

Insure a steady and growing business. The sale of one car

to any merchant with several delivery vehicles is sure to

lead to other sales.

The dealer who gets started now is going to

get the cream of the business, besides laying

the foundation of a permanent future busi

ness that will increase year after year.

Here are some of the features which make the

STEWART an ideal delivery truck:

Long Stroke, 30 h. p. Continental Motor; Brown &

Lipe Transmission; Timken Axles, front and rear;

Multiple Disc Clutch; Demountable Rims; Big Tires;

Wheel Base, 126 in.; Loading Space, 7 feet; Genuine

Honeycomb Radiator at dash; Bosch Single Ignition.

All other mechanical features of equally recognized

quality.

Send ia the coupon for our ciUlog aod dealers' proposition

gteuxu*C ffloton (ftppordtion. 'Buffalo. Tt.U

 

Money-Savers Time-Savers Trade-Bringers

T. R. Lippard. Pres. and Gen'] Mftr.

R. P. LenU. Sec. and Treas.

R. G. Stewart, Vice-Pres. and Chief Erg.

Robt. W. Ingersoll, Sales Mgr.

STEWART MOTOR CORPORATION, Buffalo, N.

Please send catalog and dealers' proposition to

Name

A ddress

Y.

P. w.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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T
HE Texas Company is a business organization with a very great haulage problem.

Motor trucks are solving it. Illustrated above is one of the powerful G M C

models in use by this company, equipped with a specially built tank body.

Here is another instance where a haulage business has bought equipment from the

largest motor truck builder. It is important that you should know the highly standard

ized G M C line just as the Texas Company and Adams Express Company and dozens

of other great and small concerns know it. There is a G M C truck—gasoline or

electric—made to solve every haulage problem.

Study every type of every other manufacturer—then

know by investigation that the G M C line covers every

single point made by every separate builder.

Grasp these facts and add your own judgment that it

is indeed good business to standardize your equipment

by installing trucks all of one make—G M C.

This Company was first to realize the necessity of

building electric as well as gasoline trucks in all

standard capacities.

Today G M C trucks can be had in either power and

any standard size. And behind every GMC truck

stands GMC" Service " that goes on tomorrow, next

year—and years to come, guaranteed by the financial

prestige of General Motors Company.

These are commanding facts that must be considered

when you decide who shall be the maker of your trucks.

Correspondence from prospective purchasers and dealers is invited. Write for gasoline and electric catalogs.

General Motors Truck Company
27 Cadillac Ave., PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Branches : New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Detroit, St. Louis.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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1

1% JT I Proved by /^ Proved by. TT * J A

Mack;,— Saurerir;; Hewitt
Proved by

io vears or

real service

"Leading gasoline trucks of the world"

Why not be sure of the final profit— the profit after the cost

and maintenance are paid ?

1 wo things make you sure of this, and our trucks have these

two things :

i. The proof completed in actual service— io to 18 years.

2. The certainty that the truck will fit your business.

Capacities: i, \l/2, i, 3, 4, 4^, 5, 6y2, 7% and 10 tons, with bodies

manufactured in our own plants to suit every business need— special bodies

when necessary.

No other trucks have records of service approaching ours — nor such a

range of capacities and styles of body.

Business Men : Write our Engineering Department for motor-truck records

and other data covering transportation problems similar to yours.

Dealers : Write for our proposition.

International Motor Company

General Offices Works

Broadway and 57th Street New York Allentown Pa; Plainfield N J

Sales and Service Stations : New York. Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Buffalo, Baltimore

Newark, Pittsburgh, St Louis, Atlanta, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco

Los Angeles, and other large cities

Canadian Sales Agents : Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Ltd, Montreal 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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FIRE MOTORS FOR GOTHAM.

New York City's motor-driven fire apparatus will be

materially augmented as a result of action taken by the

Hoard of Estimate recently. A resolution was adopted

authorizing Fire Commissioner Johnson to purchase sev

enteen 65-foot trucks at $11,000 each, eight 75-foot trucks

at $11,500 each, and one 85-foot truck at $12,000.

The vehicles now in the department have demonstrated

their superiority over the horses, both in the matter of

speed and economy. The Fire Commissioner plans to put

the new trucks in the outlying districts, where much

ground must be covered in reaching a fire.

MOTOR BUSES AND THE STREET CARS.

The competition of the motor bus with tramcars occu

pied a preponderating share of attention at the Conference

of the Municipal Tramways Association, recently held at

London. England. It seemed difficult for the speakers to

keep away from the subject, which, as has so often been

pointed out in these columns, is troubling the minds of

tramway administrators both in London and in the coun

try. Their point of view has changed very much during

the last three or four years, however, and the reason is

sufficiently obvious to anyone who looks at the traffic in

the streets of London.

The advent of the motor bus was hailed with some

thing like derision. Tramway officials were confident that

it could never seriously affect their undertaking, and a

powerful party in the London County Council persistently

advocated further extension of the tramway system in

complete disregard of all possibilities of competition. As

a matter of fact, one man, the manager of the London

County Council tramways, went so far a few years ago

as to distinguish himself by making in public the ridic

ulous statement that motor buses would soon figure only

as curiosities in museums.

Confidence has now given place to alarm, however.

The manager of the County Council tramways, although

reconciled somewhat to present conditions, still declares,

with commendable spirit, his firm belief that there is no

prospect of the motor bus ousting the electric tramcar.

The truth of the matter is that tramway officials are deeply

worried over the present situation, for they realize even

now that the motor bus is a serious menace which may

ultimately bring about their business extinction.

The latest comparison between the receipts of the buses

and the trams is afforded by the following data, compiled

from statistics of the London General Omnibus Company

and the London County Council :

1911. 1912. Difference.

L. C. C. Tramways $ 8,219,886.70 $8,056,930.35—$ 162,956.35

L. G. O. C. Motor Buses. 7,(183,371.65 9,482,652.10+ 2,399,280.45

From these figures it will be observed that, up to Oc

tober 5, when the compilation was made, the motor bus

earnings show a net increase of more than $2,000,000 over

the corresponding period of 191 1, while tramway receipts

have dropped nearly $163,000 in the same time. Further

more, the motor bus receipts so far this year exceed the

tramway earnings by more than $1,250,000. Returns for

the week ending October 5 show a decrease in tramway

week of last year, while the motor bus figures indicate an

increase of close to $100,000—approximately 50 per cent.

On the whole, the situation is not particularly condu

cive to a state of mental placidity on the part of the tram

way officials, nor can it be especially comforting to those

who have, during the past three or four years, clung to

the tramcar as a pet hobby. The study is an interesting

one and should point a strong moral to American street

railway interests, who may before long find tbemselve-

in a position not altogether different.

MOTOR BUS CARRIES MAIL.

Objection was raised some years ago by the residents

of Ombersley, England, on account of the poor mail serv

ice afforded between that village and Worcester, the

county seat of Worcestershire county. Although the towns

are not more than five miles apart, there was considerable

delay in the transmission of postoffice matter, as letters

were sent by rail,

n e c e s s itating a

somewhat circuit

ous route by way

of Droitwich.

As a solution

of the difficulty, it

was suggested that

a letter box should

be fitted to the

horse bus which

was then runninL;

five times daily be

tween Worcester

and O in b e r sley.

The matter wras

finally arranged by

the tramway com-

Maii box on motor bug. pany in conjunc

tion with the postoffice officials, and a box was attached

to the rear of the bus. Letters could be deposited in it

at different points along the route with the assurance that

they would be delivered at the Worcester postoffice within

a few hours.

Recently the horse vehicle has ben superseded by the

more modern motor bus, and as a result the service has

been greatly improved. In making the change, however,

the old box was found to be much too large and cumber

some, and accordingly a smaller one was made. In the

accompanying picture, taken from Motor Traction, it is

shown mounted directly back of the driver's seat, where it

is readily accessible to anyone having occasion to use it.

"Other outlying districts badly served in this respect."

says that journal in commenting on the service, "might

well follow the example of Ombersley to accelerate the

delivery of their letters by adopting this somewhat novel

method." Although there are fewer motor buses here

than in England, we have any number of small towns

and hamlets where an improved mail service would be

welcomed. At any rate the suggestion is worthy of con

 

earnings of more than $16,000 compared with the same sideration.
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SUBURBAN SHORT-HAUL FREIGHT.

Speaking of the freight congestion now imminent, due

to the enormous harvest yields, Rollin \Y. Hutchinson,

Jr., has the following to say:

"The 1912 crop reports show throughout the country

the largest harvest yield in perhaps ten years. The prob

lem which railway officials now have to solve is to get the

crops moved with their present inadequate rolling stock.

It is a problem that is bewildering the best brains of the

railway interests today. No less an authority than

15. F. Yoakum of the Denver & San Francisco Railway

says that the number of freight cars per 1,000 miles of

track shows an increase of but 7,092 to 8,900 cars in a

ten-year period. Prosperity in other fields of endeavor

demands at least seven-eighths of this number of freight

cars per 1,000 miles of trackage to move the various com

modities.

"When one reflects that the increase 111 this year's

crops of corn and oats alone, over those of last year, is

142,000,000 bushels greater than the entire wheat crop of

the United States this year; that the total wheat crop

according to the Government report is 690,000,000 bushels

(a gain of 69,000,000 bushels over 191 1 ) ; that the corn

crop has increased from 2,531,000,000 bushels last year to

2,995,000,000 bushels this year (an increase of 464.000,000

bushels) ; that the oat crop has gone from 925,000,000

bushels in 1911 to 1,290,000,000 bushels in 1912, and that

the hay crop shows an increase of 17,000,000 tons, or a

total of 72,000,000 tons, he cannot fail to grasp the sig

nificance of this tremendous volume of freight on already

overtaxed and inadequate rolling stock.

"It can be plainly seen that shippers this fall and win

ter will suffer more from delayed deliveries than perhaps

at any time in history. Complaints will be long and loud,

but it is obvious that they will have but little weight, be

cause the poor railroads have been so hammered and pros

ecuted with the big stick of adverse legislation held over

them like the sword of Damocles that they have been

afraid to expand and provide themselves with adequate

facilities.

"There is but one solution left to the business interests

of the country who must deliver manufactured products

or raw commodities in suburban territory, and that is to

do their own delivering and not depend upon the common

carriers in such a time of pressure to do it for them. The

mercantile interests of the United States can save for

themselves the initial cost of motor wagons by pressing

power-driven trucks into service for carrying their short-

haul freight to customers situated up to a distance of 100

miles from their establishments. Tt is certain that these

mercantile interests, who have valuable trade in suburban

communities, and cannot get the goods to their customers,

due to the congestion at freight terminals, will lose the

suburban merchants' patronage, for it will go to those

enterprising firms who have motor transportation and de

liver the goods promptly.

"Merchants who depend on railroads to deliver their

short-haul freight this fall and winter will be sadly dis

appointed, because the railroads have never made money

on that class of freight and their practice in normal times

is to leave goods on station platforms or on side tracks

until they can conveniently forward it. This winter even-

freight car that has a sound journal box and an axle that

will carry any sort of load will be pressed into use for

long-haul trips on which the railroads can make money.

"In every-dav service, horse trucks cannot be used for

carrying short-haul freight further than a ten-mile zone,

and as the weather grows colder they cannot be trusted

for important delivery service at all. A merchant with

motor truck equipment is independent of weather ex

tremes. In some cases he can make deliveries to his cus

tomer's place of business, 25, 50 or 100 miles distant, in

the same period of time that is required for his horse

trucks to load the goods at his shipping department, un

load it at the freight terminal and get the shipment actu

ally started. As a matter of fact, short-haul freight to

points 50 to 75 miles away remains in the freight house

2. 3 or 5 days in abnormal times before it gets started,

and it may' be sidetracked several times before it reaches

its destination, often consuming more than a week in ef

fecting complete delivery. A motor truck can deliver a

consignment of goods to towns 75 miles distant in one

day'- time, and ecu for operation as single units the cost

may be 25 to 30 per cent less than for transportation by

railroad, considering both the delays with which the cus

tomers suffers and the extra time before the wholesaler

receives his money for the consignment. Frequently the

delivery cost is of secondary importance, and the getting

of the goods by the customer the first and final considera

tion.

"The fact that this is not theorizing or visionary talk

is proved by the experience of a number of operators of

motor express lines in and around New York City. Some

of these companies are earning from $30 to $50 per day

on each machine. This means a net profit of $20 to $30

per day to the operator. What this would mean to the

merchant, who had to deliver the consignment of goods

to the customer within a very limited period or else suffer

the loss of the customer's patronage, is difficult to measure

in dollars and cents. It means in a great many instances

the success or failure of the business concerned.

"When one considers that a 5-ton horse truck occupie:-

two-thirds more space than is taken up by a 5-ton motor

truck, it is obvious that there will be a tremendous over

taxing of freight terminals and docks during the coming

fall and winter, as the loading platforms are at best very

inadequate, even in periods when normal volumes of

freight have to be handled. Motor trucks could accom

plish a great deal toward the relief of freight terminals

by quicker loading and unloading if equipped with a power

winch or crane operated by the truck motor. No less an

important authority than Henry Farrington, editor of The

Power Wagon, estimates that the yearly saving to the

country from the motorization of its highway commerce

would amount to $1,200,000,000. This vast sum of money

would go far to equip every merchant in America who

makes deliveries of goods with motors instead of horse

equipment."
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Berlin's Mail Motors.

Power Wagons Extensively Used in the Transportation of Letters and Parcels.

By F. J. SCHUI/TE.

IN A RECENT number of the Zeitschrift filr Post

und Telegraphic, the official organ of the Austrian

imperial postal, telegraph, telephone and transporta

tion systems, Bernhard Stein of Bremen presents an in

teresting article on the use of power wagons in handling

the mails in the capital city of Germany. He says :

"Despite the economic depression which has prevailed

in the past few years in many branches of trade, the

automobile industry has continued to make noticeable

progress. When formerly little disposition was shown

to adopt power wagons in public transportation, this was

due to the fact that technical difficulties had not been

sufficiently overcome to insure certainty of traffic. This

stage of development has now been passed. Today the

power wagon admittedly surpasses the horse-drawn ve

hicle in general reliability as well as in capacity and speed.

For economic reasons in

many cases the use of ani

mal power is still desirable.

but the slight additional

cost of mechanical- motive

power, diminishing from

year to year, is more than

balanced by the greater

utility and adaptability of

the power wagon. There

fore it is not surprising

that the number of motor-

driven vehicles of all kinds,

in spite of extraordinary

conditions, shows a re

markable increase.

 

Demand for Power Wagons

Increasing.

"On January i, of this year, 41,727 motor vehicles

were in use in the German Empire. Of these, 38,775

were used for the transportation of persons and 2,952.

including 592 in Berlin, for commercial traffic. Particu

larly worthy of note is the continuous increase in the

demand for automobiles, especially of electric machines,

in the larger cities. The taxicab will in all probability

be entirely supplanted in Berlin in the very near future

by the quick, easier-running, comfortably designed elec

tric cab. The motor truck finds its way into favor some

what more slowly. Its adoption is taken into considera

tion when, in regular daily trips, wide distances are to

be covered on well paved streets and when therefore the

required utility kilometers reach a certain minimum. The

motor tricar used to transport the lighter and less cum

bersome parcels with speed and certainty, is specially

adapted for certain lines of work where promptness is a

desideratum. Experience has shown that economically

such service cannot be profitably performed by either

horse-drawn vehicles or motor wagons. It is not well

Electric mall wagons In the service of the Imperial Postal

Administration, Berlin,

to employ in the same branch of business or traffic a

mixed system of transportation, but it is advisable to

choose one or the other and to employ exclusively the

method chosen.

# * *

Use of Motors Encouraged by Government.

"Efforts directed toward the extended use of power

wagons in transporting heavy loads are being generously

supported by the army administration in the German

Empire, for military reasons, through the granting of

subventions. For the fiscal year 1909, for instance, the

sum of one million marks ($240,000) was appropriated

for this purpose. From these funds premiums are

awarded to such persons or corporations as purchase and

put to regular use power wagons, or so-called army road

trains, built in accordance with prescribed military specifi

cations. These premiums

may be 4,000 marks ($960)

in a single payment for

one train to 100 marks

( $24 ) for a train for each

term of five years of oper

ation. Under certain con

ditions there are also

further compensations de

termined by circumstances.

A condition is that these

power wagons shall always

be maintained in good

working order and subject

to the call of the army ad

ministration in case of

need. Appropriations for

the subvention of 180 of

these road trains are pro

vided for in the recent budget, and these subven

tions are not confined to one firm, but distributed

among a number of concerns deemed capable of meeting

the official requirements.

* * *

Road Trains Are Extensively Used.

"An army road train consists of one gasoline power

wagon and one trailer to which, under certain conditions.

a second trailer may be attached. The power wagon, the

net weight of which with full equipment is 4.500 kg.

(9.920 pounds) must be able to transport 4,000 kg. (8,-

818 pounds. The load of the trailer is 2,000 kg. (4,409

pounds. The speed requirements are 12 km. (6.15 miles)

per hour with iron and 16 km. (8.20 miles) per hour

witli rubber tires. The motor is to be of 35 horsepower

with a maximum speed of 850 revolutions per minute.

An accelerator makes it possible to increase the engine

speed, when running light as well as on first and second

speeds (3.5 and 5.6 km. respectively) by about 100 revo

lutions. The road trains are primarily adapted for mov
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ing great loads and are therefore profitably employed by

breweries, machinery manufacturers and similar large

concerns. They are no longer a rare sight in the streets

of Berlin.

"For transporting the mails these army trains are not

well adapted, because the trailer reduces the mobility of

the train and also impedes the approach to the loading

platform. Besides, the load-carrying capacity of these

trains could not be fully utilized. The total load capacity

of a train (6,ooo kg. or 13,227 pounds) would be equal

to 1,000 parcels, the average weight of a post parcel

being, according to postoffice statistics. 4 kg. (8.8

pounds) whereas the ordinary horse-drawn vehicles with

a capacity of 350 to 400 parcels answer every require

ment in that respect.

''For the parcel traffic of the postoffice, therefore,

smaller vehicles with not to exceed 1,500 kg. (3.306

pounds) capacity are much better. Machines of this type,

it is reported, are to be employed in Leipzig for use be

tween the central loading station for parcels and the vari

ous substations.

* * *

Electric Machines Preferred for Postal Service.

"According to the statistics of the German postal ad

ministration the number of government-owned (39) and

rented power wagons (13) used for postal purposes at

the end of 1908 was 52. In this number are not included

the motor wagons operated on 16 routes which are used

for both private and postal business. Of the 52 before

mentioned—and the number has not since been very ma

terially increased— 12 omnibuses, mostly of 10 seats, are

used for transporting letters, parcels and persons. 25

wagons resembling the ordinary express motor wagon for

letters and parcels only, and the others are small four-

wheel and three-wheel vehicles for collecting regular

mail, special delivery, etc. The power wagons are partly

gasoline, partly electric. It has been demonstrated, how

ever, that, where current is easily obtainable—that is. in

the larger cities and between them—the electrics are to be

preferred. The electric machines are odorless and noise

less. The cost of operating may be determined exactly,

which is not possible with gasoline. Then. too. the de

preciation is less in electric than in gasoline motor

wagons.

"Of the electrics installed, three, built in 1908 by the

X'orddeutsche Automobil und Motoren-Aktiengesellshaft

in Bremen, and used for letter transportation between the

postal establishments of Berlin, have proven notably ser

viceable. Twenty-five machines of this type are shown in

the accompanying illustration. These vehicles combine a

pleasing appearance with good running and easy control.

Bad road conditions, even ice and snow, have not im

paired their regular operation.

* * *

Further Expansion Planned.

"In consideration of the favorable results obtained

from actual use, the Berlin postal authorities have ordered

25 more of the same type from the same firm. This step,

together with the projected postal tunnel road, will prob

ably effect a complete decentralization of Berlin's postal

syst'-m. The question of superiority in postal transporta

tion is now removed from the stage of experiment and

has been decisively settled in favor of the power wagon.'

GOVERNMENT TESTS MOTOR WAGONS.

Tests by the Government officials in Los Angeles dur

ing the past 60 days have opened up another field of use

fulness for the motor wagon—that of supplanting the

horse in the collection and distribution of mails. The

postoffice authorities have made their trials exhaustive and

accurate and when they report to Washington it is ex

pected that radical changes will be ordered.

For many years the Government refused to heed the

call of progress. It had employed the horse for so long in

the work of handling the mails that no change would be

considered. "We have been doing our work with horse-

for years and it has been done well. Why should we ex

periment with motor wagons?" was the answer given

when Federal methods were criticised.

Postmaster Harrison of Los Angeles was the one to

take the bit in his teeth. He did not ask for a fleet of

machines, but instead put on tw-o gasoline motor wagon-

tor a test which would prove to those at the capital that

the horse had no place in their service.

These cars cost the Government nothing. One of

them, a Studebaker "20" of the regular delivery wagon

type, was donated for the test by the Studebaker Cor

poration. The car was put on a regular run. comprising

12 hours hard work per day. and accurate records of fuel

consumption and stops for repairs were contemplated.

The latter was an unnecessary precaution, for so far

the machine has not lost a single second through "ill

ness." It has knocked out an average of over a hundred

miles a day for three weeks and under the expert driver^

guidance bids fair to go through the test without a flaw,

and at much less cost than would have been the case were

the fleet of horses and wagons necessary for the work

maintained. "It is almost a certainty that the result of this

test will be far reaching," says the Los Angeles depart

ment. "Not only will horses be banished from the col

lection service, but the big wagons now used in hauling

mail to distributing points will lie replaced by truck-,

motor-driven."

The rural delivery will be the next in line. At present

the Government allows rural carriers a certain amount

each month, for the maintenance of their horses and wag

ons, and this money, together with a little bonus at the

start, can just as well be applied on motor wagons. The

additional money to start with will aid the carrier to pur

chase his own machine and the government will be takine.

no chances of contracting bills beyond what is expected.—

F. K. Haskell.

TRUSTS LIFE TO MOTOR.

W. L. Smith, of Bishop, CaL, has trusted his life to

his Studebaker power wagon five times Ibis season on

trips to Lost Valley in the Majave desert. The route

traverses an arid waste where failure of the machine-

mechanism would mean an almost certain and miserable

death to its passengers.
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Views on Fire Motors.

Motor Fire Equipment Is Principal Topic at Fire Chiefs' Convention.

^T^HE APPLICATION of motor apparatus to fire

1 department work was the principal topic of discus-

-*- sion at the 40th annual convention of the Interna

tional Association of Fire Engineers held in Denver, Sep

tember 17 to 20. Leading fire chiefs from all parts of the

country were present and in a number of interesting papers

gave evidence of the wonderful advance being made in the

use of motor fire apparatus.

During the week the Committee on Exhibits conducted

a series of tests to determine the capacity of different en

gines at net pump pressure of 120, 200 and 250 pounds.

Five concerns were represented in the trials. The Ameri

can-La France Company entered two engines, types 12 and

15, and the Webb Company was represented by two ma

chines, Nos. 1 and 2. The Robinson, Seagrave and Ahren-

Fox companies each entered one piece of apparatus. The

nozzles used in the tests were supplied by the Samuel

Eastman Company.

At the exhibition held in the Auditorium more than

$100,000 worth of motor equipment was on display. Sev

eral exhibition runs were made by the city fire depart

ment for the entertainment of the visitors, and more than

40 pieces of motor apparatus took part. In this connection

it should he noted that in the competition trials between

motor and horse equipment, the motor apparatus was in

variably the first to arrive at the scene of action, although

in many cases the horse-drawn trucks were much nearer

the alarm box when the start was made.

The following papers, referring to motor apparatus,

were read at the convention :

The Triple Combination Motor Fire Apparatus.

The astonishingly rapid advance and

change in fire fighting equipment from horse

to motor-propelled apparatus has led to

many styles of equipment. Each of these

styles and combinations must be tried by

the test of time, the advantage and disad

vantage of each determined through actual

service, and the fittest must be the one to

survive and become the recognized standard.

The triple combination, as stated in my

subject, !s the one now furnishing the great

est facilities for fire fighting combined in

any one piece of apparatus, and therefore is

of particular interest to those cities which

must economize In number of pieces of

equipment, yet be ready to fight any situ

ation and maintain a long fight if necessary:

We must bear in mind that when we speak

of the triple combination we do not Include

as a part of that equipment the ladder, yet

it is a fact that such wagons are all

equipped with ladders of sufficient length to

reach the ordinary building in small cities

as well as the scaling ladder for use where

circumstances will permit.

It thus appears that we have in this com

bination a complete fire fighting apparatus,

with such side pieces as axes, small chem

ical and other light equipment as are car

ried by the single wagon.

There is no question that in a city of

sufficient size and wealth to warrant it the

maintenance of more wagons with smaller

combinations than the triple is of greatest

advantage, and will give better service, es

pecially in that most important matter of

quick service.

We will therefore consider this combina

tion from the viewpoint of its advantages in

a city where the most varied services must

he had from every piece of equipment, and

the piece best fitted to fill that want is, un

doubtedly, the triple combination as herein

defined.

TTie principal objection to this wagon, anil

possibly the best founded criticism, is its

great weight, ranging from five to almost

ten tons, and when we consider the force of

such a weight driven at top speed by a 60

to 100 or more horsepower engine, we can

scarcely realize what an instrument of sav

ing, or destruction, as the case may be, we

have at our command.

It becomes the duty of the manufacturers

of these machines to give this matter of

By CHIEF F. J. CONNERY. New Castle, Pa.

weight their most careful consideration,

working to the end of the reduction of

weight at every point where possible. This

must be accomplished, not by making a

machine too light to stand service, but by

the use of better materials and more care

ful workmanship, together with better de

signing of the parts, with respect to the

strain borne by those parts. They must pro

duce the lightest machine possible, with the

strength necessary for long and hard serv

ice, and even when that Is accomplished you

will have in the perfected machine a heavy

but necessarily cumbersome and unwieldy

piece of apparatus.

In the purchase of a triple combination

by a municipality the most important thing

for the purchasing agents to consider is the

nature of the ground to be covered, with

respect to hills and paved streets.

A lighter machine will certainly give the

best service over level country and good,

solid streets, insofar as rapid transportation

is considered, but where hills and unpaved

streets are encountered the machine must

be of sufficient weight to meet the extra

strain, even with a sacrifice of speed.

The manufacturers should feel under ob

ligation to give prospective purchasers their

counsel and advice in this matter, after fully

advising themselves of the conditions exist

ing In each city offering its patronage, and

honesty in this regard by the manufacturer

will eventually prove Its own best reward.

The question of power is governed by the

weight of the machine, and kind of ground

over which it Is to be used, and should be In

excess of that actually required, so that In

transportation of the apparatus more power

can be developed for emergencies than Is

necessary in the ordinary course of usage.

Excess power saves strain and Is also of

value in using the pump, avoiding strain

there, and giving better service when throw

ing water for a long period of time.

The question of tires is one which leaves

little room for discussion, as the weight of

the triple combination Is such that it pre

cludes the use of any pneumatic tire now

manufactured. The block solid tire seems

to give the best results, and gives better

traction than the ordinary smooth solid tire,

especially in mud. We can only hope that

soon some Inventor will produce a solid tire

with some degree of resiliency approaching

the pneumatic, for use on heavy wagons. My

attention has been called to a tire which, to

a certain extent, fills the bill and is good*

as far as it goes, but it is not sufficiently su

perior to the solid tire to meet the present

requirements.

Unquestionably the matter of tires is one

of the serious questions for consideration, as

undoubtedly much of the trouble we now

have with our machines can be avoided by

using a tire which will reduce the vibration

caused by driving a heavy piece of apparatus

over a rough street at a high speed. This

vibration tends to loosen all parts of the ma

chine and makes constant care and atten

tion necessary If one would keep a machine

in proper condition at all times.

Solid tires also reduce speed, which In

creases time of service and undoubtedly

lessens the efficiency of a department, a

lesult at present unavoidable.

On the question of pumps, the opinion as

to the best type seems to be about equally

divided between the piston and the rotary.

Personally my experience has been solely

with the piston type, and our pump has

proven most efficient and satisfactory, ex

ceeding any claims made for it by the man

ufacturers and meeting every demand made

upon it. I believe it can be said of the piston

pump that it Is more efficient in maintaining

an even pressure through long service than

the rotary.

Some of the advantages of the triple com

bination truck may be considered briefly.

When the gong rings the alarm, and the

wagons loaded with their valuable freight are

rushed to the point of danger, the first thing to

be considered is the best way to meet the con

ditions there existing, and with the triple

combination everything necessary to fight a

fire Is at hand.

If it is a small fire, you have the chemical,

and In quantities almost as great as that

carried by the chemical or combination hose

and chemical wagon alone. The chemical, in

my experience, is used successfully In three-

fourths of all fires and is all that is re

quired.

If the water hose Is necessary, you have it

■n as great quantities as carried by the hose

wagon alone, with the additional advantage

of a Bet of pumps always ready for use

with hydrant, cistern or river. The pump

has as much power as the steamer, and is
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superior to it in maintaining a steady flow

of water through a long and continuous

period of service.

Tou have with you, In case their use is

necessary, a ladder equipment equal to that

carried on any combination wagon, and the

difference in time consumed in reaching the

Are over that required by a smaller wagon

is so small that the greater equipment more

than counterbalances that loss.

In view of these facts, therefore, it will no

doubt be admitted that as a complete, effi

cient and serviceable fire fighting apparatus

the triple combination is the greatest service

wagon yet produced.

My home city of New Castle, Pennsylvania,

a town of 40,000 inhabitants, purchased a

Knox triple combination hose, chemical and

pump wagon and put it in use in October

last. The machine has been in continuous

service ever since, and it may not be im

proper for me to give the result of our ex

perience with this, our first, piece of motor

apparatus.

To give you a fair understanding of the

situation I will say that the business part of

our city is built on the flat at the junction

of two rivers, surrounded by hills, which are

built up solid with residences a mile and a

half out from the center of town in every di

rection but one. South of the center of the

city and along the river formed by the

junction of the two smaller streams above

mentioned is our railroad and manufactur

ing district. The central hose house, where

our triple combination is stationed, is In the

center of the business section downtown, so

that every alarm, except those from the

business districts, requires that our engine

climb one of the numerous hills surround

ing us.

I will say that we are now covering all of

this territory with our machine, with the as

sistance of hose wagon No. 2, located half a

mile north on the hill, and No. 4, located one

mile east on the hill, each wagon drawn by

two horses.

Upon .in alarm being sounded our triple

combination and the hose wagon In the dis

trict where the fire is located start at the

The Efficiency of the Motor Pumping Engine.

By GEO. W. BOOTH, Chief Engineer Fire Prevention Committee, N. B. F. U.

The term '■efficiency" In the title of this

article is to be considered as meaning the

power to accomplish the desired work; that

Is, of pumping, at a fair working pressure,

the amount of water corresponding to the

rating of the machine, and somewhat lesser

quantities at higher pressure, corresponding

to conditions under which it may be called

upon to operate In actual fire practice.

The tests given in the accompanying table,

and on which the deductions in this paper

are based, were made by various engineers

of the National Board. The conclusions were

mostly arrived at after discussion among our

engineers, and are to be considered as per

sonal with them and not as the official opin

ions of the National Board of Fire Under

writers.

For purposes of comparison between the

performances of the motor engines tested

and of the steam fire engine, there may be

noted the following results of tests of three

new second size steam engines tested in Chi

cago in April, 1912, as they are probably

fairly representative of what may be ex

pected of this size steam engine. Capacity-

tests continued for an hour showed an aver

age discharge for the three engines of 725

gallons per minute at a net pressure of 157

pounds. High pressure tests, also continued

for an hour, showed an average discharge of

409 gallons per minute at a net pressure of

same time, and our experience is that our

triple combination covers, even on the hills,

about four times as much ground as the

horse-drawn apparatus in the same length

of time, and in nearly every case, except

where the Are is very near the outside

hose house, it is on the ground and at work

before the arrival of the other company.

Our wagon weighs about 7V£ tons, loaded

and carrying eight men, and is drawn by a

70 horsepower gasoline motor. It is equipped

with a 40 gallon chemical tank, 150 feet of

chemical hose in basket carrier, and 1,000

feet of 2% inch cotton jacket hose, with

room for 250 feet more. We carry one 24

foot extension ladder, one 14 foot scaling or

roof ladder, two 3 gallon Are extinguishers,

with a full complement of axes, lanterns,

pipe holds, crowbars and the other tools and

accessories usually carried by well equipped

wagons.

The truck is equipped with Kelly solid

block tires, with which we use chains of our

own manufacture on both front and rear

wheels, as required by icy and muddy

streets.

This machine went into service the 23d

day of October, 1911, but was received by us

and used in instruction and practice work

from August 27th. Since then it has an

swered 123 alarms, traveled 786 miles, used

73a gallons of gasoline, all at an average

expense of $7.50 to $8.00 per month. Includ

ing minor repairs, gasoline, oil and other

incidentals.

With three exceptions this machine has

been ready for service every minute since

October last, and the only time it was out

of commission was while waiting for minor

repairs to be forwarded from the factory,

all such time not exceeding 72 hours. With

the parts on hand, the machine could have

been repaired in a very short time, a few

hours at the most. I deem it advisable

to keep some parts on hand for ready re

pairs, and the factory should furnish, and

we have on hand, those parts for substitu

tion which are most likely to be needed.

We can easily drive this machine at from

30 to 35 miles per hour on the level, and

make from 10 to 15 miles per hour on our

hills. Greater speed with any machine is.

In my opinion, not consistent with safety.

Our pump has never failed to respond and

give all the service required; the longest

continuous service given it In actual use has

been 2% hours, during which it maintained

a full, steady stream as required. These

pumps were guaranteed to throw 600 gallons

of water per minute, and in a number of

tests, some under Underwriters' Engineers'

inspection, it has maintained a continuous

and steady stream at the rate of 850 gallons

per minute, through two lines of 2V4 inch

hose, each 200 feet long and siamesed into

one with 1% inch tip on nozzle. We have

no trouble at any time in maintaining a flow

of 750 to 850 gallons, and do it easily and

without any strain on the machine, and

have never had any repairs on the pumps in

any particular, nor have they required any

attention.

Since the introduction of this machine, and

by reason of its Installation, we have se

cured a reduction of insurance rates In

our city, following a thorough inspection and

demonstration of our machine by the engi

neers of the Underwriters' Association. Un

der the test made by them the machine

threw 869 gallons of water per minute for

two hours, one test of one hour drafting

water from the river with a lift of eight feet

and one test of similar time drafting water

from a hydrant.

New Castle Is now 89 per cent efficient in

fire protection, being third in the matter of

efficiency in the State of Pennsylvania, In

asmuch as the purchase of this truck Is only

the beginning of the installation of this

class of power, which we expect to adopt

in the near future with the purchase of the

smaller apparatus, such as the combination

hose and chemical wagons, our efficiency

will more rapidly be apparent as the princi

pal outlay of expense has been made. We

are at present endeavoring to ascertain what

is the best for the conditions as they exist

in our city, as It Is surrounded by various

hills, while the congested portion of the city.

as well as the manufacturing plants, are lo

cated in the valley between, as before indi

cated.

275 pounds. The net horsepower developed

at the pump during these various tests

ranged from 61 to 72 and averaged 6fi'/4.

A paper on this same general subject was

presented by the writer at the meeting of

your Association in Syracuse two years ago.

One of the conclusions of that paper was

to the effect that

"Tests of steam fire engines and general

modern practice indicate that reciprocating

pumps are more efficient and are desirable

for this class of work. However, the suc

cess of stationary multi-stage centrifugal

pumps for high pressure service indicates

that this type may be acceptably developed

for use on fire engines, as may also the other

types of rotary pumps."

Although the centrifugal pump has been

used for this service abroad and has been

considered here, no fire engines employing

this type of pump are as yet In service in

this country, to our knowledge: however,

other forms of rotary pump have been used,

and give promise of success. The attitude

of the engineers of the National Board is

that either a reciprocating or a rotary pump

is satisfactory for fire engine duty, pro

viding the pump is designed to overcome cer

tain defects which have been evident In the

past, and has proved itself able to do so in

service. These defects include lack of effi

ciency, a tendency to wear and develop high

slip which is not easily corrected, and an

undesirable amount of vibration in the ap

paratus.

In order that a fair comparison may be

made between the performances of various

makes of apparatus. It is necessary to es

tablish a standard for both discharge and

pressure, since both these factors enter into

a determination of efficiency, that is. work

performed. The standard noted in this con

nection two years ago has been adhered to.

and is as follows:

"That the engine and pump shall be able

to deliver the rated capacity of the pump at

120 pounds net pressure, and at least 50 per

cent of its rated capacity at 200 pounds ne;

pressure."

The net pressure is the difference between

the readings of the discharge and suction

(ranges when working at a hydrant, and the

sum of these readings when working at

draft and the suction gauge indicates »

vacuum.

The motor fire engine is in many ways a

more complicated piece of machinery lnin

the steam fire engine, and because of this

and the inability to get highly trained men

to care for and operate them, their effi

ciency is liable to fall off considerably in ac

tual service. As a consequence, a certain

amount of excess capacity is required, both
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in the pump and in the engine, to offset this

liability and provide sufficient power under

all conditions. In regard to the pump, for

all except village service, two good fire

streams should be available under ordinary

working conditions, which with the mod

ern use of hose with smooth lining and of

nozzles of good size in discharging capacity,

means an actual delivery of 500 to 600 gal

lons. With all pumping apparatus, the slip

may be expected to increase with use, and

other conditions will tend to reduce the ca

pacity of the pump, so that a capacity of 700

gallons is not too much for most cases, and

for metropolitan service even larger capacity

may be desirable. City service, at serious fires

when the maximum engine capacity is need

ed, will most often call for such lengths of

hose lines and sizes of nozzles as to require

an engine pressure of 120 to 150 pounds, with

pressures up to about 200 pounds for fires in

high buildings or for suburban service. These

figures have therefore been adopted as ap

proximate standards for testing purposes.

As applying to the power of the engine, the

tests indicate that under certain conditions

likely to occur In practice only 50 to 60

per cent of the horsepower developed by the

engine appears as useful power developed by

the pump, as measured by the water dis

charged and the pressure registered. It is

the opinion of all our engineers who have

observed tests of motor pumping engines

that these machines should be provided with

high-powered motors, so that it will not be

necessary to run them, when the pumps are

delivering their maximum capacity, at a

speed greater than Is safe and reasonable

for the long continued service which they

may often be called upon to perform. It is

believed that a reasonable and reliable speed

will be not much in excess of 1.000 feet per

Tractors for Steamers and Ladder Trucks.

At the beginning of the year 1910 the city

of Passaic had 27 horses in the fire depart

ment. During this same year more than

one-half this number had been disposed of,

owing to the Introduction of motor vehicles

Into the fire department. Among the motor

fire apparatus purchased by our city were

two pieces known as tractors for pulling the

hook-and-ladders in use in our fire depart

ment. One Is a 90 horse power tractor

which pulls an aerial truck having a 75 foot

extension ladder and weighing ten tons. The

RESULTS OF TESTS OF MOTOR PUMPING ENGINES.
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minute piston travel, as assumed In the

A. L. A. M. rule. Interruptions and break

downs during tests were most often due to

running the motor at high speed. There is

a growing tendency among manufacturers

of motor fire engines towards these high-

powered motors, since they decrease the

liability of heating or other engine troubles,

and of vibration and consequent loosening or

breakage of small parts.

In a broad consideration of the relative

value of motor-driven and horse-drawn fire

apparatus there must, of course, enter the

question of the advantage gained by quick

ness of response, but this question has not

been considered In this paper. If then we

have In mind only the ability to pump water,

there appears to be no reason why we should

not place the motor pumping engine In com

parison with the machine it is displacing,

the steam fire engine. In making such a

comparison there is one feature on which

we have not yet sufficient data to base a

definite conclusion, namely, the ability to

operate efficiently and without serious in

terruption at fires extending over long pe

riods, and especially under adverse weather

conditions. It Is not intended to argue that

motor pumping engines may not have this

ability, but simply that they have not proved

it, as have steam fire engines. We believe

that they will be developed to possess this

ability, if they do not possess it already,

and observation and reports by the mem

bers of this Association will be the best

means of deciding the question.

Another question which can in many cases

be answered with certainty only after appa

ratus has been in service for some time, is

the effect of depreciation with age and use.

as indicated by ability to successfully with

stand long and severe service without In

jury or breakdown of any of its parts. In

designing any new type of apparatus it is

of course to be expected that there will be

certain features susceptible to improvement;

some of these faulty features have already

been discovered and corrected, and the desire

and Intention of the manufacturers to per

fect their product is encouraging.

Improvements In design will undoubtedly

result In a simplification of the machine

and a general reduction of the number of

parts and in some cases of the weight of the

apparatus. Motor fire apparatus does not

receive as constant service as commercial

apparatus, but its use is generally more se

vere. Considering everything, we see no

reason why it cannot be constructed to have

a life almost as great as the steam fire en

gine and to maintain an equal efficiency. To

obtain these desired results proper design

and construction are essential. Following

these, the point which requires perhaps the

strongest emphasis is the necessity for

skilled attention and proper and intelligent

care of motor apparatus, especially pumping

engines. The necessity for attention can be

determined in many cases only by tests

which will duplicate conditions obtaining at

a hard fire, and these tests should be made

systematically and at least once a year.

There is therefore a necessity, especially

in a department where much motor ap

paratus is in service, for a superintendent of

machinery, fitted for the position by skill

and experience in this line, or with energy

and capacity to so fit himself. He should

be zealous In training engineers and drivers

to do their work properly and should per

sonally supervise such tests as are neces

sary to assure himself of proper care and

condition of apparatus.

By CHIEF R. N. BAWKER, Passaic, N. J.

other Is an SO horsepower tractor pulling an

ordinary city size truck.

I have been asked to give my experience

with tractors for pulling fire apparatus and

shall endeavor to do so briefly and plainly.

The first statement will be the maintenance

of the tractor in comparison to the horse. I

will take, for illustration, from May 30, 1911.

until May 30, 1912. so I will have a complete

twelve months' expense for the tractors.

During the year above mentioned our

tractors averaged a cost of $8.85 per month.

against the cost of $90.00 per month for

horses on the same apparatus. This cost

per month of the tractors Includes repairs of

every description, while the cost of the

horse only Includes feeding and shoeing, and

If I should add the cost of repairs to har

ness and veterinary fees It would put the

maintenance of the horses of these two ap-

parata up to $100 per month. These two

tractors dispensed with the services of five

horses.

I have had both of our hook-and-ladder
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tractors in service eighteen months, and not

once in that period of time has there been

a single instance when the alarm has sound

ed that we experienced any trouble in start

ing, and when once started we have always

arrived at and returned from the fire with

out any trouble or delay.

Another very important point in favor of

the tractors for pulling Are apparatus is the

ease with which you can climb hills. In the

city of Passaic we have some very steep

hills, but we can make 8 miles an hour on

the steepest of them.

Also in the winter season, when the snow

and ice cover the streets, they do not inter

fere to any great extent with apparatus

pulled by tractors.

One instance in particular during the past

winter it snowed continuously for 24 hours,

and early in the morning we had an alarm

of fire from the hill section of our city,

and when we returned to quarters the

speedometer recorded 15 miles per hour, and

this was made through streets unbroken by

traffic. The best the horse could have done

under similar conditions would have been

five miles per hour.

The experience I have had with tractors

has proven to me beyond any doubt that

they are no longer an experiment, but an

absolute success. I prefer the tractor for

pulling steam fire engines to the method

of placing the gasoline propelling power on

the same frame as the steam boiler and

pump. In fact, all the motor hose wagons

In the city of Passaic might be termed

"tractors," for at the present time we have

no horses in our Are department, and with

a simple contrivance made by the master

mechanic of our department we pull our

steamers with our hose wagons whenever it

is necessary to use them.

So on the strength of my experience with

"tractors." and under nearly all kinds o'.

conditions, my advice to all city officials is:

Put tractors on all your hook-and-ladd<-r

trucks, steam fire engines and water towers.

They are more economical: they have long

passed the experimental stage, and are a

success in every sense of the word.

Motors V6. Horses in Heavy Snows.

The preparation of this paper might, per

haps with greater benefit to the association,

have been assigned to some member hav

ing experience where the snowfall is greater

than in Alberta, where we have very dry

snow, and while we have drifts often to a

depth of two feet or even more, the precipi

tation is seldom so great in a. short time as

to afford a severe test as In some of the

Eastern cities where 18 inches to two feet of

snow falls in 24 hours.

I have had In use for the past three win

ters a 40 horsepower squad wagon and dur

ing that period have never been tied up at

any time, never failed to reach a fire under

any weather conditions, and after this ex

perience of the motor apparatus in snow I

have come to this conclusion:

By CHIEF JAMES SMART, Calgary. Canada.

In any condition where the use of wheels

is possible, the motor-driven apparatus has

the advantage, and only In use of runners

instead of wheels has the horse-drawn ap

paratus even a questionable advantage, for

in severe storms horses will not face the av

erage blizzard of the Northwest—and the

motor will.

We might perhaps eliminate very deep

snow conditions to some extent from this

discussion, as motor-driven apparatus is

seldom, as yet, In use except in cities where

the streets are in fair condition soon after

snowfall—where streets are covered with

sleet or hard frozen snow with crust, they

are simply impassable under their worst

condition to horses, while presenting no dif

ficulty to the motor-driven apparatus. Then

again under light flaky snow the writer has

seen 75 per cent of the horses attempting

to reach a fire on asphalt pavement up a

slight grade where large flakes have fallen

to the depth of only a couple of inches—

here the motor would be the vehicle.

Especially under snow roads does the ad

vantage of the motor prove itself from the

standpoint of territory capable of being cov

ered from each station, to say nothing of the

advantage it has when arrived at the scene

of the fire.

Tile sum of my experience extending over

the past three winters has settled the ques

tion of the use of the motor apparatus in

snow or any other conditions, and I am rec

ommending the purchase of no more horse-

drawn apparatus for any purpose.

NATIONAL HIGHWAY FOR MOTORS.

At a banquet held recently in Indianapolis for automo

bile and accessory men, more than $300,000 was subscribed

to a movement, national in scope, for the building of a

fock highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific, to be com

pleted by April 1, 1915.

It is the plan of those interested in the movement to

ask every manufacturer of motor vehicles and sundries

of every kind to subscribe one-third of 1 per cent of their

gross receipts for three years, to be paid at the rate of

one-third of 1 per cent a year, in quarterly installments,

or at the rate of one-fifth of 1 per cent a year for the pe

riod of five years.

The road is to be built of stone, and the cost of ma

terial will be paid from the fund to be raised according to

the plan as presented. Each county through which the

road will pass will do the work of construction and bear

the expense thus incurred under the direction of engi

neers furnished by the War Department of the United

States government.

The important feature of the project lies in the fact

that it was not inaugurated to benefit any particular local

ity. The originators wish it understood that the move

ment is for the benefit of the nation at large and concerns

every city and state in the Union. The time set for the

closing of subscriptions is January 1, 1913.

Carl G. Fisher, the originator of the plan, asserts that

$10,000,000 to $12,000,000 will be raised and used in pur

chasing material to build the road.

"This does not mean," he said, "that the road will cost

only that amount. The cost of material is only from 30

to 50 per cent of the value of the road, and when com

pleted the new highway should represent a cost of $25.-

000,000."

The tentative route suggested starts from New York

City, going south by way of Washington, through Wheel

ing and Columbus, to Indianapolis, thence west through

St. Louis, Kansas City and over the Santa Fe trail through

La Junta, Phcenix, San Diego and Los Angeles, following

the Pacific coast to San Francisco.

MOTOR WAGON OWNERS UNITE.

Power wagon users of Portland, Ore., have united

and formed the Motor Truck Owners' Protective Asso

ciation. The organization is intended more for the own

ers than the dealers and will take up necessary legislation

and reforms for user and driver. It is formed along the

line of the Motor Truck Club of New York City, and is

expected to be able to correct many of the evils that trou

ble the owners locally.

Articles of incorporation have been filed with the Sec

retary of State and with the County Clerk, and provision

has been made for a large membership. The incorporator?

are Kenneth Poorman, Walter M. Miller, C. L. Hama-

walt, J. F. Guerin, P. W. Yett, E. P. Field, W. E. Moon.

A. F. Roberts, James J. Byrne, Walter Eden, W. C. Smith.

O. J. Cornell and H. F. Moon.

A 12 passenger motor patrol has been installed by

Little Rock, Ark.
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Fire Motors in France.

How Paris Is Taking Advantage of the Economies of Motor Transportation.

By FRANCIS P. MANN.

THE Paris fire department is now equipped in a very

efficient way by the use of motor fire apparatus of

the most approved design. Several years ago the

first change over to modern methods was made by install

ing an electric truck, but later as the gasoline motor was

sufficiently developed for fire service, the department

adopted the gas wagon, and at present the city's entire

equipment is made up of the types of machines here illus

trated. A number of different types of power wagons

were needed to meet the requirements of the fire service,

and the principal features of each will be pointed out in

the present description.

It should be noted that in Paris as well as in the rest of

France the fire department is part of the military organiza

tion, and the

firemen belong

to a special regi

ment known as

sapeurs -pom

piers. The Paris

department has

for its chief.

Col. Vuilquin,

an eminent com

mander, and un

der him is a

corps of officers

and engineers.

The fire depart

ment forms a

part of the mu

nicipal service.

and as such is

under the orders

of the Paris

Prefect of Po

lice, M. Hepine.

The type of

the machine known as the motor-pump and ladder carrier

is one of the principal units of the fire service. It is de

signed to carry a crew of 15 men and a ladder mounted on

a two-wheeled carriage which can be rolled backwards off

the truck when at the fire and used separately. With this

arrangement the ladder can be taken into narrow courts or

other spaces where the truck could not enter. The ladder

carriage is of the standard type which was already in use

before the motor trucks were adopted, and means were

then found to mount the carriage upon the power wagon

chassis.

The machine is provided with a fire pump for the hose

delivery, power being supplied by the gasoline engine. The

■whole combination, which is mounted on a Delahaye chas

sis, makes a very effective outfit. The pictures show the

type used at Paris, and also a second and similar model

built for the principality of Morocco.

 

Motor aerial ladder truck used In Paris.

In order to handle the ladder truck in the best way and

in the shortest time, it is carried on the chassis in such

a position that its weight falls to the rear, so that it tends

to roll down by the force of gravity. When not in use it

is held in place by ropes. On each end of the carriage

axle is a pinion which runs on a rolling way sloping to

the rear. This track is made up of a pair of rack-rails

inclined down to a point near the ground, and as the

pinions engage upon the sloping racks it is an easy matter

to lower the carriage by taking hold of the main wheels

and using them as levers to steady the movement. When

en the road, the pinions are held in place by a suitable

locking device.

The pump used is the "Farcot," which is a two-stage

balanced cen

trifugal pump,

with a capacity

of 528 gallons

per minute at

pressures of 114

to 1 28 pounds

per square inch.

Three deliveries

are provided.

In the first

machines deliv

ered the prim

ing of the pump

was done by one

engine, but it

was found that

owing to the au

tomatic cut-off

gear occasion

ally hanging up

when the water

was obtained,

water leaked in

to the cylinders with disastrous results. The pumps so

fitted are now used without any priming gear at all. The

newer machines have an auxiliary air pump fitted for this

purpose.

The pumps are driven through the change-speed gear

box, the pump running twice as fast as the engine, and

the same lever which is used for changing speed is used

for engaging the pump. The brigade has tried plate

clutches, but has now given them up for the leather cone

type.

One feature of the motor pump combination is the

provision for additional cooling of the gasoline motor.

When running on the road, the radiator has ample surface

to take care of the motor cooling as usual, but when the

machine is standing and the motor is used to drive the

water pump, the radiator no longer receives the current

of air produced by the motion of the truck so that the
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"Delahaye" chassis, showing centrifugal pump.

motor would run hot were not other means of cooling

provided. A piece of small piping is attached to the

pump which delivers cold water to the cylinder jackets,

and very effective cooling results.

Another type of machine, of which there are quite a

number in use, is the gasoline motor pump wagon. This

uses a Delahaye chassis of the 40-60 horsepower type and

the maximum speed is 40 miles an hour. The truck is

manned by a crew of 15 men who sit on benches at the

side or front. The machine also carries two hose reels in

front and one at the rear with a total of 2,000 feet of large

3-inch cloth hose and 500 feet of iVo-inch rubber hose.

The machine with equipment weighs about 14,000 pounds.

On the chassis is fitted a turbine pump of the type already

described with an output of approximately 500 gallons a

minute. The motor is of the usual 4-cylinder type with

dual ignition. On the rear of the chassis is carried a set

of small ladders, and there is also ample luggage space

for storing accessories such as oxygen tubes, respiratory

apparatus and different tools. The motor pump feeds three

hose outlets which are adapted to receive three large or

six small hose. The total weight of the machine with

equipment and 15 men is 10,240 pounds.

* * *

The Motor Ladder Truck.

Of a more recent construction is the special truck with

revolving and adjustable ladder illustrated. The object in

 

 

Gasoline motor pump at work.

Gasoline motor pump wagon fully equipped.

this case was to provide for the use of a ladder of the

greatest possible height, which could be supported entirely

on the truck chassis and be worked from this point by a

combination of mechanical movements. The new machine

is an interesting design, and it represents a great deal of

care and skill in carrying out the details of ladder manipu

lation.

It is necessary to have a ladder 80 feet in length so

that it will be long enough to reach the roofs of most of

the high buildings in the city and at the same time

permit of quick and easy operation. As will be noticed,

the truck chasis is of the usual type, except that on the

rear of the frame is mounted a turntable so that the lad

der, supported on it as a base, can be revolved as a whole,

nil the while being more or less extended or held at differ

ent angles as may be required. In this way the top of the

ladder, which is free in the air, can be brought against

buildings on either side of the street without moving the

machine.

Owing to the rapid movement of the ladder, it will

often give valuable aid at fires, especially as it will take

persons from a window and place them safely in adjoining

buildings without necessitating descent to the ground. The

apparatus is mounted on a Delahaye 45-60 horsepower

chassis of about the same design as the preceding. Under

the driver's seat is a gasoline tank with a capacity sufficient

for a 100-mile run and two hours" working of the ladder.

Back of the tank is a hinged bench which seats four men

and can be swung down to make room for maneuvers

when at a fire.

Operation of the Aerial Ladder.

The engine is coupled to a dynamo which supplies cur

rent for operating the electric motor of the ladder mechan

ism, and for the electric searchlight. Three principal

movements are given the ladder. In the first, a crank

mechanism is used for rotating the turntable base as a

whole, so as to turn the entire ladder to the desired posi

tion. The man at the crank follows the ladder's movement

and walks around the iron base plating which is formed

as a part of the iron wheel guards. The second movement

sets the ladder at a given angle by inclining it more or

less. The 80-foot ladder can be set at a 75 to 78 degree
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Searchlight gear of gas-electric salvage wagon.

angle with a weight of 500 pounds at the top without any

noticeable bending, and even at an angle of 50 degrees it

will still support a man weighing 170 pounds. A double

hand crank at the side serves to adjust the slant of the

ladder, which works about a pivot support and is partly

counterbalanced by weights. The third movement consists

of sliding the four sections of the ladder upon each other

so as to lengthen or shorten it. This is done by a small

electric motor operating a set of drums and wire cables

attached to the sections. A five horsepower electric motor,

contained in a tight case, is used and the ladder can be

fully extended in 20 seconds. To dismount, the sections

slide down by their own weight, against the resistance

which the electric motor offers running backwards as a

dynamo, on the usual electric brake principle, the current

going into a rheostat.

As the truck is not always operated on level ground,

means must be provided for keeping the ladder in a verti

cal position as regards the spot on which the machine

stands. For this purpose a hand wheel is provided to turn

a screw for correcting the slant of the base at any time,

so that the ladder is in the proper position. This is indi

cated by a plumb bob device comprising a sector scale.

Storage space on new motor salvage wagon.

which shows at what angle the ladder is being erected at

any time, and also the proper extension necessary for any

given angle. In this connection it should be stated that

when the truck is in place, the weight of the ladder

mechanism is removed from the rear springs by means of

a cam which throws the whole weight directly on the rear

axle. In this way the movement of the ladder is steadied.

* * *

Motor Salvage Wagon.

The pictures also show a very useful fire wagon in the

form of a salvage car, which is in use at seven of the city

fire stations, each one having a certain zone to protect, al

though the wagons of one area can be sent on to the next

should the fire be of a serious nature. The present ma

chines are fitted with a 20-horsepower motor, and the

wagon body provides space for the crew of eight men. In

the rear is a large box body with space for the various

salvage appliances. Access is given by a number of doors,

and here are stored large water-proof cover cloths meas

uring 20 by 13 feet or less, also a number of mops,

brooms, sponges, bags of sawdust, etc. On the top is

carried a set of ladders. The salvage service is designed

to protect against fire, and especially against damage by

 

Motor pump and ladder carriage preparing for action.
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Motor pump wagon with ladder carriage ready for a run.

water. Recognizing its value, the Syndicate of Fire In

surance companies of Paris allots the salvage service an

annual subsidy of $38,000. In addition to the present ma

chines there is one gas-electric salvage wagon which is

kept in reserve and which carries, besides the above men

tioned appliances, two portable electric searchlights. These

are operated by a small dynamo carried on the wagon. The

machine is also provided with several acetylene flares and

lamps.

* * *

Cost of the Salvage Service.

In the Paris Fire Brigade Annual Report for 19 10, it

is pointed out that the Salvage Service of the Brigade is

the only one in existence which can bring such a powerful

plant and personnel rapidly to a fire for salvage duties and

which has the benefit of so large a force of trained men to

draw upon. The following figures abstracted from the

brigade accounts, indicate the gross expenditures and re

ceipts for that year:

Expense*.

Salaries, officers and men (approximately) $462,270

Appliances and repairs 1 55,629

Telegraph and telephone service 1 1,818

Hygiene, stationery, sundries, etc 55.619

Total expenditures $685,336

Receipts.

Payment for service in public and private bklgs. .$ 52,250

Subvention from the State 9,120

Contributions from the Seine District 3-8oo

Voluntary contributions from insurance companies 38,000

Total receipts $103,170

The net expenses are therefore, $582,166 for a popula

tion of 2,763,393, that is to say, $0.21 per inhabitant per

year. This low figure is largely the result of the wonder

ful economies obtained by the installation of motor equip

ment, for the cost of repairs and appliances now forms

less than 25 per cent of the total expenditures.

New Britain. Conn., is trying out a trackless trolley

bus.

MOTOR WAGONS IN THE PHILIPPINES.

The Philippine government is using; power wagons ex

tensively in municipal work and is apparently well satis

fied. The following extracts from a letter written by

Warwick Greeney, the director of the Bureau of Public

Works at Manila, to the local representative of the manu

facturer of the trucks give striking evidence of the service

furnished :

"Manila. P. 1.. July 7, 1912.

"The machines have given very satisfactory service—

a fact sufficiently demonstrated by the cabled order for

ten more trucks placed within less than two months after

the first trucks were put in operation. In fact, they have

revolutionized the transportation business on the Benguet

road.

"They have been so busy during the last four months

of the Bagnio (our summer capital) season that we have

not had time to conduct any experiments with them or to

make any careful tests. Some of the trucks have been

making two round trips daily, mileage 100 miles, includ

ing Sundays and holidays. I expect, however, to have

some elaborate tests made during this month to show fuel

and oil consumption under different conditions of load

and of grade on the Benguet road.

"We believe that all the new motor wagons should be

geared somewhat lower than the old ones. We are sure

that the motor is powerful enough to haul heavier load>

up the road—at lower speed, of course—and that we could

carry freight more economically in this way. As it is not

unlikely that these trucks will have to carry 10,000 tons of

freight over this mountain road during the pre>ent fiscal

year, July 1. 1911, to July 1, 1912, you can see that we are

very much interested in anything that promises to reduce

the unit cost of hauling:."'

MAY USE MOTOR DELIVERY.

The advisability of establishing a motor delivery cor

poration for the use of local grocers i> being considered by

the Stockton Grocers' Protective Association of Stockton.

Cal. The plan has been successfully carried out in other

parts of the country, and the local grocers believe that

they can save much money by the proposed system.

A local firm has already shown its willingness to make

grocery deliveries by motor, but the grocers have taken

no action. The stores in the grocers' association average

from three to ten delivery wagons each.

At present the wagons from the different stores de

liver in the same block every morning. If the system is

adopted, one of the motor wagons will cover an entire

district for all of the grocers subscribing to the service

Trucks would call at the stores and machines delegated

to a certain district would take only the purcliases to be

sent to that part of the city.

Art glass for the new Pingree bank building, Ogden, Residents of Bond Hill, a suburb of Cincinnati, are

Utah, was successfully transported by power wagon, from employing a co-operative motor bus to connect with the

Salt Lake City. end of the nearest street car line.
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Exhibitors at 1913 Shows.

Official Lists Show Increased Desire of Trade for Representation.

ALLOTMENTS of space for the motor vehicle

shows in 1913 have already been made and it is

certain that the coming exhibitions will far sur

pass anything of the kind held in the past. Among parts

and accessory manufacturers the lists show a large in-

Madlson Square Garden, New York.

Ajax-Grleb Rubber Co New York, N. Y.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co Kenosha, Wis.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co. .Worcester, Mass.

Bijur Motor Lighting Co New York, N. Y.

Bosch Magneto Co New York, N. Y.

Bower Roller Bearing Co Detroit, Mich.

Bowser & Co., S. F Fort Wayne, Ind.

Briggs Magneto Co Elkhart, Ind.

Brown-Lipe Gear Co Syracuse, N. Y.

Buda Co., The Harvey, 111.

Budd Mfg. Co.. Edward G. .Philadelphia, Pa.

Byrne, Kingston & Co Kokomo, Ind

Carnegie Steel Co Pittsburg, Pa.

Champion Ignition Co Flint, Mich.

Chicago Drop Forge & Fdry. Co

Chicago. III.

Goes Wrench Co Worcester, Mass.

Columbia Nut & Bolt Co. .Bridgeport, Conn.

Connecticut Telephone & Electric Co. .

Meriden, Conn

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co

New York, N. Y.

Continental Caoutchouc Co. New York, N. Y.

Cook's Sons, Adam New York, N. Y.

Cotta Transmission Co Rockford, III.

Cramp & Sons, Wm., Ship & Engine

Bldg. Co Philadelphia, Pa.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co Indianapolis

Diamond Rubber Co Akron, O.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos Jersey City, N. J.

Edison Storage Battery Co

West Orange, N. J.

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co Detroit, Mich.

Eisemann Magneto Co New York, N. Y.

Electric Storage Battery Co Philadelphia

Empire Tire Co Trenton, N. J.

Findeisen & Kropf Mfg. Co. .. .Chicago, ill.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co Akron, O.

Fisk Rubber Co Chicopee P'alls. Mass.

O & J Tire Co Indianapolis, Ind.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co Cleveland, O.

Garage Equipment Mfg. Co Milwaukee

Gemmer Mfg. Co Detroit, Mich.

Globe Machine & Stamping Co Cleveland

Goodrich Co., B. F Akron, O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co Akron, O.

Gray & Davis Amesbury, Mass.

Harris Oil Co., A. W Providence, R. I.

Hartford Rubber Works Co. .Hartford, Conn.

Hartford Suspension Co Jersey City, N. J.

Havollne OH Co New York, N. Y.

Heinze Electric Co Lowell, Mass.

Hess-Bright Mfg. Co Philadelphia, Pa.

Hess Steel Castings Co Bridgeton. N. J.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co Newark, N. J.

Janney-Steinmetz & Co Philadelphia

Johnson & Co., Isaac G New York, N. Y.

Jones & Co., Phineas Newark, N. J.

Kent Mfg. Works, Atwater Philadelphia

Kokomo Electric Co Kokomo, Ind.

I>efever Arms Co Syracuse, N. Y.

Light Mfg. & Fdry. Co Pottstown. Pa.

Link-Belt Co Philadelphia, Pa.

McCord Mfg. Co Detroit, Mich.

Manufacturers Foundry Co

Waterbury, Conn.

Mlehelln Tire Co Milltown, N. J.

Morgan & Wright Detroit, Mich.

Mosler & Co.. A. R Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co Pendleton, Ind.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co Akron, O.

Muncie Gear Works Muncie, Ind.

-National Tube Co Pittsburgh, Pa.

New Departure Mfg. Co..

New Miller Carburetor Co

Indianapolis, Ind.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co.. New York, N.Y.

Oliver Mfg. Co Chicago, 111.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co leannette. Pa.

Pittsburg Model Engine Co Peru, Ind.

Remy Electric Co Anderson, Ind.

Republic Rubber Co Youngstown, O.

Rose Mfg. Co Philadelphia, Pa.

Ross Gear & Tool Co Lafayette, Ind.

Royal Equipment Co Bridgeport, Conn.

Sehrader's Son, Inc., A New York, N. Y.

Schwarz Wheel Co Philadelphia, Pa.

Sheldon Axle Co Wilkes-Barre, Pa

Smith Co., A. O Milwaukee, Wis.

Spicer Mfg. Co Plalntield, N. J.

Splitdorf Co., C. F Newark, N. J.

Standard Roller Bearing Co

Philadelphia, Pa.

Standard Welding Co Cleveland. O.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co Chicago, 111.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co. .. .Chicago, 111.

Stutz Auto Parts Co Indianapolis, Ind.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co Akron, O.

Texas Co., The New York, N. Y.

Timken-Detrolt Axle Co Detroit, Mich.

Timken Roller Bearing Co., The.. Canton, O.

Turner Brass Works, The Sycamore, 111.

United Rim Co Akron, O.

U. S. Light & Heating Co

New York, N. Y.

Vacuum Oil Co New York, N. Y.

Valentine & Co New York, N. Y.

Veeder Mfg. Co., The Hartford, Conn.

Vesta Accumulator Co Chicago, 111.

Warner Gear Co Muncie, Ind.

Warner Mfg. Co Toledo, O.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co... New York, N. Y.

Weston-Mott Co Flint, Mich.

Wheeler & Schebler Indianapolis, Ind.

Whitney Mfg. Co Hartford, Conn.

Willard Storage Battery Co Cleveland, O.

Williams Co., J. H Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wolverine Lubricants Co... New York, N. Y.

Young. O. W Newark, N. J.

Grand Central Palace, New York.

Buda Co Harvey, 111.

Cramp & Sons, Wm., Ship & Engine

Bldg. Co Philadelphia, Pa.

Gould Storage Battery Co... New York, N. Y.

Gray & Davis Amesbury. Mass.

Hartford Suspension Co... Jersey City, N. J.

Muncie Gear Works Muncie, Ind.

Itoss Gear & Tool Co Lafayette, Ind.

Schrader's Son, Inc., A New York, N. Y.

Simms Magneto Co New York, N. Y.

Texas Co New York, N. Y.

Timken-Detroit Axle Co Detroit, Mich.

Timken Roller Bearing Co Canton, O.

Vesta Accumulator Co Chicago, 111.

Warner Gear Co Muncie, Ind.

Warner Instrument Co Beloit, Wis.

Wheeler & Schebler Co Indianapolis, Ind.

Coliseum and Armory, Chicago.

AJax-Grieb Rubber Co New York, N. Y.

American Bronze Co Berwyn, Pa.

Auto Parts Mfg. Co Muncie,' Ind.

Badger Brass Mfg. Co Kenosha, Wis.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co. .Worcester, Mass.

Bosch Magneto Co New York, N. Y.

Bower Roller Bearing Co Detroit, Mich.

Bowser & Co., S. F Fort Wayne, Ind.

Briggs Magneto Co Elkhart. Ind.

grease over those of last year, and will include nearly 300

exhibits in the motor wagon branch of the industry alone.

The Motor and Accessory Manufacturers have assigned

spaces to the following concerns who will exhibit during

the week devoted to power wagons:

. .Bristol. Conn Brown-Lipe Gear Co Syracuse, N. Y.

Buda Co Harvey, 111.

Byrne, Kingston & Co Kokomo, Ind.

Champion Ignition Co Flint, Mich.

Chicago Drop Forge & Fdry. Co. .Chicago, III.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co

New York, N. Y.

Continental Caoutchouc Co. New York, N. Y.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co. Muskegon, Mich.

Cotta Transmission Co Rockford, 111.

Cramp & Sons, Wm., Ship & Engine

BldS- Co Philadelphia, Pa.

Detroit Lubricator Co Detroit, Mich.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co. Indianapolis, Ind.

Diamond Rubber Co Akron, O.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos lersey City, N. J.

Edison Storage Battery Co..W. Orange, N.j!

Edmunds & Jones Mfg. Co Detroit, Mich.

Eisemann Magneto Co New York, N. Y.

Electric Storage Battery Co. Philadelphia, Pa

Empire Tire Co Trenton, N. J.

Esterline Co Lafayette, Ind.

Findeisen & Kropf Mfg. Co Chicago 111

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co Akron O

Fisk Rubber Co Chicopee Falls, Mass

G. & J. Tire Co Indianapolis, Ind.

Gabriel Horn Mfg. Co Cleveland O

Garage Equipment Co Milwaukee Wis

Gemmer Mfg. Co Detroit, Mich!

Globe Machine & Stamping Co. Cleveland, O

Goodrich Co., B. F Akron O

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co Akron O

Gould Storage Battery Co.. New York, n! T.

Gray & Davis Amesburv, Mass

Harris Oil Co., A. W Providence, R I

Hartford Rubber Works Co. .Hartford, Conn.

Hartford Suspension Co... Jersey City, N J

Havollne Oil Co New York, N Y

Heinze Electric Co Lowell, Mass.

Herz & Co New York, N. Y

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co Newark, N J

Imperial Brass Mfg. Co Chicago 111

Johnson & Co., Isaac G New York, N. Y.

Kent Mfg. Works, Atwater. Philadelphia, Pa

Kokomo Electric Co Kokomo, Ind

Lefever Arms Co Syracuse. N. Y

Link-Belt Co Philadelphia, Pa

McCord Mfg. Co Detroit, Mich

Morgan & Wright Detroit. Mich.

Motsinger Device Mfg. Co. ...Pendleton, Ind

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., The Akron O

Muncie Gear Works Muncie, ind

National Coil Co Lansing, Mich.

National Tube Co Pittsburgh, Pa.

New Miller Carburetor Co. .Indianapolis, Ind.

N. Y. & N. J. Lubricant Co. New York, N Y

Oliver Mfg. Co Chicago, III!

Pennsylvania Rubber Co Jeannette, Pa.

Remy Electric Co Anderson, Ind.

Republic Rubber Co Youngstown, O.

Ross Gear & Tool Co Lafayette, Ind.

Royal Equipment Co Bridgeport, Conn.

Sheldon Axle Co Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Smith Co., A. O Milwaukee, Wis.

Spicer Mfg. Co Plainfield, N. J.

Splitdorf Co., C. F Newark, N. J.

Standard Roller Bearing Co. Philadelphia, Pa.

Standard Welding Co Cleveland, O.

Stewart & Clark Mfg. Co Chicago, 111.

Stromberg Motor Devices Co Chicago, III.

Stutz Auto Parts Co Indianapolis, Ind.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co Akron, O.

Texas Co., The ; New York, N. Y.

Timken-Detroit Axle Co Detroit, Mich.

Timken Roller Bearing Co Canton, O.
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Turner Brass Works Sycamore, 111.

United Rim Co Akron, O.

U. S. Lighting & Heating Co. New York, N.Y.

Vacuum Oil Co New York, N. Y.

Veeder Mfg. Co., The Hartford, Conn.

Vesta Accumulator Co Chicago, 111.

Warner Gear Co Muncie, Ind.

Warner Instrument Co Belolt, Wis.

Warner Mfg. Co Toledo, O.

Waukesha Motor Co Waukesha. Wis.

Weed Chain Tire Grip Co... New York, N. Y.

Western Motor Co Marion, Ind.

Weston-Mott Co Flint, Mich.

Wheeler & Schebler Indianapolis, Ind.

Whitney Mfg. Co Hartford, Conn.

Willard Storage Battery Co Cleveland, O.

Williams Co.. J. H Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wolverine Lubricants Co... New York, N. Y.

Mechanics' Building, Boston.

Ajax-Grieb Rubber Co New York, N. Y.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co. .Brooklyn, N. Y.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co. .Worcester, Mass.

Borne, Scrymser Co New York, N. Y.

Bowser & Co., S. F Fort Wayne, Ind.

Champion Ignition Co Flint, Mich.

Coes Wrench Co Worcester, Mass.

Consolidated Rubber Tire Co

New York, N. Y.

Continental Caoutchouc Co. New York, N. Y.

Cramp & Sons, Wm., Ship & Engine

Bldg. Co Philadelphia, Pa.

Diamond Rubber Co Akron. O.

Dixon Crucible Co., Jos Jersey City, N. .1

Edison Storage Battery Co

West Orange, N. J.

Electric Storage Baltery Co

Philadelphia. Pa

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co Akron, O.

Fisk Rubber Co Chlcopee Falls, Mass.

G. & J. Tire Co Indianapolis, Ind.

Goodrich Co., B. F Akron, O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co Akron, O.

Gray & Davis Amesbury, Mass.

Harris Oil Co., A. W Providence, R. I.

Hartford Rubber Works Co. .Hartford, Conn.

Hartford Suspension Co... Jersey City, N. J.

Heinze Electric Co Lowell, Mass.

Morgan & Wright Detroit, Mich.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co Akron, O.

National Tube Co Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pennsylvania Rubber Co Jeannette, Pa.

Remy Electric Co Anderson, Ind.

Standard Welding Co Cleveland, O.

Stewart & Clarke Mfg. Co Chicago, 111.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co Akron, O.

Texas Co .' New York, N. Y.

United Rim Co., The Akron, O.

U. S. Light & Heating Co.. New York, N. Y.

Vacuum Oil Co New York, N. Y.

Veeder Mfg. Co Hartford, Conn.

Voorhees Rubber Mfg. Co.. Jersey City, N. J.

Warner Instrument Co Belolt, Wis.

Whitney Mfg. Co Hartford, Conn.

Willard Storage Battery Co Cleveland, O.

Wolverine Lubricants Co... New York, N. Y.

TRUCK EXHIBITORS AT CHICAGO.

Space has been assigned to the following

concerns for the motor wagon section of the

Chicago Automobile Show, February 10 to

IS:

Coliseum, Chicago.

Adams Bros. Company Findlay, O.

American Locomotive Co... New York, N. Y.

Autocar Company Ardmore, Pa.

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co. . .Buffalo, N. Y.

Bulck Motor Co Flint, Mich.

Clark Delivery Car Co... Grand Crossing, 111.

Dayton Auto Truck Co Dayton. O.

Federal Motor Truck Co Detroit, Mich.

Flint Motor Wagon Dept., Durant Dort

Carriage Co Flint, Mich.

Garford Company Elyria, O.

General Motors Truck Co Pontiac, Mich.

Gramm Motor Truck Co Lima, O.

Hupp Motor Car Co Detroit, Mich.

International Motor Co New York, N. Y.

Thos. B. Jeffery Co Kenosha. Wis.

Kelly Motor Truck Company. .Springfield. O.

Kissel Motor Car Co Hartford, Wis.

Knox Automobile Co Springfield, Mass.

Krebs Commercial Car Co Clyde. O.

Locomobile Co. of America. Bridgeport, Conn.

W. H. Mclntyre Co Auburn, Ind.

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co Chicago, 111.

Peerless Motor Car Co Cleveland, O.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co. . -Buffalo. N. Y.

Pope Mfg. Co Hartford, Conn.

Reliance Motor Truck Co Owosso, Mich.

Reo Motor Car Co Lansing, Mich.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co. .. .Rochester, N. Y.

Speedwell Motor Car Co Dayton, O.

Sternberg Mfg. Co Milwaukee, Wis.

Studebaker Corp Detroit. Mich.

I'nlted States Motor Truck Co. Cincinnati, O.

Velle Motor Vehicle Co Moline, 111.

Walker Vehicle Co Chicago. HI.

Waverley Co Indianapolis. Ind.

Coliseum Annex, Chicago.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co

Bowling Green. O.

Chase Motor Truck Co Syracuse. N. Y.

Dart Mfg. Co Waterloo, la.

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co. Buffalo, N. Y.

M. & P. Electric Vehicle Co. . .Detroit. Mich.

Service Motor Car Co Wabash, Ind.

Standard Motor Truck Co Detroit. Mich.

Transit Motor Truck Co., Inc. .Louisville, Ky.

Universal Motor Truck Co Detroit. Mich

First Regiment Armory, Chicago.

Avery Company Peoria, 111.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co Cleveland, O.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co. . .Grove City, Pa.

Brown Commercial Car Co Peru, Ind.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co Chicago. Hi

Commerce Motor Car Co Detroit, Mich.

Four-Wheel Drive Auto Co.Clintonville, Wis.

General Vehicle Co.. Long Island City, N. Y.

Gramm-Bernstein Co Lima. O.

Harwood Barley Mfg. Co Marion, Ind

International Harvester Co Chicago, 111

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co. . .Fremont. O.

National Motor Truck Co Bay City. Mich

Packard Motor Car Co Detroit, Mich.

D. F. Poyer & Co Menominee, Mich.

Alden Sampson Mfg. Co Detroit, Mich.

Sanford Motor Truck Co Syracuse. N. Y.

A. O. Smith Co Milwaukee, Wis.

White Co Cleveland. O.

GARAGE FIRE PROTECTION RULES.

State Fire Marshal T. M. Purtell of Madison, Wis

consin, has compiled a set of fire protection rules for

garages, which he has sent to the fire chiefs in the state

with the request that they have them posted in all such

establishments. . . .

An eminent authority on fire prevention has found that

most garage fires are due to carelessness, and may be

avoided by giving proper attention to a few important de

tails in administration. The rules prepared by Fire Mar

shal Purtell are as follows :

1. None but fireproof buildings should be used as

garages ; never a building any part of which is used for

public meetings.

2. The floors should be of cement.

3. Allow no flame, fire or fire heat, stove, boiler, fur

nace, forge or torch in the garage. Heat with steam.

4. Use electric, incandescent lights, protected by wire

basket guard ; never lamps, candles, lanterns or other open

lights.

5. Store all gasoline in an approved underground

tank, equipped With standard pump. Never keep gasoline

in open vessels, nor allow gasoline to run or drip on the

6. Use approved safety cans or approved portable

tank in transferring gasoline to machine.

7. Make sure that the gasoline tank in the machine is

free from leak and that the caps are secure.

8. Provide standard metal waste cans on each floor,

especially near the work bench, for oily waste. Destroy

this waste each evening.

9. Allow no shavings, refuse or waste to accumulate.

10. For private fire protection keep pail of sand, with

scoop and approved chemical fire extinguishers, on each

floor.

11. Beware of carburetor flooding.

12. Absolutely permit no smoking in the garage.

13. Always be careful and vigilant.

RAILROAD ADOPTS MOTORS.

The Texas Midland Railroad has arranged to estab

lish a through motor car passenger service between Paris

and Dallas, 13 miles. It has long been the desire of E. H.

R. Green, president of the road, to obtain a passenger en

trance to Dallas. He has succeeded in doing this by

means of a trackage contract with the Texas & Pacific

for operating the rail motor cars over that line between

Terrell and Dallas, thirty miles. The new service went

floor nor into the drainage system. into effect October 10.
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PACKARD FUNERAL CAR.

The illustration shows a new type of motor funeral car

supplied to J. J. Flannery, Jr., a funeral director of Pitts

burgh, Pa. The chassis is a standard Packard 3-ton

model, provided with special rear springs to take care of

the unusually heavy body. The coach work was done by

L. Glesenkamp Sons & Company of Pittsburgh, accord

ing to specifications prepared by Mr. Flannery.

The body is 22 feet in length and 8 feet wide, over all

It is 6 feet 4 inches high. Four compartments are pro

vided, giving a seating capacity of 30 persons, including

the driver. The driver's section will seat four people

comfortably. The casket compartment, just back of the

front seat, is very large and has additional space for Bow

ers.

The stateroom is for the use of the immediate family

and seats nine persons. The front seat is seven feet long

and may be used as a divan. A pillow, blankets and a

medicine chest are carried in a locker below. A stationary-

wash basin and a 50-gallon tank for drinking water are

also provided.

The main compartment, which seats 17 people, is at

the extreme rear and connects with the stateroom by a

swinging door. Both the stateroom and main compart

ment have telephonic communication with the driver. Elec

tric fans and dome lights are also provided, current being

supplied by three storage batteries.

The entire interior is lined with straight-grained, dark-

blue leather, heavily tufted. The beveled plate windows

are equipped with snap blinds and heavy silk hangings.

All woodwork is highly finished mahogany. The exterior

is painted a dark blue with light-blue striping.

MOTOR-DRIVEN DISINFECTING VAN.

At the recent Dresden Hygienic Exhibition there was

shown for the first time a motor-driven steam disinfecting

van, which is expected to prove an important outside

auxiliary for hospitals.

The disinfecting apparatus, made by the Apparati-

Bauanstadt Weimar, is mounted on a chassis supplied by

 

German motor disinfecting van.

Benzwerke Gaggenau, G. M. B. H., a well-known auto

mobile constructor of Gaggenau, Baden, Germany. A

4-cylinder engine of 90 by 140 millimeters bore and stroke,

respectively, is used. It develops from 20 to 25 horse

power. Single tires are used in front, and dual in the rear.

The disinfecting tank is of rectangular shape, of the

following dimensions: Length, 22 meters; height, 1.2

meters ; width, 0.98 meter. It is made of galvanized iron

4 millimeters thick.

In the interior of the steam disinfecting apparatus a

cup of sheet iron, covering the whole top part of the de

vice, is provided for catching the condensed wafer, which

is guided by tubes to the bottom of the apparatus. Con

densation is prevented by a covering of felt over the bot

tom of this cup, thus preventing condensed water from

coming in contact with the goods to be disinfected.

The apparatus is provided with a furnace for warming

and drying the goods. Having a large heating surface,

this furnace can be fired with wood.

The steam enters the tank from above and leaves

through exhaust pipes below. The whole apparatus is

insulated on all sides by cork plates covered with sheet

iron.

The machine travels at from 25 to 30 kilometers (15.5

to 18.6 miles) an hour, and is capable of climbing grades

up to 16 per cent.

 

A 30-passenger motor funeral car supplied to an enterprising Pittsburgh undertaker.
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The Service Department.

An Interesting Paper on the After-Purchase Service of the Manufacturer.

By C. ROY MATSON.*

APHASE of the automobile business which is bear

ing more strongly on the automobile manufac

turers every day is the fundamental effect the

agency repair service has on the present and future sale

of their cars. Those companies which can point to that

very practical monument for the future welfare of the

purchaser, a fine car service building, with its efficient

organization, stock substations and systematized agent re

pair shops, have an assured future. The function of the

car service department is to take care of the cars after

they are sold; to supply repair parts; educate repairmen;

supervise the character and extent of agents' repair shops

and policies ; settle claims for defective parts, and operate

a local branch for repairs, etc. At first the car service

division originated from necessity, little departments

sprinkled around the factory. As their work in time grew%

it became necessary for efficiency to unite them in one

building, working together co-operatively, instead of en

cumbering the routine of the factory.

OUTLLNK OF DUTIES OF THE CAR SERVICE DIVISION.

ORDER DEPT.

General foreman

of car service..

(1) Records, lists,

prints, etc., of

parts, tools and

material, Pric

ing

(2) Ordering, ac

counting and

maintenance of

repair stock

(3) Correspond

ence

(4) Ordering of

shop. Outside

repairing and

extra work

•A" Repair

stock . . . .

'B" Claims..

"C" Educa

tional

"D" General

repairs

(1) Manufacture and storage of

repair parts.

(2) Handling, packing, shipping.

f(l) Receiving and cleaning of

specimens.

(2) Investigation and judgment.

(3) Storage.

(4) Adjustment, allowing stock

or credits.

(1) Class room. Models, Car

and instructor.

(2) Compiling of instruction book.

Educating agents' men. An

swering technical queries, and

directing apprentices in re

pair and shop work.

(3) Traveling repair organizer

and overseer.

(1) General repairing and over-

"1p:hauling, shipped in from out

i side.

ORGANIZATION OF THE CAR SERVICE DIVISION.

General foreman

of car service

division

(1) Order clerk. .

(2) Stenographer.

(3) Stenographer.

(3) Records man.

(4) Accountant .

(5) Typewriters.

(6) Errand boy..

'A" Repair stock

foreman

(1) Manufacturing foreman.

(21 Stock renewal man.

Ci) Order clerks.

(4) Order checker.

(5) Packer.

(C) Shipper.

•B

man

Claims fore- ( (1) Clerk•) < 2 ) H

andyman.

f
"C" Instructor ....-,' (1) Traveling overseer.

I

"D" Repair shop fU) Repairmen,

foreman i (2) Repair apprentices.

The Order Department.

The ordering of repair parts, claims, educational work

and shop car service require a large number of considera

tions, such as interpreting of letters ; credits ; collaboration

with sales; manufacturing and engineering interests,

coupled with the collection of records, prints and history

of old models; pricing and maintenance of stock; corre-

•Paper contributed at the September meeting of the Society of

Automobile Engineers.

jpondence; accounting; centralizing of information and

responsibility, etc., so that all incoming orders are sifted

through the broad consideration of the order department

into the efficient routine channels of the service depart

ment, and accounts rendered for collection, grouping prac

tically all the clerical work in one room under a systematic

routine.

* ~p 4t

A—Repair Shop.

The main requirements in connection with the repair

parts stock are that the parts be reliably and promptly

supplied, properly ordered, equitably priced, and inter

changeable. Two or three sub-stocks for storing, at suit

able shipping distance, are necessary for promptness, as

very few agents can finance a complete stock which in

several cases runs as high in price as $50,000. These

sub-stocks should be located in, say, San Francisco, New

Orleans and Jacksonville, to shorten time and express

charges. This is very important as agents often make

up quantities of questionable repair stock themselves on

account of the expense and time required for emergency

shipment.

With proper listing, ordering and maintenance, the

matter of storage, handling, packing and shipping is a

simple routine proposition. Compact and well-preserved

storage, with quick up-to-date handling facilities and an

index for location are necessary.

Owing to the large cost and bulk of the repair part<

it is necessary to be continually manufacturing stock. By

making the repair parts in a regular repair parts shop and

concentrating the tools, machinery, records and experi

ence on this work the problem is settled. However, a

certain amount of surplus stock can sometimes be made

to advantage in the main factory in slack moments ; in

stead of laying off or slowing up the organization, quan

tities of surplus stock can be very profitably made.

As time passes and men whose minds are storehouses

of facts leave, the lack of thorough records, generally

neglected in the rush days of the industry, calls for a

thorough supply of drawings, lists and records of super

sedence, interchangeability, etc. All the plans, tools, and

a wisely estimated stock of the special materials and in

tricate process, parts and assemblies made by outsiders

should be bought and stored when it is suspected that the

supply of such repair parts will be neglected or stopped in

the future.

B—Claims Department.

The claims department of an automobile factory is

distinctly an item of expense, but a necessity; and when

equitably and diplomatically managed makes a quiet bid

for happy loyal owners. Primarily the agent handles the

claims on weak and defective points and replaces or al

lows on the parts at a uniform standard figure and policy.
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set by a conference of the head officials of the factory.

The claims on parts are then sent to the factory claim

agent for formal examination and adjustment. Undue

lack of uniformity in dealing with agents or owners is

sure to react. The claims expert receives the correspond

ence and specimens on which allowances and replacements

are asked for. They are cleaned up, analyzed, judged and

adjusted by credit or replacement through the order de

partment.

* * *

C—Educational Department.

The educational work is, first, to supply trained repair

men, and post agents and their foremen on new models ;

also to oversee and develop agents' repair shops to a high

standard. Of course, this work is a direct expense, but

when really productive pays indirectly many times its

cost.

The instructor, a thorough man in both general infor

mation and the lore of the car, with teaching and manag

ing ability, has a classroom with sectional models and a

car with which to demonstrate. His duties are to conduct

and oversee the educational work, answer all technical

queries sent to the factory, and to develop the instruction

book; also to confer with or direct a traveling repair

overseer.

The most satisfactory repairmen to educate are those

picked out by the agents as personally agreeable, of suit

able managing ability and mechanical resource, but lack

ing knowledge of the thorough and systematic methods

that can be acquired only at the factory.

The traveling repair shop overseer, a congenial, yet

very thorough and broad man, spends a few days on his

circuit in each agent's repair shop, and by his information

and recommendation brings things up to the minute. He

ascertains whether all the shops are making solid friends

for "The Car," and reports difficulties peculiar to local

conditions, and practical information that he digs up for

the factory to consider. The ignorance and shortcomings

of some of even the largest shops are appalling. A gen

eral lack of efficient work and equipment on account of

want of co-operation in thorough experience and high

standards is the prevailing condition.

A book outlining the general repair procedure on the

various models is very helpful. By having the factory

educational work done during the winter and at the start

of each season, and the traveling overseeing of shops dur

ing the summer and fall months, one man can handle the

entire program easily.

D—Car Repair Department.

A certain amount of repairing that agents are not

equipped for calls for a repair department. This depart

ment is generally located conveniently on the ground floor

of the service building. The overhauling work and

smash-ups sent in by some of the agents not equipped for

big jobs makes this duty unavoidable ; and it offers a very

good opportunity for educating repairmen under the di

rection of the Educational Department.

MOTORS FOR RAILROAD SHUNTING.

An interesting new application of trackless trolleys is

being made at Altona. Germany. The shunting of freight

cars has for many years been effected on the Grosse Elb-

strasse, near the harbor, on standard-gauge rails laid in

the pavement. Teams of horses were employed until the

autumn of iqoq, when two fireless steam locomotives were

brought into use, but even this arrangement eventually

proved unable to cope with the situation.

The southern track (toward the harbor) serves as a

loading track, and is hardly ever used for shunting, while

the northern track is generally employed for making up

trains. As the narrowness of the street did not permit the

installation of any special track, the engines, in order to

shift the cars on the shunting track, had to push to and

fro any cars that stood in their way. This was a serious

drawback, and it was accordingly decided to replace the

fireless locomotives with trackless tractors, operated by

means of trolleys taking current from a double-pole over

head line. The trolley (arranged on the roof of the trac

tor) is designed for deviating on both sides to a maximum

distance of n feet, so as to allow the tractor to travel on

either track. A single overhead line thus suffices for the

shunting service, and the loading of the cars is not inter

fered with. The tractor, which weighs six tons, has been

designed for handling up to six cars with their full load

at a speed of 1.8 to 3.6 miles per hour, and is propelled

by a 25-horsepower, direct-current motor at 550 volts,

driving all four wheels through a 10:1 worm gear. The

coupling device is operated from the driver's stand, so

that the shunter need not pass between the cars.

The shunting service has been entrusted to the builders

of the tractors, Messrs. Max Schiemann" & Company of

Wurzen, who charge a fee of 53 cents for the shunting

of each loaded car to an average distance of 3.280 feet.

The shunting line is about three-quarters of a mile long,

and reaches as far as the boundary of Hamburg.

THE COST OF TRACKLESS TROLLEYS.

Some interesting figures on the economies of motor

transportation have just been given out by the Bradford

Corporation, England, where trackless trolley buses have

displaced the electric trams formerly used. The working

expenses per vehicle mile are made up as follows :

Traffic expenses, 7.72 cents; general expenses, 0.896

cents; repairs and maintenance, 2.174 cents, and power (at

2 cents a kilowatt hour), 2.456 cents. Tire expenses are

not given separately, being included in the 1.892 cents

given for maintenance. The corporation's tramways cov

er 55 miles of route and cost for one year's operation

about $835,277.60, or 14.608 cents per car mile. The re

ceipts during the same period amounted to $1,487,895.40

The railless system cost 7.246 cents per vehicle mile, and

the receipts were 14.368 cents per vehicle mile.

East Orange, N. J., is experiencing trouble from the

breakage of manholes by heavy motor trucks.
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C. A. T. A. TO HAVE USERS' DIVISION.

At a recent dinner given by the Chicago Automobile

Trade Association a big impetus was given to a move

ment to bring all local power wagon representatives into

the fold and to form a "users' division" in which concerns

operating motor wagons would become an auxiliary factor

in the development of the organization.

Walter Wardrop, president and general manager of

The Power Wagon company, addressed the meeting at

length and told of the benefits that have accrued in foreign

trade organizations to users who have joined the various

trade associations. He urged the need for closer contact

between dealer and owner, with the view of assisting the

user in appreciating the economies of motor transporta

tion and of helping him to obtain the maximum of effi

ciency at the minimum of cost. He also pointed out the

value to the user of the mass of information regarding

motor wagon operation which the dealers may have at

their command.

President Van Sicklen of the association expressed

himself as in accord with Mr. Wardrop's views, and sug

gested that all local motor truck dealers join the trade

organization. Several local representatives of the tire

companies were in attendance and were urged to work in

conjunction with the power wagon men in exploiting the

idea of a "users' division."

Membership and publicity committees were appointed,

and great progress is anticipated in the near future. The

motor wagon section of the association will hold meetings

every Friday noon at the Metropole Hotel.

WOULD TAX MOTOR WAGONS.

A special tax, to be levied on all heavy motor wagons

using the borough roads, is being considered by the Com

mon Council of Madison, N. J. It is the purpose of the

proposed ordinance to make the owner pay in part for the

damage which heavy trucks are alleged to cause to the

highways. If the ordinance is passed, trucks having a

capacity of five tons will be required to pay an annual

license of $ioo for use of the streets. The annual fee

for four-ton trucks is $75, three-ton vehicles $50, and

those having a capacity between two and three tons $25.

MOTORS TO SUPERSEDE TROLLEYS.

A motor bus to replace a trolley line in New Hamp

shire and Maine has been delivered to Fife Bros., Ports

mouth. X. H. It is said to be the first of its kind built.

The machine is of five tons' capacity, and is fitted with

a special body built by the Jewett-Gamage company. The

bus will seat thirty passengers. The owners of the ma

chine have conducted a trolley line of the dummy variety

for many years between Portsmouth, Kittery and near

by points. They have decided to replace their cars with

motors if this machine works out well.

Rerlin's fire department will be minus horses in four

or five years.

 

Loading freight cars with the industrial truck.

THE ELECTRIC INDUSTRIAL TRUCK.

To those concerns whose business involves large in

ternal transfer and shipping departments the electric in

dustrial truck offers wonderful possibilities. Whenever a

large amount of freight must be expeditiously handled and

in comparatively close quarters this interesting type of

motor wagon fits in perfectly with modern ideas of scien

tific handling and machine methods.

The industrial truck is built in sizes and capacities

suitable for moving loads on piers, in warehouses, freight

sheds, factories, etc., where its clearance and radius of

action enable it to pass through congested places, with

ease and dispatch. At docks and railway terminals it can

('cliver its load on the deck of a vessel or within a freight

car. In a store or warehouse it can carry its load from

floor to floor wherever wanted and with a degree of celer

ity otherwise impossible. In the factory it is particularly

valuable in the transportation of raw materials, individual

parts or completed machines. It can be operated in any

part of an establishment for its radius of action is not lim

ited by a fixed track as in the case of telphers and traveling

cranes.

In such work these machines can effect a very material

reduction in the cost of handling freight, and when used in

A Westfield (N. J.) motor truck driver was recently

arrested for speeding.

 

Special side discharge body for coal yards.
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connection with power wagons and machine loading and

unloading devices afford an extremely efficient and eco

nomical system. These trucks may be fitted with power

winches or portable cranes for shifting weights of one

ton or less where the use of locomotive or trolley cranes

would not be advisable.

The adaptability of these machines to different kinds of

work and classes of service is truly remarkable and almost

as great as that of the power wagon itself. In one case

as shown, the truck has been equipped with a dump body

for use in coal yards and, within its scope of work, should

be able to make a very economical showing. The body is

provided with side gates which swing upward and outward

upon manipulation of a lever at the driver's platform. To

give the necessary angle for discharging the load the body

floor is made convex with a high central ridge running

lengthwise of the frame. The machine can carry a ton of

coal at a time and with the aid of the dumping body de

scribed can discharge its load in less than half a minute.

The body is made demountable so that it may be easily

and quickly removed and another type, designed for a

different purpose, put in its place.

The machines illustrated in the accompanying pictures

are manufactured by the General Vehicle Company of

Long Island City, N. Y., a concern which has had many

 

Industrial truck for railroad terminals.

years experience in the production of electric power wag

ons of all types. The average capacity is 2,000 pounds

with a loading space of 28 square feet, although different

sizes are supplied to meet the requirements of special lines

of business. Current is derived from a battery of 44 cells

suspended below the frame and giving a radius of action of

25 miles on a single charge. The maximum speed is 7

miles an hour on the level. Provision is made for the ad

dition of a second motor where the machine must negotiate

heavy grades, although, with the motor regularly fur

nished, the truck can climb a grade of 20 per cent with

full load.

The operator rides on the truck at three times the speed

he could push a warehouse truck by hand, and always has

perfect control of the machine for starting and stopping or

steering around corners. The simplicity of operation is

such that the average baggage porter or freight handler

can become an expert driver in 48 hours. Being propelled

by electricity the machines are practically noiseless in oper

ation, free from noxious fumes, and absolutely without

fire risk. A few of these trucks installed in the average

 

Dumping body with side gates open.

warehouse or large shipping room would not only reduce

the cost of labor and expedite the handling of material,

but would relieve congestion and increase the capacity of

the whole establishment. The cost of current consump

tion is very small.1 '■

Additional specifications are, in brief, as follows:

Weight, 1,750 pounds; battery, capacity, 48 ampere-hours;

voltage, 115; amperage, 6; motor, 85 volts, 10 amperes,

1.000 revolutions per minute; wheel base, 47 V2 inches;

tread, 34 inches; wheels, cast steel; tires solid; overall

length, 8 feet 6 inches ; overall width, 4 feet ; height of

platform when empty, 22 inches.

For railroad terminal work a smaller size truck is

built—approximately 3 feet 714 inches by 6 feet. Other

sizes of platform up to "jl/2 feet in length may be had.

Straw rides by motor wagon are becoming increasingly

popular in New England.

Montebello. eight miles from Los Angeles, Cal.

fleet of five "Little Giant" motor buses.

has a

 

Truck equipped with hand winch.
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Cost and Accounting Systems.

An Important Contribution by a Chicago Expert in Automobile Costs and Accounting.

PROBABLY THE most remarkable feature in the

introduction of the power wagon is the fact that

the machine has made a successful and economic

showing in spite of the bad treatment it has received

from the bookkeepers of the owners. Not a few installa

tions which are supposed to be just about "breaking even"

are actually making substantial profits. Many highly suc

cessful equipments would prove even better than they ap

pear, if the bookkeeping records were properly kept. And

in nearly all garages the use of slipshod "accounting" and

"checking" systems permits wastes and losses which

would not exist if scientific methods were employed.

The installation of automobile cost systems is a matter

which should be left to the skilled accountant and business

expert. The "Power Wagon," through the courtesy of

C. A. Macdonald & Co., certified public accountants and

automobile cost system experts, of Chicago, is able to

present the skeleton of such a system which, although

F.I.
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devised primarily for automobile liveries and garages, is

easily modified to suit any motor truck garage, whether

professional or private. Mr. Macdonald is making a

special study of motor wagon garage systems, and will be

glad to consult with any concern desiring enlightenment

on any points which are not specifically covered in the

skeleton outline presented herewith.

AUTOMOBILE GARAGE SYSTEM.

Livery.

Monthly Iecap of Extra W>iSH and Polish

F.6

Week Ending ■— To fat

Extra

191

Cusfomer rV. P. W P w P W P W P.

Sto rage Total

1 ——

 

-

REGULAR STORAGE FOR MONTH OF J3J

r-7.

Customer. Car. .Amount.

Dally Livery Report.

Form i. When a livery order is received, the first

7 columns are filled up.

When driver returns from run, entry is completed

(See Forms 2 and 3).

Separate sheet is used each day and filed as completed.

The amounts in "Cash" and "Charge" columns are

footed, and the total of monthly recapitulation agrees with

ledger amounts of cash and charge livery earnings for

month, giving check on bookkeeping.

Form 2. Livery ticket for

charge account under consecutive

numbers.

Form j. Livery ticket for cash

account under consecutive number

with separate series.

Made out as far as possible

from Form 1, and hung on auto

matic alarm clock in office, which

rings at time necessary to serve the

call. Given to driver and returned

by him at end of trip, with informa

tion completed, and customer's sig

nature, if charge ticket: or cash,

if cash ticket.

(The reverse side is identical in

both forms, as occasionally a cash

transaction becomes a charge.)

Entry in Form 1 is then com

pleted from ticket and proper entry

made in cash book (Form 21) or

sales journal (Form 23).

Sales.

Form 4. Autograph Sales Tick

et, for use in office and garage.

Separate series of consecutive num

bers for each, in duplicate, with

triplicate record in machine.

Cash and charge sales made in

office, such as casings, tubes, sup

plies, repairs and parts are record

ed on the office series, one ticket
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given to customer and one retained.

Cash and charge sales made in

garage, such as gasoline, oil, grease,

transient storage wash and polish,

are recorded in the garage series.

One ticket given to customer and

one turned in to office with cash.

Entries made in cash book or

sales journal. Tickets filed in ioo

lots, consecutive numbers. If pos

sible, signature should be obtained

on charge items.

In some cases it is advisable to

have separate series for cash and

charge sales.

The quantities of gasoline, oil

and grease should be recorded, as

well as the money amounts.

Garage.

Form 5. Car Record. This is

a weekly record of cars stored,

washed and polished. The list of

cars and owners is made out by

bookkeeper, the owners names be

ing put in the appropriate columns

for regular boarders, or wash and

polish extra.

It is kept hanging in office,

easily accessible to night or day

foreman, who completes the entries

daily, recording time in and out,

and making a tick in wash or polish

column, as this work is done.

Form 6. Monthly Recapitula

tion. Extra Wash and Polish

Boarders. The exact charges to

customers for wash and polish are

entered weekly on this form from

information in Form 5. Five col

umns are provided for 4 weeks and

part of a week.

Individual totals of storage and

extra wash and polish are charged

to customers accounts in customers

ledger, and months total charged to

"accounts receivable,"' and credited

to "storage, wash and polish" in

general ledger.

Form 7. Monthly Recapitula

tion. Regular boarders made up

monthly from Form 5.

Ledger entries made as from

Form 6.

Form 8. Transient Car Record.

Kept in garage by foreman, record

ing full information regarding

F.lO

ORDER BLANK FORM

ORDER No

P\caac ahif* to ua tfcoda as untlmr.

Date of Shipmt. Route GooA3 Price* T<ermB

CONFIRMING ORDER BY_

PLEASE QUOTE OUR ORDER NO ON YOUR BILL

RIGHT RESERVED TO CflNCEL THISOROER IF NOT SHIPPED /7SST/TEO

ORDER BLANKFORM DUP

ORDER No_

GooJs /frccf.

ABOVE GOODS RECEIVED.

OK

OUR INVOICE NO.

Remarks

Transient Car Record

Wr.rk Fn^.ns, 191

Dafe
T'w\ Name of Car

Owner or N? of Car E.nfer Leave Wash Po/iah

 

transients, with number of ticket
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f9

on which charge was made.

Form p. General Ledger. Purchase Ledger. Cus

tomers Ledger.

This is a standard ledger sheet. The general ledger

should contain the following accounts: Livery, repair,

cases and tubes, supplies, oil, grease, gasoline, storage,

F.I3.

GASOLINE RECEIPTS GALLONS

D/1TE

GAUGE

BEFORE

GAUGE

AFTER

PUT IN

TV) INK

USFD PUMP USED
PC ft.

TOTAL

CW7RGD

5MALL

"MNK

OUT or

D!/?L DI/ILT&NK

GASOLINE RECORD GALL0M3

Sales.

F-/2-

Date PUMP TANK USED CHD CASH CARS TOTAL TICKETS

•7./IM.

7.P.M

"^

wash and polish, accounts receivable, accounts payable,

discounts received and allowances made. Same form is

used for purchase and customers ledgers. Livery can be

subdivided into a -separate account, for each car if de

sired. It may be preferable to open a supplies profit and

loss account, also a cases and tubes profit and loss account,

crediting to these accounts the dif

ference between the cost price and

the sales price of articles sold, and

to the supplies account and cases

and tubes account the cost price of

the sale. This will result in the

balance of each of these accounts,

showing what the inventory of

these articles ought to be on any

date.

Form io. Order Blank. In

duplicate, consecutive numbers,

bound in book. Original sent as

order, duplicate retained in book,

and used to check goods received

and invoices.

Form ii. Stamp for Invoices

Approved. To be stamped on in

voices as received and initialed by

the persons responsible for the vari

ous items.

Form 12. Gasoline Sales Rec

ord. Kept in book in office.

Twice a day when the night and

day crews go off duty, the night

and day foremen together examine

Oil Record
GALLONS

F.I*

L,g hi rtedium Heofy

Date f?ece/pfa Ois Receipts Dis Rec eip/s Di=-

 ' _

FM

Quantity

Quality

Price

Ca.lcu.la.tion
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Grease Record
POUNDS

r.m

Cup Transmission

Dare Receipts Oii Receipt* D'=.

the dials of the pump on main tank, and of the small tank,

and report to office. the quantities shown. The quantities

are entered in the first and second columns respectively.

The difference shows the quantity used since prior exam

ination, and is entered in third column. The next three

columns are for the quantities charged to charge cus

tomers, cash customers, and livery cars respectively, the

total of which is put in the total column. This should

agree with quantity in column 3. If it does not, the

cause of discrepancy should be ascertained and the neces

sary action taken. The last column is for the ticket num

bers recording the sales dealt with.

Form 13. Gasoline Receipts Record. This is a check

on quantity received in tank, and on correctness of pump

dial, which is occasionally faulty. When a consignment

of gasoline arrives, pump should be locked and the dial

reading put in 6th column ; the difference between this

and the quantity last recorded in this column shows quan

tity used as per dial, and is put in 7th column. The

reading of small tank dial should be put in 8th column.

By a similar comparison this will show the quantity used

therefrom. The total so shown as used is put in 9th

FIT.

Purchase Credit Jourinlal.

date
CR.MEMO.

NUMBER

SUPPLIES

CASINGS

TUBES

GENERAL

F/8 TIME CARD

MAIM MO.

Date.

JOB IMO. DOING HOUR©.

Foreman

column, and is compared with total charged, recorded in

column 10 from Form 12. The first three columns are

used for gauge readings of tank before and after gaso

line is put in, the difference of course giving the quantity

put in, which should agree with invoice. A comparison

of "gauge before" on this date with gauge after on date

of prior delivery shows the quantity used out of tank,

which is put in column 4. This should agree with the

quantity shown as used in same period by pump and

small tank dials.

■»■«.
■ r

1

1 No

1

1

1 191

1

1

1

1

1

1 WE RETURN HEREWITH UNOERMEMTIOMED GOODS.
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eisld FI9J)

MODEL

SHOP COPY

Oatc IMam Doihq ! O ri Off' Houes

1

DATE MAN lOOING ON OFF HOURS

i

-~

Total L*oo*Chacgi

To tal V^lv Cn*rae

Total Hour

CacTcstcD

i

K

_1

Forms 14-15 are not needed if quantities used and

sold are recorded and posted in the ledger in detail, un

less a shortage is shown, in which case it is advisable to

run them.

Form 16. Credit Memorandum. In case of pur

chases returned or allowances, this is made out in dupli

cate, with consecutive numbers, and the receipt at the bot

tom of the original brought back and pasted at the bottom

of the duplicate. From this entry is made to the credit

journal and purchase ledger.

Form 17. Purchase Credit Journal. Is made up from

the credit memorandum, and distributes the credit to the

individual column of the proper account. The totals of

these columns are posted to the credit of the respective

accounts in the general ledger and to the debit of accounts

payable.

Repairs.

Form 18. Time Card. Mechanic makes this out, giv

ing the detail of his daily labor, including the job number,

what he was doing and the time spent on each job. This

FZi

Debit Cash Book

Name flllou/e

■ Case*
AtXtReC LU-gnjj Ga.3 |Oll \6w?ub*3Si'Pf**e*^'.^iac?£l>t''KrroI

Totals
_

FI9

/tx_ OFFICE COPY
RAKT5

F-l4

/innPFSS

No. Part F^e.c«

/ hereby authorise /be above repairs

PARTS

 

1

Ni PflRT Pmct |

TOTAL

,,:,-■

fT* ..

card is O. K.d by the foreman, turned in every night

with the man's name and number thereon, and entered in

tne pay roll book, which is a standard pay roll diary.

Form 19. Repair Card. This is made out in the of

fice in duplicate, consecutively numbered, giving the own

er's name, address, and possibly telephone number, and

the make and model of his car, and his signature authoriz

ing the work on his car.

Each separate operation under the ''work to be done"

column is given a number to facilitate the laying out of

the work and the checking on completion of job. The

duplicate goes into the shop with the car; the original

goes into the stock room, or if the stock is kept in the office

it stays there ; or if the foreman keeps the stock it goes

to him. lie puts a man or men on the job and records

their numbers, the part of the job that each man does,

the time he gets on and off the job, in the respective col

umns. When the job is finished the foreman tests same,

marks card O. K. and takes the card into the office. Should

any parts be needed during the job, the duplicate in itself

constitutes a requisition when presented to the stock room

F.Z9

Credit Cti&li Boo/c

CKNo\DlC \/lc Fbjl[y^^,a R^Tre Srnn^ Livery Cfn. Total Dwnf
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Labor Distribution
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Job fit
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F.23.

Livery Cars

SALES JOURNAL

Gas Oil C.&T. SuPR Rep. Total Sto,WaP Liv. Gas Oil Qre. Rep. Supp. C.&T. Total

Gal % Outs t Gal $ Ours * Lbs *

FZ3.

Date Ticket «» Name Amount

N

Purchase Jouprs^L

*24.

5to.W*P Liv Gas O-L Ghe RtP 5upp CflT Total

&M 4 QT* ■»
LM 1

F.24.

Date T.tKET N- Name /AMOUNT

'

for whatever parts are wanted. The sales of these parts

are then entered on the original at the sales price only.

When the foreman turns in the duplicate to the office he

also collects the original from the stock room. From

these two cards can be made up the total charge, and in

case of a cash transaction, bill is immediately made out

Gharge Sal.cs Liverv 1

Month Endinq _ 1 - 191

F.27

Day Cor 1 Z 3 ■4 5 Total

L——J i=

Cash Sales Livery. K

rlonf-h EndingA

FZi

Day Car / Z 3 4- 5 ) Tot a/

/1

'—'
- '-J

and given to the shop foreman for collection, or held in

the office as preferred, in which case some form of release

should be made up so the foreman may know when the

bill is paid and the car may be let go. A time clock is of

course an advantage for recording hours on both mechan

ics' time card and repair card, and should be operated by

the foreman. The total labor, supplies, casings and tubes

charges from these cards are entered to the credit of their

respective columns in the cash book or sales journal.

Form 20. Labor Distribution. Is used to check the

labor to find out how much of time paid for is actually
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sold. This is made up from the total hours of each job

for the week. The sum total of these jobs should agree

with the total hours paid for as per the pay roll book,

minus, of course, time of the foreman, if uncharged, and

any other non-productive help.

Forms 21 to 29 need no comment.

A hasty and superficial glance at this system may con

vey the idea that it is elaborate and difficult, but a thor

ough examination will show that it is simple and effective,

as has been demonstrated in practice, where it is kept up

thoroughly by inexperienced bookkeepers.

It guards against the losses that occur in this business

from lax supervision, or faulty system, and enables own

ers to detect and amend weaknesses in their organization.

It is within our experience that increased profits in

the one item of gasoline have been made by adopting this

system, amounting in one year to over thrice the cost of

installing the system. Equally large losses in cases and

tubes arising from theft, such theft being possible under a

lax system, have also been put a stop to. Some details,

such as ordinary pay roll, capital and personal accounts,

are not dealt with in this chart, and are handled in the

usual wav.

MOTORS FOR GARBAGE COLLECTION.

The New York City street cleaning department, next

year will try on a large scale the experiment of collecting

garbage in motor trucks. Thirty-five specially con

structed machines of large capacity are to be purchased

at a cost of about $200,000. Commissioner Edwards is

convinced that each of the new trucks will be able to do

the work of 10 or 12 of the present horse-drawn carts.

Their operation, it is estimated, will cost $20 a day. as

compared with $5 a day for the horse carts.

MOTOR BUSES FOR SPRINGFIELD.

A big New York transportation company, which has

been studying the park resorts of New England, has made

overtures to the officials of Riverside Park, Springfield.

Mass., for permission to run a motor bus line from

Springfield to the park next season. The transportation

company promises a 20-minute run with five big machines,

the route to follow the river road in Agawam. The street

cars are so crowded now that it is often impossible to find

seats or even standing room.

USES POWER WAGON TO HAUL FREIGHT.

Clifton Myers, a merchant at Mt. Olivet, Ky., who

heretofore has received his goods by rail from Cincinnati,

has bought a motor truck and will go after his stock him

self. As Mt. Olivet is only fifty miles from Cincinnati he

hopes to effect a considerable freight charge, and expects

to get his goods with less delay. He is the first merchant

in this vicinity to do his own hauling by power wagon.

Paris. France, will hold another anti-mud-splashing

contest, in view of threatened legal protest against mud-

INTERURBAN MOTOR SERVICE.

The George M. Cooley Company, of San Bernardino,

Cal., representing the Brooks-Shaw syndicate, has ordered

a second White chassis for the new motor transportation

service to be established between that city and Bear Val

ley. The first two machines will be rushed from the fac

tory, while the other passenger and freight vehicles, to be

installed later on, will be ordered in time for the early

spring business.

POWER WAGON TO CROSS MOUNTAINS.

A 3 J^-ton Moreland motor wagon has left Los Angeles,

Cal., for a 200-mile run to Lompoc, where it will be put

into service by the Kieselguhr Company of America for

hauling' ore. The route will include the difficult Casitas

and Gaxiota passes. A forty-mile haul of ore from Lom

poc to Surf and return will be the truck's daily work.

MOTOR BUS REPLACES FERRY.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

Company recently discontinued the running, by way of

the Harlem River, of the Boston and Washington trains

on the New Haven and Pennsylvania lines. The order

lias been officially explained as follows :

"The abandonment of the car floats for handling the

heavy passenger trains between the Harlem River and the

Jersey shore is due to many hazards beyond the control of

the railroad transfer steamers. The water traffic, very

heavy, is growing fast. Fogs, which can be counted upon

with the approach of winter, add to the risk. The con

struction of the Hell Gate bridge, now under way, will

make a new all-rail route. In the meantime the Colonial

westbound will run into the Grand Central terminal and

transfer by motor bus its passengers and baggage across

New York to the new Pennsylvania terminal to trains for

Philadelphia and Washington. Eastbound the Federal

will run into the Pennsylvania terminal and transfer its

passengers and baggage via motor bus across New York

to New Haven trains in the Grand Central terminal for

Boston."

The order calls for the permanent abandonment of

the passenger floats between the Harlem River and Jersey

City.

MOVING BY POWER WAGON.

A power wagon owned by Sydney C. Elliot of Sey

mour, Conn., is giving good service in the moving busi

ness. A trip from Hastings to New Haven and return, a

distance of 152 miles, was made in 13 hours. More re

cently, a heavy load was carried from Watertown to Sey

mour. The trip to Watertown, 19 miles, was made in an

hour and ten minutes, and the return trip, with load, in an

hour and twentv-five minutes.

The New York Edison Company is using 105 electric

trucks.

Coshocton. Ohio, prohibits the use of all warning

flying motor buses. signals except bulb horns !
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COST OF HORSE OPERATION. order to maintain a two-hour service between Belvidere

A' Boston milk company, using 160 horses, has found and Washington, it will require three machines on that

that it costs $5.02 a day to operate a single team and $8.54 part of the proposed line, with one car running between

for a double team. The detailed figures, as compiled by Washington and Hampton and one held in reserve.

Jarvis Crawford & Co., certified public accountants, The company promises to install the service if 40 per

follow : cellt °f the initial cost of the three cars can be raised and

Daily operating cost of single and double team. invested in the company's stock. The company now has a

Driver's pav $2.00 $2.sO well-paying line running between Boverstown and Col-

Feed per working horse 90 1.80 legeville. Pa., through the Perkiomen Valley. Another re-

Rent and stable expenses per horse 31 .62 centlv started line, which is a well-paying investment, is

Shoeing and small repairs per horse 19 .38 running between Easton and Martins Creek.

Claims, accidents tolls etc 18 ^6 ^ne cornPan.v 's capitalized at $100,000 and the stock

Foremen's and lumper's pro rata 18 .36 wiI1 be &iven on the three lines-

Other helpers per horse 20 .40

Repairs, harnesses and painting 13 .26 POWER WAGON IN DEVELOPMENT WORK.

Manager's or superintendent's salaries. ... 10. .20 The Humboldt County Land & Development Company

Office rent, telephone and clerks 31 .62 of Fort Seward, Utah, is using a 3-ton power wagon in

Miscellaneous, veterinary, etc 24 .48 developing its 22,500-acre tract in the southern part of

Fire and accident insurance 08 .16 Humboldt County, on the line of the Northwestern Pa-

Depreciation for renewals of horses 20 .40 cific Railroad, now under construction.

: The truck, which was started on its trip overland July

Totals $5-02 $8.54 8, is used principally to haul building materials for the

hotel, waterworks and other improvements now under

MOTORS IN CANNING INDUSTRY. construction at Fort Seward. After the completion of the

The claim of C. I. Cook, of Menominee, Mich., that ra>lroad to that point in September or October of this

his power wagons would revolutionize the pickling and -vear [t wil1 ** operated in the establishment of freight

canning industry bids fair to be justified in the remarkable lines to the various towns off the railroad, which are de-

success his plants have had thus far this season. pendent upon Fort Seward as a shipping point.

When Cook started his motor wagon lines this spring,

he took over in Menominee and Marinette counties four MOTOR BUSES FOR PITTSBURG.

small pickling stations that belonged to individual concerns. The M. & C. Transfer Company, of Pittsburg, Pa.,

He decided to use these factories as emergency stations has installed a line of motor buses between Leetsdale and

in case the supply grew too strong for his transportation, the south end of the Sewickley bridge.

Products raised twenty-five miles from the pickling This line will connect with every other car of the

plant in Menominee have been brought in, and with addi- Beaver Valley Traction Company, and with a transfer car

tional motor trucks added to the three now in use, the that will run from the Coraopolis end of the Coraopolis

lines will be extended to greater distances next year. line of the Pittsburg Railways Company to the south end

The machines have brought in loads totaling as high of the new county bridge to Sewickley. The motor buses

as 17 and 18 tons. This is remarkable when it is consid- will be operated daily.

ered that all of the product is delivered the same day that

it is taken from the fields. The farmers simply crate the FEDERAL TRUCKS FOR ALASKA.

product and have it piled at their farm gates. A man must ™. -^ , , , . . ,-, r- c o 1-
... ,. ,,.,,.. ~, , Ihe Standard Motor Car Company, of San 1> rancisco,

also be in readiness to help in loading it. Ihe product is ,-, , , . , , , . 7, ... ^ , ^ ,
, , . * ,,?,,,,. , Cal.. has received an order from the Consolidated Devel-

taken up and the crates brought back the lollowmg day. , ~ , ,, — , . . , ,
r ° t» . opment Company for three one-ton rederal trucks to be

delivered to Nome, Alaska. This is said to be the first

MOTOR BUSES FOR JERSEY. order ever recor(ied for trucks to be used in the far north

If all accounts are to be believed, the much talked ot for tne ])alHjn,r 0f ore

motor bus service between Belvidere, N. J., and Washing-

ton is soon to be realized. One of the big passenger . .„ _„ m^^ „„„T„TT~, ~*-.n***,^

. ... ,. ., , t. !7 \ * ANOTHER MOTOR FREIGHT SERVICE.
trucks, with a seating capacity of 24. was tried out recent- . . . .

, . .. . . . . ~. , . ™, Ihe Suisun 1 ransportation Company, ot Suisun, Cal.,
lv, and 20 residents were given a trip to Oxford. Ihe mo- , .... t .

. , . .. , ■ r. . . i, has announced its intention of using a power wagon on
tor bus traveled the roads in fine style, going up the steep » , , • ,

. • ... 1 j ' 1 • tu the run to Vacaville in the near future. As the freight

mountain in a manner that evoked admiration. Ihe J.

. ■ , , ,-.• ,1 . T 1 , - ,, 1 is at present hauled by wagon, the truck is expected to dis-
roads were in bad condition through Jackson \ alley and y ,

.. v a c 11 u 4 lx. 4. - j t place two or three teams,
the chauffeur ran carefully, but the trip was made to '

Oxford in a half hour. It is expected that a schedule of

considerably less than that car. be easily maintained. At the recent Fire Chief's Convention in Denver, not

The cars cost $6,800 each, are equipped with two a single piece of horse-drawn fire apparatus was exhibited.

bodies, one inclosed and fitted for heating in winter. In Over $100,000 worth of motors were shown.
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Worm Gear Efficiency.

Results of Tests on Worm Gearing for Rear Axle Drive on Automobiles.

By PROF. WILLIAM H. KENERSON.*

 

Fig. 1. Apparatus arranged for calibration.

'"T^HIS investigation was made at the plant of the

I Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company for the

-*- purpose of determining the efficiency of three

types of worm gearing for use in an automobile trans

mission system and the heating effect due to continuous

running. The power for these tests was obtained from a

50 horsepower induction motor, running approximately

870 revolutions per minute at full load.

Between the motor and the worm gear case was placed

an automobile transmission gear case to enable tests to be

made at two lower speeds. Between this and the worm

gear case was placed a transmission dynamometer de

signed by the author and described in a paper presented •

before this Society and published in Vol. 31 of Trans

actions. An Alden brake was used to absorb and measure

the power transmitted by the gears under test. The ar

rangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. which

shows the transmission dynamometer set up for compari-

 

son with the Alden brake, and in Fig. 2, which shows the

whole apparatus mounted ready for testing the worm gear

efficiency. Referring especially to Fig. 2, A in the motor,

B the automobile transmission gear case, C the transmis

sion dynamometer, D the case containing the worm gear

under test, E the Alden brake, and F the platform scale

which measured the load on the Alden brake.

The apparatus was so arranged that as the load was

 

Section through gear case.
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Mechanical Engineers.

Fig. 2. Apparatus for testing worm gears.

imposed the weight on the platform scale was removed,

and all vibration of the scale beam was eliminated by inter

posing springs 5 between the blocks FF, which sustained

the weight on the scale, and also by suspending by a wire

from the weight at the end of the scale beam a plate which

dipped into a pail of oil, thus acting as an efficient dashpot.

It was found possible by careful manipulation to maintain

a steady and easily read load on both the transmission and

absorption instruments.

The transmission dynamometer and brake were first
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compared by arranging them as shown in Fig. i, in which

position runs were made at various loads, and the torques

corresponding to horsepower per ioo revolutions per min

ute marked on the dial of the transmission instrument

corresponding to similar loads as indicated on the brake.

It is evident that by this method of comparison the two

instruments must check each other exactly.

A thermometer placed in the oil well at the back of the

worm gear case D indicated the temperature of the oil,

and another thermometer placed on the wall near the ap

paratus indicated the room temperature.

The oil employed to lubricate the gears was one in

tended for use with superheated steam, having a specific

 

Fig. 4. Section through gear case.
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gravity of 26 Baume, flash point 625 Fahrenheit, and vis

cosity at 212 deg. 260 to 265. The case contained about 5

quarts of the oil.

In all the trials the worm was located underneath the

gear. Figs. 3 and 4 show sections through the gear case.

As indicated, both shafts are mounted on ball bearings,

and end-thrust ball bearings take care of the thrust on the

worm and wormwheel. All the worms were made of ma

chinery steel, case-hardened, and the wormwheels of phos

The first worm and wheel tested are shown in Fig. 5,

and are similar to those used for driving the spindle on the

Brown & Sharpe automatic spur gear machine. This pair

of gears is an unusual case of the worm and wormwheel.

 

Fig. 5. First worm and wheel tested.

The smaller gear is hobbed with a hob of the size of the

larger gear, thus making possible adjustment of the larger

gear, which would not otherwise be the case. While in

appearance this gear resembles a Hindley worm, it is not

such in reality.

Although not strictly in accordance with usage, the

smaller gear will be called the worm and the larger the

wormwheel in the following description. Figs. 5 and 6

give the dimensions and a good general idea of this pair.

The wormwheel was cut with the cutter shown, and the

shape of the teeth on a section through the worm and

wormwheel, parallel to the axis of the worm, is also shown.

All necessary information pertaining to pairs No. 2

and 3 is given in Figs. 7. 8 and 9. The difference between

gears 2 and 3 is principally one of shape of the worm

threads. This difference is clearly brought out in the sec

tions of the worm and wheel shown in Figs. 10 and II.

The shape of the teeth on the worm in Fig. 10 was

produced, with a cutter, the included angle of which was

29 deg.. and the depth of tooth, 0.570 inch. This depth

 

phor bronze. Fig. 8. No. 2 worm and wheel.
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^JtKtfS"

 

Fig. 6. No. 1 worm and wheel.

Worm wheel, phosphor bronze; number of teeth, 43 L. H.; pitch

diameter. 10.95; outside diameter, 11.28; circular pitch, 0.800; angle of

teeth with axis, 45 deg.; normal circular pitch, 0.5657; pitch of cutter,

5.553; addendum, 0.1628 (not standard); thickness of tooth, 0.282;

whole depth, 0.3882; included angle of cutter, 45 deg.

A68r\

 

Fig. 7. Nos. 2 and 3 worm and wheel.

Worm wheel, phosphor bronze; number of teeth, 40: pitch diam

eter, 10.5704; throat diameter, 10.9964; circular pitch, 0.8302; angle of

teeth with axis, 38 16' 15"; normal circular pitch. 0.6518; pitch of

cutter, 4.8196; addendum, 0.213; thickness of tooth, 0.3568; whole

depth, 0.4586; worm, Aurora steel, case-hardened; number of teeth,

9; pitch diameter, 3.015; outside diameter, 3.441; circular pitch.

1.0524; angle of teeth with axis, 61 43' 55"; thickness of tooth, 0.295;

lead. 7.4719; ratio of wheel to worm, 40 to 9.

 

Fig. 12. Driving gear and pinion.

Driving pinion, 5 per cent nickel steel, case-hardened; pitch, 5;

number of teeth, 14; angle of edge, 15 4'; angle of face, 71 5'; outside

diameter, 3.3359; driving gear, 5 per cent nickel steel, case-hardened;

pilch, 5; number of teeth. 52; angle of edge, 74 56'; angle of face,

13 47'; outsid" diameter, 10.4627.

 

Fig. 9. No. 3 worm and wheel.

was based on the axial pitch, when the usual method on

multiple worms is to base the depth on the normal pitch.

The object in using this cutter was to obtain as many

teeth as possible in contact at one time, and also a shape

that could be ground with a straight-sided emery wheel.

The teeth of the worm in Fig. 1 1 were cut with a cutter

shaped as shown, which is an arbitrary shape made to pro

duce at one instant the greatest effective breadth possible,

as shown in the figure.

In conducting the trials the load was maintained at the

desired point by one observer who adjusted the brake.

Readings were then taken on the transmission instrument

by two independent observers. The speed of the motor

was observed in each case, and from this, knowing the

gear ratio, all the other speeds were easily computed. Tem

peratures were taken immediately following each series

of observations.

For purposes of comparison a series of trials was run

on a pair of bevel gears, the principal dimensions of which

  

 

Figs. 10 and 11. Section of Nos. 2 and 3 worm and wheel.
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are shown in Fig. 12. Table I is a record of one set of

observations typical of the series. Table 2 is a summary

of the results of all the trials, and the curves of Fig. 13

show in graphic form the average efficiency of the differ

ent gears at the various loads and speeds.

In conjunction with the efficiency trials a series of runs

was made to determine the heating effect due to continu

ous running. In these trials, which were in effect endur

ance tests, a constant load was transmitted through the

gearing, and the temperature of the oil in the gear case

and the temperature of the room noted at frequent inter

vals.

From these observations it was found that at the be

ginning of the run the oil temperature rose rapidly and

somewhat irregularly. As the run continued, however.

the rise became much more gradual and regular. In the

runs where the smaller amounts of power were transmitted

a point was reached where the temperature remained con

stant. This indicated that radiation was sufficient to carry

away the heat due to power lost through friction in the

gearing, or, in other words, that the gears would run in

definitely at the load. The heat curves of the No. 1 worm

and gear are shown in Fig. 14.

The higher loads indicated were abnormal for the gears

under consideration and would not occur in any use to

which the gears would normally be put. The fact that

these trials continued for from 60 to 80 minutes without

failure indicates that the structure is both strong and en

during, and that should such temperatures be reached for

any accidental reason the gears would not be destroyed.

The result of the trials was of particular interest because

of the very high efficiency and varying capacity of the

gears tested.

Every possible precaution was taken to secure accuracy

in the results, and the high degree of accuracy obtained is

due largely to the skill and care of B. F. Waterman

of the Brown & Sharpe Manufacturing Company, under

whose personal supervision the apparatus was erected and

all the trials were conducted.

STEAM VS. GAS WAGONS IN CANADA.

The attempt to stop steam-propelled engines and trail

ers from plying on the streets of Montreal, Canada, has

aroused extensive opposition. The agents of a firm of

traction engine manufacturers have forwarded a letter of

protest to the Mayor, in which they state that in their

opinion the by-law is opposed to the best interests of the

people of Montreal. If the law comes into force, the let

ter says, it will increase the price of living in Montreal,

as all commodities have to be carted into the city, and the

lower the price of carting the less is the cost to the con

sumer.

The letter characterizes the by-law as class and re

actionary legislation. As the use of power wagons in

creases, the law would prove a serious tax on industry.

Tt is claimed that the by-law differentiates between steam

and gasoline-propelled vehicles. There is absolutely no

reason why a gasoline engine should be allowed to pull a
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trailer or why a steam engine should not be accorded the

same privilege, for the one is as capable of doing the work

as the other.

The use of rubber tires on slow vehicles, too, the letter

contends, is unnecessary, and only adds to the cost of

transport and ultimately to the cost of living. In other

cities the municipal authorities themselves utilize a large

number of steam trucks, and consequently the writers

cannot see how they can do very much damage to the

streets. In concluding, the letter points out that the suc

tion caused by rubber tired vehicles is very damaging to

the roads. On any macadam street much used by auto

mobiles the surface is removed and the road becomes

rough and dusty, whereas a wide steel tire will act as a

road roller, smoothing down the surface.

HEAVY LOADS AFFECT PAVEMENTS.

At a recent meeting of the Board of Control of Tor

onto, Ont., Controller McCarthy stated that he had ob

served a heavily laden power wagon, pulling a trailer

loaded to its full capacity, which caused the pavements to

sag as it passed over. "I think we ought to have some

regulation of the weight of loads that we allow to be

drawn over the pavements," he said. The board con

curred and has asked the commissioner of works to report.
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Dealers Recently Appointed.

(The name of the town is given first, followed by that of the dealer, the brand name of the power wagon being given in parenthesis.)

AUSTRALIA.

Sydney—H. Halburn Potts (Modern).

CALIFORNIA.

Anahelna—P. J. Weisel & Co. (Federal).

Auburn—H. W. Davis (Federal).

Bakersfield—Ben. L. Brundage (Federal).

Fresno—C. W. Hobson & Co. (Federal).

Hollywood—J. E. Carroll (Federal).

Imperial—Edgar Bros. (Federal).

Long Beach—McKenzie & Bellous (Federal).

Los Angeles—Moreland Motor Truck Co.

(Moreland).

Los Banos—W. M. Roberts (Federal).

Pasadena—Munroe Motor Co. (Federal).

Pomona—Whip & Zander (Federal).

San Diego—Hunt Auto Co. (Federal).

San Francisco—Compressed Air Machinery

Co. (Veerac); J. F. Woodman (Wilcox).

Santa Anna—F. W. Neely (Federal).

Stockton—Sampson Iron Works (Federal).

Ventura—R. O. Dennison (Federal).

Watsonville—H. G. Brewington (Federal).

• * •

COLORADO.

Pueblo—Ideal Motor Car Co. (Federal).

• • *

CANADA.

Calgary, Alta.—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Edmonton, Alta. — Inter. Harvester Co.

(I.H.C.).

Lethbrldge, Alta Inter. Harvester Co.

(I.H.C.).

Vancouver, B. C.—O. J. Fox (Dayton); H. J.

Tucker (Federal).

Brandon, Man.—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Winnipeg, Man.—Boyce Carriage Co. (Lans-

den).

Hamilton, Ont.—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

London, Ont.—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Toronto, Ont.—W. T. Butler (Llppard-

Stewart); Canadian Gen. Elec. Co. (Knox);

Central Garage & Supply Co. (Federal).

• * *

CONNECTICUT.

Central Village—U. La France (Federal).

New Haven—Ailing Garage (Federal).

Norwich—F. O. Cunningham (Sanford).

• * •

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

Washington—J. L. DeNeale (Federal); D. C.

Louis Hartig (Federal); Peerless Motor

Transfer Co. (Modern).

• * •

FLORIDA.

Jacksonville—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

• * •

GEORGIA.

Augusta—Lambard Iron Works (Federal).

• * *

ILLINOIS.

Carbondale—C. F. Hamilton (KisselKar).

E. St. Louis—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Kankakee—Inter Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

St. Charles—C. S. McCormack (Federal).

INDIANA.

Evansvllle—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Ft. Wayne—M. N. Brodback (Federal).

Drage-Harris Motor Truck Sales Co.

(Modern) ; International Harvester Co.

(I.H.C.).

• • «

IOWA.

Cedar Falls—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Council Bluffs—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Davenport—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Des Moines—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Dubuque—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Ft. Dodge—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Long Tree—Zimmerman Steel Co. (Kissel

Kar).

Mason City—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

• • •

KANSAS.

Concordia—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Hutchinson—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

• * •

KENTUCKY.

Monticello—G. O. Barrett (Federal).

* * •

LOUISIANA.

New Orleans—Garford Motor Car Co. (Gar-

ford); Jos. Schwartz Co., Ltd. (Adams).

* • *

MARYLAND.

Cumberland—Queen City Garage (Kelly).

Salisbury—L. D. Collier (KisselKar).

• • •

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston—B. W. Atwood (Adams); Chas. D.

Daly (Atlantic); F. A. Dulton, Chas. D.

Daly (Babcock) ; Inter. Harvester Co.

(I.H.C.); Westfield Motor Truck Co.

(Westfleld); C. E. Whltten (Federal).

Lawrence—Smith Bros. (Federal).

Lynn—Sibley & Green (Chase and White).

Springfield—W. H. Baxter (Federal); Dun-

ban Motor Co. (Krebs).

Worcester—Power Truck Sales Co. (Adams).

• • •

MICHIGAN.

Detroit—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Grand Rapids—E. A. Merrill (Alco); Inter.

Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Jackson—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Traverse City—Traverse City Iron Works

(Federal).

* • *

MINNESOTA.

Mankato—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

St. Paul—Borg & Wharry (Stewart).

♦ • •

MISSOURI.

Marshall—H. Lowensteln & Co. (KisselKar).

Kansas City—Holker & Elberg (Peerless).

Sedalla—W. E. Evans (KisselKar).

St. Louis—Allen Baker (Federal and Day

ton) ; Federal Truck Co. (Federal) ; C. D.

Hathaway (Dayton) ; Speedwell Motor Car

Co. (Speedwell) ; Standard Auto Co. (Com

merce).

* * *

MONTANA.

Helena—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Missoull—J. J. Deakin (Modern).

* * *

NEBRASKA.

Lincoln—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

West Point—Brown Bros. (KisselKar).

• • •

NEVADA.

Reno—J. R. Wainwright (Federal).

■ * • •

NEW YORK.

Albany—Robert T. Payne (Velie); Simmons-

Newell Auto Co. (Chase).

Buffalo—Mason B. Hatch (Universal); In

ter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Elmlra—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Hamburg—D. W. Brodback (Federal).

Jamestown—Edwin Wells (Federal).

New York City—Browne & Co. (Mclntyre).

Rochester—Pawlig & McGuidwin (Alco).

Schenectady—Sterling Garage (Federal).

Syracuse—Jefferson Garage Co. (Alco); T. A.

Reed & Co. (Standard).

Utlca—J. P. Gardner (Krebs).

• * •

NORTH CAROLINA.

Ashevllle—Ashevllle Auto. Co. (Alco).

Winston—Salem Motor Co. (Modern).

• * •

OHIO.

Cincinnati—Inter. Harvester Co: (I.H.C.).

Cleveland—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.);

Koepke Motor Sales Co. (Universal).

Columbus—O. G. Roberts & Co. (Grammi;

Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Dayton—S. C. Crane (Franklin).

Marlon—C. R. Merchant (Modern).

Toledo—Thos. W. Bunnell (Universal); Fred

Kopf (Moore).

• * •

OREGON.

Albany—Barrey Bros. (Federal).

Eugene—J. L. Airheart (Federal).

Pendleton—M. K. Long (Federal).

Portland—Inter. Motor Co. (I.H.C.).

Salem—W. J. Pruitt (Federal).

Tillamook—A. H. Harris (Federal).

• • *

PENNSYLVANIA.

Connellsvllle—Connellsville Garage (Federal).

Erie—Star Garage Co. (Alco); Sterling Bros.

Co. (Lippard-Stewart).

Fltchburg—Fltchburg Hardware Co. (Fed

eral).

Harrlsburg—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Philadelphia—Wallace Automobile Co. (Pope-

Hartford and Modern.

Pittsburgh—Pitt-Chalmers Co. (Universal).

• • *

RHODE ISLAND.

Providence—Fountain St. Garage (Kelly).

• * ♦

SOUTH CAROLINA.

Columbia—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

* * *

SOUTH DAKOTA.

Lemmon—Twin City Motor Car Co. (Fland

ers and International Motor Co.).

• * •

TENNESSEE.

Chattanooga—Auto Repair Co. (Alco).

Knoxvllle—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Memphis—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.);

Jerome P. Parker (Packard).

• • *

TEXAS.

Austin—Ben. M. Barker (Federal).

Dallas—Almo Auto Co. (Federal) ; W. T.

Fulton Co. (Wichita).

Ft. Worth—W. W. Henkel & E. E. Gose

(Wichita).

Houston—Almo Auto Co. (Federal).

Kaufman—J. C. Bryant (KisselKar).

Longvlew—W. D. Sessum (KisselKar).

Mineral Wells—L. M. Dunn (KisselKar).

San Angelo—W. A. Bell (KisselKar).

Waco—Percy Willis (Federal).

• * •

UTAH,

Salt Lake City—Salt Lake Auto .Co. (I.H.C.).

• * •

WISCONSIN.

Eau Claire—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Green Bay—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Madison—Inter, Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).

Milwaukee—Inter. Harvester Co. (I.H.C.).
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Martin tractor hauling two 90-foot timbers on trailer.

HAULS 90-FOOT TIMBERS.

A very unusual demonstration of

motor truck efficiency was recently

made in San Francisco, when one of the

Knox Automobile Company's "Martin"

tractors drew two immense sticks of

timber, each 90 feet in length and 20

inches square, through the city streets.

The total weight of the lumber was

ten tons, and the total length of tractor

and load 102 feet. The tractor, being

able to make sharp right-angle turns,

had no difficulty in rounding the corners

and working its way through the traffic.

Lumber merchants have been waiting

a long time for a motor truck which

could be lengthened or shortened to

suit the length of the timber to be

drawn; also some method which would

allow the motive power to be kept busy

while the load carrying part was being

loaded or unloaded, the contention be

ing that it is not economy to have an

expensive piece of machinery lying

idle. In the lumber business more time

is consumed loading and unloading than

in actual hauling, hence the tractor,

with its ability to haul several wagons.

is destined to play an important part in

this class of service.

WILL MAKE GAYLOR GRIPS.

The Federal Chain & Manufacturing

Company of Springfield, Mass., has an

nounced the purchase, from the Atlas

Chain Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., of all

rights in the manufacture and sale of

"Gaylor" tire grips. While continuing

to make these grips as standard, the

Federal Company will increase its line

by the addition of a new type of solid

tire grip to be known under the trade

name "Federal."

A motor bus service has been estab

lished in Des Moines, Iowa, by the Lin

den Heights Company.

The first of the government's motor

star mail routes was opened between

Pueblo and Rye (Colo.) on September

PROPER LUBRICATION.

"An important part in making profit

able and lasting use of motor wagons is

the proper care of such machinery. This

applies particularly to the matter of

lubrication," says T. R. Lippard, presi

dent and manager of the Stewart Motor

Corporation of Buffalo, N. Y.

"Without systematic attention ■ in this

respect to the running parts of a ma

chine, the best truck built is apt to give

trouble and can never give the best serv

ice to its owner. A large part of all the

road trouble with power wagons is

traceable to insufficient or improper

lubrication, and this quickly reduces a

machine's period of money-making effi

ciency.

"If the drivers of such delivery wag

ons would only follow carefully the di

rections of the instruction books per

taining to thoir machines, a good deal

of unnecessary trouble and expense

would be saved. If, instead of taking

chances on the truck's ability to run a

day or so longer without oiling, or wait

ing until some part squeaks or works

with difficulty, the operator or care

taker would spend the few minutes nec

essary to pour in oil or fill grease-cups,

there would be a considerable saving in

time and money, which will surely have

to be spent on repairs necessary to put

the machine in good running condition

again.

"Motor wagons, as a rule, are in con

stant use, and for this reason should

have daily regular attention. The

mechanism must be oiled in direct pro

portion to its use, if you would prolong

the life of the machine and get the max

imum efficiency out of the motor. The

driver should always remember that

there is a difference in the needs of the

power wagon and the pleasure car, and

should not base his care and lubrication

of the truck upon his previous experi

ence with or knowledge of a touring

car.

"The inexperienced driver should al

ways be warned in regard to sufficient

first into the oiling system when his

motor begins to pound or act queerly,

and not to go at it with a wrench or

hammer. Generally the trouble can be

traced to the lubricating system and can

be easily remedied."

BROWN DELIVERY WAGON.

The Brown Commercial Car Com

pany of Peru, Ind., has announced for

the coming year a new model of 1,500

pounds capacity.

Power is supplied by a long-stroke

motor of the usual 4-cycle, 4-cylinder

type. The cylinders are cast en bloc

with the valves all on one side. Igni

tion is by Remy magneto with spark

control on the steering-wheel. Force-

feed lubrication is used, the oil being

circulated by two plunger pumps

mounted on the cam-shaft. The radi

ator is of the vertical tube type sus

pended on springs, with water circu

lated by a centrifugal pump.

The clutch is of the multiple disk

type with 27 dry plates. The facing ma

terial is a composition of woven asbes

tos and copper wire. The transmission

provides three speeds forward and a re

verse, and is of the sliding-gear variety.

A cardan shaft of liberal dimensions

transmits the power to the rear axle,

which drives the road wheels through

internal spur gears.

The frame is of carbon steel with

channels Ay2 inches deep, and is in

swept at the forward end to facilitate

turning. The springs are semi-elliptic,

front and rear, and of generous propor

tions. Two sets of brakes are provided,

internal expanding and external con

tracting, acting on drums IS inches in

diameter. The wheelbase is 122 inches

and the tread 56 inches.

A 5-ton power wagon is used in Va

lencia, Venezuela, to transport cotton.

The Silent Knight car, which won

New Zealand's annual reliability con

test this year, made 47.16 ton-miles per

16. gallon of gasoline.lubrication. He should be told to look
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U. S. TIRE COMPANY BUSY.

All of the United States Tire Com

pany's factories will be operated during

the coming winter on full summer sched

ule. This means that they will be run

night and day, three shifts of workmen

being employed.

The decision to continue this plan, be

gun last year, was reached at a recent

conference between General Manager J.

M. Gilbert and the company's factory

managers, W. McMahon of Detroit, J.

M. Patterson of Providence. Harlow W.

Waite of Indianapolis, and C. B. Whit-

telsey of Hartford.

Last winter was the first time in the

history of the tire industry that it was

considered necessary to maintain a full

summer working schedule throughout

the so-called off season. The plan

worked so satisfactorily that its contin

uation was decided upon. The four fac

tories produced more than 1,250.000 tires

during the year and their 1913 output

will be far in excess of this number, for

the equipment of all of the factories has

been increased, and a new plant, said to

be the largest of its kind in the world,

is contemplated.

"We figure," said General Manager

Gilbert in discussing next year's plans,

"that there will be about 750,000 motor

vehicles in use in the United States by

the middle of next summer, hence we

are measuring our output of tires along

even broader lines than those of the

past year. We aim to keep our produc

tion up to a figure equal to one-fourth

of the tire demands of the country."

SWINEHART NEWS.

The Swinehart Tire & Rubber Com

pany, of Akron, Ohio, is sending broad

cast, an official denial of the report that

it intends to build a factory at St. Louis.

"I have heard that a new rubber com

pany was going to locate in St. Louis,"

says C. A. Swinehart, sales manager of

The Swinehart Company, "but it has no

connection whatever with this concern."

The Detroit branch of the Swinehart

company will hereafter be in charge of

J. W. Cully, who has just been promoted

to the managership. Mr. Cully was for

merly a salesman at the New York

branch.

A. L. Talbott has been appointed man

ager of the Atlanta branch, succeeding

C. E. Holmes, resigned.

A. T. Carnahan, veteran tire salesman

of the company, has been appointed

district manager in charge of Ohio, West

Virginia, Kentucky, Western New York,

Western Pennsylvania and Eastern

Michigan.

M. R. Ready, contractor to the Dis

trict of Columbia, has purchased a 2-ton

Peerless truck.

CONKLIN JOINS REMY COMPANY.

O. F. .Conklin, for sixteen yiears chief

engineer of the Robbins & Myers Com

pany, of Springfield, Ohio, (one of the

leading manufacturers of special elec

trical motor apparatus), has become as

sociated with the Remy Electric Com

pany of Anderson, Ind., in the capacity

of consulting engineer, and will have

charge of the design and construction

of the Remy electrical starting device

for application to motor vehicle engines.

Mr. Conklin is a pioneer in this line of

work. Other concerns interested in the

development of these devices have

brought their problems to him and he

enjoys the reputation of having fathered

the first successful electric lighting and

starting system.

The Remy starting and lighting appa

ratus designed by Mr. Conklin will be

offered the trade in limited quantities

beginning January 1, 1913. Two new-

fireproof buildings, affording 10,600

square feet floor space, have been com

pleted and are now being equipped for

the production of the Remy starting ap

paratus.

Lewis Morgan, a farmer of Harrison

township, near Woodbury, N. J., predicts

that in five years the motor wagon will be

in use on every large farm in the country.

The bursting of water pipes recently-

resulted in the entire water supply of

the village of New Hartford, N. Y., be

ing cut off. The Utica Water Company

thereupon secured a number of power

wagons, loaded them with milk cans of

water and rushed to the relief of the

villagers.

 

Special side discharging bodies on G. V. electric chassis in the service of the New England Coal & Coke Company, Boston, Mass.
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MOTOR DOG WAGON.

The latest addition to the Detroit fleet

of municipal power wagons is the GMC

dog catcher's wagon shown in the accom

panying picture. The machine is oper

ated under the direction of the Detroit

Police Department and is impounding,

on an average, 90 muzzleless canines

per day. The new wagon is designed

to carry the dogs in the most humane

manner possible. Fourteen cages of

various sizes are provided and whenever

it is necessary, a vicious dog may be

kept apart from the others in a separate

compartment. Each cage is removable

and is equipped with a water pan espe

cially designed for the purpose.

-JUIS

LOAD DISTRIBUTION.

Proper loading is a big factor in pro

longing the life of motor trucks, in the

opinion of Harry S. Houpt, general

sales manager of the American Locomo

tive Company automobile department.

How to secure the right distribution

of a load, and the effect of good balance

of weight in preserving the springs, tires

and other features of the mechanism.

are told by Mr. Hotipt in the following

suggestions to motor truck drivers:

"Do not place all the heavy articles

on the rear of truck. If you place a

heavy article on the rear of the truck,

place an article of like weight on the

front also.

"If you have a small and heavy load,

such as steel rails, use a small body.

Have the body constructed so that the

load will be centered. If a tank body

is used to haul over rough roads, it

should be made only large enough to

carry a normal load.

"Don't overload. If the body is too

big. don't load the truck to the capacity

of the body.

"Some drivers are unnecessarily hard

on tires. The way the truck is loaded

has a good deal to do with the wear.

Balancing the load not only saves the

tires and springs, but the driving mecha

nism also."

TIRE BOOKLET.

"The Care of An Automobile Tire" is

the title of a very valuable booklet is

sued by the Goodyear Tire & Rubber

Company. This handy little work has

gone through three editions and has

only recently been again revised.

In the preface of the book it is stated

that the total sum spent each year for

tires in the United States is $120,000,000.

If it is assumed that the waste of tires

caused by carelessness or neglect

amounts to $48,000,000. as has been

stated, the total is really astounding.

The great value of the booklet lies in

the enormous amount of experience and

the great number of tests on which it is

based and from which its conclusions

 

Motor dog catcher's wagon of Detroit Police Department.

partment has achieved the ability to tell

with certainty whether any particular

injury has been unavoidable or the re

sult of carelessness. If the company

can tell the user how to get more serv

ice out of his tires, it is rendering a real

and valuable help to him. The booklet

is distributed by the company's various

branches throughout the country.

MOTOR WIDENS ZONE.

"Among the many ways in which mo

tor delivery has handsomely justified

itself." says G. C. Frey of the Kissel

Motor Car Company, "is in making the

location of a retail business of less im

portance than formerly. Even business

men in the suburbs find that they can,

with the aid of the telephone and motor

delivery, extend their zone of trade five

to ten miles without additional fixed ex

pense. Formerly the impossibility of

long delivery runs confined the smaller

merchants to neighborhood operations,

but today, with motor wagons supplant

ing two to four teams, according to de

mand, he can extend his territory and

give quicker and better delivery than his

competitor with horse and wagon equip

ment, who is miles nearer the customer."

OPERATING ROOM ON WHEELS.

A portable operating room, mounted

on a motor truck chassis, is the latest

addition to the French army's motor

equipment. The body, which is very long

and wide, is divided into three compart

ments. The central and largest is the

operating room, fitted with all necessary

appliances. Forward is a compartment

with electrical apparatus and a steriliz

ing plant. The rear compartment houses

a radium apparatus and contains cup

boards and drawers for reserve surgical

materials.

BAKER BUSINESS BOOMING.

The electric truck business of the

Baker Motor Vehicle Company has

grown so rapidly that the business has

out-grown the plant, and it has lately

been found necessary to do part of the

work in the open. Within a very short

time a considerable building extension

will undoubtedly be found necessary.

Although the Baker factory has been

outgrown by the rapid increase in busi

ness, orders will still be filled promptly,

as arrangements have been made to take

care of all new orders in a normal way

until new buildings can be constructed.

Within a short time the company will

ship a fleet of 20 light trucks to a large

bread baking concern in St. Paul.

TECHNICAL ADVERTISING.

Joseph A. Richards and staff, general

advertising agents, Tribune building.

New York City, have recently formed a

technical department designed to co-op

erate with manufacturers in advertising

and marketing engineering and technical

products. The department will operate

under the name Wightman & Richards,

and will be conducted by Joseph A. Rich

ards, Lucius I. Wightman and Paul

Morse Richards.

A fine of $50 and costs was imposed

in Richmond, Va., for speeding a motor

J. G. BUDD JOINS SANFORD.

J. G Budd, manager of the Victor

Motor Truck Company, Buffalo, N. Y..

has resigned that position to become

general sales manager of the Sanford

Motor Truck Company, Syracuse, N. Y..

manufacturers of Sanford motor trucks.

The Sanford Company has been mak-

motor wagons for the past three years.

Mr. Budd is a great believer in the one-

ton machine, and the company will spe

cialize on trucks of that size. The San

ford truck is backed by some of the best

old line manufacturers in Syracuse, and

with its unlimited resources should be

come an important factor in the motor

are drawn. The Goodyear adjusting de- wagon trade.truck.
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Urban 1,000-pound delivery wagon with interchangeable crate.

"URBAN" ELECTRIC TRUCKS.

It has been the policy of the Ken

tucky Wagon Manufacturing Company,

makers of the "Urban" truck, to adopt

only such features of construction as

have proven satisfactory in long opera

tion and to devote the attention of their

force to the refinement of detail rather

than the development of new ideas

which have not been thoroughly "tried

out. This policy should insure low de

preciation, small repair bills and gen

erally satisfactory operation.

"Urban" electric trucks are built in

four capacities—1,000 pounds. 2,0(X)

pounds, 2 tons and 3J/2 tons. The motors

are of General Electric design and man

ufacture and have high overload capaci

ties. The sizes vary from the 60-volt.

28-ampere motor used on the 1,000-

pound model, to the 85-volt, 40-amperc

machine used on the 3j/J-ton truck.

^V^^^ta
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Chassis of the Urban 1-ton electric wagon.

From the motor, power is transmitted

to a countershaft by means of a silent

chain inclosed in an oil-tight aluminum

housing, the large sprocket being mount

ed on the flange of the differential gear

The differential gears are of particular

ly liberal proportions, and great care

has been exercised to eliminate the pos

sibility of trouble from the differential

mechanism. The jackshaft is made of

nickel steel, heat-treated. Final drive

is by roller-chain to sprockets mounted

on the brake-drums, which are attached

to the spokes of the rear wheels. The

radius rods which connecr*the rear axle

and the jackshaft housing are so ar

ranged as to provide for universal

movement of the axle in relation to the

chassis frame, without submitting any

part of the structure to undue stress.

Means are provided for readily adjust

ing all chains. All sprockets are of

such size as to insure long life for both

inverted tooth and roller chains. The

jackshaft is mounted on extremely

large annular ball-bearings, and due to

the absence of end thrusts, a very simple

assembly is the result.

Batteries of either lead or nickel-iron

type are supplied. Lead batteries are of

fered in standard, medium, thin plate or

ironclad varieties. By reference to the

accompanying illustrations, it will be

noticed that the battery is suspended

under the frame just forward of the

jackshaft. Access to cells may be had

from either side of the machine or from

the top. The trays are proportioned and

arranged to permit of easy withdrawal

from either side.

Steering is accomplished by means of

a hand wheel operating a worm-and-nut

mechanism. The steering column is in
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clined 30 degrees from the vertical. The

speed of the machine is controlled by

means of a lever mounted just below

the steering wheel. This lever operates

in the lower slot of a gate for the four

forward speeds, and in the upper slot

for the two reverse speeds. Before it

can be moved through the gate in either

direction, a thumb-latch must be oper

ated. The controller handle revolves a

tube concentric with the steering-col

umn, and connection with the controller

is made by a drag-link mechanism. The

controller. lighting and emergency

switches, ampere-hour meter, wiring ter

minals, etc., are mounted in the short

shroud which forms part of the chassis.

Ready access to all these parts, except

the switches, may be had by the re

moval of an aluminum panel, which

closes the rear of this shroud. The

switches are mounted on the wood

frame which surrounds the removable

panel and may be conveniently reached

from the driver's seat.

The axles are steel forgings, I-beam

section front and rear on the 1,000-

pound model, and rectangular rear on

the heavier machines. Roller bearings

of Bower or Timken make are used in

all wheel-hubs. Springs are semi-ellip

tic front and rear and are firmly held to

the axles by special heat-treated nickel-

steel bolts of large diameter, which pass

through rigid cast steel plates mounted

on top of the springs. The rear springs

on the heavier models are 56 inches long

by 31/, inches wide. All spring eyes are

bronze bushed, and the leaves are band

ed and laid in lubricant in assembling.

All frames are of pressed steel, chan

nel section, varying in maximum depth

from 3 to 7 inches. In conjunction with

the subframe, which forms the bat

tery compartment, an ingenious system

of trussing has been applied, which in

sures against undue deflection of the

FLOOR COVERINGS. CABINET HARDWARE..ETC.
 

Urban 2-ton

frame under conditions of severe over

load and permits the use of compara

tively light sections in the main frame.

Each frame has five cross members,

three of which are attached to the side

members by integral gusset plates and

are used merely to stiffen the frame.

Two of the cross members are of light

er section, without gussets, and support

the subframe.

GENERAL VEHICLE NEWS.

For several months past the General

Vehicle Company, of Long Island City,

X. Y., has, in its characteristic way, been

perfecting an organization already rec

ognized as a big factor in the motor

truck industry. An official circular re

cently issued by President P. D. Wag

oner, contains the following additions

and promotions: C. W. Squires, Jr., as

sistant to the president, is now Sales

Manager; C. W. Wesley has been elected

Vice President; J. R. C. Armstrong, En-

electric truck.

gineer, Electric Division; H. G. Mc-

Comb, Engineer, Gasoline Division; L.

E. Lentz, Superintendent, Electric Divi

sion; A. P. Bourquardez, District Man

ager, New York Sales Territory.

The following salesmen have been

transferred from the General Sales

Office: C. V. Riede to St. Louis, Geo.

Drake Smith to Cincinnati, and A. D.

Stevenson to Philadelphia.

Before joining the G. V. organization.

Mr. Armstrong was chief engineer of

the Third Avenue Railroad Company of

New York City. He has been interested

in transportation practically all his life,

having been identified for years with

the Electrical Engineering Department

of the New York Central lines.

N. G. McComb was formerly with the

Autocar Company, the Olds Motor

Works and the London Transportation .

Company. He was for three years chief

engineer of the E. R. Thomas Motor

Company.

 

Plan view of Urban 2-ton electric chassis.
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Rock Falls funeral body on White chassis.

TWO NEW BODIES.

The accompanying illustrations show

■two special motor bodies recently de

signed by the Rock Falls Manufactur

ing Company, of Sterling, 111. This con

cern has had considerable experience in

this class of coach-building, and only a

short time ago made three special am

bulance bodies for the use of the United

States Steel Corporation in its hospital

-work.

The funeral body, which is shown

mounted on a White 1.500-pound chas

sis, is built of seasoned lumber through

out, with the sill and framework of hard

wood and the finishing panels of poplar.

Special attention has been paid to the

hardware used in this vehicle, and the

drop glass without the sash has been

employed in the limousine front door

and at the side of the driver's seat.

The interior of the car is trimmed

with plain mahogany panels, which are

constructed on sanitary lines and may

be easily cleaned. The vehicle contains

one Holophane interior dome-light and

a dome-light over the driver's seat,

both electric. The Sterling patent clamp

for holding the casket is employed, and

a special flower rack is also provided.

The lamps, handles and other metal

trimmings are silver and nickel. The

body is painted a jet black with a high

luster finish, while the carvings and

wood curtain drapes are given a satin

finish.

The ambulance body presents several

unusual features not ordinarily- found in

vehicles of this kind. For the conveni

ence of the attendants the body is pro

vided with side doors in addition to the

large double doors at the rear. The

partition back of the driver's seat com

prises two sliding windows made of

"heavy beveled plate-glass set .m hard

wood frames. All windows have spring

curtains of a color to harmonize with

the painting.

The interior is lighted by electricity,

with two Holophane dome-lights in the

ceiling and a hand light, which can be

thrown on house numbers from the am

bulance. The side lamps are also elec

tric and are controlled by push buttons

from the driver's seat. The body is pro

vided with two folding seats for the

physician and attendant and- an ambu

lance chair which can be converted into

a temporary operating table. The in

terior of the body is finished perfectly

smooth for hygienic reasons, and may

be readily cleaned, as there are no

cracks or crevices. The body is finished

in a pearl gray.

FEDERAL ONE-TON TRUCK.

The Federal Motor Truck Company, of

Detroit, Michigan, is today rated as the

largest firm in the world that makes one

ton trucks exclusively.

This is an age of specialties and spe

cialists. This firm hires a specialist in

every department, and builds but one

model and concentrates its entire ener

gies on the manufacture of one-ton

trucks. It is generally conceded that a

plant devoted to the manufacturing of a

single article can make a better product

at a lower cost than a factory turning out

several articles. This policy makes it

possible for the Federal Motor Truck

Company to build at a very low price a

one ton truck fully guaranteed.

The Federal is built in two sizes, viz.:

Model C which has a 110 inch wheelbase.

and Model D which has a 114 inch wheel*

base. Model C chassis can be equipped

with bodies for conveying small articles

that are heavy in weight; Model D chas

sis can accommodate larger bodies for

transporting large bulky loads, as furni

ture, etc.

Federal trucks are used in over a hun

dred different lines of business, and are

giving satisfaction in every detail. Fed

eral motor buses are among the finest in

the country; and the combination hose

and chemical wagon recently put on sale

by the company is the last word in motor

fire apparatus construction—it is light,

sturdily built, of exceptional power, and

is fitted with the newest and most im

proved fire apparatus, making the wagon

complete and "ever-ready."

For the past two years Federals have

been widely distributed throughout the

United States, and a great many have

been shipped to foreign countries. The

1912 output will amount to over 1,000

cars, and by the way rush and repeat

orders are coming in. the output for 1913

has been raised to over 2,000 cars.

 

Special ambulance body built by the Rock Falls Mfg. Co., Sterling, III.
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U. S. TIRE BUILDING.

The accompanying illustration shows

the new 20-story office building now be

ing erected at the corner of Broadway

and 58th Street, New York, and which,

when completed, will be occupied by

the United States Rubber Company and

the United States Tire Company. The

new structure will enjoy the double dis

tinction of being the tallest building

north of Times Square as well as the

largest building in New York connected

with the motor industry. The United

States Tire Company will occupy the

store, with storage space beneath, while

the general offices of the company, to

gether with those of the United States

Rubber Company, will be in the upper

portion of the building. Each of the 20

 

, l J, J " * f * Tj JJT"itf'

The 20-story office building now being

erected at the corner of Broadway and Fifty-

eighth street. New York City, for the United

States Rubber Company and the United

States Tire Company.

floors contains approximately 6,300

square feet, if undivided. Sub-divided,

each floor provides 17 offices, varying in

size from 230 square feet to 630 square

feet each.

CRESCENT POWER WAGONS.

Crescent motor trucks, made by the

Crescent Motor Truck Company of Mid-

dletown, Ohio, are built in three chassis

sizes—one, two and three tons capacity.

The motor is of the usual four-cycle,

four-cylinder type with cylinders cast in

pairs. The valves are all on one side. Ig

nition is by Remy magneto. Combina

tion force feed and splash lubrication is

provided. Cooling is by water, pump cir

culated. The radiator is of the Werner

riveted tube variety, and is supported on

 

Studebaker "20" used by

springs at the front of the frame.

The clutch is of the taper cone type

with leather friction band. A sliding gear

transmission, giving three speeds for

ward and reverse, is used. The differen

tial is inclosed in the same case with

the transmission, the whole unit being

supported at three points. Final drive is

by side chains to the rear wheels.

A dual braking system is provided.

The service brake, operated by foot

pedal, is applied to the rear wheels

through drums 12 inches in diameter.

The emergency, which is applied to the

jackshaft. is operated by a hand lever.

The total braking surface is 300 square

enterprising saw filer.

inches. Springs are full elliptic, front

and rear, with an auxiliary transverse

semi-elliptic spring at the rear. The

frames are of heavy channel steel, braced

with truss rods. Both axles are of lib

eral size. Wheels are of the artillery

type and carry solid tires. Wheel-base

varies from 108 inches on the 1-ton

model to 136 inches on the 3-tonner. The

tread is 56 inches on the 1-ton chassis,

60 inches on the 2-ton, and 62 inches on

the 3-ton machine.

The maximum speeds are 18, 15 and

12 miles per hour, respectively.

Regular equipment includes two side

oil lamps, tail oil lamps, tools and horn.

 

An under-the-seat motor with the same accessibility as that of an under-the-hood type

feature of the Crescent motor trucks made at Middletown, Ohio.
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American La France tractor supplied to the Jacksonville, Fla., fire department.

Motor Fire Apparatus.

ALABAMA.

Decatur has ordered an American La Fiance

motor Are engine. It will cost $5,500.

* * *

ARKANSAS.

Hot Springs has installed a combination

motor pump and hose wagon.

* * *

CALIFORNIA.

St. Petersburg has ordered a $5,500 Amer

ican La France motor hose and chemical.

Tampa has received its new motor hose and

chemical.

ILLINOIS.

Kankakee has ordered a $2,350 Kelly chassis

for the West Side company.

Rockford has received a new Ahrens-Fox

motor pumping engine.

* * *

INDIANA.

Peru has received the new motor fire trucks

recently ordered.

South Bend will purchase a $6,500 motor

hook and ladder truck.

* • *

IOWA.

Council Bluffs has purchased a $5,500 Wrebb

motor hose and chemical.

Dubuque expects its new Robinson motor

hose, chemical and fire engine about De

cember 15.

Iowa City will install a new motor hose and

chemical.

Waterloo has installed a new Seagrave motor

fire truck in Station 1.

* * *

KANSAS.

Hutchinson has installed a motor car for

the chief.

Leavenworth will purchase a motor fire

truck.

Tonganozle has ordered a Howe motor fire

engine.

* * *

KENTUCKY.

Paducah has ordered a runabout for the

chief.

* * *

LOUISIANA.

New Orleans has installed a converted motor

fire truck.

Shreveport has installed two motor fire en

gines.

* • *

MARYLAND.

Hagerstown will purchase a $9,000 Knox

motor hose, chemical and pumping engine.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Belmont will install a new motor fire truck.

Boston lias ordered two American La France

motor hose and chemicals.

Brockton is considering the purchase of

three motor hose and chemicals and a

tractor for the ladder truck at the Central

station.

Framingham's new motor hose and chem

ical is expected early this month.

Gardner has installed two new motor fire

trucks.

Marblehead has installed a motor hose ami

chemical.

Melrose may appropriate $17,000 for the

purchase of motor apparatus.

Middleboro has received its new motor fire

engine.

New Fairhaven has received a new $5,600

Pope-Hartford motor hose and chemical.

Orange is considering the purchase of a

Grout motor chemical and pumping en

gine.

Qulncy's new motor chemical has arrived.

Revere has received a new motor hose and

chemical.

Stoneham's new motor fire truck is expect

ed in a few days.

Waltham has Installed a motor fire engine.

Worcester has installed three Buick run

abouts for the engineers.

MINNESOTA.

St. Paul's fire commissioner wants $100,000

for new motor apparatus.

• • *

MISSISSIPPI.

Greenwood has purchased a $5,500 Ameri

can La France motor hose and chemical.

• * *

MONTANA.

Billings will purchase a motor hose and

chemical.

* * *

Chico will soon make a test of its new

motor chemical.

Eureka has installed a motor chemical en

gine.

Fresno will purchase a $2,000 motor Are

truck.

Inglewood has ordered a Garford motor hose

and chemical.

Pasadena has received its new $10,000 motor

lire engine.

.Petaluma has installed a motor hose and fire

engine truck.

Richmond has ordered another $8,000 combi

nation pump and ladder truck.

Sacramento has installed two motor hose

and chemicals. The machines cost $9,500.

San Bernardino has ordered a Pope-Hart

ford chassis at $1,850 and a Matheson

chassis at $1,800.

San Francisco recently made a test of two

new motor hose and chemical wagons. The

test was successful.

San Jose has advertised for bids on two

motor chemical wagons.

Visalla is expecting a new motor fire en

gine.

* • *

COLORADO.

Grand Junction has installed the motor fire

truck recently built by the firemen. The

total cost was $1,100.

Pueblo has ordered a $5,900 American La

France motor chemical engine.

Salida is considering the purchase of an

$S,300 American La France motor fire en

gine.

Sterling has purchased a $4,900 motor hose

and chemical.

» * •

CONNECTICUT.

Danbury has ordered a $9,000 American La

France motor fire engine.

New Canaan has received a new' motor hose

and chemical.

South Manchester has purchased a $1,500-

ponnd White chassis.

FLORIDA.

Jacksonville's new motor aerial ladder truck

made Its first run recently.

Palatka has ordered a $6,316 American La

F.ar.ce motor chemical engine.

NEBRASKA.

Omaha has Installed a new motor hose and

chemical.

* * •

NEW JERSEY.

Atlantic City has appropriated $50,000 for a

new fire station and motor equipment.

Bayonne has installed an automobile for the

chief.

Dover has purchased a $5,900 motor hose

and chemical.

Elizabeth will purchase a motor hose and

chemical.

Jersey City has received a new motor fire

engine and a motor hose and chemical.

Maplewood has appropriated $5,000 for the

purchase of a motor fire truck.

New Brunswick has installed a motor hose

and chemical.

Orange has installed a $5,500 motor hose and

chemical.

Perth Amboy has installed a motor hook

and ladder truck.

Rockaway has Installed a converted motor

fire truck. The work was done by the

firemen at a total cost of $2,500.
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NEW YORK.

Albany has ordered a $4,700 motor hose and

chemical.

Amsterdam will purchase a $5,500 motor fire

truck.

Lackawanna Is considering bids for a motor

hose, chemical and pumping engine.

New Rochelle has received a new American

La France motor pumping engine.

Niagara Falls has installed a motor hose

and chemical.

Southampton has purchased an automobile

to be used as a tractor.

Utica is considering a $12,000 bond issue for

motor apparatus.

Yonkers has ordered an $11,900 motor aerial

ladder truck of American La France make.

NORTH CAROLINA.

Wilmington has ordered two American La

France motor hose and chemicals at a cost

of $11,000.

NORTH DAKOTA.

F"argo has received two Knox motor hose

and chemicals.

OHIO.

Akron is asking for bids on a motor aerial

truck, a motor hose and chemical, a

tractor and three pumping engines.

Canton has received a Seagrave motor lad

der truck.

Columbus has received two of the eleven

pieces of motor tire apparatus recently

ordered.

Massillon has installed a $5,500 Robinson

motor hose and chemical.

Youngstown has received a motor pumping

engine and a motor hose wagon.

Zanesville has installed an American La

France motor fire truck.

OREGON.

Portland lias purchased the following motor

fire apparatus: one pumping engine, $9,000;

one aerial truck. $1'J,500; six hose and

chemical wagons at $5,800 each; and two

hose and chemical wagons at $6,000 each.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Altoona has installed a $5,000 Knox motor

fire truck.

Corry has received its new Seagrave motor

fire truck.

Dunmore has installed a motor hose and

chemical.

Easton has received a new motor chemical.

Kingston is considering the purchase of a

motor fire engine.

Meadvllle has installed an American La

France motor fire truck.

Philadelphia has received a new motor hose

wagon.

Pittsburgh will order three tractors for use

with the present steam engines.

Pottstown has installed a $5,500 motor fire

truck.

Reading has received two Knox motor hose

and chemicals.

Royersford has installed a motor hose and

chemical.

Scranton has installed a $4,S00 American La

France motor hose and chemical.

Shenandoah has received the motor chemical

ordered by the Wm. Penn company.

Sunbury has purchased a motor chemical

for the East Fnd Hose company.

Wilkes- Barre is considering the purchase of

a motor fire truck.

WHklnsburg now has two motor hose and

chemicals.

Wllllamsport Is considering the purchase of

a motor hose and chemical.

Wlr.dber has installed a motor hose and

chemical.

RHODE ISLAND.

Narragansett has ordered a Locomobile

motor hose and chemical.

Pawtucket has purchased a motor tractor.

Wakefield has ordered a motor hose and

chemical.

Woonsocket has purchased a $5,500 Knox

motor hose and chemical.

TENNESSEE.

Jackson has installed a $9,000 American La

France motor fire engine.

Park City will purchase an $8,000 American

La France motor hose, chemical and

pumping engine.

TEXAS.

El Paso has ordered an American La France

motor fire truck.

Galveston has installed a motor hose and

chemical.

San Antonio has appropriated $10,000 for the

purchase of motor fire apparatus.

Waco has purchased a motor hose and

pumping engine.

UTAH.

Logan will purchase a $9,000 American La

France motor fire engine.

Ogden's new $6,000 motor fire truck has

arrived.

Salt Lake City has installed a motor hose

and chemical.

VIRGINIA.

Norfolk has ordered a motor tractor.

Richmond will purchase an American La

France motor aerial ladder truck.

• • »

WASHINGTON.

Everett has installed a $6,100 American La

France motor hose and chemical.

Hoqulam is considering bids on a motor fire

engine.

North Yakima has installed a Webb motor

aerial ladder truck.

Wenatchee has ordered a $5,000 motor fire

truck.

* • *

WEST VIRGINIA.

Marti nsburg is considering the purchase of

a $10,000 triple combination motor fire

truck.

Wheeling has ordered a motor chemical,

hose and ladder truck from the Packers'

Motor Truck Company of Warwood.

WISCONSIN.

La Crosse has installed Its first piece of

motor apparatus—a Knox machine.

Madison has purchased a Seagrave motor

hose and chemical.

Racine has installed a Mott motor steam fire

engine.

Richland Center has purchased a Mott motor

chemical engine.

The following cities and towns are con

sidering the purchase of motor fire appa

ratus:

Douglas, Ariz. Asbury Park, N. J.

Ft. Smith, Ark. Elizabeth, N. J.

Monrovia, Cal. Long Branch, N. J.

Nevada City, Cal. Morrlstown, N. J.

Washington, D. C. Glen Falls, N. Y.

Eden, Me. Poughkeepsle, N. Y.

Brockton, Mass. Watertown, N. Y.

Orange, Mass. Urbana, O.

Taunton, Mass. McKeesport, Pa.

Woburn, Mass. Greenville, S. C.

Marquette, Mich. Corslcana, Texas.

Red Wing, Minn. Monroe, Wis.

Billings, Mont. Oshkosh, Wis.

Charlotte, N. C. Superior, Wis.

 

Rambler hose and chemical wagon used by the Kenosha, Wis., fire department.
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Three-ton chassis made by The Standard Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

STANDARD 3-TON TRUCK.

The Standard Motor Truck Company

of Detroit, Mich., has announced for the

coming year a 3-ton model embodying

conventional features of design through

out.

The motor is of the 4-cylinder long-

stroke type with a bore of 4 J/2 inches

and a stroke of S'/i inches, and is rated

at 40 horsepower. The cylinders are

cast in pairs from a special grade of

rcverberatory air furnace iron. Valves

are all on one side and are inclosed by

large cover plates. Timing gears are

helical in form and are housed in an oil-

tight case at the front of the motor.

The crankcase is of aluminum and is in

two pieces, all bearings being suppo ted

in the upper half. The lower part pro

vides a reservoir for the lubricating oil.

Cooling is by water circulated by a

centrifugal pump of ample size. The ra

diator is of the honeycomb type, and is

mounted at the front of the frame. Ig

nition is by Eisemann magneto with

automatic spark. Force feed lubrica

tion is used, circulation being maintained

by a large plunger pump.

The clutch is of the multiple dry disk

type and is mounted in unit with the

motor and transmission. The latter

gives three forward speeds and a re

verse on the selective system. Trans

mission shafts run on Timken roller

bearings. The power is transmitted

from the gear box by cardan shaft with

two Spicer universal joints to a jack-

shaft carried on Timken bearings. Final

drive is by double chains to the rear

wheels.

The frame is of pressed steel with

six-inch channels. All springs are semi-

elliptic and are fitted with grease cups.

The front springs are 45 inches long

by 2J-4 inches wide, and the rear springs

52 inches long by 3yi inches wide. Both

axles are of Timken make and ot gen

erous proportions. The steering gear

is of the worm and gear type and, is

mounted on bronze and ball thrust bear

ings. Wheels conform to S. A. E. stan

dards and carry 36 by 5-inch single tires

in front, and 36 by 5-inch dual tires ir»

the rear.

A dual braking system is provided.

The service brakes, operated by a foot

pedal, are of the external contractingv

type and are applied to 12-inch pressed

steel drums carried on the' jackshaft.

The emergency brakes, operated by a

hand lever, are of the internal expand

ing variety, and act on 18-inch pressed

steel drums on the rear wheels. Both

brakes are independent of frame and

radius rods and are adjustable.

The Standard truck may be had in

different chassis lengths with wheel ba

ses varying from 10 to 16 feet. The

tread of the front wheels is 65 inches

and of the rear wheels 71% inches.

The standard chassis measures 19 feet

4 inches in overall length, and is 7 feet

1 inch wide. The truck has a maximum

speed of 12 miles an hour, controlled

by a centrifugal governor. The gov

ernor and connections to the carburetor

are completely inclosed and sealed.

Steering on the standard chassis is ar-

 

Three G. V. 2-ton trucks In the service of the Pureoxia Co., Boston, Mass.
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ranged to provide for a turning circle

of 50 feet. The standard chassis weighs

6.100 pounds.

Regular equipment includes seat, side

and rear oil lamps, horn, tools and jack.

TRUCKS IN FOREST.

In their invasion of the lumber woods

where they carry a portable saw mill

from place to place in the timber, and

haul logs to the mill and lumber to the

railroad, two Peerless trucks have en

tered a field which one would suppose

to offer an excellent position for "the

last stand of the horse.'' Yet these two

trucks have actually driven about 20

horses, not back to the woods, but out

of them.

The machines arc owned by Charles

H. Phillips, a lumberman of Plainficld,

Connecticut. He bought the first one

in October, 1911. It covered SO miles

a day over the comparatively unim

proved forest roads and did the work

of from 8 to 10 horses. He found him

self saving money on the change and

ordered another truck. Several very

steep grades with soft surfaces had to

be surmounted rcgulaily by the trucks

but they did it without difficulty. So

far there has been practically no repair

expense.

Instead of cutting tree trunks into the

usual log lengths they are left intact

and two or three whole trees with

branches trimmed off are carried by the

trucks in one load. One end of the

trunk is placed on the truck body and

the other carried on a pair of trailing

wheels.

DENBY JOINS FEDERAL.

Garvin Denby. formerly assistant to

the president of the Solvay Process

Company of Detroit, has been appoint

ed secretary and treasurer of the Fed

eral Motor Truck Company of that city.

Mr. Denby has been prominent in De

troit business circles for a number of

years and has a wide acquaintance in

the trade. He will have general charge

of the Federal company's sales depart

ment.

The Santa Fe railroad has installed a

motor ambulance in its Topeka shops.

 

G. V. electric trucks used by a large oil refiner.

 

'Pathfinder" 1,500-pound chassis with stake body.

 

G. V. electric trucks in coal service.

 

Fleet of 10 G. V. electric wagons sold to a larg» Chicago department store.
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AMONG THE MAKERS.

CALIFORNIA.

Moreland Adds to Factory.—The More-

land Motor Truck Company, of Los Angeles,

will build a $15,000 factory addition at North

Main and Wllhardt streets.

Hydraulic-Drive Truck Factory for Los

Angeles.—The Hydraulic Auto Truck Corpo

ration, capital $500,000, has been formed to

manufacture hydraulic-drive trucks at Los

Angeles under the Manly patent. Offices

have been established at the corner of Pico

and Grand streets. W. E. Barnes is presi

dent, and D, L. Whitford general manager.

4-Wheel-Drive Progress.—The Co-opera

tive Motors Company. Long Beach, Cal., has

located temporary offices at 225 East First

street, and will soon engage actively in the

manufacture of a 4-wheel-drive truck.

* • •

ILLINOIS.

Velie Has New 1-Ton Model.—The Velle

Motor Vehicle Company. Moline. 111., en

couraged by the success of its 2 -ton and

3-ton trucks, has added a 1-ton model to

its line.

New Company at Rockford.—The Rockford

Motor Truck Co.. Rockford, 111., has been

incorporated with a capital of $10,000 to

"manufacture and sell electric and gasoline

motors." P. A. Peterson. Levin Faust and

John Ledin are the incorporators.

* * *

INDIANA.

Lyons-Atlas Co. to Build Knight Engines.

—The Lyons-Atlas Company, of Indianapolis,

has purchased the Atlas Engine Works and

will build Knight sleeve-valve engines for

the trade. The company is capitalized for

$.".00,000.

* * *

MICHIGAN.

Bulck Truck Factory at Flint.—Since the

sale of the Buick Motor Company's truck

factory at Jackson to the Imperial Motor

Company, Buick motor trucks are being

made at the Flint factory, and on a much

larger scale than heretofore.

Reo Adds 2-Ton Model.—The Reo Motor

Truck Company (R. M. Owen & Co., dis

tributors), of Lansing, Mich., has produced

a new 2-ton gasoline model.

New Truck Company for St. Louis.—W. H.

Kilto & Son, of Toledo. Ohio, have raised

$25,000 to build a truck and automobile fac

tory at St. Louis, Mich.

• * *

MISSOURI.

Moon Buggy Co. Builds Trucks.—The Jo

seph W. Moon Buggy Company. St. Louis,

Mo., has commenced the manufacture of a

1,000-pound shaft-drive wagon and a 3,000-

pound chain-drive truck, (he former equipped

with pneumatic tires and the latter with

solids.

• * *

NEW JERSEY.

Mack Enters Lansden Co.—J. M. Mack, of

Allentown, Pa., has been elected chairman

of the executive board of the Lansden Com

pany, of Newark, N. J.

Ex-Cel Truck Factory.—The Ex-Cel Motor

Truck Company. Jamesburgh. Is building a

$35,000 plant, consisting of five one-story

buildings each 50 by 100 feet In size.

• * *

NEW YORK.

Truck Factory at Mlddletown.—The In

dustrial Motor Car Co. is installing ma

chinery in its factory at Mlddletown. Offi

cers recently elected are: President, William

G. Richardson: vice-president, Waite A.

Cotton; secretary and treasurer, Robert M.

Bagg.

Big Sales Company at Rochester.—The

Selden Truck Sales Company, capital $150.-

000, has been incorporated in Rochester to

handle the entire product of the Selden Mo

tor Vehicle Company and to sell motor

trucks direct from factory to user on easy

payments. The incorporators are George C.

Gordon. William C. Barry, Jr., R. H. Sal

mons, Henry G. Strong and Charles N.

Stearns, all of Rochester. N. Y., the first

three named being officers of the Selden

Motor Vehicle Company.

* * *

OHIO.

Wlnton Builds 1'/2-Ton Model.—The Winton

Motor Car Company, of Cleveland, is now

turning out a line of 6-cylinder, l^-ton gaso

line delivery wagons.

Tiffin Wagon Company to Make Trucks.—

The Tiffin Wagon Company. Tiffin, Ohio,

will produce a motor truck model in 1913.

The Tiffin company is a big factor in the

farm wagon business.

Willys Increases Capital.—John N. Willys

has increased the capitalization of the

Willys-Overland Company, of Toledo, Ohio,

from $15,000,000 to $25,000,000. This portends

greatly increased output.

Kelly Factory Additions.—The Kelly Motor

Truck Company, Springfield, Ohio, is build

ing office and factory additions, the latter

60 by 200 feet in size.

* • •

WASHINGTON.

Truck Company in Seattle.—The Seattle

Motor & Wagon Mfg. Co., Seattle. Wash.,

has been incorporated by W. J. Beattie with

a capital of $20,000.

NEW SUSPENSION DEVICE.

'"By an adaptation of the famous

'stump-jump' principle," says the Jour

nal of the Royal Society of Arts, "an

inventor has made it possible for the

motor vehicle to be used on the roughest

of roads and tracks with ease and com

fort, and to be run at a high rate of

speed. What this will mean to the trav

eler in the Australian bush only those

who 'know the conditions obtaining in

that country can fully appreciate. The

inventor is T. T. Charley, and his

device is known as 'Charley's Equipoise

Suspension.' The body of the machine

is made to rest on four vertical spiral

springs, one on each short axle that

supports each wheel. By this arrange

ment the shock that a wheel sustains,

when it strikes an obstacle or any un-

evenness in the road, is transmitted to

horizontal spiral springs, running fore

and aft on the car, and then connected

with the vertical spring on the hind

wheel. So sensitive is the transmission

that almost immediately one wheel

strikes the obstruction the other is af

fected, thus giving the minimum of

shock as the wheel lifts, immediately the

obstacle is struck or an uneven road is

traversed. No shock is, therefore, felt

by persons in the car. The tires used

in the construction <if the new car are

simply iron bands fixed to the rim of the

wheel, with a band of solid rubber vul

canized to the outside, about an inch in

thickness. These tires are said to be

good for 10.000 miles running, the rub

ber being used chiefly to deaden the

sound. By this arrangement, which can

be applied to any ordinary motor-vehicle,

the pneumatic tire is rendered unneces

sary."

ANSWERING INQUIRIES.

"It is possible to give a pretty accu

rate idea of how motor haulage should

work out in any man's business," says

President George A. Kissel of the Kissel

Motor Car Company, "but it of course

requires certain information on which

to base estimates.

"Among the inquiries received regard

ing Kissel Kar motor vehicles, there are

a surprising number that ask for esti

mates of operating cost without giving

any detail of the work in which the

truck will be used. Now there are gen

eral facts of great interest than can be

told of the motor wagon to any inquirer,

no matter what his business may be, but

to give figures and facts that will cer

tainly apply to a particular proposition,

the conditions and circumstances of that

particular proposition must first be

known.

"It is essential to understand where

the truck is to be installed—the nature

of the roads as regards grades and pav

ing. Of course, the daily delivery dis

tances should be stated, also the aver

age number of stops. Then the nature

of the load to be carried becomes im

portant. Are the packages carried large

or small, light or bulky? These ques

tions answered, all help to give the

manufacturer an opportunity to estimate

more nearly and clearly. If comparative

figures between horse and motor haul

age are desired, full information should

be forthcoming as to the present horse

haulage expense, including wages, feed,

repairs, replacements and depreciation."

A CORRECTION.

In an account of the truck parade in

Washington, D. C, published in the Oc

tober issue, an error was made in at

tributing first prize in the decorated sec

tion to a Stewart entry. The winning

machine was a Lippard-Stewart made

by the Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Com

pany of Buffalo, N. Y.

New Orleans, La., has installed a new

motor street sprinkler.

The Lavigne Gear Company has

moved its plant from Corliss to Racine.

Wis.

Farmers in Orleans county, N. Y., use

motor wagons almost exclusively in mar

ket deliveries.

A Houston, Texas, inventor plans to

use a solution of nitroglycerine in gas

oline as a fuel for motor vehicles. Per

haps fuel prices may now go even

higher!
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Steel Wheels

An important feature of the Locomobile Five-Ton Truck is the use of Steel Wheels.

Steel Wheels are stronger and lighter than wooden wheels, and are not affected by the weather.

Truck tires wear longer on steel wheels than on wooden wheels for the following reasons:

Steel Wheels retain their circular form under all conditions, thus presenting an immovable base for the tires.

This eliminates destructive stresses in the tires, and thus prolongs their life. Also, due to the conductivity of

iteel, any heat generated in the tires is transmitted to the steel spokes and radiated to the atmosphere.

The unusually large size of Locomobile front wheels, namely: 40 inches in diameter, is another favorable

factor contributing to tire service. It makes the front tires interchangeable with the rear tires, making it un

necessary to carry more than one size of tire in stock. It also permits of better operating conditions. Large

wheels mean ample clearance. In the Locomobile Truck the clearance is 15 inches at the center of the front

axle, and 18 inches at the center of the rear axle.

Other important features of the Locomobile Five-Ton Truck are:

Every part designed for heavy truck duty.

Highest standards of workmanship.

Best materials used.

Motor-45 H.P. at 900 R.P.M.

Five bearing crank shaft.

Four speed transmission.

Large transmission gears.

These features

combined only

In the Locomo

bile Five-Ton

Truck.

Interchangeable demountable tires.

Driving chains each stand 44,000 lbs. pull.

Differential lock.

Steel wheels.

Dry disc clutch.

Sprags.

All parts easily accessible.

Ignition and oiling system not subject to driver's control.

THE LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Bridgeport, Connecticut

New York

Atlanta

Service and Sales Branches

Chicago Philadelphia St. Louis Minneapolis

Los Angeles Bridgeport San Francisco Boston

Baltimore

Pittsburgh

Oakland

Washington

This advertisement it No. 5 in a eerie* descriptive of Locomobile Design and Construction

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TIRE MILEAGE.

No period in the history of the motor

truck industry has developed such

marked improvements in solid tires as

those noticeable during the past year.

The best proof of this statement is

the fact that within the year manufac

turers have increased their mileage guar

antees 2,000 and in some instances 4,000

miles. It now is possible for a truck

owner to buy tires covered by a guaran

tee of 10,000 miles, irrespective of the

city or locality in which they are to be

used. Up to a short time ago manufac

turers were compelled to discriminate

against certain cities and localities be

cause of local conditions, such as bad

pavements, unimproved highways, the

prevalence of hills and for other causes

peculiar to a particular section. In such

places guaranteed mileage was less than

where better conditions prevailed.

Demountable solid tires for use on

motor trucks likewise have had the ef

fect of generally improving tire service.

They have been proved to be entirely

practical and have eliminated the delays

and inconvenience resulting from the

use of pressure applied tires.

Commenting on the solid tire situa

tion at the present time, F. F. Phillips

of the United States Tire Company

says:

"Truck owners are not only receiving

greater mileage guarantees today than

ever before, but they are getting better

all-around service. As the tire question

is regarded as one of the greatest deter

mining factors entering into economic

motor truck operation, the general ef

fect upon truck development is apparent.

"Our new demountable solid tire which

has been on the market about eight

months, is sold under a flat guarantee

of 10,000 miles, conditional only upon

the service being had within one year's

time. The locality where the tires are

to run makes no difference in our case.

This concession in itself is an innova

tion.

"Truck owners, themselves, are finding

out a great many facts about tires and

conditions that enter into an economic

tire service. They have learned, for one

thing, that a manufacturers' mileage

guarantee is valuable only in determin

ing the maximum of maintenance cost.

Simply because a tire is guaranteed for

8,000 or 10,000 miles is no reason why,

with proper handling, it should not yield

a greater service. Therefore the mini

mum maintenance cost is largely up to

the operator. Systematic care of solid

tires and avoiding the abuses to which

they frequently are subjected arc certain

to result in reduced tire bills. The very

nature of the service in which truck tires

are engaged exposes them to a great

many deteriorating influences. It is

possible, however, for the operator to

minimize these influences by giving his

tires the attention they deserve, not only

because of their importance to the truck,

but because they are expensive."

THE MONEY ARGUMENT.

"The advent of the motor truck has

not beon strikingly different in circum

stance from the introduction of any

other of the long line of time and labor-

saving utilities that have become neces

sities in the last 25 years," says Presi

dent George A. Kissel of the Kissel

Motor Car Company.

"It had the same early imperfections

to overcome and later the same preju

dices to remove. Mankind is prone to

regard with disfavor or suspicion any

thing that is new—anything that de

thrones prevailing customs. Custom is

the parent of doubt.

"There are two effective purse appeals.

One is the argument to save money—

the other is the argument to make

money. An article amenable to the for

mer is easiest to sell.

"An article that will save money is

susceptible of a much readier and un

derstandable demonstration. If you can

say to a prospective customer for in

stance:

" 'That dollar you just took out of

the cash drawer was unnecessarily

spent. I'll show you how my device

would have saved it'—■

"If you cay say that to your man, he'll

listen to you attentively.

'"On the other hand you can say:

'Here's something that will make money

for you,' and the chances are he'll yawn

and hurry the conversation—that is, if

he'll listen at all.

"Yet improvements and displacements

that make money rather than save

money are the most valuable invest

ments made by the business man.

"Ask any intelligent business man

what utility he could least afford to be

without and he will invariably name the

telephone. Yet the telephone is a fixed

charge, bringing its indispensable re

sults only through the saving of time.

"So with the typewriter, the adding

machine, and other office utilities—all of

them money-makers rather than money-

savers.

"The man who does not make his

place of business attractive is behind

the times and a poor contestant in the

commercial race. Modern up-to-date

fixtures cost money, but they make

money because people are drawn to the

store that looks most prosperous and

enterprising.

"No one can say that advertising

saves money in a literal sense, but no

one will deny that it makes money.

"The present wonderful vogue of the

motor truck and its still more wonderful

immediate future lies in the fact that in

a vast majority of cases it saves money

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

Advertisements under this head are charged

for at the rate of three cents a word, in

cluding address; minimum charge $1.00 for

each insertion; no illustrations; cash must

accompany order.

$500 TAKES a brand new 20-h.p. light de

livery wagon ; regular price $800 ; act

quick. 4018 Washington Blvd., Chicago.

WANTED—A first-class man to take

the agency for the latest invention on

the market, a rubber cover for automo

bile handles, called Steerease. Write for

full particulars. Address Dept. G., Good-

vear Rubber Hose & Packing Co., 221

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

F"OR SALE.—22-passenger motor bus.

has been operated but three months.

Mounted on lj4-ton White chassis.

Goodrich 36x4 solid demountable rim

type tires. Equipped with Johnson pay-

as-you-enter fare box, electric lights, full

set of tools, etc. Motor Transportation

Co., Kenosha, Wis.

while a case where it does not make

money by creating new business is

scarcely imaginable."

A NEW THREE WHEELER.

A three-wheel parcel car has just been

brought out by Commercial Cars, Ltd..

of Luton, England, manufacturers of the

Commer car. A single-cylinder air-

cooled V/i by 4-inch motor located un

der the driver's seat, furnishes the pow

er. Drive is by single chain to the third

wheel in the rear.

JOSEPH DIXON—WORLD-MAKER.

"Joseph Dixon, one of the World-

Makers," by Elbert Hubbard, is the title

of a very readable pamphlet gotten up

by The Roycrofters, East Aurora, N. Y.,

and being distributed by the Joseph

Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Joseph Dixon, who was the founder of

this company, was the pioneer maker of

graphite lubricants and other graphite

products

A CORRECTION.

The officers of the Chicago section of

the Electric Vehicle Association were

incorrectly given in the October issue.

G. H. Jones is chairman, G. H. Atkin.

vice chairman, and W. J. McDowell, of

the General Vehicle Company, is secre

tary and treasurer.

Practically all of the United States

mail north of Forty-second street in

New York City is carried on electric

power wagons.

A recent order from Highway Com

missioner Bigelow of Pennsylvania re

quires that all persons who operate

motor trucks, even though they perform

such duty only part of the day or as a

part of their regular work, must be

licensed.
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Chains Not

Needed With

VICTOR

SECTIONAL TRUCK TIRES

Why not equip your truck with tires

that will not require chains to prevent

skidding? VICTOR Tires possess per

fect traction and Non-Skid features.

They are also Oversize, having a 15%

broader wearing surface, which increases

the carrying capacity and mileage.

VICTOR TIRES END LONG ROAD DELAYS

The simplicity of fastening permits the removal of a block right on the spot, in a few minutes, by taking out

two bolts—unnecessary even to jack up the wheel.

S. A. E. Standard. Write today for booklet.

THE VICTOR RUBBER CO., Springfield, Ohio
BRANCHES AND AGENCIES:

WBW vnRK Ham- D Gue 1733 Broadway MINNEAPOLIS—O. Fenstermacher. 31 1 South Fifth Street

PHILADELPHIA-Central Auto Supply Co., Broad St. and Ridge Avenue ST. LOUIS—Schelp-Budke Tire & Rubber Co.. 3454 Lindell Avenue

DETROIT—Akron-Detroit Rubber Co.. 811 Woodward Avenue

CINCINNATI—The Bode Wagon Co., 1655 Central Avenue

PITTSBURGH—J. G. Weir, 1325 Liberty Street

DAYTON, O—The Meeker Mfg. Co.

Pleaar mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CLASSIFIED BUYERS' GUIDE

Prepared for the convenience of buyers of

motor wagons, parts and equipment. All the

concerns listed under the various headings

. advertise regularly in the "Power Wagon."

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

Cleveland Auto Machine Co., Cleveland, O.

AXLES.

Driggs-Seabury Ordnance Co., Sharon, Pa.

Timken-Detrolt Axle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Torbensen Gear & Axle Co., Bloomfleld, N. J.

Weston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich.

BEARINGS (Ball).

Barthel, Daly & Miller, New YorR City, N. T.

Bretz.. J. S., Co., New York City.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.

R. I. V. Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Rhlneland Machine Works Co., New York

City, N. Y.

BEARINGS (Roller).

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich.

Norma Co. of America, New York City, N. Y.

Tlmken Roller Bearing Co., Canton. Ohio.

BRAKE LINING.

Johns-Manville Co., New York City. N. Y.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

CARBURETORS.

Zenith Carburetor Co., Detroit, Mich.

CASTINGS.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wetherlll Finished Castings Co., Philadelphia.

Pa.

CHAINS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Culver-Taylor Chain Works, Detroit, Mich.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Sarco Engineering Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Whitney Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.

CLUTCHES.

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CONTROL LEVER8.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

DIFFERENTIALS.

Cullman Wheel Co.. Chicago, 111.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

DROP FORGINGS.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marion, Ind.

J. H. Williams Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Billings & Spencer, Hartford, Conn.

ELECTRIC CURRENT.

Commonwealth Edison Co., Chicago, 111.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,

burgh, Pa.

Pitts-

ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap

ids, Mich.

General Motors Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

FOOT PEDALS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

GASOLINE ENGINES.

Bergdoll Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co., Muskegon, Mich.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Palmer-Moore Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Rutenher Motor Co., Marion, Ind.

Wisconsin Motor Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Waukesha Motor Co., Waukesha, Wis.

GAS-ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap-

Ids, Mich.

GASOLINE MIXING CHAMBER.

Loose, R. D. Mixing Chamber Co., Spring

field, 111.

GASOLINE STORAGE OUTFITS.

Air Tight Steel Tank Co.. Pittsburg, Pa.

GASOLINE WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Adams Bros. Co., Findlay, Ohio.

Alden Sampson Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

American Locomotive Co., New York City.

Available Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111.

Avery Company, Peoria, 111.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., BowlingGreen,

Ohio.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y

Commerce Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Four Wheel Drive Co., Clintonville, Wise.

Garford Company, Elyrla, Ohio.

General Motors Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., Grand

Rapids, Mich.

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co., Marlon, Ind.

Ideal Auto Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

International Motor Co., New York City, N.

Y.

Jarvis Huntington Automobile Co., Hunting

ton, W. Va.

Juno Motor Truck Co., Juneau, Wis.

Kissel Motor Car Co.. Hartford, Wis.

Koehler, S. G., Co., New York City, N. Y.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co., New

York City, N. Y.

Knox Automobile Co., Springfield, Mass.

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co., Fremont, O.

Locomobile Co. of America, Bridgeport,

Conn.

W. H. Mclntyre Co., Auburn, Ind.

Mais Motor Truck Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Mercury Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

National Motor Truck Co., Bay City, Mich.

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Packers Motor Truck Co., Wheeling, W. Va.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Pierce Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Plggins Motor Car Co., Racine, Wis.

Poyer, D. F. & Co., Menominee, Mich.

Sanford Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Standard Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.

Universal Machinery Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Velle Motor Vehicle Co., Moline, 111.

Victor Motor Truck Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

JACKSHAFTS.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wllkesbarre, Pa.

LAMPS.

Castle Lamp Co., Amesbury, Mass.

LOCK WASHERS.

Positive Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J.

LUBRICANTS.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Standard Oil Co., New York City, N. Y.

Northwestern Chemical Co.. Marietta, Ohio

LUBRICATORS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City. N. Y.

Detroit Lubrieator Co., Detroit, Mich.

MAGNETOS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City, N. Y.

J. S. Bretz Co., New York City. N. Y.

Remy Electric Co.. Anderson, Ind

Splitdorf Electric Co., New York City, N. Y.

NON-SKID DEVICES.

Federal Chain & Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.

Lyon Non-Skid Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.

Drtggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co., Cleveland, O.

A. O. Smith Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

RADIATORS.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Fedders Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

W. J. Kells Mfg. Co., New York City, N. T.

Livingston Radiator Co., New York City.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS.

Veeder Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn

SCREW MACHINE PARTS.

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich.

SIGNAL HORNS.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SPARK PLUGS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City. N. Y.

Progressive Mfg. Co., Torrington, Conn.

SPRINGS.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Spring Perch Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

TuthlU Spring Co., Chicago.

SPROCKET8.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago.

STARTING CRANKS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

STEERING GEARS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mas*.

Lavlgne Gear Co., Corliss, Wis.

Muncle Gear Co., Muncie, Ind.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind,

STEEL TANK8.

Air-Tight Steel Tank Co.. Pittsburg, P».

Janney-Steinmetz Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marlon, Ind.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa.

Gould Storage Battery Co.. New York City.

U. S. Light & Heating Co., Niagara Falls.

N. Y.

TIRES (Solid).

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akror^ O.

Jas. L. Glbney & Bro., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.. Akron. Ohio.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Polack Tyre Co., New York City, N. Y.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

Swlnehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

U. S. Tire Co., New York City. N. Y.

Victor Rubber Co., Springfield. Ohio.

TRANSMISSIONS.

Cotta Transmission Co.. Rockford, 111.

Covert Motor Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Drlggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N, Y.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Muncie Gear Co., Muncie, Ind.

UNIT POWER PLANTS.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS.

Blood Bros. Machine Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.

Kinsler-Bennett Co.. Hartford, Conn.

Orto Konigslow Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plalnfield, N. J.

WHEELS.

Hayes Wheel Co., Jackson, Mich.

Phineas Jones & Co., Newark, N. J.

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

WHEEL MAKING MACHINERY.

Defiance Machine Works. Defiance. O.

WORM GEARS.

Wm. Cramp 5. Sons Ship & Eng. Bldg. Co.

Philadelphia, Pa.

David Brown & Sons. Huddersfield, England.
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UNITED STATES

MOTOR TRUCK TIRES

cut down your

operating cost

They have an unprecedented

mileage guarantee (10,000 miles).

They never require an expen

sive visit to a repair shop. The

driver is now the tire repair man.

They never force you to lay

up your truck for a day or two on

account of a tire replacement.

Your tire changes are made in

your own garage.

They don't tie your truck down

to a repair station. A truck carry

ing a spare United States Tire is

free to go anywhere that gasoline

can be bought.

Get these tires on your new

trucks without fail.

UN|ITED STATES TIRE COMPANY

NEW YORK

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertise?*.
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The killings & Spencer

New and Improved

STEERING CONNECTION
 

Especially Designed for

Commercial Trucks.

l'-Inch Ball.

B. & S. steering connections have been

adopted as standard by many of the lead

ing manufacturers of the country. Drop

forged of 25. to 30. carbon O. H. Steel.

Ready for immediate shipment.

list.

Write for blue prints and price

Billings & Spencer Co.,
HARTFORD,

CONNECTICUT

 

DIXON'S *$*

CHAIN

G RAP HITE

Lubricates

WithoutW#

 

JOSEPH

DIXON

CRUCIBLE

COMPANY

JERSEY-CITY

NEW -JERSEY

-*..

Because it possesses

all of the well known

lubricating qualities of

Dixon's celebrated flake

graphite. Flake graphite stays

where it is placed, can't drip or grow

sticky, lessens noise, stops wear and is

cleanly because it has no tendency to

collect dust, dirt, grit or other injurious

matter to clog and wear out chains.

Dixon's Chain Graphite is readily car

ried about and easily applied at any time

by rubbing the bar against the sprocket

side of the chain. Dixon's Chain Graph

ite is cleanly, convenient, economical

and durable. The cylindrical snap

bar, 2x8 inches, just fits the hand. Each

bar weighs about one pound and is

neatly encased in a cardboard carton.

BERGDOLL

Commercial and Pleasure Motors

 

 

tM-^-J*

are manufactured in the following sizes:

4" x 6" Four Cylinder Monobloc

4" x 4|" Four Cylinder Monobloc

3" x 4|" Four Cylinder Monobloc

•I We manufacture both the Three and Four Speed

Transmission, making a complete Power Plant. Oil

hardened chrome nickel steel Gears are used through

out both types.

•14x6 Long Stroke Motor can be equipped with U.

S. L. Starter and Lighter.

<j[ Write for specifications and prices.

BERGDOLL MACHINE CO.

31st and Dauphin Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The worm gear drive of Pierce-Arrow Trucks delivers

more of the generated power to the rear wheels than is

possible by any other means, because it is the most

direct and efficient drive—demonstrated for ten years in

England—and proven in this country for over two years

in every class of light and heavy service in which Pierce-

Arrow worm driven trucks have been operated.

The worm wheel and worm shaft, generally known as worm gear con

struction, employed in the Pierce-Arrow Truck, are warranted to fulfill

their functions for one year from date of shipment under normal service.

 

5-TON MOTOR TRUCKS
THE PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY, BUFFALO, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Cramp's Gear Bronzes

For Rear Axle Drive

BUY YOUR BRONZE IN AMERICA

THE modern up-to-date drive for

both touring cars and trucks

is a steel worm and a bronze worm

wheel. Our gear metals long ago

passed the experimental stage.

We have been manufacturing worm

drives for nearly 100 years for all

kinds of machinery from turret

turning gear to lifting bridges,

elevators, marine railways, etc.

and we are now furnishing our

worm gearing for automobiles.

/^VUR metals will better resist

^-' wear and abrasion, have longer

life and higher efficiency than

any other gearing metals and have

the great strength necessary to

resist the heavy starting torque.

They are designed to withstand

excessive strain and shock and

this strength is given to them

without impairing their wearing

and antifrictional qualities.

There is no need of importing bronze wheels for worm drives

We manufacture better material and you

save DUTY, FREIGHT and TIME.

THE WILLIAM CRAMP & SONS SHIP & ENGINE BUILDING GO.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Cables: "Goarlng-Hudd

Code*: ABC, 5th Ed. &. Debars

All Our Worm Gearing for Motor Work Is Cut

and Hobbed on Special Machines, Designed and

Built by Ourselves and Finished by a Patent

Process Which Gives AL Higher Effi ciency

and Greater M ^ Bearing Area.
 

We are Supplying Our Worm Gears to Many of

the Leading Truck and Car Builders of the World

—=Particulars Required for Estimating: —

Normal Horse Power of Engine, Speed, Best Ratio of Reduction to Suit

Your Vehicle.

David Brown & Sons, Ltd., Huddersfield, England

—Largest Worm Gear Specialists—

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Western Drop Forge Company

Manufacturers of

Drop Forgings, Steel Tanks, Heaters, Smoke Stacks

and Sheet, Plate and Structural Iron Work of

Every Description

Special attention to quality and first-class service at all times.

Largely increased facilities enable us to insure prompt deliveries.

Send us blue prints and let us figure on your requirements.

Western Drop Forge Company

Marion, Indiana

Livingston Radiators

The greatest and most rapid cooking ability with the

least pounds of weight.

An average of one-half the wind resistance of any

radiator made.

The maximum of strength wi( h the minimum of

weight.

The only radiators in the world which may be frozen

with no danger of splitting the 1 ubes.

Livingston Radiator & Mfg. Co.

150 W. 52nd Street NEW YORK CITY

$30.00
FOR A

SIX CYLINDER MAGNETO

Other sizes in proportion

Imported U. & H. High Tension

Magnetos Less Than Import Cost

Brand New and Guaranteed

Circular and Price Lists Free

J. S. BRETZ COMPANY

250 W. 54th Street NEW YORK

DECATUR VA TON TRUCK WJS88&m±

ECONOMY. EFFICIENCY. DURABILITY and Low Operating Cott.

 

Our Truck* are used in 61 different lines of Business Write for catalog and

complete specifications telling WHY DECATUR TRUCKS ARE BEST

GRAND RAPIDS MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, GnndR.pidt, Micbig

JUNO MOTOR TRUCKS

are built in a modern motor truck factory. Juno

parts are made from jijjs. Juno parts are inter

changeable. A Juno Truck can be bought from

our replacement department in separate parts at

exactly the same price as a finished chassis.

 

JUNO MOTOR

TRUCK COMPANY

126 Fulton Street

JUNEAU, WIS.

J

J

■ ■ ■ K ■

C MOTOR TRUCKS )

OfV
"DELIVERS THE GOODS

 

 

SPROCKETS
FOR- =

MOTOR TRUCKS

in Stock and to Order.

CULLMAN DIFFERENTIALS

Send for Complete Catalog.

CULLMAN WHEEL COMPANY

1017 Greenwood Terrace CHICAGO

Honeycomb Truck

Radiators

MADE BY

BRISCOE MFG. COMPANY,

Detroit. Mich.

Write for Catalogue, Quotations and Testimonials

of Users.

Muncie Gear Works

MUINCIE, IND.

Jack Shafts

Transmission Gears (Sliding and Planetary)

Steering Devices Control Levers

Wheel Brakes and Brake Drums

Sprockets and other parts

Please mention the "Power Waeon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE BESSEMER

The Truck that Made Good at the Chicago Show.

THREE MODELS

1,000 lbs 2,000 lbs. 4,000 lbs.

BESSEMER MOTOR TRUCK CO.

GROVE CITY. PA.

 

Practically our entire capacity is devoted to the

production of Steel Castings for Motor Trucks.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, IN V.

□□.□□□□□□□DDDDDDDDUDODD

For Speed, Capacity and Results—

""-"mmm*"
Reduce Your Haulage Costs

Write today for the "Old Reliable" Test-of-Service

Proposition and learn how and why this husky 3J

and 5-ton truck sells itself to men and firms who

demand results. Commercial concerns or dealers

are urged to send for special descriptive literature.

OLD RELIABLE MOTOR TRUCK CO.

5235 Evanston Avenue, CHICAGO

nnnoDnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnno

Life Often Depends on the Brake Lining

Probably 50 per cent of all automobile accidents are due to inability

to stop the car quickly enough—:lue to failure of the brake lining to grip.

There is one brake lining which can always be depended on to lock

wheels instantly—that can be relied upon to avert accident in emer

gency—that is

J-M
NON-

BU RN BRAKE LINING
And It can be depended on not only when new but as long as It lasts: and It will outlast

at least twelve ordinary brake linings. . . ^ , ■ „„ ,,u„ .

It Is a mineral fabrle—made of pure asbeMos. reinforced with brass wires—ami grips likes

vise when the brakes are set hard; but at other times takes hold as gently as desired

Frlctlonal heat won't ehar or burn It Oil. water or gasoline won't Injure It.

Write nearest Branch for Sample and Booklet.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

Albany

Baltimore

Boston

Buffalo

Chicago

Cincinnati

Cleveland

Dallas

Detroit Louisville New York San Francisco

Indianapolis Milwaukee Omaha Seattle

Kansas City Minneapolis Philadelphia St. Louis

Los Angeles New Orleans Pittsburgh Syracuse 1336

LAMBERT

The Truck of a Thousand Speeds

The Friction Drive Car; no change

of gears; simple, direct transmission;

fewest parts; most power at least cost.

Get the facts. Interesting to agents too.

The Buckeye Mfg. Co.

164 Columbus Are. Anderson, Indiana

Commercial Car Springs

 

The Perfection Spring o., Cleveland, Ohio

Jk Buy A Motor Truck On %f

Its Past Record

It's dependable service at minimum cost you're after. Make

sure of this before buying—you can if you investigate the Victor.

In mountainous Colorado, bustling New York—everywhere, Vic

tor Motor Trucks are giving gratifying service.

Freedom from repair shop—accessibility

of motor, dependability—

these characterize theVictor.

Send for catalogue today—

now. It's interesting.

Victor Motor Truck Co.

1008 Ontario Si., Buffalo, N. Y.

 

..

KB
» UNIVERSAL

JOINTS
KANT-BREAK

BEST FOR COMMERCIAL CARS

lOOO-LB. TO 10-TON TRUCK

All our Universals are made from Drop Forgings and

are case-hardened throughout.

Unequalled for workmanship and finish.

■^E*>» Ooltvmrimm within two womh% from receipt

\j^eW of specifications.

The KINSLER-BENNETT CO., **»»., Hartford, Conn.

Amenc.ii Dutributinc Co.. Jackaon, Mich., Weatara Sal aa Aceata-

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Write for Catalog, Operation Costs and Service Plan.

VELIE MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, :: MOLINE, ILL.

DISTINCTLY BETTER BRAKES

Large breaking snrlace, excellence in mate

rial, backward and forward operation places 

D EXTERNAL

BRAKE X
In a quality class by themselves. Demand

DUPLEX Brakes.

We also make Raymond Brakes, Raybestos Friction

"~ " Facing and Gyrex—the Mixer.

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT COMPANY

482 Housatooic Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

Sampson ^rucks

for all businesses

UNITED gTATES MOTOR ff)MPANY.

47 W. 61st St., New York City

Sampson Division

 

Your Motor Trucks are not limited to

well paved streets, but will go anywhere

—and come back—if your tires are

Diamond Wire Mesh Base (Spliceless)

Motor Truck Tires.

The one successful type of solid rub

ber motor truck tires.

The.Diamond jabber (ompamj of N. Y.

Akron, Ohio

Republic Motor Truck Tires
will make your motor delivery service more efficient and more economical

BECAUSE

They are easier to manipulate.

They are more simple in con

struction.

They have fewer parts.

They are more positive in

adjustment.

They have no steel bands or

parts to be returned for

credit, thereby eliminating

express charges and loss of

time in shipping.

Let us figure on your require

ments.

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO., Young.town, Ohio

Dealers and Agencies in the Principal Cities

 

"Progress
Motor Trucks

I ! and 3 Tons

Capacity

 

The^e models are as

near fool-proof as it is

possible to make them.

We build them in

their entirety in our

own plant. They are not assembled from parts purchased on the

market. They represent high class engineering and manufacturing

experience. We have territory for responsible dealers.

Write for Catalog and Proposition,

Universal Machinery Co., ^waukee,

Motor Truck Tanks

Strong,

Sturdy,

Safe and

Leakless

 

GASOLINE TANKS—ALL SIZES IN STOCK. Compressed

Air Tanks—for Motor Starters. New Catalogue Now Ready.

—WRITE US

Janney, Steinmetz, Philadelphia

The Quality

That Gives

Service ::

Capacity 1500 Lbs.

Let us quote prices

with a body built to fit

your business. Price $975.00 with 2$ inch Tires.

AVAILABLE TRUCK COMPA NY

2334 Hamilton Court. « . Chicago, Illinois

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
FOR TRUCKS

A. O. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

WETHERILL FINISHED CASTINGS GO.
BABBITT—ALUMINUM—BRASS

DIE CASTINGS

including all well known Babbitts, Aluminum Alloys, Brass and

Bronze Compositions as well as all Zinc and Tin Base Metals.

SAND CASTINGS

of any material, including Cast Iron, Bronze, Brass, rough or

finished. Manufacturers of Automobile Parts, Water Pumps,

Oil Pumps, Carburetors, Etc., Dies and Light Machinery.

T
WETHERILL FINISHED GASTIN6S

Erie »ve. and Richmond St. PHILADELPHIA

 

Mighty Good

transmission!"

That's what the

big car builders that

use them say. It's

the transmission

that is specialized—still it is less expensive

than if built by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

Sales Office: Ford Bldg., Detroit, Mich. Factory: Lockport, N. Y.

■\ SHORTEST— BEST— CLEANEST

 

 

M & E GREASE CUPS
(Patent Pending)

dly Becoming Standard of the World.

The Top end of Spiral Spring acts as a pawl, catching

in corrugations in the Top of cup— See top of spring

marked "B". When cap is turned, the pawl slips from notch to

notch and prevents vibrating loose. See notches marked "A". The

» up can be freely moved with slight force in either direction. Used

exclusively on all Packard and Pierce-Arrow Trucks and many

others. ™ ,, - * . ,,
Write for catalogue JNo. *it note

MERCHANT & EVANS CO., Philadelphia Nk

{Premier Metal House in A merica) »■»

New York

Chicago

Brooklyn

Baltimore

Cleveland

Denver

Wheeling

Kansas City

SELF SELLER
7 SAVING

TIRES FOR TRUCKS

A TIRE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Including the Goodyear Demounta

ble Cushion—Ihc latest and greatest

truck tire sensation.

 

YEAR
O^ AkWON, OHIO

MOTOR TRUCK TIRES

S A. E. Standard

us narre and mcdel of your trucks.

Expert advice free.

Write for Truck Tire Circular.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE &

RUBBER CO.

Akron - - Ohio

 

 

■nwm

The Standard Oil for Motors

Perfect lubrication at zero or summer temperatures

and stands any heat that any motor will ever develop.

Best for automobiles and motor boats. The result of 40

years' experience and all our vast resources and facilities.

For sale everywhere by all reputable dealers.

Write for Free Booklet

"Motoring in Zero or Tropical Weather"

Standard Oil Company

(An Indiana Corporation) 65

=5?Cut Your Motor

Expenses

in Two!

Economy of operation and up

keep is quite as important as power

and speed.

RUTENBER
MOfOR

delivers the utmost power at the lowest unit cost. It has speed, endur

ance and silent efficiency. For economy of operation and repairs it

has a record unequalled by any other commercial motor. Write for

literature and list of trucks carrying the RUTENBER Motor.

RUTENBER MOTOR CO., - Marlon. Ind.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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STOP! LOOK! READ!
The engine of a motor vehicle is an important factor, so too is the transmission, but what about the

WHEELS—the bearers of the greatest burdens, the objects of the greatest strains and abuses? DON'T

overlook the necessity for having them strong, safe and lasting. DON'T try to save a few dollars on the

cost of vour truck bv putting on cheap wheels. Get the best—thcv arc cheapest in the end.

SCHWARZ WHEELS
are Strongest—Safest—Most Economical

The ends of the spokes,

instead of being mitred

or wedge shaped, are

grooved and mortised

and interlock, forming

a tight, immovable as

sembly, which cannot

loosen under most severe

strain. The wheels will

always run true, they

stand up where other

tvpes fail.

 
 

Schwarz Wheels are used

on all the leading Motor

Trucks, because they are

the best to be had.

Let us design and pro

portion wheels for you.

WRITE FOR JNFORMAIION

Schwarz Patent Spoke

THE SCHWARZ WHEEL COMPANY
FRANKFORD, PHILADELPHIA

"N

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"The Menominee"?^
1500 lbs. Carrying Capacity. Express or Stake Body

2000 lbs. Carrying Capacity, Express or Stake Body

$1200.00

$1500.00

 

Express Body

 

Special Features in

"The Menominee"

Four - cylinder unit power

plant, three point suspen

sion.

Sliding gear transmission.

Gear Reduction.

Shaft drive.

Full-floating rear axle.

Three-point platform spring

suspension.

Easy accessibility to all parts.

Beautiful in design.

Panel Body

Simplicity,

Practicability

and

Durability

Are the potent features which have

made " The Menominee " Motor

Truck recognized as the Commer

cial Car meeting the exact de

mands of the trade and the best

seller on the market.

 

Express Body with Top Over Driver's Seat

 

Stake Body

Send for our free Illustrated Catalog and Agency Proposition

D. F. POYER COMPANY
MENOMINEE ...... MICHIGAN

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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We Make Heavy Truck Wheels
 

Established 1855

Shipment of 5-inch Dual Truck Wheels

MADE BY

PHINEAS JONES & CO.

301-313 Market Street, NEWARK, N. J.

BRANCH FACTORY: Twelfth Ave. end 55th St., New York City

Bound Volumes of

The "Power Wagon"

For Sale

These records of the progress of the industry

are as valuable as they are scarce.

Cash must accompany order.

No more for sale at any price.

4 Copies Vol. Mar. 1906-Aug. 1906 $10.00 each

5 Copies Vol. Sept. 1906-Aug. 1907 7.50 each

5 Copies Vol. Sept. 1907-Aug. 1908 7 50 each

3 Copies Vol. Sept. 1908-Aug. 1909 6.00 each

3 Copies Vol, Sept. 1910-Aug. 191 1 6.00 each

5 Copies Vol. Sept. 191 1-Dec. 191 1 3.00 each

10 Copies Vol. Jan. 1912-June 1912 3.50 each

THE POWER WAGON, McCormick Building, Chicago

Cotta Transmissions

One to ten tons capacity for

TRUCKS and TRACTORS

Selective type Gears always in mesh

Approved by United States Army expert*

WRITE FOR CATALOG

COTTA TRANSMISSION CO.

814 S. Main St. ROCKFORD, ILL.

Long ^Stroke

Motors

 

Real masterpieces of engineering

skill. Note their special features—

examine their perfect construction.

Large Bearings. Large Valves. Per

fect Lubrication. Ample Water Jack

et. Double Ignition. Perfect Workmanship. Heavy Crank Shaft. Long Stroke.

ALL FOUR CYCLE IN 5 TYPES

3! In. bore, 5 In. stroke. 4 cyl. 4J In. bore, 51 In. stroke, 4 cyl.

4] In. bore, 5 in. stroke, 4 cyl. fti In. bore, 7 In. stroke, 4 cyl.

4 } In. bore, B In. stroke, 6 cyl.

Write us and we will tell you where a Wisconsin Motor may bo seen.

WISCONSIN MOTOR MF0. CO., DEPT. 31, MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Please mention the "Povrri Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Here Is the 1912 Sensation of

the Motor Wagon Industry
 

Model B—Four cylinder, 20 h. p. motor; Bosch magneto. Pneumatic tires. Model H—Four cylinder, 20 h. p. motor; Bosch magneto. Price com -

32x3.), inches. Price complete, $850. Solid 2' inch truck tires — Price plete with solid tires, $825. Pneumatic lires, $875.

complete, $800.

Designed for the delivery of 1,000 pound loads at

minimum operating cost and low initial investment.

 

One clay's shipment to Boston

Bad roads and seep hills have no terrors for

the "Commerce."

We have some choice territory lelt tor good,

active dealers.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

The Commerce Motor Car Company

General Office: 634-640 Penobscot Building

DETROIT Michigan

of Commerce Motor Wagon i

!f

svdg^S

CD"r-.ERr —

r
"~3

Model A—Open express body. Four cylinder motor; Bosch magneto.

Solid 2 j inch truck tires; Price $750. Pneumatic tires—Price $800.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

FOR

TOURING

AND

COMMERCIAL

CARS

 

LEFEVER

PLANETARY

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

FOR

COMMERCIAL

CARS

Compare a LEFEVER Transmission or Jack Shaft with the LEFEVER $1000.00

Grade Gun. You will find at every point the fine construction that has made

the name LEFEVER famous

LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

with ONE ROD

CONTROL LEVER

But one point of registra

tion, this in the transmis

sion case. Bolt the shift

lever to the frame and

the assembling is com

plete. This special con

struction eliminates all

trouble arising from

binding of shift levers

caused by any uneven-

ness in road bed.

 

GEARS

OF

LASTING

FAME

CLAIRE L.

BARNES & CO.

Direct Factory Reprerentatiye

CHICAGO

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

LEFEVER-ARMS CO., 3 Maitbie St., Syracuse, N.Y.,U.S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The True Value of a Motor Wagon

Depends on its Freedom from

Interruption of Service

The jTWon is built on that idea

Tested in many lines of business—Strongly endorsed by users in every section

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY OF DESIGN AND APPEARANCE

 

r1^^- '!.__ 1000-1300 Lbs.

Capacity 1500-2000 Lb*.

1000-1300 Lbs.

1500-2000 Lbs.
.t

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Chassis, $1200

Chassis, $1600

/

Dealers of highest standing are invited to inquire

for territory, giving^sales and service facilities.

.**'.»'

C . ' Writ* for catalog

The Bowling Green Motor Car Company
d i: r> r\\~i~

m
Bowling Green, Ohio

3
»--■ 

assail

Please men' eriyagon" when writing to advertisers.

S
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HAYES WHEELS are Made From

Superior Second Growth Hickory

If they were made from inferior timber they would not show the re

markable long-spline fracture to be noticed in the accompanying picture

•J Hayes Wheels are

sound and eco

nomical.

•8 Hayes Wheels will

withstand the se

verest stresses and

shocks of road ser

vice.

S. A. E. Bands

of All Sizes in Stock

Hayes Wheel B

VrO* Jackson, Mich.

 

 

THIS AD IS WORTH $1.00 CASH

RE UP TO D4TE

Gasoline motors arc as much out of date w'thout the EGYPTIAN' MIXER n< thev are without

MAGNETOS. We guarantee a saving of 10% in fuel, and a BETTER MOTOR. Write for electro

copy of letter from Continental Motor Co., etc. Try the EGYPTIAN' MIXER before you get a

NEW CARBURETOR. Then you will not have to change. Slips in manifold above or ahead of

c'.rburetor. Can be installed in 15 nvnutes. Nothing to change or alter. The EGYPTIAN MIXER

will only cost you $2.00 if th's ad is clipped and forwarded to us with P. O. Money Order for S2.00, but

will not be accepted as such after Nov. 9, 1912. Now is YOUR OPPORTUNITY to obtain one guar

anteed S3. 00 EGYPTIAN MIXER for $2.00. REMEMBER ths ad is worth Si. 00 to you, and is

only done to introduce—afterwards, it will cost you S3. 00. Good agents wanted.

In ordering give size of carburetor, make of car or engine.

The R. D. Lease Mixing Chamber Co., 110?, N. 5th St., Springfield, Illinois, U. S. A.

"ASK AN OWNER"

PATENT APPLIED FOR

 

HAZARD unit POWER PLANT

Motor, Clutch, Transmission and Gear Shift Control all in one compact Outfit. <J Center Control,

Three Point Suspension, Oil Tight, Dirt Proof, fl Gear Reduction Integral with Unit Power Plum per

mits straight line shaft drive to live rear axle. Automatic inclosed Governor. No Time Limit to Our Gaunto.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG ON REQUEST

HAZARD MOTOR MFG CO. -« - 581 Coates Street ROCHESTER, N. Y.

RHJNELANPbebaarYncs

"INSURANCE EOR BU/LOERAND USER
R HI N ELAND MACHINE WORKS CO 142 W EST 42N-D ST. NEW YORK

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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WHEN bearing wear comes—what can you do?

Even very slight wear in wheel bearings allows the

wheels to wobble and that brings extra wear on tires-

unnecessary expense.

Wear in the bearings of the propeller-shaft allows it to drop a trifle at

the pinion. Besides disturbing the perfect mesh of pinion with driving

gear, the propeller-shaft has to bend just a hair every time it revolves.

That takes extra power from the engine.

Any wear in transmission bearings brings the shafts slightly out of

alignment—that makes extra friction and noise.

mmsto) is P) TSflWoXTo

are adjustable—perfectly—for wear

In every place where they are used, the bearings

should keep the shafts in alignment, keep gears in

correct mesh, support the loads, take the 'end-thrust"

and all the time, hold friction down to a negligible

quantity.

They must do these things when the car is new

and they should do them when the wear inevitably

comes.

There is no getting away from wear and there is no

getting away from the necessity for adjustment to

take up that wear.

The Only Perfect Adjustment

Timken Bearings, like all other bearings, will show

wear in time.

But the Timken has this distinct advantage over

all other types of anti-friction bearings—■

It can be adjusted to completely take up the

minute wear—and adjusted without the least sacrifice

of its original principles of efficiency.

The two ribs on the Timken cone keep the tapered

rollers always in perfect alignment—therefore the

diminutive wear is uniform over the surfaces of cone,

rollers and cup.

When the cone is moved just a trifle farther into

the cup all the parts are brought into the same iden

tical relation to each other that existed when the

bearing was made.

No grooves can wear in the races. The rollers,

though microscopically smaller, have still the same

taper and, after adjustment, are just as snugly in

perfect rolling contact with cup and cone as they

were at the start.

Not a single principle of its efficiency is altered by

adjustment of the Timken Tapered Roller Bearing.

You'll be interested to know the names of the

builders of pleasure and commercial cars using

Timken Bearings. A big majority of American cars

are named in our booklet, "The Companies Timken

Keeps." Write for a copy today.

109

The Timken Roller Bearing Company

Canton, Ohio, U.S.A.

The only axle manufacturer licensedto make automobile axles equipped

with Timken Roller Bearings is the Timken-Detroit Axle Company

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Battery in an Electric Car

is like the Works in a Watch

WOULD you buy a watch [from the ap

pearance of the case alone? No, you

wouldn't. You would give far more

thought to the quality of the works inside

the case.

You shouldn't buy an electric car on ac

count of its appearance alone. A subject

which should be given your most careful con

sideration is the quality of the storage bat

tery which will drive the car. The battery

is the vital part of the car—its life—its source

of power.

Again—when you buy a watch, the works

that you select are those of a well-known

manufacturer. You want the ability and the

experience of such a maker. Ability and ex

perience are of just as much importance when

you select a battery for your electric car.

Once more—you want a watch that simply

requires winding. You don't want to bother

with constant repairs—you want a watch

that you can always rely on. It's just so with

the battery. A good battery needs occasional

charging—the same as a watch needs winding.

With such a battery installed in your "Elec

tric" it will be always ready for dependable

service. It won't "quit" on hills or in starting

heavy loads; it will give good service in either

hot or cold weather; it can be recharged at a

reasonable cost, and it will give long life.

If you follow the same good judgment in

choosing a vehicle battery that you do in

buying a watch you will select one of the

"Extoe" Batteries

because these batteries are manufactured

by the oldest and largest battery maker in

the country—with 24 years of battery build

ing experience. This company is the pioneer

maker of electric vehicle batteries. The

" Exi&e " Battery was the first successful

electric vehicle battery. It has been and is

so successful that it is used in over 90% of

all electric pleasure vehicles manufactured.

The " Wscap*]£xloe ", '"Cbtn-Ext&e ", and

"fronclao=J£xioe" batteries, made to meet

special vehicle requirements, are develop

ments of the standard '* JExl&e " principle.

These " JExt&e " Batteries have from the

start been so superior that for years they

have been used as standard equipment by

the largest electric vehicle manufacturers in

the country. 23 leading vehicle makers are

using them today.

When you buy an "Electric" or renew

your battery, be sure to get " JExifce " materi

al. If you want to know which one of the

"l£xU>e" Batteries is the one for your car,

let us send you our vehicle battery publica

tions. If you want battery information of

any kind which will help you get better

service from your electric car, we are ready

to give you expert advice, free of charge.

Write our nearest office.

TheElectric StoragebatteryCo.
New York Boston Chicago PHILADELPHIA PA. Denver San Francisco Seattle

St. Louis Cleveland Atlanta Detroit 1888-1912 Los Angeles Portland, Ore. Toronto

" £xide "Depots in New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, St. Louie, Atlanta, Denver

Kansas City and San Francisco . . _
863 " Exl&e " Distributors " EXlSe " Inspection Corps

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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MOTOR TRUCK

Made in Detroit

3 TONS--$2750
 

STANDARD 3 ton trucks are offered to the discriminating buyer who

has been delaying purchase because of price.

Here is a well designed and constructed 3 ton truck for $2750—built for

heavy duty, long distance road freighting. It is built to "stay put"—a

long lived motor truck which can be operated at minimum cost and

purchased at low initial investment.

$2750—Why Pay More?

The STANDARD truck is constructed of the best materials obtainable-

Continental motor, Timken axles, etc.

,,- , . r j 4 lengths of wheel base
Your choice of i . -, , &,, r , ,.

( 12 lengths of loading space

Dealers are invited to correspond with us.

Write for catalogue.

STANDARD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

973 BELLEVUE AVENUE DETROIT, MICH.
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Electric Wagon Delivery Service

Efficient—Rapid—Reliable

In summer, when horses are killed by the oppressive heat—in winter

when they are falling by hundreds on the icy pavements—Electric

Wagons go on unfailingly making their deliveries. They run not

only quickly and surely but with marked economy. The necessity

of a highly trained driver is also done away with. Almost anyone

can operate an Electric Wagon.

Progressive companies are doing away with the expense and un

certainty of horse and wagon deliveries. They have adopted the

Electric not from a humanitarian standpoint alone, but because it

will actually do its work better and more economically, and is more

dependable than any other form of delivery equipment.

For your city deliveries, light or heavy, there is no better form of

power wagon. Ask us for details as to what other companies are

doing and how your delivery expense can be lowered.

COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.
TELEPHONE RANDOLPH 1280 120 WEST ADAMS ST., CHICAGO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Jarvis-Huntington Motor Trucks
Not alone up-to-date, but actually ahead of date

?£* $2750.00
aT;.'„. $3500.00

32* $4400.00

The Strongest and Most Compact Truck on the Market.

Jarvis-Huntington Exclusive Features:

Motor:—After three years of testing out, we offer the most economical and sturdy

power plant in the market. Bore 4" x Stroke 6". 4 Cylinders cast separately.

4 Cycle. Valves in the head with overhead cams. Fitted with self starter.

Clutch:—Hele-Shaw, the best there is.

Jarvis-Huntington selective transmission. Chrome-vanadium gears, specially

toughened.

A special brake system that positively will stop the truck within its own length

even at maximum speed.

Inspection of raw material and of finished parts carried to extreme.

A guarantee of 10,000 miles service—no frills about it.

Complete equipment:—Electric light, electric horn, tools, and a liberal supply

of spare parts.

VIII. Above all—a square deal to agents and users.

I

U.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII

We want the co-operation of some live dealers. We have an extremely attractive agency prop

osition. NOW is the time to write to

Jarvis-Huntington Automobile Co., Huntington, W.Va.

 

LYON GRIPS are expressly made for solid tires. They

are wholly unlike chains, and they do not wear out rap

idly, break or injure the tires. They are

Guaranteed for 2,500 Miles.

Catalog, with full explanation of their principle, upon request.

Lyon Crips do not annul the tire makers' guarantee.

Order Now

And Get Prompt Delivery!

With the opening of winter, truck users are

reminded of the need of a traction device for

mud and snow.

About the first of December we are deluged

with orders for

Lyon

Solid-Tire Grips

The diversity of tire sizes and styles makes

it impossible to carry a stock, hence the grips

are made up on order only.

Order yours now—ahead of the rush—and

be sure of having them when you want them.

Lyon Non-Skid Company, 431 North Broad street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Why Feed Your Profits

To Your Horses?

SIT down and figure it out* Your horse delivery system is an

unnecessary drain on your gross income. Horseflesh is not only costly

in itself but any horse-delivery system will eat its own head off. Wouldn't you rather

have a more efficient, more dependable, more economical delivery service ?

Electric Commercial Vehicles are

100% faster than horses. Electric haul

age is J0#> to 25% cheaper than horse delivery.

These facts can be proved by actual figures from

your own books.

The average life of a horse, pulling

heavy loads over city streets, is four years.

Electric Commercial Vehicles are durable—a fleet

of ten 5-ton Electric trucks, installed eight years

ago, is still in use and giving excellent service.

Electric Commercial Vehicles will

work for you every day in the year—in

summer's sun and winter's snow. There is no worry

—less work and less stable space are required.

Any of your teamsters can quickly learn to operate

an Electric efficiently.

Electric Commercial Vehicles widen

your area of delivery and their distinctive

ly up-to-date appearance has immense advertising

value which costs you nothing.

Interesting literature about Electric Commercial Vehicles sent gladly.

Write today.

Public interest and private advantage both favor the Electric

Electric Vehicle Association of America

 

BOSTON NEW YORK: 124 W. 42nd Street (9) CHICAGO

^

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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READ WHAT SATISFACTION

DIAMOND CHAINS ARE

GIVING ON THIS TRUCK

Several years ago the Auto

matic Transportation Co. of Buffalo

began using Diamond Chains on

their standard storage- battery-

driven freight-handling trucks.

Recently this firm commented as

follows upon the performance of

the Diamond Chains which they

had purchased:

"We are very glad to state that

these chains are giving perfect satis

faction under severe strain to which

they are subjected in handling freight

at many railway and steamship termi

nals. Frequently the trucks are required

to haul their capacity of from two to

four thousand pounds up grades ranging

from twenty to thirty-live per cent. We

had no trouble with the chains."

What Diamond Chains do

here they will do elsewhere. Nickel

steel rivets and special steel side

bars, and precision in machining

and heat treatment, assure a

capacity and durability An which

you can place absolute dependence

We make the types and sizes to cove* every

hide requirement and are always ready to offer

ful suggestions to designers of transmissions,

for book on "Chain Transmission of Power."

Look for the

TRADE<>MARK

DIAMOND CHAIN & MFD. CO.

243 W. Georgia Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPACITY, 8,000,000 FEET PER YEAR

SAMPLES SUBMITTED.

 

 

 

Motz Cushion Tires

Are Trouble-Proof and Easy-Riding

Motz non-skid cushion tires are so constructed as to give the utmost serv

ice with practically no repair expense.

The double tread makes skidding virtually impossible on slippery streets

throughout the winter.

Undercut sides and slantwise bridges support the tread and make the tire

practically as resilient as a properly inflated pneumatic tire.

These easy-riding qualities protect the delicate mechanism of your car from

the constant pounding over rough roads. They do away with the vibration

which crystallizes thesteel parts

and causes them to break. They WRITE FOR OUR BOOKLET 92

make your tire puncture-proof

and free from costly blowouts.

They increase the length of the

car's life.

You'll get more miles of

service at less cost than from

any pneumatic tire.

Any car, on a given charge

of fuel, will travel farther and

faster when equipped with the

Motz non-skid cushion tire.

This means low operating cost

to you.

You get a guarantee of

10,000 miles—two years.

These tires fit any standard

clincher, universal quick de

tachable, or demountable rim.

They are easy to apply.

You have asked for an

economical tire. Here it is—

economical in every sense. Let

ters from users everywhere sub

stantiate this claim.

The Motz Tire & Rubber Company

Factories and Executive Offices AKRON, OHIO

BRANCHES

NEW YORK DETROIT KANSAS CITY PITTSBURGH

CHICAGO CLEVELAND PHILADELPHIA

AOENTS

Mound City Sales Co., St. Louis. Imperial Motor Co., Washington, D. C.

 

c
(A)

(B)

(C)

Shows double, notched treads.

Shows undercut sides.

Shows slantwise bridges.

Shows absorbing means when

passing over an obstruction.

 

You no doubt have been thinking seri

ously of a good motor truck proposition

for the coming year. If you are not famil

iar with theADAMS—get posted at once.

We are now making 1913 contracts and

our increased production will enable us

to take on a few more good agents in

unassigned territory.

AdamsTruckC
A4 "Deliver tHe Goods" A

In writing state facilities for

handling the business, as well

as specifying exact territory

desired.

THE ADAMS BROS. CO.

■
FINDLAY, OHIO

^"*asc f»tn\ioa er Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A Bearing Well Born

BRINGING UNDER ONE ROOF the several steels which, worked

together unite to form a perfect Hyatt bearing, is no inexpensive

operat on To appreciate this, one need but examine the rigid speci

fications—the result of careful study and extensive tests—or view the

laboratories, complete in every detail, where all raw material is forced

to und >rgo the scrutiny of trained chemist and physicist.

THE EXPENSE IS JUSTIFIED, however, in the added responsibil

ity it places upon the worker in the shop and in the resultant high

standard maintained in finished bearings. Each man knows abso

lutely there will be no loss through material proving defective. He

therefore strives the harder to eliminate that other loss, "a poor

workmanship."

GIVEN THE ENVIRONMENT of modem scientific methods and

equipment especially adapted to the work in hand. Place in it material

and workmanship as outlined above. It is then readily realized why

the word "Hyatt" today means to all who know—a quality bearing.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.

Detroit. Michigan

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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You will be interested in the new type Avery Trucks now being built.

They* are called fur new Type B channel frame style. Sizes 2, 5 and 5 ton.

The frame construction of these 'J rucks is exceptionally simple and strong.

Get All the Facts About the

AVERY
"The Truck that Does the Most Work"

It hauls full capacity and overloads on its own bed. Pulls trailers hehind.

Can be equipped with either hard rubber tires or cast steel rim wheels.

Write for our New Type B Truck Book and get all the facts about this

truck before you make any contracts. Address

Avery Company •^.SK.S**

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Buy only Batteries

with Good Service

Records

The good or bad in any vehicle bat

tery usually does not show up until after

you have paid your money, hence actual

past performances are a splendid guide

in selecting. Here's one record typical

of Gould Storage Battery performance

and a sample of evidence such as our

representatives can always submit to

prospective customers:

"/ have just completed 6900 miles with

the Gould battery placed in my car by

Capitol Hill Garage in July, 1911. The

battery has not been touched or cleaned

during that period and has given satis

faction in every respect. I consider this

excellent as my car has ncnv been in use

four years."

W. DOUGLASS, Denver, Col.

Any battery that proves short lived,

of short service radius per charge or needs

frequent attention can't be made really

satisfactory on any terms, so careful

selection is decidedly important.

Give us the opportunity and we will

demonstrate that the Gould Storage

Battery delivers most power per charge,

per year, and per dollar of annual bat

tery expenditure, and while doing so

practically takes care of itself.

Write for literature.

Gould .Storage Battery Co.

General Offices: 341 Fifth Ave., New York

Boston, 89 State Street

Chicago, The Rookery

San Francisco, 904 Rialto Blag.

Cleveland, Amor. Trust Bid?-

WORKS: Depew, N. Y.

Agents in Washington, D. C; Kansas City, Denver, Detroit,

Topeka, Kan.; Los Angeles, Seattle, and Montreal and Toronto.

Canada. Full stock carried in all cities where we have offices or agents.

 

The Highest Standard ot Efficiency

in magneto, camshaft, and pump drives is

reached by the application of the economical,

reliable and silent

COVENTRY

NOISELESS CHAINS

The precision, automatic retention of pitch

and long life are a few of the facts taken into

consideration by many manufacturers of the

most silent, reliable, and fashionable cars.who

fit these chains exclusively.

The services of our experts are at your dis

posal.

WRITE TODAY.

United States Representatives:

SARGO ENGINEERING CO.

114 Broad St., New York

LE POIDS LOURD

The only French journal devoted

to motor buses, motor cabs and

industrial motor road transporta

tion of all kinds.

Published by PIERRE SOUVESTRE

Yearly Subscription $3.60 1 Rue Tardieu

Single Copy 30c. PARIS, FRANCE

MOTOR imvotaa

V TRACTION

The leading journal, published in Gt. Britain, dealing

with industrial motor vehicles.

Acknowledged as the first authority

on matters relating to the use of

motors for industrial, agricultural,

municipal and other utility

purposes.

Published Weekly.

Invaluable to those who desire to

keep in touch with ihe progress

and development of this important

branch of the British motor

industry.

Well Illustrated

Subscription Rate 10/10 per annum (Canada 8/8)

Specimen copy sent post free

ILIFFE and SONS. Ltd., 20 Tudor St., London, E. C Eng.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TRUCK-SPRINGS
Auto-Trucks, Fire Apparatus and Commercial Vehicle Springs

combining

MAXIMUM OF ENDURANCE with MINIMUM OF VIBRATION

Made to order of Special Heat-Treated Alloy Steel

SPRING PERCH CO. Bridgeport, Conn.

TORBENSEN AXLES
INTERNAL GEAR DRIVE

TF economy in transportation is the test by which any make of Truck will have to stand or fall the Torbensen Axle will

help make it "Stand."

It is the one gear driven axle that will stay put on hard tires. Its one-piece solid special forged I Beam is one

c/TENTv. flh reason; perfection in design and workmanship.

^r" «o n/IPl >s another. Ask us for detailed informa

tion.

TORBENSEN GEAR & AXLE CO.

 

■ 218-224 High St., NEWARK, N. J.

(Formerly Bloomfield, N. J.)

 

BLOOD BROS'.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS

Style A, made for all sizes of shafts up

to 3 inches.

Strongest and most durable joint for

motor trucks. Used for years as. a regu

lar equipment on many of the best makes

of trucks.

BLOOD BROS. MACH. CO., M„»nf.ch>r.r.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Gibney Wireless

"The Three-Years-Ahead Tire"

Manufactured by

JAMES L. GIBNEY & BRO.

248-52 W. 54th Street

NEW YORK CITY

ALL STEEL BODIES

Light in Weight—Comparatively

Indestructible— Paint Guaranteed

Against Peeling—In Any Style or

Capacity — Your Own or Our

Designs.

Estimates Freely given upon application.

EDWARD G. BUDD MFG. CO.
215-17 N. Broad Street

PHILADELPHIA

Office and Factory, Aramingo Avenue and Tioga Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Makers of difficult shapes in sheet steel.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Ross

Steering and Differential

Gears

FOR THE PAST SIX YEARS the

STANDARD on American made

Motor Trucks.

THINK OF THE RECORD

Operating six years.

16,000 steering gears in use on Trucks.

112 customers.

Lost ONE CUSTOMER in six years.

THINK OF THE REASON

ABSOLUTE satisfaction to customers.

 

New building for Ross Gear &. Tool Company, Lafayette, Ind.

Ross Gear & Tool Co.

Heath and Eighth Streets Lafayette, Indiana, U. S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THINK WHAT IT MEANS

to the future of your business to be able to say to your

prospective customers: "Your product will be turned out on

'DEFIANCE'

MOTOR VEHICLE WHEEL MACHINES
"THE IMPRINT OF SATISFACTION"

tf

 

IT MEANS you have won a prestige which cannot be taken

away from your organization by your keenest competitors.

IT MEANS a finished product ready for the painter's brush.

IT MEANS a perfectly uniform product, every piece an ex

act duplicate of the one preceding it.

IT MEANS a saving of the cost of production by 75% over

any other method on the market.

In other words, it means you have adopted the best

possible method and there is no getting around it.

Have you our latest catalog? If not, write us TODAY

for it, otherwise, you may miss something.

The Defiance Machine Works

No. 500 Defiance Rim Stretching and Truing Machine 435 Perry Street DEFIANCE, OHIO

 

Baldwin Chains and Sprockets

Run Well Together

Our product is backed by years of experience.

The material is carefully selected, and hardened

by men especially trained in the art. This guar

antees the highest degree of efficiency and

durability.

Our sprockets are made of high quality steel,

suitable for the purpose. We can produce

sprockets in large quantities at favorable prices.

Do not place your 1913 business without giving

us an opportunity to send you samples and quote

on your sprocket blue prints.

. AGENTS -

H. V. Greenwood, 122 S. Michigan Bivi., Chicago, III.

Cbas. D. Schmidt, 416 Broadway, New York City.

C. J. Wen, Rocheiter, N. Y. M. A. Bryte, 788 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

F. Shirley Boyd, 893 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Eyes of the Oven!
 

Looking out from the Ovens (Heat Treating Compartments

at temperature of 1500° Fahrenheit.

Work

wondrously well done requires fore

sight, constant care and pyrometers.

^JJ^ Heat-Treatment

is the climax of such attention and assures

Superior Drop-forgings

If you are interested in a valuable line of stock

Crank Shafts,

Connecting Rods,

Valve Stems.

Igniter Levers,

Rod and Yoke Ends,

Mechanics and

Engineering Tools, etc.,

send for pocket edition of (just out) 1912 catalogue, or

for forgings to order send your blue prints for estimate.

J. H. WILLIAMS & COMPANY

Superior Drop-forgings

No. 69 Richards St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

  

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Unfortunately there Is but one

competitor to Sanford Trucks

0
Jl

0^

Chassis

$1600

 

Stake or

Express

Body

$1760

We're sorry about this in a way, for it narrows down

our possible comparisons. But it makes it pretty easy for

our representatives. There never has been a selling proposi

tion in the field that can compare with the Sanford.

Nine long years' work on a one-ton truck gives you to

day this proposition, the success of which there is no gain

saying. There isn't a thing about this truck that's strange

or freakish. Its success is not remarkable because of any

thing unusual.

The Sanford truck is remarkable only because it is. so

certain to do more than you'll claim for it that your repeat

orders will be more or less automatic.

The Sanford Motor Truck Co.

SYRACUSE. Park and Wolf Streets. NEW YORK

Maker* Alway* anil Executively ot One -Ton Trucks

I

3*=«G

V

 

■ T I ACT The Perfect Two-Cycle Motor

With Variable Port -Areas

The essential feature of Moore Motors is the in

creasing or decreasing of all the port-areas simulta

neously (fully patented), giving flexibility of control

and fuel economy.

Fixed ports, as in regular two-cycle design, mean

lack of flexibility and high fuel consumption.

The result is a power plant combining two-cycle

simplicity and low upkeep cost with four-cycle

flexibility of control and fuel economy.

Moore Motors are backed by years of engineering

experience. Send for descriptive circular.

PALMER-MOORE COMPANY

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

 

Gaylor Grips

The Federal Chain & Mfg. Co.,

beg to announce that they have ac

quired exclusive rights to manufac

ture "GAYLOR" GRIPS and will

continue to market them under the

same trade name.

"GAYLOR" GRIPS are being

extensively used in all parts of the

United States and are to-dav con

sidered the STANDARD solid tire

grip for Commercial Vehicles.

The "FEDERAL" traction grip

for solid tires will also be manufac

tured by this Company.

As the LARGEST makers of Trac

tion Grips for Solid Tires in the

United States, we are justified in

stating that our grips must be the

best, our methods must reflect hon

esty and fair dealing and our prices

must represent true economy to the

user.

For the particular benefit of the

Commercial Car owner we have

published an authoritative treatise

on Traction Grips.

The booklet tells in a concise man

ner of those necessary and desirable

features that ANY grip MUST pos

sess if it is to give satisfactory re

sults, when used on SOLID TIRES.

We respectfully advise a careful

reading of the facts presented.

A copy will be mailed to those in

terested—no obligation incurred.

Federal Chain

& Mfg. Co.

Springfield. Mass.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Piggins Motor Trucks ^^AN^o^lfe1^

The most advanced type of power wagon built in America. Two years ahead of them all.

External spur gear drive—all gears enclosed. Wear and depreciation reduced to a minimum.

 

SILENr-CHAlNLESS-FRICTIONLESS

For efficiency, durability and economy our models have no equals

Write for details of design and prices.

PIGGINS MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY, Racine, Wisconsin

Ibhl
Real Square Tube Radiators

•I Commercial cars require radiators

that will stand many shocks and

much hard usage. This was one

of the weak parts of the commercial

car but the test of time has proved

that FEDDERS radiators render

efficient service.

 

•J We want to figure with you your

requirements for the coming season.

If you haven't used Fedders radia

tors you probably have had a great

deal of radiator trouble and you may think

that their isn't a radiator built that will give

you satisfaction. If this is the case we would

like to have an opportunity of demonstrating

that the Fedders radiator will stand the wear

and tear and shocks of the commercial car and

that manufacturers who equip their commercial

cars with the Fedders have practically no

radiator trouble. We can convince you.

Will you give us the opportunity ?

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS

BUFFALO NEW YORK

TITANIC SPRINGS
Tougher than Vanadium—Cheaper than Vanadium

We make all styles of AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

The Titanic Springs shown in the cut have neither NIB nor HOLE in

center to hasten a break. Thirty years' experience enables us to make th

best springs made. Let us be of service to you.

 

See that hump!

TUTHILL SPRING CO., 764 Polk St., Chicago

AMERICAN
Use the Guaranteed

AMERICAN

New Departure Ball Bearings
MADE MADE

FOR FOR

AMERICAN Quality Guaranteed
TRADE

TRADE
THE NEW DEPARTURE MFG. CO., Bristol, Conn.

Prompt O o 1 1 v e r ie s Guaranteed

AMERICAN

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writiog to advertiser*.
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MOTOR TRUCK OWNERS

Are You Equipped with a

GasoleneStorageOutfit?

We manufacture Self-Measuring, Non-Measuring,

Isolated, Inside Discharge and Multiple System

Gasolene Storage Outfits.

Air Tight Tanks are constructed of 3-16 inch, or

heavier, Open Hearth Steel with all seams and joints

BRAZED. Every AIR TIGHT seam and joint is

guaranteed to be as strong as the steel the tank is

constructed of. A 100% tank.

Air Tight Outfits are listed by the

National Board of Fire Underwriters

The Highest Quality Gasolene Storage Outfits

on the Market at the Most Reasonable Prices

Good territory open for experienced Tank Salesmen

Write todayfor catalog and prices

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHICAGO

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

No. 180 N. Dearborn St.

BALTIMORE

PEACE & PEACE

7 Congres* St.

NEW YORK

EMPIRE TANK AND PUMP CO.

30 Church St.

 

Universal Joints— Drive Shafts

Note Construction—Service Guaranteed

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG. CO.

CLEVELAND

"■■■"•""llv

'''535 -«gsi—

"The Kmblcin of rfncien<*y."

For Actual Service

CHASE TRUCKS

Give Constant Satisfaction

Six Models, 500 to 4000 pounds capacity. All Styles of Bodies.

Up to two tons capacity the Chase line is the most complete and

varied shown anywhere.

For catalogue and further information, address

CHASE MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

200 W. Jefferson Street Syracuse, N. Y.

 

1913 MODEL PACKERS

TRUCK READY

And there's some very attractive ter

ritory still open for the right kind of

agents.

The Packers is a sturdy, dur

able, smooth-running, heavy-

hauling, hill-climbing gasoline

truck built FOR WORK.

Built and tested out right here among

the West Virginia hills. Subjected to the

severest kind of practical service tests in

the roughest kind of country. The

Packers is winning its way every day by

its wonderful feats of endurance.

We make motor trucks exclusively. All

our efforts and all our facilities have

been concentrated for four years on mak

ing the best motor truck it is possible to

produce, and the Packers is it.

The Packers is made in two ton and four

ton sizes, adapted to every conceivable

kind of service. The two ton size has three

ton springs and three ton Timken bearings.

The four ton size has five ton springs and

five ton Timken bearings.

If you want a car you can sell on facts

and not fiction, write for full Packers

particulars at once.

PACKERS MOTOR TRUCK CO.

WHEELING, WEST VIRGINIA

(South Warwood Station)

New York Branch: 1114 U. S. Rubber Building

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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66

KELLS
9 9

The most Durable and Efficient

RADIATORS for Commercial Cars

 

v/A-lvl^vl-Xvlv/Xvivi-X-i-XsvlvXvXvAvffi

W. j Hells (hfg Co

Nt* YO«K. NT

Positively guaranteed not to leak for two years.

Used on all the Leading Gasolene Trucks of Ant erica.

Ten Years Test Has Proven the Best.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

W. J. KELLS MFG. CO.

521-25 W. 45th Street, NEW YORK CITY

 

0

\k*<>% tONG STROKE TRUCK MOTOR,

HPHE Waukesha Long Stroke Truck Motor

-*- is designed solely to meet the requirements of

truck service and so solves with maximum efficiency

the truck user's delivery problem.

It is the truck manufacturer's strongest justification

for re-orders. Its positive definite, unvarying effi

ciency under all working conditions gives the purchaser

of the first truck a totally new idea in truck service

that makes your hold on his future truck requirements

a foregone conclusion.

Exclusive processes in metals used gives the

Waukesha strength unapproached by any other motor.

The crankshaft has a tensile strength of 140,000 lbs. to

the square inch. The bearings have greater resistance

than the best Parson's White Brass. The unusual

strength of these two features is but an index to the

character of the motor as a whole.

As a progressive manufacturer of trucks you should

at least know all about the Waukesha. Your request

will bring full information.

Waukesha Motor Co.
Department B Waukesha, Wisconsin

AN EXCEPTIONAL MOTOR*

I
^

Agents Wanted

4 Cylinders, Long Stroke, Sliding Gears

1500 pounds - - - $1500

2000 pounds - - - - 1750

3000 pounds - - - 2250

 

A comparison of our specifications with those of other

makers will show that we have rated our cars very conserva

tively.

We use tires larger than the makers require.

Send for Catalogue and Agents Terms

Ideal Auto Company

Fort Wayne, Indiana

The Greatest Value Ever Offered

IS THE

"Black Eagle" Spark Plug

at 50c

Efficiency and Quality Without Extravagance

50c now buys the

best spark plug

service to be had.

The Spark Plug

with the ' 'patent

ed" universal

spring cap that

permits the use

of ANY style terminal.

The Plug with a riveted central

Electrode, and two contact wires

sparking on rounded surfaces, thus

avoiding pitting of the wires.

Manufactured and sold by people

with whom you will be pleased to

do business.

Especially efficient in Motor Trucks.

The Progressive Manufacturing Co.

TORRINGTON, CONN.

 
 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE "SPICER"

universal pint was the pioneer for

shaft driven automobiles—either

pleasure or commercial cars.

 

Consult Our Representatives:

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON,

122 So. Michigan Boulevard,

Chicago

THOS. J. WETZEL, L. D. BOLTON,

17 West 42d Street. 1810 Ford Building.

New York Detroit

Special Foreign Representative :

BEN). WHITTAKER. 2 1 State Street. New York

 

Small Manufacturers

Don't tie your capital up in Screw ma

chines—turn this class of work over to us.

We can do it quicker and cheaper for

you and guarantee accuracy.

We are also prepared to do all kinds of

machine work, hardening, tempering,

grinding, polishing, plating and enameling.

Send blue prints for estimate.

National Cycle Mfg. Co.

Bay City, Mich.

BOSCH

Plugs i
"THE Bosch Spark Plug became

immediately popular on

account of its ability to effect

easy and positive starts.

It ignites all mixtures of gas

perfectly and completely due to

the intense ribbonlike spark pro

duced through the crescent shaped

electrodes. It is always gas-tight;

vibration has no effect upon it.

A Better Plug at the Right Price

$1.00 each, from your dealer or

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223-225 West 46th Street NEW YORK

BOSCH

To New Readers

Don't be disappointed if this partic

ular issue should fail to supply the

precise information you may require.

The economy of motor road trans

port is so varied in character that it is

practically impossible to give more than

a few examples of its manifestations in

any one number of this journal.

Constant reading of the " Power

Wagon" will abundantly reward those

who are not in too great haste to learn

everything connected with the impor

tant industry which it serves.

Please mentior the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CASTLE LAMPS FOR

MOTOR TRUCKS

 

Model No. 234.—New design for Motor Trucks.

Can be supplied in oil or in combination, oil and

electric, as desired.

The Castle Lamp Co.

Amesbury, Mass.

"CONTINENTAL"

Best Known Motor in America

 

Continental Model C.

Look for the

name "Conti

nental" on crank

case.

We have looked

after the quality

behind it.

4 and 6 cylin

ders, 20 to 60 H.

P. Write for

Booklets.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE

K. F. PETERSON, 150 South Michigan Blvd., CHICAGO

WestonMott(eg

FLINT, MICH.

Axles, Hubs

Rims
OF HIGHEST QUALITY

Strength and durability are

factors of the utmost im

portance and our products

are made to meet the

severest tests.

MERCURYTRUCKS

 

When the mercury is up, the Mercury runs.

When the mercury is down, the Mercury runs.

Heat, cold, rain, snow, sleet, ice, the Mercury

never changes.

The Commercial Motor Wagon that never

varies.

Manufactured—not assembled.

The Mercury Manufacturing Co.

4108 S. HALSTED ST., CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A Strict Account

of the distance travelled by any motor-

driven vehicle can be kept by the

Veeder Hub Odometer. With this ac

count at hand the cent of fuel, lubrication,

tire consumption and depreciation can be

figured to a fraction.

Neat, durable and compact, £ rt g* AA

it can be easily attached, w£J*

Price complete . . *"*^

At your dealers', direct from our factory

or at the following agencies:

T. H Cramtoo & Co., 56 E. Raadolph Street

Chicago, Ill-

Bernard I. Bill. 543 Golden Gate Avenue

San Francisco, Cal.

The Rubber Tire Wheel Company, Montreal,

Quebec, Toronto. Winnipeg and Vancouver

The Veeder Manufacturing Company

C. H. VEEDLR, Pre.ident D J. POST. Treasurer

H W. LESTER, «ecet»ry

HARTFORD, CONN.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers. Tachometers. Tachodometers

Counters and Small Die Castings

 

J

 

Detroit Oilers Have
mT ¥"^ 11 .Ol I There are no check

INo Kail Checks valve? %othetr
* ' ^^ «*^»*»» ^vmmwmmw complicated parts

in Detroit Mechanical Force Feed Oilers to give trouble and

cause failures. Every drop of oil must go to the place where

it is needed.

A separate pump for each feed measures the oil and insures

a rate of feed that is exactly right at all times. Once properly

regulated there is no chance for faulty lubrication and dry bear

ings, carbonized cylinders, smoke at the exhairst and waste i oil

are entirely eliminated.

Detroit Oilers are made with from

one to thirty feeds in capacities of

two pints to five-gallons — pulley,

sprocket, ratchet or gear drive.

Made also with two compart

ments for feeding one kind of oil

to cylinders and another to the

bearings.

Write today for catalog P-68 and full information

Detroit Lubricator Company.

, DETROIT, U. S. A.

Largest manufacturers of Lubricating devices in the world.

Schafer Ball Bearings
(Made In Germany)

Before you decide on your ball bearing requirements why not

consider SCHAFER?

This is not a new bearing and therefore you will not be experi

menting. The merits of SCHAFER ball bearings have been

attained by actual service and not merely by "talk."

 

They have been adopted by prominent manufacturers here

and abroad. This fact should convince vou of the quality and

efficiency of SCHAFER ball bearings.

Write for catalog and prices

BARTHEL, DALY & MILLER
Sole Importers

42 Broadway NEW YORK

Remy

Magneto

Exchange Your Old Magneto for a New Remy

fT will cost you practically no more than what

you will be forced to pay out for constant re

pairs on your present ignition system. A new

Remy will give your car new life. Here is our

exchange proposition:

2=Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. .

4=Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. .

6=Cylinder Remy Magneto

with Coil, complete. .

Lis! Price Allowance Net to You

$46 00 $ 9 20 $36 80

50 00 10 00 40 00

52 00 10 40 4160

Allowance made for any make of Magneto

Remy Electric Company

Anderson, Indiana

BRANCHES:—New York, Boston, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas

City, San Francisco, Indianapolis.

SERVICE STATIONS:—Albuquerque, Augusta, Baltimore, Charlotte, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Denver, Dallas, El Paso, Houston, Jacksonville, Louisville, Memphis,

Minneapolis, New Orleans, Nashville, Norfolk (Va.), Omaha, Los Angeles, Phila

delphia, Pittsburg, Portland (Me.), Portland (Ore.), Rochester, San Antonio,

Seattle, Spokane, St. Louis, Syracuse, Utica, Washington (D. C.)

CANADA:—Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Hamilton, Vancouver, Montreal.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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QUILT in Two and Three Axle

equipments. 3^ to 10 ton capacities.

Especially adapted for long hauls and diffi

cult road problems.

Let us send you literature

and full information

Couple - Gear Freight-Wheel

rAmnnnn ^50 Buchanan Street,

LOmpany, Grand Rapid's, Michigan

 

Consult the "Service" people before ordering,

illustrations of Automobile parts or accessories.

Their knowledge and advice should be of value

to you. . Years of cut-making experience yours

for the asking. Engravings and drawings for

any purpose by any process.

SERVICE ENGRAVING CO.

OFFICES AND

PLANTS OF

Service Engraving Co

421-423 Ptymoulh PUcc

rtlEPWONES

a*> »? «to CHICAGO

 

/ 

THE

 

r- POSITIVE

Lock Washer

Made in all sizes and weights for Automobile pur

poses and Trucks or Power Wagons. Can be used

thinner than any other lock washer—effective, no

matter how thin. One lock under the nut and head

can be used if so desired. Exhaustive tests, cover

ing a period of nearly 20 years on railroad track,

drop presses, Automobiles and machinery subject

to vibration, have proven its superiority over every

nut lock manufactured. Write for samples and prices.

The original and genuine Positive Lock Washers

are made only by the

POSITIVE LOCK WASHER CO.

NEWARK, N. J.

A CARBURETOR

Absolutely Fool -Proof

THE Zenith Car

buretor Company

offers truck manu

facturers and owners

a carburetor proved

by five years experi

ence in Europe —

absolutely fool-proof

and without a single

adjustment.

A trial will con

vince you of its power, its economy and its

 

remarkable efficiency.

Zenith Carburetor Co.

270 Jefferson Avenue DETROIT, MICH.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Knickerbocker

Trucks
 

Any mechanical part may be removed on

the road in a half hour or less without

unloading or dismantling the truck.

Write for Catalogue.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co.

151st Street and River Avenue

NEW YORK

 

i'ili!

•'.

WHITE MOTOR TRUCKS

The predominant use of White Motor Trucks by the foremost

mercantile and manufacturing firms, not only in the United States, but

throughout the world is the most convincing proof of their superior

merit in practically every line of service,

A Few Well-Known Owners o( White Sqtssdroni

American Can Company

American Chicle Comnam

American Steel and Wire Company

Armour and Company

Berghafl Brewing Association

Booth Fisheries Company

Brazilian Government

Coca-Cola Company

Cudahv Packing Company

Diamond Rubber Company

T. Eaton and Company. Ltd.

Marshall Field and Company

Gimbel Brothers

B F. Goodrich Company

Gulf Refining Company

Joseph Home Company

Hudson* Bay Company

Illinois Steel Company

McOeery and Company

National Cash Register Company

Patat Brewing Company

Philippine Islands Government

Postum Cereal Company. Ltd.

Remington Typewriter Company

Russian Government,

W and J Soanc

Standard Oil Company

United Cigar Store* Company

United State* Government

Winchester Repeating Arms Company

1

While Motor Trucks are built in capacities of 3-1 1 1-2, 3 and 5 tons,

and all models are uniform throughout in parts and design, thus making

them the most practical for the standardiiation of delivery or transpor

tation service. Literature and detailed information furnished on request

Gmtokne Motor Cmru, TrucJu mnd Tuucmbt

The WhiteiEjllCompany
:'"-: :;ri^V a ■■ -i ■'

 

(Formerly National)

STORAGE BATTERY

It's Power That Counts

Some electrics are limited to short, easy runs because they

are not powerful enough to venture where the going is hard. In

such cases the storage batteries are of the ordinary type that

falls down when the power requirements are heavy.

The U-S-L Battery extends the utility of an electric beyond

the smooth, hard, level roads. It is lively, responsive and

powerful, regardless of how steep the hills or how deep the sand,

mud, or snow. When the trip is long and hard, the U-S-L

Battery will bring the car spinning in still strong at the finish.

U-S-L Batteries are built in the largest and best equipped

plant of its kind in the world. Every pound of raw material is

analyzed before its use is permitted. Every battery is thoroughly

tested and inspected before shipment. We build U-S-L Batteries

right, and that's the reason for the exceptional service they give.

The U.S. Light & Heating Co.

General Offices: 30 Church St., New York

Factory: Niagara Falls, N. Y.

BRANCH OFFICES AND SERVICE STATIONS:

New York Boston Buffalo Cleveland Detroit

Chicago St. Louis San Francisco

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Darti that kdKy Tddiatort

Ho; dorit darn ikfts nosocfcif

Pour in Sc-McnJt^^ffism^jW >

Finds l^tK-f^jtf ▼

fifteen minufei^

Cost nominal;

result PHE-

nominal.

<

-4L- -or"AWwm

J.J MaJKc a

/X <JSfe boMcpmpatiiori

on yourjmotbf irips.

It will save you.many a

si$h and many a simoleon

Price 75 cents at dealers.

^NORTHWESTERN CHEMICAL C-

Marietta. Ohio.

 

'Always There'

SPLITDORF IGNITION devices represent to-day

ignition efficiency in its highest form. Fundament

ally correct, they have been refined and standard

ized to .; degree where they are the right equipment

for the most costly of machines.

Regardless of price yet with strictest regard for

price SPLITDORF MAGNETOS, COILS. PLUGS,

etc., arc the logical choice of the seeker of depend

able, enduring ignition.

SPLITDORF products acknowledge no superior

at any price and arc foremost in America's notable

contributions to the perfected gasoline motor.

Write for our "Racing Record"

Splitdorf Electrical Co.

98 Warren Street

Branches

NEWARK, N. J.

New York Chicago San Francisco

Boston Detroit Los Angeles

Philadelphia Kansas City

E

Seattle

uenos AiresLondon

m. m

Culver-Taylor Detachable Chain
 

PATENTED

Designed Especially

for

MOTOR TRUCKS
The Notch Does It

A Detachable Chain with links that will not

work loose. TRY THEM. The result

will surprise you.

Culver -Taylor Chain Works

142 Madison Avenue. DETROIT, MICH.

/ The Mile Away Electric \

MOTOR HORN ■

 

Torpedo

Type

Pat. Sept. 5. 1911

PRICE

$20.05

Including

Button and

Cable

The Most "Perfect Warning "De-Vice on the MarKjet

The increased demand for the Newtone Motor Horn is due to

its absolute efficiency in warning, and economy in operation.

The motor with Hess-Bright Ball Bearings and imported self-

lubricating brushes, eliminate all oiling and cleaning.

The chief engineers of three leading American

automobile manufacturers after a ""BreaKrdoUm"

test, state that, in their opinion, the JVetutone

Horn is the best bvarning signal made.

Let Us Send One On ApproOal

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.

220 Taaffe Place, Near Dekalb Avenue, Brooklyn

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Steering Gears
for

Trucks—Delivery Wagons

T•»•«■£ Pake Made in 4 sizes—% to 1 Ton. 1% to 2 Tons.

1 aXl VODS 2h to 3 Tons. 4 to 5 Tons.

The Reliable Gear for Hard Service

Write for Blue Prints

No ball bearings or thrust collars

Self adjusting for wear, and

Positiyelylrrev ersible

Lavigne Gear Co.

Corliss, Wis.

 

THE AM F.P.KAN

jREVIEWg,

Reviews

MORE

NECESSARY

THAN EVER

■■■'■->■--' - -

We are constructing a piece of railroad grade down the

river 300 miles distant from this point and wish to canvass the possibilities of freight motor

trucks in transporting supplies from here in winter over the ice on the river to our camps

scattered along the river bank 300 miles west.

What we are anxious to know is whether such a motor truck is made which can he depended

upon to travel over ice and snow averaging one to three feet deep, at what speed , what prices etc

Will you kindly put us in touch with the proper parties or refer this letter to them, 'and

greatly oblige, Yours very truly,

We gladly give information free of charge.

The Review of Reviews Magazine

30 Irving Place, New York City

TH t AM E MCAh

aREVIEWg

Reviews

\ MORE

i NECESSARY

i THAN EVER

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Packard Hauling Means

Greater Earning Power

Five-ton chassis $4,500

Three-ton chassis 3,400

Two-ton chassis 2,800

Packard trucks are sold on their proved ability to produce divi

dends. This result is accomplished by cutting delivery cost or by

increasing business. We establish one or both these propositions

before accepting your order. Packard salesmen are equipped

to analyze your traffic requirements.

We are prepared to make prompt deliveries.

We have a range of capacity that enables you

to standardize your garage with Packard

vehicles. Don't wait until winter conditions

cripple your hauling.

Quantity purchases of Packard trucks by

critical big buyers bear a close relation to

worth as an investment. Repeating orders

placed by Marshall Field and Company,

American Express Company, Swift and

Company, the National Cash Register Com

pany and John Wanamaker are evidence of

satisfactory service.

Packard trucks have made good in 163 lines of trade

Packard Motor Car Company, Detroit, Michigan

[_^up V ^WjS>J
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"Whitney" Chains

The Most Practical for Motor Trucks

Because the "Whitney" Cotter Detachable Chain can

be easily separated at any link and lengthened, short

ened, or repaired without the use of any special tool.

This is of great advantage to truck builders, owners

and drivers.

"Whitney" Chains are used by the leaders because

they are strong, accurate, dependable, and, above all, long

lived. They are made right and they're made from the

right kind of material, thus giving highest efficiency.

When making replacements insist on a "Whitney" De

tachable.

"Whitney" Chains

Are Built for Strains

The Whitney Mfg. Co.

Hartford, Conn.

 

 

Electric Delivery Marks the Efficient Store

The most ably managed stores use electric delivery wagons because experience has proved them

to be more rapid, economical and reliable than any other kind of vehicle for delivery purposes.

Westinghouse Motors Mark the Most Reliable Electric Vehicles

The builders of the best electric vehicles use Westinghouse vehicle equipment because its long record of

satisfactory operation proves its high efficiency and thorough reliability.

See that your electrics have Westinghouse Equipment

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.

Sales Offices in 45 American Cities EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.



 

What You Get When You Buy a

You [jet the backing and engineeiing resources of

the most perfectly equipped and largest plant in the

world devoted exclusively to the manufacture of elec

tric vehicles.

You get the result of 14 years' leadership in develop

ing the electric motor car industry— no experimenting

with any other type of machine.

You get a truck built to a standard which has estab

lished the criterion of what to expect from a battery-

driven vehicle.

You get the most sweeping and far-reaching guar

antee ever put on a truck—the guarantee of Baker de

sign, Baker material, Baker construction, Baker work

manship, Baker reputation.

These produce Baker Service—-and Baker Service

means the maximum in reliability and money-saving

efficiency.

The Baker consumes less current per ton mile than

any other electric truck; this combined with unique

simplicity of construction, high grade materials and

workmanship, the small number and cheapness of wear

ing parts makes the cost of operation and maintenance

phenomenally low.

500 Pounds to

Baker
Clcctric

XZcuck

We want to demonstrate these facts to you—and to

let a representative of our company, or our transporta

tion engineer, tell you without charge or obligation,

what the Baker could do for year business. Our Trans

portation Cost Bureau will furnish interesting figures on

your individual problems.

4 Tons Capacity

Application is solicited from responsible people for representation in open territory.

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Builders a/so of Bakei Electric Coupes. Victorias and Broughams

Los Angeles, Trnth snri Olive St*. Chicagn. 202? Michigan Kw

Kansas City, J105 Gillham Road New York, 1798 Broadway

Detroit. 815 Woodward Ar. Washington. 1H8 Connecticut Av,

Canadian Branch: Walkerville, Ontario

Spokane. SIS l-'oitnh Av.

Boston, SOI BoylMon S\

Seattle, 1718 llro-adwav

Sacramento, 1217 seven'li Sr.

Richmond, lf>2? West Broad St.

Philadelphia. 1927 Itirket St.

Denver. 1 549 Lincol.i St.

Representatives in Other Leading Cities
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Some of the Fleet of 2H Alec Trucks Operated by the American Express Co.

EXPRESS
Companies Have $251,300

Invested in Alco Trucks

Five express companies have $251,300

invested in Alco trucks. Here follows

their testimony in figures and facts:

American Express Co.

Adams Express Co.

Long Island Express 73,000

Wells, Fargo & Co. 17,700

Westcott Express Co. 43,800

The American Express

Co. operate 28 Alcos.

They were purchased on

nine repeat orders. The

Long Island Express op

erate 20 Alcos.

Ten were re-ordered on

$102,200

14,400

ALCO
Motor Trucks

6'^ ton 5 ton 3l:> ton 2 ton

the strength of service rendered by

the first ten. For the Adams Ex

press Co. a SVfc-ton Alco truck during

the Christmas rush ran for six days

and nights without stopping the

motor. For the United

States Express Co. an

other Alco of the same

capacity operated for

336 hours in non-stop

service, and set the

world's record.

i-fjT> ' '

Write for the new 112

page Catalog.

AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVE COMPANY, 1894 Broadway, NEW YORK

Builders of Alco Motor Cars and Alco Taxicabs

Chicago Branch: -r>oi Michigan Avenne

Boston Branch: 567 Boylston Street

Montreal Branch:

who St. Catharine Street, West.

Movers of the World's Goods since 1835. Capital, $50,000,000
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TIJDY the illustrations!

They show how you can

double the efficiency and

profit of your heavy

service truck.

The upper cut shows the "traction" wave

always formed in the ordinary continuous

tire under heavy load. This wave, caused

by the bulging of the rubber, works into

the base and tears the tire from its fasten

ings. It can't be avoided in any ordinary

way. Then, too, this wave forms a con

stant hill—the tire is always climbing, re

tarding progress, reducing power efficiency.

Contrast this con

dition with the

p rofit-mak ing

worth of—

 

Showing traction wave in ordinary continuous tire.

(A) indicates where wave forms. (B) indicates base

where roll and tread separation occur.

 

Continuous Base—Notched Tread

The lower cut shows how the Firestone

Notched Tread overcomes the wave, by

preventing its formation. This is not an

individual block tire, with tread-tearing,

metal-retaining plates. The Firestone con

tinuous base is of the same tough, resilient

compound as the tread. These tires hold

the road, increase traction, absorb all

vibration.

Get the full facts. They mean Economy ,

and Increased Profits.

Firestone Truck Tires for Every

Type of Car, Every Load,

Every Road Condition

The Firestone Line of Truck Tires has in

it the tire, solid or pneumatic, you need

for your particular service. Get the books

which tell the story. Ask, as well, for

Quick Removable Rim facts. They are

valuable.

The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.

"America's Largest Kxclusive

Tire and Rim Makers"

Akrou, Ohio—Service Stations Kverywhere

Truck

Tires 

Showing how Firestone Notched Tires overcome

destructive traction wave. (A) indicates wave passing

off into space between blocks. (B) indicates continuous

base assuring absorption of vibration in every direction.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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PEERLESS TRUCKS
Save 50% on Interurban Freights

AHUNDRED miles a day with a quarter of a

carload of miscellaneous freight is the average

performance of this 5-ton long chassis Peerless.

Two round trips between Boston and Brockton

total 88 miles of direct travel. Collection and dis

tribution of the loads in each city raises the average

12 to 20 miles more.

In addition to establishing the freight time at three

hours between shipment and receipt of goods over a

22 mile route this Peerless has cut the expense in two.

Truck Department

THE PEERLESS MOTOR CAR CO.

Cleveland

Builders also of Peerless Passenger Cars

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Three Things Make
 

Cellular Truck Tires

Demountable, Quick Attachable

Preferable for Truck Equipment

Non-Skid

The non-skid cellular tread increases the traction and eliminates

undesirable slipping and friction, which always causes excessive

wearing of the tire's surface. *I It eliminates the necessity for chains.

Non-Heating

 

The holes in the tire act as a radiator, preventing ex

cessive heating and internal friction. ^ The extra

large surface of the Swinehart tread reduces the press

ure per square inch to a point well within the safe

and economical limit.

Resiliency

The wonderful elasticity, due to the combined use of

our cellular design and the highest grade of rubber,

allowing the tire to "give and take", to stand the

road shocks without damage, is the true secret of

Swinehart tire longevity.

In the hands of hundreds of owners Swinehart Cellular Truck Tires,

due to their non-skid, non-heating, resilient features, show phe

nomenal results in mileage.

Let us show you actual records and explain in detail the construc

tion of this cellular type.

We also make a full line of smooth tread single and dual solids—

Demountable Quick Attachable Tires.

Branches and dealers in all principal cities.

The Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co.

1200 North Street AKRON, OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Federal one-ton chassis, including seat. $1800. Body type at purchaser's option. Wheel base optional. 1 10-inch

or 144-inch. Motor, 4 Cylinders, 30 horse power. Magneto, high tension. Clutch, 16-inch cone. Transmission,

three speeds forward and reverse. Tires, solid, .56x3i-inch front and 36x4-inch rear. Timken hearings.

Corporations of National Prominence

Use From One To Ten Federals

What better proof of Federal quality and character can you ask?

These large corporations of national prominence have studied

trucking problems throughly and systematically — every

angle of them led to the Federal.

These corporations are engaged in most every line of business,

in different parts of the United States, conclusively proving

that Federal quality and character are not confined to one

business or one locality.

THE FEDERAL MOTOR TRUCK CO

New Factory Dept. E

DETROIT,

MICHIGAN

Leavitt and Campbell Avenues

Corporations of National

Prominence Using Federals:

Wm. J. Lemp Brewing Company,

Armour & Company,

Marshall Field & Company,

Portland Railway, Light & Power Co.

Ward Bread Compaiy,

American Bank Note Company

Detroit Stove Works,

S tDtbern New England Telephone Co.,

Abbott Motor Ca ( ompany

m

I

I

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The New American Home of Polack Tyres
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S. A. E. Standard Polack Tyres

Added to European Standard

BUT NO DEMOUNTABLE—THE DECISION NOW

No longer at

Jeannette

THE POLACK TYRE & RUBBER COMPANY announces that it is no longer

manufacturing at Jeannette, Pa., and that the manufacture of the well-known

POLACK TRUCK TYRE will hereafter be carried on in its own factory at Bridge

port, Conn., where greater facilities have been provided and the capacity largely

increased.

That the POLACK TRUCK TYRE, during its establishment on the American

market, has made good its reputation abroad, needs no comment here—its mileages

throughout the country bear testimony to the fact.

Also it is a gratifying reflection upon the uniform success of the Metal Base Con

struction which has been characteristic of the POLACK TYRE for over ten years

since it was first originated and adopted by the Parent Company in Germany,

that most of the American tyre manufacturers have finally followed and adopted

that construction.

AND NOW IN ADDITION to the usual Metric sizes of European Standard,

which vary in sectional height from 62 m/m (2| inches) to 100 m/m (4 inches),

the POLACK TRUCK TYRE is now made for the American market in the

S. A. E. Standard Sizes which are of a uniform thickness of 2-J inches.

While adding to the line of Polack Tyres in America, the subject of the Demount

able type received exhaustive study. Impartial investigation shows that the

types of quick demountable tyres which are in the market at present have not

proved as satisfactory in actual service as was expected, and until mechanical skill

has progressed further in this direction, the Polack Company, pending further

experiments, will confine itself to the production of the Pressed-on type of tyre

exclusively, as it has done from its inception.

New Price Lists—New Price Lists have been issued and are available upon request

YOUR INQUIRIES ARE INVITED

Polack Tyre & Rubber Company

Principal Offices: 246 W. 59th St., New York

Reputation

abroad made

good in

America

Success of

Metal Base

—Polack

feature

S. A. E.

Standard

Sizes

Demountable

Excluded

—and Why

Branches and Service Stations:

Boston

Philadelphia

Chicago

Kansas City

St. Louis

Baltimore

Washington

Detroit

^

&

^

V

<y
^

&Z
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THE KREBS~"77»e Car That Thinks"

With Its Governor Every Driver Is An Expert

 

Model B, Krebs Commercial Car, with standard delivery body, screened. Guaranteed

capacity 3-4 ton.

Price of Chassis with shaft drive as shown, or chain driven, $1375.

Set the governor of the Krebs at any desired speed per hour and it maintains

that rate—up hill—down hill—or on the level, with the minimum of

fuel needed.

The Krebs is more economical—by reason of its marvelous

governor—than any car driven by human judgment.

No matter what the road conditions, its speed is constant at any

rate desired, from its maximum down to two miles per hour.

The governor automatically gives the motor just enough gas to

overcome grades; shutting off the fuel with each descent or

level stretch.

Efficiency and economy arc built into the Krebs. You need not

fear to intrust it to an inexperienced driver. He has

nothing to do but steer.

Unlike all other "governed" cars, speed can be changed while

running, but unless the governor is changed, it will always

keep the motor at the speed indicated.

Model A has a chain driven chassis and solid tires, with

standard Open Express Body and Cab Seat. Guaranteed

capacity one ton. Price $1,510. Speed up to 15 miles

per hour.

Model B, as shown above, is fitted with shaft driven chassis

and pneumatic tires. Guaranteed capacity f ton. Price

§1,550. Speed up to 20 miles per hour.

The Krebs motor is valveless; its minimum of parts makes it

the least expensive in repairs and maintenance.

The liberal equipment includes storm shield with front and

side curtains, fitted with celluloid windows—affording

complete, enclosed protection for the driver.

The Krebs is a splendid proposition for dealers, because in size, capacity and price it appeals

strongly to the largest possible number of users. Add to those qualifications Krebs economy,

simplicity, and the positive action of its governor, and it offers greater advantages both to

dealer and owner than any other car ever built for commercial use.

Write today for complete information.

THE KREBS COMMERCIAL CAR CO. CLYDE, OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Pre-eminence of the Cleveland is Indisputable

Capacities Y± inch to 1x/± inch

Operating Expense One Mill a Minute

Your Overhead Charges Added To The Above Will Give You The Exact

Cost Per Piece.

Cleveland Automatics, built in many patterns, have no

equal for simplicity, rigidity, long wearing qualities and ac

cessibility to all working parts, They reduce operating ex

pense to the lowest possible cost, besides increasing output.

You ought to have our catalog. It's just as complete as our

Automatics are perfect. Write for a free copy.

^£;2

 

 

Piece No. 462.
Material, Machine Steel Bar; made on a 6" Cleveland

Automatic Turret Machine, time. 30 minutes each.

Send in samples or drawings ; we will send you complete specifications explaining cost of

machines and tools, etc., etc; capacities of our machines, \" to 7^"'.

Cleveland Automatic Machine Company
Eastern Representative Western Representative

J. B Anderson 2450 North 30th Cleveland, OhlO, U.S.A. Herbert E. Nunn 562 Washington

Street, Philadelphia, Pa. ' ' Boulevard, Chicago, 111.

Foreign Representatives—Chas. Churchill & Co., London, Manchester, Newcastle-on-Tyne and Glasgow. Messrs. Schuchardt &

Schutte, Berlin, St. Petersburg, Stockholm and Copenhagen. Alfred H. Schutte, Cologne, Brussels, Liege, Paris, Milan and Bilbao.

Donauwerk Ernst Krause & Co., Austria, Hungary and the Balkan States.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Mais Motor Trucks

litems, 2 tons, 2s tons, 3 tons capacity

 

It is generally conceded that Mais motor trucks

represent the best in design, workmanship and

material which has so far appeared on the Ameri

can market. They have earned this reputation

both in competition and service. And naturally

they are used by some of the leading mercantile

houses in the country.

Mais trucks are now being built by a company which has been thoroughly

reorganized and capitalized at $1,000,000. It is therefore, in position to

give complete protection to its customers.

We are supplying standard chasses for any

type of body supplied by customers.

Limited territory open to agents—Factory capacity doubled.

Mais Motor Truck Company

Indianapolis

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A Steadily Increasing Demand

Is the Best Proof of Satisfaction

The number of motor truck tires changed from other makes to Goodrich

Wireless during July was 286, during August 421, and during September 481.

The number of truck owners who thus insured themselves against tire

trouble was 100 in July, 156 in August and 185 in September, and the

different lines of business numbered 49, 56 and 64 respectively. 12 differ

ent makes of tires were replaced.

"BUILT ON STEEL

WEAR LIKE STEEL"

 

GOODRICH

WIRELESS

MOTOR-TRUCK

TIRES

Demountable-Block-Pretted-on-Electric )

 

A tire for Every Day—A type for every service.

The Tire that satisfies.

The B. F. Goodrich Co.

AKRON, OHIO

Branches in all principal cities.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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KisselKarTrucks
 

Fifty-two miles and back in twelve

hours with over four tons

This KisselKar Truck carried 8,600 pounds of miscellaneous merchandise from Albany, N. Y., to

Great Barrington, Mass.

The distance is fifty-two miles each way, some of it over the most difficult grades of the Berkshire Hills.

Yet the truck was back in its garage twelve hours after starting time.

The owners, the Albany Trucking and Storage Company, consider this record a remarkable one.

It was creditable, but there are hundreds of other KisselKar Trucks in service doing just such

duty every day.

Let us strip this Albany truck of its body and take a close look at its construction.

We find the frame of staunchest channel steel, 39 inches in width.

Every vital part—aside from the motor—is Chrome Vanadium anti-fatigue steel—the toughest and

most resilient process metal known. The gears, transmission, steering parts, drive shafts, differential—all

are vanadiumized.

The front axles are heavy steel forgings—the rear axles solid.

The motor is the famous Kissel four cylinder type (cast in pairs) of fifty horse power, size 4| x 5.

The transmission has four speeds. Fourth speed allows fifteen miles an hour without racing the engine.

The tires are five inch solid in front and dual in rear on 156 inch wheel base.

There is a differential lock, enabling the driver by merely pushing a lever to lock both rear wheels together, so that the

traction of the wheel on firm ground can pull the other out, an invaluable device where roads are muddy or rutty.

KisselKar Trucks are built in carrying capacities of 1500 pounds, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 tons.

Each model is constructed to sustain every word and dot of the Kissel guarantee.

To clinch KisselKar supremacy, the Kissel Motor Car Co. offers a service system that is incomparable. Stations in all

principal cities, manned with factory-trained experts and equipped with a full stock of parts. This equipment relieves truck owners

of all mechanical care.

Write for facts and figures proving the economy of KisselKar Trucks in your line.

KISSEL MOTOR CAR CO., 138 Kissel Ave., Hartford, Wis.

BOSTON NEW YORK CHICAGO MILWAUKEE KANSAS CITY LOS ANGELES

Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, El Paso, San Antonio, New Orleans, Baltimore, Omaha, Butte, Denver, San Francisco. Seattle. Portland, Duluth, Buffalo,

Pittsburg, Hartford, Conn., New Haven, Albany, Troy, Montreal, Quebec, Toronto, Winnipeg, and 200 other principal points throughout America.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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SECTIONALS

At this season of the year with slippery pavements to contend with the

danger of accidents through tire skidding is eliminated by the use of Kelly-

Springfield Sectionals. "They can't skid" and the use of tire chains becomes

unnecessary.

Their increased adoption by experienced truck owners warrants your careful

investigation if you are seeking maximum tire efficiency at minimum tire cost.

A few of the numerous reasons in favor of Kelly-Springfield Sectionals are as

follows:

1. The wearing out of one section of a Kelly-Springfield tire does not

necessitate complete re-tiring—simply the replacement ot one

section.

2. Kelly-Springfield tires are less affected by heat than the continuous

type, because they are air cooled between sections. This is im

portant, since it is heat that burns up tires.

3. Kelly-Springfield tires have double the resiliency because they have

plenty of room to expand lengthwise as well as laterally.

Think these reasons over and then write us for further details.

KELLY-SPRINGFIELD TIRE COMPAMY

New York, N. Y., and Akron, Ohio

Boston, Mass. Chicago, 111. Philadelphia, Pa. St. Louis, Mo. Detroit. Mich.

BRANCHES: Atlanta, Ga. Cincinnati, 0. San Francisco. Cal. Los Angeles. Cal Buffalo, N Y

Cleveland. 0. Baltimore, Md. Seattle, Wash..

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"NATCO" One Ton Stake Truck

Wheel Base— 104 in. Motor—4 cylinder, 3H in. bore, 5 in. stroke. Change Gear—Selective

Type, three forward speeds. Power Transmission—Side chain drive, chains encased. Left

side drive. Central control. Tires—Quick detachable. 36 in. by 31 in., front and rear. Weight

of chassis—2700 pounds. Length over all— 14 ft., with 8 ft. pay load body. Transmission

and Counter Shaft mounted on F. & S. heavy type annulars. Axle Bearings—Timken.

Chassis Price: $1925*00, seat, tank and equipment included.

WHY THE "NATCO"?

FOR BUYERS:

Because "Natco" Trucks are backed

by the National policy, honest

product, prompt service and

fair dealing.

Because "Natco" Trucks are de

signed and constructed to meet

specific service requirements.

They arc in no sense an ex

periment.

Because "Natco" Trucks are pro

duced by a factory organization

which has been held intact for

fifteen years.

Because "Natco" service is backed

by forty years of manufactur

ing, marketing and transporta

tion experience.

Because "Natco" representatives arc

equipped and qualified to ren

der efficient service.

FOR DEALERS:

Because our development policy is conservative, safe

and sure. We consumed sixteen months in

developing our first model to a point where we

could safely risk our reputation as well as yours

on its satisfactory performance in every class

of service.

Because our manufacturing policy is one which in

sures the buyer and dealer against unnecessary

risks and financial loss.

Because 74% of every "NATCO" Truck is made in

our own factory.

Because we have direct supervision over every oper

ation from the raw material to the finished

unit. The production of motor trucks on this

basis requires extensive resources and manufac

turing facilities, but it is the only possible

guarantee of uniformity, interchangcability and

refinement.

Because the "NATCO" marketing policy is co-opera

tive and produces results in concrete form.

Send for December series "OUR NATIONAL POLICY,"

if it dees not reach vou on or before the 10th instant.

NATIONAL MOTOR TRUCK CO.

\

■■::■.'■

i
■

:

s

Under tame management at

National Cycle A Mfg. Co.
BAY CITY, MICHIGAN

H
1 W

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Ross

Steering and Differential

Gears
 

FOR 1913
In designing your new models or making changes in your present models,

investigate ROSS steering and differential gears. They are the standard on

motor trucks, and are the result of six years experience.

The highest grade material is used throughout their construction, and

they are subject to the most rigid inspection.

FURTHERMORE, they are made in the best built, newest and most com

pletely equipped mechanical parts factory in this country.

Ross Gear & Tool Co.

Heath and Eighth Streets Lafayette, Indiana, U. S. A.

 

New building for Ross Gear S. Tool Company, Lafayette, Ind.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Lauth-Juergens Trucks

1-2-3 and 5 Ton

 

Lauth-Juergens One Ton Truck.

Lauth-Juergens' trucks have proven theya re in a class by themselves. They have shown their

efficiency in almost every line of trade. They are not only made of the best materials and

workmanship, but they are backed by a corporation who will not put their name to a guarantee

they cannot or wiil not fulfill. The purchaser of a Lauth-Juergens truck is insured prompt and

efficient service, either direct from the factory, or through our agents. Responsible agents who

desire to handle a first class truck should communicate with us at once regarding territory for

1913. Send for a large complete catalogue. Address,

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.

Fremont, Ohio

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES:

Boston, Mass.. Meyer Abrams & Co.

Chicago, 111.. Oleson-Juergens Co.

Newark , N. j.. Merchants Motor Car Co.

Bridgeport, Conn., Jennings Sherwood Carriage Co.

Barre, Vt., Perry Auto Co.

Washington. D. C. Warren Motor Sales Co.

Danville, Va. West End Motor Car Co.

South Boston. Va.. Franklin & Fowlkes.

Di-.luth, Minn., Mutual Auto Co.

Memphis, Tenn., W. R. McDonald & Co.

Detroit.pMich., Bleil Motor Truck Sales Agency.

Toledo, Ohio. Grasser Motor Car Co.

Charleston, W. Va., Hugh Nicholson.

Los Angeles, Cal., P. A. Brink.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Standard Parts

For Motor Truck Builders

Q With the exception of springs and wookwork, we manufacture

a complete line of standard parts for motor trucks of 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 ton rating.

<I We will gladly furnish prints of chassis of models which can be

built up from parts we make.

•J Firms engaged in the production of motor wagons should not

overlook the importance of investment entailed by providing

both factory space and facilities for assembling. Money must

be freely spent for this purpose for a number of years to come,

while throughout the period the models produced will be gradu

ally assuming final form. Whatever this minimum investment

may be, it must be apparent at the outset that the only way

to keep it low, and at the same time maintain factory output,

is to draw upon the engineering skill and resources of the parts

maker, who in order to exist must provide unusual facilities for

quantity production and anticipate every change in a very

sensitive market.

<J We have the reputation for doing big things in a big way. Our

large plant and our talented engineering force are wholly at

your service in order to simplify your problems of production.

^ If you need advice from a firm which has acquired experience

in the making of motor truck parts—and knows the arduous

duty to which they are subjected in commercial practice—

consult us.

Blue Prints on Application.

Driggs - Seabury Ordnance Corporation

SHARON. PENNA.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"The Emblem of Efficiency.

CHASE MODELJ
THE TWO TON TRUCK OF DEMONSTRATED EFFICIENCY

 

Model J Express, Capacity 4000 lbs. Price $2200

Noted for Great Power and Simplicity

The heaviest Chase Model — 4000 lbs. capacity—is worth the careful attention

of all prospective purchasers of a two ton truck. The staunch construction, the fine

strong lines and extremely moderate price cannot help but win the approval of dis

cerning business men.

While one of our later models, Model J has been time tried and tested by

leading merchants and manufacturers and its great popularity is already assured.

Model J is particularly suitable for handling coal in bulk or in bag, ice, coke,

lumber, beer, cornices, heavy hardware, plate glass and furniture. Its use is recom

mended to all business houses requiring a truck with plenty of room and capable of

being easily and economically handled, yet one not so large and expensive that the

matter of returning empty is an important factor in its upkeep.

If you are looking for a quick selling line—something for every delivery need up

to two tons, study the Chase line — famous everywhere for completeness and di

versity of usage.

6 MODELS—500 to 4,000 LBS. CAPACITY—ALL STYLES OF BODIES

CHASE MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY
SYRACUSE. N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Send for

this book.

 

THE modern up-to-date drive for

both touring cars and trucks

is a steel worm and a bronze worm

wheel. Our gear metals long ago

passed the experimental stage.

We have been manufacturing worm

drives for nearly 100 years for all

kinds of machinery from turret

turning gear to lifting bridges,

elevators, marine railways, etc.,

and we are now furnishing our

worm gearing for automobiles.

Cramp's

Gear Bronzes

for

Rear Axle Drive

Buy Your Bronze

in America

OUR metals will better resist

wear and abrasion, have longer

life and higher efficiency than

any other gearing metals and have

the great strength necessary to

resist heavy starting torque.

They are designed to withstand

excessive strain and shock and

this strength is given to them

without impairing their wearing

and antifrictional qualities.

There is no need of importing bronze wheels for worm drives.

We manufacture better material and you

save DUTY, FREIGHT and TIME.

THE WILLIAM CRAMP & SONS SHIP & ENGINE BUILDING GO.

Philadelphia, Pa.

S

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Cables! "Gearing- Hudd

Codes: ABC, 5th Ed. 4. Llebers

1All Our Worm Gearing for Motor Work Is Cut

and Hobbed on Special Machines, Designed and

Built by Ourselves and * Finished by a Patent

Process Which Gives A^ Higher Efficiency

and G'r eater M ^ Bearing Area.,

1
 

We are Supplying Our Worm Gears to Many of

the Leading Truck and Car Builders of the World

Particulars Required for Estimating: —

Normal Horse Power of Engine, Speed, Best Ratio of Reduction to Suit

Your Vehicle.

David Brown & Sons, Ltd., Huddersfield, England

—Largest Worm Gear Specialists—

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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NATIONAL

In Two Buildings

ForTwoWfeeks ■„

Central;)

Palace 'II

AUTOMOBILE

SHOW

January 20 to 2 5

Commercial Cars

..exington

4bth-47thSt

, Madison Square Garden

\ Madison Ave, 2(?th-27th St

(Gasoline and Electric)

Parts and Accessories

January 11 to IS

Pleasure Cars

(Gasoline and Electric)

Motorcycles

Parts and Accessories

 

pi01 ll X

One Admission To Both Buildings

-\

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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GRAMM TWCK5

GRAMM transportation plans and

truck equipment have done more

toward economically re-organiz

ing transportation problems than any

other means yet introduced.

Investigate.

Please Address Dept. 11,

The Gramm Motor Truck Company

Lima, Ohio

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Eyes of the Oven!
 

Looking out from the Ovens (Heat Treating Compartments)

at temperature of 1500° Fahrenheit.

Work

wondrously well done requires fore

sight, constant care and pyrometers.

^^^ Heat-Treatment

is the climax of such attention and assures

Superior Drop-forgings

If you are interested in a valuable line of stock

Crank Shafts,

Connecting Rods,

Valve Stems,

Igniter Levers,

Rod and Yoke Ends,

Mechanics and

Engineering Tools, etc.,

send for pocket edition of (just out) 1912 catalogue, or

for forgings to order send your blue prints for estimate.

See Samples at Auto Show, Space 51 Coliseum

J. H. WILLIAMS & COMPANY

Superior Drop-forgings

No. 69 Richards St., BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Chicago Warehouse and Office: 40 South Clinton St.

 

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Here Is a Delivery CarThat Practically Sells Itself

The

Delivery

Car

Panel Body - - $1800'

Elpreis Body

with Top- - $1775

Open Boi Body $1775

Stake Body - - $1775 I

Police P.trol - $2325

Ambulance - - $2325

Hotel 'But • - $2325

 

The Lippard- Stewart Model "E" 1500 Lbs. Delivery Car— 30 H. P.

It's the Record of a Car that Counts. As a business man

you know that the worth— the reputation— of any deliv

ery car depends entirely upon that car's ability to give the

maximum of efficient and economical service under the

most adverse conditions for a long period of time. What

the Lippard-Stewart Delivery Car has done and how well

it has done it and IS doing it is evidenced by the complete

satisfaction this car is giving its owners.

Here Is a Real Delivery Car— designed and built a Delivery

Car from the ground up. Not a compromise— not a

commercial body on a pleasure car chassis but a practical

commercial vehicle that is a leader in its class. Strong,

dependable and serviceable — low in first cost—economi-

ca' in upkeep—a car that will deliver more goods over a

wider territory at less cost per package than was ever

thought possible. These statements are not merely the

claims of an enthusiastic manufacturer; they are absolute

facts.

Analyze the Car Closely. Examine its perfect chassis. Strong

yet simple in construction with its frame built heavier and

wider at the point of greatest stress and reinforced with

corner gusset plates. Note the 30 H. P. Continental

Motor. As a dealer— a man who knows cars— your

own knowledge of this motor will evidence its efficiency.

Consider the rugged cone clutch and the transmission

strong enough for a 50 H. P. Car. Observe the shaft drive,

the differential, the simplicity of construction practised

throughout the entire building of the car. Note the easy

get-at-ability of every important mechanical part, even

when the car is loaded. Note also the left-hand drive and

simple controlling lever, and how easy the car can be

operated. Look at the perfect spring suspension that

assures easy riding and minimizes wear and tear. Then—

Consider the Price of the Car— its sound dollar for dollar

value. Compare it with any delivery car apparently com

peting with it and its superiority is at once established.

Then as a dealer form your own conclusions as to the

car's value as a business investment— its ready saleability

and the quick turnover of capital it assures, and last but

not least—

Note the Comprehensive Lippard-Stewart Line— the vol

ume of sales it makes possible— a line that offers you a

car to meet the specific demands of practically every firm

or individual who needs a delivery car regardless of their

business— a line that will build for you a profitable and in

creasing business upon the firm basis of satisfied cus

tomers.

Read These Special Features of Lippard-Stewart Construc

tion. Capacity, 1500 lbs., Continental 30 H. P. Motor,

Eiseman Magneto, Brown-Lipe Selective Transmission,

Cone Clutch, Full Floating Timken Rear Axle, Timken

Roller Bearings throughout, Special Spring Suspension,

Left-hand Drive, Pneumatic Tires, 35 x 4J Front and

Rear— full equipment of Lamps and Tools.

We Want Good Dealers Everywhere. We have a splendid

opportunity to offer first-class, up-to-date energetic men—

men who can measure up to our standard of integrity and

business ability. If we have no dealer in your town and

if you are the logical man to represent us— a man who

can grasp the big possibilities of our proposition and handle-

it in the way it should be handled, wire us instantly.

We will Exhibit at the New York, Boston and Chicago Shows.

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co.

Buffalo, New York

AUQUST BECKER, President E. J. BARCALO, Treasurer

J. C. MILLAR, Secretary C. S. DALQUIST, Chief Engineer

W. F. REYNOLDS, Sales Manager

LIPPARD-STEWART MOTOR CAR CO. (P.W.)

Buflalo, N. Y.

Please send catalogue and dealer's proposition Immediately.

Name

Street

City State

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Hyatt Quiet Bearings

 

QUIET BEARINGS are essential to present day axles and

transmissions. Noise must be eliminated.

Sound is produced by the vibratory motion of any solid sub

stance. Sudden shocks or jars produce vibrations. Rigid

bearings transmit and intensify them.

The flexibility of the Hyatt Roller cushions shocks—absorbs

vibrations—hence reduces noise. An actual test will demon

strate these facts conclusively.

Sixty-five thousand transmissions are equipped with Hyatt

Quiet Bearings this reascn.

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co.
Detroit, Michigan

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Selden Truck
The Sturdiest One-Ton Truck on the Market

Price $2000
 

Selden One-ton Chassis, including Seat and Equipment, $2,000.00. Body extra.

The Selden Truck is produced by a Company with long experience in motor car building,

whose guarantee for years has been as good as if backed by a gold bond.

It is built for business. Every vital part has been constructed with a large factor of safety,

heavier and stronger than even the highest standards require, so that it will more than meet

the demands of hard, constant service.

The Selden Truck has a rated capacity of one ton, and we sell it to carry a one-ton load:

but we claim that, because of its high grade and substantial construction, it will stand up better

under hard work and will be more economical than any other truck of its class.

Some of the Selden's good features:

Low Price. Dry Plate Clutch.

Unit Power Plant. Large Fuel Capacity.

Long Stroke Motor. Efficiency and Economy.

Single Control.

Large Factor of Safety.

Sealed Engine Governor.

The Most Progressive Step in the Automobile Industry

In order to place the Selden truck'within easy reach of the thousands of merchants and manu

facturers who can't conveniently take the necessary cash out of their busincs s all at once, we

have inaugurated a partial payment plan that will appeal to every progressive business man.

We will sell you the Selden Truck direct or through our nearest

agent on the following terms:

$500.00 on delivery of truck and balance in twelve monthly payments.

The Selden truck is easy to buy and easy to pay for.

We have some valuable territory open for live, responsible agents who are looking

for the best selling proposition ever offered. Write at once, giving sales and

service facilities.

SELDEN TRUCK SALES COMPANY

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

Please mention (he "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Right Here is a Crucial Point

of Your Car

The front axle of your car must

not give way.

It's the part that protects your life and the

lives of your friends.

Head on, it meets all the shocks from rough

roads and withstands the constant vibration.

Human safety demands the utmost in

good axle and bearing construction.
 

They are found at the front of a majority of the leading

makes of motor cars— pleasure and commercial.

Doing valiant service. Protecting thousands of lives.

Giving comfort and satisfaction in driving.

Why Timken Axles and Bearings are Meeting the Test

■-

 

Timken- Detroit Axles are made by an organization

of men absolutely, and wholly devoted to one idea—good

axle buildinff.

Men who work together—in unison—who have worked

together for years—whose experience goes way back into

the era of horse-drawn vehicles.

Men who built successful axles for the earliest motor

car — hoth pleasure and commercial.

Men who have added to their own the experience of

all the thousands of users of Timken-Deiroil Axles.

Men who make a special study of axle dewgn in the

light of all domestic and foreign practice.

Men who care so much for the reputation of Timkcn-

Detroil Axles that they do not neglect the least clement of

design nor risk imperfection in the smallest part.

The integrity nnd ide;d* of such an organization are

:1k- best giKiranter to the builder and owner of a tnotoi car.

Material-;, method*—the finished product are but the

exprL-^-ion of that integrity and those ideals.

s owe their superiorityTiinken Tapered Roller Bearing

o the principles of their design.

They are correct in theory—proven in practice.

The ideal motor-car bearing must do four things:

1. It must reduce friction loss to the minimum. Timken

Bearings do reduce it to a negligible quantity.

2. // must carry the hem test possible toad in proportion to

its size. Timken Bearincs do this because they carry the

loud on the whole length of rollers, instead of the points of

balls.

3. // must meet side pressure, or end thrust. Tin- roller*

in a Timken Bearing carry end thrust, too, along their

whole length—because they are tapered and revolve at an

anj;le to the shaft.

4. // must be adjustable for wear. The Timken Bear

ing is the one bearing t_h.it can be adjusted io take up

the minute wear without sacrificing any of its char

acteristics.

You can get the whole story of axle and bcarins im

portance and construction by writing to either add rest

below for the Timken 1'iimer*. T-3 "On the Care an 1

Character of Bcarine.i," and T-4 "On the Anatomy of

Automobile Axles."

 

THE TIMKEN-DETROIT AXLE CO., DETROIT, MICH.

THE TIMKEN ROLLER BEARING CO., CANTON, OHIO

jRla

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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INDIANA-TRUCKS
 

CARRY

50%

OVERLOAD

 

INDIANA MOTOR

TRUCKS
will be exhibited at

First Regiment Armory

CHICAGO. ILL.

February 10-15, 1913

POWERFUL

RUTENBER

MOTORS

2 —AND— 3 -TON—SIZES
]

NO freak experimental construction is used in INDIANA Trucks—they arc models of sim

plicity, built extra strong, and they do the work with great economy and remarkable

efficiency. Take our Rutenber Commercial type motor-— where can you get more

downright worthiness ? Our special disc clutch obviates all shock to the mechanism — nat

urally that gives the INDIANA longer life. Artillery type wheels, all steel castings. Van

adium channel steel frames. Let us ask you, do such features appeal to a business man ?

Two INDIANA Trucks replaced 24 horses on a stage line in Kentucky; 2 used by. a whole

sale house in Pittsburgh replaced 12 horses. In Pittsburgh they mount steep hills with heavy

loads, do it quicker, are more satisfactory, and are always on the job. INDIANA Trucks

possess practical mechanical features that you cannot argue aside, features that solve the

everyday trucking problem of the business man—features that make INDIANA Trucks more

dependable than just ordinary trucks.

AGENTS—Get our liberal agency contract, if still open, for your territory. The INDIANA agency pos

sesses money value—agents everywhere are making big money on the INDIANA. We furnish our INDIANA

agents aggressive sales literature, presenting an array of facts that a prospective buyer cannot ignore. Get the

INDIANA agency, get into the harness yourself and pull, get our co-operation. If we cannot convince the

truck buyer absolutely of the merit of a number of our INDIANA features over those of any other motor

trucks in existence, it will be because he is deaf to logic and reasoning. Write us now, today. Do not delay.

HARWOOD-BARLEY MFG. CO.,
207 Indiana Avenue

MARION, INDIANA

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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ONE TON EQUIPMENT

CONSISTING OF

3-F-A-l Front Axle and R-A-l Rear Axle

E-ll Brakes J-l Jackshaft

Is Now Ready!

hJ

i -

 

Get maximum service from your trucks by

demanding that they be equipped

with SHELDON SPRINGS

and AXLES.

 

SHELDON

EQUIPMENTS designed

by the best engineers; manufactured

by skilled mechanics, especially trained for the

work; made from the best of material scientifically treated—■

guarantees service, because SHELDON EQUIPMENTS are tested by

actual service as illustrated.

SHELDON AXLE COMPANY, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

es

 

DETROIT BRANCH: I21S WOODWARD AVE. CHICAGO BRANCH: 68 E. 12th ST

fW*-£

zA

 

Please mention the '"Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A Net Profit of $397.50 I
 

in ten days with a

1 500 - 2000 lb. motor wagon was

made by this expressman during

a convention week.
 

1500-2000 lb. Capacity, $1100, with Express Body

This "Little Giant" motor wagon hauled baggage for 100 to 175 miles

per day for 10 days preceding a convention and worked 24 hours a

day. A net profit of $397.50 was yielded.

Send for Booklet No. 115, the "Anatomy of the 'Little Giant' "

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company

1010 Fisher Bldg., CHICAGO BRANCHES EVERYWHERE 50 Church St., NEW YORK

r>iiMiiiiMiiMiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiMiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiniimii iniiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniii?

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS / \

FOR

TOURING

AND

COMMERCIAL

CARS

 

LEFEVER

PLANETARY

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

FOR

COMMERCIAL

CARS

Compare a LEFEVER Transmission or Jack Shaft with the LEFEVER $1000.00

Grade Gun. You will find at every point the fine construction that has made

the name LEFEVER famous

LEFEVER

SELECTIVE

TRANSMISSIONS

AND

JACK SHAFTS

with ONE ROD

CONTROL LEVER

But one point of registra

tion, this in the transmis

sion case. Bolt the shift

lever to the frame and

the assembling is com

plete. This special con

struction eliminates all

trouble arising from

binding of shift levers

caused by any uneven-

ness in road bed.

 

GEARS

OF

LASTING

FAME

CLAIRE L.

BARNES & CO.

Direct Factory ReprerentatiTe

CHICAGO

DETROIT

CLEVELAND

LEFEVER-ARMS CO., 3 Maitbie St., Syracuse, N.Y.,U.S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"The Menominee"^"
1500 lbs. Carrying Capacity. Express or Stake Body

2000 lbs. Carrying Capacity, Express or Stake Body

$1200.00

$1500.00

 

Express Body

 

Special Features in

"The Menominee"

Four - cylinder unit power

plant, three point suspen

sion.

Sliding gear transmission.

Gear Reduction.

Shaft drive.

Full-floating rear axle.

Three-point platform ^spring

suspension. ,vt— /

Easy accessibility to'all parts.

Beautiful in design.

B^

Panel Body

Simplicity,

Practicability

and

Durability

Are the potent features which have

made " The Menominee " Motor

Truck recognized as the Commer

cial Car meeting the exact de

mands of the trade and the best

seller on the market.

 

Express Body with Top Over Driver's Seat

 

Stake Body

Send for our free Illustrated Catalog and Agency Proposition

D. F. POYER COMPANY
MENOMINEE ...... MICHIGAN

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The True Value of a Motor Wagon

Depends on its Freedom from

Interruption of Service

The jIukIs/ui is built on that idea

Tested in many lines of business—Strongly endorsed by users in every section

EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY OF DESIGN AND APPEARANCE

 

SV^^Utt 1000-1300 Lbs.

Capacity 1500-2000 Lbs.
Chassis, $1200

Chassis, $1600

PROMPT DELIVERIES

Dealers of highest standing are invited to inquire

for territory, giving sales and service facilities.

Writs for catalog

The Bowling Green Motor Car Company

Bowling Green, Ohio

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Read This Account of the Performance

of the "Hoosier Limited" 1^-ton Trucks

in Express Service in Philadelphia

 

"Hoosier Limited" 1 1-ton truck in express service of C. J. Carney, Philadelphia

MESSRS. FRINGE BROS. CO., Philadelphia. Oct. 14. 1912.

Gentlemen:

Yours of the 11th Inst, to hand and contents noted. In answer I will say I bought a Deeatur truck In September, 1911, and

have run it every day since with the exception of one, which was our own fault, not the fault of the truck, from 73Q a. m to 9 p. m.

It has Riven us perfect satisfaction, and I think it's the best truck on the market today by far, for the money.

I bought another Decatur truck September 1, 1012. Have not had to make an adjustment on it so far. We load these trucks

tn their full capacity and keep them on the move all the lime. The first truck has cost me $14.58 for repairs up to date exclusive of

tires. 1 have my second set of tires on and consider the truck as good as new after running thirteen months, I have used two

other makes of trucks which gave mc a lot of trouble which I expect to replace with Decatur trucks after the first of the year. I

have men running the Decatur whom I took off the team and who had but one and one-half day's instruction. I have looked up a

great many other makes <-f trucks, and I would not consider any of them In the class or the Decatur.

Hoping this will be of service to you. I remain. Yours respectfully, ,

(Signed) C. J. CARNEY.

P. S. Since the Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., opened a branch here In Philadelphia the service is excellent.

This letter from a Philadelphia user of "Hoosier Limited" trucks is in response

to an inquiry by M. Fringe Bros. Co., Philadelphia, cigar manufacturers.

Write for Catalog

GRAND RAPIDS MOTOR TRUCK CO.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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TLANTI
15he

LONG DISTANCE

ELECTRIC TRUCK
 

  

Especially Suited for Express, Transfer and Professional Haulage.

Built in 1, 2, 3i and 5 Ton Capacities.

ATLANTIC VEHICLE CO., 1600 Broadway, New York City

Factory: NEWARK, N.J. 10 P. O. SQ., BOSTON

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE NEW ERA OF ROAD TRANSPORTATION

Men Who Make Their Living out of Road Haulage Must

Familiarize Themselves with the Most

Up-to-date Methods Known

MORE than 6,500 power wagons, valued at $16,-

000,000, are being used in the United States

today in the express, transfer and professional

haulage business. A year ago the number was not more

than 2,000, and the investment $5,000,000. Twelve months

hence there will be in this business not less than 15,000

machines, worth $35,000,000. During the next year, then,

expressmen and road haulage contractors will buy 8,500

motor trucks at a cost of $19,000,000, and these machines

will do the work of 70,000 horses.

* * *

What Will Be the Effect on Horse Operators?

The question that naturally arises in connection with

these figures is : What will be the effect upon professional

horse operators of this present heavy buying of power

wagons and the still heavier purchases that will be made

in the near future?

Before making a direct reply, and in order to dispose

of the possible accusation of taking snap judgment in a

serious matter, it will be well to go back a little and con

sider the history of the power-driven truck in the express,

transfer and professional haulage business.

* * *

The Case of the Adams Express Company.

The Adams Express Company, which,, as everyone

knows, makes its living entirely out of transportation—

rail and road—began experimenting with the motor truck

in 1901. The first five machines were coal-burning steam

trucks of 5 tons' capacity. For various reasons they were

not a success and soon found their way to the junk pile.

But that was nearly 12 years ago, which is an extremely

remote period in the motor truck industry.

During the next two years, 1902 and 1903, the Adams

All of the best motor trucks on the Amer

Express Company began experimenting with the electric

truck. The experiments continued until 1905, when a

quantity order for these silent-running power wagons was

placed. Those early electrics are still in service, and as a

result of their excellent showing, the Adams Express Com

pany has continued buying machines, until today it has

485 of them, electric and gasoline, in operation, and rep

resenting an investment of over $1,000,000.

Big Express Companies All Buying Motors.

This, then, was the case of the Adams Express Com

pany: As early as 1901, horses were found inadequate

and machines were tried, at first unsuccessfully. Four

years of experimentation followed, and the motor wagon

idea was proved practical. In the seven years which fol

lowed, the company invested over $1,000,000 in motors

alone, and about $300,000 more in garage and service

equipment. This in itself is a complete vindication for

the power wagon.

A noteworthy feature in the later activities of the

Adams Express Company is the fact that its new road

haulage services are being placed from their very inception

on an all-motor basis. Witness the case of Detroit, where

20 G-M-C electrics go into service next month.

The American Express Company is little, if any, be

hind the Adams in its wholesale adoption of the machine

idea. This company has now 352 power wagons of all

kinds, including 28 electric baggage trucks at the North

Station, Boston, Mass. These represent a total investment

of over $800,000. Large expenditures for garage equip

ment bring the total to well over the million-dollar mark.

Wells Fargo & Company Express has 42 machines and

is considering the immediate purchase of 200 more. The

icon market are advertised in this issue.
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United States Express Company has 53 machines in serv

ice. The Long Island Express Company has 36. All of

these big express companies have many motor trucks on

order—some because they have proved the economy and

utility of the power wagon in their own experience; others

because the superior service of their rivals has forced im

mediate adoption of the machine.

* * *

A New Development In the Haulage Field.

Five big express companies, as already related, hare

odcV power wagons in actual service, and are replacing their

horse wagons by machines as fast as circumstances will

permit. But zfast as is the number of machines and the

investment they represent, there is six times as many motor

trucks in the senice of professional operators all over the

country.

The large buying of power wagons by the big express

companies has been watched with the keenest interest by

men of brains and money. They argued, and not without

reason, that if the large horse operators, with their great

overhead expenses charged in part against the machines,

could afford to invest in motors, the smaller men with little

or no overhead could make relatively an even better show

ing.

First, one or two of the big horse wagon professionals,

like the H. C. & A. I. Piercy Company of New York City,

began to experiment with motor wagons which were leased

on contract to their horse wagon customers. Piercy's

fleet, by the way, now amounts to 47 machines, and his

remaining 160 horses and 80 wagons will soon be super

seded by motor trucks.

The second development was the entry into the profes

sional motor wagon haulage field of men who knew noth

ing about horse wagon practice. Nearly all of the horse

men pooh-poohed the idea. They openly laughed at it.

In Chicago, the Star Motor Delivery Company started

about six months ago with 6 power wagons. Today it has

26, which are doing the work of 250 horses. This time

next year the Star company will have 100 more machines,

at least—and that is only a beginning. And the manage

ment of this concern had absolutely no previous experience

in the sale of road transportation.

The Star Motor Delivery Company is only one of over

1.300 similar concerns, and all but about 300 of these have

suddenly sprung into being this year. Some of them have

only one or two machines; others have 10, 20 or 30; but

nearly all of them are growing fast and making money,

and not a few are doing quite as well in their way as the

Star company, whose experience is related in another part

of this issue.

+ * *

Where Does the Business Come From?

One will .ask, where does the business come from to

support these new motor wagon professionals, and why?

There are several answers. Economy and superior service

are the chief reasons why business houses prefer the motor

wagon professional to the horse operator. A desire to be

up to date and the advertising value of the newer practice

,ire also prominent factors.

Up to the present the motor wagon operator has not

One of three 5-ton G. V. electrics used by a profess onal haulage

contractor In Detroit.

Two cf five Lauth-Juergens gas trucks used by the Brinks Express

Co. In Los Angeles, Cal.

A G-M-C gas truck with a big load of oranges In transfer work on

the Pacific Coast.

One of two KIsselKars used by a Chicago moving concern.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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found it necessary to drum very hard for his business. It

has come to him easily, much of it unsolicited.

Furniture dealers like the swiftness and the easy-riding

qualities of the finely spring-suspended, rubber-tired ma

chine. The majority prefer the gasoline type, but many

are quite partial to the electric. The baker is glad to get

rid of his stables and the offensive odor of manure and the

presence of the pestiferous fly. He will pay a high pre

mium for electric service, for it brings him a discriminat

ing clientele that makes heavy purchases and discounts its

bills. The building contractor will hire machines at almost

any price when inclement weather disorganizes horse

transportation and threatens to hold up important work

that must be finished on time under a heavy penalty for

delays. Even the florist and the men's outfitter must em

ploy the most up-to-date motor delivery wagons in these

days of superior styles and keen competition. And so it

goes. Sometimes it is a question of saving money, as in

express work or brick hauling. Again it is quick delivery,

or immunity from weather disturbances. Occasionally,

valuable land now encumbered with rangy stables and

barns must be released for business buildings. At other

times it is necessary to extend the delivery service into the

suburbs or even to distant towns where rail service is scant

or too slow or expensive. A thousand and one reasons

there may be—but whatever the cause, the power wagon

has arrived and is encroaching visibly and surely on the

field hitherto monopolized by the horse and the suburban

and intercity railroads.

 

One of 4 Randolph gasoline trucks In the service of the Pasadena

Electric Express Co., Pasadena, Cai.

 

Horse Operators Losing Business to Motor Professionals.

Some of this business is being diverted from the rail

roads—in cases where the power wagons travel over 20

miles or so from their base of operations. The rest of it,

and by far the larger portion, is being taken away from

the horse wagon operators. All of the Star Motor De

livery Company's customers formerly hired horse wagons

from such concerns as the Arthur Dixon Transfer Com

pany (which has about 700 horses), the Joseph Stockton

Transfer Company, the C. O. Olson Cartage Company,

and other big Chicago horse wagon operators. The Olson

concern has already begun to see the light and has bought

eight machines on the insistent demand of some of its

better class of leasing customers. Neither Stockton nor

Dixon has purchased any power wagons as yet, although

dozens of their customers are clamoring for machine serv

ice and some have even bought motors of their own.

The time was, and not so very long ago, when the in

difference of Dixon and Stockton to the motor wagon idea

caused many smaller horse operators to hang back. too.

But that period is past, for out of 75 motor zvagon profes

sionals in Chicago, no fewer than 6$ have (/militated in

f>art or in whole from the horse business.

* * *

Conversion or Extinction—Which?

These are not arguments. They are facts, immutable

and incontrovertible. Seven years ago the motor wagon

had demonstrated its economy and utility. Today, it has

done more than this. It has broken down prejudice.

Business men no longer look askance at the machine. They

A KisselKar In express work In Providence, R. I.

 

One of 4 Federal gas trucks used by the Emmons Drayng Co.. San

Francisco, Cal.

 

A 1500-lb. White used by the Suburban Delivery Company,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase of motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.
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A Couple-Gear front-drive electric leased by the Boston & Suburban

Electric Transfer Co.

 

A Packard In Chicago warehouse service.
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This Is

pa

one of 10 Packa

ny, Cincinnati

rds used by the Twigg Motor Delivery Cor

(Body made by the Highland Body Co.)

 

want it. They need it in their business. Their customers

demand it. The searching light of publicity in the daily

and the technical press has forced recognition of the motor

wagon idea. It is as useless and as childish to brush back

the tide with a broom, like the Danish king Canute of old,

as to try and stop the acceptance of the power wagon.

The weight of capital and of public opinion are back of it.

And its advance is irresistible and relentless. Those who

refuse now to convert their horse installations at least in

part to motor wagons must face the inevitable. The only

alternative is business extinction and the annihilation of

fixed investment.

Some will delay the process of conversion because of

the difficulty of raising the necessary capital. This is a

great mistake. Fixed investment in horse equipment alone

not only means stagnation in business, but actual retrogres

sion, as the, motor wagon opposition becomes more and

more developed. A declining business is not attractive to

capital. A genuinely expanding business can borrow all

the capital it needs. The addition of a number of motor

wagons to a professional horse operator's installation not

only means the retirement of a certain part of the horse

equipment and the absorption of the work of so many

horses. It means also an expansion into business the horse

cannot touch—longer hauls, quicker service on the short

hauls, greater continuity of effort, all-night work if need

be, and so on. This expansion of business means an add

ed asset value which commands respect—and cash—from

the bankers. The power wagon not only introduces eco

nomy and service; it injects the ginger into a failing or

ganisation, necessary and sufficient, in most cases, to put it

on the high road to success.

Cost of Horse Operation Is Increasing.

While the motor wagon is becoming, of its own advan

tages, increasingly and deservedly popular, the horse is

losing ground, not through any particular fault of his own.

but on account of the same universal complication of cir

cumstances that are causing an all-around increase in the

cost of living.

The accompanying figures are selected from statistics

published by the United States Department of Agriculture

and will be accepted as authentic without question. The

figures are based on Chicago sales, and the "high" prices

are taken in every case, for the month of December.

Cents per bushel, in various years. ,

1881. 1891. 1896. 1901. 1906. 1911.

63M: 59 23% 67H 46 70

46% 33% 18% 48% 35% 47%

,— Price per ton, in various years. x

Commodity— 1898. 1903. 1907. 1908.* 1909.* 1910.* 1911.*

Hay $10.50 $15.00 $21.50 $14.00 $17.00 $21.00 $25.00

The asterisk indicates average figures for whole year.

Ill Chicago, at the time of writing (November 26), the

retail prices of these commodities are as follows : Corn.

90 cents a bushel ; oats, 40 cents a bushel ; hay, $20.00 a

ton. And these prices are prevailing in spite of the fact

that the harvest of 1912 is the most bountiful in the history

of the country.

The cost of the horses themselves has, like nearly every

thing else, "gone up," too. The United States Department

of Agriculture gives average "farm values" for horses and

mules in various years, as abstracted in the subjoined

table :

Commodity-

Corn

Oats

1871.

39

A KisselKar gas truck In professional haulage.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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1871. 1881. 1891. 1S96.

Horses $71.14 $58.44 $67.00 $33.07

Mules 91.98 69.79 77.SS 43.29

1901. 1906. 1911.

$/,2.S(i $80.72 $111.46

63.97 98.31 125.92

Drivers, too, are increasing in price. Only last month

the horse wagon drivers of Chicago struck for an increase

in wages of $1.50 extra per week, and after they had suc

ceeded in tying up the city's road haulage traffic for one

day, the teaming companies acceded to their demands. In

cidentally, during that one day's strike, motor trucks were

in enormous demand for hiring purposes. The Star Mo

tor Delivery Company was offered as high as $70.00 per

day per machine for the hire of several of its trucks, and

every professional motor wagon operator who could spare

machines from his regular contract service got fancy prices

for the day.

The accompanying table shows the way in which horse

■wagon drivers' wages have "gone up"' during the past few

vears.

Type of Wagon— 1902. 1904. 1906. 1908. 1910. 1912.

Single wagon, 1 horse.... ..$11.00 $11.25 $11.25 $11.50 $12.00 $13.50

" 2 horses. . . .. 12.75 13.00 13.00 13.50 14.00 15.5(1

Double wagon, 2 horses.. . . 13.75 14.00 14.00 14.50 15.00 16.50

" " 3 horses. . . . 15.50 15.75 15.75 16.00 17.00 18.50

" " 4 horses. . . . 16.50 17.00 17.00 18.00 is. Oil 19.50

" " 6 horses. . . . 18.50 19.00 19.00 20.50 20.00 21.50

 

Overtime (year 1912), 30 cents per hour up to 8 p. m.

Horse Drivers Should Take Kindly to Machines.

These facts go to show that horse wagon drivers should

take kindly to the motor truck, for the pay is much higher

and the work is more manly and congenial. A man feels

more responsible and self-respecting while attending to a

machine than when acting the part of chambermaid to a

horse in a liverv stable.

In Chicago the chauffeurs' union has recently affiliated

with the horse wagon drivers' union, and the machine

drivers have been assigned a regular scale of wages some

what higher than that of the horsemen. But there is hardly

a motor wagon operator of prominence in the city who

does not pay much higher wages than the scale. The rea

son is obvious. The machine drivers have to handle ex

pensive equipment, and by good and conscientious work

they can make more money for their employers. So it is

only natural they should receive more wages. And they

do. But as one motor truck driver replaces anywhere from

two to six or more horse drivers, there is a great saving

in the wage account although the drivers do make more

money.

* * *

Why Horse Operators Should Study the Machine.

Any intelligent horse wagon operator, looking over the

splendid record of motor truck service in the following

pages, will be convinced of the economy, utility and per

manence of the machine, especially when it is considered

that more than ioo times as much practice could be shown

than what appears here. Some may want to invest in

motor wagon equipment immediately- Others, for one

reason or other, may decide to wait awhile. But every

man who makes his living out of road haulage owes it to

himself at least to become acquainted with the latest de

velopments in road transportation, and he must indeed be

a hide-bound conservative who will not admit that this

means the power zvagon.

There will always be skeptics and unbelievers who op

pose progress. During the building of the Suez canal, the

Parts and accessories are sometimes as importan

iKHfelini,?
kill
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A Mais power wagon, used by the San Antonio (Texas) Transfer &

Taxicab Co., carrying one of the horse outfits It displaced.

One of 6 Knox trucks used by the Derby Trucking Company,

Derby, Conn.

One of a fleet of Alcos (n transfer work.

This KisselKar does a big business around Chicago's north shore

suburbs.

t as machines. See advertisements in this issue.
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One of 5 heavy-duty trucks used by the Norwood Transfer Co.,

Cincinnati, O.

 

A gasoline truck that has paid for Itself completely during the past

summer. It Is a Juno machine used in general cartage

business In Watertown, Wis.

One of 10 trucks used by the Twigq Motor Delivery Co., Cincinnati.

(Body made by the Highland Body Co.)

 

 

A "Detroit Electric" used In transfer work.

A KIsselKar used by a California professional.

■
 

 

Two Lansden electric wagons rented out by the C. O. Olson Cartage

Co., Chicago, III.

A 5-ton Velie gas truck—one of a fleet operated by a Chicago

teaming company.

 

 

One of two Federal gasoline wagons used In Interurban express

service between San Francisco. Oakland, Alameda, Haywards

and Frultvale, Cal. A Philadelphia express company's gasoline truck.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.
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The Motor Hauling Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., has two Juno trucks In pro

So successful has been the record of these machines, th

construction

Egyptian laborers—the ignorant fellaheen—persisted in

carrying their wheelbarrows on their heads because their

forebears for thousands of years had always carried loads

that way. The poorly paid cotton spinners of Arkwright's

time opposed the introduction of the power loom with vio

lence, fire and bloodshed. Even men of science opposed

Stephenson and his steam locomotive, and laughed Fulton

to scorn when he dared to brave wind and wave with a

man-made steamboat. All the world said the Wright

brothers were imposters when they declared they had flown

in a motor-driven aeroplane—until they proved otherwise.

And before positive proof was forthcoming, and flying

became commonplace, distinguished mathematicians sol

emnly produced their calculations to prove it was impossi

ble to fly in a heavier-than-air machine.

The history of the world is full of such things. But

now we accept the steamboat, the steam locomotive, the

electric trolley car, the pleasure automobile, and a thousand

other things that were deemed foolish and impossible. So

why not the power wagon? Those professionals who re

sist the introduction of the machine do so at their own

peril, and are certain to reap the consequences in financial

disaster.

:Jc sjc sjc

Those Who Have Tried and Failed.

This brings up another consideration, that of the men

who have tried motor wagons and failed to make money

with them. There is one answer for such individuals.

Either they have not adapted the machine properly to their

service, or they have neglected to administer and operate

their motors in the right way.

Suppose a man buys a typewriter and hires a typist to

transcribe his letters. If the letters are full of errors is it

the fault of the machine? Is it not logical to take the

typist to task and insist on better service under pain of

dismissal ? Then why pin the blame on- the motor wagon

if it is not suited to a certain service or if it is not properly

routed, driven and administered? // thousands of men

If you are not in a position to buy now,

fessional leasing service. These are shown to the right in the picture,

at an order has just been placed for ten more of identical

and design.

can make a success with the machine, then why not others?

Logic teaches that what has been done once can be done

again. If a particular motor wagon installation proves a

failure, look for the fault in the human element—it may

be in the choice, the administration, or both—the machine

is all right.

All motor wagons are good. All of them can outclass

the horse in point of economy and service. It is practically

impossible nowadays to build a poor machine, in the light

of present day experience and relative perfection in design.

Once the proper machine for the service is installed, it is

bound to prove a success under the right kind of adminis

tration.

* * *

The Proper Price for Motor Wagon Service.

As pointed out in another article in this issue, the price

to be charged for power wagon service is a rock upon

which many an inexperienced or incautious man is liable

to founder.

In many cases, motor truck service may be sold at the

same price as that of horse wagons—it is foolish to cut

 

Two Mack trucks, in the service of Miller & Irwin, hauling con

tractors in Los Angeles, pulling a 40-ton house.

keep tins issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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lil] |WorKmanliKe dumping job || p_5 [_n Loading with crushed stone . | plj
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""•Jjj | Side view '- side dump model | pji - " [j^| Side dump model in action ' ^h

&.

If you need enlightenment in application or pun hose of motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.
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Profits are visibly Increased by keeping one's power wagons moving

loaded at leisure and pushed Into the van body as

horse rates, for at the same figure the superior machine

service will land the business. But there are also many

cases in which it will not pay to lease a machine at the

same relative price as a horse and wagon for the same

work. Yet even in such instances there are often plenty

of reasons why the motor truck at a higher price will be

chosen in preference to the horse. Superior service of any

kind will always command a premium. That is why some

stenographers, for instance, are paid better than others,

not because they do more work, but because they do better

work. The time element is nearly always a decisive factor

in fixing a price for haulage service. Smoothness of run

ning and consequent diminution of breakages where fragile

articles are carried is also of consequence. The advertis

ing, value of prompt delivery, neat appearance, superior

hygienic values, and general up-to-dateness is always a

determining factor in high-class trade, and is worth almost

any price within reason.

As in railroad practice, power wagon service should

always command as high a tariff as the traffic will bear.

on the road. This picture shows the use of a "nest" body, which Is

soon as the truck backs up to the loading platform.

But there are also many cases in which low prices are jus

tified. In the East there is one man operating a Juno truck

who more than pays expenses on his day runs, and charges

a comparatively low price for his night service on a long

time contract. The fixed charges of the machine equip

ment are completely covered in the day prices, while the

night charges are arranged to show a profit only above

the bare operating costs. Yet in spite of the low night

charge he has been able to double his profits by adding the

night work and arranging his rate schedules in a scientific

way.

* * *

Machine Methods In Administration.

The profit from power wagon operation in many cases

can be increased by the use of auxiliary machine appliances

for loading and unloading. Special racks for quick load

ing, removable bodies that can be loaded at leisure and

lifted or rolled bodily on to the chassis of the truck, cranes

or hoppers or grab buckets for loading heavy articles or

material in bulk, hand or machine operated dump bodies.

 

"Machine" practice In loading.—New York and suburban delivery

Demountable body used with Packard truck. of heavy hardware and builders' supplies.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to the zvall, if your competitors have machines.
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A fine example of "machine" practice in road transportation.—Part of a fleet of Packard dump trucks, one being quickly loaded by a

steam shovel, In excavation work at Albany, N. Y.

and dozens of similar contrivances all help to increase the

earning capacity of the machine by reducing the time need

lessly wasted in loading and unloading. The absolute tire-

lessness of the power wagon permits it to be operated by

two or three labor shifts a day. if necessary, a thing im

possible with the horse.

Machine operation can be facilitated by the use of

suitable card records, office forms and other labor-saving

systems. Power wagons can be operated on schedules as

exact as those of railroad trains. All of these advantages

are pointed out in one or other of the articles in this issue.

The scientific administrator can sit at his desk and tell

exactly what each of his machines may be doing at any

hour of the day or night. He can even anticipate repairs

on each and every truck, and can say definitely when any

particular machine should be laid up for overhaul and re

pair.

* * *

The Scientific Era of Road Transport.

These considerations show that a new era of road

transportation is upon us. The slipshod and haphazard

methods of horse administration are fast being superseded

by the precision and accuracy of the machine. All uncer

tainties due to animal or human frailties arc being elimin

ated as far as possible, and the day is fast approaching

when the power wagon will handle more traffic even than

the steam railroad.

It is a natural development and has long been fore

shadowed. Already the momentum of this movement is

so strong that nothing can stop it. The hopes and wishes

of the power wagon enthusiast of five or six years ago

have given way to the positive declarations of the road

transport engineers of today.

To the professional horse wagon operator this new era

means conversion or extinction. He must replace his horses

by power wagons; if not all at once, then at least by de

grees. The motor road transportation business needs his

knowledge and ability very badly just now, and is willing

to welcome him. But if he doesn't soon come in, it can

get along without him, and it will. And those who have

not heeded the voice of progress will fall by the wayside.

MOTOR VEHICLES IN ENGLAND.

During the year ending August 31 there were licensed

in London alone, 2,510 motor buses, as against only 533.

drawn by horses. The number of motor cabs licensed in

the same period was 7,860, with only 672 hansoms and

1,982 four-wheeled horse cabs.

It is very difficult to arrive at an exact estimate of the

number of motor wagons running in England, as there is

at present no arrangement made for striking off the regis

ter those vehicles which are worn out, destroyed by fire

or otherwise put out of service. However, the following

statistics will show the total number of such machines

registered in Great Britain and Ireland :

November, 1910 7,406

November, 191 1 9J95

November, 1912 (estimated) 12,000

A recent trial in England of the new Stelastic tire was

a marked success in every way.

In London, England, there are more than 600 taxicab.

owners who drive their own machines.

A motor truck labor bureau as a part of the Philadel-

phina automobile trade association has been suggested by

the delivery superintendents of several large department

stores in that city.

Parts and accessories arc sometimes as important as machines. See advertisements in thi: istue.



AMERICAN EXPRESS CO. BUYING HEAVILY

Big Fleets Are in Operation in Both New York City

and Chicago Service. Large Orders for

New Motor Wagon Equipment

THE AMERICAN Express

Company, at the time this

article was written, had

352 power wagons in service, in

cluding some on order for the Chi

cago station.

As far as could be definitely as

certained, the distribution was as

follows :

New York City 115

Chicago (some on order) .... 73

Boston (including 28 baggage

trucks) 60

Baltimore 25

Washington 12

Buffalo 10

Rochester 8

Cleveland 7

Detroit 7

Pittsburgh 5

Those cities having less than five machines were : Co-

himbus (Ohio), Milwaukee (Wis.) and Syracuse (N. Y.),

with 3 each; Worcester (Mass.), Walla Walla (Wash.),

Seattle (Wash.), Salt Lake City (Utah), Louisville (Ky.),

St. Louis (Mo.), Springfield (Mass.), with 2 each; and

Fort Worth (Tex.), Lincoln (Neb.), Lawrence (Mass.),

Portland (Ore.), Rock Island (111.), Schenectady (N. Y.),

and Topeka (Kan.), with 1 each.

Of these, 107 are gasoline machines, and 247 are elec

trics. More than one-half of the gasoline trucks are of 3

tons capacity each, the rest being 2-tonners. The electric

wagons are divided mainly between the 2-ton and 3j^-ton

classes, with a number of i-ton machines.

The American Express Company still has a large num-

Starting five years ago with 1 power wagon,

the American Express Company has built

up a wonderful installation comprising

352 machines, and is still buying motor

trucks at a rapid rate to replace its horse

wagons. It is the intention of the company

first to put the Chicago service on an all-

motor basis and then to do likewise, as far

as may be practical, in other cities through

out the country. The administration methods

used by this concern in its New York

service are unexcelled in this country, and

will be copied in other cities.

ber of horse wagons in service,

but is fast displacing these by

power wagons, especially in the

larger cities like New York and

Chicago. This is evidenced by

the fact that only one month ago

the Chicago fleet included 35 ma

chines, as against 73 now (includ

ing 18 1 -ton and 9 2-ton electrics,

which go into service on Decem

ber 5). The horse equipment in

New York City, on November 13

last, comprised 1,388 horses and

485 wagons. The power wagons

numbered 115.

A whole book could be written

about the motor wagons of the

American Express Company, so only the most interesting

fleet, that of New York City, is here described.

* 3= >fc '

I

Power Wagons In New York Service.

It's a common sight in New York to see a huge tar

paulin-covered electric truck thread its way through the

congested traffic of Canal street or some other equally

busy thoroughfare, and after a series of skillful maneuvers

back into a side street which is pouring forth other trucks

and vehicles like a tributary to the main stream of cur

rent. Then to a sudden stop ! A telepathic message seems

to have been conveyed to the shipping clerks of the near

by business houses, much the same as the appearance of

a hokey-pokey cart conveys a message through the brick

walls of a public school, and like these same school chil

dren, the shipping clerks begin to flock about the truck,

some laden with bundles and packages and other waving

slips of paper above their heads.

^•"" :b

 

One of the many large fleets of General Vehicle electric wagons In express service.—A portion of the Baltimore installation of the

American Express Company.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.
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A fleet of Alco gasoline motor wagons In the New York service of the American Express Company.

After a brief conversation and exchange of parcels

between the driver of the vehicle and his assistant, the

clerks disappear one by one and finally the truck starts

on its way again to find another side street into which it

can back to receive more bundles and boxes.

* * *

Power Wagons Have Put Ginger In the Business.

Thus the American Express Company in New York

collects outgoing material with its power wagons. Route

men in the business district have their customers educated,

as it were, and now all thev have to do, as one of them

tersely put it, is "to follow the signs and make corner

stands." By following the signs he means that wherever

an American Express sign is hung out in his district, there

are packages or boxes to be gathered up.

The speed with which these men do their day's work,

since the advent of the power wagon, contrasts greatly

with the cumbersome methods employed in the business

district in the old horse drawn vehicle days. Indeed the

men on the downtown routes look upon the power wagon

as a true Moses leading them out of the wilderness of

extra work and they all agree that "the back door wagons

f.re back numbers," meaning, no doubt, that their fast

 

Three 3-ton Peerless gasoline power wagons used by the American

Express Company In Chicago.

// you are not in a position to buy now,

electrics have proved to be far more satisfactory than the

horse drawn vehicles.

* * *

Electrics Revolutionize the District Work.

It is in the route work, or district work, that the elec

tric vehicles are showing their true value in the package

hauling business, and for that reason practically all of

the routes in the busiest districts of Manhattan and the

Bronx are now covered by vehicles of this sort. Horses

still serve in the residence districts and suburbs, and it is

doubtful if they will ever be entirely eliminated.

The districts are portioned out by blocks. In the

busiest sections the routes cover approximately four square

blocks, while in other sections they run as high as eight

or ten. There is plenty to do for a crew working one of

the four-block routes, for very often they have as many

as eighty and a hundred deliveries or collections to make.

They usually cover the territory twice each morning, de

livering, and twice each afternoon on pick-up trips. In

the old days with the horses they were seldom able to

make more than one pick-up and one delivery trip.

* * *

Volume of Business Too Great for the Horse.

The advent of the power wagon has completely revo

lutionized the package handling system of the American

Kxpress Company and brought the service up to a point

of efficiency in keeping with the progress that is constantly

being made in other lines. And this is how it all came

about.

Statisticians began to compile figures based on the

average day's business and it was revealed that more than

30.000 packages were received in New York or shipped to

distant points each day by this one company. It was also

revealed about half as many packages again were handled

for local business, making in all about 45.000 parcels a day

to be distributed through the Greater City.

The question then arose, how could the great and con

stantly increasing volume of business be handled with

facility and at the same time without any extra cost. It

was quite evident at that time that something must be

done to rearrange the carrying business in order to handle

all of the traffic as it should be handled.

keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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First Machine Installed Only 5 Years Ago.

The power wagon suggested itself. There were a num

ber of electric and gasoline trucks in use in other lines of

business and they seemed to possess advantages over the

old horse drawn vehicles. In 1907 the officials of the

American Express Company decided to give them a try,

and an electric truck was put in service.

In the early days of the electric, that is the early days

of that type of machine in the service of the American

Express Company, its superiority over the horse drawn

vehicle was very much doubted and carefully kept records

of the cost and operating capacities of both were watched

by the officials of the company. But the inevitable proof

of the advantages of the new type of carryall was soon

forthcoming.

It was not long before the venture advanced beyond

the nature of an experiment. The electrics became a

necessity, and seeing this, orders were immediately placed

for these cars.

* * *

Electric Wagon Proves Its Worth.

It was found that the electric car was very effective in

the business districts of the city where the shippers are

crowded close together, and where one wagon often takes

half a load from a single building. There the easy

moving trucks scuttled from corner to corner and from

one block to the next, gathering up all the outgoing pack

ages on the route. It was the same way in making deliv

eries. The electrics could almost make two delivery trips

to one of the horse drawn wagons. . The service was facili

tated, the men were spared a lot of extra work and in all

the system was quite satisfactory.

As a result of this satisfaction more electrics were

added to the equipment of the company. The cars are

fairly divided between Baker and General Vehicle 2-ton

trucks.

Gasoline Trucks for Long- Distance Work.

But the electrics had their long-distance limitations,

and could not, in some cases, do the required work. For

instance, in making long hauls between depots in Manhat

tan, or in pick-up trips from one receiving station to an

other and between Manhattan and the suburban towns,

the electric did not fill the bill, and for this work the ex

press company depended largely on the railroad.

Naturally the company's officials sought to remedy this

defect in their system. They turned to the gasoline car

and found that it would fill the breech perfectly. Conse

quently the fleet of power wagons was augmented by gaso

 

An Impressive picture taken on 42d street, New York City. In the early morning, showing a fleet of 50 Baker electrt trucks

of the American Express Company's office.

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase of motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.

n front
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A group of 3-ton Packard gasoline trucks used by the American Express Company In Its New York service.

line trucks of the 3J/2-ton variety, most ot which were of

the Packard, Peerless and Alco make.

Power Wagons Run on Schedule Like Railroad.

Then began arrangements for a plan by which the very

best service could be secured from these newest acquisi

tions. A schedule arrangement was perfected and the

result is that the huge gasoline trucks now go bowling-

through the city's streets on a schedule as exacting as that

■of any railroad. And the schedule is adhered to as closely

as any "limited" follows the figures on the train, dispatch

er's time sheet. The routes that these heavy trucks follow

tover the entire metropolitan district and many suburban

towns, touching each point from which distributions are

made to local territory. They are given a limited time

allowance to take on or drop off the consignments for that

particular point and then they must be on their way again.

* * *

Gas Truck Drivers Are Real Experts.

It seems almost incredible that such an arrangement

■could he successfully carried out in a crowded city like

New York,, but it is. Congestion of traffic or any other

•causes for delay are overcome by the experienced drivers

of these gasoline cars. The men at the wheels of these

power wagons are the pick of the company's force, and

they are experts in threading their way through the

crowded thoroughfares of Manhattan.

Indeed, they have to be, for the company only allows

them five minutes' time for traffic congestion and other

difficulties, and if they run behind even a few minutes

they are held to strict accounting. And the drivers real

ize that aside from the inconvenience and discomfort of a

"call down" there is reason for them to stick to schedule

time. They understand that to be behind hand would re

sult in delays at the distributing points and possibly con

gestion where large amounts of goods are waiting to be

hauled to their various destinations.

* * *

Power Wagons as Closely Watched as Trains.

Each truck has its scheduled time for leaving the

garage. It is due at the first center of distribution at a

certain time and is due to leave that point at a certain

time and so it goes throughout the entire length of the

route. Possibly a minute is lost at a certain point because

of congested traffic, and several minutes more are lost at

another point for other reasons. This time the driver has

to make up between points without causing the traffic

squad to bestir itself, or he is likely to be "on the carpet"

 

A battery of Peerless gasoline trucks In the New York service of the American Express Company.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to the zvall, if your competitors have machines.
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Another picture showing the fleet oT 50 Baker electrics In

at the end of the run. The moment a truck is late at a

certain point inquiries are made along the route until it

is located and the reason for the delay ascertained.

* * *

Drivers Have No Mechanical Duties.

The drivers are not even permitted to make repairs to

their cars. If there is a breakdown, even a minor one,

they telephone headquarters immediately and a wrecking

crew is sent out to take charge of matters. If the break

down is serious, the load is transferred to another truck.

So strict is the company in the observation of this road

rule that at one time every tool was taken from the trucks

and the drivers were left no alternative but to phone

headquarters for assistance.

* * *

A Splendid Administration System.

By means of a graphic reading, exact records are kept

of the performance of each truck. This record, which re

sembles a physician's temperature chart, shows the time

required for each mile covered and the time required for

each stop.

The trucks deliver and pick up parcels on the same

trip. On arriving at a depot the packages to be distributed

in that territory are dropped off and the waiting parcels

to be delivered at different points up or down the line,

depending on the direction the truck is headed, are taken

aboard. The trucks make trips over the routes at stated

intervals, and the city is covered from end to end in both

directions. Each truck makes two trips around its terri

tory, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, and

between trips the machines stop at the garage on East

Forty-third street long enough for the repair man to make

a cursory examination of the mechanism, fill the gasoline

tanks and renew the oil supply.

the New York service of the American Express Company.

Taking it all and all, it is quite a wonderful system ancj

it speaks well for the management of that particular

branch of the express business. It is probably the most

efficient delivery system in Greater New York and it is

only because they have the best of machines and the best

trained drivers in the service that it is carried out with

such clockwork precision. The men in this branch of the

service receive as high as one hundred dollars a month.

When the system was inaugurated it was found that

the best results could be gained by using men who had

 

A Studebaker electric In American Express service.

driven the horse drawn vehicles. While most of them

were not born mechanics, they were capable scholars, and

it was not long before they understood the operation of

their trucks. They not only made careful drivers, but

they knew the geography of the city and understood just

how much the saving of a minute's time meant at the end

of a day's work. Occasionally there was found a man

with a ready aptitude for things mechanical, and it was a

simple matter to develop him into a careful chauffeur for

the gasoline trucks.

 

Three Waverley electric wagons in the service of the American Express Company at Indianapolis.

Parts and accessories are sometimes as important as machines. See advertisements in this issue.
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One of the electric charging panels in the 42d street station.

A Splendid Garage System.

It is only natural that the same minds that fostered

such an effective system should be responsible for details

of a like magnitude in the care and housing of the ma

chines. The garages in which the cars are kept are in

keeping with everything about the company's plant.

After a great deal of money had been spent with con

sulting engineers, the company decided to convert the

seven story building located at 215 East Forty-third street,

formerly used as a stable, into a garage, where both elec

tric machines and gasoline cars could be housed and cared

for. The work of remodeling and reconstructing the

building was gone about in a most elaborate way, . and

thousands of dollars were spent in properly-equipping the

place so that it would make a convenient and serviceable

garage. A large machine shop was established in the

building. Then, as a part of the equipment, a 60-outlet

charging board was installed for the electric cars.

Careful provisions were made for the storing of fuel

and oil for the gasoline cars, and every precaution was

taken to make the building absolutely fireproof.

But the most radical changes were made in the com

pany's new- building on East Forty-second street, where

most of the electrics are stored. The entire basement and

first floor were turned over for garage purposes and re

modeled according to plans submitted by the company's

consulting engineer.

The first floor will accommodate 100 electric wagons.

 

it has been equipped with a charging board having suffi

cient outlets to charge all the cars at one time. From the

charging panel, 50 two-wire conduits lead to one hundred

points on the floor where the cars are plugged in. An an

nunciator, equipped with a series of drops, indicates when

each battery is charged, and signals the operator in charge

of the board to drop the switch.

In order to bring the vehicles from the street level to

the floor, four 6-ton electric elevators have been installed.

Each one is operated by a 35-hp. motor.

MOTORS TO HAUL GARBAGE.

The Board of Control of Ottawa, Canada, is consider

ing a new method for disposing of city garbage. Two

ideas have been submitted. One contemplates the pur

chase of four power wagons which would be used to carry

the refuse from the three stations to the incinerator. The

other involves the purchase of only one truck to haul the

garbage from Porter's Island to the incinerator, the rail

road to be used from the two dumping points at Somerset

street and Chamberlain avenue.

The sum of $23,500 would cover the cost of using mo-

 

Llght gasoline truck in Philadelphia suburban delivery service.

tor trucks only, while $23,300 would pay for the arrange

ment of using one motor truck and having the rest of the

stuff conveyed by rail. Each motor truck would cost

$5,000; the three tipping platforms, $1,500, and if the

four motor trucks were used, a site, which need not be

near Somerset street, could be obtained for $2,000. If

the railway were employed, a site near the Somerset street

tracks wrould have to be purchased at $3,000, as well as

four railway trucks at a cost of $11,800. To this must be

added $1,500 for the platforms and $5,000 for the one

motor truck for Porter's Island, as well as $2,000 for a

railway side-track to the incinerator. The operation of

the all-motor system is reckoned at $30 per day, whereas

the corresponding figure for the other plan would be

$38.25.

Three rural letter carriers working out of Battle

Creek, Mich., are using motor vehicles.

Small gasoline tricars are employed by the British

post office department in intercity mail delivery.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are. advertised in this issue.

An electric wagon made for the American Express Company by the

Atlantic Vehicle Company.



SUCCESSFUL OPERATOR OF 47 MACHINES

An Account of the Highly Enlightening Experience

of a Big Professional Horse Operator

Who Prefers Motors to Horses

MORE than forty

years ago the

founder of the

H. C. & A. I. Piercy Con

tracting Company con

ceived the idea of supply

ing business houses with

complete horse and vehicle

outfits at a fixed yearly

rental. To be precise—

under a contract for an

agreed period the company

will build to order any type

and any number of vehi

cles which a business house

may desire to carry on its

road transport work, em

bodying therein the custo

mer's (renter's) own ideas.

Then, having furnished a

complete delivery equip

ment, including the em

ployees, for the exclusive

use of the renter, the

Piercy company assumes

all responsibility for the

loss and destruction of

merchandise, liability for

accidents, delivery of goods

and collection of C. O. D.'s.

 

mABUSHED I

The Largest and Best-equipped Garage for

Electric Venicles in the City

ALSO DEAD STORAGE FOR AUTOMOBILES

AT REASONABLE RATES

Electric ana Horse-drawn NA' adons. all styles

also 1 rucking rorCommeroal Houses by YearlyContract

_ The rl. C. and A. I. Piercy Contracting Co.

422 to 430 WEST FIFTEENTH STREET

NEW YORK CITY

A reproduction of one of Plercy's advertising sheets, showing front

view of the garage.

With over 40 years'

experience in operat

ing and maintaining

a large installation of

horse wagons for hire

on contract to individ

ual concerns, The H.

C. & A. I. Piercy

Company plans to

supersede entirely its

horses and wagons in

favor of machines.

The company at pres

ent owns 39 electric

wagons and "boards"

S others—a total of

47 machines. It also

has 160 horses and 80

wagons which will

soon be "For Sale."

The Piercy company

has had three years'

experience with the

motor wagon.

 

Some of the 850- pound Studebaker electric wagons In the service of H. C. & A. I. Piercy Company.
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The business met a popular demand and grew rapidly,

and many years of consistent performance have given it

a stability on a par with the unique and excellently effi

cient service which it renders with machines, horses,

wagons and men. This service provides a characteristic

individuality to each customer equivalent to that which

a private garage or stable would afford, without any of

the attendant investment and worrisome details, and in

addition assures the customer that continuity of service

which only the operation of a large number of vehicles

from a central station can furnish.

The passing of the horse was never more significantly

indicated than by the purchase three years ago by the

Piercy company of 30 Studebaker electric vehicles of

850 pounds capacity. The economy and utility of me

chanical transportation has so conspicuously presented

itself to the Piercy company that it has since increased

its motor equipment with the following electrics :

Two 1,500-pound Studebakers.

One 2,500-pound Studebaker.

Two 3,000-pound Columbias.

Two 3,000-pound General Vehicle.

One 5-ton General Vehicle.

One 1 -ton Lansden.

Basement

■ 4 1

First

2

Floor

1 3 3 3

1

Second

z

Floor

z

1

Third

4 1

Floor 3

2

5

X

In addition to its motor wagons the

company still employs 160 horses and

about 80 wagons to take care of its

rapidly increasing business. The effi

ciency of the electric over the horse-

drawn wagon is unhesitatingly vouched

for by Messrs. Piercy, and their plans

for the future include the replacement

of the entire horse equipment by motor

vehicles. Such a frank opinion from a

horse professional is a complete vindi

cation of the motor wagon idea.

The present headquarters of this

company are located on West Fifteenth

Street, and consist of a six-story and

basement building, which affords about

100,000 square feet of floor space. The

structure is a comparatively new one,

and is practically fireproof. It is light

ed throughout by electricity, and a

modern steam-heating plant insures

comfort for the horses and men even

in the most frigid weather. The floors

are of concrete, six inches in thickness

and sufficiently strong to support their

full quota of heavy trucks.

Although originally equipped as a

stable, the building was so constructed

as to permit of the easy removal of the

stable fittings and the installation of

necessary apparatus for a motor serv

ice. Two 10,000-pound elevators in

sure the quick handling of the trucks,

and prevent a possible tie-up owing to

the breaking down of either one of

them.

At present the building is divided

about in half ; one side of each floor is

used for the maintenance and storage

of the electric vehicles, and the other

is given up to horse stalls and wagon

storage.

The building of a 14-foot basement

presented a little problem in drainage.

Going down so deep, the excavators

went six or eight feet below the level

Ar...^u
1

1 UU. 1 l* »L

Floor

2 3

1

Fifth

Floor

 

 

SLxtf

1

Floor

L

3

1 2

Key to Floor Plans of Piercy Garage

and Stables

Basement—/, /, elevators; 2. pump; 3, steam

room; 4, charging board.

First Floor—/, /, elevators; 2, value room; 3, 3,

3, offices; 4, charging board.

Second Floor—1, 1. elevators; 2, 2, horse stalls.

Third Floor—/, J. elevators; 2, horse stalls; 3,

storage battery room;. 4, charging board; 5, har

ness repair room.

Fourth Floor—1. 1, elevators; 2, horse vehicle

storage; 3. electric vehicle storage; 4. charging

board.

Fifth Floor—J, 1, elevators; 2, washing appara

tus; 3, motor generators.

Sixth Floor—Jt i, elevators; 2, feed storage; 3,

paint shop.

If you need enlightenment in application or purchase of motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.
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of the sewer, which necessitated the installation of an

automatic electric pump to remove the water used in

washing the trucks. Another automatic electric pump is

also placed in the basement to insure at all times an ade

quate supply of water in the storage tanks on the roof.

The steam-heating plant is situated in the basement, and

here too are found the charging plugs, together with

washing facilities, for the heavy electric vehicles.

On the ground floor are the offices of the company,

and also a value room to receive any merchandise which

the drivers may not have been able to deliver, and which

must wait for the next day's trip. This floor is also used

to store vehicles which have early trips to make.

 

Contract form of H. C. & A. I. Plercy Company.
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Section through the Plercy garage.

The second floor is given up entirely to horse stalls,

and here is employed the most modern equipment—every

thing, in fact, to insure the health and comfort of "man's

best friend," including a pharmacy for the use of the

veterinarian.

One-half of the third floor is given over to additional

horse stalls, while the other side is used as a harness re

pair room. On this side is also found the storage batten-

room, with all modern appliances for the maintenance of

this vital part of the motor service.

The fourth floor is used as a storing room for the

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to

 

On the ground floor of the Plercy garage, showing the washing

apparatus.

horse vehicles and electric machines, and is fitted with a

charging board and other necessary facilities.

Horse vehicles are also stored in one-half of the fifth

floor, but on the other side is an up-to-date repair shop,

equipped with all necessary machine tools.

The batteries of the small electrics consist of 26 cells,

and, in order to get the necessary 70-volt current for

charging, two motor-generator outfits have been installed

on this floor, together with a large switchboard which

connects with the board on the floor below. The installa

tion of two motor-generator sets provides against any

possible breakdown. In this section there is also a very

elaborate washing outfit.

The sixth floor is given over to a feed storage room,

a large paint shop, and additional storage for electrics

and horse vehicles.

The Piercy company serves some of the most critical

and exacting business houses in New York, which make*

the outside appearance of its vehicles of prime importance.

The majority of the outfits come back to the garage and

stable between 4 and 6 p. m. One of the big elevators

opens on the sidewalk. As the wagons arrive, the horses

are quickly unharnessed and sent up a runway to their

stalls on the second and third floors, while the wagons

are dropped to the basement below for a thorough wash

ing—so thorough, in fact, that they fairly glisten. The

electric machines are received at the other entrance. The

heavy machines are dropped to the basement for washing

 

The motor. generator outfit.

the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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ELECTRIC WAGON SHEET The H- C- * A ' Piercy Contracting Co.
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Two of the record forms used by the H. C. & A. I. Piercy Company.

and charging, while the lighter vehicles are sent up to

their respective floors. Each in turn receives a thorough

mechanical examination, and then becomes a subject of

the washers' most careful attention.

The Piercy company has found it profitable to var

nish its vehicles four times a year. This not only protects

the painting, but gives the wagons the desired appearance.

While the vehicle is in the paint shop, every mechanical

detail is looked after, the batteries are thoroughly washed

and repaired, and by this thorough inspection the equip

ment is kept in first-class condition.

The "electric wagon sheet," shown in one of the illus

trations, serves as a record of each day's work. Under

the heading "Inside" is entered the Piercy number of

each machine ; the chauffeur's name appears next, fol

lowed by the name of the firm renting the vehicle. The

time "Out" and the time "In" the garage, the number of

stops made, and the odometer readings are recorded twice

a day. At night each chauffeur makes a summary of the

day's work under the headings "Total—Stops, Miles and

Hours."

 

Street scene In New York City showing Piercy motor wagons In

service In Inclement weather.

Parts and accessories are sometimes as important

After turning his machine over to the night men, each

chauffeur enters into a large record book all repairs which

may be needed, and this serves as a guide to the me

chanics in making their usual inspection.

The night men also keep a separate record of the

odometer readings as a check against the drivers' reports.

The mileage for each machine is then carefully noted -in

the tire records, which consist of a card system only.

A simple card index is also used to keep a history of

the batteries, the number of charges, repairs, etc.

When replacing a part of its horse equipment with

electric vehicles, the Piercy company found it expedient

to retain the old horse drivers, who were well trained in

the details of the business. Beyond a few simple in

structions in the method of operation, no great effort has

been made to educate the drivers in regard to the mainte

nance of their machines. Should a breakdown occur on

the road, the driver immediately telephones to the garage,

stating all particulars, and the fast "emergency wagon"

is soon on the spot with parts : or, should the driver's re

port indicate a serious mishap, an extra machine accom

panies the "emergency wagon" and a transfer of mer

chandise is quickly made.

The night force consist of three battery men, one me

chanic and two washers. The day force comprises three

mechanics, one battery man, two painters and a painter's

helper.

The Piercy company is a firm believer in insurance,

and protects itself not only against fire, but also against

accident and liability.

Its equipment, both in regard to vehicles and electrical

outfit, which was installed by the New York Edison Com

pany, ranks among the finest in New York City. Every

care is exercised to protect customers, even to the extent

of providing extra machines which are always held in re

serve. The use of the Piercy delivery service puts a

small business house on an equal footing with its largest

as machines. See advertisements in this issue.
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competitors, and even many of the large firms find it

profitable to turn over their transportation problems to

these more experienced operators.

It is interesting to note another important branch of

the Piercy company's business, and that is the garaging,

care and maintenance of motor wagons owned by the

companies in whose road transport service they are em

ployed. At the present time the company is caring for

eight of these "boarders," and the chances are that this

number will be materially increased in the near future.

The Power Wagon representative who prepared the

preceding story was fortunate in being able to secure from

H. M. Martin, superintendent of the Piercy garage, an

article on the charging of storage batteries. Mr. Martin's

article follows:

By H. M. MARTIN.

A long experience with lead storage batteries has

brought the writer to the conclusion that longer life and

higher efficiency may be obtained by means of an altera

tion of present-day charging methods which will make

them conform to what theory demands. This change con

cerns only two of the conditions of charging, viz., the per

centage of daily overcharge and the regulation of the

charging current.

It is generally conceded that it is the gassing at the

end of the charge that is chiefly instrumental in wearing

out the positive active material. An interesting proof has

recently come to light in the case of ten new batteries

which averaged 165 charges and 29 miles per charge up

to their first cleaning. In contrast to this, another battery,

charged in the same manner and which had a regular

daily run of 17 miles, required cleaning at 155 charges.

In this instance the deduction is plain that the amount of

sediment is in direct proportion to the number of charges,

and not to the total amount of discharge.

 

The H. C. & A. Piercy Company operates a vehicle similar to this

for Qluett, Peabody & Co.

Another fact which points to the same conclusion is

that batteries used in "regulating" work—that is, charged

and discharged at short intervals and kept near a point

about three-quarters full—last longer and give more am

pere-hours discharge than when they are given discharges

followed by a complete and gassing recharge.

These facts, together with some others that space does

not allow quoting, have led to the adoption of the new

charging methods referred to above. In a few words

they are as follows :

First.—Give not more than enough overcharge to

bring the acid to standard gravity. Five per cent over

charge is sufficient.

Second.—Charge at such a rate that there is little or

no gassing.

These rules apply to regular routine charging and do

not conflict in any way with other well established meth-
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Chart to accompany Mr. Martin's article on storage batteries.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.
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Charging board and motor-generator.

ods of procedure on which practice has set its approval,

such, for instance, as the regular weekly or biweekly gass

ing overcharge.

It is interesting to note in a graphic style how this

charging method compares with what has been standard

for many years. In the diagram the dotted line represents

the usual 15 per cent overcharge of a battery which, at

its four-hour rate, has been discharged 140 ampere-hours.

 

Scene outside the Plercy garage.

At the end of 4.5 hours it is gassing, and again before the

end of charge at 7.5 hours (162 ampere-hours). This

is a fair sample of what may be called the usual method

of charging, though it may be well to mention here that

investigation has proved that 15 per cent is too low to

represent an average of the amount of overcharge that

is being given generally, except in cases where the over

charge is automatically regulated. The tendency is to

 

be on the "safe side" and to be absolutely certain that the

battery has enough and to spare, and this results in an

overcharge that often runs to 25 per cent and over, with

consequent depreciation of plates. The full line shows a

5 per cent overcharge. With the current regulated to the

values as shown, there is no gassing until about the eighth

hour (140 ampere-hours), and after this only just enough

to mix acid and prevent stratification. In addition to the

decreased wear on the plates, this charge, if taken from a

120-volt line, represents a saving of about 1.8 kilowatt-

hours, and this in a year amounts to a sum which is more

than 10 per cent of the cost of a plate renewal, where the

price of current is 5 cents.

In view of the manifest advantages resulting from

this method of charge, there seems to be no good reason

which will prevent its general adoption.

FOUR WHEEL DRIVES FOR FRENCH ARMY.

As an outcome of the successful results obtained in

the recent army maneuvers, the French Minister of War

has decided that the gun carriages of all 220 mm. cannon

shall hereafter be drawn by motor tractors of the four-

wheel-drive type. He has directed that the troops now

in Morocco shall be immediately supplied with equipment

of this kind.

In the future all transportation of meat from head

quarters to the troops will be by power wagons. This will

abolish the present method of maintaining live cattle with

the troops and killing the beasts as needed for consump

tion. The experience gained in the maneuvers of the last

two years has shown that the troops can be supplied with

better meat taken from a central abattoir and delivered

within a radius of 100 miles by specially equipped motor

vans, than is possible by killing the cattle on the field and

distributing the meat by the horse-drawn army wagons.

It has also been decided to make important changes in the

military ambulances, abolishing the use of horses for this

service to a considerable extent.

MORE BUSES FOR NEW YORK.

Sixteen new motor buses were recently installed in

Xew York City by the Fifth Avenue Coach Company.

These machines are double-deckers and have a capacity

for 48 passengers, as compared with 34 for the old double-

deck buses and 32 for the single-deck vehicles put in serv

ice about a year ago.

The new buses, like the others, are mounted on De

Dion-Bouton chassis. They have 30-horsepower motors

and have a carrying capacity, including body and passen

gers, of 12,000 pounds. The bodies weigh about 3,000

pounds, so that an allowance of close to 200 pounds is

made for each of the 48 passengers.

The plant of the Dodsworth Book Company of Leaven

worth, Kan., was recently moved by motor trucks to

Kansas City.

Director of Public Service Springborn of Cleveland,

_\ Ohio, is advertising for bids on motor trucks for the wa-

a 5-ton g. v. electric used by the h. c. & a. i. piercy company, ter department and the electric light and power plant.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keep tliis issue as your Buyers' Guide.

'
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Part of the fleet of Chase and Lincoln 1000-pound gasoline wagons—22 of the 30 Rockwell machines.

FLEET OF 30 LIGHT GASOLINE WAGONS

Rockwell Motor Transportation Company, of New York

City, Shows the Feasibility of Light Trucks

in Professional Haulage

SO VARIED and perplex

ing are the factors which

enter into the operation and

maintenance of motor trucks that

many owners find it profitable, and.

in some cases, the only solution of

their transportation problems to

place their machines in the hands

of some operating company.

The heads of many business

firms of which transportation is a

minor feature, have tried to super

vise the details of their road vehicle

department and have failed. They

find that not only is special train

ing absolutely essential for efficient

management, but that the tax upon

their time and attention is not

commensurate with the results' that are usually obtained.

Although a motor service may consist of only a few

machines, a well heated and properly lighted garage is

required to house them. The details of operation are

numerous and varied, and trained drivers are necessary,

men who must be capable of diagnosing any mechanical

fault and correcting the minor troubles. If a big fleet of

machines is being operated, an emergency wagon must

be ready at all times to take care of possible breakdowns

on the road. The machines must be kept clean and at

tractive, else they lose their advertising value, and for

this washers and washing apparatus, painters and a paint

shop are needed.

For their maintenance experienced mechanics in charge

of a competent foreman, and a thoroughly equipped ma

chine shop with its numerous and expensive appurte

nances, must be had. A stock room must be maintained,

and the ordering of parts and accessories requires strict

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase

By T. HARRIS SMITH.

The experience of the Rockwell Motor

Transportation Company in hiring out

li%ht motor wagons on a fixed rental basis

has been so successful that the company

has enlarged its fleet from 3 to 30 machines

in three years. So convinced, indeed, is

the Rockwell Company in the great future

of motor road transportation, that in addi

tion to its rental and garage business it

has recently taken on an agency for the

sale of a light gasoline delivery wagon.

There are plenty of suggestions for future

development in the record of the Rockwell

Company presented in this article.

attention to prevent needless ex

penditures and to insure an ade

quate supply.

A system of accurate cost ac

counting is rapidly forcing its value

upon the owners of motor vehicles,

as in this way only will costly er

rors be eliminated and economical

maintenance effected. This, of

course, necessitates the employment

of additional clerical force.

Some owners have hastily and

unfortunately concluded that the

operation of motor trucks is not

profitable—certainly not suited to

their particular line of business—

but others, recognizing the inherent

value of mechanical transportation,

have turned over their motor equipment to experienced

operators, who guarantee efficient service and shoulder

every responsibility, all for a sum of money which is

usually far below the owner's operating costs.

The reason for this is obvious. The proprietors of

the operating company are experienced men, whose sole

business is the efficient operation of motor vehicles. They

understand every detail of management. Their garage is

spacious and well equipped. Their employees are picked

men, and every facility is provided for economical main

tenance. It is manifestly cheaper to operate a large num

ber of machines from a central station, employing the

same administrative and clerical force, the same machine

and paint shop equipment, the same washing and charging

facilities, than it is to distribute the vehicles among sev

eral smaller garages.

The Rockwell Motor Transportation Company entered

the operating field about three years ago with an equip-

of motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.
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ROCKWELL MOTOR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

REPORT SHEET

FIRM CAR DUE OUT OUT IN 1 C. 0. D. RETURNS SIGNATURE REMARKS DRIVER

1

1 1

i

Report sheet—Actual form In preparation—This Is Form 5.

merit of only three 1,000-pound Chase trucks. These ma

chines were put in the service of one or two business firms

on a yearly contract. The results obtained were highly

satisfactory both to operator and to customer, who found

that his delivery was not only reliable, but that the cost

was much below his old figures. Today the Rockwell

company operates 28 1,000-pound Chase and two 1,000-

pound Lincoln trucks.

The company is in a position to operate the motor

equipment belonging to the customer, or to furnish ma

chines of its own and thus relieve the customer of a heavy

investment. In either case, for a stipulated sum it will

guarantee a certain mileage or number of hours of service

each day, bear every item of maintenance and operation,

which includes a driver, garaging, washing, mechanical

repairs, tires, gasoline, oil, grease, etc., while the customer

is required only to employ a drivers' helper who is re

sponsible for the merchandise while in transit. Should

the trucks be the property of the customer, he must carry-

whatever insurance he deems necessary, and also have the

machines painted, which may or may not be done in the

Rockwell shops.

The Rockwell company occupies a finely constructed

garage on West Forty-second street, the first floor of

which is given up to storage of machines and washing

apparatus, while on the second floor a well equipped

repair shop and stock room are maintained.

Referring to the diagram, an outside gasoline storage

\SL

®
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£
R

First floor (front). Second floor (front).

Garage of the Rockwell Motor Transportation Company.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to

room (G), with an underground tank, is situated in the

rear of the building. . All business houses demand that

their delivery service make the best possible appearance,

and careful washing is therefore of prime importance.

Two overhead washers (W, W) have been installed, and

two men are able to care for the 30 machines. An ele

vator (E) serves the second floor. The garage office

(0) is in charge of one clerk, whose duty it is to check

up the time of both drivers and mechanics, and to keep all

garage records, such as mileage, stock orders, gasoline,

oil, etc. Adjacent to the office is an up-to-date paint shop.

The importance of careful painting cannot be overesti

mated when attractive appearance is desired, and the

Rockwell company spares no pains in making this de

partment thorough.

REQUISITION ON STOCK ROOM

Rockwell Motor Transportation Company

PART No. JOB No. No. OF PIECES USED ON CAR No.

Remarks .

Signed..

Requisition card (Form 1).

On the second floor an admirably equipped machine

shop (A/) and blacksmith shop (B) and a well stocked

store room are maintained. In order to make quick re

placements and thus avoid expensive delays, three extra

motors and five extra transmission assemblies are carried

in stock. When it is necessary to do such repairing as the

small night force cannot handle, a portable crane is put

into commission, the entire power plant or transmission

pulled out, and another substituted. The day force then

thoroughly overhauls these parts, and they are ready at

night for further substitution, should the occasion arise

All power for the machine shop is furnished by a 5-hp.

gasoline engine (G-E). This has proved a great success—

the maintenance is low, the power adequate, and the ser

vice dependable.

The Rockwell company considers a force of well

trained drivers one of its best assets, and every effort is

made to select intelligent men, and then to educate and

the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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keep them. Every new driver is required to spend two

weeks or more in the repair shops until he is thoroughly

acquainted with the method of locating and remedying

troubles.

Fifteen dollars per week is the initial salary, and if the

driver proves competent, this is increased to $16.00 at the

end of four months, A good record for twelve months

insures a further increase of one dollar, and at the end

of two years the drivers receive $18.00 per week, which

is considered a fair maximum wage.

The number of hours which a driver may work is

somewhat dependent upon weather conditions. On a fair

day the driver is frequently able to complete his route

one or two hours ahead of time, and is allowed to sign

out immediately upon his return to the garage. In bad

weather, however, a driver sometimes finds it necessary

to put in an extra hour to complete his schedule, and for

this he receives supper money only.

Rockwell Motor Transportation Company

TIME CARD

MACHINt He. JOB Ho. Ho OF HOURS
PARIS USED

Ho

Remarks

Approved

Time card (Form 2).

Accurate cost accounting is an absolute necessity with

any operating company. Every effort must be made to

secure correct distribution of all expenditures. A simple

method of compiling cost records is desirable, but accur

acy must not be sacrificed for simplicity.

The Rockwell method is to charge to the stock room

supplies of every description, including parts, tires, ac

cessories of all kinds, oil, grease, gasoline, etc. A requisi

tion {Form i) must be made out for every article received

Rockwell

Motor Transportation Co.

621 WEST 424 SHUT

hc* rwm

No. of Stop* AM

Time In Trip Out

2d Ti>r Out

ToiaJ No Horn Out -

Tin* of Delays on Rao

CsaseafDoe.**

REMARKS:

Rockwell

Motor Transportation Co.

•21 WIST 424 Mill t

Ht TSUI

Ho. of Slops, AJA.

Tune 1st Trip Out

2d Trip Out

Total No. Hours Out

Tunc of Delays on Route

CuuoecfDttuji

Front and back of the drivers' report card (both sides are the same).

This Is Form 4.

from the stock room. This order is signed by the foreman,

sent to the office to be O. K.'d, where it is recorded and

then taken to the stock room to be filled. The distribution

of mechanics' time is accomplished by means of Form 2,

which is made out for each job. These cards are turned

into the garage office to be priced and charged to the in

dividual machines. All overhead expenses are pro-rated.

Form j is the weekly maintenance report. All expenses

incident to maintenance and operation of the trucks must

be shown on this report. Under the heading "Remarks,"

notation is made covering the days out of service, acci

dents, etc. Labor and material costs are distributed ac

cording to the headings. The Rockwell company carries

fire and personal liability insurance, which is also shown

in this report. Under the heading "Garage" such items

as fent and miscellaneous expenses are entered. Admin

istration expense and depreciation at 2 per cent per month

are charged out under "Overhead."

Form 4 is the driver's daily report and gives a good

record of each day's work.

A record of the cars in service is kept on Form 5. The

name of the customer is entered under the heading

THE ROCKWELL MOTOR TRANSPORTATION COMPANY

<JA-Jl [ REMARKS
LABOR

DRIVER SHOP

CA*ND^ILE UREASE SUPPLIES

1

INSURANCE: GARAGE OVERHEAD

! j

TOTAL

Daysoutofservice,

breakdowns,etc.

Costofgasolineand

oil.

Partsusedoneach

machine.

Fireandpersonallia

bility.

Miscellaneoussup

plies,rent.

Administrationex- penses,alsowash

ers,sweepers,etc.
Rockwellnumbers

Mechanic'stime.

[

Driver'ssalary.
Costofgrease.

•j
, 1

Cost statistics record card—Form 3—Actual form In preparation.

Parts and accessories are sometimes as important as machines. See advertisements in this issue.
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A 1000-pound Chase gasoline wagon hired out by the Rockwell Motor

Transportation Company.

"Firm," and is followed by the number of the car, and

the time the machine is due to leave the garage. Next is

noted the actual time "out" and "in." All packages and

 

A 1000-pound Chase truck remodeled by the Rockwell Motor Trans

portation Company to the order of a particular customer.

money must be turned in and signed for by the clerk in

charge.

The Rockwell company will contract with any business

 

concern whose delivery can be handled by 1,000-pound

trucks. For the sum of $60.00 per week the Rockwell

company will furnish an attractive, reliable truck in charge

of a competent driver. It will guarantee to cover 45 miles

each day for six days in the week, and should the routes

vary, thereby necessitating more or less mileage, no extra

charge is made, provided the average is approximately 45

miles per day. Should the daily mileage average less than

45 miles, a proportional reduction is made. For this sum

the company will bear every possible item of expense,

with the exception of a helper. Extra machines are kept

in reserve, and absolute reliability is secured. The cus

tomer is relieved of all responsibility, and has the assur

ance of knowing that his merchandise will be delivered

without delay.

In order to please such of its customers as have their

own particular ideas how a machine should look in order

to be attractive, the Rockwell company is sometimes called

upon to remodel some of its trucks. One of the machines

changed to suit an aesthetic concern, is shown in one of

the illustrations.

ANTIFREEZING SOLUTIONS.

The United States Motor Truck Company has sent out

the following antifreezing formulas to its customers :

Thirty to 15 degrees above zero: Wood alcohol, 10

per cent; glycerin, 10 per cent; water, 80 per cent.

Fifteen to 8 degrees above zero: Wood alcohol, 12J/2

per cent; glycerin, 12J/ per cent; water, 75 per cent.

Eight degrees above to 10 degrees below zero: Wood

alcohol, 25 per cent: glycerin. 12 per cent; water, 63 per

cent.

Ten to 20 degrees below zero : Wood alcohol, 50 per

cent: glycerin, 25 per cent; water. 25 per cent.

PARAFFIN SUCCESSFUL AS FUEL.

A most successful trial of a motor vehicle using paraf

fin as fuel was recently held by the Royal Automobile

Club of England. In the test the machine covered 2,000

miles under official observation. Half of the mileage was

run on the road, where the vehicle averaged 35.7 ton miles

per gallon of fuel. The remaining 1,000 miles was made

on the Brooklands track at a speed of 35 miles an hour.

In this run the machine averaged 36.9 ton miles per gallon.

TAX HORSES TO REPAIR ROADS.

State Motor Vehicle Commissioner Lippincott of New

Jersey is considering the advisability of levying a tax on

horses to augment the existing funds for keeping the state

roads in repair. There has been much opposition to the

recently proposed increase in the fee on motor vehicles

and the tax on horses has been suggested as a possible

solution.

On October 1 of this year there were 3.801 power

wagons in use in Massachusetts.

It is said that 90 per cent of the pianos delivered in

one of the 1000-pound Lincoins. Chicago are hauled by motor wagons.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.
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A fleet of 3-ton Packard gasoline trucks In Adams Express service in New York City.

485 MOTORS IN ADAMS EXPRESS SERVICE

Value of Equipment, Composed of Gas and Electric

Motor Wagons, Is $1,000,000. Five Cities

Now on an All-Motor Basis

The Adams Express Company has 485

machines in service, this being the largest

power wagon fleet (not counting motor

bus service abroad) in the world operated

by a single company. The value of this

equipment is considerably over SI ,000,000,

and represents the accumulation of over

10 years of constantly expanding busi

ness. It is not too much to say that the

free use of motor wagons by the Adams

Express Company in recent years has

enabled this concern to lake on a variety

and a volume of extra work that would

not have been possible with a delivery

equipment subject to the limitations of

horse wagons.

THE ADAMS Express

Company ranks as one of

the foremost pioneers of

America in the search for me

chanical means of transportation

to replace the horse drawn vehi

cle. As early as 1901 it felt the

urgent need of some method for

collecting and delivering express

more rapidly and in greater quan

tities than was afforded by the

horse.

Five 5-ton Herschmann steam

trucks were built and put into

service in 1901-2. These ma

chines were equipped with a spec

ially designed engine and boiler,

-but the fuel used was coal. The noise created by the

mechanism and the exhaust of the steam, the clouds of

smoke, combined with the cumbrous appearance of the

vehicle rendered it very objectionable upon the busy streets

of Manhattan. Although their use proved unprofitable, and

the "old steamers" found their way to the junk pile, never

theless they had demonstrated that mechanical transpor

tation was not only necessary, but that with the proper

equipment its success would be assured.

Electric vehicles next claimed the attention of this

company, and during the years of 1902 and 1903 several

i-ton Electric Vehicle. Columbia and General Vehicle ma

chines were purchased. This equipment proved conclu

sively that electric machines could handle a great part of

the express business, but their design was not entirely

satisfactory for commercial purposes. However, the data

// you are not in a position to buy now,

obtained from the operation of

these vehicles formed a basis for

the construction of a great fleet of

nearly one hundred trucks, which

were built in 1905 and 1906 by

the Lansden Company according

to specifications submitted by the

Adams Express Company.

In 1904 the first experiments

with gasoline trucks were con

ducted. Five 1 -ton Knox ma

chines were put into service, but

again it was found that the power

wagon required a special design,

and after two years of service

they were disposed of.

The following year, 1905, one

2-ton and one 3-ton Mercedes, and five i.'^-ton Packards

entered the New York service. Their operation was a

success, and it was not until 1910 and 1911 that the Mer

cedes and Packards, respectively, were relieved from duty.

The gasoline machine had demonstrated beyond any rea

sonable doubt its adaptability in commercial service.

During the years of 1905 and 1906. approximately one

hundred Lansden machines .were put into operation in

several large Eastern cities. The Adams Express Com

pany in 1906 and 1907 purchased 66 one and two-ton Gen

eral Vehicle electrics. All of these machines are in active

service today, although the details of their design have

been somewhat altered.

Eight 3-ton Packard and two 3-ton Alco trucks en

tered the New York service in i<)o8. The gasoline equip

ment in New York was further added to in 1909 by the

keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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Another of the many fleets of General Vehicle electric wagons In express service. This picture

purchase of six 3-ton Packards and eleven 1^2-ton Auto

cars. Increased business demanded the services of two

3-ton Alco and three 3-ton Packard trucks in 19 10.

Statistics compiled covering the cost of operation of

the motor vehicle equipment showed the enormous saving

to be effected by the use of this mode of transportation,

and the sphere of the horse-drawn vehicle was further re

duced by purchases of nearly 60 General Vehicle electrics

and about 75 Lansden machines in 1912. Twenty G. M. C.

electrics will soon be rushing express through the streets

of Detroit. The Xew York equipment has been increased

by the purchase of fifteen i^-ton Autocars to replace the

eleven old machines, which have been sent to Philadelphia.

The 1912 purchases for the Xew York service include

also a 43^-ton Commer and two 33/2-ton Alco trucks.

An express company is called upon daily to transfer

from one part of the city to another articles of great value

-—jewelry, money, etc. This service must not only be

absolutely safe, but also fast. Two light Flanders deliv

ery wagons were put on these "money" routes in the spring

of this year.

Traffic conditions in New York City are probably more

trying on the vehicular equipment which travels its streets

than in any other city of the United States. Greater New-

York covers a vast and varied area. In the busiest sec

tions of the city the streets are none too wide, nor are

they especially adapted to the operation of a large number

 

of vehicles. Traffic is necessarily congested and numer

ous stops must be made. The horse-drawn vehicle merely

complicates matters, and the opportunities for the installa

tion of motor trucks in this district are practically un

limited.

The great centers of business activity are in the lower

part of Manhattan and in that portion of Brooklyn and

Queens adjacent to the East River, while the large resi

dential sections are located in Upper Manhattan, in the

 

A f/2-ton gasoline machine In the New York service of the Adams

Express Company.

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase

Three 10C0- pound Waverley electrics In Adams service.

Borough of Bronx, and in the more extended area of

Brooklyn—far removed from the busy marts of trade and

commerce. Long hauls are inevitable, and again the motor

truck solves the puzzle of economical transportation.

The gasoline trucks, electric machines, and the horse-

drawn vehicles have their own particular sphere to fill—

none of these has a monopoly of the express business. It

is quite true that motor trucks are being put into service

in great numbers and that the sphere of the horse is gradu

ally but surely diminishing, but yet there are conditions

of service under which the horse-drawn vehicle is still the

most economical, and it is not at all likely to be displaced

entirely until radical changes are made in the methods of

loading and unloading merchandise.

After many years of experience with motor trucks the

Adams Express Company has distributed its varied classes

of service among the gasoline, electric, and horse equip

ment according to the following plan :

HORSE VEHICLES—House to house deliveries and

collections in all well-populated districts, except at a great

distance from the nearest depot and when large quantities

of heavy express are to be carried.

of motor wagons, communicate with The Power U'agon.
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<on these two opposite pages) shows the Indianapolis Installation of

ONE AND TWO TON ELECTRICS—Routes up to

35 miles through outlying districts of extended area with

population somewhat scattered.

LIGHT GASOLINE TRUCKS—Routes of more than

35 miles—fast service in all districts.

HEAVY GASOLINE TRUCKS—Transfer of ex

press from one large depot to another, or from express

depot to railroad station or pier. Long hauls of heavy

merchandise in all districts.

 

A Studebaker gasoline truck, the same type as used In the Adams

Express Company's New York service.

Throughout Greater New York are distributed numer

ous express depots to which collections are brought and

from which deliveries of express are made by light gaso

line, or electric, trucks and horse vehicles. The transfer

of express from one depot to another is accomplished by

means of the heavy gasoline machines.

In Brooklyn two garages are provided for the main

tenance and storage of 48 one and two ton electrics, which

operate in that borough. Each garage is fitted with charg

ing boards, washing apparatus, and a machine shop to

take care of all running repairs. The day force at each of

these garages consists of one mechanic, whose duty it is to

attend to whatever breakdowns on the road may occur in

his district. At night a force of mechanics, batterymen,

and washers prepare the machines for the next day's

service.

The principal garage is situated on West 47th street,

New York City, where a well-appointed machine shop and

other equipment are maintained in order to take care of

ail heavy repair work and overhauling. A large force of

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to th

the Adams Express Company.

mechanics and batterymen is on duty day and night, seven

days in the week, the whole year around.

From the Harlem garage on West 124th street, twelve

I'/^-ton Autocars are operated throughout the upper part

of Manhattan and the Borough of Bronx. All running

repairs are cared for at this garage by one mechanic and

helper, who work at night. Heavy work is sent down to

the 47th street repair shop.

* * *

Garage Work and Reports.

Every workman fills out a time slip, Form 1, for each

machine on which he may work, denoting thereon the date,

the number of the machine, the nature of his work and the

number of hours required, followed by his signature.

These slips are handed into the garage office, where they

are priced by the clerical force, and then filed against the

individual trucks.

A well arranged and spacious stockroom at the 47th

street garage, with all parts and supplies catalogued, is in

charge of three stock clerks. From this 47th street stock

room, parts and supplies of all kinds are distributed to the

different garages upon receipt of their daily reports. For

every article taken out of any stockroom a shop requisition,

Form 2, is made out by the mechanics, and O. K.'d by

the foreman. At the end of every 24 hours these slips are

 

How long does a motor wagon last? This machine, installed

Adams Express service in 1904, Is still running after more

than eight years of continuous work. It Is one

of the 136 General Vehicle trucks

used by this company.

e wall, if your competitors have machines.
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I Automobile No.

Adams Express Company

TIME SLIP

NATURE OF EMPLOYMENT

Name R<(L<<3jljUM4
Amount

Form 1.—Time slip filled out by garage mechanics regarding

nature of work done on each machine, and priced by the garage

office force.

sent to the garage office to be priced and filed against the

machines.

When a machine leaves the garage, a daily report card,

Form 3, is handed to each chauffeur. The date, garage

name, car number, type, odometer reading, time reported

for work, and the time out of the garage, have previ

ously been entered on each card by the timekeeper. The

driver reports at either the 26th street or the 124th street

station for gasoline, and the number of gallons supplied

is noted on the chauffeur's report by the man in charge

of the tanks. The timekeeper receives these cards at

night, and after completing his records, they are given

Form 869 (Aug. 1910)

Adams Express Companyr

19 1

DESCRIPTION OF PART COST

t .

to the foreman of the garage, who in turn distributes them

among the mechanics as a guide in making necessary re

pairs. After the work has been finished, the mechanics

sign the reports, which are then sent to the office in order

that the data thereon may be recorded.

The Daily Garage Report, Form 4, is the most useful

oi the forms used by this company. At the end of every

24 hours one of these reports is made from each garage.

The first section shows clearly the distribution of the

machines—whether in service or not. A very careful rec

ord is kept of the tire mileage, and in order to obtain the

accurate results a report must be made of every wheel

change. This is taken care of in the second section. Or

ders for parts and supplies are written out in the section

ADAMS EXPRESS COMPANY

CHAUFFEUR'S DAILY REPORT.

Ni w York,

Garage-

Car Number .

Odometer Reading, Out.

Miieage

Gasoline, 26th Street

124th

Type.

in

GiU Ions.

Reported for Work,

Turned Oufc__

...M

In.

Any Accidentsi.

REMARKS- Covering delay due to breakdowns, road repairs- condition

of car wnen put up

Chauflrur_ No.

Repaired by

Form 3.—This form Is dated and partly filled In by the Inspector

and handed to the chauffeur, who then goes to the 26th or 124th

street gasoline depot for his supply of fuel. At night these reports

are completed and handed to the inspector, who In turn sends them

to the office, where the mileage Is taken off and a record of the gaso

line supply made. If any repairs are needed, this report Is handed

to the foreman, and when the work has been completed the slip Is

signed by the mechanic and filed against the machine.

allotted and when the reports are received at the 47th

street office, they are immediately handed to the stock-

clerk, who sends out the material needed, signing his name

and giving the date when shipment was made. The re

verse side of the report is used for general remarks by

the foremen of the various garages.

Every wheel receives a number when new trucks or

new wheels are purchased, and the record of the tires ap

plied to these wheels is kept on a heavy card, Form 5. The

Parts and accessories are sometimes as important as machines. See advertisements in this issue.

Form 2.—Shop requisition, showing every article taken out of

any stock room. It is made out by the mechanics and O. K.'d by

the foreman.
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number and size of the wheel, and the type of truck on

which the wheel is to be used, are entered on the first line.

AVhen the wheel goes into active service, the number of the

machine, the make and number of the tire, and the date

the tire goes into service, are entered. in their respective

sections. When the wheel is removed for any cause, the

mileage made by the tire is computed and entered on the

card, and the reason for this removal noted under the

heading "Remarks." Probably a defect in the wheel, rather

than a worn tire, necessitated the removal, and when it

has been repaired and goes into service again, proper en

tries are made on the card. Two files of these cards are

Icept—one the "In service" and the other the "Extra" file.

A card for every wheel is in one or the other of these files.

and when wheel changes are made, proper interchange of

these cards is immediately effected. When a tire is worn

out, its mileage is computed, and proper adjustments, if

TIKE RECORD

Wheel Hunter Slsc of Wheel Type of Auto

-

Auto Ko. Tire tire Mileage Remarko

Make Number Put on Taken off

t

-

DAI Iff OARAGE REPORT

Autoe in e»»rvi.ce_

{ .lumber)

AutoB In reeem*-

(number)

Autoo requl ri

( numb<53
repairs—

WHEEL CKAKOES

Wheels taken off

Why?

Wheels put on

Car So. Remarks

REPAIft PARTS ABD SUPrLIEB KEKHED

r.hlppeC Stock clerk-

NOTE:- "Jee reverse side for General remarks and description of

work done In tf.r gnruge.

Form 5.—Every truck wheel has Its own particular number, and

a complete record of the tires applied to each wheel Is kept on this

record card.

without appreciable change in most of their standard

equipment. This record of service is convincing evidence

of the durability of the motor wagon, and the subsequent

installation of wagons of a similar type by the same com

pany in the cities of Buffalo, Syracuse, Utica and Albany

is proof of the economy of motors over horse-drawn

vehicles.

The installation in Rochester comprises 15 General

Vehicle wagons, each of 2,000 pounds' capacity. They

are designed for double-pinion drive and each is provided

with an Exide battery of 28 cells. The body is of the

conventional Adams Express type.

These electric wagons leave the garage at 7 o'clock in

the morning, come back again at noon, leave at 1 o'clock

and finally return for the day at 6 p. m. Thus each is in

active service 70 hours per week. The average mileage

Form 4.—At the end of every 24 hours one of these reports Is

made from each garage. See the article for complete description of

this important record blank.

necessary, are given by the time company. The number

of the new tire applied to the old wheel is entered on the

same card, which affords a perpetual record.

At the end of each month a condensed report of the

cost of maintenance and operation is made out on Form 6.

which then becomes a permanent record.

Services In Other Cities.

In addition to this New York service, and the Phila

delphia installation which is described in an article entitled

"Motor Haulage Work in Philadelphia" in another part of

this issue, the Adams Express Company maintains impor

tant fleets of motor wagons in Albany, Boston, Buffalo,

Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis, New Haven, Rochester.

Syracuse, Utica, Washington and other cities.

One of the most interesting of these fleets—on account

of its age—is that in Rochester, N1. Y.

* * *

Rochester Machines Eleven Years Old.

Eleven years ago, the Adams Express Company placed

15 electric delivery wagons in service in Rochester, N. Y.,

and today all of the original machines are still doing duty

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in litis issue

«_„,

STATEMENT OF COST OF OPERATION

WAGONS AT

ADAMS EXPRESS COMPANY

OF

1

-s- *_„ 8KS tt^i ~xZ s:ts •ass-
•vs-

*» —

MMAMS

•

Form 6.—At the end of each month a condensed report of the

cost of maintenance and operation of the machines is made out on

this card, and filed for record.
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Part of a fleet of Atlantic Vehicle Company's 2-ton electric wagons bought by the Adams company for Its Philadelphia service.

per day for each vehicle on a single charge is 30 to 35

miles. For the longer runs to outlying points the machines

are given a slight boosting charge at noon, which enables

them to negotiate the extra mileage successfully.

Located near the center of the business district is the

company's garage, in which the vehicles are housed. This

is a modern one-story fireproof brick building, 1 10 feet

long by 62 feet wide. A brick partition divides this space

into two sections, that fronting on the street containing

the charging equipment, and the adjoining section the

workshop and garage superintendent's office.

In the former is located the switchboard. Charging

plugs are arranged at regular intervals around the walls.

Current for lighting the garage and charging the vehicles

is purchased from the Rochester Railway & Light Com

pany, and as the garage is located in the latter company's

direct-current area no converting apparatus is necessary.

In the workroom there are provided an oxy-acetylene

welding outfit, a lead burning set, two lathes and the usual

work benches. This apparatus is located along the sides

of the room, the center space being utilized as a lounging

room for the drivers.

Another All-Motor Service in Washington.

One of the most important all-motor installations of

the Adams Express Company is in Washington, D. C,

where there are 34 electric machines, 13 of 2 tons' and 21

of 1 -ton capacity. This has been an exclusively power-

wagon service since the fall of 1906. The value of the

motor equipment is $70,000.

There are 142 men, in all, employed in the collection

and delivery service. Their aggregate wages is $7,487.87

d month. On an average, 3,000 packages are handled

daily. The average weight of the inbound packages is

4iy<2 pounds, that of the outbound packages being 33J4

pounds. The smallest weight of package is l/i pound or

less, while the heaviest package weighed 1.135 pounds.

The area of delivery served is about 30 square miles.

Outside of this region the Adams Express Company in

Washington turns over its delivery work to a local haulage

company.

From figures supplied by the general agent of the

Washington station, the cost of maintenance of each one

of the old electric machines is $60 per month, excluding

driver's wages. Repairs average $7.43 per machine per

month. Electric batteries, new, cost from $650 to $750.

 

Alco gasoline trucks In Adams Express Company's service.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.

^1 I
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GARFORD trucks bring biggest

results for smallest cost. In

other words, they stretch de

livery dollars furthest.

Discuss Garford construction with

any prominent transportation engineer.

Ask him, urge him to pick a weak part.

Talk trucks with Garford owners; get

their viewpoint. To aid you we will

send you the names of local owners im

mediately on request.

Here are the Garford reasons. They

are good solid whys and wherefores.

'"* Garfords have correct weight distri

bution—66 and 34 per cent, on front and

rear axles respectively. The frames are

made of indestructible pressed steel,

riveted, bolted and strengthened by five

sturdy cross sections. The entire load

is carried on Krupp steel springs.

With conscientious maintenance a

TRUCKS

Garford will not show appreciable wear

short of five years. It cannot be abused ;

in fact, the entire machine is completely

protected. The motor is automatically

governed. No driver can race it, nor

can he exceed a ten mile speed.

No truck has as large loading space

for the wheelbase as the Garford. No

truck can have, whose motor is not along

side the driver's seat—practically under

his feet. And in no truck but the Gar

ford is it so situated.

This motor placement eliminates the

overhang bugaboo. The Garford has not

only the smallest wheelbase—but also

the least overhang.

Garford straight line drive and four

speed transmission puts every bit of

power behind the load—no wasted effort.

We have records to back up these

statements. Write us your delivery prob

lem; we have data which means dollars

to you. Please address Department 16.

The Garford Company, Elyria, Ohio

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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WHITE HEAVY SERVICE TRUCKS

Three and Five Tons

White Trucks for heavy service have proved to be

more economical in the consumption of gasoline and

oil than any truck of equal capacity.

Large steel wheels, and a perfect load distribution,

make White Heavy Service Trucks the easiest to oper

ate and the most economical in tire wear,

The name of White on a motor truck insures the

lowest possible cosl of upkeep, and the longest and

most continuous service.

White Trucks are also built in capacities of 34 and VA tons, for lighter service.

Detailed information furnished on request

The White
CLEVELAND

Manufacturers

of Gasoline

 

PANY
OHIO

Motor Cars,

Trucks, Taxicabs

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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OASOLINE

 

Model K

Capacity * tons

Price.

Chassis only,

sum

 

Father of a 15-truck fleet

Recently, James Butler, Inc., the great New York chain grocery house, ordered five

additional G M C trucks, making fifteen in all. This company has largely standardized

its equipment with GMC models. They are getting service every day that has revo

lutionized their immense haulage.

Long distance deliveries are simplified by these powerful trucks, which are at work day

and night. The Butler Company has so systematized its service as to make every one

of these fifteen trucks pay handsome dividends.

The Butler Company has studied the truck situation thoroughly, because its installation

of one truck dates back to January, 1910. It has been convinced by actual service and

durability that GMC trucks meet every requirement down to the smallest detail.

Proof of the reliability, efficiency and economy of G M C trucks is the constant repeat

orders by users who give their equipment the hardest service.

GMC trucks are built for every kind of haulage from

the 1000-lb. type upto 6 tons in standard-capacity models.

General Motors Truck Co., in fact, was the first to

recognize not only the necessity for trucks of all standard

capacities, but was the first to build both gasoline and

electric types. Types to meet every demand.

So highly standardized a line as the G M C must appeal to

business men. Whether one truck or a fleet is purchased,

it is necessary to look to the future—to the continuance

of that line, to the reputation of the manufacturer, to his

financial stability and engineering and mechanical capac

ity. General Motors Truck Co. is building for the future,

as well as for today—a policy adopted at its inception.

Correspondence from prospective purchasers and dealers is invited. Write for gasoline and electric catalogs.

General Motors Truck Company
27 Cadillac Ave., PONTIAC, MICHIGAN

Branches: New York, Chicago, Boston, Philadelphia, Kansas City, Detroit, St. Louis.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The New

Water-Cooled I\ iLj IL-i JLj 1

Motor

Trucks

 

Men Who Know Agree

that in our new 1 and 3 ton water-cooled models we score many decided

advantages in design and general excellence of manufacture— undisputed

advantages which appeal to the prospective purchaser who has learned,

not from theory, but hard and practical experience. Some of America's

leading motor truck and transportation engineers (those who have had op

portunity of studying and testing our new water-cooled models) agree thai

they excell in their respective classes.

Experience has taught us that to build a big

and permanent success for ourselves and our cus

tomers we must, first, build honestly and well,

and, second, equip with service facilities at factory,

at our branch depots and at our agencies through

out the country so that Kelly Motor Truck users

may be assured as nearly as possible 100 per cent

service satisfaction for many years after our prod

uct becomes their property.

The motor trucks you buy now must deliver

high transportation efficiency for years to come.

Make the right selection now. Get with the con>

pany that will stand with you, and for you, during

the years that are to come. Don't experiment

Master your haulage problems now. Good equip

ment, backed by a good manufacturing companf

with complete service facilities, is the answer.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The New

Water-Cooled

 

■ ^

 

Motor

Trucks
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1 TON (K-30) 3 TON (K-40)

Normal Load Rating

Price, f. o. b. Factory

H. P. Rating

Motor Suspension

Bore and Stroke

Type of Cylinder

Frame

Casting of Cylinders

Lubrication

Governor

Radiator

Ignition

Clutch

Transmission

Control

Standard Wheel Base

Wheel Base Options

Front Wheel Gauge

Rear Wheel Gauge

Size Front Tires

Size Rear Tires

Chassis Length

Chassis Weight with

tires & driver's seat

Gasol'e Ta'k Capacity

Location Fuel Tank

Oil Tank Cap.-Gals.

Front & Rear Springs

Length Front Springs

Length Rear Springs

Size Service Brakes

Size Emerge'y Brakes

Location Serv. "

Location Emerg. Brks.

Steering Control

Make of Axles

Axle Material (Front)

2000 lbs.

$2000

28 h. p. at 1000 feet

piston speed

3 Point

3fx5i

L. Head

d.II'v-71 ll-vl11
~ 2 ■A"J 2 A32

Bloc

Self -contained.

force-feed

Centrifugal Ball

Type

Dash Type

Eiscmann Auto.

Cone with Surface

Springs

3 Forw'd & Rev.

Cent. Lever

120"

144"

56"

60"

36x3 4

36x4"

151 '

i M

6000 lbs.

$3400

40 h. p. at 1000 feet

piston speed

3 Point

4^x6|

THead

7,x4'xi"

Twin

Self contained

force feed

Centrifugal Ball

Type

Dash Type

Eiscmann Auto.

Cone with Surface

Springs

3 Forw'd & Rev.

Cent. Lever

150"

130"&172"

68"

72"

36x5 "

42x5" Dual

19*'

3400 lbs. 6800 lbs.

15 Gallons

Under Seat

2\

Semi - elliptic

40"

42"

16x2"

16x2"

Int. Exp. Rear

Wheels

Int. Exp. Rear

Wheels

Left

Kelly

Carb. Steel

20 Gallons

Under Seat

Semi - elliptic

44"

56"

20x3 "

20x2£ "

Int. Exp. Rear

Wheels

Int. Exo. Rear

Wheels

Left

Kelly

Carb. Steel

1 TON (K-30) 3 TON (K-40)

Mat. of Steer. Knuck.

Ground Clear. Ft. Axle

Size Rear Axle

Axle Material (Rear)

Grd. Clear, rear sprock.

Norm. Rd. Sp'd-Miles

Length back of seat-

standard frame

Length of spec, frames

. back of seat

Gear Ratios

Price stand, platform,

exp. & stake bodies

Valve Sizes

Axle Bearings

Con. Rods, drive shaft

& jack shafts

Piston Pin Bearings

Pistons

F'ce width of trans, grs.

Front Cam Shaft Bearings

Center "

Rear

Front Crank Shaft Bearing

Center "

Rear

Connecting Rod

Front Crank Shaft Bearing

Center

Rear

Connecting Rod

2>\°/q nkl. steel

10"

3x2 "I beam

Carbon

6"

15 at 1000 feet

piston speed

(1 I

3$% nkl. steel

10"

4J4x3"Ibeam

Carbon

6 1-2 "

12 at 1000 feet

piston speed

12'3"

12 9'-15 '-17 '

8.63 to 1 11.69 to 1

$150.00 $200.00

15"
18

Taper Roll. Taper Roll.

Chrome Chrome

Vanadium Vanadium

lt"xl 5-16-diam. 1|" x 1 17-32"

3 3-*" diam. 5 3-8" 4 1-2" diam. 6 1-4"

1"

long

1 3 M
1

long

8

li"x2"

2"x3i"

1 5-16" x 2 7-15"

1 5-16" x 2 7-16"l|"x2 5-16"

K-30

Inside diam. If" Length 3"
i« if i4" '* v

" If" " 4J"

" 1|" "2 15-64"

K-40

Inside Diam.2iJ" L'gth 3 25.32"

" 21" "3 25-32"

" " 2s" " 51"

" 2|" " 3 7-64"

Front Steering Knuckles, 3i" Nickel; Crank \

Shaft 7>\% Nickel; Transmission Shafts and l Both

Gears Nickel; Connecting Rods, Drive Shafts f Models

and Jack Shafts Chrome Vanadium. '

The Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck Company, Springfield, Ohio

Factory Branches—New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore, Kansas City, San Francisco

Los Angeles, Seattle, Birmingham.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THETIRETHATWILL LOWER

YOUR CARTAGE COST

UPPOSE you were offered a truck that carried with it a definite

guaranteed cost per mile of service—a lower cost than you had ever

known a truck to be operated on before. Would you consider such

a truck a safe investment to make in your cartage or express business?

If, in addition, you were positively assured that your deliveries would never

be delayed a single hour on account of repairs or adjustments—

If you were shown that the truck was so extremely simple that the driver

could do all the necessary repairing himself—

If you found that doing away with the necessity of repair shop assistance

gave to the truck practically an unlimited radius of action—

You would probably buy that truck.

You may not be able to secure such a truck at present, yet it is a fact that

today you can at least buy motor truck tires that actually do possess these

same points of superiority.

 

Cross section view of United States Motor Truck Tire.

C— Metal Base

D —Inside Flange Wedge Ring

E—Center Wedge Ring

F—Outside Flange Wedge Ring

DIRECTIONS FOR USING

Remove locking nuts "H." Outside flange wedge ring "F" slips off easily, after which the outside tire, the inside center

wedge ring "E" and the inside tire may be easily removed. No pounding, prying or jerking is necessary. Only three mova

ble parts. "F," "E" and "D," one of whi:h ("D") always remains in place. All rings are split ring:;. This absolutely pre

vents freezing

UNITED STATES TIRE COMPANY

NEW YORK

STc

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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sac

STANDARD DEMOUNTABLE

UNITED STATE

MOTOR TRUCK TIRE

Are absolutely guaranteed for 10,000 miles of service conditional upon

its being used within one year's time. Such a guarantee was never heard

of before the advent of this remarkable tire.

Delivery delays are done away with. Instead of being compelled to tie

up your deliveries for a day or two while a wheel is being sent away to

some distant repair shop for a tire replacement, you may now make a

tire change (even a dual tire) in your own garage in fifteen minutes'

time.

Repair expense is abolished. The driver is now the tire repair man.

A hammer, a wrench and two hands comprise a complete tire repair

shop equipment.

Radius of action unlimited. Instead of being tied down to a tire repair

shop, a truck carrying a spare United States Tire may now go anywhere

that gasoline can be bought.

In fact United States Tires have four distinct points

of superiority over every other tire on the market today.

Any one of these points will effect a sufficient re

duction in your operating expenses to pay you well for

the small amount of trouble it will cause you to see

to it that your truck is United States equipped.

If you are buying a new truck write to your manu

facturer or dealer requesting United States Tire equip

ment. He will be glad to honor your specification.

If you are refitting your old truck call at our near

est Branch and examine this tire.

To every express or cartage concern which is bent on

getting its operating expenses and its cost per delivery

down to rock-bottom the choice of United States Tire

Equipment is absolutely imperative.

UNITED STATES TIRE COMPANY

NEW YORK

sgg S3

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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^■^Delivery Trucks

For Express, Trans

fer and General

Haulage Companies

In design, construction, and price Stewart

delivery cars are ideally adapted for profit

able use in express and hauling work.

They are the right size for economical op

eration. Big enough to haul a good load.

But not so big that half the time you are

carrying only a partial load. Economical of

gasoline, tires and repairs.

They are strong and well built—every fea

ture specially designed for severe delivery

service. Big wheels and tires and long, flex

ible springs insure smooth and easy riding.

This feature is of great value in carrying cer

tain kinds of goods. Besides, it means less

wear and tear, and hence greater life and

service for the truck.

Stewart delivery trucks are easy to handle.

They start and stop quickly. They turn

around in a narrow space. They run slowly

on high gear and yet have ample power for

fast going or hill-climbing.

They are as good for heavy articles—up to

their capacity—as for light package delivery ;

as efficient for long distance deliveries as for

frequent stops and short routes. They aie

built and guaranteed by a strong, sound,

amply financed company.

Note the following high

class features, which can

not be obtained in any

other delivery car at any

thing like our price :

30 h. p. Continental mot

or; Timken axles front

and rear; Brown & Lipe

■elective trans mission ;

multiple disc clutch ; left-

hand steering, center con

trol ; demountable rims ;

Bosch magneto ; roomy

bodies of new design; 7-

foot loading space; com

plications eliminated.

Chassis price $1650.

Bodies to suit buyers'

needs.

Write for our catalog.

DEALERS

Now is the time to push the sale of commercial cars.

Stewart delivery trucks sell rapidly in the winter

months. They are profitable to handle and easy to

sell. Write for our Dealers' proposition.

 

gtewort TTtotor Corporation. TVitflalo. TIM

T. R. Lippard, Pres. and Gen'l Mar.

R. P. Lenti. Sec. and Treaa.

R. G. Stewart, Vice-Prea. and Chief Eng.

Robt. W. Ingersoll, Sales MgT.

{.Separate from and having no connection with the Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co.)

STEWART MOTOR CORPORATION, Buffalo, N. Y.

Please send 0 catalog L dealers' proposition to

Name

Address

P. W.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Pierce-Arrow Trucks

For Your Heavy Loads

The worm gear drive is singularly

Efficient and Economical

 

Piercj-Arrow 5-Ton Truck

The wonderful economy of PIERCE-ARROW

trucks is strikingly related in a lengthy article ap

pearing in this issue of the "Power Wagon" and

entitled "Motors Cheapen Brick Hauling Cost."

The remarkable service which this article

records is typical of the economy of PIERCE-

ARROW trucks when scientifically applied.

The Pierce-Arrow Company was the first of

America's motortruck manufacturers to adopt worm

gear drive.

It was also the first concern in the world to

manufacture 300 five-ton trucks.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The January issue of the "Power Wagon" will be of

unusual importance.

It will not be "journalistic hash" -a little of this and a little

of that, and not much of anything—but bold and clean cut work

of a character which will make an instantaneous appeal to man

ufacturers and agents—and a class of tradesmen conspicuous for

successful operation of motor wagons, namely, department stores,

dry-goods merchants, and allied trades. It will really be two

issues in one, but with each feature distinct and complete. The

trade feature of our January number will be

Specifications of Motor Wagons Classified

by Load Rating—and Occupying 60 Pages.

The "Power Wagon's" tables of classified motor wagon manufacture have

always been superior to anything of the kind published. They will be more

complete than ever in 1913. Agents will study them attentively long after the

shows are over. So will buyers at large. They will furnish "the best guide

for buyers" throughout 1913.

It is well known that the "Power Wagon" furnishes more useful information pertaining

to mechanical road haulage than can be obtained from any other source, public or private.

The accuracy and extent of this information is the result of 8 years of specialized effort.

Advertisements for the January issue should he sent to the

office of publication as early as possible.

THE POWER WAGON
McCormick Building, CHICAGO

(ESTABLISHED 1904)

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The "Power Wagon's" policy of publishing nothing but

special issues for individual business interests has made a deep

impression on the trade. We confidently expected that it would.

This is the first of these special issues. Succeeding num

bers will be even more interesting. Their order of appearance

will be communicated to advertisers in plenty of time to enable

them to prepare advertisements which will bear corresponding

relation to the text.

January Special Issue

For Department Stores

And Dry-Goods Houses.

Our January number will contain 60 pages of text matter prepared exclusively for con

cerns which operate department stores and dry-goods establishments. To all such concerns

it will carry conviction of the necessity for purchasing machines.

ENDORSEMENT OF THE "POWER WAGON" POLICY.

'"We think your undertaking a mighty big thing, and there is no doubt but what you will get away with it. So far as advertisers

are concerned, I am sure the efficiency of the 'Power Wagon' will be increased at least 50 per cent."—American Locomotive Co.

"You are surely entitled to congratulations upon the excellent plan announced. We believe you are making a departure that will

carry great benefit to both manufacturers and prospective buyers of motor trucks."—Kissel Car Co.

"The special issues for individual business interests which you are about to bring out will prove extremely interesting. We ccn-

ider these special issues excellent advertising mediums."—Atlantic Vehicle Company.

"We hope your policy will meet with success, because, unquestionably there is need for mere definite information through journals

of your kind for the benefit of the buying public."—Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.

"We hope the 'Power Wagon's' new policy will work out satisfactorily. We can see where it would be of great advantage to truck

manufacturers."—National Motor Truck Co.

"The whole proposition is excellent, and we believe will accomplish something worth while. Congratulations en the idea."—Locomobile

Company of America.

"We surely appreciate your effort to make the 'Power Wagon' the best possible authority both for subscribers and advertisers."

Packard Motor Car Co.

"We think this is going to be a very fine thing. It will be of great benefit to us. we are sure."—Avery Company.

"This move certainly appeals very strongly to us. It does exactly what you say—concentrates the attack."—B. F. Goodrich Co.

"This idea of yours is a very good one, and we believe it will mean increased reputation for the Power Wagon."—Goodyear Tire

6r Rubber Co.

"We believe you are working along the right lines to secure maximum efficiency."—Knox Automobile Co.

THE POWER WAGON
McCormick Building, CHICAGO

(ESTABLISHED 1904)

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Best 3-Ton Truck

On the American Market
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Tfos Three-Ion Heavy Duty SMITH-MILWAUKEE MOTOR TRUCK is naw

in daily service at St. Paul, Minnesota.

There Is Nothing Better Than Worm-Gear Drive.

It Is Highly Efficient, Economical and Silent.

In the service of the London General Omnibus Company there are 2,135

motor buses which have a passenger load rating equal to 3| tons. All are

fitted with worm=gear drive. New worm-gear driven machines are being

supplied in this service at the rate of 30 a week—or 1500 a year. The aver=

age life of the worm=gear in this arduous service is well over 50,000 miles.

Several of these machines have traveled over 100,000 miles without repair

or replacement of worm=gears. Each machine averages 112 miles a day.

With passenger fares at 2 cents this company finds it necessary to be abso

lutely certain of the efficiency and economy of every feature of the design

of its vehicles. It discarded both shaft and chain drive a year ago.

All other features of Smith-Milwaukee Motor Truck design are as economic and efficient

as its final drive. Models of 3 ratings for express, transfer and general haulage.

A. O. SMITH COMPANY
FACTORIES AT MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN, U. S. A. J

Address all communications to General Sales Office, 2328-30 Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CONCERNS SELLING TRANSPORTATION

SERVICE REQUIRE DEPENDABLE TRUCKS

WITH PROVEN COST OF OPERATION

Proved by

I o years of

■ real »ervice

 

MackS SaurerS Hewitt
"Leading gasoline trucks of the world"

Those who live from the profits of transportation

service cannot afford to experiment with motor trucks which have not

been on the market long enough to establish their economic worth. In

such a business no risk, financial or otherwise, should be taken in ex

changing animal for mechanical equipment.

The testing of new models may safely be left to con

cerns with whom transportation is only a secondary feature of the bus

iness— not the whole of it. If, in applying motor trucks, a loss is made

in the transportation departments of such concerns, it does not jeop

ardize the main interest.

The utmost safety for the protection of capital invest

ment is provided by installing trucks which have earned reputation in

service, and which can be relied upon to furnish work as dependable as

that of the rail locomotive.

There are not many trucks in this class. They are

made exclusively by establishments which have ample financial resources,

the best engineering talent, and a long antecedent experience with the

performance of motor trucks in every branch of the business.

MACK, SAURER and HEWITT trucks are of this class.

Made by the

International Motor Company

General Offices Works

Broadway and 57th Street New York Allentown Pa; Plainfield N J

Sales and Service Stations : New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Buffalo, Baltimore

Newark, Pittsburgh, St Louis, Atlanta, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco

Los Angeles, and other large cities

Canadian Sales Agents : Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Company, Ltd, Montreal

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Mack Trucks Deliver the Goods.

Are You Taking Advantage of Your

Local Opportunities?

In every community there is opportunity for truck

service—a profitable business to be had for motor truck delivery.

Mack Trucks In Fleets

are the most satisfactory, economical and of the

Lowest Upkeep Cost.

Numbers of progressive firms—our customers—can be

shown by us to have already grasped their opportunities in this line.

One of them

The Star Motor Delivery Co.

of Chicago shows

A 367% Increase in Six (6) Months.

Today this concern has twenty-six (26) MACK trucks

in active operation, doing the work of 250 horses. Not a single mechan

ical repair or replacement in six months of continuous service was made

on these trucks.

Most of the "Star" business is being taken away from

the professional horse wagon operators in Chicago, the rest from the

suburban and local steam railroads.

The Star Motor Delivery Company handles "piece

business" and leases MACK trucks by the year to its customers. The

machines run on a closer schedule than the Twentieth Century Limited and

are absolutely dependable for all kinds of work at all seasons of the year.

Why Don't You Do the Same?

International Motor Company, SKft:asi:N,wy,,k

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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| Mack Trucks Are Absolutely Dependable
 

Record vs. Prospectus

The following is a record of the performance of a l|-ton .MACK during its second

year of service in a well known department store—The Fair—of Chicago, and is only one

of fourteen similar records that can be furnished by this store and which can be verified.

Note the following facts: With depreciation charged at 33^%, the total cost of op

eration per day is $9.77; the days in actual service, 306^; the days in shop, 2\; mileage,

17,226; with a total repair account (chargeable to maintenance) of $24.65.
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We can furnish similar records for all sizes of trucks in 100 different lines of busi

ness. By the use of the MACK and SAURER trucks the element of chance in operat

ing costs is entirely eliminated.

Grneral Officei: Broadway and 57th St., New York City

i International Motor Company, ^0^:t^^"l<ew Jeriej

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The A E Stephens Company of New York says :

" '" ™(,erence f tlle M»ck truck which »e pnrchascd of you in Albany last spring, we be? to advise that this truck has done excellent service for in and we are

much pleased with u. By using a trailer with this truck we have been able to handle all kinds of trucking, such as long steel girders, etc. As far as the handling =

of concrete material, including sand, gravel, cut stone, etc., we believe the Mack truck has no equal, as the automatic dumping device works perfectly." =

Two Truck " Musts " |

A profitable truck must be positively right in size and style

for its special work.

If it is overloaded, the strain will wear it out quickly.

If it is bigger than need be, it wastes the money tied up in

the investment and uses unnecessary power.

If the body isn't right, it is inconvenient and slow to load and

unload—also, it will not stand the strain so well.

To be a real money-maker it must keep its efficiency for years

—pay for itself and then earn a steady profit.

Mack Saurer Hewitt I
Proved by 12 years of service Proved by 18 years of service Proved by 10 years of service

"Leading Gasoline Trucks of the World"

give you a selection of three types of chassis, 9 sizes (capacities, 1,

il/2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6^2, y}4, and 10 tons) and bodies for every

purpose, built in our own plant. No other trucks have so many

years of use behind them— 10 to 18 years. More than 7000

employed, all over the world, in every kind of work.

We have data covering comparative cost, results, etc., of truck and wagon service for every business. Any-

business man can get the data which particularly interests him by writing to our Engineering Department, which

gives freely all assistance it can in solving any transportation problem.

International Motor Company

General Offices': Broadway and 57th Street New York Works: Allentown Pa; Plainfield N J

Sales and Service Stations: New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston, Cleveland, Buffalo,. Baltimore, Newark, Pittsburgh, St Louis

Atlanta, Kansas City, Denver, San Francisco, Los Angeles and other large cities

Canadian Sales Agents: The Canadian Fairbanks- Morse Company, Limited, Montreal

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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LEASING MOTOR SERVICE IN CHICAGO

Star Motor Delivery Company Has Big Fleet of Mack

Trucks for Hire on a Straight Rental

Basis to Responsible Firms

By STANLEY A. PHILLIPS.

SIX months' experience in

professional motor haul

age has proved such a

success with the Star Motor De

livery Company that this enter

prising Chicago concern is al

ready planning large additions to

its power wago n equipment.

Starting with a fleet of six ma

chines, the business has expanded

to the point where more than 20

trucks are now in daily service,

and this number will be more

than trebled in the near future.

In the opinion of the company's

directors, as expressed at a re

cent board meeting, the business

now in sight will call for the installation of 100 machines

within the next 12 months, and it was estimated that 150

more would be required in the following year.

The Star company was incorporated last April, with

$75,000 capital, to do professional hauling with motor

wagons. Before investing its money, however, in the

purchase of expensive rolling stock and suitable garaging

facilities, the company took the precaution to secure a

number of contracts from responsible local piano houses.

Accordingly, when the machines arrived they were imme

diately put in service, and the usual hazards attending

premature investment were entirely eliminated.

The men behind the company deserve a great deal of

credit for the wonderful expansion the business has made

in so short a time. Without experience in professional

motor haulage work, and with no local example to serve

as a guide, the Star company engaged boldly in a new

From G machines to 26 in six months <s

the wonderful record of the Star Motor

Delivery Company, of Chicago. So quick

ly is this new organization growing, that

no one will be surprised if 100 more

power wagons art added to the Star fleet

during the next year. With this increased

rolling stock, for which the business is al

ready in sight, the Star company will

handle more road transportation work than

the biggest horse wagon professional now

in business in Chicago. The horse wagon

operators will certainly have to motorize if

they want to hold their present trade. The

progress of the Star shows this plainly.

line of business—new at least so

far as Chicago is concerned—and

has made a distinct success from

the very start.

When the concern began

operations last May with six ma

chines, it had planned to concen

trate its efforts on the piano haul

age work of the city. The piano

business presents some very un

usual delivery problems and of

fers wonderful possibilities for

the professional cartage contrac

tor, for few piano houses have

sufficient haulage work to war

rant the installation of an equip

ment large enough to handle the

business in the proper way. Inasmuch as deliveries are

made at irregular intervals and usually to widely separated

sections of the city, it becomes quite a problem to provide

a modern and efficient transportation service and keep the

cost within reason. Realizing the opportunities for highly

profitable operation in this class of delivery, the Star com

pany made a strong bid for the business, with the result

that today it is under contract with no less than 36 dif

ferent concerns.

The rates charged by the company for this class of

work are calculated on an air-line basis. With a certain

point in the business district as the center, the city and

surrounding country are divided into circular zones, each

a mile wide. All charges are based on the number of

zones touched by any given route connecting the points

of pick-up and delivery.

For delivery of an upright piano within a four-mile

 

The first motor piano wagons installed by the Star Motor Delivery Company of Chicago. The concern's present piano equipment

includes nine machines and represents an Investment of more than $30,000. The company is under contract with 36 different piano houses,

and in addition does similar work for private trade. Business from the latter source alone amounts to several hundreds of dollars

monthly.

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase of motor wagons, communicate with The Poxver Wagon.
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THE "STAR" MACHINES ARE INVADING CHICAGO'S ENVIRONS

ncoe

wbbard Woods

Kenilwortk

Wkea-te

 

THIS MAP OF CHICAGO AND ITS UNVI RONS SHOWS ONLY A FEW OF THE MANY TOWNS TOUCHED BY THE STAR

MOTOR DELIVERY COMPANY IN ITS SUBURBAN PIANO HAULING SERVICE. THE LONGEST SINGLE HAUL IS MADE ON THE

RUN TO GARY". IND., A DISTANCE OF 52 MILES FOR THE ROUND TRIP. OTHER LONG HAULS ARE THOSE TO WHEATON AND

RETURN, 48 MILES: HOMEWOOD. 46 MILES; GLEN ELLYN. 44 MILES; AND DOWNERS GROVE. 42 JULES. THERE ARE HUN

DREDS OF OTHER TOWNS WITHIN A RADIUS OF 30 MILES OF CHICAGO WHICH ARE NOT SHOWN ON THE MAP, AND MANY

OF THESE WILL BE INCLUDED WHEN THE SERVICE IS EXPANDED. ALL THE PLACES SHOWN HAVE EXCELLENT RAIL

ROAD CONNECTIONS WITH THE CENTER OF THE CITY'. YET IN THE FACF. OF SUCH KEEN COMPETITION THE STAR COM

PANY IS GETTING THE BULK OF THIS CLASS OF BUSINESS. THE MAP AFFORDS A VERY VIVID ILLUSTRATION OF THE.

WONDERFUL POSSIBILITIES WHICH AWAIT THE PROFESSIONAL MOTOR WAGON OPERATOR IN INTERCITY HAULAGE.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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radius, a charge of $2 is made, with an extra 75 cents

for each additional mile or fraction, up to eight miles.

Between eight and twelve miles a further charge of 50

cents is made for each mile or fraction thereof. On runs

of more than 12 miles—and they are by no means unusual

—the suburban schedule is applied.

In city delivery, where one instrument is exchanged

for another, the total haulage charge is fixed at 1J/3 times

the one-way rate. On "rentals'' and "repossessions,"

where the instrument to be returned may be picked up

at the company's convenience within six days after re

ceiving notice, the return trip is charged at one-third the

regular rate if made within 60 days from date of original

delivery, and at one-half the usual rate if made after 60

days. The minimum charge for return trips of this kind

is fixed at $1, and any discounts accruing are not applied

on "extras" for handling grands or players. A list of

special piano rates for depot haulage, boxing, etc., is given

in Table I.

In addition to the regular "upright" haulage rates,

extra charges, shown in Table II, are made for hoisting

and lowering, and for instruments of different kinds.

STAR MOTOR DELIVERY CO.

332 S. MICHIGAN AVE.

HARRISON 8168

RATES FOR MOVING PIANOS

Moving upright pianos, 3 miles or less, 1st floor to 1st floor.. S3. 00

50 cents extra for each additional floor up or down.

Beyond the 3 mile minimum, per mile or fraction 1 .00

Player pianos, extra 1.50

Grand pianos, extra 1.50

Hoisting or lowering, extra 5.00

(When hoisted or lowered the 50 cents per floor is not charged.)

Box for upright pianos 3.00

Packing and boxing, extra 1 .00

Hauling to depot, same as a move.

) y^ ^^^^ _\l\l0\
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Star Company's piano hauling rates to private trade.

The Star company does a great deal of piano hauling

for individual owners at rates slightly in advance of those

TABLE I.

Hauling from depot:

Upright, including unboxing $2.00

(An allowance of $1.50 is made for the box.)

Same, if dealer retains box 1.00

Grand, including unboxing, dealer to retain box .'1.00

Concert grand, including unboxing, dealer to retain box.... 4.00

Hauling to or from factories or cars (within 4 miles):

Stripped upright (on regular trip) 1.00

Stripped grand (on regular trip) 1.30

Boxing and hauling to depot:

Upright, Including a used box 3.58

Upright, using dealer's box 2.00

Grand, uring dealer's box 4.00

Concert grand, using dealer's box 5.00

TABLE II.

Player-pianos $1.0')

Baby or parlor grands 1.50

Concert grands 3.00

Hoisting or lowering upright pianos and players 3.00

Hoisting or lowering grand pianos and players 5.00

charged the trade. Druggists and expressmen are sup

plied with colored advertising cards for use in their win

dows, and. in the future, large metal signs bearing the

agent's name and telephone number, and suitable for out

door display, will also be furnished. The agent is paid a

commission on all business he obtains and, of course, re

ceives the benefit of the lower rates on all his personal

deliveries. The receipts from this class of trade alone

amount to several hundreds of dollars each month, and

during the moving seasons, in May and October, the re

turns are even better. The prices to the private trade are

Parts and accessories are sometimes as important

Map showing method of dividing Chicago Into rate zones.

shown in the accompanying illustration of one of the

company's rate cards.

The prices on deliveries made beyond the 12-mile

limit do not, as might reasonably be expected, vary di

rectly with the length of haul. For example, on a trip

to Worth, 111., 17 miles from Chicago, the fee is $13.50,

while to Dolton, the same distance away, the charge is

only $10.75. Furthermore, the price for a delivery to

Hammond, Ind., 21 miles distant, is $13.75, or onh' 25

cents more than for the 17-mile run to Worth.

At first glance these charges may seem unfounded,

but an analysis of the different routes will show that they

are based on actual conditions affecting the cost of opera

tion. Some roads are in very poor condition, and accord

ingly the average speed of the truck is considerably re

duced. The rate, therefore, must be increased sufficiently

to offset the loss occasioned by the decrease in daily ton-

mileage.

 

Orders^ Piano Moving

Taken Here For

Star Motor Delivery Co.

jheExpert. [ianol lowrsj

Style of advertising cards supplied to druggists and expressmen.

as machines. See advertisements in this issue.
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-— STAR MOTOR DELIVERY CO.

Month Ending 191
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Ledger sheet used by the Star Company

Then, too, the gross tonnage carried between different

points varies considerably. The business between Chicago

and Congress Park, for example, may be sufficient to

make up a complete load twice a week. On the other

hand, the amount of goods to be delivered to Park Ridge

may be so small that the truck never carries a full load.

In such a case it is obvious that the Park Ridge rate must

be somewhat higher, even though the distances are equal

and road conditions approximately the same. When it is

considered that in some cases both factors enter into the

question, it is not surprising that the mile rates should

exhibit such marked differences.

ORDER OF DELIVERIES MUST IE FOLLOWED

Troek No. 101

STAR MOTOR DELIVERY CO.

CHwrrtn  

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

n

9

10

►

13

12

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

"Job sheet" furnished dally to piano truck drivers.

All of the best motor trucks on the Am

s recording costs of operation and maintenance.

The Star company's complete list of suburban piano

rates is given in Table III.

TABLE III.

DIREC- DISTANCE

TOWN. TION. IN MILES. RATE.

Congress Park S. W. 13 $7.75

Colehour S. E. 13 8.00

Park Ridge N. W. 13 9.00

LaGrange S. W. 14 8.00

Wilmette N. 14 8.00

Kenllwoi th N. 15 8.75

Elmhurst W. 15 9.25

Roby, Ind S. E. 15 9.25

Tracy S. 15 9.50

Western Springs S. W. 16 9.50

Winnitka , N. 16 9.50

Blue Island S. 16 10.00

Rlverdale S. 16 10.00

Whiting, Ind S. E. 16 10.00

Dolton S. 17 10.75

De3 Plalnes N. \V. 17 12.00

Hinsdale S. \V. 17 12.00

Worth S. 17 13.50

Hegewlsch S. E. 18 11.50

Hubbard Woods N. IS 11.50

Clarendon Hills S. W. IS 12.75

Indiana Harbor, Ind. S. E. 19 13.25

Glencoe N. 20 13.00

Lombard TV". 20 13.00

Hammond, Ind S. E. 21 13.75

Harvey S. 21 13.75

Downers Grove S. W. 21 15.00

Glen Ellyn W. 22 14.50

Homewood S. 23 15.25

Wheaton W. 24 16.00

Gary, Ind S. E. 26 18.00

To those who have doubted the efficiency and economy

of the motor wagon in intercity haulage, the experience

of the Star Motor Delivery Company offers a complete

answer. The accompanying map of Chicago and its en

virons shows the large area within which the company's

piano trucks operate, and indicates also the possibilities

for expansion of this service when the equipment is suffi

ciently increased. Although this territory is covered by a

network of steam and electric railroads, the company is

handling the bulk of the suburban piano hauling business

within its area of operations.

In this work it is brought into direct competition with

local horse express companies, who are under contract

with the railroads and obtain special low rates. Strange

as it may seem, the Star company is getting the business

even in the face of such obstacles, and is giving a superior

service at practically the same cost.

For transporting an upright piano from Chicago to

Hammond, a distance of 21 miles, the horse express com

panies, operating in conjunction with the railroads, make

a flat charge of $10 for haulage alone. Boxing and un

packing—which, by the way, are not necessary with mo

tor delivery—come extra, making the total cost not less

than $13. Furthermore, delivery cannot be guaranteed,

as shipments must be made in carload lots to obtain the

special rate.

On the same haul, the Star Motor Deliverv Company

charges but $13.75, and not only guarantees delivery on

a specified date, but handles the entire job more expedi-

erican market are advertised in this issue.
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tiously than is otherwise possible. Although the shipper

in this case pays an extra 75 cents, the difference is more

than offset by the superior service obtained. There are

no delays at the freight depot or in the railroad yards.

The instruments are not subjected to the usual risks at

tending the numerous loadings and unloadings inherent

in the methods ordinarily employed. The entire handling

process is reduced to two operations, the loading at the

shipper's platform and the unloading at the door of the

consignee. This advance in handling methods alone may

effect a saving in time of from one to seven days.

The business of leasing motor wagons on a straight

rental basis has proved a highly profitable undertaking

for the Star company. This service was inaugurated some'

time ago, and so far has proved the most remunerative

branch of the business.

At present seven different concerns are using the serv

ice, and the gross receipts amount to several hundred

dollars per day. In this work the company uses 17 ma

chines, representing a total investment of more than

$50,000.

STAR MOTOR DELIVERY CO DRIVER'S DAILY RECORD
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Front and back of the driver's dally record form.

The Star company leases its motor wagons on con

tracts covering a period of not less than three years. The

lessee pays a flat daily rental, based on the carrying ca

pacity of the machine. He is given the use of the truck

during ten hours of each day, and the charge is wholly

independent of the tonnage carried or the distance trav

eled. The operating company furnishes the drivers,

houses and maintains the trucks, and assumes all liability

for fire, accidents and damage to merchandise carried.

The company's scale of prices on leased machines is

as follows:

Capacity

in Tons.

Dally Capacity

in Tons.

Daily

Rental.$12.50 Rental.

1 $18.50

20 00

2 14.00 21.00

3 16.00 10 25.00

4 17.25

 

A 2-ton Mack used by the Star Company In its leasing service.

jobbers in iron and steel. The soap, plumbing, meat pack

ing and woodenware industries are also represented. One

firm manufacturing soap and toilet articles uses four ma

chines of two tons' capacity, and expects to make all

future deliveries by motor wagon. The daily receipts on

this contract alone amount to more than $50, while two

trucks used by the Federal-Huber Co. earn $31 a day.

Although the undertaking is still in its infancy, and

many details are naturally not yet perfected, the service

is highly efficient and is being improved rapidly. Typical

record forms used by the company in the administration

of its equipment are shown in the accompanying illustra

tions. The "Driver's Daily Record" is kept by the chauf

feur and furnishes a complete history of the movements

of his machine from the time it leaves the garage until it

returns. The driver records the truck's position every

15 minutes, and in this way the delivery superintendent

is able to keep an accurate check on all his machines. The

day schedule is printed on one side of the record card

and the night schedule on the reverse side, so that the

report is complete for a period of 24 hours.

The other small form -is known as the "job sheet."

One of these sheets is filled out by the delivery superin

tendent and handed to each of the piano truck drivers

before he starts on his daily work. The slip shows at a

glance the work laid out for that day, and gives the order

in which to make deliveries and pick-ups. The driver

has instructions to telephone the main office at every other

stop and report his progress. If, in the meantime, any

pick-up orders are received they are then given to the

driver who happens to be in the neighborhood, and he

adjusts his route accordingly. By this method special

 

Among the Star company's customers are such con

cerns as the Western Electric Company, makers of elec

trical apparatus, the Commercial Chemical Company of

Clearing, 111., and Arthur J. O'Leary & Son Company.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keel! this issue as your Buyers' Guide

One of the Star Company's 3-ton trucks. The first figure of the

machine's number Indicates its capacity.
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The star pafnted on the side of the driver's cab indicates the owner

ship of the truck. This is one of the leased machines.

trips are avoided, and the actual cost of bringing in

"rentals"' and "repossessions*' is reduced to a minimum.

The large form represents the ledger sheet used by

the company in keeping a daily record of the gross ex

penses of the entire fleet of machines. The various items

are written by the bookkeeper in the blank spaces at the

head of each page, but a new form, complete in every de

tail, is now in course of preparation. A separate record is

kept of each truck and only the daily totals are entered

■on the ledger sheet. With this system the cost of mainte

nance and operation of each truck may be deducted from

its earnings, and the net profit of each machine will be at

once available.

The Star company's present equipment includes 26

Mack trucks, made by the International Motor Company.

Of these, 7 are 3-ton machines and 16 are 2-tonners. The

remaining three are of I'/l, 4 and 5 tons' capacity. Nine

of the 2-ton motor wagons are used in piano work—eight

in active service, and one held in reserve. The 2-ton

piano chassis cost $3,060 each, and the bodies, which were

built especially for the work, bring the total cost of each

machine to approximately $3,400. More than $30,000 is

invested in piano truck equipment. Fourteen machines

are actively engaged in the rental service, and three trucks

of different ratings are kept in reserve. These machines

were purchased at prices ranging from $2,750 to $4,800,

according to the capacity. Each body is, of course, spe

cial, having been built to meet the particular requirements

of the lessee's business.

The leasing service requires 14 drivers, who are paid

from $20 to $25 per week. Although this is considerably

 

An example of special bodies supplied by the Star Company. Note

the support on the front mud guard. This is to carry the

front ends of long steel beams passing through

the opening in the side of the

front end of the body.

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase

higher than the scale set by the teamsters' union (with

which some local chauffeurs have recently become affiliat

ed), the company believes that the difference is more than

offset by the superior class of men obtainable.

A new driver is given three or four days' instruction,

after which he is put on a machine at an initial salarv of

$20. Each of the piano trucks is manned by a driver and

three helpers. The latter receive, on an average, $24 a

week, while the driver, who assists in loading and unload

ing, is paid $25. The salary of each man is increased 50

cents for every six months' period of continuous service.

Vacations with full pay will be given each summer. On

overtime work all the men receive a uniform wage of 45

'cents an hour.

The Star company's garage, where both the piano

trucks and the leased machines are housed, is located

about two miles from the business center of the city, in a

section where rents are much lower than in the "loop"

district. The building is of brick and steel construction.

62 feet wide and 180 feet long. The structure is only

one story in height, but affords a floor space of 11,160

square feet. Entrances are provided at hoth ends, so that

machines may be driven in and out without unnecessary

turning. At the rear, to one side, is the heating plant

with its coal bins, while the shop, with an area of about

1.500 square feet, is on the other side.

The shop equipment includes only two benches, a

forge, and the usual hand tools, such as wrenches, ham

mers, scrapers, files, etc. There is no machinery of any

kind, for up to date there have been no adjustments or

repairs which could not be made with the equipment men

tioned. It should be stated in passing that there has been

no expense whatever for repairs or replacements, and the

only adjustments found necessary have been on bearings,

chains and accessories.

At the front end of the building are the foreman's

office, lavatories, piano-box storage room and the trans

ferring platform. The remaining space, which is un

broken by posts or supporting pillars, is given over to

the machines. These are backed up against the side walls,

leaving a wide central aisle from front to back. Oil and

grease are stored in a room near the heating plant, and

the gasoline is kept in a 1,000-gallon tank, placed below

the ground. The truck tanks are filled by a Bowser fuel

supply pump, placed near the rear entrance.

The entire floor is of concrete, with a slight pitch

toward the side walls, where drains are located at

regular intervals. A large water supply pipe, four feet

above the floor, extends along both walls, and a faucet

is provided for each machine. The trucks are washed and

polished nightly in the space allotted to them, and the

usual delays occasioned by running the machines on the

rack are entirely eliminated.

The garage men work on two shifts. The day force

includes two mechanics and a helper, in addition to the

foreman in charge. One mechanic, a helper, and a man

for washing and polishing, are on duty at night. The

mechanics are all experienced men who have been trained

in the factory of the International Motor Company at

of motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.
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Allentown, Pa. They have been actively engaged in the

manufacture of the machines, and arc thoroughly familiar

with all the details of construction.

On returning to the garage at night, each machine is

examined for any loose or worn parts that may have de

veloped during the day. The necessary adjustments are

immediately made and the truck is again ready for service

in the morning. If the damage is serious, a full report

is made out and attached to the machine. One of the re

serve trucks is then pressed into service, and the repair

work is left to the day force.

Sunday is regular inspection day, and at that time

•each part of the different machines is carefully examined

for signs of wear. The company believes in anticipating

trouble by making whatever replacements are necessary

without waiting for a breakdown. With this system the

number of reserve trucks required to insure uninterrupted

service is reduced to a minimum and the general expense

of operation is considerably lowered.

As a part of the proposed expansion, the company now

has plans under way for the erection of a three-story

garage with storage facilities for ioo machines. The

building will be of modern fireproof construction through

out and will provide aproximately 60,000 square feet of

floor space. These preparations are fully justified by

business already under contract.

Not long ago, 16 large wholesale houses, with head

quarters in the local field, opened negotiations with the

Star company for an extensive delivery service in Chicago.

Machines were not at the moment available, so final ar

rangements were delayed. The service contemplated

would require probably 30 trucks, calling for an invest

ment of from $90,000 to $125,000 for rolling stock alone.

A large warehouse would also be necessary, but the offi

cials estimate that such a building would pay for itself in

n short time.

In view of the company's tentative plans, involving the

expenditure of many thousands of dollars, and consider

ing the remarkable progress made in less than a year's

time, it could hardly be said that the concern has anything

 

A 2-ton Mack truck leased by the Star Company to L. Gould & Com

pany, makers of woodenware. Picture taken In front

of the "Star" garage.

but a wonderfully bright future before it. On the whole,

the experience of the Star Motor Delivery Company af

fords a highly enlightening -study for professional horse

operators, and should point a strong moral to others en

gaged in similar lines of business.

WANTS MOTORS FOR STREET DEPARTMENT.

If the budget committee of New York City grants the

request of Street Cleaning Commissioner Edwards, the

motorizing of this department will soon begin in earnest.

The commissioner's estimates for 1913 include a sum of

$210,000 for the purchase of 40 motor trucks for the re

moval of refuse, and another of $200,000 for the purchase

of motor street sweeping machines. Several of the latter

have been used under a renting arrangement for several

months and have proved very satisfactory.

There are about 70 gasoline-electric motor buses in

service in London, England.

Another motor delivery van has been added to the

equipment of the Pittsburgh post office.

 

Interior view of the "Star" garage, showing 19 of the company's Mack trucks. The first four machines In the left foreground are used by

a large soap manufacturing concern, while the rest are principally piano trucks.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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Parts and accessories are sometimes as important as machines. See advertisements in this issue.



SCIENTIFIC OPERATION IN MILWAUKEE

Mitchell Mackie, of the Commercial Auto Co., Has

Evolved a Record System Adaptable to

Varying Service Conditions

By J. S. SMITH.

LIKE OTHER growing cities, Milwaukee is awake

to the many benefits derived from the use of the

power wagon, and the leading business enter

prises of the Cream City are adding daily to their motor

equipment.

Flanked on three sides by motor truck manufacturing

companies, saturated with the logic of the truck sales

men who can easily prove the motor vehicle's value as a

transportation medium, and acquainted with the figures

of excessive horse costs vs. lower motor maintenance,

the business men of Milwaukee have long since become

converts. They are dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts.

While professional haulage in Milwaukee is still in

its infancy, there being but one firm of big proportions

(Commercial Auto Company), the demands have been

such that this same organization will soon expand.

Milwaukee has several seasons for extraordinarily

heavy professional haulage, as Fig. 4 illustrates. Condi

tions arise at specific seasons of the year and a demand

is created, as the 1912 Milwaukee haulage record shows.

Busy and slack seasons are easily noted. Extremes in

either direction that can be traced to a specific cause are

noted on the curve itself. The "peak" in July marked

"Columbus pea season" reminds the Commercial Auto

Company that the rush was caused by the fact that it had

cars running 14 to 15 hours per day for the Columbus

Canning Co. The September "peak" marked "Vanderbilt

Course" reminds the company that it had trucks working

24 hours per day on the construction of the race course.

The December "peak" is a regular annual occurrence and

is not dependent on the securing of any particularly large

hauling job. Consequently the cars must be in shape to

handle the rush with practically no idle time for repairs

or overhauling until the slack time in January.

The Commercial Auto Company has its own simple

and thorough system as prepared by its manager, Mitchell

Mackie, and which was adopted only after four years

of experimenting. Mr. Mackie has for years given the

matter attention, trying a half dozen systems, and he de

clared them all failures until he devised one himself.

Those in the professional haulage business would do well

to give it consideration. The only things needed for this

system are a time clock and a form similar to that illus

trated herewith. The system operates equally well on

repair work and on general hauling. Probably the best

understanding of it can be obtained by following an

order through its regular course.

To begin with, let us consider the history of the re

pair job No. 2501 (Fig. 1). This was on a truck in the

service of the Milwaukee Coke & Gas Company and

operated by the Commercial Auto Company. On Nov.

10, after finishing his day's work, the driver reported

that one of the side plate clips was broken and also that

his motor had a compression leak. The office man fills

in the car number, job number, date and the name of

the man who is to be held responsible for the proper

completion of the work, and also the work to be done

under the various item numbers 1 to 6. At 7:40 p. m.,

"Teschner" started on item 1, signed his name and fin

ished at 8:20 p. m. Similarly he started on item 2 at

8:20 p. m. and finished at 10:05 p. m., making note that

it was No. 3 valve plug gasket that caused the leak. He

also writes in the word "yes" under the column headed

"Finished," to show that the item is completed and the

P«o- 5«a.3on
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Fig. 4.—Chart showing demand, month by month, on motor truck service.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.
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record ready to go to the bookkeeper. In some cases it

is not possible to finish a given job before the car is due

to go to work again and in that case the word "no" ap

pears and the record retained by the shop until com

pleted. The reverse side of this form is blank and used

for charging material. The bookkeeper now fills in the

amount of time under "Hours" and carries the proper

amount opposite "Labor Charge," inserting the "I^abor

Cost." Material is entered in the same way so that the

total of the two differences make up the "Gross Profit"

from which is deducted the "Overhead," leaving the

"Net Profit." The overhead is worked down to an

hourly basis for the different classes of work so that it

can be entered against each individual job. The record

is now complete and ready to be used for making out

the invoice and this is done in the ordinary way. The

job number is entered on the invoice and the invoice

number entered on the job number so that the company

has a cross index for future reference. If the customer

returns and says the job was not properly done and the

company decides he is right, it looks up the job sheet

which gives the complete history, and the man who did

the poor work must rectify it on his own time or else the

company has another man correct the fault and charge

the cost to the original workman.

In Fig. 2, job No. 2500, the company has the same

form as applied to the general hauling business. On

Nov. 9, 191 2, J. F. Morgan of the Wisconsin Telephone

Company telephoned for a car to be at the State Fair

Park at 7 :oo a. in. the next morning. The office man

taking the message immediately fills in the date (which

also shows the exact time of receiving order), the direc

tions, the car number and the driver's name. Then the

form is put on a rack in the garage and when Niessen, the

driver, who is to go on the job, gets in at night, he looks

over the jobs and finds that he must take car 29 and be

at the State Fair Park at 7 :oo a. m. the next morning.

In the morning he "punches in" at 6:40 a. m., allowing

himself 20 minutes to get to the park and signs his name,

thereby acknowledging the directions. He returns at

11:40 and "punches out" and fills in the word "yes"

after items 1 and 2, showing that he finished the job and

was there at the time ordered. Xow following instruc

tions in item 3, he "punches in" at 1 1 40 and puts the

car in shape to go out on a minute's notice and ''punches

out" at 12:00 noon, filling in the word "yes" after this

last item. Then he turns the sheet back to the office and

is questioned regarding the job by the bookkeeper, who

makes a note of the fact that this job covered hauling of

conduit for street cables.

It will be seen that by crossing out the word "labor"

of the item "Labor Charge" in the accounting division

of the form, it becomes adapted to the hauling end of

the business. The material used (gasoline, oil, grease,

etc.) is charged on the back of the sheet. Tire expense,

overhauling, painting, current repairs, etc., are all figured

down to so much per hour for each type car and in

cluded in the overhead charge. The invoicing is of

course identical with either the repair or hauling jobs.

Dates, numbers and amounts shown are taken arbitrarily

but the instructions are copies of records in the com

parry's files. Each morning the job sheets for the pre

vious day are on the manager's desk and in that way he

has a detailed account of the work done and an almost

absolute figure on the net profit of each individual job.

The net profit as shown by the job sheets is checked with

the monthly statement and it is found usually correct to

within two per cent.

Fig. 3 shows the application of the same form to

non-productive labor. Material such as soap, brooms,

rags, etc., are entered on the back of the sheet and

charged once a week to the proper departments.

This systematic record of work done by the trucks

has made it plain to the company that the profit of pro

fessional haulage lies only in charging in elapsed time

instead of charging by mileage.

MOTORS FOR HUNGARIAN POST OFFICE.

Within the next six years the Hungarian Post Office

Department will install 500 motor wagons. The vehicles

will be of various types, as follows: 250 letter-collecting

machines of 8 horsepower, 100 parcel-vans of 16 horse

power, 75 parcel-vans of 30 horsepower, and 75 combina

tion package and passenger vehicles of 30 horsepower.

The 8-horsepower machines will supplant the motorcycle?

with sidecars now in use.

Three motor mail wagons are used in the rural serv

ice out of Mechanicsburg, Pa.

Montreal, Canada, is considering a by-law barring

steam vehicles from the city streets.

 

Horses In Philadelphia were provided with shower baths during

the hot weather of last summer. The device was In demand from

morning until night, and all day teams could be seen standing In line,

the drivers waiting for a chance to give their horses a little relief

from the oppressive heat. The shower baths were furnished by the

Women's Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and

proved so popular that the organization will supply them again next

year.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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n Philadelphia. The picture shows less than one-eighth of

» ♦h~ r>M»t.r city. There are 108 electrics

Express Company.

Part of the fleet of 35 Autocars in the service of the Adams Express Company In Philadelphi

the total number of 155 power wagons used by this one concern In the Quaker

and 47 gasoline trucks In the Philadelphia service of the Adams

MOTOR HAULAGE WORK IN PHILADELPHIA

More than 25 Per Cent of the Power Wagons in This

Busy Commercial Center Are Operated by

Professional Truck Owners

PHILADELPHIA dealers in

transportation, those whose

incomes depend on rolling

wheels and hauling capacity con

stantly employed, are turning in in

creasing numbers tothe motor truck

as the only medium that can guar

antee rapid and economical delivery

with rigid adherence to schedule.

From the Adams Express Com

pany, the leader, all the way down

to the minor teamster whose work

suffices to keep busy only one vehi

cle, the tendency is the same.

Where the horse might have been

expected to make his last stand, he

is being sent into the discard.

Occupying within the last

month a superb new garage, the Adams Express Company

may be said to have entirely abandoned the use of horses

in Philadelphia. The new building, together with the. 155

cars, gasoline and electrics, that it houses, represents an in

vestment of not less than $400,000, which means that this

great company has reached a conviction that the great

modern specialists in delivery must effect a permanent

divorce from horse labor, and base the future of their

business on a union with the power wagon.

Whether it be for local or distance hauling, express

and teaming, for storage and moving, or for the various

forms of rental, transportation agents in all lines are ac

cepting as inevitable the dictum that they must shift to

power vehicles or fall hopelessly behind in the race for

business.

Distances in Philadelphia are particularly attractive for

the use of the power vehicle. The number of homes and

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase

By GEORGE M. GRAHAM.

The all-round serviceability of the motor

wagon, its range of application, and the

possibilities it holds forth, both to the large

operator and to the man of small means,

are forcefully told in this article. Phila

delphia is a city where hired help and liv

ing are cheap, so that the record of success

of the motor wagon under these conditions

is particularly convincing. On the other

hand, distances in the Quaker City are

large, and the territory that can be served

from this great commercial center is ex

tensive. Here is where the power wagon

can make Us best showing. The article is

replete with valuable suggestions.

the variety of manufacturing enter

prises, the extent of the area over

which they are spread and the ex

cellence of the streets and roads

which lead to them, make the Quak

er City an ideal one for reaping the

ultimate of profitable result from

the power wagon in this service.

The spread-out condition of the

city, resulting from the absorption

into the municipal body of what

once were separate townships, has

produced at points miles remote

from the heart of the city, large and

flourishing sections that hold out

the bait of big business to the firm

that can get there. Within the city

limits it is possible to take runs of a

distance that would perhaps be impossible in any other city

save Chicago. Twenty miles without doubling on the

tracks or going a foot out of the way is possible within the

city limits, the spread of suburban living helping to ex

plain the condition. The result is the production of dis

tances too great for the horse.

The teamster and expressman have made the discovery

that they are in the ideal business to make the power wagon

pay. The machine brings returns only in proportion to

the hours it is kept busy. The high first cost makes its

idleness extravagant. In many lines delivery is only an

incident. To the expressman and teamster it is every

thing. In no other line of business is there the same re

ward for the vehicle giving the greatest radius of action.

Department stores, grocers, florists, butchers, etc., de

liver only a portion of the goods they sell, the remainder

being carried away by the purchasers. But the teamster

of motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.
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Fleet of General Vehicle trucks used by Adams Express Company In Philadelphia.

has no side lines of profit. He sells no goods that custom

ers can take away themselves. He profits only when his

equipment is being paid for by the constant activity of his

lolling stock. To him mileage is money. Horses can't go

as far as trucks ; they can't make the distances ; they can't

make the time ; they can't haul the loads. Extremes of heat

incapacitate them, kill them, or reduce their speed to the

point where profit vanishes. Snow and ice bring tardy

;iction, and often a costly echo of broken bones. Business

houses demand teamsters with motor trucks, especially

so in the holiday rush when there must be long maintained

rates of high speed in getting merchandise to its pur

chasers.

Every teamster who has to refuse work that is beyond

the capacity of his horses is brought nearer to a realiza

tion that he is working with an inadequate equipment as

long as he fails to avail himself of the virtually unlimited

powers of the motor truck.

These are the general reasons why in Philadelphia the

power vehicle daily gains new users.

In the three general classifications, express and team

ing, storage and moving, and the hiring of trucks for gen

eral uses, there are now in Philadelphia by actual count 284

motor trucks engaged, which is more than 25 per cent of

 

Commercial Truck Company of America electric wagon In service of

Adams Express Company In Philadelphia.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to

the total number of power wagons operating in the

Quaker City.

Naturally the biggest user is the Adams Express Com

pany. Wells Fargo & Company and the American Express

Company are not represented in this city, but the other two-

carriers of national fame are both here, and are both users

of motor trucks, though the United States Express Com

pany has been somewhat tardy in their installation. It is

about to place a number in use, but none is operating yet.

* * *

Adams Express Co. Has 155 Trucks In Philadelphia.

In its new garage on Twenty-second street, between

Walnut and Chestnut, located in a section where real estate

commands a very high price, the Adams Express Company

has 108 electrics and 47 gasoline trucks. No less than 37

of the electrics have just been purchased from the General

Vehicle Company and 16 more are cars made by that com

pany which have been in use for varying periods. Forty

are Lansden trucks and 15 are the product of the Com

mercial Truck Company of America.

Of the gasoline trucks, 35 are Autocars and 12 are the

product of the General Motors Company. The electrics

are of 2,000, 3.000 and 4,000 pounds capacity. The G. M.

C. trucks are three-tonners, and the Autocars are the

standard ij^-ton machine specialized in by that company.

It is a fact little known that Philadelphia is a sort of

eastern clearing house for trucks purchased by the Adams

Express Company. All chassis bought for New York-

City, Rochester. Buffalo, Atlantic City, Washington, etc.,

are sent to have the bodies fitted on in Philadelphia at the

favoring prices possible there.

The vehicles at the same time get their trying out and

tuning up, the perfectly equipped garage and the presence

of an expert like Garage Superintendent F. D. Ackerman

making this a good plan to assure the perfect condition

of the trucks before they are put into actual service.

In this article no account is taken of any but the trucks

sent to Philadelphia for permanent service.

The new garage covers three floors. It was formerly

a stable. Gasoline cars are stored on the first floor. Elec

trics are housed on the second and third floors. From the

first to the second floor is a runway with an electric winch

the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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to pull the machines up, and there are also abundant ele

vator facilities.

All the electrics have Edison batteries, the company

specifying this type for all its purchases. This battery uni

formity facilitates the rapid and convenient charging of the

•electric machines.

* # £

Details of the Adams Express Service.

The machines are operated in relays, one set, for in

stance, working on the street from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.,

and another from 12 noon to 12 midnight. While one set

of vehicles is engaged in delivery work, another set is re

ceiving its supply of electric current, and thus is avoided

any loss of time.

With the big force of cars in use, the Adams company

consumes 3,000 kilowatt-hours of current per day, and for

this volume is able to get a rate of 3% cents per kilowatt-

hour. The charging apparatus of the General Electric

Company is used.

The Adams company started using electrics in Phila

delphia in 1906, 25 General Vehicle trucks of one ton each

then being installed. All of these are still in operation

today.

The human equipment of every machine in use by this

company consists of a man and a boy, the former averag

ing in salary about $18 weekly, and the latter from $8 to

$10. The driver is permitted only to operate the ma

chine. He is not expected to make any repairs, this work

being reserved for experts at the garage.

Every electric must be in service for 300 days in every

year, this schedule permitting sixty-five days of idleness

for Sundays, times of repair or seasons of slack business.

It is estimated that the total value of the cars, garage

and its equipment in use in Philadelphia is in excess of

$5400,000, but even at this outlay a big economy is effected.

The fact that motor car equipment requires only one-

fourth of the space needed for horses and wagons is a big

factor in real estate saving for a company that employs as

many vehicles as the Adams Express.

* * *

Big Horse Company Employing Power Wagons.

Next to the Adams, the biggest Philadelphia user of

power vehicles in express work is the Union Transfer

Company. This company does an exclusively baggage

transfer business between railroad stations and homes, ho-

 

G. V. truck used by Union Transfer Company.

tels, and places of business. It is entirely a city proposition,

no hauls being made outside of Philadelphia.

The equipment consists of ten cars, nine electrics and

one gasoline, the last named being a 2-ton Garford. The

electrics comprise six Commercial Truck Company of

America machines—five of i-ton and one of 2-ton capacity

—two i-ton Studebakers, and a i-ton G. V.

The trucks are used mainly for distance city work.

Seventy-five per cent of the company's business is still

done by horses, it being possible to use these economically

for short hauls in the center of the city.

Fifty horses are retained for this service, but it is sig

nificant that like many other concerns this company is not

buying any more horses to replace those that die. As the

live stock decreases more motor trucks are installed.

Eventually the uses of horses is destined to be restricted to

a small area in the heart of the city.

Two years ago the first test of trucks was made. In

the interval the number has steadily been increased. Each

truck replaces from \]A to 2 teams.

* * *

Horse Teamsters Soon Become Chauffeurs.

The men who are doing the driving on the electrics are

with one exception men who formerly held the reins over

the horses used by the company. They make no repairs

or adjustments. All this is attended to in the company's

garage and charging station. Juniper and Cherry streets.

 

A fleet of 12 G-M-C. trucks just Installed by the Adams Express Company in Philadelphia.

Parts and accessories are sometimes as important as machines. See advertisements in tliis issue.
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POSSIBILITIES OF POWER WAGONS IN SUBURBAN WORK
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THIS MAP INDICATES THE TERRITORY THAT CAN BE EASILY COVERED BY A POWER WAGON OPERATING OUT FROM

PHILADELPHIA, RETURNING THE SAME DAY. THE SMALL, SHADED AREA REPRESENTS THE CITY ITSELF, WHICH IS THE

THIRD LARGEST IN THE COUNTRY. MR. GRAHAM IN HIS ARTICLE CITES SEVERAL CASES OF LONG HAULS COVERING

FAR GREATER DISTANCES THAN APPEAR IN THIS MAP. THERE ARE NEARLY 250 CITIES, TOWNS AND VILLAGES SHOWN

IN THE DIAGRAM, AND THERE ARE AT LEAST AS MANY MORE THAT ARE NOT MARKED. THIS SHOWS THE WONDERFUL

POSSIBILITIES OF THE MOTOR TRUCK IN SUBURBAN AND COUNTRY HAULING, IN MANY KINDS OF WHICH IT CAN COM

PETE SUCCESSFULLY WITH THE RAILROAD, BOTH IN COST AND IN TIME. ANY LIVE EXPRESSMAN OR HAULAGE CON

TRACTOR CAN MATERIALLY EXTEND HIS BUSINESS BY LOOKING OUT FOR OPPORTUNITIES SUCH AS ARE HERE INDI

CATED. THE MAP IS REPRINTED FROM A BROCHURE PUBLISHED BY THE AUTOCAR COMPANY', OF ARDMORE, PA.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.
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where the installation of trucks has made possible a big

-pace saving. The horses are kept on the second floor, and

there is ample room on the first for the machines. An in

creasing business has thus been housed without the need

cf a big cash outlay for more real estate.

Potter Express Uses Trucks on Long Hauls.

A pioneer in the use of trucks for delivery hire

was the Potter Express Company, with offices in Phila

delphia and Camden. This company has for three years

operated a Kelly and an Autocar, but now takes the posi

tion that it is a better plan to have one make of truck, the

intcrchangeability of parts thus obtained being assurance

against delays from breakdowns.

This company has found the truck a business getter,

because it can make the long hauls impossible to the horse.

It is nothing uncommon for this firm to run its trucks to

Atlantic City, 60 miles away, the 3-ton truck having made

the journey in 4V2 hours.

■

 

This Wilcox truck paid for Itself In less than a year and saved Its

owner from bankruptcy.

Other truck users include Augustine Dougherty, Thos.

McDermott, Liebrecht, the Brown Delivery Company and

the Philadelphia and Xorristown Auto Express.

Teamsters Have a Useful Organization.

( )wing to the distances to be negotiated in Philadelphia

teamsters have organized themselves into an association,

by which territory is apportioned so that wagons do not

duplicate routes. The business man profits by this central

station system, for he can get a better rate by having his

goods delivered on a trip to which some vehicle makes

regular journeys, instead of having to pay the entire ex

pense of making a special journey to some particular

point.

Many of the teamsters who operate under this agree

ment have trucks, particularly those who make the long

hauls. Others operate trucks independently.

Alsover's Express gets results with a Packard, a Mack

and an Alco.

W. II. Mattis uses a Packard.

\V. H. Haldeman makes his long journey to Chestnut

Hill, in the extreme section of the city, in a Wilcox.

.Martin's Express uses a Wilcox in negotiating the hills

of the Germantown trip.

The Central Division Auto Delivery gets results out

of an Autocar.

Joseph Devlin has just put on a G. M. C. because his

horses were unable to keep up with the pressure of his

business.

James Gallagher has a big Pierce-Arrow.

John Kreutz uses two Saurer trucks.

Jos. McAnnally finds that an Autocar allows him to do

his long-distance work at a profit.

Charles Leatherman has a Decatur.

C. J. Carney uses two Decatur trucks.

The Parkin Delivery Company has three Commercial

Truck Company of America motor wagons.

Tyson Brothers use one Gramm.

P. A. Murray has a Decatur.

The Bala-Cynwyd Express makes its long journeys in

a G. M. C.

// you are not in a position to buy now,

A Motor Truck That Prevented a Bankruptcy.

In this list are many big firms. There is also more

than one teamster who only lately has decided that his

business expansion can best be obtained by the installation

of power delivery. Of these, the case of Charles Martin,

with his Wilcox truck, is so unusual that it merits a little

detail in rebuttal of the idea held in some quarters that

motor delivery is only for the big firms who can employ a

number of machines.

Martin's one truck saved his business. It paid for itself

in a year, and its subsequent earnings, allowing only a de

duction for maintenance and operating cost, will be clear

profit.

Mr. Martin went in business five years ago on a fairly

ambitious scale, with seven horses, three drivers and three

wagons. The average pn'ce of his horses was $150. Busi

ness came quickly, and there were prospects of good profits

when his horses began to go bad. His Germantown run

is long and hilly, and the journey consumed so much time

that the horses had to be fed en route, with the result that

they developed colic and indigestion. Eleven horses died

in ten months. Five more went in the second year, making

a total loss of $2,400, for the prohibitive rate on horses had

put adequate insurance out of question.

Martin faced ruin. He had lost his entire investment.

Just as he was about to seek another means of making a

living it occurred to him to get a truck. This was a darine

project, for $3,000 looked as big to him as twenty millions

to the Standard Oil. But his logic was sound. He had

the business. All he needed was a medium of delivery.

If he could eliminate the horse, get something that wouldn't

sicken and die, he could operate at a profit. He bought a

i>4-ton truck, which automatically retired seven horses

and three drivers, for he found that it could do all the

work of collecting from manufacturers in Germantown

and the vicinity, articles to be taken into the center of the

city and to wharves for shipment on various steamship

lines. On the return trip supplies are distributed to drug

keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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Four Packards that went from Philadelphia to New York In one day. They are In the service of the Miller Storage Company, of Philadelphia.

stores. These goods are the product of wholesalers in

the center of the city.

Martin did all his own driving in order to aid his policy

of retrenchment. The truck moved so quickly that it cov

ered the whole route. By 8 p. m. it was back in the garage

ready for any profitable night job which offered.

At reasonable rates he was able to carry four kinds of

insurance —property damage, liability, fire and collision.

This eliminated any risk.

This was one year ago. In the interval the truck has

paid for itself and earned the living expenses of the pro

prietor.

* * *

How the Truck Paid for Itself In Less than a Year.

In proof of what the truck did for him, Martin fur

nishes these figures :

At four per cent the interest on the $3,000 invested in

the truck is $120. Allowing service for five years—and

the truck should last much longer—$600 must be charged

off yearly for depreciation. Martin says an allowance of

$1 weekly for repairs is adequate. This makes $52. The

insurance costs $200. The helper now used on the truck

gets a salary of $500, and the cost of lubricating oil and

gasoline is $500 more. This is a total outlay of $1,972.

On this $1,972, Martin was able to earn the $3,000

which he paid for the truck, and a sum of not less than

$1,200 living expenses for himself and wife, this being a

conservative allowance of $25 weekly.

Summarizing, he earned $4,200 on his cash outlay of

$1,972, which is a profit of more than 100 per cent.

Of course he did his own driving, and thereby saved

$1,000, and had no expense for a garage, as he kept the

car in a stable in the rear of his property. But taking off

$1,200 more for these items, he still has a profit of $3,000

to show on his $1,972 invested, which is better than 50

per cent.

He had never driven a truck until he bought his own;

yet he had no trouble with it. lie gets from 45 to 55 miles

daily, has not been incapacitated for a day, and the truck-

presents the splendid economy that it involves no expense

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase of

in the dull season, consuming gasoline only when used in

profitable operation, whereas the horse must be fed, work

or idle.

* * *

Small Teamsters Pool Interests to Buy Motors.

Some of Philadelphia's smaller teamsters, in fear of

actual extinction of their business, have gone into partner

ships with others, and bought a truck or trucks by pooling

their interests. Schedules are arranged by which the part

ners can use the truck when jobs offer that are beyond the

capacity of horses. The profits of such work are turned

into a fund to pay for the vehicle. Eventually, when in

this way trucks have been acquired so that each of the part

ners can have one, the partnership is to be dissolved, the

device being aimed to protect the individual teamster dur

ing the period that his own means will not permit him to

invest in a truck.

By this system a valuable result is gained to the public,

for it would be a misfortune to have the experienced horse

teamsters driven from the streets. They know all the

problems of the street, freight station, the railroad, the

steamship, the post office and the express company. Their

knowledge takes a lot of the cares of delivery from the

minds of business men. They are one of the valuable

lubricating aids of trade, and it is a matter for congratula

tion that their acquirement of trucks means their retention

in the service of the merchant and manufacturer.

* * *

The Motor Truck's Economy In Furniture Removals.

The prime advantage in the use of the truck for mov

ing purposes is its ability to go from door to door. Hauls

to the suburbs are too great for the horse. Moving from

city to city means either the truck or freight shipment by

railroad.

The difficulties of the shipment of furniture by freight

are obvious. It consumes time, and in the process of vari

ous handlings, first from house to van, second from van

to freight station ; third from station into freight car,

fourth from car to train shed at the other end, fifth from

shed to dray, and, finally, sixth from dray into the home

[Continued on page 113.]

motor wagons, communicate with The Power IVagon.
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In New York City Electric Trucks are saving Peter Doelger $30,000 a year.

He has cut his delivery cost per barrel 27%—the increase in the efficiency

of his delivery system, over horse hauling, is beyond comparison.

This Is Only One Instance

Electric Trucks are saving money for progressive

business men in ALL parts of the country in ALL lines of

business. 8,000 of them in active service today are prov

ing that 80% of the trackless city horse haulage can be

handled by Electrics cheaper and better than by any other

method.

Here Are More Facts

One seven-ton truck is hauling all the coal used by

the Hudson and Manhattan R. R. Terminal Building, one

of New York's great skyscrapers. This truck does more

work than four three-horse teams formerly did. An Elec

tric Truck with an electric winch has displaced two

wagons, four horses, eight men and one handcar for Henry

Disston & Sons, Inc., Philadelphia, and the work is being

done better, more satisfactorily and at less expense.

What Can Electrics Do For You ?

You ought to investigate the Electric RIGHT NOW.

It means increased economy and efficiency you can't

afford to overlook.

Big Businesses Buy Fleets

Big corporations who figure cost TO A PENNY,

make efficiency a WATCHWORD, endorse the Electric.

Here is just a partial list of those who have found

Electrics best by test :—

Some of the Larger Fleets of Electric

Vehicles in Operation in New York

Adams Express Company 53 cars

American Express Company J04 cars

Central Brewing Company 31 cars

Dakota Stables 63 cars

Peter Doelger 39 cars

Geo. Ehret 64 cars

Fleischmann Company 45 cars

Gimbel Brothers 85 cars

las. A. Hearn 36 cars

Hoyt & DeMallie 27 cars

R. H. Macy 38 cars

New York Edison Company J07 cars

New York Transportation Co. 125 cars

Piercy Contracting Company 45 cars

Jacob Roppert 30 cars

ward Corby Company 2J5 cars

Motor Delivery Company 48 cars

United Electric Light & Power Co 25 cars

And in addition, hundreds of others who are using

Electric Vehicles for a wide variety of business. At the

present time there are, in New York City alone, 2,000

Electrics.
 

If you like, we will gladly send you interesting literature about Electric Commercial Vehicles.

Electric Vehicle Association of America

BOSTON NEW YORK: 124 W. 42nd Street CHICAGO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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G. V, Electric Trucks

A Four Page Advertisement by

The General Vehicle Company, (Inc.)

Over 200 G. V. Electrics are used by the American and Adams Express

Companies and the bulk of these have been bought in the last two years. But

don't overlook this important fact:

If we hadn't sold the Adams Express Company in 1902, 1903, 1906, the

American in 1907, and had G. V. Trucks thoroughly "tried out," no Electrics—

at least none in such quantities—could have been sold them in 1910, 1911 and

1912.

G. V. Electrics were the pioneer Electrics, and they are the leaders still.

That's why we headed the list of the recent Wells, Fargo order; why we sold the

National Express Co., their first heavy Electrics recently in New York.

Quality commands its price. If not to-day, then to-morrow.

 

One of 300 in Express Service

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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G. V. Electric Trucks

The Canadian Express Company has just ordered five G. V. Trucks for

Montreal and Toronto.

The smaller Express and Transfer Companies, like Chase Express Co.,

Westcott Express Co., White's Express Co., N. Y. Transfer Co., Union

Transfer Co. (Phila.), and firms like Motor Delivery Co. (28 in U. S. Mail Service),

and Rochester Carting Co., buy them.

Recently we sold to our Manilla Agent 16 more G. V. Electrics, making 20

in all. About half of these will be used in Professional Haulage. We have sold

several big banks and the New York Central Lines have just received their

handsome 2000 lb. G. V. "money wagon." They all know that, while there are

cheaper Electrics, there are none quite so dependable over a period of years as

"the old G. V."

Twenty-five firms have already purchased 939 G. V. Electrics; 100 firms use

1102.

"We Sell the Fleets.

\1° co

 

One of 96 in Packing House Service

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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G. V. Electric Trucks

Uncle Sam uses 19 G. V. Trucks in the Philippines. They are operated

by native drivers and they haul distilled water, ice and stores. Should you have

sent a Christmas present to your soldier nephew in Manilla, "ten to one" a

G. V. Truck or Wagon will deliver it.

The Bureau of Yards and Docks uses 12 heavy G. V. Trucks in Boston,

Charleston, Mare Island, Norfolk, Brooklyn and Puget Sound Yards.

There are 14 G. V. Trucks in Rio de Janiero and several in Cuba and Peru.

You see Electric Truck "limitations" are not very great after all. Where

you have to make from 100 to 150 stops per day, your mileage is limited by the

hours of your working day. "Fuel" (current) for the Electric is getting cheaper

and cheaper—an ex-teamster can drive it, so it is the logical truck to do your

short haul, frequent-stop work.

About 85% of all average city trucking is in the field of the Electric.

 

Two of 40 in Government Service

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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G. V. Electric Trucks
The production facilities of the General Vehicle Company, Inc., will be

trebled in 1913.

Two new plants costing together $750,000.00 are in course of construction.

Our capital stock has been increased by millions to provide for expansion. Note

the change in our corporate name.

With 12 years' first-hand experience behind us; with thousands of G. V.

Trucks and Wagons in the service of satisfied customers; with ample resources to

continue to build a good product and a unique organization to co-operate with

those who submit their transportation problems to our care,—can you doubt our

ability to adequately serve you?

Catalogue 12 and other data on request.

The General Vehicle Company, Inc.

Principal Office and Factory:

Long Island City, New York

New York Chicago Boston Philadelphia St. Louis Minneapolis Cincinnati

 

One of 521 in Brewery Service

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Battery in an Electric Car

is like the Works in a Watch

WOULD you buy a watch from the ap

pearance of the case alone? No, you

wouldn't. You would give far more

thought to the quality of the works inside

the case.

You shouldn't buy an electric car on ac

count of its appearance alone. A subject

which should be given your most careful con

sideration is the quality of the storage bat

tery which will drive the car. The battery

is the vital part of the car—its life—its source

of power.

Again—when you buy a watch, the works

that you select are those of a well-known

manufacturer. You want the ability and the

experience of such a maker. Ability and ex

perience are of just as much importance when

you select a battery for your electric car.

Once more—you want a watch that simply

requires winding. You don't want to bother

with constant repairs—you want a watch

that you can always rely on. It's just so with

the battery. A good battery needs occasional

charging—the same as a watch needs winding.

With such a battery installed in your "Elec

tric" it will be always ready for dependable

service. // won't "quit" on hills or in starting

heavy loads; it will give good service in either

hot or cold weather; it can be recharged at a

reasonable cost, and it will give long life.

If you follow the same good judgment in

choosing a vehicle battery that you do in

buying a watch you will select one of the

"fcxibe" Batteries

because these batteries are manufactured

by the oldest and largest battery maker in

the country—with 24 years of battery build

ing experience. This company is the pioneer

maker of electric vehicle batteries. The

" JExt&e " Battery was the first successful

electric vehicle battery. It has been and is

so successful that it is used in over 90% of

all electric pleasure vehicles manufactured.

The "MpcapsjExi&e", "TCbin-iExtOe", and

"1fronclaJ)<=lExibe" batteries, made to meet

special vehicle requirements, are develop

ments of the standard " JExi&e " principle.

These " JExt&e " Batteries have from the

start been so superior that for years they

have been used as standard equipment by

the largest electric vehicle manufacturers in

the country. 23 leading vehicle makers are

using them today.

When you buy an "Electric" or renew

your battery, be sure to get " JExtDe " materi

al. If you want to know which one of the

" JExtbe " Batteries is the one for your car,

let us send you our vehicle battery publica

tions. If you want battery information of

any kind which will help you get better

service from your electric car, we are ready

to give you expert advice, free of charge.

Write our nearest office.

TheElectric StoragebatteryCo.
New York Boston Chicago PHILADELPHIA PA. Denver San Francisco Seattle

St. Louis Cleveland Atlanta Detroit 1888-1912 Los Angeles Portland, Ore. Toronto

" £xide "Depots in New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, St. Louis, Atlanta, Denver

Kansas City and San Francisco

' ' £XiDe ' ' Inspection Corps863 " ExlCe ''Distributors

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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G-E Automobile Motor—"A Size for Every Need" Continuous Torque Automobile Motor Controller

Leading Makers of Electrics

Use G-E Motors and Controllers

The best "argument by example" that General Electric Company's

automobile motors and controllers hold an established reputation as

the most reliable and efficient equipments made, is proven by the use

of these outfits on SIXTY-FIVE PER CENT, of Electric pleasure and

commercial vehicles made by the leading manufacturers in this country.

The manufacturer who safeguards his reputation by adopting

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY'S motors and controllers as

standard, is thus able to concentrate greater attention upon the com

fort, convenience, finish and general detailed improvement of car

body and chassis.

The electric vehicle equipped with G-E motors is doubly backed:

—first, by its maker, and, second, by the reputation of the largest

electrical manufacturer in the world.

If you are a prospective purchaser of an electric vehicle, DEMAND

General Electric Company's motors and controllers !

General Electric Company

General Office:

Schenectady, N. Y.

Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

3406

Sales Offices in

all large cities

The Guarantee of

Excellence -

 

oh Goods

Electrical.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Front and Back Views of

Three Panel Commercial Vehicle Type Rectifier. This set will charge three vehicles at once.

Convenience in Battery Charging

With Mercury Arc Rectifiers

The idea that charging storage batteries is a mysterious and difficult opera

tion has been handed down from the days of the earliest electrics when charging

stations were few and far between and the charging outfit for the private garage

was unknown.

These conditions have been changed by the invention of the rectifier, which

rectifies or changes the alternating current furnished by most lighting and power

companies, to direct current suitable for charging storage batteries.

With one of these rectifiers in the garage, all that is necessary to charge the

battery is to insert a plug in a receptacle on the vehicle and start the rectifier.

The rectifier takes up very little space in the garage and can be installed any

where there are electric light wires.

In nearly every case the electric power company will make very low rates

for energy for battery charging.

Write our nearest office for further information and prices.

General Electric Company
Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.

Birmingham, Ala.

Boise, Idaho

Boston, Mass.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Butte, Mont.

Charleston, w. Va

Charlotte, N.C.

Chattanooga, Tenn

Chicago, III.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Cleveland. Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Davenport, Iowa

Dayton, Ohio

Denver, Colo.

Detroit, Mich.

(Office of Agent)

Erie, Pa.

For Texas and Oklahnmi h nln?n refer to General Electric Compan v

Texas.—Dallas, El Paso. Houston and Oklahoma City

Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

General Office: Schenectady, N. Y.

I.idianapolis, Ind.

Kansas City, Mo.

Keokuk, Iowa

Knoxville. Tenn.

Los Angeles, Cal.

ADDRESS

NEAREST

OFFICE

The Guarantee of

Excellence-

 

Louisville, Ky.

Memphis, Tenn.

Milwaukee. Wis.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Nashville, Tenu.

3390

New Haven. Conn.

New Orleans, La.

New York, N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburg, Pa.

Portland, Ore.

Providence, R. I.

Richmond, Va.

Rochester, N. Y.

Salt Lake City, Utah

For Canadian business

Electric Company,

San Francisco,

St. Louis, Mo.

Schenectady, N.Y

Seattle, Wash.

Spokane, Wash.

Springfield, Mass,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Toledo, Ohio

Youngstown, Ohio

refer to Canadian Genera1

L'fd, Toronto, Out.

oil Qgods

Electrical.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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MIC Motor-

Generator

Set.

(A. C. Motor and

D. C. Generator)

 

r
MCC Motor

Generator

Set.

(D. C. Motor and

D. G. Generator)

Motor-Generator Sets,

Charging Panels and Rheostats

The General Electric Company manufacturers different types of battery

charging equipment to meet the requirements of all users, from the largest

public garage to the small private garage built for a single car.

For the large garage where there are a number of cars to be charged at the

same time, one or more motor-generator sets will usually give the best results

for the bulk of the work, but rectifiers can be used to good advantage as auxilia

ries to take care of cars with exceptionally low or high voltage batteries, and

also for long overcharges.

On direct current circuits of 220 volts or higher, motor-generator sets will

be most economical in nearly every case whatever the capacity of the garage

may be. These sets are furnished in capacities from 1-8 kw. up.

For circuits of 1 10 to 125 volts, distributing panels with charging rheostats

are simple and economical.

For cases where Central Station energy cannot be obtained, we have designed

gasoline electric generating sets consisting of a gasoline engine direct connected to

a D. C. Generator. The engine and generator are specially designed as parts of

the set, making these outfits compact and reliable. These sets are economical

and require very little attention.

General Electric Company
Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.

Birmingham, Ala.

Boise, Idaho

Boston. Mass.

Buffalo, N Y.

Butte, Mont.

Charleston, W. Va.

Charlotte, N. C.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Cleveland, Ohio

Columbus, Ohio

Davenport, Iowa

Dayton, Ohio

Denver, Colo.

Detroit, Mich.

(Office of Agent)

Erie, Pa.

For Texaa and Oklahoma business refer to General Electric Company or

Texas—Dallas, El Paso, Houston and Oklahoma City.

Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

General Office: Schenectadv, N. Y.

Indianapolis, Ind,

Kansas City, Mo.

Keokuk, Iowa

Knoxville, Tenn.

Los Angeles, Cal.

ADDRESS

NEAREST

OFFICE

The Guarantee of

Excellence-

 

Louisville, Ky.

Memphis, Tenn.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Nashville, Tenn.

3496

New Haven, C03n.

New Orleans. La.

New York. N. Y.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburg, Pa-

Portland. Ore.

Providence, R.I.

Richmond, Va.

Rochester. N. Y.

Salt Lake City, Utab

For Canadian business

Electric Company

San Francisco, Cul

St. Louis, Mo.

Schenectady. N V

Seattle. Wash.

Spokane. Wash.

Springfield, Mas i.

Syracuse. N. Y.

Toledo, Ohio

Youngstown, Ohk

refer to Canadian General

L'i'd, Toronto, Ont.

on Cipods

lectrical.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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() Size) 15 and 25

watts. 21-90 volts

Three-gang Push Button

Switch

Edison Mazda Lamps, Commer

cial vehicle type, are of the same

high efficiency as the well-

known Edison Mazda Lamps

used for all kinds of lighting the

world over. These lamps have

strong, sturdy filaments, made

from drawn wire tungsten that

will withstand the jarring and

jolting of the roughest roads.

Flush Push Button Switches are

our well-known, standard push

button switch in miniature.

The switch is compact and takes

up very little space. The buttons

are metal and will not break

off; the terminal plate at back

is held by long screws which

prevent loosening. Made in

any combination of gangs.

 

 

Commercial Vehicle Charging

Receptacle and Plug

(i Size) 15 and 25

watts, 21-65 volts

Charging Plugs and Receptacles

are substantial and strong;

they withstand any reasonable

amount of rough usage. The

self-centering plug forms a

rigid electrical connection be

tween contacts; the generous

areas assure transmission of

charging current at the maxi

mum of efficiency. Well insu

lated against accidental contact.

Receptacle has a self-closing

cover, protecting removable in

terior from moisture and dirt;

interior walls enameled to pre

vent rust. Any of these devices

may be obtained from local

dealers or our nearest sales

office.

General Electric Company
Largest Electrical Manufacturer in the World

General Office:

Sales Offices in all large Cities

Schenectady, N. Y.

3871

The Quaranfee of

Excellence-

 

on Goods

Electrical.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The greatest mileage and lowest operating cost are obtained with

PHILADELPHIA THIN PLATE batteries.

DO YOU USE THEM?

^AONDC^

 

^oTm^

PHIL&ilLMASlWM!BaTCTEHYC&

Philadelphia

ONTARIO AND C STREETS

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

New York Chicago Cleveland St. Louis Boston Rochester Detroit

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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DETROIT
EXPRESSING, general hauling and transfer

■*-^ work imply the use of heavy duty vehicles

in the majority of cases.

Work of this nature is done in and out of

congested freight terminals, docks, etc. It is

handled to the best advantage by vehicles which

in the very nature of their operation and make

up are well adapted to it—Detroit Electrics.

ANDERSON ELECTRIC
 

3^ & 5 Tons

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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ELECTRIC
THE Detroit Electric three and one-half (31)

ton car supplies a day in and day out

service which spells reliability and per

formance at low cost of upkeep.

Its power storage tank—the Edison battery

—is so elastic in its charging and discharg

ing requirements that two days' work can be

rushed through it in one day if emergency or

prime necessity requires it.

Send for full data and information.

CAR CO., Detroit, Mich.
455 Clay Avenue,

Boston

Brooklyn

Buffalo

Cleveland

BRANCHES :

New York—Broadway at 80th Street

Chicago—2416 Michigan Avenue

Evanston

Kansas City

Minneapolis

Selling representatives in most leading cities.

 

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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This Fleet of Walker Electrics

Is in Daily Use by One of

Chicago's Largest Department Stores

TWO years ago this fleet was started with

the purchase of one Walker Electric

Delivery Wagon. A year ago another was

purchased. Such satisfactory service was

obtained from both vehicles that an addi

tional ten were ordered last summer, so that

this store now operates twelve Model G.,

1000-pound Walker Electrics of the parcel

delivery type.

We will be glad to confer with you regard

ing your delivery needs — large or small.

Walker Vehicle Company

Main Office and Factory, Chicago

New York Office, 230 Church Street Boston Office, 131 State Street

Representatives in all principal cities.

■wrejv

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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elective Cettcks

MKMHOIT H1KT1« a,

g lll'l II mia ■ '"^■RfHJ^S

  

How the Government is Solving Transportation

Problems by Installing Baker Electric Trucks

Baker Electric Trucks are famous for giv

ing the kind of service that proves something.

For instance, in the installation for the

Government Printing Office at Washington,

six Bakers are engaged in the strenuous

work of hauling the product of the largest

business of its kind in the world. They dis

place 17 horses and 11 wagons; it is esti

mated that in about two years they will save

enough money to offset the total cost of in

stallation. This is Baker Economy.

Baker Electric Trucks are giving similarly

satisfactory service for the Department of

the Interior and at the Executive Office at

Washington.

The Baker Truck is chosen because the

underlying principles of its construction

make it essentially a truck of greatest de

pendability at the lowest cost of operation.

Those principles are not mere applications

of theory. They are the tried result of four

teen years' experience in leading the way in

electrical vehicle construction in the United

States—experience which covers the crea- .

tion and perfection of every important feature

thus far introduced in the industry.

To the business man who wants a brief

reason for Baker supremacy, this is amply

sufficient—it is powerful evidence of the

correctness of Baker design, Baker construc

tion and Baker workmanship.

If you are open to better results and

greater economy in your delivery depart

ment, why not let our Transportation Cost

Bureau furnish you with definite figures

showing what may be done with electric

truck equipment especially adapted to your

business.

500 Pounds to 4 Tons Capacity

all having the service backing of the largest plant in the world devoted exclusively

to the manufacture of electric vehicles.

Correspondence is solicited from men or concerns in unoccupied territory who

are equipped to handle the Baker along the lines the merit of the truck deserves.

THE BAKER MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, CLEVELAND, OHIO

Makers also of Baker Electric Coupes, Victorias and Broughams

Los Angeles, Tfirh and Oliic Sts. Chicago, 202? Michigan Av. Spokane, 818 Fourth Av.

Kansas City. 4105 Gillham Road New York. 1798 Broadway Boston. 801 Boyltton Si.

Detroit, 815 Woodward Av. Washington. 1H8 Connecticut Av. Seattle, 1718 Broadway

Canadian Branch: Walkerville. Ontario

Sacramento. 1217 Seventh Sf.

Richmond. 162* West Broad St.

Philadelphia. I927MirkelSt

Denver. 1542 Broadway

Representatives in Other Leading Cities

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Your Increasing Business

Demands a Truck Like This

Bigger business requires more efficient and modern facilities for its handling. Your

delivery equipment is of vital importance. More than eight years of active serv

ice by America's most representative firms have proven the Lansden to be the

MOST RAPID, EFFICIENT AND ECONOMICAL method of transportation

and you can make no mistake in following the lead of the "big fellows." The

Lansden possesses many distinctive features found in no other make of com

mercial car.

We would incidentally remind you that electricity is the cheapest

motive power. Further—that you do not require a staff of

experts and a machine shop to keep the Lansden in repair.

The Lansden is equipped with Edison Storage Batteries and built in all sizes of 750, 1,000 lbs. and

1, 2, 3, 3£ and 5 tons capacities. Write Dept. "S." for specification bulletins stating your special

delivery requirements when writing.

The Lansden Company

Main Works and General Offices: Newark, N. J.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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[Continued from page 96.]

of the owner, involves a danger of breakage or injury to

the many more or less fragile articles that are included in

the list of household goods. Highly polished furniture

to which a knock or a scratch is fatal, mirrors, lamps,

china, glassware and pictures may be mentioned as articles

greatly exposed to peril under the various reloads involved

in shipment by freight.

The motor truck reduces the handlings to two. The

process is rapid and sure, hence an increasing number of

companies doing a storage and moving business in Phila

delphia are doing away with horses and installing trucks.

* * *

First Power Wagon Led to Three Reorders.

Two Philadelphia firms use four Packards in this kind

of service—the Federal and the Miller North P.road Street

Safe Deposit & Storage Company.

The experiences of the Miller company may be in

stanced as typical. It put in the first of its Packards in

December, 1910, and the others followed in August, 191 1 ;

February. 1912, and March, 1912.

The first truck installed ran 20,000 miles in one year,

an average of 64 miles for every working day.

The extra business brought by these trucks occasioned

many extended trips. One machine had to make three

round trips to New York city, 94 miles away, in one week.

On another occasion all four trucks made the New York

trip in one day. Ten hours after being loaded, each 3-ton

Packard had made the journey. Starting to load by 6 in

the morning, the goods had been delivered to their New

York destination by 6 in the evening. The truck remained

in New York overnight, and usually came back next day

with a return load.

* * #

Long-Distance Work the Horse Can't Do.

Several times in an occasion of rush, a truck went to

Atlantic City and back on the same day, the distance from

the plant and back being in excess of 130 miles. Natur

ally this involved overtime work. Frequently in New

York rush trips it was necessary to work all night.

One profitable trip involved the handling of four long

distance movings from Philadelphia to New York, from

there to Red Bank, thence to Atlantic Highlands and

finally back to Philadelphia, an entire load of household

goods being dropped off at each stop.

It was nothing out of the common to make trips to

Harrisburg. 104 miles; Wildwood, 70 miles; Ocean City,

68 miles ; Lancaster, 69 miles ; Cape May, 80 miles ; Potts-

town, 40 miles; Easton, 69 miles; Allentown, 67 miles;

Coatesville, 40 miles, and Wilmington, 30 miles.

These trucks have proved all-the-year-round vehicles,

going through ordinary snow as rapidly as over clear pave

ments, and knowing none of the hot weather delays in

separable from the use of horses.

* * *

A Practical Example of Real Truck "Service."

Buel Miller, directing head of the company, ascribes

most of the delays and breakdowns of motor truck service

to faulty work on part of the drivers. He also points out

the need of purchasing where good local service is assured.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to

■I
HHI

1 Ol&PfT fLCAMINO.

AT YOUB SRHVICK

*»fe

STORAGE WAREHOUSES.

236 SO. ?IV STREET PHILA BELPHIA PA.

Coogan Is making a big success in furniture removals by motor truck.

Illustrating this he tells the story of one of his cars that

broke down near Lancaster. The driver immediately tele

phoned to Philadelphia. From Philadelphia the Packard

people at once telephoned to their Harrisburg branch. 35

miles from Lancaster, and ordered the needed parts—

which happened to be spindles—rushed to Lancaster. The

Lancaster headquarters was notified to get the machine

ready for the repairs.

Meantime, in Lancaster, the crew, consisting of one

driver and three helpers, was busily engaged unloading

the vehicle. Almost before this unloading had been com

pleted, the new parts arrived and were put in place, the

total loss of time being only about one hour. It is not

necessary to argue the protection and the economy of a

service like this.

* * *

Coogan Cashes His Acquaintanceship by Means of Motors.

Most of Philadelphia's storage companies graduated to

motor trucks after a long preliminary experience with

horses, but there is one successful storage company pro

prietor, Richard Coogan, who built up his business entirely

on the results he got from truck service.

Coogan was for many years foremost in another line

of trade that gained for him the acquaintanceship and cus

tom of the wealthy socially elite. It occurred to him that

by entering the storage business he could hold the patron

age of this lucrative line of customers.

This was in 1910. His first essay to do the work with

horse-drawn vehicles failed to give the best results. They

put a check to expansion, for they could not accomplish the

long-distance work.

A great deal of this offered, for the kind of patr.jns to

whom Coogan appealed are those who migrate in the

spring to their country homes, often as much as twenty

miles away, and who must he moved back in the fall.

Mainly to do this kind of work, Q.ogan put on a Wilcox

truck, with a capacity of two tons. Hauls to the distant

points now became easy.

The truck had a capacity of 550 cubic feet. It could

give a mileage of 60 miles per day. Unlike the horses, it

didn't have to be rested up between long journeys. It

ignored the heat of summer and the snows of winter in

its record of consistent service.

The truck developed advertising value, for it bore the

name of its owner into the fashionable sections where work

the zvall. if your competitors liave machines.
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Some Autocars rented out by Gibbons & Wetherill.

offered. Everywhere it made new customers, and to care

for the resulting growth of business Coogan soon had to

buy another Wilcox truck of three tons capacity, with a

loading space of 700 cubic feet.

Many customers specified the use of motor trucks, and

lots of work was obtained that horses could not have per

formed. New York, Brooklyn, Cape May, Ocean City,

Atlantic City. Wilmington, Princeton, Trenton, Chester,

Media, Xorristown, Doylestown and all points along the

main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad were included in

the territory covered.

Coogan left the housing and care of his trucks to the

firm from which he bought them, and has found this to be

an excellent system, for, with the possible exception of the

man who owns the trucks, nobody has as much motive to

see them give good service as the man who sold them, for

upon their satisfactory performance depends his chance

of future orders. Under these conditions he naturally sees

to it that they get the best of care.

Many Storage Companies Use Power Wagons.

There are plenty of other concerns using power wagons

to advantage in this line of business.

 

The Fidelity Storage & Warehouse Company operates

two Garfords.

The Frankfort Storage Warehouse gets its results

from a G. M. C.

The Good Moving & Storage Company has one Mack

and one Garford.

The Guarantee Storage Company has one Mack.

The Hildebrand Ltrothers have two Packards.

The Monarch Storage Company has one Garford.

P. A. Murray has one Mack and one Decatur.

The Safety Storage Van & Packing Company has one

Garford.

Jacob Walker uses two Garfords.

E. E. Wiker has one Wilcox.

The Glenwood Company has one Packard.

Other companies who get good results from their use

of motor trucks in this line of work are: The Milbourne

Company, Globe Storage Warehouse & Trust Company,

Callahan Storage Company, Southwark Storage & Ware

house Company, Standard Storage Van Company and

Philadelphia Storage & Warehousing Company.

For the merchant who would use trucks, but lacks the

capital or hesitates to invest it, there are a number of

 

One of a fleet of Walker 1000-pound electric wagons rented out by

Woods Electric Garage.

Paris and accessories are sometimes as importan

\

Dayton truck hauling sand for De Frain Sand Company under con

tract to the Motor Service Corporation.

Philadelphia firms from whom trucks can be rented on

advantageous terms.

* * *

Big- Electric Fleet for Renting Purposes.

The Woods Electric Garage, with its fine plant and

superior charging facilities, its garage being the biggest in

the city, has 25 Walker and Detroit electrics for rental

purposes.

These trucks are rented for six months or a year.

The body is built and painted to the specifications of the

firm that hires the vehicle, and there is nothing to indi

cate that he is not the owner. The wagons are of 1,000,

2.000 and 3.000 pounds capacity. For $2 extra daily a

driver is furnished, and when a driver goes along with

the vehicle the Woods company assumes all liability for

collision or accident charges. Where the lessee furnishes

his own driver he stands the responsibility.

The Woods company carries fire insurance on all the

vehicles. It gets excellent results from the renting plan.

Where a firm buys a car that was originally rented, a 25

per cent allowance is made of the money which has been

expended for rental, and this is deducted from the pur

chase price.

t as machines. See advertisements in this issue.
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Wetherill and Gibbons have evolved an. entirely dif

ferent renting plan from this. They have seven Autocars

at present, but plan to install more. These are rented

out on yearly contracts, at $1.25 per hour on a ten hour

day. This charge is for actual running time. A deduc

tion is made for all time that a car is delayed. A propor

tionate charge is made for overtime, and the truck is con

sidered to be working from the time it is delivered in the

morning at the curb of the lessee. This charge covers

everything. The owners supply a driver and gasoline and

keep the car in repair. They also carry insurance.

The plan is working out admirably. Five of the trucks

are being used by George B. Evans, the druggist, and an

other by D. B. Martin, butcher. The seventh is engaged

in transient work.

A third concern, the Merchants Motor Service Cor

poration, was formed exclusively for the purpose of rent

ing out trucks. The Dayton is the make selected. The

service establishment at 1007 North Front street has a

capacity for 30 trucks. A splendid service department

is maintained, parts being carried for every model of

Daytons. A night force, with emergency trucks and the

presence of skilled mechanics, is a feature appealing to

the business man who wants to know that he is protected

at all hours.

These trucks are of 2, 3 and 5 ton sizes, and they are

rented, respectively, for $15, $18 and $22 daily. A charge

 

of $0.45 per hour for delay is made, and each vehicle is

guaranteed to do 60 miles per day. v Well known firms

like Edw. F. Henson, the De Frain Sand Company, Charles

F. Felin, Wilt & Sons and Armour's are availing them

selves of this service.

WILL MAKE OWN TIRES.

The London General Omnibus Company, the largest

motor bus operating concern in the world, is affording a

very remarkable example of the wonderful possibilities

in motor bus administration. For some time past the

company has been building its own rolling stock, and at

present is turning out 30 complete chassis every week.

No less than 1,700 persons are employed in the L. G. O.

C. chassis works at Walthamstow, while 600 hands are

engaged at the North Road coach factory at Hollsway,

where the bodies are built.

Now comes the announcement that the company has

acquired the plant of the Simplex Tire Company, Ltd..

with the intention of making its own tires. This will

mean the manufacture of about 9,000 sets per year.

Practically all of the parts which go to make up a com

plete chassis are now made in the company's own shops.

This policy has assisted materially in the reduction of

operating expenses and fixed charges, and has been largely

responsible for the remarkable showing made by the

buses in competition with the street cars.

Incidentally it may be observed that the motor bus is

still forging ahead while the street cars continue to lose

strength. The latest advices from England are to the

effect that so far this year the motor buses have earned

more than $10,800,000 while the earnings of the street

cars during the same period amounted to but a little more

than $8,700,000. Furthermore, the street car earnings

have decreased nearly a quarter of a million dollars since

the same time last year. On the other hand, the bus earn

ings show an increase of over $2,800,000.

MOTOR STREET SWEEPERS FOR BERLIN.

The street cleaning department of Berlin, Germany,

contemplates supplanting by degrees all the horse-drawn

sweepers by electric vehicles. The department has had a

number of electric street washers in use for some time,

and the results have been so uniformly satisfactory that

the fleet will be materially increased. Berlin's budget for

1913 includes estimates for two motor-drawn road sweep

ers.

NEW BUS ROUTES FOR BALTIMORE.

The franchise rights recently granted to the Baltimore

& Washington Transit Company have been taken over by

the National City Traction Company, which has recently

been incorporated to operate motor buses from Georgia

avenue and Kennedy street to the Union Station. The

company will operate ten motor buses on a ten-minute

schedule. The charter and franchise of the Baltimore

& Ocean City Railroad Company has also been acquired,

and further extensions of the service to the suburbs are

already being planned.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.

Garford truck employed by the Fidelity Storage Warehouse

Company, Philadelphia.



MOTOR HAULAGE IN LOS ANGELES, CAL

This Enterprising Californian City Has Increased

Its Use of Power Wagons from 70 to

Over 1000 in One Year

By W. S. WOOD.

*" 1 ^HERE WERE approximately 1.30a motor trucks supplies, delivering ice in large quantities, and in making

1 in service in the city of Los Angeles on Xovem- suburban deliveries of various sorts.

-*- ber 1. Out of this number there was. as nearly An exact record of their operating costs lias been kept

as could be ascertained, somewhat less than 200 in use since they first went into business more than a year ago.

in transfer work and professional hauling. Conditions The trucks have been worked under very favorable condi-

in this line of work are not altogether satisfactory at lions, because they have constantly been in the hands

present and it requires but little investigation to dis- ot thorough mechanics who were able to detect any

cover the cause. It is safe to say that not one man in trouble in the trucks at its outset and remedy it in time.

ten who is operating a motor truck in professional haul- Following are the figures that the company has com

ing in Los Angeles today has exact knowledge as to piled in regard to its daily operating costs :

what the daily cost of operating his truck reallv is. An * * *

utter disregard of the most fundamental principle of Dallv Cost of Packard 3-Ton Truck.

. . . . Depreciation, 20 per cent per year i 2.19

business—that of ascertaining operating costs—is cheer- interest on investment at 6 per .cent 65
. • . Insurance 12

fully displayed by nine men out of ten eneragred in this Taxes 10

• , , Gaiage 5u

class of work. Tires 2.^0

Upkeep, including thorough yearly overhaul 1.00

* * * Gasoline, at $0.20 per Ballon 2.25

Cylinder oil and lubrication 55

Haulage Cost Cutting Spells Disaster. Driver S.Oo

Unfortunately this condition does not merely mean Tctai daiw expense with average load of 4 tons .IMil

eventual ruin for them alone, but today it is working a Average daily mileage, socles. +

very decided hardship upon the men that are working in- Da||y Cost of Plcrce.Arrow 5.Ton Truck.

telligentlv. The men who operate blind! V have at least Depreciation, at 20 per cent per year t 2.74

' * Interest on Investment at 6 per cent 82

grasped one fundamental principle—that a truck standing insurance

still earns no monev. Thev fail to realize a still more im- Garage : .so

Tires 3.00

portant truth, that a truck standing still mav be losing upitecp. including yearly overhaul 1.00
r ° J ° Gasoline 2.00

far less money for its owner than a truck working for cylinder oil and lubricants .20

0 Driver 3.00

less than it should. For the sake of obtaining a job, the -»,.,„ ,,, , ■ , ,„,.„ ,, „.>C1,
" ' Total daily expense with average load of 10,600 lbs.. 113.95

man working blindly will frequently underbid the man Average daily mileage, 30 miles.

who is working intelligently and who has placed his fig- _ .. « , « , ■_,, ,_ „ ,
" " ' ** Excellent Service Commands High Pr.ce.

ures as low as his operating costs will permit him and \Vith tnese figures at its disposal, the company has

leave a fair profit. accurate knowledge of where to put its charges.

It is an incontestable fact that there are many indi- P>v making its services as nearly absolutely depend-

viduals and firms operating motor trucks in Los Angeles a])le as p0ssjble, the company has built up an excellent

in professional hauling that are losing money today, clientele in spite of the fact that its prices are higher than

Many of them are blissfully unaware of this fact but they tn0se 0f manv of tne firrns at present in the same line of

will realize it sooner or later. The motor truck as a work In m'anv branches of the company's work, de

means of freight transportation has come to stay, but pendability is of vital importance. There must be no

the operation of a truck is a business that should not be

attempted by men who have no mechanical knowledge or

who will try to deceive themselves as to the actual per

formances of their machines.

* * *

A Successful Motor Haulage Company.

The Motor Transportation Company of Los Angeles

presents an example of professional motor hauling that

is conducted on sound, conservative lines. The com- <

pany is composed of two young men. W. VV. Colwell and

R. V. McAlpine, both of whom are thorough mechanics,

and business men as well. Thev own at present two jft ,;t>7fl

trucks, a Packard 3-ton and a Pierce-Arrow 5-ton. and

operate several others according to the demands of their
1 ..... A Packard owned by the Motor Transportation Company, Los

business. Their chief work consists of hauling builders' Angeles, cai.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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chance of a truck load of ice being' stalled on a hot day

with half a dozen ice-wagons waiting for a load at some

distributing point in the suburbs. If a man is working at

a figure less than he can really afford, it is certain that

sooner or later the quality of his work will deteriorate.

# * *

Will Replace Horses With Motors.

The Lyons Transfer and Storage Company has had a

5-ton Packard truck in service for the past 8 months.

Exact figures were not obtainable in regard to the

operating expenses of this truck, but the company has

announced its intention of replacing with Packards its

horse-drawn vans, not only for its work in Los Angeles

but in its branch houses in San Francisco, Oakland, and

San Diego.

3= ^ &

Operates 10 Power Wagons—Orders 30 More.

The Los Angeles Transfer Company is the largest

single concern engaged in express and transfer work in

Los Angeles. Practically 50 per cent of this class of

work is performed by this company. Its equipment at

the present date consists of about 90 head of horses, one

3-ton Moore truck — a Los Angeles built machine —

a i*4-ton Gramm and eight 1^2-ton Autocar trucks.

Within the past month the company placed an order for

30 Autocar trucks, to be delivered within the next twelve

months. The first consignment of five is now on its way.

 

SHBRSmLM'SflflHllUH

 

A Packard operated by the Lyon Fireproof Storage Company. Los

Angeles, Cai.

The first Autocar was purchased by the company-

three years ago, and is still in daily service, and in ex

cellent mechanical condition. The company has no garage

of its own at present, but is figuring on the construction

and maintenance of such a building within the near

future.

* * *

Reasonable Charge for Maintenance.

At present the company's cars are cared for by the

local Autocar agent, M. S. Bulkley. For $1.00 per day

the trucks are gone over thoroughly each night, at the

close of the 18-hour day which 5 of the 8 trucks average

in service. The cars are oiled, adjusted, washed, and

the fuel and lubricating oil replenished. Once a year

the trucks are torn down and every part showing signs

of wear is replaced. All of this work is included in the

charge of $1.00 per day.

The machines are not equipped with speedometers

for the reason that the company has so far been unable

to find one which would stand the wear. The service

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase of

One of 8 Autocars In the service of the Los Angeles Transfer Com

pany. These machines have made such a fine showing that

the company has placed an order for 30 more of them.

car of the local agency has frequently been used as an

emergency car when one of the trucks has been laid off

for repairs in a busy season, and the speedometer on this

car gave a daily average of a trifle over 80 miles per

day during the times that it was in use.

# * *

Prompt Service More Important than Expense.

"We have found," said David Barmore, of the Los

Angeles Transfer Company, "that delivery by motor

truck is more expensive than by horse-drawn vehicles.

Notwithstanding this we are replacing our horses with

motor trucks because it is the only way that we can meet

the demands of our business. (Mr. Barmore, in his sub

sequent figures, omits entirely the stable charges for his

horses. If these were included the motors would show

to advantage even in cost.—Ed.)

"People who are packing up to leave on a journey,

want to keep their trunks and baggage until the last

possible moment. Our trucks daily start out on their

rounds at six in the morning to collect trunks that are

to go on the morning trains. The majority of these calls

would be impossible with horses.

"Again, in times of heavy business the trucks can be

worked in a manner that would be utterly impossible

with horses. For instance during the colonist rates to

Los Angeles this fall, an average of 2,000 people arrived

in this city each day for 20 days. The business that we

handled during this time would have been utterly impos

sible for us to attempt without the trucks.

* * *

Mr. Barmore's Cost Analysis for Motors.

"The records for the cost of upkeep for six trucks

during the six months between Dec. 1, 191 1, and June

1, 1912, show that we paid to M. S. Bulkley an average

of $3.43 per truck per day. This sum included not only

the dollar a day maintenance charge, but the cost of fuel,

oil, and all repairs and new parts.

"Our heaviest single expense in the operation of the

trucks, exclusive of wages, is the cost of tires. We are

now using the Goodyear tires, which company guarantees

10,000 miles per set of tires and we obtain practically this

amount from them. A set of four tires costs approxi

mately $135. Three sets per year for each truck gives

motor wagons, communicate zvith The Power Wagon.
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WASHINGTON NEW YORK I

I hade m 130-1 -WORKED EVEHY DAY SINCE

I »4itt'»Ki/w>ir'iji*5iw Jai*.-Z3»*tJuKt3ft«

HSPEH COMPANY. NEWARK. N.J.

Here Is another old veteran still In service—a Lansden with a record

of over 8 years' work with the Adams Express Company.

an average tire expense per year per truck of $405, as

cur cars will average almost 29,000 miles each per year.

This heavy tire expense is the greatest drawback we

have found so far in the operation of the trucks.

"Our trucks are operated 365 days in the year. On

this basis our daily cost of operating each truck figures

out in the following manner:

$1.00 Maintenance charge by garage

.3S Interest on $2,350 at G per cent

2.43 Oil, gasoline, repairs, parts

1.00 Depreciation, 25 per cent per year on $2,350

1.12 Daily tire expense per truck

.43 Insurance. $175 per year per truck

5.50 Wages, two drivers for two nine-hour shifts

$12.16 Total dally cost of operating each truck.

"During the rainy weather of the winter, we keep one

of our cars constantly ready to respond to calls from

drivers who have gotten stuck in the mud of unpaved

streets. We make our own tire chains, reducing this ex

pense to a minimum, but costing us nevertheless 40 cents

per day whenever we are forced to use them.

* * *

Mr. Barmore's Cost Statistics for Horses.

"For each wagon we operate with horses we keep

four head, working a team each alternate day. A truck

displaces two wagons, thus doing the work of eight head

of horses. Eight head of horses, two wagons, harness,

etc., represent an investment of approximately $2,000.

Our barn expenses show it costs us $0.48 per day to keep

a horse, shoe him and make the necessary repairs on the

harness. Our expenses for operating the horse-drawn

outfit would closely approach the following figures:

$3. SI Maintenance of 8 horses

.32 Interest on $2,000 at fi pc-r cent

1.37 Depreciation on $2,000 at 25 per cent per year

4.00 Wages for two drivers

$9.53 Total expense of operating 2 horse drawn wagons daily.

* * *

Believes In Small Horsepowers.

"We obtain a little over 10 miles to the gallon of

gasoline. We are believers in light motors for trucks

for our class of work. The fact that the Autocar has an

18-horsepoWer motor instead of 25 to 30 as other makes

average for the same capacity car was one of the deter

mining factors in our choice of this make. Our 3-ton

Moore truck was made to our order and we have in it a

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to

30-35 horsepower motor instead of 40-45 as is usual for

a 3-ton truck. We get the greatest economy of oil and

fuel consumption in this manner."

♦ ♦ #

Operating Own Garage Would Reduce Costs.

While the figures in this case apparently are in favor

of the horse, the other considerations outweigh that of

the added expense of motor car delivery—supposing, for

the nonce, that the comparative figures are correct. Ac

commodation to patrons is a most important factor, for

the motor truck is frequently able to supply service which

would be impossible with a horse-drawn vehicle. Motor

truck equipment is more flexible ; by added drivers it is

possible to meet unusual demands without maintaining'

an equipment part of which is ordinarily idle.

When the company maintains its own garage and

takes care of its own cars, it will undoubtedly be able to

make more or less of a saving on its maintenance charsje.

The choice of car which it has made seems very wise

and there can be no criticism in this direction. With the

establishment of its own garage it will be possible for

the company to keep accurate account of the performance

of each individual car, and be better able to watch and

judge of the efficiency of each driver. It is possible that

there are savings to be effected in that quarter.

Old Autocar Still In Excellent Condition.

The depreciation charge of 25 per cent per year

against the trucks is probably unjustly heavy in view of

the way in which the trucks are kept in condition. The

three-year-old Autocar is doing the same service that

the new cars perform, and is still in excellent mechanical

condition, due to the yearly tearing down and replace

ment of worn parts.

The earning power of the Autocar trucks was not

available as it had never been segregated on the books

from the receipts from the horse-drawn vehicles. That

the company is convinced it is completely satisfactory is

amply proved by the fact of the order for thirty more.

The trucks on order will more than supplant the

present horse-drawn apparatus, but it is the intention of

the company to extend the scope of its suburban deliveries

upon the arrival of the added equipment.

 

TAXICABS WITH SANITARY SEATS.

The trend of public opinion on all matters pertaining

to hygiene and sanitation has been very cleverly antici

pated by a Chicago taxicab company. This enterprising

concern, which operates a number of machines, has re

cently installed several Garford taxicabs equipped

with removable upholstery. The cushions, seat backs and

sides, instead of being tacked to the back of the seats, are

attached to boards, which in turn are keyed on to the

body. They may be instantly removed and cleaned by

sponge or vacuum in a short time after each trip.

The innovation has proved so successful and popular

that the company has asked for the immediate shipment

of the other machines ordered.

the wall, if your competitors have machines.



MOTORS CHEAPEN BRICK HAULING COST

Demonstration of 5-Ton Power Wagon with Dumping

Body, Used in Conjunction with Machine

Loading, Beats Horse Trucks

By F. W. DAVIS.

"X ~\ ^TUEN motor trucks

\/ V/ first made their en-

* * trance in the com

mercial field and began supersed

ing horses invarious lines of work

they were considered chiefly as a

mechanical means of overcoming

the fatigue from which the ani

mals naturally suffered under con

tinuous work. However, as their

application became more extensive

the problem grew in importance

and changed considerably in its

nature. The problem became not

Professional trucking concerns may often

make profitable use of the power wagon

over short distances. Most people imagine

that the motor truck is profitable only on

long hauls. This article shows how a o-

ton machine uas able to make a vastly bet

ter showing on short hauls than on long

hauls. This is possible on account of the

unscientific methods of haulage charges at

present employed in the class of work con

sidered. It shows the necessity for read

justing charges in certain kinds of con-

ract haulage

so much one of replacing horses

with mechanical power as to de

vise better and more efficient

means of handling different kinds

of material in connection with

transportation. For this reason

motor wagons were not at first

utilized in certain fields, and only

recently has a concerted study

been made to adapt them to lines

of business where the internal

work, meaning the loading and

unloading, was the principal fac

tor. Therefore, the problem be-

 

Truck at kiln with rear gate open and one "unit" of bricks held by traveling crane.

Parts and accessories are sometimes as important as machines. See advertisements in this issue.
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The Penfield Setter is a great labor saving device and

may be described as follows: Lengthwise of the shed are

located the tracks for an electric crane, extending all the

way across the shed and at a height sufficient to clear the

bricks after they are stacked. Attached to this crane is a

V.'^r'wB] peculiar device known as a Penfield setter. This setter

consists of thirteen long prong-like projections. These

are held horizontally and approximately five inches apart

kkHKjfel Aa in the form of a large fork. < In the sides of these arms

. ..-* %| are small expanding clamps so arranged that when the

^2/^~ setter 's pushed underneath a load of bricks on a drying

r*^«. ~^B •***'■*•' -«^»?a car and *nen ra'sed Dy means of the crane, each clamp ex-

^"jCTTJ^j T^^» P0^P^^^"^ *^'*v i4&M panels and clamps the brick immediately adjacent. [n

-. » ' -^V^ f**Af*^<C 'J&& this manner a complete unit of bricks, consisting of about

V^fe, « 'tj^r-'' 840. can ^e bfted free from the car and carried up into

fcfcii— ■*—■*^ ~~ ~-_^ position on the kiln and released. With this device it is

. ^gtt possible to stack about a thousand bricks a minute, which

is an immense saving over the old hand method, whereby

Truck with rear gate open before dumping. it was necessary to relay the bricks from hand to hand in

r , . . , , , . , ... , , order to get them up on the kiln,
came one of devising better methods of handling before

there was a possibility of supplanting horses -with motor After the ki,n- usl,all>' made UP of at least a million

trucks. In no other line of business has this problem bncks> ls stacked- the sldes an<1 ends are covered Wlth

been more difficult of solution than in the handling of cla>' to Prevent the ,leat fronl escaP'"g when the kiln is

bricks. Consequently, the writer feels that a distinct burned Tbe next operation consists in burning the

step in advance has been made in Chicago where this bncks- Th,s 1S done b>' means of a senes of ol1 burners

problem has been successfully worked out. PIaced alonS one s,de of the k.lln; These ol1 buniers are

-r, , r , • , , • 1 • i assisted by a steam blast and it is but a very few hours

1 he class of bricks under consideration are known as . , , . r , . . , ,

...,,.,., , , , ,. , , before the complete mass of bricks are at a red heat. 1 his
rough building bricks and betore attempting to snow how ...... . , _,,

., 1 11 j ■, , ii i i ■ 1 ii burning is continued for approximately 72 hours, lhe
they were handled it may be well to look into the method , ...... , , . , . ^,

, , , , , . . . clay in the bricks has changed entirely in nature. 1 he
ot manufacture in order to properly analyze the problem ,.,,., , , , , , -,-,

, .. . ™ , <• . • r i dried bricks were gray and resembled common mud. Ihe
under discussion, lhe process of manufacture is as fol- . . , . , 7 , , ,- ,

. _, . , . , , . , ,i burned bricks are hard, reddish yellow in color and emit
lows : Clay is dug from the ground with a steam shovel , , ™, , • , ,

i j . , ,-, ..a clear ring when struck. Ihe bricks are now ready for
or dredge, or by some other means, and is then carried , . , , . . . ,

., , . ii 1 • 1 ■ ,,i shipment and the usual practice is to start at one end ot

up to the crushing rolls which squeeze it and break up , , ., , , , , , , ,

. , , . ... , • , ,, • the kiln and work toward the other end, loading into box
any particles of grit which may be contained therein. , ,

t, . i i- , ■ ■ , , • ,-i cars and wagons as fast as i =; to 20 men can work.
rrom here the hue clav is carried to a machine which „ . . , , , . , , • , • -

, , . lt 1 .i ■ , • r Hricks are loaded into box cars bv placing a long strip 01

kneads it together and at this stage a certain amount of , . . -,,,•, ... , ,

, , , 1 1 1 • 1 ■ 1? 1 ■ 1 1 sheet iron alongside the kiln on which to run a wheel-

dry sand and crushed brick is added 111 order to get the , ..,,., • , • , ,

, . . . ... , , . ■ r r™ , • 1 barrow, wherein the bricks are carried into the box car.

proper density before it is molded into form. The brick _, . , , . , , .

, . . , , . , . Ihe men are paid approximately $.42 per thousand for

machine consists of a very coarse screw, which revolves ... ......

, ... . . . , , . , , , • r , loading bricks in this manner.
continuously within a retainer into which the clay is fed °

from the top. The clay is carried forward "by this With the other method the wagon driver picks up

revolving screw and then forced out, under great pres- elSht bncks at a tmle and throws them onto the bed of

sure, through a die which is the exact size of one end of bls waSon- The men become Wlhe cxPert at thls work

a brick. This is a continuous process and the clay comes and can load ^S* bricks in approximately 20 minutes,

out of this die at the rate of 15 or 20 feet a second. From lt 1S ""necessary for the driver to count the bricks as he

the die this mass of clav is carried on an endless belt to throws tbem into the wa&on for the reason that when the

the cutter, consisting of' a frame with cross wires, which stack reaches a ccrtaln hc,-ht on the sldes of the waSon-

revolves continuously and cuts through the clay as it be knows be has a load of I^°°- Tbe dnver then Pro"

passes. After the bricks are cut they are carried on cceds wlth the delivery and unloads by lifting out the side

another conveyor and pass bv eight or ten men, who lift boards and tossmS the bricks off the wagon. The rates

off the bricks and place them on small steel cars, with which contracting teamsters are paid for hauling bricks

platforms approximately 3 by 6 feet in size. When these are as fo,l°ws :

cars are loaded with seven layers of bricks they are

wheeled into the drying room where the wet bricks are Under a two-mile haul $1.20

subjected to a drying process which removes practically Under a three-mile haul 1.35

all the moisture. From the drying room they are then Under a four-mile haul 1.50

taken to the kiln where they are stacked in the kiln by Added to this rate is an additional cost of 15 cents per

means of a Penfield setter. thousand for tossing. This is the extra price which is

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.
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paid to helpers at the kiln who assist the drivers in load

ing- * * *

Loading With the Penfield Setter.

In devising means for handling these bricks on a truck

the point which immediately suggested itself was the

possibility of using this traveling crane to facilitate load

ing. From measurements of the unit of bricks and the

weights, which show that a unit of bricks consisting of

840 weighs approximately 3.350 pounds, it was evident

that three units would make up a load of five tons, and

a, truck body 6 by 9 feet would accommodate this load.

A difficulty presented itself at this point, however, as the

Penfield setter would not handle bricks which had been

burned. It appeared that the clamps would not hold

against the hard surface of a burned brick. Consequently,

it was necessary to adopt a setter constructed of plain

forked arms without clamps, placing the brick units on

racks constructed with cross stringers to accommodate

this fork, and to put stringers on the truck platform in

order to release the fork from the load. The outfit then

consisted of three racks constructed as indicated above

and the truck body containing stringers, a hinged rear

gate, and the body arranged to dump at the rear.

With this equipment it was necessary to have two men

at the kiln to load the racks which were placed on any

part of the kiln. The extra allowance of 15 cents per

thousand for tossing bricks in connection with team haul

ing, previously alluded to. would easily cover the cost of

stacking bricks on the racks, consequently this labor will

be considered separate from the truck. After these racks

are stacked the fork and traveling crane can readily trans

fer a unit of bricks onto the truck bed in less than a min

ute. Accordingly, the time necessary to load 2,500 bricks

is five minutes. From the results of the demonstration

one can not expect to maintain this rate for the reason

that a new device of this kind is always subject to delays,

which can only be overcome by investigation and experi

ence. Some delay was experienced in not having the

racks loaded when the truck would return from a trip.

Also, there was considerable delay in not having the

crane ready to load the truck on its arrival at the brick

yard. These matters could be easily remedied w-hen the

work is done on a large scale.

The chief handicap under which the truck worked was

the fact that at this particular time there was not sufficient

work to keep the truck in operation ten hours a day. To

 

Brick "unit" ready for unloading on truck.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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2,500 bricks dumped without breaking one.

further illustrate the variation in conditions it was found

that the loading time varied from eight minutes to i

hour and 42 minutes with an average of 13 minutes. The

unloading time varied from five minutes to 1 hour and 25

minutes with an average of 14 minutes. It should be said

in this connection that in dumping a load, the bricks were

absolutely uninjured, and were left in a pile approxi

mately four feet high in the center. To illustrate the

condition of the bricks in dumping it might be said that

the building contractor who was receiving some of them

stated to the writer that this method of handling was

the greatest improvement he had witnessed since the adop

tion of the Penfiekl setter, and further remarked that he

would like all his bricks delivered by motor trucks. The

running time was consistent, the truck averaging approxi

mately 12 miles an hour the entire time it was in opera

tion. The reason for this relatively high speed was the

fact that the truck was governed at 13 miles an hour and

the hauling was done in a district where there was no

congestion of traffic.

 

Results on Short Haul Work.

The work during this demonstration took place at two

different brick yards; first under short haul conditions and

then under long haul conditions. Table I shows results

on the short haul work where the average radius of haul

was 3.8 miles.

Date.

July 10

July 11

July 12

July 13

July 15. . . .

July 16

Julv 17

July IS

July 20.. .

July 22

July 2a

July 24

July 25....

July 26

July 27

July 29

TABLE I.

Time Truck was

in Service,

hrs. 58 min.

Number of Bricks

Mileage. Delivered.

10

9

4

in

47

15

35

36

27

42

in

26

20

18 7,500

51 22.500

42 17,500

15 7,500

44.5 17,500

27 10,000

35 15,000

33.4 12,500

16.7 5,000

31.4 10.000

46.5 12.500

41. S 12,500

41.2 12,500

48 12,500

3S.S 12,500

85.9 12,500

616.2 200,000

38.5 12,500

Total 126 hrs. 1 min.

Average per day 7 " 52 "

The interesting feature of Table I is the comparatively

short time each day that the truck was in service. This

accounts for the unusually small number of bricks hauled

and was a matter which lay entirely outside of the work

of the truck. On July 11 the truck worked 10 hours and

47 minutes, and hauled 22,500 bricks. On July 20 the

truck worked 2 hours and 36 minutes and hauled 5,000

bricks. Consequently, the number of bricks hauled was in

direct proportion to the amount of time the machine was

in service.

* * *

Results on Long Haul Work.

Table II gives the results where the truck was working

on an average radius of 8.3 miles.

TABLE 11.

Time Truck was

Date. in Service.

2 10 hrs. 5j min.Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Total 91 hrs. 30 min.

Average per day 9 " 9 "

8..

9..

10..

12..

13..

9 ' 20

10 ' 40

11 ' 4

10 ' 6

9 ' 55

2 ' 25

7 45

9 ' 20
10 •

0

N imber of Bricks

Mileage. Delivered.

81. S 10.000

64.S 10,000

92.2 12,500

81.5 12,500

7::. 4 10,000

49.5 10,000

17.5 2,500

49.5 7,500

67.5 10.000

53.8 10,000

631.5 95,000

63.1 9,500

In ten day's time the truck delivered 95,000 bricks or

an average of 9,500 bricks each day. August 5 and 6 it

delivered a maximum of 12,500 bricks. August 9 it de

livered a minimum of 2,500 bricks. By referring to the

time the truck was in service during these days the reason

for this variation is immediately apparent.

* * *

C.ost of Hauling by Motor Wagon.

The cost of hauling is shown in Table III. The charges

for insurance and garage storage may seem low. In this

connection it should be ■ remarked that the truck was not

operated in the city and certain insurance items ordinarily

chargeable could therefore be omitted. For the same rea

son, the garaging cost much less, and furthermore, this

figure was based on mere storage of the truck as the

driver took care of the washing and polishing.

* * *

2,500 bricks dumped In less than 5 minutes.

If you need enlightenment in application or purchase

TABLE III.

Investment in Truck, $5,000.00.

Interest at 5 per cent per annum $ 250.00

General insurance 175.00

Garage at $12.00 per month 144.00

Driver at $20.00 per week, 50 weeks 1,000.00

Fixed charges per year $1,569.00

Fixed charges per day (300 working days). . / 5.23

of motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.
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cost Per Mile. ten hours each day. At this rate the results would be as

Tires—8.000 miles at $4SS.95 $0.06110 , „

<Jasoline—414 miles per gallon at 10c 02200 lOllOWS :

Lubrication— -n i- c 1 1 o m

Motor, 250 miles per gallon at 50c 00240 KadlUS OI haul, 3.8 miles.

Transmission, 1,000 miles per gallon at 65c U0065 ™ . . , j /- r 1
Rear axle, 1,000 miles per gallon, at sr.c 00005 1 ruck works 10 hours per day; o days per week.

Allowance tor daily repairs and overhaul (maintained and i- 1 1 .. • 1

overhauled at 15,000 miles) 03500 1 ruck makes 7 trips per day.

Depreciation at 150,000 miles 02S70 „ , , . , . , ,

Truck hauls 17.500 bricks per day.

Total operating expense, one mile $0.15050 ~ , , , „, .

Analysis of Results. Total cost of truck $13.35 per day.

The summary of results in Table I would indicate that Cost per M. of bricks $0.76.

the total cost of hauling 200,000 bricks an average radius On the same basis the results of the long haul work

of 3.8 miles amounted to $176.42. This is at the rate would be as follows:

of $ .88 per thousand. The total cost of delivering 95,000 Radius of haul, 8.3 miles.

bricks in Table II amounts to $147.43. This is at the rate Truck works 10 hours per day; 6 days per week,

of $1.55 per thousand. The fame work to be done by Truck makes 5 trips per day.

horses would cost in the first place $1.50 per thousand Truck hauls 12,500 bricks per day.

and in the second place approximately $2.10 per thou- Total cost of truck $17.72 per day.

sand. In the first case, this represents a saving of 41.4 Cost per M. of bricks $1.41.

per cent by motor truck over horses, and in the second From a careful analysis of the work which the truck

case 26.2 per cent; although this latter work is very seldom accomplished it can be seen that by avoiding unnecessary

attempted with teams, the method being to ship in a box delays the truck can reach a still better capacity than that

car and then deliver from the railroad siding to the job indicated above. Table IV shows the work which it is

by team. possible to get from a truck hauling bricks under present

Realizing that the truck during this demonstration conditions. The figures are based on the assumption that

did not work the equivalent of ten hours a day, let us the truck will work on an average 9 hours and 15 minutes

assume for comparison that the truck did work the full out of a ten hour day, and that the speed of the machine

 

Truck completely loaded. The three empty racks can be seen In the background on the kiln.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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will average ten miles an hour while in operation. Lead

ing time is taken as ten minutes and unloading time as

five minutes where the body is equipped with a power

hoist.

TABLE IV.

Average

Radius of number of Bricks

haul in loads hauled Miles hauled Cost Cost

miles. per day. per day. per day. per day. per M.

1 20. 40 50,000 $11.00 $0.22

2 14. 56 35,000 13. 0.3 0.39

3 10.8 65 27,000 14. So 0.55

4 8.8 70 22,000 15.62 0.71

5 7.4 74 18,500 16.28 0.S8

6 6.4 77 16,000 16.64 1.04

7 5.6 78 14.000 16.94 1.21

S 5.0 80 12,500 17.25 1.38

9 4.5 81 11,250 17.32 1.54

10 4.1 82 10,250 17.52 1.71

The Saving by the Motor Truck.

On comparing the team rate of hauling bricks with the

results indicated in Table IV it is found that the percent

age of saving by motor trucks over horses is as follows :

Radius of haul 2 miles, motor wagon saves 67.5%.

Radius of haul 3 miles, motor wagon saves 59.3%.

Radius of haul 4 miles, motor wagon saves 52.7%.

From these results it is evident that the desirable haul

ing for trucks in comparison with teams is the short haul

work. This is an unusual result because most people

imagine that the only profitable work for a truck is on

long hauls. The explanation lies in the fact that the rates

for hauling bricks by teams are entirely arbitrary and are

not based on a scientific foundation.

* * *

An Efficiency Standard for Future Performance.

Table III will be valuable for reference purposes in

that it shows what a five-ton truck can be expected to do

in brick hauling under conditions such as exist in and

around Chicago. It is a standard of efficiency for truck

work and when trucks in this service fail to approach this

standard the cause should be immediately ascertained and

corrected. Further than this, the table is valuable in com

paring the cost between hauling bricks by trucks and by

railroad. (It is admitted that where bricks are to be trans

ported a considerable distance the freight car has the ad

vantage, and by comparing this table with the freight

car charge, plus the team rate, the maximum radius for

profitable truck hauling can be determined.

During the coming year Chicago will use in the

neighborhood of 900,000,000 rough building bricks. Does

it require a vivid imagination to grasp the enormous sav

ing that can be made in this branch of hauling by sub

stituting motor wagons for the old fashioned expensive

horse methods? The saving in transportation costs in a

year and a half would pay for a motor truck equipment

large enough to handle this gigantic business. This is the

situation today and the results of tomorrow will furnish

the proof.

Connecticut school commissioners use a 40-passenger

motor bus for carrying the children to school.

VARIED DUTIES FOR HAULAGE CONCERN.

Picnic parties in Cincinnati are to have a "soft" time

of it during the coming summer, thanks to enterprise of

the Twigg Motor Delivery Company, which proposes the

installation of special service for the merrymakers. The

vehicles this concern has in mind, says the Cincinnati

"Tribune," will accommodate 35 passengers each, with all

the room needed on occasion so auspicious as the "picnic."

This, however, is but one of the forty varieties of haul

ing to which the ten Packard machines employed will be

applied, the others including these lines : Automobile ac

cessories, baggage transfer, brewing, coal, cement, chlor

ide, contractors' supplies, circus (moving animals), dra

peries, distillers, electrical supplies, flour, farm products.

furniture, groceries, heating apparatus, hay and grain,

hardware, house raising, ice-cream, ice, lumber, moving,

malt, mineral waters, machinery, paper, paint, nursery

goods, sugar, sight-seeing, sand and gravel, sheet metal,

sewer pipes, sewing machines, sash and doors, fireproof

tiling, wall boards and wagon bodies.

Longest general distance for these machines is approx

imately 34 miles, shortest a single mile, with average mile

age each per day about 35 miles. On picnics, etc., the

trucks have agreed and are cheerfully willing to extend

their radius to the point of 70 miles, round trip, provided

"there be plenty of pretty girls along."

The tonnage per truck per day averages about 22. In

the coal and other dump business the machines carry any

where from 20 to 40 tons daily, while in the express busi

ness their tonnage will average about 16 with a wider

range of territory.

Pictures of two of the Twigg machines are given in

the first article in this issue. A group picture of a fleet

of five machines was generously sent in by the editor of

the Cincinnati "Tribune," but unfortunately it was (lam-

aged beyond repair in transit.

The Raleigh Motor Truck Transfer Company, Raleigh.

N. C, has recently installed two motor trucks, one of

them the largest in the city, and will buy more later.

The H. F. Burkham Motor Transfer Company has in

stalled a worm-driven truck in its service in Newark. Ohio.

The Auto Transportation Company. Lowell, Mass., has

installed three 5-ton Garford gasoline trucks for its trans

fer business between Lowell and Boston.

The Union Delivery Company has been organized in

L'richsville, Ohio, with a capital of $5,000, to do a general

motor delivery business.

The Acme Motor Delivery Company, which was or

ganized early last summer in Cincinnati with a capital of

$15,000, has been making favorable progress.

A motor wagon in the service of the Rutland (Vt.) The Paterson and New York Motor Express Company

street department hauled 12,960 tons of crushed stone in was recently incorporated with $50,000 capital to do a

135 working days. general transfer and express business.

Parts and accessories are sometimes as important as machines. See advertisements in this issue.



36 GAS TRUCKS IN EXPRESS SERVICE

The All-Gasoline Motor-Truck Installation of the

Long Island Express Company Works Day

and Night During the Summer

ANOTHER very important member of the large

family of express companies, and one which gives

promise of almost unequaled growth, is the Long

Island Express Company.

The problem of handling the business of such a com

pany with the promptness which is always demanded by

metropolitan travelers is rendered more difficult by the

very seasons themselves. In the spring of the year thou

sands of people rush to Long Island, taking with them

in some cases their household effects, and spend the hot

summer months along the beautiful beaches. As winter

gives signs of its approach, there is a hurried return to

the cities.

From the beginning of April to the latter part of No

vember every available means of collecting and delivering

express packages must be pressed into service, while dur

ing the winter months there is no great demand upon the

transfer equipment. This fact rendered the selection of

the proper transportation facilities of utmost importance.

Once again the motor truck plays a leading part, for

unlike a horse, this king of modern deliverv can easily

work 24 hours a day, and when not "on the job," makes

no demand upon the granary.

* * *

First 10. now 36 Machines, in Service.

In the spring of 1910 the Long Island Express Com

pany realized the total inadequacy of ihe horse-drawn

vehicle to handle the company's ever-increasing business

with its rush and slack periods. Ten 1^2-ton Autocars

were put into service, and so convinced were the com

pany's officials of the usefulness of this mode of transpor

tation that the spring of 191 1 found 16 i)4-ton Autocars

and 10 3^2-ton Alcos doing duty where the horse had

previously held undisputed sway. During the first part

of this year an additional fleet of 10 3jX-ton Alcos was

added.

In June, July and August, these 36 gasoline motor

trucks are working day and night, coming to the garage

only for a change of operating crew and to undergo a

hurried inspection. When the rush season is past, busi

ness decreases, and these faithful servants are carefully

stored away to await the return of the summer traveler

and his numerous belongings.

* * *

The Garage and Its Working Force.

The principal garage is situated at Third and Front

streets, Long Island City, N. Y., where storage for the

entire equipment is provided. A well-equipped machine

shop is maintained to take care of the running repairs,

while all heavy work and overhauling is done in the loco

motive shops at Morris Park, L. I. The painting is done

in the Long Island City garage, but under contract.

The force at this garage consists of a foreman, three

mechanics, three helpers and one washer during the day.

and at night a foreman, two mechanics, three helpers, and

a washer. After the first of December this force is grad-

uallv reduced, as the motor trucks come in to be stored.

 

Eight of the 36 gasoline trucks In the service of the Long Island Express Company.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.
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Form 1 is the time card and shows the basis upon which the men are paid.

EXPRESS AUTO TRUCKS

Car No.—

Date

Time in_

Time out.

Gasoline, Gallons

Oil, Quarts

Motor

Radiator

B rake s

Clutch

Gears

Chains

Wheels

springs

Tires

Lamps

Horns

Steering

Gear

O.K.

Foreman

REMARKS

An underground, measuring, gasoline tank (hydraulic sys

tem) of 1,375 gallons capacity, a iSo-gallon Bowser oil

tank and a 6o-gallon Bowser kerosene tank form a part

of the equipment at this garage.

During the summer, n Autocars are operated from

Far Rockaway throughout the surrounding country, and

for their maintenance only one mechanic during the day

and one at night are employed. An underground gasoline

tank of i.ioo gallons capacity, together with oil and kero

sene tanks, constitutes a part of the equipment at this

garage. After the summer rush is past, these machines

are sent to Morris Park for thorough overhauling, and

are finally stored in the Long Island City garage.

* * *

Horse Wagons Employed for C,lty Work.

Horse wagons take care of the collection and delivery

of light express over thickly populated sections of New

York City and Long Island, but as the distances become

greater, and the demand for fast services increases, the

iJ<_-ton Autocars are pressed into service, while the 3j-_-

ton Alcos haul great quantities of express from one large

 

2 is the dally Inspection card which is passed around to the

mechanics and filled In with the work done on each part. Scene at the loading platform.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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Cax Ho. 510 1'otor No. 13G265 Bid. Ho. b0816 Date Oct. 16. 1912
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1
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o
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1

Cylinders X X X U.H. Cullen

T ran nmi igion 10 X 0. Olaen

. irrerenTl al

Wheels X X A. Roberts

fives

Chain b

"artnftto

Carburetor
X L. Kramer

'(udiator

n L. Ki-am"r

Oiler

Governor

Spark Plu^n

Cprl n, ;'o

Pump

~V.il v -. a X X X A. Roberts

Lamps

Brakes Foot X L. Krancr

Throttle

Erne rne n oy

Dash Pol

Clutch * A. 0l3en

Form 5 (of which this Is a typewritten copy, filled In) shows a comDlete record of the work done on the separate units of each machine.

It Is about 12 Inches long.

depot to another, from which distribution is made by the

horse wagons and Autocars. The horse and wagon equip

ment of the company consists of approximately 200 wag

ons and 450 horses.

A Scientific Repair and Garage System.

The system of repair work in the Long Island Ex

press Company's garages is worthy of mention. Each

mechanic and helper is detailed to inspect and repair cer

tain parts of the machines. For instance, one man will

be assigned to look after the Autocar engines, another

for the Alco engines, a third will have charge of the

transmission, a helper is detailed to supply oil and grease

where needed and to replenish the gasoline tanks, and so

on down the list.

The time card, Form 1, shows the basis on which the

men are paid. Overtime is paid for at the day rate. Each

card receives a serial number, and after being filled out

by the mechanics, is O. K.'d by the foreman, and the cards

are then sent to the office for record.

A thorough inspection is made of each machine as it

enters the garage, and a record of this inspection is kept

LONG ISLAND RAILROAD COMPANY.

Left Garage . . .

Arrived

-- -

 

_ - -- -  

 

 

The Long Island Railroad Company.

DAILY MILEAGE REPORT OF AUTO EXPRESS WAGONS.

wuarK FBEtIOCS KKAMM pHggar isAi>«c TOTAL -QUACK

Report to be d •de daily and forwarded 10 Supt. Motive Power, Day to coosiat of regular calendar day

(11 midnight to 11 midnight!

Daily Auto Express Wagon Report.

Driver- will uie ihn form and make a daily report, handing to Foreman or employe in charge ol

. ■ ir 1,-' it -he clow of the DAY'S OB NIGHT'S work In cate ot accident, make regular accident report.

t picked up

■\ delivered

Form 3 Is the chauffeur's dally report. Form 4 reports the miles covered per day.

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase of motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.
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One of the 16 Aitocars in the service of the Long Island Express

Company.

on the Daily Inspection Card, Form 2. The foreman

fills in the '"Car No.," "Date," and "Time In," and the

cards are then distributed among the mechanics. These

cards go the rounds, each mechanic inspecting his part

of the truck, entering a report of the work done, together

with his time card number. After the inspection is com

pleted, the foreman (). K.'s the cards, and they become

then part of the permanent record.

Form 3 is the Chauffeur's Daily Report, which is

made out each day, and serves as a guide to the mechani

cal force in making the necessary repairs.

The Long Island Express Company believes that an

accurate record of each day's mileage is more than worth

the cost of obtaining this information. Consequently,

every machine is fitted with an odometer, and Form 4 is

used to make a report of the miles covered each day. The

office force keeps what is called a ".Mileage and Gasoline

Consumption Book," into which are entered the daily gaso

line consumption and the number of miles made by each

machine.

The Work Report, Form 5, is perhaps the most

interesting form used by this company. When a ma

chine is held out of service in order to make more

than running repairs, one of these forms is posted by

the foreman, after denoting thereon the "Date Out of

Service," and the "Car Number." etc. The mechanics

make a thorough inspection of the machine, and then

proceed with the necessary repairs. A record of the

work done is kept in the following manner :

Suppose cylinders 1 and 3 are in need of attention.

The engine mechanic indicates these by a cross (X),

and after the work is completed a similar mark is made

to show what kind of work was done ; and so on down

the list, each mechanic making such repairs as fall to

his lot. and indicating them by cross marks. This re

port serves as a complete analysis of all work done on

everv machine.

MORE BUSES FOR LEIPZIG.

Leipzig, German}-, is to be served by motor buses more

extensively, according to Commercial Motor, and a com

pany with a capital of $500,000 has already been formed.

There will be a uniform fare of 2^2 cents on all routes.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to

Louisville, Ky\, has its own Auto Parcel Deliver}

Company.

George Tulip, a drayman of Lansing, Mich., has pur

chased a motor truck.

The Pittsburgh Motor Service Corporation has been

organized with a capital of $60,000.

J. E. Miller, Butler. Pa., has installed a motor truck-

to do general haulage and transfer work.

The Seymour Motor Express Company, capital $10.-

000. is doing business in Seymour, Conn.

The Monarch Auto Trucking Company has been or

ganized in Brooklyn, X. Y., with a capital of $5,000.

The Charles Sells "Rapid Transportation" Company

of Anderson, Ind., recently purchased a motor truck.

The Bryan Transfer Company, of Chattanooga, Term.,

has just installed two more Kelly gasoline power wagons.

The Chattanooga (Term.) Transfer Company recently

installed a 2-ton Packard gasoline truck to permit of a

needed business expansion.

The Westcott Motor Truck Company has been organ

ized to place five power wagons in the professional haul

age business in Little Rock, Ark.

The Armstrong Transfer Company uses three Speed

well motor trucks to handle its heavy traffic between

North and South stations. Boston, Mass.

The St. Louis (Mo.) Motor Transportation Company

has been organized with a capital stock of $25,000 to con

tract for motor truck haulinsj in St. Louis.

The Lakeside Motor Truck Trans]>ortation Company

was incorporated last month in Chicago with a capital

of $25,000 to do a general trucking and passenger

business.

The Angelus Motor Truck & Transfer Company was

recently organized with a capital of $100,000 to do a pro

fessional express, transfer and haulage business in Los

Angeles, Cal.

Fred W. Wolven. of New Haven, Conn., having se

cured a contract for hauling ice for the Elm City Com

pany, has purchased a 3-ton motor truck and will go into

the professional haulage business.

The Motor Express Company has been formed to do

a haulage business from Dayton, Ohio, to the surrounding

towns of Miamisburg, Franklin, Middletown and Ham

ilton, with an initial fleet of five motor trucks.

the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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JUNO provides what the USER wants

 

Heavy-Duty MOTOR TRUCKS

2TON and 3-TON

EVERY MAN who has operated a power wagon can suggest

some idea for its improvement.

JUNO ENGINEERS know this, and have kept in close touch

with Juno users.

JUNO USERS—those of them who have operated several makes

of trucks—have given the Juno engineers the ben

efit of years of experience in power wagon oper=

ation in profitable everyday business.

 

The mechanical details of the 2-ton and 3-ton are exactly alike.

SUCH IMPROVEMENTS as have been made in accordance with

this policy, have all been proved practical by the

most exacting tests in commercial work in New

York, Chicago and St. Louis, and professional

haulage concerns in these great cities are now

specifying Juno Trucks exclusively for their

present and future service. Read on the next

two pages what some of these men say about the

Juno motor trucks.

JUNO MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

JUNEAU, WISCONSIN

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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ESTIMATES OHEERFULLY SUBMITTED ON MOTOR TRUCK CARTAGE OF ALL KINDS

PHONt H.RK..ON 2285 AUTOMATIC 5190S RM.DENC* PHOI.I AU.Tm 11513

WILLIAM BLAIR

Bonded Cartage Contractor
MOTOR TRUCK EQUIPMENT EXCLUSIVELY

OFFICE I

united states appraiser's store

158 West Harrison Street

CHICAGO July 15, 1912.

Mr. William MoDougall,

General Sales Manager,

Juno Motor Truck Co. ,

Juneau, Wis.

Dear Mr. McDougall:-

The party who was figuring with me, when you were here

two weeks ago, for the purchase of my three ton Packard Truck has

finally bought it, and he has made me an offer that I may decide

to accept, for the two ton Randolph Truck.

'.Tith the Packard gone, and the Randolph going, probably*

tomorrow, 1 will be in a bad way, unless you can ship me a three

ton Juno, quicker than you promised. Get another three ton into

work for me, and let it follow just as quickly as the paint is

dry enough to ship.

Use exaotly the same body construction, the same let

tering and the same white enamel finish, for I want all of my

trucks to look exactly alike. I also want the same tire equip

ment throughout.

If your three ton trucks Btand up in my service like

the two ton JUNO, that I have used here during the past year, you

can rest assured that no other maker will ever succeed in selling

me any trucks, for I have had enough experience with different

makes to satisfy my curiosity.

I have found from experience that the cost of operating

motor trucks in Chicago is very materially determined by the cost

of repair parts, for it is impossible to avoid an occasional acci

dent in the loop district. Your policy in selling parts on a pro

rated basis is absolutely the only policy that will win out.

I told my driver the day you left here, that you wanted

the two ton JUNO back at the factory, to give it a general over

hauling, as soon as the new ones were put into service, but he

tells me it is entirely unnecessary. The only thing he wants is

a hub cap for the left rear wheel , so probably we better defer

sending it for the present.

Yours very truly,

^a&<*™r^'

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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IF I DON'T HAUL YOUR TRUNKS WE BOTH LOSE MONEY

Popular Price Express Co.

CHAS. E. .IONFS, Manager

OFFICRS:

210 Nurth 18th Street

Corridor Mistouri-Linculn Trust Midi:.

Hmh Pfcoam

St. Louis, Mo., November IS, 1912

Mr. Wm. McDougall, Gen. Sales Mgr. ,

Juno Motor Truck Co., Juneau, Wis.

 

Dear Sir; —

I have today ordered three more Juno trucks from

your agent, Mr. Boyle. You will recall the criticism that I

made on your body design last time, so kindly note the change

in this order.

By next spring I hope to be able to change over

to Juno trucks exclusively, for I am satisfied now that they

will stand the punishment of our rush hours.

We are occasionally forced to disregard the limit

and haul a loaded trailer behind an overloaded truck, and the

Juno gets away with it.

A group of motor truck owners here, who collect

ively own over one hundred trucks of a dozen different makes

may get together and operate a first class truck garage right

down town.

In the aggregate we should be able to save con

siderable money in the way of supplies, rent, etc. Anyway we

could support a first olass repair shop and keep a orew of

capable men busy day and night on our equipment , and that is

what each of us is most interested in. What do you think

of this proposition?

PRESIDENT & GEK MGR

 

Sill*

Jin <,r

^ i

A 3-ton Juno Truck in the service of the Popular Price Express Co., St. Louis, Mo., loaded with 6900 pounds and

hauling 5700 pounds on a trailer.

.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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* MEARS'GARAGE,
 

The Motor Hauling Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., has two Juno trucks in professional leasing service. These are shown to the

right in the picture. So successful has been the record of the machines that an order has just been placed

with the Juno Motor Truck Company for ten more trucks for early spring delivery.

SPECIAL TO DEALERS

JUNO 2 -Ton and 3 -Ton MOTOR TRUCKS

DO YOU want to handle a real heavy-duty truck, made by a responsible factory that will take

good care of you?

HAVE YOU ever had complaints from customers that you charged too much for duplicate parts,

because the factory made more profit out of its parts business than it had any right to do?

YOU WILL have no complaint on any score if you handle the JUNO, the truck your customers

sell for you, after they have tried it themselves, by singing its praises everywhere.

YOU CAN buy a complete set of parts for the Juno, ready for assembling into a finished truck if

need be, at a total cost which does not exceed the price of a finished machine. With

what other motor truck can you do that?

THE JUNO has a liberal sales policy and an established reputation of giving its customers and

agents a SQUARE DEAL in everything.

Write Now For Our Agency Proposition

JUNO MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

JUNEAU, WISCONSIN

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.



POSSIBILITIES FOR DRIVER-OWNERSHIP

The Small Teamster, Operating One, Two or Three

Horse Wagons, Can Profitably Own and

Drive a Motor Truck

EVERY MAN who makes his living solely out of

hauling merchandise for other people, whether by

the load, job, distance, time, or under any other

arrangement, can make more money with a motor truck

than with horses and wagons. This is true even if his

present business is limited to the use of a single one-horse

rig which he drives himself, but it is conditional upon the

avoidance of certain kinds of short-haul work with fre

quent stops and long delays, which the horse and wagon

can do more economically than any machine that has yet

been developed.

Furthermore, any expressman or road haulage con

tractor with a clean business record, an established trade,

and sufficient ambition and ability, can raise the money to

purchase a motor truck even without all the necessary

cash in hand, if he will give due consideration to certain

essentials that will be clearly brought out later in this

article.

* # *

Big Profits for the Owner-Driver of a Machine.

It is a common fallacy to suppose that the motor

wagon can be employed economically only in large installa

tions. There are tens of thousands of small professional

haulage companies and individuals scattered all over the

country who can ecenomically and profitably make use of

one, two or three machines. In any number of cases

the small proprietor can operate and drive his own ma

chine with great profit. And it often happens that a

motor wagon service of such small proportions will show

even a greater profit, relatively speaking, than mass opera

tion of tens or even hundreds of machines on the largest

and most up-to-date scale.

* * *

Why the Owner- Driver Should Be Successful.

The reason for this is not hard to find. The man who

drives his own machine will take the greatest care of it.

He will be chary of overloading or overspeeding. He

will look it over carefully at frequent intervals. He will

pick his roads, and drive with the greatest of caution

under all conditions. Thus he will greatly reduce his

tire, gasoline and oil bills, and save on depreciation. Also,

by doing the driving himself, he will save the wages of a

chauffeur. Frequently, too, he will have a shed or a

stable and thus cut out the garage charge. In this way

his actual expenses will be very little more than the gas

oline and oil charge—or the cost of current, if the machine

be an electric—and his receipts will be nearly all profit.

Out of the profits he will lay aside a sinking fund against

contingencies and for ultimate replacement, and still there

will be left enough for a comfortable living and to add

to the balance at the bank.

The choice of machine will depend entirely -on the

work that is in sight, but it will always be well to look

around a little before making a selection. An actual

example will make this clear.

* * *

Motor Truck Puts Man on Road to Fortune.

In Newark, N. J., there is a man who is laying the

foundations for a snug little fortune by the use of a

motor truck, combined with a natural talent for business

and some prior knowledge of transportation. He was

earning the fair salary of $30.00 a week in a factory, and

among his duties he had charge of the daily shipment of

several tons of merchandise to New York City. The

amount of money he paid out for this purpose set him

thinking. So, being acquainted with the manager of the

Nuse Wagon and Automobile Company, dealer in Juno

motor trucks, he made it his business to become familiar

with power wagon transportation.

He did not have enough money to buy a machine out

right, but the business he had in sight enabled him to

obtain a 3-ton Juno truck from the Nuse concern on very

easy terms. This being done, he gave up his position and

secured the trucking contract, and drove the machine

himself. He was thus able to make enough profit out of

it, even while paying the balance on the machine, to pay

himself a decent wage.

* * *

Owner-Driver Makes $150 a Week Clear Profit.

This was only the beginning, for although the Newark

man was making money on his hauls to New York, he

began to look around for another load for the return

journey. This was soon forthcoming in the form of an

other contract—for three years, the same as the other

one—and thus the machine was working every day to the

limit of its capacity. The result is that this man is now

earning $150 a week clear profit, after making all charges

against the machine and full allowance for depreciation

and interest on somebody else's capital.

Here, then, was a man with hardly any ready money,

who in less than six months has increased his income

$6,240 a year, or at the rate of 400 per cent ; all through

taking advantage of an opportunity, a little knowledge of

road haulage, and faith in the motor truck.

* ♦ #

Ten Reasons for Using a Motor Truck.

For the man who already has a small established haul

age business there are at least ten reasons why he should

employ a motor truck : ( 1 ) Lower operating costs for

the amount of work done. (2) Greater radius of terri

tory that can be covered. (3) Quicker and more frequent

deliveries, with consequent greater satisfaction to cus

tomers. (4) Ability to use the delivery equipment after

ordinary hours on rush work without impairment for the

Parts and accessories are sometimes as important as machines. See advertisements in this issue.
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next day's business. (5) Independence of railroad and

outside carriers for long-distance shipments within a

radius of 100 miles or more, with consequent greater prof

its from such work. (6) Freedom from the limitations of

horse service, due to sickness or other physical disability,

inclement weather in winter or summer, etc. (7) Indif

ference to hilly roads. (8) Avoidance of the necessity

for establishing branch depots. (9) Advertisement.

(10) Increase of the asset value of the business by per

mitting expansion and thus making it comparatively easy

to borrow capital for additional rolling stock and other

equipment.

* * *

Motor Truck Provides Means for Business Expansion.

This last reason is the most important of all to the

ambitious man of limited capital. As pointed out in the

first article in this issue, the cost of horse operation has

been advancing steadily for the past few years. Feed,

land values, and drivers' wages are all increasing. Com

petition from motor truck operators is also beginning to

be felt. These things combined have made it practically

impossible for any horse haulage business to expand. It

is either at a standstill or diminishing. Official statistics

from large centers of population all over the country show

that horse wagons are decreasing in numbers. Chicago

has lost over 6,000 horse wagons in one year, and yet its

commerce has appreciably increased in that time. Stag

nant or diminishing business is not attractive to capital.,

Only when a property is growing or in a position to en

large, can it borrow money. Motor trucks will cause any

horse-wagon business to expand if properly adapted and

administered. Thus they provide the means for securing

capital for expansion—which would be impossible other

wise.

* * *

No Need for Owner-Driver to Be a Mechanic.

There can remain only one objection to the machine.

"What shall I do," asks the doubting horse operator, "if

something goes wrong with the mechanism of my motor

truck ? I am not a mechanic, and cannot afford to hire a

skilled workman." The answer is found in the service

department of the manufacturer or dealer who sells the

machine. Each of the better-class power wagon con

cerns keeps a service department which is ready night

or day to answer emergency calls. There is very little

fear of a motor truck breaking down, but sufficient in

stances are quoted in other articles in this issue to show

how well this service idea works out in actual practice.

Some intending buyers may be afraid of the engine going

wrong. As a matter of fact, the motor is probably the

most reliable part of a modern automobile. There are

plenty of men who have run their machines thousands

of miles without a single adjustment to the engine. There

is one case on record in Chicago where a man has operated

a machine for 250,000 miles without having to pay a single

penny for engine repair.

* * *

Power Wagons More Reliable Than Railroad Trains.

Reliability like this is not excelled in any other branch

of engineering. Certainly it is not even approached in

railroad practice, which has long been accepted as the

epitome of excellence in transportation. In London,

England, where 2,500 motor buses are in operation, 130

of these machines have covered 94,000 miles on a partic

ular service, with only nine involuntary stops. This is

better service than that of the Twentieth Century Lim

ited, and incomparably superior to anything afforded by

horses. Thus it will be evident that the fear of mechan

ical trouble should prove no deterrent to the purchase of a

motor wagon. This means the gasoline machine, of course.

The electric is even simpler in construction and operation,

and if the services of a good battery man can be obtained

at the local central station, an electric wagon will prove

less troublesome than a sewing machine or a kitchen clock.

Ample Precedent for Driver-Ownership.

If, after all, the prospective owner-driver is still hesi

tant about purchasing a motor truck, he will find ample

precedent in the fact that over 600 taxicab operators in

London own and drive their own machines. And this

number is constantly increasing, in spite of the fact that

less than a dozen big companies in the British metropolis

have between them over 7,000 motor cabs, administered

and cared for in immense garages that are the very last

word in scientific management.

* * *

Concerning Operating Costs.

The cost of operating a motor wagon will not be dis

cussed here. No two machines cost alike, even if they

are of the same make and operated in the same kind of

service. The small man will be interested principally in

actual running expenses—tires, gasoline (or electric cur

rent), oil, light and heat, garage rent, taxes, and drivers'

wages (if the owner does not drive his own machine).

If to these he adds a daily charge to cover contingencies

and ultimate replacement—and this should be money

actually placed in the bank for these purposes—his cost

accounting will not be far wrong. Any good power wagon

salesman will furnish figures reliable enough for esti

mating, and if the potential purchaser has looked over his

business and territory for work the machine can do, he

will have no difficulty in showing a balance on the right

side of the ledger. But, of course, if there is a reader of

these pages who has only a single team and has never yet

had occasion to turn away work he couldn't do with his

horse rig, he is not the kind of man who will make his for

tune out of the motor truck.

S. R. & Lewis Rumsey, Perry, N. Y., use a motor truck

in their cartage business.

Prior's Express., Inc., of Lynn, Mass., recently started

business with a heavv motor truck.

Mason City, la., is another enterprising city that has

its own Auto Delivery Company.

The Grosse Pointe Automobile Express Service Com

pany operates a daily motor truck service between Detroit

• and Grosse Pointe, and does night work on special con

tract.

All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.



WELLS FARGO & CO. FALLING INTO LINE

Example of Other Express Companies in Motorizing

Their Road Transportation Equipment

Forces Heavy Purchases

Forty-two machines, IS electric and 24

gasoline, of eight different makes, will

form the present motor wagon equipment

of the Wells, Fargo & Company Express,

by the time this issue is published.

These comprise A Macks, 11 G. V.'s, 5

Lansdens, 5 Peerlesi, 6 Packards, 6

Alcos, 3 Whites and 2 Couple-Gear

double-ended electrics. Eventually sev

eral large fleets will be purchased, and it

is probable that the company will go

through with a provisional order for 100

two and three-ton power wagons from

a well known manufacturer. Eventually,

Wells, Fargo & Company will have a

large installation of machines.

"^T It f I T H characteristic

\ / \/ thoroughness and

» ™ attention to detail,

combined with a desire to render

good service and thus please the

public, Wells Fargo & Company

have studied from every possible

viewpoint the adaptability of mo

tor trucks to their business. Con

sistent with the time-honored

policy and systematic business

methods of this great express

company, nothing has been left

undone to select motor trucks

best suited to its requirements.

Gasoline or electric machines,

what make, what capacity for the

varied forms of service—these

are only a few of the insistent questions which have con

fronted the coterie of transportation experts who have

been in the employ of Wells Fargo & Company for some

time past. The primary specifications of the majority of

gasoline and electric trucks on the American market have

been carefully compiled ; the factors of operation, even

to the minutest detail, have been thoroughly thrashed out.

In fact, every effort has been made to determine accur

ately what make and capacity of truck is best adapted for

handling the company's great business throughout thf

length and breadth of the country.

The company has been,

and still is, conservative

Its policy up to recent

months has been to leave

to other transportation

companies the "c o s 1 1 y"

work of "experimenting"

with motor trucks, in or

der that Wells Fargo &

Company might fall heir

to a mass of information

which, combined with the

data otherwise obtained, would

place them in a position success

fully to choose the proper ma

chines for their motor service.

The real truth of the matter, ap

parently, is that the superior road

transportation facilities of the

Adams, American and other more

enterprising and far-seeing ex

press companies have literally

forced Wells Fargo to buy ma

chine equipment, so that by the

first of the year the company will

have motor trucks doing duty in

six or seven large cities.

But even with this vast store

of information the company does

not feel justified in installing

great fleets of motor trucks—which eventually will be

done—without the all-important tests, which must now be

conducted to prove the correctness of its selections, and

thus weed out the comparatively inefficient members of

the Wells Fargo motor vehicle equipment.

By the first of January of next year, four 2-ton Mack

trucks will be in operation in the uptown district of New

York City, known as Harlem. At the same time, six 2-ton

General Vehicle electric machines, equipped with A-8

Edison batteries, will be put into service in the outlying

districts of Brooklyn, while three 3-ton General Vehicle

machines, equipped with

A- 10 batteries, will be used

in the heavy transfer serv

ice between Brooklyn and

the company's station in

Jersey City.

In Orange, N. J., Wells

Fargo & Company have

had two 1 -ton General Ve

hicle and four i-ton Lans-

den trucks in operation for

two and a half years, and

 

C G 2

One of two 3'/2-ton, double-ended, Couple-Gear electric trucks bought by Wells Fargo & Company Express for ferry service at Oakland,

Calif. These machines can be driven from either end, and thus do not have to be turned about after driving Into narrow quarters.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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A Lansden electric that has done six years of hard service for

Wells Fargo & Co.

recently one ljA-ion Lansden, equipped with an A-8 Edi

son battery, has been added. An interesting feature in

connection with the Orange installation is the fact that the

mercury-arc rectifiers, which have been used heretofore

for charging, will be replaced by motor-generator outfits—

a movement representative of the Wells Fargo policy to

have nothing but the best.

Five 3-ton Peerless trucks will go into service in Chi

cago by the middle of November. These are to be used

in the heavy transfer work between the various depots

and the stockyards district, and also on the route to the

Sears-Roebuck factory.

By the 15th of November four 2-ton and two 3-ton

Packard trucks will be doing duty in Kansas City, and six

2-ton AIcos will be rushing express packages about the

streets of St. Louis.

In San Francisco three 2-ton White machines will be

operated in the outlying districts, while for the ferry serv

ice to Oakland two 3^2-ton Couple-Gear electric trucks,

equipped with Exide Hycap batteries, have been pur

chased. The unique design of these Couple-Gear trucks

is worthy of mention. As the illustration shows, they are

fitted with a driver's seat and steering gear at each end,

which allows the truck to make a complete turn in a 15-

foot circle, and also renders its manipulation an easy-

matter in the congested ferry service. These Couple-Gear

trucks will also be used as tractors, to which will be at

tached six or eight i-ton platform trucks, and thus permit

of the transfer of a large amount of express.

 

Wells Fargo & Company are constantly in search of

appliances to improve their service, and to this end steel

bodies will be fitted to the chassis of two of their trucks,

thus affording an opportunity to ascertain their real value

as a part of the company's motor vehicle equipment.

LONDON'S BUS SERVICE EXPANDS.

Twelve of the new Daimler motor buses are now em

ployed by the British Automobile Traction Company, Ltd.,

on the Victoria to Liverpool street run in London, Eng

land. The buses are double-deckers, seating 34 passen

gers, and embody the most up-to-date ideas in motor bus

construction. The power is supplied by a 4-cylinder, 40-

horsepower motor of the Knight sleeve-valve type. A

silent chain, individual clutch transmission is used, with a

Lanchester worm for the final drive. The wheels are of

cast steel and carry solid tires. It is the company's inten

tion to open up other routes in the near future, and ar

rangements have been made for the purchase of six buses

a week for some time ahead.

WOULD TAX MOTOR WAGONS.

The city attorney of Los Angeles, Cal., has been in

structed to draft an ordinance providing for a license tax

on motor vehicles. Representatives of the motor truck

 

A Garford truck used by a Brooklyn transfer company.

club urged that the tax on power wagons be based on ton

nage capacity and not on horsepower.

The city attorney will include in the ordinance the fol

lowing schedule of taxes : Motor trucks of less than one-

.ton capacity, $5 per year; one to two tons, $10; two to

live tons, $20; more than five tons, $25.

FINED FOR SLOW DRIVING.

The driver of a motor wagon owned by a Chicago

cleaning company was recently arrested and fined for block

ading traffic by driving too slowly. The man was arrested

for refusing to turn out of the car tracks and after five

street cars had been lined up behind his truck. The court

ruled that it is as much an infraction of the law to blockade

traffic as it is to exceed the speed limit, and fined the

driver accordingly.

A motor truck is being used in Philadelphia mission

work.

Ward's Express, of Hackensack, N. J., has installed a

4-ton motor truck for its service between that city and

New York.

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase of motor ivagons. communicate with The Power Wagon.

A 1500-pound KIsselKar In professional haulage work In Detroit

Michigan.



PROFESSIONAL HAULAGE IN TOLEDO, OHIO

The Heavy Tonnage Transportation Company Plans

to Do Everything from Hauling Bricks

to Light Package Delivery

By E. F. BAKER.

LIKE THE Cinderella carriage of the children's

fairy books, which grew in a moment from a

pumpkin drawn by mice into a splendid carriage

with fine horses and trappings, the Heavy Tonnage Trans

portation Co., of Toledo, O., has grown in a few months

from a three-truck concern into a business requiring 15

machines.

This concern was incorporated a year ago last August

under the laws of the state of Ohio with a capitalization

of $150,000. The company was organized in March and

the service was begun June 3, 1912. The second truck

arrived the first of July and later on a 5-ton truck was

pressed into the service.

The enterprise, which is unique so far in Toledo, has

for its main business the rapid transportation of mer

chandise about the city and to and from the surrounding

urban districts within a radius of 20 miles. The new

concern immediately jumped into popularity with Toledo

business firms, and the trucks are now in constant service

throughout the day, much hauling also being done at

night.

While hauling of all kinds is done, the greater share of

the work is of a heavy character, such as coal, brick, ce

ment, sand, lumber, and other materials used in the build

ing trades and in road building. This latter work is

specialized by the concern and there are many miles of

roads which are being improved in addition to the large

amount of road building which is already completed in

Lucas county.

The concern uses two Seitz-Detroit trucks of 3-ton

capacity and a 5-ton truck of local make.

While the company has made a splendid success of the

heavy transportation business by the use of power wag

ons the officers expressed themselves emphatically in fav

or of the 5-ton truck as against the 3-ton machines which

are the basis of operation at this time. The 5-ton truck,

they claim, will carry two tons more at practically the

same cost, and where speed in conveying heavy loads is

the main feature of a business, naturally the 5-ton truck-

would be the more profitable when once it has been

proven that the expense is practically the same. The two

3-ton trucks of the company are now each doing the work

of three teams, and the 5-ton truck will do the work of

five teams. The saving in wages is a large item, as only

one driver and one helper are required to take care of

each machine.

The Heavy Tonnage Transportation Company oper

ates both night and day when necessary, but the greater

share of night work done at present consists of unloading

freight cars. Later on, when the increased equipment is

established, regular hauling will be done at night as well,

as the managers of the company say it would be an easy

matter to run a complete shift every night if the concern

had the facilities for doing so. As the company has so

far been situated, however, this has been impossible, as

generally but one truck is available for a single job. Large

brick concerns and others requiring the heavy transporta

tion service would not feel justified in keeping extra help

at the factory, paying overtime prices, to keep one truck

in operation. Were several trucks available, however,

the large manufacturing concerns would only be too eager

to avail themselves of the night service. This will be

inaugurated as soon as the additional machines can be

put into service.

Considerable hauling on long-distance routes between

Toledo and the smaller towns within 20 miles of this city

 

Some of the machines rented out by the Heavy Tonnage Transportation Company, Toledo, Ohio.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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A corner In the machine shop.

has been done and is among the leading ambitions of

the company.

It is the intention of the Heavy Tonnage Transporta

tion Company to establish a number of routes from Toledo

to nearby towns such as Maumee, Perrysburg and other

cities situated on the good roads. Later it is probable

that the routes will be extended as roads are improved

and the call for service becomes apparent.

The advantage of establishing regular routes can readily

be seen when it is stated that a double haul can thus be

made. Merchandise from the wholesale houses of Toledo

The Heavy Tonnage Transportation Company
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Parts and accessories are sometimes as important as machines

The oxy-acetylene welding outfit.

can be carried to the smaller towns, the trucks on the

return trip to Toledo carrying glass, hollow tile, paper

and other products which the smaller towns desire to

market in Toledo. This work will be done by contract

so that there will be no unfilled spaces to eat up the profits.

It is also probable that there will be some hauling along

the route for farmers who will thus be enabled to send

products to Toledo from distances of 15 and 20 miles.

Heretofore they have been compelled to market much of

their produce in the smaller towns, often being obliged

to take lower prices because of the inconvenience and

cost of haulage to the larger market of Toledo. The

concern now has a contract for conveying 80 tons of

straw from Sugar Ridge to Rossford, a distance of 20

miles, and 200 tons of hay to be hauled a similar distance.

By a method of light loading it is declared that trucks

could be used advantageously in the worst of weather,

helping out the farmer when roads are almost impassable

for hauling heavy loads any distance, and when as a rule

prices are the highest on farm products. The Heavy

Tonnage Transportation Company, however, does not

anticipate attempting such service at this time, as it has

plenty of other business to keep it busy for some time to

come.

During the summer, the machines can be used most ad

vantageously in collecting and conveying milk to the city,

speed and time being great factors in the success of the

dairy business. This work should be done by 5-ton trucks.

The local concern expects to enter this line of trade next

summer, and has already had some of the dairy business

during the past season, finding it pleasant and profitable.

Ice haulage was a special feature of the work this sea

son, and the ice companies were so well satisfied with the

truck service for its speed and reliability that they were

willing to pay more money for truck service than for

horse drawn vehicles.

Another feature of the power wagon service into which

the Heavy Tonnage Company expects to enter in the near

future is light package delivery. The large department

stores of the city all have motor truck service of their

own, but there are many smaller stores which have hereto-

See advertisements in this issue.
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Dump truck about to discharge a load of bricks.

fore been unable to avail themselves of machine transpor

tation, being unable to afford power wagons themselves

and having had no opportunity so far to hire them. The

concern has determined to put in a couple of i-ton or 2-

ton trucks to deliver packages weighing up to 50 pounds.

During the winter season, coal delivery is one of the

best sources of income, and the company already has a

number of coal-hauling contracts and expects to secure

more. During the summer and fall, the brick companies

have been among the large customers of the Toledo

Heavy Tonnage Company, and the concern is specially

equipped with a dump truck to take care of this trade.

The truck has a dump body which works on rollers,

operating on channel irons at an elevation of 45 degrees.

As the front rolls back it rises and the rear lowers to

within three inches of the ground, the end gate opens

automatically, and the load is dumped on the pavement as

the truck is moved slowly forward. The dump is oper

ated by a windlass and cable, a simple device which has

been proven practical and which takes one driver, saving

the expense of a helper. The entire operation is per

formed without the driver leaving his seat, and does not

take over a minute. The bricks are laid on the ground

neatly by the operation, and not a brick will be found

broken or chipped.

The average speed of the trucks is from 10 to 12 miles

an hour. When hauling from the Evans brick yard in

Toledo, 30 tons a day were handled with a 3-ton truck.

The 3-ton trucks will earn from $18 to $20 each per day,

while the 5-ton trucks will earn an average of $25 per

day. The machines, when working on full schedule, will

average about 50 miles each day. Three miles an hour is

considered remarkably good work for a team of horses.

The management of the company believes in carrying a

full load, but is particularly careful not to overload.

"Our aim," said Mr. Iladdon, an official of the Heavy

Tonnage Transportation Company, "is to get the maxi

mum price for our service but we find ourselves limited

by the team hauling prices. We are given no special

helps or privileges but must load and unload where the

horse-drawn vehicles do, subject to any inconvenience

Bricks dumped without a single breakage.

this may cause, and the patron expects better service un

der the same conditions. We find however that the man

ufacturers almost without exception would rather have

the power wagon service when they can get it.

"We aim to keep our men regularly employed and have

used every possible method to reduce interruptions to the

minimum. Drivers are required to report by telephone to

the office when they start out with a load and to use the

same method of notifying the office when they arrive at

their destination and unload. Thus drivers and office

management are continually in touch with each other, and,

The Heavy Tonnage Transportation Company
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All of the best motor trucks on the American market are advertised in this issue.
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AUTOMOBILE TICKET

The Heavy Tonnage Transportation Company's

Garage and Machine Shop

MEREDITH BUILDING

Toledo, Ohio. 191
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knowledge. They must understand machinery and the

truck, and those with factory experience are preferred.

Good wages are paid and good services demanded. When

not actually employed as drivers the men are required to

work in the machine shop where they acquire valuable

experience.

The greatest possible care is taken of the motor trucks,

and whenever a machine comes in to the garage an in

spector immediately takes it in hand and makes a com

plete and careful examination. If anything is loose, out

of place, or broken, it is immediately taken into the ma

chine shop and put into shape for the next run. Should

the truck be badly needed for immediate use and the dam

age be slight, the vehicle may be taken out without the

repair being made just then, but it receives attention at

the earliest possible moment. Drivers are required to

report anything that seems to be wrong with the ma

chine and thus every effort is made to keep the trucks in

good running order.

The Heavy Tonnage Transportation Company is lo-

Garage and machine shop ticket.

should trouble of any kind arise, the telephone is immedi

ately resorted to. This method of keeping closely in

touch with drivers also makes it easier to handle the

trucks to the best possible advantage for the convenience

of patrons. Should a hurry call come into the office

when all the trucks are in use, it frequently happens that a

shift could be made from the nearest point if the manage

ment could get in touch with the drivers. By using the

telephone system the management can communicate with

the drivers at almost any time, on short notice."

Drivers are required to make a detailed report of every

load taken out. They must report what the truck was

loaded with, where it was loaded, the destination, weight

of load, number of miles carried, and the price charged.

For this purpose a combination report and time card is

furnished the driver. This must be accurately filled out

and turned into the office each evening. The manufactur

ing company generally furnishes its own voucher for the

load and this must correspond with that of the driver or

an investigation is immediately in order.

Experienced drivers are employed whenever possible,

and the helpers are idvanced to the position of drivers

when they have had sufficient experience. New drivers

are placed under the old drivers at first for instruction,

but all drivers are required to have some mechanical

// you are not in a position to buy now,

The Heavy Tonnage Transportation Co.
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cated in the Meredith building where the entire lower

floor is occupied by the offices, garage, machine shop and

repair department. The garage occupies a floor space

■of 6o by 120 feet. There are three entrances, one being

a separate entrance to the machine shop proper. The

central door is an immense one, 14 feet wide and 18 feet

high. This door will admit any possible kind of a ma

chine with any sort of a load. When the trucks arrive

each evening they are driven straight into the machine

shop where they are carefully inspected before being al

lowed, to go out again.

There is a steam process for cleaning machines in the

garage, and each truck is carefully cleaned every evening.

When working in bad weather and in muddy places, the

wheels of trucks are not always cleaned but the working

parts are always kept in the finest order, for it is believed

that true economy consists in taking the best possible care

of the trucks and keeping them always in the best of

condition.

The company in addition to its transportation business

conducts a regular garage, storing all kinds of machines.

There are separate stalls for the various machines, but

no special arrangement has been made for the separation

of the electric from the gasoline cars. The garage and

machine shop are well lighted. An electric lighting sys

tem is used at night time. During the day the natural

light is sufficient. The garage floor is composed of heavy

timbers, except near one of the smaller entrances where

there is a raised concrete platform on which the cars are

cleaned.

The machine shop is very complete and is equipped

with lathe, drill press, emery wheel, air compressor, vul

canizing plant for vulcanizing tube casings, recharging

plant for electric storage batteries, complete welding plant,

and a motor-driven forge for blacksmith work.

All sorts of machine work are attended to here and a

very noticeable sign states that "all repair work is strictly

cash." An oxy-acetylene welding plant, recently installed,

is one of three of the same kind in Toledo, and is a

source of great pride to the owners.

The shop work is watched very closely. When a work

man begins a job it is marked up on his time slip and

checked off when the job is finished. The workman is

required to specify on his time slip just what has been

done and the time actually expended on the job by the

skilled machinist, his helper, or both, as the case may be.

He must also keep track of just what material went into

the job and what it cost, and this also is marked on the

time slip. A charge of 60 cents an hour is made for the

machinist, and 40 cents an hour fur his helper.

The company at present stores its gasoline in a 130-

gallon tank set on the pavement outside and near the

garage. It is planned to build an iSoo-gallon storage

tank to be buried beneath the pavement. The company is

•now paying 15 cents a gallon for gasoline and the tank is

■filled whenever convenient. Plans are now under way by

which it is hoped materially to decrease the price paid

for gasoline.

The Heavy Tonnage Transportation Company, of

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase

which Clarence O. Haddon and J. Breicheisen are the

principal officers, is being reorganized, these gentlemen

having purchased the interest of E. A. Mallory, formerly

vice-president and general manager of the concern. They

have been with the company since its inception and have

laid plans to branch out along important lines and make

a much larger and broader concern. Beside the heavy

and light transportation business and the general ma

chinery and automobile repair shop now conducted, it is

expected to put in a power wagon sales department, al

though the line to be carried has not yet been decided.

Improvements are also to be made in the garage, with a

view to enlarging the business.

As soon as plans can be completed and a new location

secured, the transportation end of the business will be re

moved to better quarters, and the present location will

then be used for garage and truck sales purposes ex

clusively.

Harry Perkins, drayman, of Belvidere, N. Y., has pur

chased another motor wagon.

The Crystal Springs Transportation Company, Little

Rock, Ark., has a motor truck.

Taft Brothers, contracting teamsters, Chicago, 111., use

two Velie gasoline trucks as well as several other ma

chines.

The Cotter Transfer & Storage Co., Mansfield, Ohio,

has installed a motor truck to take care of its delivery

and transfer business.

Brown & Altick, Springfield, Ohio, sales agents for

the Chase Motor Truck Company, recently inaugurated

a merchants' motor delivery service.

The Carthwright Draving Company, of San Francisco,

Calif., carries 14 tons with one of its power wagons, half

on the machine and half on a trailer.

The General Vehicle Company is building 17 electric

trucks to the order of the Adams Express Company, for

service in various towns when completed.

The Merchants' Package Delivery Company, Salt

Lake City, Utah, has a fleet of four motor trucks making

three deliveries dailv for stores in that city.

K. H. Scott, teamster. Erie. Pa.; Hersum & Co., fur

niture movers, Cambridgeport. Mass. : Scherer Bros..

transfer and storage, Ottawa. 111.; Abbott & Miller's Auto

Express (six machines), Quincy, Mass.; Winthrop Stor

age Company, Winthrop. Mass.; H. K. Cushing's East

Wevmouth Express, East Weymouth, Mass. : Southern

Express Company, Birmingham, Ala. ; Illinois Warehouse

& Commission Co., Joliet, 111.;—these are some of the ex

press and road haulage concerns, using Kelly gasoline

trucks, who have written to the factory expressing appre

ciation of the value of motor over horse delivery.

of motor wagons, communicate ivith The Power ]Vagnn.



53 MACHINES IN U. S. EXPRESS SERVICE

Mixed Installation of Gasoline Trucks, Electric

Wagons and Gasoline-Electric Machines

Has Total Value of $175,000

1"^ HE U. S. Express Company has tried out several

makes of gasoline and electric trucks in its New

York service, and is now in a position to announce

that installations of motor trucks are not only being made,

but will continue to be made. This company is conserva

tive, and wisely so. Much data have been compiled, and

as authorities on the cost of operation it ranks as one of

the foremost.

Several machines were destroyed in the unfortunate

fire which occurred last December. Since then, however,

the following equipment has been added to the New York

service: Four 2-ton G. M. C. electrics; one 3_V>-ton G.

M. C. gasoline ; one 3-ton Alco.

This company has recently installed one 3-ton Peerless

in its Buffalo, N. Y., service, and one in its Newark, N. J.,

service.

In 1909, nine 5-ton Tate gas-electric trucks were

placed on the route between Chicago and Evanston, a dis

tance of 15 miles. Their operation proved a great suc

cess from the start. The service rendered by these ma-

 

 

5-ton Tate gasoline-electric trucks In the Chicago service of the

United States Express Company. Note the different

types of bodies.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to

chines is remarkable and the cost of operation is exceed

ingly low, as the following figures will go to prove. These

figures cover a period of twelve months after the ma

chines had been in service for two years.

A 1 -ton Tate gas-electric machine has recently been

installed in the Chicago service, and is demonstrating its

worth daily.

REPORT OF OPERATION OF TATE GAS-ELECTRIC TRUCKS.

Nine 5-ton machines, placed in service by the U. S. Express Company

in 1909, and operated between Chicago and Evanston,

a distance

General

of fifteen

Repairs

miles.

Chauf

Mile garage to feurs' Gasoline

age. expenses autos. salaries. and oil. Total.

September, 1911 9,906 $ 627.21 $ 974. S3 $ 540.60 $ 243.29 $ 2.3S5.93

October, 1911... 9,893 533.54 2,784.19 624. 85 271. 78 4.214.36

November, 1911 9,881 616.56 1,612.51 601.40 251.10 3,081.57

December, 1911. 10.300 739.94 1,217.75 607.40 252.59 2,817.6?

January, 1912... 10,009 641.01 704.65 605.75 302.05 2.253.46

February, 1912.. 10,412 532.50 674.68 535.15 297.11 2,039.44

March, 1912.... 11,114 541.16 1,349.79 594.90 347.69 2,833.54

April, 1912 11,323 746.00 1,047.73 599.55 293.55 2,6S6.83

May, 1912 12.084 511.20 957.59 610.30 332.28 2.411.37

June, 1912 12,637 479.96 535.56 657.00 333.41 2,005.93

July, 1912 12.S55 54S.9S S14.01 707.55 298. S2 2,369.36

August, 1913... 13,040

133,454

4S5.71

$7,003.77

1,569.45 709.70 371.44

$3,595.11

3,136.30

Total $14,242.74 $7,394.15 $32,235.77

Average per

11.121 5S3.64 1,1S0.S9 616. IS 299.59 2.686.30

.29 29S.47

Av. per machine

per month 1,236 64. 85 131.87 6S.46

Cost per mile, 24.15 cents.

Actual speed according to schedule, 15 miles per hour.

Note.—The above figures Include repairs necessitated by several

accidents, two of which made necessary new engines. Several ma

chines were also remodeled, the wheelbase being changed.

VEHICLE RESEARCH BULLETIN NO. 2.

Issued in October, 1912, by the Massachusetts Institute of

Tech nology.

Number of Months age of Months cov

ered by

report.

16

Rating of

truck.

10,000

trucks trucks when

averaged. reported.

9 30

Total miles No. days each

traveled car was Class of

service.

Express.

Nature of

roads.

Good.

per ear. used.

16,800 330

Total tire re

newal account,

dollars.
■620

Apparent tire Total repair

account,

dollars.

Nature of renewals per

grades. mile, cents.

Flat. 3.09 1.120

App't cost of Total gallons Total lubricant

repairs per gasoline Miles per account,

mile, cents. used. gallon. dollars.

6.70 4,100 4.10 108

Lubricants Sched. speed,

miles perper mile,

cents. hour.

15 to 20.0.65

Note.—The above figures, as stated, were published without any

reference whatever to the U. S. Express Company or to the Tate

machine. Mr. Tate thinks they are more favorable to his truck, as

they exclude repairs made necessary by several accidents, and. also

the cost of remodeling four or five of the machines.

The first motor vehicles to be placed in the Washing

ton service were several Champion electrics. Their opera

tion demonstrated the utility of the electric vehicle, and

the number has been gradually increased, until now the

entire horse equipment has been replaced by the following

electric machines : 14 i;j4-ton Champion ; two 4-ton

Champion ; six 3-ton Champion ; two "money" wagons—

Champion ; three l!j£-ton Lansden.

the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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An interesting feature of this installation is the adop

tion of the gas-producer, gas-engine method for generating

current to charge the batteries. Three ioo-hp. engines

furnish current at the remarkable figure of I.821 cents

per kilowatt-hour. Their operation has been an unquali

fied success.

REPORT OF OPERATION OF THE ELECTRIC TRUCKS IN THE

WASHINGTON, D. C, SERVICE.

General Repairs Cost per

garage to Current K.W. Battery

expenses, autos. cost. hour, repairs. Total.

September, 1911...$ 313.09 $ 715.01 $ 497.38 .01X19 $ 153.25 * 1,678.73

October, 1911 302.59 632.76 505.41 .01703 198.33 1,639.09

November, 1911... 347.35 91G.08 491.41 .02057 151.41 1,906.25

December, 1911... 334.39 382.20 625.01 .01713 1,144.93 2.3S6.53

January, 1912 330.0G 820.00 493.76 .01342 116.75 1,760.57

February, 1912 404.27 308.58 509.89 .01603 221.16 1,443.90

March, 1912 287.89 545.11 517.39.01714 284.53 1,634.92

April, 1912 195.29 645.61 495.89 .01701 249.27 1,586.06

May, 1912 282.32 905.01 487.42.01826 152.20 1,826.72

June, 1912 208.32 650.81 556.98 .02162 148.97 1,565.08

July, 1912 224.73 714.02 561.68.02143 144.31 1,644.74

August, 1912 23S.42 856.60 574.16.02068 170.23 1,839.41

Total $3,468.49 $8,091.79 $6,216.38 .21S51 $3,135.34 $20,912.00

Av'ge per month. 289.04 674.31 518.03 .01821 261.27 1,742.65

Notes.—Exact mileage for the above period was not kept by the

U. S. Express Company, due to their odometers being out of order.

Estimated mileage for the entire equipment (according to pre

vious records) is 137,000 per year, or 423 miles per month per ma

chine.

One odometer was installed during August, 1912, which gave the

average haul per day as 27^ miles, and the actual running time per

day as 4 hours.

In June of this year the U. S. Express Company re

placed twelve wagons and twenty horses in the Orange,

N. J., service with seven i^-ton Autocars. The data

herewith give a very good idea of the cost of operation

of these machines as compared with the horse service.

 

 

The figures are authentic, being taken from the

pany's records.

OPERATION OF SEVEN AUTOCARS AT ORANGE, N. J.,

JULY, AUGUST, SEPTEMBER. OCTOBER, 1912.

COm-

Total disbursement

for seven Autocars

June to Oct., 1912.

For garage

Gasoline

Oil

Grease

Repairs

Tires

Interest

For five

months on

seven cars.

. ..$ 469.00

. .. 613.11

. .. 148.19

52.58

. .. 105.40

. .. 817.99

. .. 369.25

Wages ( chauffeur) 2.275.00

$4,850.52

29

888

917

32,748

57,126

For one

mo. on.

one car.

$ 13.26

17.51

4.23

1.50

3.01

23.37

10.55

65.00

138.43

For one

day on

one car.

$0,528

.690

.166

,059

.118

.8SG

.405

2.500

5.32

JUNE,

Per

cent

ages.

0.099

.129

.031

.011

.021

.166

.076

.467

100.

3.04

96.96

100.00

38.30

107. S

Total idle days

Total car days 888 25.3

Total working days 917 26.2

Total mileage 32,748 932.8

Packages delivered

Packages picked up 38,534 2,730

Cost per mile $ .14

Cost per package 0507

Cost per day per car 5.32

Stable cost with horses for five months, year 1911 $3,094.67 (1)

Autocar cost, 1912, for five months—

Stable rent, etc , $ 658.38

Operating 1,388.28

2.046.66 (2)

Saving over horses for five months $1,04S.01

Additional saving on pay rolls 3S4.37

Total saving Autocars over horses for 5 months.

Or

1,432.38

46.28%

(1) Feed, rent, vet., shoeing, repairs, heat, light, hostlers, watch

men.

(2) Garago, gasoline, oil, grease, repairs.

The above five lV4-ton Autocars were put in service by the U. S.

Express Company In Orange, N. J. Machines were purchased in

June, 1912.

Ratio cost of Autocar service to gross receipts for months of

June to October, 1912 (Inclusive), as compared to horses and wagons

for same period in 1911, and relative economy of Autocars over

horse service.

JUNE. JULY. AUG. SEPT. OCT. AVG.

For wagons and

horses, 5 months,

1911 15.12% 14.93% 14.48% 12.30% 11.10% 13.5S%

For Autocars, 5

months, 1912 10.43 11.59 11.39 9.94 8.46 10.36

Economy 4.69% 3.34% 3.097« 2.36% 2.64% 3.22%

TOTAL.

Total cost Df wag

on service, 5 raos.,

1911 $1281.47 $1160.55 $1111.38 $1254.79 $1249.46 $6057.65

Total cost of Auto

car service, 5

mos., 1912 971.34 998.67 940.38 967.68 972.45 4850.52

Saving $ 310.13 $ 161.88 $ 171.00 $ 287.11 $ 277.01 $1207.13

Percentage .... 24.19% 13.95% 15.31% 22.S7% 22.16% •19.68%

•Average.

Note.—In arriving at above figures, no Interest is charged against

wagon and horse equipment for 1911; 6% interest is charged against

Autocars, amounting to $369.25.

The Item of $S17.99 for tires has been figured in above against

the Autocar, but was not expended. A sinking fund has been cre

ated with this amount to provide for replacements when required.

Rate charged is 2Vte per mile.

The department of weights and measures in Boston,

Mass., has purchased a motor wagon.

During the first five months of the present year there

were registered in New York state 7,320 motor wagons.

3-ton Peerless gasoline truck In Newark (N. J.) service of the

U. S. Express Company.

3-ton Peerless gasoline truck In Buffalo (N. Y.) service of the

James W. Thompson, express agent at Ashland, Pa.,

U. S. Express Company.
has purchased a motor wagon.



HORSE HAULAGE CHARGES IN CHICAGO

These Prices Are Fixed by the Horse Professionals

and Form the Basis on Which Machine

Operators Must Compete

TABLE I.

GROCERY.

To and from all Depots, Docks, One Mile and a Half Limit.

Double load, one depot $2.00

Double load, two depots 2.50

Double load, three depots 3.25

Double load, four depots ; 3.75

Single load, one depot 1.26

Additional depots .50

Maximum weights, double team 7500 lbs

Maximum weights, single team 3000 lbs.

These weights mean weather and roads permitting.

No allowance made for less than loads.

CITY LOADS.

One Mile from House Loading Point.

Double load $2.00

Additional stops '. 50

Additional miles, or fraction thereof .50

Single load 1.25

Additional stops .50

Additional miles, or fraction thereof .50

Maximum weights, double team 6000 lbs.

Maximum weights, single team 2500 lbs.

These weights mean weather and roads permitting.

Price of loads to be based on farthest stop.

TABLE II.

GENERAL, MDSE., DRY GOODS.

By the Lot Only.

Lots less than 500 lbs $0.35

Lots less than 1,000 lbs 50

Lots less than 2.000 lbs 1.00

Lots less than 3,000 lbs 1.50

Lots less than 4,000 lbs 2.00

Lots over 4,000 lbs. and up to 7.500 lbs 2.50

Special lot 50

On the above goods by the case, first case 35

Additional cases, 20 cents of same lot.

On the above goods by the depot, lots less than

2,000 lbs 50 cents per depot

No new work at less than 35 cents per lot.

TABLE III.

"In" Hauling, or "Out" Hauling to Cars, by the Ton.

Carload lots only, one mile and a half limit.

Mdse. in the Following Classified List, 60 cents per ton.

Canned goods Dried Fruit Starch Bags and Bag-

Flour Cement Vinegar ging

Tin Oil Pipe Sugar in sacks

Paper, Cases Nails Field Seed Coffee

and Rplls Drugs, heavy Twine Sheet Iron. Bid.

Books Asbestos, raw Cutlery Zinc

Lead M. Plumbers' Sup- Paints

Rice Cider plies Rope

Soap Rosin Agricultural Leather, In rolls

Bldg. and Syrups Implements Soda

Wagon Hdw. Nuts

1'ackages or cases weighing less than 50 lbs., 60 cts. per ton.

Mdse. In the Following List. Carload lots only, 70 cents per ton.

Broom corn Meat Cheese Sewing maeh.,

Beer bbl. emptyWool, greased Wall Paper K. D.

Clocks Cereals Rubber goods Hides

Lawn mowers Asbestos, Plated ware Salt In bulk

Butter crated Earthenware Sheet Iron

Mdse. in the Following List, to be Hauled by the Load, $2.00 per load.

Ice cream Bicycles Leather hide Sewing Mach.,

freezers Excelsior Straw set up

Coal hods Hats and Caps Yarn Trees, boxed

Mineral water Toys Hair Wire, fence

Sundries Grindstones Trunks Musical Instru-

Furnlture (small) Stoves ments

Screened goods Refrigerators Screen Doors Lamps and

Stove pipe Woodenware Lanterns

And all light and bulky freight.

.■Ill of the best motor trucks on the Amen

Earthenware, loose

Statuary

"Special."

Marble Slabs, loose Powder and Explo-

Vehicles sives

Grindstones (large)

Ten cents per ton, and 25 cents per load, for each half mile or

fraction thereof, after first mile and a half.

All delays over one hour, if 1.00 after the first hour, additional

hour 75 cents.

Above rates subject to any extra expense for labor.

TABLE IV.

GROCERS' SUNDRIES. SPECIALTIES, ETC.

Lots of 100 lbs. or less $0.35

Lots of 500 lbs. or less 50

Lots of 1,500 lbs. or less 75

Lots of 2,500 lbs. or less 1.00

Lots over 2,500 lbs. under 3,000 lbs 1.50

Lots over 3.000 lbs. under 7,500 lbs 2.0i>

SUGAR, GLUCOSE, OILS.

(Barrels Only.)

Sugar 7% cents per barrel

Additional mile or fraction thereof, 2M cents barrel extra.

Glucose 15 cents per barrel

Additional mile or fraction thereof. 5 cents barrel extra.

Oil 13 cents per barret

Additional mile or fraction thereof, 3 cents barrel extra.

TABLE V.

MINIMUM SCALE—MAXIMUM WEIGHTS.

Hour. Day. Week. City. Depot.

Single wagons $0.60 $4.50 $21.00 2,500 lbs. 3,000 lbs.

% wagons 70 5.00 28.00 4,500 lbs. 5,000 lbs.

Double wagons 1.00 6.00 30.00 6,000 lbs. 7,500 lbs.

3-horse wagons 1.25 S.00 39.00 9,000 lbs. 11.000 lbs

1-horse wasons 1.50 10.00 48.00 12,000 lbs. 14,000 lbs

Straight time for overtime up to 10:00 P. M. at barn. Time and

a half from 10:00 P. M. to 6:00 A. M.

This scale means maximum weights, weather and roads

permitting.

MACHINERY WAGONS.

Hour. Day. Week.

Single wagon $0.80 $6.00 $29.00

Double wagons 1.25 10.00 40.00 Same weights

:S-horpe wagons 1.75 15.00 60.00 as above.

1-horse wagons 2.00 18.00 70.00

Machinery Rigger with rigging, $1.00 per hour.

Machinery Helpers each, 50c per hour.

2-horse machinery truck with rigging, $1.75 per hour.

TABLE VI.

In Hauling Less Than Car Load Lots.

ONE MILE AND A HALF LIMIT.

Ordinary Merchandise, 4 tents per cwt., no charges less than

50 cents.

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers, 5 cents per cwt., no charge less than

50 cents.

One cent per cwt., and 15 cents per lot extra for mile, or

fraction thereof, after first mile and a half.

Special trip, lots of 500 lbs. or less, 75 cents.

All light and bulky freight to be apportioned accordingly.

The Canadian Express Company, Montreal, Can.,

cently bought five General Vehicle electrics.

The Pioneer Truck Company, San Diego, Cal., ha-

four 5-ton power wagons, two 2-ton motor trucks, ami

40 horse teams. It is steadily changing over from horses

to motors. The company recently built a $60,000 six-story

warehouse, measuring 100 by 100 feet, in order to accom

modate the additional business brought by the machine-.

can market are advertised in this issue.
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KISSELKARS IN PROFESSIONAL HAULAGE.

By H. S. DANIELS.

The possibilities of the truck are no where more strik

ingly demonstrated than in the general haulage and cart

age business, for in no other line are the demands more

varied or the opportunity for unusual service so frequent.

Here is a case in point. Orlando Moore of Yisalia,

Cal., bought a three-ton KisselKar truck to serve the fruit

growers of that vicinity in hauling their crops to market.

This proved the nucleus of a profitable business but did

not keep the vehicle going all of the time. In studying

ways and means to fill the spare period, Mr. Moore found

that his trusty truck would pull a plow, root up stumps

of trees and make itself constantly useful in various di

rections.

One performance in Kansas City, Mo., of a KisselKar

three-tonner, demonstrated very strikingly the emergency

value of motor haulage. The truck was attached to a

trailer with solid wooden wheels upon which rested a

boiler weighing 37,000 pounds. This enormous bulk was

dragged a mile and a quarter, part of the distance up

grade, in exactly forty minutes. A few weeks previously

an identical load was moved by six teams of horses over

the same distance and it took them from 5 o'clock on

Tuesday until daylight Wednesday morning to do it.

There is a KisselKar three-ton truck in regular service

between the city of San Jose, Cal., situated at sea level,

and the summit of Mount Hamilton, the altitude of which

is 4,209 feet. The upward trip of 27 miles is frequently

made with a capacity load in less than six hours and a

half, although the last seven miles cover a rise of 2,200

feet with 363 sharp and dangerous turns.

But the value of motor haulage does not need proof

in the form of extraordinary feats such as those related.

Day in and day out service of that precise and reliable

nature with which horses cannot compete, is being per

formed by motor trucks throughout the country.

There is J. B. Russell, who runs a profitable service

Ijetween Providence, R. I., and North Attleboro, Mass.

Among its many duties, Mr. Russell's KisselKar truck

hauls theater "props." from an Attleboro playhouse to

another in Providence. Before Mr. Russell's service was

established, the vaudevillians had to pay for three han

dlings of their effects, first by a transfer service in Xorth

Attleboro, then by the railroad and finally by a Providence

transfer company. The new way saves money to the

theatrical people and at the same time gives Mr. Russell a

good price for the work.

There are two regular transfer lines between the cities

of St. Paul and Minneapolis using KisselKar trucks. One

is called the Merchant's Fast Line and the other is con

ducted by \Y. M. Dye. On account of the severely cold

winter weather and the heavy storms and blizzards en

countered in the Minnesota country, freight traffic, prior

to the advent of the power wagon, had to be entrusted tc

the railroads, which was neither as expeditious nor as

economical as now. Mr. Dye writes that his two trucks,

one a one-ton and the other a four-ton, never missed a

trip all last winter—in his own expression their work was

"ideal." Manager Barse of the Fast Line is also an en

thusiast on the subject.

Two trucks operated by the North Shore Auto &

Transportation Co., of Highland Park, 111., are doing serv

ice worth noting. One of these trucks, a two-ton Kissel,,

is used under a time contract to deliver a load of fruit

in Chicago every morning. The distance is 24^4 miles

and the time allowed is two hours. Although the roads

are sometimes extremely bad, this truck has never been

more than five minutes late, and is usually from twenty

minutes to half an hour ahead of time.

The Albany Trucking & Storage Company of Albany,

N. Y., recently ran an overloaded three-ton KisselKar

truck from Albany to Great Barrington, Mass., a distance

of 52 miles. The round trip was made in twelve hours,

although some of the most difficult grades of the Berk

shire hills had to be made.

C. A. Kloetzel of Detroit, Mayer's Express of Chi

cago, Ovide Rousseau of Fall River, Mass., the B. & L.

Vans of 74 Essex St., New York, and J. B. Peckham Co.,

of San Mateo, Cal., are all recent buyers of KisselKar

trucks who are using them for a general express business.

Some KisselKar illustrations are to be found in the

first article in this issue.

 

A 3-ton Juno truck In the service of the Popular Price Express Co., St. Louis, Mo., loaded with 6900 pounds and hauling 5700 pounds on

trailer.

// you are not in a position to buy now, keep this issue as your Buyers' Guide.
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BAGGAGE TRUCKS IN EXPRESS WORK.

An interesting and forceful illustration of the econ

omy and utility of machine over manual methods is the

installation of 28 electric storage-battery trucks used by

the American Express Company at the North Station,

Boston, Mass. These diminutive power wagons are the

product of the Ehvell-Parker Electric Company (L. C.

& G. W. Brown, general sales agents), 50 Church street,

New York City.

Considering the congested and difficult conditions at

the North Station, the performance of these trucks is

remarkable.

The floor of the express rooms and the platform lead

ing down to the trains are level with floors of the cars,

but only a small percentage of the tonnage is handled

into the cars on this level. In fact, practically all of the

freight is trucked to and from the various trains on the

requires the labor of two men, hence the saving involved

is self-evident.

Only one man per truck is necessary even on the

incline, where with hand trucks it was necessary to use

two men per truck with additional men to help push

them up the grade.

 

Electric baggage trucks In North Station, Boston.

different tracks, making it necessary to ascend and de

scend a 14 per cent incline, and this incline is on a right

angle curve. At the foot of this slope is a gate where

passengers are crossing the path of the trucks at all times,

so the safety features of the trucks are very essential.

The operator can jump off his truck, coming down the

incline at full speed with capacity load, and automatically

the current is shut off and brake is applied, stopping the

truck inside of two feet. The operator has absolute con

trol of his truck at all times, as is demonstrated by the

fact that for the past year the 28 trucks have been in

service handling the express matter to and from 738

trains every 24 hours, through the congested station

platforms where thousands of passengers are hurrying

to and from trains—all without an accident of any kind.

This is a saving in itself as it is not an uncommon occur

rence for a passenger to be injured by the ordinary

trucks, and this usually results in a settlement by the

claim department.

The electric trucks have a rated capacity of 4,000

pounds, but it is an every-day event to load them with

6,000 pounds and ascend the 14 per cent incline without

difficulty; this is approximately 3^ times the load car

ried by the ordinary four-wheeled express truck, which

// you need enlightenment in application or purchase of

POST OFFICE WANTS MOTORS.

The postal authorities at Washington have recently ad

vertised for bids on the rental of 25 three-wheeled motor

wagons to be used by carriers in the delivery and collec

tion of mail. The contracts will cover the period from

February 1, 1913, to June 30, 1916.

The following points are abstracted from the snecinca-

tions :

Construction and capacity :—The motor vehicles must

be strongly built, be new or substantially as good as new

at the beginning of the contract term, be capable of main

taining a speed of 15 miles per hour, be equipped with a

suitable weather-proof box of sufficient capacity to hold

400 pounds of mail, with a door on each side into which

the mail may be dumped from drop-bottom street letter

boxes without the carriers dismounting from the vehicles,

and have a comfortable seat for the carrier; the whole to

be neatly painted a coach red color, varnished, and lettered

as may be required.

Delivery and maintenance :—The contractor will not

be required to furnish less than five of the vehicles for use

in any city designated by the Post Office Department, and

will be required to furnish such additional number of ve

hicles to be paid for pro rata as may be required from time

to time during the contract term. The contractor will be

required to keep the vehicles in good running order and

repair at all times; the vehicles to be used 8 hours on

week days and such number of hours on Sundays not ex

ceeding 8 as may be necessary, in accordance with sched

ules to be fixed by the postmaster of the office'where they

are operated. The contractor will be required to keep on

hand without additional compensation one relief vehicle

for each five machines in active use. The vehicles to be

kept ready for use at such a point within one-half a mile

of the post office or postal station from which they will

be operated as may be designated from time to time by

the postmaster. The contractor shall provide for the nec

essary instruction of the carriers in the operation of the

vehicles. The contractor must pay all expenses of opera

tion, maintenance and repair, including licenses, fees or

other charges required by laws and ordinances. Fines may

be imposed by the Postmaster General, unless satisfactory

excuses are made, for any delinquency or failure to per

form properly any of the stipulations of the contract or

for violations of the Postal Laws and Regulations.

The bidder must submit drawings and complete de

scriptions of the machines he proposes to furnish together

with a bond of $500. Bids will be received up to 2 :oo

p. m., December 12, 1912. The successful bidder will be

required to give a bond of $8,000 for the faithful perform

ance of the contract.

motor wagons, communicate with The Power Wagon.
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PACKAGE DELIVERY IN CHICAGO.

The Motor Service Corporation Has a Fleet of Fifteen

Light Motor Wagons of 1,000 Pounds Capacity,

and Relieves a Large Number of Firms

from Carrying Transportation

Departments.

The Motor Service Corporation was organized a year

ago for the purpose of conducting a parcel delivery busi

ness in Chicago and suburbs.

This concern has now been in operation a sufficient

length of time conclusively to demonstrate the increased

efficiency of the motor wagon over horse drawn vehicles

in the class of work performed, and merchants who have

adopted the Motor Service Corporation method of deliv

ery are unanimous in expressing their satisfaction of this

modern system which affords them a guaranteed delivery

service and relieves them of all the worries and annoy

ances of maintaining separate delivery departments.

The manner in which the Motor Service Corporation

handles its business is a combination of postal and rail

way express methods. The company makes a contract

with the merchants to handle all of his deliveries upon

the following basis :

Packages not exceeding five pounds in weight, not over

one cubic foot in measurement and not over $20.00 in

value, will be delivered to different parts of the city, on a

zone system, at the following rates :

South Side—Loop to Thirty-ninth street, 10 cents ;

Thirty-ninth street to Seventy-fifth street, 15 cents ; Sev

enty-fifth street to Ninety-fifth street, 20 cents.

North Side—Loop to North avenue, 10 cents ; North

avenue to Fullerton avenue, 15 cents; Fullerton avenue

to Irving Park (6 miles from the city), 20 cents.

West Side—Loop to Western avenue, 10 cents ; West

ern avenue to Fortieth avenue, 15 cents; Fortieth avenue

to city limits, 20 cents.

An additional charge of 15 cents is made for C. O. D.

packages.

The merchant using this motor delivery service pur

chases a supply of delivery stamps in 5, 10, 20 and 25

cent denominations. These his shipping clerk affixes to

the parcels when wrapped and addressed for delivery.

The pick-up wagons call at the various stores for parcels

which are taken to the distributing station at 435 S.

LaSalle street. There they are sorted, stamps canceled

and a record of the parcels made on route sheets.

The stamps are numbered and these numbers prove

valuable in tracing and identifying parcels.

All packages collected by the pick-up wagons up to

4 o'clock are delivered the same day providing they are

not to go beyond the city limits. Each delivery car is

manned by a driver and helper, both of whom are bonded

employees, for the Motor Service Corporation insures all

packages accepted for delivery.

In case of C. O. D. parcels, collections are made by

the drivers and the money turned in to the cashier at the

distributing station. The following day a check is for

warded to the merchants for the amount of the collection.

Once the shipping clerk for a large clothing house neglect

ed to mark a package C. O. D. and turned it over to the

pick-up wagon with no instructions regarding collection.

When delivery was made, the purchaser voluntarily paid

the amount of the collection to the driver who turned it in

in the customary manner and a check was sent to the mer

chant in the regular course.

Among the more prominent merchants who are hav

ing the Motor Service Corporation handle their delivery

business are the following : Browning King & Co. ; Tom

Murray; Buck & Rayner; Chicago Feather Co.; Brothers

& Co. (hats) ; Benj. L. Aimes (hats) ; A. Starr Best; Pub

lic Drug Co. ; Consumers Drug Co. ; Parke Davis & Co. :

Lange & Dale; Lelewer (hats); Metz Shoe Co.; Inde

pendent Drug Co. ; Parker A. Jenks ; Rogers Smart Shoe

Co.; Albert Breitung; Beachey & Lawler; Foster Shoe

Co.; LeVine & Co.; Mossier & Co.; Allegretti & Co.;

Huyler's.

In this service Mercury light delivery trucks, made

by the Mercury Manufacturing Company of Chicago, are

used exclusively. An official of the Motor Service Cor

poration said recently: "The service I am getting out

of my Mercury equipment is far beyond my expectations

and the amount of work they did during the holiday rush

last year was something marvelous." According to his

records, each of the cars running on regular delivery

routes, made an average of 150 deliveries per day for the

two weeks preceding Christmas and the average cost to

the merchant was between 13 and 14 cents per parcel.

ROUTE SHEET

Auto No.. .Driver. _Helper_ _Out_ -J: Z\ Date. .191..

STAMP NUMBERS FROM WHOM ADDRESS C. 0. D. REMARKS

1 —

?

3

4 —

Portion of route sheet (the full list has 15 numbers) used by Motor Service Corporation of Chicago.

You must buy motor trucks, or be forced to the wall, if your competitors have machines.
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AMONG THE MAKERS.

CALIFORNIA.

Truck Factory for Oakland. Leo Gillig. of

Oakland. Cal.. has produced a l.f>00-pound

motor wagon and plans to build fifty of them

for the 1913 season.

$100,000 Factory for Torrance.—Ground has

been, broken for a $100,000 factory at Tor

rance, Cal., for the T'nion Tool Company.

Motor wagons and traction plows will be

made.

• * *

ILLINOIS.

A $100,000 Company for Chicago.—Harry E.

Rice, Jr.. Walter C. Haight and Paul Corkell

have organized the Gumprice Motor Truck

Company, of Chicago, with a capital of

$100,000.

• • •

INDIANA.

Whitesides Favors Indianapolis.—Colonel

V. F. Whitesides, more familiarly known as

Ironsides Whitesides, has severed his con

nection with the Whitesides Commercial Car

Company, of Newcastle, Ind., where he has

been associated for four years in the capacity

of designer and factory superintendent. His

intention Is to go to Indianapolis to build a

truck to be known as the Ironsides. He will

endeavor to interest local capital in the

venture. Colonel Whitesides severs his ties

at Newcastle because of the fact that the

men with whom he was associated were not

prepared to go into the automobile business

on the scale which he felt the merit of his

product justified. He thinks that In India n-

apolis he will find a more ready and effective

outlet for his inventive and productive

abilities.

• • *

IOWA.

New Truck Factory for Des Moines.—J. P.

Cannon, of Detroit, Mich., has organized the

Cannon Motor Company, and plans to build

a factory in Des Moines for the manufacture

of a light truck and a roadster.

• • *

MICHIGAN.

Another Truck Company in Detroit.—The

OH\«r Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich., has

taken over the properties of the Oliver Motor

Car Co.. and will manufacture a 1.500-pound

wagon and a H&-ton truck. Gus A. Meyer

is president and Fred J. Meyer secretary of

the new company. Production will begin

about the first of the year.

• * •

MISSOURI.

Six-Cylinder Truck Factory for St. Louis.

—W. H. Kilto & Son. of Toledo. Ohio, are

said to have raised $25,000 In St. Louis, Mo.,

toward the building of a factory in that city

In which to make six-cylinder trucks and

touring cars.

• • *

NEW YORK.

Buffalo Company to Make Trucks.—The

Buffalo Electric "Vehicle Co.. Buffalo, N. Y..

will shortly manufacture a line of electric

wagons from 1.000 pounds to 2 tons capacity,

and also electric baggage trucks. The com

pany recently took over the interests and

patents of the Babcock Electric Carriage Co..

and the Clark Motor Co.

Palmer Moore to Build Trucks.—The

Palmer-Moore Company of Syracuse. N. T.,

for the past two years builder of the Moore

two-cycle automobile engine, has increased

Its capital to $200,000, fully paid in, and is

at once to begin the manufacture of motor

trucks. T. G. Meachem is president of the

corporation. T. W. Meachem, vice president,

and Chas. D. Palmer, secretary-treasurer.

The large plant of the Syracuse Stove Works,

including 3ft acres of land and 90.000 feet

of floor space, has been purchased by the

new company and is being rapidly equipped

with pew machinery with a view to turning

out the first 200 trucks within six months.

The type of vehicle to be turned out exclu

sively at the start will be a 1,500-pound de

livery wagon called "The Moore." Among

the prominent features of this truck will be

the air-cooled, two-cycle, slow-speed, varia-

bleport Moore engine and a transmission that

automatically provides protection from gear

breakage resulting from quick shifts or re

versals. The manufacturers claim for this

truck a greater safety and simplicity of

operation than obtainable in any other on

the market.

Truck Factory for Waverly.—Theodore D.

Gere and Frank B. Tracy, of Waverly, N. Y.,

have formed a partnership for the manufac

ture of motor trucks, and have leased the

Robert Nichols building in Delphine street,

formerly occupied by the Gregg & Mason

skirt factory. Mr. Gere has been connected

with the Champion Wagon Company for

many years, as manager, and has been inter

ested in building electric trucks in connec

tion with the wagon business. Mr. Tracy

is the son of Gen. B. F. Tracy, and 1b the

owner of "Marshland," farm near Apalachin,

one of the finest farms in Tioga county. The

work of fitting up the building will be begun

at once, and It Is hoped to have the factory In

operation by January 1.

• * *

OHIO.

Changes Company Name.—The Ideal Com

mercial Car Company. Akrio. Ohio, has

changed the name to the Akron Motor Car

and Truck Company.

Dayton Auto Truck Company in Good

Shape.—All reports to the contrary notwith

standing, the Daytbn Auto Truck Company Is

in good shape, financially and otherwise. This

company is reported to be quite responsible

and its business is steadily increasing. The

Chicago branch has made remarkable prog

ress during the few months it has been un

der the management of J. P. Foraker. who is

making a splendid record as a truck sales

man.

Solliday Will Form Truck Company.—It is

reported that Charles H. Solliday. president

of the Heathman-Solliday Motor Company,

has disposed of his interest in this concern,

and will immediately organize another com

pany to take up the manufacture of motor

trucks. When interviewed regarding the

matter, Mr. Solliday stated that he had no

information to give out other than the fact

that he had designed and perfected a 1,500-

pound light delivery truck, and that a com

pany would be formed immediately to take

up the manufacturing end. Whether the

plant would be located In Dayton or not Mr.

Solliday would not say. but it was learned

from other sources that unusual inducements

had been offered to take the concern to

another city. Mr. Solliday has been a resi

dent of Dayton for a number of years, and

having other active interests there, it would

seem but natural that he should prefer to

remain there, especially with the facilities

and skilled labor which Dayton has to offer.

Wlnton Not Building Six-Cylinder Trucks.

—The Winton Motor Car Co.. Cleveland.

Ohio, lias denied the report that it is building

a 6-cylinder, 3 Ms-ton truck.

* • •

PENNSYLVANIA.

Webb Starts Work in Allentown.—The

Webb Auto Fire Apparatus Co.. formerly of

St. Louis, has now been transferred to Allen-

town and has commenced work. The name

of the concern has been changed to the Webb

Company, and the capital has been Increased

to $600,000. John Mack, the leading spirit of

the company, has ordered a $15,000 addition

to the $150,000 plant already acquired, and

will probably increase the scope of the com

pany In the near future.

$1,000,000 Motor Fire Apparatus Company

for Pittsburgh.—The American Motor Fire

Apparatus Company has been incorporated in

Pittsburgh, with a capital of $1,000,000, by

T. F. Bethell. P. F. Chambers and Thos. L.

P. Farr. The charter was obtained under

Delaware laws.

WISCONSIN.

Lavigne Moves to Racine.—The Lavigne

Gear Company has completed the removal of

its plant from Corliss to Racine. Wis., the

move being occasioned by the necessity for

acquiring 26,000 square feet of extra floor

space for business expansion.

BROOKS WITH BURR.

Emerson Brooks, who has for some

time, during its formative stages, been

prominent in the affairs of the Reming

ton Truck Company of New York City,

has retired from active management of

the company and returned to his former

field of automobile and carriage body

building. Mr. Brooks has purchased an

interest in Burr & Company, the well

known body builders at Amsterdam ave

nue and 75th street, New York, and will

devote his energy to the sales and re

pair departments. He will not, however,

sever his connection with the Reming

ton company and the Manly Drive Com

pany, but will retain his office as a di

rector in both. Mr. Brooks is well

known as former treasurer of the Auto

mobile Club of America, and for 20 years

was vice president of J. M. Quinby &

Co., the Newark body builders.

WORM GEAR METALS.

A very handy little brochure, full of

interest to maker and user alike, has

just been issued by the Wm. Cramp and

Sons Ship and Engine Building Com

pany of Philadelphia. It bears the title

"Cramp's Gear Bronzes," and tells in a

very interesting style the uses and prop

erties of the company's various gear

metals. Tensile strengths, elastic limits

and other particulars are given in detail,

and there are a number of good illustra

tions, showing different applications.

LEAD BATTERY BOOKLET.

A very interesting leaflet entitled

"Some Recent Developments in the Lead

Battery for Electric Vehicles" has been

published by the Electric Storage Bat

tery Company of Philadelphia. The ar

ticle, which was read by Bruce Ford at

the recent convention of the Electric

Vehicle Association, sets forth some very

instructive points regarding the construc

tion of the Ironclad-Exide battery and

is clearly illustrated with halftones of

the component parts.

Manager E. T. Strong, of the Indian

apolis. Ind.. branch of the Buick Com

pany, has planned a night school for In

dianapolis truck drivers.
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Motor Fire Apparatus.

CALIFORNIA.

Los Angeles needs two motor pumping engines

and h03e wagons, and one motor pumping

engine, according to Chief Eley who has

presented specifications for this apparatus

to the fire commission.

Oroville has installed an American-La France

motor hose and chemical.

San Jose will install a motor hose and

chemical.

* • *

CONNECTICUT.

Bridgeport is considering the installation of

motor fire apparatus.

South Manchester has installed a motor hook

and ladder truck.

* * »

DELAWARE.

Wilmington's Are chief, E. Morton Ainscow,

has asked the city council to purchase him

an automobile.

ILLINOIS.

Kankakee has received a motor Are truck.

Sterling has received an American-La France

motor fire truck,

Waukegan will buy an automobile, probably

a Rambler, for the fire chief.

* * •

INDIANA.

Cvansville will buy a motor ladder truck.

Fort Wayne has Installed a motor chemical

and is considering the purchase of a motor

ladder truck.

South Bend has ordered a $6,000 American-

La France motor hook and ladder truck.

* • •

KANSAS.

Leavenworth Is considering bids on a motor

hose, chemical and ladder truck.

* * *

KENTUCKY.

Louisville has purchased a $12,000 motor

aerial truck from the American-La France

company.

* • *

LOUISIANA.

New Orleans has ordered two runabouts for

assistant fire chiefs.

* • •

MARYLAND.

Baltimore will probably convert four fire

engines to motor-driven apparatus at a

cost of $16,000.

* * •

MASSACHUSETTS.

Boston will have three new motor ladder

companies by January 1 next, according to

Fire Commissioner Cole.

Hopklnton has ordered a Pope-Hartford

motor hose and chemical.

Leominster has installed a fire chief's run

about fitted with chemical and other fire-

fighting apparatus.

Lowell has appropriated $16,000 for the pur

chase of three motor hose and chemical

wagons.

Marlon has been presented with a motor

chemical.

New Bedford's motor chemical cost $4,925.

Quincy's fire chief has an automobile

equipped with fire-fighting accessories.

Salem has installed an American-La France

motor chemical.

Southbridge Is trying to decide upon the

make of motor fire apparatus it wants.

Ware has been furnished with a motor fire

truck pending the time it receives the one

It has ordered from the Webb Company.

MISSOURI.

Galena has ordered a Webb motor fire truck

at a cost of $5,300.

* * *

MONTANA.

Butte has advertised for bids on a motor

hose, chemical and pumping engine, and a

motor hook and ladder truck.

* * •

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Manchester has Installed a motor service

truck, with full ladder and chemical engine

equipment.

* • •

NEW JERSEY.

East Rutherford has Installed a motor hose

and chemical.

Gloucester is considering bids on motor fire

apparatus.

New Brunswick lias voted to buy a motor

chemical to cost $7,510.

Phlllipsburg has a motor fire truck.

Trenton has Installed a motor fire engine.

Ventnor is considering bids on motor fire

apparatus.

* * »

NEW YORK.

Binghamton will receive on December 15

another motorized combination chemical

from the Knox Automobile Company.

Huntington Station, Long Island, will vote

on an appropriation of $4,500 for motor fire

apparatus.

Mount Vernon has installed a motor fire

truck.

* • •

OHIO.

Akron is considering legislation to provide

for a bond issue to cover the cost of seven

pieces of motor fire apparatus, costing

$50,100. A Webb motor fire engine has

been tested and accepted.

Canton has Installed a $12,000 Seagrave

motor aerial truck. The second triple com

bination motor fire truck has been received

from the Robinson Company, of St. Louis.

Cincinnati is considering bids for six or more

motor hose and chemical wagons, and one

2-ton motor fire truck.

Dayton has received the first of three motor

chemical and hose wagons ordered from the

American-La France Company. The other

two are about due to arrive.

Warren has just paid the Robinson Company

a check of $8,488.40. balance due on a

motor fire truck after allowance was de

ducted for an old steam engine.

Youngstown has installed a Knox tractor,

making six pieces of motor fire apparatus

now used by the city.

* • *

OKLAHOMA.

Oklahoma City is considering bids on motor

fire apparatus.

* * *

OREGON.

Baker City has decided entirely to motorize

its fire department and will raise $7,000 by

tax levy for that purpose.

La Grande has installed a motor fire truck.

* * *

PENNSYLVANIA.

Harrisburg has bought a $900 Studebaker for

the fire chief.

Johnstown lias purchased, for a consideration

of $8,500, a triple combination motor fire

truck from the American-La France Com

pany. $500 of the amount being credited for

an old fire engine taken in trade.

New Brighton lias installed a Boyd motor

Pittsburgh voted $240,000 in a bond issue

election November 5, to buy motor fire

apparatus. In a year practically all the

downtown stations will be on an all-motor

basis.

Scranton has formally accepted three Amer

ican-La France motor fire trucks recently

installed and severely tested.

Williamsport has ordered a Webb motor

chemical.

• * *

TENNESSEE.

Chattanooga has bought an automobile for

the fire chief.

Memphis has installed an $8,500 motor pump

ing engine.

Nashville has installed three American-La

France motor fire engines, costing $9,000

each.

Paducah has bought a Ford runabout for the

fire chief.

• * *

TEXAS.

Dallas will buy a new automobile for the fire

chief, his machine having been turned over

to the health department.

Denlson has ordered a motor fire truck from

the American-La France Company.

Fort Worth has installed two motor pumping

engines of American-La France make.

Paris has ordered a $5,150 Seagrave motor

hook and ladder truck.

• • •

WASHINGTON.

Tacoma has ordered a Front Drive tractor

for $4,100, and a $10,688 Gorham motor

multistage turbine pumping engine.

• • *

WEST VIRGINIA.

Wheeling has ordered a $5,000 American-La

France motor hose and chemical.

• * *

WISCONSIN.

Beloit is considering the purchase of a sec

ond motor fire truck.

Milwaukee has purchased a "flying squad

ron" (motor-driven) for $5,500.

Racine has received a triple combination

motor fire truck from the American-La

France Company. This concern was the

lowest bidder for two such machines, the

priee being $17,500.

CARRIES 15 TONS.

There has just appeared on the streets

of New York a monster vehicle which

attracted as much attention as a circus

parade. It was a 15-ton capacity ash

wagon drawn by a Martin tractor, one

of the products of the Knox Automobile

Company. The wagon is 12 feet in

height and 26 feet in length. The way

it ducked in and out among the trolleys

and drays and glided smoothly along the

street like any automobile caused much

favorable comment among the watching

crowds.

The wagon was built for the Borough

Development Company of Brooklyn, to

carry IS tons of ashes at a speed of

8 miles an hour. It is shod all around

with steel tires, which will be used until

the snow makes its appearance, when

the driving wheels will have rubber tires

fitted for winter wear. The heavy load,

however, is at all time? carried on steel

Weymouth has purchased a fire motor.
tires.fire truck.
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Three-quarter top view of Kelly 3-ton chassis. Note the unusual arrangement of the gear actuating rods and the absence of cross members

In the chassis frame.

KELLY POWER WAGONS.

One of the big developments which

have taken place recently in the power

wagon industry is the reorganization of

the Kelly Motor Truck Company of

Springfield, Ohio, whereby its operative

capital has been increased from a half

million dollars to $2,500,000. The new

corporate name is The Kelly-Springfield

Motor Truck Company, but the product

will continue to be known simply as

"Kelly" trucks.

Simultaneously with the reorganiza

tion announcement comes publication of

the fact that hereafter the Kelly com

pany will feature water-cooled models.

The new chassis of one and three tons

rating are the result of nearly two years

of engineering endeavor, and are backed

by the broad experience the company

has obtained during the past eight years.

Incidental to the production of the

new chassis and . the large increase in

capital stock, the company's manufactur

ing facilities have been increased and

it is expected that the output for the

year 1913 will be approximately 1,030

machines. The sales policy contemplates

the establishment of factory branches

and service stations in about 14 of the

principal commercial centers of the

country. The company's officials believe

that the future success of the concern

must be founded on good trucks and su

perior service facilities throughout the

entire territory.

"Service to our customers will be the

dominant feature of our campaign." said

Chas. B. Shanks, sales manager of the

Kelly-Springfield Company. "We will

guarantee a kind of co-operation with

Kelly users the equal of which will

 

Kelly 1-ton truck with express body.

scarcely be approached by any other com

pany in the country. A class of service

which will guarantee that our trucks will

operate to our customers complete satis

faction, is the aim of our entire organiza

tion."

In the following description reference

is made to the company's 3-ton (K-40)

model. Practically everything in these

specifications, except the sizes, applies to

the one-ton (K-30) model, the main differ

ence being that the motor in the smaller

truck is of the L-head type with cylin

ders cast enbloc.

The motor is of the usual 4-cycle, 4-

cylinder type with cylinders cast in pairs.

It develops 38.75 horsepower (S. A. E.)

and has a normal speed of 900 revolu

tions per minute. The bore and stroke

are 4% and 6% inches respectively. The

motor is placed under the hood and is

suspended on three points. All valves

are arranged on the left side of the mo

tor and are inclosed by protecting cover

plates. The crankshaft is made of 3%

per cent nickel steel and is carried on

three large plain bearings each 2% inches

long.

Cooling is by water circulated by a

centrifugal pump. The radiator is of the

vertical tube variety and is placed at

the dash, where it is supported on

springs to protect it from road shocks.

Ignition is by Eisemann high-tension

magneto with a single set of S. A. E.

standard spark plugs.

Force feed lubrication is used with de

liveries to all main engine bearings

through a hollow crank shaft. Circula

tion is effected by a centrifugal pump

mounted on the crankcase. Oil is con

tained in the sump which has a capacity

of 22 pints. The oil level is automatical

ly maintained and is shown by an indica

tor conveniently placed.

Gasoline is fed by gravity from a 20-

gallon tank under the driver's seat.
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A leather-faced cone clutch mounted

on a sub-frame connects the motor and

transmission. The latter, of the sliding

gear variety, is mounted with the jack-

shaft and is supported at three points.

It provides three speeds forward and a

reverse, with direct drive on "high." The

differential is of the bevel pinion type

with the pinions carried on plain bear

ings.

Final drive is by double chain of l'/fc-

inch pitch. The driving shaft is enclosed

in a large torque tube bolted to the jack-

shaft and differential housing.

The frame is of pressed steel with

channel section side rails 7 inches deep

and J4 mcn thick. The frame has but

three cross members—one in front, an

other in the center and a third at the

rear. The overall length of the frame

is 243% inches, giving a body space

measuring 38 by 147 inches. The motor

is mounted on three points, the third

point being on the middle frame cross

member. The jackshaft, clutch and drive

shaft are in one unit. The jackshaft is

fastened to the frame with a ball joint

to provide for any malalinement that

may occur in the frame. The front end

of the torque tube is fastened to the

center cross member with a double

swivel joint, while the clutch is joined

to the drive shaft with a double

universal joint. The front ends of

the radius rods are mounted on the

jackshaft with a double universal joint,

and the rear end of the radius rod is

fitted with a double swivel. It is claimed

that this combination of universal joints

allows the truck to twist in any shape

over any road without putting the slight

est strain on the frame, or the units

which are supported by it.

All springs are semi-elliptic and un

usually long. The front springs are 3 by

48 inches and the rear 3 by 56 inches.

Both front and rear springs are fastened

to the axles by three clips. The third

■clip is placed between the two ordinarily

used and passes through the axle. It is

claimed that the chances for spring

breakage are considerably reduced by

this extra clip which on account of its

central location is less apt to work

loose than the others.

Both axles are of the I-beam type

■with integral spring pads. The front

axle section measures 2% by 4 inches

and the rear 3 by 4% inches. The

 

One-ton Kelly truck equipped with standard stake body.

spindles are fitted with large taper roller

bearings. The brakes are of the internal

expanding variety and are applied to the

rear wheels. The drums of the service

brake are 20 inches in diameter and 3

inches wide while those of the emer

gency brake measure 20 by 2% inches.

The wheels, which are of wood, carry

single 38 by 5 inch tires in front and

42 by 5 inch dual equipment in the rear.

The wheelbase is ISO inches, and the

tread of the front and rear wheels 68

and 72 inches respectively. The frame

25. During the second week, which will

be devoted to power wagons, members

of the National Machine Tool Builders'

Association will have a number of ex

hibits of machine tools and kindred ap

pliances.

Members of the Society of Automobile

Engineers, many of whom will be in at

tendance at the show, have expressed

themselves as much in favor of such

an exhibit, as it is an ideal time for

machine tool builders to reach the men

who are vitally interested in their prod-

 

Rear view of Kelly Jackshaft and transmission unit with differential cover removed.

is inswept at the front so that the truck

can be turned in a circle 528 inches in

diameter.

The steering wheel is placed at the

left side with the gear-shift and emer

gency brake levers in the center. The

spark and gasoline mixture are both

automatically controlled. The truck has

a normal road speed of 12 miles an

hour.

MACHINE TOOL EXHIBIT.

There will be an added feature at the

Thirteenth National Automobile Show to

be held in Madison Square Garden and

the Grand Central Palace January 11 to

uct. Motor wagon factories throughout

the country .are continually increasing

their machine tool equipment, and en

gineers and makers will be only too

glad to have an opportunity, to see such

a display. As far as the general public

is concerned the exhibit will have an

educational interest.. „ ^

The. addition of the machine tool ex

hibit will not mean that any other feat

ures of the show are to. be curtailed,

for neither building is as crowded dur

ing the motor truck period as during

the first week. It is planned to make

the display of the machine tool industry

a regular feature at subsequent shows.

 wmm. i w mm \mv"^m^W*m

 

View of Kelly transmission and Jackshaft assembly, with cover of gear box removed.
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Westinghouse air spring applied

WESTINGHOUSE AIR SPRING.

The pneumatic suspension device for

motor vehicles which has recently been

perfected by George Westinghouse, in

ventor of the air brake, is clearly shown

in the accompanying illustrations.

The mechanism, in its principal ele

ments, comprises a deep metallic cup at

tached to the vehicle frame telescoping

into a similar cup of slightly larger diam

eter connected to one end of the ordi

nary steel spring. The chamber formed

by these two cups is charged with air,

hut in order to increase the resistance

the chamber is partly filled with oil. This

reduces the volume of the contained air,

which is compressed by a greater per

centage of its original volume for every

inch that the capsule is telescoped.

Referring to the sectional views, A is

the upper section of the cushion cham

ber telescoping into the lower section,

which is made up of the tube B and the

crosshead E. The outer shell C acts as

 

to a Westinghouse limousine.

a guard to keep mud and dust from the

telescopic joint between A and B. D

is a steel casting bored out to form a

guide for the tube B and the crosshead

E. F is a rectangular pad on D for

bolting the mechanism to the vehicle

frame. G is a shackle or link, the upper

end of which is coupled to the steel

spring forming part of the regular equip

ment of the motor vehicle, the lower end

being pivoted to the crosshead E. The

upper end of tube B has its outside

diameter increased to form an annular

piston with a packing ring H, fitting the

inside of the tube C. J is the "breather,"

which is an air inlet valve covered with a

perforated cap filled with fibrous filter

ing material. When the air spring is

compressed, air is drawn through the

"breather" into the annular space be

tween B and C. When the spring is ex

tended, this air is forced downward

through the passage K into a port par

tially surrounding the tube B. As there

V

X

w

Details of Westinghouse air spring.

is no packing between the tube B and

the guide D, below this port, the air

blows out between the tube and the

guide and prevents the entrance of grit

and dirt. L is a felt wiper ring which

is a further protection against dust, and

which also prevents the escape of lubri

cating grease introduced in the shallow

groove just above the wiper. The semi

circular projection below the "breather"

J is a connection for a tie rod between

the two front or rear springs. M is a

screw cap covering the air valve N.

The apparatus fixed to the lower end

of chamber A constitutes the real es

sence of the invention. It is a piston in

the sense that it carries the packing for

the telescopic joint, but inasmuch as

there is a passage through it providing

communication between the spaces above

and below it, the term piston is a mis

nomer, and is used only for convenience

in description. The chamber is normally

filled with oil to a height sufficient to

cover this piston. The packing is, there

fore, completely oil-sealed, and there is

no opportunity for the air to escape. P

and Q are plain leather packing rings.

and R is a leather packing cup expanded

by means of a conical ring and springs.

The small quantity of oil that passes

the ring Q and the leather cup R is

caught in the annular chamber S. whence

it runs through the vertical passage In

dicated by dotted lines into the cham

ber just beneath the ball valve T. U is

the hollow plunger of a small single-

acting pump. On the upper end of the

pump plunger are secured two collars

V and W, and between them is a sliding

disk X. The diameter of this disk i>

such that it almost fills the slightly con

stricted passage above it. The plunger

is normally held at the bottom of its

stroke by a light spiral spring pressing

on the collar V. When the spring is

compressed, the downward motion of the

piston causes a current of oil to pass

through it in an upward direction. This

current raises the disk X until it strikes

the collar V, lifting the plunger of the

pump which draws in a charge of oil.

When the spring extends again, the oil

current flows through the piston in the

reverse direction, carrying the disk X

downward until it strikes the collar W

and forces the pump plunger to the bot

tom of its stroke. The oil that was

drawn into the pump cylinder passes by

the ball check valve Y, up through the

hollow plunger, and is discharged back

into the cushion chamber.

The Westinghouse air spring can be

attached to any type of motor vehicle

and the work can be done in the aver

age repair shop. Although in the ear

lier applications the steel springs were

discarded altogether (the air springs be

ing interposed directly between the

frame and the axle), this has been

changed, and in order to simplify the
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method of application the device is used

in conjunction with the vehicle's regular

spring equipment.

It is claimed for the air spring mech

anism that it greatly improves the easy

riding qualities of the vehicle to which

it is applied, and effects a material sav

ing in the cost of tires. The device is

made in three different sizes to meet the

requirements of machines of various

weights.

UNITED STATES TIRES ABROAD.

The standing which American made

tires are attaining in foreign countries in

competition with the product of the best

European factories is strongly indicated

in the announcement made by Backdahl

and Company, of Stockholm, Sweden,

that they have just closed a contract to

supply 750 sets of "United States" tires

for taxicab service in Norway, Sweden,

Denmark and Finland.

This transaction is particularly inter

esting in view of the fact that the price

asked for American tires in Europe is

considerably in advance of that charged

for the native product and competition

must therefore be met on a basis of

quality, mileage service and ultimate cost

to the consumer. In the case of Back

dahl and Company, who handle "United

States" tires in Sweden, various tests

were conducted and the contract for

these 750 sets was awarded on results

shown in actual service.

Commenting on this incident and the

general trend of the tire industry in for

eign countries, John B. Tower, export

manager of the United States Tire Com

pany, has the following to say:

"In this country tires must necessarily

be constructed to meet a wide variety of

road conditions, many of them extreme

ly bad. That is why our tires show up

so well in comparison when they are

tested out on European highways, which,

generally, are admittedly far superior to

what we find at home.

"American made tires are gaining a

firm foothold in all parts of the world.

The United States Tire Company now

has regularly authorized agents in

Japan, the Philippines, Australia, Chile,

Uruguay, Brazil, Venezuela, Panama,

Costa Rica, Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico,

Finland, Norway. Denmark and Sweden,

to say nothing of our big representation

in Canada. We also sell a great many

tires in Germany, France, Egypt and

South Africa.

"United States tires are being used in

the service of the Philippine Islands gov

ernment and also the governments of

Mexico and Porto Rico."
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A new type of demountable body on a 3-ton Packard chassis.

NEW DEMOUNTABLE BODY.

One of the latest types of special bod

ies, designed to faciliate the handling of

miscellaneous merchandise for short

hauls, is being used on a Packard 3-ton

truck owned by the J. S. Brown and

Brother Mercantile Company, of Den

ver, Colo.

On the truck chassis is mounted an

oak platform with channel irons which

lit the wheels on detached bodies. The

bodies are handled on small push trucks,

also furnished with channel irons cor

responding to those on the truck plat

form. The loaded bodies are easily

trundled into place and are convenient

ly unloaded by means of a hinged end-

gate. In the wholesale delivery of grocer

ies, the truck runs with very short inter

missions. This type of special body, like

many others used in various lines of

trade largely increases the earning power

of the truck. The Woeber Car & Manu

facturing Company, of Denver, supplied

this body, which is durable, simple and

comparatively inexpensive.

Residents in the northern section of

Watertown. N. Y., have requested an

extension of existing motor bus lines in-

■t'T their district.

E. V. CLUB REORGANIZES.

Boston's electric vehicle dealers and al

lied interests changed the name of their

organization from the "Electric Vehicle

Club of Boston," to the "Electric Motor

Car Club of Boston," at a meeting held

at the Hotel Marliavc, on the evening

of November 14. The committee on

reorganization, through its chairman, F.

J. Stone, reported a new constitution and

by-laws which were adopted after discus

sion.

The principal feature of the new con

stitution is the division of membership

into three classes, as follows: (1) those

who derive an income resulting from the

sale of electric vehicles and accessories;

(2) private owners and operators and

their representatives: and (3) represent

atives of the trade or daily journals.

The constitution also provides a finan

cial basis for making the club self-sup

porting. Provision is made for the ap

pointment of standing and working com

mittees to advance the interests of the

organization.

The officers of the reorganized club

are as follows: President, Day Baker:

vice president, E. S. Mansfield; secre

tary, H. F. Thomson; and treasurer, J.

S. Codman. The Executive Committee

includes the officers and F. N. Phelps,

Morton J. Fitch and F. J. Stone.

CHICAGO TRUCK SHOW.

The annual national exhibition of

power wagons will be held in Chicago

from February 10 to 15. 1913. occupying

the second week of the 13th Annual Na

tional Automobile Show. The display

will be larger and more diversified than

ever, filling all of the floor space in the

Coliseum Building, Coliseum Annex and

First Regiment Armory.

Sixty-five motor truck and delivery

wagon companies have contracted for

space, and there is a waiting list of be

lated applicants. If there should be as

many of these as there were last winter

between the first allotment in October

and the opening of the show in Febru

ary, the total number of complete vehicle

exhibitors will be about 90. Manufact

urers have reserved larger spaces this

year than last winter and will display

more machines. Most of them have en

larged their lines by adding new models

of different load capacity, while some

companies that heretofore have confined

their attention exclusively to gasoline

vehicles will exhibit new electric models

and others that have produced only elec

tric vehicles will show them side by

side with gasoline trucks which they

have recently brought out.

In all there will be on exhibition about

250 different models of motor wagons

suited to every line of business. There

will also be displays of parts, equipment

and supplies by nearly 200 accessory man

ufacturers.
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Three KisselKar trucks used In wholesale Ice delivery.

BAKER NEWS. by the division of spaces for this season's MOTORS IN ICE HAULAGE.

The Baker Motor Vehicle Company exhibitions, the spaces assigned being The accompanying illustrations show

has added a general service runabout of entirely too small for the company's three motor wagons used by the Kane

500 pounds capacity to its line of electric requirements. The company has arranged & Trainor Ice Company of Sacramento,

motor wagons. This little machine, for a private exhibition at its main office, Cal. The machines were made by the

which is fitted with bevel gear shaft and 223 West 46th street, New York City, Kissel Motor Car Company of Hartford,

pneumatic tires, has a speed of 20 miles and at its Chicago branch, Michigan ave- Wis., and have a capacity of three tons

per hour and a battery capacity of from nue and 24th street. each.

60 to 100 miles on a single charge. '1 w > The ice company kept a record of the

different bodies are supplied. The open DISTRIBUTOR FOR STEWART. first truck installed and has found a sav-

body is square and has a loading space Henry E. Riker & Company, of Cleve- ,nS of $1,681.84 the first year. Although

30 by 30 inches, while the panel body, ianj have been appointed state dis- rated at three tons the machine hauls

which is fitted with rear doors, has a tributors for Ohio by the Stewart Motor 12,600 pounds of ice at each load, and

loading space 32 inches long and 36 Corporation, manufacturers of light averages six loads per day. The truck

inches wide. motor delivery wagons. The Riker con- is used in supplying wholesale trade and

Twenty one-ton trucks have just been cern wjjj have headquarters in Cleve- tne average length of haul is 20 miles,

delivered by the Baker company to the ]an(i where a large service station is to Two men are employed to handle the

St. Paul Bread Company. This installa- ^e fltted up on Euclid Avenue. The en- machine—a driver at $4.00 a day and a

tion is one of the largest electric fleets tjfe state wjjj ^e COVered by a number helper at $2.88 a day. The comparative

in bakery service. Six Baker trucks have Q£ traveling representatives working out operating costs of the motor wagon and

just been shipped to Woodward & Loth- * tne ma;n 0fflce the "two and a half teams'' it displaced

rop's Department Store, Washington, Mr Rikeri head of the new company> are as follows:

D. C. was formerly general auditor for the Cost of horse delivery—

Firestone Tire & Rubber Company. He Repairs, 2 wagons, 12 months. $ 250.00

BOSCH'S PRIVATE SHOW. ,eft that position to engage in the truck 1 vvagon, 6 months 125.00

For the first time since 1909 the Bosch business and was later connected with Horses, 4 for 12 months at

Magneto Company will not exhibit its the Diamond Rubber Company as $1500 7200°

products at either the New York or Chi- aU(j;tor 2 for 6 months at $15.00 180.0(1

cago automobile shows. The decision 2 for 6 months at $7.50 90.00

was reached recently wrhen cancellation Depreciation on horses and

was made of the application to the Mo- The Animal Rescue League of Pitts- wagons 150.00

tor and Accessory Manufacturers for burgh is using a motor wagon for the Labor, 4 men for 12 months at

space. The move was made necessary collection of stray dogs and cats. $85.00 4.080.00

2 men for 6 months at $85.00 1,020.00

 

f Total cost of horse delivery . .$6,615.00

Cost of motor delivery—

Repairs and sundries (includ

ing complete overhaul) .. .$1,484.14

Tires 283.92

Labor 2.521.65

Gasoline 22S/-5

Lubricants 145.05

__L^t^ta^^MgB f-JB Depreciation 269.75

Msjr^HHli EatX Total cost of motor delivery.. $4,933.1

-Ry^A The net saving due to the installation

£*»C of the machine was $1,681.84 for the first

year. During that time the truck trav

eled 5,960.86 miles, consumed 1.500 gal

lons of gasoline and 188.5 gallons of oil,

carried 6,716.2 tons of ice and was in

HLt^I H^^ks -"'" days out of a possible 312

__ . .- Madison, N. J., is considering a motor

'••'^'♦vtr-'r: " * Wfttk.«r^"*^. ^.- wagon tax to be based on the weight of

 

Peerless truck used In lumber camps. tlle nlacnmes'
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KREBS DELIVERY WAGON.

A new entrant into the motor wagon

industry is the Krebs Commercial Car

Company, of Clyde, Ohio. The firm is

composed of Louis Krebs, Frank Bachle

and B. A. and J. H. Becker, who during

the past twelve years were associated

with the Elmore Manufacturing Com

pany, makers of pleasure cars. When'

the Elmore concern was absorbed by the

General Motors Company, these men

decided to embody their experience and

engineering ideas in a motor truck, and

the Krebs light delivery wagon is the

result.

As might be expected, the Krebs ma

chine is driven by a two-cylinder, two-

cycle motor, of the type to which these

men have devoted so much time and

which has been so highly perfected by

them. The cylinders have a bore of 4%

inches and a stroke of 5 inches. The mo

tor is rated at 18 horsepower and devel

ops its maximum power at 900 revolu

tions per minute. It is mounted on two

transverse steel channels which are

bolted to the frame side rails. The entire

power plant is readily demountable by

simply removing four bolts which se

cure it to the chassis frame.

A governor is provided which limits

the speed of the vehicle to 20 miies an

hour on the shaft-driven model or to

15 miles an hour on the chain-driven ma

chine. It is claimed by the makers that

with this device the maximum vehicle

speed may be automatically maintained

without regard to road conditions. A

single lever, mounted on the steering

wheel, serves to regulate the vehicle

speed, and controls both the fuel and

the ignition.

The motor is water cooled by the

thermo-siphon system. The radiator,

which is of the vertical tube type, is

placed at the dash to provide the utmost

accessibility to the engine. Ignition is

by Bosch high-tension magneto.

A cone clutch connects the motor to

the transmission, which is of the usual

sliding gear type, with three speeds for

ward and a reverse. Two styles of final

drive are furnished. Model A is driven

through a jackshaft and side chains, and

is equipped with solid 34 by 3-inch tires.

Model B. which is shaft-driven, is pro

vided with pneumatic tires and demount

able rims. The wheels are of wood with

1-54 inch spokes.

Front axles on both models are I-

beam forgings, 1% by 2% inches. The

rear axle on Model A is rectangular, the

section being \V± by 2J4 inches. The

rear axle on Model B is of the full float

ing type and is carried on ball bearings.

The driving shaft is provided with two

Spicer universal joints. A double break

ing system is afforded. Both the service

and emergency brakes are of the internal

expanding type, and are applied to the

rear wheels through drums of large size.

 

Krebs 1200-pound delivery wagon with shaft drive.

Both front and rear springs are semi-

elliptic and are made up of leaves two

inches wide. Those in the front are 40

inches long, and those in the rear 60

inches. The frame is of pressed steel,

with 4-inch side channels 3/16-inch thick.

The steering gear, which is of the worm

and nut type, is placed at the left and

the brake and gear shift levers are in

the center to the right of the driver.

The wheelbase of both models is 100

inches and the tread 56 inches.

ELLIOTT WITH L.-S.

The Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Com

pany of Buffalo has just announced the

appointment of J. R. Elliott as District

Manager for the States of Washington

and Idaho and the Province of British

Columbia. Mr. Elliott has been a large

distributor of motor vehicles for a num

ber of years, and has for sometime been

interested in the Lippard-Stewart deliv

ery wagons through his connection with

the Michigan Motors Company of Port

land, Oregon.

AUSTIN NOW WITH MAIS.

L. A. Austin has resigned his posi

tion as sales and advertising manager of

the Rutcnber Motor Company to join the

Mais Motor Truck Company of Indian

apolis, Ind. He will be general sales

manager of the Mais concern.

G-M-C REORDER.

That G-M-C trucks are showing

marked economy in big business institu

tions is evidenced by the repeat order

for five heavy duty gasoline trucks which

was recently given to the New York

Branch of the General Motors Truck

Company by James Butler, the big

wholesale grocer. This last purchase

makes a total of 15 G-M-C machines in

Butler's service. The first truck was in

stalled in January, 1910.

G. L. SULLIVAN PROMOTED.

George L. Sullivan, formerly branch

supervisor of the American Locomotive

Company, has been given complete

charge of the company's Chicago branch,

succeeding B. C. Day, recently resigned.

Mr. Sullivan joined the Alco forces in

September of last year and was associ

ated with the company's wholesale de

partment in the capacity of a traveling

representative. He was at one time a

newspaper man and later served a num

ber of years in the advertising business.

LUCE JOINS MARION.

Morton H. Luce, who has been asso

ciated with the Velie interests in Boston

and Chicago branches for the past four

years, has resigned to accept a position

with the Marion Motor Car Company, at

Indianapolis, Ind. Mr. Luce will take

charge of the company's Eastern district,

with offices in New York City.

NEW UNLOADING STATION.

H. Paulman & Company, representa

tives of the Pierce-Arrow Motor Car

Company, have purchased for $60 000 a

plot of ground 100 by 300 feet at the

southeast corner of Twenty-third street

and Armour avenue. Chicago. A two

story building to cost $60,000 will be

erected. The Lake Shore railroad has

established a team track between Twen

ty-third and Twenty-fourth streets and

has arranged to erect an automobile un

loading station at that point.

Several motor wagons are used in the

Brooklyn navy yard for hauling build

ing materials, coal and ammunition.

The San Francisco. Cal., civil service

commission has formed a class for the

instruction of motor fire truck drivers.
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THE PALMER 1,500-POUND CAR.

The Palmer-Meyer Motor Car Co..

5027 McKissock avenue, St. Louis, Mo.,

announces a new 1,500-pound motor

wagon. Arrangements have been made

for an output of 300 per year. The orig

inal model was given a very severe test,

being driven overland through Missouri

on the poorest road in the state, prov

ing beyond a doubt that the mechanical

construction is correct.

A four cylinder motor with cylinders

cast in pairs is used combined in a unit

power plant with a three-speed transmis

sion and Wells expanding disk clutch.

The motor has a bore of 3^ inches and

a stroke of 4->4 inches, developing 26 hp.

Cooling is by a centrifugal pump, fan

and square tube radiator. The crank-

case is of aluminum and all bearings

are nickel babbitt, divided and provided

with shims for adjustment. Three main

bearings are used. Cylinders and pis

tons are of special gray iron, being

ground to size. Connecting rods are

drop forgings of 40 carbon steel. Cams

are forged integral with the camshaft,

while the timing gears are bronze, steel

and cast iron. Valves are \tyi inch in

diameter and the stems are inclosed.

Lubrication of the motor is by con

stant level splash system circulated.

The latest improved types of Scheb-

ler Model L carburetor and Remy Mod

el R. D. magneto are used.

Clutch is of the dry plate expanding

disk type provided with frictional sur

face and spring adjustment.

The transmission has 3 speeds for

ward and reverse. Gears and shafts are

heat treated. New Departure double

row annular bearings are used for the

shaft mountings.

The frame is pressed steel and affords

a 3-point support for the power plant,

which is provided with center control

for right hand drive. The steering gear

is of the screw and nut type arranged

for fore and aft steering, with 16-inch

handwheel and 1 34-inch post.

Springs are semi elliptic, and all

spring eyes are provided with lubricat

ors.

The front a::le is an I-beam forging

2Y& inches deep by 1)4 inches wide.

Spindles are lj/g inches in diameter.

Rear axle is lj4-inch square.

Wheels are 34 inches in diameter.

Tires are S. A. E. standard, removal

flange truck type.

Wheelbase is 110 inches and the final

drive is through single universal joint

and side chains to rear wheels.

U. S. TIRE NOTES.

The United States Tire Company has

recently opened new sub-branches in

Newark, N. J., Birmingham, Ala., Roch

ester, N. Y., Washington, D. C, and Mil

waukee, Wis. In the near future sub-

branches also will be opened in Provi

dence. R. I.. Worcester, .Mass., Balti

more, Md., Syracuse, N. Y., and in Col

umbus and Toledo, O.

T. B. Goodloe, who has been in charge

of the Richmond sub-branch of the

United States Tire Company, has been

appointed manager of the Atlanta

branch of the same organization. Mr.

Goodloe is succeeded in Richmond by

J. G. Given, who has been a salesman in

the United States Tire Company's Phila

delphia territory.

R. L. Ijams. who has been assistant

to C. A. Gilbert, Western District Man

ager of the United States Tire Com

pany, has been transferred to the Cen

tral District under J. C. Weston with

headquarters in Chicago.

NEW DIXON OFFICERS.

At the regular monthly meeting of

the board of directors of the Joseph

Dixon Crucible Co. held Monday. Octo

ber 21, the following changes in the

officers and board of directors were

made on account of the death of Vice-

President William H. Corbin.

George E. Long, former treasurer.

was elected vice-president to succeed

Mr. Corbin. J. H. Schermerhorn. for

mer assistant secretary and assistant

treasurer, was elected to membership in

the board of directors and treasurer of

the company. Albert Norn's was elect

ed to the office of assistant secretary

and assistant treasurer.

 

INVADING THE "WILD WEST."

How the motor truck is penetrating

what a few years ago were considered

impassable wilds in the far west, was

told recently by E. L. Ferguson, the

veteran pilot, in an address before the

Motor Truck Club of New York (Nov.

20). Mr. Ferguson in relating his ex-

'periences as captain of the Transconti

nental Alco truck expedition declared

that the rapid improvements of roads

and bridges have removed the last ob

stacle to employing power vehicles to

their best advantage.

"While facilities for motor freighting

are far from ideal in such states as

Wyoming, Utah and Nevada, and in

parts also of Iowa, Illinois, Ohio and

Indiana, the spirit of better road and

bridge conditions has taken hold of

business men all the way across the

transcontinental route," said the speaker.

"Large sums of money have been

voted for betterments. In a single

county in Wyoming, for instance. $175.-

000 is being expended to rebuild the

roads. In Iowa, the old wooden and

iron bridges are being replaced by con

crete structures. Merchants, especially

those whose requirements call for Ion?

 

Power winch on Universal truck.

distance hauls, have waited patiently for

these conditions to be brought about.

They are now in a position to get good-

to destinations more speedily and at a

reduction in cost."

Mr. Ferguson described the methods

employed in piloting the big freight

laden truck through deep sands in Ohio,

gumbo in western Illinois and Iowa, gul

lies in Wyoming and mountains in Ne

vada.

Mack 50-passenger bus used by Utah school commissioners for carrying children to school.

G. V.'s IN MANILA.

Conspicuous evidence of the simplic

ity, ease of operation, and reliability of

the General Vehicle Company's electric

trucks is furnished by the fact that the

Long Island City concern has just re

ceived an order for 16 machines from

Manila. P. I., making 39 G. V.'s in all now

in operation in the islands. As the

trucks will be driven and looked after

mainly by native labor, this repeat order

is more than usually gratifying to the

General Vehicle Company.

~\
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Universal 2-ton truck equipped with power winch. The picture shows the method of driving

by chain from the Jackshaft.

TIMKEN-DETROIT BUILDING.

Work on the new three-story and

basement addition to the Timken-De-

troit axle plant is being pushed rapidly.

The brick and steel structure is 60 feet

wide and 275 feet long. On the first

three floors the materials used in the

manufacture of Timken-Detroit axles

will be stored. On the top floor the

general offices of the company will be

located. This is the second big addition

which has been erected within the year.

The two buildings will increase manu

facturing space about 33'/$ per cent.

$100,000 worth of new machinery will be

installed and 300 more men employed.

NEW KISSEL STATION.

The new Boston KisselKar station

has been completed and opened for busi

ness, adding one more to the chain of

model service buildings which are being

erected throughout the country for the

patrons of the Kissel Motor Car Com

pany of Hartford. Wis.

The Boston building, which is splen

didly located at 1030 Commonwealth

avenue, is typical of the KisselKar struc

tures now under way in other cities. It

is of reinforced concrete. 74 feet front

age and 200 feet depth. It is two stories

high. The first floor front is devoted to

the sales room and private offices. The

sales room is 74 feet wide and 70 deep

and is finished in bog-green cypress.

The floor is polished adamant.

In the balcony overlooking the sales

room are located the general offices,

stock room and vaults.

In the rear is a perfectly equipped

garage, among its features being an

elevator 10 by 28 feet, one of the largest

ever built. A big turntable to facilitate

the handling of cars is also a prominent

feature. Adjoining the garage there is

a commodious and comfortable rest

room for KisselKar chauffeurs.

The second floor is devoted to motor

trucks, roomy exhibition space being set

the repair shop, which has been equipped

with every conceivable mechanical de

vice for speedy and thorough work.

KisselKar buildings of similar ap

pointment, though of different design,

have been opened for some time in Min

neapolis and Milwaukee and work is

being rushed on the Chicago and St.

Paul stations, both of which are well

under way.

BIG FIELD IN SOUTH.

F. J. Titus, who has just completed a

tour through the southern states to es

tablish dealers for Alco trucks and cars

in this territory, reports that "the pros

pects for motor trucks in the southern

states are extremely bright."

"The cotton crops have been unusual

ly good," continued Mr. Titus. "Both

those of the early season and the pres

ent crops, which are the last of the

year, are setting a record. The only

drawback the southerner has had to con

tend with is in the delivery of the cotton

to the mills and to railroad depots.

This has caused most of the south

erners to become deeply interested in

the motor truck.

"The truck offers an unusual oppor

tunity to the southern business man,

for during the last part of the month

of December and during January and

February, his horses and mules are often

idle. This brings up one of the strong

est points in favor of the motor truck;

when left idle motor trucks do not con

sume gasoline or oil, while the mules

must be fed. Most of the southerners

have large stables of mules, requiring

many attendants.

"The economies that the southerner

can make with a motor truck are numer

ous."

Mr. Titus has established Alco dealers

in Houston, Jacksonville. Miami, New

Orleans. Memphis and Tampa and is

now journeying through the southwest

CLUB WIDENS SCOPE.

The Motor Truck Club of New York

took a long stride forward at its last

regular monthly meeting. It decided to

establish a permanent office in Broad

way in charge of a salaried staff, and to

actively engage in the collection and dis

semination of motor truck information

for the benefit alike of makers, dealers,

owners and prospective buyers—in fac t

to establish itself as the metropolitan

center of motor truck interest.

The committee on welfare and inter

est made a lengthy report which includ

ed many recommendations. Among

those adopted were the following:

That a bureau of information be estab

lished in connection with the secretary

and business manager's office from

which any club member may secure

specific information about any trucks,

about costs, special devices to save time

and labor, type of bodies, legislation,

large installations, tires, etc..

That a registry of motor truck driv

ers be established in connection with

the secretary and business manager's

office which shall investigate the records

of drivers as to their efficiency, expe

rience, etc.; and that this information be

available only to members of the club.

That the committee on papers work

out immediately a comprehensive plan

covering the entire year, specializing

each meeting upon some particular phase

of the motor truck business, as for in

stance:

a—Engineers' night.

b—Owners' night.

c—Sales managers' night.

d—Factory managers' night.

e—Service department's night.

f—Tire manufacturers' night.

g—Body builders' night.

h—Power dumping device night.

i—Truck manufacturers' night.

j—Owners' testimonial night.

k—Electric truck night.

1—Gasoline truck night.

m—One-ton truck night.

n—Economy night.

LEE ON THE COAST.

The Chanslor & Lyon Company has

contracted to handle Lee tire products

on the West Coast.

The demand for Lee Tires from this

territory has been increasing so largely

that as soon as the Kelly-Field Company-

took over the general sales agency of

the Conshohocken factory, the need of

securing the best possible Western dis

tributor was given attention.

Chanslor & Lyon Company was se

lected not only because of its thorough

knowledge of the field, but also because

its six branches at San Francisco, Los

Angeles. Fresno, Portland, Ore., Seattle

and Spokane formed the nucleus of a

thorough selling system in one of the

choicest automobile territories in the

aside for this purpose. In the rear is country.and middle west.
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ANOTHER MOTZ BRANCH.

Owing to the greatly increased de

mand for Motz cushion tires, the Stand

ard Tire & Rubber Co. is no longer able

to take care of the New England busi

ness of the Motz Tire & Rubber Co.

This has led to the installation of a di

rect Boston branch by the Motz Tire

& Rubber Co. M. A. Frank, an expe

rienced tire man, is in charge of this

new Motz branch, located at 4 Dundee

street.

Speaking of the tire situation in Bos

ton, Mr. Frank recently said, "I have

never known another automobile tire to

win friends so quickly as has the Motz

cushion tire; It has been on the market

scarcely four years, yet every leading

maker of pleasure electrics in the coun

try now includes it as standard equip

ment. But that isn't all. Owners of

motor wagons have suddenly awakened

to the fact that Motz cushion tires are

big money savers.

SECTIONAL TRUCK TIRE.

The Victor sectional truck tire is one

of the new block tires that is attracting

the attention of heavy duty truck users.

This tire, which is being manufactured

by the Victor Rubber Company of

Springfield, Ohio, has been on the mar

ket for about a year and a half and it is

claimed that its merits have been dem

onstrated after the most exhaustive

tests.

The Victor tire is made of sections or

blocks, each of which is secured in a

steel channel which is shrunk on the

wheel, and the blocks are held in place

by locking bars. This fastening device

is a high test carbon steel rod five six

teenths of an inch in diameter, vulcan

ized in the blocks and projecting a quar

ter of an inch at either end. The pro

jecting rods are inserted in sockets in

the locking bar, so that when the bar

is drawn down there is a constant pres

sure on the rods, holding the blocks se

curely until worn out.

The locking bars are bolted to the

channel and have wells in the center

which prevent any endwise movement

of the rods. These bars and the side of

the channel form a cup into which each

block fits securely.

The simplicity of the fastening per

mits the removal of a block in a few

minutes, without disturbing any of the

other blocks composing the tire. This

is done by simply unscrewing two ac

cessible nuts, without even jacking up

the wheel. The blocks are but five-

eighths of an inch apart, and this feat

ure, together with the resiliency of the

sections, it is claimed, eliminates vibra

tion.

The Victor tire is made to conform

 

Victor sectional truck tire.

to the S. A. E. standard and may be

easily applied either to wooden or steel

wheels.

HELE-SHAW IN NEW USE.

A new use for the Evans' model Ilele-

Shaw clutch was recently found in the

construction of four gasoline locomo

tives by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

These locomotives were built for switch

ing service as well as straight freight

haulage work, and a clutch of unfailing

dependability was necessary. After se

vere competitive tests, the Hele-Shaw

clutch was chosen as the one best suited

to the requirements. The picture shows

one of these locomotives drawing a load

of 100,000 pounds up a five per cent

grade. The power is transmitted through

a Hele-Shaw clutch.

BAKER NEWS NOTES.

O. B. Henderson, sales manager of

the Baker Motor Vehicle Company.

Cleveland, started the latter part of

November for his annual tour through

the western part of the United State?

for the purpose of visiting dealers, par

ticularly those located along the Pacific

Coast. This has been a custom with

Mr. Henderson for a number of years

and renewed sales vigor can always be

noticed after one of his inspirational vis

its. Mr. Henderson is planning for the

biggest sales next year that the Baker

company has ever had and he usually

gets what he goes after.

Baker sales in both the truck and

pleasure car departments have under

gone the greatest increase this year in

the history of the company, and every

thing points to 1913 as a period of

unprecedented sales development for

this company.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

The II. W. Johns-Manville Co. has re

cently opened a new southern warehouse

at 31% South Broad street, Atlanta, Ga.

The entire building, embracing three

floors and a basement, with a total floor

area of about 10,000 square feet, will be

utilized exclusively as a warehouse for

a stock of such J-M products as roofing,

boiler and pipe coverings, cements,

packings, fire extinguishers, electrical,

railway and automobile supplies.

The new one-ton truck to be placed on

the market by the Flanders Motor Com

pany will be known as the "Hercules.-'

Mayor Behrman of New Orleans, La.,

is considering the purchase of two more

motor patrols.

 

\*?im:^ai

A gasoline locomotive, which uses a Hele-Shaw clutch, pulling 100, COO An electric omnibus of European design. There are two electric

pounds up a five per cent grade. motors, one in each front wheel.
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■Every Part is Designed for Heavy Truck Duty-

A famous American engineer designed the Locomobile Five-Ton Truck, and commercial cars designed by

him fourteen years ago are still in use and giving satisfaction.

The strength of Locomobile design can be appreciated best by a comparison. For example: Compare the

Locomobile Truck Motor with a well-known touring car motor of the same bore and stroke and noted for its

strength of design.

The Locomobile Truck Motor has 5 bearings; the other motor 3 bearings.

The Locomobile Truck Motor has a crankshaft 2.25 inches in diameter. The touring car motor crank

shaft is 1.75 inches in diameter.

The Locomobile Truck Motor has a total crankshaft bearing surface of 41.3 square inches; the other 21.5

square inches.

The Locomobile Truck Motor has larger valves, larger connecting rods, and larger connecting rod bear

ings. All other parts of the Locomobile Truck show the same careful and ample design for heavy truck duty,

and no touring car parts enter into its construction.

Other important features of the Locomobile Five-Ton Truck are:

Every part designed for heavy truck duty.

Highest standards of workmanship.

Best materials used.

Motor-45 H.P. at 900 R.P.M.

Five bearing crank shaft.

Four speed transmission.

Large transmission gears.

These features

combined only in

the Locomobile

Five - Ton Truck.

Interchangeable demountable tires.

Driving chains each stand 44,000 lbs. pull.

Differential lock.

Steel wheels.

Dry disc clutch.

Sprags.

All parts easily accessible.

Ignition and oiling system not subject to driver's control.

THE LOCOMOBILE COMPANY OF AMERICA, Bridgeport, Connecticut

Service and Sales Branches

New York

Atlanta

Chicago

Los Angeles

Philadelphia

St. Louis

San Francisco

Minneapolis

Boston

Baltimore

Pittsburgh

Oakland

Washington

Bridgeport

This advertisement is No. 6 in a series descriptive of Locomobile Design and Construction

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Special Pullman body mounted on Packard 3-ton chassis.

LUXURIOUS PULLMAN BODY.

Luxury in motor travel, together with

independence from hotels, has been

achieved by U. H. Dandurand of Mon

treal, in a "Pullman Packard." On a

3-ton Packard truck chassis has been

mounted a body with an interior ar

rangement similar to that of a private

railroad car. Twenty-five persons are

carried on short trips and for long jour

neys there are accommodations for the

comfort of 11, including chauffeur and

cook.

The body is 25 feet, 3 inches over all;

6 feet, 6 inches wide; 9 feet, 6 inches out

side height; 6 feet. 6 inches inside height.

The compartments consist of a state

room for the driver in front, a ladies'

stateroom with sleeping accommodations

for five, and a men's stateroom with

quarters for four. This section is also

the dining and smoking room, with two

extension tables and a folding desk.

In the rear is a kitchenette, compact

and complete from stove to refrigerator.

There is a telephone system with four

instruments, placing every compartment

in touch with the driver. The interior

finish is mahogany. The drapings are of

green silk and plush with gold lace trim

mings, and there are Pullman carpets to

match.

The lighting system consists of a dy

namo with two storage batteries having

a capacity of 160 amperes. The front of

the machine has six lights, two electric,

two gas and two oil. The rear has a red

tail light, an electric dome light and two

railway signal lights.

Under the body floor are five lockers

containing planks to rc-enforce weak

bridges, hlocks and tackle, and an entire

touring emergency outfit. The body

was built by P. Brault, of Montreal,

Canada.

MOTORS IN EXCURSION WORK.

Two Alco trucks equipped with special

char-a-banc bodies have recently been

installed by the McKinley Tours Com

pany of San Diego, Cal. The bodies are

mounted on 30 horsepower, 2-ton chassis

and seat 19 passengers and a driver.

The machines are used by the company

in its excursion trips to Tijuana in con

nection with power boats which the

company operates between San Diego

and South San Diego. Tickets are sold

so that the trip to South San Diego can

be made by boat. From there to Tijuana

and return one truck is employed. The

other machine is used in hauling pas

sengers from the office of the tour com

pany to the boats leaving its dock.

NO MORE DIRTY PLUGS.

The R. D. Loose Mixing Chamber

Company, Springfield, 111., manufacturer

of the Egyptian Mixer, has received the

following letter from the Continental

Motor Manufacturing Company:

"Your letter of August 16th received

and wish to advise that since using the

mixer I have not been troubled with

dirty spark plugs. The mixer seems to

have something to do with giving a more

perfect mixture thereby doing away with

sooty spark plugs.

"I think there is also a small increase

in power, but having the motor on the

road it is rather difficult to state exact

ly how much although I have noticed

that the car is probably three or four

miles an hour faster and can not attrib

ute this difference to anything except the

mixer and believe that on account of the

low price this mixer should be univer

sally used."

Continental Motor Mfg. Co.,

(Signed) W. A. Frederick,

Mechanical Engineer.

INTERCITY FURNITURE MOVING.

The possibilities for the use of motor

wagons in intercity haulage are very

strikingly demonstrated by the per

formance of a Universal truck in Wal-

tham, Mass. P. E. Burke, a Waltham fur

niture mover, had a load of about three

tons of furniture, including a piano, to

go to South Berwick, Me., a distance of

201 miles for the round trip.

The truck left Boston at 4:20 a. m.,

readied Waltham at 5:25 a. m. and load

ed. It left Waltham with its load at 10

a. m. and arrived at South Berwick at

8 p. m. Four stops were made to tie on

the load and take gasoline and water.

At 11 p. m. the truck left South Berwick

and was in Boston at 8.25 the next morn

ing. The truck used 33M gallons of gas

oline and five quarts of oil and averaged

10VS miles an hour. The trip was com

pleted without a mishap.

SOLD 198 MACHINES IN ONE DAY.

One of the most remarkable sales of

automobiles and motor trucks in one

day in the vicinity of San Francisco was

recently made by the Interstate Motors

Company of that city. In one day this

company sold 50 Practical Piggins ex

ternal spur gear drive trucks, 50 Mer

cury light delivery wagons. 25 Inter

state automobiles and 25 Great Western

automobiles to G. E. Moreton, head of

the Moreton Motors Company of Oak

land, Cal.

On the same day it sold 14 Practical

Piggins trucks on Stockton orders. 22

Practical Piggins trucks and 9 Mercury

wagons on Los Angeles orders, and

three Practical Piggins machines in San

Francisco, a total of 198 machines. The

day's sales aggregated $430,000.

R. P. JOHNSON PROMOTED.

R. P. Johnson has been promoted to

the general managership of the Warner

Gear Company of Muncie, Ind.. succeed

ing C. E. Davis who recently became

general manager of the automobile de

partment of the American Locomotive

Company. Mr. Johnson's appointment

takes effect immediately.

MAUS WITH U. S. TIRE.

John li. Mans, recently connected with

the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company

as manager of its New York Branch, has

joined the United States Tire Company's

selling forces in the capacity of special

assistant to O. S. Tweedy, Eastern Dis

trict Manager. Mr. Maus will have hi-

headquarters in New York but will spend

much of his time at the various branches

in the Eastern territory.

Eighty-one Federal trucks are now in

service in Detroit. Mich.

A 6-ton motor truck is used in road

construction work by the county court

of Klamath county, Oregon.

Safety Director Stage of Cleveland,

Ohio, has decided to purchase two

White motor patrols.

Detroit. Mich., is using a motor pay

car in its treasury department.
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GOODRICH ENLARGES.

Recent additions to the B. F. Good

rich Company's plant at Akron, Ohio,

do not appear to indicate any anxiety on

its part as to the future of the rubber in

dustry. Although the company's pres

ent floor space is between 60 and 70

acres, this is at present being augmented

by a new factory building, now in course

of construction. This structure of six

stories and basement is 270 feet long by

157 feet wide. It is of the most modern

fireproof construction, the materials used

being steel, concrete and brick.

The office staff is growing with the

growth of the factory and a new six-

story office building is also being erect

ed, while an additional floor is being

added to the present offices. In the

course of the past five or six years, prac

tically the whole of the plant has been

made over, the present buildings being

uniform in design and of modern fire

proof construction.

DISPLACES BULL CART.

The horse team and the mule team are

forms of the hay motor that have so

frequently been replaced by motor

trucks that the exchange has ceased to

call for comment. But a Peerless truck

which has been in use in Porto Rico for

some time superseded a still more anti

quated model of the hay propelled ve

hicle, the bull cart.

This truck is owned by Sobrinos de

Pedro de Diego & Company, of Guayama,

Porto Rico, who are retail dealers in

merchandise, rice, beans, sugar, dry

goods and liquors. During the first

month of service the truck saved $911

for its owners.

There are no railroads in this sec

tion of Porto Rico and in some of the

interior towns the company has con

siderable business. This is particularly

true of the town of Cayey up in the

mountains. The truck makes a daily trip

to this village and sometimes two trips

a day. The distance is 16 miles over a

winding mountain road in which there

are by actual count 487 sharp turns. This

road ascends 2,400 feet in ten miles as it

winds up the mountains. The machine

averages 60 to 70 miles a day.

NEW PROCESS EXPANDS.

On the strength of its recent business

increase of 30 per cent over any pre

vious year and to provide capacity for

future expansion. The New Process Raw

Hide Company, Syracuse, N. Y., has just

erected additions which make its com

plete factory what is said to be the larg

est single plant in the world devoted ex

clusively to gear making and gear cut

ting. The latest additions are a four-

story and basement wing extending 65

by 180 feet at right angles to the old

building and a heating plant in the rear

60 by 50 feet, housing three 125 horse

power boilers. The new buildings are

entirely fireproof throughout, having

steel framework, reinforced concrete

floors, concrete roofs, brick curtain walls

and steel window sashes. New equip

ment to the extent of $100,000 has been

installed.

SAFETY STARTING CRANK.

A very efficient little appliance, in the

form of a safety starting crank for mo

tor vehicles, is being manufactured by

the Wink Manufacturing Company of

Cleveland, Ohio.

The device resembles the ordinary

crank except that the handle is pivoted

to the crank arm in such a way that it

 

Wink safety folding crank.

can be turned back into the same plane

as the arm. In case of a back-fire, the

handle on striking the operator's hand

is turned aside and the crank is free to

spin around.

The makers claim that the Wink crank

will practically eliminate cranking acci

dents, which so often result from the use

of the ordinary crank.

A motor garbage wagon has been pur

chased by the city of Ashcville. X. C.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING.

Advertisements under this head are charged

for at the rate of three cents a word, in

cluding address; minimum charge $1.00 for

each insertion; no illustrations; cash must

accompany order.

HAVE DESIGNED and helped manu

facture several very efficient models

electric trucks. Desire position in charge

engineering department, or service de

partment, or assistant superintendent of

truck factory. Salary $2,500. Address

N. W. care Power Wagon.

ONE TON truck frames, 168" long.$10.00

2% ton half elliptic springs, 45"

long, each 3.00

Ross truck steering gear, spark

and throttle control 20.00

35 horsepower motor 130.00

Truck radiators 25.00

Write for our new bulletin. Auto Parts

Co., 517-23 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago.

III.

ESTABLISHED truck company pro

ducing a high grade line of two, three

and one-half, and five-ton trucks desires

to communicate with substantial and es

tablished agency with a view to making

contract for marketing its entire output

on an extremely liberal commission

basis. Address 679. % The Power Wag

on.

WILL SELL a controlling interest' in

a completely equipped motor truck

plant now being operated at a profit and

with established agencies and complete

organization; the plant has been operat

ed three years and has made steady

progress; will require $50,000 capital,

and will deal with principals only. Ad

dress H. Mart Smith, 525 Eggleston

Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Two worm drive rear

axles, designed to carry 5,000 lbs. load

—made by Morse-Williams Division of

Otis Elevator Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Have never been in service. Make us an

offer for them. Address the Sheldon

Axle Company, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

FOR SALE—22-passenger motor bus,

has been operated but three months.

Mounted on lJ/2-ton White chassis.

Goodrich 36x4 solid demountable rim

type tires. Equipped with Johnson pay-

as-you-enter fare box, electric lights, full

set of tools, etc. Price $3,250. Motor

Transportation Co., Kenosha, Wis.

WANTED—A first-class man to take

the agency for the latest invention on

the market, a rubber cover for automo

bile handles, called Steerease. Write for

full particulars. Address Dept. G. Good

year Rubber Hose & Packing Co., 221

Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

TITANIC SPRINGS
Tougher than Vanadium—Cheaper than Vanadium

We make all styles of AUTOMOBILE SPRINGS

The Titanic .Springs shown in the cut have neither NIB nor HOLE in

center to hasten a break. Thirty years' experience enables us to make th

beet springs made. Let us be of service to you.

 

See that hump!

TUTHILL SPRING CO., 764 Polk St., Chicago

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The PROOF of the TIRE is in the RepEATING

Springfield, O., July 22, 1912.

The Victor Rubber Co., Springfield, O.

Gentlemen:—Please apply four (4) 36x4 Victor Sectional Truck Tires on

the rear wheels of our three ton Kelly truck.

The set we have just worn out were applied on October 20th, 191 1, and in

the past nine months have given us very satisfactory service, especially in view

of the large mileage and severe usage our truck receives. During the time they

have been in use they have never been touched for repair or adjustment.

About 80% of our mileage is country work on trips varying from twenty

to one hundred and fifty miles where the trips are over rough roads, and frozen

roads in winter time. We have used other tires under the same conditions and

were never able to get one-half as much service from them as from this set of

Victor Sectional. The Victor Sectional has better traction than the endless

tires, and during the heavy snows of the past winter we did not find it necessary

to use wheel chains, and had no trouble whatever from either slippage or skidding.

Yours very truly,

Wagner Transfer & Storage Co.

(Signed) By Ray Wagner.

 

VICTOR SECTIONAL TRUCK TIRES are especially adapted for general haulage companies

using trucks making long trips to points far removed from service stations. The simplicity of

the fastening permits the removal of a block, right on the road, in a few minutes, without even

jacking up the wheel. S. A. E. Standard.—Write for booklet and prices.

THE VICTOR RUBBER COMPANY, Springfield, Ohio

%

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CLASSIFIED BUYERS' GUIDE

Prepared for the convenience of buyers of

motor wagons, parts and equipment. All the

concerns listed under the various headings

advertise regularly in the "Power Wagon."

AUTOMATIC MACHINERY.

Cleveland Auto Machine Co., Cleveland, O.

AXLES.

Drlggs-Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Tlmken-Detrolt Axle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Torbensen Gear & Axle Co., Bloomfleld, N. J.

Weston-Mott Co., Flint, Mich.

BEARINGS (Ball).

Barthel, Daly & Miller, New York City, N. Y.

Bretz., J. S., Co., New York City.

New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol, Conn.

Rhlneland Machine Works Co., New York

City, N. Y.

BEARINGS (Roller).

Hyatt Roller Bearing Co., Detroit, Mich.

Norma Co. of America, New York City, N. Y.

Timken Roller Bearing Co., Canton, Ohio.

BRAKE LINING.

Johns-Manvllle Co., New York City. N. Y.

Royal Equipment Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

CARBURETORS.

Zenith Carburetor Co., Detroit, Mich.

CASTINGS.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wetherill Finished Castings Co., Philadelphia.

Pa.

CHAINS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Culver-Taylor Chain Works, Detroit, Mich.

Diamond Chain & Mfg. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Sarco Engineering Co., New York City, N. Y.

Whitney Mfg. Co.. Hartford, Conn.

CLUTCHES.

Merchant & Evans Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

CONTROL LEVERS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

DIFFERENTIALS.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago, 111.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

DROP FORGINGS.

Western Drop Forge Co., Marion, Ind.

J. H. Williams Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Billings & Spencer, Hartford, Conn.

ELECTRIC MOTORS.

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Westinghouse Electric & Alig. Co., Pitts

burgh, Pa.

ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Anderson Electric Car Co., Detroit. Mich.

Atlantic Vehicle Co., New York City, N. Y.

Baiter Motor Vehicle Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap-

Ids, Mich.

General Motors Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

General Vehicle Co., Long Island City, N. Y.

Lansden Company, Newark, N. J.

Walker Vehicle Co., Chicago, 111.

FOOT PEDALS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

GASOLINE ENGINES.

Bergdoll Machine Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Continental Motor Mfg. Co., Muskegon, Mich

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Palmer-Moore Co.. Syracuse, N. Y.

Rutenber Motor Co., Marlon, Ind.

Wisconsin Motor Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.

Waukesha Motor Co., Waukesha. Wis.

GAS-ELECTRIC WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Couple Gear Freight Wheel Co., Grand Rap

ids, Mich.

GASOLINE MIXING CHAMBER.

Loose, R. D. Mixing Chamber Co., Spring

field, 111.

Co. of America, Bridgeport,

GASOLINE STORAGE OUTFITS.

Air Tight Steel Tank Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

GASOLINE WAGONS AND TRUCKS.

Adams Bros. Co., Findlay, Ohio.

Alden Sampson Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

American Locomotive Co., New York City.

Available Motor Truck Co., Chicago, 111

Avery Company, Peoria, 111.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co., Grove City, Pa.

Bowling Green Motor Car Co., BowlingGreen,

Ohio.

Buckeye Mfg. Co., Anderson, Ind.

Chase Motor Truck Co., Syracuse, N. Y

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, 111.

Commerce Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Federal Motor Truck Co., Detroit, Mich.

Four Wheel Drive Co., Cliritonville, Wise.

Garford Company, Elyria, Ohio.

General Motors Truck Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Grand Rapids Motor Truck Co., Grand

Rapids. Mich.

Gramm Motor Truck Co., Lima, Ohio.

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co., Marlon, Ind.

Ideal Auto Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.

International Motor Co., New York City, N.

Juno Motor Truck Co., Juneau, Wis.

Kelly-Springfield Motor Truck Co., Spring

field, Ohio.

Kissel Motor Car Co., Hartford, Wis.

Koehler. S. G., Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co., New

York City. N. Y.

Knox Automobile Co.. Springfield, Mass.

Krebs Commercial Car Co., CIvde. Ohio.

Lauth-Juergens Motor Car Co.. Fremont, O

Llppard-Stewart Motor Car Co., Buffalo, N.

Y.

Locomobile

Conn.

W. H. Mclntyre Co., Auburn, Ind.

Mais Motor Truck Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Mercury Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

National Motor Truck Co., Bay City, Mich.

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co., Chicago. 111.

Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit, Mich.

Peerless Motor Car Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Pierce Arrow Motor Car Co., Buffalo. N. Y.

Poyer, D. F. & Co., Menominee, Mich.

Sanford Motor Truck Co.. Svracuse, N Y

Selden Truck Sales Co.. Rochester, N. Y.

Smith Co., A. O., Milwaukee, Wis.

Speedwell Motor Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Standard Motor Truck Co.. Detroit, Mich.

Stegeman Motor Car Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.

Stewart Motor Corporation, Buffalo, N. Y.

Universal Machinery Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

Velle Motor Vehicle Co., Moline. 111.

Victor Motor Truck Co.. BufTalo, N. Y.

White Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

JACKSHAFTS.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Sheldon Axle Co., Wllkesbarre, Pa.

LAMPS.

Castle Lamp Co., Amesbury. Mass.

LOCK WASHERS.

Positive Lock Washer Co., Newark, N. J.

LUBRICANTS.

Jos. Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.

Northwestern Chemical Co.. Marietta Ohio

Standard Oil Co., New York City, N. Y.

LUBRICATORS.

Bosch Magneto Co.. New York City, N. Y.

Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich.

MAGNETOS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City, N Y

J. S. Bretz Co.. New York Citv. N Y.

Eiseman Magneto Co., New York City N Y

Remy Electric Co., Anderson, Ind

Splitdorf Electric Co., New York City, N. Y.

NON-SKID DEVICES.

Eureka Non-Skid Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y'

Federal Chain & Mfg. Co., Springfield, Mass.

Lyon Non-Skid Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

PRESSED STEEL FRAMES.

Drlggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pa.

Hydraulic Pressed Steel Co., Cleveland, O.

A. O. Smith Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

RADIATORS.

Briscoe Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.

Fodders Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

W. J. Kells MJg. Co., New York City, N. Y.

Livingston Radiator Co., New York City.

RECORDING INSTRUMENTS.

■ Service Recorder Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Vf.eder Mfg. Co.. Hartiord, Conn

SCREW MACHINE PARTS.

National Cycle Mfg. Co., Bay City, Mich.

SIGNAL HORNS.

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. T.

SPARK PLUGS.

Bosch Magneto Co., New York City. N. Y.

Progressive Mfg. Co., Torrington, Conn.

SPRINGS.

Perfection Spring Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Spring Perch Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

Tuthill Spring Co., Chicago.

SPROCKET8.

Cullman Wheel Co., Chicago.

STARTING CRANKS.

Otto Konigslow Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

STEEL BODIES.

Edw. Budd Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEERING GEARS.

Baldwin Chain & Mfg. Co., Worcester, Mass.

Lavigne Gear Co., Corliss, Wis.

Muncie Gear Co., Muncle, Ind.

Ross Gear & Tool Co., Lafayette, Ind.

STEEL TANKS.

Air-Tight Steel Tank Co., Pittsburg, Pa.

Janney-Steinmetz Co., Philadelphia. Pa,

Western Drop Forge Co., Marlon, Ind.

STORAGE BATTERIES.

Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia,

Pa

Gould Storage Battery Co., New York City.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., Philadel

phia, Pa.

U. S. Light & Heating Co., Niagara Falls,

N. Y.

TIRES (Solid).

Diamond Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Jas. L. Gibney & Bro., Philadelphia, Pa.

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, O.

Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Kelly-SprinEfield Tire Co.. Akron. Ohio.

Motz Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

Polack Tyre Co., New York City, N. Y.

Republic Rubber Co., Youngstown, Ohio.

Swinehart Tire & Rubber Co., Akron, O.

U. S. Tire Co., New York City, N. Y

Victor Rubber Co., Springfield, Ohio.

TRANSMISSIONS.

Cotta Gear Co., Rockford, 111.

Cotta Transmission Co., Rockford, 111.

Covert Motor Vehicle Co., Detroit, Mich.

Drlggs Seabury Ordnance Corp., Sharon, Pk.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co.. Rochester, N. Y.

Lefever Arms Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

Muncie Gear Co., Muncie, Ind.

UNIT POWER PLANTS.

Hazard Motor Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS.

Blood Bros. Machine Co.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

Kinsler-Eennett Co., Hartford, Conn.

Orto Konigslow Mfg. Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.

Spicer Mfg. Co., Plainfleld, N. J.

WHEELS.

Hayes Wheel Co., JackBon, Mich.

Phineas Jones & Co., Newark, N. J.

Schwartz Wheel Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

WORM GEARS.

David Brown & Sons. Huddersfield, England.

Wm. Cramp & Sons Ship & Eng. Bldg. Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Part of Fleet of Fifteen Mercury Trucks used by The Motor Service Corporation, Parcel Delivery, in Chicago.

TEN years experience devoted to commercial car specialization

enables us to combine correct design, with suitable materials

and high grade workmanship and produce motor wagons of

highest efficiency.

EXPRESS—PARCEL DELIVERY

and TRANSFER COMPANIES

find Mercury Trucks always ready to run, every day in the year,

regardless of weather or road conditions—no water to freeze, no leaky

radiators—solid tires—no punctures or blow-outs.

The Mercury Single lever control is a masterpiece of mechanical skill and

simplicity. No other like it. So simple anyone can handle it with safety.

This simple truck with all its advantages, costs less to maintain than

anything else on wheels.

Price: $750.00 to $900.00

DEPENDING UPON TYPE OF BODY DESIRED

Write for our Dealers'1 Proposition. Catalogue and book

let ''WHAT THEY ARE MADE OF" sent on request.

THE MERCURY MANUFACTURING COMPANY

4108 South Halsted Street :: :: :: Chicago, U. S. A.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Here is where we jnake

OlBNEY

WIRELESS TIRES

And Gibney tires have made

GOOD
WE ORIGINATE OTHERS COPY

That's why Gibney Wireless Tires are 3 years ahead.

Our experience is your protection.

Let us quote prices.

GIBNEY TIRE & RUBBER CO.

Factory, CONSHOHOCKEN, PA. PHILADELPHIA NEW YORK

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Pressed Steel Bodies

For Motor Wagons

 

The economy of steel bodies is thoroughly recog

nized by the makers of motor trucks, as well as

by concerns which have had experience in apply

ing them.

Experts know that the fire risk in a motor wagon

installation, which is practically all steel, is very

much less than in an installation which is part

steel and part wood.

It is also well known that the cost of repair and

upkeep of a steel body is considerably less than

the cost of repairing and maintaining a wood

body. The perishable nature of the latter makes

it a much costlier article than most people suspect.

Of course when wood bodies are compared with

steel bodies for motor wagons of high load rating

the advantage is all with the latter, for there is a

lightening of weight, reduced fire risk and reduced

upkeep expense.

Weight in excess of that strictly required for

vehicle service entails a heavy loss in upkeep of

tires. Hence the strong interest in the relatively

light steel body for motor trucks.

We build steel bodies for every purpose. We fur

nish designs to fit your chassis, or we submit

original designs for any vehicle of any load rating

singly or in quantities.

Our entire plant is equipped for the production of steel bodies, in which

all rivets are hot driven. There are no sharp corners in our designs—

facilitating cleaning and preventing rust. Ribs arc pressed or drawn.

Surfaces are coated with a rust preventive which will not peel.

We furnish bodies in all colors, the enamel being remarkably durable

and clean.

Our Steel Bodies are Light for Economy and Strong for Service.

Edward G. Budd Manufacturing Co.

Factory: Ontario and I Streets Philadelphia, Penna.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Motor Wagon Show

at Coliseum— Chicago

Feb. 10 to 15, 1913

Held under auspices of National Association

of Automobile Manufacturers

The following Manufacturers will Exhibit

Vehicles for Industrial Use

Adams Bros. Co.

American Locomotive Co.

Autocar Co.

Buffalo Electric Vehicle Co.

Buick Motor Truck Co.

Clark Delivery Car Co.

Dayton Auto Truck Co.

\ Durant-Dort Carriage Co. [

j Flint Motor Car Dept. j

Federal Motor Truck Co.

Garford Co.

General Motors Truck Co.

COLISEUM—Main Floor

Gramm Motor Truck Co.

Hupp Motor Car Co.

International Motor Co.

Kelly Motor Truck Co.

Kissel Motor Car Co.

Knox Automobile Co.

Krebs Commercial Car Co.

Locomobile Co. of America

Old Reliable Motor Truck Co.

Peerless Motor Car Co.

Pierce-Arrow Motor Car Co.

Pope Mfg. Co.

Reliance Motor Truck Co.

Reo Motor Car Co.

Selden Motor Vehicle Co.

Speedwell Motor Car Co.

Sternberg Mfg. Co.

Studebaker Corp.

Thos. B. Jeffery Co.

U. S. Motor Truck Co.

Velie Motor Vehicle Co.

Walker Vehicle Co.

Waverley Co.

COLISEUM ANNEX—Main Floor

Bowling Green Motor Car Co.

Chase Motor Truck Co.

Dart Mfg. Co.

Lippard-Stewart Motor Car Co.

M. & P. Electric Vehicle Co.

Service Motor Car Co.

Standard Motor Truck Co*

Transit Motor Truck Co.

Universal Motor Truck Co.

FIRST REGIMENT ARMORY—Main Floor

A. O. Smith Co.

Avery Co.

Baker Motor Vehicle Co.

Bessemer Motor Truck Co.

Brown Commercial Car Co.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.

Commerce Motor Car Co.

D. F. Poyer & Co.

Four Wheel Drive

Automobile Co.

General Vehicle Co.

Gramm-Bernstein Co.

Harwood-Barley Mfg. Co.

International Harvester Co.

Lauth-Juergens

Motor Car Co.

National Motor Truck Co.

Packard Motor Car Co.

Sanford Motor Truck Co.

Schacht Motor Car Co.

White Co.

S. A. MILES, Manager, 7 East 42nd St., New York City

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Automatic Spark Control

Increases Truck Efficiency

Eisemann Magnetos with Automatic Spark Conr™. u

work necessarily present when magneto tfrmne is K ^Z61"0^^ the guess

the engine to develop maximum efficieneyTSar asS^^"^ force

spective of engine speed. For with the Lark ™t if5tl0n 1S concemed, irre-

tion to engine speed the engine is Cd£rt?^taUtomatically in rel«-

which will give maximum results g Spark at exactly that moment

oT^rea^ gas and "

of the elimination of the knocks and ooundSf , This is true because

pieces-and which are the result of imZoer adv'^ ^^ ** en^ine to

gST0ritio11 which^*-s^ts^

S*g^^^ S^k Control is a mighty inter-

The Eisemann

Magneto Company

Sale* and General Offices-

225-227 West 57th Street

New York City

1* North Capitol Avenue

DETROIT

» Goldberg Building

I

 

Please mention the "Power Wagcn" when

writing to advertisers.
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THE

 

MOTOR TRUCK

3 TON-PRICE $2750
Manufactured by

Continental Motor Mfg. Co. (Motor).

Timken-Dctroit Axle Co. (Axles and Jack Shaft).

Brown-Lipe Gear Co. (Transmission and Clutch).

Gcmmer Mfg. Co. (Steering Gear).

Perfection Spring Co. (Springs).

Spicer Mfg. Co. (Universal Joints and Drive Shaft).

Every name speaks quality. They tell you the worth of Standard Trucks; you

are thoroughly familiar with the high reputation of the manufacturers who con

tribute their specialties to Standard construction.

Designed and built by

Standard Motor Truck Company. That means that ten years of practical expe

rience — not theory, but real experience — go into Standard Trucks and combine,

with master skill, the products we have tested.

Each manufacturer named here is a specialist in his line. We are specialists in

three-ton trucks.

You should investigate the Standard if you want to sell a good 3-ton truck. If

you do you will probably close with us on the spot.

Write us or wire to-day for the Standard proposition.

STANDARD MOTOR TRUCK COMPANY

974 BELLEVUE AVENUE DETROIT, MICH.

"iiiiiiHiiiiilliiiiuiNllNiailllllllllllliiliilillllllllliiiiiii imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i mi imiiiii mi iiiiiiiiiiii tuiiiM Mm i>r r i 11 ■■ irim imiiiimi im miiiii I urii ru inn minim?
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Western Drop Forge Company

Manufacturers of

Drop Forgings, Steel Tanks, Heaters, Smoke Stacks

and Sheet, Plate and Structural Iron Work of

Every Description

Special attention to quality and first-class service at all times.

Largely increased facilities enable us to insure prompt deliveries.

Send us blue prints and let us figure on your requirements.

Western Drop Forge Company

Marion, Indiana

SELF SELLER

 

Speedwell Trucks

2-ton 4-ton 6-ton

;pg^ The Truck

y+ji) The Factory

The Dealer

Combine to give service

to the owner.

Write for literature

The Speedwell Motor Car

Company

Dayton, Ohio

Also builders of Speedwell

Pleasure Cars

IN THE YEAR 1913

More Remy Magnetos

will be used on American Cars THAN

ALL OTHERS COMBINED.

We are the world's largest manufac

turers of Magnetos, Electiic Lighting

and Starting Equipment for Motor

Vehicles.

Standardize your car—

Specify REMY.

REMY ELECTRIC COMPANY

Factory General Offices

Anderson, Indiana

Branches and Service Stations in Automobile Centers

 

Get our 1913 Agency

Proposition. Write us this

minute. This is the chance you

are looking for Nothing better

We want influential agents.

W. H. Mclntyre Company

 

Livingston Radiators

The greatest and most rapid cooling ability with the

least pounds of weight.

An average of one-half the wind resistance of any

radiator made.

The maximum of strength with the minimum of

weight.

The only radiators in the world which may be frozen

with no danger of splitting the 1 ubes.

Livingston Radiator & Mfg. Co.

150 W. 52nd Street NEW YORK CITY

Muncie Gear Works

MU1NCIE, IND.

Jack Shafts

Transmission Gears (Sliding and Planetary)

Steering Devices Control Levers

Wheel Brakes and Brake Drums

Sprockets and other parts

Honeycomb Truck

Radiators

MADE BY

BRISCOE MFG. COMPANY,

Detroit. Mich.

Write for Catalogue, Quotations and Testimonials

of Users.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Crank shart Is of

large diameter—self-contained

oiling systeiu supplied by a gear pump

through the hollow crank shaft provides perfect

oiling. Their extralarge bearl nes reduce Trlctlon to

a mlHimum. Increasing durability and efficiency'

cmt

Long \Str<xk.e

Motors

 

All 4 Cycle—5 Types

3 3-4 in. bore, 5 in. .stroke. 4 cyl. 4 1-4 in. bore, 5 in. stroke, 6 cyt.

4 1-4 in. bore, 5 in, stroke, 4 cvl. 4 3-4 in. bore, 5 1-2 in. stroke, 4 cyl.

5 1-4 in. bore, 7 in stroke, 4 cyl.
 

□DDDDODDDODDIDDDDDaDODD

For Speed, Capacity and Results—

LrfMe -©to Mtahur

Reduce Your Haulage Costs

Write today for the "Old Reliable" Test-of-Service

Proposition and learn how and why this husky 3i

and 5- ton truck sells itself to men and firms who

demand results. Commercial concerns or dealers

are urged to send for special descriptive literature.

OLD RELIABLE MOTOR TRUCK CO.

5235 Evanston Avenue, CHICAGO

DDaDnDDDDDDDDDaDDnDDOO
 

SPROCKETS
' FOR- =

MOTOR TRUCKS

in Stock and to Order.

CULLMAN DIFFERENTIALS

Send for Complete Catalog.

CULLMAN WHEEL COMPANY

1017 Greenwood Terrace CHICAGO

 

®>

 

Buy A Motor Truck On

Its Past Record

It's dependable service at minimum cost you're after. Make

sure of this before buying—you can if you investigate the Victor.

In mountainous Colorado, bustling New York—everywhere, Vic

tor Motor Trucks are giving gratifying service.

Freedom from repair shop—accessibility

of motor, dependability—

these characterize theVictor.

Send for catalogue today—

now. It's interesting.

Victor Motor Truck Co.

1008 Ontario St., Buffalo, N. T.

 

 

Practically our entire capacity is devoted to the

production of Steel Castings for Motor Trucks.

Jewell Steel & Malleable Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

J-M bu°rn Brake Lining

Makes Automobile Brakes 100% Efficient

Camel's hair, canvas, leather, rubber, etc., when used as brake

linings, burn, char, slip and wear down quickly. J-M Non-

Burn Lining, composed of asbestos and brass wires, cannot burn.

Lasts as long as the brake. Grips instantly or gradually, as

desired. Never fails in an emergency.

Sold by all dealers.

Write nearest branch for sample and booklet.

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

Albany Chicago Detroit Louisville New York San Francisco

Baltimore Cincinnati Indianapolis Milwaukee Omaha Seattle

Boston Cleveland Kansas City Minneapolis Philadelphia Ht, Louis

Buffalo Dallas Los Angeles New Orleans Pittsburgh Syracuse 1429

Commercial Car Springs

 

The Perfection Spring o., Cleveland, Ohio

"1/ D» UNIVERSAL

Iv D JOINTS
KANT-BREAK

BEST FOR COMMERCIAL CARS

lOOO-LB. TO 10-TON TRUCK

All our Universals are made from Drop Forgings and

are case-hardened throughout.

Unequalled for workmanship and finish.

Doltvorlos within two weak* from rocolpt

of specification*.

The KINSLERBENNETT CO., „*£*., Hartford, Conn.

American Distributing Co.. Jackson, Mich., Weitara Sale* AceaU.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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MOTOR

TRUCKS

 

 

Write for Catalog, Operation Costs and Service Plan.

VELIE MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY, :: MOLINE, ILL.

D
UPLEV
EXTERNAL. jO\

BRAKES/V

Reduce

Your

Chance

of

Accident

Work backward as

well as forward.

Have largest brak

ing surface. Best

in design and ma

terial.

 

THE ROYAL EQUIPMENT CO.

482 Housatonic Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

We also make Raymond Brakes, Ravbestos

Fnction Facing and Gyrex, the 'Miser.

Sampson Trucks

for all businesses

United states motor company.

47 W. 61.t St., New York City

Sampson Division

 

Republic Motor Truck Tires
will make your motor delivery service more efficient and more economical

BECAUSE

They are easier to manipulate.

They are more simple in con

struction.

They have fewer parts.

They are more positive in

adjustment.

They have no steel bands or

parts to be returned for

credit, thereby eliminating

express charges and loss of

time in shipping. Wl J* 'm

Let us figure on your require

ments.

THE REPUBLIC RUBBER CO., Young.town, Ohio

Dealers and Agencies in the Principal Cities

 

Motor Truck Tanks

Strong,

Sturdy,

Safe and

Leakless

 

GASOLINE TANKS—ALL SIZES IN STOCK. Compressed

Air Tanks—for Motor Starters. New Catalogue Now Ready

-WRITE US

Janney, Steinmetz, Philadelphia

Your Motor Trucks are not limited to

wel lpaved streets, but will £o anywhere

—and come back—if your tires are

Diamond Wire Mesh Base (Spliceless)

Motor Truck Tires.

Ihe one successful type of solid rub

ber motor truck tires.

TheJMamondRubber (ontpanu of N. Y.

Akron, Ohio

Subsidiary of the B. F. Goodrich Co.

"Progress

 

I ! and 3 Tons

Capacity

These models are as

near fool-proof as it is

possible to makethem .

We build them in

their entirety in our

own plant. They are not assembled from parts purchased on the

market. They represent high class engineering and manufacturing

experience. We have territory for responsible dealers.

Write for Catalog and Proposition.

Universal Machinery Co., MIL^KEE-

 

The Quality

That Gives

Service ::

Capacity 1500 Lbs.

Let us quote prices

with a body built to fit

your business.

AVAILABLE TRUCK COMPANY

2334 Hamilton Courl. " Chicago, Illinois

Price $975.00 with 2J inch Tire..

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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PRESSED STEEL

FRAMES
FOR TRUCKS

A. O. SMITH COMPANY

MILWAUKEE

WETHERILL FINISHED CASTINGS GO.
BABBITT-ALUMINUM-BRASS

DIE CASTINGS

including all well known Babbitts, Aluminum Alloys, Brass and

Bronze Compositions as well as all Zinc and Tin Base Metals.

SAND CASTINGS

of any material, including Cast Iron, Bronze, Brass, rough or

finished. Manufacturers of Automobile Parts, Water Pumps,

Oil Pumps, Carburetors, Etc., Dies and Light Machinery.

T
WETHERILL FINISHED CASTINGS

Erie Ave. aid Richmond St. PHILADELPHIA . n. A

 

Mighty Good

Transmission!"

That's what the

big car builders that

use them say. It's

the transmission

that is specialized—still it is less expensive

than if built by yourself. Write us.

COVERT MOTOR VEHICLE COMPANY

Sales Office: Ford Bldg., Detroit, Mich. Factory: Lockport, N. Y.

 

0353-

Universal Joints— Drive Shafts

Note Construction—Service Guaranteed

THE OTTO KONIGSLOW MFG. CO.

CLEVELAND

CottaTransmissions

Designed Especially for Heavy Track and Tractor Service

Selective type. Individual clutch

system. All gears always in mesh.

Write for blue prints of 1913 Models which will be exhibited

at New York and Chicago Shows.

Cotta Transmission Co.

ROCKFORD, ILL814 S. Main St.

 

7 SAVING

TIRES FOR TRUCKS

m A TIRE FOR EVERY PURPOSE

Including'the' Goodyear Demounta

ble Cushion—the latest and greatest

truck tire sensation.

GOOD^YEAR
^at CJrf' AKRON. OHIO

MOTOR TRUCK TIRES

S A. E. Standard

Tell us narre and mcdel of your trucks.

Expert advice free.

Write for Truck Tire Circular.

THE GOODYEAR TIRE &

RUBBER CO.

Akron - - Ohio

 

^polqrine
 

The Standard Oil for Motors

Perfect lubrication at zero or summer temperatures

and stands any heat that any motor will ever develop.

Best for automobiles and motor boats. The result of 40

years' experience and all our vast resources and facilities.

For sale everywhere by all reputable dealers.

Write for Free Booklet

"Motoring in Zero or Tropical Weather"

Standard Oil Company

(An Indiana Corporation) 65

All Roads Are Level

to the truck that places its reliance upon

 

RUTENBER

|ORr-i<

This is the motor that is built for

service, speed and silent perform

ance. It cuts your motor costs in

half and doubles your efficiency.

Write for the record of this motor

and for list of power trucks car

rying the RUTENBER.

RLTENBER MOTOR CO..
Marion, Ind.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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We Make Heavy Truck Wheels
 

Established 1855

Shipment of 5-inch Dual Truck Wheels

MADE BY

PHINEAS JONES & CO.

301-313 Market Street, NEWARK, N. J.

BRANCH FACTORY: Twelfth Ave. and 55th St.. New York City

TRUCK-SPRINGS
Auto-Trucks, Fire Apparatus and Commercial Vehicle Springs

combining

MAXIMUM OF ENDURANCE with MINIMUM OF VIBRATION

Made to order of Special Heat-Treated Alloy Steel

SPRING PERCH CO. Bridgeport, Conn.

New Departure Guaranteed Ball Bearings

are carefully made, closely gauged, persistently inspected and

insistently standardized—American made for American trade.

THE NEW DEPARTURE MFG. CO., Bristol. Conn. Western Branch: 1016.17 Ford Bldrf... DETROIT

 

Cotta Short Series"

For Motor Wagons of

ONE to SEVEN tons capacity.

TRUCK

TRANSMISSIONS

All gears always in mesh. No clash gears. Extra long bushings in loose gears. Short shafting.

Compact and rigid. Built for dependable and long life service.

COTTA GEAR CO. Rockford, III.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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We Announce Two New Models

T
HE BESSEMER \ ton and \\ ton trucks. Both these models are designed and built

after the lines of our 1 ton commercial car, well known in the motor truck world.

Superior design, careful, capable workmanship and flawless material have combined to

put these new models in the same position occupied by our 1 ton truck.

We have some unoccupied territory for Agents who want to handle a self-selling truck.

We have a truck that gives 100% efficiency. Don't hesitate. Write or wire us at once. Our

contract is the fairest and most liberal ever offered and confers equal rights and responsibilities

on both parties.

The BESSEMER guarantee stands behind every BESSEMER agent, enabling him to

give service that will satisfy every buyer and not only get business but maintain it.

SPECIAL -^^^^ FEATURES

l.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Continental Long Stroke Monobloc Motor

Rayfield Carburetor

Spring Suspended Honeycomb Radiator

Transmission and Jackshaft One Unit

F & S Bearings in Transmission and Jacksbaft

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Timken Axles, Front and Rear

Timken Bearings, Front and Rear

Left Hand Steering

Center Control

BESSEMER SERVICE

 

Bessemer Motor Truck Company, Grove City, Pa.

Branches: Boston, Mass.—-Pittsburgh, Pa.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The killings & Spencer

New and Improved

STEERING CONNECTION
 

Especially Designed for

Commercial Trucks.

1 -Inch Ball.

B. & S. steering connections have been

adopted as standard by many of the lead

ing manufacturers of the country. Drop

forged of 25. to 30. carbon O. H. Steel.

Ready for immediate shipment.

list.

Write for blue prints and price

Billings & SpencerjlCo.,
HARTFORD,

CONNECTICUT

 

BB ;;

 

 

■ - ■
- ■■ ■

*s* DIXON'S

CHAIN

G R^P HITE

Lubricates/

WithoutV&Bte

Because it possesses

all of the well known

lubricating qualities of

Dixon's celebrated flake

graphite. Flake graphite stays

where it is placed, can't drip or grow

sticky, lessens noise, stops wear and is

cleanly because it has no tendency to

collect dust, dirt, grit or other injurious

matter to clog and wear out chains.

Dixon's Chain Graphite is readily car

ried about and easily applied at any time

1 S F P H bv rubbing the bar against the sprocket

TVI v,r\ 1NJ side of the chain- Dixon's Chain Gra?h-

U I A U IN ite is cleanly, convenient, economical

CRUCIBLE and durable. The cylindrical snap

COMPANY bar, 2x8 inches, just fits the hand. Each

,,i,...v -1TV bar weighs about one pound and :s

new jersey neally encased in a cardboard carton.

BERGDOLL

Commercial and Pleasure Motors

 

are manufactured in the following sizes:

4" x 6" Four Cylinder Monobloc

4" x 4£" Four Cylinder Monobloc

3" x 4±" Four Cylinder Monobloc

•I We manufacture both the Three and Four Speed

Transmission, making a complete Power Plant. Oil

hardened chrome nickel steel Gears are used through

out both types.

<I 4 x 6 Long Stroke Motor can be equipped with U.

S. L. Starter and Lighter.

•I Write for specifications and prices.

BERGDOLL MACHINE CO.

31st and Dauphin Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Powerful LambertTrucks Pull Profits |[

For the Busy Business Man and Dealer ||

In every one we build is

used the famous

Umbert Patented

Friction Transmission

and only in LAMBERT

pleasure cars and trucks

can it be found.

Fool - Proof, Economical,

Easy to Operate, Safe, Silent

 

[iilinj

IVERY Lambert Truck is built to do

more than is claimed for it.

That means that every part of it is

more heavily constructed than abso

lutely necessary in order to enable it to perform

its every-day duty well and economically.

The engine develops more power than need be; the

transmission will pull heavier loads than can he piled into

the body; the axles will support twice the hauling capac

ity; the frame is bigger and stronger than necessary. In

fact, in designing and building Lambert Trucks we have,

from the first, planned to meet every possible load and

road condition that we might reduce to the very mini

mum every fixed charge for maintenance, up-kcep and

wear and tear.

 

One of the reasons some dealers fail to make as much

money as they ought out of the truck business is because

the cars they sell are too complicated.

They arc easy enough to sell, but after the sales are

made it costs all their profits, and sometimes more, to

keep them running; and every user of a truck expects

his dealer to help him keep his machines working ten

hours a day.

But loss of profits can't happen in this way if you

handle Lambert Trucks, because there is no truck

built that is so simple, so fool-proof as the Lam

bert.

Any unskilled driver can learn to run it like an expert

in 30 minutes. No amount of careless driving can pos

sibly injure its transmiss:on or its motor; and at these two

important prints 90 per cent of all truck troubles arise.

Don't you think you could present an argument of

this kind, and prove it to your prospects, and get away

with the business?

We've some unallotted territory in which we wish to

place some gooj dealers; real business men. We can

show you how to make money sailing our line. If you are

interested write today for further information.

Dealers looking for a line of trucks

that they can afford to represent will

overlook an opportunity to make a lot

of real money unless they write us for

our very libjral proposition.

THE BUCKEYE MANUFACTURING COMPANY

164 Columbus Avenue, ANDERSON, IND.

I
■w*<<
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Never Mind

the Mud Holes

You won't have to keep an emergency truck

busy after a December snow and thaw, if you

equip each of your trucks with a pair of

Lyon Solid Tire Grips
Lyon Grips in Service

They are put on or off in a few moments; in snow or on muddy roads you leave them on all

day; or a week, or a month if necessary.

They supply the "bite" when the going is at its worst. They last, in ordinary use, a couple

of seasons or longer. They cannot injure the tires, and they do not impair the tire makers'

guarantee.

Lyon Grips are a scientific solution of the solid tire

traction problem. Our catalog tells all about them.

We guarantee Lyon Grips

for 2500 miles service.

LYON NON-SKID COMPANY, 431 North Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

 

BLOOD BROS'.

UNIVERSAL JOINTS

Style A, made for all sizes of shafts up

to 3 inches.

Strongest and most durable joint for

motor trucks. Used for years as a regu

lar equipment on many of the best makes

of trucks.

BLOOD BROS. MACH. CO., Ma.of.ct.rtr.

Kalamazoo, Mich.

PEME
Real Square Tube Radiators

^ Commercial cars require radiators

that will stand many shocks and

much hard usage. This was one

of the weak parts of the commercial

car but the test of time has proved

that FEDDERS radiators render

efficient service.

 

tj We want to figure with you your

requirements for the coming season.

If you haven't used Fedders radia

tors you probably have had a great

deal of radiator trouble and you may think

that their isn't a radiator built that will give

you satisfaction. If this is die case we would

like to have an opportunity of demonstrating

that the Fedders radiator will stand the wear

and tear and shocks of the commercial car and

that manufacturers who equip their commercial

cars with the Fedders have practically no

radiator trouble. We can convince you.

Will you give us the opportunity ?

FEDDERS MFG. WORKS

BUFFALO NEW YORK

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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HAYES WHEELS are Made From

Superior Second Growth Hickory

If they were made from inferior timber they would not show the re

markable long-spline fracture to be noticed in the accompanying picture

<I Hayes Wheels are

sound and eco

nomical.

<I Hayes Wheels will

withstand the se

verest stresses and

shocks of road ser

vice.

S. A. E. Bands

of All Sizes in Stock

Hayes Wheel H

v>0» Jackson, Mich.

 

 

THIS AD IS WORTH $1.00 CASH

BE UP TO DATE

Gasoline motors are as much out of date without the EGYPTIAN MIXER as they are without

MAGNETOS. We guarantee a saving of 10% in fuel, and a BETTER MOTOR. Write for electro

copy of letter from Continental Motor Co., etc. Try the EGYPTIAN MIXER before you get a

NEW CARBURETOR. Then you will not have to change. Slips in manifold above or ahead of

carburetor. Can be installed in "l5 minutes. Nothing to change or alter. The EGYPTIAN MIXER

will only cost you $2.00 if this ad is clipped and forwarded to us with P O. Money Order for $2.00, but

will not be accepted as such after Nov. 9, 1912. Now is YOUR OPPORTUNITY to obtain one guar

anteed $3.00 EGYPTIAN MIXER for $2.00. REMEMBER tfrs ad is worth $1.00 to you, and is

only done to introduce—afterwards, it will cost you $3.00. Good agents wanted.

In ordering give size of carburetor, make of car or engine.

e R. D. Loose Mixing Chamber Co., 110 J N. 5th St., Springfield, Illinois, U.S.A.

"ASK AN OWNER"

PATENT APPLIED FOR

 

HAZARD UNIT POWER PLANT

Motor, Clutch, Transmission and Gear Shift Control all in one compact Outfit, fl Center Control,

Three Point Suspension, Oil Tight, Dirt Proof, fl Gear Reduction Integral with Unit Power Plant per

mits straight line shaft drive to live rear axle. Automatic inclosed Governor. No Time Limit to 0or Guarantee.

FULL DESCRIPTIVE CATALOG ON REQUEST

HAZARD MOTOR MFG CO, - - 581 Coate. Street ROCHESTER. N. Y.

RHWELAf
BALL

d EAR I NCo

INSURANCE /=*OR BU/LOERAND USER'
RHINELAND MACHINE WORKS CO 142 W EST 42N-° ST. NEW YORK

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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H YD RAULIC
PRESSED STEEL COMPANY

CLEVELAND, OHIO

H. B. McMULLEN. Central Sale* Adent

CHICAGO. ILL.

 

 

For Low Upkeep Expense Get Avery Tracks

Avery Trucks are everywhere giining the reputation of doing the most work

at the minimum cost of upkeep.

The Geo. W. Travers' three-ton type "A" Truck of Hoboken, N. J., has been

putting in a good big hard day's work every day for eight months, and not one

Cent has been spent for repairs. This is only one of the many good records made

by Avery 1 rucks. "1 hat is one reason why we call the

AVERY
The Truck that Does the Most Work"

n

You will be interested in our line of trucks for we are now building two types

in 2. 3 and .S-ton sizes, and every one is a winner.

Ihey haul full capacity and overloads on their own body. Pull trailers behind.

Can be equipped with either hard rubber tires or cast steel rim wheels.

Write for our New i ruck Booklets and get all the Facts about these trucks

before you make any contracts. Address

949 Iowa Street

PEORIA. ILL.
Avery Company

TRUCK FRAMES

i TON TO 10 TON

 

30% of our sales are Repeat Orders

DEALERS—

There's more profit in handling a line that's recog

nized for its quality. Easier sales and their certain

repeat orders will build up your business. Demon

strations will quickly reveal Stegeraan superiority in

your territory.

Some Features—Enclosed chains—quiet operation—left

hand drive—ball bearings—springs and axles guaran

teed for life — unit power plant— light and simple

chassis—pressed steel frames. Line of 1500 lbs. to

4 tons capacity.

Our Specifications and Proposition Will Interest Hustlers.

WRITE US

 
Stegeman Motor Car Co.,

Bay View,

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Here Is the 1912 Sensation of

the Motor Wagon Industry
 

Model B—Four cylinder, 20 h. p. motor; Bosch magneto. Pneumatic tires, Model H—Four cylinder, 20 h. p. motor; Bosch magneto. Price com-

32x3' inches. Price complete, $850. Solid 1\ inch truck tires — Price plete with solid tires, $825. Pneumatic tires, $875.

complete, $800.

Designed for the delivery of 1,000 pound loads at

minimum operating cost and low initial investment.

 

One day's shipment to Boston of Commerce Motor Wagons

Bad roads and steep hills have no terrors for

the "Commerce."

We have some choice territory lett tor good,

active dealers.

WRITE FOR CATALOG

The Commerce Motor Car Company

General Office: 634-640 Penobscot Building

DETROIT Michigan

 

Model A—Open express body. Four cylinder motor; Bosch magneto.

Solid 1\ inch truck tires; Price $750. Pneumatic tires—Price $800.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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DIAMOND CHAIN

SATISFACTION—
 

For many years the Reo

Motor Car Co., have been

constant large users of Dia

mond Chains, and now

Diamond Chains are used

as standard equipment on

all their commercial ve

hicles.

In manufacturing Dia

mond Chains the closest

attention is given to com

bining in material and con

struction those essential

qualities which have made

our chains so satisfactory

on Reo cars—great strength

and durability.

Our treatise "Power

Chains and Sprockets" con

tains interesting and valu

able information on the sub

ject of chain drive for

Trucks.

Write for free copy.

Look for the

TRADE-^^- MARK

DIAMOND CHAIN & MFG. CO.

243 W. Georgia Street, Indianapolis, Ind.

CAPACITY, 8,000,000 FEET PER YEAR

SAMPLES SUBMITTED.

MOTOR TRUCK OWNERS

Are You Equipped with a

GasoleneStorageOutfit?

We manufacture Self-Measuring, Non-Measuring,

Isolated, Inside Discharge and Multiple System

Gasolene Storage Outfits.

Air Tight Tanks are constructed of 3-16 inch, or

heavier, Open Hearth Steel with all seams and joints

BRAZED. Every AIR TIGHT seam and joint is

guaranteed to be as strong as the steel the tank is

constructed of. A 100% tank.

Air Tight Outfits are listed hy the

National Board of Fire Underwriters

The Highest Quality Gasolene Storage Outfits

on the Market|at the Most Reasonable Prices

Good territory open for experienced Tank Salesmen

Writ* todayfor catalog and prices

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

CHICAGO

AIR TIGHT STEEL TANK CO.

No. 180 N. Deirborn Si.

BALTIMORE

PEACE & PEACE

7 Congreu St.

NEW YORK

EMPIRE TANK AND PUMP CO.

30 Church St.

AdamsTruckC
AA "Deliver tHe Goods" A

AGENTS:—1913 is going to be

. a record year in the motor

truck field. The agent affili

ating himself at this time with a

good, standard truck is going to

reap the cream of the business in

his locality. The ADAMS offers

you these possibilities. Don't put

this off another day but write us

at once for details. Our output

for next year is nearly all con

tracted for—so act at once

THE ADAMS BROS. CO.

FINDLAY OHIO

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Wouldn't you like this

kind of Battery Perform

ance on your Car?

''One year ago yesterday I purchased my

Waverley Electric equipped with Gould bat

teries. This vehicle has been in constant use,

and I had resolved that after one year I would

send you, unsolicited, the results of my ex

perience. Mrs. Moore has run the car 4,867

miles to our utmost satisfaction.

"When purchasing, I believed as is gen

erally supposed, that towards the end of a

year's usage the battery deteriorates rapidly.

This is no doubt true of old style and many

new batteries, but this improved Gould bat

tery has been a great surprise to me. At

first, a charge carried us ninety-two miles

and still had an unknown quantity left, esti

mated to be from five to fifteen miles. Last

week, I made a run of eighty-two miles on a

single charge, and had considerable power

left as indicated on the ampere hour meter.

I consider this simply marvelous. I had a

cell cut out to see if it needed a wash and

found less than half an inch of sediment and

was told to go on till spring. My carriage

has run summer and winter, when the ther

mometer was much below zero, with never

any trouble and my garage is not warmed.

"I do my own charging, the expense of

which has been $82.90. Outside of that my

carriage has cost me nothingfor maintenance,

except a few minor items, caused by care

lessness."—W. C. MOORE, Buffalo, (N. Y.)

Evening News.

Such evidence should settle the bat

tery question in the logical way. Put a

Gould Battery into your car and you

can equal or better the above record of

low battery cost per car mile.

Tell us your requirements and get

our literature.

Gould .Storage Battery Co.

General Offices: 341 Fifth Ave., New York

Boaton, 89 State Street

Chicago, The Rookery

San Francisco. 904 Rialto Bid*;.

Cleveland, Amer. Trust Bids.

WORKS: Depew, N. Y.

Agents in Washington. D. C; Kansas City, Denver, Detroit,

Topeka, Kan.; Los Angeles, Seattle, and Montreal and Toronto,

Canada. Full stock carried in all cities where we have offices or agents.

 

The Highest Standard ot Efficiency

in magneto, camshaft, and pump drives is

reached by the application of the economical,

reliable and silent

COVENTRY

NOISELESS CHAINS

The precision, automatic retention of pitch

and long life are a few of the facts taken into

consideration by many manufacturers of the

most silent, reliable, and fashionable cars^who

fit these chains exclusively.

The services of our experts are at your dis

posal.

WRITE TODAY.

United States Representatives:

SARGO ENGINEERING CO.

114 Broad St., New York

LE POIDS LOURD

The only French journal devoted

to motor buses, motor cabs and

industrial motor road transporta

tion of all kinds.

Published by PIERRE SOUVESTRE

Yearly Subscription $3.60 1 Rue Tardieu

Single Copy 30c. PARIS, FRANCE

MOTOR rvxrottsa

V TRACTION

The leading journal, published in Gt. Britain, dealing

with industrial motor vehicles.

Acknowledged as the first authority

on matters relating to the use of

motors for industrial, agricultural,

municipal and other utility

purpose*.

Invaluable to those who desire to

keep in touch with the progress

and development of this important

branch of the British motor

industry.

Published Weekly. Well Illustrated

Subscription Rate 10/10 per annum {Canada 8/8)

Specimen copy sent post free

ILIFFE and SONS, Ltd., 20 Tudor St., London, E. C Eng.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE BEST WHEELS ARE NEEDED

FOR MOTOR WAGON SERVICE
 

 

Schwarz Patent Spokes

The arduous work in which motor wagons

are engaged makes it necessary to equip

them with wheels which will unfailingly

prove to be both Safe and Economical.

The heavy loads and relatively high speeds

—which are normal conditions of motor

wagon service—soon destroy inferior wheels.

Experienced motor wagon users are very-

well aware of this, and insist upon having

their machines equipped with

SCHWARZ WHEELS

THE BEST MADE.

Schwarz Wheels stand the strain of rough

work. They are used on all the leading

trucks.

The ends of the spokes, instead of being

mitred or wedge shaped, are grooved and

mortised, and interlock, forming a tight, im

movable assembly. Schwarz wheels will

always run true.

 

THE SCHWARZ WHEEL COMPANY

FRANKFORD, PHILADELPHIA

 

Baldwin Chains and Sprockets

Run Well Together

Our product is backed by years of experience.

The material is carefully selected, and hardened

by men especially trained in the art. This guar

antees the highest degree of efficiency and

durability.

Our sprockets are made of high quality steel,

suitable for the purpose. We can produce

sprockets in large quantities at favorable prices.

Do not place your 1913 business without giving

us an opportunity to send you samples and quote

on your sprocket blue prints.

. AGENTS -

H. V. Greenwood, 122 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago. III.

Chas. D. Schmidt, 416 Broadway, New York City.

C. J. Ives, Rochester, N. Y. M. A. Bryte, 788 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

F. Shirley Boyd, 893 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Load 'Em

To The Limit
 

 

Safety is what every car or truck builder and owner

wants. To know that his machine is ready for

the heaviest load that even emergency conditions

can bring—that is safety.

In bearings, this means an ample load capacity under

ordinary running, with a good margin of safety

when an overload is suddenly encountered.

NORMA

Roller Bearings

Have more than twice the normal load capacity of a

ball bearing of the same size. More than this,

they have a temporary overload capacity of fifty

per cent.

In addition, they have a flexibility adapting them

pre-eminently to sudden shocks, jars and load

changes, and an ability to undergo slight disturb

ances of alignment without cramping.

In fact, Norma Roller hearings are the ideal

bearings for heavy cars and trucks—

heavy-duty bearings of highest efficieu-

cy, greatest durability and longest life.

Shall we send the Bulletin ?

The Norma Company

of America

26 Vesey St., New York

 

BOSCH

Plugs

As good as

Bosch

Magnetos

THE Bosch Spark Plugs differ in every

respect from other plugs that you

have used in your commercial car.

They are free from the usual imperfections

of design and material; though neat in

appearance, their very substantial construc

tion makes for a spark plug which not only

withstands the trying conditions found in

the commercial field, but at all times gives

maximum results with minimum attention.

The Bosch Plug is absolutely gas-tight; there are no

threaded nuts used in its construction; vibration

has no effect upon it. The insulating material is

Steatite, an indestructible artificial stone, with posi

tive and exceptional insulating properties. Steatite

is neither brittle nor subject to deterioration from

intense heat or excessive use of oil.

Do not accept moderate power results—maximum

efficiency can be obtained at all times by using

Bos:h Plugs; they complete the perfect ignition

system—

The Bosch Magneto with

Bosch Plugs, of course

We shall be glad to correspond with

every power wagon manufacturer or user

BOSCH MAGNETO COMPANY

223-225 West 46th Street, NEW YORK

Chicago Detroit San Francisco Toronto

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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D

Unfortunately there is but one

competitor to Sanford Trucks

Chassis

$1600

 

Stake or

Express

Body

$1750

V
We're sorry about this in a way, for it narrows down

our possible comparisons. But it makes it pretty easy for

our representatives. There never has been a selling proposi

tion in the field that can compare with the Sanford.

Nine long years' work on a one-ton truck gives you to

day this proposition, the success of which there is no gain

saying. There isn't a thing about this truck that's strange

or freakish. Its success is not remarkable because of any

thing unusual.

The Sanford truck is remarkable only because it is. so

certain to do more than you'll claim for it that your repeat

orders will be more or less automatic.

The Sanford Motor Truck Co.

SYRACUSE. Park and Wolf Streets. NEW YORK

Makers Always and Exclusively of One- Ton Tracks

3=»=«G

V

3=H

 

AT LAST
The Perfect Two-Cycle Motor

With Variable Port -Areas

The essential feature of Moore Motors is the in

creasing or decreasing of all the port-areas simulta

neously (fully patented), giving flexibility of control

and fuel economy.

Fixed ports, as in regular two-cycle design, mean

lack of flexibility and high fuel consumption.

The result is a power plant combining two-cycle

simplicity and low upkeep cost with four-cycle

flexibility of control and fuel economy.

Moore Motors are backed by years of engineering

experience. Send for descriptive circular.

PALMER-MOORE COMPANY

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

Federal Grips

 

are designed and made expressly for

solid tires — the more severe the condi-

• tions, the greater their merit stands out.

FEDERAL Grips are time savers, being quick attachable in

every sense of the word. Jack or special tools not required

in application of grips — your hands and two minutes are

needed— that's all.

FEDERAL Grips fold up in very compact form when not in

use — they can be conveniently carried on the car, ready for

any emergency.

FEDERAL Grips are made from NICKEL STEEL exclusively,

the steel being heat-treated in the most approved manner,

making it capable of withstanding more than the ordinary

amount of accidental or customary hard usage.

FEDERAL Grips will do the work— not injure the tires—and

are mechanically perfect— our

guarantee that goes with every

set covers that.

As the LARGEST makers of

Traction Grips for Solid Tires in

the United States, we are justified

in stating that our grips must be

the best, our methods must reflect

honesty and fair dealing, and our

prices must represent true econo

my to the users.

"Points About Traction Grips

and Their Selection" are covered

in our catalog —YOLTR copy is

readj' — it's free.

We also manufacture GAY-

LOR Grips for Solid Tires.

 

Federal Chain &

Manufacturing Co.

SPRINGFIELD : MASS.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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The Stop -Watch Method.

Applying science to delivery—better routing—

faster loading and unloading— reducing idle

time—require more accurate information than

ever before. The modern delivery manager

needs and demands "machine control" of his

service. Ordinary methods of checking, which

depend on human accuracy for success, are as

antiquated as the spinning wheel or the tallow

candle.

Only by a never-failing, tamper-proof record

ing device can the business man obtain positive

knowledge of any unauthorized use of his

vehicles; exact start and stop of the day's work;

actual running time of each vehicle: length of

time required to load and unload; efficiency

and reliability of drivers: actual efficiency of

each vehicle, and other valuable information,

without which there will be costly leaks in this

department.

TheServisRecorder

is the most reliable, simple and accurate re

cording device on the market. It has no flexible

shaft gears or outside connections—hence has

none of the trouble and inaccuracy arising

from their use.

It works equally well on horse vehicles, motor

trucks, bob-sleds and switching locomotives.

Its record cannot be "faked" or altered, but

can be read at a glance.

This remarkable device is saving money for con

cerns in more than twenty-six lines of busi

ness, with every kind of delivery problem, and

is used by over twenty railroads.

It will help you save money, and supervise your

delivery at low cost. No matter what your

problem is, or how efficient your present system

of checking may be, it will pay you to investi

gate. For description, names of owners, etc.,

address:

The Service Recorder Co.

2350 East 105th Street

Cleveland, Ohio

Brunches in twelve cities

 

Motor Truck Tires

That Greatly Reduce

Operating Cost

Owners of gasoline delivery wagons in express and general

haulage service arc corning to realize more and more that eco

nomical operation depends largely on. tires That's why Motz

Cushion Tires have become first choice among most of the lead

ing truck owners. These are the real economy tires.

Saving Power

Again and again has it been demonstrated that any power

wagon travels farther on a given fuel charge when Motz equipped

than when pneumatic or solid tire equipped. Users of Motz

Cushion Tires get maximum mileage per fuel charge. Remem

ber that.

Protection to the Car

And these tires are exceptionally resilient and easy-riding.

They protect the delicate mechanical parts of a car as effectually

as properly-inflated pneumatic tires. Don't confuse them with

hard, unyielding solid tires, the kind that have ruined so many

commercial cars. Note that Motz Cushion Tires have double

tread (A in picture) which prevents skidding and distributes the

weight to the sides. The undercut sides (see B) allow free action

of the bridges. The slantwise, elastic bridges (see C) give and

yield like the air in pneumatic tires. D shows shock-absorbing

qualities when tire passes over an obstruction.

More Tire Mileage

Each set of Motz Cushion Tires is guaranteed for 10,000

miles—one year. That's more than most tires offer.

Less for Tire Upkeep

Tire upkeep amounts to practically nothing. Punctures and

blowouts are, of course, impossible. Breakdowns, delays, repair

biils, from tire causes, carrying extra tires, etc., are also done

away with. With these tires on your car it will never be laid up

for tire repair. Your power wagon will be working and earning

for you every hour every day.

Motz Cushion Tires are easily applied by you to any stand

ard clincher, universal quick detachable or demountable rim.

Send for our latest tire book 92 and letters from users

of Motz Cushion Tires. Give name of Car, Model, Size of

Rims, etc. Write today and the book will come by next

mail.

The Motz Tire & Rubber Company

Factories and Executive Offices AKRON, OHIO

BRANCHES:

1737 Broadway, New York 2023 Michigan Ave., Chicago

4 Dundee St., Boston, Mass. 999 Woodward Ave., Detroit

1932 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 300 N. Craig St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

409 East 15th St., Kansas City, Mo. 1409 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.

336 West Pico St., Los Angeles, Cal.

 

Motz Cushion Tires

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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"KELLS"
The most Durable and Efficient

RADIATORS for Commercial Cars

 

 

w. J KELLS MFG CO

New ro#»K. N v

Positively guaranteed not to leak for two years.

Used on all the Leading Gasolene Trucks of Ait erica.

Ten Years Test Has Proven the Best.

BEWARE OF IMITATIONS.

W. J. KELLS MFG. CO.

521-25 W. 45th Street, NEW YORK CITY

*pHE WAUKESHA Long Stroke Truck Motor is con-
■*■ structed to fulfill every obligation of the truck

manufacturer to tbe purchasers of his trucks It gives

the purchaser what heexpects—and what he pays for—

namey. efficiency, reliability, dependability, workability. Its

immense capacity tor naia woi k and hard knocks is due

to design and construction of unusual merits.

Like Uncle cam's war-dogs, the Waukesha is built

to resist the torcts 01 de&tiucnon

WAUKESHA
4#f 6%"Long Stroke Truck Motor.

K

Strength of construction is not the Waukesha's sole merit .

1 1 bu the remarkable Tuel economy of J of a pint of gasoline

per horse pow.-r per hour. It'fl a motor with unlimited

strone selling features Tor your truck—because it makes

good evry promise your euarantee contains.

We'll be glad to send detailed Information on request.

WAUKESHA MOTOR CO Dept B. Waukesha. Wbcohib

Agents Wanted

4 Cylinders, Long Stroke, Sliding Gears

1500 pounds - - - $1500

2000 pounds - - - - 1750

3000 pounds - - - 2250

 

A comparison of our specifications with those of other

makers will show that we have rated our cars very conserva

tively.

We use tires larger than the makers require.

Send for Catalogue and Agents Terms

Ideal Auto Company

Fort Wayne, Indiana

The Greatest Value Ever Offered

IS THE

a

Black Eagle" Spark Plug

at 50c

Efficiency and Quality Without Extravagance

 
 

50c now buys the

best spark plug

service to be had.

The Spark Plug

with the ' 'patent

ed" universal

spring cap that

permits the use

of ANY style terminal.

The Plug with a riveted central

Electrode, and two contact wires

sparking on rounded surfaces, thus

avoiding pitting of the wires.

Manufactured and sold by people

with whom you will be pleased to

do business.

Especially efficient in Motor Trucks.

The Progressive Manufacturing Co.

TORRINGTON, CONN.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE "SPICER"

universal joint was the pioneer for

shaft driven automobiles—either

pleasure or commercial cars.

 

Consult Our Representatives:

K. FRANKLIN PETERSON,

122 So. Michigan Boulevard.

Chicago

THOS. J. WETZEL.

17 West 42d Street.

New York

L. D. BOLTON,

1810 Ford Building.

Detroit

Special Foreign Representative :

BENJ. WHITTAKER. 2 1 State Street. New York

 

Small Manufacturers

Don't tie your capital up in Screw ma

chines—turn this class of work over to us.

We can do it quicker and cheaper for

you and guarantee accuracy.

We are also prepared to do all kinds of

machine work, hardening, tempering,

grinding, polishing, plating and enameling.

Send blue prints for estimate.

National Cycle Mfg. Co.

Bay City, Mich.

TORBENSEN AXLES

Internal Gear Drive

Good axles are the foundation to good

Trucks. When you build on Torbensen

Unit Rear Axle you

build on strong foun

dation. Its solid I

Beam, one piece,

special steel, drop

forged "Dead" axle

is unbreakable. Its

commercial effi

ciency is 100%, Your inquiries invited.

Noiseless Efficient Compact

Torbensen Gear & Axle Company

218-224 High Street

NEWARK, N. J.

(Formerly Bloomfield, N. J.)

 

Statement of the ownership, management, circula

tion^ tc, of POWER WAGON, published monthly at

Chicago, III., required by the Act of August 24, 1912.

J*.?1*-—This statement is to be made in duplicate, both copies to

be delivered by the publisher to the postmaster, who will send one

copy to the Third Assistant Postmaster General (Division of Clas

sification). Washington. D. C, and retain the other in the files of

the postoffice.

Editor—Henry Farrington, 332 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago.

Managing Editor—Walter Wardrop, 332 S. Mich

igan Ave., Chicago.

Business Manager — Walter Wardrop, 332 S.

Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Publisher—POWER WAGON PUBLISHING

CO., 332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Owners (if a corporation, give names and addresses

of stockholders holding 1 per cent or more of total

amount of stock) :

Walter Wardrop, 332 S. Michigan Ave., Chi

cago.

Francis S. Peabody, 332 S. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago.

Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other securi

ty holders, holding 1 per cent or more of total

amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities:

None.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 11th day of

October, 1912. HENRY V. DONALDSON,

[SEAL.] Notary Public.

(My commission expires April, 1916.)

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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CASTLE LAMPS FOR

MOTOR TRUCKS

 

Model No. 234.—New design for Motor Trucks.

Can be supplied in oil or in combination, oil and

electric, as desired.

The Castle Lamp Co.

Amesbury, Mass.

CONTINENTAL

Commercial Motor

The mark of a good truck

 

Continental Model C.

The new heavy duty

Continental—one ton

and seven ton capaci

ty—carries all the ap-

Droved improvements:

Long stroke; large

valves; heavy bear

ings; enclosed valve

mechanism ; perfect

lubricating system.

Unit power plant or in

dependent motor.

The Continental's repu

tation for reliability,

for power, for economy

and efficiency, have

made it the mark of a

good truck.

Write for specifications, prices and terms

Continental Motor Mfg. Co.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

^—^^——-■ FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE ———

K. F. PETERSON, 122 South Michigan Blvd., CHICAGO

WestonMottCq!

FLINT, MICH.

Axles, Hubs

Rims
OF HIGHEST QUALITY

Strength and durability are

factors of the utmost im

portance and our products

are made to meet the

severest tests.

 

LAVIGNE

Steering Gears

FOR

1913

A NEW DESIGN based on a comprehen

sive knowledge of prior construction.

A LOGICAL DESIGN where strength,

contact surface of moving parts and wear

are considered.

All moving parts made of properly

treated steel. Can be used to steer fore

and aft or across front axle.

Made in 4 Sizes

f 1800 lb. Runabout to

Suitable for H500 lb. Tourins C.r

I 1000 lb. Delivery Wagon to

L6 Ton Truck

Blue prints of steering gear layouts furnished

on application

The Lavigne Gear Co.

Racine, Wis.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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A Strict Account

of the distance travelled by any motor-

driven vehicle can be kept by the

Veeder Hub Odometer. With this ac

count at hand the cost of fuel, lubrication,

tire consumption and depreciation can be

figured to a fraction.

$25££
Neat, durableand compact.i

it can be easily attached.

Price complete

At your dealers', direct from our factory

or at the following agencies:

T. H. Cranston & Co., 56 E. Randolph Street

Chicago, HI.

Bernard I. Bill, 543 Golden Gate Avenue

San Francisco, Cat.

The Robber Tire Wheel Company, Montreal,

Quebec, Toronto. Winnipeg and Vancouver

The Veeder Manufacturing Company

C. H. VEEDER, President D. J. POST. Treasurer

H. W. LESTER. Secretary

HARTFORD, CONN.

Makers of Cyclometers, Odometers. Tachometers. Tachodometers

Counters and Small Die Castings

 

 

Detroit Oilers Have
T^T V% 11 ^^1 1 There are no check

No Ball Checks £&&•*#

in Detroit Mechanical Force Feed OileTs to give trouble and

cause failures. Every drop of oil must go to the place where

it is needed.

A separate pump for each feed measures the oil and insures

a rate of feed that is exactly right at all times. Once properly

regulated there is no chance for faulty lubrication and dry bear

ings, carbonized cylinders, smoke at the exhaust and waste i oil

are entirely eliminated.

npart-

o? oil

Detroit Oilers are made with from

one to thirty feeds in capacities of

two pints to five-gallons — pulley,

sprocket, ratchet or gear drive.

Made also with two com

ments for feeding one kind

to cylinders and another to

bearings.

the

Write today for catalog P~6S and full Information

Detroit [ubricator Company.

DETROIT, U. S. A.

Largest manufacturers of Lubricating devices in the world.

Schafer Ball Bearings
(Made In Germany)

Before you decide on your ball bearing requirements why not

consider SCHAFER?

This is not a new bearing and therefore you will not be experi

menting. The merits of SCHAFER ball bearings have been

attained by actual service and not merely by "talk."

 

They have been adopted by prominent manufacturers here

and abroad. This fact should convince you of the quality and

efficiency of SCHAFER ball bearings.

Write for catalog and prices

BARTHEL, DALY & MILLER
Sole Importers

42 Broadway NEW YORK

THE EVANS MODEL

HELE-SHAW CLUTCH
(Patented)

Is standard of the world on high

grade cars, in America and Europe

 

 

©

Cross Section of

Plate Grooves.

The cut shows details of wedge-shaped annular

grooved plates used in "Hele-Shaw" Clutch. They

combine the best of the cone and disc principles.

The "Hele-Shaw" C'utch has a grip like a vise, but

is slippable indefinitely, giving the car a capability

of speed ranging from a creep to its full power.

The "Hele-Shaw" Clutch is absolutely self-con

tained and removable as a whole at any time.

Pressed Steel Case

In use on over 100,000 cars of over 250 makes.

Send for catalogue No. 9 giving bore, stroke and number of cylinders.

Sec us at New York and Chicago Shows

MERCHANT & EVANS CO.

The Premier Metal House in America

PHILADELPHIA

 

NEW YORK BROOKLYN

BALTIMORE WHEELING

CHICAGO

DENVER

KANSAS CITY

CLEVELAND

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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DUILT in Two and Three Axle

equipments. 3J to (0 ton capacities.

Especially adapted for long hauls and diffi

cult road problems.

Let us send you literature

and full information

Couple - Gear Freight-Wheel

Compa
550 Buchanan Street,

H/9 Grand Rapids, Michigan

 

Consuh the "Service" people before ordering ,

illustrations of Automobile parts or accessories.

Their knowledge and advice should be of value

to you. Years of cut-making experience yours

for the asking. Engravings and drawings for

any purpose by any process.

SF.PxVICE ENGRAVING CO.

1

 

Nr*£s»

OFFICES AND

PLANTS OF

Service Engraving.Co

. 121-42? Plymouth Place

TELEPHONES

rWarVatiBvrnVMt

ir.io CHICAGO

 

 

\

THE

Positive

POSITIVE

 

w0

Lock Washer

Made in all sizes and weights for Automobile pur

poses and Trucks or Power Wagons. Can be used

thinner than any other lock washer—effective, no

matter how thin. One lock under the nut and head

can be used if so desired. Exhaustive tests, cover

ing a period of nearly 20 years on railroad track,

drop presses, Automobiles and machinery subject

to vibration, have proven its superiority over every

nut lock manufactured. Writefor samples and prices.

The original and genuine Positive Lock Washers

are made only by the

POSITIVE LOCK WASHER CO.

NEWARK, N. J.

A CARBURETOR

Absolutely Fool -Proof

THE Zenith Car

buretor Company

offers truck manu

facturers and owners

a carburetor proved

by five years experi

ence in Europe—

absolutely fool-proof

and without a single

adjustment.

A trial will con

vince you of its power, its economy and its

remarkable efficiency.

Zenith Carburetor Co.

 

270 Jefferson Avenue DETROIT. MICH.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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Knickerbocker

Trucks
 

Any mechanical part may be removed on

the road in a half hour or less without

unloading or dismantling the truck.

Write for Catalogue.

Knickerbocker Motor Truck Mfg. Co.

151st Street and River Avenue

NEW YORK

 

THE "EUREKA" NON-SKID ATTACHED

THE ONLY PRACTICAL
Non-Skid for Dual Tires on the Market

No side chains, no cross chains. The fastening chain runs be

tween the tires, and the diamond drop forged plates give the

traction. gj > fc. ^»

Ask your dealer—if.he'does not[ keep them>rite us direct.

Prices for tires 36 in. and under $25.00

Prices for tires over 36 inches . 30.00

EUREKA NON-SKID MFG. CO.
591 Bergen St. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

 

J The United States Ught and Heating Co.

(Formerly National)

STORAGE BATTERY

It's Power That Counts

Some electrics are limited to short, easy runs because they

are not powerful enough to venture where the going is hard. In

such cases the storage batteries are of the ordinary type that

falls down when the power requirements are heavy.

The U-S-L Battery extends the utility of an electric beyond

the smooth, hard, level roads. It is lively, responsive and

powerful, regardless of how steep the hills or how deep the sand,

mud, or snow. When the trip is long and hard, the U-S-L

Battery will bring the car spinning in still strong at the finish.

U-S-L Batteries are built in the largest and best equipped

plant of its kind in the world. Every pound of raw material is

analyzed before its use is permitted. Every battery is thoroughly

tested and inspected before shipment. We build U-S-L Batteries

right, and that's the reason for the exceptional service they give.

The U. S. Light & Heating Co.

General Offices: 30 Church St., New York

Factory: Niagara Falls, N. Y.

BRANCH OFFICES AND SERVICE STATIONS:

New York Boston Buffalo Cleveland Detroit

Chicago St. Louis San Francisco

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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LOOSENS THE CARBON-

BLOWS IT OUT THE

EXHAUST

The logical carbon

remover is liQuid /^\

in form and /\^yr

\\s called

Culver-Taylor Detachable Chain

<&/ Being liQuid.

<§/ you can also use

~SJ/ in the solution.

.*?

it to clean dirty sparK

plugs, rusted screws and

tools, by immersing them

oil "

Dorit allow carbon to accumulate.

USE CARBONOX

One can of Carbonox keeps a four

cylinder car free from carbon fbrayear

Price 754

NORTHWESTERN CHEMICAL CO.

Marietta.Ohio.

 

PATENTED

Designed Especially

for

MOTOR TRUCKS
The Notch Does It

A Detachable Chain with links that will not

work loose. TRY THEM. The result

will surprise you.

Culver -Taylor Chain Works

142 Madison Avenue, DETROIT. MICH.

85 HI

%

*1 1^ 1^1 * 1«S W SIB

"Always There"

SPLITDORF PLUGS are not experimental—they

are STANDARD.

Known since then first appearance as theV'common

sense plug," they are exactly that—no more and

no less.

SPLITDORF PLUGS will outlast your motor. There

is nothing fanciful about them—they are made to en

dure any and every strain of ignition put upon thenv

Gas-tight, soot-proof and unbreakable SPLITDORF

PLUGS do not short-circuit or carbonize.

For the hydro-carbon engine in automobile, aero

plane, motor truck, motor boat, motor cycle or

farm tractor—for high pressure engine and terrific

■ motor speed to a throttled down and barely revolving

motor—SPLITDORF PLUGS are always reliable.

As with PLUGS so with MAGNETOS, COILS,

SPLITDORFLITE lighting generator, and every lg

nition device—SPLITDORF claims are guaranteed

Write for our "Racing Record

 NEWTONE

The Mile Away Electric

MOTOR HORN

I*

Splitdorf Electrical Co. NjO

 
^

Warren Street, NEWARK, N. J. N*Y

Branches— ^\ *

Chicago San Francisco V>\\

Detroit Los Angeles A V

Kansas City Seattle ,YY \

Buenos Aires \\\\

98 Warre

New York

Boston

Philadelphia

London

Torpedo

Type

Pat. Sept. 5, 1111

PRICE

$20.«2

Including

Button and

Cable

The Most "Perfect Warning "Device on the MarKft

The increased demand for the Newtone Motor Horn is due to

its absolute efficiency in warning, and economy in operation.

The motor with Hess-Bright Ball Bearings and iniported self-

lubricating brushes, eliminate all oiling and cleaning.

The chief engineers of three leading American

automobile manufacturers after a—BreaK-dotvn

test, state that, in their opinion, the JVetvtone

Horn is the best buarning signal made.

Let Us Send One On Approval

Automobile Supply Mfg. Co.

220 Taaffe Place. Near Dekalb Avenue, Brooklyn

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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THE DEPENDABLE KIND

 

 

Annular Ball Bearings
MADE IN SCHWEINFURT, A-M, GERMANY

The F. & S. 1912. 134 page,

illustrated catalog de luxe of

the world's quality ball bear

ing is free by mail for the

asking. May we send it to

you? The tables in it are

valuable—it is really a handy

text book for your files.

jKRRE^RZ^ (ompany

<£P* UlBall Bearings
Z-5Q Went Fifty- fourth, JVaw YorU

Send us your blue prints,

specifications and photos,

and we will submit, with

out charge, a blue print of

a detailed ball bearing con

struction to replace your

plain bearing journal.

 

THE AMERICA

^REVJEWg

REVIEWS

n
MORE

NECESSARY

THAN EVER

We are constructing a piece of railroad grade down the

river 300 miles distant from this point and wish to canvass the possibilities of freight motor

trucks in transporting supplies from here in winter over the ice on the river to our camps

scattered along the river bank 300 miles west.

What we are anxious to know is whether such a motor truck is made which can be depended

upon to travel over ice and snow averaging one to three feet deep, at what speed, what prices, etc.

Will you kindly put us in touch with the proper parties or refer this letter to them, and

greatly oblige, Yours very truly,

We gladly give information free of charge.

The Review of Reviews Magazine

30 Irving Place, New York City

III AMERICAN

jREVIEWg

REVIEWS

MORE

i NECESSARY

j THAN EVER j

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.
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FIFTY CITIES REACH

THE SAME VERDICT
Five-ton Chassis . . . $4,500

Three-ton Chassis . . 3,400

Two-ton Chassis . . . 2,800

F. O. B. Detroit

Express and Transfer Companies in fifty cities are

using more than two hundred Packard trucks. Re

peating orders are placed regularly by concerns that

make a scientific study of hauling. TheAdams Express

Company bought four Packard three-ton trucks in 1908

and has added fifteen Packards to its metropolitan fleet.

There are seventy-four Packard commercial vehicles

in the service of the American Express Company. A

third express company has placed a quantity order for

one hundred Packards to be delivered within one year

When you standardize your garage with Packard

trucks you know that a permanent institution

stands back of your hauling equipment

Ask the man who owns one

Packard Motor Car Company, Detroit

5ja.

Please mention the "Power Wagon" when writing to advertisers.



 

 
 

 

"WHITNEY" CHAINS

Are the most practical for motor vehicles. Because

The "Whitney" Cotter Detachable Chain can be taken

apart at any link without the use of any special tool. This

isof great advantage to truck builders, owners and drivers.

"Whitney" Chains are used by the leaders because they arc

strong, accurate, dependable and above all long lived. They are

made right from the right kind of material by specialists, in one of

the most modern plants in this country.

LOOK FOR THE COTTER PINS

THE WHITNEY MFG. CO., Hartford, Conn.

  

 

Users of Large Fleets of

Electric Cars Specify

Westinghouse

Vehicle Motors

because of their proven reliability and

efficiency.

From the time the electric vehicle was

first a commercial success Westinghouse

Motors have maintained a continuous rec

ord of satisfactory performance under all

conditions of vehicle service.

This excellence is due mainly to two causes. First, the Westinghouse Company never places elec

tric vehicle equipment on the market until exhaustive service tests have proved it to be better than the

operating conditions require. Secondly, the Westinghouse Company cooperates with vehicle manufac

turers and aids them in selecting electrical equipment to produce the most servicea

ble and efficient cars.

A list of vehicle manufacturers supplying Westinghouse equipment will be furnished on request.

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING CO.

 

The Ward Bread Co. of New York Has 100 Delivery Wagons

Equipped with Westinghouse Motors.

Sales Offices in 45 Cities EAST PITTSBURGH, PA.
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A satisfactory and economical solution to your

transportation problem is found in the Pierce-

Arrow Truck because of its worm gear drive

which stops the little leaks—minimizes power

waste and lessens up-keep costs. Its proven

efficiency is assured by this guarantee:

rhe worm wheel and worm shaft, generally known as

,,'orm gear construction, employed in the Pierce-Arrow

i ruck, are war-anted to fulfill their functions for one

year from date of shipment under normal service.

 

5-TON MOTOR TRUCKS
THK PIERCE-ARROW MOTOR CAR COMPANY, BUFFALO. N. Y.
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